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p.24; Oct., p.24; Nov., p.20; Dec, p.8

New Hebrides, Oct., p.66

New York
Catskills, Nov., p.20

City, fashion industry. May, p.8

Great Gull Island, Nov., p.38

Long Island Wildlife Refuge, Jan., p.6

New York City, May, p.72

North Star, Nov., p.48

Novanoah II, Feb., p.57

Nudibranchs, Dec, p.36

Ocean floor, sediment of. May, p.30

Oceanography, May, p.30; Oct., p.76

Octopus, Mar., p.24

Pacific, peoples of the. May, p.34

Paper and trees, Jan., p.6

Peking Man, Nov., p.8

Peoples
An of, Feb., p.40

and Civilization, Feb., p.52

Eskimo, Jan., p.28

Greek, Apr., p.52

Lola, Mar., p.32

Men of Fanla, New Hebrides, Oct., p.66
of the Pacific, May, p.36

Peasants of Brazil, Mar., p.48

at Play, Dec, p.48

Pueblo Indians, June, p.24

of Surinam, Aug., p.l4

Tinkers, Dec, p.24

Zulus, June, p.44

Pesticides and cotton, Dec, p.86

Pine forests, Jan., p.24

Plants, wild, Feb., p.l4

Play
in African villages, Dec, p.60

Children at, Dec, p.54

Man and, Dec, p.48

Monkeys at, Dec, p.66, p.72

Polaris, Nov., p.49

Pollution
Dogs and garbage, Oct., p.58

and Light, Feb., p.46

Los Angeles, Oct., p.l2

and Terns, Nov., p.38

Pre-Columbian Indians, Feb., p.l4

Pre-European Indians, Mar., p.32

Pueblo Indians, June, p.24

PuRin, Atlantic, June, p.52

Pulsars

Collapsed star, Oct., p.55

Dead, Jan., p.64

Quasars, May, p.79

Rainch. Surinamese witch doctor, Aug., p.14

Ravenna, pine forests, Jan., p.24

RcligionofZuUrs, June, p.44

Reptiles

Barking lizard, Tokay gecko, Jan., p.60

Sea snakes, Nov., p.52

Turtles, June, p.58

Salt deposits, Oct., p.46

Satellites, of Saturn, Oct., p.54

Saturn
Rings of, Nov., p.4a

Satellites of, Oct., p.54

Savanna sparrow, Dec, p.8

Scientists and social responsibility, June,

p.l6

Scotland, highlands of, Feb., p.68

Sea floor. May, p.30

Sea snakes, yellow-bellied, Nov., p.52
Seals, bull elephants, Feb., p.82

Siarcb for other worlds, Dec, p.42

Selk'nam Indians, prc-European, Mar., p.32
Scringo, Dec, p.8

Sharks, Dec, p.92

Signals to stars, Dec, p.42

Sisal, Brazil, Mar., p.48

Skulls, Oct, p.24

Sky color, Feb.. p.32

.Sky Reporter see Astronomy
Sky show, Nov., p.48

iouTH Africa

Zionists, June, p.44

Zulus, June, p.44

see also Africa

South Aiiierica

Surinam Bush Negroes, Aug., p.l4

Space, and exploration, Aug., p.74

Speleology, Apr., p.30

Storks, Oct., p.36

Symbiosis, Jan., p.42; Aug., p.28
Tau Ceti I, Feb., p.33

Terns, Nov., p.38

Thoreau, Henry David, Feb., p.22; Dec,
Tierra del Fuego Archipelago, Selk'nam

Indians, Mar., p.32
Time as 4th dimension, Aug., p.24

Tolnasik Nutarareak, Eskimo, Jan., p.28
Tinkers, Dec, p.24

Troglobites, salamander, Typhlolriton ;

lacus, Apr., p.30

Turtle, snapping, June, p.58

Venus, Feb., p.32; Mar., p.62

Vietnam, ecology. Mar., p.56
Volcano, Mt. HekIa, Aug., p.58

Whales, Jan., p.36

WildlifV-Preservation Act, 1969, May, p.8

Witch doctoi-, Surinam, Aug., p.l4

Wolf, Apr., p.26^p44
Wolves, music of, Api-.-tn.36

Woodpeckers, Mar., p.66'"^.^

Worm, Convoluta roscoffensis,^an., p.42

Yosemite Park, camping. May, p.20
Zulus, June, p.44

Books in Review

Aborigines and Their Country, The, Fe
p.107

Aldabra Alone, Mar., p.81

Artist in Ajrica. An, June, p.80

Atlas of the Universe, The, Oct., p.99
Autokind vs. Mankind, May, p.102
Best Nature Writing of Joseph Ho

Kriitch, The, Mar., p.81

Blue Meridian, May, p.94

Blue Whale, The, Dec, p.llO

Cherokee Tragedy, Apr., p.76

Deadly Feast of Life, The, Oct., p.l02

Death as a Way of Life, Apr., p.79

Defending the Environment, Feb., p.l:)3

Everglades, Jan., p.76

Flying Birds, Feb., p.l08

Galapagos Islands, Aug., p.94

Hidden Sea, The, Apr., p.78

Horses in America, Nov., p.89

Imperial Animal, The, Oct., p.90

Innocent Killers, Dec, p.ll5

Kites. May, p.l02

Last Whole Earth Catalog: Access to Too,

The, Nov., p.84

Living Clocks, The, Nov., p.90

Living on the Earth, Nov., p.84

Man and Wildlife, Mar., p.78

Memoirs of Chief Red Fox, The, Dec, p L
Moon: Man's Greatest Adventure, MaJ

p.76

Nature of Life. The, Mar., p.79

Never in Anger, Jan., p.74

On the Side of the Apes, Oct., p.l04

Politics of Ecology, The, Feb., p.l02

Race and Races, Aug., p.88
|

Savage Luxury: Slaughter of the

Seals, Aug., p.86

Secret Life of the Forest, The. May, p.J

Separate Reality: Further Conversalio

with Don Juan, A, June, p.74

Shanidar: The First Flower People, Au:

p.82

Survival Songbook, Aug., p.93

Tree Trails in Central Park, May, p. 103

We Talk. You Listen, Mar., p.82
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This is an expression of concern. A
photographer's way of communicating

his compassion for the loneliness of old

age. With one photograph he has

stated his entire message.

If you want to achieve this kind of

impact you'll need a camera as re-

sponsive as your mind, as versatile as

your inspirations. A camera that puts

creativity before complexity.

Nikkormat FTN. It's a 35mm sir with a

thru-the-lens meter system that's center-

weighted for uniquely accurate response

in even the most difficult lighting. A
system that doesn't dim the finder when
it's adjusted.

There are some 35 interchangeable

Nikkor lenses available for it, from 6mm
to 2000mm, all with instant-change

bayonet mounts.

Plus other components of the Niko.

System, including bellows, slide-copyir-f

attachments and extension tubes.

And It sells for less than $280 wit;

50mm f2 lens. See the Nikkormat FT/'

at your dealer, and ask him about th

Nikon School. Or write for details. Nikoi

Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidior

of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industrie:

lnc.(lnCanada:AnglophotoLtd.,P.Q.)[lfe

The aged. A photographic comment.

cW%i ^ Nikkormat.The beginning of your involvement
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6 HELLO ENTS, GOOD BYE ARISTOTI,E Mark Terry

Practice an ecological life-style based upon finite natural resources, then

teach it to your students.

24 THE PLNES OF RAVENNA Nicholas T. Mirov

The pine forests of ancient Ravenna are disappearing, and tcith them itill

go the setting for a literary heritage.

28 FROM THE WORLD OF TOMASIK NUTARAREAK Bob Skovbo

Photographs by Paul ton Baich

"Ai, ai! K'nga! Oa oa!" A dog sled hurtles into a world of gravel shores,

grinding pan ice, and snottboiind expanses.

36 CAN LEVLATHAN LON(; ENDURE SO WIDE A CHASE? Scott McVay
The iihales' song is fading from the sea, but the International Whaling

Commission continues to turn a deaf ear.

42 DINERS OF UNLIMITED DIVERSITY Jean Craighead George

Potato-u ashing monkeys, insects that process food tcith chemicals, and

norms that put sunshine to use form a potpourri of feeding mi'tpiulions.

54 GREEN IS FOR COOLNESS. YELLOW FOR (;()()!) AI Sl'ICES

Fred .1. Zimmer
. . . and a fish symbolizes peace. Materials, colors, and shapes all hate

meaning to the readers of India's wall paintings.

60 THE MARKING LIZARD Corson Hirschfeld

A reptile tcith a doglike bark and the ability to ualk up icindoic gla.%s, the

gecko has benefited from its long association icith man.

64 SKY REPORTER John P. Wiley, Jr.

66 CELESTIAL EVENTS Thomas D. Nirhohon

74 "WE WISH MORE AND MORE THAT SHE WOULD LEAVE"
./ Keiiew by Stanley A. Freed.

.In abrasive personality and volatile temper nearly shatter the fragile rela-

tionship between an anthropologist and her Eskimo hosts.

76 THE EVER(;LADES A Review by Claude R. Kirk, Jr.

In ivhich Florida's former governor discus.u-s and defends his conservation

policies.

84 SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL IJKADING

covkr: Tomasik Nutarareak, Eskimo from Igloolik. Northicest Territories.

Publication Office: The American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at

7<lth Street. Sew York. A'.)'. Il)tl2f. Published monthly. October through May;

bimonthly June to .September. Subscription: S7 .110 a \car. In Canada and all other

countries: $H.OO a year. Single copies $1.00. Second class postage ftaid at A'rir York,

S.Y., and at additional oihces. Copyright {i') I'>71 by The Ameti..vi W;. >.,,,.
,

History. A'f l»irt of this periodical may be reproduced uithoui

Natiiiui. llisTimv. Mana.uripts and illustrations submitted to
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Twenty-three-year-old Mark
Terry is presently teaching high

school biology in Portland, Oregon.

He received his bachelor's degree

in anthropology from the University

of Washington in 1969 and com-

pleted a one-year master of arts in

teaching program in science educa-

tion at Cornell University. Terry

has taught evolutionary anthropol-

ogy and human ecology to summer
school students in Central Los

Angeles and has also worked with

elementary school children from the

Pomona barrio. He was a speaker at

the John Muir Institute conference

at Aspen, Colorado, in September,

1969. Terry hopes someday to start

a school based upon his personal

convictions.

Nicholas T. Mirov was born in

Siberia in 1893, received a B.S. de-

gree from the Imperial Institute of

Forestry in St. Petersburg. Russia,

in 1916 and then came to the

United States to live and pursue his

studies. He received an M.S. degree

in forestry in 1931 and his Ph.D. in

plant physiology from the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley. A
long association with the U.S. For-

estry Service followed his first posi-

tion as an assistant silviculturist

^^^Vr ^ '''>^^l

; '^^^!^1 HIV

with that agency. Specializing in

the biochemistry of terpenes and

the physiology of forest trees, he

has studied pine trees all of his life.

The author of several books and ar-

ticles on the subject of pines, Mirov

is now a lifetime research associate

in the Department of Geography at

the University of California at

Berkeley.

Because he plans to make several

future trips to the far north and can

work better anonymously, the Cana-

dian author of '"From the World of

Tomasik Nutarareak" uses the pen

name of Bob Skovbo. A native of

Latvia, he studied at the University

of Manitoba in Winnipeg and at

Carlelon University in Ottawa. Af-

ter working as a lab technician in

virology for several years. Skovbo

went to the Northwest Territories in

1965 to work for a mining explor-

ation company. The country proved

so magnificent, he returned the fol-

lowing year to travel and observe

—

and has been doing so ever since.

He is the author of "Northwest Pas-

sage," which appeared in the June-

July, 1970, issue of Natural His-

tory.

Photographer Paul von Baic

was born in Yugoslavia and studie

photography at the Vienna Scho

of Arts in Austria. He settled

Canada in 1960 after having tra

eled and worked extensively in E
rope. Von Baich, whose phot

graphs also illustrated '"Northwc

Passage," has been the cameram;

for several Canadian documenta

films.

Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Sec

McVay is currently an admin

trator at Princeton Universi

where he received a bachelor's c

gree in 1955. Actively interested

whales and their habits for mo
than a decade, he has led efforts

both this country and Japan to pi

vent further ravaging of the gn
whale stocks by the whaling indi

try and is presently serving as t

chairman of the Committee

Whales of the Environmental I

fense Fund. McVay, who has stt

ied the behavior of the bottlenc

dolphin in Florida, is currently te

ing whether porpoises can comii

nicate abstract information, a

plans future studies of the soun

and behavior of a variety of (

tacea.
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Which 3
of these major
works of history

and world affairs

would you like

*^: 09<^ 'Z.T

CEOICE WASHINGTON
THE NEW NATION: )7S3-93

lum* III) H\ Jam,, //.ornni

rifr A moving pnnrail of Wash-
i>n, in det)l and ptxtr hrallh, Mcn-
g rdirrmml lo help lead Amm.a
ird unily and stability

SI7iO/M.SO

I. HniEK: A STUDY IN TYR-
MYflv Alan tlulln.k \^^c drfini-

work }1000/$«.9S

THE CIEATION OF THE
«BCAN tEnjBUC. 1776-17(7
;„r/A.M.V 11..,,,/ Ihr rMiluliim "f

ritan |»>liliial thmiKhl from I77(>

hf making irf the ( :on\tilutiiin.

iripfl Awardwinnrr S15 00/»9.9S

. ANQENT EUtOfE At Siunrt

:,.!! Krom 6(1011 H C ti> ihr

lan rr.i, a rairin.itinK survry iif

rljari. Kuriipr 104

}7}0/$«.IS

A HISTOtY Of THE AHHCAN
mi /!> /I:h,,l 11 J„l, Ihnr
ly Mtiiiplitatrd hiiliiry. aimrnt to

t timn lliKhly reid.ililr Killnl

II t\, not ^fM^ial piradini;

SI5 00/M.9S

WITCHCRAn AT SAlfM Hv
•I,* //.i-i..ri A frnh. ..l,|Otnc

prrtatiiin nf ihf iiriKiii.il di* ii-

S6 95,'Si.7S

FROM SLAVERY TO FREE-

M: A Hi»l»ffy of N*9ro Amvrkont
'..',,, //../„ Ir„nklin A Inp-rank-

liiMorian train thr Nrnr.K-.'

w from Afriian oniliiit Ic inii'

ill \n

»I2 00,'»7.40

MEDIEVAL HISTORY: Th* lif*

DMih of o Civiliiali«n Cixl
on) Ih \ .."„;. /• ( .i,i(„f A
. Iivrl> and rrailal.lr UKik on llir

il hlitory tJ Ihr midillr jfin
SI0 9VM.S0

762 GODS ENCUSHMAN: OLI-

VER CROMWEU AND THE ENGUSH
REVOLUTION ll\ <:hn,l.,/.h,r /till.

An ama/ingly objective "wans and
all" analysis o/ Cromwell's problems,

op)nion%. failings and actomplish-

mrnu ih.il (xjiv his plair in hiitorv

inio pro(>rr |><T>pr<tnc $7 95/$6.75

643. THE GREAT TERROR: Slolin't

Purg* el th« ThirtiM A) /i',,/>ir/

Coniiiinl I he grim and ruthless

famp<iign, its arrests, its inierroga-

tioiu, the mass slaughter and their

effects on Russian life and >-ulture

S9 95/$7.40

Winnvr of Pulitior Ml*
ood Nolionol Boo k Anyprd

700. HUEY LONG lly T. Harry
H'tHtam\ HulTiHin, menace, dictator

-yet voiir of an authentic Amer-
ican radiialism 1 he first full-length

study of hl^ hlr S12S0/$7.9S

SS4. THE TRIAL OF THE GERMANS:
Nurcmbwg. I94S-46 H\ /-.uiirt,,

/)u.i,/u>,. Iwrnlvtwo brilliant

stuilies ol the war inminals whiih
build a Inlal pi< lure of Na/i

(;ermant SI2 50/$I.9S

369. THE SfAMSH QVIL WAR /<v

lliifh Ih.mat A sjicllbindrr thr

• omplrtr history of the grim 'ilm\

rehearsal for World War Two "

S12M} St.SO

661. A HISTORY OF THE VIKINGS
«, (;,.i., /....., I heir pr,Ktrr<

trairrt from prehistory lo llHili. from

Russia and Constantinople to North

Ameriia S9 7J/S«,9S

6E7. ANTMNTHifCTUAUSM IN

AIMIRKAN UFE ll\ Kuhaf.l //./-

iM.//. - Anirriias hittoriial «l»-

piiion ol intrllntuali Its roots

arul meaning. Pulit/CT I'ri/e winner

$7 9S/»5.»J

First price is Publisher's List, boldface shows Member's Price.

734. WEUJNGTON: THE YEARS
Of THE SWORD /It Ehzab.th L;ng-

Jtirii. Intimate details gleaned from

family archives by a drscendent of

Wellington's wife provide a myth-
shattering charactcnzalion of The

Iron Duke. SIO.0O/$7.SO

621. THE INDIAN HERITAGE OF
AMERICA Bl .l/rm .\/ J.;,phy. Jr.

I'hc history, archaeology, and eth-

nology of all Indian <cjllure% in the

Americas since the b c Age
JI0 00/S6.9S

764. THE LOST CRUSADE: AMER-
ICA IN VIETNAM At f.Vici/.T f.',,,./., r.

A State Department ofTirial's inside

analysis ol America's involvement in

Vietnam, the mistakes we made
there, and the ways we might lie .ilile

to get out JI2 00/$7.9S

746. EMPIRE OF THE STEPPES: A
Hitlory of Control Alio H\ A'.ri,'

Cruuiicl The great Kreruh historical

account of the Niongolian and Turk-

ish invasions in its Tirst English

translation S17 50/$9.9S

6S9. THE ANQENT MBMTER-
RANCAN fly Mi.ha.l Cra'xl ITle

firsl truly modern account bnnging
together history, gevigraphy, arche-

ology, and the arts to reconstruct life

on the Mediterranean shorn Irom
thr first lra.es of man to the fall of

Ronir S89S/)6.7S

7S I . ASSASSINATION Of X>HN F.

KENNB>V: Tho Rmm«s Why By
MhrrI II Snrman 'I'he result of

SIX years of rescinh a ngorously
olijntive inquiry into the great un.in-

swered question of Oswald's motive

$1000,$7.7S

THB HISTORY BnOR CLUB • Stamford. Conn. 06904

Three Rood reasons (o join The History Book Club:

Uramalic saslngs. As a trial member, you can sase over ^0'~'t' on
>our choice ol the linest works ol history and world allairs-morc

than 130 titles lo choose from each month.

Liberal bonus plan. You are free lo select your bonus books from
our entire list... no restrictions as in most ctubs. After trial mem-
bership, you earn a bonus ccrlihcaic with every four books you
purchase.

Etcepllonal quality. The History Book Club always brings you new
volumes identical with or superior lo oTiKinal publishers' editions

,,, never economy "Niok club" reprinls.

ENROLL NOW TO RECEIVE UP TO $47,50
WORTH OF FINE BOOKS FOR ONLY 99<

THE HISTORY BOOK CLUB, Stamford, Conn. 06904
Please send the ininxluclorv package of Nniks indicated below Hill me ""c

for the Ihrce. At Ihe same lime, send the membership bcxik I base also indi

catcd and bill me lor it at the loss Member's Price

I understand Ihal I may return (he books within 2 weeks if I am not

delighicd with them and Ihal ihcir relurn will auiomattcally cancel my mem
hcrsTiip Otherwise I shall complete my Trial Membership bv purchasing 4

more selections during the coming year from amonf more than I Ml ollerc.i at

money sayinf Member's Prices cac)i month in the C lub Rcmc" I mas clioosc

any of these instead of the I dilor's Choicc.or no Nnik at all. simply by reiuin

in(t the reply card which accompanies the Review.
Completion of my Trial Membership will cniille me lo chcx>«e a Bonus

HiKik for cserv 4 books I purchose Iherealtcr

(NOri A small postage and packing charge is added loeach shipment.)

Fill In nuKibert of your Ihrtt Intro-

duclory books, t>C for all Ihrot
Fill In number of Four

Ckblci at mtmbor's prict

(pleaa* print)

.2lp-

vings Shipment of books and all services

iin Ciiiada Bonos plan ditlers slightly



Continued

Author of numerous books and

magazine articles on nature and re-

lated subjects, Jean Craighead

George received her B.A. from

Pennsylvania State University in

1941. and was honored by that in-

stitution as Woman of the Year for

1968. Her book My Side of the

Mountain, coauthored with her hus-

band. John, was recently made into

a movie, and three of her volumes

are on the American Library Asso-

ciation Notable Book List. George

paints, illustrates, and "raises ev-

erything from one-celled animals to

children." Her latest book. Beastly

Inventions, from which "Diners of

Unlimited Diversity" is adapted,

will be published by the David

McKay Company this month.

Professor of communication de-

sign at Ohio State University, Fred

A. Zinimer was born in Pataskala,

Ohio. After earning a B.F.A. degree

from Ohio State in 1948, he did

graduate work in graphic design at

Pratt Institute. In 1966-67. he went

to India on a Fulbright grant to

study the ways in which a primarily

preliterate society, such as rural In-

dia, uses pictorial and other non-

verbal forms for mass commu-

nication. Zimmer has also studied

the sign-symbol systems of such di-

verse areas as Greece. Turkey. Jap-

an. Mexico, and western Europe.

His drawings, articles, and photo-

graphs have appeared in many na-

tional publications, including Harp-

er's and Esquire.

A native of Cincinnati, Ohic

Corson Hirsohfeld is a profes

sional photographer and free-lano

writer who has traveled to Kenya

North Africa, Haiti. Surinam, Mai

tinique, and Guadeloupe on photc

graphic assignments. He is a foi

mer editor of the Journal c

Herpetology and was instrumenti

in the formation of the Society fc

the Study of Amphibians and Re|

tiles. Hirschfeld is also a forms

chairman of the Ohio Herpetoli

gical Society and an amatei

astronomer, spelunker, and con

petition swimmer.



Take this 5'volume

Treasurehouse of Uving Science
(value $40.75) <-'

all foronlyf^
with your first selection as

a trial member of the

latuml Science

Bookclub
lere's what you get for only $1.95

15 magnificently illustrated volumes:

in award-winning naturalist's elo-

ent description of the beautiftdly

lanced interplay between our for-

s and the rest of nature

in intriguing niialysis of how and
y animals act as they do

m extraordinary account of the

laterious forces that pcrpetxuite one
cies while they doom another

I brilliant recapitulation of zoology

ough the ages

I fascinating visit to the weird and
ndcrful community of insects

{venture and Travel

DARWIN AND THE
\GLE. Alan Moorehead

H5 00 $11.50

THE FLIGHT OF THE
JLE. Per Olal Sundman

S6 95 J5.95

NOTES FROM THE CEN-
«Y BEFORE. Edward Hoagland

%b 95 »5.95

Archaeology and
Anthropology

90. GARDENS OF WAR: LIFE
) DEATH IN THE NEW GUINEA
>NE AGE. Robert Gardner and
I C, Holder $15 00 $9.95

20. GUIDE TO ARTIFACTS OF
LONIAL AMERICA. Ivor Noel

$10 00 $7.50

30. ISLAND AT THE CENTER
THE WORLD, father Sebastian
:l«rl. $15 00 $10.95

Astronomy and
Space Science

410 THE AMATIUR ASTRONO
R'S HANDBOOK. J.oiif^ Mii.i

$(,95 $5./5

'20. AMATEUR ASTRONOMY,
rich Moore. F R A S $(> 95 $5.95

flO. HISTORY OF ROCKETRY
SPACE TRAVEL. Wernher von

lun and Frederick I Ordw«y
$17.50,$11.56

And with your

5-volume
Treasurehouse,

choose your first

selection

from these books:

Earth Sciences
50340. GEM HUNTER'S GUIDE.
Fourth Revised Edition. Russell P
MacFall $5.95 $5.25

Ecology

38340. CLIMATE, MAN AND HIS-
TORY. Robert Cl.iiborne

$8 95 $6.95

37880. CHILDREN OF FRANKEN-
STEIN: A PRIMER ON MODERN
TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN VAL.
UES. Herbert J Muller

$1000 $7.75

Guides for Field
and Home

32620. AMATEUR ARCHAEOLO-
GIST'S HANDBOOK. Mflurice Rob
bins with Mary B Irving.

$6.95 $5.50

32980. AMERICA'S CAMPING
BOOK. Paul CardMell. Ir

$10 00 $7.50

37810. CHILD SENSE: A PEDIA-
TRICIAN'S GUIDE TO TODAY'S
FAMILIES. William E Homjin. M D

$6 95 $5.75

69780. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS 01 NORTH AMERICA.
I eoii.iri/ I IT Hue III $1;' 50 $9.50

69310. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE
MAMMALS OF NORTH AMERICA.
I eoit.ird Lee Hue III M 9'. $6.50

79380. SONGBIRDS IN YOUR GAR-
DEN. John K. Tenet. $6 95. $5.75

Natural History

58580. LIFE ON A LITTLE KNOWN
PLANET. Howard EnsiRn Evans

$7 95 $6.75

73440. RAVEN SEEK THY
BROTHER. G.ivin Maxwell

$6 95 $5.95

Oceanography
47380. EXPLORING THE OCEAN
WORLD. Edited by C P Idyll

$14 95 $9.95

64560. THE NEW WORLD OF THE
OCEANS. Daniel Behrman

$8 95 $6.95

77480. THE SEA AGAINST HUN-
GER. C. P. Idyll $/ 95 $6.50

Oddities and
Quiddities

85960. IN THE WAKE OF THE SEA
SERPENTS. Bernard Heuvelmanj

$10 00 $7.50

58560. LIFE ON MAN. Theodor
Rosebury. $6 95/$5.75

Recreation
46650. EXCURSIONS IN GEOM-
ETRY. C Stanley Ogiivy

$6 00 $5.25

52370. HARPER ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF SCIENCE. Reviled Edition.
Edited by James R Newman

$40 00 $23.95

75720. SCIENCE NEWS YEAR-
BOOK, 1970. Compiled and edited
by Science Service. $9 95/$7.75

r TRIAL MFMBERSHIP APPLICATION H
Natural Science Book Club, Rivemde. N.J. 08075 4 411Natural Science Book Club, Rivemde, N.J. 08075
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Throughout the history of this

country we have taught ourselves

the magic principles of a wonder-

land environment; we have applied

those principles with an unmatched
faith in their accuracy; and we
have commended them to our own
future generations and to the peo-

ples of the world. Lately, we have

discovered our principles belong

only to our imaginations and not to

the environment.

Perhaps an example from my
own education will show how easily

and successfully dubious environ-

mental lessons are taught in class-

rooms every day. I attended an ele-

mentary school just outside Seattle,

Washington, during the early fif-

ties. In those days I was convinced

that the way to train for space

flight was by writing and illustrat-

ing my own science fiction. I wrote

stories and drew rockets at a

furious rate, aiming them all at the

desks of my early teachers. Some-

how those good people managed to

read them all and return them with

glowing words of encouragement,

knowing full well this meant longer

stories and more rockets. Their

stamina in facing these reams of pulp

fiction, and even more, their success

in teaching me the values of imagi-

nation and expression command my
respect. But these same good teach-

ers were also successfully teaching

lessons about the environment that

have endured for years.

Innocently, through their own ig-

norance and misinformation, my
teachers taught me that paper

would always be in infinite supply.

Never was I asked to conserve and

reuse my discarded mistakes or to

use both sides of a page for a fin-

ished story. Never did I have to tol-

erate a lack of paper. The magic
stacks of newsprint were never

allowed to disappear from the

shelves of the classrooms. This

seemingly unlimited supply was the

most effective of the lessons about
paper, but supporting information

filled in the environmental picture

and left me little room for doubt.

We were taught that our state,

Washington, "produced" paper at a
rate exceeded only by Oregon, our
friendly rival to the south. And if

both states produced so much, even

competing to outproduce each

other, it was clear our classroom

would never have to worry about
its supply. We knew paper was
made in pulp mills, because we
were occasionally plagued by the

"funny" smoke from the mills in

Everett or Tacoma. And we were
told the paper came from trees.

I could see that paper came from
trees when I looked closely at our

newsprint. In each sheet there were
little flecks and fibers that looked

like wood, and the teacher said they

were. But knowing that paper was
produced by men in nearby towns,

I came to the easiest conclusion:

trees gave us paper as cows gave us

milk. I knew the trees were cut, but

that seemed the least important part

of the process.

So I, and all my classmates,

learned these three lessons: (1)

there will always be paper, (2) pa-

per comes from trees, (3) men pro-

duce paper. In these lessons lies

an environmental education upon

which a nation has been b

Never were we asked to consid

any of the contradictions and pai

doxes implicit in the three "truths

I learned something nearer t

truth about paper and trees from

bit of environment near the mou
of the Columbia River known
Long Island. I owe my introduct-i<

to the island to a teacher, but

was wiser than most. He mere
showed us how to canoe out to t)

island.

Long Island forms part of a lar;

wildlife refuge in a hundred-squar

mile shallow bay on the Washin
ton coast. The north-facing b<

cliffs—camouflaged in mosses ai

ferns, darkened by shadows fro

great overhanging trees, and o

structed by fallen trunks that cou

not hold—were in no way made fi

man. I have never seen or heard

dinosaur on the island, but scrar

bling for footholds along the base •

the northern wall I am never su

that they are not eyeing me fro

above. In the interior, the wetnes

the size of the ferns, and the nur

ber of insects date the island to tl

coal-forming forests of the Carbo
iferous era. But to any reader i

Tolkien, the island can be nothii

other than the home of the Ents, tl

trees towering in their wisdom.

Long Island was logged one

and most of the forest is secor

growth. Some of the virgin cedar

however, were left. There is nothir

to prepare one for their size. Sec

through the younger firs and c

dars, one of these elders appea

first as an illusion, perhaps a star

of lesser trunks that has not y
Teaching for Survival, by Mark Terry. Copyright © 1971 by Ballantine Books, In



"We cannot aflord 10 continue teaching

the myili ot simple cause and enect.

We and our students must develop

the awareness oi causal webs..."

by Mark Terry

ne into focus. When the reality

the single trunk is finally unde-

ble, one simply stops. There is

casually passing by such age

J power.

Dvertowering the young forest,

eral of the virgin cedars had

iwn lightning and were hollowed

|i hlackcncd inside, their outer

Irk untouched by the flames. If I

|rc to tell how the lightning left

im eyes and upraised arms, look-

out over the island and the bay,

1 would not believe me. Yet they

e such heads, they do oversee

bay, and who am I to say they

not move slowly like the Ents?

5onie of these gutted cedars have

;onie the spacious (|uarters of lo-

bears. Living in such elegance

bears arc dearly feudal lords of

' island's animals.

Signs of the first loggers of-

idcd us in the form of roads

nvi\ to swamps and of impossible

(lergrowth that follows sloppy

•ging. But the new forest, under
• tutelage of the great cedars,

pearcd to have a strong hold, and

thiiiighl the island had been Icg-

ited into safety. I was impressed

the wisdom of my fellowmen,

>o had instituted a wildlife ref-

e, had outlawed all but bow and
'ow lumling. and bad not rushed

provide i-asy access across the

y. I tried to imagine what my
ildren's children ntight find whcTi

• forest was that much older, and
resolved to lca\c inslrucl ion-i for

'•ni lo return.

i did not have to worry long how-

leave such inslru<tions. Soon af-

the island and 1 became ac-

quainted, I began to sec how paper

and lumber are produced: the sec-

ond growth is disappearing from

the south end, new logging roads

are following the surveyor's red

flags across the island. My chil-

dren's children are not likely to

find anything approaching the

Long Island I have known—per-

haps they will find instead the ef-

ficient, calculated growth of a tree

farm.

I have seen, now, how paper

comes from trees: a living forest is

killed: the soil it held loses its natu-

ral fertility and erodes; once-clear

streams are filled with .sediment;

the animals and plants dependent

on the forest are forced into neigh-

boring forests, if there are neighbor-

ing forests; and in a short season

of logging, the mendiers of the for-

est community are shown the folly

of their existence. And, «>f course,

never can the trees be allowed to

grow to the irrelevant and useless

si/e of the virgin cedars.

In this manner was my newsprint

produi'c<l. in ibis manner it came
from trees. And only if the soil is

artificially maintained and forest

coinnmnities are never allowed to

mature, never allowed lo support

the animals they could, never

allowed to reach the size they

could: oidy under these conditions

of environmental strife is then- nny-

lliing like an infinite supply. I still

have trouble comprehending the en-

\iromncnlal cost of newsprint, but I

have learned, at least, that it is any-

thing but cheap.

I ha\c l)egtin to approach envi-

ronmental problems according to

my own incomplete understanding

of the world. Every teacher should

begin building a similar, hopefully

better and more complete, world

view. My own investigation has led

me to categorize environmental

problems under two headings:

Overuse and Overgrowth.

Knowing that Earth's energy is

rationed and distributed through a

complex web to the variety of liv-

ing organisms, knowing that land

area is limited and that important
minerals are scarce, man must un-

derstand that the maintenance of

basic subsistence for his present bil-

lions is already putting an unbal-

ancing strain on a finely tuned
system. Many animals that have
comparable energy and material re-

quirements have already been elimi-

nated or seriously reduced by man's
presence: major groups of whales

and larger fish; major ungulates

such as the bison; the predators

whose competition has been feared

beyond reason, such as the moun-
tain lion: and our fellow large |>ri-

mates—the chimpanzees, gorillas,

and, in particular, the orangulan.s

—

whose d<-licale habitats have been

u^urped for humans.

If we had not decimated other

life forms, our achievement of cur-

rent population size would never

have been possible. We hold our

species at this unprecedented size

only at great expense to the rest of

life ( and to ourscKes)

.

On the criterion of maintaining

shi-cr subsistence alone, there are

probably too many <if us now. Of
course, man doe.« not li\c at the

subsistence le\el. Pcrliap>< a third of



Another of those "impossible" views with a Questar

At historic Stone Mountain near Atlanta, a carver works on the Confederate

Memorial. (See covering shot below tal<en with 50mm. camera lens, showing Questar

Field Model mounted on Linhof tripod, Topcon camera attached, and worker indicated

by black arrow.) The Questar photo, above, on Tri-X, 1/60 second, shows him in

constant motion as he swings from a harness on the sheer granite wall, guiding

himself with his feet and vibrating with the thrust of his powerful thermo jet torch.

The photoengraving process permitting, you will notice such detail as his belt loops and

a band around his left ankle. Photographs by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis of Sarasota.

QUESTAR, THE WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE TELESCOPE, IS

PRICED FROM $865. OUR BOOKLET CONTAINS MORE THAN 100

PHOTOGRAPHS BY OUESTAR OWNERS, TO MAIL ANYWHERE IN

N AMERICA, $1.00, BY AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMiSHERE,
$2,50; EUROPE AND N AFRICA, $3,00; ELSEWHERE $3,50

QUESTAR
BOX 60 NEW HOPE, PA 18538

mankind far exceeds the near sub-

sistence level at which his fellows

live.

No animal of any size is capable

of consuming as much of Earth s

resources as does a typical resident

of an affluent industrial nation. The

billion or so of us that consume

far beyond the necessary amounts

of materials and energy succeed ir

multiplying the environmental ef

feet of man many times over. Foi

the amount of environmenta

"room" and resources we have

claimed for our own, we are the

equivalent of a population in the

tens of billions living a subsistence

existence.

The extension of our reach so fai

beyond what we actually need ha;

had a number of consequences: As

we near the limits of Earth's re^

sources, the likelihood that the pooi

of the world will ever share in the

wealth to which they aspire be

comes less and less. As we rendei

carbon compounds into nearly inde

structible plastics, the likelihooc

that we can maintain the carbo

cycle on which all our food is de^

pendent becomes less and less. As

we render previously normal ele-

ments radioactive, it becomes less

likely that any life forms can escape

radiation poisoning and mutation.

Already we have begun stepping

on our own toes, as is inevitable

the feedback web of the environ-

ment. Our present level of agricul-

ture is dependent on both agricul-

tural and transportation machinery,

In order to feed ourselves a1

present levels, we are consuming

far more than food: we are alsoH

consuming energy reserves to culti i.

vate and distribute that food

Though it may take fewer farmer.^

to produce an equivalent amount ol

food, it takes even more energy

from fuel than it did originally.

Our present quality of agriculture

is also dependent upon artificial

fertilizers.
j

The rates at which we are pre

ducing changes on Earth—through

formation of useless pollutants, toxic

pollutants, through domestication

of food animals and crops, through

extermination of competitor ani-

mals and crops, through alteration

of land occupancy and use—are un-

precedented in the observable geo-

logic history of the planet. We can

be sure that man is the single mosi



YOU CAfTT RECAPTURE THE 1920 s

WITH JUST ONE PICTURE

3 Time-Life Books has done it in a volume with 331 pictures as expressive

i the one above. Make us prove it by sending it to you for 10 days free

1 the 1920's tluTo was no picturo maRazino

I1p(I Life to capture and preserve the fads,

shions and fun of the time. But many of the

lotos, cartoons, ads and souvenirs that would

ive Kone into such a maRazine still exist —
)rc<l away in photo arrhivos. lihrary files,

•wspaper morgues and private col lections.

To re-create this all-hut-lost-era. the editors

Time-Life Hooks have spent thou.sands of

lUrs sc.ircliin),' throuKh hundreds of .sources

id carefully selectinK the most elo<iuenl mc-
entos of that wonderful, wacky time.

The picture ahove ofTers just a single glimpse

till' fascinatinK volume which has resulted,

•it line picture simply can't do justice to this

Iitiv.itinK hook. So we'd like to send you the

nil- hook. (It's one of eiRht planned volumes
li will permit Americans to relive, decade

lecade 7'/ns FahiilDiis (\-nlury.)

1 this captivating alhum. you'll see a whole
ry of photos and other mementos of the

ring 'rWenties-331 marvelously expressive

ilhistriitions in all. You'll .see college "sheiks"

and "shehas". ..sports heroes and literary

giants... floppy pants and mini skirts... flagpole

sitters and daredevil stunt fliers ... early chain

stores and ornate movie palaces.

And in the crisp captions and sparkling text,

you'll read alM)ut the great Crash of 19'29...

I'rohihilion . . . the racketeers . . . the automohile

revolution., .early radio ... the Jazz Age... the

dance marathon... the Mah-.Iongg craze. ..and

much more.

Knjoy this volume free for 10 days. Then re-

turn it if you wish. Or keep it for $7.95. plus

shipping and handling, and every other month
thereafter we'll let you examine without ohli-

gation another volume in the eight volume

series. Hut you <lon't have to huy nil eight vol-

umes—just those you want or none at all. Tb
get the 19'20's volume for free examination, just

detaih and mail the hound in postpaid reply

form. Or write Time- Life Hooks, Uept. 1601,

Time & Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
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You never know what's going to hap-

pen next. That's what's exciting about

our portable multi-band radio. With 5

bands to get excited about. FM. AM.

Marine. VHF for police and fire broad-

casts. And a special Weather Band

that talks about the weather, winds,

time and tides 24 hours a day. Plus a

direction finder in case you're ever

lost at sea. And even bad news sounds

beautiful. Because a built-in squelch

suppressor knocks out sjtatic.

Like all the other multji-band radios

at any Panasonic dealer!, the "Harbor

Master," Model RF-1200, works on bat-

teries as well as house qurrent. Either

way, it has a lot of stories to tell. And

you've never heard any 4f them before.

Will the firemen save the orphanage?

Wni the Coast Guard reach the sinking sh to?

WUl the Bermuda high edge out the Cana^ ian low?

Tune in anytime. -^^ I

mNASONICi
just slightly ahead of our timl

200 Park Avenue, New York 10017. R
In N. J., 800 962-2803. We pay tor Om

How many great pictures

have you taken, only to find

out later that your exposures were

off? Natural life is always on the

move, sometimes the sun is over your

back, more often it's behind the

subject.When the subject is back-lit,

you need a built-in behind the lens

spot meter system to get the correct

exposure.With front hghting you're

better off with an averaging meter

system. Almost all fine 35mm SLR
cameras have one of these systems,

only the Mamiya/Sekor DTL

The birds

and the bees

and our

Creative Switch

has the Creative Switch

with two built-in exposure

metering systems. The DTL with

every important SLR feature is

priced from less than $ 180, plus case.

Ask for a demonstration at your

photo dealer or write for folder to

Ponder&fiest, Inc., Corporate offices:

1 1201 West Pico Boulevard,

Los Angeles, California 90064.

The Creative Switch...

only the Mamiya/Sekor DTL has It.

effective environmental force, at

'

least since the last glaciation. Rates

of change, when normal popu-

lations are merely operating at sub-

sistence levels, generally tend to be

moderate, slow enough so that the

entire life web is constantly in a

state of gradual adjustment and

balance. Unfortunately, it takes in-

dustrial know-how to make tem-

porary adjustments to industrial ex-

ploitation, and the other organisms

have never learned the industrial

way of life.

Lest we lose ourselves in thf

problem and become typically over

whelmed into a state of renewec

negligence, allow me this digres

sion into overuse.

My typewriter consists of man;

plastic parts, the keys for instanci

and the roller knobs. Here, then, i:

a collection of carbon extractet

from the normal carbon cycle tha

is essential to plant and animal life

These plastic compounds will prob

ably end up in the atmosphere witl

the destruction of the typewriter

And, as records are now beginninj

to show, the plastics are likely ti

end their atmospheric existence b'

entering the fat tissues of animals

and then the tissues of whoever eat

the animals, and so on. Useless, po

tentially hazardous to the lives o

the animals they will enter, thes^

compounds did not exist until a fev

years ago.

The paper here also comes com
tesy of the carbon cycle, but it i

not such a permanent sink for th

good element. It will probably fini

its way into the atmosphere in

useful form and may eventuall

find its way to the formation of ar

other tree. But this raises anothe

question: how long will it take? I

the years that the cut forest remain

bare, the richness of the soil d«

clines and the soil itself erodes to

dangerous degree. By writing thes

pages I am challenging the forest t

a bit of an unfair race: asking it t

restore itself while temporarily in

pounding the resources needed fc

its restoration, hoping the forei

grows back, but hoping to keep th

paper just the same.

There is some loose change hei

on my table. By their ring and b

the color of their edges I can se

that the dimes and quarters are no'

sandwiched with copper, making u

for missing silver. Having puUe

12



,HE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Galapagos Giant Tortoise (about 400 lbs.)

Let Lars-Eric Lindblad take you to

'THE GALAPAGOS"
..the island world that gave birth to Darwin's famous evolutionary theory.

zver since Charles Darwin put forward

lis famous theory of evolution, following

jp on his visit to the Galapagos Islands

n 1835, these islands on the equator

n the Pacific Ocean have fired the

Waved Albjlro

imagination of scientists and laymen alike.

This is the fifth year in which Lindblad

Travel. Inc. offers you the opportunity to

paflicipate in a special expedition to

Galapagos with its fascinating wildlife.

The flora and fauna of the Galapagos have

been jealously guarded and protected

by isolation of lime, and to set fool

on these islands is to return to a state of

nature as it was thousands of years ago.

And Lars-Eric Lindblad offers two unique

ways of seeing these islands. He has

chartered the one-class Lina A. of Greek

registry, for gracious island cruising.

It is fully air-conditioned with all outside

cabins, accommodating a maximum

of SO passengers. Or you can sail in

leisure aboard his 3-masted yacht, the

schooner "Golden Cachalot." of British

registry, designed especially for

operations in the Galapagos Islands

and limited to 12 passengers.

Don NM17I

LINDBLAD TRAVEL. INC.
1A.1 Cil»l Sill SlIMl
Nr* Yofk. N V. 10022

I'll .1*1 >i'"ii brochum I am M'loutly
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Share the mis
of Exploring

0uierspace4
All DYNASCOPES, including this

superb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4 " Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.
331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

» TM Reeistered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dcpt. NH-14, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address-
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MAUPINTOUR / 1971

THE UNHURRIED HOLIDAYS

fisnvAis
Unabashedly deluxe, leisurely

touring with a small party.
Superb hotels such as Tokyo's
Imperial and Hong Kong's Penin-
sula. A la carte dining. Festivals,

pageants, folk events. Entertain-
ments.

Join one of our four different

escorted holidays from $1898
complete! Japan Exclusively, 20
days; Orient's Great Cities, 20
days; The Highlights, 35 days;
and The Grand Orient and Bali,

42 days. Frequent departures,
March through October.

ASK YOUR TRAVEL AGENT for
folder or write Maupintour,
900 Massachusetts St., Lawrence,
Kan. 66044. Phone 913-843-1211.

^Maupintour
our 20th year of quality tour operation

the silver from the hills, we begin

to pull the copper. But I know
where we now have to go for the

copper. We plan to gouge out the

North Cascades and other wild

areas. I recall the copper shortage

of a few years back.

Plastics, paper, copper. I have

great quantities of these substances

right here before me. I seldom give

them a first, let alone a second,

thought. In my mind I have a type-

writer, paper, and some change. In

reality, I have a toxic supply of for-

merly beneficial carbon. I have the

heart of a stand of trees, possibly

capable of restoring itself in my
lifetime, but probably incapable of

restoring the full community of

plants and animals it used to sup-

port. And I have the ripped side of

a mountain, ripped in order to give

me a means of barter and exchange,

once ripped and never to be re-

stored.

Holding to the fiction that man is

a species remaining at a population

of three and a half billion, we find

that our problems are still more
complex than we have so far de-

scribed. We force an even greater

imbalance on the web. Our rates of

consumption, which we persist in

calling production, are not con-

stant. As if they were not already

exerting a runaway force on the

world, they increase by a few per-

cent per capita annually.

The increase in consumption, in

standard of living, in gross produc-

tion, occurs primarily in the

already developed countries. That

this increase still measures as a per

capita increase throughout the

world's population only shows the

extent to which developed countries

control the world's resources. A sta-

tistical mean can show more goods

and services flowing to the starving

nations, along with the affluent na-

tions, each year: in reality, the flow

is almost completely diverted to the

affluent.

An animal's rate of metabolism,

hence his consumption of materials

and energy, varies from birth to

death and from season to season.

Human metabolic rates peak during

the infant growth spurt and then

the adolescent growth spurt. But

our economy is based on the con-

stant growth in consumption.

I have passed through ado-

lescence, most of my energy-con-

ANKH PENDANT
BEAUTIFULLY CONTEMPORARY
s this hand crafted representa-
tion of the Ancient Egyptian

Key of Life" in solid sterling

silver. The Ankh - from the
hieroglyph meaning "life"

,

—is the oldest known amu- ;

let symbol, and the only !

pogan lolismon to survive

in doily use offer the Egyp-
ians converted to Chrisfion-

ly. Comes in stunning new
signer's jewelry cose
d presentation gift

.
3" long Ankh —

With 18" chain $25.00
With 24" chain $27.00
in 14K Gold w. 18" chain. $75.

u:

eludes outstanding reproductront of

of authentic antiquities.

alacbdfn taoase,Ltd.
Dept. N-8FJ • 648 Ninth Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10036

Goose Down
Bootees for

Frigid Tootsies
Sold only

by man at

lactory-to-you

prices

For instant old-fashioned fireplace
warmth, just ease those chilly feet

into the luxurious softness of Bauer
Goose Down quilted in long-wearing
Expedition Nylon. Soft leather soles.
Insulating foam insole. Give shoe
size and we will send a perfect fit.

Specify color wanted: Taupe for
Men, Powder Blue for Women.
$13.95 postpaid. Satisfaction Guar-
anteed! Send for FREE color catalog
of Custom Sportswear and Outdoor
Gear for Men and Women.

Enclosed is my check or money order for

$ Size Color .

n Send me FREE your new 128-page
color catalog of Custom Sportswear and
Expedition-proven Outdoor Gear lor Men
and Women.

^J^ec£u2/^CU.UiA^

Seattle 98124

H



le Seymours just gave birth to a nine-year-old
; an extraordinary act of love. It sprang

the hearts of a 72-year-old man and his

ar-oid wife. It reached across hundreds

es—from a New York City apartment to

n in the hills of Tennessee. And it will

lew life to a red-haired, sad-eyed little

amcd Linda.

John and Abby Seymour know the joy

sing a family. "We should," John ex-

"We've got seven grandchildren. But

int to do more."

More means Save the Children Federa-

An answer to Linda's cry for help. And

for Linda's family and the 70 other fam-

in her Appalachian town.

Help IS a $15.00 monthly check from

icymours. Not a hand out, mind you, but

)st up so that families like Linda's can

to help themselves.

Now Linda can look forward to finishing

I school. Public education is free, but

t got to have clothes to wear to take

^ntage of it. A winter coat, shoes, and

'a cost money. Money Linda's parents

>t have. Linda's father can't find a job. Her

mother works as a seamstress and barely

earns enough to feed her family. Now, Linda

will have the things she needs. And more.

Like a new community center built by

Linda's neighbors with a self-help loan from

Save the Children. A place where a doctor

and a dentist can have a clinic for the first

time. And swings and slides. And a day care

center where Linda can play safely. This, in

essence, is Save the Children Federation.

And for the Seymours, its warm le

ters, exciting progress reports and wondcrti

photos from a little girl away from home.

The Seymours know there's more thi

one way to save a child. How about yoi

Save the Chlldfi"n Fedefntton. foundrd m l'>>

regtttered witn tha U.S. State Dcp»rtnirnt Acu

Comtnitloe on Voluntary Foioign Aid. Conltibu;...

arg Income tax deductible.

I wish to contribute $15.00 a month to sponsor a n boy n gifl '"

n Africa D Vietnam D W'^dle East 1
Appalachia

n Europe D ""d'a ^^^^^ . D Southern U.S.

n Latin America G American Indian D Where the need is greatest

Enclosed is my first payment

D $15.00 monthly D $90.00seml-8nrinjlly

D $45.00 quarterly D $180.00 annuallv

D I can't sponsor a child. Enclosed is my contribution of $ .

D Please send me more Information.

Name

Address — —
City.

NH l/l

.State.

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 068S2





Electrocardiogram by telephone.

Now a heartbeat can be transmitted instantly to a doctor

hundreds of miles away.

When someone has heart trouble, he frequently

needs a heart specialist.

Somebody who's highly trained in the reading and

interpretation of electrocardiograms [EKG's}.

Now there's a way to speed an EKG to a specialist

no matter where he is.

By telephone.

The doctor or visiting nurse who attends the patient

brings special equipment along [its standard in many

medical centers and hospitals).

The specialist has similar equipment at his end.

When the regular telephone connection is made, the

specialist receives a duplicate EKG as it's being given.

He can then analyze the results on the spot. And

without hanging up, confer with the doctor or nurse at

the other end.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company

and your local Bell Company work to make the telephone

serve you as many ways as possible.

One way is to let a doctor send your heart pattern

3.000 miles across the country on the same phone yQu,

use to call the druggist.
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CALENDAR
ttAPAN AIR LINES

•JAPAN AIR LINESJ
Actual Size 12" X 17"

1971 OfietitlburFolders.
The unique wall calendar, available only from Japan Air Lines, of-

fers 12 full-color illustrations of the finest antique art treasures of
Japan — 12 masterpieces of stunning detail, one for each month, all

perfect for framing. This limited-edition calendar can be yours for
just $2 and the coupon below. And since an even better way of en-
joying the Orient is to go there, we'll send you with our compliments
full-color travel brochures outlining Japan Air Lines Happi Holidays
Tours. Enticing brochures to make you want to tour the Orient...
and a magnificent calendar to help you count down the days till your
departure. Fill out the coupon and mail it in today.

Japan Air Lines

San FriTncisco. Calif. 94126 UAPAN Alff LINES
the worldwide airline of Japan

D
D

Enclosed is $_ Please send_
postpaid, plus free tour folders, (calendars $2 apiece.)

Please send only free tour folders.

My travel agent is

Please allow at least 3 weeks for delivery.

-Zip_

suniing growth is done. Yet I cer-

tainly consume more materials and

energy now than I did a few

years ago: I own a car, rent a

house with heating and plumbing,

run electrical appliances and lights,

read more printed matter, all in ex-

cess of somewhat lesser demands a

few years ago. The contrast is even

greater if I compare my own con-

sumption with that of my father at

an equivalent age. And both of us,

regardless of our ages, are beset by

incessant pleas to buy and use even

more: I am told I should turn this

typewriter in for an electric, turn

my five-year-old car in for a new
model, get a machine to do the

dishes, get an air conditioner to

cool my house.

It is safe. I think, to say that had

the rest of the animal world oper-

ated on such a consumption-growth

philosophy, there would never have

been room for the merest begin-

nings of human evolution. Our own
practice of this philosophy has

already caused the termination of

thousands of evolutionary paths,

one for every species extinct at the

hand of man. In fact, there could

be no more telling sign than these

extinctions: the rate of extinctions

goes up with every year, quite in

keeping with the increase in man's

standard of living.

Cutting back on man's exploita-

tion, finding better ways to use and

to reuse the resources we have, these

are measures necessary to reduce

the man-caused environmental im-

balance. These measures are also

necessary within our own schools

and classrooms to give meaning to

any attempts we may make to offer

our students an environmental edu-

cation. Only if educators are de-

monstrably involved in finding and
carrying out solutions, will they

have a reasonable chance of achiev-

ing the following objectives of en-

vironmental education:

The ability to perceive and to

conceive of nonlinear causal rela-

tionships: We must leave Aristotle

behind. We cannot afford to con-

tinue teaching the myth of simple

cause and effect. We and our stu-

dents must develop the awareness

of causal webs operating in all

areas of our environment. We must

develop the vocabulary necessary to

describe such causal webs. We must

develop predictive abilities through



ENJOY THIS SPECTACULAR NEW

I^olor Slide Art Lecture
IN YOUR HOME FOR ^1

PI
You will view 20 famous

I masterpieces by the great

> LEONARDO DA VINCI

each one projected on your wall in

THE FULL GLORY OF THE ORIGINALS

You will receive fascinating commentary

on each painting and its place in the

life of the artist. You will discover a new

way to increase your enjoyment and

understanding of the world's great art.

A special demonstration offer from the new Color Slide PfOgram Of tHC GrCat MaStCFS

•T^HERE IS NO FXPHRiENCi: in the world of

1 art more thrilling than to stand before a

magnificent painiing-and to learn about it

from someone who knows the work well.

Suddenly everything you see takes on new
meaning, as you begin lo understand fully

what the artist is communicating through

his particular choice of color, form, brush

stroke, and theme.

Now, your family can share this exciting

expericnce-and important cultural advan-
tage-al home, through the entirely new
Color Slide I'ronnini vf the Great Masters.

You view world-famous works of art pro-

jected on your own wall in the full glory of
the original canvases-v/hile a noted author-

ity points out the signiTicant aspects of each
painting, and gives you fascinating back-
ground on the man behind the masterpiece.

This method of art educalion-the color

slide art Icclurc-is widely used by leading

museums and univcrsilics. It has never be-

fore been m.ulc av.ulabic lo f.miilics at home,

t now wiy lo dttpon your ipproclitlon ol irt ind irlliti

\s a subscriber, you arc offered a series of un-
usual albums, each containing 20 color slides of
ricclcss painlinfis by a celebrated maslcr. These
upcrb 15mni slides were created by specialists

1 art pluiloiiraphy workinit in lc.iding museums
nd collections throii|thout I u rope nnd Amer-
cn. The authentic colors of the original painl-

^ngs. every subtle line and detail, arc brilliantly

cvcalcd on these slides. 1 hey can be shown on

any standard home slide projector. (If you do
not own a projector, you may obtain one at low

cost with your trial Album. See the special oHer

at the right.)

The color slides, however, are only one part

of the Album. Bound into the center of each

Album is an illustrated 40-page guided lecture

which discusses the artist's life as well as each

of the 20 paintings presented; its place in the de-

velopment of the artist, its importance in the

history of art, its reflection of the tastes and alti-

tudes of the period.

As you view the paintings projected on your
wall and read the absorbing commcnlary, you
and your family will discover a whole new di-

mension in Ihe eniovmrnt ol art. If you have

been disappointed by the inadequacies of small

prints and art reproductions, you will be de-

lighted with the thrilling visual experience of-

fered by the Color Slide Program of the Great
Masier\. It is very much like taking your own
"private tour " with an art expert guiding you
through the world's finest collections.

Thi ProiKin II lliilbl«-tlM cod li low

Approximately every six weeks, you are ol-

fcrcd a complete new Color Slide Album of 10

ilistinctivc slides and an illustrated lecluicl'orlh-

coming Albums will be devoted to the li»es and

works of such great masters as Mi, hrl.initelo.

Remhramll, (ioya. Caiiitiiin. and l'ii,nu<. as

well as Kiihcni. ( aniianitii: »'."i <">«''. I'"'-

tree. Cluigall. and other outstanding aitisis from

every major period.

If the siidei were vadable from muaeums,
you would expect to nay as much as SI) a ael.

Yel, as a member of this new Program, you pay

only $6.95 for each complete Album-including
20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lecture.

You may take as few or as many as you like,

and may stop whenever you wish.

Aetopt thlt )1 MinMitrttlM tffpr

To inlrixliicc voii to the Ctlor Slide Program of

ihe (ireai Masirrs. wc will send you the Color

Slide Album. Leonardo da Vinci (described

above), for 10 days trial. If you nre delighted

with the demonstration, and wish to ci-niiniir

with the Program, send only Jl, pl"^ '

for shipping. Thereafter, you will

new Album approsimatrly cmt
at the low price of only $('''.^ M
however, umply return c^crythini; wiiluii lu

days, tell us you do not wish lo continue, and
yoii will be under no further oblig.iiion. Mail

the attached card lixlay.

di
H Roply Card h»« b««n r«mov*d, writ* Color

SiKto Program of llx Qrval Mattart. Drpt AY 1 18

330 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. H>i c

li



Strictly for the birds.
For birding, nothing makes sense like the Swift Audubon binocular.

Designed in cooperation with world-famous ornithologists, this superb
8.5X, 44 wide angle glass offers exceptionally clear, crisp vision from
early morning to dusk, plus a full 445-foot field of view. Less than $100.

For general nature study, select Tiiton Mk I 7X, 35 prism binocu-

lar. It has all the quality and performance you
expect from Swift— less than $47. /^

Swift binoculars offer the most complete \ J
guarantee. See them at better dealers ^

"^^

everywhere.
"^ \ l

Swift Insti-uments, Inc!
^

Department NH-1
Boston, Mass. 02125

/
Join the 1971 LEWIS A CLARK
expedition

X
, and relive history

this summer

You are invited (o join a 23 day expedition personally

escorted by distinguished Lewis and Clark scholars—

a

heritage tour designed as an authentic reproduction
of America's greatest journey of exploration.

From St. Louis to the shores of Oreeon.
you'll travel nearly 4000 miles- some of the
way by jeep and pontoon- platform riverboat— /I
exploring America as Lewis and Clark did

Venture to the source of the Missouri
River ... as they did. Stand on the ridge

of the Continental Divide at Lemhi Pass.

Visit Indian reservations and historic

battlefields. Cruise the upper
Missouri's "Wilderness Waterway"—
its spectacular sandstone cliffs and
grotesque rock sentinels virtually

unchanged since Lewis and Clark
first gazed upon them 165 years
ago. Here is your great oppor-
tunity to re-live the drama of
Lewis and Clark's great journey

See America the way Lewis and Clark did. Call
your travel agent or clip coupon and mail today
for handsome trip brochure.

• Authentic routing St. Louis to

Oregon coast • Scholarly leader-

ship lo re-create history for you
• Sat. departures June 26lh thru
Aug. 14lh • $1395 rate incl. linesl

accommodations. Missouri River
Hoat trip, all meals, ground trans-
portation, baggage handling, lips,

etc. • Both historian and Four
Winds escort on every trip

I FourWinds' d"''

I
175 Hfih Ave., N.Y.. N,Y. 10010 Phone: 212-777-0260

I
Please send me your handsome brochure on the

. LEWIS and CLARK expeditions.

C.ly_ -Zip-

gaming and experimenting with

real and model webs.

The habit of speaking of the'

deepest implications of our tvorld

views: We must not let the ideas ol

sphericity, gravity, indestructibility

of matter, mutability of compounds
and energy, and similar ideas pass

for inconsequential platitudes. Oui

present habit of speaking of Earth as

round must become the habit oi

speaking of Earth as finite. Tc

achieve this we must develop mod-

els, games, investigations that al-

low sphericity, for example, to speak

for itself.

The ability to sense and describt

the role of any activity in shaping

tlie environment: Developing a

combination of awareness and con-

cern, we must see how all activities

and ail studies are environmental.

A great help in achieving this musl

be the development of both formal

and informal interdisciplinary of-

ferings.

The ability to plan and carry out

personal solutions to environmental

problems: We and our students

must be able to consider our own
behavior and to act to make that

behavior ecologically sound. Cru-

cial to the development of this abil-

ity is an understanding of the rela-

tionships between individual needs

and institutional drains on the envi-

ronment. There could be no better

laboratory for demonstrating and

investigating these relationships

than the school. Equally crucial to

the development of competence in

students is the example of com-

petence set, or not set, by the

teacher.

The ability to locate and use

ecological knowledge: The school

must provide access to the best

ecological information. Its environ-

mental courses should be built

around the application of ecological

research to local situations. The en-

vironmental curriculum packages

that are being developed should be-

come cores of practical information

for use in the school, not simply ad)

ditional articles to occupy b'

shelves and lockers.

In any event I hope this collec-

tion of paper, having once been a

tree, is not taken lightly. And I ask

you to send it on a cycle to your

friends and fellow educators so the

cutting of the tree may begin to be

of value.

sn

i
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The DDT-lcss apple.

\fours for 9^,

I

Announcing the ECOLOGICAL FOOD SOCIETY. A rigorously Independent source of organic-

ally raised foods, vitamins, cosmetics and household products. All delivered direct to your

door All certified to contain no added pesticides, preservatives or chemical additives of any

kind. You may apply for membership by mailing the coupon belov*. Membership does not

obligate you to buy anything. I

Dear Fellow Human:
This is nol a scare ad. If you can read-let

alone smell, tasle and breathe-youre prob-

ably scared enough.

Because you know ihat a flood of poisonous

chemicals has invaded your family's diet.

Robbing your food of its flavor and whole-

someness. Robbing you of your health, and

perhaps years of life as well.

You know that 20 states (so far) have

banned their fish, poultry and game because

of mercury poisoning lhat has killed entire

families.

Thai doctors now suggest infants should not

drink their mother's milk, because the DDT
content of mother's milk in America is now
lour limes higher than the niaximiiiii permit-

Mhle "safely" tevcl.

That 51'^ of all lish sticks sold in America
are bacleriologically contaminated.

That the parafTin-wax coating applied (for

"visual appeal") to 70''^ of all fruits, vege-

tables and produce sold in this country is a

known cancer producer, which cannot be

washed off or cooked out.

That to fatten profits, 75''. of the entire

American beef supply is now being "primed"
with a dangerous growth-hormone called I'lf-

heMrol, also a known cancer producer.

That even your drinking water is now so

contaminated that, according to the Wall
Street Journal, bmileil waier has hecnnie ihe

)aMe\l growiiiK fcuw/u'tt in ihc Viiiied Stales!

"Organic foodt" nhat art IhrrT
(And hon can Ihry help?)

"Organic" diicvn't dc\tnt>e ihe food-^Ml how It

hai hern trown ami prrpnreJ Quite Jimply-
omanic food hat NOT been tpraycd. stimulated,

bleached, colored, foriiftcd, cmulMried and proc-
c«\cd lo Kiltiin an inch of lit life (and yours).
Some people call it "Heallh Food " Others say

"Natural Food " We Jay only Ihis Remember
how good food used to tasle'* And how good it

wat lot you'' Thai'j what org.inic food, and The
F( ()1 (K.ICAI. FOOD SOCIFfV. n all .iboul.

Toward* a "lolsl onanlc rnvln nenl'*

\»permarkcl hv mail (or a lol-

cd (i>od "faddnts") FFS was
mguished tcroup of doctors, bl-

in\ .ind ecologisit who were
ni,imin.iiion of out food supply
ing dc\iruclion of our environ-

More than )u\t a

lection of wild-c
inspired bv a di<

ologiil\. diclic
alarmed at Ihc c

and Ihe actelrra
ment.

Through the ^»pporl of membeis like yourself.

The FFS it encouraging farmers, calllemrn. and
manufacluicrt all over Ihe tounlry to STOP pol

luiing our food, our air. our liter Fncoufaging
Ihem in Ihe only way pracllcal-fti makinit il

Hi/rM ihrir while A farmer won't slop spraying
poisons on hi% crop iKcause you hand him a copy
of "Silent Sprlng"-fcm heiauie yuu prnmlte lo

huv lhat tm%prai-ett crop

Similarly, bakers will \iop emasculaiing their

bread, poullrymen will Mop force-feeding their

hens with arsenic to malic ihcm lay faster, food-
pioicssors will stop flooding us with phosphate-
laden dclcrgcnls and non-blo-dcgradahic contain-
ers imh when Ihev can he tare «l tellint ihrir

ecntttKU atlv \nunit prnHucli at a fair niarkel price.

BOARD OF ADVISORS

Colwmb,* UnivvftilT

D' A«,oA H Sl«tnb«fg Vtc*-Pri

What is a "fair market price"?

Does it mean organic foods must cost more? Of
course it docs' (And don't believe anyone who
tells you otherwise ) But they need not cost very

much more, when you order ihrniiith the nation-

wide reioiircei of The EFS

That is because EFS prices arc based on yearly

avciagcs. From coast to coast, our manufacturers,

livestock raisers and farmers promise to abide by

our sirici orpanic principles (And we check to

make sure' I In return, EFS promises to accept

and distribute ihcir organic ouiput-every day,

eicry month, every season. So lhat the price-level

of organic foods need never l>e more than a few
pennies above that of "contaminated" products.

And even these low prices can be lowcrcd-as,
month by month, we bring more and more of the

earth and lis products under organic cultivation.

(Our goal: the United States in seven years, most
of the world in ten )

How Ihe Society works for you

Many members order their entire weekly or
monthly food supply from the Society. Others buy
just a few things, like a special hiiney, "natural"
Mtamins. chcmical-frce cider, etc. But no member
ti ever ohligaled lo buy anything.

Free nllh your rocmbcrsbip

You will receive the Society's COMPREHEN-
SIVE CATALOG OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS.
This is an illustrated market-place (for members
only) of organically grown fruits, vegetables,

meals, fowl, fish, butter, milk, eggs, cheeses, dried

fruits, honey, nuts, breads, juices, cookies, cakes,

candy, grains, cereals, flours, viiamins-all the

foods you normally buy lor yourself and your
family. The Society will deliver them direct lo

your door. Or. as with certain perishables and
non-shippables. advise you where and how to

obtain them if available in your locality.

More than )usl foods

Your CATALOG otlcis virtually everything you
need for a total organic environment "Natural"
cleaners- without harmful chcmic.tis and phos-

phates Biodegradable paper towels, containers,

wanes and polishcs-lhat perform without pollut-

ing ^'outh-glvlng ci»smetlcs-so nutritious you can
even eat them. Also non-poisonous insect repel-

Icniv. non-deprivalional light-bulbs, home tap-

w.iicf puiifieiv ISO you won't have lo buy bottled

w.iicrl. or^'.wiK looihpaMc .ind h.ihv products.

UM if you act

promptly

"BASIC-H" an organically grown

cleaner lor thing* and people loo

It ••• II on rk TV E.»nNo. yo
though ir> • mai»l In Ih* dl«hw
waahlng machine And claant handi. licet

cart, baby thingt. Hallt. Iloo'i. (In* labnct

pott, graatt — anything at all — much ballai

than Ihota locallad mlracla' datargantt

But It't nol a dalafgani Oi avan a loap II i

complataly organic — mada liom what lood li

mada Irom So It hat no harmful
chamlcalt lo hurl you And no
photphaiat lo polluta our lahtt

and ttratmt Why won't you laa II

on nalwork TV? Mayba bacauia
111 nol vary aiptnilva Only hall.

a-laaapoon doat a whole floor

And lull one drop doei a whole
lamlly I handl Or a whole baby
Accept Ihia temple tupply et a

Iree gilt (it you promlte to try It).

and keep it tree, even If you later

decide to cencel membarthlp.

appliances such as blenders, juice extractors,

yogurt makers, seed sprouters, and much more.

Also free

The EFS Newsletter (regularly $.1 50 a year) will

keep you alert lo what is happening in, and lo.

your environment. And what you can do atxiul il

now. Frank reports name names, tell you which
companies are culprits, what commercial products
arc (relatively) safe, which supermarket items
to buy-and beware of. \ou will learn to read be-
tween the lines o( pending legislation-and phoney
product labels. Hlow to put the latest facts alwut
diets, drugs, pollution and p\ipulation to work in

^oiir neightmrhofld-for yoir^ family.

You will also benefit from the Society's continu-

ing guide to organic living; How to choose health-

ful foods and a well-balanced diet (low in con-
taminants, high in survival). Which commercial
foods are (barely) tolerable if no organic substi-

tute is available-* id a complete liltint by brand
names. What the so<alled "popular" foods really

contain (in plain, frightening English). And how
lo neutralize them, if possible.

Plus terse abstracts of viial gosernmcnl reports.

Names of people and agencies lo write to (or

scream at) for information and action NOW,
And counseling for every diet from kosher, vege-

tarian and macrobiotic lo sail-free, weight-loss,

high-protcln and low-cholesterol.

Don 'I lust hope Ihings gel beMcr
-help us make them better.

Ask yourself these disquieling quesUons. Who
really cares (and in whose inierrti is it to care)

about the qualiiy of your environment^ And Ihe

safety of your family's diet'' What has the govern-

ment done'' What has private industry done''

There is, in the last analysis, only you And the

thousands like vou who are aware and concerned

-enough to get behind EFS now Uhlle there ii

still limr Plc.isc mail the applaalion on this page

todav Pulling il oil (or tomorrow could mean
then niii:hi he no tomorrow.

The ECOLOGICAL
FOOD SOCIETY m
Vet. please enroll me in The EFS Mem
twrship doei not obligate me to buy mv
thing But il does entitle mo lo receive (i|

a Iree copy ol THE COMPREHENSIVE
CATALOG OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS. (?l

a tree subscription (regularly t3 SO a year)

to The EFS Newtleller. (31 Iha Society t

continuing guide lo organic living and (<l

the pnvilage ol orde'mg as much c •>

hllla at I desire Irom the COMPREHEN
SIVE CATALOG at member pricet Netu-

ally. anything I order through the Society

must telitly ma luHy or I may return it

lor a prompt retund Enclosed it m* one

year membership fee of only J^ lo help

delray the cost ol the above borwiiit md
lupporl the work ol EF!; m .pit na <^iif

environment by b'ing ' -.1

livetlock under o'gi" '"

Iree lo canCKl rrxtml .

turning my men>be*s'' .
^ ••n

X days and you »>» leiumi m, ts .n 'uii

(1 Vet alto include my tree tupply ol

BASIC-H. mine to keep wheir>«< I remain

a member or not. Nlli;i

Name -

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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A Naturalist at Large

t doomed and Haunted torest outside an ancient Homan city

has inspired painters and poets lor centuries

byNlcliolasT.Mlrov

The eighth story related on the

fifth day of Boccaccio's Decameron

concerns Nastagio degli Onesti, a

wealthy man of the ancient city

of Ravenna, who was in love with

the daughter of Messer Paolo Trav-

ersaro, a prominent citizen of the

same city. The daughter, more

nobly born than her suitor, cruelly

rejected him. and in an attempt to

forget her. Nastagio retired to a

nearby pine forest.

On one Friday afternoon at

about four o'clock, Nastagio, lost in

thought, was wandering aimlessly

through the Pines of Ravenna when

his reverie was broken by loud

cries and the startling appearance

of a naked woman pursued by two

mastiffs and a swarthy knight.

sword in hand, astride a black

horse. As this strange group

approached, Nastagio picked up a

pine branch to defend the poor

woman, but before he was able to act,

the mysterious horseman paused and

addressed him, saying:

Nastagio, you were but a child

while I lived. My name was Mes-

ser Guido degli Anastagi, and

I loved a young woman as much
as you now love Traversaro's

daughter. She spurned my love,

and because of that I killed my-

self with this very sword. For

the sin of suicide I was eternal-

ly damned. The girl I loved died

shortly after, and for her cruelty

to me. she, too. was sent to hell.

It is our punishment that she

must run from me and I must

kill her with my sword, tear from

her body that hard, cold heart

which neither love nor pity

could ever enter, and toss it to

these dogs to devour. Once this

is done, she must recover instant-

ly and run from me again, only

to be overtaken and slain once

more. We are damned to this for

as many years as there were

months that she was cruel to

me. We appear here in this same
place every Friday afternoon.

The apparition greatly shook

Nastagio. But afterward he real-

ized that he might use Guide's ter

rible punishment for his own ends

Consequently, he invited the entin

Traversaro family and many
their friends to the pine forest for j

banquet on the following Friday af

ternoon. The invitation was dul]

accepted, and Nastagio ordere(

trees cut to make a clearing for th<

tables in the exact spot where h«

had witnessed the spectral murder

The guests arrived and sat dowi

to the feast. Just as the last cours(

was being served, the shrieking

woman, pursued by the dogs anc

the knight on horseback, appearec

in front of the tables, and th(

dreadful punishment was re-enactec

before the diners.

When the woman and the knighl

disappeared again into the forest,

all who had witnessed the scene dis-

cussed the crime and its punish'

ment. At length. Nastagio's beloved,

fearing a similar punishment foi

her own cruelty, sent him word thai

she had repented. She and Nastagio
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jiiliil and lived happily together

r many years.

The pine forest of the Boccaccio

ory is La Pineta di Ravenna. This

irest is composed mostly of Piiius

nea, which the Italians commonly

dl i>ino (lornesliro or pino da ;»'-

ili. In English, the tree is known

i the Italian stone pine because of

s hard seeds, or pinoli. The

rench call the tree pin de parasol

(•cause of its undirellalike shape, a

•seiiihlance that is enhanced when

le lower branches are cut for fuel,

his is the typical shape of the tree

1 the Italian landscape. Only in

arks an<l on private estates, where

trees are protected against

oachers in (juest of firewood, can

lis pine he seen in its natural form

hen its umbrella crown is less con-

picuous.

The first written account of the

ines of Ravenna goes back to A.D.

76 when it was recorded that

aulus. a brother of the Roman
eneral Orestes, was killed by the

iermanic chieftain Odoacer in a

lace near Ravenna "qui dicitur

inetum." Fourteen years later,

'heodoric. king of the Ostrogoths,

amped in these same woods and

roin them besieged Odoacer's

irmy, which was shut up in Ra-

enna. After three years of fighting.

)doacer surrendered. Tlieodoric in-

ited him to dinner and murdered

lim.

Boccaccio might ha\c choM'ii the

'ines of Ravenna for tlie setting of

lis tale of Naslagio because of his

idmiralion of Dante. In (lanio 28

)f I'lirnalory. Dante compared this

forc-t to the earthly paradise. Dante

had spent the last years of his exile

froin Florence in Ravenna. He fin-

ished the Divine C.omfdy in Ra-

venna an<l died there in l.'{2l when

Boccaccio, his future biographer

and adoring critic, was eight vear«

old.

The names Hoccaccin chose for

his tale lia\e bisiorical significance.

Till' Traversaros were w<-ll-known

RaM'imese Cuelphs. The family

name of Ciiido degli Anaslagi is

nieiilioned often in the history of

Ra\cnna, and the degli Onestis

wen- Ravennese aristocrats.

In I lil'i. more than a hundred

yciir^ after the Deranirrnn was

Wrilleii, a marriage took place in

Florence between Giano/zo I'licci

and Liierezia di Rinni. The painter

Botticelli was commissioned to dec-

orate the four panels of Lucrezia's

wedding chest. The theme, sug-

gested by the groom's father, was

the story of Nastagio degli Onesti

in the Pines of Ravenna.

Three of the original panels,

which measure approximately -^3

by .55 inches, depict scenes from the

pine forest. They are in Madrid's

Prado. The fourth, showing the

wedding feast, was sold for S2.50.OO0

at auction in London in 1967.

Botticelli apparently designed the

panels himself, for they have the

characteristic charm of the great

master. Surely he supervised their

execution, since the work was done

in his own work.shop. The late art

historian Bernard Berenson (on-

cluded that the actual painting was

done by two of Botticelli's assist-

ants. Jacopo del Sellajo and Barto-

lomeo di Giovanni. Here and there

in the three i)anels. however, we can

recognize Bottitelli's own hand,

particularly in the scene of the feast

in the pine forest, which is far su-

perior to the other two.

On the three panels. Botticelli

depicts seven of the scenes that oc-

curred in the forest. The first panel

contains three scenes. At the ex-

treme left, Nastagio. dressed in a

blue jacket and red tights, talks

with his friends in front of a gaily

colored tent. In the next scene, he

stands between two frees, head

down, apparently deep in thought.

The largest scene of the first panel

shows the naked girl attacked by

the two mastiffs, and behind them

the knight clothed in a (lowing red

cape. Sword in hand and poised for

the kill, he sits astridi' a while

charger. Be<-ause of the dark pines

of the background. Botticelli has

substituted a knight in gilded armor

anil a white horse for Boi-caccio's

dark rider on a black horse.

In the foreground of the second

panel till' knighl completes the rit-

ual slaying, and the dogs devour

the girfs heart. Nastagio, having

thrown away his pine branch,

watches from the side. In the back-

ground the ordeal is repeated.

The third panel shows the feast

in the pine forest. Nastagio explains

to the guests the significance of

what has hap|ii'ned. On the extreme

right, an inliTmediary. the girl's

nurse, conveys to him the message

that her mistrtvs has repented her

past behavior. Nastagio. listening

attentively, appears happy.

The first of Botticelli's panels

shows evidence of poaching in the

Pines of Ravenna. Some of the trees

have been cut carelessly. Limbs are

broken, and branches and pieces of

trunks scattered over the ground.

.\t the same time, the painting

strives to show that the personal

drama of Nastagio has not inter-

fered with the orderly course of

life. Deer graze peacefully, and rab-

bits are visible under the trees. In

the background, ships carry on the

everyday business of commerce.

In the second panel, where the

dramatic effect is at its height,

things have changed. The rabbits

have fled; a deer at a watering

trough turns its head in alarm. The

forest is different. The bark of the

trees has changed, suggesting the

hand of a different artist, and the

ground is as smooth as a pidished

door, the trees standing on it like so

many cylinders, indicating that

whoever painted it was unfamiliar

with a real forest.

Greater care is given to the ren-

dering of the forest in the third

panel, where Botticelli's hand is

most clearly seen. An ext|uisite

^screen decorated with pine

branches and cones protects the

guests from the sea breezes. The

Medici coat-of-arms adorns the pine

trunks. The trees have been cut. not

by hurrii'<l poachers, but by skillful

woodsmen. The stumps are smooth,

the splinters left standing realisti-

cally in the center. A balance be-

tween man, art, ond nature has

been restored.

Dante's ihvscription of tlie forest,

Boccaccio's tale, and the Botticelli

panels have made the pine forest of

Ravenna famous; its history and

significance have not been lost on

later generations of |)oets anti

writers, including ninny who wrote

in F.nglish.

In l.50'>. Christopher T\e wrote a

poem called. "A notable history of

Naslagio anil Traversari no less

pitifiill than pleasant." .\ hun<lred

anil fifty years later Dryden trans-

lated Bocraccio's prose into ballad

form, changing Nastagio's name to

Thetidore and calling Traversaro's

daughter, nomele.ss in tlie Drramr-

ron. Ilonoria.

B\ ron spent (wo turbulent yrurs

in Ravenna. It was there that lie



wrote Don Juan in which he de-

scribed how "in the sweet hours of

twilight" he rode through the "ever-

green pine forest" thinking of its

past "and of the spectre huntsman

and his hell-dogs." Shelley, Byron's

guest at Ravenna, wrote to his wife,

Mary, in 1821 to tell her how he

and Byron rode "in the evenings

through the pine forests which di-

vide the city from the sea." Eleven

months later, he drowned at sea and

Byron left for Greece, where he died

two years later.

In his Italian Hours, Henry

James describes his visit to Rav-

enna in 1869:

I drove out to [the pineta] for

Byron's sake, and Dante's, and

Boccaccio's, all of whom have

interwoven it with their fictions

.... [I] rambled for an hour in

the woods of Associations, be-

tween tall smooth, silvery stems

of pines and beside the creek

which led me to the outer edge

of the wood and a view of white

sails, gleaming and gliding be-

hind the sand-hills. As the trees

stand at wide intervals and bear

aloft in the blue air but a little

parasol of foliage, I suppose

that of a glaring summer day

the forest itself was only the

more characteristic of its clime

and country for being perfectly

shadowless.

In 1965, on the occasion of the

700th anniversary of Dante's birth,

Prof. Pietro Zangheri published a

well-documented monograph, "La
Pineta di Ravenna." According to

Zangheri, in prehistoric times the

whole of the Adriatic coast from

the Po Valley south to the area

around Ravenna was covered with a

somber broadleaf forest of oak and

beech, some other minor tree spe-

cies, and a dense undergrowth of

hazelnut and other shrubs. In the

openings and forest glades, the

ground was lush with herbaceous

vegetation.

Oak, from which Roman ships

were built, was once so plentiful

there that the Emperor Augustus

built a naval base near Ravenna.

Roman writers, Titus Livius among
them, always referred to this par-

ticular forest as a silva, a "broad-

leaf forest," and never as a pine-

tum, a "pine grove."

Soon after the time of Augustus,

however, sea currents deposited so

much sand along the coast that the

Roman harbor became heavily silt-

ed and had to be abandoned. Later

the harbor was razed to the ground,

and the causeway connecting it with

Ravenna was destroyed by the

Longabards. The once bustling port

was slowly buried under the sand.

Partially for esthetic reasons and

partially for the production of pine

nuts, Pinus pinea, a species of pine

native to the warm Mediterranean

shores of Italy, was introduced to

the vicinity of Ravenna by monks
during the fourth and fifth cen-

turies A.D. Because of the rising

temperatures and improved climate

of that period, the trees thrived.

Pines are pioneer invaders.

Throughout their history, from

their Mesozoic origin, they have

stood ready to occupy any barren

area. Soon the pines escaped from

the plantations of the monks and es-

tablished themselves on the sand

hills that lay between the selva, or

"forest." and the receding sea

Gradually, they formed groves

—

pi-

nete—along the coast, and pene^

trated the edges of the selva, form

ing a mixed oak and pine forest,

Dr. Zangheri believes that this foi

est, with its "harmonious mixture'i

of broadleaf trees and pines, wa
the one that Dante knew and de

scribed in Purgatory.

Since Dante's time, the broadlea

trees have been cut, and lately th

pines themselves have fared poorlj

The climate of the Adriatic coas

has deteriorated markedly. Recui

rent cold spells have damaged th

frost-tender pinoli pines, leavin.

the weakened trees vulnerable to Ib

sect attack. The population of Ro
magna has expanded, and the set

tiers have either burned larg

numbers of pines or chopped then

down to clear land for habitation

cultivation, and industrial devel

opment.

Some areas of the Pines of Rav
enna, which once extended in i

twenty-five mile band along thi

Adriatic, no longer exist. These in

elude the Pineta di Porto, east o

Ravenna, which had been com
pletely destroyed by 1800. Othe
groves—San Vitale, San Giovanni

and Cervia—disappeared shortb

after. The Pineta di Classe, site of ai

ancient port south of Ravenna, ii

greatly reduced. The church o

St. Appollinare in Classe, buil

about A.D. 545 in the center of th(

port city near the harbor, nov

stands four or five miles from tht

sea, alone and divested of the foresi

that once surrounded it.

The gradual disappearance of the

ailing pine groves has aroused

alarm. Professor Zangheri's mono-

graph was intended to stimulate in-

terest in saving them. While this is no

easy task, some conservation mea-

sures could be implemented. The

forest could be protected from tres-

passers, broadleaf trees might well

be reintroduced into it, or the area

might be reforested with a more
frost-resistant species of pine.

Ravenna the city, with its old

churches, Byzantine mosaics, and

looted sarcophagi, will continue to

attract tourists as well as poets, but

the Pines of Ravenna, the Ravenna
of Dante, Boccaccio, and Botticelli,

of Byron and Shelley, with its

wealth of history and deep signifi-

cance for the human condition, will

never regain its glory. The pinoli

pines will linger for some time, to

be gradually replaced by the more
northern Pinus pinaster, a new-

comer to the Adriatic coast of Italy.
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From the \^rld

Tomasik Nutarareafc

Beyond the tree

line on dog sled,

a photographer

encounters the

elusive aura

of the Arctic

by Bob Skovbo

photographs by

Paul von Baich

To the man who has never ven-

tured very far beyond the tree

line—and then made sure to stay

well within the driftwood belt—the

treeless Arctic still retains the elu-

sive aura of the Beyond. He has
stood at its edge; not a fixed bor-

der, but the mobile edge of sight,

receding from ridge to ridge as

each is reached and becomes a

lookout into the next perspective

—

one step closer to that mythical

land. Somewhere along that bound-
less limit, he turned back. With the

distinct feeling that just there, to

the far side of that last skyline, it

began. What? The Beyond, the land

without limit. The true Arctic.

The man who was there is apt to

be more matter of fact. To him it is

a place, not a nameless vision; a

known face, not a phantom. He
may know only a small segment of
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its span. But to have been there, to

have traveled toward this bay or

promontory, to have stopped for

shelter at the foot of that cliff, or

merely in the scant lee of the up-

turned komatik ("sleigh") on some
featureless plain, particularizes his

experience, fixes it in the varied

context of landmarks, people,

events, names. And because these

are so few in the Arctic, each one
matters. Every man is memorable,
every occurrence an event, every

minor landmark has a name.

So when Paul von Baich returns

from the Arctic, he does not talk in

generalities. He talks in concrete

pictures, pinned to memory by
names and native phrases that still

ring in his mind. Guttural, strongly

articulated, their alien vigor alone

suggests the gravel shores and
grinding pan ice of the land to

whose tongue they belong; and the

chiseled, mobile, merry faces of its

people. Tomasik Nutarareak. the

hunter he accompanied; Urrau-

kurru. one of his dogs; "Zirrgdu!

Kutchi! Anja!" the shouts he

hurled at if; Aukanerjuak, the

straits to which they traveled to

hunt seal: my friend's eyes light up

when he utters them.

Yet even for him the nameless,

indeed unnameable, looms large be-

hind such immediate, particular im-

pressions and images. As he talks,

time and again his words seem to

come up against it, trail off across

remembered impressions for which

no words can be found. "And on

we went, hour after hour, all day,

through the evening, till night,

through the night, into the morning
. . . the tracks led off into the west

. . .
." I couldn't tell why he

laughed. He seemed to see or recall

something.

Vast perspectives open every-

where. A small, faraway scene can
come to stand for the entire land
and the ways of its people as they

are and, perhaps yet more sugges-

tively, as they have been since time

immemorial. Traveling by DC-3
in April, 1968, Paul had barely

left Hall Beach on Melville Penin-

sula when, peering through the

porthole of the plane taking him

"Spread in the f;

hitch, the dogs tr<

yap, trot, trot .

.

The white expan

drags pa:

the blown snow is

steady sting . .

,





to Igloolik, he caught sight of a sil-

houette that might have moved
against that same skyline a hundred

years ago, or five hundred : an Es-

kimo driving his dog team. A trot-

ting muffled figure, a komatik, a

team of dogs trotting in front.

Slowly, without seeming to take the

least notice of the roaring machine,

they fell behind and vanished as

they had appeared. An everyday

glimpse of a particular man at a

particular moment, embodying at

the same time a vision of his entire

people back into their dimmest

past.

The land is vast beyond con-

ception. Neither mind nor senses

can cope with its extent. It just goes

on and on. Yet my friend denies

that it is ever monotonous—even on

a long sled journey, when nothing

but its interminable snowbound ex-

panse surrounds you. Colors,

shades, textures; patterns of snow

and of sky perpetually modulating,

dissolving, and reshaping the few

simple themes that define it. To the

alert eye, its sameness is never the

same. Small wonder that its in-

habitants are said to have dozens of

words for snow, but no generic

term.

But it isn't always easy to keep

alert. The photographs alone should

make that plain; and, grudgingly,

even my friend admits it. He
crouches on the sled, huddled away

"And the cold

and stiffness . . .

creep back

into cramped limbs,

while deep

under hides and clothes

an empty stomach

rumbles on. . .
."



om the wind, hours of cold and

iffness in his bones, unrelieved

ive for the occasional stop to un-

ngle traces, ice the runners, or

ave tea. Spread in the fan hitch,

le dogs trot, yap, trot, trot. Time

rawls: the cold creeps deeper and

eeper into never sufTicient layers

f woolens and fur. The white ex-

anse drags past, the blown snow is

steady sting, the skyline slowly

reeps across distant, fading con-

)urs. Behind on the sled. Tomasik.

ointed hood nodding, slumps in a

eap. He has been silent for some

me. For hfiurs his shouts and muf-

ed calls, emphasized now and then

y the snap of an unerringly placed

hipstroke, had urged the team

ahead. Now even its master has suc-

cumbed to the dragging hours.

Tomasik has nodded off. A dog

turns his head, lags a little, is

yanked forward, spurts back into

place. Another one looks back.

Then another. The sled slows down,

stops. The dogs stand around,

throw cautious glances at the hud-

dled figures on the sled. then, very

quietly, lie down. Utter stillness de-

scends. Only the drifting snow still

moves in the silence.

Suddenly a terrible yell makes

my friend duck his head. "Urrau-

kurrul K'ngal" The whip cracks,

the lash sizzles through the air. '".Ai.

ail K'nga! Oa oa!'' .An avalanche

of raucous curses hurtles over the

team. The whip lashes out in long

loops, each ending in a sting and a

whine. The dogs scramble, the

traces pull taut, the sled yanks for-

ward and resumes its swish and

creak over the snow. Slowly, the

imprecations grow intermittent, the

whip flicks less fiercely, the com-

motion subsides and soon evens out

into the smooth trot and flow of an-

other long haul. .And the cold and

stiffness, briefly forgotten in the

bustle, creep back into cramped

limbs, while deep under hides and

clothes an empty stomach rumbles

on toward that faraway stop for

tea.

One readily associates cold and

discomfort with such a journey, but
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At long last

a throaty call stops

the dogs; the sled

comes to a halt."

'What modest shelter

you j)ut up

against the elements

til rows you togetlier

in a physical intimacy

that renders claims

to privacy and

harri<Ms of language

meaningless."

I think one likes to believe that it

proceeds in as relaxed a fashion as

is compatible with freezing noses

and semiparalyzed extremities. Not

so, von Baich recounts. Hurry is no

prerogative of the harassed city

commuter, it would seem.

"Tea now," Tomasik will at long

last announce, just as one feels the

stage approaching when even tea

might be too late. He grins hugely

into the biting wind. But one would

be quite mistaken to conclude that

he is ready to halt the team. In-

stead, he urges it on with another

call and crack of the whip. As the

dogs give another burst of speed, he

pries open the lid of the grub box,

fetches out the pot, and bending

over, scoops up several potfuls of

snow, pounding each portion firm

for better yield. Yelling at the dogs

lest they conclude they have been

forgotten, he then digs out the

primus, sets it up before him.

spreads himself into an enfolding

windscreen, rips a tuft of caribou

hair from his trouser leg (already

sadly denuded of fur in the con-

venient area), holds a match to it

and. using it as a primer to preheat

the valve, proceeds to light the

primus, cursing loudly at wind and

dogs when a gust blows it out. and

even yet more loudly when, relit,

the wind-driven Maine singes eye-

brows and hood. He pumps it up to

full blast with a series of strokes,

puts on the pot, craiks the whip,

and on you go over the snow nt 20

to ."^O below, while behind your

back a potful of the same substance

is miraculously changing into boil-

ing water. At long last a throiiiy

call stops the dogs; the sled comes

to a halt. You heave yourself off

and drop into the snow. Tea! Black,

with plenty of sugar! If you have

any. Black and bitter otherwise. Ah.

sweet hot tea. Or biller hot tea. It's

good. too. Unimaginably good. So

good and hot that vou geni-rally

burn your lorigiie with the first sip

before you remember to throw

some snow in to i-ool it. Of all the

gifts from kahliina, "the while

man," none is as warmly appreci-

ated ns lea. .\nd tobacco. So you

lake lime out for a smoke loo.

Yet you sei-m l>arely to have be-

gun sipping when Tomn^ik \* on hi*

leet again. He dips a small piece of

polar bear fur into the dregs of the

pot and passes it over the runners

of the overturned sled. Icing the

runners, a most important oper-

ation to insure smooth progress

over the snow, is especially vital on

a cold day when frictional drag is

high. Tea is thus useful for more

purposes than one; although fluids

other than tea may also be used for

icing runners. Such as the one re-

sulting from its imbibition. Very

economical and handy, and truly

affording an object lesson to our

wasteful society. Or you can use

water, blood, a piece of seal liver,

any aciueous substance; for a

binder, use flour, rolled oats, mud.

One or the other is generally at

hand. .So. not much time is lost be-

fore you and the dogs have to

scramble to your feet again. The

traces are untangled, the sled

turned upright, pot and cooker

slashed away. On you go.

On and on and on—once you </<>

get going on such a trip. The trip

itself may be delayed for days and

sometimes weeks, for reasons gener-

allv unfathomable to you. Then out

of the Mue you are told. "\\'e go

now." and you're off. still bundling

your belongings atop the sled while

Irving to remember what you for-

got in ihc sudiliii rush and none the

wiser as to wlial could have pn-cipi-

late<l the abrupt decision. When
you ask how far it is to your desti-

nation, you may hv told, "one

sleep." or "two or three sle«'ps"; all

depending neither on our notions of

bedtime nor measurements of dir*-

tance. but simply on the Fj<kimo's

inclination to sliM'p or to go on. He

knows very well how fur it is. and

he lias a shiny tu-w watch ticking

on his wrisl. But the one is no nb-

^l^aclioll, the other an ornnnimt.

He won't have hi« ways rul.-.i b%

either.

Toma«ik look Paul to Aiikjinci-

juak. which is shown on map- as

Fury and Heela Strait: a dislanrr

of "no sleep" as it turneil out.

meaning that they kept going ni'-l

of one day. all of one nighl. ;iiid

part of the following moriiin>i.

When lliev arrived, ihev built iin Ik

loo. That is, Tomnsik did. Tin- i^l^o

wn« up in half an hour. Vl'lnii I'.ml



offered to help, Tomasik thanked

him saying, "Maybe no good." A
remark, says Paul, that tactfully

summed up just about all his ef-

forts to be helpful to his various Es-

kimo hosts in the performance of

their routine tasks. Not to speak of

his attempts to emulate them. After

a very short time he came to feel

like a toddler trying to keep up

with a good-humored, but hopeless-

ly superior, big brother. Sometimes

he would, half-surreptitiously, stir

some broth a bit or pump a primus.

Otherwise he stuck to photography.

It isn't merely the casual com-

petence of the Eskimo that tends to

paralyze your efforts to make your-

self useful: it's the temperature too.

You are almost always ikki,

"cold"; and if not ikki, okko,

"hot." Sweating hot. Tomasik, grin-

ning encouragingly, was invariably

okko; okko in his case evidently

meaning just nice and warm. A dis-

tinction that separated you as effec-

tively as evolution has separated the

Amphibia from the Mammalia. You
just weren't in the same class.

They hunted the "flow edge," the

boundary between landfast shore

ice and the moving ice of the sea.

When they arrived, one seemed

little less solid than the other, but

Tomasik announced, "Some time

she clear. We go sleep now," and

that was precisely what happened.

When they crept out of the igloo

some hours later, open water was

steaming into a leaden "water sky"

as far as the eye could see. Tomasik

took gun, harpoon, a length of

rope, and a small skin-covered boat,

and they went to hunt.

It was too overcast and the sea-

son somewhat too early for seals to

bask on the ice, so they had to be

shot in open water. To secure a

seal, you have to hit it in the head,

otherwise it will sink before you

can retrieve it. A seal's head is

small relative to its body and hit-

ting it is no mean feat—a feat en-

hanced by the state of repair of the

typical Eskimo gun. Nor is it cer-

tain that many seals will be seen

during a day's wait by the flow

edge, or that those seen will be

within range. Also, on trips to not-

too-distant hunting grounds few

provisions are taken for dogs or

men, the Eskimo counting on a kill

to provide them with sustenance,

and with fur and skin for the entire

family, household, and equipment.

So a grown seal means a lot to the

Eskimo ( so much, in fact, that the

notion of killing a young one

strikes them as the height of unrea-

son). But, even taking all this into

consideration, Paul was not pre-

pared for the shout Tomasik let

forth when he missed his first seal.

It was. he says, nothing less than

neolithic in its unadulterated fury

and frustration. He is convinced the

poor seal who provoked it will

never dare show his head again in

Fury and Hecla Strait.

However, Tomasik got his seal

before the day was done. There was

a great feast of boiled meat and

blubber, preceded by tasty hors

d'oeuvres of the same substances

raw. And, of course, numberless

mugs of tea to go with it.

Most of the seal naturally went to

the dogs. Their single-mindedness

when it came to dealing with a seal

carcass was a marvel to behold,

Paul relates. They surround it in a

tense circle—ears, eyes, and noses

aimed fixedly at the center where

Tomasik bends, chopping the meat

with one hand, the whip in the

other. He keeps the lash curling;

now and then it snakes out at a too-

forward customer. The last stroke:

Tomasik straightens, and the car-

cass has vanished under a rush of

snapping, snarling, gulping bundles

of fur. Once Paul tried to hold the

dogs back. For an instant his

attention wandered; one d

pounced, and in the next instant no

whip could have parted the growl-

ing mass.

It wasn't just more country and a

few seals they saw at the flow edge.

They also met with other hunters

down for seal. Natalino Atagutaluk,

Michael Kopak, Inuki Kunuk, and

Taktak, the village fool. Even the

dogs seemed to have their fun with

Taktak. It was obvious that they

had had many a bite out of his ko-

lita, or "parka," and at the same
time taken good care to keep his

whiplash chewed down to ineffectual

length. It was little longer than a

fly whisk. But he seemed merry
enough in his role, and joked and
gossiped with the others as they sat

in their igloos eating, drinking,

smoking, and sweating happily in

"Not much time is

lost before you

and the dogs

have to scramble

to your feet again."
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the steaming warmth. Everyone

present seemed related to, or at

least well acquainted with, everyone

else, so gossip flourished. Paul

could not follow the conversation,

but he strongly suspects that many

a chuckle was directed at his own

annerisms and antics. They must

have furnished his hosts with an

ample fund of material for then

and future merriment around the

huhhling pot. His pronunciation of

K>kimo words seemed to amuse

them endlessly. But he soon found

that this also held for the slight de-

\iations from "accepted speech"' jje-

culiar to other communities, some

no farther away than Coral Harhor.

So there was no reason for him to

doubt his linguistic talents, which

are considerable.

Good fellowship comes readily in

that often desolate land. Indeed, it

is impossible to avoid it: you could

not survive. What modest shelter

you put up against the elements

throws you together in a physical

intimacy that renders claims to

privacy and barriers of language

meaningless. On this level, even on

a brief visit, you are drawn closer

into the community of all men.

When the trappings are gone, as

they are when life is lived that sim-

ply, your needs and joys are seen to

be much the same. You are part of

a family, part of the chance circle

men form against the danger and

cold outside.

As you ride back under the moon

toward Igloolik and first see its

lights on the drifting snow that

moves over the arctic lands and

seas and islands, like a thin shroud

spun on the wind that blows for-

ever, you realize you are coming in

from far. And are not much closer

to home yet. The moon is a planet,

and you are riding another. The

earth? Igloolik might be a space

station. In spite of cosmonauts and

telecommunication, the earth seems

very big. Paul says.

I think I can see what he means.

It may be farther from Montreal to

Manila than from Montreal to Ig-

loolik. I have not been to either, but

I feel sure that compared to trav-

eling to Igloolik—then on with

Tomasik Nularareak to the flow

edge of Aukanerjuak—jetting to

Manila is a mere turn round a cor-

ner of our global village. A day's

ride behind the fan hitch can take

us farther than any propulsion en-

pine. On earth, at any rale.
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Efldure

A Chase ?
hysconMcvay

From the ocean depths a

harmonious singer reminds

his relentless pursuers

that the tales 01 Whales and

men are strangely

interconnected

36

A hundred years ago, Herman
Melville asked "whether Leviathan

can long endure so wide a chase,

and so remorseless a havoc?" To-

day, in more prosaic words, the

question remains: What would be

lost if the whales were gone from
the sea? Of what possible use are

whales to men? Esthetics aside,

who cares if the whale goes the way
of the dinosaur?

These words sound terrible and
ominous to me; yet they represent

the thinking of many people, in-

cluding some of the men who set

the whale-kill quotas every June.

Few of these men have ever seen a

whale. Few of them had ever heard

a whale until biologist Roger
Payne, of the New York Zoological

Society and Rockefeller University,

played a recording at the close of

the final session of the International

Whaling Commission meeting on

June 26, 1970. in London.

It was 2:00 p.m., and the com-
missioners were hungry. The chair-

man, Mr. I. Fujita, noting at the

outset of the final plenary session

that business would have to be com-
pleted before lunch, pointed out

brightly that "hunger will expedite

our deliberations." But some dele-

gates, notably the Japanese and So-

viets, lingered to listen to sounds
recorded at a depth of 250 fathoms

—the song of the humpback whale.

Spanning six octaves, it filled the

conference room at River Walk
House overlooking the Thames.

Henceforth, the commissioners'

annual deliberations will take on a

new dimension. These sounds have
already made a profound impres-

sion on the thousands of Americans
who recently heard them in New
York's Philharmonic Hall, on tele-

vision, and on radio. The unex-

pected fact revealed by this record-

ing and many others, according to

the analysis by Dr. Payne and me,

is that the sounds often fall into

true song forms that are predictable

in broad outline.

The humpback songs have cap-

tured the imagination of composers
and musicians. In a musical ballad

Pete Seeger wrote:

If we can save

Our singers in the sea

Perhaps there's a chance
To save you and me.^

This thought, these words cut right

to the heart of the matter.

The decimation of the antarctic

whale fishery is a grizzly story. It

has been catalogued since 1920,

when the Bureau of International

Whaling Statistics in Sandefjord,

Norway, began recording every re-

ported whale kill by species, length,

sex, date, and place of death. Dur-
ing the 1960's. the yield in barrels

of whale oil dropped fivefold, from
more than 2 million barrels to less

than 400.000 in the 1969-70 sea-

son. The whalers might have taken
more than a million barrels year af-

ter year, indefinitely. But their in-

satiability in the past two decades

has so ravished the stocks and so

decimated the large species that the

sustainable yield today is but a

shadow of what it could be if the

stocks had a chance to rebuild.

Last year, most of the world's

whale catch was taken by two na-

tions, the Soviet Union (43 per-

'"The Song of the World's Last Whale," by
Pete Seeger. © by Stormking Music, Inc., all
rights reserved, used by permission.

The humpback whale, wrote
Melville, "is the most gamesome

|

and light-hearted of all the

whales, making more gay foam
and white water generally

than any other of them." Here
and on the following two pages,

the humpback breaches in tlie

Atlantic Ocean off Bermuda.
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cent) and Japan (42 percent). The
remainder was taken by Peru (5.3

percent). South Africa (2.8 per-

cent), Norway (2.5 percent), Can-

ada (1.7 percent), Australia (1.4

percent), Spain (0.8 percent), and
the United States (0.5 percent)

.

The grim figures for the past sea-

son (1969-70) reflect the catch of

smaller and smaller whales in the

warm waters of lower and lower

latitudes. Twelve years ago, 65 per-

cent of the catch was taken in

antarctic waters south of 60° south

latitude. Last season, 89 percent of

the catch was taken between 40°

and 60° south latitude. In the heart

of the antarctic fishery, once the

most bountiful whaling ground on

earth and a seemingly endless re-

source, the harvest has dropped in

a dozen years from two-thirds of

the total catch to one-tenth.

In the age of sail more than a

century ago, when the whale hunt

was directed principally at two spe-

cies, the sperm and right whales,

and the old-time methods were no
match for the elusive and feist-swim-

ming blue and fin whales. Melville

could assert with dreamy elo-

rjuence: "The whale-bone whales

can at last resort to their Polar cita-

dels, and diving under the ultimate

glassy barriers and walls there,

come up among icy fields and

floes; and in a charmed circle of

everlasting December, bid defiance

to all pursuit from man."
Melville could not have envi-

sioned the rapacious efficiency of

modern whaling, which has all but

eliminated the rich antarctic fish-

ery. Today whales are hunted at

both ends of their migratory cycle

and. in the case of the sperm whale,

on the way to the southern grounds.

Victor Scheffer deflates any no-

tion of romance in the contempo-

rary whale chase

:

"In man's attempts to catch more
whales more cheaply, he has tried

to poison them with strychnine and

cyanide and curare. He has tried to

electrocute them. Spotters in air-

planes and helicopters now search

them out and report the position of

the herds to whaling vessels below.

The ships hunt them down by
ASDIC, the system that can feel the

whales in total darkness. A 'whale-

scaring machine" frightens the

beasts into flight with ultrasound

and tires them so the hunter can

overtake them. What will be next?

Will the hunter cut a phonograph
record of the mating call of the

whale, or the cry of the calf for its

mother, and play back the sounds

beneath the bow of his ship? Will

the orbiting satellite speak through

space to tell the hunter where to

find the last whale?"

I n the past twenty-five years. 62,-

022 blue whales, at 85 feet and
more the largest mammals on earth,

and 15.025 humpbacks, perhaps the

most playful of the great whales,

have been taken in the Antarctic.

Never very abundant, both species

have been pushed to the edge of

life, but are now nominally pro-

tected. The finback is the next can-

didate for "commercial extinction,"

that is, when its numbers will have
been so reduced that it will no
longer be profitable to send ex-

peditions to hunt them. The fin-

back, a smaller cousin of the blue

whale, was second only to the

sperm whale in abundance. During
the past quarter-century, 444.262

finbacks were taken in the

Antarctic, more than half of them
from 1954 to 1962 when more than

27.000 finbacks were taken each

year. Their population is now esti-

mated at 67.000 to 75.000. one-

fourth of its original size. If the ex-

ploiters had shown restraint—if

they had learned the lesson of the

blue and humpback, had remem-
bered the slaughter of the rights

and bowhead in the last century

—

then the Antarctic could have

yielded 10.000 to 12.000 finbacks a

year down the long hungry road of

the future. Today the sustainable

yield is estimated at less than .3.000

finbacks.

These numbers, combined with

catch data, indicate the extreme

pressure on the finbacks and are an

indictment of the stewardship of the

International Whaling Commission.
The ravaged state of the whale
stocks presents an essentially non-

political problem that could be

eased enormously if the catch effort

was radically reduced to allow all

whale populations to rebuild. The
most desirable goal of all, a ten-

year moratorium—for tagging,

study, and population counts

—

seeins beyond the capacities for co-

operation and restraint of the

nations present at the Interna-

tonal Whaling Convention meeting:

Argentina, Australia. Canada, En-

gland, France. Iceland. Japan, Nor-

way, Panama. South Africa, the So-

viet Union, and the United States.

With the stage set, we can better

appreciate what happened at the

22nd meeting of the International

Whaling Commission in London at

River Walk House, overlooking the

Thames, last June. The actions and
inactions of the commission can be

gauged by four items: (1) the

whale quotas set, (2) the sperm

whale. (3) the International Ob-

server Scheme, and (4) the action

by the LT. S. Department of the In-

terior listing all great whale species

as endangered.

As an observer to the meetings. I

would like to point out that while

the United States is involved in

whaling only marginally (it oper-

ates one small land station in Cali-

fornia), the constructive influence of

the United States on the commis-
sion has been considerable. Dr. J.

Laurence McHugh, the United

States commissioner and vice-chair-

man of the commission, and Dr.

Douglas G. Chapman of the Center

for Quantitative Science at the LIni-

Continued on page 68

The tail of a humpback ris'

above the ocean off Bermud
Scientists know these migratoi

whales are near when they he;

whale songs on hydrophon*

three miles off the islan<
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DINERS OF UNLIMITEj
Animals that eat without mouths,

use chemistry and physics

to ehminate hauling food and

silken threads for silverware . . .

ingenious methods of dining

not observable at the local cafeteria

or, for that matter, at the Waldorf

by Jean Craighead George

About five years ago I accepte

an invitation to the annual banque

of the New York Zoological Societ)

The dinner was to be held in th

Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf Af

toria, and I am one who likes th

pomp and circumstance that sui

rounds man's formal eating habit;

I arrived early on that snowy nigh

eased my way through bedecke

guests, and took my seat beside a

elderly zoologist. We were the onl

ones as yet at the table, so I con

mented on the impressive stage sel

ting for the feast, the variety c

glasses, the silverware and china,

was promptly told the entire procf

V



IVERSITY
re was highly unoriginal and

jndane.

'Li\ing with us on this earth."'

3 professor said in Oxford Eng-

h, "are diners that would make

se at this banquet look inept and

imsy. Imagine being so refined

u need never open your mouth to

1. There is such an animal. Or try

think of employing chemistry

d physics to eliminate the awk-

irdness of hauling food.

"Then." his eyes twinkled play-

lly. "silverware of threads or

autifully executed dances instead

these shovels." He picked up a

3on and a fork. "You really must

become accjuainted with the (jther

diners that share this planet with us

before you limit yourself to the ad-

miration of man's table."

Other guests arrived, conversa-

tion crackled around us. and I had

no opportunity to learn the profes-

sor's name or. more important, to

ask him what animal eats without a

mouth.

Intrigued by the professor's so-

phisticated diners. I began to

search for them by questioning my
scientific frietids and. of course, the

mouthless wonder came first. What
kind of a face would it have? How
would 1 recognize it?

A marine biologist at the In-

stitute of Science. Miami, identified

this creature for me. It is Convoluta

roscofjensis. a worm that feeds on

a "farm" that grows inside itself.

Vi hen the tide goes out in the Eng-

lish Channel, the sands of north

Brittany and the Channel Islands of

Jersey and Guernsey flash green as

colonies of these quarter-inch

worms crawl from shallow subterra-

nean hideouts where they have an-

chored themselves during high tide

and stretch themselves lo bathe in

light and eat without opening a

mouth.

The worm manages this in the

\ (latworm nf tin- >im(l\ (•()ii^t> of llif Kii(;li«Ii ( liiiiiii

( mil oliiiii n>s< nfjciisis iii^;t"«l>- f:r«'<'M iil>:;ii'

of till' firmis ('lilnrrlld. Tin- li\ iiig alfiiic.

-Iiown jijioxr iii;i>:iiiliril ]'M) time--.

|iin\ iili- llic .idiill \Minii will) iii.iiri-liMiriit.
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course of its life-span. In the spring

when it hatches from an egg. it

does at first have a mouth, and it

forages for, and gorges itself upon,

a certain green algae in the seawa-

ter. These algae remain alive de-

spite ingestion, and the worm is

soon green from head to tail. It

then forages no more, but feeds

upon the starches manufactured hy

the algae through photosynthesis.

Instinctively sensing that sunlight is

essential to its garden, the worm
spends every moment that the tide

is out ba.sking in the light filtering

through its transparent body. The

light acts (III the algae inside so that

they can convert hydrogen, oxygen,

and carbon into sugar and starches.

These the worm absorbs, and so it

need forage no more. The o\al

mouth in its pointed head degener-

ates from lack of use, and its di-

gestive system becomes functionless

and almost disappears. Within a

few days it cannot use its mouth

even if it wants to. and sunbathing

is substituted for foraging as the

emerald worms gather in colonies

along the beaches, creeping in and

out of the summer light to tend

their "gardens."

E\('nlually the worm needs mc

nutrients than the starches can pr<

\ ide. and it begins to eat the gi

that la\s the golden egg. It slowl

dcMiurs the algae from its rear en

for\vard until it eats the last morsi

and dies of starvation. The sane

lose their green color, autum

comes, and a new generation

Conroltila rnscofjensis eggs laid i

.|ul\ awaits the light of anothe

spring.

The Wdrriis shelter the algae an

cannot li\e without them becausi

in this s>nilii(ilic relationship, th

algae not only provide nutrient
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A solitary creature, the

three-toed sloth may spend

its entire life in one tree.

In a Cecropia tree, above,

it feeds on young leaves

that make up
tht'l)uIkof itsdiet.

riu' American flamingo,

far h'ft. feeds in the mud.

sic\ ing out insect lar\ ae.

crustaceans, and seeds

with its unusual hill.

The roseate spoonbill,

left, sweeps its

>po(>ii->hapc(l hill hack

and forth, filtering

cru>taccaii> from the water.

ul ;ils<) ulili/.i- llif Imsts' waste

roiliicts and nivc off oxygen that

iialiirs the host to (injure slapnaiit

ndilioiis. Those worms raised ex-

(riiiiciiluljy ill tlic al>scii(c of nipac

lilrd III develop and died.

What an animal enis and how ii

hews \» relleeted in the eonlours of

» fare. For eatinfi vegetation the

abliit nihhies, then gnaws, then

ith a rotating movement grinds its

ood. ronse(|iiently. its front teeth

re mounted in the forepart of n V-

Ihaped jnwlu.ne llial affor<ls the le-

irrajie of wire cutlers. The molars

ind premolars are well hark in the

mouth for grinding. Together the

muscles and hones that work iIk'sc

teeth gi\e the rahliit that cheeky

look and characteristic deep chin,

flow, and wlial, we eat sha|ies our

faces, too. (himan tei-lh are de-

signed to chew an omnivorous iliel

of iiii-at and vegetahles. Siiiie we do

not have to snip, and hecaiise \\r

put our food into our moullis \silh

our hands, we don't have that win--

cutter look of a rahhit. Instead, the

human face reflects the grinding ac-

tion of th<- raliliil plus the sliiing or

tearing movement of the cariiivori-.

To nil meal, as carnixores do. a

iiiuscic near the ear slams the lower

jaw down. To mash vegelaides. the

muscle tlinl covers our jaw rotates

the molars. This, together with the

fact that we have not develo|M'd tin-

long nose that aci'ompanies a good

sense of smell, gives us the flat.

iiuillipiirpose eating face.

The mammals whose faces have

liri-n most ohviously sha|H-d hy

llirir food are the anteati-rs. wliich

appear in several orders of animals.

Armadillos, aardvarks. ("hiiies<' pan-

golins, and the common anieaters

all feature long pointed mouths

into which fit sticky tongues thai
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are unmistakably designed for

hunting in anthills. Even more per-

fectly shaped for ant hunting is the

mouth of the spiny anteater of Aus-

tralia (an egg-laying manimall.

This two-foot-long termite-hunter

has a flat hypodermic-needle-like

mouth. Out of this shoots a seven-

inch tongue that carefully selects

only the soft ants, so that this crea-

ture has no teeth at all. It is the only

mammal that does not have even

the vestige of a tooth anywhere in

its development.

The bills of birds have been spe-

cialized into instruiuents designed

by. and for. their food—often most

dramatically.

To open spruce and fir cones, the

red- and white-winged crossbills of

our northern boreal forests have

evolved a beak as good as any

opener that man has invented. The

lower and upper mandibles cross

each other near the tip and would

seem to be deformed. When shoved

between cone scales, however, the

crossed "pliers" easily pry them

apart. The bird's tongue then shoots

in and plucks out the seed.

The bill of the roseate spoonbill

looks awkward until its purpose is

understood. Long, with a flat,

spoon-shaped tip. it is swung back

and forth in the mud. Into this bill

swirls bottom debris that is tested

against numerous nerves in the

wide spoon: the living organisms

are then swallowed and the inert

matter washed out.

The need to separate snaillikt

cerithium mollusks from mud hai,

shaped the odd bill of the rose-col

ored American flamingo. With the

bird's head completely submerged

the bill, looking like the bent bowls

of two facing spoons, is shovele

along the bottom. The tongue

pumps in water and a filter sepa-

rates the food: water is shot up ant

out of the corners of the beak, anc

only the animal food is sent to the

stomach where it is ground up b)

powerful stomach muscles.

The drill of woodpeckers. th(

hooked meat-ripper of the hawk;

and owls, the seed-crackers of thi

finches, and the forceps of the fly

catchers all tell an ornithologis

what a bird eats.

Eating the parenchyma tissue

of a black locust leaf, above,

the larva of one of the leaf-

mining beetles. Chalejnis

dorsalis, creates a pattern

of consiuuption.

An aphis lion, right, larva

of the lacewing family

Chrysopidae. sucks out tlic

body fluids of aphids. it

then decorates itself with the

aphid shells as protection

from predators. The predacious

dragonfly nymph, far right,

devours a worm.
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From time to time I kept an eye

ut for the "chemists" and ''physi-

ists" that the unknown prof&«sor

: the Waldorf had mentioned to

le. I suspected that I would find

lem among the insects, for their

outhparts, like the teeth and jaws

f mammals, are good clues to their

iting habits. Insects are divided

to two groups on the basis of

ese structures: chewing insects.

ch as grasshoppers, and sucking

sects, such as bedbugs and mos-

litoes. The variations on these two

ernes are seemingly infinite. The

ghly predacious dragonfly larva,

instance, has a trapdoor-like

juth, which it can slam shut on

prey. The sipping butterfly has a

iied mouth shaped like a drinking

tube. The gnawing larva of one of

the leaf-mining beetles. Fenusa

iilmi, has developed jagged hooks

to saw its way into a leaf.

One glance at the mouth and

head of a giant water bug of the

family Belostomatidae leaves no

doubt that this creature is one of

earth's more intriguing eaters. This

family of North and South Amer
ica are chemists of almost terrify

ing ability. They hold prey with

their forelimbs. and with their pro

boscises. pierce the flesh of insect

fish, or frog, injecting them with

chemicals that turn bone, muscle

viscera—everything except the

skin— into a watery fluid that they

drink through their tubes, or pro

boscises.

These fat bugs are somewhat oval

in shape, and the adults can be

readily identified by their habit of

hanging head down on the surface

of the water as they watch for prey.

Tails up. they provide comic relief

to the dreamlike quality of a pond
on a summer day, but they fill me
with horror. .Not long ago as 1 was
pushing my canoe into a lake near

my home. I noticed a frog that did

not leap with the others at the fall

of my foot, and I picked it up. At

first it seemed alive, for its eyes

were clear and bright; its skin,

tight and moist. As I turned it over,

a giant water bug released its hold

and dropped into the water. 1

looked from it back to the frog and

saw it had burst and was draining



like a water-filled balloon. Slowly

its eyes misted, its toes collapsed,

and 1 held in my hand a limp car-

cass. I shuddered at witnessing that

frog's body rendered into a watery

brew by an insect.

The rapid liquefaction of the tis-

sues is accomplished by a potent

mixture of hydrolytic enzymes in

the salivary glands, a horrible

venom that no man can produce as

yet, and hopefully never will be

able to.

Almost equally talented is the

aphis lion, a larva that eventually

becomes one of the most delicate of

adult insects, a family of the lace-

wing order. With its two long, slen-

der, hollow jaws this small creature

pierces aphids, whose juices slowly

flow into the aphis lion by gravity

until only the aphid's shell remains.

The aphis lion then picks up the

mummy and hangs it on one of

many hooks that protrude from its

body. The more it eats and deco-

rates itself, the better its chance to

escape its own predators. As its

camouflage cover grows in number,

it comes to resemble the aphid col-

ony around it. a defense mechanism

that further increases its chances

for survival.

The ant lion, the odd-shaped in-

sect larva of yet another family of

the lacewing order, is the "physi-

cist" that the British zoologist at

the Waldorf had referred to. Any-

one who has tried to climb a sand

pile or dig holes at the beach can

understand the principle of the arti

lion's dining room. The larva

lects a spot in the sand or dry soi

near an ant colony and digs its pi

by pushing its head under the Iocs*

soil and tossing up grains of soil o

sand with it. Circling backwan
during this process, it eventualb

creates a cone-shaped depression

Just before the whole thing col

lapses on the digger, it stops work

ing and leaves its tong-shaped jaw

protruding from the bottom of th

pit. In this position it waits fo

hours or even days on the chano

that an ant will walk its way, tri)

one of the keystone grains of sani

at the rim. and then tumble down t

the waiting jaws on the resultan

landslide.



'jpa rare occasions the ant lion is

ot quick enough to catch the fallen

tit, and the angulation of the pit

estroyed, the prey starts to climb

ut. If the ant lion is hungry, the

nt never makes it. Before the prey

laches level ground, the larva

rows up showers of soil with its

3ad so that with every step for-

ard, the ant slips three backward
id, as if on a rug, is drawn down
• the waiting jaws.

Another "physicist." the larva of

e tiger beetle, also builds a hole

which it lurks. This animal looks

ce a cross between a disjointed

linoceros and a worm. Its mini-

ure trap resembles the holes ele-

lant hunters dig and cover with

aves and branches. A skilled

)rkman, this larva digs a hole in

e soil often half a foot deep or

ore. Since it cannot cover the trap

th material light enough for an

*ect to crash through, it uses its

ad to plug the hole. Bending its

ck at right angles to its body in

e wide opening, its grubby face

ers up from the forest floor like

lit of dirt. The larva holds itself at

top of the pit with hooks that

)Ot out from a stout iirnjection

its rump. Fventually a victim

tncs along, steps too close to the

va's face, and is seized. Prey in

jaws, the larva drops into the

ift. Should the victim be strong

I fight back, the larva employs
ilher mechanical principle to

vent itself from being hauled out

its hole. With a ripple it release's

hooks, lowers them farther down
shaft, <ligs them in again, and

liiieriaspin^ii <ii|iliir«Ml

• paril frop. ii f;ijmt water

(;of llie itel<»(<(tiiali(la(;

nily iiijcrls the frun

til rlii-iiii<ii|s that turn

er\ lliiiif; lioiio. iiiiisolc,

(I visrera- -f\( epl the

>g's skin iiitu a watery

'u\. The water hup
en drinks the l)rolh

rongli a prohoseis.

pulls downward. With this winch-
like action, it drags the prey to the

bottom of the shaft, paralyzes and
devours it. This larva's under-
ground table does indeed make the

Waldorf seem mundane.
On occasion, when tired. I have

wished that the ceiling would open
and a broiled steak drop down. On
the other hand. I have not desired

all the animal culinary arrange-

ments I have discovered, the cutlery

of a related .North American species

of that same li(iuefying giant water
bug being one. This bug has a pair

of switchblades as lethal as carving

knives. These are directed to their

objective by the two thousand prey-

ing eyes of this great water bug.

The switchblades, however, are

beautifully designed for snagging
small fish, tadpoles, and in.sects.

The lower joint of the front leg fits

snugly into a groove in the upper
joint and when closed is not detect-

able. If a fish passes within range,

the joint flashes open and slams
shut. The prey captured, the large,

flat-bodied bug then injects it with
its powerful juice.

To fastidious man. a truly appall-

ing eater is the starfish. After it

has succeeded in prying open a

clam with its hydraulic feet, this an-

imal then cMrudes its stomach out

through its mouth (a tiny hole in

the center of the star) and slides it

into the mollusk through a space, in

some cases, as small as one-tenth of

a millimeter. Once the stomach has

entered, some species relax their

hold and permit the clam to close

upon their own stomach. Amazinglv
tliere is no evidence of any damage
to the starfish. The gap usually in

creases as the stomach digests the

food, but even this is not necessary.

Accor.ling to zoologist I|. M. Feder,

a starfish of the ('alifornia coast.

I'isnstrr. ate mussels that had been

bound with wire lo prevent them
frrim being separate*! in an ex-

(M'riment he ran on these incredible

(liners of the sea.

V^'hile on the subject of appalling

eaters, something to match it can l>e

said about peculiar diets. Tlie food

of animals includes, as one might
suspj'ct. everything organic— the

living, the dying, thi- «lead, and the

rotten of both plants and animals.

One menu, however, truly stands
out. The young of the sticktight

flea. Echidnophaga pallinacea, eat
the feces of their parents, a diet no
other beast has tried, as far as I

know.

Of all the diners of the animal
kingdom, the bolas spider, the
creature that dines with a thread,

seems the most sporting. Its prey
appears to have a far better chance
of living than dying, for this little

arachnid of the trees snags flying

food in the dark of the night with a
single line. The bolas is also quite
conspicuous, a dangerous trait

when enemies are nearby. Its back
is adorned with crests and horns,

and its belly is wrinkled and gird-

led with bumps. These ornamenta-
tions are not known to play an im-

portant role in the life of the bolas

spider, but may serve as protections

by helping the spider to resemble a

bud, nut, snail, or a bit of bird

dropping.

The female bolas is the wonder,
for she is the great hunter of this

species. The male, interestingly, is

born fully mature, and is no larger

than the head of a pin. (The female

attains a size of about one-half inch

in length and width. I By day the

female hides under leaves near the

tips of twigs. When night falls, she
moves down her twig until she is

over an opening in the leaves. Fas-

tening a thread to the underside of

a branch, she picks it up so it won't

slick to the bark, makes a loose

loop, and secures it near the tip of

her twig. Letting herself down to

ihe middle of this silky trapeze, she

reels out another thread about two
inches long. Down this she combs
out a quantity of visiid silk, which
rolls to the end and forms a sticky

globule roughly the size of a small

bead. She then drops this line and
ball out until it approaches its natu-

ral point of equilibrimn. enabling

her to swing it easily to and fro in

any direction. Then she i uls the

thread and is ready to hunt the

night through.

I..<*aning from hrr nwing and
holding the line in her feet, nhe

waits with uncanny patience for an
insf'ct to flutter by. Hours may pass

without success, but e\enlunlly a
moth flutters within the circle of
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The long, thin, flexible

needles of white pine trees

are the chief diet of the

larva of the pine moth,

Pauthea furcilia.

Crawling out on the

needles would cause it to

dangle precariously, so the

caterpillar has developed

the adaptive feeding habit

of bending the needles

back and eating from a

secure perch.

her weapon. Judging the distance to

the flier, as well as the speed at

which it is traveling, the bolas

swings her line and ball in the di-

rection of the flight, strikes the

moth on the underside of its fore

wing, and waits. The line stretches

with the momentum of the flying

body and then contracts, bringing

the struggling moth back. The spi-

der descends her line, kills the vic-

tim with a venomous bite, and

swathes it in a sheet of silk. She

then carries it up the silver thread

to her trapeze among the leaves and

dines on its body juices. The meal

completed, the bolas drops the

empty bundle to the ground, reels

in her swing, and goes home for the

night, her food needs usually well

met by a single sizable victim.

Should her hunting prove unsuc-

cessful, she winds up the globule

and line and proceeds to eat it! She

then quickly puts out another line

and sticky bead and resumes her

vigil. When I first learned of the

bolas, I remembered the dis-

tinguished zoologist who was bored

by dinner at the Waldorf, and I

then knew why. Humans hardly

seem to be in the same league with

this dazzling procurer of food.

Another unusual hunter is the

archerfish of the freshwater pools

of the South Pacific islands, a

pumpkin-seed-shaped fish that is

the William Tell of the fish world.

Cruising just beneath the surface,

eyes peering through water into the

air, the archer has evolved the skill

of using water as a weapon. When
the fish sees a dragonfly resting on

a leaf, for example, he sucks in a

volume of water, surfaces, aims,

squirts, and knocks the insect from

its perch. He snaps and eats, then

cruises along waiting to use his

watery arrow again.

A few of the earth's creatures eat

with implements. How such behav-

ior evolved is a source of scientific

speculation, but this much is

known: smart individuals do make

discoveries and teach them to

neighbors and young. Over the eons

this knowledge is stored in the

genes to become, if not instinctive,

certainly readily learnable within a

species.

The shrikes of the Old World

and the Americas, songbirds with

hawklike behavior and hook-tipped

bills, use tools of a sort. Birds of

dashing looks, usually with black

eye bands, they do not have the

powerful feet and talons of falcons

and accipiters, but small feet like a

robin's. Consequently, when they

chase a bird or insect, these birds

can neither kill with their feet nor

hold on to their food while they

tear it apart. They deal a death

blow with their beaks and bring

their prey to the natural skewers of

the wild thorns of trees and bushes.

Here they impale their victims, not

to insure death, but to secure them
while they feed. f

The northern shrike hunts fronKi

the top of a tree, scanning the coun-

tryside for every moving object:

bird, mouse, or insect. When a

flock of sparrows passes below, the

shrike dives into their midst; as a

selected sparrow twists and dives,

trying to escape, the shrike also

twists and dives, attempting to

match every movement of the prey

so that it can be driven to the

ground. There the sparrow is dis-

patched by the shrike's hooked

beak.

Now the thorns of the area be-
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3ome the bird's focal point. Taking

off from the ground, food in his

beak, the hunter flies to a tree,

stands above a thorn, and spears

his meal. There he cats or, if not

hungry, simply leaves his food until

he needs it. Occasionally, there are

no thorns available, and the shrike

either hangs his food on a nail in a

post or barn or drapes it by its

head from the narrow crotch of a

tree, like a duck in a Chinese mar-

ket. The loggerhead shrike, the

'•mailer of two species thai range

from Alaska through ('anada to

Mexico, feeds largely on insects. He
hunts from low fence posts and
bushes and makes his presence

known by impaling locusts and
grasshoppers on the barbs of wire

fences. I have seen many fences in

sununer thai resemble an entomol-

ogist's <-<illeclion box, telling nie

that the loggerhead is about.

Another lool-user is one of the

Darwin's finches. This woodpecker
finch is a small bird found on sev-

eral islands in the Galapagos, that

volcanic cluster of isles that lies 650

miles west of Ecuador. Here dwell

some of the most unusual animals

in the world: the cormorant that

cannot fly, the four-foot-long

iguanas, and the great lumbering

Galapagos turtles. Darwin dis-

covered many of the odd creatures

here and was particularly en-

chanted with the finches, later

named after him. Of them all, how-

c\er. the woodpecker finch is one of

llie most interesting food-gellers of

(he bird world, although Darwin

did not know this at (he time. It

iisi's a sharp twig to get insects out

of a tree, as a man uses a fork to

get pickles ou( of a jar. Vi ben hun-

gry, (hi- perky finch searches for a

(wig or cac(us spine about an inch

and a half long. The right one se-

cured, the bird lakes it in his beak

and flies (o a tree, usually a dead

slump, where he pokes it into a

crevice with his beak and spears an

in-iecl. Shifting (he (oo| to his b)ot

again, he eats, then promptly takes

the twig in his beak and continues

hunting.

The charming sea otter of the

northern coast of California, like a
Galapagos finch, is a true tool-user.

He picks up a rock with which to

smash the hard-shelled abalones

that make up the main part of his

diet. An otier will dive, find a shell,

and if it is too large and hard to

bite open, he will swirl to the ocean

floor again and pick up a rock.

Pressing it to his chest, he surfaces

and rolls on his back. Banging with

the rock, he breaks open the aba-

lone and picks out the delicate meat
with his paws.

Shell smashing is limited to the

sea otters of northern California

where abalones are abundant. The
same species in Alaskan waters has

never been observed to use a stone

as a tool, perhaps because it feeds

primarily on burrowing sea ur-

chins.

Occasionally, individual animals

or isolated groups of non-lool-using

species will hit upon the idea of us-

ing an implement to serve a need. A
group of chimpanzees in the Gombe
Game Preserve in Tanzania hunts

termites by poking sharp twigs into

their burrows and impaling them.

Not far from these animals along

the Gombe Stream, primatologists

have observed individual chimps

bloKing up water from deep tree

holes, which they can't get their

mouths into, by dipping in ma-^hed

leaves and using them (o soak up
the moisture. And our individual

who certainly deserves siHK-ial men-

lion was observed picking leaves

and using them as toilet pa|MT to

clean itself after defi'<'nlion.

In the mountains of Japan, .-ome

macaifue monkeys use water to soak

grain in order to clean the food.

Syna/.o Kawamura, a Japanese

primatologisi who has studied (he

macaiiue monkey clan of Takasaki-

yama. sacred animals that arc fi-d

and prolectcil bv an orcli-r of monks,

tells of a female who Mnops up a

handful of soy beans and rice, runs

to (he (<lieam, an<l sealing herself

beside a pool, dumps her sandy ra-

tion in(o the water. The dirt sink*

(o (he bodom and the grains float (<«

(he surface. She (hen ea(s llie

cleaned grains.
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A few other monkeys observed

her activities, figured out what she

was doing, and now also soak

grain, although others cannot quite

get the idea. Of these, however, a

few have figured out something

else, and when the soakers go to the

stream to eat. take up positions be-

low them. The downstreamers have

learned that grains escape the fin-

gers of the soakers and are carried

on the water to them.

Some of these monkeys also wash

potatoes for probably the same rea-

son, a trick that was discovered by

a young female monkey who taught

it to her playmates, who in turn,

taught it to their mothers. A joyful

in-group of females then gathered

together for potato washing.

Tool using seems appropriate

among apes and monkeys with their

prehensile hands and kinship to

man, but what of a vulture who

cracks an ostrich egg by throwing a

stone at it?

Several years ago Jane van Law-

ick-Goodall and her husband. Hugo

van Lawick, were driving through

Serengeti National Park in north-

ern Tanzania. They brought their

car to a sudden halt beside an open

field for they could not believe what

they were seeing. Two Egyptian

vultures, yellow-cheeked white birds

about the size of ravens, were

standing before an ostrich egg. One

of the birds had a stone in its beak.

While the van Lawicks watched, the

bird threw back its head, flipped its

neck forward, and hurled the stone.

It struck the egg with a whack. The

vulture then walked up to it, saw

that the shell had not broken, and

picked up the stone again. The next

pitch missed the egg entirely, but

on the third try the shell cracked,

and a few more blows opened it.

Hardly did the vultures bury their

beaks in the yolk when they were

driven off by larger vultures, the

white-backed, hooded, and lappet-

faced, which had been standing in a

circle watching them. The bigger

birds were apparently not in-

telligent enough to learn from the

Egyptians, but they did understand

the consequences of their efforts

and waited patiently for the feast.

A few Egyptians have learned to

outwit the larger vultures. Two ob-

served by the van Lawicks ap-

proached a deserted ostrich egg

and, while one stood guard, the

other hurled stones. With threats

and cries, the guard drove off the

scavengers so that by the time the

egg was broken the arena was clear

for the Egyptians to feed.

The Egyptian vultures are so egg-

oriented that they threw stones at

all spherical objects the van Law-

icks presented them: real eggs,

false eggs, big or small. The bigger

the object, the more excited they

became. Several alighted too far

away from these objects to be

within striking distance, but tossed

stones anyway.

The dining rooms of wild crea-

tures are generally where their food

is caught, but not always. Some

carry their meals away to spots

more appropriate for dining. The

most breathtaking is the table of

the swallow-tailed kite of Florida's

Everglades. This bird is a glorious

flier who swings through the sky on

pointed wings and climbs high into

the heavens. Dropping back toward

earth, it pirouettes like a dancer. It

seems fitting that this sky lover

should choose the high winds for its

eating place.

After catching a snake or large

insect, the kite flies upward until it

meets a breeze upon which it can

spread its wings and sail, almost

motionless, in the air. Then, its ta-

pered wings open, the bird leans

down and snips tidbits. I have

A young female of the

Takasakiyama troop of

Japanese macaques

discovered how to wash

potatoes in a stream.

This behavior may be

useful for cleaning

the food. Several

macaques in the clan

learned from her example

and now wash their potatoes

before eating them.

never watched this performance

without wanting to sing, for there is

something about a bird dining on a

table of wind that lifts the spirits.

Like the niouthless Convolute

roscoffensis, the animals whose

spoons are dances lingered in m)

mind long after the dinner at th<

Waldorf was over. Two years ago .

found them in one of this land':

most beautiful environments: a ver

nal pond tucked among hemlock

beside a great boulder in a Nev

York forest not far from my home

The day was in March, snow sti
|

covered the ground, and the pon

was black and patched with ice. A
I stood on the rock looking down,

noticed bright colors in the watft
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rid. leaning over, saw that the

)nd was astir with fairy shrimp,

ny hranchif)pofis that swim forever

n their hacks peering up at the

iring skies through large black

ves. Rainbow-colored filaments

reamed from their bodies like

arves as they darted and turned

the water. I was entranced, for

liry shrimp can only be found

uring the two weeks of each year

lat prccefle spring. After returning

omc. I leafed through a zoology

ook to learn more about them and

iscoNcred that at long last I had

lUnd the dancers of which the pre-

ssor had spoken.

Along the margin of the fairy

irimp's body are ten flaps that

stand up like di\ iders in an index

file. These are used for both swim-

ming and feeding. Water runs over

these flaps and flutters them in com-

plicated combinations so that some
close, others part, and still others

fall wide open. The plankton-rich

water is jetted across these by the

dance of the shrimp. As they shoot

forward, backward, and down, food

catches in the flaps and drops in-

ward toward the body of the

shrimp where it is picked up by

tiny filters. A shift in the shrimp's

dance closes the flaps, and the food

is shuttled up a groove lined with

hairlike selules. These hairs whip it

to the mouth where it strikes glands

and stimulates them to excrete an

adhesive material. The glue and
food form a ball, which the shrimp

picks up with its top jaw and
shoves into its mouth.

Early the next morning I re-

turned to the pond, and stretching

out on a rock watched with com-

prehension as the fairy shrimp

danced while they ate. I saw them

change directions to close their

flaps, then swirl in another direc-

tion to send the food to their

mouths. A gray-streaked sky hung
over me. a flock of silent red-

winged blackbirds moved north

through the trees, and the seven-

course meal at the Waldorf did in-

deed seem heavy-handed and
unimaginative.



Green is for Coolnes
The medium is literally the

message of India's wall art,

where pigments, symbols,

and figures relate epic

history and express hope

for a bountiful life

by Fred A. Zimmer

Wall paintings in India often seem to be merely

charming, exotic decorations. Yet these painted walls,

with their elaborate surface configurations, carry a

complex range of information. To the urbanized,

Westernized elite of India, they are usually not too

meaningful. But to the Indian villager and his wife,

pictures are a vital part of their world view. Just as

Jesus, Cain, and Abel were known to medieval man
through visual representations in churches and cathe-

drals, stories about Rama, Krishna, Parvati, as well

as local deities, are real, familiar, and pervasive to



ellow for Good Auspices
hese Indians. Social messages—about weddings and

;hildren, about good luck and bad—come through as

veil. For although 75 to 85 percent of Indians are

lliterate, they communicate in ways other than writ-

ng. Many media, in Marshall McLuhan's language,

ire the message. You might even say that India rep-

esents a high— perhai)s the highest—development of

he prelitcrate village to which McLuhan sees this

joslliterate age returning by way of electronics.

With its fourteen olhcial languages, almost as many
ilphabets. and proliferating dialects, it was perhaps

nevitable that this vast subcontinent evolved a com-

mon visual language. Mass communication has been
going on in India for many millenniums and wall

paintings have contributed to the process.

One aspect of Hinduism is the idea of pollution and
ritual purification. A Brahman, for instance, must be

aware of what. when, and with whom he eats, where
his water comes from, and even whose shadow touches

his. Since all sorts of people and situa(i<ms are poten-

tially polluting, he must i<lenlify them (|uickly. The re-

sultant system of visual shorthand makes India one of

the most symbolizing countries in the world. Not just

pictures, but each act, each color, food, and way of

Depictt'd on tin- outside wall

of a It'iiiple entrance, a lioly man,

left, sits in meditation holding

his prayer heads. At right,

a secular wall painting finds its

suliject in modern times, while in

contrast, helow. an ancienl syndxtl

gazes from a temple wall and

tells which god is worshiped inside.

This detail of a lion symholi/.es

the god<less Devi.



winding a turban says something to those who know
how to read the signs.

Because traditionally in Indian painting the med-
ium is literally part of the message, it is important to

select the right ingredients with the proper magical

attributes. Because it is auspicious, rice paste—mixed
for the same reason with water, ghee (clarified but-

ter), and sometimes goat's milk—is used for wall,

floor, and ground pictures. Coloring comes from natu-

ral sources, although in recent years chemical powders
have been used. Turmeric is traditional for yellow,

and red comes from earth, flowers, or berries. Ground
seeds make black; pollen, orange; and powdered
leaves, green. And the intrinsic properties of the ma-
terials are as important as the colors they produce.

Colors have built-in meanings often based on codes

from previous centuries. Green carries coolness and

peace of mind. Yellow is particularly auspicious and
used, along with red, at Holi, a major religious holi-

day. Red-yellow ocher identifies saints.

Artistic pursuits are more integrated into daily life

than art as we know it, which tends to be abstract, com-

partmented, and subtly alien. Temple workshops
have always trained Indian craftsmen to paint, mold,

and carve images, performing much the same role as

the churches that trained the anonymous craftsmen of

Europe's Middle Ages. Certain craftwork is tradition-

ally done by special castes. For instance, hereditary

potters, the kumhars, still crouch on the ground to

produce, on primitive, stick-driven wheels, most of the

clay vessels for everyday use. Making masks for fes-

tivals is a similarly specialized activity.

In rural villages household members, usually women,
make the wall and floor paintings. These skills are part

of their training and dowry, and they learn to embroi-

der, paint on cloth, and use straw and clay as well.

If the house is fairly well to do, with several rooms,

their efforts usually center on three locations: in the

puja room, where the family deities are kept; the

"honeymoon room," where newly married couples are

installed; and the veranda, where the main entrance

and perhaps the small niches for oil lamps and candles

often provide a focus or central design axis. The mes-

sages are drawn, pressed, painted, or plastered on the

walls, on a surface of smooth mud and cow dung,

which in particularly prosperous families is white-

washed with lime. While types of crude brushes are

often used, an especially direct method of application

is the multi-hand-print in which people simply dip

their hands in color and press them on the wall. This
is done to invoke bounty or fertility on specific holi-

days and at marriage festivals.

Brightly painted peacocks and other birds, wild ani-

mals, trees, and flowers appear in symbolic colors and
often represent specific deities, accompanied by their

favorite or appropriate foods and flowers. Domestic
animals, potted plants, and the actual names of gods
may also appear, as well as an occasional bicycle,

automobile, or train.

In figure painting in village houses, two triangles

t
frequently represent a woman; one triangle or

square, a man—certainly a minimum of design shapi

to indicate sex differences. More easily recognizab
elements are gestures, facial expressions, or person
ornaments. In a Brahman household a typical paintir

made in gratitude for the birth of a son will inclu

the popular man-woman motif: a god and his wi
such as Shiva-Parvati or Krishha-Radha. These fi

ures are often filled with a large number of symbols-
fingerprints for fertility, suns, moons, children, ai

general signs of prosperity.

Sometimes designs are precisely drawn and fiUi

with geometric figures, occasionally made from pap
patterns. A puja, or worship, sign from central Utt;

Pradesh is made up of four sides, four crosses, ar

eight dots, a total of sixteen units, the number
household gods. The oldest woman of the house pa
homage to the household gods and participates wi'

other community women in making such marks wii

red ocher and ghee on the outside wall of her hou:

on specific ceremonial days.

s,'tylized sacred lotus flowers and pipal trees wil

large, fanciful geometric blossoms are featured in tl

elaborate designs of the folk art in the eastern state <

Orissa. Based on interlocking circles, they are mac
for special festivals or marriages and used to welcoir

Lakshmi, goddess of prosperity, during the autum
festival of Dewali.

Shops or houses with small cottage industries ofte

use designs to gain favor with gods and goddesses,

magical number series set in nine connecting squan
reads as a charm for completeness, wealth, and pro ,

perity. Such signs are usually made by priests on tl

doors, walks, or walls of the establishment.

Numbers, letters, and eyes can be worked into circi

lar or triangular combinations to exert special ii'

fluence or to exorcise evil spirits. Aum, or om, tl

Sanskrit for "truth," is a favorite word symbol. Tli

Shatkona, or six-pointed Hindu star, identical in shap

to the Star of David, symbolizes propriety and immui
ity from impious things and events. A fish represeni

peace and coolness.

Wall and house painting might be called private i

sector symbolizing. At festival time, professional vi

lage artists and special caste artists indulge in a publi

orgy of symbols. The more important the occasion, tli

more levels and kinds of objects are incorporalei

Metals, fabrics, gestures, songs, colors, stars, dresse

masks, paintings, and even food and water, properl

ordered and placed, do not just create a festive moO'

but cram a maximum number of messages into th

event. Taken all together, the objects' messages relat

to the concept of dharma, to do that which is right ac

cording to one's place in life.
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Auspicious hand paintings, in slight

has relief because of their base

of crumpled foil paper, abound
on house fronts and street

corners in Rajasthan and invoke

the good life. The peacock,

below, India's national bird and

a good luck sign, discourages

evil from entering a house.

Famous incidents from two great

Indian epics, the Mahabharata
and the Ramayana. are popular festival

wall topics. In a private

backyard shrine near Benares.

below. narrati\e scenes give life

to the religious classics.



Styles developed

during the time of the

Moguls and the Rajput

Hindu dynasties still

appear in the wall

paintings of Udaipur.

Guardsmen on prancing

horses, accompanied

by a royal elephant i

or two, decorate the

entrances of houses

and temples.

Even a truck tailgate can inspire a

painting, its colors and

figures infused with meanings that are

carried throughout its travels.
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IBackgrounds are the freshly limed or mud- and

w-dung-plastered surfaces of shrines, houses, stores,

idges, and water fountains—almost any available

ink space in the village. Sizes vary from (luite small

larger than life, and colors range from the more

>nochromatic effect in north-central India to the full

of brilliant color in west and east India. The

ks may not outlast the next monsoon. But at least

? strong rains make room on the walls for the next

t of paintings.

Temples and shrines are fre([uently identified by the

imal that each god trailitionally rides. Thus lions or

:ers outside can mean the goddess Devi within, al-

)Ugh they are signs for the sun and moon as well.

ound the entrance there may he sabered men i>n

ancing horses accompanied by other guardians wlm

help to defend the faith: these are often painted to

celebrate weddings, as are hands holding flowers or

object offerings to the god inside.

Where the signs and symbols used in village cere-

monies and daily life came from, when they first ap-

peared, or from what remote sources they came to be

incorporated into folk art are unknown. They may
have some connections with the manuals and Sanskrit

code books dictating approved decorative patterns and
drawing stylizations that are known to have existed

during the (Milden Age of ihe sixth to ninth centuries

A.D. Many shapes suggest objects connected with the

ancient Vedic and Tantric riles. If so. however, a great

deal of their esoteric significance has been lost. What
remains is an ongoing visual language, generally un-

derstipiid. but with variations from region to region.
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hen threatened, the tokay gecko arches its back,

ipens its pink and hiack maw. lunges lorward,

ind emits a piercing, dogiike bark

y Corson Hirschleld

The "»iniliiip" crrature on these

iges is II ti>k.uy jjri k>>. a lizard re-

arkaltic for its al)ilil> to cliiiil)

irfaics as snioolli as glass, its un-

<ual eyes and excclliMit vision, and

s atypical donlikc hark. 'I"he

'ckos are a cosmopolitan and

icient family of more than 66<)

ie(;ics that occur naturally all

iruuxh the warmer rcnions of the

orld, on every continent (except

ninrctica), on New Zealand, Mad-

Kasiar, and many other oceanic

Jonds.

Man's own percKrinations liave

vtn furthered gecko distrihution,

)r as inadvertent stowaways some

|)ccii's have heen carried across llie

as to cstalilish colonies in port

ities around the ginlie. Of llie four

;ccko species that iidiaMl Key

West, Fh)rida, for example, only

one is a certain nalivc, one may

have been transported from (^uha,

anotlier was introduced froui South

America or southern (li-nlral Atner-

ica, and yet another is indigenous

to the Midiile Kast and the Medi-

terranean area. Indeed, geckos are

one of the few reptiles to henefit

from an association with man,

whose hahitations provide refuge

and allrael invcrlehrate and small

vcrtelirate fooii. Consonant with

folklore surrouniling all reptiles, the

iiiolTetisive gciko?t are frcciuenlly

n-prcHcnted as dangerously poi-

sonouM heasls to he scrupulously

avoided, although the colorful lokay

i-* rcgariled a-* an omen of good for-

tune in its Malaysian homeland.

Geckos arc generally snudi noc-

turnal or twilight creatures, rather

stout and of low profde. having a

soft, loose skin, whicii nuiy be

studdeil with small, hard tuhercles.

Although some are garishly hued,

they are more often a conservative

gray or huff, and may he capahle of

limited color and shade change.

Some sptvies exhihit hizarre vari-

ations of tail form, and the common
li/ard trick of dro|iping (he tail

when it is seij!e<l. to occupy a pre-

dator while the lizard escajH's lo

grow another, is widi-spread. De-

spile its striking showiness and .lizc,

the tokay gecko ty|)iries the group.

The largest of the geckos, it attains

a length of fourteen inchc*!*.

.\s suidighl wanes in the tropics,

the emergence of geckos waxes, and

hy evening the small lizards arc of-
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Able to suspend itself upside

down with suction cups only

eight-niillionths of an inch across,

the gecko releases its grip by

curling its toes backward.

ten abundant in and around build-

ings—not on floors, but high on

walls and ceilings where, awaiting

prey attracted by the lights, they

cling motionless, a short dash away

from some protective crevice.

Nearly as surefooted as flies,

most species can walk as positively

up window glass as on rough stone.

This ability derives from the struc-

ture of the gecko's toe pads. Draw-

ing a finger outward across the un-

derside of a tokay's foot, one first

gains an impression of soft kid

leather, then encounters a disturb-

ing resistance, as if the toe pads

were covered with congealing glue;

yet they are clearly dry. While it

has long been known that the

gecko's climbing prowess is not due

to stickiness, the responsible mecha-

nism has been misunderstood. Be-

neath the tokay's toes are transverse

parallel ridges of tissue, the la-

mellae, and within these are brush-

like microscopic setae. Recent work

{see Natural History, August,

1969) reveals that these setae

branch again and again to even-

tually end in tiny cups less than

eight-millionths of an inch in diam-

eter that are presumably capable

of suction. Because of their size

and numbers, the cups conform to

minute irregularities and are thus

capable of far greater adhesive abil-

ity than grosser devices. The en-

gagement and release of these struc-

tures is related to the angle at which

they come into contact with, or

leave, a surface.

Careful observation reveals that

with every step the tokay gecko lifts

each foot toe tips first. The toes cur!

up from the tips backward to form

a reverse "fist," and the palm leaves

the surface last. The fist is held un-

til the palm again touches, the toes

then curl back down until the tips

touch last. Thus the clinging devices

are released and engaged.

Geckos typically have well-devel-

oped vision, and some species ha\

a high degree of binocularity, ui

common in lizards. With few e

ceptions. geckos lack movable ey

lids. Instead, each of their usuali

large eyes is covered with a ban

clear, watchglass-like spectacle. Th

is apparently an adaptation to fee<

ing in weak light, the spectac

affording protection as the lizax

brushes past dimly seen leaves an

other threats to eyes. (The similt

spectacle of snakes is considered

remnant of dubious current advaii

tage carried over from burrowin

lizard ancestors.) Unable to blinl

the gecko reveals one of its mo
curious habits if its vision is in

peded by water or detritus lodgt '

on a spectacle: it extends its flesli

tongue and simply wipes the e>

clean. After a messy meal, it may i

|

the same fashion cleanse the an

surrounding the mouth, an actiti

,

that is strongly reminiscent of

,

preening cat.
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While diurnal pecko species tend

have round pupils, ihe irises of

noclurnal majority character-

tically narrow to form the vertical

jpils typical of animals active in

lor light. Somewhat paradoxically

vertical pupil serves its possessor,

jt in a weak, hut in a strong light,

i it is more elTicient in shutting the

ght out and protecting an ex-

emely sensitive retina. These ani-

als are not blinded hy bright light

id many, such as basking geckos,

ay remain active in direct sun-

ght.

The tokay and related species ex-

ibit a further utiusual adaptation

lat makes for particularly excellent

•esipht. The iris of the eye is

bed, and when closed to a vertical

it, the lobes form four pinholes,

le images from each being super-

nposed on the retina. The theo-

lical benefits are severalfold.

rst. light reaching the retina can

• more efTicicntly diminished until

is all but extinguished, giving the

zard a longer activity span. Sec-

ond, the gecko gains acuity, as each

piidiole serves to focus light inde-

pendently of the lens. Further, more
area is seen in sharp focus than

would be attained from a single

large opening admitting the same
amount of light. Finally, the angle

of the visual field (seen from four

openings spaced circumferentially

across the eyeball ) is far greater

than would be derived from a

single, central pinhole, thus per-

mitting a more circumspect vigil for

predators or prey.

If the tokay gecko is threatened,

it responds with an imposing dis-

play. Whirling toward the aggres-

sor, the lizard maximizes the body

area presented by lifting high

from its usual belly-to-suhstrate po-

sition, arching its back, and open-

ing its mouth to reveal a pink-

rimmed, black-pigmented maw that

heightens the aspect of ferocity. Si-

multaneously the tokay lunges for-

ward several inches and emits a

piercing, doglike bark. The big to-

kay is apt to stand its ground, and

its bite can very well match its

bark. However, the critical distance

at which it is provoked into actual

attack is small: it would .seem an
assailant would nearly have to

touch the lizard to be bitten.

Smaller geckos are virtually in-

capable of inflicting bites painful to

man.
Most, if not all, geckos have

voices, and while the vocalizations

of few match the fortissimo of the

tokay's cry, the little lizards stand

conspicuously apart from their gen-

erally mute reptilian brethren. The
adaptive value of the gecko voice,

whether interspecifically defensive,

intraspecilically territorial or sex-

ual, or a combination, reniaiiis un-

clear. Whatever the functions,

geckos contribute their share to the

tropical night's sonorous concert.

Listening to their chirps and
scjueaks, it seems appropriate that

the very word nccko was coined in

imitation of their voice, perhaps the

most salient feature of this unusual

group of lizards.

•
IJiiiilile to lilink. :i (;<M-ko

lisrs it> t<>M<;ii(- to ricaii tin*

w;ilclif:l;i»>-likc >|>«'<-tiU'lfs

that |»r«)t«Tl il.s large eyes.



Wood Alcohol in the Milky Way A cloud of alcohol

millions of miles across has been discovered floating

between the stars near the center of our galaxy. It is

the lethal variety, known as methyl, or wood, alcohol,

but it is only a few atoms away from the cocktail-

party variety.

The rest of us may find it a bit mind boggling to

contemplate a cloud of alcohol as big, say, as the solar

system, but the scientists are excited, too. It looks

more and more as though even some of the relatively

complicated molecules necessary for life are present in

the primordial clouds from which stars and planets

condense.

Molecules of methyl alcohol contain one carbon,

one oxygen, and four hydrogen atoms. Ethyl, or "sip-

pin'," alcohol, has two carbon atoms and two extra

hydrogen atoms. Discovered almost simultaneously

with methyl alcohol, and by virtually the same people,

was formic acid, which has one carbon, two oxygen,

and two hydrogen atoms. Both were found in the gen-

eral direction of the galactic center, in the con-

stellation Sagittarius.

The methyl alcohol was detected in the same radio

sources where formaldehyde had previously been

found. In the laboratory, methyl alcohol is manufac-

tured from formaldehyde by adding two hydrogen

atoms. Since most interstellar gas is hydrogen, the new
breed of astrochemists were not surprised to find

methyl alcohol where formaldehyde and hydrogen are

known to be present. They carefully add, however,

that they do not know how the alcohol is formed in

space.

Formic acid in space is exciting because it is a key

substance in the evolution of biological molecules. If

formic acid is floating free in space, it may indicate

that amino acids and even proteins themselves are

there as well.

The radio astronomers who found the methyl
alcohol were John A. Ball, Carl A. Gottlieb, and A. E.

Lilley of Harvard and Harrison E. Radford of the

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. Ball, Gottlieb,

Radford, and B. Zuckerman of the University of

Maryland discovered the formic acid. A report on the

methyl alcohol is being prepared for Astrophysical

Journal Letters; the formic acid was announced in

Circular of the International Astronomical Union.

Hunting for Dead Pulsars The mystery of the pul-

sars is by no means solved, but the theorists are begin-

ning to agree that whatever else, they probably have
lifetimes on the order of three million years. Since the

galaxy is believed to be something like ten billion

years old, presumably most of the pulsars that eve
existed are now dim hulks.

The thing about a pulsar, even when it stops puis
ing, is that it is a most unusual object. Originally
star hundreds of thousands of miles across, it has col

lapsed in on itself to become a neutron star perhap
ten miles across. Its matter is crushed into forms
known on earth.

The stuff of this star is very dense: a handful woul.
weigh a billion tons. This density produces a gra\
itational field so strong that it may be possible to un
equivocally identify a dead pulsar; particles sucked ii

by the immense gravity of such an object would emi
X-rays.

Such X-rays have been observed as continuous radi

ation from the plane of our galaxy, the Milky Wa>
They are significantly stronger than the over-all X-ra
background. The test will come when better X-ray de

lectors are developed: nearby dead pulsars shouli

show up as discrete sources of X-rays. Such object

would be optically visible as low luminosity stars

looking like white dwarfs, but exhibiting ''unnatural

spectra.

The best guess today is that there are millions, pos
sibly billions, of dead pulsars in the galaxy. Detectioi

of nearby ones would tell us a little more definitely.

The Eye As Cosmic-Ray Detector When Pan Am fi

nally starts honoring its reservations for moon flights

one of the things they will have to warn passenger
about is Cherenkov radiation inside their eyeballs

Nothing to worry about, of course; it is just primar
cosmic rays slamming into their retinas with energie

measuring in the millions of electron volts.

The results are not as horrendous as the proces

sounds; the men who have made the trip say tha

when they closed their eyes in the dark, they sai

flashes of light as often as twice a minute. Apparentl

no damage was done.

Cosmic rays are atomic nuclei, protons, electrons

or sometimes gamma rays, whistling through the

axy at speeds near that of light. Primary cosmic ray

are almost never detected at the earth's surface becaus

they collide with air molecules high in the atmosphere

producing showers of secondary particles that cascad

to the ground. All of us are being struck by such pal

tides all the time; a popular exhibit at science fairs i

a detector that makes their passage audible or visible

In space, apparently, the human eye can detect th

more energetic primary cosmic rays. With the space

craft dark and his eyes closed, Neil Armstrong re

ported seeing flashes at the rate of about one a minute)
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' \Mrin reported pointlike flashes and occasional

ik-. (Iharles Conrad of Apollo 12 reported seeing

les with his eyes closed; about 10 percent of these

e streaks. The Apollo Vi astronauts reported in

r debriefing that they all saw the flashes, but only

n they were relaxed.

he flashes may be the result of direct excitation of

retina, but three men who have studied the phe-

lenon and reported their results in the British jour-

Nature lean toward Cherenkov radiation as the

hanism. Cherenkov radiation is given off when a

-icie passes through a medium at a speed faster

1 the speed of light in that medium. It is analogous

he sonic boom made by aircraft traveling faster

1 the speed of sound through the atmosphere,

'iovanni G. Fazio of the Senithsonian Astrophysical

.ervatory and J. V. Jelley and W. N. Charman of

Atomic Energy Research Establishment in Eng-

1 admit that either explanation could account for

it of what the astronauts observed, but feel that the

lai descriptions best fitted the Cherenkov ex-

lation. They suggest that by more careful observa-

1 on future flights, the astronauts can make a final

ision possible.

: to\ and oval mark Ihe planned landinK area lor Apollo 14. scheduled

launch al Ihe end oi January. The hilly, upland reKion Is named lor

Fra Mauro crater, which lies lo Ihe south (out ot the picture). As seei

earth. Fra Mauro is to Ihe left and slightly below the center oi the noon.

Or if we wait a little longer, and have a little extra

vacation money, we can see for ourselves.

John P. Wii.ky. Jr.

Total Lunar Eclipse February 10 The February full

moon will enter into total eclipse on February 10, as it

passes almost centrally through the earth's shadow.

The eclipse is of interest throughout the '48 con-

terminous states and Canada, where the entire event,

from start to finish, will occur above the horizon.

Winter lunar eclipses, such as this one. have their

good points and their bad. The winter moon is high,

making for easy visibility and a bright moon clear of

horizon haze, but that same height rules out any inter-

esting cotnbination views of moon and terrestrial

scenes. Winter weather is tricky, but should a cold

front pass shortly before the eclipse, exceptionally

clear skies may follow. The converse, of course, is that

nights when the viewing is best are not the most com-

fortable for man or camera.

Along the eastern seaboard, where the eclipse will

begin shortly before 1 :00 a.m., the eclipse will be an

entirely after-midnight event. On the west coast, how-

ever, most of the eclipse will occur before midnight,

with the end coming at about 1 :.'U) a.m. About three

and tliree-(|uarter hours will elapse from the time

when the left edge of the moon first slides into the

earth's shadow until, after having passed completely

through it. the right edge linally emerges into sunlight

again. The duration of totality, during which the en-

tire moon is shadowed, will be about one hour and

twenty-three minutes. The complete timetable:

M.M.n .iilrrs uinlira < p.irli.il •.•li|)^.• l«nin«) 12:.';2 A.M.. KST
T,.t;il rclip^- l)r(iins 2:03 \.M.

Tiiliil.-.jipw.iid^ .1:26 a.m.

.MiKiii loaves uinliru (partial t-dipw rnd") 4:.17 a.m.

(Time* ore one hour rarlirr in imiIi lime *<inc l» llir wr«t.

)

Among the most interesting obstTvations made tiiir-

ing a long total lunar e<'lipse, such as this one. arc the

extent of riarkening that lakes place on the moon's

surface and llic change in ti-mperature. Some residual

sunlight penelrnles the earth's shadow Iw-cause of re-

fraction by the earth's atmosphere, and this light falls

on the surface of the eclipsed moon. The light !.•» usu-

ally coppery red in color. Hut for rea.nons n<»t well

understond. the intensity of light seems lo vary within

till- shallow and to vary from eclipse to celipw. Kapid

temperature changes occur on the moon during the

e<lipse. giving certain clues lo the structure of the lu-

nar surface.

Thomas D. Nicholson
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At mid-January the waning moon is a morning object. Last-quarter

is on January 19, new moon on the 26th. Thereafter the moon is

waxing and becomes an evening object. First-quarter is on February

2, and full moon on the 10th, when the moon again enters the morn-
ing sky.

From mid-January to mid-February, all the planets but one are in

the morning sky, including the three telescopic planets, Uranus, Nep-

tune, and Pluto. The exception is Saturn, bright among the dim stars

of Aries, well up in the south during evening twilight, setting at about
midnight.

Venus, Mars, and Jupiter have been distinguished morning stars

since the beginning of the year. While both Venus and Jupiter are

past their peak in brightness as morning objects, all three are becom-
ing more prominent, rising earlier and appearing higher at dawn.
Distances between them and relative positions vary so much that

brightness and color are the best guides to identification. Venus,

always the lowest, is by far the brightest. Mars and Jupiter are quite

close and switch places at their conjunction on January 25. But the

red or reddish yellow color of Mars distinguishes it easily from the

whiter and brighter Jupiter.

Mercury becomes a respectable morning star from mid- to late-

January, as it goes through greatest western elongation. Always below

and to the left of Venus, Mercury can be seen in the early dawn a

little to the south of east, brighter than Mars or Jupiter, although

much less brilliant than Venus.

January 15: The reddish star to the right and below Venus is

Antares, in Scorpius. Do not confuse it with Mars, similar in bright-

ness and color, but above and to the right of Venus and very close to

Jupiter.

January 18: Mercury reaches greatest elongation (24 degrees west

of the sun) in the morning sky. A moderately favorable elongation, the

planet is placed low in the dawn sky toward the east southeast. It

should be visible from the 15th to month's end.

January 20: Only about 36 hours after Mercury, Venus also

reaches its greatest elongation west of the sun. At dawn, the planet is

47 degrees to the right of the sun, well up in the southeast and easily

visible as a morning star.

January 22-25: If morning skies are clear, do not fail to look at the

waning crescent moon in the southeast, with Mars and Jupiter above

it, Venus well to the left and below it. Watch the moon from morning
to morning, waning and changing its position among the moving
planets.

January 26: Mars and Jupiter have been slowly getting closer to

one another. They are nearest this morning, and now begin to sepa-

rate with Mars moving left of the more distant planet.

February 5: Mars is near Antares, the bright red star in Scorpius,

so nearly like Mars in appearance. Mars is the upper of the two, and
moves left of Antares after this morning.

February 10: Total lunar eclipse (see page 65).

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then
match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky. The map is

for 11:20 p.m. on January 15; 10:15 p.m. on January 31; and 9:15 p.m. on Feb-
ruary 15; but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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Can Leviathan Long Endure So Wide a Chase? Continued from page 40

versity of Washington, have in re-

cent years chaired the commission's
two principal committees, the Tech-

nical (McHugh) and the Scientific

(Chapman).

In addition, the United States is

a major importer of whale oil and
whale products, making up roughly

one-fifth of the world market.

Hopefully this market may be

closed if the whales can he kept on

the endangered species list pub-

lished by the Department of the In-

terior. Whatever the use of whale

products, whether for lipsticks or

lubricants, a satisfactory substitute

is available in every instance.

1. On the matter of quotas, the

Scientific Committee annually rec-

ommends that the blue-whale unit

be eliminated. Under this curious

and anachronistic arrangement one

blue-whale unit is equal to one blue

whale or two finbacks or two and a

half humpbacks or six sei whales.

Because it did not specify which

whales may be taken, the blue-

whale unit contributed to the col-

lapse of the antarctic fishery. Again
this year the commission stuck by
the invidious blue-whale unit in the

Antarctic: in fact, the commission-

ers did not even raise the subject.

The Scientific Committee (with the

exception of the Japanese scien-

tists) generally concurred that the

sustainable yield for next season

was 2.600 finbacks and 5.000 sei

whales. The commission set a quota

of 2,700 blue-whale units, which

works out to be 27 percent more
than that recommended by the Sci-

entific Committee. Even recognizing

that Norway will probably not take

the 200 units assigned to her, the

quota does not allow any margin
for the stocks to recover and prob-

ably will cause further depletion.

In the North Pacific, the Scien-

tific Committee's studies revealed

that the sustainable yield is 1..300

finbacks and 3,100 sei whales. The
commission set quotas of 1.308 for

the finbacks and 4,710 for the seis.

Worst of all, a fudge factor of 10

percent—reminiscent of the blue-

whale unit—was built into these

numbers, so that whatever the whal-

ers fail to catch of one species they

can take in the other.

2. Regarding the sperm whale,

the collapse of the antarctic fishery

and the strain on the baleen whales
in the North Pacific has meant
that the damage inflicted on sperm-
whale stocks—so far without any
quota whatsoever from the commis-

sion—has been intensified

year. For more than twenty ye

the number of sperm bulls caui

in the Antarctic has ranged betw

2,500 and 7,000 annually, v

higher numbers killed earlier i

The following great whales are ranked by their degree of rarity.
The first group is protected. The second group is still hunted,
but the herds are rapidly being depleted. Population figures are
rough estimates.

Bowhead Double spout, great curved jaw, bonnet; Eskimo
still take a few every May; its numbers
estimated at no more than a couple of dozen.

Right Whales (2 species), so called because they were the

"right" ones to kill in the nineteenth century; slow
swimmers that floated after being harpooned

;

double spout, curved jaw, bonnet, barnacles;

its numbers may be measured in dozens in a

few remote areas.

Blue Largest animal on earth, splotchy exterior,

weighs as much as 1,500 men; its numbers have
dropped from perhaps 100,000 fifty years ago
to fewer than 1,000.

Humpback Most boisterous, breaches frequently, long
flippers, unexplained knobs on head, great

singer; less abundant originally than the blue,

its numbers today are down to a few thousand.

Gray Small rorqual, Korean stock not seen in years;

following 30 years protection, the California

stock has slowly recovered and now numbers
10,000-12,000.

Finback Second largest of the baleen whales, fast

swimmer, asymmetrical white marking on
underside that overlaps right side of jaw;
its numbers are estimated at about 100,000

today against about 400,000 formerly.

Sei Third largest baleen whale, six times smaller

than blue in terms of oil yield, its smaller,

less numerous cousin Bryde's whale is also

pursued; its members are at least one-half of

what they were, 75,000 compared with perhaps

150,000.

Sperm Only great toothed whale, square headed,

corrugated body, harem groupings, diagonal

spout, squid-eater, deep diver, found in all

the oceans; most abundant species but its

numbers are down to perhaps 250,000 from an

estimated 600.000.
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lower numbers recently. For ex-

ample, the peak was fifteen years

ago when 6,974 sperm whales were
reported taken, a catch that pro-

duced .342,000 barrels of sperm oil.

During the 1969-70 season, .3.090

sperms were taken in the Antarctic

for a production of 125,000 barrels

of oil. The striking fact about these

figures is that they reflect a steady

decline in the yield in barrels of oil

per whale over the past fifteen

years. The oil yield in the Antarctic

has dropped alarmingly, from 49
barrels per sperm whale to 40 bar-

rels. In a mere fifteen years the

sperm whales are 18 percent

smaller. The pattern of predation

seems intractable.

The ecology for male and female

sperm whales differs markedly.

While the males attain lengths of 50
to 55 feet and more, the females are

mature at 35 to 40 feet; indeed, fe-

males shorter than 38 feet in length

are "protected" from pelagic whal-

ing, while those less than 35 feet

are protected from land station

whaling. The catch data piles up
at these minimum legal lengths

lending credence to the general

belief that the infractions are many
and blatant.

An analysis and estimate of the

sustainable or potential yield of the

sperm whale in the North Pacific

has been made by three Japanese

scientists. They estimate the present

sustainable yield of male sperm
whales in the North Pacific at 4,-

290. The catch the past two years

has been 12.740 and 11.329. The
Japanese scientists say that "this

male sperm whale stock has . . .

little or no further surplus." The
population has been driven to a

level of about one-half of its unex-

ploited state. Privately, the North

Pacific commissioners agreed to a

catch 10 percent below last year's.

This catch limit—set provisionally

behind closed doors outside of the

formal business of the commis-
sion—is 240 percent of the sustain-

able yield estimated by the Japa-

nese scientists. The pattern of

predation is familiar—as is the ca-

pacity of the International Whaling
Commission to look the other way
when the chips are down.

3. The most important single

item on the agenda, the Inter-

national Observer Scheme (lOS),

was discussed at length. It was ap-
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proved in principle seven years ago

and has been piously reaffirmed an-

nually. But no effective steps have

been taken to inipleinent it.

At the meeting. Dr. McHugh
stated that the commission's in-

ability to implement an observer

scheme weakens it as a conservation

organization because it seems to

lack the ability to enforce its regu-

lations and quotas. The Japanese

commissioner, Mr. Fujita, said

that his country would support the

implementation of the observer

scheme for the next antarctic season

and felt that the plan should extend

to land stations as well.

The Soviet commissioner. Mr. M.
N. Sukhoruchenko, said that the

lOS could be used at present with

some small changes. He urged that

two persistent problems be settled

:

every country has an obligation to

send observers as well as receive

them ; the lOS will be effective only

if implemented both for land sta-

tions and pelagic operations. He
recommended that the commission-

ers meet on and settle this matter

prior to the 2.'?rd meeting in June,

1071. in Washington.

Mr. Fujita said that there was no

basic disagreement on implementa-

tion, but that the commission did

not have time to pursue the matter

further.

All these words sound reassuring,

but the lOS is still not imple-

mented. A possibility exists that the

United Slates and Japan may work

out some modest form of exchange

for their land stations that could

serve as a model for other countries

next year.

A beginninfc may yet be made. It

IS crucial to know when a protected

species is taken and labeled some-

thing else; as, for example, when

an immature blue whale, unmistak-

able because of its splotchy ex-

terior, is harpooned and listed in

the day's log as a finback.

Another example of the most

egregious sort of violation of the

regulations look place in ihe l')62-r).'?

season when a factory ship and its

catchers swept in mi a small colony

of "protected" right whales near

the isbiiid of Triitan da Cunha in

the South Atlantic. The few do/cn

rights, the largest grcuipiiig that

had been seen in any ocean in

years, was completely wiped out.

This well-known incident has never
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teen aired at the International

Whaling Commission meetings nor

has it appeared in print, but it is a

tragic example of what happens in

the absence of an International Ob-

server Scheme. And there are many
other unreported tragedies. Just

talk to the whalers.

4. The meeting of the Interna-

tional Whaling Commission barely

touched on the U.S. Department of

the Interior's bold action in placing

all the great whale species on the

endangered species list of June 2,

1970, implementing the Endangered
Species Conservation Act of 1969.

According to the provisions of the

act, no species that is demonstrated

to be threatened with extinction

may be imported, alive or dead,

whole or in part, into this country.

By placing baleen whales, as well

as the sperm whale, on the list the

Department of the Interior went be-

yond the mere protection of species

already struggling for survival.

With the threat of economic boy-

cott, perhaps the member nations of

the International Whaling Commis-
sion will be spurred to take their

task more seriously.

Until last November, a big ques-

tion remained as to the chances of

all these species remaining on the

list. The sperm whale was especially

vulnerable. Interior Secretary Wal-

ter J. Hickel was under great pres-

sure from whale oil importers, from
other departments within the gov-

ernment, and from overseas to drop

the sperm whale from the list. On
November 24, 1970, after six

month's intensive review. Secretary

Hickel affirmed that all eight threat-

ened species of great whales will be

kept on the list and banned from
importation to "prevent conditions

that lead to extinction."

Explaining why the department

kept the fin, sei. and sperm whales

on the list. Hickel said it is "clear

that if the present rate of com-
mercial exploitation continues un-

checked, these three species will be-

come as rare as the other five." He
also called for a conference, jointly

sponsored by the Department of the

Interior and the Smithsonian In-

stitution, to be held early this year

to review what can be done to re-

store whale populations in the

oceans of the world.

The Secretary omitted mention of

one aspect crucial to any effort to

72

save whales: funding. Scientific pro-

grams to monitor the size of the

whale herds and the United States

share of an observer scheme both

need financial support.

This break for the threatened

whales was accompanied by some

good news from Japan. Last August

I went there on behalf of the Envi-

ronmental Defense Fund and the

New York Zoological Society, to

discuss with Japanese scientists the

initiation of a campaign to save

whales. The scientists have formed

a Committee for the Protection of

Whales, chaired by Dr. Seiji Kaya.

Along with writers Kenzaburo Oe
and Sakyo Komatsu, they have

taken the whale problem to the pub-

lic for the first time. They are urg-

ing the Japanese government to

curb the whaling industry and to

strengthen the powers of the Inter-

national Whaling Commission.

f.

Ihe big question remaining is

the Soviet Union, but we have
prospects of positive developments

there, too. The problem of the sur-

vival and continuity of the great

whales would be eased if the So-

viets extended to large whales the

attitude they take toward the

smaller dolphins and porpoises. In

March, 1966, the Soviet govern-

ment banned the catching and kill-

ing of dolphins. This decision was
taken, according to Alexander Ish-

kov, Soviet Minister of Fisheries,

because research has shown that

dolphins have brains "strikingly

close to our own." Dr. Ishkov,

therefore, regards the dolphin as

the "marine brother of man," not-

ing, "I think that it will be possible

to preserve dolphins for the sake of

science. Their catch should be dis-

continued in all seas and oceans of

the world."

May the song of the humpback
whale soon sound in the Bolshoi

Opera House.

We know very little about

whales. Until a few months ago, for

instance, we did not know that

some whales sing, and that these

songs make a profound impressie

on the human listener.

What we have seen closely <

whales to date—and watched wi

strange fascination—are "dea

flurries," the tragic scene that h^

played to an inert, bloated

elusion 60.000 times a year

eight years (1958 to 1965)

now is down to 40,000 times a yea

Today, a whale is harpooned eve

12 minutes on the average. T
"life flurries" remain essentially u

known because no man has stay

with a whale pod hour after hoi

day and night, week after week.

Melville concluded:

"Dissect him how I may, then

but go skin deep; I know him n

and never will. But if I know r

even the tail of this whale, how t

derstand his head? much mo
how comprehend his face, wh
face he has none? Thou shalt i

my back parts, my tail, he seems

say, but my face shall not be se(

But I cannot completely make (

his back parts; and hint what

will about his face, I say again

has no face."

As a species, man is at a point

his own evolution where he cam
yet create a flea but is wholly •

pable of destroying the whale. T
job is three-quarters complel

when measured by the great wh.

species that are threatened with i

tinction.

Our survival is curiously int

twined with that of the whale. Ji

as all human life is interconnect

(in the Monkey-Rope situation

Moby Dick. Ishmael declares,

saw that this situation of mine v,i

the precise situation of every in ji

tal that breathes; only, in ni

cases, he. one way or other, has I

Siamese connexion with a plural <

of other mortals. . . ."), so h;\

we finally begun to perceive the d
nections between all living thin

The form of our survival, inde

our survival itself, is affected as t

variety and abundance of life is

minished. To leave the ocea

which girdle seven-tenths of 1

world, barren of whales is as I

thinkable as taking all music aw

and everything associated with n

sic—composers and their wor

musicians and their instruments

leaving man to stumble on w
only the dryness of his own mutt

ings to mark his way.



nmHE BEMG ROmED!
"T irtually every time that you spend
/ money, whether at the supermarket, de-

^ partment store, drugstore, or gas sta-

tion, you're being ROBBED! You're

g duped, hoodwinked, and swindled out of
full value of your money by a combination
deceptive selling techniques that include

son Avenue double-talk, mendacious sales-

hip, and insidious labeling and packaging
s. Senator Wanen Magnuson, the most alert

umcr watchdog in Congress, says that decep-
scUing IS today's "most serious form of

accounting for more dollars lost each
than robbery, larceny, auto thefts, em-

lement. and forgery combined." Sidney
olius. the deanofAmerican consumer writ-

asserts that "Never in the 30 years I have
reporting on consumer problems has the

ic been as widely and steadily exploited as

y." And Ralph Nader, the nation's most re-

ned champion of consumer rights, states

"Nowadays consumers are being manipu-
and defrauded not just by marginal,fly-by-

hucksters,but by America's blue-chip busi-

firms" In short, commercial fUmfbmmery
e throughout the nation and the American
umer is being victimized as never before. As
irtial antidote to this widespread fraud
deception, an intrepid, authoritative, new
icatiun has been launched. Its name is

eys rlh.

><oneysworlh, as its name implies, aims to

hat you gel full value for the money you
d. it rates competitive products as to best

(as among cameras, hi-fi's, automobiles,
the like), it offers tips on how to save mon-
hcy vi\]\ astound you with theu ingenuity);

t counsels you on the management of your
nal finances (telling not only how to gam
mum return on your investments and sav-

but also how to protect your money
St the ravages of inflation). In short,

ysworth is your own personal consumer
der, trusted stockbroker, and chancellor of
xchequcr all in one.

'erhaps the best way to describe Moneys-
h fur you is to list the kinds of articles it

12% oa Your .SavljiKv (Fully Insured)

lo Buy A Car for $I2S 0»er DeiltrS Cost

unle BUIIfii by Ihr Phonr Company
Advinlagci of u Sxiss Banking Arrount

New l!..S.-Midr Mlnkan: An lAalualloD

tcculOD-Wrackrd niic< Wlwrt Real EsUle
niD( for a Pittance

Blumlnc Fire" MonrysHonh Mkrs aim
)inpanics that arc drfrauilinn Ihc public.

• Any Helfht A cnmparison of the

y records of America's airlinrs

nuMr'i Guide to Marl|uana

Laad and Fm Money from I orit Sam

alkat Arr on Ihr Krbound

Yaw Child lo Collrit Abroad

Mooeyiwonb Co-op«rallit Details of a
'discount co-op (for piirchavinK lypcwrilcrs.
:rai, and ihe like) thai Mooeyiwoflb sub-
ert automaiically become members of

Mvch Ar* You Worth? An amarinfdy sim-
hart lives you Ihc answer in 60 seconds

•Mrcd lemons Mechanical failures on
new Impenals.Conimenlals. and Cadillacs

Wl Between Heart Attack and Codre

Iceaonlcs nt Bflni Black

kg In on Canada's Nrw "Floalint" Dollar

Mulct: Did America Osrnracl?

to Buy Art Without C;rllln( Framed
n'Cooiensus-A le|iul.il (e.ilurr i>( Moneys-
\^ in which Ihe opinions of leading book,
rd, and film critics are tabulated.

Prosidiog Your Teenager f«ith Contraceplioo

**Unlt-Prlclng"—The most revolutionary develop-
ment in food stores since tradir\£ stamps.

The Eflecl of Air PoUutioo on Potency

The Great Odometer Gyp- How rent-a-car com-
panies take the American public for a $lO-mil-
liona-year ride.

"No Load" Mutual Funds—A list of 45 funds
that return the equivalent of an 8% profit at the
very moment of investment.

12 Ways lo Put the Touch on Friends And 12

ways to demur.

How to Buy Medical Insurance Without Trauma

The Encouragement of Reckless Driving by CM,
Chrysler, and Ford— Verbatim quotes from their

soupcd-up ads in hot-rod magazines.

Taking Stock of Your Slockbroker-Nine ways to

probe his probity.

Legal Ways lo Beat Sales Taxes

Co-ops and Condominiums ExplaLoed

"The Safest Car of 19_" A new series of an-
nual awards by Ihc editors of Moneysworth.

How lo Break a Lea.se

Land Investment in Australia-At $1 20 an acre,

land down under rates high among speculators.

How lo Sue Without a I.awyer

The Impending Ban OD l.eaded Gasoline-How
It should affect your next car purchase

A Guide to Legal Abortion-Including the costs

in different states.

And Now, Microwave Pollution—An exposi of

the damage wrought to humans by radar, clec-

tromc ovens, and TV transmission.

Social Security's Special Rules for Women
How Metrrcal Hurts Your Diet

Life Insurance: A Legaiiied Swiodle-A Hartford
actuary tells why he believes that "more than
90^ of American policies are sold through mis-
representation, deceit, and fraud

"

Teaching Your Child Ihe Value of Money With-
out having him lurrvalue il

How to Handle Computerized Dunning Letters

Taxproof Money -A collection of highly creative,

lillleknown. perfectly legal gimmicks.

How lo Distinguish Health from Hokum at Ihc
Heallh-Food Store

Blindness Caused by Contact Lenses

Don'l Buy I'.S. Savings Bonds -Why they make
a terrible invcsimenl. how they undcrmme sound
governmcni fiscal planning, and why one leading
investment counsellor says. "They are palmed off

mostly t>n rubes and financial boohs "

G.E.'s New .•iynlhrlk Diamonds: Will They Ruin
the Value of Real Diamonds?

The Truth about Cul-Rair Gasolines

"No-Faull" Insurance Clarified

Checking I'p on Your Social Security Account

Thai's the .Spirit Big bargains in booze, beer,
and brandy

Slop Chewing Ihe Fat-How lo read Ihe new
labels on Irankruriers.

Free Checks- A list of 200 bonks that allow un-
limited wriiing of personal checks.

Bootleg Binh-Conlrni PUIs

When in Doubl, Deducl-rhe ten most common
forms of income las overpayment.

$f9 Fares lo Europe

In sum. Moneysworth is a hip, trustworthy
financial mentor It leflccts Ihe quinl-

essence of consumer sophistication

In formal, .Mnneysworlh is a newsletter It is

designed for instantaneous communication and
easy reference when you're shopping II is pub
lished fi>rlnighllv this ensures you that Ihe in-

formation in Monryswoith will .always be up-
to-lhe-niinute Pioduct ratings wnll appear pre-

cisely when you need them most (automuhilci
and sailboats will be rated in the spring, for

example, and Christmas gifts and ski equip-
ment in the fall.)

In style, Moneysworth is concise, pragmat-
ic, and above all. useful. It is also completely
forthright. Moneysworth does not hesitate to
name brand names (whether to laud or lam-
baste them), to identify big corporations when
they gouge the public, and to quote the actu-
al prices and discounts that you are entitled to

and should be getting. Moneysworth can af-

ford to be this candid because ii carries no ad-
vertismg wlialsoeter. it is beholden to no one
but its readers.

The editors of Moneysworth are a team of
hard-nosed, experienced journalists. The editor-

in-chief is Ralph Ginzburg, creator of the flam-
boyant magazines I-'act, Eros, and Avant-Garde.
Mr. Ginzburg was the first editor to provide a

platform for Ralph Nader to express himself on
the subject of automobile safety. Moneysworth's
publisher is I rank R. Brady, generally regarded
as one of the publishing industry's shrewdest
financiers. Herb Lubalin. the world's foremost
graphic designer, is Moneysworth's art director.

Together, these men will produce the Tirst-

and only consumer magazine with charisrra.

Moneysworth is avaibble by subscription
only. Its price is $10 a year. However, right
now you may order a special introductory
Charter Subsaiption for ONLY $5! This is

HALF PRICE!!

Moreover, we arc so confident that Moneys-
worth will prove indispensable to you that wc
are prepared to make what is probably the most
generous subscription offer in publishing his-

tory: We will absolutely and unconditionally
guarantee that Moneysworth will increase the
purchasing power of your income by at least

1
5''' or we'll refund your money /V FILL.

In other words, if you now earn $10,000 a year,

we'll guarantee that Moneysworth will increase

the value of your inc-ome by at least fl ,M)0-ot
you get your money back. As you can see, a

subscTiption to Moneysworth is an absolutely

foolproof investment.

To enter your subscription, simply fill out

the coupon below and mail it with $.S to:

Moneysworth. 110 W, 40th St., New York,

New York 10018.

We urge you to act at once. Stop being

robbed and start gelling your Moneysworth.

Mi5>Sl}|
I ^jr i

II enclose $5 for a one-year subscription I
to Moneysworth, Ihe authoritative new I

I
consumer newslettei I understand Ihal I I
am paying only HXI h PRICL! Moicoscr. I

I
Moneysworth guarantees that it will in-

cTcase the purchasing power of my in- I

I
come b) at least I .S'"- or I will gel my
money hack /.V H'l I.. I

I
I NAME

I aBijEISS"

I
TTfV- STaTE

I

I

I

I
IIP
MNH-: I
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Books in Review

tfi

Hn anttiropoioglsi's irauma among ttie Eskimo

Never in Anger, by Jean L. Briggs.

Harvard University Press, $15.25;

379 pp., illus.

A
childhood wish to know what it

felt like to be an Eskimo and
the practical need to gather data for

a dissertation in anthropology

brought Jean L. Briggs to a tiny all-

Eskimo settlement at the mouth of

the Back River north of the Arctic

Circle in central Canada, in August,

1963. As she stood listening to the

fading noise of the departing plane,

surrounded by Eskimo whom she had
never before seen and whose language

she could not speak, she first felt that

peculiar sense of rootlessness and
lack of context that anthropologists

call culture shock. Yet she expected

to have no particular difficulties, for

she had never felt herself very Ameri-

can in outlook and rather hoped to

discover that she was essentially Es-

kimo at heart. She would first "learn

the language" and "develop rapport"

and then undertake her planned in-

vestigation, the study of the social

relationships of shamans.

Things did not work out as she had
planned. The group that she had cho-

sen to visit had no shamans, a fact

that she did not discover until long

after her arrival. Learning the Es-

kimo language proved to be difficult

and frustrating, and during the first

year of her 18-month stay at Back
River, she was largely confined to

recording those aspects of life that

were tangible and visible. When she

finally began to develop enough lin-

guistic competence to ask questions

with some hope of being able to un-

derstand the answers, a .serious misun-

derstanding arose between the Es-

kimo and her that resulted in her

being ostracized for about three

months. During this period, her lin-

guistic powers declined spectacularly.

In November she and the Eskimo
were reconciled, and in January she

left Back River. As for discovering

that she was "essentially Eskimo at

heart," she found that in at least one

critical way she was the antithesis of

the Eskimo: she possessed a volatile

temper; and among people who
highly value self-control and kind-

ness, this characteristic was nearly

her undoing.

Because everything went wrong,

one might be tempted to say that

Briggs had failed. Yet she succeeded

magnificently. Abandoning her origi-

nal project, she concentrated upon

the aspect of Eskimo life most acces-

sible for study, namely, the emotional

relations that the members of the Es-

kimo family who had adopted her,

and with whom she lived, maintained

among themselves and with outsiders;

and her principal disadvantage, her

non-Eskimo emotional volatility, she

turned into a major asset as she

analyzed much of the Eskimo's per-

sonality and emotional expression in

terms of their reactions and adjust-

ments to her. The result is a thor-

oughly candid account of an

anthropological field experience: of

what it means to try to adjust to a

social situation in which, initially at

least, one is unsure of what con-

stitutes proper behavior; to be con-

stantly alert to censor actions that in

one's own society are largely uncon-

scious in order to avoid offending the

partially understood sensibilities of

one's hosts; to fight down the hys-

terical terror of starving or freezing

to death in an environment where one

is helpless and utterly dependent

upon one's hosts; to avoid letting

small mishaps assume mountainous

proportions in one s imagination

;

to make the one adjustment thai

Western anthropologists find so

cult—learning to live with an ali

total lack of privacy.

Following an introduction

recounts the events leading to

arrival at Back River and gives s

miscellaneous information on the

kimo, Briggs describes in sev

chapters the emotional relations!

among the people that she knew 1

concentrating, initially, upon her

family. These chapters include s

excellent descriptions of child-reai

practices. This is followed by a 1

appendix discussing various Esk

emotional concepts and by a

short appendixes containing gi

alogical information and glossal

The heart of the book is the

chapter entitled "Kapluna [wh

Daughter." In it, she describes

principal phases of her relations \

the Eskimo: their initial graciousi

and her early struggles to adjust;

covert conflicts of family living I

finally developed into open conflic

her angry confrontation with S(

white sportsmen, which so distur

her Eskimo hosts that they ostraci

her; and, finally, the reconciliatior

the Eskimo and their white daugh

Her realization of how the Eski

really regarded her came only wl

she surreptitiously read a letter t

one of them had asked her to t
until the plane came. "[Briggs] i

liar. She lied to the [whites]. I

gets angry very easily. She ought

Eskimo child ii

anthrop

by playing re«f
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IWI"

Id 1)6 here studying Eskinui. She is

very annoying because she scolds and
one is tempted to scold her. She gets

angry easily. Because she is so annoy-

ing, we wish more and more that she

Would leave."

In the end. it was the Eskimo who
saved the situation. One of them
found a way to explain the incident

with the white fishermen, and the so-

cial ostracism of Hriggs was at an

end. One cannot read Hriggs' accnunt

without marveling at the patience,

good liumiir. and undcrslunding uf

her Eskimo hosts. They were un-

failingly kind and considerate, even

when she was ostracized. The incon-

venience she caused them must have

been enormous, yet ihey very rarely

showed her any annoyance. And be-

yond caring for her as a child, they

patiently answered her (|iieslions to

see that her scientific work was suc-

cessful. Few other aniliropologjsis

have described as well as liriggs the

inlinuite iiikI complex relationships

between anlhrop<ilogisl and host: and
few have managed to capture the per-

sonalities of their hosts as well as she.

Her portrait of her adopted father,

Iniittiaq, is a masterpiece, anil her

discirssions of her relations uilli liim

reveal ttilli cnnsiileralile iiisjglil both

differences between K-kimo and white

cultures and the clash of two strong-

minded individuals. Although Kriggs

justifiably worried about the efTecl»

lUi the Eskimo of some of her less

attractive personality trails (and she

mentions onlv unfavorable luies), the

Eskimo saw other ipialities as well.

"(Wei didn't think (wc'd| care when
you left." wrote Iniittiaq and his Mife

Nome time after Kriggs hod left Back

River, "hut [we| did."

Stanlky .\. Knr.r.n

The Amrrican Mutnim

•5



The most magnificent

book on conservation

ever published

by H.R.H. The Prince Philip,

Dulte of Edinburgh,

and James Fisher

Forewords by
H.R.H. PRINCE BERNHARD

and PETER SCOTT
Epilogue by STEWART L. UDALL

For the first time. Prince Philip

writes of his personal philoso-

phy and invoKement in wild-

life conservation. Articulate,

witty, and refreshingly out-

spoken, his account is high-

lighted by his own superb
photos. James Fisher, the dis-

tinguished naturalist, provides

a fascinating, comprehensive
history of man's impact on the
worlds creatuies and the or-

ganized movement to save
them. Written with the full

cooperation of the World
Wildlife Fund, this outstand-
ing work is without peer. "A
beautiful book!"—The Conser-
vation Foundation. Illus. in

full color and b&w.

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
, _ _ OR USE COUPON _ _i _
Cowles Book Company, Inc., Dept. 151
Box 1512. LOOK Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50304

Please send nne copy(ies) of
Wildlife Crisis by H.R H. The Prince
Philip and James Fisher at $14.95
plus 400 postage and handling per
bool<. If not fully satisfied I may re-

turn the book(s) within 10 days for
complete refund. I enclose $ .

(check or money order).

Name

City_

_Zip_

N.Y., Calif., & Iowa residents, add
applicable sales tax. 151

Books in Review

TlK EVHIIIilllt
by Claude R. Kirk, Jr.

The lormer governor oi Florida takes "equal nme"

10 present anotlier side ot ttie environmental coin
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(CLAl)KS, by Patricia Caulficld.

a Club Books, $27.50; 143 pp..

arc on an early morning flight

ver MHith Florida,

rst light is beginning to touch

Miatiii Bearh-Miami skyline. Soft

gleams from scores of high-rise

lings housing thousands of

le. Thousands of headlights leave

trails of light along hundreds of

* of expressways, feeder high-

. and downtown streets. Traflie

» flick through grcen-yellow-red

s. grouping the moving lights

clots of traffic.

le of the nation's great urban

•t is beginning lo awaken. People,

-lands and thousands of them, are

le move. We can almost hear the

roar of irallir, the hundreds of

d» of an awakening city. It is im-

sive.

rsl light moves slowly south and

dully illuminating wisps of

nd fog lying low over a flat plain

ching far into darkness. Patches

ter shine metallic-blue through

slowly rising vapor. It is as if we
lying into the ilawn of the earth's

day. Nolliiiig moves but the light

lU dawn. It is impressive.

ith a turn of the head, we can

I from civilization to prehistory.

can sec the good and the bad of

• highly mechanized new urban

I ati-r-tiirkry. or atiliingn,

I uinlerwiiter. s|ifiiriiig fi.sli

' --l.n.l.rl.ill.

life style, and we can see one of the

last areas of its kind left to us to-

day—a model of prehistory and the

dawn of a world untouched by man.

Everglades, by Patricia Caulfield,

published by the prestigious Sierra

Club, beautifully tells the story of

one of the views we have seen. Mer
photographs show the brooding, mys-

tical beauty of a hindscape that must

be preserved.

But it remains for the two maps at

the beginning of this book to tell the

story of what has happened to the

southernmost tip of Florida. In a "be-

fore and after" sequence, the maps
show the Everglades and Lake Okee-

ch(d)ee areas as they were before man
intruded in sizable nund)ers. The map
depicting "works of man" shows the

great coastal strip of cities and tile

tremendous pressure people bring

upon an environment. If there is a

lack in this account of one of the

world's most fascinating areas, it is

this single-siih'd view of an ecology

complicated by man's many ilemands.

It is ironic that without man press,

ing in upon the Fverglades. there

would have been no need for the Fv-

erglades National Park. Without the

highways and accommodations for

man, there would be no way hun-

dreds of thousands of Americans

coulil view this last frontier of the

earth's beginning. And this is where

my (juarrel comes with the author.

Through selecle<l protagonists she

rightly shows that the Fverglades

area is endangered by growth. We are

told by <me protagonist that people

will ileslroy the F.verglaile«. We are

told by another how he Hloughtered

the animals of the Fverglades and

P

Africa. Say It slowly, to the sound 1

of a diderenl drum. For men who
stand tall in the savanna— Hem-
ingway, Huxley, Fawcett, Ullman— it's too big and bold (or home-
town modes of travel. Nothing,
they say, savors the drama like

|

private planes and land rovers.

Youre with them on SKYFARI. i

Flying with game-wise skippers.
Stopping at exclusive clubs and '

lodges, in 15 of the world's 21

greatest natural big game areas. I

Conquering a continent with your
camera, from the Serengeti Plains
to East African jungle hideouts. |

And Cahill-Laughlin assembles
your adventure at half the price
you'd pay if you made compara-
ble luxury arrangements yourself!

Only $1625 for land and private
plane all-expense anangements— from Murchison Falls to Mom-
basa . . . Entebbe lo Fort Lamu.
Plus a three-week QANTAS-
BRITISH UNITED jet fare of $784
from New York.

See your travel agent for reser-

vations on 58 limited-mombership
SKYFARI dates in 1970-1971. Or
send coupon. ^ ^^
CAHILL-
LAUGHLIN
TOURS, INC.
Jno Aim Spv

tSS Madlion Av*., N«w York, N.Y. 10021

Picas* ••nd lull color SKYFARI book.
I n««d a braak-away.

Addraaa

City Slala Zip

My Itaval agant la-
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How to Travel
. . . and Get Paid
for doing it!

How would you like to spend your future in

the exciting, romantic, rewarding business of

Travel as a Travel Agent or Tour Guide?

Picture yourself planning trips . . . discovering

thrilling new places . . . traveling to far-off

lands to see for yourself if the glowing pic-

tures in the travel folders are true. Imagine

seeing, exploring and telling others about

"The Wonderful World of Travel" — and get-

ting handsomely paid for doing it, too! People

ii'/io ymrk fill! or part lime in ihe Travel Indiislry

enjoy privileges not available to the general plihlie.

They o/ten travel free, or at greatly reduced rales with

transportation, acconunodalions and food included.

MAIL COUPON for

FREE "TRAVEL CAREER KIT"
We have prepared a "Travel Career Kit" for those

who arc intercstcci ia learning more about how they

can become a part of this exciting, booming indus-

try. This kit inchides a 20-Page Booklet, "Oppor-
tunities in Travel," a Sample Lesson taken from
our home-study course, plus full details on salaries,

free travel, part time opportunities, etc. To get a

copy FREE and without obligation, just mail the

coupon. There is no cost or obligation to you, now
or ever, and no salesman will call.

j
Mr. J. Russell Calvert

North American School of Travel, Dept. 11541

I 4500 Campus Drive, University Plaza

I
Newport, California 92660

I
1 am interested in learning more about how 1

nd get paid for doing it!

FREE and POSTPAID.

I Rush -TRAVEL (TAREER KIT-" including Booklet,

I
Sample Lesson, plus full details on salaries, free

I travel, part time opportunities, etc. I understand
I there is no obligation on my part, now or ever.

I
and that no salesman will call. Rush everything

I
NAME

1 ADDRESS.

I CITY

1 STATE

NATURE TOURS
Friends are reminded that we continue

to operate group trips in the U.S. and
most countries of the world at the rate of

30 to 40 lours a year.

These are general nature trips, with
first emphasis on birds, second on botany.
They are of 2 weeks' duration in North
America. 3 weeks in the rest of the world.
They are usually set up in chains so that

more than one can be taken on a single

departure. These are not advertised com-
mercially and this is not a profit enter-

prise; accordingly prices are moderate. If

this interests you, please drop us a line.

UP-COMING DATES
January-February Florida (2 weeks be-

ginning Jan. 9), Yucatan and Central
America.

January-March Four exciting tours in

South Asia, from Malaysia and North
Borneo to the Himalayas.

March-April Texas (March 20) and two
Mexico tours.

April-May A new 3-week nature tour of
California starting at Los Angeles,
April 24.

Mav Popular southeast Arizona tour
(May 15).

May-August Europe in 1971 offers a
choice of 12 tours, including a nature
seminar in England, tours of Norway
and Iceland, and our biennial route
across Russia and Siberia. (Outer Mon-
golia this year).

Summer A new group of five 2-week state
tours in the U.S. West Virginia begin-
ning June 19; Pennsvlvania July 3; New
York July 17; Oregon July 31; Wash-
ington August 14.

Other series Alaska in June-July; Africa
in July-August; East Asia June-August;
South America September-December.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
BOX 222-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

now wants to recant and become a

protector of the park. We are told of

the dangers facing the Everglades Na-

tional Park due to man's encroach-

ment. The dangers are real, but man

is becoming an endangered species

too.

I once told a group of friends who

are—as am I—conservationists, that

if forced, as governor of Florida, to

choose between the deer of the Ever-

glades and man, I would have to

choose man. This seems a rather sim-

plistic point of view, but it roused

considerable ire at the time. This

does not mean that I consider the pres-

ervation of a species of no great con-

cern. It does mean that I consider the

preservation of humanity of first pri-

ority. Enlightened mankind can save

the rest.

Patricia Caulfield arrives at an

oversimplified conclusion as to how
the Everglades can be saved—in-

crease the landholdings. decrease the

growth of Florida. By the use of this

theory, all of the endangered natural

areas of our nation can be pre-

served—but for whom?
And what growth shall we limit?

We calculate that there are 2,000 new
families moving into Florida each

week. Is this the growth we should

stop? Because we have an increasing

population, we have a rising number

of births. Is this the growth we must

stop? More than 20 million Ameri-

cans visited Florida last year and

many of them saw the Everglades Na-

tional Park. Is this the growth we
must stop?

The author argues that because of

the sins of the past, the Everglades is

in real and present danger. Does this

mean that we should reduce the popu-

lation of the coastal cities to ease the

pressure upon the ecology? Where do

we move these people? Wherever they

go they will need water, they will

need support services, they will need

transportation, housing, and industry

or business to supply them with pay-

checks.

I don't want to belabor the point.

But it is dangerous to oversimplify so-

lutions because in so doing, you over-

simplify the problems. It is dangerous

to equate all growth with destruction

of natural resources.

In the last four years Florida has

come a long way in the area of con-

servation. Everglades is a fair account

of the past—of the Army Corps of

Engineers and its levees, dikes, and

fantastic regard for channelization as

a solution to all problems of water

movement and conservation. The au-

thor tells of the Southwest Florida

Flood Control District and its regard

for the growers who need impound-
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cent theories of the origin of the u
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revolutionized astronomy in the mi

ern era.

Highlighting the illustrations—

i

precedented in their beauty and ao

racy-are 24 unique sky maps develop
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'

An important innovation, these

maps are not available in any oti

work. In addition, there are 210 p
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Yij. The book measures Wz" x 11".
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ments and regulated water flows.

These are illnesses inherited from a

time when man was unconcerned with

preserving nature and uncomprehend-

ing as to the future tremendous

growth of Florida.

I don't know how much of what

has been done is irreversible, or how

much can be adapted to our present

concerns. I do know that it is highly

unfair to call the new "doctors" try-

ing to cure these inherited illnesses

quacks because of the record of the

past. Give them a chance. Florida has

been the victim of the spoilers and

this has left us with examples of

man's rapacity, greed, and lack of

concern for those who will live after

him.

Florida is also the victim of a cabi-

net system. Six elected officials sit as

the cabinet. The governor is a mem-
ber and as such, has one vote on mat-

ters coming before this group. Before

I took office four years ago, it was the

practice of this cabinet to meet each

Tuesday and to consistently "sell"

submerged land areas to developers

at ridiculously low prices. There was

no requirement for the preservation

of any natural area. And so, thou-

sands of acres of invaluable coastal

marshlands fell into the hands of

speculators and developers. We have

stopped this. But is it too late? Time

will tell.

Early last year, we purchased Payne's

Prairie—17,200 acres of marshland

that is interspersed with hardwood-

forested high land. It is a significant

breeding area still largely in a wild

state. It is the last major wintering

ground of the endangered greater sand-

hill crane. Near Gainesville, it is sur-

rounded by areas destined to become

highly urbanized. Were we too late?

Time will tell.

I feel that in fairness I must ex-

plain what Florida is doing. My pos-

ture is not defensive, it is one of shar-

ing knowledge. Everglades has told

one side of a story. Let me touch on

the other side.

In October, we urged rejection of

any further oil exploration in the Big

Cypress Swamp adjoining the Ever-

glades National Park. This watershed

area, as outlined in Everglades, is vi-

tal to the Everglades. We feared that

exploratory drilling would cause oil

pollution. At that time we noted that

when oil spoils our beaches we can

turn the sand and clean it, but how do

you clean a marsh and save the ani-

mals? The answer is you don't.

Most of America is familiar with

the Florida jetport controversy. A co-

alition of conservationists and a con-

cerned executive branch of state gov-

ernment won a major victory in

stopping the projected use of the

area. I have taken the position th:

there is room for both man's need li,

air transportation and for the pre;

ervation of natural wilderness areas :

Florida.

In October, in a sentimental reu

ion. I met with my conservationists, n

eagles, at an awards luncheon. I spol

briefly of Florida's concern with tl

present, as well as of its plans for tl

future. Allow me to quote from th

talk:

"We have begun to win battles, b

the war is yet to be won. Those of

who firmly believe that environment

quality is our birthright, not a pri

lege, must stand united or our st;

will begin an accelerated nose d:

toward a polluted quagmire.

"This administration has not sw<

bad news under the table. We hi

faced the facts.

"We have had three difficult s

sons in managing the Everglades,

have continuing fish kills in Escam
Bay. We have faced the issue of th

mal polluton and the jetport.

have developed solutions to La
Toho and Apopka.

"I have appointed the best F

and Game Commission, Pollut

Control Board, flood control boai

of any administration.

"I am proud of that record and
not afraid to say so. This has been

administration that has appointed

finest people to its advisory board

have never, not once, asked any bo

or member of any board to fol

any other course than that which

honest and right.

"There have been no politics in

conservation record of this admi
tration. We have scaled mountain

we have soared like eagles. Wo
you have believed Biscayne Natic

Monument, or Payne's Prairie, or

St. Lucie State Park, or the up

reach of the Loxahatchee?"

These were all triumphs of d

cated, concerned people and some

someone like Patricia Cauli

should tell their story.

There is, however, much to be d

and I leave these challenges to tl

who follow:

We must bring back to the pU

the submerged lands so waste^

and ignorantly sold to speculal

We must preserve the Big Cyp
Swamp area. We must save I

Okeechobee from a green algal &
We must not proceed on the i

Florida Barge Canal until our ki

edge matches our technical abils

move dirt. We must clean up thi

Johns and Miami rivers. We l

save St. Lucie and Tampa bays.

We have a policy that we will

ceed with no public works prof

until the full weight of environmi

8o
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research is studied and considered.

This may seetn somewhat far afield

in a book review, but I believe the

thoughtful reader of Everglades will

be much more knowledgeable after

viewing the other side of Florida's

ecological coin.

And, while it is not part of the

book, I am disturbed by the advertis-

ing copy in Natural History urg-

ing readers to buy Everglades: "How
to Secede from the Union Without

Really Trying." A copywriter's try at

humor leaves something to be desired.

We are not seceding, but succeeding

in those areas of mutual concern to

the Sierra Club, as shown in its latest

book, and to Natural History and its

thousands of readers.

My own position in this area was

told to a gathering of conservationists

some months ago. With what some of

my critics might call an exceptional

show of modesty, I told the gathered

conservationists I was the only gover-

nor in the history of the world to

route a major highway around a bald

eagle's nest. I know of no other gover-

nor who can make that statement.

At the time I was criticized for add-

ing to the expense of the project. I

summarized my own philosophy by

posing a question to my critics:

How much does it cost to build a

new bald eagle?

And, in a final statement of admi-

ration for Everglades, let me ask

readers to spare no effort to save the

area as it is so beautifully depicted in

what must become a landmark vol-

ume for all of us who love nature.

After all, how much would it cost

to build another Everglades?

Claude R. Kirk, Jr., ivas governor of

Florida for the past four years.

The American Museum is open to

the public without charge every day

during the year, except Thanksgiv-

ing and Christmas. Your support,

through membership and contribu-

tions, helps make this possible. The
Museum is equally in need of sup-

port for its work in the fields of re-

search, education, and exhibition.
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i. Ideal to stimulate student's scientific Interest.

He. 70.»ME tll.MPpil.

ta MONOCUlAf FO(S5l
Real surplus bargain] Tiny

,^^' but powerful prismatic
-^^^ ;b^^ monocular sells elsewhere

,<^^^1 '.^^B^ for mora than twice the

iS^MdHIQV Fully coated^.^^^HQ^B 300' held ol view at 1.000
E^ /^BV^^H^ 0ns-
\ft,^^^I^^^F nnger focusing from to^I^^H^^^ infinity So compact,
^r ^^^^^^ weight and portable you can

carry in shirl pocket . . .

almost not know you have II Sturdy 2' ,'lg ll ".'«.

.. baked enamel finish. 3 ot. Lens caps Incl.

Ne. I.HIE ti.OO Ppd.

', tOW-COST GEM TUMIIER
"^ Becoma ratkhoundl Faaai-

» "1 nating hobby . . . leads of

^^ \ fun inexpensive, easy. Make
^m.-^ \

jewelry of all kinds—dacera-

^^ i^bBF I >>>• biok ends, table lops.

^^^^E^Hr 1 •« Simply tumble-finish^^^^^^K I readily available gemstones

^Km^^J^K I "I*" polish to high^^^^^V J lustre . . . brings out beau-^^^^^ J lilul colors. Rugged 3. lb ea.— • —* pacify tumbler w/cenllnueuc
naler. full instrueliens.
Na. 70.I74E 110.79 Ppd.
ROCK AMORTMCNT <ie TVPCtl
Ms. 7o.auc I toe Ppd.

Alt FirlNG SAUCEt KIT(r̂̂_^ Giant > It. aiedsl risas ta

I ^^^V amaiing heights. Easy to

^^^^.^ .ss.emhle and launch Use
^^^^^H over and Lew OMt.^^^^F Lets ol tun. Can carry '/
^^L^r fh eblests with string lelh.

er Fly seheel colors at

games, use far advertising,
atta.h mi.ror-pla, "spy fn

the sky " Inrluilet eomnlele
in.truelion. IH nr. cut «

I

white model oiorr gores.
h psnils Ui iiorltini.e wire, Mrd. Easily repaired If
I .«.(!

Ik Nn 71 ir.t 1300 Ppd.
»r Hot. AIR BALLOON KIT
I k Nn nn 1191 c II 00 Pnil

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

Hi^ LIQUID-fueL ROCKET KIT
Apollo-type rockel

1.000 feet at 300 ft.

ond . . . then gently

FASCINATING ACTION" LAMPS'

Stock Nn. 7l.i82E
EXTRA PROPELLANT (T
Stock No. P7I,I92E

"fISH" WITH A MAGNET
-r Go treasure hunting on the

^•5 bottom! Fascinating fun 4.

sometimes profitable: Tie a

line to our 5-lb. Magnet-
drop It overboard in bay.
river, lake or ocean. Troll it

along bottom—your "treas*
. .,; ure" haul can be outboard

motors, anchors, etc. 5- lb.

^ Magnet is war surplus

—

$50. Lifts over 150 lbs. on land—much more under water.

Stock No. 70.570E
Stock No. 85.li2E

3'/, lbs. t 8.75 Ppd.
154. lbs. 133.60 FOB

"Balls of fun'
trafflc stoppers
terrific for ama
rologisls. Create

to

[le of heavy
Inflate With

vacuum cleaner, auto air hose:

Stock No. 60.5GSE
Stock No. 60.632E

$16.50 AID POUUTION TtSJCKI

Table-top a", 12" heat-driven glass ATMOSPHERES
motor-driven 10" and 24" plastic models (table-top or
h.inging versionsl. COLOR COLUMN Patterns loop and
roll around 25' tall. 7' dia. plastic and motor-driven unit.
Illusions swirl up one block . . . down the next brightly
colored plastic sections ol the 14" high, heal-driven
PAGODA. COMBO LIGHT'S 3-way switch turns on glass,
read-by globe, the plastic "action " column or both Heat-
driven and 22' J- high. Six additional and intenhangeable
masks are available for each sensatianal deearator lamp.

ATMOSPHERES
8-— No. 80.IJ9E t9l 00 Ppd
I2-— No. 85.I98E J40.00 Ppd
Hanging— No. 85.I97E $85.00 FOB
I6--N0. 85.I96E ,(5.00 FOB
24-— No. 85.202E «II500FOB
Hanging— No. 85.20IE $91.50 FOB
COLOR COLUMN— No. 80.I40E S5800FOBCOMBO LIGHT— No. 80.I47E .. 'sS3 50 FOBPAGODA LITE— No. 80.141 !'.!!'' $25.00 Ppd.
!LEPL*CEMENT M ASKS-3'.--$6.25; 4T-I7.25 : 6' 2"

sec. resolution—50X A 80X
Massive performance yet

weighs only 25 lbs .
Inlds

down to 9 X 12 X 24'.

mount, eleetrle clock dri

on both axes, sotting c

ledge.
. 85.200E . (Shipg Wgl. 48 lb.)

60.847E (Image Erect^ gyslem i

MOOEi OIGirAl COMPUTER
Solve problems, teaah log

ace. including water. ^^^^
phically demenstrates M ^^B

ame prinelples that apply fife ^
o Ford's and Curtlss. 1^.
IVrlght's new wheelless air-
ars Sturdy red and yello
laslic «
' high wll

not inel.l

Sleek No. 70 907 E ..

MAIL COUPON rOR OIANT »!! CATAIOO

"f'i'tVN 4.000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS

Eiploi
historic worl
700.000.000

•(•!• med*l» ( 13— (2 mammali)
dttallvd In ilurilv »l

Inel nuni

300 EDSCORP BLDG.
BARRIIMGTON. NEW JERSEY «08007



CORIVER
UIIRARV

DESK

A real old time value!

DeliKhtful writing or study cor-
-holds all desk tools plus 50

books. The colonial style is

proper anywhere— fits flush to

wall, even with baseboard. Select pine in honey
tone or maple, antique pine or walnut finish.

24V."D 34V"H 38Vi"W. $49.95. EASY KIT:
Beady to assemble & finish. $.34.95. Both Exp.
Chg. Col.

Include Zip Code YIELD IIOI'SE
Money IJac-k Guarantee Dept. NI-ID
Not Sold Jn ivay. N.H. 03860

EL DORADO LODGE
Fantastic fishing, huge concentrations of

birds, an abundance of other wildlife,

and the fascinating flora of the Amazon
jungle await you at this new modern lodge

in the wilderness of southern Colombia.

Easy to get to. More economical than you

think. Write for color folder and details.

V.

ADVENTURE ASSOCIATES

Outdoors Building

Columbia, Missouri 65201

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
STUDY TOUR

OF MESOAMERICA
link between Ancient America

and (he Old World

Under the leadership of

DR. CYRUS H. GORDON
April 6 to 27. 1971

$1670.QO

visiting

Honduras, Guatemala, Yucatan
For brochure write to:

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
18 Brattle, Cambridge, Ma. 02138

INDIAN ARTIFACTS

FOSSILS-MINERALS

SHELLS-SCOPES-BOOKS

SEND 25?: for New
Illustrated Catalog

DOVER SCIENTIFIC

Box 601 1C

Astorio, N.Y. 11106

BICYCLING — HIKING — CAMP-
ING trips through the countrysides of
the world for 14-17 year olds. Europe,
New England, West Coast, Canadian
Rockies, Nova Scotia. Free Brochure.
Student Hosteling Program of New
England, Inc., Rochester, Vermont
05767.

HELLO ENTS,
GOOD-BYE ARISTOTLE
The User's Guide to the Protection

OF THE Environment. P. Swatek.

Ballantine Books, Inc., Nevir York,

1970.

The Abolition of Man. C.S. Lewis.

Collier Books. New York. 1961.

The Saber-Tooth Curriculum. L.C.

Peck. McGraw-Hill Book Company,
New York. 1939.

How Old Will You Be in 1984? D.

Divoky, ed. Avon Books, New York,

1969.

THE PINES OF RAVENNA
The Decameron of Giovanni Boccac-

cio. G. Boccaccio. Modern Library,

Inc., New York, 1955.

The Divine Comedy. Dante Alighieri.

Translated by G. L. Bickersteth.

Harvard University Press. Cam-
bridge. 1965.

The Pine Tree. G.M. Ross. E.P.

Dutton & Co., Inc., 1966.

CAN LEVIATHAN LONG ENDURE
SO WIDE A CHASE?
Moby-Dick or, the Whale. H. Mel-

ville. Oxford University Press, New
York, 1922.

Whales. E.J. Slijper. Basic Books Inc.,

New York, 1962.

Songs of the Humpback Whale (LP
record). CRM Books, Inc., Del Mar,

1970.

DINERS
OF UNLIMITED DIVERSITY
The Seas. F.S. Russell and C

Yonge. Frederick Warne &
Inc., New York, 1963.

Insect Life and Insect Natural
TORY. S. W. Frost. Dover Pub'

tions. Inc., New York, 1959.

Recent Mammals of the Worli
Anderson and J.K. Jones. The I

aid Press Company. New York. 1 7,

American Spiders. W.J. Gertsch. n

Nostrand Reinhold Company,
York, 1949.

GREEN IS FOR COOLNESS,
YELLOW FOR GOOD AUSPICl

The Wonder That Was India.

Basham. Grove Press, Inc., I

York, 1959.

Myths and Symbols in Indian

and Civilization. H. Zimr

Harper & Row, Publishers, I

York, 1962.

Village Life in Northern India

Lewis. Random House, Inc., I

York, 1965.

THE BARKING LIZARD

Living Reptiles of the World, i

Schmidt. Doubleday & Compi

Inc., Garden City, 1957.

The Gecko Grip. J.F. Gennaro,

Natural History, August-Septera

1969.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY . . .

r
! Cut your old address label from nnagazine

1 wrapper and attach over this area.

1 Fill in your NEW address below and nnail to:

1 of subscription, billing, or any kir

1 of adjustment, send the preset

• address label from the magazin

j
wrapper.

! Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street,

1
New York, N.Y. 10024

1 Moving? Please notify 6 weeks 1

1 advance.

1

HANAIO about a move or order a subscrijl

D 1 year—$7 (U.S.)

a 1 year—$8 (Canada and other non-U. S. orders)
Change of address—attach yoi

address label in this dotted are

PLEASE PRINT
and fill in your new address at let

clip and mail tO: Natural Histor

Name Central Park West at 79th St., Ne

York, N.Y. 10024.

New Address — A new subscription—Check be

City State Zip
and fill In name and address

left.

84



STOP SAYING . .

.

I CAN'T AFFORD TO TRAVEL

WHATS A "BEST"

IN TRAVEL?

BUY

BOOKS THAT GIVE YOU THE

'ACTS ON HOW YOU CAN TRAVEL

PDAY WITHOUT BEING RICH

AROUND THE WORLD
BY FREIGHTER

tVh«re and how fo travel by freighter

—the lower cosf way to travel

OR no more than you'd spend ai a resort

you can lake a never-io-bc-forgoucn cruise

Rio or Buenos Aires. Or through the Canal
to (he West Indies or to England. France,

Mediterranean, etc.

\nd what accominodations you Mel—lartrc

wllh beds tnol bunks), probably a pri-

e bath, lots of good food, and plenty of

ualion as you speed from port to port.

/ Houiei AnjunJ the Wurld njmes ihc

ghtcr lines (7(M) of them, with sailings from
ctically every port in the world), tells where

y go. what they charge, briefly describes

ommodaiJons plus life on your frieghler.

hcs lo take. etc.

fo slop sayinR that travel is expensive, eet

r copy now. Price $1.50.

HOW TO TRAVEL
WITHOUT BEING RICH

T\0 VOU know it costs only S17y to

•*-' travel all the way to Argentina
through colorful Mexico, the Andes,
Peru, etc. by bus and rail? Or that there
are half a dozen round the world rout-
ings for around SI 000?

If you know the seldom-advertised
ways of reaching foreign countries, you
don't need fantastic sums of money in

order to travel. This book shows you the
lower cost, comfortable ways to prac-
tically any part of the world. Here are
the ship, rail, bus, airplane, and other
routings that save you money and open
the world to you.

This is the guide that helps you ex-
plore the West Indies like an old lime
resident who knows all the tricks of how
to make one dollar do the work of two.

Roam around Mexico, South America,
turope, elsewhere? This is the guide thai

tells you where and how to go at prices

you can really ulTord. S2.50.

BARGAIN PARADISES

OF THE WORLD
/•>t Indict, Mexico, Colifornios Abrood

HIS is a IXKik on how to double whal your
money can buy. For Ihat is what spending
w wcckv or months, or even retiring, in the

Id's Bartiaia Paradises amounts to.

hrouiihoul this bijt book you learn where to

Id a while in the West Indies. South Amcr-
Ihc healthful islands ol the South Seas, and
marvelous Balearic Islands where two can
like kings for S3U a week,

ou read about cities and towns where it's al-

% spring, about "Californias Abroad.'* about
ur Modern Shangri-Las," about mountain
aways. tropical islands as colorful as Tahiti
nearer home, about modern cities where
can live for less, about quiet country lanes
turf-washed coastal resorts,

you've ever wanted lo travel but wondered
you could afford it, if you have a little in-

c but wonder how you'd ever be able to

e on thai; if you want a life of hixurics on
I you'd get only necessities back home, thin
want this book. SI.93.

OFF-THE BEATEN PATH
—these ore America's own

Bargain Paradises

I

Where to retire or vocofion of what
look like prewar prices aryd no

I
one ever heard of nerves or worries.

Og-ihi'-Btaien Paih names the really low cost

Ilonda retirement vacationing towns, the top-

notch values in Texas, the Southwest. Califor-
nia, Ihc South and East, Canada, and a dozen
other areas which the crowds have not yet

discovered.

—Fabulous places like lhat undiscovered re-

gion where winters are as warm and sunny
as Miami Beach's, yet costs can be iwo-thirds
less. Ur lhat island that looks like Hawaii yet

IS 2000 miles nearer. Or France's only remain-
ing outpost in this part of the world ... or
a villatte more Scottish than Scotland . , .

or resort villages without crowds or high prices

. . , island paradises aplenty in Ihc U.S. or
Canada ... or areas with almost a perfect

climate. And for good measure you also read
about low cost paradises in Hawaii, Ihc Virgin
Islands, and Puerto Kico.

A big book, with about 100.000 words. Yet
it costs only $2. SO.

HCIAl OFFI>:
Votld. How ,

5.9J

All
. Ir

4 b, ok s abo
ih.mt Br

Tr,

K, h.

miti
tmtt

Ihr
Ural

If,

r.iih
B,

$8 45
Par
v.l ur ) f>

,./ Ihr

r i.nlyOil Ihr

FABULOUS MEXICO—WHERE
EVERYTHING COSTS LESS

'ul of retirement and vacation bar-
vhere sou can build a modern home
>nd an American rctircmcni inc4ime
1 fortune, and your vacation money
ubie or mote what it might baili

"nan lord shows you vacation and
values where you can live like a
'Vhai you might lust gel along on in

\ He pinpoinis areas that look like
Seas, others where it's like June all

1 towns where many other Americans
'.1. shows where to find modern.
ked hotels and inns that charge

I of what you'd expect to spend in
.1 land of vacation and retirement

• .Mexico Plus a bin irclinn on whrrr
' nionty taming so much morr than

• 1 »:.

I

AMERICA BY CAR
|

'Phis b,« I.,.,.k is y.mr insiirani.e of seeing all

1 the 4. star sights in whatever corner of the
U. S.. C anada. or Mexico you drive to Whether
you're visiting New 1 ngland or California, I lor-

Ida. or the National Parks. Ihr (neal I akes. the
Mississippi, the I ast. the South, the Southwest,
the Indian country, cic . it tells vou day by day
and road by road the scenic way lo go and it

always diiecis sou lo the impoitant sights along
the way and in the cities In Niagara or Los
Angeles. Washington or New Orleans, the Black
Hills or Montreal, it takes the guesswork out
of travel

America is so big you can easily overlosik or
forget important sights or make many a wrong
turn. So gel Amrtua /» < ur. the N<i.k lhat
makes sure you'll see everything of consequence
and always travel right. Only $).9U for this
170.110(1 word book (u big u ) ordinary ->l/cd
noveil).

It could be a hotel with such unusual charm
that it just about makes your trip. Or a res-

taurant where you dine graciously on little, ycl
get friendly, personal service and the finest in

regional cuisines. These are the memorable dis-

coveries you'd always be grateful for if a well-
traveled friend recommends ihcm to you.

Or a "Best" Travel Buy could be a guided
tour that costs less than you'd spend on your
own or unusual shopping buys or transportation
that slashes your overall costs. A really Best
Buy never means spending a lot of money. In-
stead. It means getting the full travel riches
lhat a trip should give you.

One book describes 10,000 such outstanding
travel buss—each one so much more interesting
and also so much less expensive than the ones
you'd probably otherwise choose. For Seeing the
World \ia Today's BesI Buys in Travel begins
where the average guidebook leaves off:

eosering (he world, ft names the mosl exccp*
(ional values in ho(els, res(auranls, shopping,
sightseeing, (ransportadon. theaters, en(er(aln-
menl and n)gh( life wherever you might go.
These are the Bes( Buys (ha( really (nake
your (rip.

If you're hcided for Bermuda or Nassau or
the West Indies, it leads you to guest houses or
bcachside resort hotels, whose charm could never
be duplicated in a gilded, tourist-jammed hotel
at double the price. If you're headed elsewhere,
it leads you to old English inns and flower-
bedecked Alpine hotels, to ivied chateaux and
ancient castles, to many a little known place of
genuine charm.

Always, wherever you go, it helps you visit

there with almost a local resident's inside knowl-
edge of what to see and do and thus have a
richer travel experience than most tourists ever
have Seeing (he World via Today's Best Buys
In Travel costs only S-.50.

How to Travel

—

and get paid for it

THERE'S a job wailing for you somewhere

—

on a ship, with an airline, in foreign firms,
etc. The full story of what job you can fill is in

How lu Travel—and Get Paid lor It. Whether
you're male or female, young or old. whether
you want a lifetime of paid traveling or just

hanker to roam the world for a short year or
two. here are the facts you want, complete with
names and addresses and full details about Iho
preparations to make. Ihc customs to observe,
Ihe countries to head for. >'ou learn about jobs
in travel agencies, in importing and exporting
concerns. Here is the story of jobs in the Red
Cross and UN organi/aiions, how doctors get
jobs on ships, the wonderful travel oppiutunities
if you will leach English overseas and Ihe fabu-
lous opportunities for those who know stenogra-
phy. To travel and gel paid for il. get Ibis

hook $: So.

£lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllll

|Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS|

I 56 Elm Driv* =
= Cr*«nlawn (Long Island), N. Y. 11740 1
= 1 have enclosed S (cash, check. orH
= money order). Please send me the b*soks Is
= chccked below YOU Wll I RI FUND MYg
= MONEY II' I AM NOT SATISFIED. =
EU Trov.l aoi/l.! Around Ih* World (travel bvS
E freighters) }l jo S
EC! Bafgoin Porodii.i of Ih. World Jl 9S E
= j

How 10 Trovti Wilhoul B..ng >,tl< )} iO =
Eli Off-lho.loal.n folK 17 SO =

E[l Am.ilio by Cor tJ iO s
= How lo Tfovol—and C.I toM lor II \1 JO =
= (] Sooing Iho World via Today'! toil (uyig
= In Tiavol (hotels, rcstauiants, etc worthy
= rasing about), t) 50 ^
E [ ! 'obuloui Mo.lco — Whofo Ivorylhint Cotl«§

S lot! »J 3
B D SPECIAL OFFER SI: All nf= bcH>ks «bo»e for only JIO ».^ g
IPrini Nome _ „ §
SSlrrcl Addrctt .._ _„_„,.__„ g

= si.iie /ip ( .Hie £
SliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTi
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Tarpon and Snook and a dozen other Gene Sarazen calls Marco Island's golf Indoor-outdoor Florida living is a feature of Marco Island, /lih 7 p

fantastic fighters make Marco Island's course "one of the most challenging homesites fronting on sparkling waterways, with boats docked a few strides
fish-filled waters world famous. and beautiful I've ever seen." pools and patios. An eden of eagles, egrets, pines, palms and blazing hibi

Imagine escaping to your own south seas paradise

or just knowing it's waiting

as an exciting investment^ and

an island you can drive to...

/,.

The magnificent

community of

Marco Island

is a masterwork

by the Mackle Bros,

who head The

Oeltona Corpora-

tion . . . listed

on the American

Stock Exchange.

Now The Deltona

Corporation invites you
to enjoy islander lite . . . off

Florida's southern Gulf Coast FLORIDA

104 miles west of Miami;
16 miles south of Naples

Sugar-white beach and emerald surf

yield great shelling, (below) Marco Is-

land's Yacht Club is one of the first

sights you'll see when crossing the j
new highrise bridge which cuts the A'
distance from Naples to only 16 miles. .^'

WHATEVER YOU'VE LONGED FOR in south seas fun and adventure, in tropical pleas

and luxury leisure, your own special island is calling you now . . . from the warm, I

waters of the tranquil Gulf . . . ready to fulfill your dreams with rich abundance,
here on magnificent Marco Island lies a carefully pre-planned, complete residen
community offering unique and exciting opportunities for holiday retreat, for inv
ment, retirement, and all the best of Florida's indoor-outdoor active lifestyle.

IN THIS POLYNESIAN PLAYGROUND where climate, foliage, sea and motif are all r«

niscent of Tahiti, you'll enjoy year-round golf on the championship course, and som
the greatest game fishing the world has to offer. The four-mile crescent of platii

sand and emerald surf yields Florida's finest shelling. Swimming, sailing, scuba dvr
tennis . . . you'll revel in them all. Country Club and Yacht Club calendars add rew(
ing dimensions to this superlative environment of sports and social activities.

COUNTRY CLUB LIVING AWAITS YOU on Marco Island. And so, too, does its comply
community of shopping and medical centers, church and school facilities, hotels, res' i-

rants and entertainment. Already hundreds of Mackle-built villas line miles of sp t*

ling, yacht-dotted waterways. Beachfront high rise, and pool-centered cluster A
garden apartments lie sumptuously landscaped in lush tropic foliage. An edei M
golden eagles and snowy egrets, of tall pines and palms and blazing hibiscus, M; I
Island has taken its place as one of the major resort communities of the world. rT

SO FAR AWAY AND YET SO NEAR. This last important property of its kind in Flo
is a treasure island you can escape to by plane, by boat, and easily by automobile. ' U

bridges reach out like beckoning s
p|

from Marco Island to the mainland. fi|

K-'jV'i .3®tl marina invites power and canvas sa |li

alike. The 4000-ft. paved airstrip ^i
comes private and commercial aircra M

B this quickly accessible haven a w l"

world away from clamor and care,

_____^ luted water and air . . . yet only 104 r

-^ vi west of Miami; 16 miles south of Na
-
J CLAIM YOUR SHARE OF MARCO ISL;

Not avaijabie to resi- Over $140-niillion in recorded sales .

.

Announcing fabulous new

:•• Now an exciting new waterfront

addition has taken its place in

the total community masterplan
of Marco Island, and with its re-

lease for sale has come promis-

ing new opportunities for invest-

ment in good living. For full in-
*'

formation on Marco Shores, check

I
the appropriate box in the coupon. «f^

% Send for Complete Details Today ^

^ggv^^f:jj^%i
"
idlMM

dents of Californic

A verified statement and
offering statement has
been filed with the De-
partment of Stale of the
State of New York. The
filing does not constitute
approval of the sale or

lease or offer for sale or

lease by the Department
of state or any officer

thereof or that the De-
partment of Stale has in

any way passed upon the

merits of such offering.

A copy of the offering

statement is aval table,

on request, from the sub-

divider. ^YA 784-18

AD 1795 (KKC)

$l';:-million new Marco River bridf;'

new bank now open . . . the $17'i:-nii

new Marco Beach Hotel under ccms

tion ... all attest to your own bri^'h

ture at the water's edge.

SEND FOR BROCHURE. Homesites
available on convenient payment |)

Mackle-built villas begin at $2'.t,80(i,

clusiveof homesite, with conventional
financing available. The postpaid aii

card will bring our illustrated brocl

map, and full details.

'i*" \U if card is missing send to: The Deltona Corpora

Dept. 9029, Marco Island, Florida 33937.

I



et All the Exciting Facts About

FLORIDA
i a sun-filled future at today's prices

HIGH PRAISE FROM THE

NATION'S PRESS:

"It nature tiad not endowod Marco Island

with so ganerous a compltment of chalk-

sand beaches, sun and blue watcrs-Ihe

Polyntsianstyled community could truly

be called a man made tropical paradise
"

-Tlia Hartford Courant

"A fast-growing haven for recreation and

leisure living on a grand scale a corv

tinuous round of fishing, sailing, power

•^ boating, golf, swimming, shelling, beach-

combing and sun-soaliing
"

-Nawarli Sunday Newt

".
. . very reminiscent of my childhood vis

ualitation of Stevenson's Treasure Island
"

—Meter Roatini

"A good eiample of how. with careful plan-

ning a residential area can be (level

oped lor people without driving out the

wildlife
"

tuimeit Progrtit

end Postpaid Airmail Card

IMarco Island Development Corporation

Marco Island. Florida 33937

Gontlemen: Please send, without obligitlon on

my p.irt. a complimentary copy of your illus-

't'l'l Marco Island brocliure, with full-color

. n I information on investment opportum

. liable I am particularly interested in

Q VlllBi (Nomti) n ApartiMnt iltei

O Waterway Nomttltvi O Apertminti

D Nen-walarwiy liomeiilii D Cemmercial iitti
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Here's your opportunity
to grow with Florida!

In 17 years, Florida has grown from the 20th to

the 9th most populous state. At The Deltona

Corporation's Mackle-Built Marco Island, the

population has accelerated from almost no one

to more than 2,500 in five years. The climate for

living... and for investment, too... is excellent!

FOR COMPLIMENTARY FULL COLO

ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS,

MAP AND COMPLETE DETAILS...

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS HANDY *

POSTPAID AIRMAIL CARD TODAY!
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14 ON THE TRAH. OF THE THKKE SISTERS Furll Gihbons

Recipes by Freda Gibbons

A legacy of the Indians, edible icild jtlunls abound for those who would

stalk them.

22 RIGHT ON. HENR^ UAVIU! Edited by Charles R. Anderson

Beset by tot/ay's crises, the reader of Thoreau's century-old journals comes

atiay tvith a sense oj the jumiliar.

32 SKY COLOR Gregory Renjord and Daiid lUmli

Asked the Tau Ceti I child: "Daddy, uhy is the sky greeny" Daddy couldn't

answer. Why, jor that matter, is Earth's sky blue?

40 I'EOJM.E'S ART Robert Sommer
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"Phase II civilization."

68 THE HI(;HI ANDS OE SCOTLAND James D. l.ockie

llraes. bogs, and moors undulate across a highland landscape laraged by

i'iking raids, the clan system, and the potato.
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Fighting for sexual control, bull elephant seals fdl the air icith challenges

and stain the beaches with blood.
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I)KKKMiIS(. riu, Enviiionmknt Reviewed by George M .
W oodwell

The doctrine of "the king can do no wrong" still guides the courts, but an

increasing number of public interest cases is ha.^tening its demise.

I iiK Politics m Ecoi.oi.v Reviewed by K. F. Roberts

An author contends that government and private business conspire to ex-

ploit the environment. "Yellow journalism." retorts the reviewer.

1 10 SUCCESTEI) ADDTTIONAL REAI)IN(;

C()\ ER : Complete with rules, rituals, and tweedy costumes, the Cult of the

Deerstrdker once influenced the landscape of Highland Scotland.

Today, a few wealthy sociidites still practice the dying institution.
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She's riding over one of the biggt
This Dutch housewife was born the year

oilmen began drilling near her home town.

When she went to high school, they were
still drilling and still hadn't had any luck.

But the drilling went on for good reason.

Holland had very little domestic oil and urgently
needed more enerp' for industry.

In 1959, after thirteen years of drilling and
sortie two hundred dry holes, Jersey's Dutch
affiliate and its partner finally struck some-
thing big. Not oil. But gas. Ten thousand feet

under the local sugar beet fields, they found

the largest single source of energy ever

ered in Europe.

This discovery, called the Groningei

has caused quite a stir on Holland's homi

Old-fashioned coal stoves are disappear!

practically all gas -operated appliance

been converted to natural gas. It took fiv

and about $180 million to do the job.

There's a similar story in industry.

65 per cent of Holland's larger factorit

already converted to the new fuel.

But Holland isn't alone in feeling th(

of Groningen. Over four thousand n
pipeline now allow Holland to export

Germany, Belgium and France, where

a



ings that everhappened to Europe.
lills, power plants, breweries and even

idewalk cafes.

sit the Groningen Field today and it's

t to believe that you are standing on top

of the biggest things that ever happened

:>pe.

pelines are buried. Digging scars have

ealed by re-seeding. And hundreds of

ave been planted around the main com-

r station. Not just for their beauty. But

to muffle noise and preserve the peace.

Seagulls still soar over this lonely station.

Cows graze and people camp nearby. All as if

nothing had happened.

We are rather proud of this.

Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey)

€sso)

7»«1K



At various times in his life a

cowboy, hobo, carpenter, surveyor,

boatbuilder, beachcomber, news-

paperman, farmer, and teacher, Eu-

ell Gil)bon8 has settled into the

life of a writer and lecturer. The

author of such best sellers as Stalk-

ing the Wild Asparagus and Stalk-

ing the Blue-eyed Scallop, Gibbons

now lives in a restored Pennsylva-
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nia Dutch farmhouse in Beaver-

town, Pennsylvania, with his wife,

Freda. Born in Clarksville, Texas,

he roamed all over the country

"picking the brains of every Indian,

backwoodsman and hillbilly I met,"

adding to his mounting lore of

edible wild foods. He attended the

University of Hawaii for three

years where he specialized in

biology, botany, and anthropology,

and later took graduate courses at

Temple University. Gibbons con-

cocted his first wild food recipe at

the age of five, pounding together

shelled hickory nuts and sweet

hackberries to make a candy bar.

While he and his wife eat some

wild foods nearly every day, he

doesn't feel there is any special vir-

tue in doing so. They are not food

faddists, but rather collect, prepare,

and eat wild foods as a "form of

communion and fellowship with na-

ture."

Charles R. Anderson, a lead-

ing expert on Thoreau, has com-

piled and edited about 250 selec-

tions from Thoreau's personal

journals into a book, Thoreau's

World: Miniatures from His Jour-

nal, from which "Right On, Henry

David!" is excerpted. Anderson is

the author of several critical and

scholarly books and is currently

professor of American literature at

Johns Hopkins University. He is

also president of the Thoreau

Society of America.

Coauthor with David Book of

"Sky Color," Gregory Benford
received a B.S. in physics from the

University of Oklahoma and did

graduate work at the University

California at La Jolla, where

earned a Ph.D. in theoretical ph

ics. A native of Mobile, Alabai

he has written a number of scie:

fiction novels and is a member
the American Physical Society. B

ford, presently a research physii

with the Lawrence Radiation La

ratory of the University of Cali:

nia, plans future studies of tl

monuclear fusion and relativi

electron beams.

David Book has previously i

laborated with Gregory Benford

a series of articles focusing on
'

science in science fiction." Borr

Boston. Massachusetts, he, too, is

filiated with the Lawrence R

ation Laboratory, where he

staff physicist. Book's fields

study have been plasma physics

statistical mechanics, and he f'

further research in these areas,

holds a bachelor's degree from

University and a Ph.D. i

Princeton.
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MAIL THIS CARD FOR ,

10-DAY FREE EXAMINATION
McGraw-Hill Book Company

330 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 10036
Please send me An Treasures in France
tor ten days without cost or obligation.

(^Zrf ^^i P[" ^^* '^^"'s delivery.
Otherwise, I will return it postpaid with-
in ten days.

If I keep An Treasures in France I
will be enrolled as a Charter Subscriber
to the ART TREASURES OF THE WORLDprogram wiih the privilege of receiving
a new volume approximately every othermonth for a ten-day examination. After
examining each subsequent volume Imay either purchase it at the special sub-
scription price of only $5.95, plus few
cents delivery, or return it and owe noth-
ing. I understand that I am under no
obligation to keep or purchase any vol-umes, and that I am free to cancel my
subscription whenever I wish.

Name

Address

City

.State co^dl
offer applies to t

^- - ^'..'u -,a i our of the

cArt "^easiUi
in^rance
(250 plates, 100 in full coloA

with 50,000 words of fascinating rea<
including tourists' reference guide

for only */
as your introduction to

ART TREASURES OF THE W(



McGraw-Hill invitesyou to take a grand tour ofthe

^ance
Art^easui&s
in^rance

Hi

(Below) Van Gogh's portrait of

Dr. Cachet, one ol the lifst to

recogni/e Van Gogh's talent.

Shown in lull color.

.up«rbly Inlaid 17th

ry clock is one of the

beautilul art obiecis

In lull color.

CorrrKio'% iupilpr and Antiupif,

Rrnais^anrr ma\terpiecc purchased

bi louis XIV In the leeOs. now at

the Louvre full page color plate.

FORTHCOfl^INQ VOLUtMES

in this exciting library volume containing 250 superb

illustrations— nearly 100 in vivid full color — for only

*th-f as your introduction to ART TREASURES OF THE WORLD

ENJOY this dazzling new art volume in your home
for 10 days free. If you can't bear to part with it,

keep it for only SI.

For more than 800 years, France has given the

world some of its greatest and most beloved artists —
and in addition her kings and citizens have gathered

together truly amazing collections from many lands.

No other nation possesses within its borders more
magnificent masterpieces.

Now. In An Treasures in France, you can view the

famous paintings, sculpture, architecture and objects

of art that draw tourists from all over the world.

In 250 superb illustrations (nearly 100 in brilliani

color!) you will tour all the centuries of French art

history., .see the ancient Roman theatres and temples

still preserved in Aries and V'ienncs. . . the splendor of

the Gothic cathedrals of the 13th and I4lh centuries

...the Renaissance palaces and chateaux... the glo-

rious age of the court of Louis XIV.
You will see exquisite French paintings by Watteau.

Fragonard. David, and many others., .right up to the

moderns like Van Gogh, Renoir, Cezanne, GauguinI
And the most celebrated works of other painters now
in French museums. . . Michelangelo, da Vinci. Titian,

Rubens. Picasso, and more.

Whatever is beautiful to behold furniture, exquis-

ite jewelry, ceramics and t.ipesirics - all arc included

in this amazingly comprehensive art survey of France.

More than .SO.OOO words of authoritative le.vt. by a

team of specialists, with about 30.000 additional

words of picture captions - including a fascinating

guide to the museums and architectural wonders —
make this volume an art lour supreme.

Why do w* rnaka thU $1 o((*r7

An Trnisurii in Irame is ollcicd for only $1 to introduce

you to McGrawlliM's new .ind cxcitinti piiblishing project

Axi iRiAsimis »i nil woKii). Fur the first lime, the art

niasii-r pieces cioalcil or collected in major countries .irc

made uv.iilahic in Ihis scrics-al an c\li.iordin.iiily low

price to sulistribers. Fach sumptuously ilhisii.iicd volume.

like the first, contains -50 ilUistr.itions includini: nu>re

ihan KM) m full color. The dimensions .ire kinn-si/c. H hy

1 1 inches, the printinK. paper, and biiulin; ot a niialily lo

delight a connoisseur. Ihc authors arc outslandinK aullioi-

ilies. headed by general editors Bernard S Myers and

Trcwin Copplestonc.

You arc invited lo become a Charier Subscriber to the ncrics. if you wish, and

to icccive any or all of the (oilhcoming voUime*. each covering a dirterent

country -on approval. But decide thai lalcr. lirsl, examine Ait lirauirti in

France for 10 days free.

Sand no monay — mall Iha allaohad card

Let us send you your inlroduclory volume An Trensum in Friincf. If you de-

cide not to keep it alter 10 days' examlnalion. return it and pav nothing Or if

you agree it is imc of the most beautiful volumes you have e\cr s^.-n ..n.i ..ulv

il plus a few cents shipping, as full payment Nour name will lli<

a Chanel .Siihsciibcr to a»\ iriasihis hi nil wii«in A ni" c

oflercd to you about every iwo months I always on approval) .ii :l s

Kiiaiiiniriil low pncr of only J.'* >*V phis shipping. You will be uiidci uc i. l-liga

lion to lake every volume or any minimum at all. You may slop whenever you

wish. Mail the .illachcd posi card today- it requires no slamp

McGrawMill Book Company. ^^0 West 42 Street, New York. N. Y 10036



continued

Roljert Soinmer, author of

"People's Art," is chairman of the

Psychology Department of the Uni-

versity of California at Davis. He
earned his Ph.D. at the University

of Kansas in 1956. Sommer has

conducted psychological studies in

such locales as parks, hospitals, air-

ports, schools, and prisons. He has

also studied people's behavior in

bars, the subject of a chapter in his

recent book. Personal Space: The
Behavioral Basis of Design. At the

moment, he is observing and inter-

viewing California bicyclists as part

of a study on bikeways in a mixed

transportation system.

Author of the special supplement,

•"Beyond Civilization," Paul Bo-
hannan is chairman of the De-

partment of Anthropology and Stan-

ley Harris Professor of Social

Sciences at Northwestern Univer-

sity. After studying German liter-

ature at the University of Arizona,

he attended Oxford University,

where he received the B.Sc. and

D.Phil, in anthropology. The series

"American Museum Sourcebooks in

Anthropology" was published under

the general editorship of Bohannan,

and he has previously written

"Place for All Things," October,

1964, and "A Man Apart," October,

1968, for Natural History. His

current research focuses on such

groups as divorcees and high school

students in middle-class America.

James D. Lockie, a lecturer in

wildlife management in the Depart-

ment of Forestry and Natural Re-

sources of the University of Edin-

burgh, has done extensive research

in the ecology and land use prac-

tices of the Scottish Highlands. He
is coauthor of Ecology and Land Use

in Upland Scotland and has served

as a zoologist with the Nature Con-

servancy in Edinburgh. Lockie

received his B..Sc. degree from

the University of Edinburgh and his

D.Phil, from Oxford University. He

is a member of the British Trust

Ornithology and a fellow of

Royal Zoological Society of S

land.

Burney Le Boeuf is an as

ant professor of psychology at

University of California at S;

Cruz. A member of the Animal
havior Society and a fellow of

New York Academy of Science

has done field work on Afio Nu

and San Miguel Islands and

made numerous expeditions

other islands along the coasts

California and Baja Califor

where he tags elephant seals ev

year in all of the major rooke^

He is planning a long-term studj

the relation between social strf

and reproductive success i

elephant seals on Aiio Nuevo
land. He also plans to study thej

quisition and development of

lects, and the movements

migration, of elephant seals.

Boeuf has a B.A. and Ph.D. in p

chology from the University of C

ifornia at Berkeley.
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ilect The Kind Of Music You Like Best.,

Whether you prefer Stereo 8. Records or

Cassettes — you can now build a valu-

able collection at top savings through

the new RCA Music Service.

Start Saving Now! Take any 4 Records,

Cassettes or Stereo 8 Tapes (sorry, no mix-

ing) for only 99C! You always choose from

RCA, Warner Bros., Reprise. Atlantic, Atco.

London, or from any of 40 other labels.

You Need NOT Buy A Selection Every

Month! You merely agree to buy as few as

4 more selections within a year at regular

Music Service prices: usually $4.98 for

Records; $6.98 for Cassettes and Stereo

8. Then, if you decide to remain a mem-

ber, a generous dividend plan lets you

choose one selection FREE for every two

you buy ... a savings of one-third!

Free Magazine! illustrated IVIEDLEY regu-

larly brings you news of up to 350 selec-

tions. If you want the Selection of the

Month in your category, do nothing — it

will be shipped automatically. If you want

other selections, or none at all, indicate

your instructions on the card always pro-

vided, and return it by the date specified.

Free 10 Day Trial! You must be satisfied

or you may return your selections without

obligation. Mail the coupon now, or write

direct: RCA Music Service, b^^^ m^
P.O. Box 26878. Lawrence, RlvJI
Ind. 46226.
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SEND NO MONEY - MAIL COUPON TODAY!
M.iil lo: RCA Music Sf rvico, P.O. Box J6878, L.iwronco, Ind. M'Cii

Yt», please accept my application tor membership In the RCA Music Service,

and send me trie 4 selections I have chosen lor only 99C. I understand I m.iy

refuse the automatic shipment of each month's Main Selection, or order

other selections by reluininj the dated card always provided. I »eree (o

buy as lew as lour more at regular Service prices within a year to lullill

my trial membership. Then, under the dividend plan. 1 may choose one

selection rPff lor every two I buy at renular Service prices. (» small

shipping service ch.irge is added to each order.)

I want Ihate and future elacllont in (chocit onn only):

n stereo 8 [ 1 Records Q Cassettes

Mail Ma That* 4 Salacliona (Indicate by number):

I am most intertitid in tht follewlni typt of mutlc (checK one only);

U Populir (instrumenlal/Vocai Moods) D Country I tXtittrn
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At 100,000 miles per second,

the shortest distance between two phones may be a zigzag

.

At the speed telephone signals travel, a detour isn't

a delay.

Say you're calling from Boston to Miami. It's quite

possible that you'll be routed through San Bernardino,

California.

But you'll arrive in Miami just as fast. Or only a frac-

tion of a second later.

Your call goes the long way for just one reason: so

you won't get caught in a traffic jam the short way. [When

it's an extra-busy 10 a.m. Christmas morning in Boston,

it's only 7 a.m. in California.]

To know when to send you where, network traffic

managers aided by computers are watch-dogging mil-

lions of calls each day

Each of 12 regional centers in North America has

its own traffic team that studies a board lit up with calls

flashing to their destination.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and your local Bell Company aren't satisfied just perfect-

ing this overland route.

Now we're working out wider uses for the communi-

cations satellites overhead.

So the shortest distance between two phones may
take you through outer space.



SUNFLOWER
(Helianthus annuus)

Gather unopened buds,

wash, and boil until tens

er. Season with butte

and salt to serve as

vegetable. Palatable, bu

not one of the bette

ones.

Eat seeds as is or roas

in a slow oven, 275 d<

grees, spread out in

shallow pan and salted

desired.

GROUND CHERRY
(Physalis pubescens) 1_

The berries can be shelli

and eaten as is or used

salads. A treat either wa;

But the pie is real

luscious!

Vi cup flour

1 cup sugar

Vi teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon cinnamon

Juice of 1 lemon

9-inch unbaked pie crus

Mix first four ingredient

add lemon juice ai

enough water to make
thin, smooth batter. Add

cups husked and washi

ground cherries. Mix wi

and pour into pie crust

Bake about 45 minut

in 325-degree oven.

Delicious and unique!

POKE
(Phytolacca americana)

Gather young, tend(

small sprouts, wash a

trim, leaving unrolle

clustered leaves at tc

Boil in plenty of wat

for 10 minutes or so, thi

drain. Add a very litl

water, butter or baci

drippings, salt to tas'

and simmer slowly for .

minutes, so the seaso

ing penetrates through

Ready to serve, and an

one who likes cooki

greens will enjoy thes

I

H



On me Trail of the

Three Sisters

tered about the landscape, like crumbs irom a careless

iicnicker. grow many food plants oi the original Americans

lyEuen Gibbons recipes by Freda Gibbons

The pre-Columbian Indians of

he United States, from Canada

authward and from the Great Ba-

in eastward, were all more or less

gric'ullural. Their chief crops,

orn, s(|uash, and beans, were

ailed "the three sisters." Of these,

nly heans were indigenous to the

rea; corn and s(|uash were in-

(iduced from Mexico. Corn and

le s(|uashcs will not survive in the

ild, nor will the domcslicaled \ari-

ies of liean^. e\i-n though they

ave some close wild rrlalives. To
ijoy these three fine food plants,

le Indians had to grow them.

However, their plant-food diet

as far from being limited In these

iree plants. Their approach to ag-

culture was so dilTcrcnl from ours

lat we Tind iheir viewpoint hard to

rasp. They did not draw the clear

ne between diinu-slicale<l and un-

•meslicalcd plants that we do be-

ceen <-rops and weeds. Kven in

leir fields and gardens they not

liy allowed but actually encour-

'<ed certain volunteer wild fond

lanis to grow, and harvested and

led ihem with the same care thai

ley renderi'd the planted irops.

aring and harvesting did not stop

ihe edge of the held. Natural

ild growths of foofi plants were

icnuraged. protected, and often

:tually owned by individuals or

imilies. and were marked by tying

rtain other plant-- to them. Other

idions generallv respected these

wnership marks.

The encouragement given to wild

food plants ranged from merely

pulling out or chopping down com-

peting vegetation, through pruning

(especially with wild grapes I. to

burning off brush and forests, so

that blueberries, raspberries, fire-

weed, and other wild food plants

could lake over. Being agricul-

turists, they understood seeds and

planting and knew about trans-

planting. Ising these methods they

were able to induce many wild food

plants to grow at convenient loca-

tions. Some were planted in gar-

ilens or vineyards and grovMi in

rows. Ihe Indians also moved wild

fixid plants from areas where they

gri'w naturally to new areas, either

growing them as cultivated crops or

introducing them as self-sustaining

wild crops. Thus they were partiv

responsible for the distribution and

composition of the flora of North

America.

Two excellent food plants that

the Indians moveil far from their

native haunts were the sunflower

( llfliitntliiis aniiini.i and -everal

other large-seeded species 1 and the

closely related Jerusalem artichoke

( //. Iiihernsiis) . Native to the cen-

tral part of North America these

were carried l)olli east and west as

cultivated crops. l'nlik<- corn,

beans, and squashes, the sunflower

and iIk- Jerusalem arlichoki- couhl

sustain themselves in the wild: they

escaped from cultivation and b*'-

came an important p;irt of the wild

food resources of the new regions.

The sunflower sometimes suc-

ceeded belter in the new locations

than it had in its endemic areas be-

cause it left some of its insect

enemies and other pests behind.

Nutritious and palatable, the sun-

flower was valuable to the Indians.

The young green flower buds were

boiled until tender, making a hearty

vegetable with a flavor reminiscent

of globe artichokes. The ripe seeds

were ground into flour and used for

bread and cakes. The flour was also

adde<l to soups and stews, giving

them texture, nutrition, and good
flavor. Sometimes the Indians sim-

ply stirred some of this flour into

water and drank their lunch. Lewis

and Clark tell of the Indians giving

them a concoction made of sunflow-

er meal mixed with enough mar-

row fat to make it the consistency

of dough. I have tried this and

found it a rich, high-calorie concen-

trated food with a pleasant flavor.

It would be a great food for back-

packers and others who want to

travel light.

The name Jerusalem artichoke

causes many misconceptions. It did

not come from Jerusalem, and it is

not an artichoke. Bather, it is a tu-

ber-bearing sunflower, as its Latin

name indicates. The Spaniards car-

ried this plant from \meri<'a to Ku-

rope. and the Knglish first acijuired

it from them, along with the Span-

ish name for sunflower, pirnsol. The
English corrupted this word to Je-

rusalem. Because of the inulin in

both plants, tlie flavor of the cooked

lubi'rs does remind one of ghdie ar-

tichokes. So the plant was saddled

with this ridiculous common name.

The Jerusalem artichoke sul)-

mitted easily to <-nltiv ation. Appar-

ently it is in the proce^s of giving

up the abililv to bear viable sce<ls.

iiropagating itself ulmost entirely

b\ the tulxTs. Thus it is now almost

whollv man's ri-sponsibility to dis-

seminate the species in return for

the food it can offer him. It is very

easily raise«l from lubers--srvrrai

times I have inadvertenlly started

new palclx-s of Jerusalem arti-

chokes by throwing out the parings,

stems, and rejected tubers while

preparitig smne of the wild tubers

for camp food. And once started it
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Ethiopian Airlines' Historic Tour is a detective game: The Land of the

Queen of Sheba is veiled in mystery. A few facts are known, but

from there on it's up to you. What primitive people, for instance,

could have hand-carved out of solid rock the eleven subterranean

churches of Lalibela? Who built the castles in Gondar? Who fashioned

the towering obelisks at Axum? Who? When? How? Relax. In less

cerebral moments, you'll enjoy the many-splendored landscape, the

beautiful beaches, the wild game, bargain shopping, modern
hotels, Ethiopian jazz, and Spring-like climate. A unique vacation.

See your Travel Agent, or any international airline.

Boeing fan let Passenger and Cargo Servi

New York Cily 10022

jiulu • Lo5 Angeles
• San Diego • San f

>iington DC

ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES NH
501 Madison Avenue, New York Cily 10022

Please send me information about the excitement of trjvel to incredible

Ethiopia and East Africa, with stopovers in Europe, on Etiiiopian Aithnes'

Boeing Fan ]ets departing from European Gateways.

Name

Add ress >

City Stale Zip

is a most persistent plant; no me

ter how carefully you harvest ll

tubers, enough will be overlooki

to assure next year's crop. A
cheologists locate former Indian v

lages by the patches of wild ar

chokes in the neighborhood.

The Indians spread this pla

from its original home across tl

country and from southern Canai

to Mexico. The potato-size tube

are crisp, sweet, mild, and flavorl

when eaten raw or mixed in salai

They also make good pickles a

can be cooked and eaten in ahni

any way that you would piep;i

potatoes.

Indian cultivators are probal

also responsible for the presi

wide range of the ground cher'

Physalis of several species. The 1

dians not only protected and ma
use of the wild plants that came

in their gardens and fields but al

planted and raised the choicest si

cies and varieties. I have picked t

cellent ground cherries from sou

ern Ontario to Mexico and frt

Texas to California. Not a cher

but a relative of the tomato, I

ground cherry grows in Hi

papery husks that resemble dim

utive Japanese lanterns borne

tender, herbaceous plants. The .'

cient Mesa Verde Indians ate tl

fruit, for a study of ancient latrir

reveals that nearly every fei

sample contained Physalis see«

Apparently they ate them not oi

in season but year round. If left

their husks, they dry nicely and w

then keep indefinitely.

The berries inside the husks i

about one-half inch in diamet

and they may be yellow, orani

red, brownish yellow or browni

purple when ripe, according to s]

cies. All species are good to i

when thoroughly ripe. As a frt

fruit they can be eaten as a desse

with sugar and cream, or sliced ii

a salad as a substitute for tomato

They make excellent pies and the I

est jam this side of heaven. T

Zuni Indians still raise them to i

in a savory dish made of onio

coriander, and chili.

The pokeberry. or inkbei

(Phytolacca amcn'cana) . is one

the finest wild vegetables knov

•much used by both the Indians a

the early settlers. It still appears

food markets. In the fall the pi:

sometimes stands ten feet tall, Ci

i6



Wemay tellyoumore
about yourself

thanyou care to know:
CHOLOCY TODAY is about vour hopes. Your fears. Your
entialities. And what science has learned about them.

Very month, you'll read in its pages what the world's

:most authorities have to say about the human condi-

1. Men like B. F. Skinner. Rollo May. Ashley Mon-
u. David Riesman. Bruno Bettelheim. These behav-

il scientists explain their latest discoveries in clear,

lightforward language, without oversimplifications or

udo-profundities.

>ome of their findings are reassuring. Some are alarm-

Some just plain fascinating. All of them arc a giant

p ahead of the kind of psychology you may have picked

in school. Or from your friends who arc in analysis.

*Vherc psychological writing all too often tends to nar-

V the possibilities— reducing almost every impulse to

oedipal complexes, guilt feelings or sexual hang-ups —
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY has just thc oppositc attitude. It sees

the behavioral sciences as enlarging our possibilities . .

.

as endlessly multiplying the choices open to us. Instead

of seeing men and women in black and white, psychol-

ogy TODAY finds human behavior encouragingly colorful.

In its graphics, psychology today is a splendid gal-

lery of all the things we've lately learned about the mys-

teries of perception. Each issue is a visual adventure . .

.

an uninhibited collaboration between science and art.

Many issues include revealing tests, visual experiments

and fold-out games.

Doesn't this sound like a magazine you ought to see? If

you agree, we'll be glad to send you a complimentary copy.

Just mail the coupon and you'll receive the latest issue.

Among the current and coming articles in

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY:
The Grim Generation

Does ESP Exist?

Learning Under Drugs

Is Suicide a Human Right?

Are Leaders Made or Born?

Impulse, Aggression & the Gun
Homosexuality Reconsidered

The Sickness of (\irporations

Hiding from Big Brother

Adult Play Therapy

Love & Will

The Mentally Retarded Child

Is Man a Machine?

The Nudity Explosion

Who Will Help in a Crisis?

Dangers of Group Therapy

Are I.Q. Tests Intelligent?

Memory's Molecular Ma/e

Can We Immunize thc Weak?

Nudity in Group Therapy

A Conversation with Masters

& Johnson

The White Race and Its Heroes

Breast Feeding

Receive the current issue as a gift and begin a better

understanding of your children, your spouse, your boss,

your mother in law

. . .yourself. psychology today

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY "-'J'

P.O. Box 2990. Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send nic my coniplimcniiiry tmrcnl issue of psvciioi chjv Ti>n\> .
I

may keep my sample copy and iiwc nolhint: However, unless I cancel, you

may enroll me as a trial subscriber and send me ihe ne\l I 1 issues. Hill me
after my subscription has started at a special Introductory ratc-jusl Jo.00

Otnir Ihe regular SI2 annual price).

Mr.
Mrs .

Mis> 'Plcaic Prim)

Address .

Cily. -Slate. -Zip.



QUESTAR KEEPS REPEATING ITSELF
We nofe tha\ many schools and colleges start out with one Questar, and then as

time goes by, repeat orders begin to come in, letting us know that a whole science class

is being equipped so that each student will have his own telescope. To us this mokes more
sense than providing one big instrument for a large group. It permits a student to give his

full time to observing instead of waiting his turn for a brief look. It would seem that the

important question is— how many Questars will your budget allow rather than how large

a telescope you can get.

This was the point of view at Southern Connecticut College, where Robert L. Brown is

shown conducting a class engaged in solar observation. The Questars are equipped with

totally safe sun filters which keep out all harmful rays.

This is the great thing about Questar— it does so many jobs that the instrument is

never idle. Moon and planetary observation at night, sunspots in the daytime, or a trip into

the field where it is used in nature studies, often to observe phenomena that would

otherwise be inaccessible— this easily portable Instrument makes it all possible. Also with

Questar, students learn the art of high-power photography by taking pictures of all they

observe. And however they use it, they learn to appreciate fine resolution.

The following letter from Dr. Wesley M. Roberds, Head of the Department of Physics

at Samford University, is on example of the tribute Questar receives from many educators:

"We are very pleased with the 3 '/j-inch-Questar we recently purchased. We are

particularly pleased with the precision and ease with which we can locate celestial

objects. We measured the coordinates of Mercury and then went to the Ephemeris and
found that our discrepancy was only 2 minutes "off" in R.A. and less for Dec. (this is not

correcting for atmospheric refraction.) Also, the sun and its spots are beautiful. Of course,

objects are not as bright as they are in our 1 6-inch reflector, but the resolution is every

bit as good."

Questar, the world's finest, most ver-

satile telescope, is now available in

two sizes, the 3 '/j and 7, and in nu-

merous rrtodels. Prices begin at $865.

Send for our booklet containing more
than 100 photographs by Questar

owners. For mailing anywhere in N.A.,

$1.00. By air to rest of Western Hem-
isphere, $2.50; Europe and North Af-

rica, $3.00; elsewhere $3.50.

New Hope, Pa. 18938

ered with racemes of purpli^

black, inedible berries. Because I

coarse stems turn a beautiful, c(

spicuous lavender-purple in ;-

tumn, this is the time to s|

patches from which you can gall

tender sprouts the following sprii

The juice of the berries was uf

for ink by early settlers. I have se

a letter written during the Ci

War with a turkey-quill pen usi

pokeberry ink, and it is still legib

The coarse stems of the pel

berry spring from a mighty ro

big as your leg. This root lot

white and succulent on the insi

but it contains phytolaccine, a dr

tic cathartic. It is not for eatii

Poke can be raised from seed

those huge roots can be tra

planted so easily that the pli

seems never to know it has bt

moved. The Indians no doubt us

both methods to get poke to gr

nearby. In the spring each lai

root sends up several fat sproi

that resemble asparagus. Peel

boiled, and served with a but

cream sauce over toast points, 1

sprouts could drive asparagus

the market. Their leafy tops c

also be cooked and are at least

good as spinach. If the sprouts i

cut back, the plant will produce s
,

eral crops before it must be

alone to store up energy for ni

year's sprouts.

The several species of An
ranthus may have come into I

United States from the south, pes

bly introduced with corn

squashes. A weed of cultivai

grounds, we have inelegantly chi

tened it "rough pigweed." The
dians knew long before Emers

that "a weed is a plant whose v

tues we have not yet discoverei

They welcomed the plant to th

fields and sometimes even cu

vated it. The young plants can

boiled like spinach, and they m!

a fine, mild-flavored potherb. Af

each cultivation a new crop cor

up, so young plants, just right :

cooking, can usually be fou

throughout the warm seasons. 1

old plants produce tremendt

quantities of tiny, shiny-bli

seeds. The Indians gathered 1

chaffy seed heads, winnowed i

the seeds, ground them, and mi

them into cakes or bread. I hf

tried these seeds and found tl

pancakes made of half amarai

'
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al and half wheat flour are (|uite

-^ai.le.

Till- several species of Chenopo-

'iii'_ commonly callefl lamb's

1 or poosefool. was another

iflished by the Indians, and

rii.t actually cultivated, it was

olected and encouraped. It is re-

tetl to spinach and Swiss chard

id. in my opinion, is a better

ant than either. The youn? plants

n be eaten raw in salads, but I

uch prefer them well cooked. Like

•narnnlhus. this plant produces

mendous amounts of tiny seeds,

dl black and having much food

due. When ground and mixed

th wheat flour. I like them better

an .'inifirnnlhiis seeds. The In-

ans often ground these seeds and

ide them either into cakes or

ixed them with corn meal.

Another plant that western In-

ans culti\aled or encouraged to

ow near their dwellings was the

)cky Mountain bee jilant. Cleome

rrulala. The young, tender plants

re boiled as a potherb and were

ten imme<liately or rolled into

ills and dried for food in lean

.. Sometimes they c(»oked this

ant until it practically dissolved,

en pulled out the stems and con-

med to boil it until only a thick,

ack residue was left. This was

led \u sheets and stored as footi

r the future. The seeds were also

thered and Kr<iun<l with corn to

ake a mixed seed meal.

Indians liked their salads, so they

dli\ated Spanish lettu<-e. Monlia

rfnliala, a strange, easily recog-

ze.l plant of the West, with the

)Wer stems apparently growing

ghl through the upjier leaves. It is

I rxcelletit salad plant, mihl in fla-

ir, succulent anil lender. They also

oked and served it as wi- do spin-

h. and it makes a good cooked

getable.

The Indians had fouf chief food

urces: hunting. Tishing. fanning.

id wild fcMiil gathering. I.i\ing

oser to nature and in greater har-

lony with her than we do. they en-

yed many wild delicacies that wc
»vr either forgotten or negli-cti-d.

'e have made hunting and fishing

ito sports and have long recog-

iied gardening as a pleasant recre-

ion. Now increasing numbers of

niericans are learning anew to

nlher and enjoy the wild plants

int nature so graciously offers.

Traditional Gardens.
Here in one of 32 authoritative

studies, you'll learn how Japanese gardens
use wood, stone, water and plants to

establish a mood or tell a story.

Learn how to distinguish one type of
_^

Japanese garden from another.

Performing Arts,

Japan's rich history

of drama and musical

entertainment dates back
to the 7th century. This

essay describes and explains

Noh, Kabuki and Bunraku art forms

as well as modern directions

in Japan's theatrical arts.

PutJapan inyour
libraiy>2.

"32 New Views of Japan" is a boxed collection of 32 essays

on the history, culture and pleasures of Japan. It's especially useful

for anyone planning a trip to the Orient.

Culinary Arts

The Japanese love for detail

and perfection is exemplified in

Japanese food. As lovely as it is

delicious, Japanese cuisine takes

many forms. The best dishes

are described in this essay, one
of 32 in the scries

TKcn put yourself in Japain.
Happi Holidays tours let you sec more of the world than you thought you

could afford. The new Happi Holidays Tour Catalog shows you more than

1000 departures, with Orient and round-the-world tours from $954 to

$6640 (based on West Coast departures and GIT economy fares) and

from 1 4 to 99 days. Or choose one of many Happi Holidays tours to Europe.

On every Happi Holidays tour you enjoy the hospitality of Japan Air Lines.

For your free copy of the Happi Holidays Tour Catalog,

send the coupon today.

I
Japan Air I incs UAPAN AIR UNES
V. O. Box 1 1 SO "•• '"'''«^''' •'"'"' "' J"""

Radio City Station, New York, N. Y. 10019

D I enclose $2. Please send me "32 New Views of Japan" plus the free Happi

Holidays Tour Calalof;.

D Please send free Happi Holidays Tour CaUlog only.

Name.

I Address

I
City

I Aly travel agent ii_

.Tel.

.State. .Zip.

.Nll-0i7l



serious about ptiotograpny?
If you shoot at least 4 rolls of film a year

and don't limit your shots to the daylight

hours, you're considered a serious photog-

rapher. You need a reliable exposure meter!

For accuracy, super-sensitivity and depend-

ability choose the

GOSSEN SUPER PILOT®
CdS EXPOSURE METER

by the makers of the world-famed Luna-Pro.

You'll be proud of every shot—color or black

and white.

The Super Pilot CdS accurately measures re-

flected or incident light; two full measuring
ranges: Normal and Low Light. Scales: ASA 6 to

12500; f/1 to f/45; 1/1000 sec. to 2 hrs; EV - 6 .

to + 24; Cine from 8 to 128fps.

At better photo dealers or write for literature.

KLING PHOTO COMPANY B^rtii^DS
P 0. Box 1060_Woodside, N.Y^11377 Photoi(ic.Li|

ANKH PENDANT
BEAUTiruiLV CONTEMPORARY
is Ihij hand crafted represenla-
lion of the Ancient Egyptian
"Key of Life" in solid sterling

silver. The Afikh — from the

hieroglyph meaning "life"
'

—is the oldest known omu-
let symbol, and the only

^

pagan tolisman to survive

in doily use after the Egyp-
3ns converted to Christian-

ily. Comes in stunning new
designer's jewelry cose

Id presentation gift

.
3" long Ankh -

With 18" chain $25.00
With 24" chain $27.00
in 14K Gold w. 18" chain $75.

nding reproductions of
d occesioilei from
9n, plus o loloction
iquillei.

ilaSdtrj boase,ltd.
'ept. N-8FJ • 648 Ninth Avenue

York, N.Y. 10036

V>Looking for a UNIQUE tour?
"Thru the Lens" Tours offer the only

worldwide travel program designed for

the camera fan. We select picturesque

places ... and seek the ultimate in

"human interest." We use private

transportation so we can stop when-
ever and wherever we want to. We
venture off the beaten paths of tourist

travel so you may photograph seldom-
seen places of outstanding beauty. If

you like leisurely travel and superior
accommodations, you'll love our unique

J\ picture-taking tours. More than 60 for-
' eign and domestic tours, led by expert

photographers. WRITE FOR BROCHURE.

THRU THE LENS TOURS, INC.
5301 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Dept. NH-2
North Hollywood, California 91607

ANahiralistaiLarge

Iconoclasts-young and old-continue to ai

the mlsantlHHipe Irom walden Pond.

A selecNon trom Tlioreau's ohscure lournii

reveals why. edited by Charles R. Andei

" 'What are you doing now?' he asked. 'Do you keep a journal

So I make my first entry today.''

With these ivords, in response to a prodding from Emerson,
Henry David Thoreau embarked on a writing enterprise—his

Journal

—

that occupied him continuously over the entire period

of his literary career, from 1837 to 1862. Beginning a few monthi

after his graduation from Harvard and ending only a few month

before his death, this extraordinary creation runs to more than

seven thousand pages. In one sense, Thoreau s Journal is his

greatest achievement as a ivriter, the remarkable record of a

remarkable man's view of the world. Yet one ivould have a hard

time proving it a unified whole, harder still fitting it into any
traditional genre of literature. One way to explore for a definitic

is to start by indicating what it is not.

It is neither diary nor autobiography in the usual meaning i

these terms, because the daily chronicle and the narrative of

outward events are minor aspects of this voluminous work. The

entries are usually dated, it is true, but this is significant only foi

a fraction of them—mostly for seasonal passages such as the

blossoming of flowers, the breakup of ice on the ponds, meadow-

haying, the October leaf fall. Furthermore, days at a time are

skipped, occasionally iveeks, ivithout comment. The Journal is

clearly not the work of a diarist, but the notebook of a writer

dedicated to the continuous practice of composition. The

following excerpts are from Thoreau s Journal:

INDIANS
The names of those who bought these fields of the red men

. . . the wild men of the woods, are Buttrick, Davis, Barrett,

Bulkley, etc.,etc. . . . Here and there still you will find a man

with Indian blood in his veins, an eccentric fantier descended

from an Indian chief; or you will see a solitary pure-blooded

Indian, looking as wild as ever among the pines, one of the last of

the Massachusetts tribes, stepping into a railroad car with his

gun.

Still here and there an Indian squaw with her dog, her only

companion, lives in some lone house, insulted by school-children,

making baskets and picking berries her employment. You will
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leet her on the hiphway. with few children or none, with

lelancholy face, history, destiny; stepping after her race; who

ad stayed to luck them up in their long sleep. For whom berries

ondescend lo grow. I have not seen one on the Musketa(|uid for

lany a year, and some who came up in their canoe.s and camped

n its i)anks a dozen years ago had to ask me where it came from.

. lone Indian woman without children, accompanied by her dog,

/earing the shroud of her race, performing the last ofTices for her

epartetl race. Not yet absorbed into the elements again : a

aughter of the soil: one of the nobility of (he land. The while

lan an imporle<l weed—burdock and mullein, which displace the

round-nut.

YOl!N(; WOMKN AT PARTIES
In the evening wt-nt to a party. Il is a bad i)lacc to go to

—

hirty or forty [x-rsons, mostly young women, in a small room,

varm and noisy. Was introduced to two young women. The lirsl

>ne was as lively and loquacious as a chickadee; had been

iccustomeil lo the society of watering-plai-es, and therefore could

<et no refreshment out of such a dry fellow as I. The other was

<aid to be prelly-looking. but I rarely look people in iheir faces,

nd, moreover, I could nol hear what she said, there was such a

'lacking—couhl oidy see llic iiiolion of her lips when I looked

jlhiil way. I coidd imagine bi'ltcr places for conversalion. where

[here should be a <erlain degr f silence surrounding yon. and

jess than forty talking at once. Why. this afternoon, even, I did

jlwller. There was old Mr. Jose|>h llosmer and I ate our luncheon

of i-rarker and chei-se together in the woods. I heard all hi- said,

tliougli it was not much, to be sure, and he could hear me. And
then lie talked out of such a glorious ri-pose. taking a leisurely

bile lit the cracker and cheese betwei-n his words ; and so stnni" of

him was commnnlcnted lo me. and some of me lo him, I trust.

These parties, i think, are a part of the machinery of modern

society, that young pi-ople may be brought together to form

marriage connections.

m (he bo.ik l/i.i

by t hiirlcs K Anili-

PubliNhc.l hN I'rcnii

,,i,-. »'iirl,l: \llnamtr^ Irnm llh Jimrnal.
tin r 1971 bv t h.irlc^ R. Amlcrxin
lliilt. Ini; . t'nulcw.ioil C lilTt. New Jcricy.

Find out more

about the birds

and the bees
For a revealing closeup view of any-

thing in nature, there's nothing like

a pair of Nikon prism binoculars.

Designed by the makers of the

famous Nikon camera, they provide

exceptionally bright, clear, crisp

vision over the entire wide field of

view, through morning mist and

evening dusk. Their superb Nikon

optics are so precisely aligned and

coilimated you can view for hours

without eyestrain. Compare them
with any lesser binoculars, and you

will see the difference Nikon quality

makes
Among the many types of Nikon

binoculars, the 8 x 30 and 9 x 35 are

particularly suited for bird watching

and nature study Both feature light-

weight, moisture-resistant construc-

tion and are backed by a 25-year

guarantee At better optical and
camera stores and departments, or

write Nikon Inc , Garden City, NY.
11530 Subsidiary of Ehrenreich

Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. K^
(In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd . P.O.)

Nikon
Prism

Binoculars
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Africa. Say it slowly, to the sound
of a different drum. For men who ^

stand tall in the savanna— Hem-
ingway, Huxley, Fawcett, Ullman— it's too big and bold for home-
town modes of travel. Nothing,
they say, savors the drama like

private planes and land rovers.

You're with them on SKYFARI.
Flying with game-wise skippers.
Stopping at exclusive clubs and
lodges, in 15 of the world's 21
greatest natural big game areas.
Conquering a continent with your
camera, from the Serengeti Plains
to East African jungle hideouts.
And Cahill-Laughlin assembles

your adventure at half the price
you'd pay if you made compara- I

ble luxury arrangements yourself!
Only $1625 for land and private
plane all-expense arrangements— from Murchlson Falls to Mom-
basa . . . Entebbe to Fort Lamu.

,

Plus a three-week QANTAS-

(

BRITISH UNITED jet fare of $784
from New York.

See your travel agent for reser-
vations on 58 limited-membership
SKYFARI dates in 1970-1971. Or

I send coupon. ^ ^i_

CAHILL-
LAUGHLIN
TOURS, INC.
IhQ Alrica Specialists -T^^raJI^^T^

'

655 Madison Ave., New York, til.Y. 10621~ I

Please send full color
I need a break-away.

SKYFARI book. |

I

I

I My travel agent is_

WILD WALKS NEAR CONCORD
I can easily walk ten, fifteen, twenty, any number of miles

commencing at my own door, without going by any house,

without crossing a road except where the fox and the mink do.

Concord is the oldest inland town in New England, perhaps

States, and the walker is peculiarly favored here. There are st

miles in iny vicinity which have no inhabitant. First along by t

river, and then the brook, and then the meadow and the wood:

Such solitude! From a hundred hills I can see civilization and

abodes of man afar. These farmers and their works are scared

more obvious than woodchucks.

BOTANIZING
My first botany, as I remember, was Bigelow's Plants of

Boston and Vicinity, which I began to use about twenty years

ago, looking chiefly for the popular naines and the short

references to the localities of plants, even without any regar(

the plant. I also learned the names of many, but without using

any system, and forgot them soon. I was not inclined to pluck

flowers: preferred to leave them where they were, liked them L

there. I was never in the least interested in plants in the hous

But from year to year we look at Nature with new eyes. About

half a dozen years ago I found myself again attending to plant

with more method, looking up the name of each one and

remembering it. I began to bring them home in my hat, a stray

one with a scaffold lining to it, which I called my botany-box
|

never used any other, and when some whom I visited were

evidently surprised at its dilapidated look, as I deposited it

their front entry table. I assured them it was not so much my h

as my botany-box. I remember gazing with interest at the swai

about those days and wondering if I could ever attain to suci

familiarity with plants that I should know the species of every

twig and leaf in them, that I should be acquainted with every

plant (excepting grasses and cryptogamous ones) , summer an

winter, that I saw. Though I knew most of the flowers, and th

were not in any particular swamp more than half a dozen shru

that I did not know, yet these made it seem like a maze to me, c

a thousand strange species, and I even thought of commencing

one end and looking it faithfully and laboriously through till I

knew it all. A little thought that in a year or two I should hav

attained to that knowledge without all that labor. Still I nevei

studied botany, and do not to-day systematically, the most na

system is still so artificial. I wanted to know my neighbors, if|

possible—to get a little nearer to them. I soon found myself
J

observing when plants first blossomed and leafed, and I foil

it up early and late, far and near, several years in succession,
||

running to different sides of the town and into the neighborii

towns, often between twenty and thirty miles in a day. I ofteaj

visited a particular plant four or five miles distant, half a d^

times within a fortnight, that I might know exactly when it

opened, beside attending to a great many others in different

directions and some of them equally distant, at the same tir

the same time I had an eye for birds and whatever else migB

SHRUB OAK
A ridge of earth, with the red cockscomb lichen on it,

,

out still at the rut's edge. The dear wholesome color of shrub i

leaves, so clean and firm, not decaying, but which have put on

kind of immortality, not wrinkled and thin like the while oak

leaves, but full-veined and plump, as nearer earth. Well-tani

leather on the one side, sun-tanned, color of colors, color of th

cow and the deer, silver-dnwnv beneath, turned toward the



Life mask taken 60 days before Lincoln's death. The hand was cast in 1860. Fronn the collection of Clarence Hay

The pain and exaltation . . . the wit and

wisdom ... the doubts and the

monumental courage— every important

word he ever wrote or uttered . .

.

THE C0LLECTED WORKS OF

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
NINE VOLUMES (PUBLISHERS list price SII5.00) YOURS FOR ^5^^

WITH TRIAI NUMBHRSHIP IN IHK HISIOKY UOOK CLLB

)NLY OFFERING THIS YEAR-in observance of LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
->oDAV a century of legend blurs our image of Lincoln the man. but the human
Lincoln now speaks to us clearly in these nine handsome volumes containing

70 private and public papers, half of them never before in print.

Collected, indexed and richly annotated by a team of our foremost Lincoln

nolars, headed by Dr. Roy P. Baslcr of The Library of Congress, the set was

years in preparation. It carries a Publisher's List Price of $115. But. in obscrv-

ce of Lincoln's Birthday, The History Book Club offers it to you with trial

smbership at the extraordinary price of just $5.95. The Club consistently offers

le permanent editions of the most important and readable works in history and

jrld affairs, always at dramatic savings. (Last year, members enjoyed savings of

er 50% on the books they chose to lake.)

With your Lincoln set, choose your first membership book from those listed

low at reduced Member's Prices. You must be delighted with all books or return

em within two weeks, thus cancelling your membership. Please note: this special
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FINISHED OR IN KIT

ma(;azine
TREE

Just developed in

our workshop — a
compact, easy-to-
carry Magazine
Tree! Holds over
75 magazines.

.... ....^.. and
^ sizes. Pick them

out wrinkU-free,
quickly easily. It's

a brand new idea
for home, office or
reception room-
ideal where space
is a problem .

^^"

W. 13" D. 30" H.
Finely crafted of
rich grained pine,
hand rubbed to a

satin sheen. Hardwood spindles
and carry handle. In honev tone
pine or maple, antique pine or
walnut finish. $18.75 Postpaid.

COMPLETE EASY-DO KIT: Prefitted. drilled,

sanded, ready to finish. $12.50 Ppd. Add HOf W.
of Miss.
BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG— 1 .000 PIECES

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Inchuh- Zip No. VIKLU HOUSE
Not SoM in Stores Dept N2-IB
Money-Back Guarantee North Conway. N.H. 03860

COMANCHE
ARROWHEAD
ea. $1.75
PYRITE-
BRACHIOPOD-
Over 250 Million

Years Old-15.00

MULTIPLE-
TRIL08ITE SLAB

500 Million Years

Old-22.00

SEND 25e FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF SHELLS,

MINERALS, FOSSILS, INDIAN ARTIFACTS & BOOKS

DOVER SCIENTIFIC • BOX 601 1C

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11106

Hammeredsilver owlT"" with tur-

quoise eyes. Approx. I'^'high
$12.00

postage and handling included

Mennbers of the Museum are en-

titled to a 10% discount. N.Y.

state residents please add tax.

The American^Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York New York 10024

bleached and russet fields. What are acanthus leaves and the rest

,

to this? Emblem of my winter condition. I love and could |i;

embrace the shrub oak with its scanty garment of leaves risin;;

above the snow, lowly whispering to me, akin to w inter ihouglils,

and sunsets, and to all virtue. Covert which the hare and the

partridge seek, and I too seek. What cousin of mine is the slirub

oak? How can any man suffer long? For a sense of want is a

prayer, and all prayers are answered. Rigid as iron, clean as the

atmosphere, hardy as virtue, innocent and sweet as a maiden is

the shrub oak. In proportion as I know and love it. I am natural

and sound as a partridge. I felt a positive yearning toward one

bush this afternoon. There was a match found for me at last. I fell

in love with a shrub oak. Tenacious of its leaves, which shrivel

not but retain a certain wintry life in them, firm shields, painted

in fast colors a rich brown. The deer mouse, too, knows the shrub

oak and has its hole in the snow by the shrub oak's stem.

WILD FRUITS
I have carried an apple in my pocket to-night—a sopsivine

they call it till, now that I take my handkerchief out, it has got so

fine a fragrance that it really seems like a friendly trick of some

pleasant demon to entertain me with. It is redolent of sweet-

scented odchards. of innocent, teeming harvests. 1 realize the

existence of a goddess Pomona, and that the gods have really

intended that men should feed divinely, like themselves, on their

own nectar and ambrosia. They have so painted this fruit, and

freighted it with such a fragrance, that it satisfies much more th

an animal appetite. Grapes, peaches, berries, nuts, etc., are

likewise provided for those who will sit at their sideboard. I have

felt, when partaking of this inspiring diet, that my appetite was

an indifferent consideration; that eating became a sacrament, a

method of communion, and ecstatic exercise, a mingling of

bloods, aiul [a] sitting at the communion table of the world : and

so have not only quenched my thirst at the spring but the health

of the universe.

The indecent haste and grossness with which our food is

swallowed have cast a disgrace on the very act of eating itself. But

I do believe that, if this process were rightly conducted, its

aspects and effects would be wholly changed, and we should

receive our daily life and health. Antaeus-like, with an ecstatic

delight, and. with upright front, an innocent and graceful

behavior, take our strength from day to day. This fragrance of

the apple in my pocket has. I confess, deterred me from eating of

it. I am more effectually fed by it another way.

It is. indeed, the common notion that this fragrance is the

only food of the gods, and inasmuch as we are partially divine w

are compelled to respect it.

CHANTICLEER
Let a full-grown but young cock stand near you. How full o

life he is. from the tip of his bill through his trembling wattles

and comb and his bright eye to the extremity of his clean toes!

How alert and restless, listening to every sound and watching

every motion! How various his notes, from the finest and shril

alarum as a hawk sails over, surpassing the most accomplished

violinist on the short strings, to a hoarse and terrene voice or

cluck! He has a word for every occasion; for the dog thai rush

past and partlet cackling in the barn. And then how, elevating

himself and flajiping his wings, he gathers impetus and air and '|

launches forth that world-renowned ear-piercing strain ! nol a

vulgar note of defiance, but the mere effervescence of life, like the

bursting of a bubble in a wine-cup. Is any gem so bright as his

eye?



ferox Learning Systems announces...

Effective
Listening

lis new home-learning program improves your powers of
•tening to help you learn more, earn more, understand more.

(OUGH we spend nearly half our

iistening — to instructions . . . com-
. . requests . . . directions . . . con-

lions . . . lectures . . . problems and
;hes—studies prove most of us retain

!5% of what we fiear.

It's because we were never taught the

of listening. And there are definite

—just as there are techniques tor effec-

riting, reading and persuasive speaking.

nnouncing Xerox Learning System's

EFFECTIVE LISTENING Program-
kcesstully Taken by Over 2,000,000 Men
g Women, Used by Over 700 Businesses
ind 1,000 Colleges and Universities.

ox Learning Systems, the adult edu-

) specialists of the Xerox Education

is bringing professional know-how
home learning. We've created a series

urses for perceptive men and women
ecognize that communication skills are

In contemporary society,

s first program is designed to help
sten better. Not in the same way you're

to listening, but in an entirely new Ef-

e Listening way. Over 700 blue chip

'rations give the course to their em-
es to help them earn more and learn

Over 1,000 colleges and universities

t to students, particularly In freshman
latlon, to help Improve their listening

etention skills. It works there, too.

even more Important, people from all

—businesses, professions, the clergy,

nis, teachers and housewives — have
ted significant results with this pro-

d now you can use the Individualized

}n of the same proven program to dou-
our listening skills

)'• What EFFECTIVE LISTENING
Can Do For You

rtnglhen your capability to absorb
IngtuI Inlormalion. You'll learn how to

'• mentally by capturing and sorting

. . . automatically organizing them In

(Bind . . . and how to store them for

UM. You'll learn how to silt and sum-
'» critical Information, constantly ana-
7 what Is being said.

• prove your ability to undaralartd. You'll

• how to cut through the emotions of a
tsslon, screening out Irrelevanclos and
Bluring facts in n meaningful, concise
fond you'll loom how to recall these
C when you need them.

<EROX
^•rox Learning Systems

3. Increase your earning potential. If you

learn how to listen effectively you're more
effective in your job. You become more val-

uable to yourself and to your employer.

4. Find it easier to convince people. . . easier

to sell your ideas. If you listen well and com-
prehend someone's viewpoint, it is logical

that you can respond more effectively. You
absorb more information to add to dis-

cussions.

5. Enjoy easier communications . . . better

personal relations. By being a good listener

you will be easier to talk to . . . more recep-

tive to ideas. People will feel freer to talk to

you — making all types of communication
easier.

How does the EFFECTIVE LISTENING Pro-

gram do all this? Just as a good course in

effective reading can teach you to read
whole phrases and sentences at a glance . . .

EFFECTIVE LISTENING shows you how to

absorb the meaningful content of spoken in-

formation. And you learn to capture more of

the facts you hear — all organized in your

mind for more effective recall. And once
learned. Effective Listening stays with you.
We urge you to mail the coupon below.

YOU ARE INVITED
TO ENJOY THE
PROGRAM ON A

TEN-DAY TRIAL...
NO OBLIGATION
TO PURCHASE.

Th* (ntlr* coil of Ellacllv* Llllcning

may b* lax dtducllbl* •• • butlncit
•«p«nl* It II mdntlint or Improvct
•klllt r*qulr«d In your •mployinanl You
can chack thia with your lai advlaor

"... I found it not only Interesting but help-

ful and useful as a good basis for organizing

successful listening in the future. There's

no question in my mind that listening can be
and should be one of our two or three mod
important communication functions.Thls Is an
excellent course and very useful lor a United

States Senator. You are performing a great

public service in providing this course . .

."

Senator William Proxmire
United States Senate

"II is filling a need for us by highlighting

the amount ol inelfeclive listening that Is

going on. Even our top executives now real-

ize that they were not listening as well as
they might."

Walter McGuire, Nabisco Corporation
(reprinted from BAKERS WEEKLY

MAGAZINE)

"It has helped me get to the core of a per-

son's problem by eliminating the emotional
factors and minutiae."

Guy O. Mabry, Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corporation

(reprinted from NATIONS BUSINESS)

Your EFFECTIVE LISTENING
Program Includes:

• Three long-playing records which explain

and teach Iistening techniques and contain

listening situations in which you participate.

• Two practice response books which out-

line the program, contain question and an-

swer sections and give details on how to

increase your listening skills.

' Pre- and post-tests which allow you to

measure your progress.

These materials are sulficlent for two peo-
ple to take the program.

Xerox Learning Systems
Dapl. 124, Box 750

175 Community Drive, Great Neck. NY. 11021

Plaaaa sand ma tlia EFFECTIVE LISTENINO Pro-

gram lor a Ian-day Irlal. II I am nol aallitlad. I

may raturn II wllhin Ihal lima and owa nothing

Olharwisa, I may kaap Iha program by landing

a firal paymani ol SO 86 and Ihan llva addllional

monlhly Inalallmania of (5 00 until Iha rcmplala

prica ol $29 03* (plus SI CI poalaga and handling) It paid

I undaraland Ihara It no finance charge lor Ihit tar^ica

My Nama. .Aoe.

Addratt.

City.

Slonalurt.
*plua aalat lai whara appllcabia

Enclotad la Iha lull paymant ol $31.M*lo ta>

tha bolhar ol a aailaa ol paymania I unda't^

Iha tarn* 10-day monay-back privllaga appilrc
EL-B
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* *

* LEARN ASTRONOMY *

* AT HOME! *

$ Two complete home-study J
* courses are now available for *
i Amateur Astronomers— •
* *
* • VISUAL ASTRONOMY *

* FOR BEGINNERS in 10 lessons *

* • TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY *

i FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS *

J in 18 lessons ^

* These courses are the first of their •*:

* kind offered anywhere. Clearly writ- *

J ten, professionally illustrated and ^
* well organized for the busy sky- ilr

* watcher who wants to be taken by J
J the hand and taught individually by *
* a Professional Astronomer. *

* (Uoast ^irtrigation School ^^ *

i SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY J
* Dept. 6760 418 E. Canon Perdio *
* Santa Barbara, California 93101 *
* *
* Please send me School Brochure on *
i your Home Study Courses. ^
* .. *
J Name if

J Address -^

5 City *

^ State Zip ^
i Accredited by the ^
X National Home Study Council •

•*•**••••••**••*•**********

NATURE TOURS
Friends are reminded that we continue

to operate group trips in the U.S. and
most countries of the world at the rate of

.10 to 40 tours a year.

These are general nature trips, with

6rst emphasis on birds, second on botany.

They arc of 2 weeks' duration in North
America. 3 weeks in the rest of the world.

They are usually set up in chains so that

more than one can be taken on a single

departure. These are not advertised com-
mercially and this is not a profit enter-

prise; accordingly prices are moderate. If

this interests you, please drop us a line.

UP-COMING DATES
February-March Three exciting tours in

South Asia, from Malaysia and North
Borneo to the Himalayas.

March-April Texas (March 20) and two
Mexico tours.

April-May A new 3-week nature tour of

California starting at Los Angeles,

April 24.

May Popular southeast Arizona tour
(May 15).

May-Augusi Europe in 1971 offers a

choice of 12 tours, including a nature
seminar in England, tours of Norway
and Iceland, and our biennial route

across Russia and Siberia. (Outer Mon-
golia this year).

Summer A new group of five 2-week state

lours in the U.S. West Virginia begin-

ning June 19; Pennsylvania July 3; New
York July 17; Oregon July 31; Wash-
ington August 14.

Alaska Three 2-week tours, working from
Vancouver up the Inside Passage and
to the Aleutians. Pribilofs, and Point
Barrow. First tour begins June 19.

Other series East Asia in June-August;
Africa in July-August; South America
September-December. Fall color trip

from Quebec down eastern seaboard the

full month of October. Christmas and
New Years in the Bahamas.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
BOX 222-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

HAWK AS SYMBOL
The hen-hawk and the pine are friends. The same thing

which keeps the hen-hawk in the woods, away from the cities,

keeps me here. That bird settles with confidence on a white pine

top and not upon your weathercock. That bird will not be

poultry of yours, lays no eggs for you, forever hides its nest.

Though willed, or wild, it is not willful in its wildness. The
unsynipathizing man regards the wildness of some animals, their

strangeness to him. as a sin ; as if all their virtue consisted in

their tamableness. He has always a charge in his gun ready for

their extermination. What we call wildness is a civilization other

than our own. The hen-hawk shuns the farmer, but it seeks the

friendly shelter and support of the pine. It will not consent to

walk in the barn-yard, but it loves to soar above the clouds. It has

its own way and is beautiful, when we would fain subject it to oui

will. So any surpassing work of art is strange and wild to the mas

of men. as is genius itself. No hawk that soars and steals our

poultry is wilder than genius, and none is more persecuted or

above persecution. It can never be poet laureate, to say "Pretty

Poll" and "Polly want a cracker."

BRUTE NEIGHBORS
I spend a considerable portion of my time observing thi

habits of the wild animals, my brute neighbors. By their varioui

movements and migrations they fetch the year about to me. Vei

significant are the flight of geese and the migration of suckers,

etc.. etc. But when I consider that the nobler animals have beei

exterminated here— the cougar, panther, lynx, wolverene, wolf,

bear, moose, deer, the beaver, the turkey, etc.. etc.— I cannot I:

feel as if I lived in a tamed, and, as it were, emasculated countrj

Would not the motions of those larger and wilder animals have

been more signilkant still? Is it not a maimed and imperfect

nature that I am conversant with? As if I were to study a tribe o

Indians that had lost all its warriors. Do not the forest and the

meadow now lack expression, now that I never see nor think of

the moose with a lesser forest on his head in the one. nor of the

beaver in the other? When I think what were the various sound

and notes, the migrations and works, and changes of fur and

plumage which ushered in the spring and marked the other

seasons of the year. I am reminded that this my life in nature,

particular round of natural phenomena which I call a year, is

28



Announcing America's first (and only)

ALL-BOOK/
ALL-PUBLISHERi
DISCOUNT CARD
*Not available from dealers, wholesalers, retail book establishments

or their representatives or sales agents.

aMPlTER REGISTERED In bearer's name
life lor unlit tte-regiitration is requested).

S'TITLES BEARER to purchase from us at

d discounts any book in print sold in
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lamentably incomplete. I listen to [a] concert in which so many
parts are wanting. The whole civilized country is to some extent
turned into a city, and 1 am that citizen whom I pity. Many of
those animal migrations and other phenomena by which the
Indians marked the season are no longer to be observed. I seek
acquaintance with Nature—to know her moods and manners.
Primitive Nature is the most interesting to me. I take infinite

pains to know all the phenomena of the spring, for instance,
thinking that I have here the entire poem, and then, to my
chagrin. I hear that it is but an imperfect copy that I possess and
have read, that my ancestors have torn out many of the first

leaves and grandest passages, and mutilated it in many places. I

should not like to think that some demigod had come before me
and picked out some of the best of the stars. I wish to know an
entire heaven and an entire earth. All the great trees and beasts,

fishes and fowl are gone.

THE PROPER STUDY OF MANKIND
It appears to me that, to one standing on the heights of

philosophy, mankind and the works of man have sunk out of sight

altogether; that man is altogether too much insisted on. The poet

says the proper study of mankind is man. I say, study to forget all

that; take wider views of the universe. That is the egotism of tlie

race. What is this our childish, gossiping, social literature, mainly
in the hands of the publishers? When another poet says the world
is too much with us, he means, of course, that man is too much
with us. In the promulgated views of man, in institutions, in the

common sense, there is narrowness and delusion. It is our

weakness that so exaggerates the virtues of philanthropy and
charity and makes it the highest human attribute. The world will

sooner or later tire of philanthropy and all religions based on it

mainly. They cannot long sustain iny spirit. In order to avoid

delusions. I would fain let man go by and behold a universe in

which man is but as a grain of sand. I am sure that those of my
thoughts which consist, or are contemporaneous, with social

personal connections, however humane, are not the wisest and

widest, most universal. What is the village, city. State, nation, aye

the civilized world, that it should concern a man so much? the

thought of them affects me in iny wisest hours as when I pass a

woodchuck's hole. It is a comfortable place to nestle, no doubt,

and we have friends, some sympathizing ones, it may be, and a

hearth there; but I have only to get up at midnight, aye to soar or

wander a little in my thought by day. to find them all slumbering.

Look at our literature. What a poor, puny, social thing, seeking

sympathy ! The author troubles himself about his readers—would

fain have one before he dies. He stands too near his printer; he

corrects the proofs. Not satisfied with defiling one another in this

world, we would all go to heaven together. To be a good man,

that is, a good neighbor in the widest sense, is but little more than

to be a good citizen. Mankind is a gigantic institution; it is a

community to which most men belong. It is a test I would apply

to my companion—can he forget man? can he see this world

slumbering?

I do not value any view of the universe into which man and

the institutions of man enter very largely and absorb much of the

attention. Man is but the place where I stand, and the prospect

hence is infinite. It is not a chamber of mirrors which reflect me.

When I reflect, I find that there is other than me. Man is a past

phenomenon to philosophy. The universe is larger than enough

for man's abode. Some rarely go outdoors, most are always at

home at night, very few indeed have stayed out all night once in

their lives, fewer still have gone behind the world of humanity,

seen its institutions like toadstools by the wayside.
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jlen Conway just gave birth to an eight-year-old.

; true. And the whole Conway family is delighted.

n knows a bout helping because his dad is a police-

in and helps people all the time. So when Glen

ard about Save the Children Federation in school,

wanted to do something. His parents decided it

uld, indeed, be wonderful to sponsor a child. To
e their eleven-year-old a chance to learn how chil-

jn m other countries, children less fortunate than
ilr son, must fight for survival. And that's how
tonio Laverde came into their lives.

jlen and Antonio are separated by a lot more than
miles between Long Island and Colombia. Antonio

as in one room. With eight brothers and sisters.

'Up made with potatoes and roots is his main meal.
u see, his dad only has the use of one arm. And
len though he works long hours at odd jobs, he still

Irns )ust five dollars a week.

^low, because of Glen and his family, much of that

II Change. Through Save the Children Federation

B Laverdes will get an interest-free loan to buy
ns. And the hens will lay eggs. Eggs to improve
9 family diet. Eggs to be sold at market and increase

3 Laverdes' income. And keep Antonio in school,

r only with learning can there be hope. And some
the funds can be used to help make the community
l)etter place for all the children.

Hope turned into reality. This, in essence, is Savethe Children Federa-

tion. Not a hand out. But a boost up. And there's more. For Glen, there

are exciting letters from a friend in a foreign country. And pictures.

And progress reports. Glen Conway gave birth to hope today. How
about you?
Save thi> Children Federation, founded in 1932. ii fegiilered with the U.S. State

DepartMicnt Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are mcomo
tax dpductibln.

I wish to contribute $16 00 a month to sponsor a Q boy U girl in

Lj Africa Li Latin America [_, India 11 Middle East

(J Europe L) Vietnam LJ American Indian L i
Appaiachia

U Korea G Southern U.S. D Where the need is greatest

Enclosed Is my first payment

U $15.00 monthly [J $90.00 semi-annually

G $45.00 quarterly [j $180.00 annually

II I can't sponsor a child. Enclosed is my contribution of $

U Please send me more information.

Name.

City. -Zlp-

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852 -" -
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by

Gregory Bentord

and

David Book

Physical ellecis In the

earth's transparent atmosphere

produce some spectacular

colors. Then ihere's the sky

onTauCehl....

Imagine yourself transported

twelve light-years to one of the

nearest stars that resembles our

own, Tau Cell. Suppose a planet

circles this star, and in the no-

menclature of the astronomers, call

it Tau Ceti I. Further, suppose this

planet is inhaliitcd. A hoy and his

father ar<- standiiip tenlaclc in ten-

tacle in their yard.

"Daddy, why is the sunset so

preen?" the hoy asks. His father's

eyes hrifrhlen with pride at this

mark of his son's intellectual cu-

riosity. Then pride gives way to

sudden ajjprehension. Tie doesn't

know why.

Earthly fathers have known mo-

ments of similar distress, hecause

the range of atmospheric pheno-

mena is mvslifvingly great. e\en on

earth.

The first fact ahmil air. the one

almost everyone knows, is thai il is

a colorless. t)dorless gas. Bui if this

is so. why do we on earth have

Mue skies, while clouds, red and

orange sunsets and mullicidored

rainhows? If vou had never seen a

planet with an atniosphi-re hi-fore

and someone descrihed the mun-

'I'lial l>liic -IvN \M- are so iis«"(l

In (III earlli iiia> In- urcen

uiiiiiKitlicr |ilain-l or >«'lli»w

or «l»'«'i) r»'<l or r\rii white.

dane facts of the earth's atmosphere

to you. would you have predicted

all these effects? After all. what is

our air? Six million billion tons of

nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and water

vajxir plus a few traces of other

gases and a little dust. It is bound

to earlh by gravity and extends out

a few hundred miles, becoming in-

creasingly rarefied until it is in-

distinguishable from the sparse

gasi-s of space. If the whole ocean

of air could somehow l>e packed

down to maintain all of it at sea-

level pressure and room lemjiera-

lure. it would be about five miles

deep. The trace gases in il would

lake up only about ten feet. Rnl. as

in French cuisine, il is ihe small

touches that make the ililb-renie.

With the e\cei>lion of o/.nie.

which is fainllv bluish, nil these

gases are invisible. The colore we

"ice in our sky— or might see in Tau

Ceti I's sky. were we l<» go there

—

stem from n number f>f different

phvsicnl elTecIs taking place within

ihe gases of the nir. And the color

we see depends on our eves: Tau

V.rtan eyes might not be adapted

for viewing h-rreslrial skies or hu-

mnn eves for viewing theirs. The

human eve is, nfler all, a verv spe-

cialized organ. It is a light deleilor.

responding lo colors bi-tween reil

and violel. F.ve sensilivilv is great-

est around green. dr.>p|>ing off to

zero toward the violel and red ex-

tremes. A few people can see well

down into the ultraviolet, but thex

don't see a new color; ihcv repoil



that such light simply looks very

purple.

Before trying to explain the col-

ors of Tau Ceti I's air, we really

should study the earth's. Mete-

orologists know quite a few exotic

effects that occur nearly everywhere

on our globe, which few people

ever notice. Sometimes these phe-

nomena are fleeting or take place

when people are indoors. Some-

times they are obscured in cities by

pollution.

Ordinary daylight is a mixture of

the colors of the visible spectrum,

sometimes called white light. An
object seen outdoors looks, say,

yellow if the light coming from it

has relatively more intensity in the

yellow than in the other colors,

compared with white light. This can

happen if it emits yellow light or if

daylight is reflected from it in such

a way that the yellow components

are reflected more effectively than

are the red, orange, green, or other

colors.

If an object seen by transmitted

light—for example, a smog layer or

a piece of stained glass—looks yel-

low, this is because the other

wavelengths are preferentially ab-

sorbed in passing through it. Yel-

low light gets through more ef-

ficiently than others, and so the

transmitted light looks yellow by

comparison with white light. There

is nothing special about yellow, of

course: similar remarks apply to

the other colors.

Our sun provides the light by

which we see all the common at-

mospheric optical effects. The sun

emits energy at an almost constant

rate, most of it in the visible spec-

trum. If the energy per unit

wavelength is plotted on a graph,

the resultant curve looks like that

for a "black body" at 10.000° F.,

with some irregularities. A black

body is an ideal object, a theo-

retical entity that absorbs all radi-

ation falling upon it and is the best

possible emitter. But most real, solid

objects radiate energy over a spec-

trum of wavelengths more or less

like that of a black body.

Not all of this radiation penetrates

the atmosphere. Practically nothing

gets through with a wavelength of

less than 3,000 Angstroms (1

Angstrom ^= 4 billioiiths of an inch)

,

while much of the infrared portion

is blocked as well. Because the

longer-wave radiation is less ener-

getic ("softer"), almost all of the

solar energy that penetrates our

blanket of air to where we live is in

the visible spectrum. That this part

of the spectrum is visible to us is no

accident—evolution has adapted

our eyes to make use of available

sunlight. Enough gets through per

square yard every ten minutes to

vaporize a pint of water.

The radiation that fails to pene-

trate is absorbed by gases in our

air. Most infrared absorption is

caused by water vapor and carbon

dioxide. At the other end of the

spectrum, oxygen and ozone screen

out almost all the ultraviolet light.

Ultraviolet causes sunburn, but

most of it never gets to us. Ozone is

the vital factor, although it occurs

at the rate of less than one molecule

in two million in the air, concen-

trated at an altitude about fifteen

miles above the earth's surface. If it

weren't for that ozone filter, we

would be sunburned to death within

a few hours. The rest of our air

(including nitrogen, which is four-

fifths of the total volume) absorbs

no sunlight on its way to us.

A gas like chlorine, often sug-

gested by science-fiction writers as

an alternative life-supporting agent

in unearthly atmospheres, is an-

other matter. Chlorine is greenish

yellow because it absorbs light

preferentially in the blue and red-

orange wavelengths. But there is

also substantial absorption in the

green. A chlorine atmosphere more

than a few yards thick would trans-

mit no visible light. If the hypothe-

tical inhabitants of Tau Celi I

should happen to be chlorine

breathers, they must have evolved

in what we would regard as total

darkness. What radiation they

actually see by—for surely their

eyes would not resemble ours

—

would depend on the other in-

gredients in their air and the radi-

ation emitted by Tau Ceti.

What color is Tau Ceti I's sky?

Well, take the earth: why is our sky

blue? The answer does not lie in

the air's absorption properties, but

in a process called scattering. As

two Englishmen, Tyndall and Ra
leigh, discovered a century ago,

light wave passing through a trai

parent medium containing partici

smaller than (he wavelength of t'

light suffers occasional small defle

tions. These deflections are rando
if the particles are randomly
cated—as they are in an atm
sphere—and the probability of d

flection grows as the distan

traveled increases. Further, tl

shorter wavelengths (bluer color:

are scattered more strongly.

It is simple to apply this to su

light. As the sun's rays pa

through the air they are scatten

by air molecules; a little of the rf

light, more of the yellow and gree

and a lot of the blue and violet a

scattered. The scattered light a

pears to come, not from the su

but from the air all about, that i

from the sky. Since our eyes a;

more sensitive to blue than to vi'

let, the sky looks blue. And becau;

blue light is scattered out of the d

rect solar rays when we loc

straight at the sun, the sun seen

redder than it would in outer spao

This "Rayleigh scattering" o^

curs only when the scatterers ai

small compared with a wavelengtl

Visible light has wavelengths a hui

dred times shorter than the thici

ness of the paper these words ai

printed on. but molecules in the ai

are a thousand times smaller tha

that.

As the scatterers increase in siz(

the dependence on wavelength d

minishes. For particles as large as

wavelength or larger—such as wi

ter vapor droplets—all wavelength

are deflected equally. White ligl

scattered by such particles sti

looks white. That is why ordinar

clouds and fog ( where the wate

droplets are bigger than th

wavelengths of light) look gray o

milky. They will look that way o

Tau Ceti I, too.

On a clear day, one cannot se

forever, but only about 170 milei

That is the distance light in th

middle of the visible spectrum ca

travel through perfectly clean, dr

air, before absorption and scattei

ing weaken it substantially. Acti

ally, because of the earth's cui

vature, there is no place where on
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n find a line of sight 170 miles

ng lying in the lower atmosphere.

It even if there were, it would not

"clear."

Even over deserts there is a thin

Iter haze that cuts down on visi-

lity. There is also a certain

lount of dust present everywhere,

ically. this may arise from wind

irms over deserts, salt sprayed by

ean waves, or pollution. Over the

lole surface of the earth, though,

list dust is produced by mete-

ites. farming, and volcanic erup-

ns. This dust component is re-

onsible for the scattering and

orption pfTects thai are compar-

le to those caused by molecules

the air.

Above each square mile of the

rth's surface there is. on the av-

age. about one thousand pounds

dust. This figure is frequently

varfed by the qunnlilies of pollu-

nts spewed into the air nliove

lies and fnclories. which are

melimes mrnsured in Ions per

uarc mile. Although smog and

smoke particles can cause dramatic

changes in local climate, their effect

on the total global climate is still

unknown, i \^"e should keep in mind
that if Tau Ceti I is inhabited by

a runaway technological society as

short-sighted as ours seems to be.

its air might have become a rich

ruddy brown. ^

The most dramatic visual effect

of atmospheric dust is in coloring

sunsets. .Small dust particles scatter

light according l<> Gustav Mie's the-

ory. When the sun is close to the

horizon, its rays travel perhaps ten

or twenty miles through ihe dense

liiwer layers of the air. Instead of

the slight scattering that occurs

when it is overhcnd. iheri- is almost

iiimplele diversion of the blue

wnvclciigths. The other colors are

ntlenunted, too. although not no

strongly, so ibnl ihe sun appears

relatively dim and very red. Clouds

near the hori/on are painted pink

and crimson, or the sky near the

"un may be yellow on account tif

the some Rayleigli scattering, now

In tlii< telescopic view of

\ eini> setting, the components
of its light are separated by

refraction in our atmosphere.

operating to separate the shorter

wavelength yellow light from red.

What is it like on Tau Ceti I?

The answer for any planet begins

with the nature of the local sun-

light. Hot stars radiate mainly blue

or ultraviolet light: cold ones put

out red or infrared. As long as we
are using our imaginations, we
might choose a planet that circles

not one. but two stars. (This is pos-

sible if the stars are close enough.)

If one were red and the other blue,

the sky would provide a light show
of -surpassing beauty as the two

stars alternately set or eclipsed each

other. But let us stick to Tau Ceti.

which is a near twin to our sun. so

that any important differences come
from the planet's air.

A world with free oxygen in its

atmosphere will be shielded from

ultraviolet light, because protective

ozone will be formed as the oxygen

absorbs high-energy radiation from

the star. If water vapor or carbon

dioxide is present, most infrared

will be screened out as well, and the

sunlight will resemble that on earth.

Rut if a great deal more ozone is

present, it will absorb most of the

blue and vellow sunlight, and only

an infernal red will reach the earth's

surface.

Aside from the hydrocarbons

and some hydrogen-carbon-chlorine

compounds, only a few substances

are gaseous at temiieralures such as

those we are used to. Some of them,

like the inert gases and nitrogen,

arc very weak absorbers. Most of

the others absorb only at infrared

wavelengths. For the remainder, the

absor|>lion at visible wavelengths is

so weak that no one ha« ever mea-

sured it accurali'ly. Vie know, for

example, that ammonia and melh-

nne lend to absorb red light and

I)ass blue and yellow, il'ranus and

Neplnne, which both have consid-

erable quanlities of methane in

their atmospheres, lend to li.nk



blue-green through a telescope.)

But it is hard to be more precise

than that. If Tau Ceti I is a meth-

ane planet, the sun might appear

green while the sky would still be

blue.

A planet having the same sort of

atmosphere as our own, but orbit-

ing a cool red star, would get com-

paratively little blue light. From the

surface, the sun would seem cherry

or wine-red even at midday, while

Rayleigh scattering would make the

sky green or even yellow

!

Speculation about color effects in

completely hypothetical atmo-

spheres is rather pointless, though.

For one thing, it leaves out the im-

portant effects of atmospheric dust

and aerosols. These make for spec-

tacular effects on our own planet.

For instance, after every major

volcanic eruption, unusual lighting

in the sky and especially beautiful

sunsets occur for several months or

years. After the great eruption of

1783 in Iceland, the sun and moon
appeared "as red as the juice of

cherries." Caused by the joint ac-

tion of haze and dust, similar spec-

tacles all over the world followed

the eruptions of Babuyan (1831),

Krakatoa (18831. Pelee (1902),

and Katmai (1912). Scattering by

volcanic dust also causes the

"Bishop's ring," a reddish ring

around the sun that subtends an

angle of about 30 degrees.

On September 23, 1950, great

forest fires raged through Alberta.

Oil droplets arose from distillation

of the wood in the heat of the fire.

On the following days, the sun ap-

peared in Ontario, and then in Eu-

rope, to have a deep indigo color.

Smoke particles and oil droplets

scattered red and yellow light pref-

erentially, reversing the effect of the

usual Rayleigh scattering. A "blue

moon" can occur because of dust or

smoke at high altitudes. This phe-

nomenon is reported with fair fre-

quency in Jamaica. The sunsets

along the California coast during

the 1970 brush and forest fires were

a particularly ruddy red.

Similar materials make up mi!

of the contents of urban sm
cover, although "smog" may den.,

several different conditions. Sm
droplets and particles have a w:

range of sizes, so they scatter c

ferent colors preferentially. 1

characteristic brown color of

true connoisseur's Los Angeles-t>

smog layer is not caused by scatt

ing but by absorption, most of

resulting from the presence of r

dish-brown nitrogen dioxide. (T

is one atmospheric gas that is )

colorless, odorless, and tasteless.

has been estimated that in Calif

nia these days, man produces

much of it as nature does.)

As the setting sun ne;

the horizon, a "red flas

occurs at the bottom

the disk, signaling t

start of refraction effec



Dust and liquid drops suspended

the air are also important in con-

ction with the earth's heat bal-

ce. Of all the solar radiation

iking the earth's atmosphere, 30

cent is reflected and the rest ab-

bed. The absorbed fraction, plus

at from the radioactive minerals

the interior and from cooling of

; core, acts to maintain the sur-

;e at the temperatures we like,

e earth radiates energy away so

to just balance the input. We
inot see most of it, because the

iiation is in the infrared part of

; spectrum.

If the atmosphere were missing,

s infrared radiation would go

Iter the "green flash"

pears at the top of the sun.

lese unique photographs from

e Vatican Observatory are

mous among meteorologists.

blasting out into space and the

earth would cool to arctic tempera-

tures. But because water vapor and
carbon dioxide are such good in-

frared absorbers, the air acts like

an insulating blanket. This is some-

times known as the greenhouse ef-

fect, and it will operate as well on

our hypothetical Tau Ceti I as it

does here.

I Actually, the interior of a green-

house stays warm for a different

reason. Sunlight passes through the

glass walls and roof and heats the

air inside, which tends to rise. Be-

cause the glass is solid, the hot air

cannot go anywhere and so the heat

stays inside. While it is true that

glass is fairly opaque to infrared

radiation, this has nothing to do

with the matter. A greenhouse of

rock salt panes—which are trans-

parent to infrared—was built in

190'J just to test this point, and it

worked perfectly well.)

There is so much water in the

oceans, which average two miles in

depth, that nothing man does can

greatly change the amount of water

vapor. On the other hand, the

oceans contain only an estimated

sixty times as much carbon dioxide

as does the air, and man can affect

that. The ocean acts as a reserve or

buffer: if ihe amount of atmospheric

carbon dioxide decreases, it is re-

placed with an equal amount from
the oceans, while if it increases, the

excess eventually dissolves back

into them. Given enough time, that

carbon dioxide might be trans-

formed instead into forests or coal

deposits, but this takes millions of

years. Even the oceanic buffering

effect is pretty slow. But human
technology in the last century has

taken to burning coal, oil, and

wood at such a tremendous rate

that the amount of carbon dioxide

in the air has increased by a few

percent. This makes the atmosphere

a more efficient insulator, which

would lead one to expect climates to

gradually become warmer.

But that is not the whole story.

Technological "progress" has also



led to atmospheric pollution, in-

creasing the amount of smoke,

smog, and dust in the air, some of

it in layers far from the ground.

Pollutant particles are typically

about the same size as water vapor

droplets in fog: that is, large

enough to reflect more incoming so-

lar radiation back out into space so

that it never reaches the surface,

but small enough so that outgoing

infrared rays are only scattered and

eventually leave the atmosphere as

well. This means heat would he lost,

and we could expect temperatures

to drop.

So far, the net change is unclear.

Many people, however, are under-

standably reluctant to prolong the

experiment until a definite result

appears.

We already know one planet that

seems to have both a greenhouse ef-

fect and a natural smog bank:

Venus. It is almost the same size as

the earth and has a surface tern-

Late on an overcast day,

ice crystals form blotches

of light called sun dogs

in the halo around the sun

A solar corona splashes

color across a summer cloud.

Leaves of a tree, at bottom,

block out the sun itself.

perature of 800 degrees, with an at-

mospheric pressure perhaps a hun-

dred times greater than ours. Its air

is composed almost entirely—at

least 95 percent—of carbon diox-

ide, with, at most, traces of water

and oxygen. Thick yellowish-white

clouds sit at the top of Venus's at-

mosphere. Their composition and

extent are unknown, although there

are indications that they contain

droplets or particles about the size

of smog.

In all probability, the clouds are

opaque to sunlight all the way

down and the surface of Venus is in

darkness. If the lower clouds are

transparent, however, there would

be a number of novel optical effects

awaiting the first explorer on

Venus. Rayleigh scattering would

be very exaggerated; all colors

would be strongly scattered and the

Continued on page 96
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society may desion lor uniiormiiy and pass laws

lor conlormily, dui it cannot conline Ihe spirit

of caprice, which rePetscoiortutty

Chicago—Efforts by a proiip of
citizens to plant a tree in Joyce Kil-

mer Park—named for the author of

the poem ''Trees''—nere thnnrted

by police yesterday. The 49th Ward
Citizens for Independent Action

tried to plant an oak sapling, but

police arrested their leader. They
said that only the city is allowed to

plant trees in parks.

The design of the man-made en-

vironment ran l>e so tight and con-

fining that it leaves no room for ex-

pressions of individual identity. But

sooner or later. like grass growing

through cement, these marks of in-

dividuals or groups break through

the totally designed environment.

One manifestation of individual ex-

pression is people's art—the heau-

lification or improvement of public

spaces without the ofTicial approval

of the public authorities. Examples

include vacant lots converted into

playgrounds by neighborhood resi-

dents, construction-site fences that

have become gralTiti galleries,

people's gardens and people's trees,

junk sculpture along the roadway,

and driftwood sculpture along the

shoreline. The scale ranges from a

couplet on a toilet wall ti> a six-

storv mural on Boston's South ?ide.

The hallmarks of people's art are

anonyrnilv. fluidity, and neighbor-

hood identification. Often the iden-

tity of the arti«l is unknown and be-

comes a matter of local folklore. On

the driftwood scnl|ittire of the

Emeryville. California, niudflat'. 1

have never seen a pers<in title his

work or place his name along«iili'

it. In this he differs from tho«e

painters of rocks along public

roads who seem jiriinarilv inter-

ested in letting the world know who

they are, whire they ( onie from,

and to which team or gang they be-

long. The mattrinls us<'d in tl»-



Revolting against th I

blight of yet anothe

rubble-strewn, vacar

lot, these residents o

New York's Lower Eas
j

Side demonstrate how t

unofficially beautify

slice of local cityscap

by constructing a)

animal play-sculptur(

Emeryville sculpture (discarded

tires, plastic bottles, driftwood)

and the anonymity of the artists in-

dicate respect for the dismal set-

ting—the stillness and ugliness of

the eastern shoreline of San Fran-

cisco Bay, raped by industry and

freeways alike.

These productions have a fluid

quality lacking in formally de-

signed works of art. The people's

parks that have sprung up in vari-

ous cities are constantly changing.

When I visited one in Minneapolis,

built by the residents of Dinkytown

as a protest against a drive-in res-

taurant that would have changed

the character of their neighbor-

hood, it contained a large cross in

memory of the Kent State students.

The heterogeneous layout of

people's parks invites the visitor to

add his own flower patch or bench

or sculpture. When someone writes

a poem and publishes it in a maga-

zine, it stands as a completed work

of art. But when a man writes a

poem on a construction fence, he

expects others to add to it.

Not as arbitrary as formal art,

street art usually incorporates exist-

ing features of the landscape. The

still-operating People's Park Annex

in Berkeley, California, used litter

from the area—discarded car seats

for benches and old tires as swing

seats. The formal work of art, gen-

erally the product of an artist's stu-

dio, tends to ignore existing fea-

tures of the surroundings. For

example, a mural in the Sacramento

State College cafeteria has an Aztec

theme. It is painted around a wall

thermostat, which simply remains
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suspended between two natives. A
folk artist would undoubtedly have

incorporated the thermostat into the

mural, making it a woman's breast

or a piece of fruit in a basket.

The most creative graffiti build

upon existing features of the land-

scape. Along the cement embank-

ment of the Los Angeles River,

hinges of storm drain outlet covers

form the ears in a series of cat

faces. On several occasions the city

fathers have painted over the faces,

but each time, the many-lived cats

came back. A sinuous mural in the

Architecture Building at Berkeley

began with a doorstop as the nose

and eyes of a badger. The little ani-

mal was then surrounded by a fan-

tastic landscape that clind)ed three

slori»s to culminate in a gigantic

sunburst at the top of the stairs.

These direct expressions of the

need for beauty and persfinalization

raise the question of whether it is

possible to distinguish between

people's art and vandalism. This is

indeed the issue raised by the au-

thorities who consider people's art

a step toward anarchy and an in-

vitation to environmental degrada-

tion. Is it possible to dilTercntiate

between someone decorating a dead

tree stump in a slum neighborhood

and a young l)oy carving "C.K.

loves Z.R." on a tree in a slate

park? Although both acts represent

the utili/ation of public space for

private expression and commu-
nirntion with others, the intent of

the two people is dilTiTi'iil. One
woulrl hop«', although there is no

guarantee, that the tree painter <le-

siri-d to brighten the cityscnpe and

counteract the drabness of his sur-

roundings. The tree carver violates

the anonymity of the true street art-

ist, and bis message, although ac-

cessible lo any finder, was probablv

directed specifically lo his girl-

frirnd. Till- intention of the artist lo

Iwnulify llie landscape is probably

the major way of diffcreiilialiiig

p<'ople's art from vandalisni or en-

viron mi-nl a I desrcratinn.

A jurv disliiiguisbcs bctwren

muriler and maiwlaughler on the

bnsi.M of the defendanl's motives. I

om not completely satisfied with

Ronielliing as subjective as the nrl-

ist's intentions as the sole le.«t of

people's art. but it is probably the

best criterion that we have. The boy

who sprays a peace sign on the

school wall or chalks the name of

his gang on a building is trying to

express himself, to communicate
something to others, but he is not

specifically intent on beautifying or

improving the environment.

Because these artistic incursions

of public space are illegal, they are

usually performed at odd hours by

an underground group or a single

individual. The people's playground

in Gladsaxe. Denmark, was put to-

gether in parts over a period of sev-

eral days and then assembled at

.^.OO A.M. The Plant Sciences Build-

ing at Cornell was "attacked" one

night by the Guerrilla Graphics

Group, who painted brightly col-

ored designs in hallways and corri-

dors. The secrecy involved in such

activities necessarily means imper-

fect democratic decision making. It

is not possible to poll all the occu-

pants of the housing project about

the sort of playground or mural

they want if there is a risk that the

authorities will quash the venture

before it begins. It is much easier

to defend a playground or park

once it is completed ihan during its

beginning stages.

eoileople's gardens and nnirals

must be looked upon, not ns the

pinnacle of democratic decision

making, but as ihe failure of the de-

cision-making process of the larger

society to lake into account ihe in-

terests of u.ser groups. In the Glad-

mer public housing projcri in Hr-

gina. Ganada. a lenanl is proliilijlcd

from owning pels of any kind, from

planting n garden, and from plac-

ing any form of plav apparatus or

exen a playpen for his children oii

the portion of land adjacent to his

own apartment— land ihal tin- len-

anl himself must maintain. I'nder

such c<m<lilions the appearance of

a people's playground or garden

seems bolh inevitable and desirable.

Public officials in several cities

have taken a cue from street artists

and obtained civic support for

street decorations and public gar-

dens. Davi<l Rromberg. a .36-year,

old urban planner in New York
City, persuaded landlords to let art-

ists paint murals on building

fa(;ades at nine locations. Several

months ago the Museum of Modern
Art held an exhibit of color slides

of the murals. The same practice

has been followed in Boston, where
the city has supplied both paint and
encouragement to brighten other-

wise drab surroundings. The result

has been more than twenty large

murals, most in predominantly

black neighborhoods, with themes
emphasizing black identity and
aspirations.

People's art raises important is-

sues about the degree of user parli-

cil)alion necessary for an a<-ceptable

<|ualily of life. According to psy-

chiatrist Mall DuMont. 'The extent

to which a person can influence his

environment will determine his

ability to perceive himself as a sep-

arate human being." An account of

the first People's Park in Berkeley

staled that its importance for the

young people lay not simply in its

status as a park or its location but

in its being an outgrowth of iheir

own labor and decision making. To
be fully human, one nmsl create as

well as choose, make things beau-

tiful as well as adnn're beauty.

Some architects go so far as to

select llicir client's dishes, silver-

ware, and ashtrays: and interior

<lesigiu'rs would prescribe desk size,

chair style, and the moilel of desk

calendar to !>e used in an office. A
passive clicTit may submit lo the <le-

sigiH-r's expeclalions, Irving to

shaiie himself to fit the building,

but after occupancy, individual and
ciirporali- subversion of llu' de-

signi-r's plans will probablv ri-»ull.

The solution is not to eliminate

planning but rather to plan for

freedom. However com(>rehensive a

design plan is. il should leave op-

poitunily for the individual lo ex-

ercise options in creating environ-

ments that suit his unitpie needs. A
man \\nn In win a battle mtmewlierc.

If bis oflice location. 4!esk oize. and

drapes are wiecled for him, at li;i--t
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he should he able to choose his own
chair. Designs must allow for elbow

room and foot room, for people to

be creative forces in their environ-

ment, rather than components of a

design scheme. Good planning per-

mits—in fact, encourages—this

freedom.

In the best cases personalization

enhances an over-all plan. In the

dormitories on my own campus at

the University of California, Davis,

students are given paint and

brushes at the beginning of the year

and are allowed to decorate their

own rooms and to work coopera-

tively on the halls and corridors. A
similar procedure could be applied

on a larger scale to a city neighbor-

hood. Here an elected body of local

residents might be given authority

over the esthetics of the visual envi-

ronment, including sign ordinances,

the color and style of light fixtures,

hydrants, and billboards. There

seems little reason why all lamp-

posts must be dark green or grayj

particularly if the neighborhood

residents prefer warm colors. In

San Francisco, unemployed youths

constructed a Japanese-style mini-

park and meditation center, com-
plete with rock garden and Japa-

nese-style bridge.

I was delighted to find that the

neighborhood park on Olvera Street,

a historic Mexican-American neigh-

borhood in Los Angeles, contained

the same style of tree sculpture that

I had seen outside Mexico City. The
workmen who maintained the center

strip on the highway between Mexico

City and Cuernavaca had shaped sev-

eral trees to form birds. On Olvera

Street a local gardener shaped the

trees to resemble circus animals.

Why must the trees and bushes in

neighborhood parks all be main-

tained according to the same down-

town standards of neatness and

symmetry?
Most American cities could bene-

fit from Amsterdam's experience

with its allotment of people's gar-

dens along the railroad tracks ae

canal banks. Contrast these ne«

flower-rimmed plots with the litte

strewn open sewers along the ra

road tracks into New York Cit

and one realizes quickly that letti:

people use public land has to

preferable. If allowed to unfol

people's art lets bloom the creati

ity and artistic expression crush(

by the totally designed environmei

A padlock on a

abandoned New Yor

tenement, right.

the decorative linieligli

The cat faces, belo^

disguise a series <

storm drain covers aloii

the Los Angeles Rivei
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Light Pollution Some of this country's largest tele-

scopes are slowly being blinded by the lights of the

relentlessly expanding cities around them. The giant

reflectors that made astronomical history will have to

be moved or become history themselves. The 100-inch

telescope at Mt. Wilson has been overrun by Los An-

geles; the 120-inch Lick telescope on Mt. Hamilton is

losing effectiveness as development pushes south from

the San Francisco Bay area; and even the 200-inch

Hale telescope on Mt. Paloniar—still the largest in the

world—is being hurt by both San Diego and Los An-

geles.

The great telescopes are uniciue. not because they

magnify objects, but because they can gather enough

light to photograph extremely faint, distant objects,

objects so far away that they can tell us what the

universe was like billions of years ago. But the great

mirrors gather all the light that reaches them, and

little by little the images of distant galaxies and qua-

sars are being lost in the loom of street lights.

The problem is not unique to California. The rapid

growth of Tucson, Arizona, is threatening four major

observatories, including a 150-inch telescope still un-

der construction. The observatory directors have asked

the city council for unprecedented help in controlling

light pollution. They want new streets to be asphalt

rather than concrete; shields on street lights to pre-

vent any light from escaping above the horizontal;

and special filters on the lights to screen out violet and

ultraviolet components that do not add much to the

illumination but seriously interfere with astronomical

work. The city, which prides itself on being an astro-

nomical center, is taking the suggestions seriously.
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Observatory sites are chosen to get the most out

any given telescope. Criteria include percentage

clear weather, clearness of the air itself, minimum a

turbulence, and freedom from artificial lights. T
ideal site is at least one mile above sea level, whii

automatically places the telescope above a good de

of bad weather, air pollution, and turbulence. Becau

few locations meet all the criteria, major observatori

have tended to cluster at the best sites—southern Ca

fornia, Arizona, and lately, Cerro Tololo in Chile.

Now increasing light pollution is severely limitii

the choice of sites in California and Arizona. The a

companying map gives some idea of the problem

southern California. The solid line encloses the area

which the sky is made unacceptably bright by ar

ficial light. The standard is based on existing com
tions at Palomar, shown on the boundary. The broki

line indicates how much farther this zone is expects

to extend by 1985.

The map is the work of Merle F. Walker, who c

reeled the search for a site for future Lick Observ

tory optical telescopes and reported his findings in tl

Publications of the Astronomical Society of the P

cific. HiiS team spent two years comparing sites aloi

the coast with inland alternatives before settling (

Junipero Serra Peak, 5.862 feet high, just outside tl

1985 line. In future years city lights will make si

selections even more difficult.

Then there's the smog problem. . . .

NASA Does It Again The national space agency is hi

ting .333 in launching orbiting astronomical observ

tories—a good average in baseball, but not so good

satellite launching.

The first time up, in April, 1966, the space telescoj

made it into orbit and then suffered an electric

breakdown. The second, launched in December, 196

was still working perfectly two years later, having o

erated for at least twice the design time. Then la

November 30 a third was launched, but never made

into orbit: a protective nose shroud failed to jettisc

and the vehicle was too heavy for the boosters.

Ground-based astronomers tend to get upset wh(

the launchings fail. Last November's effort cost a co

.198 million. The burned-up remains of the satellite a:

believed to have crashed somewhere in Central Afrii

or in the Indian Ocean. Today there are only a handf

of large telescopes in the world, demand is greater th£

ever, and some of the existing instruments are beii

rendered impotent by the encroaching lights of su
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)ia. The same S98 million would have bought five

.V Palomars.

But when they work, the space observatories see

ngs that no ground-based observatory of any size or

•t will ever see. The OAO-2 has mapped the universe

ultraviolet light: studied certain young stars that

it most of their radiation in the ultraviolet; dis-

ered ozone on Mars and a million-mile hydrogen

ud around a comet: has found that ordinary gal-

es are much brighter than expected in the ultravio-

and that the hottest stars are burning up their

Irogen even faster than had been believed.

lino Acids in Meteorites The best evidence yet that

ino aci(U arc truly present in some meteorites and

not just the result of contamination on earth has

ne from a meteorite that fell near Murchison. Aus-

lia. in September. \')()').

N'o one is saying that the amino a<ids. if they really

extraterrestrial, were formed liy lixing organisms,

loralory exptrriments in chemical evolution show

y can be formed by inorganic processes. But the

rovery of extraterrestrial amino acids, formed by
. process, woulil be a giant step for chemical cvnlu-

II.

Xmiiiii acids are the building blocks of proteins, the

iiplex. nitrogen-bearing molecules essential to the

iclure and functioning of all lixing things. While

Ills and some bacteria can make their own amino

(Is iiut of relatively simple inorganic compounds,

mals cannot synthesize them and must include them

their diet,

•^ciriitists generally believe that life arose sponla-

ii>lv on earth not oxernighl. as in the maggot ex-

riments discredited l>y I'asteur. but through a proc-

of chemical evolution tliat took millions of years,

lino acids were created in tin- laboratory not (|uite

iity years ago by reproilucing conditions believed

have existed on tlie primordial earth. In the last

.eral years the scientist"* have found that cliemical

•lulioii probably started long before the earth even

med : radio astronomers are discovering molecules

ever increasing complexity in interstellar space.

When the earth did form some !..'> billion years ago,

my of till- chemi( al iirecursors of life may have nl-

idy been present. The story of terrestrial lif<' begins,

I on earth, but in the violence of a supernova ex-

ision thai produi'cd the elements of life, and in the

plhs of s|)ace where these elements began to link

to cninpounds.

Apparently the space between the stars is filled not
only with hydrogen and dust but also with water, am-
monia, hydrogen cyanide, formaldehyde, carbon
monoxide, cyanoacetylene, formic acid, and methyl al-

cohol. Radio astronomers are even now seeking the
telltale emissions of amino acids.

They may have been found already in tlie Murchi-
son meteorite, a stony fragment that revolved silently

through interplanetary space for untold years. The
amino acids are present beyond a doubt; the question
is whether they were there before the meteorite
plunged to the earth's surface.

Amino acids have been reported in meteorites be-
fore, but the reports have generally been discounted;

the amino acids found were exactly those also to be
found in fingerprints. With the Murchison meteorite,

however, the situation is very different.

Most im|)ortant are the optical properties of the

amino acids found in the meteorite. Many substances

are optically active: they rotate the plane of a beam of

polarized light when the beam is |>assed through them.

The rotation can be to the left or right. The im|)ortaiit

point is this: in nearly all living material found on

earth, the amino acids (including those found in fin-

gerprints* all rotate the plane of such a beam to the

right. But the amino acids in the Murchison meteorite

are almost evenly divided between left rotators and
right rotators.

The investigators feel they are able to exclude fin-

gerprints as the .source because the distribution of the

individual amino acids is very ilifferenl. Serine, the

amino acid most abundant in fingerprints, is present

in the meteorite. But other amino acids, never found in

fingerprints, are presi-nl in the meteorite in much larg-

er (|uanlilies than the serine. The distribution of amini>

acids in the meteorite is entirely dilTereiit from that in

iliigeriirints.

'I'lie analysis was made bv a team fmm ihe exo-

biology division at NASA's Ames Bi-senrch (!eiiter;

the geologv department at I'CI.A: and the Center for

Meteorite Studies al Arizona Slate University. Beport-

iiig their resiills in \ntiirr. the team, led by Cyril I'on-

iiamiienima. concludes that llie meteorite amino aci<ls

are of a nonbiologic origin because two of them are

not found in living s> stems on earth. I'liwilling to

claim loo much in a very controversial field, ihev sny

only that ihe distribution and properties of the amino
acids land some h\drocarboiu< I *'.«ui)i>orl the eon-

tention thai the organic iiiMlecules are nbiolic and p<>>.

sibly extraterrestrial in origin." JiillN I*. Wil.tv, Jll.
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celestial Events
The waning gibbous moon rises well after sunset in mid-February

and becomes the last-quarter moon on the 18th. New moon occurs

on the 25th, and the waxing crescent appears in the evening sky

before the end of the month and in early March. First-quarter moon

occurs on March 3, and full moon is on March 11.

The bright planets continue to dominate the morning sky through

the end of February and into March, with Venus and Jupiter quite

bright and prominent; Mars in good position but somewhat dimmer.

Venus is dimming from its greatest brilliancy early in the year, but it

is still the prominent object of the southeastern sky from several

hours before sunrise through dawn. Mars is higher and to the right,

approaching first magnitude in brightness, clearly yellow-red in

color. Jupiter, second in brightness only to Venus, rises at about

midnight and climbs to prominence in the south by dawn.

Saturn is the only planet in the evening sky, appearing well up in

the southwest at dusk, easily found among the faint stars of Aries.

The planet sets well before midnight.

February 18-19: The waning crescent moon rises after Jupiter

and follows the planet up the sky during the after-midnight hours,

separating slowly from the planet as dawn approaches.

February 19: Look for the reddish star Antares near the crescent

moon in the morning sky. Jupiter Is to the right and higher than the

moon. Antares is quite close to the crescent, just to the right, sepa-

rating slowly as both moon and star move up the sky.

February 19-20: The crescent moon passes Mars late in the day on

the 19th. Mars will be to the left of the moon in the morning sky of

the 19th and about the same distance away but to the right and

above the moon on the morning of the 20th. Antares, about as

bright and red as Mars, is also about as high in the sky at daybreak,

but to the right of the planet.

February 21-22: The waning crescent moon, now very slim, passes

Venus before midnight on the 21st, when both are below the horizon.

Venus is to the left of the moon on the morning of the 21st, to the

right and higher but closer to the crescent on the 22nd.

February 25: A partial eclipse of the sun occurs over all of Europe

and northwest Africa. Perigee, when the moon is nearest earth,

occurs eleven hours after the new moon. The normally high spring

tides accompanying the new moon will be enhanced by the relatively

close moon.
March 1-2: Saturn can be found above and to the left of the

crescent moon on the evening of the 1st. It will be to the right of the

moon on the evening of the 2nd.

March 6: Mercury has been in the morning sky, but rising too late

to be seen. Today it passes behind the sun in superior conjunction

and enters the evening sky.

March 9-10: The moon moves through Leo on these evenings,

passing very close to the star Regulus. Look for the star to the left

of the moon on the 9th, to the right of the moon on the 10th.

March 12: The full moon occurs within an hour of apogee, when
the moon is farthest from earth.

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars In the lower half of the map with those in the sky. The map is

for ll:x5 p.m. on February 15; 10:20 p.m. on March 1; and 9:25 p.m. on March
15; but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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On the Past,

Present,and
Ftttnre ofMan

The intense crisis that threatens the world

we live in seems to have come upon us so

suddenly that it is understandable that we

frantically search for immoralists to blame or

scapegoats to sacrifice. When we were chil-

dren, and when some of us were young adults,

we saw a disturbed world before us, but at that

time the malady was focused so that it seemed

to be the result of human error—we could still

blame individuals, specific leaders, specific

peoples. There was little to indicate to us, in

our innocence, that civilization itself was

threatened—that we were witness not merely

to human moral weakness and error, but to an

overwhelming evolutionary process. Yet to-

day we know that civilization itself is threat-

ened—threatened by itself.

But which civilization? We must repeatedly

ask what civiHzation itself is. Not just our civ-

ilization, but civilization as a process: what it

provides for us and what its future may be. To
examine the crises of civilization one must go

back to the idea of culture, and man's use of

culture as his device for adapting to the world

he lives in. Culture is the technical term,

coined by anthropologists in the nineteenth

century, to refer to the "artificial" extensions

of the human being that allow him greater

control over his own environment, over his so-

cial system, and ultimately, over himself. Cul-

ture is, to make an analogy, what the medical

men call a prosthesis—an extension of the ani-

mal that makes it possible for him to do things

he could not otherwise do. Artificial limbs,

false teeth, and eyeglasses are common pros-

theses in the modern world. But by analogy al

of culture can be seen as the prosthesis of the

human being—an animal who specialized ir

brain and central nervous system and devel-

oped, through their use, extensions of himsel)

that allowed him to remain an otherwise non-

specialized animal, without built-in fighting

equipment such as claws or horns or canine

teeth; protective devices such as fur, natural

camouflage, or fleetness; indeed, without an)

other form of physical specialization to give

him any great advantages toward survival.

Culture, in other words, comprises all the

things and devices—including the nonmate-

rial, such as myths and beliefs and stories-^

that human beings create to enhance, protect,

or express themselves. Culture has, in the

course of evolution, become the peculiar (but

not unique) property of human beings, and

human specialization in culture (like the spe-

cialization of tigers in saber teeth or of giraffes

in long necks) has been the means by whw

man has survived and aggrandized himself

the planet. By it he must (and will) eith

survive or perish.

Today we know that culture is a two-edg

sword. The very while that it allows us to <

press ourselves more fully, to explore soc

organization more broadly, and to master c

environment more thoroughly, it creates sil

ations of ahenation, tyranny, and ecologi

imbalance. It seems an irony when we reali

that only by cultural means can man overcoi
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the evil effects of culture and yet retain the

good effects. Once he has started on this road

man must learn more about how to get from

himself the best and most enjoyable of lives;

he must learn more about human social orga-

nization and how to control it without what

we see as immoralities, even when we do

them; and he must learn more about the physi-

cal world in which he lives so that his accom-

plishments will not so alter the earth as to

make it uninhabitable.

Man, through several million years of evolu-

tion, is committed to living as a cultural being.

Only in the last few decades have we realized

that culture must be controlled by man him-

self, and his evolution altered to special kinds

of cultural activities, if he is not to become

extinct from overspecialization—from blind

overspecialization in culture. There is, at this

Stage of the game, literally no answer except to

treat the blindness, to have the courage to see.

The source of the human (and hence cul-

tural) problem is an irony—man is born an

individual, social animal. In that contradiction

lies the basis of our neuroses, our social prob-

1 ns, our moralities and immoralities. Since

lligcnce is brought to the survival of both

itii.- individual organism and the species, it is

possible for the individual to act in what seem

He his own interests at the very time he is

Mg against the interests of the species. It is

irony that every .society must, with one

rce or another of success, organize it.self to

tti il with.

But even the organization is ironic, for no

two intelligences see it quite the same way.

Since man is a social animal and has opted for

a cultural mode of self-preservation, all human
social groups consist of parties (sometimes in-

dividuals, sometimes small groups) interacting

in terms of the available culture. Each social

group—from the family to the nation, indeed,

from the marriage or the mother-child rela-

tionship to the United Nations—has a cultural

tradition. That tradition changes as new cul-

tural items are invented by members of the

group^or as members of the group come into

contact with other people whose repertoires of

cultural items are different from their own.

Therefore, culture is not only handed on from

generation to generation, it is also handed

"sideways" from one social group to the next.

In today's world, we live in a culturally privi-

leged time because items from so many differ-

ent cultural traditions are available to large

numbers of people—indeed, prosperity can in

one scn.sc be gauged by the kind and amount

of human culture available to a group. But so.

obviously, can the potential for disa.ster. Cul-

ture grows as the group flourishes, and the

group grows in size as culture flourishes. And

then, suddenly—at lea.st it always seems sud-

den-there is a vast disparity between the ca-

pacities of the available culture and the group

it serves. The culture that was adequate for

yesterday is inadequate for lixlay and dis-

astrous for tomorrow. If there is a law of cul-

ture, that is it.



With the fury of an inspired visionary, architect

Paolo Soleri of Scottsdale, Arizona, plans cities

of the future. These cities, which he calls

arcologies, are unlike anything yet conceived by

man. Their construction would bring man into

a new civilization.

Some 10,000,000 people woidd work, enjoy—
virtually live their whole lives—in the four

cities shown in this supplement. The drawings

come from Paolo Soleri's book, Arcology: The

City in the Image of Man, MIT Press, 1969.

FACTORIES AND UTILITIES

And so it has always been. But today our

ironic harvest seems particularly bitter be-

cause there is so much good culture, judged by

our own inward awareness of what is good for

us. And, worse, the bad culture is an epiphe-

nomenon, or so it seems. Slowly we must real-

ize that the problem of evil is with us again. In

Roy Rappaport's words, it takes the form of

the "evolution of maladaptation."

Actually, of course, the problem of evil was

never absent, but for a while evil seemed to be

attached to individuals, to institutions. And
now, again, we see it as the other side of our

natures—all our natures. In spite of villains, I

too have an evil dimension. Existing culturally

creates evil. Culture is, indeed, as the Genesis

myth puts it, the knowledge of good and evil.

We were thrown out of the garden we wish

had once existed into a hell we wish did not

For the dynamics of culture work in ways

that are beyond the purposes of men, whatevei

they may be. Culture becomes something ir

itself, something beyond man. Ultimately, il

becomes, in the inspired phrase of Jules

Henry, culture against man. One's own proS'

theses turn on one's very self. That is the price

one must always pay for prostheses, medicine

drugs, or even love.

When a small group of human beinj

adapts and successfully adjusts to its enviroi

ment, the group survives. If its adaptation

unsuccessful, the group perishes: to survive, i

members change and adapt in different group

or they too will perish. If the cultural adapt

tion is successful, then the group is safe,

members perhaps comfortable. In response |
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animality in us and to thousands of mil-

of years of evolution, the group, in its

lort, grows larger. As the group grows

r the available culture is "stretched"—it

KC putting water in the soup to feed unex-

d guests. Such diluted culture does not

• as it once did; the situation is no longer

for which it was designed and in accord-

with which it evolved.

Iircc things can happen when culture is

hcd too far: the population growth can

hecked. cither by a natural disaster of

sort or by a population policy; the group

Create into two or more groups that scpa-

and each of them can begin again the

I.SS of achieving first optimum, then max-

n\, and finally destructive growth; the third

'^i.' is to invent new culture—new ways of

ng with the environn)ent, new ways of

ling with each other, of experiencing the

tuiman animalncss of us.

Obviously, only those groups that choose

the la.st way survive in the long run. Breaking

into several groups, cell-fashion, works only so

long as the ecological carrying capacity of the

world is not seriously affected.

Thus the real problem arises because man is

clever and can devise ways and means of beat-

ing the system—for short periods of time. The

use of fire, the use of metals, the use of more

complex hierarchies to achieve larger social or-

ganizations, all of these cultural discoveries

and many others have allowed larger popu-

lations to survive and multiply, outgrowing the

culture that spawned them, and in a sort of

cultural Malthusianism, creating worse prob-

lems than they solved. Worse because so many

more people are involved, and because they

arc more helpless the further they arc removed

from a simple ecological position in nature:

man as a hunter and gatherer was just another

animal.



Civilizatioii

There comes a point in this continuous

growth of culture when those traits emerge

that characterize "civilization": a large enough

population to have something resembling an

urban agglomeration, a highly developed divi-

sion of labor with concomitant specialization

in a stratified society, food production rather

than hunting and gathering, the form of gov-

ernment known as a "state," a calendar and

basic mathematical knowledge, written rec-

ords. They always go together—and the ab-

sence of any of them makes classification as a

civilization doubtful. Indeed, each of the

characteristics is a partial solution to the tot

problem that emerges when the conditions

precivilization are reached. These conditio:

are: too many people; lack of predictabili

and safety; a concern with status; too litt

to eat; struggles to understand the nature

ourselves, our world and our place in it; ai

attempts to store knowledge in some w;

.Other than in the Hmited and untrustwortl

human mind.

The characteristics of civilization all appe



together because they are part of the same

thing: a cultural struggle to solve problems

created by culture.

Yet, the list of the pressures of preciviliza-

ion reads like—in fact, it is just another ver-

ion of—a catalog of some of the gravest prob-

lems of our own time: overpopulation, decay

of the environment, status systems riddled with

devices that keep us from utilizing or appre-

ciating human potential, starvation for many

on the horizon, getting rid of the garbage, the

tyranny of government and industry, the

growth of knowledge beyond our means even

to index, let alone assimilate, it. In every case,

it is the same problem that we had before,

given a characteristic twist by the fact that civ-

ilization was an answer to another and older

version of the same problem.

Obviously, we stand on the threshold of

postcivilization. When we reach solutions to

today's problems, the society and culture that

we will have built for the purpose will be of a

sort the world has never seen before. It may

be more, or less, civilized than what we have,

but it will not be civilization as we know it.

Civilization itself, then, is a response to a

culture crisis—a response taken a number of

different times in the history and prehistory of

human society. Civilizations either decay and

fold up when solutions are inadequate or

Ise—an almost unbearable irony—they have

to alter themselves beyond recognition be-

cause of their very success. We are now in the

middle either of a crumbling civilization or of

one of those giant evolutionary steps that we

cannot see because the goal is incomplete and

loaded, in the very atmosphere around us.

So—what about these characteristics of civ-
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ilization? It is easiest to discuss them if we
begin with those that we think, perhaps

wrongly, have the least effect on the more in-

timate aspects of our lives.

W ntwfi. Writing is ( except for a few aides

memoires such as the knotted strings called

quipu in Quechua, the language of the Inca

civilization) the first device other than human
minds and relationships for "storing" culture.

Writing opened an entire new era because (to

use the jargon of the computer age) the stor-

age and retrieval problem was solved in a new

way. Writing solves the storage problem better

than the retrieval problem. Nevertheless, writ-

ing makes it possible to store vast amounts of

culture over long periods of time without de-

pending on the constant repetition that keep-

ing it in mind demands. It can be written

down and put away—and maybe somebody

will unearth it someday. It is this fact—that all

of the culture available to a society need not

be kept constantly in mind—that leads to the

accumulation of the vast amounts of culture,

and allows for the cultural differences that the

complexity of a civilization demands.

Literacy also affects personalities. In pre-

literate societies the only people who can be-

come famous and immortal are those who act:

heroes in the foreground of action. Literacy

lays the groundwork for romanticism—the

possibility exists that someday one will be

discovered despite the scorn of one's fellows.

Thought takes on a new meaning if it can

somehow be disembodied momentarily from

the thinker. A new dimension of an idea

has been perceived, which may even have laid

the groundwork of that most monstrous of

philosophical separations—the separation of

mind and body.

Writing also makes possible a new level of

scientific achievement—again because there is

no need for one person to know it all or for a

complex social group to organize the knowl-

edge orally and to pass it on—a kind of organi-

zation found in early religion and in .science,

particlarly astronomy. Knowledge, in short,

was released from the human mind and from

the social structure in such a way that it could

be called up by both, on demand. Thus, new

dimensions in science, as well as in commerce

and in literature, were discovered.



Calendars and Mathematics. It would seem

that, often at least, scientific knowledge begins

in calendars, which are among the outstanding

intellectual achievements of all civilizations.

All people can count days, moons, and sum-

mers (or some other season of the year, such

as wet seasons in the tropics). In some cul-

tural traditions, people may be taught to count

other things instead, particularly rituals or har-

vests, or even to repeat cycles without specifi-

cally counting any events. However, it takes a

fair degree of sophistication to divide time into

artificial periods such as hours or weeks, which

have no natural countable events as their

basis. And it takes still more sophisticated

views and technology to keep records, even

oral "records," in terms of the counted events

or artificial units. Indeed, unless there is writ-

ing, this last step is usually not taken, even if

all the other elements for accurate time reck-

oning are available. Calendars have been in-

vented and reinvented in several parts of the

world, but common to all is that when they are

associated with writing, a new accuracy in

record keeping can result and the basis laid for

the maintenance of historical records. Thus

the people who live in these societies can begin

to appreciate the nature of history and histori-

cal change, rather than the mere cultural

norms, sanctioned by remembered and mis-

remembered tradition, of any "present" situ-

ation. Time depth is added in the civilization,

a mixed blessing because it now becomes pos-

sible to control more precisely what informa-

tion is "remembered" and what is "lost."

Creating a calendar demands some knowl-

edge of heavenly bodies and, ultimately, as-

troncyny. Science in all civilizations seems to

have begun with astronomy and moved con-

stantly in toward the self.

In the early days of calendars, as of writing,

these arts tend to be carefully guarded secrets,

in the hands of a priesthood or a ruling group.

Writing and time reckoning give men power;

therefore powerful men keep them away from

those who have no power, reinforcing the so-

cial hierarchy and increasing the distance be-

tween the strata. In early civilizations, writing

and record keeping are the prerogative of spe-

cial classes—either privileged classes of priests

or else of slaves who are in the immediate

power of kings and priests. T

food Fioductioii. During the Stone Age,

men learned to make the kind of tools that

allowed them to hunt large animals. Mankind

thus acquired a new capacity for getting food

that, in turn, led to a population explosion

that, in its turn, meant that mankind was

spread over larger parts of the earth's surface,

in a wider variety of climates, and with ever

more specialized tool kits.

The greatest change, however, came abou<

9,000 years ago when man turned from hunt-

ing large animals to sowing grain and planting

roots and to the domestication of a few ani-

mals. This agricultural revolution, as it has

been called, was not an unmixed blessing, fdl

it introduced the possibility of famine into the

world. Before that time famine had existed

only in such marginal ecological systems as the

northernmost tundra or in overpopulatei

areas. Even deserts and jungles, as they weiS

exploited by hunting peoples, yielded a securi

food supply. Agriculture, however, brought e

new kind of dependence on weather, rathea

than on mere climate to which one can adap|.

With harvest came the possibility of crop fai|

ure. Storage facilities had to be improved

secure against famine, indeed, even to make

crop last from one harvest to the next when

there was no crop failure.

Agriculture was developed in several differ

ent parts of the world—in the Fertile Cresceni,

in the mountain regions of middle America, ill

the valleys of China, and probably indepei

dently in West Africa and the islands

Oceania and New Guinea. In spite of the ni

danger of famine, a new kind of plenty w
created: the techniques of producing, rath

than hunting and gathering; food allowed f

vast population growth. It also allowed for

sedentary population. Until agriculture w

developed, human groups were never se

entary—the only possible exceptions we

those that lived on fish and seafood (but Bi

ford claims that the earliest use of seafood da

from no more than 32,000 years ago)

.

So, agriculture brings sedentary settlemi

—and, of course, the problem of garbage d

posal. Garbage is any product or any by-pn



uct of any animal that is not used up as food

by some other animal. The more culture, the

more garbage—until we turn culture into a

device that always eats its own garbage.

However, sedentary settlement also creates

the possibility of large populations in a small

space, thus supplying another of the require-

ments for a civilization: large populations in

cities or urbanlike agglomerations, to go along

with the required specialization of tasks and

exchange of goods. Without food production

by agriculture, large agglomerations of people

cannot be fed.

Trade. Although there have been civ-

ilizations without long-distance trade, most

have exhibited it. Once specialization has oc-

curred and commercial exchange of special-

ized craft products and crops has been orga-

nized, the need for trade at a distance is felt,

and the social niche for traders is ready-made.

Trade is made vastly easier by the simplifying

mechanism of general-purpose money, and

money (but sometimes not coinage) is found

in all civilizations marked by trade.

Luxury goods and raw materials acquired

by long-distance trade increase the cultural

distance between the various strata of society.

Government. When large numbers of

people are present in any fairly confined space,

new responses and legal, judicial, and military

structures are required. Government tasks

such as settling troubles and commanding ar-

mies become specialized jobs; administrators

also begin to be specialists. In the early civ-

ilizations, most governments use the sacred au-

thority associated with the religious hierarchy

of priests as well as the profane authority of a

secular hierarchy. Separating the religious hi-

erarchy and the secular governmental hier-

archy is a step that has been taken by only a

few civilizations.

Protecting large agglomerations of unde-

fended population from the "barbarians" of

the desert or the nomads on the peripheries

requires large armies. These armies arc, in

fact, a response to raiding as a form of para-

sitism on settled, farming peoples. But what

results is a large army. If contracts are to be

protected—and no large-scale society can per-

sist unless they are—then the state must have a

police organization to enforce the contract law

in the absence of any other sanction. Record

keeping by governments brings about other

bureaucracies. Bureaucracy breeds bureauc-

racy, and bureaucracies tend to be self-serving

rather than to serve those purposes for which

they were designed. Governments are always

on the verge of becoming unwieldy.

Stialituation. We have already seen that,

from the earliest times, literacy and education

widened the cultural gaps between the strata

of society. The presence of religious and gov-

ernmental hierarchy, whether separated from

one another or not. together with the special-

ization of crafts and industries and the devel-

opment of trade, means that all the civ-

ilizations of which we have any record are

stratified societies—some people or groups

rank higher and have more privileges than oth-

ers. Strata may be rigidly separated as in a

caste .system, or individual mobility among
them may be permitted as in an open class

system; but between these two extremes there

are all shades of variety. These stratification

systems are always associated with differences

in rights, privileges, and material well-being.

The problem of poverty or plenty has haunted

many civilizations, and the most astonishing

distinctions have been used to separate, clas-

sify, and "brand" the members of each stratum.

A civilization, then, is a very specialized

type of society with a specialized kind of cul-

ture. Writing allows expansion of the available

culture; science allows its organization. Agri-

culture and the production, rather than mere

gathering, of food allows sedentary agglomera-

tions, and both are prerequisite logically (al-

though they may have grown together in his-

torical time) to a complex division of labor,

which means increased production and trade.

Innovations in legal and military branches of

government, with or without sanctions based

on religion, are always present, so that a politi-

cal mechanism resembling the state occurs.

When all of these factors come together, the

result can be called a civilization.

Today, with the wisdtim (^f hindsight, we

can sec that civilizations formed #ith all their

weaknesses, problems, and troubles vibrant.
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When we achieve postcivilization, or "Phase

II civilization," it too, of course, will come

bumbling with all its problems intact, even

though it may be a while before we recognize

them. We know now only that the traits of

Phase II civilization will stand as solutions to

the problems of Phase I civilizations before

they too turn into problems, and human

beings again begin to flail about in search of

Phase III civilization. Perhaps every age is a

watershed. In some places it is possible to see

only immense problems, while at other points

solutions are emerging. Certainly what we see

today is a recognition of solution in a few

places, while in most we can recognize only

the intense need for solutions.

Computers were developed to solve prob-

lems of the "information explosion"—prob-

lems of cultural storage and retrieval and of

complicated manipulation of that culture at

high rates of speed. Computers are extensions
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of the human mind, as much as eyeglasses or

telescopes are extensions of the eye or as cul-

ture in general is an extension of the whole

body. Computers do nothing but "follow or-

ders," of course. But we do put all the infor-

mation Cculture) into the computer in a form

that makes it possible for the computer to

carry out instructions. In other words, the cul-

ture in a computer is programmed for the limi-

tations and needs of the computer. And the

word program as a verb has fed back into the

general culture: we now know that human
beings are programmed to learn languages and

indeed to learn culture, that every language

demands a programming of information in

terms of its categories and rules, and that lan-

guages vary about the kinds of things that

must be programmed if one is to speak them at

all. English, for example, demands program-

ming of the sex of the third person singular;

Japanese demands programming of the social

status of the second person. Avoiding either

leads to stilted expressions, but neither is de-

manded by the other language.

If computers are to work, culture must be

processed to fit their capacities. This process-

ing, like translation or like putting emotions

into words, alters the nature of culture, for the

simple reason that you must program some
matters in a computer "language" (as in any

other), while other matters cannot be pro-

grammed. We have, thus, altered the nature of

culture. And if we are to use the computer for

storage and retrieval of culture (which is what

a computer does), we should learn to under-

stand it well enough to prepare for its mark on

the cultural traditions. Ultimately all kinds of

culture will be reducible to mathematical or

some analogous kind of "language" for storage

in computers. Some of this stored culture will,

obviously, be turned back into language be-

fore it is used, but some of it can be used by

changing the nature or culture of the user.

Again, the cultural tradition will bear the

mark of the storage and retrieval of culture,

transformed into an idiom that fits the bound-

aries and capacities of a machine.

Computers may never create culture (but

n



then again, they may, for they are said to write

"music"). The point is a quibble when we

realize that they do indeed store culture in a

form other than human language and that,

most importantly, computers are the first

means ever found to make one piece of culture

interact with another piece of culture outside

the human mind. Nothing since writing has

been so revolutionary as the computer. It

stands to Phase II civilization as writing stands

to civilization.

Although we are over the hill on computers

—we can see that they are the culture storers,

record keepers, and general culture pohce of

the future—^we are not so sure when it come to

science. Science has by now become a self-

perpetuating institution in our society. Just as

writing and astrology were the prerogatives of

the powerful in early civilizations, science, as

it is organized and practiced today, is an im-

portant arm of the Establishment. In science,

the culture is not yet free of the social form,

making scientists the priesthood of high civ-

ilizations. Not only do scientists have and or-

ganize more knowledge, they have estabUshed

canons for truth and are even beginning to

examine those contexts in which the canons of

science do not apply.

What started out merely as an arrangement

of the observations of early farmers, whose

very food depended on integrating their sub-

sistence activities with the seasons, has become

so organized and socialized as itself to present

a basic threat: it has a way of reducing all

other modes of experiencing or organizing the

human situation to "nonscience," which can

be too easily equated with nonsense. To be

against science because science, as a mode of

knowing, has put us all in a strait] acket is diffi-

cult without appearing to be a know-nothing.

People who question science's right to its

unique position of power have an Anti-Vivi-

section League air about them. Yet we know

that science may not be a very good basis for

making social decisions. The task is, of course,

to correlate science with ethics—a factor that

has loomed ever larger since the Manhattan

Project, when it first became evident to all that

the question is inescapable.

Science cannot solve ethical problems. But

scientists cannot free themselves from them.

Social science cannot solve ethical problems

either, although this is the role in which most

"hard" scientists (in their own powerlessness)

seek to cast it. And the reason that this is so,

and will remain so, is that the canons of proof *

for solutions to ethical problems are once for

all different from those that science inveighs.

Poverty. We have seen that at the time of

the so-called agricultural revolution, security

was reduced the very while the carrying capac-

ity of the land and the society was increased.

Thus, the pressure of overpopulation in a

hunting territory was, by a cultural solution,

turned into the pressures of insecurity of small

farming communities. Then, through the years

and centuries, distribution faciUties were im-

proved and new ways of food storage invented.

Although, apparently because of prejudice and

fear, we do not use the most effective method

we have for storing food (a radiation process),

food storage as a purely technical matter is not

the point of greatest difficulty today. Technical

problems remain, but the Western world is

good at solving technical problems.

However, advances in food production and

food storage do not extend to food dis-

tribution because food distribution is done

through the medium of money, and in the pro-

gram of money you stiU have to program so-

cial status. That is, in our scheme for food

distribution, we program a number of factors

other than the amount of food and the amount

of hunger. It is akin to the need in the Japa-

nese language to program in verb endings the

status rank of the addressee. In today's world,

these extraneous factors in monetary pro-

gramming have to do with status and rank.

Whereas famine is the scourge of a;

peasantry, chronic malnutrition is the scourge

of the civilized poor. Famine is caused by crop

failures and lack of a long-distance dis-

tribution system. Chronic malnutrition may

occur anywhere, caused by lack of protein or

certain vitamins in the diet available to any

people, but it is certainly rampant in situations

where poor and hungry people must choose

between spending scarce money for "good"

food or for other things that they feel they

need as badly. Poverty does not merely cause

malnutrition—it positively encourages it.



Specialization of Tasks. Scholars of the

early- and middle-nineteenth century saw that

hyperspecialization within the system of fac-

tory industriahsm led to a situation among the

people (Marx called them workers) that we

today call "alienation." They also saw that all

of us are workers, becoming increasingly more

specialized. Adam Smith's vivid description of

specialization within the pin industry stands as

the first horror story (although he did not

mean it to be) of industrialization. Robert

Owen, among many others, tried to create so-

cial systems that would take advantage of the

new technology without paying the price of

alienation. When the individual must perform

a task too far removed from the other tasks

necessary to make a final product, and when

he is also out of touch with the user of his

product, the stage is set for a process of alien-

ation. When the number of people with whom
each of us interacts becomes sufficiently large,

we must also specialize our kinds of behavior

in interaction. Obviously, all people (all ani-

mals) socialize for specific interactions, but in

civilizations, there must be an active buffer

(such as the Chinese family) or this special-

ization proceeds to the point where each of us

performs only a few types of behavior with

each individual we know. Our personalities

segment with increased social complexity. No-

body knows "the real me" because the amount

of me that I expose to any one person becomes

a lesser proportion of all of me. Intimacy thus

becomes the victim of large-scale indus-

trialized societies.

Simmcl, the great German sociologist of the

early twentieth century, explained that pro-

gressive social differentiation must be over-

come by constantly stronger and more effec-

tive social organization. But there is another

dimension that Simmel did not note: When
alienation proceeds to a certain point, human

beings develop insight. They learn to apply

ethical judgments (good and bad—for one's

self) not just to each other but to the very

organization itself. And the organization is so

large and so gross a mechanism that presently

they can exist in crannies of an organization in

which they scarcely participate. If, in a state of

alienation, organization is associated with

"The Organization" and rejected, then still a

new dimension is apparent; like rogue ele-

phants, we can opt out of "the society."

This specialization of tasks also vastly in-

creases the number of choices each individual

citizen must make. Each must now decide

what he is going to specialize in: "What are

you going to be?" And the protesters loudly

protest with a basic truth, which annoys and

frightens those who have already made a

choice: "I am going to be a man." It is the cry

for integration.

It seems that a new kind of ethnicity is de-

veloping to take care of these needs: all kinds

of social groups, comparable to ethnic groups

in their cultural discreteness and interpersonal

trust and warmth, are emerging. The search is

for a small, intimate community of people who
"care," so that fractionalization and special-

ization will be held at bay within at least some
social corners. The goal is comforting, shared

culture.

Government. Bureaueractj, and Tyranny.

Hunting and gathering bands usually answer

the questions of law and military protection

without formal organization; if there is formal

organization, it is almost always based on kin-

ship. But with the agricultural revolution, and

doubtless in some places before it, the size of

the population became such that kinship no

longer worked as the basis for control, organi-

zation, and use of power. The state is an emer-

gent sort of organization based on citizenship

and contract ( for all that the "social contract"

of the eighteenth century was erroneously

written as mythical history, much of what was

said was correct if we understand it as an

evolving organizational principle). If contracts

are to be successful, there must be far more

explicit sanctions than those provided by a

kinship system. Indeed, successful contract

law usually involves a police force, which as-

sumes -which /.v—the state organization. The

problem then becomes a matter of perfecting

the organs of the state. The system that always

seems to have been adopted is the bureaucracy.

Bureaucracy makes governments (as well as

large firms for production and distribution of

goods) work. The rules in a bureaucracy be-

come rules independent of specific situations

or contexts. The bureaucracy thus becomes, at
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a social level of culture, divorced from any

specific, thinking, creative mind. When that

happens, two opposite but equally horrendous

things occur: most people who are regulated

by the system are cut off from any single

source of power sufficient to alter the system,

while a few can capture the bureaucracy and

turn it to individual ends. Any bureaucracy

that does not have a built-in system for making

exceptions dies of its own machinations; but

any bureaucracy that does not have a built-in

device for dealing with tyrants is ultimately

overthrown. Bureaucracy becomes "inhuman"

because it is culture, in the form of rules, that

is independent of situation or even of need.

Thus, as an integral part of the social form

of the state, a new form of tyranny was in-

troduced into the world. In well-run, orderly

states—just as in the stateless societies that

preceded them—people are not controlled by

force, but rather by unwritten, invisible codes

of ethics. The sanctions are there-, but on most

people they need never be brought to bear.

With size and bureaucracy, however, and espe-

cially with poverty and that set of urban condi-

tions that has become known as the "cultural

sink," ethics disappear—and "naked power,"

as it is often called, takes its place. Violence is

the simplest form of social interaction in any

context because it takes the least amount of

commonly understood culture to make it go

Like everything else that is successful cul

ture, the state grows, and with growth, its na

ture changes. The state becomes immense; th

bureaucracy and danger of tyranny are als

immense. Immense and expensive. Goodwill

good behavior—is the cheapest sanction; po

licemen are less efficient and much more ex

pensive. When the alienated individual canna

"identify" with his state, the expensive polia

become more expensive. Tyranny increases

The state becomes separable from "the people'

and begins to treat them as an audience. Ani

every show has a Nielsen rating.

Stiiin.'i. Bureaucracies, by existing, affect th

stratification of society, setting a new tone fo

stratification by privilege. The basis for rani

ing culture (and therefore people) changi

Privilege may be marked by scarce cent

modities or by some concept as difficult an

pervasive as race. The moment that a bureauc

racy, or any hierarchy, becomes a prise:

rather than a device for creating stability an

predictability, society is in trouble. And s

cieties in trouble always seek ways out—an

everything changes again.

Excluding people from culture that the

want and can handle has never worked, and

shows no sign of working now. Yet it is
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favorite human form for expressing and main-

taining dominance patterns. All stability is tied

up with dominance systems, but with human

beings a dominance system inescapably carries

a moral dimension. The morality of power.

Today, instead of "Who dominates whom?"

young people ask, "What right has the Mili-

tary-Industrial Complex of the Establishment

to run our lives?" To the question, "What do

we do with waste products?" they add a little

relevance-context to the specific problems of

our specific age: "What right have profit-mak-

ing producers to foul our waters and our air?"

I have, here, done no more than ask the same

questions in two sets of language.

(.'.iirhaii.v und I rhan liliaht. Life is a com-

plex chemical process for turning food into

waste. Isak Dinesen, that magnificent Danish

writer of English, whose real name was the

Baroness Karen Blixcn, put it delicately: the

human body is a complex and "ingenious ma-

chine for turning, with infinite artfulness, the

red wine of Shiraz into urine." What one might

call the inverse Midas syndrome.

Ecologists and space scientists have taught

us, in the last few years, to look at this prob-

lem in terms of the recycling of chemical ele-

ments and the influence of social systems and

culture on that recycling. In space travel the

environment goes with us and is so circum-

scribed that the cycle has to be a very short

one so that compactness can be achieved. That

is to say, the devices for turning carbon diox-

ide back into carbon and oxygen have to be

extremely efl^cient and the squeamishness of

space travelers must go by the board. In short,

waste products must be immediately returned

to food. The "balance of nature" is. of course,

the same process stretched out in time and

rendered invisible. In a balanced ecology, the

recycling of all chemicals is in moving equili-

brium. What is waste to one organism is food

to another. The result is no large-scale change

because of constant, small-scale changes.

However, for centuries in all civilizations,

and particularly in Western civilization, there

has been a disregard for the degree to which

human beings are involved in recycling—

a

part of the same syndrome that until very

recently made it so diflicult to admit that hu-

man beings are animals. "But not just an ani-

mal," they insist. Of course not, but neither is

a muskrat "just" an animal. Every kind of

animal is a special kind of animal. And once

the admission comes, there is a typical over-

reaction on the part of the many—they leave

out the characteristics the "not just" was

meant to cover, and human beings arc called

naked apes.



Today we have to face the fact that all cul-

ture, in a very real and immediate sense, is the

waste material created by human life. Human
living makes culture. The question, there-

fore, has to be: What out there in the environ-

ment turns culture back into food? Culture

obviously changes nature's recycling balance.

All human habitations have midden heaps

surrounding them; archeologists would soon

be out of business if this were not so. Mounds

of clam and oyster shells surround early Scan-

dinavian settlements; mounds of garbage sur-

round New York City. We are still making

midden heaps, assuming that nature will re-

cycle our waste. But we see now that the ques-

tion is becoming urgent. How do you recycle

plastic? We are now using garbage as fill. As

soon as we learn to "stabilize" it we can build

mountain chains. After that, the next step will

be to put landscape architects to work on it.

All this is only the most obvious manifesta-

tion of a greater truth: urban agglomeration^

with sufficient size, becomes the cultural sink.
'

The very concentration of people that is re-

quired to have a civilization has been so

treated by civilization that civilization is not

possible. Irony, like garbage, is all around us.

Population Control and Room to Lite. Like

precivilization on the eve of civilization, we
have a vast overpopulation problem, and our

resources are running out. In those days it was

the large mammals that could no longer live in

a situation dominated by so many human
beings. In addition to instituting population

control policies (most primitive societies, be-

fore contact, had workable population control

policies), human beings also invented new

culture by means of which new resources were

utilized. And the population again exploded.

Ibwai*d

Posteivi uilioii

It is hard to see, just now, whether the pres-

ent situation is a repetition of the pressures

that gave us civilization or. whether we are ac-

tually pressing the carrying capacity of the

world. Certainly, we cannot count infinitely on

cultural ingenuity to get us out of our diffi-

culties. We must recognize that hereditarily

human beings are programmed to multiply at

a rapid rate and that, ironically, culture has

now changed the "demand" for human beings.

Cultural pressures must indeed be brought to

bear to alter the very "instincts" of the animal.

The last decade has seen a home truth—that

voluntary family planning will not solve a pop-

ulation crisis, for all that it may lessen human
suffering. We are also beginning to learn about

the response of the body to spacing and to

crowded conditions. Again, we must either al-

ter the environment or "evolve" (with or with-

out the help of drugs) means for altering our

very metabolisms.

In talking about social change in the basic

fabric of civilization, it is difficult not to be-

come a Cassandra. Cassandra, poor dear, was

merely an intelligent girl with a capacity for

questioning the basics, for seeing beyond the

immediate to the fundamental questions. Any
thing she said about those fundamental queS

tions either had to be disbelieved or else ovei

stated in such a way that only discomfort fd

her hearers could result. When one is trying t

analyze the changes that have been made at

fundamental level but have not yet fully com

to cultural expression, one is likely to be rea

as a presager of doom.

Yet, change is not doom—it is the very an

tithesis of doom. Doom is to be found in th

struggle to resist change—salvation comes wii

understanding it. We must, to survive, s

our emergence into Phase II civilization as

new opportunity to understand the mysteries o

life, culture, and whatever emerges next.
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For centuries,

the heavy hand of

the fragile webs of

in the forests,

moors, and

heathered slopes

of Scotland

man has snarled

life

They say in Scotland that "guid

gear goes into small bulk"; and

most Scots would apply this to their

country, for Scotland is small but

varied.

It has the oldest and youngest,

the richest and poorest rocks; it has

a dry east coast and a rain-sodden

west with peat bogs; it has cool

areas and warm areas where sub-

tropical palms grow well; it has

large inland waters like Loch Ness

and a west coast with sea arms that

cut 20 miles into the mainland; and

from rocky or sandy shore to arctic

alpine mountaintops may be only a

few mile*. All this in a country 200

miles by 80 miles.

Scotland has had human occupa-

tion from earliest times. Its rich

fauna included wolves, brown

bears, lynx, and white-tailed eagle,

all now extinct. The landscape we

have now, and the wildlife that in-

habits it. can only be understood by

reference to the social, political,

and economic factors that have in-

teracted and still interact with the

physical environment.

About 3000 B.C., Scotland was

heavily forested. From the begin-

nings of agriculture, areas of forest

were cleared first by burning, then

by cutting: and the clearance in-

tensified under settled agriculture

and pastoralism. In the centuries

that followed, Anglo-Saxons, Ro-

mans, and Scots from Ireland con-

tinued to clear more forest, and fur-

ther tracts were destroyed during

Viking and clan raids.

The seventeenth century saw the

start of forest clearance for com-

mercial purposes when the oak and

pine forests of Highland Scotland

were used for iron smelting and

boat building. After the crushing of

the 1745 uprising, a form of feudal-

ism replaced the clan system in

Highland Scotland and exploitation

of the land's resources was greatly

accelerated. Sheep graziers fr

the south moved north to occi

much of the Highlands, and tl

continued the destruction of foi

by felling, burning, and bark

trees, and by preventing most t

regeneration. The ending of

warfare, followed by the introd

tion of the potato as a staple fo

led to a population explosion in

Highlands. The landlords used t

population boom as an excuse

clear whole districts of their hun
inhabitants, replacing people w

flocks of Blackface and Che\

sheep.

The dispossessed drifted south

the developing industrial an

emigrated to the United Sta

Canada, and Australia, or accep

the tiny inhospitable holdings,

crofts, offered to them along the

lantic coast in northwest Scotl;

where they eked out a living

fishing and subsistence agriculti

The nineteenth century also !

the development of grouse

and deer forest. The first is an a

managed to control the heat

plant and encourage large numl
of the red grouse that depend on

the deer forest is an open area

ten without trees) of moor, I

and mountain on which the Scot

red deer live. The hunting of tl

creatures soon became fashions

among the new class of wealthy

dustrialists that was forming id

south. Thus, while a reductioi

human population is often rei

mended as a prerequisite fori

proved land use. the savage depl

lation of Highland Scotland me]

began an era of intensified j

ploitation and often extensive
j

use by overgrazing, burning

the destruction of wildlife.

In this century, two new forn

land use have taken their plac^

side hill sheep farming, crol

and sporting: commercial tiir

70



farming by the state and by private

landowners, and nature conserva-

tion by the slate and other public

bodies. Added to these are hydro-

electric schemes and a rapidly grow-

ing tourist industry.

Ml this has had, and continues to

have, a profound effect on wildlife.

Since the balance between these

various uses of the land is not yet

resf>lved, we can expect further

rhanges in the future. We can see

nore clearly the nature of these

fhanges by consideriiif; four impor-

ant animals in Mighland Scotland

— the •;olden eagle, the red deer, the

red grouse, and the red fox--and

the effect of land use upon them.

riie golden eagle is protected by

aw and violators face heavy fines,

[fnwever. it is often illegally killed

11 remote hill country. .Since few

lalure reserves can wholly maintain

I pair of eagles, which need a ter-

itoiy of from .'>,(MM) to 20,()0()

acres, the future of golden eagles

lies largely outside nature reserves.

The danger to this species stems

from the complaint that it kills

lambs and red grouse. Eagles in the

eastern Highlands, where wild prey

are plentiful, rarely eat lambs. But

in the west, where wild prey are

generally scarce, they do so regu-

larly. Indeed, there are few pairs of

eagles in the west that have not at

some time brought lambs to the

eyrie. The inference is that lambs

are not preferred prey. This is sup-

ported by the fact that in the west-

ern Highlands eagles that do not

bring lambs to the nest always ha\e

some suitable and locally abundant

prey such as rabbit or hare.

The eating of lamb <loes not nec-

essarily mean that the eagles kill

the lambs. If an eagle kills it. the

Iamb shows a large area of bruised

blood under the skin of the nape

and rump; if not, it shows only

talon marks and no blood. If the

eyes are out, a crow has been at the

lamb first. If the ears and tail are

chopped off, a fox has been there

first.

Proceeding in this way I esti-

mated that one pair of eagles killed

only one-third of the lambs they

brought to the eyrie: the remainder

they picked up dead.

The winter food of eagles com-

prises a great deal of sheep and

deer carrion. Estimates of the

amount of suitable live wild prey cm

these western mountains, by e<'olo-

gists I>eslie Brnwn and Adam Wat-

son, show that there is insuflTicient

to keep a pair i>f eagles going for

many years. They therefore s«'em to

depend on carrion.

Why are wild prey scarce and

why are there dead Iambs and dead

sheep and deer in the Highlands in

such plenty? Tiie rea.sons arc vari-

ous. Red deer, until recently, were

undercropped: therefore they over-

populaleil the hills and many died

each winter. Sheep, too, are often

overstocked. To compensate for in-

creases in their pay. each shepherd

must look after more sheep, which

he therefore does less well, particu-

larly in the rugged terrain. Pro-

longed heavv grazing has so dam-

aged the i|ualily of manv hill gra/-

iiigs that the sheep cri)p has become
increasingly unprofitable. I^asiliy,

the use of uncontrolled fire hasi ac-

<-eleraled erosion and changed the

vegetation to unpalatable fire-resist-

ant spe<-ies. All this misuse of the

lnndsca|H- has made the t>picnl wild-

life prey, such as grousi' and hare,

much scarcer.

It is paradoxical that the sheep

industry, which complains of eagh-s

as pests, is the very one that has not

only reduced the eagles' nild prey

but also per|M<tualeil high numbrrn

of eaglen by deaths from its own

Hocks.

'I



In the early 1960's the hard pes-

ticide Dieldrin. used in sheep dips

against ectoparasites, further re-

duced the breeding success of

eagles and other raptors that fed on

mutton flesh and fat. But Dieldrin

has been withdrawn from use and

the breeding of eagles is now back

to normal.

In the eastern Highlands, the

golden eagles are closely linked to

grouse moor management. They are

often shot or trapped because they

eat grouse or scare them from the

moor when shooting is in progress.

If an eagle flies over a moor ahead

of a hunting party, the grouse will

fly away, thereby ruining the hunt.

The Nature Conservancy Unit of

Grouse and Moorland Ecology has

demonstrated for grouse the truth

of Paul Errington's contention that

superfluous birds are most vulner-

able to predation. Since these

grouse are surplus to the carrying

capacity of the heather habitat,

their loss does not affect the stable

grouse population. Since they have

no territory, these grouse cannot

breed and are doomed to die from

starvation, disease, predation. or ac-

cidents. This research demonstrates

that the continuing war against

bird predators is stupid since it

serves no purpose in conserving the

stocks of grouse.

Much of what has been said

about the eagle applies also to the

fox. Here, lamb killing is the main
problem. The fox undoubtedly

takes lambs at times and anyone

might agree that this is reason

enough for the almost hysterical an-

nual onslaught on foxes with guns,

traps, poison, snares, and dogs. But

the ecologist would want a little

more information before passing

judgment.

The fox is also a scavenger, an

eater of lamb and sheep carrion.

The question to which there is no

answer yet is: what proportion of

Iambs picked up by foxes are al-

ready dead? The ecologist would

also want to know what foxes nor-

mally eat. since they cannot live on

lambs throughout the year. In the

Scottish Highlands the fox's food

includes red grouse, hares, rabbits,

deer calves, lambs, deer and mutton

carrion, and large numbers of

short-tailed voles. Voles are wholly

vegetarian and feed on the best

grasses. They eat twice their weight,

about two ounces, in green grass

each day; in a countryside short of

nutritious grass in the winter, they

may compete with sheep and deer.

Field voles are also hosts for the

early stages of the tick that trans-

mits a virus disease of hill sheep

called "louping ill." The disease is

a major veterinary problem on

many hill sheep farms. When their

population density is high the voles

and other small mammals can b(

important as amplifiers of i:i

fection, for more juvenile ticks cang-

feed and survive. In addition,

proportion of ticks become carriers

of the virus; together, these

crease the risk of infection of sheep

in subsequent years. A similar situ-

ation has been described in Czecho-

slovakia where after "mouse" or

"vole years" there are outbreaks of

tick-borne encephalitis in human
beings.

Because foxes.

above, kill

thousands of

voles, they may
help sheep.

Golden eagles,

right, take many
hares, which

compete with sheep

for browse. Yet

herders condemn
both eagles and

foxes because

they occasionally

kill lambs.
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Gamekeepers lead deer

stalkers, mainly

ii|)l)or-rlass landowners,

l(» lier<l> of red deer,

llii'ii tin- >ltlkt'rs creep

acros> the rock)

landscape luuard llic deer,

ity shooting; (»nly

Irojdiy-sized male specimens

and liy maintainin*;

exces>i\ely lar-je lierd>

in the fra<;ile lialtilat,

the estate <»\vner> have

iinwiltin<;ly caused dama<;e

to the land and >tar%ation

anionu the «l<-er.



A strong and varied predator

force, made up of weasels, long-

tailed weasels, short-eared owls, and

foxes, could flatten out the peaks of

abundance of voles and might re-

duce the prevalence of louping ill.

Likewise, any reduction in the num-

ber of voles in winter saves green

grass for sheep and deer.

These relationships are real

enough even if we do not know
their relative importance. They are

mentioned because the prevalent at-

titude that "the only good fox is a

dead fox" hides aspects of fox ecolo-

gy that may be of economic benefit

to the very sheep farmers who com-

plain most about foxes.

Lamb killing usually stops when

the parent foxes are no longer un-

der pressure to kill for their cubs.

Therefore the most effective time to

control foxes for sheep farming

would be during those months that

the foxes are feeding their cubs.

But the war against adult foxes con-

tinues throughout the year when

they do no harm to sheep. Why not,

until we know more about the

ecological role of the fox, leave the

adults alone so they may kill voles

for ten months of the year? Some
measurements that W. N. Charles

and I did of predation by weasels,

owls, and foxes on voles in winter

showed that the predator force

alone reduced the voles from 90 per

acre to 45 per acre.

The red grouse is a famous game
bird indigenous to Scotland. Grouse

shooting is a rich man's sport. The
usual method of shooting is to

build waist-high walls of turf or

peat (called butts) at intervals

across a hillside. The shooters stand

behind these with a gun bearer who
loads the shotguns quickly and
passes them to the shooter. A line of

beaters drives the grouse downwind
over the shooters. Another method
used where grouse are scarcer is to

walk up individual birds with dogs.

In the original vegetation of the

Scottish Highlands, red grouse were

sparse, confined to the dwarf

heather that grows between the

treeline and the upper limits of

heather and also to open areas in

the forest. Deforestation presented

the red grouse with new and exten-

sive heather-dominated habitats at

low elevations.

Management for grouse has con-

sisted of a strange combination of

good sense and crazy notions. The

main activities for the past 100

years have been heather burning,

predator control, and limited shoot-

ing to leave ample stock for breed-

ing. Only recently, however, has the

relative importance of these activ-

ities been clarified.

Research has shown that the

shooting of grouse over butts has

never overexploited the annual pro-

duction of birds. After the shooting

season, the grouse adjusted to the

lower population and ejected, by

territorial display, a surplus of

birds.

This adjustment drove the sur-

plus birds to marginal areas, such

as the grassy edges of streams and

areas of poor heather. In these poor

habitats the losses of surplus

grouse were higher than losses sus-

tained by the resident territory

holders. Many deaths were due to

predation, but these surplus birds

also were less well nourished and

carried a heavy load of parasites.

They were a doomed surplus, ex-

cept for a few that replaced the oc-

casional territory holder that died.

Thus contrary to century-old no-

tions in grouse management, pre-

dation during winter does not affect

the stock of grouse surviving to

breed in the next spring and the

practice of saving birds for breed-

ing has nothing to recommend it.

The grouse decide for themselves.

The number and size of eggs, the

hatching date, chick weights, and

hatching and rearing success of

grouse vary from year to year. All

these factors tend to be larger in

years of early nesting, leading to

good breeding success. All are

smaller in years when nesting is

late. In years of good breeding, the

adults survive well through the win-

ter before the breeding season; in

years of poor breeding they survive

less well. Thus, the survival of

chicks is conditioned by events af-

fecting adults before the eggs are

laid.

Food affects the condition of

adult grouse and the quality of

their eggs. The quality of heather

(the staple food of grouse) is in-

fluenced mainly by its growth in the

preceding summer. A significant

correlation exists between th

growth of heather in one year anj

breeding success the following yeaj;'

In most years, breeding success

pends on the bodily condition o'

resident breeders just before thi

eggs are laid.

Different moors have differen

average densities of grouse. Gener
ally, moors on good soil-formin(

rocks always have good breedini

success and stable populations

whereas moors on poor soil-forminj

rocks have unstable populations

Territorial behavior acts as a buf

fer between population size and tb

heather food resource, workin;

more strongly in good, rather tha

in poor, habitats.

The ability to maintain an ad(

quate grouse population depends o

habitat management. This mean
heather management. Grouse holi

territories of from five to ten acres

Ideally, within this area ther

should be medium-aged heathei

which is nutritious and provide

shelter, and old heather, which pro

vides cover for molting and escapi

from enemies, as well as areas fo:

young heather to grow.

One means of achieving this in

terspersion of stages of heather ii

by fire. Without fire, the heathe)

plant has a growth cycle of 15 to 4(

years, after which trees invade am
forest succession proceeds. B;

burning heather, the succession

put back to the earliest stage, ant

by rotational burning the succes

sion is halted at heather moorland

From the grouse's point of vie«

the ideal size of fire is about on(

acre. Therefore on a 10,000-acr(

grouse moor with a 10- to 12-yeai

burning rotation, the ideal wou
be 1,000 one-acre fires each ye!

Because the law allows burni

only between certain dates and I

Once heavily f<

with hardwoods,18

of the Highlands tU

Loch Katrine are

'

treeless and siiscept

to deep giilly eros
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cause of a shortage of labor, this

ideal is rarely achieved, although

the best grouse moors come close to

it.

The success of heather burning is

most evident in the eastern High-

lands of Scotland where the climate

and topography make maintenance

of the heather cover fairly easy. As
one moves west, the climate becomes

wetter, the slopes often steeper, and

the underlying rocks poorer. Burn-

ing under these circumstances must

be done with ecological good sense

since, without it, heather can easily

be replaced by grass and erosion

accelerated.

In the western Highlands burn-

ing as a management tool— first for

grouse and then for sheep and

deer—was taken from the east and

applied without much thought. Out

of this, a tradition of burning the

heather each spring has developed.

No attempt is made to control the

fires and great areas are burned

each year. Toward the end of April

the whole landscape is blue shad-

owed with a pall of smoke that is

almost continuous for 200 miles.

The uncontrolled fire in the wet

west changes the vegetation from a

heather, sedge, and grass commu-
nity to a sedge- and grass-dominant

community. On steep slopes in a

heavy rainfall, accelerated erosion

often occurs. The combined effect

has been to make the country less

habitable for wildlife in general

and grouse in particular. Despite

the cries against hooded crows >

foxes or eagles, or the complaii

that the Forestry Commission

harboring predators, it is man
own activity in misusing fire tli

has caused the decline in grou:

in the western Highlands. As wil

many wildlife—land use problem

a solution lies in educating peoph

but we have a long way to go.

The red deer in Highland Sco

land are descendants of anima

that once lived largely in forest, i

they still do on the continent of Ei

rope. In Scotland, some have

turned to forest living now that e;

tensive forests have been planted b

the Forestry Commission, althoug

fencing generally keeps them ou

Conllnucd on page i
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Farmers and herders

living in ancient stone

houses, left, still eke out

a meager living from the

land of Inverness-shire

in northern Scotland.

Scenic vistas. al>()\ e. and

romantic castlo. -.uch as

tlic i>l;m(l castle at

HaniKtcli Moor. left, draw

an in(Tca>inf: iinmlxT of

toiiri>l> to the Hi^hhinds.

'Ilic Iont:-haircd Hifihlaiid

cattle, follow iiif: |)a^:i-.

thri\c in the cold.

wet iMnironment of Scotland







Ancient stone

markers covered

with moss and

lichens stand at

the sites of famous

battles between

Scottish clans.

Thistle and o;

browse-resis!

plants doniii

many area

the Highla

Herders often h

the moors ii

attempt to ren

unwanted vegetal

After a heavy

rain, water drains

rapidly from the bare

Highland slopes,

creating many
cascades such as

the Falls of Folloch.
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THE
AGGRESSION
OF
THE
BREEDING
BULLS
When northern elephant seals haul out

on land to mate, the massive bulls begin

a fierce contest for females.

Island rookeries resound with their challentres,

and combat—often l)loody

—

finally establislies a social hierarchy

by Burney J. Le Boeuf

Few animals fiplit as ficrn-ly and ami pcnclir consi-iiiicntc!* of fifjlil-

violcnlly as hull ilipliant seals. The inn in this animal?

.speed and power of their down- KlephanI seals are seen in the

ward slashint? hjows are so great wild hy relatively few |K>ciple. since

(hat the hluhhery exterior of the the northern six-eies. which inhahit.s

reeipienl undulates with the force the coastal water** off California

of impact. Their hloody hnttles and Haja (California. Mexico, is

color the water for several yard.s rare and its southern relative i» cir-

around them. During the hree.ling cumpolar. The Iw.) siu-cies look

s.-ason males hear an ns«ortn«-nt of alike i\. ept for their size and their

wounds and scars: some liave punc- most outstanding feature, the pro-

lured ryehalls. split pr.d.oscisns. or l.oscis. The .snout is larger and

poll lint not .ilenrcd, ;i
, hunks of skin and hluhher torn more |M-ndulous in the northern

»li|> Willis 111- roMiphiinl ill
fr,,„, ,l„.ir hacks. What is all this »«-al : in its relaxed stale it may

llalteiied li\ ;i Iwo-ldii hnhting about? Is it advantageous hang almost a foot hclow the chin,

carii.K up in a >u.i.l llir.at. to the species? What are the social giving the animal an eicphanlinc

8l



appearance. When the seal vocal-

izes, its nose falls into its open

mouth. Females and young males

lack this elongate appendage.

The southern elephant seal. Mi-

Tounga leonina. is the largest of the

pinnipeds, reaching 20 feet in

length and weighing up to three

tons. The northern species. M.

angustirostris. is a bit smaller, aver-

aging up to 16 feet in length and

weighing about two tons. Female.s

of botli species are petite compared

to the males, about 10 to 12 feet

long and weighing a little less than

a ton. A six-inch layer of blubber

makes up about 40 percent of the

animal's weight and insulates it

against the cold waters it inhabits.

Large, viscid eyes and a thick

shield of rugose tissue on the neck

and chest, important in absorbing

blows during fights, add to the ele-

phant seaFs reputation as a curious

and peculiar animal. It elicits bi-

zarre expressions and superlatives

such as "grotesque sea cucumber."

"the ugliest of animals," and "the

world's most improbable animal."

Like most pinnipeds, elephant

seals use the sea primarily as a

source of food, but other important

biological functions, giving birth,

nursing the young, and mating, oc-

cur on land. Land areas used by

seals are traditional. The animals

return to the same location year af-

ter year, which makes them easy

animals to study in their natural

habitat. It has also made them easy

prey for sealers.

During the last century, hun-

dreds of thousands of elephant seals

were killed for the oil that could be

rendered from their ample layer of

blubber. Gigged and prodded to the

water's edge, the seals were shot

and their fat flensed in the space of

three to four minutes. The slaugh-

ter, indiscriminate of age group,

was on such a grand scale that both

species were nearly exterminated,

and the animals soon ceased to be

an important source of oil. It was

not until 1910 that the southern ele-

phant seal had recovered suf-

ficiently to elicit further com-

mercial exploitation, but this time

The author drips blea«

the pelage of a sleeping

which will keep its

identity until the next

licensing was introduced. Sealing

still permitted at the largest roc

eries, but the number and type

animal that can be caught is strici

controlled.

The northern elephant seal ^\

virtually extinct by 1869 and

longer a feasible business ent

prise. In 1890, the known poi

lation consisted of a single herd

fewer than 100 animals on the

mote island of Guadalupe, 1

miles off the coast of Mexico. 1

small size of this herd, and its

accessible hauling grounds, made

unattractive to sealers. Even so I

remaining animals were sought

-^T-'-'^V"
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ector.s for Tnuscum s|)ecimens.

fxaniplc. in l'K)~ Charlfs

ler Harris reported what a won-

fill .if.'lil it was to discover what

thought Has lh<- last remaining

I of elephant seals:

Afirr \ie\ving the herd to our

sfarlion. we took a nutnher of

lographs which are prohaMv

onl> pholoprapliM from life rif

elephant seal and which will

• the reader a gootl idea of these

• mammals. Two lar;je hulls

e then shot ...."'

>otiichow, the numlier of animals

luiillv increased. In l'>22 wlien

seals a^ain alliaclc<l coni-

I liarriiis. \\ iih piip^ iiixl

(•oii;i<-.l :* iiMikery

a(lalii|M- l-Liiiil at tlie

of llie hrcciliii^ M-aMiii.

mercial attention, the Mexican gov-

ernment pave them complete protec-

tion. As the population increased,

the hreedinp ranpe pradualK ex-

tended northward, reaching San

Miguel Island during tiie late

l'«()"s. In the I'HO's four other

rookeries were estahlished: .San

Retiilo. F,os Coronados. Santa Rar-

hara, and San Nicolas. The most

recent!) estahlished rookery is Ano
Nuevo Island. 10 miles north of

Santa Cruz. California.

The I'tiiled Slater goxernmeni

has prolecU-d elephant seals since

their re-estahlishmeni along the

(California <-oasl. There ar<' approxi-

rnalelv .SD.tUH) northern elephant

seals in existence today, and their

numlier is still growing- a remark-

alije comeliack for an animal that

wiu* once called "one of the hygone

wonders of the animal kingdom."

Northern elephant scids. which I

liegan studying with (he late Kicli-

nrd ."^. Peterson three years ago,

"haul out" on land twice a year.

Our haul oiil is for reproductive ac-

tivities and lasl.H from one to three

months depending on sex: the other

i.s for molting, an annual process in

which the entiri- skin and fur are

sloughed off and replaced ani-w.

Molting lakes ahout one month.

F?ulls are extremely helligerent

upon arrival at the rookeries in

early Hecendier. the start of tlie

hreeding season. Mosi of their lime

is spent challenging. Hghling. and

chasing each other. The male that

displaces another hei'oines domi-

nant to him. The sum of these indi-

viilual displacements result- in a gi--

ograpliical spacing out of males on

the heach. so that viewed from a

distance the animals resemhie mag-

nets having a like charge: one re-

pels the other and a safe distance

hetwcen two individuaLs i- alwavs

maintained. Aggressive encounters

occur on the heach or in the water

and continue until the eml of the

hreeding season in mid-March.

Breeding hulls ih) not eat during

this period, even though some re-

Muiin on land as long as 'H) (lays.

Hy the time females hegin to

arrive in late Dtn-endter, the males
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have established a peck order, or

social hierarchy. Unlike males, fe-

males seek out each other's com-

pany, and form pods, or harems,

which increase in numbers and

reach a peak of as many a.s 300 fe-

males during the last week in Janu-

ary. After this, harem size gradu-

ally declines until all females have

left the rookery, usually by the sec-

ond week in March.

A female gives birth to a single

pup about seven days after coming
ashore, and nurses it for the next

twentry-seven days. Then, she weans
her pup by simply leaving it and re-

entering the water. This is the end

of the mother-pup relationship.

However, the high fat content of

the mother's milk has already

caused the pup to triple its body
weight, going from about 70 to 100

pounds at birth to 200 to 300
pounds four weeks later! The "wean-

er" lives on his blubbery fat store

while making the transition from
suckling milk to eating solid food.

Females come into heat about 24

days after parturition, and for up

to a week copulation may take

place several times a day and with

more than one male. The receptive

female is passive and does not in-

itiate courtship: she demonstrates

no preferences for certain males. In

the .space of 34 days or less, females

give birth, nurse their young, and

are reimpregnated. The fertilized

ovum, however, does not imme-
diately attach to the uterine wall

and develop. There is a delay of

four months before implantation

occurs, and this period, plus an

eight-month gestation period, insures

that the female will give birth at the

same time one year later.

The organization of elephant seal

males with respect to females dif-

fers from that of fur seals and sea

lions, which establish territories

early in the season and fight to de-

fend them. The aggressive encount-

ers of fur seals and sea lions are spe-

cific to place, not to the individuals

involved and females breed on terri-

tories with the territory holders.

Fighting in elephant seals is

more widespread than in sea lions

and may occur anywhere on

near the rookery. Instead of fig

ing for a place, fights are indiv

ual contests over rank in the pi

order. Status in this hierarc

directly determines a male's n
tionship with females.

In all aggressive encounters

male tries to displace another eitl

by threat or by overt attack. A 1:

threatens his opponent by sim;

staring at him, by facing him a

lifting the head and neck, or

moving in his direction. The m
common threat behavior is a vo

challenge issued from a stereotyi

posture. With forequarters elevat

i
f

A bull in repose: its long :

hanging almost a foot h

the chin when relaxed, ea

the seal the name "elephi



ly molted "weaner" has

aced the hiack fur of its

I with a silver coat

a thick layer of hlubber.

mouth open and lieafi thrown

ck, a bull emits lhn-<- to fifteen

id. low-pitched pulsed sounds. If

; threat is eflective. the opponent

nply moves a few yards away,

js conceding his suhordinance. If

fails to move or does not move

it enough, he is attacked and hit-

If the threatened male is domi-

nt to the threatener. the former

es his own vocal reply and the

tial threatener retreats. If the re-

ionship is not established, hoth

imals continue to vocalize as they

Tie together and fight.

Despite their unwieldy hulk and

restrial sluggishness, these ani-

mals are remarkably quick and

agile once poised and ready to

fight. The stance is always the

same. In a chest-to-chest con-

frontation, the fighters lift their

heads as high as possible so that

fully one-half the torso, about eight

feet, is vertical. With their great

heads cocked to one side, they rock

back and forth, feinting and butting

with the undersurface of the jaw

and neck, jockeying for an open

shot at each other's neck. The strike

is powerful and fast, involving a

downward-slashing blow with the

wide-open mouth and ending in a

ripping bite as the animal pulls

away. Several blows may be ex-

changed before combat is termi-

nated. The victor is not always the

more aggressive animal, but rather

the one who holds his ground: he

may even receive all the punish-

ment and not land a single blow.

Although the thick shield of

cornificd epithelial tissue on the un-

dersurface and side* of the neck of

mature bulls receives most of the

blows, both fighters invariably suf-

fer deep cuts and lacerations that

bleed profusely. When a seal gets a

bite on his opponent's nose, he

holds on and jerks his head

violently from side to side, worry-

ing it in bulldog fashion. He may
not release his grip until the nose is

torn and shredded. The fight is over

for this unfortunate male, and he

beats a quick retreat as soon as he

can. The nose can be a nuisance in

another way. Usually the strike is

delivered in such a way that the

flaccid appendage swings out with

centrifugal force and actually fol-

lows the teeth to the point of im-

pact. Sometimes the timing is

wrong and the end of the snout is

in front of the bared upper canines

as the blow lands. The animal biles

his own nose!

Despite all the bloodshed, in-

juries heal cjuickly. even those that

are remarkably severe. I know of

no animal that died from wounds
sustained in a fight.

Nine out of ten fights take place

on land and last les.s than a minute.

The great fights for high positions



last longer, particularly if one ani-

mal is pushed back and the fight

continues in the water. Fights in the

water last as long as 15 minutes.

Appeasement gestures adopted by

the loser to signal defeat and turn

off further aggression are common
in most animals. But this behavior

is either absent or ineffective in ele-

phant seals, and the losing fighter is

usually given a savage bite on the

Lack or hind flippers as, giving up,

he turns to flee. Even incipient

attack is not always signaled in

advance. Males that have just lost a

fight, or that have retreated from a

confrontation with a near-equal,

often sneak up from the rear and bite

an unsuspecting subordinate.

Fighting determines the ensuing

relationship between two animals.

In subsequent encounters the win-

ner need only threaten the loser to

displace him. thereby making his

point with less energy expended.

Threats outnumber fights by about

sixty to one.

For a study area, Peterson and I

selected Ano Nuevo Island, a

unique refuge for four different

species of pinnipeds. 19 miles north

of Santa Cruz, California. The
study conditions were ideal. The
colony was small, containing ap-

proximately 300 females and 100

males. Blinds overlooking key

beaches were built before the ani-

mals arrived. Proximity to civ-

ilization enabled us to work in

shifts and thus observe the animals

continuously during each day of the

breeding season.

The first major problem we faced

was one that has plagued many
field investigators of animal behav-

ior. To fully understand the social

behavior of an animal, you must

recognize individuals from day to

day, and if possible, from year to

year. If your subjects all look alike

you have to mark them. This task

appears deceptively simple but is

difficult at best. Usually it is ex-

pensive, dangerous, time con-

suming, disruptive, and with some
animals, impossible. The elephant

seal was a notable exception, but we
didn't know this when we started.

There were conflicting rept

about the approachability of bu

While the old sealing books s

that males were indifferent to m
they indicated in no uncert

terms that bulls were dangen
and would attack: "Always wa
you got a clear getaway when tl

comes for you like that.

They'd kill you easy if they was

so damn clumsy." It was a p

lished fact that George Barthc

mew, a zoologist at UCLA, had

tained rectal temperatures fr

sleeping bulls, and there was a

mor that he had even sat on tV

backs. But we rejected this

story as apocryphal when we
our first bull haul out at the be§

ning of the breeding season.

We waited until one of them a

between fights and in a deep si

before attempting our first

The idea was to get an aniline i

mark on the animal—any kind

mark, at this point we weren't p

ticular. We emptied a fin

tinguisher, filled it with the bl)

liquid, pumped up the pressu



Peterson, having lost the toss,

ed out to meet "Macho." while

itched from the security of the

]. The bull woke up as soon as

first drops of dye squirted on

)ack. In an instant, the massive

jerked up and the huge hulk

eled to face the man. Peterson s

onse was equally fast; he got

hell out of there. It was the

squirting out with too much

3 that woke the hull, hut wilh-

the pressure we would have to

;ven closer to the animal, so we

idoned the fire extinguisher.

ark No. 2 was simple and effec-

Take a plastic sandwich hag,

t with marine paint (bright col-

are best), seal the top with a

>er band, sneak up to the sleep-

bull, and let him have it. The

tity of the animal is then de-

led by the location and color of

splotch, for example, CLS =:

ison left side. YLN = yellow

neck. The marks were easy to

md lasted almost the entire sea-

hut with 10() animals to iden-

you run out of combinations.

and it begins to get confusing. Be-

sides, the technique was sloppy and

esflieticallv offensive. By this time,

we had learned it was possible to

api)roach within four yards of a

bull if he was lying down, leaving

us running room in case he made a

quick move. A paint roller on a

long pole proved useful for putting

temporary marks on animals even

when they were awake and unco-

operative.

The current technique is prob-

ably the final solutif>n. In a plastic

S(|ueeze bottle, we mix 35 percent

hydrogen peroxide with "Lady

Clairol Ultra Blue." a commercial

emulsifier. shake the bottle, sneak

up to the sleeping seal, and write a

name on its back in onc-foot-high

block letters. The pelage is bleached

in a few minutes and the name,

readable more than 100 feet away,

lasts until the animal molts six

months later. Long-lasting metal or

plastic tags are attached to the hind

flippers In facilitate recognition and

re-marking from one breeding sea-

son to the next. With each male

wearing the equivalent of a football

jersey we were in a position to un-

derstand the game.

The form of the social hierarchy

became clear soon after we identi-

fied the bulls and started recording

all aggressive encounters, noting in

particular who was displaced,

where, and by whom. The hier-

archy among males is remarkably

similar to the peck order one finds

among barnyard fowl. Within a

single harem, the (lire<lii)ii nf doini-

Poised and ready to fight,

the hull .seal in ha<-k<:roiiiuI,

left, roeks haek and fortli uii

his helly. hxtkin-; for an

upenin>:. Bnt forc<:round linll

.strikes first, center. He
follows through with a tearing

hite. as the h>ser

hegins liis retreat, hclow.



nance is essentially linear. The top

bull, alias the "beachmaster" or

"alpha" male, displaces all other

bulls in the vicinity of the females.

If there is only one group of fe-

males, he is the lord of the entire

beach. The second-ranking bull

displaces all males except the alpha

bull, and so it goes, except for certain

deviations from linearity that some-

times complicate this simple struc-

ture.

Among seals a definite relation-

ship exists between all males, cer-

tainly all high-ranking adults; one

male in a pair dominates the other

or is dominated by him. This is un-

like the situation in the hierarchies

of chickens and a few other animals

where "no contest" relationships

may occur between individuals.

Whereas high-ranking roosters

have first access to food, females,

and roosting and bathing areas, the

only immediate advantage to high

rank in seals is access to females.

Females are the focus of male activ-

ity once they arrive at the rook-

eries. The higher a male's rank,

the easier it is for him to get close

to females. A male's place at any

given time is a function of being

pulled by his attraction to females

and pushed away by his fear of

other males.

The alpha bull locates in or near

the group of females. Males with

social ranks immediately below him

(ranks 2 to 6, for example) are

found along the periphery of the fe-

male group. Since each male

attempts to keep those below him

away from females, infiltration be-

comes increasingly difficult with

decreasing rank. Each male is most

occupied with displacing males im-

mediately below him in rank, so

that resulting fights are usually be-

tween individuals of nearly equal

size, ability, and rank.

Wben the harem contains ap-

proximately 40 females or less, the

alpha bull can successfully keep all

other males out. As the number of

females increases, the second- and

third-ranking males may occupy a

peripheral position in the harem.

Although the top bull can displace

them at will, the distance is too

great and the task too much for

90

him. As soon as he chases No. 2

away from the south section. No. 3

enters from the north. If action is

taken against No. 3, No. 2 re-enters.

With a harem size of 300 females,

six to seven males can enter the ha-

rem periodically, but the situation

is very fluid.

The first to arrive on the rook-

ery in December are mature bulls,

usually those that dominated the

hierarchy in the previous year. They

quickly set up a new social order.

Males arriving later are at a dis-

advantage since they must fight for

a place in the pre-existing order.

The frequency and intensity of

fighting increases during the second

week of January, when arriving fe-

males begin to form in definite

pods, and continues at a high level

through February when the major-

ity of females are in estrus. In early

January, the alpha bull faces his

more serious challenges, and he

may have several bloody fights in

just a few days. He is often chal-

lenged immediately after winning a

prolonged, bloody fight, a time

when he is tired and vulnerable. If

he arrived early in December, he

has already lost several hundred

pounds and is showing signs of ex-

haustion. A defeat sends him crash-

ing down several ranks, not just to

the second position. If the alpha

bull successfully defends his posi-

tion during this period he usually

retains the alpha position for the

entire breeding season.

Good fighting is rewarded. Since

females come into heat in the ha-

rems, only the few highest-ranking

males have access to females and do

most of the breeding. There were

115 males and approximately 225

females in two harems at Aiio

Nuevo Island during the 1968

breeding season. Five bulls, or 4
percent of the males, engaged in 85

percent of the copulations observed

throughout the entire season, and

probably sired most of the off-

spring of the following year.

Social rank was highly correlated

with breeding success. In the larg

harem at Aiio Nuevo. the higher

male's rank the more frequently h

copulated. The alpha bull alway

accounted for the greatest propoj

tion of matings. about 30 to 40 pei

cent of the total in the three year

observed. In the small harem, th

alpha bull alone did virtually all c

the breeding: 73 percent in 106

and 100 percent in 1969 and 1970

This discrepancy in performanc

between the alpha bulls on the tw

beaches was due principally to di

ferences in harem location. TI

large harem was located in the cei

ter of a sandy beach on a point an

males could approach from a

sides. The small harem, situated c

a narrow beach in a small cove c

the opposite side of the island, w;

surrounded by steep banks that r

stricted intruding males to enterir

from the sea.

As shown in several ways, the a

sociation between sex and violem

is close in elephant seals. Bulls ha\

a propensity for mating shortly a

ter winning a fight. They do m
court the female; they subdue he

If a female is unreceptive to a bull

direct approach, he overpowers hi

by biting the back of her neck

by dropping the full weight of h

head and neck on her body ar

pinning her down. Most aggressi'

activity, however, centers aroui

the majority of males that do n

mate. Their failure is not due

lack of sexual libido. Even tl

young pubescent males on tl

rookery, approximately five yea

of age. dart in and mount femal

on the edge of the harem, but thi

rarely get further than that. Pi

vention of copulation before it c

curs is the rule. Freedom to ma

without interference is the sole pi

rogative of the beachmaster.

For other males, interruptions i

Even deep woundi

powerful blows heal q^

In three years of obser^

no animals died from a
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suit from threats or attack i

higher-ranking males; the h

their rank, the higher the prob

ity that they will be disturbed,

desire to prevent others from c

lating is so great in some males

they will terminate their own c

lations to chase a lower-ran

male from a female. Those ca

flagrante delicto are bitten on

back. This matter of interru

matings is one of the most obA

differences between the social

tems of elephant seals and tei

rial pinnipeds. Steller sea lion

northern fur seal matings are r

interrupted. No doubt, this is

ciated with the fact that femal

those species copulate but once

female elephant seal copulates

eral times a day for several

and sometimes with several d

ent males. Since many of these

ulations are incomplete, ft

promiscuity is probably a !

measure insuring pregnancy.

A female is still in estrus

she leaves the harem and go

sea. To reach open waters she

swim a gauntlet of peripheral i

in the shallow water offshore

the beach near the water's

These males wait expressly fo

parting females. As soon

male mounts, he is threatene

another. In the melee, most fei

escape while their suitors fight

about one-third of them coj

before reaching the open se;

course, it is the highest-rankin

ripheral male that is most succe

Selection occurs when mati

nonrandom. and in time, the

is evolutionary change. We
seen that mating is restricted

few males during one season. I

estimate the degree of selectior

important to determine how
the same males continue to

nate breeding. Do the same

monopolize the females for

than one season, or is there a

plete changeover from one ye

the next? Do some males

their whole lives without ever

ing, or is it just a matter of t

ing a certain level of maturatic

fore a male gets his chi

Tentative answers are beginni

emerge from comparisons of

vidual performances in succ p
breeding seasons.

Seven males accounted fci"

percent of the breeding in w

Q2 .b



ve of these continued to do 80

rcent of the mating in 1969 and

tir males were still responsible for

percent of the mating in 1970.

le top two males in 196<> dropp>ed

t of the picture almost completely

the last two years. CLS. ranked

rd the first year, rose to the al-

a position in 1969. Although he

ntinued to hold this position for

first six weeks of the 1970 sea-

1, he was deposed and plummeted

wn to ninth position when the fe-

des started to come into heat.

N, who ranked fourth in 1968,

proved his position the second

ir hy competing on the other side

the island where he became the

ha bull of the small harem. He
urncd to the large hareen in 1970

ih about the same rank he had

d in 1968, but he did not breed.

)'s development is most inter-

ing since he progressed from sev-

ih 111 second and finally to first.

Evidently, males do contribute to

population gene pool for more

,n one season, but the exact

gth of time still remains to be

termined. Are former beachmas-

s like GL and GLS "all through,"

will they rise again in the hier-

hy? They are both still rela-

ely young compared to male CL.S

o ranked second in 1968 and

th in 1969. Will BO be among
top bulls in 1971?

Fighting In-havior plays an im-

rlant and pervasive role in the

es of individuals as well as in the

cess of the entire species. In a

al s<-leclion process, the social

tem screens the most fit males to

e the next year's offspring, thus

hancing their viability an<l that

the species. First of all, only

ull males. 10 to 12 years or

Icr, participate in repnuluctive

livilies. Kven ihougli males attain

bcrly at about five years of age,

•se young males i-annot con)p<'te

eclively with their elders for fe-

iles. Many males die before

Itching breeding age. 'I'hose that

rvive must havi- ward<'d off dis-

HC and parasites, obtained enough

eat, and avoided being eaten l)y

edalors. Having passed this fit-

t» test, a male must still be

althy and strong enough to fight

id beat most of his fellow survi-

rt in order to breed. His success,

le survival in general, is undoubl-

lly based on a wide assortment of

Even in this

neighborhood
crime is on
the increase.

The exploitation of the Grand Canyon and the disruption of
its delicate ecosystem are crimes on a truly enormous scale. But
they are perpetrated for the most part by well-meaning people,
and often in small ways.

A new book, THE WILDERNESS WORLD OFTHE GRAND
CANYON: "Leave It As It Is" by naturalists Ann and Myron Sutton,
offers a thorough and illuminating view of the abuse the canyon
suffers, and the danger it faces — not merely obvious threats, like

the infamous dam project, but also the more subtle problems of

increased tourism and misguided attempts at conservation.
The Suttons show that the canyon is subject to the influ-

ences of man in surprising ways: The potential for a catastrophic

fire now exists because rangers have prevented the natural inci-

dence of fire from thinning underbrush; fluctuations in power con-
sumption at the Glen Canyon Dam create a sharp drop in the

Colorado River's water-level on weekends; and the reference to

crime above is not a mere figure of speech — crime and other

urban problems are now indigenous to the canyons tourist areas.

But the book would be incomplete if It explained

only what we must save the canyon FROM and not what
we must save it FOR.

Here the Suttons reveal their remarkable skill at illuminating

the beauty of nature and the joys of wilderness. More than half of

THE WILDERNESS WORLD OF THE GRAND CANYON is devoted
to hiking the canyon's many trails, and the special problems pre-

sented by the harsh canyon environment. Breathtaking photographs
by Philip Hyde illustrate the Suttons' descriptions of spectacular

hikes.
The geologic history of the canyon and the history of man in

the canyon are thoroughly explored. The succession of Indian tribes

that have lived in the canyon, Powell's historic boat trip, and the

ecological crisis of 1924-25 are part of the total story the Suttons

have to tell.

THE WILDERNESS WORLD OF THE GRAND CANYON offers

a variety of new ideas on the preservation of the Grand Canyon and
an inspiring guide to its fuller appreciation. Order your copy today,

with the money-back guarantee.

THE WILDERNESS WORLD
OF THE GRAND CANYON
"Leave It As II Is

'

bf Ann and Myron Sutton

r I B LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
EjsI Washiniton Square
Philjdtlphia. P< 1910S

-|
Piratr itnd, potlai* paid, t copy of THC Wll
OCRNCSS WORLD OF THE CRANO CANYON. I re

serve the rl(ht lo return the book nllhin 10

dayi ol delivery lor a lull rclund. I erKiote tS 4S

[ ] Chech ( ] money order
iln Arh , Col.. N.C., N.J., N.V., Pi., and Tann.

Jdd itale ar<d loul Miti tu.)

NAME _
ADDRCSl-

CITY



]S[atural History

binders

Made especially for

Natural History, this sturdy binder

contains 10 removable blades to

hold an entire year's subscription,

and is bound in maroon leatherette

with gold lettering.

$3.75 postpaid {including member's dis-

count). Please add local taxes where applic-

able. Please send your check or money order

NADER LOVES US.
Yes, Harry Nader of Merkin-
ville, Pa. loved the geode he
bought from us. "Made a nifty

pair of bullet-proof beanies"
he said.

Geodes, in case you didn't

know, are hollow ball-shaped

rocks lined with hundreds of

glittering quartz and other

crystals. They are splendid nat-

ural gifts for any event. $5.

brings you, postpaid, a person-
ally selected sparkling split

matched pair about 3-4" di-

ameter. For a mere $6. you can
get a baker's dozen ave. 2" dia.

unopened geodes (which may
or may not be hollow) and
take your own chances. Or
$10. delivers a handsome ca.

4" dia. hand-polished rim

geode half. All of the stuff we
sell is unconditionally guaran-

teed. Order soon.

ROTHMAN'S
RD#2, HILL HOUSE

DOWNINGTOWN, PA. 19335
/n business since 7960,
which is no mean feat

Social rank and breec ing success among the seven highest ranking males in I

and their performance in two subsequent years at Aiio Nuevo Island' s large har

1968 1969 1970
Percentage Percentage Percent

Males Social OF Social OF Social OF

Rank Matings Rank Matings Rank Matin

GL I 37 XII XII I

CLS II 31 VI 1 IV 9

GLS III 14 I 49 IX 2

PIN IV 4 * V
YLN V 6 IV 4 *

TWO VI 4 VII 4 XV
BO VII 1 II 22 I 28

Total: Percentage

of mating 97 80 40

*Absent from harem

genetic traits. Heavy tusks, a thick

integumentary shield, and great size

are obviously important. The great

sexual dimorphism of the species

today probably developed over a

long period of time as a result of

the edge larger males enjoy in

fighting. Having stored enough fat

to provide for a two- to three-month

fast, the breeding bull must time his

arrival on the rookery just right;

there are disadvantages in arriving

too early as well as too late. There

are even intellectual requirements;

a bull must remember which bulls

he has fought and beaten and which

have beaten him. Lastly, for about

one and a half months, he must be

potent, fertile, and willing, again

and again. A better system for se-

lecting the fittest males to perpetu-

ate the species would be difficult to

imagine.

Aggressive behavior may in-

fluence species development in

other indirect and less obvious

ways. Limits to population growth

and the speed with which new col-

onies are established could both

derive from the thwarting of males

that attempt to break into the social

hierarchy and participate in breed-

ing, causing them to move to other

uninhabited islands and mainland

beaches. Subadults are most apt to

adopt this solution.

The loud, stereotyped vocaliza-

tions of bulls may have important

functions other than that of threat.

Since, under ideal conditions, the

sounds can be heard for several

miles, it has been suggested,

although not confirmed, that the

calls may be important in attracting

breeding females to the rookeries,

particularly to newly established

ones. One aspect of the call seems

to serve, in part, as the basis

recognition between individuals

Afio Nuevo each male consiste

emits a certain number of pulse

his vocal bursts. One male

settle on three pulses while ano

signals threat with five. The

variance of pulse number in s

males can be used to disting

them from others. In additioi

this characteristic, further cues

provided by differences in pitch

tensity, and timbre.

Finally, there is suggestive

dence that individuals from

population may be able to re

nize males from another popula

by certain temporal character!

of the pulsed call, particularly

rate at which pulses are emi

The pulse rate of males with;

single population is remark

constant, but average pulse

varies considerably between p '

lations. Males at Ano Nuevo Isl

for instance, have a pulse rate

that of males at San Nicolas Isl

which is about 330 miles to

south. Such geographical d

ences resemble the local dia

that occur in birds and man.

liminary evidence indicates

certain aspects of the calls are

ied, which would account for

lack of variation in the calls

single population both withi

single year and from one yea

the next. Dialects may functio

isolating mechanisms acting

combination with geographical

aration to restrict gene flow

tween neighboring populations,

this reason, the phenomenon is

sidered significant for speciatiol

Why does an elephant seal fi

Because the consequences are !

for him and the species.



lE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Herd of lechwe, OKavango Swamp

Lars-Eric Lindblad introduces two new and exciting

Safaris to Africa and New Guinea.

wana Safari: Lars-Eric Lindblad has

ged an expedition to beautiful

vana. an Africa which many of

Dught had been lost forever. On this

I. you will find the largest animal

1 In Africa and only a handful of

V man. But wHd game and scenic

ty is only part of Botswana's

Mudmon of Iho Asoro Rivor

attractions. You will meet the oldest

inhabrianls of Africa, the bushmen.

Though small in numbers, they have lived

here for more than a half a million

years. And you will visit such places as

Maun, Lake Ngami, Tsodilo Hills,

Shakawe. Okavango, River Khwai,

Moremi Game Reserve and the SavutI

Marshes, Accessible only by Land Rovers

and small aeroplanes, our Botswana

Safari Is limited to nine participants

accompanied by a courier. Weekly

departures via Varig start in May, 1971.

New Guinea Safari:

IHoverlng like a pre-hisloric bird over

the northern part of Australia, New

Guinea will offer you adventure such as

can be found nowhere else. Cloud-

piercing mountains, rivers plunging

through deep gorges, dense jungles, an

incredibly exciting houseboat trip on the

Sepik River, fascinating people whose

culture is unchanged from the mists of

the stone age: these are some of the

highlights in Lindblad's great New

Guinea Safari 60AC VCIO's will fly you

to and from New Guinea.

Oopi nh;71
LINOBIAO TRAVEL. INC.
11,1 Eiil SSIh Slrnol
Now York. N V. 10022

Pliiatn Mnd brochur«i I «ni Mrlouiljr
inicroilod In

ri Boitwtna S«(*rl

New Ouin*a S«lar<

Cily -Mlo

TolcpAon* (Ar«« Cod*)
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YOU LIVE in the

SPACE AGE . .

.

You should know
more about it!

A rewarding and fascinating ad-

venture for adults, young people,

the family • Introductory and ad-

vanced day and evening courses in

ASTRONOMY and NAVIGATION
Call or write

The American Museum—
HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10024
81st STREET and CENTRAL PARK WEST
Tel.: Tr 3-1300; Ext. 206

WILDERNESS TRIP CAMP
Grand Lake Stream, Maine 04637

For 75 boys, ages 12 to 17. Six Age
groups. Full Season only—7 weeks.
Series of lake and white water river

trips: St. John, Allagash, St. Croix,
and Machias Rivers. SURVIVAL
AND ECOLOGY TRAINING.
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sky would be white. Away from the

zenith, the sun would be visible

only as a faint red disk in a white

sky with a bluish tinge, or else it

would be undetectable. If the at-

mosphere is thick enough, scattered

light might even provide a twilight

over much of the "dark"' side.

If the sun can be seen, it must

appear sciuashed and flattened by

refraction. This is an exaggeration

of the same effect in the setting sun

seen from earth, and has the same

explanation as the apparent kink in

a rod stuck partway into a pool of

water.

Light travels slower in a denser

medium, three-fourths as fast in wa-

ter as in air, and slightly slower in

air near sea level than at high alti-

tude. Propagation of light in a non-

uniform medium somewhat resem-

bles a car moving along the edge of

a road with two wheels on the pave-

ment and two on the shoulder. The

car tends to turn toward the shoul-

der, the "medium" in which it

moves more slowly.

This means that in the atmo-

sphere a ray always bends down
toward the surface. The farther it

travels or the denser the air is, the

greater is this bending, or refrac-

tion. A ray from the top of the set-

ting sun goes through less dense

air, and so is bent slightly less than

one from the bottom. So the entire

sun appears farther above the hori-

zon than it really is: but the bottom

is raised more than the top. which

leads to a flattening in appearance.

On Venus the setting sun would

be s(|uashed like a huge dish facing

upward. The horizon, too. would be

concave upward so it would look as

though you were standing at the

bottom of a huge bowl isee Natu-

ral History. June-July, 1969, page

.)4). In addition to this, different

wavelengths are bent by different

amounts: red least, yellow and

green more, blue and violet most.

So the setting sun I if it can be seen

at all on Venus) would be red at

the bottom and orange above that.

Since yellow, green, blue, and violet

wavelengths are scattered

strongly, the top of the sun w

only a smudge. This smudge

seem green to human eyes, be

we are most sensitive to that

This happens on the earth,

it is called the "green flash

very clear skies (usually ovt

ocean I . as the last edge of th

drops below the horizon, a br

green jewellike flash, lastin;

than a second, can occasiona

seen.

Its explanation is simple. Tl

has already gone below the he

Red light, being insufficient

fracted. can no longer reach t

server. The same is true of

light. Blue and violet waveli

are effectively scattered awj

that the green light makes a

impression. Then the sun sink

further and the green also is

Would Tau Ceti I have a

flash? Of course, if there is n

much dust. In fact, dependi

the content of the p
atmosphere, it could have a

or orange flash, too, and if

volves slowly enough, the

could last for minutes.

We began this article with

tacled alien asking his father

the green sunset. Perhaps

seeing a green flash, but Tau

has a day as long as our we

the flash lasts many seconds.

Perhaps, too, they can

their skies another, more fa

refraction effect—the rainbo'

eryone has seen rainbows, b

people can say with

whether the red stripe is on t

or the bottom ( it's at the to

why. But the same features tl

plain the flattened setting su

the green flash are at work he

A rainbow is visible whenj

shower in an otherwise clearl

opposite the sun for, sorq

the moon I . or when one aimS

den spray up in the air awa^

the sun. Each droplet acts

little prism, breaking up whit

into its components. Each bi

color is a section of a ring ce
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ind the line drawn from the sun

ugh the head of the person

ig it. (Thus, no two persons

y see the same rainbow.) The

r tlie sun in the sky, the more

bow will be visible. Winter rain-

are larger than summer ones,

noon rainbows are small and

ly seen.

bis is only a hint of the variety

intricacy found in rainbows.

ter bows appear outside the

I bow, around the sun, and

;times around the full moon.
.' are cousins of the rarely ob-

d "plory," and of the corona

the halo.

glory is a set of colored rings

by an observer around his own
ow on fog, a cloud. f>r dew.

best st)f)t to see it from is a

ntain peak r)r, more commonly,

irplanc flying over clouds. A
na is a ring centered closely

nd the sun or moon. Its cause is

action by cloud droplets, an ef-

relatcd to the fuzzy appearance

bjects seen through a pirdiole.

halos. ice crystals lake the

; of droplets. .Sun dogs are an

iple I pflA'c /'*). When the sun

vay from the zenith and slightly

lineil by hazy cirrus clouds,

•hes of light appear on either

of it. reddish toward the sun.

most lialiis. they are paler

less varicolored iban the best

bows.

ainbows cerlaiidy exist on other

els. As we have seen, the in-

icnls are .simlighl and clouds of

T droplets. Tlic-e will certainly

t hand on any earthlike world.

I

act, there might be many more
Im)w» than here. A plane! with a

bright moon or binary stars

uld evi-n havi- rainbows in

iris of ihe sky at once.

iiili-nsily of rainbows in-

'- uilli llie size of the water
' '^. >iMall fog droplets make pale

f"<, big cloudburst drops make
Jliaiit ones. I rider the right con-

lm», raindrops can grow (luite

'.B. This de|)ends, however, on
isc details of tlu- atmos|>licrc.

We can speculate that for a planet

with a gravitational field weaker

than the earths, raindrops would

fall more slowly and thus have time

to grow larger.

Water clouds are not necessary

for raitd)ows. Any liquid that forms

large enough drops and has a ilif-

ferent index of refraction for dif-

ferent wavelengths would lead lo

similar displays. Jupiter is known
to have hydrogen, methane, and

ammonia in its atmosphere. If the

ammonia forms clouds of liquid

drops, the rainbows there would re-

.semble ours.

But our rainbows are probably

more beautiful. Ju|)iter has a heavy

covj-r of ammonia crystals and

ammonia "snowflakes" at high

altitudes, and very little light must

get through these clouds to the sur-

face. This u|>|)er layer is tinted with

small amounts of sodium and other

im|>urilies that absorb some of

the visible wavelengths; these

traces, plus methane, are probably

responsible for most of Jupiter's

painted a|)|iearance.

Rainbows, sunsets, blue skies,

an<l blue moons—they all have their

place in our poetry and prose. To

survey sky colors in a brief article,

as we ha\e tried lo do. omits their

impact on the viewer. We have

painted with too coarse a brush.

"Partly cloudy" misses the differ-

ence between a blue sky dotted

here and there with little cotton

balls, and one with long majestic

streaks across it. like |)lowed fur-

rows. "Sunset" can mean an or-

dinary sight or a breathtaking one.

In just such a manner. des<Tip-

lioiis of skies not yet seen must fail

to caiiture their real impact on a

\ie«er. Subtle i'ffe<-ts, liny detail*

we liaxe no way of imagining be-

fon-liiind. Would maki- thi-se -kics

diffciciil from the earth's. Oidy by

making tin- joiirnev to distant |)l.in-

els atid stars and seeing tin- alien

h<-avens at first hand can \te learn

what lhe\ are really like. I*eilia|is,

someday, our desceiulaiil« will lake

that e|>ic lea|).
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white photographs in
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for nature, wildlife

and conservation. Russ
Kinne is one of tlie
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nature photograpliers

and everything is cov-

ered in non-technical

terms: the methods,
equipment, and tech-
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The Highlands of

SCOTLAND
Continued from page 76

Most red deer thus live on the open

hill and may hardly come in con-

tact with trees, far less forests, all

their lives. Such deer vary in size,

but a reasonable average weight for

stags would be 200 pounds, which

makes them midgets beside the elk

of North America (which are close

relatives) and the red deer of Cen-

tral Europe.

Even so they are fine animals and

the largest land animal in Britain.

They are, however, different things

to different people: they are a fa-

mous game animal; they are a fa-

vorite with tourists and naturalists;

they are potential competitors with

farm stock and can raid farm

crops; they browse forest trees and

sometimes strip bark; they are an

important part of Scotland's heri-

tage of wildlife. Red deer are thus

viewed very differently by the dif-

ferent users of hill land, and this is

where the conflicts lie.

The traditional means of hunting

red deer in Scotland, which began

about 1850, was to stalk up close to

the animals in open country using

gullies and knolls downwind to

keep out of sight and smell. Usually

a stalker, an employee of the estate

who knew the lie of the land,

guided the hunter.

It became fashionable in the lat-

ter half of the eighteenth century

for rich industrialists to own a deer

forest which they visited for deer

stalking and perhaps salmon and

trout fishing for a few months of

the year. The emphasis was usually

on trophy shooting, big, much-

forked antlers being especially cov-

eted. The shooting of hinds (female

red deer), however, was looked

upon as a chore and this shooting

was therefore left to the local staff.

They usually tended to undershoot

and this tendency became more and

more pronounced as staff problems

on estates during this century be-

came more acute. Added to this was

the intuitive feeling of stalkers that

if you leave plenty of hinds you
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will get plenty of fine stags. ./

tually such a policy only insure;

very high mortality when a I

winter comes and a generally p(

size and antler quality in ad

beasts.

The result was similar to that

the "buck law" in the United Stai

Deer population increased grei

and pushed out onto agricultu

land on which they should not h

been. At the same time, aflore;

tion by the state was proceedi

often on a large scale. For hist'

cal reasons, the Forestry Comr
sion was primarily concerned v

growing timber and looked on di

often rightly, as pests of their i

ests. Their aim was to exclude d

by high fencing. However, the

ing of fences took no account of

seasonal movements of deer and

ten aggravated the conflict with

riculture by diverting deer to ara

land.

In this climate of opinion, g.

poaching at night began on a gr

scale. Poaching was often bru

and many animals were

wounded. Even so, it was

plauded by some people as a me
of controlling a pest. At first a g

ernment committee was unable

agree on the question of closed i

sons; later a second committee 1

In 1958, the Red Deer Comi
sion was set up to advise on

management of red deer. They h

now made a census of most of

land occupied by red deer,

have found about 200,000 of th

They have advised estates on

correct cropping rate and the n «•'

imum number of deer that an iW

is able to sustain without damajig

the habitat. The Forestry Com s-

sion also has changed its po -y

toward deer, and is now tryinj to

accommodate the deer by provit Ig

access to low ground.
]

In a similar way, the Forei'y

Commission has reorganized itsp-

proach to the roe deer, a small i6f

of the early stage of forest Sue's-



in. which cause local damage by

•oAvsing small trees and rubbing

e bark off. It is very difficult to

•ep roe deer out of forests, even

th seven-foot fencing. Previously

e ff)resters reacted l)y organizing

otgun drives that were unselective

d solved nothing. iSOw. the social

gani/ation of these deer is known
id. based on tliis. shooting is

ghly selective. As a result, roe

er are no longer a serious prob-

m.

This is a time of great change in

B .Scottish Highlands. Because of

revision in tax laws the old idea

an estate as a sporting plaything

dying. Estates must be made to

y their way. And this need comes

a lime when the traditional ex-

isive hill sheep industry is in dif-

ully br-cause of rising costs and

)or shortages. Some estate own-

., realizing how well red deer are

apted to their hill environment,

• harvesting deer primarily for

lison—a very great break with

dilion.

Red deer art; remarkably free

•m diseases and parasites. They
! the hills more efhcienlly than

ep "ince they can move across

• contours rapidly as the fickle

i>lti>h weather changes. All parts

the ileer are in demand, the skin,

llers. and r-anines for trinkets:

<l the vi-ni-on. which has doubled

price in the la;.! two years, for

)d. I he overhead cost.s for cr<ip-

ig deer are smaller than those for

rding sheep. There is. therefore.

I

ini-enlive to crop red jleer.

1

Alongside cropping schemes

•re must be research to guide

id management. Already the Na-

"e Conservancy mtwI the uni\er-

^ie» are conlribuling useful work.

I cash, as well as its sporting,

)lue will probably provide thi- red

ier

piipiiliition of the Scottish

ghlRiids with more enicieni

fegunrds than are now provided

laws that rari'ly take changing
|nd usi- into account.
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special spring bonus to

Members. For the first
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ord album
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History Magazine in co-
operation with an out-
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Mrs
Rock Music

The article "Rock Music" in the

December issue of your magazine

held particular interest for me. I

have an octave of rocks, which I

play with wooden mallets to the

delight and wonder of all who hear

them.

My "rockanola" consists of

shards from the shale slides in

Provo Canyon to the east of this

city. The sound is unbelievably bell-

like.

When father ( the late Professor

E. D. Partridge of the faculty of

Brigham Young University I and I

returned from Provo Canyon to

town with the original set of stones.

they were found to be off pitch with

our piano. Father chipped one to

pitch, returned to the canyon, and

came back with a tuned octave. I

could then accompany him when he

played the little tunes he composed

for this instrument.

To start with, it was the musical

clink that resulted when we walked

over the shale fall that gave father

the idea of a rock piano. The tones

are placed on rope to aid vibration

and clearness of tone. I now play

the rockanola by ear.

Until now I thought that my in-

strument was probably unique.

I do enjoy your magazine.

Ruth Louise Partridge

Provo, Utah

The Social Contract

In my opinion, there is some-

thing amusing about a critical re-

view of a book that I like. In this

respect. Ronald Singer's discussion

in the November issue of NATURAL
History of Robert Ardrey's latest

masterpiece

—

The Social Con-

tract—is no exception. His ap-

praisal reminds me of two other

book reviews published in this jour-

nal: one by T. C. Schneirla of Kon-

rad Lorenz's On Aggression { Decem-

ber, 1966), and the other by Evelyn

Shaw of Robert Ardrey's The Terri-

torial Imperative (March. 1967).

Schneirla accuses Lorenz of having

outdated negative views, of making

(irresponsible ) oversimplifications,

of basing his argument on dubious

assumptions, and of presenting the

results of research in the wrong

way. Similarly. Shaw feels that Ar-

drey has shallow comprehension of

the complex interactions of animals

with their environment, and that he

makes disastrous misuse of scien-

tific research by manipulating its

findings. Perhaps the reason for

their "hostile" appraisals—as sug-

gested by Marston Bates in the

April, 1967. issue of Natural His-

tory—is that people can be quite

aggressive when their particular in-

tellectual territories are invaded.

Anyway, as a great admirer of

Lorenz's and Ardrey's works, I find

it reassuring to know that it is not

the insignificant works that receive

the most severe criticism,

rather, the truly outstanding <

butions (which historian ha

his works criticized more than

bee?). Equally reassurin

On Aggression and The Terr

Imperative are receiving far

than a normal amount of atte

as evidenced by the fact that

of the eight contributors to

RAL History's special suppl

on war (December, 1967) lis

these books in their bibliogrs

More importantly, from my
of view, many college student

essays such as The Territorit

perative extremely useful for

ter comprehension of the dyr

of political behavior. After 1

familiarized themselves wit

concepts of territoriality, amil

sus enmity, in-group versui

group, and man's need for idi

security, and stimulation, the

it easier to understand

telligently discuss the geopc

issues of our time: the Ni]

War, the Cuban missile crisi

invasion of Czechoslovakia

conflict in the Middle East, ai

construction of the Tan-Zan

road. The point being tha

though the works of Ardre

Lorenz (as well as those oj

mond Morris ) may not be w

flaws, their usefulness reach

much further than certain e

in animal behavior, anatorc

biology seem to realize. Thi

able contributions to a wid

of academic disciplines mak
works truly great. It is in th;

that I find the defensive, disef

centered attitude and narrovl

cused concern of the reviewe

only amusing, but somewhat

ing as well.

Hendrik J. Re

Assistant Professor of Gi

University of G



Pyramids

ur iiine-ycar-oltl son just said

your "The Great Pyramid De-

( Natural FIistorv. Novem-
Deccinl)fr. 1070) was the most

eslirifi tiling lie had ever read. I

zed that this was his first jirint

nter with differences of opin-

and thai this is what excited

so niucli. The schools are

of always having right an-

— r)r vague '"discussions"

—

ever controversy.

ould like If) urge that yr)U ac-

seek out such articles, as they

represent the life of .science.

KiRv Gm.f
Omaha, iKehrasLa

Ecological Questionnaire

as fa-.rinalcd liv llii- tenor of

fine-Gerlach analysis of re-

es to the Natukai. History

:y survey in the Decemhi-r is-

was particularly intrigued hy

discussion of those respon-

who had undergone, in the au-

Kr)rds. a "coniniitineni e\-

icc," either an identity-

ig jlecision or a hridpe-

ig act, or hoth, which

led ihein full-lill into the

jy niovi'inenl. Hy analogy with

movemenls" lliey had pre-

y studied, the authors i-\pecl

Uch Jjeople will hecome "sig-

itly more invoKed in move-

activilieH," and that such will

lesprrially of those tvho have

;onc hoih kinds of com-

nt experiences. The authors

to compare the responses of

tted individuals, as so de-

to thoN- of other respondents,

percent of the lolal sample

fi one or the other kind of

tinent experience and unU
sroeul (.''i(> pcoplrl tcpniird

hoth. Such committed individuals

are evidently at least two or three

times as likely to "interact"'

frcfiuently with other "movement
participants" and to view the

ecology movement as one aspect of

a single wave of revolutionary

change. They are also far more
likely to condone violent action for

the sake of ecology, although a ma-

jority of the committed group, as

defined, do not approve of violence,

meaning "saholage or homhings"
in the authors' words.

There are several spooky a>pects

to the discussion f have outlined.

For one thing, the purpose of the

ecology movement, if we are lo call

it that, is not lo interact among our-

selves on a personal le\el. lull lo in-

teract with those memhers of the

general jiuhlic who are nol with u-*

yet. and lo influence especially

those whose duties involve making

decisions that matter. To my mind,

a forest ranger, a wildlife overseer,

a harhor commissioner, or a water-

ways engineer who never once at-

tends a "movement" meeting of any

kind, hut who consistenlly applies

sound ecological practici- in lii.s

daily work, and who argues for

them with those who hire him, is

more sinnificanlh involved than the

most "commiltcd participaiil" who
never <|uili- finds an <-lTec|ive way lo

cxerl influence, even (hough he tries

eariieslly in countless hours of talk

and coiifrontalion. Tlie name of

this game is action al the doing

level, and no amount of political ac-

tion or s<icinl interaction can in any

way siihsiilute. The earth does not

gi\c a damn for our talk or our jiol-

ilics. hut only for our actions ns

part of the actual hiological world.

Sccondh, I ilo nol (|uarrel with

ihc authors' analogy lielwei-n com-

initmriil lo a movement and con-

>ersion to a religion, hut the anal-

ogy. a|)t as it is. dislurhs me with
resjiect to ecology. \o matter how
you turn the thoughts around, reli-

gion and conversion smack of un-

((uestioning faith, of dogma and of

doctrine. If this mood ever creeps

deeply into our views on ecology,

we are undone. This has heen a
good part of our Irouhle lo dale.

Only an open. i|uesling. humhle ap-

proach lo understanding can serve

the interests of ecology in the long

run. The only recommendation for

ecological action worse than good
inleiilions alone is had inlenlions

alone. The earth does not give a

damn what we iiilend to do. hut

only how we aclualK ail. often with

results llial caimol he predicted

from a superficial anaKsis. arxl thai

may he dis<-overed only when the

earth's reaction m-Is us straight.

Finally, considering that the

commilled respondents evidently

tend lo see ecological concern as

hut tine as|M*cl of a revolutionary so-

cial spectrum. I worry lest ihey iso-

late tlienisel\es williin a small |xdit-

ical in-grou|i. If such a group lends

lo use \ ioleiice as an inlernally ac-

ceplahle means of ecological aclioii,

rather llian as the ahsurtlly i-go-

listiral gesture that I hold it l.i he. I

fear llie cause of eii\ iionmenlal hal-

ance can he damaged in ihe e\es of

most. I would argue thai socielies

on earth must strive for .sound

e<-ological prac-lices on llie working

level, no mailer how they ma> wish

lo arrange their political ri>stems. If

a pro|HT iMihlic atleiilion to ivology

is dependent upon some one form

of social organization, all is lost un-

til the wiirhl is homogeneous and

just so. I do nol for a ininulc Ih-

lieve that such a rn|uirfmeiil is n
ther realistic or iitM-e-tsary.

W. H. 1)1. K

Prd/ri.ior of (•

Stanforii Vnn-rrsHy



Books in Review

Bucking liie?m Slruclure

hyE.F.R0Deils

The Politics of Ecology, by James

Ridgeway. E. P. Dutton & Co., $5.95;

222 pp.

I

have a habit of looking for con-

clusions before I read the bulk of

any book. Experience has 1 aught me
that an imposing tome that grunts

and groans toward a banal finale is

more likely than not a banal book.

Mr. Ridgeway aided me because this

relatively short book ends up with its

conclusions neatly collected on the

closing few pages. These conclusions

are, to say the least, somewhat eclec-

tic, as witness the following proposi-

tions. The students who inspired

Earth Day only managed to pave the

way for the emergence of a new pol-

lution-conlrol-oriented industry, a

plague worse than the last because

these companies actually thrive on

pollution. The government should

tame the oil industry by abolishing

its depletion allowance, doing away

with the import quota, and fixing

standards for pollutants in the result-

ant product. The government should

launch a vast research program to de-

velop a new way to power motor ve-

hicles while it constructs mass-transit

systems in the cities. The government

should shut down all plants that pol-

lute and make "the companies" pay

for installing the proper antipollution

equipment out of "profits," insuring

that they do by not giving "them"

any tax breaks and by fixing max-

imum prices. (Did anyone ever tell

the author that a lot of retired work-

ing-class people might be living off

these profits?) When taken together,

these nostrums almost open up the

possibility for "revolutionary change,"

but not quite. That is, after all of this,

we are told that there is nothing much
that can be done about pollution un-

til we "achieve some fundamental

idea of community and a political

economy." Banal? If one has ever

taught a college-level seminar on the

environment, yes. Indeed, they would

seem banal to anyone halfway literate

who has participated in a stimulating

conversation about our environment

within the past calendar year. Indeed,

they were so banal that my curiosity

was actually aroused as to how the

author had presented them to his

public, and I delved into the body of

the book to learn more.

According to Ridgeway, the ecology

issue offered liberal-minded people

a peaceful way to reform capitalism

while it gave the Nixon adminis-

tration a device to divert all of us

from thinking about Vietnam. This

appearance of concern is deceiving,

however, because behind the scenes

the industries that pollute our waters

are quietly taking over the water pol-

lution programs so they themselves

can control, and actually profit from,

a slow-moving cleanup. Government

regulation of water pollution has

been nothing more than a "private

preserve for opportunistic politicians"

ever since Theodore Roosevelt estab-

lished the coalition between govern-

ment and big business. The list of vil-

lains since then has been long,

running the gamut from James R.

Garfield, a "leading conservationist"

who aided oil prospectors; through

Harold Ickes, who saw no problem;

to Stewart Udall. who wanted to

"capture" the water pollution pro-

gram in order to enhance his own
prestige. Meanwhile, to make matters

worse, the oil industry has been up to

its old tricks and has been busy

building a giant cartel that will per-

mit a few companies to control all of

our energy sources. To this end. they

own natural gas. are buying up the

coal industry, and are rigging the re-

search done in other fields to slow

down the emergence of a viable al-

ternative. Bad enough that we have to

suffer polluted water because our pol-

iticians are corrupt, and have to face

again the specter of an all-powerful

oil trust controlling our entire fuel

supply, "neo-Malthusians" are now
throwing sand in our eyes with a lot

of irrelevant nonsense about popu-

lation growth being the cause of our

woes. Henry Fairfield Osborn and

Frederick Osborn had to back off

their eugenics line with the rise of

fascism, but William Vogt and, more
recently, Paul Ehrlich have kept the

diversion alive even though the whole

movement continues to remain "am-

bivalent about democratic traditi

Will no one stand up for a d

environment? Herein enter 1

Commoner and Ralph Nader,

moner apparently represents th.

entists who want to dominate

their technological expertise, a b

form of capitalism. The enviroi

tal lawyers want to undo the u

alliance between government

business by reforming the regu

agencies. Nay, these lawyers ac

yearn for a return to the free n

and, motivating them, is the vis

a new governmental system

nated by the lawyers.

What is one to make of

Frankly, I was at a loss to ki

had, however, a sense of having

through an experience like th

fore. At first I was reminded ol

taigne's observation that the

burly of this world is 1

concerned with gaining a )

profit from the public; but

wasn't that. What I was being

to recall were my law schoo

when, for lack of anything be

do, I used to hang around '

couple of Hearst reporters d(

the courthouse in Boston. Thes

yonesque characters always kn

"real story"—worse even than

would dare to print—aboi

phonies, crooks, and charlatai

make up the whole of our i

The trouble with this milieu is

eventually dawns upon even tli

ardent fan of H. L. Mencken 1

eryone in authority could no

phony, or that if these self-an

protesters are really so righ

should get politically active ai

the charge to the barricades

away with the whole system

far. battered but unbowed, the

stands.

I double checked my reac

rereading this book—and, da:

was right. Between pages oi

scoop, low-down. Hearst-style

tion and innuendo, there wa
larded sophomoric reportage

the obvious: a simple recour

the work of Sir Edwin Chad
nineteenth-century England,

planation of sewage treatmeB

Continued on f

t,
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Two Dooks-one advocating working within the system, the other

proposing to dump it-deal with the dilemma ol an insensitive government

and oiler opposing diagnoses and remedies

George M.woodwell

KKNDtX; THK F^MKONMKM. by Jo-

h I.. Sax. Alfred A. Knopf, $6.95;

pp.

Santa Barliura business execiilive

siimmcfl II |> the mood of the citi-

s who have dealt uith our official

irdians of ibe cm inmiiifnt

:

We are so goddamned frustrated,

whole demorratir process seems

be rallin;; apart. Nobody responds

us, and we end up doing things

gre-sively less reasonable. This

11 i- going to iilow up if there isn't

le reasonable altitude expressed by

. government. Nothing seems

liappcn exce|)t that we lose.'

"

'he words applied to the oil spill,

they might have been uttered by

of the millions who have ques-

ed the apparently inexorable, my-

al growth of superhighways, the

tern of use of pesticides, the ban-

ig of wastes, pidlulion of air, land-

zoning, supersonic planes, or any

he score of other blc-,«ings-turned-

irities that have ronspireil in the

sion of life in the Cnited States in

ent years. Tlie frustrations have

ny sources but ihey all culminate

the insensitivity of government to

broadest needs of the governed ;

the fact thai government is

i|ueiillv more sen-ilive to the well-

oni/.cd spi<cial interests of ex-

iters than to its job of assuring the

nmon wealth.

lurrentlv there i- a t<iid<ncy to be-

e that we have always had these

i'blcnis and have only recently rcc-

I l/.-.l ihem; lo think of the present

'ncern as a fiid that will pass,

a relnrn to more con-

.tioii.il issues. While there is no

'ulioii ihul pidilic interest follows

les. there is also no quesiiou that

forces driving the set of problems

|ogni/.ed as the "irisis of environ-

nl" have such power and nionien-

n as lo giiurnnlee that ihr crisis

I progrt'snivelv dominate human
airs and will reipiirc some extraor-

lary adaptations of govcrnmeni if

|il|ile\ tcchniiiogical soiiclies are to

Plinne to evolvi- or. perhaps, even to

»ive. The basic cause is the ilouble

irii-li of ^;i.)V\lli I, I piipiilaliori and
technology. More people with an ever

increasing command over energy and
the technology lo use it require an
ever more highly integrated society:

ihey re(|uire more rules lo live by,

F'riisirations arise when the rules are

not forthcoming, or worse, when they

are nf>t enforced. There is no turning

back ; the problems become more nu-

merous and more acute, and the solu-

tions, if they are to be found in the

realm of popular governments, lie in

the continuing ev(duti<m of govern-

ment in response to these more com-
plex needs. .loseph 1.. .Sax has written

brilliantly about one of the most

promising contemporary steps in the

evolution of government: use of the

courts lo defend the public interest.

We ask with pood reason why use

of the courts for this purpose is an

innovation in the latter moments of

the second century of the Republic.

The answer lies in the doctrine of

sovereign immunity, "the king can do

no wrong." still far from dead in our

governmental and legal system. Since

the "sovereign" represents the pid)lic

interest, a court challenge to govern-

ment on behalf of the public is as-

sumed to be inappropriate, and such

cases have routinely been rejected by

the courts. The principle is. of course,

preposterous, and Dr. Sax shows it,

revealing also how court challenges in

the public interest are essential to

proper operation of government.

Manv environmental prcddems in-

volve ftindamenlallv simple issues for

government. Thev are manipulated

into complex issues by those who
«tan(l lo profit, who can afford to cul-

tivate the pro|ier conneilions in gov-

ernment. "Monev can always wail"

was a casual remark in the "fiasco ul

llunlinu Cn-ek." but Sax shows ihni it

is a principle. The fiasco initially in-

volted a t.Kacre ti.ict at the con-

fluence of the I'otomac and Hunting

Creek. between Washington and

Mount Vernon. The land iiad been

sold for more than ll.'iO.OOO per acre.

Developers. whose identity was

largelv masked by incorporation,

sought an additional '.Ut.7t acres of

adjacent, shallowlv submerged hind

from public ownership as well as the

rigiit to fill it. The procedure was al-

most routine. .\ bill (piicklv pas>cd

the Virginia House of Delegates un-

challenged. The price for the land:

not more than about $1,600 per acre.

But tile Corps of Engineers must pass

on filling such lan<ls—and the De-
partment of the Inteiior must offer an
opiniim. As if to complicate matters,

the public is increasingly aware of its

interest in such questions. The mach-
inations over the land, spanning
more than a decade, involved gover-

nors, high federal officials, members
of congress, senators, a city council,

and various citizens groups. .Such is

the power of developers. Also in-

volved was a double reversal of posi-

tion by the Department of the Inte-

rior, a series of congressional

hearings, and a lawsuit. The issue

was "resolved" mo>t recently bv a

•new. and since departed. .S-cretarv of

the Interior. Walter Hickel, who saw
an opportunity to clarify in one
.simple action an issue that had been

muddled under his popular prede-

cessor. Hickel simply reinstated the

Interior Department's opposition -

and the permit to dredge wa- denied.

Rut as .Sax ob-er\es. "money can al-

ways wait."

There is no dearth of sucli tales,

and they make up the raw material of

this boi>k. .Sax is a master rai-onteiir

and interpreter, drawing out his

points, one by one. with the skill of

the jurist he is. Government is at-

tuned to the exploiters of environ

ment. who have powerful in4-enlive lo

build anil maintain their pidilicol and
go\crnmentai alliances. The inlrresis

of restraint an- poorlv represented,

usuallv disorganized, poorlv financed,

often naive, and almost alwavs feeble.

The power structure works easilv in

tile direction of the exploiter: the

broader public interest, the specific

mission of government, often falls by

the wuv«iilc. the victim of ( umulalive

"suboptimi/ing." Thus the political

compromise leads in siimmarv lo ero.

sion of the public interest, houe\er

high the ideals of officials.

Sax sees the ride of the i.'nii« »*

clurifving. focusing, forciiii: > > < n rii

flbling i;c>\ernmenl to do il- ]•[<. \\c

C.imtinnrd «n page 104
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|]yE.F.R0Derts The Politics of Ecology, from page 102

odology (without any reference to

tertiary techniques), a simplistic ex-

planation of the Federal Water Qual-

ity Act. (The author wa.s honest

enough to append notes that aptly il-

lustrate that an intelligent junior

high school student could have done
the same work.) Believe it or not, I

then followed my usual practice and
read the material on the dust cover

and. lo and behold, what did I find?

The author is said to be a contrib-

uting editor to the New Republic and

an editor-founder of Hard Times. Bet-

ter yet. that expert with the tape-

recorded sob story about the recent

past. Studs Terkel, told me on the

back of the dust jacket that this was
a "brilliant chronicle of an obscene

phenomenon." Brilliant or not, this

obscene book is simple Hearst yellow

journalism.

But what am I to suggest to the

readers who have followed this re-

view? I should simply like to say this.

Any author who can, by clever in-

nuendo, imply that some of the

founders of The American Museum
of Natural History were fascists owes

a great deal to a senator from Wis-

consin. Any author who can dash oflf

some unsubstantiated inside scoops

about the dishonesty of almost every-

body, sandwiching them between

pages of footnoted triteness, must be

persuaded either that he is a scholar

or that his readers are idiots. Again,

the error of both assumptions wo
be manifest to a fairly intellig

high school student. Any author yi

can scream that everyone else is

phony and collect royalties on an
ercise like this has a hell of a nei

But it may not be the author's fai

because every once in a while we
told that he has the peculiar insi

to a truth the rest of us don't ha

That is, this book suggests, withou

bit of explanation, that somehow
are being given the recipe for "op

ing up the possibilities of revoluti

ary change." If this piece of ci

commercialism is the recipe, I h'

with disavow my Marxist sympatl

and, in search of wrong but at L

honest stupidity, announce my ;

giance to Jim Buckley.

But let me conclude on a seri

and sincere note. Our environmei

crisis is far too deadly a matter

play more than momentary ga

with ; we face an issue that may >

well mean that we must answer lifi

death questions about the future

velopment of this society and,
j

force, ourselves. I recognize that a

of entrepreneurs will make a

buck manufacturing antipollution

vices, but this is a price I am read

pay if they work. I realize that m
lawyers will wax rich, building

reers as environmental lawyers, bt

their efforts improve things, I

willing to pay. I am not willing

Dy George M.woodwell Defending the Environment, from page 10c

sees government in a crisis of func-

tion, commonly more responsive to

the politically and financially pow-

erful than to overriding public needs.

Tile problem is. to him. not so much
a need for interpretation of a correct

or desirable course, but rather put-

ting the public interest on a plane

equal to that of the most powerful

special interests. This of course is

precisely what the courts do well, re-

sulting in what he calls "activating

the democratic process."

My own limited experience in using

the courts to address the issue of pes-

ticides has led me. as a scientist, to

hope for somewhat more from the

courts than Sax believes they offer.

The courts are potentially a link be-

tween science and human affairs,

insulating against the arrogance of

elitism—scientific, technological, mil-

itary, and political. The technical

questions of the pesticides issue, which

Sax did not treat, have been unclear,

muddied by commercial interests

with much help from appare

knowledgeable scientists. The co

have served on this issue not sin

as an equilibrator but as a preci

tool, extracting, testing, and «

uating truth as it bears on public

icy. The courts offered opportu

for a test of the conflicting view:

scientists—and on pesticides the

entific community is far from uni

Not until court tests became poss

was there any appreciable changi

pesticides policy, despite more I

two decades of pressure thro

"normal" channels. Other issues

science and public policy are p

ably not greatly different: scieni

not monolithic, infallible, or evei

commonly right. Where science

on public policy, it needs testiiJ

fore the most rigorous court. Saj

vides the reasons why courts

want the job and will tend to Ax

if they can, preferring to remai

curely bound within the "mind-f

manacles of the law." But the nel
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for environmental sideshows de-

ed, not to help solve the crisis.

merely to exi>loit it. Mr. Ridge-

, however, is not the only culprit.

universities and publishers who
concocted half-haked courses

books about the ''environment"

equally guilty. The presidents,

mors, and mayors who have re-

ed programs "environmental ac-

' are likewise guilty. College ad-

stralors and politicians have

ys tended to appear to be "re-

sive" and to dress tilings up with

y titles, but no one has ever been

n in by their sorry antics. Manu-
jrers of one-night cancer cures,

ever, are guilty of economic

es. more serious in my book than

le murder because they defraud

people as a whole. .Along with any

epreneurs peddling ineffective an-

lution equipment. I accuse au-

of nonconstructive books of

g guilty of the very same eco-

crinie. Thus, to borrow from

Kidgeway's own implicit

logy. I would, if I had the author-

)Ut him up against the wall. ile. I

i. is really kidding around; / am
So much then for bis ragtag iii-

tiim of revolutionary doctrine. .As

lis book, let it be mercifully an<l

kly forgotten by all concerned.

Roberts is a professor at Cornell

•ersily l.iiw School.

in<l the courts' experience in

aising evidence, and in making
ions in the public realm bused

hat evidence, provides a poten

i-nsitive coupling between an

asingly complex scientific r<'ulin

an even more complex political

X writi's this book frotn a brief

rich and telling experience as

•»»or of law at the University of

liltan. He is author of a model
enacted in Michigan thai pro-

< for court actions in defense of

nvironmenl. Me wrili-s ujib melii

* accuracy from an exiiaustivi-

ground, lucidly and enterluiniiig

omfortable and easy in his author-

It would have been easier lor

to write for bis peers in law; be

chosen ins|i-ad the most dinicull

cUvr, the general reader, and Ikis

wd out with the brilliance that is

mi mark in trade. The book is at

chronicle of an important step

» evolution of government and a

pocketable
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CAN'S "1st international

Competition". Includes

plans of alt winning entries,

time-aloft records, photos,

technical data. commen-
»-_[-, u^s 20 unuiual de-

perforated pages

for easy tear-out. Yoi

flyl Amusing, entertaining. 128 pages.

Stocit No. 939 IE

II

J2.'95 Ppd.

BATrfRr POWERED GVROSCOPE^
^^^^ ^.___^^^^^ ,^^

lun & enjoyment of a gyro

without bother of constant

(Iring winding Sl pulling. 6
"

diam. flying-saucer shaped.

Spins on its edge, upside-

down, on your head, hanging

I string, drii

und ring
icket

rocket car, pedestal. 9 " diam. orbit

cap, chain, loop, instr. Operates on 2

Stock No. 71 . I6IE _;_z_

ircoioGy KITS Fuu of uni

ence—speeds up to a blur

power. Terriffic accessorl"
..... .-ng pedestal,

C" batt. (not incl.).

$6.00 Ppd.

survival depends
upoii suitable ecological bal-

ance. These 5 well planned.

Perform numerous experi-

ments with materials In-

cluded (-1- few avail, loeal-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H ky). Compl. instruct.

IFksTHF^t'er'- ufP. : : : : ilT^ '53:

irk K2; lim ::uf'l'h^£'onT»:M:^ pS--

Bring 9l°b of sun's light

Indoors. NaturEscent lamps

give true color fidelity with-

out distortion, closent thing

to natural light—even use

outdoor film indoors with-

out filters. Great for indoor

gardening. Reduces eye-

strain fatigue. Long tube

life, fit standard fixtures.

,5W !l'l°'*: $14.50 Ppd.

9nw" irt $14.50 Ppd.^-" 48-L :
$14.50 Ppd.

niP ON THE SUN

NEW IIQU/D-FUEI ROCKET KIT

Apollo-type rocket soars to

1,000 feet at 300 ft. per sec-

ond . . . then gently returns

to earth on automatic para-

chute. Fantastically realistic

lift off. flight, vapor trail.

16" aluminum rocket can be

fired manually or electrically

(req. 6v Batt. not incl.).

Loads of fun building, dec-

orating, launching again i
,„ni„. timer separator,

again. Includ.: 16 Pg. '"*''"''•
/„n, fins ifading valve

rL^'Ctrrhnn^al" mblT' aS sund.'^rCllant."-

EXTRA PROPELLANT (Two 15 oi. cani)
^ ^o Ppd.

Stock No. P7l,l92E * <-u«f rpn.

"FISH- W/TH A MAGNET
Go treasure hunting on the

bottom! Fascinating fun &
profitable! Tie a
5-lb. Magnet

—

rerboard in bay.

iver. lake or ocean. Troll it

long bottom—your "treas-

I can be outboard
inchors. etc. 5-lb.

is war surplus

—

Type—Gov't cost

lore under water.
$14.00 Ppd.
t S.75 Ppd.

15V4 lbs. J33-60 FOB

GIAnT WEATHER BAllOONS
"Balls ol fun" for kids,

traffic stoppers for stores,

terrific for amateur meteo-
rologists. Create a neighbor-

hood sensation. Great back-

yard fun. Exciting beach

attraction. Amateur meteo-
rologists use to measure
cloud heights, wind speed,

and temp. Made of heavy

t^lLrXAZr auto"air'h5seror helium tor high

"took No 60.56bE 8; $2.00 Ppd.

Stock No. 60.632E ,16 ._,^. .... .^.$7.00 Ppd.

JIA.JOAI* POUUTION TESTER!
1st LOW-COST survey-type

' ment. Quickly provides

fASCINATING "ACTION" h

ntitati ults
threshold limit ranges set

by Amer. Conf. of Gov't In-

dustrial Hygienists. Sensi-

NEW, lOW-COST GEM TUMBIER^

. vide
ring range. Includes 2
ipoules each to test for

),., CO. H ,S. NO, and

^^^^^m^mmmm^^mmm^ -^-O.'. Sufficient for 2 to 4

tests depending on eoncentratioh. Lightweight Kit li

Glides sturdy
rith

„-...,. coupling tubes, complete

to determine results. Sets (4) of

liable separately for $4.75.

^ „ ickhoundl Fasci-

nating hobby . . . loads of

fun inexpensive, easy. Make
lew'elry of all kinds—decora-

tive book-ends, table tops,

etc. Simply tumble-finish

readily available gemstones

. . then polish to high

lustre . . . brings out beau-

tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb. ca-

pacity tumbler w/continuous

duty motor. Full instructions.
«in Ts Pnil

tT ?Sc'k»»;4rt«ent- <i6- VVPEsi ' -^ •

stock No. 70.868E > ^^ '^"'-

CAR Of THE FUTURE HERE NOW!
'

I of most impress!

nd Curti-.
Iht's new wheelless air-

Sturdy red and yellow

.ic. 8" wide. 9" deep,

2' high with 4" propeller. Operates on 2 flashlight batterlet

(not incl.). 48" control line, battery case.

Stock No. 70.307E $3.50 Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG

li??R\*f SI'n 4,000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS
catalog. 148 pagi

nearly 4.000 unusual
:iting new categories,
ems. lOO's of charts.

Many hard-to-get war

replacement ampoules available separately iwr ».../j.

Stock No. 71.349E .$16.50^Ppd

POWfRfUl PORTABIE 8" SCOPE
2,000mm-f no Folded

""

Mirror-lens Optics
Incomparable (telestron

features Schmidt-C
lens system capable
sharper images over a wit

flat fiield than any oth

Objects appear 500 tin

brighter than naked eye

sec resolution—SOX &
'

Massive perform
weighs only 25 I

MODEl DIGITAL COMPUTER
Solve problems, teacli loi-

ic. play games with minia-
ture version of giant
electronic braini Adds,
subtracts, multiplies,
shifts, complements, car-

Colored

Turn on any of four new style lamps, and the room

on" with whirling, ever-changing patterns and

Table-top 8", 12- heat-driven glass ATMOSPHEi
motor-driven 16" and 24" plastic models (table

hanging versions). COLOR COLUMN Patterns It

roll around 25" tall, 7" dia. plastic and motor-driV'

Illusions swirl up one block . . . down the next I

colored plastic sections of the 14" high, heal
I

PAGODA. COMBO LIGHT'S 3-way switch turns li

read-by globe, the plastic "action" column, or both

driven and 22''2' high. Six additional and intereha

masks are available for each sensational decorator
|

ATMOSPHERES
8"— No. 80.I39E $31

12"—No. 85.198E $40

Hanging— No. 85.I97E $65 ,

16"— No. 85.I96E $65
j

24"— No. 85.202E $115

Hanging— No. 85.20IE $91

COLOR COLUMN— No. SO.UOE $58

COMBO LIGHT— No. 80.147E $63

PAGODA LITE— No. 80.I4IE $25

REPLACEMENT MASKS—3%'—$6.25; 4%"—$7.—$«.75

VERSATILE WHITF MODELING Pi

Perfect for figures, forms,
shapes, product & tool de-
signs, negative molds, model
making, etc. Easily shaped
by hand, tools. Can be rolled ««*Wk
flat, built up into figures Wt»

'

Permanently pliable until __ .»_Z^^
baked at 300° F. for 15 30
minutes in oven—no kiln nor
plaster molds needed Re
ouires no curing. Won t

shrink. Acquires permanent non unttle

shaped 4 baked. Can then be cut sawed drilled

painted, embossed. Smooth, non sticky harmless

Stock No. 60.794E 2 lb $ 3

Stock No. 71.205 E Sm^ $10

3' ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
See moon shots, orbits-stars, W/tBSBSS^^'~ ^
phases of Venus, planets Hn^ ^
close up. 60 to 180 power """"""
Aluminized and overcoated
3" diameter f/IO primary
mirror. ventilated 0.II

Equatorial mount with locks
on both axes. Eouipped with
60X eyepiece and mounted
Barlow lens. 3X finder tele
^cope. h.irdwood tripod
FREE: "STAR CHART'. 272-pago HANDBC
HEAVENS": "HOW TO USE YOUR TELE
Stock No. 85.050E .

$2'

Stock No. 85.I05E 41/4" . »9.

Stock No. 85.086E .... .6" . . - $23!

25X TO 900X lASORATORf MICROSCO
Sturdy.
Coated Achri
objectives—5X (0.10 NA)
lOX (0.25 NA), 60X (0 85
NA): triple revolving nose
piece. Automatic focusing
stop prevents damage to ob-
jectives and slides. Fixed

plastii iily

bled. .. ^ - .

Incl. step-by-step _

hly diagrams. 32-p

4S/4'

structii
oble & 15 experiments

^ ^„.v.-. .jrkshops. Shop by
1. Write for Catalog "E" to Ed-
it) Scientific Co., 300 Edscorp

tinns computer proHramming proDiems ol la e»nci iiiicina.

Stock No. 70.bB3E $ 5.98 Ppd.

ANALOG COMPUTER KIT _ „ ^

Stock No. 70.341E ^^.^.^ 518.95 Ppd.

TERRIBLE LIZARDS-MONSTROUS MAMMALS
Explore the fascinating pre- ~ ~—
historic world of dinosaurs

200.000.000 yea

Building, Barrlngton. New Jersey 08007.

„ _ uthent

scale— 12 mammals) accuratt

detailed in sturdy plasti

Incl.: Giant Brontosauru
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex.

Wooly Mammoth—range in

size from 2" to 6". Also inst.
j u/„„H,r Unok

to build your own dinosaur land and Wonder Book

Stock No. 70.817E $6.00 Ppd.

Fixed- len

5 16" 2 stage clii

stage No. 30.060—Substage
"aphragm. 1-7 8" t

Stock No. 85.049E ..(ll"i" H.

HOT-AIR FITING SAUCER KIT

Giant 9 It. model rises to

amazing heights. Easy to

assemble and launch. Use
over and over. Low cost.

Lots of fun. Can carry Vi \

lb. objects with string toth- i

er. Fly school colors at
\

names, use for advertising, ;

— play "spy In ;

9 FT. HUl-Min DMLmun ini 1 .,

Stock No. 60.691 E »'

EDMUND
SCIEIMTIFIC CO.

> 300 EDSCORP BLDI
^ BARRIIMGTOIM, WEW JERSEY 080



Iks in Review continued

lengp to all wIki would partici-

in one of the most salutarj' de-

)ments of the past decade. It is

fascinating and fun.

Wnndwell is senior ecologist at

Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Aborigines and Their Cointrv,

harles P. .Vlountford. Humanilii'S

s, SS.OO; 143 pp., iJlus. Pf.oplk

THE Dreamtimk, by Douglass

in and David R. Moore.

cer/WeatherhUl, $12.9.5; 136 pp.,

f>ugh a timely coinridence in

blishing, two new picture books

t .Australian Aborigines have

appeared, which complement

other almost perfectly. The

'igincs and Their Country con-

of photographs taken by Mr.

ntford during his long career as

nthriipologist and writer. His pic-

emphasize the traditional cul-

of the Aborigines in both the

OS and the desert; many were

1 in the 1930's and 1910's when

tart your Enchanted Wilderness vacation at home tomorrow.

Send for our Free Travel Information Package today.
e arc still a few places on

I where man seldom sets

And the most unusual of

1 is the I'>n<hant<-d

Icniess olihe Cloloiado

au-an immeiiM- aica ot

)00s<|uai'e miles i'adiatini{

the I'oui ( '.oiiieiN ol

1, Coloiado, New Mcxi(i)

\ri/.ona.

i"hc Kiu'hanted W'ildei-

includes six national

*—Biyee ( laiuon. ( lan-

Ulds, (Iiand ( !aii\oii.

I Veicle. i'clrilicd I'oicst

^ion.'l'o s;iN- nothing ol _' >

>nal moniimenis, three

inal ifeivaiion aix-as and
s of slate jKirks.

I is an area iiuix-dihK

tlin iialiiial and areheo

ai splendoiN. ^'oii lan

on UJO-inile loni^ Lake

11. N'isil the Rhost towns
cstem hisloiA'. Take

lOBT.'.phs ortouciinij saixl-

pformaiions in ('olol^ lii.ii

fiom chuculale to pink.

I'.xplon- the aneient ruins of

the .\iias;i/i Indian ciiltuir.

Run a wild ii\er Take a

miided tout by jeep, bus, Ixjat,

•l.uie. \'isii the Navajos in

Hinarkable vastnessof

.\lonumenl N'alley. (Jl)seiA-c

.iiul pholoi;ia|)h numerous
w ildlile s|xeies and si-ldom

see another |X-i"S()n.

1 lie Knehanted Wilder-

ness is our hiii uns|x>iled eonicr

ol the world and we would like

ti • shall- it with those who
.i|>|)ie( l,lte it.

Enchanted Wilderness
Association

A O.pl Nl
Boi 1942
L.k* Ctty, Utah MHO
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ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, thesft terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display

pieces for home and office. A superb a'l-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity SI 0.95 ppd.

Limps with Cross motif S23.95 ppd.

FREE Gift Cataloa!
. . . illustrating Jewelry, Amulets, Coins, Buddhas,

Roman Glass, Figurines and more!

Museum & Dealers inquiries welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
N-21 • 648 NINTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

Spectacular Collection of Genuine FIRST MEN
ON THE MOON Postage Stamps. Strikingly dra-

matic stamps from Dominica, Granada, Qatar,

Togo, etc. . . PLUS collection of fantastic Outer

Space stamps - awesome moon rockets, weird

interplanetary vefiicles, man floating in orbit -

from Russia, Rwanda. South Africa and ottier far-

away Countries. Both of tfiese valuable collections

- catalog price over $2.00 - foionly 10c! Also

fine stamps from our approval service, returnable

without purchases and cancel service anytime -

plus big FREE Illustrated Catalog.

Send 10c TODAY.
Jamestown Stamp, M21NM, Jamestown, N.Y.14701

DIG FOSSILS?
then join THE NEW YORK PALEONTOLOGICAL
SOCIETY meets every third Saturday of each
month (Sept.-June) at The American Museum
of Natural History at 1:00 PM Field Trips-
Newsletter— all age groups welcome—for more
information write:

P.O. BOX 287, Planetarium Station

127 West 83rd Street

New York, NY. 10024

rkable end table
T 50 books and

\-spa-

pers-in view, upright,
convenient. Rolls easily on large casters. Books
fit on both sides, magazines on ends—and just

the proper chair size! Pine, in honey tone or
maple, antique pine or walnut fin. 27xI4x26"H.
$29.95 Exp. Chg. Col. EASY KIT: Simple instr.

$21.50 Postp.-iid. Add $1.50 W. of Miss.
BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG— 1000 PIECES

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine
include Z,„ NO. YIELD HOUSE
Money Back Guarantee Dept. N2-1A
Not Sold In Stores No. Conway. N. H. C3360

Books In Review continued

there were still relatively large num-

bers of Aborigines living under no-

madic conditions in the bush. Many
of these pictures have appeared in

earlier publications by Mr. Mount-

ford, but for American readers they

should retain their original freshness

and impact. As one who has spent

several years living in close contact

with Australian desert Aborigines, I

found the black-and-white photo-

graphs did much to capture the dig-

nity and character of these unique

people. I particularly enjoyed the pic-

tures showing such food-getting activ-

ities as collecting wild yams, win-

nowing desert grass seeds, carrying a

kangaroo back to camp, and others.

Although one can still witness

Aboriginal ceremonies in many parts

of Australia today, scenes such as

tiiese are becoming increasingly rare.

The book, however, contains s<

editorial horrors. One picture o

desert corkwood tree appears twic

once in black and white and o

again in color, and the color re]

duction is generally poor, with no

than five out of a total of ninet

color plates being blurred. Ne
theless. on the strength of the bk

and-white pictures alone, the b

should be judged a success.

People of the Dreamtime foe

more explicitly on the plight of

Aborigine in relation to mot

Western society. The last two cl

ters give particular attention to p
lems of Aboriginal employment

education and to the dislocal

caused by a long history of

crimination against Aborigines

white Australians. The photogr

in this book are generally

Flying Birds, by David and Katie

Urry. Harper & Row, $7.95; 192 pp.,

illus.

It
is no simple matter, even with

still photography as advanced as it

is, to produce a book of photographs

on bird flight that even suggests

real complexity of the subject, bt

my mind. Flying Birds succeed

doing just that. The authors are

satisfied with one picture showii

herring gull soaring or a puffin a i

to land ; they offer a number ol



aling than those in Mountford's

tne. but this is not the fault of the

ographer. The pictures present

onest cross section of life as it is

today by most black Austra-

. Because their lives are not espe-

y pleasant or attractive, neither

the photographs. People in cast-

lothing squalling on the fringes

hite settlements, enveloped in an

sphere of boredom and flies, can

depressing subject for the photog-

er—essayist. The book is a plea

white .Australia stop ignoring the

s of its black citizens,

th books evoke, rather than in-

The emphasis in each volume is

lie pictures, rather than on any

led discussion of Aboriginal cul-

The reader who wants a fuller

rstanding of the scenes portrayed

iny of the pictures may be frus-

trated by the overgeneralized dis-

cussions presented in the text. This is

particularly true where ceremonial

scenes with elaborate body painting

and dance paraphernalia are shown,

followed by cryptic captions such as,

"The rain dance." "The sacred wanigi

in the Emu rituals" (no explanation

here of what a wanigi is or what it

represents), and "Scenes from cere-

monies at Derby and on Elcho Is-

land" (ceremonies about what? and

for what purpose?). Thus for some-

one wishing to acquire a knowledge

of the Australian Aborigines, both

past and present, these two books are

no more than a first step and will

need to be supplemented by other,

more detailed sources. But they are a

good first step.

Richard A. Could
The American Museum

ces, a number of aspects of

, along with informative com-

9. Their purpose is to reveal

ional beauty, and in this respect

picture is not isolated, but adds

e next. This is not a highly tech-

book, but there is an education

all the same. The fine quality of

pictures proves that David and

I'rry are not only good al their

ut that they are also careful ob-

rs. with a gift of seeing that re-

variety.

ere is more to bird flight than

re accustomed to think of in a

anical age: its perfection is the

of millions of years of evolu-

nf change. The adaptability in

n of a tern or a gannet is in-

ed with the wonclcrfully varied

e of the environment on which it

)endent. Tile comparison of bird

with human flight seems in-

)priale, however, if only in the

the authors present: "One
id of flight is to travel through

ir, deriving a lifting force from

ir that i« passing. In an aero,

the engines supply the propul-

force, the wings providing the

rhe bird's wings perform both

< and are corn-spcindinglv more
lex,"

r mnjorilv of ihr species in this

arc ((lasial liirrls from Creat

in. frr>m "summer shores and is-

." Iiul with u few exceptions, ihr

or iillied species can he seen off

iraii shores. The ease and grace

tern, the splendid, long-winged

of Kannets. the wheeling of kit-

es, llie vigiiiiius landing actions

cornior;int. beldng in fad to all

Kill's dramatic shores.

The sequence of pictures on arctic

terns is exceptional in revealing their

beauty and ability. The photogra-

phers also had their lens on fulmars,

seemingly motionless over the water

at heights beyond the cliff level where
the Urrys were standing; and on the

herring gulls, as their wings beat back-

ward and forward while making a

landing. There is a remarkable photo-

graph in this book of a razorbill

—

wings, Imdy, tail, and feet spread as it

lands, so as to offer the greatest pos-

sible area of resistance—and another

of a tern with its wings thrust over its

head, and many others, combining to

make this a beautiful and informative

book. The price, incidentally, seems
very reasonable.

John Hay
Cape Cod Museum oj Natural History

I he American Museum is upen to

the public without charge every day
during the year, except Thanksgiv-

ing and (llirisimas. Your support,

ihriiugh membership and contribu-

tions, helps make this possible. The
Museum is etpiallv in n-ed of sup-

port for its work in llie fields of re-

search, education, and exhibition.

This list (l<-tails the phulographrr or

other sour<-e of illuslratinn liy page.

COVER—David Sttphin
14—AMNH
3? 33— lit G»in
3S 37—Vilican ObM»a
lOfy

38— David Hala
39— Aliitaif B riaur
40 47— Martia Ktafan.
Pholo Tiandt
44^llobafl Sommar
4S—Wilham Sudtiman
46- AMNH aflM Publica
tioni of tht Aitfo

nomical Socltly ol

Iha Pacific

48 49— Halmut Wimnwi
SO 67—Atcolofv Paolo
Solarl

68 69— William Sudtr
man
/I— MihloiPinlhar
77 73— David Slaphan
7;—Alan Tarnat
76— Bud La*
77 81— David Hufn.
MaiKum
87 91- Buinay I

la Boauf
107—Douflaii Bailln
108— David Urr»

% Beech Cliff
On The Lake, By The Sea

MOUNT DESERT. MAINE, near Bar Harbor
BOYS 9-16 Pioneer camping in setting
of great natural beaut\'—plus E.XCEP-
TIOXAL TRIP PROGR.\M. Each camper
elects (without extra charge) Wilderness
Canoe Trips, Windjammer Sailing Cruise,
.\It. Expeditions. In-Camp prog. incl.
riflery, archery, tennis, water skiing,
fresh water swimming, sailing Natural
science emphasized. (Also Caribbean
Oceaiiograt)hic Summer Schonlage 14-17)
Clifford A. Pulls, 6 Old Marlboro Rd., Concord
MaM.fl17« (617) 369-4095 EST. 1954

CmM INDIAN ARTIFACTS

^jy FOSSILS-MINERALS

SHELLS-SCOPES-BOOKS

SEND 25« for New
Illustrated Cotalog

DOVER SCIENTIFIC

Box 60I1C

Astorio, N.Y. 11106«»
CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT

Amaiintr HAVAHART tmp capture* »ldinff
ratH. rabbits, snuirreU. skiinka. pifieona. spar-
rows, etc. Takes mink, coons without injury.

StrayinR i>cts. poultry released unhurt. Easy to

use—open ends irive animal confidence. No jawi
i^r sprinRs to break. GnlvanixcHf: many In uae
20 years. Sixes for all ne««d«. FREE ilhif-trated

practical (rni.le with trapplnir secrets.

HAVAHART. 158 Water Street

Ossining. New York 10562
rieaHc S4-nd new tcuide and price list.

WORLD'S FIRST
, POSTAGE STAMP

Pius 2 ofmif eAm
tmnsM ciAiiicsovii
100 rlARS OLD. . .

shown on valuibit

commfmnialiyf wt

YOURS fRli!
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hohhv snd owf fa

on apiwovai i»f»ir*

lt«m|)t finm Iha (ti-

Kffnmore Co
,
Milford WA 695. N H«mp n.my



THEY'LL DIE
unless you and we help them. They'll

Die—and thousands more like them of

many different species will die—unless

mor>ey is made available to finance the

many requests from East Africa's Na-

tional Parks, Research Organizations an

Gome Departments.

For 1970/71 we are funding conserva-

tion projects amounting to $134,000 in

Kenya, Ugando and Tanzania. We need

your continued support to combat the

increasing menace of extinction for many
species of wild animal, by making a

donation or by joining the Society.

Membership of the Society will cost

you $10 annually. For this you receive

our quarterly magazine "Africana".

Available for sale are ties, car badges,

wild life jewel ery, and prints, decals,

shoulder patches. Scientific Journals,

Christmas Cards, and Calendars. WRITE
FOR DETAILS.

The wild life of East Africa is now o
world responsibility, shared by every-

one. It is enjoyed by tens of thousands

of visitors each year. Help us to see that

millions will continue to enjoy it.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

P.O. Box 20110, Nairobi, Kenya.
East Africa.

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $

Name

Address

NH

Suggested

RIGHT ON, HENRY DAVID!
Walden and Other Writings. H.

D. Thoreau. Doubleday & Com-
pany, Inc., Garden City, 1970.

Walden Pond. A. Derleth. Arkham
House, Sauk City, 1968.

SKY COLOR
Physics of the Air. W. J. Hum-

phreys. Peter Smith, Gloucester,

1964.

Venus, Star of Sweet Confi-

dences. S. I. Rasool. Natural

History, June-July. 1969.

The Green Flash. D. J. K. O'Con-

nell. Scientific American, January,

1960.

An Introduction to Color. R. M.
Evans. John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,

New York, 1948.

PEOPLE'S ART
Peoplp's Park. A. Copeland, ed.

Ballantine Books, Inc., New York,

1969.

Planning for Play. M. Allen. The

M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, 1969.

BEYOND CIVILIZATION

Meaning of the Twentieth Cen-

tury. K. E. Boulding. Harper &

Row, Publishers, New York, 1964.

Configurations of Cultu
Growth. A. L. Kroeber. Uni

sity of California Press, Berke

1944.

THE HIGHLANDS
OF SCOTLAND
The Vegetation of Scotland.

.

Burnett, ed. Oliver and Boyd, 1

Edinburgh, 1964.

West Highland Survey. F. F.

ling. Oxford University P
London, 1955.

A Hundred Years in the H
LANDS. 0. H. Mackenzie. W
Saunders Company, Ltd., Lon

1949.

THE AGGRESSION
OF THE BREEDING BULLS

Sea Elephant. L. H. Matt!

MacGibon & Kee, London, ]

Seals of the World. J. E. I

The British Museum, Lor

1964.

Reproductive and Social

havior of the Northern
PHANT Seal. G. A. Bartholo

Jr. University of Caliji

Publications in Zoology, Vo

1952.
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WHERE TO RETIRE OR VACATION
—at what look like prewar prices

These Are America's Own Bargain Paradises

In Off-the-Bealen Path, the best-selling book by Norman Ford, you
id of island paradises aplenty in the United States and Canada, of art

Ionics (artists search for picturesque locations where costs are low!),

arc-as with almost a perfect chmatc or with tlo'Acr^ on cvcr> siJe

Here are the real U.S.A. -brand Shangri-La.s made for Ihe man or
man who's had enough of crowds. Here. too. are unspoiled seashore
laKes, tropic-like Islands, and do/ens of other spots just about perfect
' your retirement or vacation at some of the lowest prices >ou*\e heard
since the eone-forever prewar da>s. And for eood measure >ou also

id about the low-cosl paradises in Hawaii, the Virgin Islands and
erto Rico.
You can be sure that Off-the-Beaten-Path names the low-cost Florida

ircment and vacallonine towns, the best values in Texas, the South-
st. California, the South and East. Canada—and a dozen other areas
ich the crowds have not yet discovered:

I That undiscovered reeion where winters are as warm as Miami
Beach's yet costs can be two-thirds less.

» That island that looks like Hawaii yet Is 2000 miles nearer (no ex-
pensive sea or air trip to get there).

> France's only remaining outposts In this part of the world—com-
pletely surrounded by Canadian territory ... or a village more
Scottish than Scotland or age-old Spanisli hamlets right in our own
VS. where no one ever heard of nervous tension or Ihe worries of
modem day life.

I That remarkable town where a fee of 3 cents a day gives you an
almost endless round of barbecues, musicals, concerts, picnics, pot
luck suppers, smorgasbord dinners, and a fine aris program.

Off-the-Beaten Path is a ht^ bi:K>li fiilled with facts that open the way
1 different kind of rciircmenl or vacnlion made all the more jttractive

the rock bottom prices. About 100. (MX) words \'ct, it costs only 52.50.

FABULOUS MEXICO
WHERE EVERYTHING COSTS LESS

e land of retirement and vacation bargains
Where you can build a modem home for S6.500 and an American
emcni income looks like a fortune. It's the land where your vacation

can buy double or more what it might back home—provided you
here to go for Mexico's best values.
rman Ford's big book, Fabulous Mexico—Where Everyihin/i Costs
lis you exactly where to get all of this country's best vacation
ircment values, where you can live like a prince on what you

It just gel along on in the U.S.A.
Norman Ford knows Mexico from north to south, from cast to west,
he takes you to vacation and retirement areas that look mure like
South Seas than Tahiti itself; to whole sections of just perfect
her where it's like June all year around; plus resort after resort,
is. cttics, spas, and what not else where you'll have a vacation to
rmber at a cost so low it could seem unbelievable.
If you want a delightful retirement area with plenty of Amcrioans
nd to talk to. he leads you In all the principal retirement towns, as
as dozens of little known, perhaps even more delightful areas, where

. are way far down, there's plenty to do and meeting people is easy.
lys. he shows you modern, flower-bedecked hotels and inns that
ge hardly half of what you might expect to spend in even such a
of vacation and retirement bargains as Mexico
There s a great deal more besides: everything from exploring ancient
mids as old as Egypt's to finding fabulous hunting and fishing. If

might want to share in the high interest rates Mexican banks pay or
uy equally high-earning real estate or start a business of your own.
detailed guide to a fabulous land tells you what you must do to
your money earning so much more than in the US.
Fabulous Mexico—where Fxeryihint! Costs Less opens up Mexico to
It's a big book, yet it costs only 52,

ALL ABOUT ARIZONA
-Ihe hcaltbful tlatt, where H'l great lo live and vacallon

1<> rcith your ilcshnaluin. Thi>ni.is

a. Ihe healthful ttale, Jeadit you lu

; slate uf »un and scenic wunder-

road map shows you ht>w
bi|t hook. All About Arl/on

nu wani m Ihn l.i»i urowini

hal do you want lo knon about Arizona?
Ihe best place lo rciirc at low cost? Where ore summers cot)P

lers. sunny most of the lime? Where are Ihe besi areas lor a job oi

f-or a home? What must
. . or a home? How high are laxcs'' Is it Iruc
than in the East? What about salaries .

my health''
ao you want lo lour this (irand Canyon Slate'" What's the best
lo see An/ona by car (or oihcrwisei? What is really worlh sccinii

< the roads and down intercsimg side roads'" Or in Ihc cities, ilic

nal parks and ihe other four-star siiihis' What are those world
_ ui hui relatively unknown four-star siKhis overshadowed by specia
r Grand Canyon' What is really ihc bcsi way lo see the (irand ( an
The Indian reservations' The other C .myons? Which arc the Ihm

s% to eat and slay along Ihc wav '

lat an ihc sure ivayi lo est travel cosis In IhU hli slale?
iMd with facts, over a hundred thousand words in length. All About
Ma, Ihc healthful slate, almost brings An/ona lo your diMir. answcr-
Ihese and a hundred oiher guesiions and giving you a richer, heller
irt of An/ona than many people have after living there for years
I know all you should about An/ona before you go for a home, a
a business of your own. retirement In the sun. or a vacation you'll

lyi remember, read All About ArUooa, Hie healthful slate. Price only

Illness of your
(or when buying land

cosis are less
ols for my children . .

lo toi

by ci

A Good Trip Br tin I

Publlshrri

>llh a H.ir

lore 19.15

WHERE WILL YOU GO
IN FLORIDA?

FLORIDA needn't be expensive—not if you know just where to go for

whatever you seek in Florida. And if there's any man who can give you
the facts you want it's Norman Ford, founder of the world-famous Globe-
trotters Club. (Yes. Florida is his home whenever he isn't traveling.)

His big book. Sorman Ford's Florida, tells you. ftrst of all. road by
road, mile by mile, everylhmg you'll find in Florida, whether you're on
vacation or looking over job. business, real estate, or retirement prospects.

Always he names the hotels, motels, and restaurants where you can
stop for the best accommodations and meals at the price you want to

pay. For that longer vacation, if you let Norman Ford guide you. you'll

find a real "paradise"'—just the spot which has everylhmg you want.
Of course, there's much more to this big book.

If you Want a Job or a Home in Florida
NORMAN FORD tells you just where to head. His talks with hundreds
of personnel managers, business men. real estate operators, stale officials.

etc . let him pinpoml the towns you want to know about, if you're going
til Florida for a home, a job with a future, or a business of your own.
If you've ever wanted to run a tourist court or own an orange grove, he
'flls you today's inside story of these popular investments.

If You Want to Retire on a Small Income
NORMAN FORD tells you exactly where you can retire now on the
money you've got, whether it's a little or a lot. (If you need a part-time
or seasonal job to help out your income, he tells you where lo pick up
extra income. ) Because Norman Ford always tells you where life in

Florida is pleasantest on a small income, he can help you lake life easy

Yes. no matter what you seek in Florida—whether you want to retire,

vacation, get a job. buy a home or start a business

—

Sorman Ford's
Florida gives you the facts you need to find exactely what you want. Yet
this big book with plenty of maps and well over 1(X).0(X) words sells for
only $2 50—only a fraction of the money you'd spend needlessly, if you
went to Florida blind.

For your copy, fill out coupon today.

The Island Paradises

You Can Drive to
Right here in the U.S. there's many a transplanted Tahiti to which you
can drive:

• many a coral island bordered by a powdery beach and shaded by
coconut palms.

• many another hideaway set in a sparkling bay, many another luih

island gem for an out-of-the.ordinary vacation or tempting low-
cost retirement.

And nearby are others to which you can drive most of the way: in-

credible Cozumel off Mexico, that country where your dollar buys so much
more. Or other off-beat gems in the brilliant Bahamas, some just a SIS
ride from Florida.

In Utopia /i an Island, Norman Ford. America's leading travel en-

pert, lakes you to those islands which the world has found so attractive

in alt respects they arc known as Island Paradises—the closest thing today
to a real Utopia, where you leave behind the noise and Ihe tush of Ihe

world fiir a remarkable vacation or to stay a while or retire, often at

fanlaslicallv low prices
You learn about Ihe popular Islands—Barbados, Tobago, Jamaica,

Puerto Rico, the Virgins; Ihl/a, Majorca, Madeira, Capri, the Canaries,

plus mans an unknown one of equal or greater charm and less rsprnslsr.

K>cn In ihe popular Islands Norman Kord shows you sections which Ihe

crowds base not discosered. If lour e.ses are upon Hawaii hut lou (ear

it might be too eipenslse. wait until uiu read about Ihr rornrrs which

he has found. See, too, whether sou can resist ihnse Islands off In

another direction where SfO a week means sou and .nut wllr Use like

kings and queens. Altogether, you learn about 169 Island Paradlws, more
than fifty of which you can drive lo.

Norman Ford is always practical: he tells you how to reach Ihe islands.

Bives dollar and cents costs lor hotels, meals, for renting your own
bungalow if you slay a while, for food in the stores, entertainment, etc.

If you're inleresied in a second income, he tells where lo start a small

hotel or guest house, where to find low cost beachfront, even where to

buv your own tropical plantation for only $20.f)4X)

but lei your first introduction to a modern-day Utopia be one of the

many island paradises you can drive lo Find yours in Vinpia h an
hiand. Over lOO.tXX) words long, it costs only J2. Why not send tor II

I
Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS. 57 ELM Oriv.

CraanUwn (Long Itiand), N*w Yori, 11740

I I have enclosed $ (cash, check, or money order).
' I'Ir.isr send Ihc IVM.ks checked below YOU Will RUl'Nl) MY
I MOM ^ II I AM NOT SATISI II 1)

S \\ K. At MOST II \l F. All 5 books below for only S<.»5.

\ll alHiul Arln

Norman l-ordV

a— the healthful stale. S2.50.

I lorida. M.it.

Island l,>r Ihe Island Paradises >ii

I f

' Fabulous Metico—1^'her* Evcrrlhlai CosIs Leu. $2,

I 1 : on-lhe-B**ltn P«llii ABMrln't omm Banala PandlMi. ilM.

I
Punt Name -

I .Street Addreu _ ~~ -

fltv A Stat* — Zip Cod*
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When you've stalked white rhino at Umfolosi . .

.

safaried through 16 game reserves... heard the cal

of Zulu herdsmen in the Valley of a Thousand Hills

...then youVe seen something of SOUTH AFRICA

...and you have lived a little.

Experience the Kruger National Park - the most

famous game reserve in the world. Travel the many
other wildlife sanctuaries. See everything from the

elephant to the tiny oribi ... in comfort with an expert

guide. Come-see for yourself.

For further information on South Africa, contact your travel
agent or write to the South African Tourist Corporation.
Rockefeller Center, 610 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020, or
721 Wilshire Beverly Centre, 9465 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly
Hills, California 90212.

Break away
W

from the herd . . . SOUTH AFRICA appeals to the adventurer in you
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800625-3535
The one reservation number for all Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns in the world.

800-3256535
Call it free. Anytime from anywhere in the Continental United States.

800625-3535
Call it as you would any long distance number from your area.

800-325-353
Call it free anytime and you'll get an immediate confirmation.

800-325653
Call it . . . or your travel agent will call it for you.

CSI

Sheraton Hotels&MotorInns
800-325-3535

A WORLDWIDE SERVICE OFITT



The Dull Boy Who Became A Prodigy

In 1799, an obscure Aus-

f Irian clergyman, Karl Wilie,

fi^ lold a group of skeptical

friends: *'If God grant me a

son, I shall educate him to be

a superior man — without knowing what

his aptitudes may be."

• Soon, a son was born but showed little

promise. The boy's own mother thought

him dull. Yet by the time young Karl was
six, his father's efforts seemed to be work-

ing. At age 9, he entered the University

of Leipzig. At 14. he received his Ph.D.;

at 23, he became a Professor and went on

to a long and brilliant career.

• In Ireland, a man named Thompson
heard of Witte's methods and applied

them to his own sons. One became a cele-

brated engineer; the other became one of

the world's great physicists. Lord Kelvin.

• Early in this century, Leo ^'icner —
rummaging in the back of a New England
library — found a German book describe

ing Witte's methods. He, too, applied

them to a young son. The result: Norbert
Wiener — one of the greatest mathemati-
cians of all time, sometimes known as "the
father of Automation."

• Now, these same extraordinary child-

development methods are available to all

parents in the new book described below.

low to give your child a superior miud
!markable new book tells how

I can add as much as 30 points

I'our child's effective I.Q. . . .

|v you can help him move

I

ad in school and be more sue-

;ful in an education-conscious

lid.

AIL THE COUPON below and the

publishers will send you a copy

;iVE Your Child A Superior
D for free home trial. Properly

I, this new book can help your

J achieve the kind of success in

ol and in later life which, rijiht

,
you probably do not think is

l.ible.

jr example, before your child is

years old, this book will help

(or her) read 150 words a min-

. . add, subtract, multiply and

dc . . . understand fractions and simple

I
bra . . . even handle abstract concepts and

[rpret them creatively.

e»t of all, your child can achieve this

iy success without bcinf; pushed and with-

interference with a happy, normal, well-

listed childhood.

< a book (ike this Is so badly needed

ay, schools are giving fastlrarnprs every

ice lo move ahead to more interislinp

k. Meanwhile, other youngsters (who
d be fast learners) are being crowded
"slow" classes — losing precious time

II never regain — simply because no one

look the time lo develop their abilities

y.

h*r» why — a few years ago — two well-

wn child-development experts, Siegfried

Theresc Engelmann, dcridid to bring

successful ideas of Karl Wilte up to date.

en they tried out llieir methods on chil-

Today they're playing word partiex.

Before he'» five, fte can be reading ISO tcords a minute,

dren of average intelligence, the results were
nothing short of thrilling.

Now, they have written a book describing

these methods. Give Your Child A Superior

Mind provides a planned program of home
instruction that any parent can start using

immediately. It will enable you lo do for your

child what Karl Wille, over 100 years ago,

did for his "dull boy who became a prodigy."

You will learn:

1. How to Irnrh your rhilH lo read. The
serri't is knowing linw lo Like advantage of

your child's nalur.ii liiingrr for words: Games
lo leach the alphabet. II basic rules that

make book reading easy. How lo anticipalc

mistakes, correct them smoothly. How to

encourage spare-lime reading.

2, How to help your ehild streak iiliend

in Mnth. Here is where simple pre-lraining

can have llie most dramatic results ... es-

pecially whin it's explained in the simple

everyday terms of a child's world. For exam-

ple, if your child has ever seen yoti

break an egg, he has taken the first

step to understanding algebra. Before
Age 5 he can learn addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, fractions, basic

algebra, division. And it will be fun

for both of you.

3. How lo Rive your child the
power of ubslriict reasoning;. Un-
dirslanding abstract concepts frees

your child from the dull grind of role

learning. It enables him lo express

sopliislicated ideas far beyond his

years . . . and develop what will even-

tually be his most priceless posses-

sion — clear, original thinking.

4. How lo increase your child's

cffeclivc I.Q. Research, here and
abroad, shows that a child's I.Q. may
be increased by as much as 30 points

before Age 5. This new book was not con-

ceived as an I.Q. "course." But the program
it contains will help your child achieve much
higher scores than he otherwise would . . .

in a natural, easy way.

Examine thii new book free —
Unuiual double guarantee of results

You may examine Give Yot n Child .\ Surc-
rkih Mind, with this unusual double guar-

antee. Simply mail the coupon on this page.

When the book arrives, look it over for a full

30 doys. Then, if you're not entirely con-

vinced that this book can show you how to

give your child a superior mind, you may
reliirn il and owe nothing. If you decide lo

keep it, you may do so for only 56.50 — and
you are slill protected by the second, long-

range guarantee at bolloin of this page.

At all bookstores, or mail coupon today

to: Simon a Sciuister, Inc., Dept. 43
New York, N. Y. 10020.

OU (nllnw llli< book'« program o(

ing - ynur rl. iM nl Arc S hIiouIiI

h]r 1., .1,, all Ih i<:

•ad opprex)- 5. Undcritand
oltly ISO conc»p«t Ilk*

ordt a minul* Righl-Ufi,

B«for« and
dd columni Aft*r, lf-Th*n
figur«<

6. Solvt algebra

ill tim* •qualiont

Ilk* Ihii:

ublracl, 4A-: 2-8
uhiply, ond 7. Scor«» high on
vid* firtt I.Q. Tttli

11 yi'U ilnn'l get lhr»e rr«iilt« -
miiy return the book lor lull refund.

^--'SiS

From a fomoua
cduenlor—

"I linvr nrvrr hrfnrp

rrn a hnnk Hllirh

ollrm »> (Irtailril a

plan fnr nrlion ilny

in anil day oul. Il

•houlil hrip crrally

lo mnkr llir livr. n(

mnlhcri and young
rliililrrn more pur.

poarful anil inlrr.

r«linR."

-Dr. Crorgr y.
SliuUrr

MAIL TOHAY FOR .10 HAYS' FREE EXAMI.NATIO.N

SIMON t SCHUSTER, Inc., D«pt.43

630 Fifth Avcnu*. Ntw York, N. Y. 10030

PIra<ir Rrnd me a copr of
A 8uri«io« MiNO If t am
mp how to incrfa-i" ••"- *-'

for (iuccr««. I may r.

Ini Olhrrwljr I m
a« paymrnt In full

lo refund lull purct,' ^

pair.

Print Name.

Addrni

City * Bl«t» Zip Codt

n DAVC POUTAOI! ChKk hpr« If Tou tNrinat Id SO »• par-
mrnt In full - tlipii \^•^; PAY roSTAOK. Bame rclum
pruilpir" with full rrfunil ci'.ianiho



Florida's Famous Deltona Corporation

Invites You to Claim Your Share

of This Newest Total Community Paradise

^^ MACKLE-BUILT^
IN THE LAND OF 3 SEASC

FLORID,

And You Can Get in at Ground-Floor Prices

fnr I ess Than You've Ever Dreamed Possibif

a;;

FISHING at Citrus Springs is part of total com-
munity life. You'll enjoy this exciting sport on
rivers and lakes, and on tfie nearby Gulf, too!

ERE'S WHAT "TOTAL COMMUNITY"
MEANS TO YOU:

' Planned Growth
Controlled Size

- Central Water System
Lawns; Landscaping
Golf Course

• Country Club
Schools, Chu

Shopping Centers
UndergroundUtilities

' Paved Roads
Uncrowded Planning
Fishing: Swimming

• Six Purchase Plans
Mackle Construction

' And much, much more

ASK ANYONE IN FLORIDA ABOUT
DELTONA AND MACKLE INTEGRITY
Check the Florida Chamber of Commerce, leading
banks, or any resident of a Mackle-Built Commu-
nity. Almost everyone in the Sunshine State

knows the Mackle Brothers' fine reputation.

Head of the $225 million Oeltona Corporation, as
far back as 1959 they already had been officially

commended by the State Legislature for their

outstanding contribution to Florida's growth.

SWIMMING year round, in crystal-clear lakes and
tranquil Gulf waters, and salt water, is another
Florida feature Citrus Springs residents enjoy!

SCENIC DRIVES through lush horse country pro-

vide a sampling of the beauty of the high and
rolling, heavily-wooded surrounding country.

• 28 miles west of Ocala
• 15 miles north of

Inverness
• 6 miles south of

Rainbow Springs
• 34 miles from
Silver Springs

• 26 miles from
the Gulf

• 20 miles from Crystal
River

• 25 miles from Homosassa Springs
• 78 miles north of Tampa-St. Pete
• 45 miles from Gainesville

en filed with tiie Depart

YOURS FOR VACATIONS,
INVESTMENT, RETIREMENT. . . AN'
YEAR-ROUND ACTIVE LIVING

NOW YOU CAN CLAIM YOUR SHARI
of Florida's diminishing supply of im
proved property in The Deltona Coi
poration's newest total community o
lovely Citrus Springs. Thousands o
families, who never thought they coulc

afford it, are doing just that, right now
in Mackle-Brothers' Florida!

GOLF, FISH, SWIM ALL YEAR ROUND
On the slopes of Florida's fragrant or

ange blossom country, in the heart o
its lakes and springs region, here is ;

3-season paradise of oaks and pines

palms, hibiscus and blue-grass hills

with elevations up to 150 feet! Fo
vacations, retirement, or year-rounc
active living . . . whether you want t(

build now, or hold your land as an in

vestment. Select your improved home
site for as little as $2195'*. Six conven
lent purchase plans. No taxes unti

your property has been fully paid ofl

15 MACKLE-BUILT HOMES, fron
$11,960!'* And the one low price in

eludes house, lot, fully sodded lawn

landscaping. No assessments. No clos

ing costs. FHA-insured loans are avail

able, regardless of your age.

YOU ARE GUARANTEED these thre.

important Mackle "firsts": (1) Cor
trolled Size limits Citrus Springs ti

15,000 acres, because value tends ti

increase as availability diminishes; (2

Coordinated Growth makes it possible

to buy homesites ready to build on 3

5, 8, 10 or more years from now; (3

Central Water Mains, provided by
regulated public utility, deliver wate
right to your homesite, built on or not

A copy of tile offering the iubdivider. nya 894-31

inment of State
3f sucfl offering.

AD 1795 (K)(B)

Remember . . . You Are Fully

GUARANTEED
These 3 Mackle "Firsts";

1 CONTROLLED
COMMUNITY SIZE
. . . because proper-

ty value tends to in-

crease as land avail-

ability diminishes.

2 COORDINATED
COMMUNITY
GROWTH guides ex-

pansion out from a

central hub, making
It possible to buy
now . . . build 3, 5.

8, 10 or more years
later if you wish.

3 CENTRAL WATER
MAINS installed by a

regulated public util-

ty deliver to your
improved homesite
...built upon or not.

^^
LIFE INSURANCE

PROTECTION AT NO
ADDITIONAL COST!

Eligible homesite pur-
chasers benefit by life in-

surance coverage up to the

total amount of homesite
contract balances (not to

exceed $10,000). No Physi-

cal Examination Required!

yours
FULL-COLOR
BROCHURE

FOR FULL DETAILS, SEND POSTPAID AIRMAIL CARD WITHOUT OBLIGATION TODAY!

WITHOUT COST OR OBLIGATION
In 17 years Florida has grown
from the 20th to the 9th most
populous state. There's no
better time than now to pro-

tect your dwindling dollar by
investing in new Citrus Springs
Discover how easy
and inexpensive it

really is! Send for

detailed full-color

brochure, including
photos, map, model-
home plans and pic-

tures. No obligation.

Mail the postpaid air-

mail card today! If

card is missing, write

to: The Deltona Corp.,

3250 S.W. Third Ave.,

Miami, Florida 33129.

•Prices subject to change without notice.
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F. G. Wood is a senior scientist

and consultant with the Ocean Sci-

ences Department of the Naval Un-

dersea Research and Development

Laboratory at San Diego. His

primary research areas are the be-

havior of fishes, octopuses, sharks,

and marine mammals, especially

porpoises. Formerly director of ex-

hibits at Marineland, Florida, and

resident biologist at the Lerner Ma-
rine Laboratory on Bimini, Wood
received a master's degree in

biology from Yale University. His

favorite exercise, he reports, is wa-

tering his bonsai.

An authority on animal venoms
and toxins, Joseph F. Gennaro,
Jr., has experienced some peculiar

effects of poisonous snakrhitps on

tissue and bone. He first met

Wood while researching venom
glands in octopuses and became in-

terested in his account of an alleged

giant octopus that had washed up
on a Florida beach in 1896. The
three-part article on this giant oc-

topus is the chronicle of their at-

tempt to conclusively identify the

creature. Gennaro received his B.S.

in biology from Fordham Univer-

sity and his M.S. and Ph.D.. both

in zoology, from the University of

Pittsburgh. Now associate professor

of biology at New York University,

he is studying ion transport prob-

lems in cells, using electron micros-

copy. He is the author of "The
Gecko Grip." which appeared in the

August-September, 1969, issue of

Natural History Magazine.

The evolution of Pacific birds

has been the major research area of

Dean Amadon, chairman of the

Department of Ornithology and La-

mont Curator of Birds at The
American Museum of Natural His-

tory. Amadon, president of the

John Burroughs Association and a

former president of the American
Ornithologist's Union, received his

Ph.D. from Cornell Lhiiversity. He
has written numerous books and ar-

ticles, including the recent Eagles,

Hawks and Falcons of the World
(with Leslie Brown) and Birds

Around the World. Previous articles

for Natural History Magaz
include "Wild Turkey's Retui

November, 1960; "Familiar Sh

Birds in Japan," April, 1963; ;

"Gotham's Birds," April, 1969.

While on an archeological

pedition to Tierra del Fuego. Ai

M. Chapman met Lola, the

member of the now virtually ext

Ona Indians (Selk'nam) to

practice pure tribal culture. Q
man lived with Lola for sev'

months ami iiiailc i\Uii>i\f leci

ings of her ceremonial chants,

cabulary, and descriptions of Se

nam culture. Chapman's article

appeared in a volume honoi

Claude Levi-Strauss: Echangei

communications : Melanges offer

Claude Levi-Strauss, published

year by Mouton & Co., The Ha;

With a team of French physici

she is currently studying the

logical effects of inbreeding am
the isolated Jicaque Indians of F

duras. She took her Ph.D. in antl

pology at Columbia University

is associated with the Laboratory

Social Anthropology at the Ml
de I'homme in Paris.

The author of "Coral." Fr
eriok M. Bayer, is professor

marine science at the Universit>fi

Miami. Specializing in shallow^

ter octocorals, his field work I

taken him to the Marshall
'

Caroline Islands, West Africa,

Caribbean, the Florida Straits, i



This is an expression of concern. A
lotographer's interpretation of tfie de-

riorction and decay prevalent in our

ties today. Witfi one pfiotograph fie

3S stated fiis entire message.

If you want to achieve this kind of

)pact you'll need a camera that's as

sponsive OS your mind, as versatile as

)ur inspirations. A camera that puts

eotivity before complexity.

Nikkormot FTN. It's a 35mm sir with a

thru-the-lens meter system that's center-

weighted for uniquely accurate response

in even the most difficult lighting. A
system that doesn't dim the finder when
it's adjusted.

There are some 35 interchangeable

Nikkor lenses available for it, from 6mm
to 2000mm, oil with instant-change

bayonet mounts.

Plus other components of the Nikon
System, including bellows, slide-copying

attachments and extension tubes.

And It sells for less than $280 with

50mm f2 lens. See the Nikkormat FTN
at your dealer, and ask him about the

Nikon School. Or write for details. Nikon
Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary

of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries,

lnc.(lnCanada:AnglophotoLtd.,P.Q.)[13B

Environments. A photographic comment

*) Nikkormat.The beginning of your involvement.
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the Bahamas. He has been an asso-

ciate curator with the U.S. National

Museum of the Smithsonian In-

stitution. Bayer holds a B.S. in zo-

ology from the University of Miami

and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from

George Washington University.

The attempt to capture on film

his fascination for the sea and its

life-forms launched Douglas Faulk-

ner, the photographer of "Coral,"

on his career at the age of nineteen.

He studied marine biology at the

University of Miami and has trav-

eled throughout the world on photo-

graphic assignments. Faulkner took

the photographs for The Hidden Sea,

written by C. Lavett Smith, and

served as a consultant for the "Life

Nature Library" book The Fishes.

His work is on permanent display

at The American Museum and the

Natural History Museum of the

Smithsonian Institution.

A native New Yorker, Daniel R.

Gross is an assistant professor of

anthropology at Hunter College. He

has a B.A. in philosophy from the

University of Chicago and a Ph.D.

in anthropology from Columbia

University. Focusing on north-

eastern Brazil, he has done exten-

sive research into religious pilgrim-

ages, social structure, and food

ecology in traditional societies.

Gross and his Brazilian wife plan to

return to Brazil to study the cul-

tural ecology of Ge Indians.

The physiological, genetic, and

ecological hazards of the military's

1 \-V

defoliation program in Vietnam

were the most hotly debated issues at

the AAAS Herbicide Assessment

Commission meeting in December,

l'J69. At that time, Arthur H.

Westing was serving as ecologi.

!

adviser to the Royal Government
J

Cambodia, and when the AAAS si

a study commission to Vietnam

August, 1970. his experience

Indochina made him the logii

choice for director. "Ecocide

Indochina" describes some of t

physical effects of the war. Westii

chairman of the Department of

ology at Windham College, recei\

his Ph.D. in forest management a

silviculture from Yale Universi

He is now studying the physical

fects of herbicidal agents on anim.

Lester Short is a curator in

Department of Ornithology of 1

American Museum and an adju

professor at the City University

New York. He has observed hi

in every state except Hawaii s

has done ornithological studies

Europe, Mexico, Bolivia, Peru, ,

gentina. South Africa, and

Cameroons. The coauthor w

Ernst Mayr of Species Taxa
\

North American Birds, Short 1

written scientific articles on

hybridization, evolution, ecolo

and behavior of birds, particula

woodpeckers. A book on wo

peckers of the world is in prepa

tion. His plans for field work

elude a study of parrots

Australia. Short received his B.

and Ph.D. in vertebrate zoolc'

from Cornell University.



!Firee to readers
with an abiding joy in the arts
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The story of a"monument
^^

to mans visual imagination'
*-^ -SATURDAY REVIE-SATURDAY REVIEW

IF YOUR PLEASURE in art is deep and wide-ranging, wc invite

you to send for this handsome booklet.

It is illustrated with beautiful eolor plates representing man's

creative triumphs from many periods and cultures.

It is in fact a prospectus describing in detail the most ex-

traordinary publishing project of our time — the monumental
fiicyc/ojK-dij of World Art in I 5 volumes.

'ITie prospH-'ctus is free. We hope the sampling will arouse

the same excitement m you that the Encyclopedia has aroused

in the entire art world. But you incur no obligation in request-

ing a copy. No siilcsman w ill call.

Tfie /."ncvclo/icdia o/ World Art embraces man's greatest

achievements in the visual arls through the centuries. 'I'o turn

the pages of these prodigious volumes ... to read, to learn, to

explore their visual delights ... is a remarkable experience.

There are hundreds of absorbing factual articles, prepared

by the most eminent art authorities. In more than 7,01)0 su-

perb full-page plates — measuring a full 9 inches by 12 inches

in size — you will view rare treasures of renowned museums and

private collections all over the world. Not only paintings,

sculpture and architecture — but every art from armor to tex-

tiles, ceramics to tapestry, fashions, furniture and landscape

firdening, ivory, jade and stained glass, jewelry and silver,

lore than 16,000 works of art arc shown, almost 2,000 of

them in magniricent color.

A convenient Reader's Guide shows you how related ar-

ticles can enrich your understanding of any art subject you

wish to pursue.

With your free color prospectus, you will learn how you

may examine \'olume I at leisure in your home and, if you

wish, become a subscriber to the pjicyclopedia on a conven-

ient budget plan. Mail the attached t-ard or write:

McCraw llill Hook Companv, Dept. A^ -I 19,

530 West Mud St., New York, N. Y. 10056

!Encyclopeclia(rfV\^rMyirt7
Whatfvir man has cnatcd that in beautiful to look upon . . . in a J5-volumf art library ami ••galUru" for the home

"An essenliai possession for anyone with a serious personal or professional

Interest in dri . . . a work to be explored, studied and en|oyed."

Harry Einbinder, The S.Kurt/.iy Review

"A gre.it I.indmafk in art publications -a monumenljl undertaking."

Dorothy Adiow, C/)f/JliJn Science Monitoi

"Packed with wonders ' John Canaday, New Yotk Times

"One of the most spectacular-and praiseworthy-achievements In th«

field of literature and fine arts." Rex Barley, lo$ An^ck's Mirror Sewt

MAIL THE ATTACHED CARD
II
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WITH ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATIOK

"The

BLOCKBUSTER
LP of the

Year"

42780 LED ZEPPELIN
-III
Atlan LP, 8TR. CASS

427E9 KING CRIMSON
Wake of Poseidon
Atlan LP, 8TR, CASS

30635 DIANA ROSS- 39095 BUDDY RICH-
Everything Is Everything Buddy & Soul
Motow LP. 8TR. CASS WorPa LP, 8TR, CASS

30628 JACKSON 5
Third Album
Motow LP, 8TR, CASS

i
44753 TRAFFIC-John
Barleycorn Must Die

UniAr LP, 8TR. CASS

30622 TEMPTATIONS
Greatest Hits. Vol. 2

Cordy LP, 8TR, CASS

"lit

12266 DUSCHENES
RECORDER QUARTET
Baroq LP, 8TR. CASS

42745 WOODSTOCK- 65779 MELANIE-Can-
Soundtrack (3 records) dies In Rain
Cotll LP Budda LP. 8TR. CASS

66703 CURTIS MAT-
FIELD-Curtis
Curto LP, 8TR. CASS

v^

38364 CANNED HEAT 42765 ROBERTA
-Future Blues FLACK-Chapter Tv

Liber LP, 8TR, CASS Atlan LP, 8TR. CAS

44381 MYSTIC MOODS
ORCH.-English
Muffins
Phili LP, 8TR, CASS

44746 OUKE ELLING-
TON-70 Birthday
Concert (2 record set)

SolSt LP

44758 FERRANTE &
TEICHER-Love Is

A Soft Touch
UniAr LP, 8TR, CASS

m
42770 IRON BUTTER-
FLY—Metamorphosis
Atco LP, 8TR, CASS

66595 BOBBY
SHERMAN
—Here Comes Bobby
Metro LP, 8TR, CASS

'r"^-^

42704 CROSBY,
STILLS, NASH t
YOUNG-Oeja Vu
Atlan LP, 8TR, CASS

17008 HANOEL-
Messiah (3 records)
Phili LP

31787 MAMAS &
PAPAS -16 Greatest
Hits
Dunhi LP, 8TR, CASS

44378 PAUL MAURIAT 6577S VERY BEST (

-Gone Is Love LOVIN' SPOONFUL
Phili LP, 8TR. CASS KamSu LP. 8TR. CA

38773 DENNIS YOST &
CLASSICS IV-
Golden Greats
Imper LP, 8TR. CASS

38373 IKE & TINA
TURNER-Workin'
Together
Liher LP,8TR,CASS

44728 FERRANTE &
TEICHER-Play
Midnight Cowboy
UniAr LP, 8TR, CASS

43860 ERROLL GAR-
NER-FeelIng Is

Believing
Mercu LP,8TR,CASS

RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA-The World's Largest Record and Tape Club
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Worth
up to

$20.94INYUIPE:^: SHOWN HEHE
rO BUY ANYTHING EVER!
res, take your pick of these great hits right now. Choose any 3 Stereo LPs (worth up to $20.94) or any 1 Stereo Ta[>e (cartridge

r cassette, worth up to $6.98) FREE . . . as your welcome gift from Record Club of America when you join at the low lifetime

nembership fee of $5.00. Also, you can give Gift Memberships to friends or relatives along with the free selections. We make this

mazing offer to introduce you to the only record and tape club offering guaranteed discounts of 33V3% to Ti°.'a on all labels—
/ith no obligation or commitment to buy anything ever. As a member of this one-of-a-kind club you will be able to orjder any record

r tape commercially available, on every label— including all musical preferences: jazz, rock, classical, opera, folk, pop, soul,

oreign, etc. No automatic shipments, no cards to return. We ship only what you order. Money back guarantee if not satisfied.

Compan

and

T LAST A RECORD AND TAPE CLUB WITH NO "OBLIGATIONS "-ONLY BENEFITS!
rdinary record and tape clubs make you choose
rom a lew labels-usually their own! They make
ou buy up to 12 records or tapes a year-usually

I list price-to fullill your obligation. And il you
orget to return their monthly card-they send
ou an item you don't want and a bill lor $4.98.

5.98. S6 98 or 57 98' in ellect. vou may be
harged almost double lor your records and tapes.

BUT RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA
ENDS AIL THAT!

It'tt the largest alllabel record and tape cub
\ the world. Choose any IP or tape (cartridges

' cassettes), including new releases. No
iceplions! Take as many, or as few. or no
elections at all If you so decide. Discounts are
UARANTEEO AS HiCH AS 79% OFF! You always
ave at least 33i/]°>. You gel best sellers for as
)w as 99(.

NO AUTOMATIC SHIPMENTS
/ilh our Club there are no cards which you must
eturn to prevent shipment of unwanted LP's or

ipes (which you would tiive to return at your own
iptnse If you h.ivr (.icioi) to >,pnd written notice
ot to ship w« send only what you order.

HOW CAN WE BREAK ALL RECORD
ANO TAPE CLUB RULES?

/I are the only maior record and tape club NOT
WNEO...NOT CONTROLLED... NOT SUBSIDIZED
1 an« record or tape manufacturer anywhere.
Hirtfore, we are not obliged by company policy
) push any one label. Nor are we prevented by
Itiribullon commitments from offering the very
iwttt LP's and tapes.

>ln RECOftD CLUB OF AMERICA now and take
Ivintageol this special Introductory Mimberihlp

Choose any 3 LPs or any 1 tape shown
•rt' (worth up to 520 94) and mall coupon with
fltck or money order for 5b. 00 membership tee

I imall handling and mailing fee for your free

Pi or tapes will be sent later). This enfit es you
9 LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP and you never pay
nother club lee Your savings have already more
Din made up for the nominal membership fee.

I want to live Gift Memberships to friends

and relatives, this same special offer applies to

each and every one of them. You can choose the
free selections for them, or you can allow your
gilt recipients to make their own choice (in

which case we will rush them an Order Certifi-

cate with the first shipment ol their materials.

As a Special Bonus to you lor signing up a gift

member, we'll give you an eitra FREE LP or tape

per each gift member you enroll

NOW YOU CAN CHARGE IT

If you prefer, you may charge your membership
and any Gift Memberships to one of your credit

cards. We honor four different plans. Check your
preference and fiil-in your accotlnt number on
ttie coupon.

LOOK WHAT YOU GET
• FREE IKttlme Membership Card guarantees

you brand new LPs and tapes at discounts up
to 79°o . . , Never less than ' j olf

• FREE Giant Matter LP and Tape Catalot-llsts

all readily available LPs and tapes (cattrldgts

and cassettes) of all labels (Including foreign)

... all musical caltforlts.
• FREE Disc and Tap* Culdf - The Club's own

Magazine, and special Club sale announcements
which regularly bring you news of just Issued

here (worth up to $20 94) with absolutely no.

obligation to bu» anything ever)'

GUARANTEED INSTANT SERVICE
All LPs and tapes ordered by members are

shipped same oay received (orders from the

Master Catalog may take a few days longer). ALL
RECORDS ANO TAPES GUARANTEED factorjr new
and completely satisfactory or replacemtnit will

be made without question.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
It you- aren't absolutely delighted with our dlt-

counts (up to 79*4) -return Items within 10 days
and membership lee will be returned AT ONCE'

'If you and gift members can't find ] LPs or

1 tape here, you can defer your selection and
choose from cipanded list later.

TYPICAL"EXTRA DISCOUNT" SALE 1

$4.98 LPs average a! low as $1.88
$5.98 LPs average as low as $2.19

Savings of 63^0 or more from rec ntClub sales up to S3. 79 1

per LP. Start these giant savings now... not alte r you
fulfill your obligation like the other clubs.

list Avg.Clubl
label Price Price

Simon & Garfunkel-Bndge
Over Troubled Water Colum 5.98 2.19

Peter. Paul I Mary-10 Years

Together WarBr 5.98 2.19

Creedence Clearwater Revival-

Cosmo's Factory Fanta 4.98 1.88

Lettermen-Reflections Capit 4.98 1.88

Bessie Smith-Any Woman's
Blues Colum 5.98 2.19

Neil Young-Alter Gold Rush Repn 4.98 1.88
Mantovanl-ln Concert Londo 4.98 1.88
Santana-Abraxas Colum 5.98 2.19
Glen Campbell-Goodlime Albun Capit 5.98 2.19
Jimi Hendrii ( Otis Redding-

Live at Monterery Repn 5.98 2.19

H RECORD CLUB OF AIVIERICA

YeS'Rush me a lifetime Membership Card. Free

Giant r/aster LP & Tape Catalog, and Disc & Tape
Guide at this Special Membership Offer.

Also send me the 3 FREE LPs or 1 FREE tape which
I have indicated below (with a bill for a small mail-

ing and handling charge). I enclose my $5 00 life-

time membership fee. This entitles me to buy any

LPs or tapes at discounts up to 79%. plus a small

mailing and handling charge. I am not obligated to

buy any records or tapes-no yearly quota. II not

completely delighted I may return Items above with-

in 10 days for immediate refund of membership fee

Choose 3 FREE IPs or 1 FREE TAPE

SIR ' CASS

01 Defer Selection '..end eipanded list.

Also add . . . Gilt Memberships at $5.00 each to my
request along with 3 FREE IPs oi 1 FREE tape each.

(A small handling and mailing lee for gift members'

free LPs o- tapes will be sent to you later.) (Attach

separate sheet with names and addresses ol gift

members. Note on sheet either the tree selections or

that you want gilt member to choose his own free

selections. Also indicate your free bonus LP or tape

(note 8TR or Cass.) for signing up a gift member )

I enclose $ covering my $5 00 lifetime mem-
bership plus any Gift Memberships at JS.OO tKh.

Mr.

It APO FPO address,
add soc security Z-

-ap.

CHARGE IT to my credit cird. I am charglnf $

to cover my $5 00 membership and any CUt fc^wmBwi-

shlps at $5.00 each (mailing and handling fee tor

each FREE IP and tape selected by both me and tho

gift members will be addcdi

Chock one: ' Olntrs Cluk Matter Charff
' American Eipress .

' BankAmtrtcir*

Acct. S- Eiplration Dati-

RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA-The World's Lowest Priced Record and Tape Club
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AN©cT©P(JSTRI10GY ^

After a decade of sleuthing, it can be safely said that the gigantic mass
of tissue that washed up on the beach at St. Augustine in 1896 was

the remains of an octopus that must have measured, from the tip of one tentacle

to the tip of the opposite tentacle, 200 feet. Yes, Victoria, 200 feet

mRTl
Stupefying Colossus of the Deep

by F.G.Wood

Accounts of piant octopuses have

sen recordejl in the annals of sea

onstcrs. hut learned men who
avc reviewed the frapnientiiry evi-

nce have usually assumed that

ich reports either exapperated the

ze of the octopus or mi>takenly

ientified what was actually a giant

|uid.

This is not surprising. Cinnt

|uids are known to exist. They
ive heen examined and photo-

-aphed hy scientists. It is gener-

ly accepted ihiit they may reach a

tal length of f»(l feet or more. The
idi-nce f<ir gigantic octopuses, on

e other hanil. has cnnsisted of

arlial sightings and seconrlliand

count", the reliahility of uliirli

ave heen open to ipieslinii. I)e-

riplinnx liave generally iiecn in-

implete and could apply either to

•topuses or Hcpiids.

Although hoth are cephalopods

ilh similar features, octopuses dif-

r markedly from si|uids. Octo-

uses have eight sucker-hearing

rms. all of almut the same length;

|ui<U also linve eight arms, hut in

ddilioii ijos.sess two tentacles ca-

pable of being extended far beyond

the tips of the arms. The ends of

the tentacles are exi)anded and flat-

tened and covered with many close-

set suction cups. Octopuses have

bulbous bodies with no skeletal

structure. A scjuid's body is elon-

gate with a stiff internal ''pi'"" a"d

two horizontal fins at the end.

These anatomical diflerences re-

flect diflerenl ways of life. The oc-

topus is (witil a few exceptions) a

bottom-dweller that feeds on bi-

valves an<l crustaceans. The stream-

lined s(|uid is a swift and active

swimmer that pursues fishes, cap-

luring its prey by shouting out its

two long sucker-bearing tiMitacles.

Despite these differences, the

identification of a giant cephalopnd

can be dilVicull. c^periallv if only a

brief glimpse of the inimster is pos-

sible, or if only a portion of it is

recovered, as from the stomach of a

sperm whah-, which feeds on ceph-

alopods. It is perhaps not surpris-

ing that Hernard lliievelmnns, who
has revieweil in e\liau«tive di-tail

the available knowledge of sea mon-

sters, is inclined to interpret all ac-

counts of huge cephalopods as re-

ferring to the giant s<iuid, which is

known to science, rather than to the

giant octopus, which is not.

Is the giant octopus but a myth-

ical beast?' The following account

chroni<'les a search that began with

a newspaper clipping and extended

back more than 71) years to the dis-

covery on a Florida beach of a

monstrous s<>a creature that may
ha\e been a true giant octopus.

in l'J.^7. the files of the Marine-

land Hesearch Laboratory con-

tained the acciimulaletl pa|HTs of

almost 20 years. I was looking for

some notes I hail made on the be-

havior of octopuses when I haj)-

|M-ne<l on a newspa|>er clipping I

hadn't seen before.

It was an "ilhistrali-d feature."

slightly yellowed with age, entitled

"The Tacts About Klori.la." Most of

it WHS devoted to a ilrawing of the

artist's version of an i>ctopus. I'n-

der the drawing was n caption:

"In 1J1')7, portions of an octopus,

said to ha\e been more gigantic

than any e\er before ^ren. were

washed u|i on the beach at St. Au-
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gustine. Prof. Verrill. of Yale Uni-

versity, who examined the remains,

which alone reputedly weighed over

six tons, calculated that the living

creature had a girth of 25 feet and

tentacles 72 feet in length."

This was hard to believe. The

largest known octopus is generally

considered to be the North Pacific

species. Octopus dofleini, which re-

portedly reaches a weight of 125

pounds and may span—arm tip to

arm tip—20 feet or more. The oc-

topus described in "The Facts

About Florida" surely belonged in

the category of fictitious sea mon-

sters. Yet the caption included sev-

eral items of information that could

not be quickly dismissed. The date

and site of the finding were given.

St. Augustine Beach, an oceanside

resort just below St. Augustine,

Florida, was only 16 miles up the

coast from the Marineland Re-

search Laboratory where I worked.

And Prof. A. E. Verrill of Yale had

been, at the turn of the century, a

noted authority on cephalopods. It

was Verrill who had written most

of what was known about the giant

squid. I had for some time been

particularly interested in octopuses.

Verrill's name, along with a spe-

cific year and place, was enough to

set me digging.

The clipping bore neither the

date nor the name of the newspaper

from which it had been extracted.

Nobody I talked to could remember

ever having seen an illustrated fea-

ture called "The Facts About Flor-

ida." The St. Augustine paper was

obviously the first place to direct an

inquiry, but I learned that the

newspaper building, with all of its

files, had been completely destroyed

by fire a few years after the date

given in the clipping.

So remarkable a find might have

been mentioned in The New York

Times, but my inquiry was an-

swered with a card stating that the

scope of their service was restricted

to current events and suggesting

that I consult their indexes and files

at Florida State University in Talla-

hassee.

In the meantime I had written to

the state librarian in Tallahassee.

She informed me that the files of

The Florida Times-Union, pub-

lished in Jacksonville, had been in-

dexed as a WPA project during the

depression and the index turned

Looking \aj;iit'ly like an

elephant lying on its side,

the remains of a giant

octopus lie across planks

on a St. Augustine heach.

over to the Jacksonville Public Li-

brary.

My letter to the Jacksonville li-

brary brought a reply corroborat-

ing the information in the clipping,

and a few days later I received a

photocopy of a page from The Flor-

ida Times-Union of Tuesday, De-

cember 1, 1896. In a brief article

the dimensions of the creature were

described as 22 feet long and 6 feet

wide, and it was referred to as "ap-

parently a portion of a whale. . .
."

But "President Webb," identified as

the president of the [St. Augustine]

Scientific Society, had examined the

monster and pronounced it to be an

octopus.

This brought my search back to

St. Augustine, and I inquired at the

local historical society, as I should

have done in the first place. There I

learned that Dr. DeWitt Webb had

been a physician with a bent for

natural history. He was apparently

a knowledgeable man. As later in-

formation made clear, he had good

reasons for identifying the huge

carcass on the beach as that of an

octopus.

The files of the St. Augustine

Historical Society contained a clip-

ping from the New York Herald on

which someone had wrjten the date,

January 3. Io07. Illustrated with a

rather good drawing of an octopus.

the article's headlines emphasi:

the more spectacular details, but

text provided additional interest

facts. The body of a colossal

topus had been found cast ash

on the beach about 12 miles so'

of St. Augustine. It had evider

been dead for some time and

much mutilated. "Its head

nearly destroyed, and only

stumps of two arms were visi

.... The body, as it lies somew
imbedded in the sand, is 18 i

long and about 7 feet wide, whilt

rises 31/4 feet above the sand.

The weight of the body and h<

would have been at least four

five tons. If the eight arms held

proportions usually seen in sma)

species of the octopus, they woi

have been at least 75 to 100 feet

length and about 18 inches in dia

eter at the base."

The remainder of the artii

written in the first person but wi

out a by-line, cited further det<

that had been provided the wri

by Dr. Webb and mentioned pho

graphs that Dr. Webb had taken,

conclusion it reviewed what \

known at that time of the larj

cephalopods. including the gii

squid.

So authoritative was the lat

portion of the article that it

peared to have been written by V
rill himself. In a letter to the edi^

of the New York Herald, publisll

in the March 14. 1897. edition, P
fessor Verrill alluded to an earl

article about the giant octopus tl

he had written for that newspap

But now. at this later date, he wisll

to retract what he had said before

Stating that his opinion as to t

i6
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identity of the creature had be'

based entirely on the general ioi

and appearance, as shown by pi,

tographs, and on information tV,

"a part of an arm 36 feet long h

been found attached to the he

when it was cast ashore," he W£

on to say that this later stateme

was certainly untrue. He had jt

received from Dr. Webb some lar

masses of the exterior skin, fait

well preserved in formalin. Th<

were "from three to ten incl

thick, white, firm, elastic, and vc

tough."

They were composed. Verrill cc

tinued, of "very tough elastic

bers, much interlaced and bound
gether. This structure is like that

the blubber of some whales, I:

there is very little oil in tht

masses. There are some irregu

cavities and canals in some of I

pieces.

"We must conclude, therefo

that the creature Avas a verlebr.

animal, probably related to 1

whales.

"But I am unable to refer tl

immense, closed, pouch-like mass

any part of any known whale, or,

fact, to any other animal. . .
."

The monster still intrigued n

and I was not convinced that Vi

rill was correct in his suggest!

that it was some kind of whale.
'

anyone who has dissected a wha
even one long dead, the "very lit

oil" is especially significant. T
blubber that lies just beneath t

skin of a whale is rich in oil. wh
cephalopods possess very little fat

tissue.

Searching further. I learned tl

Verrill had described "The Flori

Sea Monster" in an article that a

peared in The American Natural

of April. 1897. and that had o

viously been written before he h

changed his opinion as to its n

ture.

In this article he presented a^

tional intriguing details, all, it

peared. obtained from Dr. We
Although the monster had been

ashore in an advanced state of

composition, it had "contrary to

pectation . . . resisted further

cay, and still remains, after tl

months, nearly in the same state
'

at first." Verrill alluded to a dozi

different photographic views he hi

obtained from Dr. Webb, as well

"several large masses of the thii
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and firm integument"' that Dr.

Webb had sent him. Drawings,

made from the photographs, were

included in the article.

Gilbert L. Voss of the University

of Miami Marine Laboratory (now

the Institute of Marine Science)

provided me with five additional

references from his extensive files

on cephalopods. (He also told me
that in the collection of the Smith-

sonian Institution was a large jar of

preserved tissue bearing the label

Octopus giganleus Verrill, but let

me come to this later.)

A prolific writer on the mystery

animal, Verrill ultimately reversed

himself in scientific journals, as well

as in the public press.

His initial report on the creature

appeared in the American Journal

of Science in 1897 under the title,

'"A Gigantic Cephalopod on the

Florida Coast." After quoting from

a letter written by Dr. Webb to a

R.P. Whitfield, he speculated that

the remains might be those of a

giant squid, perhaps a species of

Architeuthis. In the same journal

later that year, Verrill quoted ad-

ditional details received from Dr.

Webb and indicated his agreement

with Webb's identification by pro-

posing the name Octopus giganteus

for the creature. This account, en-

titled. "Additional Information Con-

cerning the Giant Cephalopod of

Florida." contains a significant

statement

:

"Dr. Webb writes that a few days

after the photographs were taken

(Dec. 7th) [the one accompanying

this article is believed to be one of

these]excavations were made in the

sand and the stump of an arm was

found, still attached, 36 feet long and

10 inches in diameter where it was

broken off distally."

But in a still later issue of the

same journal under the title "The

Supposed Great Octopus of Flor-

ida: Certainly Not a Cephalopod."

Verrill retracted his earlier opinion

as he had in his letter to the IS'eio

York Herald. "Additional facts

have been ascertained and speci-

mens received, that render it quite

certain that this remarkable struc-

ture is not the body of a cephalo-

pod." Defending his earlier posi-

tion, he says that "many other

zoologists who examined the photo-

graphs held the same opinion.

Some of those who have seen the

samples of integument [covering,

or skin] sent to me still believe 1

the specimen may be the body

some unknown genus of Ceph
poda allied to Octopus. But

thick integument of a cephalopoi

necessarily muscular and big

contractile, while in this creatur

is elastic and resilient, and nol-

all contractile. Therefore, I can

refer it to that group. . .
."

He also (|uoted. in a footnote,

written statement made by a 1

Wilson to Dr. Webb in regard

the "arms" that he [Wilson] fot

when the remains were first i

ashore. "One arm was lying wes'

the body. 2?> feet long: one stu

of arm. west of the body ab

three feet: three arms lying so

of the body and from appearar

attached to same ( although I

not dig fiuite to body, as it laid ^

down in the sand, and I was v

tired), longest one measured o

32 feel, the other arms were 3 t

feet shorter.'

"Soon after this examinatio

the footnote continues, "the spi

men went adrift in another sev

storm and was again cast ash

further south, which will proba

account for the loss of the suppo

arms."

Nevertheless. Verrill concluf)

the statement regarding arms m
have been erroneous. "Apparei

nothing that can be called stur

of arms, or any other appendaj

were present." Again. Verrill

scribed the tissue samples

Webb had seTit him, and rejec

them as having come from a ce

alopod.

In a letter to Science. Ver

wrote of additional studies he 1

made "which confirm the cetaci

affinities more definitely.

"The extreme firnmess i

toughness of the thick elai

masses of integument show that

structure nuist have been intenc

for resistance to Idows and to gr

pressure, and could not have p

tained to any part of an anil

where mobility is necessary. Tl

are composed of a complex

strong elastic connective tissue

hers, like those of cetaceans. Th

are no muscular fibers present

any of the parts sent. This lack

muscular tissue and the resist

nature of the integument are s

ficient to show that the creati

could not have been a cephalop



for ill that group a highly contrac-

tile muscular tissue is essential.

'

After considering the possibility

that "the great hag-shaped mass

represents nearly the whole upper

part of the head of [a sperm

whale] detached from the skull,"

Verrill concluded: "Therefore, a

view that it may be from an abnor-

mal or normal sperm whale must be

regarded as a supposition or theory

that still needs more evidence to

support it. but is at present the

most plausible."

A letter immediately following

Verrill's in the same issue of Sci-

ence expressed the views of F. A.

Lucas who. I learned later, was

curator of comparative anatomy at

the U. S. National Museum. Lucas

thought that Professor Verrill

would have been justified in mak-

ing a much more emphatic state-

ment (in his earlier note in Sci-

ence), than that the masses of

integument from the "Florida mon-

ster" resembled blubber. "The sub-

stance looks like blubber, and

smells like blubber and it is blub-

ber, nothing more nor less," Lucas

concluded.

In the same year (1962) that I

firdered photocopies of the publica-

tions just <iuoled, I sought further

information about the preser\cd tis-

sue labeled Octopus ciganleus Ver-

rill that Voss had remembered

*eeing in the collection of the

Smithsonian Institution. My next

letter was t<i the curator of niollusks

at the Smithsonian. Harold A. Rrh-

der. In his ab.sence the associate

curnlor replied to my iii(|uiry, con-

firming that the museum did indeed

Ihave such a specimen. Since it was

the basis for the scientific nan\e Or-

loim.i ninantcus. which Verrill had

proposed, he saiil it was the scien-

|lific respniisibililv of the nuiscum

ilo keep the material for any and all

|future reference, ex en if it was not

.a piece of giunt cephalopod.

[

Museum curators guard their

!tpecimens /ealoiisly, and it ap-

iPeared that this one was not a\ail-

nble for furllier examination, nt

least, not any examination that

would endanger it.

When Hehder returned and saw

my letter, luiwever, he was able to

provide other nuilerial that far ex-

eredi'd my expectations. Moreover,

he later permitted a frienil. Joseph

F. (iennaro, Jr., then of the I iiiver-
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sity of Florida, to cany away :

sample of the tissue for histologicai

examination. Gennaro had beer

working; on tlie common Atlantit

octo])us at the Maiineland Labora
tory. \^'hen he heard my account oi

the St. Augustine Beach sea mon
ster his interest was aroused, anc

he persuaded Rehder to part with i

small piece of Octopus giganteus.

Along with the sample of tissue

Rehder provided us with the photo

graph that accompanies this article

a photograph made from an origi

nal glass plate that Dr. Webb o

an assistant had exposed more thai

60 years before. Also, he later sen

me photocopies of Dr. Webb's cor

respondence with W. H. Dall, tht

former curator of mollusks at thi

National Museum.
In one letter dated January 17

1097, Dr. Webb wrote: "Yesterday

I look four horses, six men. threi

sets of tackle, a lot of heavy plank

ing. and a rigger to superintent

the work and succeeded in rolling

the Invertebrate out of the pit an(

Ijlacing it about 40 feet higher uj

on the beach where it now rests or

the flooring of heavy plank."

The next day he wrote again, "]

think I made one mistake in my de-

scription. The external muscular

layer is circular and the interna)

longitudinal. I was obliged to go

down in hot haste this morning to

make a legal claim of it as one o^

ihe men who go about giving shows

was going down and have it cut up

and bring it up as a show. I went

flown and staked it around and put

r(i])es around it and put up a noticie

ihat it was in my possession so th^
1 do not think there will be any

more Iniuble.

On February 5, Dr. Webb wrote

"I made another excursion to the

iinerlebrale and brought awaji

sjjecimens for you and for Pro:^

Verrill of Yale. I cut two (2) pieces

of the mantle and two (21 pieceS

from ihe body and put them in d

solution of formalin for a few dayi

before I sent them to you. AlthougS

strange as it may seem to you m
could have packed them in salt anJ

sen I them to you at once although

ihe crealure has been lying on the

shore for more than two months.

And I ihink that both yourself and

Prof. Verrill, while not doubting

my measurements, have thought my



account of the thickness of the mus-

cular, or rather teiulonous husk

pretty large so I am glad to send

you the specimens and will express

them packed in salt in a few days."

Following other brief letters con-

cerning the shipment of the speci-

mens (and the expense of the for-

malin required), he wrote on

March 17: "As you already know
Prof. Verrill now says our strange

creature cannot be a cephalopod

and that he cannot say to what ani-

mal it belongs. I do not see how it

II be any part of a cetacean as

Prof. V. says you suggest. It is sim-

ply a great bag and I do not see

how it could have been any part of

a whale." And, at the end, "What

3an I purchase the Forniaidehyde

for by the dozen?"

In a long, undated letter, Dr.

W^ebb wrote of moving the creature

or further examination. "We could

vilh a dozen men pulling at the

opes only partly raise it as you

*ill see. I have another scheme

*hich I hope to accomplish if I can

ise the funds and that is to draw

t by means of a windlass farther

ip the bank entirely out of the pit

o that the hood can be spread out.

nd then I hope to be able to pet

nen to cut through the enormously

hick hide which measures in some

•laces .3'/!' inches in thickness, and

o open the whole thing up. The

lood is so tough that when it is ex-

oscd to the air an axe makes very

iltle imjiression on it. Judging

rom the difficulty of moving it. it

iiusl weigh 6 or 7 tons for 12 men

.•ilh a block and tackle ought to

love anything less.

"After getting it out we found il

n being straightened out to mea-

ure 21 feet instead of 1<! as I first

eported to you. A good part of the

nlle or head remains allaihcd

lear to the more slemler part of the

ody. This was spread out as much

8 possible. The slender part of the

ody was entirely empty of internal

rgans. And the organs of the re-

Hinder were not large and did not

ook as if the animal had been so

ing dead as it appeared to have

•een when first washed ashore some

ix weeks since. The muscular coat

vhich seems to be about all there is

f the invertebrate is from 2 and .'<

II (> inches in thickness. The fibers

f till' external loal are longitudinal
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and the inner transverse. There was

no caudal fin or any appearance as

if there had been 'any. There was no

pen to be found nor any evidence

of any bony structure whatever. It

is still in a comparatively good

state of preservation and so would

it not be a good thing for yourself

or Prof. Verrill of Yale or both of

you to come down and examine it

for yourselves and so determine its

exact place better than I can? If

you think of coming at all you

ought to come at once. I have writ-

ten a similar letter to Prof. Verrill.

You see I said invertebrate rather

than sciuid . . . that is certainly safe."

Dr. Webb's practice and pocket-

book must have suffered during this

period, and his request that Profes-

sors Dall and Verrill come to Flor-

ida and see the monster with their

own eyes was to no avail. The last

letter in the collection is a mel-

ancholy one. Written by Professor

True, Ball's superior at the National

Museum, it read:

"Dear Mr. Dall:

I am sorry to say that the secre-

tary does not see his way clear

have the cuttlefish examined at i

cost of the Institution and the IV

seum can scarcely afford the

pense at this time.

Could not measurements, etc..

made by Dr. Webb and some spe

mens saved ?

Yours.

F. W. True"

And so, apparently, ended 1

saga of the St. Augustine Beach

monster. There seems to be

record of its ultimate fate.

The Creature Revealed

by Joseph F. Gennaro, Jr.

The people in the Smithsonian

Institution's Hall of Mollusks had

everything ready when I arrived to

take specimens of the sea monster.

As we approached the hall room

Ashere the sample was. I was a little

surprised at their suggestion that I

remove my coat, jacket, and shirt. I

soon realized why: the smell in the

room was very strong and became

even stronger as we approached a

stainless steel sink in a far corner.

There by the sink was a glass

container about the size of a milk

can. Inside it was a murky mixture

of cheesecloth, formalin (and I

think some alcohol), and half a

dozen large white masses of tough

fibrous material, each about as

large as a good-sized roast. We
lifted them up with the cheesecloth,

then took them out with forceps.

The pieces corresponded closely

to Webb's description. There was

very little fat or oil in them; they

were almost as white as soap. I cut

the samples I wanted with a pathol-

ogist's knife, which uses replaceable

blades: the connective tissue was so

tough that it dulled four blades sim-

ply to cut one or two finger-sized

pieces. I wrapped these in cheese-

cloth and put them in a tightly cov-

ered jar together with some of the

fluid. (The Smithsonian's jar was

lost during a move; the samples I

had taken are all that is left of

Octopus giganteus Verrill.)

Unfortunately, there were no dis-

tinguishing structures in the pieces

I dissected. No suckers, identifiable

skin structures, or even muscular

masses were discernible. All the

pieces had the same homogenous,

tough, white, fibrous texture. Only

from one piece was I able to carve

a small specimen from what ap-

peared to be the periphery of the

animal. I judged this by what

looked like "natural" smoothness

on one margin of the piece, perhaps

indicating an original surface, al-

though I had no way of knowing

whether it was an outer or inner

surface. Certainly, there was none

of the typical covering layer one

could expect from either a mollusk

or mammal.
In my laboratory, I prepared the

specimens for histological analysis

together with "control" specimens

of contemporary squid and octopus.

When the slides were ready, I ea-

gerly turned to the microscope to

observe for myself the structure of

this peculiar sea beast. Would the

cells be the highly differentiated

cells typical of a mammal, in-

dicating that despite the lack of

or blubbery smell the piece h

really come from some type

whale? Would the architecture

similar to the squid sample or

that of the octopus that I had 1

comparison?

To my great dismay, no cellu,

material at all was discernible. P
haps because the tissue mass h

lain for so many days on the bea

of St. Augustine, or perhaps 1

cause the formaldehyde or alcol

had had insufficient time to pel

trate for adequate preservatic

nothing of the original cellular .

chitecture remained. I found, he

ever, that my control sampl

which had been properly prepai

for histological analysis, also fail

to show much cellular arrangeme

But even more striking than the i

sence of cellular structure was 1

presence of distinctive patterns

connective tissue. Differences I

tween contemporary octopus a

squid tissue struck the eye imn

diately. and each was obviouslyj
ferent from the typical patten

mammalian tissue.

It occurred to me that I si

might learn something by observi

and comparing the connective t

Continued on page

r a
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Now in one volume-

39 Centuries of Man and the Sea

* 498 pages

* More than 70 substantial

selections
*
Maps and sketches

*
Classic accounts of

Marine Explorations by

Aleiander Agsssii • Louis A{a$siz

William R. Anderson • John E. Bardach

Willard Bascom • Edward L. Beach

William Beebe • Henry B. Bitelow

Jacob Bigelow • Vilhelm F. K. Bjerknes

Duncan C. Blanchard

Nathaniel Bowditch

M. Scott Carpenter • A. Cialdi

Edward P. Clancy

Jacques-Yves Cousteau

Robert C. Cowen • Reginald

Aldworth Daly • Charles R. Darwin

Leonardo Da Vinci • Egon T. Degens

William Dittmar • V. Walfnd Ekman

Kenneth Q. Emery • William Ferrel

John A. Fleming • Benjamin Franklin

Edward D. Goldberg • Hugo Grotius

Edmund Halley • Earl E. Hays

William A. Herdman • John B. Hersey

Johan Hjort • Aleiander von Humbold

John M. Hunt • Thomas Henry Huiley

John D. Isaacs • C. O'Oonnell Iselin

John Joly • J. W. Judd

Johannes A. Kylstra • Edwin A. Link

Ursula B. Marvin

Arthur C.Mathieson • Matthew F. Maury

James W. Mayor, Ir. • John Murray

fridtjol Nansen • Isaac Newton

t. Harland Paul • Mendel Peterson

Jacques Piccard

Willard J. Pierson. Ir. • Plato

Pliny • Richard J. Pothier

William 0. Rainnie. Jr.

Roger Revelle • David A. Ross

Frank P. Rossi • Milner B. Schaeter

W. Scoresby . P. A. Secchi

Donald G. Snyder • Harald U Sverdrup

). Arthur Thomson • M. A. Transhe

John Tyndall • Selman A. Waksman
Don Walsh • Alfred Wegener

R. P. Whitemarsh • Bernard D. Zetler

We call the sea our last, largest and
richest frontier; we speculate about the
implications of aquaculture and deep-
sea drilling; we may even dream a bit,

from time to time, about a lost undersea
Atlantis. But never before have we had
one anthology which gathers together so
many classic narratives on all facets of

our interest in marine exploration — in-

cluding dozens of accounts from out-of-

print, hard to-find sources.

Spanning a wide world of
scientific disciplinti

The keynote of MAN AND THE SEA is

diversity. Here is Leonardo Da Vinci de
scribing in detail his highly sophisticated
"snorkel" . . . Isaac Newton's classic

quartet of observations on tides . . . Dar-

win on plankton and phosphorescence
... v. WaKrid Ekman, describing Iho sud-
den and troublesome phenomenon of

dead water . . J. Arthur Thomson, on
the "beauty-feast" o( summer jetsam . .

.

William Beebe, writing half a mile down
in his bathysphere . . . Roger Revelle and
Milner B. Schaeler, discussing the ocean
as a receptacle for artificially radioactive

materials.

MAN AND THE SEA covers some of the
most thrilling and scientifically signifi

cant voyages of the past decade— an

emergency, heroically dealt with, on the
submerged roundthe world voyage of

the Triton; the search for the Thresher;
the high drama o( Nautilus at 90* North.
And here too are fascinating forecasts of
marine potential — Robert C. Cowen, on
drinking water from the sea; M. Scott
Carpenter, on selecting a crew for Sea
Lab II; Jacques Piccard, on the promise
of the underwater world; John D. Isaacs,

on new techniques that will enable us to
out-guess "the birthplace ol weather."
Here is a book to satisfy everyone inter-

ested in man and the sea — from ecolo-

Cist and diver to amateur naturalist.

r-------------
I

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

I

To youi boolisriirr or Ooublrday t Company, Inc.

Orpl. l'NH.3, Caiden City, Ncn Voik 11^30

IPIcasf Jtcrpl my ordu (or copies ol MAN AND THE
StA. I undoljnd Ihjt I miy return the bookm wilhin

I

two neclts tnd one nolhini OlXeiwiie. you will bill me
lusl t9 9S per copy plus >tiippin| and handling charge!
ol 63( ai payment In lull.

C.ty 't«U



(an informaikc advertisement)

WeVe one of the causes
of air pollution.

(WeVe also one of the
prime solutions.)

A sunny dov in New York City, Au

We listen. We know people

are upset about air pollution,

and they have every right to he.

If you're one of those people,

you'll he interested in this ad.

It isn't a pious cop-out, and it

doesn't sugarcoat the issue.

What it does offer is a frank

26

discussion ofwhat Ford Motor

Company is doing to solve its

share of the problem.

First of all, Ford Motor

Company h concerned about

air pollution.

Because ive're in business

to make money.

And we make money by

listening to what you want.

And we know there isn'i

much future in offering you 4

product that is going to mak^

an already serious problem

worse.

But on u'ith tlie facts.



"I RfcOARD THIS iPOLLlTR)Nl AS
THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM

FACINC. THIStXIMPANV :'

HESRVFtlRr>ll

Fact number one is a sad one.

That if automobile air pollution

vere ended tomorrow, there would

till be a serious problem. Not just

n this country, but in cities the world

iver. And that is because automobiles

re not the t)nly cause of air pollution.

Visible air pollution in New York

Zixy. as well as most other cities, comes

irimarily from industrial smokestacks,

;t aircraft, incinerators and many
ther sources — not just automobiles.

It is true, however, that in certain

reas such as the Los Anyeles Basin,

c pjrl lit ihc pri)blcm. but nut the uKoU problem

irs are the major source of air pollu-

on. Nationally, on a weight basis,

jtomobiles represent 39 per cent of

10 tt)tal pollution output. But a recent

udy by two California professors in-

icates that cars are responsible for

nly 12 per cent ot US. air p(.)llution,

ased on "harmfulness.'

But that is not to duck the issue.

THIS aUslCERN WLL BE REFLECTtn
IN specific;. CXINCRETt ACTIONS

HE.SRV K)RI^ II

Automobiles do give off hydro-

irbons, carbon monoxide and nitro-

•n oxide, the last two of which can

L- toxic. Furthermore, hydriKarbons

id niirofjen oxide are the main

cmcnis in what is known as "photo-

wmical smoj;

'

Ford Motor Company beKan

the hydriKarbon part of the

111 years ago. In 1961, wc
' out our first anti-pollution

1 1 wasn't a magic cure-all, and

inly didn't solve the entire

in But it was a start.

Today, our cars have a clean-air

iHcm thai reduces carbon monoxide

missions by 70 per cent, hydriKar-

orsby 80 per cent.

In fact, it takes five to six of our

971 products to equal the carbon

monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions

of a single 1960 automobile.

Today's car i&n'i the polluter its ancestor \

T
JL he nagging problem, howeser,

is getting rid of the nitrogen oxides.

It's going to require control— not just

of car exhausts— but of many sources

of combustion as well. By 1973, Ford

engineers plan to have our share of

the problem cut in half. And by 1976.

even greater reduction will be re-

cjuired.

Progress is being made.

In Los Angeles, for example, the

town with the worst smog problem in

the country, hydrocarbon and carbon

monoxide le\els are down 20 per cent

since 1966. And, as the chart shows.

HYnRCX:ARBON LEVELS IN

THE LOS ANGELES BASIN

? / ' '

SSm, ^"^

- 1 '. J-r"'.:""!l

Thr bjllU- 4|IJIi>«l (s<Jlii

if all cars were as "clean" as our 197 1

models, hydrocarbon levels would be

well below what they were in 1940.

M.Nevertheless, there's a lot more to

be done. And because there is, we're

committed to a continued detailed

program of specific activities to re-

duce pollution from our plants and

products (see below).

WE WOLLD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Indeed, Ford Motor Company is

not a lot of things- and perfect is one
of them.

But another thing we're not, is

insensitive.

We want your business. And wc
think we know what we're going to

ha\e to do to keep it.

So much for our pt>int of \iew.

We d like to hear yours.

Send us your likes, dislikes,

w.ints, needs gripes, etc We guar-

URITE:

( OKP MOTOR COMPANY LISTENS

DEPARTMENT NH
THE AMERIc:AN RCMD

DEARBORN. MICHIGAN 48I2I

antcc your letter will be read, con-

sidered, and answered.

Do write us. We listen. And we
listen K-itor.

Oi^
...has a better idea

(we listen better)

FORD MOTOR COMPANY S COMMITMENT TO RGHT POLLLTION;

1 Aa'i'lt'f.Uf pri*i:r.im> ti>t*liminarc .iir pttlltiiion trDmiuir m.inul.uiiinni: pl.ini\

2 C4.infinur Ji-M'lopmrnt of w.iicr rccvclinu *v*ti*»"» fi'f »TuinulA:uinni; pLini^ whuh will dim-
mail* W.1UT p«>lluium.

^ C^mtiniii' to Ji'vrlttp frchnH|UC4 for Jispminii of plant W4»ic withinii p(*lliiih«n

4 Qtniinuf t*» Ji-vrlop cntDncik whkh *vill further reduce cjrK>n nionttxhlc jr>d h>Jr«VJrKtn

cmi^Mm* hclow iho TO""!- to 80**,. mlutriion .Khicvrd lo J.itiv

5 MiiU* multi-million dollar invt*«tTncnt xo Mrcngthon \)u.ilitY i'«mtri^ pro«:i-durc« for ntcakunnn

anti|^>Ilution devices on all Ford Motor C'i»mpanv priKhiit* iti nw\'! m)uifcd l»w cnu\M»»n

Icvi-U

ty Expl»»rc new fuel iomp*nitton» in .-Kcord-incc with ljic»l de\elopn»eni» in entfirw jn*l p»»llu*

tion control tei hn«>liim'

7 Pevelop new looK to aid emiwi4*n impivthm .it iiutotn«»ti\e n*piiif ionier* mm\ .»»iM F»»rd

Motor C\)fnp.invile.iler%in itnprt>\tnurmt^Mon in«piMtonprtK'cdurr«

H M.ike mulfi-million doll.ir inveMmeni in |x*rni.incnl l.iUtr.iiofic^ iitnl tOM fiKillitc% dcMgncvl

i»> heller unJer^.md lomhuMiim phve^H'^

9. ('oniinue lo inveMiK.ite .iltern.iie i-H^wer M^urce* nkh j* \ . althuUith

wc K'lie\e the ln(ernaKomhu^tlonenlItne Mill i« the nit-

10 Aueler.iie procedures lor wi>rldwide Ji^vmin.uion vt
\

»t.on wuhin
nil t i>rJ en|{inerrtni{I.K littles



LAP DESK

PULLS UP
CLOSE-
REACH

EVERYTHING
FOLDS TO 2"D-
EASY STORAGE

sofa. door. etc. H.n i 'i
i

. Ilaiul

flnisliM in honey i^i i.. .1,1,..
1

ilniil.

Top S2"W 24"D. $20.25 l-'iini 1 .il i
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BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG - 1000 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furnitur,. in Friindlv Pine

loHiMie '/Ax: coie YIELD HOUSE
Moiiej- Back Guarantee Dept. N:J-1A
Not Sold In Stores North Conway. N.H. 03860

A Naturalist at Large

ARCTIC CANOE TRIP
Cross Ca nada by ca noe. front the Great Lakes to the

Arctic Water. Paddle the rive s to Hudson Bay.

Enjoy C mada's un poiled subarctic. Ecology, prni- |

thology; Ashing and photography at its best. Adults.

families. students. singles and group rates. Profes- |

sionally conducted. Write: Ma X Hand. Box 874.

Sault St Marie. ntario, Cana da.

Crovirded Out?
Own your own Private

Recreation Land Now!

LAND! Easy terms, less than bank rates!

Northwest Timbered Acreages as low as

$1250. Total Price. 5-10-20-40 acres.

For people who love the land—a tract

of Recreation Land for your own! In

Northern Idaho, Northeastern Washing-

ton and Montana. In the heart of lakes

and big game country. All covered with

growing timber. Access, Title insurance

with each tract. This Is select land with

natural beauty, recreational and invest-

ment values. We have tracts of many

types and sizes from which to choose,

including beautiful Northwest Water-

front property. Your inspection wel-

comed. Write us for free list, maps and

complete information.

Write to Dept. G

THE
CLUTCH
OF THE
FALCONER
Turning a bird of prey into a bird of play

by Dean Amadon

"Falconry, Sport of Kings" is the

title of an article published by Na-

tional Geographic 50 years ago,

and still in great demand because it

was written and, even more impor-

tant, it was illustrated by Louis

Agassiz Fuertes, America's greatest

painter of birds since Audubon. Now
that falcons are becoming as scarce

as kings, what should our attitude be

toward this ancient sport, which re-

mains as appealing as ever and

continues to attract new devotees?

The question is raised again by

the recent publication of several au-

thoritative, finely illustrated books

about falconry. The author of A
Falcon in the Field, J. G. Mavro-

gordato. is a retired British lawyer

of the colonial service. Stationed at

various times in the Sudan and

Middle East, he has pursued his

hobby in the company of some of

its oldest practitioners, Arabian

sheikhs. The coauthor of American

Hanking. Prof. E. W. Jameson. Jr.,

of the University of California at

Davis, has likewise followed fal-

conry as a hobby for all of his

adult life. With his Japanese wife

he produced an earlier, elite work,

The Hawking in Japan. For years

his prized possession was an ornate

hawk-eagle taken from the jungles

of tropical America. The bird

showed no reluctance at exercisii

its hunting skills on Californ

jackrabbits. These books permit tl

vicarious pursuit of falconry, b

at the same time they excite an i

tive interest in the sport that may
fatal to falcons.

Falconers are interested in tl

welfare, present and future, of f.

cons, more so than most peopi

Big game hunters are likewise inte

ested in a continuing supply

trophies, yet this does not me;

that some species would not 1

hunted out of existence if stringe

protective laws were not enacb

and enforced. When the ratio

alization is used: "If I don't she

this animal or take this falco

somebody else will." an animal cj

be driven to extinction by
friends.

But despite falconers, egg colle

tors, and the hunters and farme

who shot every bird of prey thi

saw, falcons persisted in the pai

The most prized of them all, tl

peregrine falcon, nested along

Palisades of the Hudson Ri^

within a few miles of New Yq
City. In the winter some of tl

even moved to the city, percli

and roosting on skyscraper ledg

feeding on street pigeons. An ocd

sioiial pair became so fond of I



RoLorl Clii-cnuin. falcnncr of Henry VIII of Kn<;land.

I'aintcii by Hans Holbein, the younger, 1.S33.

n life thai tlu-y atletnpli-d to nest

I a building ledge.

In the niid-l'-llO's the peregrine

Icon, along with other birds of

cy anil fi>h-ealing birds, declined

a«fi'-nlly in America and else-

IDday there is not a single

pair of this falcon in the

111 II I'niled States and only a

re handful in the west. The pere-

ne ha> been placed on the list ttl

reatened -pecies.

What happened in the last two or

ree decades to deal such a blow to

regrine falcons, bald eagles, and

preys?

At the beginning nf that period, I

IS with the Army Sanitary fiorps

Hawaii during World War II. !

'•all the advent of DDT. the cliem-

'•I that was III revolutionise |)esl

\diiiillcdly it did wipe out

iliiig" hilhcrto ensconced in

ri>ki-ly old wooden building in

iinolulu where w<' were (luartereil.

' ' lie of us, as we sloshed

III the oil emulsion of DDT.
liriicbed to the skill, bad any

'-'n to su-pcci that the wonder
'Mil il might be harmful to birds,

li
' Ncn to ourselves.

Mili.iiigh falcons began to de-

is .soon as DDT laiiie into

I use after the war. it was 20
'fine il uas piiiM'd ibal lliis

chemical and other chlorinated hy-

drocarbons Mere the cause of the

decline. Even when not ingested in

suflicient dosage to kill a falcon (or

eagle or pelican), these substances

upset the bird's calcium chemistry,

making its eggshells so thin that

they ( ollapse before they can hatch.

Falcons, like other predators, are
most apt to catch a bird that is a
little slower than its fellows; often

llial is ihr individual with an over-

dose of DDT. Thus the falcon, or

other predator at the top of the

'food chain." usually gels an extra

dose of pesticide. W hetlier the gen-

eral danger of such chemicals will

be recognized in lime is debatable.

In till- Mritish Isles, where DDT has

been largely banned, there is evi-

dence of a slight upward trend in

falcons. In North America and else-

where, thi" picture is griiiitner.

I'lic bearing of all this upon fal-

conry is fairly obvious.

The decline in falcons comes at n

time when interest in falconry is in-

creasing, partly as a result of

greater exposure through the mass

media. Disney's film on the pere-

grine ends on a rine note with the

falconer releasing his liir<l to aid in

the propagation of the s|K'cies. Hut

many young |M-ople. seeing the fdm,

will be impelled to have n try at the

* *

* LEARN ASTRONOMY
* AT HOME! J

* Two complete home-study J
* courses are now available for *

* Amateur Astronomers — J
* •
* • VISUAL ASTRONOMY •

* FOR BEGINNERS in 10 lessons •

* • TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY *

i FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS *
* in 18 lessons J
* These courses are the first of their it

* kind offered anywhere. Clearly writ- *
^ ten, professionally illustrated and ^
ir well organized for the busy sky- it

* watcher who wants to be taken by *
^ the hand and taught individually by ^
* a Professional Astronomer. *
*
* Coast Nabi^ation ,^chaal

*

J SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY *

* Dept. 6763 418 E. Canon Perdio *
* *
•tt Santa Barbara, California 93101 it

* *
* Please send me School Brochure on *
J your Home Study Courses. *

* ^^-"^

J Address J
* City *
* State Zip J
J Accredited by the J
It National l-lome Study Council It

*
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Fly'N Drive

Europe.

Starts at $5^5. It's the way to drive a

great bargain in Europe.

Our low. low price includes your jel

rounil-trip from New York. I'lus an Avij

w.'&M'i with auliimalic transmission for

:« da>s. riii\ lOOO free kilometers. Plus

2S nights lodging at a choice of over

100 hotels and inns in eight countries.
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ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 tjciirs old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians S Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display

pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity $10.95 ppd.

lamps with Cross motif SI3.9S ppd.

FREE Gift Cataloq!
. . . illustrating Jewelry, Amulets, Coins, Buddhas,

Roman Glass, Figurines and more!

Museum & Dealers inquiries welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
N.3I • 648 NINTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y- 10036

BURGUNDY

WILDLIFE

CAMP

in the mountains of West Virginia

enables youngsters to go beyond the super-

ficial in learning about the natural world.

Youns people learn to uiKler.staiuI eeoloii.v, llie

iitiin aud ll.s parts, tlttoiigh twtany. onilliinlnM.v,

meteorolopy. enlnnioloKy. aslronoiiij- anr! mIIht

hranches or ttie natural scienees. Activities In-

clude liird liandlnB. nlldllte iiliotoeraph.v. taxi-

denny. plant ami insect collections, art and
ecological sur\ey^.

Field trips and individual projects emphasized.

SWIMMING, SQUARE DANCING,

OVERNIGHT TRIPS

sessions limited to

30 boys and girls

grades six to ten.

Three 2-weeli sessions

$200 per session

For turlher iMfcrruatiun ami lirtnliure nrlte:

JOHN TROTT, Director

Burgundy Wildlife Camp
3700 Burgundy Road
Alexandria, Va. 22303

WORLD'S FIRST
^ , POSTAGE STAMP

PIUS 2 OTHIK RAKl
BRITISH CLASSICS OVCR
100 YEARS OLD. . .

shown on valuable

commemorative set

yOURS fREE!

iplete mint set issued by Great

World's Oldest Stamp - famed
\" of 1840 - and two other classic

more than a century old" Not one
thousand has the originals, worth over

S500 at present standard catalog prices! This impor-

tant commemorative set is yours free to introduce

you to Stamp Collecting - world's most rewarding

hobby and our famous free-examination stamps-

on-approval service, Vl/e'll also Include 110 other

stamps from the British Empire, plus an Illustrated

Album • 3 Special Free Bonus should you buy $1

worth from our approval selection' Or return Album
and 110 Stamps with selection and buy nothing.

Get this genuine

British

Canci Sen nytir But Jithe thi:

Kenmore Co., MiHord WA-696, N. Hamp. 03055

sport. Even more than fisiiing,

hunting, or boating, falconry de-

mands that the participant turn his

back on crowds, towns, and cities,

and indeed roads. Since an increas-

ing number of people are attempt-

ing to flee these very things, tempo-

rarily or permanently, it is small

wonder that falconry is so popular.

Some condemn the sport as cruel,

but it is less so than conventional

hunting or fishing, not to mention

some of the treatment man reserves

for his own species. But whatever

the answer or justification, the net

result of an awakened interest in

falconry is to put destructive pres-

sure on the already dwindling stocks

of falcons.

The problem is not easily local-

ized in this day of rapid trans-

portation. An American oilman

who recently traveled on an Ara-

bian airline related that, when he

glanced up to avoid staring at a

pair of well-turned ankles emerging

from a fully robed figure, he saw a

couple of trussed, live falcons in the

luggage rack. And indeed, petro-

leum-opulent sheikhs have placed

standing orders for gyrfalcons. and

probably peregrines as well, at Sl.-

000 to S2.000 apiece. What sour-

dough, trying to turn a dollar, can

resist such temptation?

In most parts of the United

States or western Europe the prac-

tice of falconry presents many
built-in difficulties. But there are

those who persist, and among them

are a few whose urge to obtain fal-

cons borders on mania. An other-

wise respectable educator, since de-

ceased, told me years ago how he

risked life, limb, and reputation

to raid one of the few then remain-

ing peregrine aeries, on Mount
Tom in Massachusetts, which hap-

pened to be a state park as well.

The same individual later hastily

resigned from the local natural

history society, after it was revealed

that he had hired some teenage

boys to risk their necks trying to

obtain falcons for him along the

Palisades of the Hudson.

Not all falconers are similarly fa-

natic, but there are overenthusiasls.

The resulting demand for falcons

can f|uickly become intolerable,

now that the birds have been so se-

verely decimated by other factors

as well. As noted, the problem is

augmented by air transport and by

unlicensed and ignorant dealers.

ranging from nationally knoi

stores to roadside zoos, who .

tempt to cash in on the craze f

pets and wild birds. Legislation

clearly needed, but unfortunate

the problem is international

scope and includes many forms

wildlife and even certain plants—ill

merely falcons.

One possible solution would be

breed falcons in captivity, for i

stocking after the pesticide level h

abated and also for use in falcont

The little sparrow hawk, or Ame
can kestrel, is now being reared

flight cages with relative ease aii

in some numbers. Obviously t

peregrine represents a more di

cult proposition than its small

grassliopper-eating cousin. Still,

has been bred once or twice. Sf

eral all-out efforts are now bei

made, one with the official backi

of the Canadian Fish and Wildll

Service.

Meanwhile. I am afraid falcont

should be content (and indeed

quired I to use less desirable 1

nevertheless spirited hunters su

as the red-tailed hawk. Even th

care is needed. All too often

amateur falconer lacks the time. ]

tience. and space to train his bi

properly or even to care for

Many such birds die. others fi

their way to zoos, still others i

released but are too tame or we

to sur\ i\e.

Even the best trained and cai

for falcons are lost from time

time. They may. for example, fail

catch (he intended game and ch<

it "right out of the country." I

cumbered as they often are

straps ("jesses") and bells, ove

tame, lost hawks are often killed 1

fore they can l)e retrieved.

And finally, the glamor of i

conry attracts many individuals,

pecially boys, whose enthusia

soon wanes. Perhaps they should

made to read T. H. White's 7

Goshauh. to learn that training

hawk or falcon requires hour af

hour of patient effort. Even thi

the bird is sometimes lost duri

the first flight for game.

Falconers should he licensed a

recruits required to have train!

under one versed in the sport. T\

administered, falconers might

come (as some already are) lead

of the move to protect birds

prey—those splendid symbols

untamed nature.



HE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Galapagos Giant Tortoise (al>out 400 lbs.)

Lars-Eric Lindblad invites you to participate in

two extraordinary nature expeditions—worlds apart.

1. Darwin's Galapagos. 2. The White Continent of Antarctica.

ver since Charles Darwin put forward
is famous theory of evolution, following

is visit to the Galapagos Islands in

835. these islands on the equator in

ie Pacific Ocean have fired the

nagination of scientists and
ilike.

itie fifth year in which Lindblad
ravel, Inc. offers you the opportunity

Lindblad landing parly in Antarctica

to participate in a special expedition to

Galapagos with its fascinating

wildlife. The flora and fauna of the

Galapagos have been jealously guarded
and protected by isolation of lime, and
to set foot on these islands is to return

to a state of nature as it was thousands
of years ago.

And Lars-Eric Lindblad offers two unique
ways of seeing these islands. He has
taken over the one-class Lina A, of Greek
registry, for gracious island cruising.

It is fully air-conditioned with all

outside cabins, accommodating a

maximum of 50 passengers. Or you can
sail aboard his 3-mastod yacht, the

schooner "Golden Cachalot," of British

registry, designed especially for

operations in the Galapagos Islands

and limited to 12 passengers.

Lars-Eric Lindblad has two super
expeditions planned for the South
Atlantic sector together with Antarctica

this coming year, as well as one
shortened cruise into Antarctica only.

These expeditions promise to be very

exciting and Mr. Lindblad would be
pleased to have you aboard. The new
M/S Lindblad Explorer, of Norwegian
registry, was designed for leisurely

cruising in ice packs and constricted

waters. Shore excursions will afford the

opportunity to view these unique regions

which until recently have been reserved

tor scientists and explorers only.

Deri NH.17t
LINDBLAD TRAVEL. INC
\33 Eml 55lh SitPol

NoM York, N Y. 10022
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The last survivor of pre-Europcan times

on Tierra del Fuego saw her culture disappear

-ever. She even lost her Indian name, and was

known only hy her Spanish one

LOLA hy Anne M. Chapman

\l the end of the winter of 1966

Tifrra del Fuego, an Indian

man named Kiepja died in a

ernment hospital, not far from

ere she had been horn 90 years

lier in a tent made of guanaco

ri. Of the then ten surviving

k'nam (Onast, she was the only

who had actually lived as an

ian. She liad witnessed the end

a culture that had existed "since

beginning of time." that of a

historic people who lived solely

hunting, pnlhcring. and fishing.

Vhfii Isia Grande (the largest in

Tierra del Fuego archipelago.

I south of the Strait of Magel-

I was first settled hy Furopeans

ihout 1870. the Indians, mainly

<'nam. were still indejH'ndent

only slightly affected hy the

radic contacts they had had with

(ipcans since llie sixteenth cen-

Their population was then

ut .?.'i(Ml. rerl:iinly no more than

H). During the following decades

4 of the Selk'nam were slaugh-

t\ or died from diseases and

er results of the usurpation of

r land. In I'»I9 Father Martin

inde counted 279 .Selk'nam. Ten

r» later fewer than 100 re-

ined. By 1966. there wen; only

III. including four whose fathers

c iif Kuropean descent. All «erc

r the age of .'lO and had been

n •hortly before or after the

riginal culture had been shat-

•d. All but one. Kiepja. spoke

inish (liienlly; several also spoke

ic Scjk'nnm. I?ut Kiepja. wlm
( also <alled Lola, spoke her o«n
guage llucntly and only som;-

inish. She had remained ji-y-

logically and emotionally iden-

:d with her culture; moreover,

was a shaman anil thus pos-

ted a prof(iun<l kimw ledge of

its mystical traditions. She was

happy recalling the ancient way of

life, but it saddened her all the

more when she realized that nearly

everyone had died, that her world

had disappeared forever.

Despite her tragic life, she

laughed easily and joked about her-

self and others. Sometimes she

would call me her daughter; other

times, when I would tie her apron

for her, she would look over her

shoulder at me and laugh while

rocking from one fool to the other,

saying ala ala, meaning that I was

treating her like a baby.

I first met Lola during niy

Christmas vacation in 1961. At the

time. I was working with a French

archeological mission on the Chil-

ean side of the island, and Lola

was living on the reservation lo-

cated near Lake r'agnano on the

Argentinian side. As an ethnologist,

I hoped to be able to work with

her, and was relieved to rliscover

that contact was easy. On my first

visit, she sang a chant mourning

the death of her mf)lher. I returned

the follnwing day with a tape

recorder and spent the next three

weeks with Lola and her frii'iid An-

gela Louij. also a Selk'nam. With

Angela's help as an interpreter. I

found that Lida had a great fund of

knowledge concerning her culture. I

checked her memory by asking her

the names of Indians mentioned bv

Lucas Bridges in I'llrrninxl Part of

llir Enrlli. simie of whom had died

-hortly after the turn of the cen-

liirv. .Sometimes she replied that

she dill not know, but when she did

give name.i. they were correct. Dur-

ing those weeks we recorded ."<{?

r-hants. The recordings were techni-

cally deficient for a nundier of ri'a-

sons, but as I was conunittcd that

year to ottier field work. I was ob-

liged to leave.

I came back to Paris at the end

of 1965 and played the tapes for

Gilbert Rouget, the head of the

ethnomusicology department at the

\Iusee de I'bonnne. He suggested

that I return to Tierra del Fuego to

rerecord what I had brought and if

possible, to record other chants.

Also Claude Levi-Slrauss believed

that this might be the last opportuni-

ty to obtain new data concerning a

group that, for decades, had been

considered extinct.

Only two collections of record-

ings of this group existed, and both

had been made on cvlinders. The
first dated from l<)07-0!!: the other

was made in 192.'?-21. In January,

1966, we felt that this might be the

last chance to accurately record au-

thentic chants of this culture.

In March, l'*f)6. I returned to Tier-

ra del Fuego for a 'J-month stay.

This time the main problem was the

language barrier. Although ade-

•luate for her everyday needs,

Lola's .Spanish was rudimentary.

While speaking it. she gave the im-

pression of an almost childlike

mentality, thus concealing her pas-

sionate temperament an<l complex

nature. her bewilderment and

profound sorrow. Her world had

slowly sunk into nonexisteme as

lho«e around her hail died strange

deaths, and gradually xhe interior-

i/.ed all the realities of her exis-

tence, while to strangers she became

la ri'liquia ("the relic").

The only place I coidd work with

Lola was on the reservation and

given the situation there, it was not

possible to bring another Indian

who might ha\e aiieil as on inter-

preter. It was difficull for me to

learn Selk'nam, partly because Lola
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could only translate isolated words.

Moreover. Selk'nam is a tonal and

glottal-stop language. Often when I

was endeavoring to pronounce a

word. Lola would frown, looking

intently at my mouth, her lips mov-

ing soundlessly, and when my ver-

sion finally came out. she would

sigh in relief and laugh, saying eso

es i "that's it"' ) . as if we had won a

battle against great odd*.

From March to June 1 lived

mostly on the reservation, on a

sheep ranch a few steps from Lola's

hut where Luis Garibaldi Honte, a

relatively well-to-do and accultu-

rated Indian, kindly let me stay. He
had instructed his employee to

supply Lola with lamb meat and

other necessities. Don Luis had

taken care of her on several occa-

sions when she had been ill. He and

his family were not there much of

the time during winter, however, as

they preferred to remain in Rio

Grande, so the only other person on

the ranch, besides Lola and myself.

was a puestero ("mounted shep-

herd"). Every week or two. I would

go to Rio Grande for several days

to study my material and to pur-

chase supplies. I did not want Lola

to become too accustomed to my
company lest she feel all the more

lonely after my departure.

She had had twelve children,

seven with her Indian husband, and

after his death, five more from her

union with a Chilean. They had all

died, most of them as adults. Her

grandchildren, excepting one who
lived on the continent, had also

died. She had one living descendant,

a great-grandson, who had been

adopted by the Garibaldis.

Until she was about twenty-five

years old, Lola had had little con-

tact with Europeans. Then, in about

1000. her husband went to work at

Harberton. a sheep farm on the

south coast of the island. Harberton

was founded by an English mis-

sionary. Thomas Bridges, one of

the first white settlers in Tierra del

Fuego and virtually the only one

who consistently befriended the

Selk'nam. But even then, at the be-

ginning of this century, and for sev-

eral decades afterward. Lola and

her family, like the other Indians,

would revert to their nomadic life
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in the winter, principally to hunt

guanaco. The great ceremony called

hain (which included rites of in-

itiation for the boys, the kloketen I

continued to be held sporadically

and Lola often participated.

During these years her mother

and her maternal uncles trained her

to become a shaman, a xoon. One

Lola never saw the mainland;

on Isla Grande, her whole

world, she kept husy weaving

baskets, splitting wood,

carrying water, and cooking.



ight. sometime during the year

)26, she dreamed that the spirit of

le of her deceased shaman uncles

sited her and transmitted his

)wer to her by means of his chant,

is spirit had flown over Lake Fag-

ino (called Kami by the Indians)

eking her. This uncle had died on

e opposite side of the lake from

nere she was then living. In her

eam she heard his spirit singing:

^here are you. my daughter?"

hen she heard his call, she re-

lated it, thus awakening herself.

that precise moment, she said.

a power penetrated her "like the

tttiiig edge of a knife." It was

|;n that, in the traditional manner,

e became a shaman.

When I met Lola she had been

ing alone on the reser\ation for

ny years, most of the time in a

oden hut. She cfiokcd her meals,

thered firewood, fetched water,

d did other chores. She also wove
*kels. which she sfimetimes sold,

e had owned some sheep and a

f horses, inherited from some of

children and from other In-

ns. Rut she told me that all of

animals had been stolen, some
two of the Indians and the rest

other neighbors. Bui what she

<sed most of all was a favorite

se. I'ntil about 1961, when she

i already well over 80. she would

e long rides to visit someone or

buy inair ('"herb tea") or food.

1 iifler she fell off the horse sev-

I times. Don Luis thought it wise

to allow her to ridi'. She ne\cr

o\cr what secmerl to her a gross

out.

Ai\:\ was aware that she was
ch inore Indian than the other

vixing Selk'nam. The difference

weiti her and the others was ac-

uiiled because she was a sha-

n iinci was therefore di-eply in-

Mccd by the mystical and
thiilogical traditions of her cul-

. Altliougb some of the other

lions secretly admired her fcir

shanuinistic power. tlie\ bad no

wring fear of her since she was

a full-di-ilged shaman. As was
ally the case with a woman sha-

ll, she did nut have the power to

Over the years she bud treated

;w of the Indiiins and i-ven some
ites in shamaiiistic seances. But

she did not always use her "power"
when curing. Once when I was fry-

ing potatoes the grease splattered,

burning my hand. Taking my hand
in hers, she rubbed cold water on

the burn with the palm of her hand.

Then she blew on it for several

minutes until the pain disappeared

entirely. And when I complained of

a backache she told me to lie face

down on her bed. Then she pressed

hard with the palms of her hands

and blew with quick puffs on the

aching part.

She had several friends among
her people but did not see them too

often. She knew that most of the

non-Indians on the island had little

or no respect for her. But she was
very responsive to the few who
liked her and joked with them in

her broken Spanish. Occasionally

tourists would come to the reserva-

tion where she lived, and in-

variably, they wanted to photo-

graph her. Flanked by several

strangers she would stand rigid,

scowling into the camera. If not

given anything for being thus both-

ered, she would become indignant.

But she never showed her indigna-

tion to the tourists.

TM \\\ir in the last few years

her huts bad burned down. The

memory of these fires terrified her,

although she had not been burned.

Her last iiiit had been built <in the

Garibaldi farm, closi* to the main

house so that sixr would not be as

isolated as she previously had been.

I was worried myself about

Lola's but burning down. As winter

set in. in the last year of her life, we

spent more and more lime huddled

o\er ihi" stove. Often she would

overload it and burning split logs

Would fall out. Exclaiming ex-

citedly she would try to shove ibi-m

back into the stove. Fvery night be-

ffire I left I would say hank

("fire") rlion ("water"), remind-

ing her to pilur water over the stove

before she went to bed.

Behind her hut there was a tepee-

shaped, open-fronted structure made
of logs over which rags were

thrown. Here, weather permitting,

she would build a fire and sit weav-

ing a basket. She told me that when
alone she would go there some-

times, just to sit by the fire. Per-

haps she felt closer to her old way
of life there.

She frequently proposed that we
go to certain places many kilome-

ters away. She was convinced she

could walk greater distances than

she actually could. But lngether we

walked short distances to gather

firewood or to visit places she had

lived before or campsites of Indians

she had known.

When rain threatened, she often

went outside "to cut the sky,"' as

she would say in Selk'nam. so that

we might have good weather. One

day when T called her attention to

the cloudy sky. instead of taking

her usual broomstick or walking

stick to clear the sky. she took her

meat knife, saying a knife was bet-

ter. To insult the clouds, she sput-

tered, chanted, and shouted at

them, while making large sweeping

movements, usually with a stick.

Her purpose was to push the clouds

away toward the west, the sky of

the rain. On a cloudy or rainy day

she would clear the sky several

limes if necessary, until finally that

day or the next, the sun would

reappear. X^Hieii the effect was not

immediate .«be would sometimes

laugh, saying that the clouds no

quicrrn. meaning that they did not

want to Ii-aM". Of course, when she

insisti'd upon "cutting the sky" long

enough, the clouds would leave.

(Hearing up the wi-atber was one of

tlie allributes of the shamans.

She \Nas not very neat and would

spit almost anyplace. She knew how
to u.se a fork, but preferred to eat

with her fingers. Although -hv de-

tested the idea of taking a bath,

upon arising she would wash her

han<ls and face. She swept her but

when she knew I was coming, but I

have the iinpressi<in that. mIk-h

alone, she would not boiber to do

so very often. \^'ilhoul ihinkiiiu. she

would drop refuse on the (loor oi

throw it out the door for the di'g*.

She IikI i)ii- li;d>il of pilliiL' lliiiigs



pell-mell in the corners of her hut

and on her bed. It followed that she

spent a great deal of time searching

for lost articles, particularly her

meat knife. These habits were

largely culturally determined. She

had been brought up to live as a

nomad, to change campsites every

few days, to dress in guanaco skins,

to clean herself with dry clay or

moss, and to possess only the neces-

sities for existence, no more.

In her later years she was given

many useless things, particularly an

excess of old clothing. She had a

favorite man's suit jacket, a hand-

me-down from years before. As she

had other, less ragged jackets, I

asked her why she was fond of it.

"For the pockets," she replied. It

had ten pockets, inside and out.

This pleased her a great deal as she

liked to carry the little money she
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had with her. She was wary of

being robbed, and although at

times money had been taken from

her, more often she simply forgot

where she had hidden the missing

money. This suspicion of being

robbed was, I believe, more a symp-

tom of senility or insecurity than a

cultural trait.

While Lola was not concerned

about the appearance of what she

wore, she was sensitive to the

beauty of her face. Sometimes when
I would comb her hair, she would

look in the mirror laughing, saying

yo oliclien ("I pretty") or frown

and say yippen, yo vieja ("uglv, I

old").

Although she ate lamb three or

four times a day with remarkable

appetite, Lola would often ask if I

could bring her fish and guanaco

meat. I was never able to get either.

There ^vere two other items she

ways asked me to buy when I w(

to Rio Grande—butter and sw

vermouth. She ate butter as if

were candy, and would have C(

sumed half a pound a day if I b

not discouraged her. And each d

we invariably had an aperitif

fore lunch. Several times she

sisled that I bring her two or thi

bottles together. Finally I complin

When I next left for Rio Grai

she still had two bottles. I began

worry, imagining she might dri

too much, although so far as

kneiv, she ne\'er had. When up

returning I inciuired. she repl

that she had not touched either

them, that she was wailing for

A few times while I was away,

walked out to the side of the r«

to wait for me. even though

knew I was not due that day. WT



isked her why, she said that she

iply wanted to wait for me there.

She delighted to sing for the tape

order, la maquina. '"the ma-

ne." as she called it. One of the

mts we especially liked con-

ned an old guanaco and was a

int of mourning as well as one of

hain.

'Ra ra ra ra ra." Lola would sing,

itating the old guanaco.

The text of this chant is a m>th.

allegory of the prohihilion of in-

t. The story belongs to lyluka,

mythological past, and is ahout

nan who schemed to make love to

daughters. As he was ahout to

•ceed. however, he and his

jghters were transformed into

anacos. Lola once sang it with

se words in Selk'nam:

'The old guanaco (when he was

I a nian I said to his daughters:

am ahout tf> die. Bury me in the

ite earth hut do not bury me
•p in the earth, leave my head

^ shoulders free. After J die you

I perform tachira [mourning

•s] and as you are going away

Miftiiiies Lohi soM the

'k<'t> sIh' vvo\«-. One went

CIiiimIc Levi-Stnmss.

singing of your grief, a man will

approach you. He will look exactly

like me but he will not be me. He
will ask to make love to you. Do as

he says.'

''And when he died the daughters

did just as their father had ordered.

As they walked away, while they

were still singing the chant of

death, the old guanaco [now meta-

morphosed] jumped out of his

grave, hot with desire to make love

to his daughters. He sniffed their

tracks and chased wildly after

them, urinating as he ran. Vi hen he

caught up to them he said: 'I am
the one your father told you about.

Come let us make love.' One of his

daughters ran on. When he made
lo\e to the other she. too. became a

guanaco."

Lola would invariably insist that

I iiiimeiliately |>lay back the tape

when she had stopped singing.

While listening she Wf>uld most of-

ten laugh, appear very pleased, and

comment olichen ("lovely"). But

sometimes she would say yippen

I "'ugly" ) . scowl, and looking wor-

ried, say that she wanted to record

the same chant again, right away.

Often she asked that the tapes be

replayed for the pure pleasure of

hearing herself again. She sang

some of the chants again and again,

particularly two of the mourning

chants. One of these she had sung

upon the death of her mother and

the other when her last two sons

had died. She sang these so

frequently that sometimes I would

not record them, especially during

the last few weeks when I was low

on tapes and when it was so cold

that the batteries had to be taken

out of the recorder every minute or

so to be healed on the stove. But

she wanted to be recorded each

time she sang, and when I did not

do so she was displeased. I tried to

explain that I could not record the

same chant indefinitely. She did

understand, however, that I wanted

to record the greatest variety of

songs possible.

Quite often when I greeted her

in the morning, she would smile

widely, saying. '"I found another.
'

meaning that during the night she

had recalled the chant of a certain

person, which she had heard ytor-

haps 50 years earlier. She would

ask me excitedly to hurry, as if she

were holding a hot potato, and get

the machine ready lest the chant

disajipear from her memory before

we could record it. Once recorder!,

I often played it back to her. then

asked her to sing the same chant

again, to gel the best pfissible rendi-

titm. She «lid not always comply

with my re<|uest. Tliere were times

she preferred to sing another chnnl.

and some chants she did not like at

all. Once in a while she became irri-

tated at my insistence, but in the

end. she would usually laugh and

ask me why I wanted to record it in

xiew of the fact that it wns so ugly.

\l other limes, however. she

-eemed to understnixl that her voii-e

wns l)eing recorded to pres«'rve the

<hnnls. Of the •)2 chants we

rerorded in I'HW). ?il\ had been

recorde<l the year before. The re-l

she recalleil grndually ns we worked

together in the last few months of

her lift'.

She made me promise never to

piny the Inpes for nnyone on the i«.

land except Angela and one other

friend. In I'Mifi. during the fhrii-

wi-eks we recorded, whenever nny-

one npprl^nched the liouie she be-

came nervous and nsked me to hide

the re<-order. The following yenr we

had ver\ few visitors and >-lir



seemed less timid. She explained to

me that the "others" (the whites as

well as some of the other Indians)

would laugh if they heard her sing-

ing, that they did not understand.

Once in a while she said that she

was recording for the Indians to the

north.

In addition to recording chants,

we recorded some basic vocabulary

(which bored her), proper names,

place names, and kin terms. At

times she seemed to be secretly

amused at me. as when, for in-

stance, I recorded her imitations of

birds. These interested me because

many of the names of birds are

onomatopoetic. What she really en-

joyed, however, were the chants.

When singing those of the liain she

would pantomine the dance steps

and gestures of the spirit (always a

man disguised with a mask and

body paint) to whom the chant was

being sung and especially of a

spirit called Shorti, who during the

ceremony frightened the women by

chasing them and throwing things

at them. Sometimes, while imitating

his short, rhythmic step, she would

stab me gently in the ribs with her

cane, saying in a half-joking, half-

serious tone:

"Shorti was very mean to the

women."
When telling me about certain of

these spirits and the pranks the In-

dians played on one another during

the ceremony, she would laugh un-

til tears came to her eyes and then

look at me still laughing and say

que salvajes ("what savages").

A favorite account was one her

maternal grandfather had told her

mother. It concerned two xoon

("shamans") who were great liars.

It all happened on the east coast of

the island, near Cabo de Penas. It

was a very cold winter and every-

one was hungry. The two impostors,

Koin-xoon and Hewiu-xoon. pre-

tended they were ochen-malen (a

xoon alleged to have sufficient

shamanistic power to kill a whale

and bring it ashore). That day no

one went out to hunt, as everyone

expected a whale to arrive any min-

ute. They all stood along the beach

shivering. The two impostors

pointed to the sea, saying they saw a

flock of gulls, a sure sign that a
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whale was nearing. They then sang

the chant of the whale while jump-

ping all about, making believe they

were tugging a cord, dragging the

tremendous whale ashore. All the

others were anxiously waiting to eat

the fat of the whale. But it was all a

great lie. There was no whale at all.

The xoon were making fools of ev-

eryone. The brother of Koin-xoon

finally became angry and said:

"Here I am wasting my time. I

am hungry but instead of hunting

with my teix [a snare used to trap

certain birds], here I am hanging

around the beach all because of

these liars."

During my stay the first year,

Angela sometimes pretended she

was tugging the invisible cord and

Lola would become nearly helpless

with laughter.

Ancient territory of the

Selk'nam Indians stretches

north of Lake Fagnano. A
hotel now overlooks the

hunting grounds of Lola's

grandfather. Today, many of

the Indians' descendants

work as sheepherders.
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Spciikitij; licr own lan^Miapc. Lola

umild repeal conversations heard

more than half a century before.

Toward the end of my stay she

thought I understood a great deal

more of her lanpuape than was the

i-asc. F endeavored to prasp at least

enough to make a few short i-om-

inenls so that she would conlimie

talking. One of the words she re-

pealed most often was koliot. "red

cape." the name given to the first

intruding whiles, apparently after

llie llniuiel capes worn hy the first

IHiJicrmen to arrivi-. This was a

warning of attai-k. An Indian

\Miiilil -.hout it when he sigiilcd an

armed rider on the liori/on: tln-n the

entire <'amp would scatter as well as

it could. She rememlicrcd the victims

iif the professiomd killers, several

of whom had hi'cn hired hy one of

the first European sheepmen. Jose

Mencndcz. "Had Chri'^lians— to kill

the Indians." she would say.

She spoke time and again of her

maternal grandfather, Alakin. who
was renowiK'd on the island as a

great prophet. Other Indians con-

firmed that Alakin was not feareil

as were most of the shamans:

rather, he was most highly i-stccmed

liecaiise of his knowledge of the leg-

endary past and what was consitl-

ered to he his ahilily to predict the

future hv means of visions, lie had

lieen killed when ipiite an old man.

along with two of his hrolliers. in

retaliation for lia\ ing stolen nu'lal

tools from the shack of some new-

comers.

Hi'fi-rring to an epidemic "f ih"

later decadi's, she said:

"nead--dead—dead. Hm» rn.n >



dead? Look at the cemetery—it is

full. So many died, every day.

Trucks would go by full of the

dead. They all died of koliot sick-

ness—babies with their mothers,

young girls not yet married."

As if it had happened the day be-

fore, she described how certain men
had been wounded or killed during

the last wars (really skirmishes last-

ing a few hours) between the In-

dians.

She spoke often of a war in

which she had participated and

which provoked the very last war

among the Selk'nani a few years af-

ter the turn of the century.

She was a short distance from

the camp when the enemy attacked.

As the dogs with her began to bark,

she ran back to the camp and there

she saw her husband, Anik,

wounded in the temple by an ar-

row. Pobrecito ("the poor fellow"),

she would comment, "his face got

all swollen." Then a certain Asher-

ton tried to abduct her. She resisted

and tried to escape. He became

furious and ran after her, arrow in

liand. shouting: "I'll kill you if you

don't come with me!" Anik was

about to be finished off when his

cousin Pachek, on the enemy side,

intervened, shouting: "Don't kill

him! He's my cousin." Pachek also

saved her from being abducted.

This battle took place on the east

coast, near the Irigoyen River. Kins-

men and others, about 26 adults,

were celebrating a hain. during

\\'hich two youths were being in-

itiated. The party was attacked by

some 30 men from five different ter-

ritories who were determined to re-

venge the death of a certain Uen-

xoon, shaman and champion

hunter. He had been killed by an

arrow from one of Lola's party, her

uncle Tael. He and his son and one

of Lola's brothers were among the

six killed during this battle. Eight

women were abducted by the

enemy, but five escaped afterward

and returned to their group.

The brutality of certain Indians

had impressed Lola greatly, espe-

cially the action of one who, in a

rage, had dragged his wife over the

fire, severely burning her sexual or-

gans.

She had great adrniratinn for cer-

tain shamans, particularly for Mai-

ich, who several times had per-

formed the most difficult of all xooii

ordeals, or "tests," as a deimmstra-

tion of his power. He would insert

a wooden-tipped arrow under the

skin just below the collarbone and

somehow pull it diagonally across

his chest, withdrawing it at his

waist. She would make grimaces of

terrible pain while telling about it.

She often sang the chant he had

sung while performing, and once

she repeated some of his words:

"My body is in darkness. 1 am,

myself, to pierce it with an arrow."

This was the time when he had

not sufficiently "prepared" the

"channel" through which the arrow

was to pass. He bled afterward,

which he would not have, had he

been in complete control.

V»_>^ nee she became annoyed

with me. I was showing her copies

of die photographs that accompany

Martin Gusinde's volume. Included

among them are several of the

"spirits" of the hain, actually men
disguised by paint and masks.

When she saw the first of these she

pushed it aside, refused to look at

the others, and scowling at me, said

that no es para los civilizados,

meaning whites should not have

seen them.

The last weeks before I was to

leave I wanted to take her out for a

ride. The administrator of a large

hotel recently built on the edge of

Lake Fagnano had shown sympathy

for Lola so I told him of my wish.

One day he came for us in his station

wagon as he had promised. Lola

dressed up in her new clothes and

took all of her money with her

for fear that her hut might be

robbed during her absence, which

was very unlikely. We spent two

days and a night in the luxurious

hotel where, as winter was nearing,

we were the only guests. Before

each meal the administrator asked

Lola what she would most like to

eat. She invariably replied—fisl'

She sat for hours in front of tb

large fireplace chatting with u:

with the men who were working j

the hotel, and with occasional neigl

bors who passed by. From the in

mense dining room, which ovei

looked the lake, she pointed out tb

hunting grounds of her gram
father, Alakin.

As the date of my departure dre

near, she began asking me when
was to return. I told her I woul

come the following year if I coul

manage it. From what I tried to e:

plain to her she surmised that

lived on a big sheep farm nei

Buenos Aires and that my patrc

had sent me to record her voice b

cause he knew a great deal aboi

the Indians and liked them. SI

had never left the island and on)

knew that beyond there was a "bi

town" called Buenos Aires. She ii

quired time and again about ni

patron, asking if I were sure that 1

would send me bark again. Tl

more she inf|uired. the more I rea

sured her that I would return. M
patron became "our" patron.

the day of my departure she ga\

me a basket she had recently fii

ished. Previously I had offered t

buy it from her, but she had ahva>

refused to sell it, saying she ha

promised it to someone else loii

before I came. Now she put the ba:

ket in my hands, saying that I wr

to give it to our patron.

When I returned to Paris I gav

it to Levi-Strauss, telling him it wa

from Lola. He put it carefully ur

der a glass in his office.

Lola refused to leave the reservJ

tion that winter. Because of her ag

and failing health she had bee

taken to Rio Grande the year b<

fore. But there she had passed th

days sitting near a stove, drovvsin

when she was not being scolded b

the mistress of the house for bein

sullen, lazy, and dirty. This winte

she was determined to stay in ih

country, on the land she knew, an^

never again to leave. I tried to pei

suade her to spend the winter will

a part-Indian woman. Enriqueta A

Santin, who was very fond of he

and who lived nearby. Lola refuseo

The last time I went to see her

took Angela Louij with me and sli
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lained some ten clays after my
)arture. Then Lola was alone ex-

it for the daily visits of the pues-

who brought her firewood, wa-

and meat. The winter of that

r, 1966, was unusually severe

h temperatures of 30 degrees be-

' zero, and Lola was virtually

wed in from July until several

's before her death in October,

en she became ill, the puestero

It on horseback to notify the

ral Police Officer at Lake Kami,

ng a tractor, they transported

to the main road, and from

re she was taken by car to Rio

mde where she died in the gov-

menl hospital a few days later,

was the end of the winter in

rra del Fuego, October 9, 1966.

rtTiiiliii^ lilt' ;iiirii'iit

\\;i\ of lift-, lull it

Mlililriiril lirr nil llir

more wIn'M >\ir r<-ali/.<Ml

tliiit iiiiirl\

t*\t'ryon<- li;iil dicil. tliiit

her world IkmI

<li~;l|i|ir;irr(I fori'V iT."'
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CORAL
by Frederick M. Bayer

To a mariner, a reef is any submerged rocky obstruction that

imperils his ship, but to a biologist it is an intricate community of

living organisms, plants as well as animals, fashioned around a stony

frame^vork built by corals. The meaning of the word coral is vague

and has changed through the ages since it was first used by the an-

cients. When used without qualification, however, coral now usually

refers to the kinds that are the major reef builders, the stony corals.

In the reef community, even though the stony corals form the

framework, the flexible corals called gorgonians are a conspicuous and

decorative part of the landscape. These two kinds of corals are coelen-

terates—relati\'es of the fainiliar jellyfishes and sea anemones—and live

together in enormous numbers, each individual animal, or polyp, in-

separably joined to its neighbors. Because of its covering of polyps

the li^'ing coral on the reef looks strikingly different from the dead

skeleton. The picture of a stony coral in the Palau Islands, page 47,

shows the animals with their leaflike tentacles so far expanded that

the shape of the skeleton is obscured, and not even the mouths of the

polyps can be seen. The white, stony skeleton is completely covered

by the liA'ing tissues. Other stony corals, pages 44-46, present wildly

varied appearances.

The supple gorgonian corals lend color to the reef. They ha\'e a

skeleton formed of millions of ornate, jewellike calcareous crystals,

called spicides, which may be yellow, orange, red, or purple. The
treelike, branching form is supported by an inner core of hornlike

substance that may contain calcareous matter but still remains flex-

ible. In some corals, the core has become so highly calcified that it

is (juite rigid, as in the case of the sea fan from Palau, at right. These

have spongy joints at intervals between stiff: segments, so they, too,

are flexible. In the photographs the joints are clearly visible as swell-

ings along the stem and branches. The long, pliable branches of the

russet-colored sea whip from the Loyalty Islands, coxier, do not ha\'e

such joints. Each white, star-shaped fleck is a single, flowerlike polyp

with its tentacles spread, ready to capture the tiny planktonic animals

that drift helplessly in the ocean currents.

The reef is perhaps the most complex community in all of nature,

Photographs by Douglas Faulkner
t
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where plants and animals of infinite variety live together in seeming

confusion. But even here there is an orderly balance and interrela-

tionship among organisms. The gorgonians provide concealment and

shelter for fish, both hunter and hunted. Brittle stars and feather

stars perch in their branches, and certain crabs and shrimps make their

homes nowhere else. All the species of two important families of

snails— the egg cowries and the coral snails—prey exclusively on the

polyps of various corals. BiU the most fantastic relationship of all is

the partnership, or symbiosis, between miniUe plant cells and the

corals and most other coelenterates, whose living tissues they inhabit.

These plants, known as zooxanthellae, need the carbon dioxide pro-

duced by the animal, which in turn utilizes the surplus oxygen and

food produced by the plants through photosynthesis. Some corals, in

fact, get ail their food from the zooxanthellae and can live indefinitely

without eating as long as their little plant cells are healthy. Perhaps

most important, the zooxanthellae, through a complex enzyme system,

increase the coral's ability to deposit calcitmi carbonate and so make
it possible lor them to produce the vast framework of the reef.
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THEGREAT SISA
With dreams of riches,

the peasants of

northeastern Brazil

planted crops of

"green gold."

They harvested

instead malnutrition

and misery

In northeastern Brazil, the lus:

green coastal vegetation almos,

hides the endemic human misery o

the region. Unless you look closeh

the busy streets of Salvador an

Recife and the waving palm tree

mask the desperation of city slum;

the poverty of plantation worker

When you leave the well-travele

coastal highways and go—usually o

a dusty, rutted road—toward the ii

terior, the signs of suffering becorr

more and more apparent.

The transition is quick an

I
I

I



CHEME by Daniel R. Gross

trutal. Within 50 miles the vegeta-

ion changes from palm, tropical

ruit, and dark-green broad-leafed

rees to scrawny brush only slightly

reener than the dusty earth.

'Jearly every plant is armed with

pines or thorns. The hills are jag-

;ed, with hard faces of rock ex-

>osed. This is the sertdo, the interior

f northeastern Brazil.

If the sertdo were honest desert,

t would probably contain only a

ew inhabitants and a fair share of

luman misery. But the sertdo is de-

ceitful and fickle. It will smile for

several years in a row, with suf-

ficient rains arriving for the grow-

ing seasons. Gardens and crops will

flourish. Cattle fatten. Then, with-

out warning, another growing sea-

son comes, but the rains don't. The
drought may go on, year after

dusty year. Crops fail. Cattle grow
thin and die. Humans begin to do

the same. In bad droughts, the

people of the sertdo migrate to

other regions by the thousands.

The bandits, the mystics, the

droughts and migrants, the dreams

and schemes of the sertdo hold a

special place in Brazilian folklore,

literature, and song. Even at its

worst, the sertdo has been a fertile

ground for the human imagination.

For two years, I studied the im-

pact of sisal crops—a recent dream
and scheme—on the people of the

sertdo. Taking an ecological ap-

proach, I found that sisal, which

some poetic dreamers call "green

gold." has greatly changed north-

eastern Brazil. But the changes have

In tlic cilif?. iiiiil ItHMiN of in»rllnM-l»Tii

Kni/.il. nImiI liiis liroiifilil ii faradc of

iti<itistry and pro^pt'rity. hik'Ii iis tin-

.xisiil-prorcs>iii(; plant in Sulviiilor, li'ft.

and MIMIC MiodtTM lionu'H in Montr Santo, aliovc
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grew, many sertanejos settled down
to subsistence farming. Gradually

the entire region became a cul-de-

sac, with many small and medium-

sized estates occupied by descend-

ants of the vaqueiros and others who '

had drifted into the region.

Life was never easy in this

thorny land, for the work was hard

and the environment cruel. Yet co-

operation and mutual assistance

provided assurance of survival even

to the poorest. The chief crops were

manioc, beans, and corn, and most

of what was grown was consumed

by the cultivator's family. Most

families received some share of

Because their fields are planted

with sisal, villagers now buy

most of their food in small

stores, above. A leather-clad

vaqueiro, right, is a relic

of the former cattle era.

not been what the economic plan-

ners anticipated. And misery has

not left the sertdo.

I lived in Vila Nova, a small vil-

lage with a population of less than

500 about an hour's drive from the

town of Victoria in Bahia State.

Vila Nova is striking only for its

drabness. Weeds grow in the

middle of unpaved streets. Facing

the plaza is an incomplete series of

nondescript row houses. Some have

faded pastel fagades, others are mud
brown because their owners never

managed to plaster over the rough

adobe walls. The village looks dec-

adent, yet the oldest building is less

than 20 years old and most were

built after 1963.

Cattle raisers settled the sertao

400 years ago when the expanding

sugar plantations of the coast de-

manded large supplies of beef and

traction animals. A "civilization of

leather" developed, with gener-

ations of colorful and intrepid cow-

boys (vaqueiros) clad entirely in

rawhide to protect themselves

against the thorny scrub vegetation.

As the population n^' the sertao
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meat and milk, and consumed

highly nutritious foods like beans

and s((uash. in addition to starchy

foods like manioc flour.

When drf)uphts menaced the re-

gion all but the wealthiest ranchers

migrated temporarily to the coast to

work on the sugar plantations.

When the rains came again to the

serldo. they nearly always returned,

for the work in the cane fields was

hrutal and labor relations had not

changed greatly from the time when

slaves worked the plantations.

Originally from Mexico, sisal

was introduced to Brazil early in

this century and reached the sertdo

in the lO.'JO's. Farmers found sisal

useful for hedgerows because its

tough, pointed leaves effectively

ic|>l out cattle. The cellulose c-ore of

the long sisal leaf contains hard fi-

bers, which can be twisted together

into twine and rope. When World
War II cut off the supply of Manila

hemp to the I nited States, buyers

lurned to Brazil for ril)er. At first

iiily hedgerow sisal was expbiited.

but the stale of Rahia offered in-

•nli\es for planting sisal as a cash

crop. Since sisal plants recjuire

about four years to mature. Brazil

did not begin to export the fiber in

significant quantities until 191JS.

The demand persisted, and by

I'J.iI. Brazil was selling actively in

ihi- worlil market as prices rose.

In Vila Nova, a young entrepre-

neur who owned a mule team. Da-

\ id Caslrr>. heard about the prices

being paiil for sisal fiber niul plant-

eil (he first acres of sisnl in lO.Sl.

Rv I'KiJ!. in the county of Victoria

where Vila Nova is located, so

niaiiv people had caught "si»al fe-

ver" that half of the total lanrl area

w.-i'i planled in the crop. .Sivjd is

ra-ily transplanted and cultivated.

rei|iiires little care, and is highly re-

>i>^liinl lo drought. Il has some
drawbacks as a cullivaled plant,

however. At least one annual wei-d-

iiig is necessary or eNe the field

iiia\ become choked with ihorn

bii-licM. weeds, and suckers ( iiii-

u;iiited small si«al plants growing

froiii the ba^e of parent plants). A
licld abaiidoiied for two >enrs be-

ciiiiirx unusable, practically iin-

rerlaimable. Despite \\\i-r diflinil

lir>, iiianv l:indciw MCI s |iImiiIi'iI ~\-.i\.

especially in 1951 and 1962. years

of high prices on the world market.

From the outset, sisal produced

differential rewards for those who
planted it. Owners of small plots

(ten acres or less) planted pro-

portionately more of their land in

sisal than did large landowners.

Many who owned just a few acres

simply planted all their land in sisal

in expectation of large profits. This

deprived them of whatever subsist-

ence they had managed to scratch

out of the ground in the past. Rut

work was easy to find because the

need for labor in the sisal fields

grew rapidly. When, after four

years, the crops were ready to har-

vest, many small landholders dis-

covered to their dismay that prices

had dropped sharply, and that har-

vest teams did not want lo work

small crops. They had planted sisal

with dreams of new clothes, new-

homes, even motor vehicles pur-

chased with sisal prfifits. but found

their fields choked with unusable

sisal and became permanent field

laborers harvesting sisal on large

laiidholdings. In this way. sisal

created its own labor force.

The separation of sisal fiber from

the leaf is known as decortication.

In Rrazil. this process re(iuires

enormous amounts of manual la-

bor. The decorticating machine is

basically a spinning rasp powered
by a ga.soline or diesel motor. Sisal

leaves are fe<l into il by hand, and

the spinning rasp beats oul the pulp

or residue leaving only the fibers,

which ibe worker pulls oul of the

whirling blades. Mounted on ;i

trailer, the machine is well ailapled

lo the scalleri'd siiiall-»calc plan-

lalions of iiortheaslern Brazil.

The dei-orlicalion process re-

i|uires constant labor for har\esliiig

the year round. Sisal lea\es. once

I'lil, must be defibered quickly be-

fore ihe hoi sun renders them ii»e-

less. Each decorlicaling machine le-

quires a crew of about -excii

working in close coor<liiialioii. The
firti step is harvesting. Two cullers

move from plant lo plant. fir«l lop-

ping off the neeillcsharp thorns

from the leave». ihcii slonpin^t to

«e\er each leaf al the base. A lians-

porlcr. working with each culler,

i.':illicrs ihc lca\eH and loniU ibcni

on a burro. The leaves are taken to

the machine and placed on a low-

stage for the defiberer to strip, one
by one. A residue man removes
the pulpy mass stripped from the

leaves from under the motor, sup-

plies the defiberer with leaves, and
bundles and ties the freshly

stripped fiber. Each bundle is

weighed and counted in the day's

production. Finally. the dryer

spreads the wet. greenish fiber in

the sun. where it dries and ac<|uires

its characteristic blond color.

For the planters and sisal buyers,

this method of decortication oper-

ates profitably, bul b«r ibe workers
it exacts a terrible (ost. The decorli-

caling machine re<|uires a man to

stand in front of the whirling rasp

for four or five hours al a shift, in-

trodu(-ing first ihe foot and then the

point of each leaf. The worker pulls

against the powerful motor, which
draws the leaf into the mouth of the

machine. After half of each leaf is

defibered. the defiberer grasps the

raw fiber to insert the remaining

half of ihe leaf. There is a constant

danger thai the fiber will entangle

his hand and pull il into the ma-

chine. Several defiberers have lost

;!



arms this way. The strain and dan-

ger would seem to encourage slow

and deliberate work; but in fact,

defiberers decorticate about 25

leaves per minute. This is because

the crew is paid according to the

day's production of fiber. Although

the defiberer is the highest-paid

crew member, many of them must

work both morning and afternoon

shifts to make ends meet.

A residue man's work is also

strenuous. According to measure-

ments I made, this job requires that

a man lift and carry about 2,700

pounds of material per hour. The

residue man, moreover, does not

work in shifts. He works as long as

the machinery is running. The re-

maining jobs on the crew are less

demanding and may be held by

women or adolescents, but even

these jobs are hard, requiring

frequent lifting and stooping in the

broiling semidesert sun.

With their own fields in sisal, to

earn money the villagers had to

work at harvesting sisal for large

landowners. And because wages

were low. more and more people

had to work for families to survive.

In 1968 two-thirds of all men and

women employed in Vila Nova
worked full time in the sisal de-

corticating process. Many of these

were youths. Of 33 village boys be-

tween the ages of 10 and 14, 24

worked on sisal crews. Most people

had completely abandoned subsist-

ence agriculture.

Sisal brought other significant

changes in the life of Vila Nova.

Because most villagers no longer

grew their food, it now had to be

imported. Numerous shops, stock-

ing beans, salt pork, and manioc

All the working-age members

of this family in the state

of Paraiba had jobs harvesting

sisal, but their combined

wages were barely enough to

supply the household with food.

flour, grew up in the village. A few

villagers with capital or good con-

tacts among wholesalers in the town

of Victoria built small businesses

based on this need. Other villagers

secured credit from sisal buyers in

Victoria to purchase sisal decorti-

cating machinery.

The shopkeepers and sisal ma-

chine owners in the village formed

a new economic class on whom the

other villagers were economically

dependent. The wealthier group en-

joyed many advantages. Rather

than going to work on the sisal ma-

chines, most of the children of these

entrepreneurs went to school. All of

the upper group married in a social-

ly prescribed way : usually a church

wedding with civil ceremonies as

well. But among the workers, com-

mon-law marriages were frequent,

reflecting their lack of resources for

celebrating this important event.

The only villagers who became

truly affluent were David Castro

and his cousin. These men each

owned extensive sisal plantations

and several decorticating units.

Most importantly, each became
middlemen, collecting sisal in ware-

houses in the village and trucking

the fiber into Victoria. David,

moreover, owned the largest store

in the village. Since the village was

CALORIE BUDGET OF A SISAL WORKERS HOUSEHOLD

Average Minimum Percent of

daily daily Percent standard

caloric caloric of need weight

intake requirements met of children

Household 9.392 12.S92 75%
Worker 3.642 3.642 100

Wife 2.150 2,150 100

Son (age 8) 1.112 2.100 53 62%
Daughter (6) 900 1,700 53 70

Son (5) 900 1,700 53 85
Son (3) 688 1.300 53 90

^"0

1
1

• % 1:^.,

H'

c

located on David's land, he sold

house plots along the streets. He
also acted as the representative of

the dominant political party in Vic-

toria, serving as a ward boss during

elections and as an unofficial but ef-

fective police power. There was a

difference betweeen David and the

large ranch owners of the past.
]

While wealthy men were formerly '

on close terms with their depen-
,

dents, helping them out during

tough times. David's relations with

the villagers were cold, business-
]

like, and exploitative. Most of the

\ illagers disliked him, both for his

alleged stinginess and because he

never had time to talk to anyone.

During my stay in Vila Nova I

gradually became aware of these

changes in the social and economic ,

structure. But I hoped to establish I
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thai llif iiitriiduclion of si!>nl had

uIm) '(.'•iiht'd ill n (|uunlilati\i-.

ccoliigicid ('hiin^ic in ihc \ illii^*'. At

the suggest ion of Dr. Riiihaia A.

I'lidcrM I of Ihc In-titiili- of llii-

maii Nulrilinn at ('.hiiidiia I niMt-

yitv. I iiMrlriloiik an inli-n-i\)- >tui\\

to dricrinini- uhal inlhicnrr -i'al

had iin did an<l iilhrr faitin- <>(

fc«v ic|iroi'ntali\i- h<iii>i'iinhU.

Wh.-ii I I.H.kr.l al h.M|..||..|,l j.ud-

lt*'\*. I i|ui('kl\ di-i ii\('ii-d thai iKum'

h<iu«rh"ild* thai drpciiili'd rnliri-ly

on M'agc<i from <>i<>al work .xprnt

iK-nrly all their money on food.

Faiiiilie>> uith f<-u ni' no rhildren or

with >e\erid alilediodied uurki'r»

wemed In he holding their ouii. Itiit

families uith feu uorker« or »e\ •

rral deiienileiils were le«« fortunate.

To understand the eondilion of

these families. I iiillertrd infmnia'

tion not only on rai^h liudget<s hut

also on household rnerfiv Itiiiliit'ls.

Knell household expends not only

money, hut also eiK-rgy in the form

of rainries in performing work,

'income' ill llie latter ease is the

( aiorir \alue of ihe foods eoii-iimed

\>\ these hou-ehidds. H\ < arefull\

mea-iiriiig the amount and kind of

food roiisiimeil. I was aide to deter-

mine the total inflow and niilllow of

energy in indi\ idiial households.

For example. Miguel (!osta is a

residue man who works steadily on

a sisal iiiiil helonging to a iiearhy

planter, lie lives in N'ila No\a in a

two-room adohc hut with his wife

and four small ehildren. ranging in

age from three to eight. During the

sevendav li-<l period. Miguel

worked at the oisal motor four and

a half d.ix«. while lii« wife slaxeil

iiome with the ehildren. 1 was able

to estimate Miguel's calorie ex-

penditures during the test |HM'iod.

During the same period. I \isiled

his hoiiw after e\ery meal wliere his

wife graciously permitted me to

weigh the famiU's meager food

supplie- to deteriniiie food eon-

sumption. Eaeli day the suppiv of

lieaiis diminished |i> less than one-

half pound and the weight of the

eoarse inanioi' flour eat«'n with

lieans drop|H*d l>> two or three

pounds. Mnnioe flour is almost pure

stareh. high in ealories hut low in

essential niilrient'*. \t the heginning

of the week ahoul half n pound of

fatty litvf and pork were eonsumed

each da\. hut this was exiinusled h\

midweek. The remainder of the

famiK's ealories were eonsumed in

ihe form of sugar, hreail. .ind



boiled sweet manioc, all high in

calories but low in other nutrients.

Estimating the caloric require-

ments of the two adults from their

activities and the children's by

Food and Agriculture Organization

minimum requirements, tlie house-

hold had a minimum need of 88,-

142 calories for the week. The

household received only 65,744 cal-

ories, or 75 percent of need. Since

the two adults did not lose weight

while maintaining their regular lev-

els of activity, they were apparently

meeting their total calorie require-

ments. Miguel, for example, had

been working steadily at his job for

weeks before the test and continued

to do so for weeks afterward. Had
he not been maintaining himself

calorically, he could not have sus-

tained his performance at his de-

manding job. Despite his small

stature (5 feet, 4 inches) Miguel re-

quired some 3,642 calories per day

to keep going at the job. And Mi-

guel's wife evidently also main-

tained herself calorically—pregnant

at the time of my visit, she later

gave birth to a normal child.

The caloric deficit in Miguel's

household, then, was almost cer-

tainly being made up by system-

atically depriving the dependent

children of sufficient calories. This

was not intentional, nor were the

parents aware of it. Nor could Mi-

guel have done anything about it

even if he had understood this proc-

ess. If he were to work harder or

longer to earn more money, he

would incur greater caloric costs

and would have to consume more.

If he were to reduce his food intake

to leave more food for his children,

he would be obliged by his own
physiology to work less, thereby

earning less. If he were to provide

his household with foods higher in

caloric content (for example, more
manioc), he would almost certainly

push his children over the brink

into a severe nutritional crisis that

they might not survive for lack of

protein and essential vitamins.

Thus, Miguel, a victim of ecological

circumstances, is maintaining his

family against terrible odds.

Miguel's children respond to this

deprivation in a predictable man-

After a day's labor, a father and his daughters return

home along a path in a poorly tended sisal field, above.

Unless the field is harvested within a year

—

which is unlikely—it will be worthless. The most

strenuous jobs in harvesting, right, are those

of the residue man, bending, and the defiberer.

ner. Nature has provided a mecha-

nism to compensate for caloric defi-

ciencies during critical growth

periods: the rate of growth simply

slows down. As a result, Miguel's

children, and many other children

of sisal workers, are much smaller

than properly nourished children of

the same age. The longer the dep-

rivation goes on the more pro-

nounced the tendency: thus Mi-

guel's youngest boy. who is three, is

90 percent of standard weight for

his age. The five-year-old boy is 85
percent; the six-year-old girl, 70

percent; and the oldest boy, at

eight, is only 62 percent of stan-

dard weight. Caloric deprivation

takes its toll in other ways than

stunting. Caloric and other nutri-

tional deficiencies are prime causes

of such problems as reduced mental

capacity and lower resistance to in-
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fection. In Vila Nova one-third of

all children die hy the age of 10.

When I surveyed the nutritional

status of the people of Vila Nova, I

found a distinct difference between

the average body weights of the two

economic groups formed since the

introduction of sisal (shopkeepers

and motor-owners on the one hand,

and workers on the other ) . Since

the introduction of sisal the upper

economic group cxhil)ited a marked

improvement in nutritional status

(as measured hy body weight I

while the lower group showed a de-

cline in nutriliiiiial status. The sta-

tistics showed that while one group

was better off than before, a major-

ity of the population was actually

worse ofl nutritionally.

This conclusion was unexpected

in view of the widespread claim

that sisal had brought lasting bene-

fits to the people of the sertdo, that

sisal had narrowed the gap between

the rich and tlie poor. Clearly,

changes had come about. Towns
like Victoria had grown far beyond
their presisal size.

But outside the towns, in the vil-

lages and rural farmsteads, the pic-

ture is different. Having abandoned

subsistence agriculture, many work-

ers moved to villages to find work
on sisal units. In settlements such

as Vila Nova wages and profits de-

pend on the world price for sisal.

When I arrived in 1967, the price

was at the bottom of a trough that

had paralyzed all growth and con-

struction. Wages were so low that

outmigration was showing signs of

resuming as in the drought years.

In spite of local symbols of wealth

and "development," my observa-

tions revealed a continuation of en-

demic poverty throughout most of

the countryside and even an in-

tensification of the social and eco-

nomic divisions that have always

characterized the sertdo.

Sisal is not the only example of

an economic change that has

brought unforeseen, deleterious

consequences. The underdeveloped

world is replete with examples of

development schemes that brought

progress only to a privileged few.

The example of sisal in northeast-

ern Brazil shows that an ecological

approach is needed in all economic

planning. Even more important, we
must recognize that not all econom-
ic growth brings social and econom-

ic development in its true sense. As
the sisal example shows, a system

may be formed (often as part of a

worldwide system I that only in-

creases the store of human misorv.



Ecocide in Indocliina
In pursuit of an enemy

withanecologic

advantage, we have

scraped, poisoned, and

pockmarked vast

areas of Vietnam.

The scars could last

for centuries

by Arthur H. Westing

All wars raise havoc with the

land on which they are fought.

However, our war in Indochina has

been, and continues to be, particu-

larly disruptive of the environment.

The country is largely rural, and

the enemy is dispersed in the fields

and forests, in the mountains and

swamps. This enemy matches his

numbers and concealment and per-

sistence against our wealth and

technology and persistence. They

hide and we seek.

In an attempt to cope with that

elusive enemy, dispersed and hid-

den in the wild stretches of Viet-

nam, the United Slates military em-

ploys two major tactics: bombing

on a staggeringly unprecedented

scale and laying bare vast stretches

of terrain. Both tactics are enor-

mously disruptive of the ecology

(and economy) of Vietnam.

When an area is found to con-

tain—or is even suspected of con-

taining—Vietcong, it is subjected

to intensive aerial bombardment.

Hundreds of bombing sorties are

flown each day. Some three million

bombs are dropped annually, for a

total new of more than ten million

tons, and the program is being in-

tensified daily. In flying over the

country, as I did last August, one is

overwhelmed by the endless craters,
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each 20 or 30 feet deep and 30 to

40 feet across. These ubiquitous

craters are (at least during the

rainy season) usually filled with

water and provide an ideal breed-

ing habitat for malarial mosquitoes.

The long-term ecological effects,

possibly for centuries, of this mas-

sive intrusion of the environment

have attracted little attention.

The other massive ecological dis-

turbance is our program of defolia-

tion: the destruction of vast

stretches of vegetation in order to

deny cover and sanctuary to the

enemy. This is done in two major

ways. One rather straightforward

approach is to bulldoze the country-

side. Using giant tractors equipped

with sharpened Rome-plow blades,

we have now cleared a 1.000- to 2,-

000-yard strip along most major

transportation routes. Most of these

swaths—often scraped down to the

infertile subsoil—are barren and

subject to erosion. The remainder

are largely weed-choked wastelands.

They will be difficult to reclaim and

rehabilitate after the war.

In addition to roadside clearing,

large contiguous areas of country-

side are Rome-plowed to deny them

to the enemy. At least one-half mil-

lion acres of forest were cleared

through 1969, according to infor-

mation released by the Army. This

program continues unabated. In the

words of the commanding officer of

this operation. "The B-52 bomber is

the battle-ax of this war, and our

plow is the scalpel."

The second and much more ex-

tensive means we have devised for

denying wild land cover and sanc-

tuary to the other side is the aerial

application of plant poisons, or her-

bicides. This aspect of the war drew

me to Indochina twice, most

recently in August. 1970, as direc-

tor of the Herbicide Assessment

Commission of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Sci-

ence (AAAS). There is no prece-

dent for the massive use of

herbicides in a tropical environ-

ment and thus no way of reliably

predicting the full extent and se-

riousness of the damage being in-

flicted upon the ecology of Viet-

nam. The likelihood of serious

long-term damage to the environ-

ment has been a major concern of

many scientists in this country and

elsewhere. In December, 1970. the

Council of the AAAS resolved to

urge the United States to renounce
the military use of herbicides.

War against the plants of Viet-

nam began in late 1961 and, ac-
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cording to a recent Department of

Defense news release. «as inflicted

upon sonic 5' ^> million acres

through l'J69. Since the program

continues to this day. the current

figure can be estimated to he in ex-

cess of 6\-> million acres. (A half

million or more acres classified as

agricultural have been sprayed.

)

All told, one acre in six in South

Vietnam has now been sprayed.

To illustrate the extent of envi-

ronmental disrujition more graph-

ically: South Vietnam appro.Ki-

mates the size of New England; the

area sprayed is larger than Ver-

mont: the area bulldozed almost

that of Rhode Island. While none of

Vietnam's 43 provinces has es-

caped, some have been attacked

herbicidally with particular inten-

sity and fre(iuency. Among these

are the Rung Sat region in Gia

Dinli Province southeast of Saigon.

Tay iVinh Province (War Zone Cl.

which is northwest of Saigon, and

Long Khanh Province (War Zone

D) northeast of Saigon—the last

W

previously contained major stands

of South Vietnam's magnificent

virgin tmpical forest.

Most forest spraying has been

done with a 1:1 mixture of 2.1-D

and 2.1..5-T, Agent Orange in mili-

In W ar Zcme D. lifuiili craters

pockiiiark the forest. Filled

with water iiuieli of the time,

these holes are lireediiif:

grounds for malarial inosqiiitos.



tary terminology; some with a

4:1 mixture of 2.4-D and picloram,

or Agent White; and small amounts

with dimethyl arsenic acid, Agent

Blue. The use of Agent Orange was

discontinued in early 1970, largely

in favor of Agent White. Agent Or-

ange was applied at the rate of 25

pounds of active ingredients per

acre: Agent White at 8 pounds;

and Agent Blue at 9.

When an upland forest is at-

tacked with herbicide, the leaves

drop after two or three weeks and

the trees remain bare for several

months. Sunlight, able to reach the

forest floor following defoliation,

promotes the growth of a luxuriant

understory in which certain her-

baceous grasses and shrubby bam-

boos dominate. A tropical forest

has an enormous diversity of spe-

cies, some more sensitive to the

spray than others. When refoliation

of the trees occurs, about one out of

ten trees fails to survive the treat-

ment, perhaps more. This has oc-

curred on more than 5 million acres

in Vietnam. The repeated spraying

of an additional million acres or so

of upland forest has caused even

more serious damage. In such areas

the proportion of trees killed rises

dramatically, as much as 50 percent

to 80 percent or higher, depending

upon the number of applications,

the type of spray, and the local mix

of species. An estimated 6^ !> billion

board feet of merchantable tropical

timber have been destroyed, plus an

Swaths a thousand yards wide

have been cut through th«

forest on each side of this roac

in War Zone C. These plowee

areas are subject to erosion

Years after the mangrove
vegetation was sprayed, much
of the Mekong Deha remains

gray and dead. The life

cycles of many fishes and

crustaceans depend on
nutrients from such swamps.



indeterminate amount of fuel wood,

tharcoa! wood, and other forest

products.

In flying oxer these hard-liit

areas. I was impressed !•> the wide-

spread iii\asion of eopon grass

(lmi>rrnln\ or. even wurse. a vari-

elv of h)W-growing scrub hamlioos.

Ihfse species are aggressiNC c(doni-

zers and pre\cnt the re-estah-

lishmcnt of the former high forest.

The resuhanl grass savannas and

iiamlioo brakes have a re(hiced hio-

niass and an impoverislx-d fauna.

Commerc'iallv worthless, they will

he extremely diflicult to eradicate.

These vegetalional wastelands will

remain one of the legacii-s of our

presiMice for decades to come.

Additional, less ohvious ccolo-

:ical damage is likely to occur in a

spra>c(l upland forest. In a tropical

forest c<-osysteni I uidike iIiom- of

Icmperale zones I the major frac-

tion of the total nutrient hudgel i-

in its hiotic component llargeh in

ihe leaxi's and snudi twigs I. Follow

-

ing defoliation, a significant frac-

tion of the leaf-stored nutrients is

prohahU lost permanently in the

water runoff. It takes decades for a

tropical ecosystem to restore its for-

mer produclixilv following such iiu-

Irienl dumping.

lIcrliiMirous iii>ecl. hiril. and luit

populiilion- arc hound to decline

niarkedh and with them, iheii pol-

linating function, which is so im-

piirlant in n tropical forest where

individual plants of the same spe-

cies are usually widely scattered. In

the replacement conmiunily. par-

ticularly following multiple herhi-

cidal attacks, the original set of ani-

uud populations will he replaced hy

a less diverse set. A large nundier

of species will he eliminated and

the replaccnu-nt conununity will

have higher numbers of fewer spe-

cies, many of them new to the area.

In addition, the miles of bortiers

(or ccotones I between divers veg-

etational tyiies is being greatly in-

creased. Such a fringe habitat sup-

ports its own animal community.

Tor evample. the scrub typhus mite

appears to be restricted to such a

niche.

The chemicals used for defolia-

tion missions llargelx 2.1-0. 2.1.5-

T. and picloram • are pott-nt iierbi-

cidcs but an- su|>posedly not toxic

to animals. These clu-micnls have

their main effect on terrestrial ani-

mals (both large aiul microscopic)

indirectly via the dependente of

lhes<- animals on plants for food

ami shelter. However, at least one

of the herbicide«. 2. 1.5T. contains

dioxin as an in\purity. Ilioxin is

iiolh highly toxic and en<irmously

ti'ratogenctic Ic.iu-ing birlh ile-

fi-cjsl III mammal-. \ icinam's coun-

trNside has been drenchcti over the

years with some 17 million pounds

of 2. f.'vT. with an estimated dioxin

concentration of 2.1 parts |)er mil-

lion. This means liiat more than

<;')



one thousand pounds of dioxin

have been introduced into Viet-

nam's environment. Dioxin's envi-

ronmental stability, mobility, and

possible points of concentration in

the ecosystem are not yet known.

In a different ecological situ-

ation, more than one million acres

of Vietnam's southerly coastal re-

gions are subject to daily flooding

at each high tide. This tidal zone

supports a characteristic biotic

community known as mangrove

swamp. It is an inhospitable region

used mainly as a source of charcoal

and as sanctuary for the ubiquitous

Vietcong. More subtly, it is a cru-

cial breeding and nursing ground

for a great variety of ocean fishes

and crustaceans and some river

fishes.

To date, more than one-quarter

of Vietnam's mangrove association

has been sprayed and killed. I say

killed because, through some quirk

of nature, one herbicidal attack of

this tidal zone literally kills all the

plant life that grows there. More-

over, for unknown reasons, the

plants do not regenerate. The utter

A single application of

herbicide killed all the nipa

palms, which are used for

thatch, in this swamp forest

in Gai Dinh Province,

southeast of Saigon.

One spraying—by mistake—

-

killed these rubber trees on

a French-owned plantation

in Long Khanh Province.

Vigorous cogon grass

has invaded the area.



devastation that results is eerie to

behold and also frightening because

I could find no indication of how
soon, if e\er. recovery would occur.

Tens of thousands of acres sprayed

years ago still have no sign of

green on them. The web of life on

these vast stretches has been de-

stroyed, with ecological ramifica-

tions—and even geologic ones via

marine erosion—not yet possible to

fathom. Whether or not the recent

disappearance of the freshwater tar-

pon, which breeds among the man-
groves, from the Mekong Delta is

the result of this destruction re-

mains to be determined.

My focus has been on the strictly

ecological impact of the military

use of herbicides in a tropical set-

ting. What must be left for another

time is the impact of this program
on human ecology—on the 17 mil-

lion semidestilule Vietnamese peas-

ants and primitive hill tribesmen

inexorably enmeshed in the va-

garies of the war. This unfortunate

aspect of the problem has incred-

ibly serious economic, public

health, and social welfare dimen-

sions.

\^Tiatever one's political and
moral views may be toward the war
in Indochina, one has to assume

that the war will end some day and

that the surviving population must

have a natural resource to support

itself. The natural resource is the

base upon which an under-

developed country must build its

future.

In December the While House
announced a "phasing out" of the

use of herbicides. It is my hope that

a second statement is imminent an-

nouncing the immediale cessation

and abrogatitin of such use of her-

bicides. I hasten to add that I have

little against the discriminate civil

use of many herliicides: I am only

against their massixe and in-

discriminate use by the military.

One cannot destroy a nation in or-

der to save it.



New Neighbors Don't look now, but we're being fol-

lowed—by something tliat weighs about 100 billion

suns. We won't be able to see it for another 100 mil-

lion years or so, but the people who know say it's

there. In fact, they say that there are two of them,

separated by little more than the apparent diameter of

the moon.

The "them" are galaxies, as big as our own or that

of our neighboring giant, the Andromeda galaxy.

From our vantage point, the two "new" ones are

directly behind dust clouds in our own galaxy, and so

we cannot see them. (In 100 million years, our galaxy

will have rotated enough so that we can. I But two

years ago an Italian astronomer, Paolo Maffei. re-

ported finding two strange objects on an infrared pho-

tograph he made of a region in the sky between the

constellations Perseus and Cassiopeia. His paper in

the Publications of the Astronomical Society of the

Pacific caused enough stir in West Coast astronomical

circles to warrant precious time on the big California

telescopes.

Now nine of the researchers, writing in Astrophys-

ical Journal Letters, say the two objects found by

Maffei are really galaxies (an identification he now

claims he made all along I . Most of their paper con-

cerns Maffei 1, which they say is probably elliptical,

rather than spiral, and not much farther away than

the Andromeda galaxy. Perhaps three million light-

years away, it is on the edge of—but apparently not

gravitationally bound to—the group of galaxies in this

corner of the universe known familiarly as the Local

Group.

A future paper will be devoted to Maffei 2, which

the researchers believe is smaller and probably a

spiral.

Good-bye, Venus . . . Our sister planet Venus, now
shining brightly in the morning twilight, has been

pretty much written out of the U.S. space program.

We have not been there since 1967, when Mariner 5

flew by at a distance of 2,400 miles, and the only

flight currently planned is a 1973 fly-by in a mission

centered on the study of Mercury.

The Soviet Union, still firing off probes designed to

land on the Venusian surface, has apparently suc-

ceeded on the third try. Six weeks after Venus 7 ar-

rived at its destination on December 15, the Russian

news agency reported that the probe had transmitted

information for 35 minutes while descending through

the superdense atmosphere, and for another 23 min-

utes after it came to rest on the surface. The basic

data radioed back to earth were not surprising: the

surface temperature was about 900 degrees and the

atmospheric pressure about 90 times that at sea level

on earth.

In the United States few people are excited about

exploring Venus, and fewer still are prepared to argue

against spending the money elsewhere. But it appears

to be national policy to devote at least a minimal frac-

tion of our national wealth to maintaining some ex-

pertise in interplanetary flight. If the national govern-

ment insists on spending money for space exploration,

the real question then becomes how the money can

best be spent.

At this level the answers are varied and the debate

vigorous. Some want manned exploration all the way:

Earthbound eyes and telescopes see only the featureless

cloud banks of Venus, and there Is little prospect for a

better picture. Spacecraft are launched to Venus when it

comes closest to earth, and at that time—because Venus
is closer to the sun—the side of the planet facing earth is

in darkness. Even if a television camera could be landed,

it could not record images in the Venusian night. If a cap-

sule landed on the bright side, facing away from earth, It

could not send signals back to earth.
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flights to .Mars as soon as possible. latiHiii^s on aster-

oids, manned stations in space and on the moon. Oth-

ers think we can learn more about the solar system by

spreading our available money over many economical,

unmanned probes, launching them towartl planets and

other bodies at every opportunity.

The latter is the view of the !^pace Science Board of

the .National Academy of Sciences. In 196J!. the board

convened a meeting of planetary experts to work up

strategies for learning more about our neighboring

planets. They unanimously recommended taking ad-

vantage of every launch opportunity with probes that

would cost about half a> much as the Mariners now
used. That suggestion disappeared like one of the

early Russian probes sinking brtiealh the N'enusian

clouds.

Now the hoard has said it again, hoping its recom-

mendations will have a little more impa<'t the s<-cond

time around. A new 21 -man study group, headed by

Richard M. Goody of Harvard and Donald M. Hunten

of Kitt Peak .National Observatory, has offered

eloquent reasons for making virtually the sam<- recom-

mendations. In a 7')-|>age report, they argue that ter-

restrial studies now encompass the entire sular >>s-

tern: we need to know all we can about all the planets

lo solve such problems as the origin of the solar sys-

tem and the origin of life, and to betlt'r understand the

large-scale processes that control a planet's environ-

ment. K\en the meager data reccixed from X'enus so

far. they say. have led earth s<ienlists to revise their

views about the I'arlli's imiii'-pliere and about tropical

meteorology.

They ad<l. with an eye to the prevailing political

winds. "The i|uestion of why Venus has a i-omplele

rioud cover and a high surface lemperatiire is begin-

ning to intt-rest those concerneil uith possible environ-

mental changes on t-arlh."

. . . Hello, Eros? With lunar landings behind us,

the ni\l lii^ic .d plai'e to land men is Mars, il^ihi'.' Nui

ne<-essaril\

.

Other obje.ls I oinr . los.r iIkoi Win-, ii.ulil be eas-

ier lo land on and leave than Mars, and almost cer-

Ininlv Would tell ns more about the earlv solar system

than anv planet. Thi-v are llw asteroids, thosr irregu-

larly shaped chunks, ranging in sire from a few hun-
dred miles across down to pebbles, that never quite

got it all together as a planet.

Two proponents of a mission to an asteroid. Hannes
Alfven and Gustaf Arrhenius. argued in Science last

year that because we already have samples of small

solar system bodies in the meteorites and samples of

large bodies from the earth and the moon, it makes
the most sense to try to secure a piece of an inler-

mediate-size<l body. A spaceship could land on a large

asteroid and take samples, or it c<iuld simply capture a
very small one (say a couple of hundred pounds I and
bring it bai k I either to earth's surfaci- or to an orbit

around the earth where it could be studied I

.

The best shot appears to be Kros. which will come
to within 11 million miles of ib,. tarlh in l')7.'>. This is

some ()(( times the distance to the moon, but still con-

siderably less than halfway to Mars. The landing

would be more akin to docking: the authors say a
spacecraft could bring itself to rest relative to the aster-

oid a mile or two away and the very weak gravity of

the asteroid would gently draw the spaceiraft down to

its surface.

Eros is something like 1(1 miles in diameter. Work-
ing in nearly zero gravity (but not )|uite zero: they

would not have to be tethered I astronauts could cover

and sample ihe entire surface in a mailer of hours.

Critics say \lfven and Arrhenius have oversimplified

any suih mission. A Idler in a later issue of Science

pointed out that many asteroids. Kros among them,

are known to be rotating anil may well Iw going

through other, more I'omplicated motions at the same
tinu-, a situation that would make landing a tricky

business. That same spin could canci-| out the aster-

oiil's vi>ry weak gravitv. making it more dillicidt lo

land anil to move around on the asteroid's surface.

.Mfven and Arrhenius repiv that even at the ex-

tremities of a brick-shaiM-d idijecl like Kros. the rota-

tional velocities would not be great. And presumably,

ihcy add. astronauts would studv the target as thev

approached and then pick an optimal landing site.

I, ike the incnd>ers of the \'cnus «ludv group, \lfveii

and ,\rrheniu- iri- nou wailing to see if anybody im

li«lening.

John P. Wii.rv, Jk.
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celestial Events
The moon is in its waning gibbous stage by mid-IVIarch, rising in

late evening and remaining in the sky at dawn. Last-quarter is on

IVIarch 19, and new moon occurs iVIarch 26. The waxing crescent

ought to be visible in the evening by March 29, and becomes first-

quarter on April 2. Full moon occurs April 10.

Venus, Jupiter, and Mars continue to dominate the morning sky

while Mercury joins Saturn as an evening star in late March and early

April. Venus, now well past maximum brilliancy, is still the brightest

object of the morning sky, rising south of east about two hours before

the sun. Jupiter rises still earlier, about midnight. Though dimmer

than Venus, it dominates the southern sky at dawn, where it far

outshines the brightest star in Scorpius, Antares, nearby to the south

of the planet. Mars rises after Jupiter, to the left of Antares, and is

similar in color and brightness to the star.

In the evening, Saturn is in Aries, located in the southwest at dusk,

and sets before midnight. Mercury goes through a favorable evening

elongation in early April. During the last week of March and the first

week of April, there is a good chance of seeing the elusive planet just

above the western horizon about an hour after sundown.

March 18: In the morning sky, the waning gibbous moon passes

between Jupiter, above the moon, and Antares, the brightest star in

Scorpius, below and much closer to the moon.

March 20: You should find Mars easily this morning by looking

above and to the left of the moon, just a few hours past last-quarter.

Look for a reddish star about first magnitude. Jupiter, much brighter,

is far to the right. Venus rises in the late morning, to the left of, and

below, the moon.
March 21: The long winter comes to an end at 1:38 a.m., EST,

when the sun arrives directly over the earth's Equator.

March 23-24: The crescent moon rises just before Venus on the

morning of the 23rd, just after Venus on the 24th, and moves from

right to left of the planet on the two mornings.

March 26: The perigee moon (when it is nearest earth) occurs ten

hours before new moon. Expect higher than usual tides.

March 27: The bright object below the crescent moon this evening

is Saturn. Look for Mercury below and to the right of Saturn.

April 1: Mercury is at greatest elongation in the evening sky. This

is a favorable elongation; the planet is well above the horizon at

sunset and ought to be visible as an evening star on clear nights, low

in the west in the twilight, for about a week before and after April 1.

April 5-6: The bright star near the moon on these evenings is

Regulus, in Leo. It is to the left of the moon on the evening of the 5th,

about the same distance to the right of the moon on the 6th.

April 9: Mercury becomes stationary in right ascension and begins

to move rapidly westward between earth and sun.

April 14-15: The moon again moves close to Jupiter and Antares in

the morning sky. On the 14th, Antares is just to the left of the moon,

Jupiter above and to the left. On the 15th both are some distance to

the right of the moon.
Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face Is at the bottom; then

match the stars In the lower half of the map with those in the sky. The map is

for 11:25 p.m. on March 15; 10:20 p.m. on April 1; and 9:25 p.m. on April 15;

but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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Man and climate are continuously

eliminating forests,

but some woodpeckers survive

this habitat destruction

by adapting to

life on the ground

A drum roll of staccato knocking

uddenly erupts from somewhere

bove. piercing the f|uiet of a small

ood. The sound fades just as

uickly. and the forest silence re-

irns. Again suddenly, with what

^ms a hint of impatience, the

»ries is repeated. While the source

diflicult to locate, the identity of

le drummer poses no proMem. A
oodppcker is on the hunt. Pecking

way in <iupst of insects hidden un-

er the hark of some tree, with a

lisel-tipped hill suited for the pur-

ose. the woodpecker's rapping is a

imiliar sound wherever there arc

es.

Among the tree-dwelling hirds.

le woodpeckers are appropriately

insidered specialists par excellence,

eir feeding apparatus—hill,

npue. skull, and associated mus-

an<l glan<l.s—and their locomo-

r apparatus—toes, legs, musj-lcs.

d tendons—along with other

irts of their anatomy have

rough the course of their evolu-

hecrimc modified for a life of

raging, climliing, and nesting in

CCS. Thus, it is perhaps surprising

learn that within such a sperial-

ed group iIktc are species that

ive partly or fully aliandoticd a

e in the trees for an existence on

e ground.

Although such well-known spe-

ea OS the N<irth American flicker.

tlaplex niiraliis. and the Kuropean

'Cen woodpecker. I'icux ririilix.

e among those that have evolved

irtly ground-living lialiit-^, the as-

iclalion of woodpcikers with tree*

80 firndy entrenched in must

iOple's minds that to discover ihiil

•BBC woodpeckers do llii-ir forag-

g on the ground usually proves

irprising. Kxamples of wtmd-

ickers that nest in tree- hut frcil

on the ground are fairly wide-

spread, however, occurring on all

the continents except Australia and
Antarctica, which have no wood-
peckers at all. Included among these

species are Bennett's woodpecker,

Campethera bennettii. of Africa;

Chilean flicker. Colaptes pitius;

green-barred flicker. C. melanochlo-

ros; and the spot-breasted flicker,

C. puncticula. all of South Amer-

ica: and various species of the

green woodpecker group (genus

Pirns ) of Eurasia.

If a woodpecker with partly

ground-living habits seems an

anomaly, then consider that three

species of woodpeckers are com-

pletely terrestrial, not only feeding

on the ground but nesting in it as

well. The ground woodpecker,

Ceocolaptrs olivaceus, of South

Africa; the Andean flicker. Co-

laple.s nipirola. of the northern

Andes Mountains; and the campos

flicker. C. cninpi'stris. of the sa-

vannas and pam])as of South Amer-

ica, have successfully evolved from

arbnreal ancestors into entirely

griMind-dwelling birds.

Tracing the evolutiimary history

iif partly, and completely, ground-

dwelling woodpi'ckers is a diflicult

process (as it is for almost all ani-

mals), and for certain siK-cies it

is virtually impossible. Rut while

there are some formidable problems

involved, we know enough about

the habits, morphology, and habi-

tats of these forms to make some

well- founded hypotheses.

Despite some ai'i'Umulaled knowl-

edge of climatic changes thai might

liii\c influenced their history, ascer-

taining the evolutionary back-

ground of the terrestrial wood-

peckers is a problem because once

ihev became terrestrial ihc specie*

expanded their range to include all

suitable, adjacent grasslands. Thus,
it is difTicult to establish in just

what part of the Andes the Andean
flicker, for example, might have in-

itially evolved. Compounding this

difTiculty is the absence of closely

related species of ground-dwelling

woodpeckers. The ground wood-
pecker of South Africa is placed

alone in the genus Geocolaptes and.

although related to the widespread

African genus Camprthera (which

includes such species as the Ben-

nett's wood])ecker and the golden-

tailed woodpecker), no species or

group of species of the latter can be

regarded as particularly closely re-

lated to Grix'olaptfs. ,\s evolu-

tionary divergence is generally cor-

related with the time that has

passed since the origin of the partic-

ular species, we can infer that the

African ground wocxlpecker is an

ancient species becaus*- of its wide

divergence from related living, as

well as ancestral, arboreal forms.

Less ancient, perhaps, are the

campos and Andean flickers, which

conceivably share a conimon ances-

tor. These species, however, are

(|uile different in appi-arance. They
also diffiT considerablx in their be-

havior from each other and from

the related, partly arboreal Chilean

flicker.

The modern spe«'ies of ground-

dwelling woodpeckers undoubtedly

evolved prii>r to the advent of mod-

ern man. but human .iclivities have

probably assisted their adaptation

to a terrestrial existence, and still

continue to do so. Human-caused

(ires in the South \frican liighveld

anil in the Andes of South America

probably liel|H'(l limit the dis-

tribution of trees in these regions.

Of course man has had a far longpr
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Turning, hop & step Bennetts woodpecke

history in Africa than in South

America. His influence on the

South American flickers can have

occurred only after they were al-

ready fully terrestrial. Nevertheless,

wood-gathering activities of An-

dean Indians have made for a more

uniform, open habitat favoring the

Andean flicker, and cultivation in

grasslands may be favorable to all

the ground woodpeckers. Indeed,

Andean and campos flickers seem

especially common around farm

buildings, perhaps because of the

increased nesting and roosting sites

provided by man's activities; in-

sects suitable for food may be more
abundant as well.

On the other hand, tree-planting

activity in open grasslands, such as

the Great Plains of North America,

may be retarding terrestrial adapta-

tion in ground-foraging, but tree-

nesting, woodpeckers. When the

trees mature sufficiently in wind-

break and woodlot plantings, nest-

ing sites attract the partly ground-

dwelling North American flickers,

creating additional "edge" habitat

that could not be utilized prior to

tree planting.

Woodlots and village groves of

trees in grasslands extend the nor-

mal habitat of tree-nesting, ground-

foraging woodpeckers. By facili-

tating immigration and contact

among populations of these wood-

peckers, and by enhancing their

habitat, conditions are provided

that are exactly the reverse of those

favoring enhanced terrestriality.

namely isolation of populations and

restriction of trees.

The campos flicker provides an

interesting case of complete terres-

trial adaptation with retention of the

ability to nest in available trees or

poles. This is of advantage to the

birds of the low. flat pampas of

northeastern Argentina where

spring flooding from the rains satu-

rates the soil and makes large areas

unsuitable for nesting. Fence posts,

telephone poles, or small groves of

trees provide dry nest sites, and by

using these the campos flicker can

live in areas not otherwise available

to it. Such adaptability is. of

course, highly advantageous biolog-

ically. It further illustrates that ter-

restrial adaptation does not neces-

sarily mean the loss of all arboreal

habits.

A. spects of feeding habits,

locomotion, internal and external

anatomy, plumage, and behavorial

patterns shed the most light on how

it was possible for certain species

of woodpeckers to use some of their

ancestral habits and structures to

successfully exploit a new evolu-

tionary niche on the ground.

An important and revealing

evolutionary aspect of terrestrial

woodpeckers is their diet. All of the

woodpecker groups to which the

ground-foraging species belong sub-

sist primarily on ants. Tapping and

drilling with their bills, wood-

peckers pick ants directly from the

tree's surface or from beneath the

bark. These woodpeckers feed upon

various ants, including carpenter

ants, many of which forage on the

ground as well as in trees. In fact,

some kinds of ants nest both terres-

trially and arboreally. So it is not

unexpected to find that ant-eating

woodpeckers occasionally follow

their prey from the trunks am
branches of trees to their bases, ani

even down to the ground.

The evolution of ground-foragin

habits in some ant-eating wooc

peckers may well have occurred ui

der such particular conditions a

the relatively recent increase i

aridity in many parts of the worlc

Woodlands in these areas unde:

went a process of prolonged coi

striction. Some of the restricte

woodlands, containing ant-eatin

arboreal woodpeckers, became ev<

more arid, with the trees widel

scattered. Under these conditioi

woodpeckers able to forage on tl

ground would have been favorei

Gradually they came to feed moi

on the ground. Those that did no

failed to survive. Some of the di

woodlands may even have di

appeared, and in a few such regioi

the truly terrestrial woodpecke

evolved. Several of the woodpecke

that became specialized for grour

foraging then evolved terrestri

nesting habits that enabled them I

become independent of trees,

should not be inferred, howeve

that terrestrial woodpeckers shi

trees. On the contrary, scatten

bushes or eucalyptus trees may I

favored perches for singing or d

playing, or during times of dange

I have seen even the African grour

woodpecker and the Andean flick

utilize trees for perches, and :

some places, the campos flicker nes

in trees.

All but one of the ground-fori

ing woodpeckers have retain

their ancestral ant-eating habi

The exception is the Andean flicB

of the high puna grasslands at

hills of the Andes. There, at eleS

tions up to 16.000 feet, the Andq
flickers probe, flick, and pick wS
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fieir hills in the manner of the ant-

oraf-'crs, but instead of ants thev

btain various insect larvae

grubs I . especially those of but-

srflies and moths. Ants appear to

>e scarce at such hiph altitudes and

pparently do not constitute a nia-

or food item of this woodpeiker.

It should not be construed that

jround-forafiing woodpeckers sub-

ist entirely on ants the year

round. Even during their breeding

;asoii they may take other foods,

nd this has been obscr\fd in arbo-

sal species as well. \X hen not

reeding, however, they may eat

iher foods to a greater extent, es-

etiaily fruits antl berries. The

orlh American flicker's ability to

•cate such foods is responsible for

casional birds remaining ([uite

ir north in the winter, and e\en

iduring snow. These ground-fo-

igitig woodpeckers are opporlun-

ts enough to take spiders and any

Reds ihey may encounter, even

lough ants form their staple food

uring most of the year.

The mode of locomolioii ciii-

loyed by ground-dwelling bird* i>f

I types is usually dcpciidnit upon

!• nature of the terrain and the

n>.ilv of vegelalion. Broken ler-

lin and dense, low vegetation fa-

ir hopiiing. especially in larger

irds. Level terrain, lacking mailed,

II vegelalion (such a^^ suburban

wns I, favors ualking.

Th<" manner in which aiiv woud-

jcker moves about on llw ground

ffers. of course, from its Iree-

imhing movemenlx. Typical Irei--

welling woodpeckers, bowcM-r. of-

mo\c along hori/.onlally on

ranches in much the same way

lat terieslrial species move on ihe

ound. Tree-dwellers progress

irizonlally entirely by hopping.

which is also a basic method of

movement used by the ground-dwell-

ers. In fact, even the tree-climbing

entleavors of woodpeckers involve a

movement akin to hopping, for the

birds hitch themselves up a tree

trunk with both legs thrusting in

unison.

Partly terrestrial woodpeckers,

such as the North American flicker,

Chilean flicker, spot-breasted flicker,

green-barred flicker, green wood-

pecker, and Bennett's woodpecker,

progress on the ground entirely or

priinarily by hopping. The nature of

the terrain and vegetati(m at the

edges of the woodlands to which

these birds are restricted favors this

method of locomotion.

Oidy the three fully terrestrial

woodpeckers walk as a means of

prfigression. and even these species

<lifTer signifuanlly in the degree of

walking or hoiiping. The nature of

the terrain and vegetation of their

habilal is again related directly to

the proportion of walking xcrsus

hopping.

Tihehe South African ground

wiiodpecki-r characlerislically fre-

ijuerits rocky outcrops in the high-

lands it irdiabils. Il connnences for-

aging on the ground only after first

alighting on the rocks anil n-lires to

ihe r<>ck!> al any sign of danger. Hop-

ping, ihereforc, remain- the primary

mode iif loconiolion in this species

as il '\* prid>ably more ailvanlage-

ous titan walking when il is feeding

amid the rocks where the terrain is

rough. When in other tyiws of ter-

rain, however, the ground wood-

pecker does walk as a means of get-

ling around, but these instances are

less frequent.

Just the opposite is true of the

Andean flicker, which also fre-

ipients rocky outcrops and alights

on rocks before beginning to feed,

but ranges up to one-half mile away

from the outcrops while feeding.

Because of this, the Andean flicker

spends more time on level terrain

and so exhibits a greater degree of

walking than hopping.

A coinplele shift fmrn hopping to

walking habits i- not b>und in these

two species probably because liop-

ping remains advantageous for pro-

gression on rocky or otherwise un-

even ground. The puna inhabited

by the Andean flicker and the high-

veld home of the African ground

wood|H'cker have short grass or grass

(lump« spac<'<l apart with open

ground between. also favoring

walking.

The campos flicker iidiabits level

country. bul freipienis termite

mounds. anihills. and various

rai-ed sites. The grassy vegelalion

of ils habilal is also oflen tali. This

species, iherefon-. walks as ils

primary means of locomotion, yet

hops to get around certain areas of

il« habilal.

Another correlative fact of loco-

niolion in woodpecki-rs is that the

three grounil-dwelling sim'i ies. which

are able to walk, also nest inaiiiK in

ca\ilies excavated in the ground.

They are thus free from a de|Hii-

deuce on trees. The fully hopping

specii's re<|uire trees for nesting

purposes.

Thus. woodpi'ckers liave re-

mained suflicienlly "plaslic" to

exolve the walking habil «-ssenlinl

for sueecs-sful adaptation t«i o\>cn
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Two steps & hop Campos flicker

grasslands, despite their hopping

mode of progression in trees, and

despite even their specialized, hop-

pinglike climbing habits. Having

evolved the walking habit, ground

woodpeckers have not discarded

their ancestral hopping habit, but

have retained it for use in those cir-

cumstances in which it is more effi-

cient than walking.

Woodpeckers are highly modi-

fied internally for "woodpecking."

Of course there are many degrees

of arboreal, woodpecking special-

ization, with the greatest adaptive

modification shown by such diverse

forms as the three-toed wood-

peckers. Pico'ides. and the magnifi-

cent ivory-billed woodpeckers ( two

species of Campephiliis, the North

American ivory-bill and the Mexi-

can imperial woodpecker, are possi-

bly extinct, except for a few pairs

of the former in Cuba). In each

case the terrestrial woodpeckers are

related to groups that are not so

highly specialized. Ground wood-

peckers, however, did evolve from

more arboreally specialized species.

This is suggested by the relatively

arboreal habits of the woodpeckers'

nearest relatives, the wrynecks and

the piculets, and by the fact that

terrestrial woodpeckers do not form

a closely knit, related group; rather

each appears to have evolved

independently from a different

woodpecker ancestor.

Strictly arboreal woodpeckers

have moderately heavy to very

heavy strong skulls with two spe-

cial features: an indented, incurved

frontal area where the bone beneath

the forehead curves inward at the

base of the bird's bill and a broad-

based, chisel-tipped bill. Ground

woodpeckers have no trace of an in-

curved frontal area, and their bills,

although somewhat chisel tipped,

tend to be more sharply pointed

and much narrower at the base, es-

pecially between the nostrils. The

broad bill of an arboreal wood-

pecker often reduces the nostrils to

a slit, with the broadened bill base

probably forming a stable platform

for the driving of the tip, pre-

venting its slipping or breaking.

Ground woodpeckers' skulls are

also less massive, with a weaker

bony ring around the eyes and a

thinner bony plate between them.

The bony projections about the

skull, which serve as attachments

for various muscles that "drive" the

bill and support the head during

"woodpecking," are also much less

strongly developed in the terrestrial

woodpeckers.

In contrast to the reduction of

the skull mass, ground woodpeckers

have perhaps the best-developed ex-

tensible tongues among wood-

peckers, although it must be noted

that their arboreal ant-feeding rela^

tives also have well-developed ex

tensible tongues. The bones sup

porting the tongue of the flicker.'

and the green woodpecker are verj

long, curving around the skull, ovei

the head, and even out onto the bil

into a nostril beneath the outer cov

ering of the bill! These bones an

controlled by various muscles tha

can force the tongue far out fron

the tip of the bill. The tongue itsel

is lined with fine barbs and coatee

with a sticky, gluelike substanci

that trickles onto the tongue. Thi

salivary glands producing thi

sticky fluid generally are more mas
sive in these woodpeckers than ii

the arboreal species. The tongU'

can extend as deep as two inches oi

more into the corridors of ant col

onies, trapping numbers of ants

ant larvae, pupae, and eggs on it:

sticky, barbed surface.

When the adults are feedin;

young, they are able to partly swal

low ants, after having flicked then

off the tongue, and to hold them ii

the saclike, enlarged esophagui

that, in effect, acts like the crop ^
chickens. They are thus able to tali

Grassy terrain walk Andean flicker
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real numbers of ants at one time,

his is aflvantageous herause it re-

uires fewer trips to the nest, and

le young are therefore less subject

> the danger of predators that

light be attracted by the goings

[id comings of the aduhs. The ants

|ored in the esophageal sac are

gurgitated into the moutlis of the

; birds in the nest. The young

velop there for a time and then

ave. After fledging, tliey are fed by

aduhs for a while, but liiey can

on accompany tlie adults to feed-

ites. It must be a relatively

mple matter for the young to he-

me accustomed to the feeding

es and to foraging by themsebcs,

ice no chasing or stalking of prey

retiuired. and the food, namely

Is, is little varied.

3 llicr anatomical niodifica-

ns iif the ground wuiidpcckrrs re-

in Id be i'>talili-lied or fully un-

rslood. It app<-ars that, compared

th their closest arboreal relatives,

und woodpeckers have longer

is, which mav be more useful for

digging or proi)ing into dirt, and

they tend to have longer tarsi,

which might serve better for hop-

ping or walking. Differences in the

use of the legs by ground wood-

peckers are more apt to be reflected

by differences in the arrangement

and massiveness of leg muscles

rather than by the relative size of

leg bones. Some arboreal wood-

peckers may use their legs in a

manner requiring leg bones pro-

portionally like those of ground

woodpeckers, for there are diverse

forms of tree climbing in wood-

peckers. Hence the leg bones of cer-

tain arboreal and terrestrial wood-

peckers may be essentially alike,

although it is unlikely that they

would be used in exactly the same

manner.

Not only do ground woodpj-ckcrs

differ structurally from tree-dwell-

ing woodpeckers, but external dif-

ferences are also evident. Terres-

trial woodpeckers tend to have lost

the often bright, markt-d plumage

patterns of their arboreal relatives

in favor of more sulxlued patterns,

ofleii including barring with brown

and black above, spots or bars below.

The dickers and African ground

woodpecker are good examples.

The more grounil-foraging forms of

Woodpeckers arc brown in each

lase. and their arboreal relatives

are greenish. The ground wood-

peckers also fre<|uently exhibit

"flash" patterns, such as white

rump patches, bright yellow under-

wing and undertail surfaces, and

bright colors such as yellow or pink

below, rather than above. These

patterns may serve as warning sig-

nals or as a means of commu-
nication with other individuals of

the species while the birds are in

flight, as well as during courtship

and aggressive displays. When the

birds are feeding, these markings

are ordinarily not visible, and the

dull pattern of their ujiperparts af-

fords protection by causing the

woodpeckers to blend with the

earth and grass.

Among the most distinct and ob-

vious of woodpi'cker color patterns

are those relating to sexual recogni-

tion. Such markings are usually

found on the bird's head. Their im-

|)orlance during the brwding sea-

son was documented by G. K.

N<dde's famous experiment with

North Ami-rican flickers during the

I'J.'iO's. In this species the male has

a malar, or moustache patch, which

the female lacks. N<dilc capture<l

the female of a mati-tl pair, placed

artificial nudars on her, and re-

leased her back into her mote's ter-
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How to Travel
. . . and Get Paid
for doing it!
How would you like to spend your future in
the exciting, romantic, rewarding business of
Travel as a Travel Agent or Tour Guide?
Picture yourself planning trips . . . discovering
thrilling new places . . . traveling to far-off
lands to see for yourself if the glowing pictures
in the travel folders are true. Imagine seeing,
exploring and telling others about "The Won-
derful World of Travel" — and getting hand-
somely paid for doing it, too!

How Travel Agents Get Free Travel
People who work full or part time in the Travel
Industry enjoy privileges not available to the gen-
eral public. Travel Agents, for example, represent
airlines, steamships, trains, buses and resorts. They
are encouraged to try out travel services they can
recommend to their customers. They usually travel
free, or at greatly reduced rates with transporta-
tion, accommodations and food often included.
Tour Guides, on the other hand, escort groups of
happy people all over the world. Not only do they
enjoy being part of a fun group seeking travel and
adventure in fun places, but they can earn top
money and travel free with all expenses paid to
boot. Isn't this the most ideal future you can
imagine?

How Can You Qualify?
Now you can turn these dreams of travel and
adventure into exciting reality. North American
School of Travel's 52-lesson home-study course
(approved for Veterans under the new G. I. Bill
and accredited by the National Home Study Coun-
cil) has trained hundreds of beginners at home in
spare time for rewarding careers as Travel Agents,
Tour Guides or for hundreds of other big money
careers in Travel.

• For example, Mrs. Gcraldine Voders, of Florida,
who opened her own Travel Agency just one
short month after enrolling (and before even
completing the course!) reports, "I opened my
own Travel Agency the first of August . . . with-
out the help of your course it would have been
virtually impossible." And, Phillip Pinter, of
California (who has a full time job outside of
the Travel Industry) writes, "I escorted a group
of 24 people on a 16-day tour of the Caribbean.
The entire tour was very successful because of
the detailed instructions obtained from your
Travel Course."

These are reports from just two of hundreds of
beginners just like you-with no previous experi-
ence in Travel—who have found success, excitement
and money in "The Wonderful World of Travel."

TRAVEL IS BOOMING!
Travel is actually doubling in dollar volume every
five years! Each new day this never-ending growth
brings hundreds of rewarding full and spare time
job opportunities for men and women of all ages
and from all walks of life. Exciting career openings
(in every state and overseas, too!) are increasing
at a staggering rate-many times faster than people
can be trained to fill them. The door is open to
you now!

MAIL COUPON for

FREE "TRAVEL CAREER KIT"
We have prepared a "Travel Career Kit" for those
who are interested in learning more about how they
can become a part of this exciting, booming indus-
try. This kit includes a 20-Page Booklet, "Oppor-
tunities in Travel." a Sample Lesson taken from
our home-study course, plus full details on salaries,
free travel, part time opportunities, etc. To get a
copy FREE and without obligation, just mail the
coupon. There is no cost or obligation to you, now
or ever, and no salesman will call.

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY.

North American School of Travel, Dept. 11543

4500 Campus Drive, University Plaza
Newport, California 92660

I am interested in learning more about how
I can travel free . , . and get paid tor doing
it! Rush "TRAVEL CAREER KIT" including
Booklet. Sample Lesson, plus full details
on salaries, free travel, part time opportu-
nities, etc. I understand there is no obliga-
tion on my part, now or ever, and that no
salesman will call. Rush everything FREE
and POSTPAID.

n If under 17, check here for additional
guidance infornnation.

I
NAME

I ADDRESS.

jCITY-

I
STATE.

ritory. When she flew to the nest

and was seen by the male, he at-

tacked her viciously and un-

ceasingly, driving her back and

forth through the territory for a

long time before she found sanc-

tuary in a culvert. Noble rescued

the bedraggled female, removed her

moustaches and released her;

whereupon she was immediately ac-

cepted by her mate as if nothing

had occurred. The sexual recogni-

tion markings of woodpeckers are

important not only in the breeding

season but also during the rest of

the year. Unlike most birds, wood-

peckers appear to recognize each

other sexually at all times. This

serves in the dominance relation-

ships of individuals that happen to

meet, for males invariably assert

dominance over females.

Head patterns are involved in

species recognition as well as in

sexual recognition. They may pro-

vide species-specific recognition sig-

nals that prevent individuals froirt

mating with a species other than

their own.

The tendency for reduced sexual

markings in South American flick-

ers and in the African ground wood-

pecker suggests that their sexual rec-

ognition involves not so much
color markings as subtle behavioral

signals. The gregariousness of these

woodpecker species is in accord

with this interpretation, for birds

occurring in a close-knit group, in-

stead of singly or in pairs, may be-

come "familiar" with one another

so that conspicuous markings are

unnecessary. Not only are the

markings less necessary for sexual

recognition in these species, but

they are also not needed for species

recognition because most ground

woodpeckers occur where there are

no other woodpeckers, at least none

closely related. Hence mistakes in

mating are extremely remote and

no special markings are necessary.

Ground-dwelling woodpeckers also

show behavioral modifications that

correlate closely with their adapta-

tion to an open-country environ-

ment. Displays of these birds in-

clude flashing of colors and special

movements like wing flicking,

which can be readily seen, but only

during the display. Ground wood-

peckers also have voices modified

to provide greater carrying power

in the often windy, open terrain.

Compared with tree-dwelling wo
peckers, those living on the grot

have higher-pitched, yelping, rep'

live calls that can be heard for k
distances. Because of similar h;

tats in the countries they inhabit,

unrelated African ground woodpe^

er and the Andean flicker, which 1

on different continents, sound v

much alike.

Most arboreal woodpeckers
solitary, territorial birds, pair

only during the breeding seasi

or, if paired the year round,

maining only in loose contact al

The Andean flicker (small,

shaded area) has adapted to

.

narrow band of high, open
habitat. The campos flicker

(larger area) occupies

grasslands and savannas

of South America.

The range of the African

ground woodpecker is

limited to the highveld

region of South Africa.



le young are raised. The more
jinpletely terrestrial ivoodpeckers

re, on the other hand, among the

est social of woodpeckers. .An-

ean flickers occur in jjroups of

om three to fifteen hirds, and gen-

ally nest in loose, hut occasionally

dense, colonies in earth hanks.

ad cuts, and rocky cliffs. The
mpos flicker is slightly less social,

It trios of adult birds are

equently seen and two pairs may
St in relatively close proximity.

An interesting hahit of the An-

an flicker is its burrowing into

p adobe huts, usualh abandoned

It sometimes occupied, of the In-

ans during the Southern Hemi-

here summer. Interestingly, sum-

.T is the time of greatest snowfall

some of the higher reaches of the

des. This is because the rainy

json occurs in summer, and pre-

>italion in the form of snow

fluently results due to the high

•vation. The birds excavate roost-

cavities in the adobe buildings

ring that season. Individual

ellings may accumulate 'M) to 40
•h holes over the years, and

andoned. collap'-ing buildings of-

I look as though they lia\r been

lied. Vl'hilewashed buildings or

>se otherwise coaled with pn-ser\a-

e are not bothered by these uootl-

ckers.

Tile Bennett's woodpecker repre-

ils an intermediate stage between

highly terrestrial and the t>i)i-

I arboreal woo<l|)eckers. I studied

19 .>i>ecies in the low veld ( sa-

nna) country of Kruger Park in

South African Transvaal,

ere, trees are evenly spaced, and

wriodjH-ckers feed Itolli arbo-

dly and on the grounil beneath
• trees. \\ hile on the ground they

p heavily, if not clumsily. At the

tnra (iiiesi Camp in the park, I

"MMVimI live birds feeding regu-

ly on a small, well-tended lawn,

iry aUo fed often upon ants in

small trees around the gra.ssy

ea, as well as on the ground,

hen disturbed on the ground,

ey flew into a tree when- ihey for-

;e(l. showing no haste in returning

llie grounil. Yet most <.f the (or-

:inK of those live birds was ac-

'inplished on the grounil. These

rds probably made up a single

rail) parly, for at least two had

e markings of immature birds. As

group \friiiin woodpeekers (gen-

^pecictiizeci ^cours
EXPLORATION • WILDLIFE and NATURAL HISTORY

ART and ARCHAEOLOGY

Ethnology, Primitive Art and Traditional Cultures

Tours for travellers with an interest in new and fascinating destinations and in
intriguing natural and cultural phenomena in distant and exotic part.s of the world.
Most tours are designed w ith an accent on one or two significant aspects of a region
or a country: natural history, indigenous tribes, primitive art, traditional cultures,
art history, archaeology, or combinations of such subjects. The journeys are meant
for the traveller who wishes to return home with a comprehensive experience of
the countries he has been to: their geographic scene and natural history, their peo-
ples and their past and present civilizations.

The purpose is achieved by a network of 'academic liaison' established by our
executives during their frequent travels abroad. Our groups are led and received
everywhere by friends of our organization, often prominent citizens of their coun-
try and usually connected with one of its universities. All leaders have extensive
knovv ledge of the subjects of the tour they are leading, and— in many cases are
specialists in the natural history, ethnology, art history or archaeology of their
homeland.

Extensive descriptive and illustrated booklets of up to .^d pages are available for
each tour and can be requested either direct from Treasure lours or through travel
agents.

ANCIENT RAJPUTANA AND
CEYLON.
Art and Nature Tour in areas
of India suitable for summer
travel. Tlie princely desert

cities of Raiputana witli tlie

art treasures and liospitality

of tlie Rajput maliarajas. Tlien.

Ceylon's buried cities and
Perahera Festival at Kandy.

July 20th to August 15th

From New York: US $1875 00

THE WORLD OF THE JUNGLES.
The greatest of the Indian

wildlife sanctuaries: Kanha.

KaziranKa and Gir Then, the

country's most interesting

tribal region: the former

princely State of Bastar and

the forests and lungles of

Orissa Temples of Pun and
Konarak in Orissa

November 26th to December
18th

From New York: US $1874.00

KINGDOMS OF THE HIMALAYAS.
Sikkini, Nepal and Afghanistan

October 10th to 31st

From New York US $1655 00

INDONESIAN EXPEDITION
Mostly unexplored parts of

Indonesia Komodo Island with

Komodo Dragons. Mt loeser
Park with Orang Utans Coastal

and mountain sanctuaries in

East Java: Baluran, Sukamade.
Lahdiiwo etc Bali and Bore-

bodur Pacific stopovers

August eth to September 14th

Land $1989 00 Air $1148 00
— full f.irf from S,in fi.inn'.ro

NATIONAL PARKS OF
AUSTRALIA
Complete survey of wildlife

in all parts of Australia.

Sept. 21 to Oct. 26.
From S. Francisco US$2740.00

ETOSHA. NAMIB. KALAHARI.
Magnificent wildlife sanctu-
aries and tribal areas in a
seldom visited part of Africa:

the South-west.
July 30th to Aug 23rd and
Aug 27th to September 25th.
From New York: US $217400
Optional two weeks extension
in the Natal Reserves and
Kruger Park: US $680 00

CENTRAL AND WEST AFRICA.
Africa's most sensational
stoneage tribes in North
Cameroon Wildlife areas in

Cameroun and Chad The an-

cient animistic civilization ol

the Dogons of Mali Also Tim-

bouctou. Dahomey and Abidjan

October 2nd to l^ovember Ist

and October 30th to Nov 29th.

From New York US $2290 00

THE USSR AND
OUTER MONGOLIA.
Includes 9 days in Mongolia
with flights to Huiirt. Gobi

Desert. Karakorem etc Also

Russia. Siberia and Central

Asia For participating physi

cians also the IntI lubeicu-

losis Congress m Moscow .tnd

Meeting in Ulan Baton
July 8th to August 8th
Friiiii Mnnlr.Ml US < ." MO nil

AFGHANISTAN—
Visit to a Nation.

Hindukush. Central Asian Des-
ert, art cities and archaeolog-
ical sites Nuristan The only
existing complete tour of Af-
ghanistan An exotic experi-
ence
Sept 19th to October 17th.
From New York US $2168.00
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
JOURNEYS IN IRAN.
A complete aicheological tour
of Iran Many unknown places
among them the castles of

the Assassins in the Central
Elburz

Departures: July 7th. Aug. 4tfi.

Sept 1st —22 days
From New York US $138500
THE UNDISCOVERED USSR.
Russian and non Russian civ

ilizations in the Soviet Union's
most scenic areas Many sel-

dom visited places, like Kirhi

in Lake Onega, the Greater
Caucasus and Central Armenia.
Khiva in Central Asia. Vladimir
and Su;dal. etc

Departures May 31st. July 5th,

Aug 2nd and September 6th

25 to 29 days, dc luxe

From New York US $1610 00

THE AZORES-Nalurt
Tour of an archlpdaiui
All '> fsljndv ,il'n Itic iino
plored ones like Flores ant
Corvo Yacht travel N.ilu'.ti

History, scenery, folklore .ind

geology
August lllh to 28th and Sep-
lemliri 8th to .•5th

1 10111 NcA York IIS SQHii nn

TREASURE TOURS INTERNATIONAL INC.

Office of Academic liaison

1010, St. Catherine W., Montreal 110, Canada.



National Forests

By FRANCES and DOROTHY WOOD
Based on on-thespot research

and illustrated with Forest
Service photographs, this book
describes our national forests,

"lands of many uses," which are
managed to protect and develop
continuous "crops"— lumber,

;

clean water, wildlife, grazing, I
recreation, and many others, p

$4.95 ~.

DODD, MEAD

Why do animal lovers

call wild pets

^'household guests"?
You may be startled by the photo
above showing a housebroken
fawn. Robert Franklin Leslie was
fascinated, and set out to learn

about wild pets. He visited hun-
dreds of families who harbored
"guests" ranging from squirrels

and skunks to foxes, deer, wolves,
bears and bison. He learned that

the true animal lover rarely used
restraint, but indeed treated the
pets as members of the household,
almost always free to come and go.

In this delightful book, with over
60 photographs, Mr. Leslie shows
the pets with their hosts. He tells

about their care and feeding and
where to obtain information about
them. And he tells about animals
not recommended.

WILD PETS
by ROBERT FRANKLIN LESLIE

author of High Trails West
$5.95, now at your bookstore, or
CROWN PUBLISHERS, 419 Park Avenue
South, New York, N.Y. 10016

era Campethera and Dendropicos)

tend to remain in family parties

long after the nesting period, in

contrast to many woodpeckers else-

where. Since the African wood-

peckers are relatively primitive, and

are related indirectly to the other

ground-foraging woodpeckers as

well as directly to the African

ground woodpecker, it is important

to note that long-lasting family

groups must involve considerable

social behavior. This factor in their

ancestry was undoubtedly an asset

to the Bennett's woodpecker and the

African ground woodpecker in the

evolution of ground foraging.

Like the Bennett's woodpecker,

our North American flicker is de-

pendent upon trees for nesting.

Most of its foraging is done on the

ground, however, and it can breed

even where there are very few trees

or cactuses (the southwestern form,

called the gilded flicker, nests in sa-

guaros and other large cactuses

throughout the Sonoran Desert).

Indeed, it is one of the few bird

species breeding in every continen-

tal state and Canadian province.

The campos flicker lives on the

open pampas of Argentina, and it is

scattered throughout such country.

It is especially common wherever

there are termite nests, fence posts

or telegraph poles of a size suitable

for nesting, or trees. In favorable

locations the nests of this flicker

may be close together, almost form-

ing a nesting colony, and in such

instances the birds often share a

common feeding ground.

The Andean flickers nest colo-

nially or semicolonially. depending

upon whether the nests are in an

earth bank, a rocky cliff face, or an

outcrop. In the latter case they bur-

row where they can, and the nests

may be far apart. Nevertheless, the

birds feed together in loose groups

numbering up to eight or ten indi-

viduals. At the slightest disturb-

ance, they bound up to a nearby

rock and "laugh" a ringing chal-

lenge at the intruder. Even if not

further disturbed, they will usually

fly on a bit farther before resuming

their feeding rather than return to

the previous feeding site. On the

ground they walk about, probing

frefiuently into the dirt, jabbing

and flicking earth to the sides as

they dig out some insect. This spe-

cies has by far the longest bill of

any ground-feeding woodpecker, a

though there is much variation 5

bill size among individuals.

The African ground woodpecke

which is found only in the Republ

of South Africa, issues its "laug'

ing" challenge from a rock pile c

the highveld. Open, flat stretches

highveld lack ground woodpecke)

which seem to need broken terra

with rocks or deeply cut dong

(ravines). Probing in the dirt t

tween the rocks or on the highve

close to the rocks, they secure gre

numbers of ants. During the bree

ing season in the Southern Hen

sphere spring, pairs and trios

birds are scattered about in roc

places. They excavate a shallow bt

row up to three feet in length into

bank or road cut, then enlarge t

end of the burrow to form a m
chamber. Once successful in ne

ing, they seem to return yearly

the same site.

Thus, the ground-dwelling wo(

peckers have, with certain mo
ficalions, capitalized on their anc

tral habits and structures

successfully exploiting a new nicl

Their success is evident in the

being a conspicuous and famil

element of every grassland that th

inhabit. That success can coi

from what would seem to be su

an unlikely source demonstrates t

fundamental evolutionary conci

of preadaptation. This sim]

means that the side effects of I

modification and reorganization

structure and habits along a p

ticular evolutionary course may
directly prepare the organism

quite another course as well. Unc

certain situations, usually of stre

the organism may strike out in

new direction in which it perh.

meets with success. The side effe

are "preadaptations" that best

upon the organisms the potent

for leading a partly or wholly c

ferent way of life. Thus, certain

the ant-feeding, tree-dwelling wo<

peckers were preadapled for an

istence on the ground. Conditic

in several areas where such woi

peckers occurred were favorable 1

a shift to terrestrial habits, and ir

few cases complete shifts to terr

triality occurred. The success

ground woodpeckers attests to I

breadth of an evolutionary cou:

of specialization such as that

"woodpecking."
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Glen Conway just gave birth to an eight-year-old.
S true. And the whole Conway family is delighted,

ilen knowsabout helping because hisdadisa police-

lan and helps people all the time. So when Glen
eard about Save the Children Federation in school,
e wanted to do something. His parents decided it

ould, indeed, be wonderful to sponsor a child. To
ive their eleven-yearold a chance to learn how chll-

ren m other countries, children less fortunate than
leir son. must fight for survival. And that's how
ntonio Laverde came into their lives.

Glen and Antonio are separated by a lot more than
le miles between Long Island and Colombia. Antonio
ves in one room. With eight brothers and sisters,

oup made with potatoes and roots is his main meal,
ou see, his dad only has the use of one arm. And
ven though he works long hours at odd jobs, he still

arns just five dollars a week.

Now, because of Glen and his family, much of that

'ill change. Through Save the Children Federation
!• Laverdes will get an interest-free loan to buy
ens. And the hens will lay eggs. Eggs to improve
ie family diet. Eggs to be sold at market and increase
le Laverdes' income. And keep Antonio in school.
9r only with learning can there be hope. And some
Ithe funds can be used to help make the community
better place for all the children.

Hope turned into reality. This, in essence, is Save the Children Federa-
tion. Not a hand out. But a boost up. And there's more. For Glen, there
are exciting letters from a friend in a foreign country. And pictures.

And progress reports. Glen Conway gave birth to hope today. How
about you?
Savp the Children Federation, founded In 1932. is registered with the U S. State
Departnient Advisory Comniittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are income
lax deductible.

I wish to contribute $15.00 a month to sponsor a L] boy IJ girl in

[ i
Africa G Latin America i; India f] Middle East

i_, Europe () Vietnam |J American Indian (_] Appalachia

[ j
Korea LJ Southern U.S. G Where the need is greatest

Enclosed is my first payment

(J $15.00 monthly G $90.00 scmlannu.illy

G $45.00 quarterly G $180.00 annually

G I can't sponsor a child. Enclosed is my contribution of $

G Please send me more information.

Name

Address.

City State. .Zip.

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK, CONNfCnCUT 06852 •• >'
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aooks in Review

ANicenacetoVisitBut...

ly Isaac Asimov

.looN: Man's Chkatest Aonentlre,

y Silvio A. Bedini. Werniier von

raun, and Fred I-. W liipplf. Harry
'. Abrams, $45.00; 267 pp., illus.

.lot every hook requires a reviewer

\|lo start with a phy-ical desirip-

iif its dimen-ioiis. hut this one

Tliere's just no way to discuss it

tliout first telling you tiiat it is 12

hes wide, 15V2 inches long. 1-|4

hes thick, and as near as I can tell

my hathroom scale, weighs nine

unds.

It is not a hook you can prop up on

ur diaphragm while you're lying in

I; not if you want to hreuthe. Nor

t a hook you can tuik under your

to read at odd moments while

iting for a hus. You've got to put it

a hig. wide, empty desk, and then

n over it.

Kut this hook is worth the Irouhle

lake- lo deal with it. Let me give

u a few more statistics. It has 267

ges of the thickest, smoothest, hest

per I have ever seen in a hook. It

27H illuslralions. 1 t.'i of them in

r. tnost of them full page or more.

I III! concern the moon in one way
uniilher. There is even a foldout

—

{•fnoi.wide detailed diagram of the

illii 11 flight to the moon and

k.

KiiilhiTmore. it is ipiile impossihie

lake ihe hook, maneuver it into po-

loti. and hegin reading from page

lii-tead. you must start leafing.

•ve is ila//.led hy the la\i-hly di—

lycil, elahorately luxurious preseii-

ion iif form, shape, and color that

i~ out llic Hohcr print.

Ilic jllu-lrations in the hilter two-

rd- of the Ixiok deal with the roi k-

V of the xixties ihal I'arried man to

iiMioii. and I helieve that eviT>

ill. -peclacular is included. Their

iIk picture of the Nile Delta a<>

•u from a height of 120 miles. In

llier photograph. Aldrin is walk-

ing the moon like a rectangular mon-
ster with an ,\nierican flag on his

head—serving as a reassuring note

—

and with his left foot skirting a tiny

crater just large enough to hold his

shoe if he cared to step in it. There
are shots of individual lunar craters

taken from vessels skimming the sur-

face of our satellite, and a long, curv-

ing look at the Red Sea of a heau-

tiful. hlue earth, which looks more
heautiful and more hlue each time

you return from staring at the bleak

vistas of the moon.

It takes a while hefore you can

manage to detach yourself long

)-nough to read the captions lo all

those photographs and find out what

it is you are staring at. Often that

adds to the plea-ure. When you look

at a (louhle spread and see the gentle

gray curve of a world bisecting a

small hlue and while circle, you don't

need lo he told that you are seeing

earlhrise on tin- inoon--hut it adds to

the interest when lh<- caption tells you

that this particular earlhrise is the

first ever seen, and thai ihe occasion

was the lunar circumnavigation of

Apollo 8 cm Christmas Eve. 1%8.

There is more to tlii.s hook, how-

ever, than the illustrations and their

captions. There is a transcrij)! of the

conversations carried on hy the astro-

iiaiils on the moon's surface; a year-

hy-year descriplion of ihe flights,

both Soviet and .American, thai i>aved

the way for the moon landing: a con-

densed four-page listing of all the iin-

porlunl roikel flights through 1<W);

and a detailed description of the

Apollo 11 and \pollo 12 nights.

In addition, there are three essay*

thai spice up the hook. Of lhe«e ihc

longest and best is "Man and the

Moon." bv Silvio A. Iledini - the laic

of man's preoccupation with the

moon ihrough ihe thousands of years

of preSpace .Xge history.

The moon as goddrs<i, an calendar,

and as mystic influence are all dealt

with, and the illustrations of ancient

artifacts and artistry serve as a teas-

ing appetizer of archaic beauty pre-

liminary to the full meal of wonders
served up by today's technology. We
look with awe at the worn and weath-

ered smallness of Newton's original

reflecting telescope on page a.S and at

the rococo beauty of the instruments

on succeeding pages.

There is a portion of the essay de-

voted to early maps of the moon and
another (thank goodness for .schol-

arly fairness I lo ihe early fantasies of

moon voyages. It is only just, after

all, to he aware that writers of sci-

ence fiction kept the dream of the

moon's eoncpiesi alive through all the

long years when orlhodox astrono-

mers tended closely to their finger-

tips. You will e\en find u reproduc-

ticm of five of 19.3f's daily strips of

—

yes
—"Buck Hogers in the 25th Cen-

tury."

The second essay, by Wernher von

Braun. is a relatively brief apidogia

for the spaci- program— an apologia

that is ullerlv unnecessary in a hinik

that speaks so loudly for itself. And
the third, hy Fred I.. Whipple, is an

excellently orgaiii/.eil atol luminously

clear account of ihe knowledge the

moon landings have brought us so

far. and what inav he hoped for as a

result of future trips.

But ulus. even amid all the heailly

of this book one can find cause for

regret. .Any biMik dedieulecl lo a series

of events that is iinfidding steadily

before oiir eves mtis| 1m- mil of dale

the day on which it is published.

Moon is unable to give us the epic

story of the neur-disaster and the

lieurl-slopping recovery of .Apollo 1.1.

And coinider the endpapers. The

fore endpaper is a diMiiilcd l.'i- by 21-

inch map of the near«ide of the moon,

with all the major features named.

The back endpaper is a similarly de-



YOU LIVE

in the

SPACE AGE . . .

You should know
more about it!

A rewarding and fascinating

adventure for adults, young
people, tiie family

Introductory and advanced
day and evening courses in

ASTRONOMY and NAVIGATION
Call or write

The American Museum—
HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10024

81st STREET and

CENTRAL PARK WEST
Tel.: Tr 3-1300; Ext. 205

Accredited lYr.U.SJour
Exciting high school natural history and
ecology expedition to wilderness, histori-

cal, and cultural areas. New England,

Arizona, Sierras, tropics, etc. Direct ac-

tive exploration along with informal small

group living stimulates learning, maturity,
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tailed map of the far side—but only

three or four features bear names.

What a shame! Since that endpaper

was prepared, the major features on

the far side have received names hon-

oring great and good men—not only

astronomers and other scientific no-

tables but even such far-seeing popu-

larizers of space flight as Hugo
Gernsback and Willy Ley. But the

tyranny of time forces their omission

and the sad blanks are the last thing

seen, as one turns the back cover and

closes the book.

Isaac Asimov is the author of more

than one hundred books whose sub-

jects range from science and science-

fiction to Shakespeare and the Bible.

Man and Wildlife, by C. A. W. Gug-

gisberg. Arco Publishing Co., $12.50;

224 pp., illus.

Hardly a month passes without the

publication of a new book on

man's relationship with wild animals

or the endangerment of wildlife,

which usually amounts to the same

thing. Happily, these works reflect a

growing public concern with con-

servation. Unhappily, not one of them

chronicles any real reason for opti-

mism about the future of wild animals.

Most add a few more lines to our pic-

ture of the life-support systems upon

which man himself finally depends.

Man and IFildlife's text consists of

five profusely illustrated chapters fol-

lowed by a continent-by-continent

survey of national parks and refuges.

Guggisberg's first chapter, well titled

'Found and Lost," is an excellent re-

view of the destruction of Steller's sea

cows, spectacled cormorants, dodos,

solitaires, and American bison. Suc-

ceeding chapters trace man's early de-

pendence upon the chase and, with

the rise of modern technology, con-

sequent slaughter of seals and egrets,

whales and otters. Finally, "Ex-

tinction" before man and by man are

discussed and some of the efforts of

"Man, the Preserver" are presented.

Guggisberg writes with a far-rang-

ing pen, but in this short text much

has had to be omitted. He is more

successful in recording the history of

human depredations than in dis-

cussing man's evolution as a hunter
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the (JelKilal)lc hiolcigy of ex-

irlinn. The wcirk might have prof-

<J from a discussion of animal ]>o[)-

ation dynamics and from a clearer

lineation of tiie magnitude of hu-

an |ir>|iuIalion pressures as a threat

«iifllife. It may be tliat the effects

direct liunting are proportionately

eremphasized. In tliis book, as in

any others on the subject, vanishing

limals are too often seen as auton-

nous units rather than as parts of

1 ecological whole.

The author, rightly I think, sees na-

>nal parks as the greatest hope of

ving most species. Conse(|uently. he

vole- about one-third of Man (iiid

iJillifr to his universal i)ark guide

d attempts to indicate, in capsule

rni. each park's principal jdant and

mal altractifms. He also includes,

thin each geographical section, list-

recently extinct and endangered

inials. The section is well i on-

ived. bitt pocily executed. The loca-

of the various parks and sanc-

aries are marked on some twenty

ips. Howe\er. they are located and

picted only by numbered srpiare-

at indicate nothing of their shape

abiiosi nothing of their size. Be-

le-. the maps are so diagraniniati<'

I they are nearly useless. No to-

graphy is indicated, and even ma-

ilies are not shown, imly national

rders. .Mthoiigh park location num-
rs are keyed to adjacent lists of

rk names, they are not keyed to the

Jividiial park descri|itions. Hut the

gged reader who gets through these

It will rind much of interest, in-

iding a dis<-ouruging number of

rk- li-Ied oidy as "planni-d" or "de.

ed but not yet properly eslab-

hed." The li«l of I nited Stales en-

Mgcrrd species is incomplelc.

Mini mill Wildlifr is a useful but

hrexialed review of important as-

•Ih of man's age-old assault upon

d atiimals and incorporates an in-

estiiig but
I

riy arranged com-

idiuin of the world'.s national

rks and wildlife sanctuarie<i. The il-

Irations are well chosen, howe\er.

I there is also a good index and
erence section.

Wll.I.IAM O. COWVAY
,V.H Y-rh /.imloKiiill Snii.ly,

H N Ml III; oi I. II I,, by I.mils and

Milne. (Ironn J'lihli.ilirrs,

'7'i ;>;i.. illii.%,

I- ,irid Miirgirv Mibic haxe been

tMiliMg about life on this planet for

ciilv Ine years anil h,i\e u score of

iiks to their credit. Almost all of

;in show the encyclopoilic knuwl-

Another of those "impossible" vi .th a Questar
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edge and wide-ranging curiosity of

these two zoologists who have alter-

nated their teaching with travel. Now
they have attempted to sum up and

achieve a global perspective. The re-

sult is a thoroughly readable text lib-

erally larded with photographs, both

black and white and in color.

They try to cover an immense

amount of ground, from the begin-

ning of earliest primitive life, down

through the continental drift, into the

ocean depths, onto the mountain

heights, and in between. Shortcuts

are inevitable, and at times there is a

sense of overcondensation. But in

their foreword the authors frankly

say, "In our overview of life on the

continents and islands, m fresh water

and salt, and of the steps shown by

the fossil record toward modern

times. we have simplified—over-

simplified—to keep manageable the

number of kinds for which historical

patterns might be sought. We have

emphasized these patterns among the

familiar, the large, the conspicuous,

the common, the colorful, and the sci-

entifically meaningful. Most kinds of

living things." they conclude, "are

quite otherwise—unfamiliar, small,

inconspicuous, uncommon, drab, or

too little known to provide broad in-

terest." So what we have throughout

the book is a kind of review of the

well known among the familiar plants

and animals throughout the world,

with just enough geologic and evolu-

tionary background to set the stage.

The book ends with the one chap-

ter where the authors summarize and

reach conclusions. "The Spread of the

Cultured Primate," deals with the

rise of man, his cultures, his takeover

of the earth and what it means and

portends. The Milnes aren't optimis-

tic. They finally say: "Every living

thing is now involved to some extent

because of the attempts of the cul-

tured primate to support an ever-in-

creasing population. . . . Given time,

a fresh state of relative equilibrium

will develop, although we may not

like the outcome. It is sure to include

the hardy, prolific pests and weeds."

And, "The frantic fluctuations we see

in the man-altered landscapes are

marks of a chaotic community, one

that has lost many of its important

components and is in danger of de-

struction before new stabilizers can

evolve."

Along the way to these conclusions,

however, the authors present a widely

varied panorama of relatively famil-

iar life. Their firsthand accounts of

Australia and South America reflect

their special liking for those areas. So

does their account of the Caribbean

Islands. What we have, then, is a nat-
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iralist's travelotiue. witli cniplia^is on

he colorful, the exolir. and the read-

ly recognized. We know what they

re writing about, and we also know

hey are keejiing it "popular."' .\nd

thy not? If the reader wants pro-

undity. lie can turn to the textbooks,

ncluding those the Milnes have writ-

en. Whether written to that purpose

>r not. this book was designed to be

ked at. browsed in— not studit-d.

ience all those colorful pirturc-. that

rice. But the text, if one take< tiie

me to read as well as look, is in-

ormed, accurate, well written and. as

he authors say in fair warning, over-

iniplified.

II \I, HollI.VM)

Vldabra Alo>k. by Tony Beamish.

•iierra Club. $7.95; 222 pp.. illiis.

he remote islands of the world

—

exotic, strange, and far removed

rom the cares of the mainland—have

aptivated the imagination of men

rom earliest antirpiity. One by one,

lowevi-r. tliey have hern (Kcupicd. Im-

nogenized. and imnrporated into the

pcbnological worlil. Now there are

recious few left that are in any way

inique. It is little wonder, therefore,

flat a threat to remote Aldabra. far

fl in the Indian Ocran. rallied the

Id scientific coininiinily to it-; de-

.e. The austere Koval .Society of

reat Britain and the National

Academy of Sciences of the I'niled

tales successfully joined forces in

intesting the right of the British

lilitary e-tabli-bmenl to cori^truit a

airfield through llie heart i.f ihi-

inicpie aloll. To add one dubious

!wet to the Anglo-American military

irrtence in the Indian Ocean, a coni-

ilele i'.land ecosy«teni of in-

iimparable value to science and

unian spirit would ha\e been

tr..yed.

AJdabra. an elevate.! atoll made

several island" surroumling a

ral lagoon, lie* north of Madaga-ear

nd soUlbweKt of the .Sewhelle« ]-

and--. For many reii«on« primarilv

o-ibililv ami ihe ab-ence of

eadily exploilabb- mineral wealth it

ion been left alone througboul bio-

ory. Today il ••iipporl* a «mall settle-

nrnt on one ntoll. but for the mont

lart ban been little \i-ited and

<arcely ili-lurbiil bv mail, .'^iniii' 6(1.

•

)0n to IDO.dllll giant land tortoi.es.

-flated til tbo>e that ba\e iiiaile the

'Olapagim IsbiniU famoiix. live there.

.. lime, gri'cn liirlb's were

iblindanl. but these liaxe been ex-

ploited and are now scarce. (Ireal

nesting colunies of seabiids. iiirliid

lb

up

ing the frigalebird. are found there,

along with colonies of ibis and a rare

flamingo. Aldabra has been an evolu-

tionary center for endemic land birds

including a flightless rail and a small

kestrel. The vegetation and in-

vertebrate fauna include many species

that occur nowhere else.

All this is described in Tony Beam-

ish's new book, a combination adven-

ture story, travelogue, and natural his-

tory record. It brings the island to

life, dramatizes the effort to save it,

and highlights the values to be lost if

the military had been allowed to pur-

sue its dubious economies and ques-

tionable strategy to the usual tragic

conclusions.

The book may not appeal to those

who want a purely descriptive or sci-

entific account of the island, but such

individuals can pursue the references

in the bibliography. Beamish has

presented an intriguing record, how-

ever, of Aldabra, as it was in 1%7
when the battle to save it was under

way. The Sierra Club, through this

publication, continues its splendid

record of fighting to save the world's

wild places.

H\\MOND F. Dasmann
hitcrnational Union

jor the Cunscnatioit o/ iXiiture

TiiK Bi.sT NvTMiK WiiniNc; ok Jo-

sKrii Wood Kiuitch. W'UUum Mor-

row & Company, $8.50; 384 pp., illus.

B

\t

y bis own account, Joseph Wood
Krulch probably knew "more

about plant life than any other drama

critic and more about the theater

than any botanist." and the title of

one of his books was The Hrst of Tuo
W'orlih. This volume, however, is a

gathering of essay* selected by the

author from several of his nature

books. In "best-writing" anthologies

of this sort, some exsays are bound

III suffer in comparison with others,

but the collection us a whole fiir-

iiishcH a good view of Kriitch's scope

,'inil approach to ihe world of na-

ture.

Krulch, ulio died last May in Arizo-

na, emerged from the world of acudcm-

ic intellecliialisni that lliri>e(l in the

l">2(l's. He was first and foremost n

literary man who ilispbiyed a pod's

skill hIiIi words. Inlrigiied by ideas,

he sli.ired the gelllle iilise-slmi, and

urbane v>'\{ of such hiimanisl cniileiii'

poraries as Mark \'an Dnren, Morli-

m«r .\dler. and John Ma«on Brown.

When he retired from the classroom

to take up the hIuiIv of naliiral his-

tory, he retained the loi|iiacioii<< en-

thusiasm and ciilliviiled s|>|e nf a ra-
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tionalist who liad survived, a veteran

of all the congenital twentieth-century

pessimisms.

He has often been compared with

Thoreau, and like Thoreau. Krutch is

highly quotable. His feeling for

Thoreau is evident in his excellent bi-

ography of him, as well as in numer-

ous of his essays. But the differences

are profound. While Thoreau can

rudely smash you between the eyes

with concise crystals of his thought

and experience. Krutch cannot be less

than tasteful—at some greater length.

Again, when Krutch writes about joy,

it's seldom an emotional experience

that he conveys, but a highly cultured

and articulate observation about a

feeling. He involves us on a loftier

level than the gut, and his passion is

of a very cool, disciplined sort

—

though no less genuine and eloquent

for that.

He admitted that when he began

his career as a nature writer, he was

merely "trying his hand." The genre

of the literary naturalist was a nine-

teenth-century inheritance indulged

in by bright dabblers of the liberal

arts, and it was a mark of Krutch's

skill that he could rein fuse the tired

forms of an obligatory exercise with

meaning and care. But as his interest

quickened, he found himself involved

in something far more significant and

deeply individualistic than an in-

tellectual game. When he moved to

the southwestern desert, the new
world he discovered was manifestly as

much in the eye of the beholder as in

the geography.

His books and articles were numer-

ous, he edited several anthologies,

and he must have written at least as

many introductions to the volumes of

otiier nature writers as he wrote

books himself. From the pessimism of

his earlier philosophy, as documented

in The Modern Temper, he seemed to

be working toward affirmative con-

clusions as he thought and wrote in

the desert. Ranging with the freedom

of an amateur in the best sense of

that word, Krutch could be shame-

lessly, deliberately anthropomorphic

at times; yet he was a careful observer

and meticulous writer. Most of all,

perhaps, he exhibits himself in these

essays as a genuine transcendentalist,

in the sense of trying to relate his

own experience to life's larger ques-

tions. In his rational, gracious way he

shared his best with an age.
,

I particularly enjoyed the essays

"The Civilized Animal," "Man's Place

in Nature," "Wilderness as More
Tlian a Tonic," and "Conservation Is

Not Enough." These four alone are

worth the price of the book.

John Eastman

We Talk, You Listen, by Vine De-

loria, Jr. The Macmillan Company,

$5.95; 227 pp.

A
s expected, this sequel is a more

provocative charter for action

than Deloria's first work, Custer Died

jar Your Sins. Serious without being

a vacuous diatribe, it levels a polite

broadside against persons "inter-

ested" in Indians. It has the same

witty style—punctuated by poignant

episodes drawn from the author's per-

sonal experience—that led to the

wide appreciation of his first book.

A troubled land is witnessing the

implosion of its myths and the defile-
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ment of its symbols. Strengthened by

fear, white America increases its sup-

pression of ethnic and cultural

groups. Deloria regards this repres-

sion of minority groups as only accel-

erating a tribalization of American

society—a way of life once uniquely-

Indian but now embraced by various

"power" movements, as well as by the

Woodstock Nation. In explicating this

theme, Deloiia also treats us, for the

first lime, to an Indian's often

profound interpretations of recent

news-making events in America.

Deloria acknowledges that our un-

derstanding of the tribal world is lim-

ited by the complexity of its basic

structure and by our own mis-

conceptions. In contrast to main-

stream America, the organization of a

tribe or group is centripetal and em-

pirical. Many of our conceptions of

so-called minority groups are predi-

cated on erroneous assumptions that

serve to worsen the relationships.

White America has traditionally, and

even constitutinnally, approached

these relationships on an individual

rather than a gioup basis. The liber-

als' worship of the secular individual

is antithetical to tribal aspirations.

By looking at individuals, the per-

nicious "take me to your leader, if

you don't have one, I'll give you one"

syndrome only creates further alien-

ation and lessened understanding as

co-opted ethnic leaders become dema-
gogues. Our perspective has also been

jaundiced by viewing all ethnic

groups in terms of Black-white rela-

tions, with Indians relegated, in polit-

ical rhetoric, to the demeaning status

of "others." .'Vs if this were not insult-

ing enough, they are condemned for

not exploiting the land, in short, for

loving life.

Is there no hope? Deloria believes

that there is—if his blueprint chart-

ing the course of this trend toward

trii)alization is followed. As a start,

each tribe or group must be recog-

nized, legitimized, and appreciated

for what it is. not for what we want it

to be. Each group must then build its

own institutions with economic assist-

ance for group development. New val-

ues, defined by the Indian philosophy

that "man must live with other forms

of life on the land and not destroy

it," will replace a timeworn religion.

The land will again be a source of

group pride, rather than of individual

wealth. Implementing the new values

will necessitate a change away from
the strategy of concentrating on
single issues to the one used by In-

dians, working on multiple issues

without priorities. In a nutshell, the

political system will have to abandon
its self-destructive gainful ways in fa-

vor of Corporate development guided

by group goals. In short, the newly
emerging groups can learn a great

deal from Indians.

Many readers will cursorily reject

such a solution. Yet the challenge re-

mains. Minority groups will not go

away, they can't. Indians and other

"visible" groups are not withdrawing

from America; they actually want in.

Indians see .\merica wantonly ex-

ploiting Indian land and people.

Their plight, their plea, is for control

over iheir destiny, for self-determina-

tion. This is nothing less than the

.American dream: if it holds for indi-

viduals, why not for tribes, new and

old alike?

Richard I. Ford
The University of Michigan
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An Octopus Trilogy Continued from page 24

SQUID OCTOPUS MONSTER

In these micrographs, sections of

contemporary octopus and squid and of

the 1896 sea monster are seen in

polarized light. The bright

portions in each are connective

tissue strands oriented parallel to

the plane of the section; dark

sue patterns of the specimens under

polarized light. The highly ordered

fiber protein inolecules oriented in

the plane of the section doubly

refracted the light and showed up

brightly, while those that were per-

pendicular appeared black.

Now differences between the con-

temporary squid and octopus sam-

ples became very clear. In the oc-

topus, broad bands of fibers passed

across the plane of the tissue and

were separated by equally broad

bands arranged in a perpendicular

direction. In the squid there were

narrower but also relatively broad

bundles arranged in the plane of

the section, separated by thin parti-

tions of perpendicular fibers.

It seemed I had found a means

portions are similar strands

oriented perpendicularly. In the

octopus, equally broad bands of

parallel and perpendicular tissue

alternate. In the squid, broad

bands of parallel fibers are

separated by very thin perpendicular

to identify the mystery sample after

all. I could distinguish between octo-

pus and squid, and between them

and mammals, which display a lacy

network of connective tissue fibers.

After 75 years, the moment of

truth was at hand. Viewing section

after section of the St. Augustine

samples, we decided at once, and

beyond any doubt, that the sample

was not whale blubber. Further, the

connective tissue pattern was that

of broad bands in the plane of the

section with equally broad bands

arranged perpendicularly, a struc-

ture similar to, if not identical with,

that in my octopus sample.

The evidence appears unmistak-

able that the St. Augustine sea

monster was in fact an octopus, but

PART 1.

regions. In the monster, fewer

bands are visible, but there are two

broad bands of parallel fibers with

an equally broad band of more or

less perpendicular fibers between

them. This is the proof that

it was not a giant squid.

the implications are fantastic. Evei

though the sea presents us fron

time to time with strange and as

tonishing phenomena, the idea of

gigantic octopus, with arms 75 t'

100 feet in length and about II

inches in diameter at the base

total spread of some 200 feet—

i

difficult to comprehend. Yet sti

stranger things have been seen an

reported in the sea. Melville, hin

self a nautical man and an ej

tremely careful observer of the na

ural history of the sea, speaks i

Moby Dick of "a vast pulpy masi

furlongs in length and breadth of

glancing, cream color." Remembei

a furlong is an eighth of a mile, o

660 feet. There's something to thin

about.

In Which Bahamian Fishermen

Recount Their Adventures with the Beast

by F.G.Wood

Do giant octopuses exist? Dr.

Gennaro and I think it likely that

the St. Augustine sea monster was

just that. But we had only the par-

tial remains of a dead specimen to

consider. Surely if such creatures

do exist, someone, somewhere

would have seen one, even though

they do dwell on the bottom and

would presumably be found only at

great depths.

In March, 1956, a year before I

found the clipping in the laboratory

files. I had been sent to West End,

Grand Bahama Island, to survey

that location as a potential collec-

ting area for Marine Studios. After

making inquiries at West End, I en-

gaged the services of a local fishing

guide named Duke. He was highly

recommended and I soon learned

why. Before we set out each morn-

ing in his Nassau dinghy I wou|

tell Duke some of the kinds {

fishes I wanted to find. Invariab;

he would take me to a locatic

where, on going over the side wii

face mask and flippers, I woul

find the species that he said woul

be there. His knowledge of loc

waters was no less impressive thj

the reliability of his informatio

One evening we had return*
f
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from a satisfactory day of logging

locations at which various fishes

were to be found. We were sitting

in his dinghy just off the beach.

For some reason I remembered

vague references to "giant scuttles"

that I had heard years before when

1 was resident biologist at the Ler-

ner Marine Laboratory on Biniini.

Scuttle is the Bahamian word

for octopus—perhaps a felicitous

blending of cuttle and a descriptive

term for the manner in which octo-

puses slither across the bottom. All

Bahamians were familiar with the

small common octopus, but I had

understood that giant scuttles,

which seemed to be a part of Baha-

mian lore, were something else.

I asked Duke if he had ever

heard of any giant scuttles around

West End. Not surprisingly, he said

that he had; then he proceeded to

tell me when, where, and by whom
they had been seen. While I don't

recall the dates and names and

places, I do remember that, accord-

ing to Duke, the most recent en-

counter had occurred about ten

years before. So-and-so had seen

one off such-and-such key. And
there had been, to his knowledge,

two earlier sightings, again with

names, approximate dates, and lo-

cations specified.

"How big did giant scuttles

grow?" I asked. Duke, pointing to

a small boathouse some 75 feet

away, said their arms would reach

from our boat to that building. He

offered additional giant scuttle lore:

they come into shallow water only

when sick or dying; they are dan-

gerous to a fisherman only if they

can hold fast to the bottom and at

the same time reach a small boat

floating above.

Perhaps even a skeptical biolo-

gist could be forgiven for being im-

pressed with this information.

Anecdotal evidence is properly mis-

trusted, but the source must always

be considered, and my informant

had demonstrated his reliability in

other matters. He had given me
fairly precise data as to where,

when, and by whom the giant

scuttles had been encountered. And,

certainly, if they indeed existed, the

account of their behavior was rea-

sonable enough.

A few evenings later I was chat-

ting with the island commissioner.

A native of Andros Island, he was a

well-educated—and conservative—

-

man. Octopuses were still on my
mind. I mentioned my conversation

with Duke, and asked him what he

knew of giant scuttles. '

Laughing, he told me of a time

when, as a boy of about twelve, he

had been fishing off Andros with

his father and another man. They
were handlining in 600 feet of wa-

ter for silk snappers. His father had

hooked something—the bottom, he

thought at first. The line could bf

drawn up, but slowly as if it wen
hauling up a large object. When thf

end of the line came in sight, stil

many feet below them in the cleai

Caribbean water, they could see 1

1

very large octopus clinging to it

Detaching itself from the hook, thi

octopus came up and attached itsel

to the bottom of their boat. The"|

were very frightened, but finally th i

octopus released its hold and dis

appeared into the depths.

I asked how big the octopus was.

but the commissioner wouldn't saj

It had happened many years ag(

He would not estimate its size, bi

it clearly was not comparable to th

common shallow-water octopuse

that everyone was familiar with.

What was the sea monster of S

Augustine Beach? Is there indeed

giant octopus in Bahamian waters

As to the first question, Dr. Gei

naro's examination of the tissi

from the preserved specimen at tl

Smithsonian Institution indicatt

that it was not a giant squid, an

probably not a whale or any othi

kind of mammal.

That a huge sea creature of son

kind washed ashore in Florida

1896 is beyond dispute. That it wj

"a vertebrate animal, probably r

lated to the whales," as Verrill

nally opined, appears doubtful.

Initially. I found it difficult

understand how the remains lay f

weeks on the beach, unchange

without further evidence of d

composition. When I wrote of n

puzzlement to Frederick A. Aldric

director of the Marine Scienc

Laboratory of the Memorial Univt

sity of Newfoundland, and an a

thority on giant squids, he replit

"Frankly, I would tend to favoi

cephalopod identification of the l

terial you mentioned and per

articles you sent. Cephalopod tis^

particularly squid tissue in my
perience, is firm and does not eaa

86
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included with each order, which pro-

vides necessary vitamins and satisfies

animal's need to gnaw. 19 x 30 x 6" -

only S24.95, not available anywhere
else.

—ORDER FORM — — .

rnclosrd,pir;isr (iii.J ^ .... ^m.iii Animal Farm(s) at $24.95 ra.
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THEY'LL DIE
unless you and we help them. They'll

Die—and thousands more like them of

many different species will die— unless

money is made available to finance the

many requests from Eost Africa's Na-

tional Parks, Research Organizations and

Game Departments.

For 1970/71 we are funding conserva-

tion projects amounting to $134,000 in

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. We need

your continued support to combat the

increasing menace of extinction for many
species of wild animal, by making a
donation or by ioining the Society.

Membership of the Society will cost

you $10 annually. For this you receive

our quarterly magazine "Africana".

Available for sale are ties, car badges,
wild life jewelery, and prints, decals,

shoulder patches. Scientific Journals,

Christmas Cards, and Calendars. WRITE
FOR DETAILS.

The wild life of East Africa is now a
world responsibility, shared by every-

one. It is enjoyed by tens of thousands

of visitors each year. Help us to see that

millions will continue to enjoy it.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

P.O. Box 20110, Nairobi. Kenya,
East Africa.

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $

Name

Address
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Kingdom of the Octopus. F. W.

Lane. Sheridan House, New York,

1960.

In the Wake of the Sea Serpents.

B. Heuvelmans. Hill & Wang, Inc.,

New York, 1968.

FALCONRY FEVER
A Falcon in the Field. J. G. Mavro-

gordato. Knightly Vernon, Ltd.,

London, 1966.

American Hawking. H. J. Peeters

and E. W. Jameson, Jr. Published

at Davis, California, 1970.

LOLA
Uttermost Part of the Earth. E.

L. Bridges. E. P. Dutton & Co.,

Inc., New York, 1948.

The Indians of Tierra del Fuego.

S. K. Lothrop. Museum of the

American Indian, Heye Founda-

tion, New York, 1928.

Handbook of South American In-

dians. J. H. Steward, ed. VoL I, Pt.

I. Bureau of American Ethnology,

Washington. 1946.

CORAL
Structure and Distribution of

Coral Reefs. C. Darwin. Univer-

sity of California Press, Berkeley,

1962.

Atlantic Reef Corals. F. G. W.
Smith. University of Miami Press.

Coral Gables, 1948.

The Lower Animals. R. Buchsbaum

and L. J. Milne. Doubleday & Com-

pany, Inc., Garden City, 1962.

THE GREAT SISAL SCHEME
Introduction to Brazil. C. Wagley.

Columbia University Press, New
York, 1963. <

Capitalism and Underdevelopment
in Latin America. A. G. Frank.

Monthly Review Press, New York,

1969.

Raft Fisherman. S. Forman. Indiana

University Press, Bloomington,

1970.

ECOCIDE IN INDOCHINA

Defoliation. T. Whiteside. Ballantine

Books Inc., New York, 1970.

Defoliation in Vietnam. F. H.

Tschirley. Science, February 21,

1969.

Mission Ranch Hand. A. F. McCon-

nell, Jr. Air University Review

February, 1970.

WOODPECKERS WITHOUT
WOODS

The Origin of Adaptations. V.

Grant. Columbia University Press

New York, 1963.

Populations, Species, and Evolu
TiON. E. Mayr. Harvard Universit)

Press, Cambridge, 1970.

Animal Behavior. V. G. Dethie

and E. Stellar. Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Englewood Cliffs, 1964.
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Driving yourown Continental accustoms you to

certain tangible values.

The matchless ride. Many innovations contribute to the

Lincoln Continental ride. A wheelbase of impressive sedan

dimensions. The widest stance on the road today. The mas-

sive drive shaft, rubber cushioned to eliminate vibration

along the drive train. The 4-coil spring suspension. The seat

cushions' almost sinful five inches of latex foam padding.

Michelin tires are standard equipment on both cars. So

is automatic temperature control. And Sure-Track, the com-
puter-controlled anti-skid braking system, is standard on
Mark III, optional on Lincoln Continental.

The high return at resale. No one thing tells you mor
about a car than the price people are willing to pay for

previously owned one. And today, at trade-in, a Continents

can prove to be an extraordinarily sound investment.

In fact, based on NADA wholesale prices. Continents

Mark III continues to return a high proportion of its origi

nal manufacturer's suggested price and so has an enviabl

high resale value.

Once you've driven a Continental, you'll know wh)

These are cars apart and above. At the top of the class.

The Continentals: the final step up.

THE CONTINENTALS
UNCXXM-MERCURY DIVISION





Announcing. . . a unique contribution to mar

lYour!

•^ The non-flying cassowary bird— it can
enough to kill a i

* Tuatara, the last of an entire order of reptiles. It has a "third eye"
top of its head

* Rattlesnakes with sensitive detectors for infrared radiation

ir Kangaroo rats which live their entire lives without drinking water—manu-
facturing what they need from the metabolic breakdown of their food

. . . and much, much morel

20 BIG DELUXE VOLUMES! Fined with thousands ol lllustratlons-lull-color

photographs on almost every page. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE ANIf^AL KINGDOf^.
a beautiful, deluxe 9V2" x 10%" set of 20 volumes, is uniformly bound in handsome, durable, soil-

resistar.t covers. The set offers almost 3.000 pages of fascinating reading and viewingi

We would like to send you—absolutely fre

no obligation to purchase anything ever,

of Volume 1 of this new set of books: Th
trated Encyclopedia of the Animal Kingd<
We want you to see for yourself how e

the Animal Kingdom is! In Volume 1—wl
eludes all the vertebrates—you'll meet s(

the strangest and most fascinating creat'

the rich and varied realm of the animal
You'll learn about the spiny anteater

when frightened, literally digs himself ii

ground . . . the male duck-billed platypi

uses a poisonous foot spur . . . the primiti'

prey that attaches itself to its victims witfc

tion-cup mouth . . . birds that can glide fo

without fluttering a wing.

A complete library of all the Animals in thi

—Including birds, mammals, fish. Insects, r

Volume 1 is a complete story in itself, pre

a broad look at the myriad wonders of the

world. Each subsequent volume expands 01

wonders in exciting, informative detail,

man has learned from the study of animal
ally staggers the mind. And in these 20 t

luxe volumes, you'll find a complete basic

of all the knowledge the world of living cri

has to offer mankind. Like an incredible j

into another world, this incomparable ei

pedia leads you and your children to an
standing of all the species that inhabit thi

—how they feed, breed and survive, in a lif

with constant danger.
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':ord of the wonders of the animal world!
Volume 1 of the

ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

^>i^
chool children uili tie ueiighted with the

ling pictures on every page ( there are over

n full color!). The budding scientist will

full, rich background that can excite him
ler and more intensive study. And adults

rely enjoy the photographs and text as

s their youngsters. The entire family will

wonderful set-one that you'll be proud
ay in your home library.

|< YOUR FREE BOOK NOW- WITH NO OBLIGATION'

send you Vertebrates, Volume 1 of TTie

ed Encyclopedia of the Animal Kingdom,
s yours as a gift whether or not you pur-
single additional volume. Examine it,

keep it. We think you'll be so delighted
I'll want to become a Subscriber and re-

Jditional volumes of this new and com-
ncyclopedia each month.

Subscriber, you will always have the priv-

examining each new volume in your
ind if you're not completely satisfied with
iimply return the volume at our expense
' nothing. Of course, any time you may
cancel, you have only to say so and no
oks will be sent. If you want to keep any
richly bound, beautifully printed books

lay purchase them for the amazing low
only $3.98 each (plus a small shipping
dling fee).

nd for your jree volume, simply fill out
il the attached order form, or write to

y Press, A Division of Grolier Enterprises,

erman Turnpike, Danbury, Connecticut
Vour FREE copy of Verlebratcs will be
ay to you. Remember, you are not obli-

any way by sending for your jree volume
)ur gift to you.

X>>S'-sS.

For thot* who have not yet decided to tend
for their free boolt-a word from the publieher:

Hear Iricnd:

Some people arc skeptical of "free offers."

Perhaps you feel that there has to be a

gimmick . . . some hidden charge.

Let me auurc you Ihcrc Isn't! Volume I is

aclually free, and is. quite by itself, a

fascinating book to own and enjoy. If you
decide that you do not wont any more
volumes, simply tell us and thai will end the

matter. You will nevfr receive a bill; you will

never receive another volume; no salesman
will ever call on you; and Iht fret volume it

yours forever.

Cordially,

Ray Ramsey
for the publishers of
"The Illustrated Encyclopedia
of the Animal ICingdom"

What Dr. Richard Van Gelder,
Chairman and Curator,
Department of Mammalogy
of the American Museum of

Natural History, has to say about
"The Illustrated Encyclopedia
of the Animal Kingdom"

".
. . Here in these books is source

material for the future of man. He is

a relative newcomer on the evolution-
ary scene, and he has attempted to
dominate and to destroy the environ-
ment. It is now clear that his concept
of altering nature is leading only lo
disaster. The evolutionary message is

clear: he must either change his

methods or face extinction from his
own folly. There are many examples
in these books of how he might adapt
to his environment, rather than at-

tempt to adapt the environment to
him. Instead of 'man against nature"
he must choose to be 'man with na-
ture.' and to come into harmony and
equilibrium with the natural world
around him."

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
FOR YOUR FR££ 144-PAGE 800KI

Oanbury Preti, Dapt.TO
A Division of Gro/i«r £nt«rpr/s«s. Inc.

Sherman Turnpike, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Please send mc my free Volume I (V'ertebrilei) of "The
llluatrated f-'ncyclopedia of (he Animal Kingdom," with do
obligation to buy anything.

As a Subscriber 1 will t>c entitled to examine addiuonal
volumes of the set If not completely delighted with any
volume after free exiimmaiion in m> home. 1 may return it

at your expense and owe nothing. Or I may make it a per-
manent part of my home library lor the amazingly low price
of $3.98 per volume plus shipping and handling.

I may cancel AT ANY TIMF, after taking ai many or aa
few volumes as I like -even none at all it I so choose! The
magniflcenl FIRST VOLtlMI- Is mioe to keep ABSO-
LUTELY FREE in any case.

Name

Addro

aiy..

Zip.

Signalure

Alao available In Canada at a sUshtljr hlghat prloe.

MI4( Shipment and aerrlcci Irom Canada.



may be different than your idea of a Hasselblad.

When you walk into a camera
store and ask to see a Hasselblad,

you'll be shown the 500 CM single

lens reflex, pictured above.

It has an 80mm Carl Zeiss lens,

so sharp that NASA chose it to

take to the moon.
It has a 12-exposure film maga-

zine that produces 2%" x 2W'

photographs, big enough to see
details without needing a magnify-

ing glass.

It has a waist-level viewing hood
with pop-up magnifier that opens
onto a big, bright interchange
able ground glass screen.

And it has a film wind that auto-

matically cocks the shutter and
positions the reflex mirror as it

advances the film.

The 500 CM is Hasselblad's
idea of an all-around Hasselblad.

But that doesn't mean it has to

fee your idea of an all-around
Hasselblad.

Maybe you need a Hasselblad
that can take wide pictures in nar-

row rooms. Or close-ups from far

away. In that case you can inter-

change the 80mm Carl Zeiss lens

with any of nine other Carl Zeiss
lenses from 40mm super wide
angle to 500mm telephoto. Each
lens has a built-in Compur shutter
synchronized for flash and strobe

at all speeds (instead of a> limited

focal plane shutter).

Maybe you'll be shooting action,

where you don't want to have to

re-load after the 12th shot and
chance missing a great picture. If

so, you can interchange the 12-

exposure magazine back with one
that will give you 15, 24, or even
70 exposures at a clip.

Maybe you want to project your
Hasselblad slides on a regular
35mm projector. There's even a

film magazine that lets you make
such slides. Only now they're
called "superslides" because they
give you 50% more film area than
ordinary slides, and completely
fill your square screen.

While you're at it you can re-

place the viewing hood with five

other viewers, from prismatic to

sports finder.

You can replace the film ad-

vance knob with a rapid advance
crank, or a knob with a built-in

exposure meter.
You can even replace the

camera body with an electric;

driven body, or a body witt
super wide angle 38mm k
attached.

And you haven't even reach
the accessories yet.

By the time you get finisl"

you might even wind up with
camera shown below. Which
great for shooting a moving I

in changeable lighting, hand h
It's a far cry from the Haj

blad we started out with, but
a Hasselblad just the same.

Because a Hasselblad is re.

what you make of it.

For more information, see y
Hasselblad dealer. For his na
and a free 48-page catalog
The Hasselblad System, write

address below.

HASS£LBLA
Paillard Incorporated.

1900 Lower Road, Linden, N.J. 07031

Other products: Bolex movie equipmf
nes typewriters and figuring rrach
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Inspired partially by the loss of

his money in the stock market.

Kenneth E.F. Watt took a harder

look at how economists and busi-

nessmen operate. What he found

has led him to conclude that unless

the world of money and profit soon

recognizes some basic biological

principles, there won't be a stock

market around to blow his salary

on. Watt, who obtained a Ph.D. in

zoology from the University of Chi-

cago, is a professor of zoology at

the University of California at

Davis. He has conducted ecological

field work in Jamaica. Trinidad.

Guatemala, and Fiji and is the au-

thor of Ecology and Resource Man-
agement and Systems Analysis in

Ecology. Watt thinks big: he and

his associates are presently attempt-

ing to create an ecological model of

California.
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Beginning as a graduate student

working on the classic study of pred-

ator-prey relationships between

wolves and moose on Isle Royale in

Lake Superior, L. Davi<l Meeh has

been studying Canis lupus since

1958. A wildlife research biologist

for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice, he is currently working on aer-

ial telemetry tracking of wolves in

the Superior National Forest in

Minnesota. He has also radio-

tagged and tracked leopards in East

Africa. Mech obtained a B.S. in

conservation from Cornell Univer-

sity and a Ph.D. in vertebrate

ecology from Purdue University.

He is the author of the recently

published The Wolj.

An associate professor of eart

science and assistant to the pres

dent of La Salle College, Brothe

G. Nicholas, F.S.C., has roanie

the world exploring caves. His fiel

work has taken him to Australi,

Alaska, the Philippine Islands, tl

Swabian Alps of Germany. Malt,

India. Pakistan, Japan, Okinaw
and England. Cave crickets have a

ways fascinated him and have h

come his special research interes

The coauthor with George Mooi

of Speleology: The Study <

Caves, he has a Ph.D. in ecolog

from the University of Notre Dam
The F.S.C.. Fraleres Scholaru.

Christianarum, identifies his o

der—the Brothers of the Christia

Sch



psychologytoday
to begin a better understanding of

your children, your spouse, your boss,
your mother-in-law, yourself!

SEND FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY ISSUE TODAY

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY
P.O. Box 2990
Boulder. Colorado 80302

Please send me my complimentary current
issue ot PSYCHOLOGY TODAY. I may keep
my sample copy and owe nothing However,
unless I cancel, you may enroll me as a trial

subscriber and send me the next 11 issues.
Bill me after my subscription has started at a
special Introductory rate— jUst $6.00 (Half the
regular $12 annual price).
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17 reasons

why you should read

psychology today
1 Why words are the least important of the ways we communicate with each other.

2 The sexual reason behind the popularity of natural childbirth.

3 Why political leaders are constantly in danger of insanity.

4 Why Asians make better politicians than Westerners.

5 Do men need more recreation than women?

6 What kind of parents do hippies make?

7 Why it may be time to end the taboo against incest.

8 The inferiority feelings of men who seek corporate power.

9 What the schizophrenic is trying to tell us.

10 Are campus activists rebelling against the system-or their parents?

1

1

What your daydreams reveal about your ethnic background.

12 Why do swingers tend to become impotent?

13 Is it time to grant the right to commit suicide?

14 Does a child think before he can talk?

15 Why are today's students attracted to violence?

16 Are "hawks" sexually repressed?

17 Are some men born criminals?

Want to learn what modern psychology has learned

about people? Including you?

ntll recently, that was qjite an order. Your choice would have been to plow

irough professional journals. Read weighty new books as quickly as they

lime out. Or trust the mass media—where psychology is olten sensational-

ed, distorted, oversimplified.

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY has changed all that. It allows the educated layman

I catch up with the social sciences. And keep up. With full coverage of all

le dilferent approaches to understanding the human condition. The view-

)ints range from hard-core Freudianism to the newer behaviorists who,

ankly, think Freud was all wet.

It's psychology the way you'd want it to be presented. Excitingly. Without

red jargon. No cliche ridden delimtions. And with contributions by many of

le most famous names in the behavioral sciences -like Bruno Bettelheim,

enneth B. Clark. Rollo May, Ashley Montagu, Carl Rogers and B. F. Skinner.

Send for a complimentary issue

ou can lind out what PSYCHOLOGY TODAY is like—and

srn a few things you may never have known before

—

ithout paying a penny. If you mail the coupon, we'll send

)u a complimentary issue of PSYCHOLOGY TODAY.

There's no obligation. ife-

^ psychobgytoday]
P O. Box ^990. Boulder. Colorado 80302

Please send me my complimentary current issue of PSYCHOLOGY
TODAY I may keep my simple copy and owe nothmf Howevc.
unless I cancel, you may enroll me as a trial subscriber and send

me the neit II issues. Bill me alter my subscription has started at

a special Introductory rate-just $6 00 (Halt the tegular $12 annual

price).

N«m*_

Addra»»_

Clly
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continued

Playing taped howls in a pack's

territory and recording the re-

sponses is one way to conduct a wolf

census. While engaged in this kind

of wolf research in Ontario's Al-

gonquin Provincial Park, John B.

Theherge became interested in the

differences between each wolf's

howls. His analyses of sonograms

of recorded howls uncovered an

amazing range and variability of

harmonics. His wife. Mary, proved

essential to the making of the tapes.

Her howling sparked immediate

and vociferous responses from one

of the wolves; Theberge's vocalizing

fell on deaf ears. He is an assistant

professor of ecology at the Univer-

sity of Waterloo in Ontario, and

holds a B.Sc.A. from the University

of Guelph and an M.Sc. from the

University of Toronto. He has re-

searched the ecology of rock

ptarmigans in central Alaska and

plans to study the role of aggres-

sion in regulating grouse popu-

lations.

C.H.D. Clarke, chief of the

Fish and Wildlife Branch of On-

tario's Department of Lands and

Forests, is a dogged investigator of

wolf folklore. Examining the exten-

sive literature available, he has

drawn upon his years of experience

with wolves in the Canadian wilds

to separate accepted fiction from

little-known fact. His conclusions

about rabid wolves and dog-wolf

crosses explain many of the myths

about wolf attacks on man that

have persisted through the years.

Clarke formerly served as a biolo-

gist with the Canadian Wildlife Ser-

vice and has done research on musk-

ox and ruffed grouse preserves in

the Northwest Territories of Can-

ada. He also served as an adviser to

the Kenya Ministry of Wildlife and

Tourism and was a wildlife consul-

tant to the Temporary Commission

on the Future of the Adirondacks.

Clarke took his Ph.D. at the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

Muriel Schein spent a yeai

1967-68, studying the impact

modernization upon rural commu
nities in Greece and became intei

ested in the traditional role o

women in older societies. Her hus

band, Seth, accompanied her, am
his fluency in Greek enabled her t

probe beyond the language bai

rier. An assistant professor of an

thropology at Lehman College

New York, she has previously don
field work among the Navaho In

dians. Schein obtained a B.A. fron

Barnard College and her M.A. an(

Ph.D. in anthropology from Colum
bia University. She is coauthor witl

Sydney Diamond of The WasU
Collectors.
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THE FRIENDLY BEAST
Latest Discoveries in Animal Behavior

by VITUS B.DROSCHER
author of The Mysterious

Senses of Animals
translated from the German

by RICHARD and CLARA WINSTON

Animals have learned to use simple

tools and weapons. Walruses aid

their wounded. Prairie dogs carry

on electioneering campaigns. Ele-

phants practice mercy killing. Mice

act as midwives.

These are but a few of the recent

amazing discoveries of animal be-

haviorists and zoologists revealed

and described in this provocative

book. Ranging from apes and mon-
keys to birds, lions, lemmings, and

insects. The Friendly Beast guides

the reader into new and unfamiliar

frontiers of animal psychology.

$8.95 Illustrated

Available at bookstores or

use coupon to order now.

Department D
E.P. Dutton

201 Park Ave. So.

N.Y., N.Y. 10003

Please send me postpaid copy(ies)

of THE FRIENDLY BEAST by

Vitus B. DriJscher at $8.95 each.

I've added appropriate sales tax and

enclose payment.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

A Warning
As a subscriber, member, and ad-

mirer of Natural History Maga-
zine, may I make a friendly sugges-

tion?

A word of caution . . .

Everybody is for a good environ-

ment. We're all for a viable ecology.

But we're getting pretty tired of

reading about it. Day after day. Week
after week. Month after month.

Foster A. Haley
Huntsville, Alaska

Everglades Revisited

I read with interest former Florida

governor Claude R. Kirk's review of

Patricia Caulfield's book Everglades

that appeared in the January issue.

In it. the governor, a self-pro-

claimed conservationist, states that if

forced to "choose between the deer of

the Everglades and man. I would

have to choose man." You can believe

him. Show Governor Kirk a spot of

daylight in the line of defense and

he'll be through it like a roaring, red-

eyed fullback to score a few more
points for man against the environ-

ment.

The review also indicates that Gov-

ernor Kirk opposed the Everglades

jetport. It was not too long ago that

Governor Kirk returned from a trip

to Europe and told newsmen (I hap-

pened to be one of them) at Kennedy
International Airport that he wanted

to make Miami "the new gateway to

the United States . . . the trans-

portation hub of the continent" by
building a supersonic airport in the

Everglades.

Governor Kirk, who was still the

elected head of Florida at the time,

told about visiting the aircraft factory

in Bristol. England, where the super-

sonic Concorde was being built, to

"get our people [Floridians] stirred

up and to get them moving faster" on

airport construction. He said at the

lime that the Concorde was expected

to fly in 1971 and that he was con-

fident the supersonic airport would be

finished in the same year.

"We'll be waiting with oranf

juice." he said with great enthusiast

That orange juice was not intende

for conservationists.

Al Carmichai
Port Washington, New Yo

Environmental Advertising

I object to the advertisement by tl

Standard Oil Company (New Jersey

in your December. 1970, issue, whic

describes their new technique for sei

mic exploration for oil. The stat

ment: "But fish were sometimi

scared and fled to quieter water

Fishermen frowned" is misleadir

and at variance with the facts.

Many thousands of fish have bee

killed by the use of dynamite in sei

mic exploration for oil. Further, hu

dreds of recreational and commercii

fishermen did not just frown. The
bombarded legislators and goven
mental conservation agencies with de

egations. telegrams, and letters pn
testing this careless destruction

fish.

I also object to these sorts of pioii

declarations by industries that

among the worst perpetrators of ii

suits to the environment. It is almos

as though they have just discovered :

is good public relations to espous

concern for the environment.

Albert C. Jense
Mt. Sinai, New Yor

Acids, Chicken Gizzards, and Oil

Having been a member of the ba

of the state of New York for well ove

forty years (retired), I might wel

wonder at law Professor E. F. Rol

erts's artless rage at James Ridge

way's. The Politics of Ecology. Er

sconced in his ivory tower, it seems t

me that the good professor owes mor

to his students and to the readers o

Natural History than an endorse

ment of the status quo. no matter ho>

violently he disagrees with the "para

noid" conclusions of Mr. Ridgeway

He should have by this time dis

covered that there is a socioeconomii

approach to the law. (See Woodwel

'



view of Difriulinii tin- Eniiron-

enl," by Joseph L. Sax. same issue.)

I have not read the Itook, but

111—because it stands condemned by

reviewer who fails to recognize that

ere mu~t be s<in)e >emblance (if

utli in -lime of the point- made by

• author. What makes Professor

berts believe that certain interests

not control government— federal,

ate, county, and city? Take the

ate of Maine, where I now reside.

<im whence come the pollutant

ids and chicken <;i//!ar(N liiut arc

tmped into our I'enob-^col and Ken-

bee rivers? Who spills oil along the

cky shores of our seacoast and who
lis our lakes? .\nd why was it al-

we<l and why does it continue?

it not continue for fear of unem-

oymcnt. for fear of not retaining

vernnienlal otiicc. for fear of not re-

iving campaign c<mtributions. ad

finitum? .\nd will it not continue as

ng as men in our seals of learning

e prepare<l to say. along with I'ro-

r Koberls. "'Thus far. battered

It unbowed, the system -land-."

If wc are honest with our-rlve-. wc

II undouiilcdly find thai the truth

» somewhere between the diatribe

Mr. Kidgeway and llie pidemics of

ofessor Hoi)rr|s.

Ai-i-HKi) Fki\(;oi.d

Liberty, Maine

Beyond Civilization

I wa- ab-idiilcK -luiincd bv ihe ar-

le "llcyond Civili/.alion" by I'uul

hannan ( Keiiruary. IV7II. Dr. Ho-

nnan clearly belongs in the fore-

ml of visionary thinkers and scien-

Is. And don't we need ihem toilay!

parlicularly liked. "We are now in

niiildie eillier of a crumbling liv.

AUliiiM. or of one of llio.c giant

iliiliiinarv -Icp- tiiat we cannol -ce

caii-c ihc goal is incomplelc and
luded. in thi- very ainiosphere

Mind us." Would Dr. liohannan be

lliiig to give UM his concept of the

;oa!"?

GroRfiK J. I.ANr.MYiin. M.D.
Hnrky Hill. ,\ru' Jersey

/

How many great pictures

ha«ve you taketi, only to find

out later that your exposures uere

off? Natural life is always on the

move, sometimes the sun is over your
back, more often it's behind the

subject.When the subject is back-lit,

you need a built-in behind the lens

spot meter system to get the correct

exposure. With front lighting you're

better off with an averaging meter
system. Almost all fine 35mm SLR
cameras have one of these systems,

only the Mamiya/Sekor DTL

The birds

and the bees

and our

Creative Switch

as the Creative Switch
\Mili iwo built-in exposure

metering systems. The DTL with

every important SLR feature is

priced from less than SI80,plus case.

Ask for a demonstration at your
photo dealer or write for folder to

PonderScBest Inc .Corporate offices:

1 1201 West Pico Boulevard.

Los Angeles, California 90064.

The Creative Switch...

only the Mamija/Sekor DTL has it.

(fjoin the 1971 LEWIS & CLARR'
I expedition

and relive history

this summer

You are invited to join a li da> expedition pvrsonully
escorted t>> distinguished lewis and Clark scliolars-u
heritage tour designed as an authentic reproduction
of America's greatest journey of explorulion.

Krom Si. Louis lo the shores of Oregon. '

you'll travel nearly JOOO miles some of the /way by jeep and pontoon- platform rivcrboat- // /

exploring America as lewis and C lark did. /(
Venture lo Ihc source of ihe Missouri
River ... as lhe> did Slam! on Ihe ridge
of Ihc C'onlincnlal Divide ai I cmhi Pass
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halllcficlds. Cruise Ihe upper
Missouri's "Wilderness Waterway"—
its spectacular sandstone clilfs and
grotesque rock sentinels virtually
unchanged since Lewis and Clark
first paAcd upon ihcm Ift.S >cars *»

ago. Here is your great oppor-
tunity lo re-livc Ihc drama of
Lewis and Clark's great journcN

See Anicric.i Ihc ».i> I c

wiiir lr.ncl .iccnl iii ilip
loi h.iiulsKiiic Imp hioih

• Aulhenlic fouling Si. Louis |»

Urciion coast • Scholarly leader
shin lo recreate hislory tor you
• Sal ilcparlurrs June 3Mh Ihrii

Aud Uih . SWt^ r.ilciiKJ lincsi

,-ii.i.omm<Hlaiion\, Missouri Ki«ci
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cU • Holli hislorijii ,ind I our
Winds cstorl on r»cr> Irip
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Two of the most commonly dis-

cussed groups of problems in our

society during 1970 were those of

ecology and those of economics. But

in all of this discussion, symptoms,

rather than root causes, tended to

be discussed. Consequently we can

expect both groups of problems to

intensify. Also, these discussions

barely mentioned that the two

groups of problems are fundamen-

tally related and are both ex-

pressions of a small set of scientific

principles. And the two words,

ecology and economics, have a com-

mon origin in the Greek word
oikos, "house" or "home."

This essay intends to point out

just four of the many important

principles that these two problem

areas share. Hopefully, this will

help correct the fairly widespread

opinion that we have seen the worst

with respect to both problems and

that the future will bring us eco-

nomic growth and a decline in pol-

lution and degradation of the envi-

ronment. One of the root problems

is that the goals of economics and

the goals of ecology are nmtually ex-

clusive if we maintain the curren

definition and mix of activities for

the gross national product.

These four principles are:

1. Nothing that remains constant

can grow at a compound interest

rate forever. All growth processes

are ultimately limited by saturation

and depletion. Many people accept

the validity of this principle, but

most would be surprised at the varie-

ty of phenomena to which it applies

and the shortness of the time before

it begins to have a large impact on
our lives.

2. The characteristics of any
population, including man's, are de

terniined by the age distribution of

that population. What would sur-

prise most people is the sensiti\ity



)w facing AniPiica to the age com-

jsition of the population. Children

ive generally been seen as an eco-

)mic benefit, rather than a social

ist. In fact, excessive numbers of

liklren constitute a social cost that

bankrupt even the richest

iciety.

3. Increasing specialization of

ly species, population, or iiulivid-

il increases the vulnerability to

;tinction if conditions should

ange. Any overspecializcd indus-

y, city, or region is just as vulner-

ile as a dinosaur, a passenger pi-

on, a blacksmith, or iVanlucket in

>40. before the demise of the

tnerican sperm whaling industry,

either indixidual size nor size of

e population is any protection

here were 80 million buffalo in

|TOO».

4. In any competition, one does

tter than the others. Many factors

Jtermine which compclitnr does

best, but one important factor is the

amount of product generated in a

time period jx-r unit of available in-

put to the productive system. This

principle applies whether we are

considering flour beetle species or

Japanese. German, and American
automobile manufacturers.

W hat is some of the evidence

bearing on these four principles?

The saturation-depletion effect

shows up in four variants: re-

sources, such as fish stocks, crude

oil. or uranium ore can be de-

])leted; populations can saturate the

space available to them, either by

themselves or in vehicles: markets

can become saturated: and finally,

the ability of the environment to

absorb pollutants can be super-

saturated.

Perhaps the most significant

form of resource depletion for hu-

manity over the long run is deple-

tion of stored-energv resources. Fos-

sil fuels will be on their way to

total exhaustion in .'iO years or so if

present trentls continue. Western
nations have advertised their life-

style to all the countries of the

World, without thinking through the

consequences of future competition

for dwindling energy stores. The
worldwitle annual consumption of

crude oil. for example, doubles ev-

ery ten years. The uranium ore situ-

ation is not promising. By the end

of the century, with any conceiv-

able mix of reactor technologies in-

ternationally, we will be using ura-

nium ores that cost upward of ten

dollars a pound and the price will

rise rapidly thereafter. This means
that the price of nuclear power will

increase sharply. The preceding

statements assume that breeder re-

actors will be tleveUiped as rapidly

as possible.

The saturation of space by hu-

mans or vehicles is a phenomenon

ongArm ofBiological Lav
Or, how Charles Darwin and his

lot will inherit the earth
by Kenneth E. F. Watt

•J
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Address_

I City

ern society. We now know that hu-

man beings will submit to less

crowding than that previously

found in New York, San Francisco,

St. Louis. Boston. Cambridge, Chi-

cago. Berkeley, Jersey City, Tren-

ton. Washington, and Newark—all

examples of cities that have experi-

enced a net decline in population

during recent decades. Also, we
are coming to perceive the ex-

traordinary effect of congestion on

traveling time as our airports

and highways become saturated.

Mathematical models and statistical

analyses show that journey speeds

decrease rapidly as total saturation

-rs^if^??^
""^^^^^^^
1 1tX^

^If

Great numbers of individuals do
not protect a species from
possible extinction. There

were 80 million buffalo in 1800.

is approached. This is small com-
fort to travelers across the United

States to Europe who spend 4^/2

hours crossing the continent, l^/o

hours in a holding pattern over

Kennedy International Airport, then

3 more hours waiting for permission

to take off from the runway at Ken-
nedy.

The high population densities

of humans—whether in Calcutta,

on the beach at Coney Island, in

cars on California freeways, or on

Manhattan Island—are not found in

animal populations for two reasons.

First, since animal populations do

not use fossil or nuclear fuel, their
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Series of field guides, a whole new world of discovery is opened up for travelers, naturalists, and
even the casual observer. The International Series will broaden your knowledge whether travel-

ing abroad or relaxing at home, and when it Is not in use, it will look great sitting beside the

Peterson Field Guides on your bookshelf.

A Field Guide to

the Butterflies

of Africa

JOHN G. WILLIAMS
More than 435 species

described; 283 illustrated

in color, with 425 line

drawings. (F) $8.95

A Field Guide
to the Butterflies

of Britain and Europe
L. C. HIGGINSand
N. D. RILEY

380 species described and
illustrated. More than 760
color paintings by Brian
Hargreaves. (E) $8.95

K A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
5IRDS0FEASTAND
CENTRAL AFRICA
lohn G. Williams $6.50

OTHER TITLES IN THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES

B. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS OF NEW ZEALAND
R. A. Faila. R. B. Sibson
and E. G. Turbott $6.95

C. A FIELD GUIDE TO
THE NATIONAL PARKS
OF EAST AFRICA
John G. Williams $8.50

D. A FIELD GUIDE TO
THE LARGER MAMMALS
OF AFRICA
Jean Oorst and Pierre

Dandelot $8.50

THE PETERSON FIELD GUIDE SERIES How complete is your collection?

,
.A FIELD GUIDE TO
HE BIRDS

$5.95 paper $3.95

.A FIELD GUIDE TO
VESTERN BIRDS $5.95

I. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
HELLS OF OUR ATLANTIC
\ND GULF COASTS $5.95

I. A FIELD GUIDE TO
HE BUTTERFLIES

A FIELD GUIDE TO
"HE MAMMALS

$5.95

$5.95

6. A FIELD GUIDE TO
SHELLS OF THE
PACIFIC COAST AND
HAWAII $5.95

7. A FIELD GUIDE TO
ROCKS AND MINERALS

$5.95

8. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS OF BRITAIN
AND EUROPE $7.00

9. A FIELD GUIDE TO
ANIMAL TRACKS $5.95

10. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
FERNS AND THEIR
RELATED FAMILIES $5.95

11. A FIELD GUIDE TO
TREES AND SHRUBS $5.95

12. A FIELD GUIDE TO
REPTILES AND
AMPHIBIANS $5.95

13. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS OF TEXAS AND
ADJACENT STATES $5.95

14. A FIELD GUIDE TO
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
WILDFLOWERS $5.95

15. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
STARS AND PLANETS

$5.95

16. A FIELD GUIDE TO
WESTERN REPTILES
AND AMPHIBIANS $4.95

17. A FIELD GUIDE TO
WILDFLOWERS $5.95

18. A FIELD GUIDE TO
THE MAMMALS OF
BRITAIN AND EUROPE

$7.50

19. A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
INSECTS OF
AMERICA NORTH
OF MEXICO $5.95

At all booksloros • Write for catalogue

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY • 2 Park Street • Boston. Mass. 02107
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Is life passingyou by?
Life doesn't stand still

for fumble-and-fuss picture

taking. Grab for it with the

first truly professional 35mm
single-lens reflex camera
you can just aim and shoot:

the new Konica Autoreflex-T.

Shift into "automatic
exposure," which no other

reflex camera permits, and
the Autoreflex-T instantly

mal<es all exposure decisions

for you. You concentrate
only on the subject as you
fire away.

You never waste a second
(and maybe lose a picture)

while manually matching
needles or making adjust-

ments—unless you choose to

shift into "manual."

And because the exclu-

sive Konica Control Center
shows you automatically

selected lens and shutter

settings in the viewfinder,

you always know what's

happening. Without takirrg

your eye from the subject.

Konica convenience is

yours in two other fine 35mm
rangefinder cameras: the

full-feature Auto-S2 with its

superb f/ 1.8 Hexanon lens

and 3-way exposure control;

and the incredible 035,
world's smallest, lightest

rangefinder-35.

So get yourself a Konica.

And stop missing out on life.

KONICA'
Konica Camera Corp., ^;£r:|JSj
Woodside, N.Y, 11377 §Si?KlGa

only source of energy ultimately is

the sun. Because of the low efficiency

of the photosynthetic process, and
the low efficiency of conversion from
plants to herbivores, and from herbi-

vores to carnivores, animal popula-

tions can never become very large.

Our large populations will, of

course, drop precipitously if we are

no longer able to supplement the

solar energy input into our civiliza-

tion with fossil and nuclear fuels at

a high rate.

Second, because these populations

have evolved adaptations to a rela-

tively low availability of energy per

unit area, they have had to evolve

mechanisms to avoid crowding. One
such mechanism is territorialism:

each animal takes for itself the

territory it needs to survive and de-

fends this against intruding pros-

pective competitors. Even where a

habitat appears uniform, as on a

sand beach, each animal has its own
territory. If all the animals are

Because seating capacity has for

years far outstripped demand,
airlines face big deficits.

about the same size, the territories

will be about the same size. I ob-

served a particularly clear example

of territory arrangement in popula-

tions of horn-eyed ghost crabs at

Poipu Beach, Kauai, Hawaii, where

each crab burrow had an approxi-

mately equal area surrounding it.

There has been remarkably little

discussion about the long-term im-



lications of total market ^atura-

on. This is an impending problem

ir many influ^tries. as evidenced

y the widening gap between sales

id factory capacities and in-

?ntories. It has become especially

ran-.atic in the case of ihe airlines,

[any people believe that the cur-

•nt economic plight of the airlines

eveloijed suddenly, that it was due

) the unforeseen collapse of de-

land in 1970. This is not true. Fig-

res from the Air Transport Asso-

iation of America show that

irline capacity has far exceeded

emand since 19.55. And that capac-

y has been outstripping demand

y a progressively widening margin

1 the last few years. The annual

lad factor fell from 5").() percent in

(XJ6 to .56.5 percent, to 52.6 per-

?nt. to 49.9 percent in 1969. The

>nse<iuences of this proclix ity to

uild up unneeded capacity are im-

ressi\e. The Air Transport Associ-

tion recently predicted losses for

le twelve major scheduled carriers

f S12.i million in 1970. .S192 mil-

on in 1971. and .S279 million in

'J72. The full implications of this

iluation are enormous. i)articularly

nee the aerospace industry is al-

?ady in dilliculty.

In lime, industry and government

mst realize that resource depletion,

ingestion, market saturation, and

ollution have sounded the death

nell of the modern and historically

nprecedenled idolization of eco-

onii( growth. When that fact is

iced, there is a remedy: we must

raslically shift the mix of gross

ational product away from activ-

lies tltat use matter and energy

»war<l servi<-cs. education, and the

rln. \lso. we must begin not just

tnilirig pnpidati<m growth but

roppiiig population size alto-

ether.

Another developing econumi<-

iglitmare. which has received little

Itenlion in the rosy prognostica-

ions for the 1971 economy, arises

eenuse the age compt>sition of

ociely is remarkably sensilivi- to

mall ihanges in rales uf popu-

ntion growth. The ratio of people

n eduiationlaxcdiisuming agi-s to

hose in eflucalion-tax-producing

iges will change rapidly in re-

ponse to small increases in the rate

if population growth. The magni-

ude of tin-* s<-nsitivily has been

leniuti-lraled in computer simula-

Get into the world of Adventure.

North American
Wilderness Adventures.
To many, today, ttie American
Wilderness means a jungle of con-

crete, asptialt, and steel.

Ttie original Nortti American Wil-

derness was created for a people

born free. A brave, ctiallenging

country of vertical horizons, and
rivers ttiat roar ttieir defiance to

civilization.

It's a land ttiat WInctiester

Adventures can make real for you

today.

Witti safe, fully-guided, family-

oriented river explorations from ttie

Grand Canyon, to the Yukon, or

ttie Allagasli of Maine. Or on wil-

derness pack or wagon trail adven-

tures wtiere at six miles an hour

ttie loudest ttiing you'll tiear will be
ttie creak of a saddle.

For complete information about

our •Wilderness Adventures, see
'your travel agent; or clip ttiis ad-

vertisement and send witti your

name and address to Winctiester

World-Wide Adventures, 150 East

58 Street, New York, New York
10022.

•Departures sctieduled May
ttirougti September, wir

~

Winchester. AD
On ttie frontiers

of adventure '

since 1866.

(212)752-3880

All you need to know about the outdoor world.

BIRD
a kit:e for
connoisseuri 7 7
Well now, we re not quite ready to claim ouler space wilti our incredible Bird, and you

really needn I be an astronaut to fly one. but we suggest you should be ol sound mmd
and strong body to test your skills with it It is powerful, it demands your total commit-

ment, and It tlys like nothing you've ever llown before Just a whisper ol a breeje .i

mere whiK, and this giant comes alive and soars to Ihe heavens A rugged wooden Iramo

spanned with red. white, blue and orange checkered 100% Nylon sail cloth, taut and

lightly lluttering with eagerness-a magmlicent kite, mind boggling performer, and delight-

ful pastime Complete with pllion yards of twine, spare parts and instructions youi Honty

Btck II m» Spac* Bird not tvtrylhing »* fy II It. and m*yb9 » lilll» more

I lot committed Send at one* on Your Monty Back Quaranlea:

«400 Olanl end (47- wing ipan) M 00 f J 2 lOr III M i 1 Name

«401 Supc Qlanl ISO' »lno ipan) tS 00 II 2 I0> IIS 00 '. ] M«f»t
chack anri itild ti 00 poll par order S% m Calif

J.D.BRa\A/IME
-JiE.

Qhirardaill Souare 900 North Point • San Francisco. C» »*i«

I'>



Build this pipelike

Schober Recital Organ

iur iliii^f

*1850!
'Includes

finished walnut
console. (Only

$1446 if you build
your own console.)
Amplifier, speaker
system, optional

accessories extra.

You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store for
less than $4,000-3nd there never has been an elec-
tronic instrument with this vast variety of genuine
pipe-organ voices that you can add to and change
any time you like! If you've dreamed of the sound
of a large pipe organ in your own home, if you're
looking for an organ for your church, you'll be more
thrilled and happy with a Schober Recital Organ than
you could possibly imagine-kit or no kit.

You can learn to play it-and a full-size, full-facil-
ity instrument is easier to learn on than any cut-down
"home" model. And you can build it. from Schober
Kits, world famous for ease of assembly without the
slightest knowledge of electronics or music, for de-
sign and parts quality from the. ground up. and —
above all -for the highest praise from musicians
everywhere.

Send right now for the full-color Schober catalog.
containing specifications of all five Schober Organ
models, beginning at $499.50. No charge, no obliga-
tion. If you like music, you owe yourself a Schober

r^^CtCHOMlOrz^n Corp., Dept. NH-1
43 West 61st Street, New York. N.Y. 10023

D Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and
free 7-inch "sample" record,

n Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12-inch L.P.
record of Schober Organ music.

ADDRESS-

CITY

[AMAZON CRUISE

Cruise the unspoiled

wilderness of the

Araguaia River in Brazil's

Amazon Basin.

Luxurious hotel-like

accommodations on
board 83-foot "boatel."

Untamed jungle on
shore. An unparalleled

adventure for wildlife

photography. Exotic

fishing. Or just enjoying

the quiet excitement of

nature at her best. See
your travel agent or call

toll-free 800-325-2591.

ADVENTURE ASSOCIATES
Outdoors BIdg.

Columbia, Mo. 65201

tion studies by Drs. Norman Glass,

Theodore Fein, and the author. For
example, an increase in the rate of

population growth from percent

per year to 3 percent per year more
than triples the education tax bur-

den per taxpayer. Per capita ex-

my \<j

f

T̂
Jul

When population rises slightly,

the number of young increases

greatly. This imposes a huge
education tax burden on adults.

penditures for education in the

United States increased by 101 per-

cent from 1960 to 1968, while per

capita expenditures for national de-

fense increased only 59 percent in

the same period. The implications

of increasing the proportion of

young people in the population

ramify throughout the economy.

Statistical analyses show the social

cost of an increased rate of popu-

lation growth above zero, and of an

increase in the population density

of a city. It can be demonstrated

ANKH PENDANT
BEAUTIFULLY CONTEMPORARY
s Ihis hand crafted representa
lion of (he Ancient Egyption

Key of Life" in solid sterling
silver. The Ankh — from the

oglyph meaning "life"

ildest known or .

let symbol, ond the only
pagan tolismon to surv
in doily use after the Egyp-

irted lo Christian-
ity. Comes in stunning new

designer's jewelry cose
nd presentation gift
X. 3" long Ankh -

With 18" chain $35 00
With 24" chain $27.00
in 14K Gold w. 16" choin $75

|

standing reproductions of

Laddfo taoasG,ltd.
fepl. N-8FJ • 648 Ninth Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10036

CRAIGNAIR, at Clark Island

Curious naturalists welcomed year round. En
joy the natural beauty of the Maine coast ir

a setting of serene simplicity— lazily, frorr
the deck; or actively, on field trips with us
to explore tide pools, salt marshes, spruce
woods, meadows, bogs, and ponds. Reserva
tions accepted now. Lewis & Porge Buck,
Craignair Inn, Spruce Head, Maine 04859.

GALAPAGOS
For people who'd rather watch

penguins than neon lights. See

booby birds rather than a floor

show. And appreciate the

leisurely pace of 400-year-old

tortoises. Here's an opportunity

to swim with seals and share

coffee with mockingbirds. It's

the only place on earth where

wildlife isn't wild and nature

Is reserved for naturalists.

Accommodations are aboard

the luxurious cruise ship LINA-A.

For details and brochure see

your travel agent

or call toll-free;

800-325-2591.

«^S^I
ADVENTURE ASSOCIATES
Outdoors Building

Columbia, Mo. 65201
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Glen Conway just gave birth to an eight-year-old.

's true. And the whole Conway family is delighted,

len knows about helping because his dad is a police-

lan and helps people all the time. So when Glen

eard about Save the Children Federation in school,

e wanted to do something. His parents decided it

ould, indeed, be wonderful to sponsor a child. To

ve their eleven-year-old a chance to learn how chil-

ren in other countries, children less fortunate than
leir son, must fight for survival. And that's how
ntonio Laverde came into their lives.

Glen and Antonio are separated by a lot more than
ie miles between Long Island and Colombia. Antonio

ves in one room. With eight brothers and sisters,

cup made with potatoes and roots is his mam meal,

ou see, his dad only has the use of one arm. And
ven though he works long hours at odd )obs, he still

arns just five dollars a week.

Now, because of Glen and his family, much of that

'ill change. Through Save the Children Federation

ie Laverdes will get an interest-free loan to buy
ens. And the hens will lay eggs. Eggs to improve

ie family diet. Eggs to be sold at market and increase

ie Laverdes' income. And keep Antonio in school.

or only with learning can there be hope. And some
fthe funds can be used to help make the community
better place for all the children.

Hope turned into reality.This, in essence, is Save the Children Federa-

tion. Not a hand out. But a boost up. And there's more. For Glen, there

are exciting letters from a friend in a foreign country. And pictures.

And progress reports. Glen Conway gave birth to hope today. How
about you?
Save thp Children Federation, founded in 1932. ix registered with the U.S. Stit«

Department Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are incotno

tan deductible.

I wish to contribute $15.00 a month to sponsor a boy Q girl in

D Africa D Latin America O '"t"!* Middle East

n Europe D Vietnam D American Indian G Appniachia

n Korea G Southern U.S. G Where the need is greatest

Enclosed is my first payment

Q $15.00 monthly G $90.00 semiannually

Q $45.00 quarterly G $180.00 annually

G I can't sponsor a child. Enclosed is my contribution of $

G Please send me more Information.

Name.

City_

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK. CONNECTICUT 06852 "»*"



Find out more

about the birds

and the bees
For a revealing closeup view of any-
thing in nature, there's nothing like

a pair of Nikon prism binoculars.

Designed by the makers of the
famous Nikon camera, they provide
exceptionally bright, clear, crisp

vision over the entire wide field of
view, through morning mist and
evening dusk. Their superb Nikon
optics are so precisely aligned and
collimated you can view for hours
without eyestrain. Compare them
with any lesser binoculars, and you
will see the difference Nikon quality
makes.

Among the many types of Nikon
binoculars, the 8x30 and 9x35 are
particularly suited for bird watching
and nature study Both feature light-

weight, moisture-resistant construc-
tion and are backed by a 25-year
guarantee. At better optical and
camera stores and departments, or
write: Nikon Inc., Garden City N.Y.

11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich
Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. ES
(In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.)

Nikon ^^^

Prism
"

Binoculars

that the per taxpayer cost of living

in different cities rises as the size of

those cities increases. The immense
costs of maintaining all levels of

government in the next few years

will create a drag on the growth

economy and will raise searching

questions about whether society can

tolerate any more population

growth. Hopefully, the most acute

situation, New York City, will pro-

\oke careful thought elsewhere. A
hattery of legislative innovations

will be required to deal effectively

with population growth, including

abortion legislation and punitive

taxation for families that do not

limit births to two children.

There have been a number of

studies on the role of shifts in age

distribution in natural populations.

One of the most interesting was con-

ducted by R. G. Green and C. A.

Evans on the population structure

of snowshoe hares. They found that

the great fluctuations in hare popu-

lations could be traced to sharp re-

ductions in the probability of sur-

vival of young hares at the peak

density phases of the cycle. Inter-

estingly, the best explanation for this

sharp drop appears to be the stresses

to which the mother was subjected.

These caused hormonal changes in

the mother, which were transmitted

to the blood of her fetuses, and sub-

sequently produced behavioral

changes that impaired survival.

Because the human animal can

make greater use of his mind than

can other animals, birth control

could preferably be the means for

population regulation rather than

allowing young to be born, who sub-

sequently have a sharply lower sur-

vival probability due to excessive

poDulation densities.

Biologists know that increasing

the degree of specialization in a

species increases its vulnerability to

disaster in an environmental change

such as a sharp reduction in tem-

perature. In her book The Economy
of Cities, architectural writer Jane

Jacobs argues that this same prin-

ciple applies to cities. Her theory

clearly applies at the moment to

Seattle, which depends on airplane

manufacture for its future. But why
should Seattle's leading corporation

so mismatch its capability with the

evident social need for new tech-

nology that it wishes to manufac-

ture the supersonic transport for

An unspoileci
retreat...

w*«^"t^''^^^^

. . . for families, bird-watchers,
and fishermen who enjoy comfort
and privacy close to nature •

Woodland cottages along the
shores of two remote lakes, each
with lakeside dock, fireplace, elec-

tricity, bathroom, maid service •

Fine country meals, and addi-
tional bedrooms, in the main
lodge • Home-baked bread, fi-esh-

ly caught fish, vegetables from
our garden and native wild ber-
ries • Offering trout fishing, ca-
noeing, croquet, tennis, swim-
ming, hiking, chance encounters
with deer, otter, beaver, rare wild
flowers . . . and the magnificent
wilderness of recently opened
Kejimkujik National Park near-
by • Mid-June to mid-September
• Write for rates and information.

Milford
^^^^i^-i House

South Milford

R.R. 4 Annapolis Royal

Nova Scotia

Telephone 902-532-2617

****••••••••••••*•**•*•*:•••

* LEARN ASTRONOMY
* AT HOME!

Two complete home-study
courses are now available for

Amateur Astronomers —
• VISUAL ASTRONOMY
FOR BEGINNERS in 10 lessons

• TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY
FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS

in 18 lessons

These courses are the first of their

kind offered anywhere. Clearly writ-

ten, professionally illustrated and
well organized for the busy si<y-

watcher who wants to be taken by

the hand and taught individually by
a Professional Astronomer.

Coaat ^iiliigation ^cljool >^^

SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY
Dept. 6765 418 E. Canon Perdio

Santa Barbara, California 93101

Please send me School Brochure on
your Home Study Courses.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Accredited by the

National Home Study Council

•••**••••••*••*••••••**•***
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lirlines already plagued with over-

:apacity? Especially when society

•o desperately needs ultramodern,

ligh technology intra- and inter-

ity rail transportation? Clearly,

orporations must learn the prin-

iple so evident in biology, that

ack of rigid specialization is the

^est guarantee of survival in an un-

fircdictabie environment. Govern-

nent can help corporations to he

ational, by subsidies to encourage

elooling for trains, for solar or

ilher energy systems, or for mini-

ars using batteries or steam.

One of the most interesting paral-

Is between biology and economics

oncerns competition theory,

'homas Park of the University of

Chicago has shown with his ex-

•erimcnts on competition between

•pecies of flour beetles that one in-

ariably replaces the other. The
tinner in competition between two

)opulations is usually the species

hat produces the greater density.

)ne way of interpreting this find-

ng is to say that a population gains

competitive advantage by max-
mizing the production for avail-

blf resources or. alternatively, by

roducing a fixed product with

linimum resources. Against this

cological principle, the Depart-

lent of Commerce figures on do-

leslic passenger car production

dative to imports are significant,

mports have increased their per-

ent of the total car market from

'.6 percent in 196.T to I }>..'? percent

1 1969. Recently, information on

lis competition indicates that the

'osilion of the United States is not

inproving. The relation of this to

le flour beetle competition hing<-s

n the lower cost of Japanese and

•erman labor. How can the escalal-

ig wages fr)r U.!^. nutom<d>ile

/orkers, with resultant higher

rices, maintain the nundx-r of

.orkers in the I'.S. automobile in-

iuslry in the long run? One means
vailable to the government for

nntrolling this situation, other

han rigid, foolish protectionism, is

o impose wage anil price controls

m our automobile indtislry.

Perhaps economists and business-

nen will reject as foolish llie view

hnl ecidogical phenomena or prin-

•iplrs have relevance for the world

if money and profit. If they do. j|

vill be of much interest In watch

he future.

Strictly for the birds.
For birding, nothing makes sense like the Swift Audubon binocular.

E)esigned in cooperation with world-famous ornithologists, this superb
8.5X, 44 wide angle glass offers exceptionally clear, crisp vision from
early morning to dusk, plus a full 445-foot field of view. Less than $100.

For general nature study, select TViton Mk I 7X, 35 prism binocu-
lar. It has all the quality and performance you
expect from Swift- less than $47. ^

Swift binoculars offer the most complete •

guarantee. See them at better dealers ^
~

everywhere. n^ *^ ^\ i

Swift Instruments, Inc.

Department NH-1
Boston, Mass. 02125

Afriiiiie.
Questions and answers H

"What's the difference

between Africa and Africfue?"

,y {-._.>,.. p.olir f /<?'-<•' 0"d figl i> -iproV.og

tv-^3j,. ' y notions olong Africa's luth West

"''Cj'^^'VV Coosi Al..qi...,nlsoihepor(ot Allien

•J^ iho'- -' "• " '^ II costs

much less to gel the -i-e 'emote

Eost Coost. yet the r the

food and climate o"- ' ^'octiei

ote otnong the world s nicit tuiniop-otitan.

V^ "This is my first trip to Afriqu«,

H What do I need to take?"

;'
V---^ You don't noed to toko alt wtt
Zjy of tlobrt'OKi buth qeor Pnck O* yOM

:i
"How do you get to and
around Afrique?"

Fror^ (1 r*.'

lOi.'-

lAJ
lunl.ghl B' u

might wor" • fT

txindsand I
ndy

ond ore sofniii'r, n '
t .,i' in i.nn itui [ujt - o' least.

tohe Air Afrique We know more about Atnque ttmn

ony Other airline

Fly Air Afrique's Afro

hJonstops from NewYork to

Afri4|iie
RK NH'4.71

««.i toon

1 kot* wc qv*«i<OA». W»M

,11
JUR JIFRIQUC

Ait t-ronce, uenefoi Agent

-Jet Special.

Dakar and beyond.





If your child can't go to school,

maybe the school can come to her.

A child who gets ill, or has an accident, can miss

weeks or months of school. Which may mean having to

repeat the whole year.

Now there are special telephone systems to help

children keep up with their studies, while they recover

from their setbacks.

One system is called Tele-Class. And it's working in

lots of places.

In Oakland, California, for example, all the child needs

is a telephone, a headset, the right textbooks, and a spe-

cially trained teacher like Mrs. Molly Steele.

Mrs. Steele used to teach regular elementary school.

But now she has a class of ten children. Some ill at home,

some in the hospital.

Every day she inserts cards into a special telephone

to dial her students. Once they are all on the line, class

begins.

Not only can Mrs. Steele talk to the children, but they

can talk among themselves. So they get a classroom at-

mosphere complete with discussions and question-and-

answer sessions.

They also get 20 hours a week of education they

probably would have missed before.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and your local Bell Company are continually looking for

new ways to make the telephone serve you.

One way is to help a child who can't go to school,

go to school.
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questions
about

SHARKS?
I^ue or false:
A. All sharks are cold-blooded.

B. Sharks are found only in salt

water.

C. Shark skin is covered with
tiny teeth.

D. Sharks are afraid of porpoises.

(answers below)

If the answers to these questions
surprise you, you will find a
wealth of other surprises in THE
NATURAL HISTORY OF SHARKS,
by Thomas H. Lineaweaver III and
Richard H. Backus. The scuba
age has overthrown many
cherished misconceptions about
sharks: It has long been pro-

claimed that sharks must turn
over to bite. (This one goes back
to Aristotle). And naturalists who
should have known better have
often pronounced the shark weak
and harmless.

Lineaweaver and Backus, both
associated with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, have
assembled a complete survey of

all that is known about sharks
today. They include their own
observations and those of others,
from William Beebe to Marco
Polo. Their book is copiously
illustrated with photographs and
drawings showing all the major
species of shark. And it includes
—for the fisherman or amateur
naturalist—a complete key to

quick identification of any shark.
The price of this fascinating

volume is surprisingly low, only
$6.95. Order your copy today.

(A. False B. False C. True D. False)

I J. B. LIPPINCOn COMPANY ""T
East Washington Square NH.4-7'
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105
Send me, postpaid, a copy of THE NATURAL
HISTORY OF SHARKS. I reserve the right to
return the book, for any reason, v«ithin 10
days of delivery for a full refund of the
pur : ase price. I enclose $6.95.
D Cieck n Money order
(In Ark. Col., N.C., N.D., N.J., N.Y., Pa.,
Tenn. --'-' '-'- " ' • 'add state and local sales tax.)
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A Naturalist at Large

by L David Mecii

As Ecological Man blinks his

eyes, looks around, and starts to ex-

plore his world, he begins to realize

that in his previous ignorance he

has already damaged much of his

environment beyond repair and has

even wiped some of his neighbors

out of existence. In taking stock of

what is left, he has come across a

most fascinating fellow citizen of

his planet—the wolf—the wild pro-

genitor of his familiar pet, the dog.

And Ecological Man is now con-

cerned about the fate of this ani-

mal, known also as the gray wolf,

the timber wolf, and Canis lupus.

Concern about the wolf's fate

stems from two main sources: the

dark history of the wolf's ex-

termination in many areas and the

present prejudiced attitude of many
people against the wolf. (As I write

this, I am listening to a local radio

program on which a middle-aged

biochemist with a Ph,D. is advocat-

ing extermination of the wolf in

Minnesota. I

While it is evident that the wolf

will nevermore patrol the plains,

mountains, and forests of much of

its natural range, fortunately the

species still exists in many extensive

areas. This fact provides hope that

man will learn from his past mis-

takes and will yet preserve the wolf

as an integral part of his remaining

wilderness areas. Let us examine
the prospects in North America.

Originally the wolf inhabited al-

most all of North America north of

the 20th parallel in southern Mex-
ico. In general the wolf's only

habitat requirement was the pres-

ence of suitable prey species: deer,

moose, caribou, elk, antelope,

mountain sheep, goats, bison, or

musk-oxen. Thus the wolf ranged

over every type of topographic and
vegetative region on the continent,

except deserts and barren moun-
taintops.

As settlers began pushing their

way across the United States, how-
ever, they substituted domestic live-

stock for the large wild herbivores,

and the wolves made the same sub-

stitutions in their diet. Feelings ran

high, and a great war against

wolves was waged. Every conceiv-

able method of killing wolves was
used, as well as some inconceivable

ones—for example, removing the

lower jaw of a trapped wolf and
turning him loose among a pack of

dogs. But the most deadly and ef-

ficient technique was strychnine

poisoning. By 1850, wolves were
gone throughout most of the east,

and by the 1930's they had been

exterminated from the west as well.

The original range of the wolf in

the conterminous United States has

now been reduced by about 99 per-

cent. The remaining primary wolf

range in this area consists of north-

ern Minnesota and Isle Royale in

Lake Superior. Upper Michigan

may also support up to a dozen

wolves, and rangers in both Glacier

and Yellowstone National Parks

have recently recorded the existence

of a few individuals. There are also

reports of small numbers of wolves

in some western national forests,

but it must be stressed that these

are unconfirmed.

The subspecies of wolf thought to

occur in Minnesota and Michigan

i6



iclufling Isle Royale) is the easl-

1 timber wolf iCanis lupus ly-

on), and the Secretary of the In-

ior has declared thai this race is

danger of extinction in the

litcd States.

In Mexico, wolves are also con-

lered endangered. Although they

; legally protected in most slates

;re, in ly^l Vicior Clahalane of

; New York Zoological Society

ihered evidence that their num-

rs were continuing to decline,

ipulalions at that time existed

ly in the mountains of western

ahuila and eastern Chihuahua,

d in the Sierra Madre Occidental.

Only in Canada and Alaska are

:re still large nund)ers of wolves.

Ontario alone. C. H. I). Clarke

;enlly estimated a population of

,0(X) to 12.000. Except for the

lall eastern provinces, the only

rge areas from which the wolf has

en eliminated arc southern Al-

rla. Siiskalchcwan. and Manitoba.

From Alaska. ( ^aliiijanc received

:ininles of wolf numlicrs ranging

mi MMN) to .^(^(HIO in VHy\. In

'70, James Harjier of the Alaska

parlmcnt of Fish and Game re-

ifted thai a conservative estimate

the number of wolves present in

e stale is about .^.(KM). We just

(n"l know whelher ihe disparilv in

{ures results froni a deiTcasc in

indicrs of wolves or a difference

niclhods of estimnling.

Clearly, however, enough wolves

C left in Canada and Ala«ka for

c population lo be saved forever

lOuld man so deciile. And this is

here atlitudcs become imporlant.

!osl of llic remaining wolf range is
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"A joy to read . .

."

-SIR TERENCE MORRISON-SCOTT
BRITISH MUSEUM
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by SYLVIA K. SIKES

A definitive work on the African ele-

phant, as an individual, a social animal
within its environment, and a species
exploited by man. Clearly and percep-
tively written by a distinguished natu-
ralist as a result of her own field re-

search, the book offers an original ap-
proach to anatomical study of one of
the last survivors of Africa's dwindling
fauna. In a brief concluding sketch,
Dr. Sikes portrays the elephant in his-

tory, folklore, and mythology, and out-
lines ecologically sound and humane
methods for the conservation of these
magnificent animals both in the wild
and in captivity. A selection from the
preface and introduction of this book
appeared in the December 1970 issue
of The Smithsonian.

422 pages, 8 color plates,

169 photographs and drawings
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frontier, and many frontier resi-

dents, who greatly influence the pol-

itics and government of their re-

gions, view the wolf as a detriment

to game herds and a direct com-

petitor with man. Thus, bounties,

poisoning campaigns, and general

persecution, including hunting by

aircraft, still exist in much of the

wolf's present range. These can cer-

tainly jeopardize the wolf popu-

lations of Canada and Alaska, but

public pressure by informed groups

can reverse this trend.

A still greater threat to the

wolves of much of Canada and

Alaska exists, however: the pros-

pect of settlement and exploitation

of the remaining wilderness. Given

the predictions of human population

increase during the next few dec-

ades, it is not difficult to imagine

a much more settled Canada and

Alaska, with great dams, oil pipe-

lines, and extensive mining, and

with intensive reduction of caribou,

elk, and moose herds. Destruction

of the land and reduction of the

prey populations will hurt the wolf

far more than hunting, trapping, or

bountying. None of this has to hap-

pen, of course, but the possibilities

must be considered in assessing the

wolfs prospects for survival over

much of its present range.

What of the prospects for the

wolf in the lower 48 states? Many
people want to know that there are

still wolves there, not just in Can-

ada and Alaska. The answer is full

of conditions and qualifications.

Prospects for the wolf are bright-

est in Isle Royale National Park

and Minnesota. Isle Royale's popu-

lation of 20 to 30 wolves is in har-

mony with its prey and is legally

protected. As long as there is

enough browse for the moose herd

in the park, the wolves should pros-

per along with the moose.

In Minnesota, there is a primary

wolf range of about 12.000 square

miles, much of it in Superior Na-

tional Forest. The number of

wolves in that state is unknown, but

I am currently working on a

method that will make accurate esti-

mates possible within a couple of

years. Meanwhile. Craig Rupp. the

forest supervisor, has closed the

forest to the killing of wolves by

any means. At this writing, this is

the only protection the wolf has in

Minnesota, except that poisoning,

aircraft hunting, and snaring t

prohibited.

Officials of the U.S. Forest S

vice and the U.S. Fish and Wildl

Service, however, are negotiati

with the Minnesota Department

Natural Resources on a plan th
,

would provide for an ecological
,,

sound management program for t

wolf throughout the state. At pn
ent. most of the officials are op

mistic about the plan. Neverthele;

it is possible that the Minneso

slate legislature, which has gem
ally been antiwolf in the past, m:

interfere with the plan in some wa

Wolves are legally protected

both Michigan and Wisconsin, b

it appears that protection came ti

late. The animal is considered e

tinct in Wisconsin, although repoi

of lone individuals still circulal

And in Michigan the current es

mate is that the few remnant wolv

will soon be extinct. I A systemat

survey of the wolf population in u

per Michigan is now under wa;

this should provide far better info

mation about the situation than tl

scattered reports of the past.

)

For the wolves reported fro

Glacier and Yellowstone Parks, ar

possibly from some of the westei

national forests, an immediate ar

concerted program is necessar

Logic dictates that the subspecl

of wolves occurring in these area

presumably Caiiis lupus irremotu

formerly thought to be extin

there, should be declared an endai

gered animal, for there must be fi

fewer members of this race le

than of the eastern timber wol

which has been declared enda)

gered. This status should give ii

petus to any attempts to protect th

wolf outside the parks, for exampli

in any national forests where

might exist.

Secondly, intensive efforts shoul

be made to determine the extent c

the populations in these areas, hot

in terms of numbers of wolves an

area occupied. Special attentio

should be given to determinii

whether breeding and successful

production are taking place.

It has often been suggested

certain wilderness areas from whi

the wolf was exterminated shoi

be restocked with wolves, and

national parks would seem to

ideal places for any such endeavo

if it was determined that the exist
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' M|\es are only lone lemnanls

~ I,,,;: filers.

DniiL'las H. Piinlotl. a Canadian

ill. lily on wolve'. lia? explained

' ..nee trapping and liunling is

linued. wohes adapt to the

I- of people. . . . Before

I.- U.S. National Park Service

he enc-ouraged lo reintroduce

into Yellou stone National

iiid in Canada llicy would be

,,f,,,.,(luced into Banff and Jasper

ational Parks."

Suggestions have also heen made

restock wolves in Michigan and

isconsin. which would seem to be

feasible plan if public pressure

ere great enough to bring it

)OUt. There are still large wilder-

«s areas left in each state where

olves could live without inter-

rence to livesto<-k.

This last point is extiemely im-

irtant. however, for out>ide of

ilderness areas. an> where that

.estock is raised, wolves can be

pected to prey on the domestic

limals. And it is unreasonable to

;pect farmers and ranrhi-rs to fol-

ate such predalion and to main-

in neutral or prowolf attitudes,

hey are going to raise strong ob-

ctions lo the wolves, and these ob-

ctions will hurt the wolf's image

id any future restocking pro-

•ams.

Therefore, restocking should be

tempted only in wilderness areas,

id wolves will have to be con-

oiled if they venture into nearby

veslock areas. Otherwise we will

itiiess a rewakening of the same

ttitudes anrl programs that laused

le extermination of wolves from

otii slock country and wilderness

uring the first decades of this cen-

iry. anrl the status of the wolf will

e worse than it is now.

In .<uniinary. the wolf in North

.inerica, the vi«'tim of both "prog-

?ss" and just plain persecution,

as been exterminated from about

alf of its original range on this

iiiilinenl. W illi the Vgc of Kcology

poll us. public altitudes Inward the

niiiial are beginning to change.

bus increasing the chances nf pre-

erving this fascinating neighbor of

uin's in much of its remaining

ange and perhaps re-establishing

n il some of its former haiinls.

Vhcllier or not this happens de-

)enils on greatly iiii-reasi-d public

iwareness about the animal.
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The underground spaces com-

monly referred to as caves—barren

and mysterious to the uninitiated

—

harbor so many undiscovered and

little-known life forms that many

biologists rank only slightly higher

than amateur speleologists in com-

parative knowledge. The basic de-

terrent to a better understanding of

the life processes of this under-

world has been that the ecology of

a cave encompasses not only those

rooms and passages that a man can

see with the aid of a lantern, but

also the numerous minor passages

extending for miles through frac-

tures in the bedrock, the difficult-to-

track subterranean streams, and the

numerous openings, usually unno-

ticed by man. which small animals

use to enter and leave the cave. The

animal life inhabiting these regions

of darkness and high humidity is so

well adapted to the delicate web of

a cave ecosystem that the tiniest

crevice, the most minute puddle, or

the smallest of guano deposits pro-

vides a microhabitat for some

highly specialized creature.

But this underground laboratory

is being steadily exposed by re-

searchers who have donned head

lamps and rope coils in pursuit of

its secrets. These cave biologists are

discovering the completeness of or-

ganization of cave animal popula-

tions and their relationship to the

cave and the outer environment.

Upon entering a cave, the most

obvious environmental character is

the shift from the daylight at the

entrance to the eventual total dark-

ness beyond the entrance zone.

Many cave animals live in this

perpetual darkness and are nor-

mally never found in daylight.

These are the troglobites. or true

cave forms. An obvious difficulty in

studying these faunal populations is

finding them: troglobites are com-

pletely adapted to living in the ab-

sence of any light. Long sensory

appendages, such as elongate an-

tennae or hyperacute tactile or-

gans that detect slight vibrations, or

possibly even refined chemical re-

ceptors, make them aware of their

neighbors and food sources. The bi-

ologist's presence is readily de-

tected as he walks or wades into a

cave passage, even if he proceeds

very quietly. His focus of attention

is limited to the narrow area out-

lined in the beam of his lantern,

and the irregular walls and ceilings

and the complex network of inter-

connecting crevices and cracks in

the bedrock and flowstone shelter

many species from his view.

As he moves about, searching for

life, it becomes apparent that there

are many minor variations within

the supposedly constant environ-

ment of a cave. Crevices afford pro-

tection from air currents, which in-

fluence the ambient temperature.

Water dripping from stalactites has

a different mineral content from the

water in a stream. The relative hu-

midity is less in sheltered areas

than in those parts of the cave in-

undated by seepage or waterfalls.

Quantities of bat guano or other

droppings on the floor and ledges

provide nutrients not found in

other parts of the cave and can,

along with other decaying organic

material, alter the acidity and alka-

linity levels in an immediate area.

Studies of these microhabitats, plus

prolonged observation of those

cave forms displaying a high visi-

bility factor, have led to the con-

clusion that cave communities are

as complex and differentiated as

communities outside the cave.

In any ecosystem the behavioral

patterns of individual species

coordinate best with certain com-

binations of environmental factors.

The site where an organism is usu-

ally found is referred to as its

Within liiese'

tliree zones

evolves (he life

01 iDe cave

hy Brotlier

G. Nicholas, F.S.C.

niche. What determines the precise

niche of a species is a complex in-

teraction both with the surround-

ings and with other organisms

within a given environment. Since

an organism may occupy several

niches in the course of a lifetime, it

is difficult to pinpoint any one

niche as the permanent locus of a

given species. Typhlotriton spelaeus,

a blind salamander that is in-

digenous to the caves of Missouri

and Arkansas, frequents cave en-

trances during its larval stages but

as an adult, it retreats into the cave's

dark zone. If the food supply be-

comes inadequate, however, the

adults will travel out of the cave,

remaining under rocks and in crev-

ices near the entrance during day-

light hours.

Bats, although not true cave ani-

mals, are extremely important to

the life within. Leaving at night to

feed, they return with the ingested

materials that eventually, in the

form of guano deposits, become the

primary source of energy input for

their diurnal environment. This is

particularly true of caves in trop-

ical areas, where it is not uncom-

mon to find the floor covered with

guano up to five feet deep. Even a

layman can detect the myriads of

harvestmen, beetles, cockroaches,

spiders, flatworms, crickets, iso-

pods, and other taxa that feed in

and on such deposits. However,

even in deposits that are apparently

populated with dozens of species,
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there are specific niches. Thus, flat-

worms are found in pools of water

along the floor; amphipods and iso-

pods in moist areas with perhaps

no more than a film of water over

the flowstone to enable them to

move about; snails in mud depos-

ited on the floor and walls; milli-

pedes crawling through the guano;
harvestmen and crickets moving
down from the drier walls to prey

on the beetles, mites, and other

small arthropods feeding on the

surface of the guano; and crayfish,

fish, and salamanders swimming
about in the streams flowing

through die guano.

There is one significant differ-

ence between the organization of

cave communities and that of other

terrestrial types. In a forest or

grassland community there is a

definite stratification with an upper
layer dominated by self-nourishing,

or autotrophic, organisms: trees or

plants that utilize sunlight for pho-

tosynthetic activity. This autotroph-

ic zone is lacking in cave ecosys-

tems, which are almost completely

dependent upon external sources

for energy. Caves do, however, have
the complex consumer zone found
at ground level in other biotic com-
munities.

The stratification of a cave com-
munity is related to its environmen-
tal characteristics and to move-
ments within the cave that reflect

the periodicity and rhythmicity of

its inhabitants. To gain a concise

knowledge of a cave's stratification,

it is necessary to recognize the dif-

ferent zones encountered in moving
from the entrance to the inner

reaches. The entrance zone, envi-

ronmentally similar to the sur-

rounding terrain, does, however,

provide protection from extreme

weather conditions. Its population

may consist of small mammals,
birds, amphibians, spiders, and
other forms normally inhabiting

sheltered areas. Man himself has

used cave entrances as dwelling

places. In tropical latitudes the pop-

ulations at cave entrances tend to

be permanent. In middle and north-

ern latitudes these populations are

usually transitory since the tem-

perature drops during the winter.

During adverse or severe climatic

conditions the smaller organisms
may migrate deeper into the cave if

more moderate conditions are to be

found there. To archeologists and
paleontologists cave entrances are

intriguing since men or animals

buried or deposited there are more

likely to remain preserved thai

those in more exposed areas.

Beyond the entrance is an area o.

more stable environment althougl

,

it is subject to fluctuation in lighl

penetrating from the entrance. This
twilight zone frequently contains

moss, algae, and other plant life.

Many tropical caves with large en-

trances have a profuse flora in the

twilight zone, but in northern lati-

tudes the flora is normally limited

to mosses and ferns. Populations ir

the twilight zone are extremely mo-
bile. Individuals display little evi-

dence of cavernicolous adaptation,

and the more active forage freely

outside the cave if necessary. In a

series of experiments in Mammoth
Cave National Park, Kentucky, 1

marked about 4,000 cave crickets.

Hadenoecus subterranus; provided
that certain critical maxima of tem-

perature and relative humidity were
met. all the crickets migrated from
the twilight zone at least once every

three days. These crickets would
leave the cave shortly after dusk to

feed on detritus and plant material.

All returned by dawn. Many crick-

ets from the dark zone also migrated
outside on a regular basis, adding to

the traffic through the twilight zone.

This twilight zone displays the

TROPICAL CAVE
Entrance Zone

Birds

Small mammals
Butterflies

Moths
Lizards

Scorpions

Spiders

Crickets

Snails

Twilight Zone

Bats

Harvestmen

Beetles

Cockroaches

Spiders

Flatworms

Crickets

Isopods

Arthropods

Millipedes

Mites

Salamanders
Lizards

Flies

Dark Zone

Bats

Troglobitic species

(blind and white) :

Fish

Crayfish

Amphipods
Isopods

Flatworms

Variations in light,

temperature, and
available food give

shape to the three

life zones found in

caves, tvith each

zone supporting a

distinctive animal

community. The
troglobites of the

dark zone have

developed metabolu
and behavioral

economies to

compensate for a

meager, irregular

food supply and lou

temperatures.



The Itnifi-laih'fl

salaniaiiflcr of the

luiliiiht zonr is

rdpahh' of U'aviii'fC

the <-(ivv for

fiuitablr hahitals

outside. It lives

in moist crevices

and pochels in

the rock iialls.

enitonc cflfcl. peculiar In llit- irilci-

fare hftween Iwo diverse environ-

inerils. The diversity of species is

grcaler here than in either of the

two horderiiip environments. In

raves with small entrances and nar-

row Iwistirij; passafjes. the Iransi-

lion from the surface environment

to the dark zime may he ahrupt.

and a true twilight /one is lackin)!.

nllhou^h the section of (he dark

/.one closest In the entrance will re-

flect surface temperature. Such

ca\i's are diflicull for man to enter,

hut from limited sturly it seems that

Iro^lohilic fauna are found close to

the entrances.

The dark /.one is ihe IimMImI o(

the true cave fauna and has ihe

most slalde population. As our

sluiiv of caves has progressed

—

from ihal of exploration to dis-

covery of cave-inhahitiiiK species lo

a re<'ogiiilion of the compii'le cav-

ernicolous ecosystem we have de-

termined thai ihe phenomena of ter-

rilorialilv and connnunity stralilica-

lion are as operative here ns in other

terrestrial hiomes.

In studying the population of two

species of cave crickets. Hade-

noertis suhterranus and Ceutho-

l>hiliis xtyiiiiis. in Cathedral Cave.

Kentucky. I found that although

these crickets moved ahout the cave

and even lefl it al nighl for feeding.

appro\imalely ''() perii-nl of all in-

dividuals recaptured during a rest-

ing stage were in the same ipiadral

in which they had lieen marked.

These one-nieler-w ide tjuadrals ex-

tended around the perimeter of the

cave passage. The crickets were

marked with a coded series of dols

painted on iheir exoskeletons. Har-

\eslinen. which had been similarly

marked, were nearly always recap-

lured in their home (|uadral. Al-

lempls lo mark and recapture ihe

cave heelle \ra\thfnnin tellkampfi

were less successful, hut ohserva-

lions of heelle colonies indicated

that they also remained in the same

ipiadral.

Ju-t as an ornilhoiogisl exj)ecls

to si-e crrlnin siwcies of hirds at

varying heights in a tree. »o the

vaw ecologisi expects various spe-

cies within certain microhahitats of

a <-avc.

Rats, which hang from the ceil-

ing or <revices idose lo it. are the

most immediately apparent fauna.

Some spe<ies cluster in masses that

may nund>er in ihe millions, for ex-

ample, the free-tailed hal Todarida

hraxilirnsis in \ey and Bracken

Caves in Texas. Others, such as the

hrown hal Eiili-.iictis liiscus are sol-

itary anil may he separated fnini

their closi-st neighhor hy a distance

of several f«'el. Rats, preferring a

dry hahilal. are noi normally found

on wel ceilings. In tropical latitudes

hals leave ihe cave nightly to fe«'d.

and in cooler climates hats will also

us«' coves as hiheniotion sites. Bat

guano is one of the ess«-nlial com-

ponents of the food well in large

caves, although cricket guano and

organic material washed in fron> the

surface compensate in caves where

hals are ahsent. In such caves, crick-

ets are fouml on the ceiling, partiru-

larlv if llii-re are indentations and

small crexices. \X'here l)ats are pres-

ent, the crickets are found farther



down the walls. Spiders, harvestmen,

and other forms that tend to inhabit

drier habitats also occur near the

ceiling and upper walls. Variations

in temperature, air currents, and

relativis humidity, even though

subtle, are significant enough to

delineate microhabitats in which

each species has its niche.

In the twilight zone, insects such

as moths, wasps, and mosquitoes

may be found temporarily in-

habitating rough indentations of

the upper walls or ceilings, and liz-

ards can be seen scurrying along in

search of crickets, flies, and spiders.

Since many tropical caves have en-

trances surrounded by large quan-

tities of flora, the communities

within have an abundant food sup-

ply, even if no bats are present.

Cockroaches and millipedes are

found on the decomposing litter on

the cave floor; in crevices along the

walls are the tailless whip scorpion,

Tarantula palmala, crickets, and

large spiders that prey on the

smaller fauna near the floor.

Aquatic organisms such as flat-

worms, crayfish, and fish are natu-

rally found at stream level, but in

caves subject to periodic flooding

these organisms can be found in

pools above the floor. Precipitation

of limestone from water seeping

through the ceiling and walls re-

sults in the formation of rimstone

dams. These may be ten to twenty

feet high and located high above

the normal stream level. In the Rio

Camuy Valley caves of western

Puerto Rico there are several rooms

approaching 200 feet in height.

Halfway up the sides of these

rooms are pools that receive water

from the Rio Camuy itself during

flood season. Tree trunks and

branches lodged in crevices 80 feet

above the floor attest to the height

of the floodwaters. Drippage from

ceilings and walls into these pools

compensates for any loss of water

between flood stages. Here then

may be found an aquatic commu-

nity isolated for most of the year

from the stream lower in the cave.

Stratification of populations

.

within the dark zone is more precise

since the environment is more

stable. Along the floor in the mud
and guano are springtails, beetles,

and other small insects, millipedes

and centipedes, snails, ticks, lice,

and mites that have dropped from

their host bats on the ceiling, and

an occasional salamander. These

populations, not abundant or imme-

diately evident in most caves, are

often overlooked by the casual visi-

tor. Determining population den-

sity is difficult due to the irregu-

larities of the floor. I have observed

that concentrations of organisms

are more evident near the juncture

of walls and floor than in the

middle of a passage, an indication,

perhaps, of the tendency of most ar-

thropods to inhabit enclosed spaces,

even in the dark. In undisturbed

caves that are frequently revisited

by cave biologists, individuals of

Blind cave fish

swim with smooth,

gliding movements,

creating a minimnm
of water agitation.

This adaptation

prevents any

interference with

vibrations

emanating from prey.

A blind isopod,

left, survives

in the dark zone

by consuming such

varied fare as

dead organic

material, guano,

protozoans,

flativorms, and

bacteria.

At right, the cave

crayfish, slower

moving than its more

robust surface

relative, is able

to fast between

infrequent meals.
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;he same species and colonies are

Found in the same microhabitat.

jnd it is tempting to think that the

ame organisms are being seen on

lach visit. In Cathedral Cave. Ken-

;ucky. which either I or one of my
students visited at least weekly for a

five-year period, there was observed

an nearly every visit a lone long-

;ailed salamander, Eurycea long-

Cauda, in a crevice approximately

fifty feet inside the cave. Popu-

lations of Hadenoecus subterranus

were also always found in the same

reas, although the number of indi-

idual crickets composing this pop-

ulation varied. Individual bats

banded in caves of West Virginia,

Kentucky, and Texas have been re-

captured for three and four years

successively in the same section of

the cave.

Large tropical caves display a

distribution of communities differ-

ent from smaller ones. Instead of a

relatively uniform distribution of

populations, they are concentrated

in areas of bat guano. These caves,

found in limestone belts of Central

America, the Greater Antilles,

northern South America, the Phil-

ippines, and New Guinea tend to

have ceilings ranging up to 200 feet

in height, almost vertical walls, and

a low relative humidity even when

a stream is flowing through them.

Periodically, as one traverses the

cave, there will be water dripping

from the ceiling, but for the most

part the walls are dry. Pools will

occasionally be seen up to ten feet

in depth, formed by rimstone dams.

Bats roost in crevices and small

potholes in the ceiling. If extensive

formations exist, the droppings ac-

cumulate in these, rather than on

the floor. Hence, ledges and pools

up to 100 feet above the floor will

have a heavy concentration of

guano with a resultant proliferation

of organisms dependent on it.

Whole series of microecosystems

thrive near these bat roosts, while

the remainder of the walls are dry

and devoid of life, except for an oc-

casional cricket, cockroach, or scor-

pion. These large caves will some-

times have thick silt deposits

trapped in the breakdown along the

floor where many small forms of

life can be found. .\s this silt is

washed in from outside, most of the

animals are surface forms. The

present fauna in these and other

caves may be merely preludes to

large colonies of hitherto unknown

species of cave animals.

As more and more caves are ex-

plored by scientists, the population

dynamics of their inhabitants are

coming under closer scrutiny. Zone

by zone, an order similar to that

found in surface life is being un-

covered and understood. The vari-

ety of forms, and the ingenious ad-

aptations they display, demonstrate

that these holes in the ground, for-

merly ventured into only by fasci-

nated speleologists, are indeed bio-

logically productive and worthy of

investigation by all.

Oi^-





WOLF ivaisiG
By howling, wolves communicate their location, their identity, and

even something of their emotional state. What they communicate to

man is something else again by John B. Theberge

Once we thought that birds sang

ust to make us happy. Not until

1920 did Eliot Howard teach us

that by singing, birds were pro-

claiming territories, a shocking

blow to our egocentricity. The story

has continued to unfold, and we
now know something about the sub-

tleties of bird songs—that dialects

appear in different geographical lo-

calities just as they do in the

English language, that neighboring

birds of the same species sing dif-

ferently, and that one bird can rec-

ognize another by its song. Even

the domestic fowl, which we have

selectively bred for centuries to im-

prove its meat but not its in-

telligence, gives a different type of

alarm call when danger is coming

from the air or from the ground.

Hut we know less when we turn

to mammals. Their sounds, like

those of birds, undoubtedly have

some meaning. Essentially all

shapes and sizes, colors and sounds

have functions. Aci-ording to Dar-

win, these have all been molded and

fashioned by natural sele<-tion. and

all have provided in the past, or

provi<le now. an advantage to the

animal.

flowling is a most dramatic ani-

mal sounil. How does il assist the

life of one of the most highly devel-

oped social specie-*, the wolf?

I first became inleresled in this

(|ue«lion while taking pail in a study

of wolves for llie Ontario Depart-

mi-nl of l,ands and Kon-sls. Summer
studies of wolves in forested re-

gioiw are a problem because of the

didiiiilly of merely locating and

maintaining contact with them. Hut

D. II. I'indoll. the director of the

Ontario sluil\. di-<cii\er<il ihal »il>l

wolves will often answer tape-

recorded wolf howls broadcast from

a loudspeaker. This techni(|ue was

so successful that field parties were

outfitted with portable tape players,

and became traveling wolf-min-

strels. Our task was to put together

a map of all the packs in the .J.OOO

square miles of Ontario's Algon-

quin Provincial Park.

Wolves came to our howls on

many occasions, thus demonstrating

thai they can pinpoint the source of

a sound with great accuracy. This

may be important in reuniting itidi-

viduals separated from members of

their social unit during nightly

wanderings. Perhaps it is funda-

mental to any social structure in

wolf packs, for without il. wolves

could only comnmnicale through

vision and scent. Oxer distances of

a mile or more, pack cohesion may

be impossible without a form of

vocal communication. Wolves do

howl when separat<'d on the hunt,

although we never documented

howling when they were acluallv

chasing prey.

F-aler I was able lo belter docu-

ment that '"spontaneous howling"

by lone wolves was associated with

separation of indi\iduals from pack

membi-rs. I fnund a pack of four

adulls and three pup" at ihe edge of

a large clearing. On two mnrning* I

observed single woIm's returning lo

llie pack. During the preceding

night'-, spontaneous howling oc-

curred both from the slationarv

pupv and from single wolves at

various locations a mile or two

awax. When the singles relurne<l.

•lome howled ju«l before ihey en.

lered the clearing, others arrived

Miiaiinonncerl. Each mendier's re-

turn sparked dramatic greeting cere-

monies. The whole pack frolicked

together in a tight group, tails vig-

orously flicking over their heads.

This lasted only a few minutes:

then the adult wolves lay down in

the long grass and the pups re-

sumed their endless play.

Other factors affected willingness

to howl. Time of year was one;

wolves responded more frequently

as the summer progressed. \^'eather

was another: if any rain, even a

light drizzle, was falling, wolves

rarely howletl. Vl'olf trappers say

that fewer wolves are caught on

rainy nights. This suggests that

wolves travel less in the rain— per-

haps the explanation for the fewer

howls.

The amount of time elapsed from

a previous h<»wl also influences will-

ingness to howl again. Ethologists

recognize a lime lag between re-

spmises in man> forms of animal

beha\ior. and liken this time to the

refilling of a loilel Imwl with water

after being flushed. In animals "ac-

tion-specific energy" must build up

before they will respond again.

The more we worked with wolf

howls in our censuses, the more
(|ueslions seemed lo arise, ("an

Wolves identify each other by their

howls? Is there information coded

in howN. and if -n. what is il? Does

some pari of a howl trigger a re-

spoMoe?

We knew something about lln-

last question, ^'olves respond to

sound" other than li\e or la|H--

recorded wolf liowU. Simulaled

wolf howls by humans work lo<<.

e\en poor imilntions. \o two hu-

mans howl in exactly the same way.

hut all seem equalU •ueee>»«ful in
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A guitar and a piano playing the same note sound different.

When the sound of each is broken down into its component
parts, as has been done in these sonograms, the reason be-
comes clear. The lowest line for each instrument is the
fundamental frequency, the main sound we hear. The higher
lines are the harmonics. Instruments differ in the number of

harmonics and in their relative intensity (shown in the sono-
grams by the relative thickness of the lines).

eliciting howls from wild wolves.

Nor must sounds always be particu-

larly wolflike. Loggers in Algon-

quin Park reported wolves howling

in unison with their chain saws.

One summer we inadvertently con-

ditioned a pack of wolves to re-

spond to the slam of a truck door.

Our usual nightly procedure was to

stop on the highway at the same
spot and play our recordings. We
parked on a slope, often slamming
the truck door when we got out.

Eventually the tape recordings were
superfluous—the slam of the door
was enough to start the pack howling.

Isolated experiences such as

these, while interesting, were not

enough to provide any detailed

knowledge of wolf howling. To
learn when and why wolves howled,

meant getting to know them well.

The opportunity to do this was
provided by three captive wolves

housed in pens at the Wildlife Re-

search Station in Algonquin Park.

In the summer of 1965 I selected

one of these wolves, Big Gray, and
took him three miles to an isolated

area where he would rarely hear

other wolves. I built a pen for him
in a small clearing behind a long-

abandoned ranger's cabin, and in

mid-May, began my research. By
playing howls of wolves with whom
Big Gray had grown up, as well as

howls of wolves he had never

heard, I hoped to find some differ-

ences in his behavior, howling or

otherwise, that would show he rec-

ognized individuals by their howls.

By comparing Big Gray's behavior

when he howled with features of his

howl I hoped to find differences in

the sound that might convey infor-

mation. By his response to various

frequencies, I hoped to discover if a

particular note or combination of

notes would trigger a response.

But Big Gray refused to howl.

All through May and June, night

after night at half-hour intervals, I

played tapes or howled myself from
the cabin window, out of sight of

the wolf, and heard no replies

Then at the end of June, my wifei

Mary, joined me at the cabin. Oi

her first night there she howled. Bi{

Gray responded immediately,

could not believe it. She howlet

again. He answered. They repeate(

the performance all night, but if
'.

played a recorded wolf howl o

howled myself. Big Gray was silent

Big Gray did not know Mary am
had never heard her howl before

Yet Mary's howl worked.

The next night we tested Bi;

Gray by howling identical notes, (

above middle C on the piano. Agaii

Big Gray consistently responded t

Mary, but not to me. So, no trigger

ing frequency was involved in stim

ulating his reply. Although w
never found out why he was si

enthralled by Mary's howl, we dii

learn how well he could dis

criminate.

The next day I recorded Mary'
howl, and that night played the tapi

out of the cabin window. Big Gra;

did not answer. Thereafter, he con
sistently showed that he could dis

tinguish Mary's live howl from j

recording of her howl. What wa;

the difference?

I stood by the pen and she testec

me. (Instead of howling back, '.

merely noted my conclusions.) Bif

Gray proved more consistent than '.

in distinguishing the sounds.

The next winter we replaced i

wolf as the receiver with a piece oi

electronic apparatus, a sounc

spectrograph, which makes a grapj

of any sound played into it. It por
trays not only the main sound
known as the fundamental fre

quency, but also the harmonics
Harmonics produce the quality in {

sound. By differing in number and

intensity, they make a note playec

on a guitar sound different from

the same note played on a pianc

{see above) .The sound spectrograpl

showed us that one of the ways

Mary's taped howl differed froir

her live howl was by a minor dif-

ference in these harmonics. The

tape recording of her howl stressed

the second harmonic rather than

the first, whereas, in her live howl,

the first harmonic was strongei

than the second.

For a wolf to possess the ability
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Three captive wolves each howled in different ways at different times, yet each had a dis-

tinctive voice quality, shown by these sonograms. Big G ray's howls always contained at

least five harmonics; Dagwood's first harmonic was generally strong; Scamp's first har- |

monic became strong only w hen the fundamental frequen ey was between the notes B and

F-sharp (that s, between 400 and 500 cycles per second).

disliiijiuisli sulitU- (lifTrrences in

rmonics argues that ihc ability

8 SDiiu- adaptive .significance, that

is actually used, it could l»e used

vv'iilf howls had similar difTer-

ces in harmonics, and if these

(Terences conveyed some sort of

waning.

My pr<d)lein. then, hccanie analo-

gous to learning a foreign language

without a dictionary or instruction.

First, you must recognize units of

sr)und. Then you must determine

the pattern in which they occur. Fi-

nally, you nuist recognize the situ-

ation in which they are given.

If the Knglisli language were

analyzeci in sucii a way hy someone

unfamiliar with it. he would dis-

cover certain units of sound: and

certain sounds, or wurds. occurring

in patterns: and certain words oc-

curring in particular contexts, as

when your hannner drops through a

1
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consistently answered Mary Theberge's live howl (upper sonogram) but not a
of her howl (lower sonogram). The difference lies in the relative intensity of the
armonics, a difference almost indistinguishable to the human ear.
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A distinctive howl is sometimes given by isolated wolves, whether captive or wild. It drops
abruptly in pitch in two places, spanning more than an octave in musical notation. A captive

wolf gave this howl one whole night after a pup died.
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Big Gray's howls were markedly different if they were spontaneous (upper sonogram) or

stimulated by human howling (lower sonogram).
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pane of glass you have just replaced.

One night, one of the captive

wolf pups seriously injured its foot

in the wire of its pen. The pup had

to he destroyed. All throufiii that

night, over and over again, an adult

wolf housed in an adjacent pen

3;ave a very melancholy hut hcau-

tiful howl. It rose to a high note. D
abo\e middle C on the piano, held

this for about two seconds, then

clrf>pped abruptly four or fi\e notes,

folliiived by a second abrupt drop.

In all. it dropped more than a full

r)cta\e. I had occasionally heard the

same howl given by wild wolves, al-

ways by single animals far from

any other replying voices. Later,

when another of the adult wolves

was isolated from his pen mates, he

Dflen uttered this sorrowful-sound-

ing howl I pafii' fO\

.

Single. su<lden drops in |>itcli oc-

:-urrc(l in many howls we heard

from both capti\e and wild wolves.

I chose these, along with character-

istics of the beginning and the end

:>( howls and the pitch of the high-

fst notes, a- the units of sound for

my analysis.

Thai first summer. I tape-

recorded more than 2.iO of Big

Grays howls, adding another 100

howls from all three wolves the fol-

lowing year. Where possible. I

noted the beha\ ior of the bowling

wolf whether it was King down,

standing up. pacing, or running in

its pen.

Gradually, as information accum-

ulated, n pattern em<'rped. After

hours of exiimining sonograms of

recorded howls I disco^ered that in

mo»l cas<-s it was po.ssible to dis-

tinguish individual wolves by their

howls. Despite a great variation in

pilch, length, and other features of

each wolf's howls, pallerns in the

harmonics were distinct. Hig (irays

howls, for example, always con-

tained at least five harmonics: the

other Iwo wiil\es normidly bad oidy

two. and ne\er more than four, har-

monics. These twii wolves. Dagwood
and Scamp, differed maiidv in their

first harmonic. Dagwood's first hai-

monic was generally stronger than

Scamp's. In addilion. .Seanip

showed a uni(|ue feature in all his

hf>uls: when the pilch of ihe funda

mental fre(|ucncy was belvseen tin'

notes B and F-sharp. the first har-

monic was strong. .Most of the mid-

sections of his howls fell within this

range. At the beginning and end of

his howls, however, this harmonic

faded out.

In short, the properties of the

howls of individual wolves differ, as

do the singing \oices of humans.
Now we knew that wolves can de-

tect subtle differences in sound, and

that they have distinctive howls.

The probability that they do ac-

tually identify each other by howls

appeared greatly strengthened. Just

as some birds, such as the white-

throale<l sparrow, recognize and re-

act differently to songs of neighbors

and strangers, wolves too may dif-

ferentiate pack mend>ers from in-

truders by howls. Perhaps ibis

plays a role in passive territorial

defense, acting to delineate Itound-

aries with as little strife as possible.

Without individual recognition,

pack members might well have

many more ilirect encounters with

animals in other packs, thus defeat-

ing a prime benefit of a territorial

system.

When 1 examined the features of

howls in relation to the wolves' be-

havior. I found that two of the

Wolves emitted different howls when
they were pacing or when they were

standing still. When he was pacing.
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Dagivood's howls almost never con-

tained a sudden drop in pitch, which

they always did when he was still.

The exact opposite was true of

Scamp. Big Gray's howls did not

vary with his movement.

Other differences in the howls of

individuals appeared related to

whether the howls were stimulated

by ourselves or occurred sponta-

neously. When spontaneous. Big

Gray's howls differed in almost ev-

ery measurable way from howls

that were stimulated. Whereas stim-

ulated howls rose gradually in

pitch, spontaneous howls began

with a sudden upward jump in

pitch, often as much as five notes,

and ended with an abrupt down-

ward slur; they were normally

higher in pitch throughout and

shorter in length.

The transfer of information can

take place on two levels—universal

and individual. Communication

that is universal (occurring within

the species in general I requires a

symbolism that is the same

throughout the species. Commu-
nication on the individual level may
occur among animals that learn to

recognize individual traits in ani-

mals with whom they associate.

The wolves I studied had grown

up with one another. Like two hu-

mans of long acquaintance who com-

municate by means of a familiar

gesture, I discovered that in certain

situations my three wolves could

transfer information—such as the

identity of the wolf, and perhaps its

emotional state—by variation in the

units of sound.

Big Gray hated to be left alone.

In August of the first summer we
suddenly realized that he had

learned to associate our walking

past his pen in a particular direc-

tion with isolation. We normally

left him for a period of hours every

four or five days while we returned

to civilization for supplies and to

backpack in more dog food for

him. The trail out went by his pen.

We made our discovery one day

when, instead of continuing along

the trail, we stopped to pick blue-

berries. Big Gray began to howl.

The trail ran along a creek most of

the way. and we realized that we
rarely had had a chance to hear
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him howl after we left the cabin. He
howled every thirty seconds or so

for the next hour. We carefully cir-

cled back to the pen and watched

him pacing rapidly back and forth

between howls.

The next day we repeated the sit-

uation and he howled again. From
then on we were able to record

many howls when he thought we

had left him. It was these spon-

taneous howls that. on later

analysis, proved to be different

from howls stimulated by Mary.

This discovery, while it may
seem obvious, adds an important

link to understanding at least one

reason why wolves howl, and what

kind of information howls may be

conveying. If something akin to

what humans call loneliness is felt

by wolves, and if loneliness causes

howling, wolves separated from

pack members will howl. It does

not matter what we call the emo-

tion. To be coldly scientific we can

call it emotion X. But if one mani-

festation of emotion X is howling,

the by-product is communication:

information transmitted about the

location of the wolf, perhaps its

identity, and, if the howl was initi-

ated by emotion, perhaps reflecting

this too. as did Big Gray's howls.

Daiiwood, Scamp, and Big

Gray star in "Language and

Musi<- of the Wolves." Asso-

ciate Members will receive this

allium without charge as a

spring bonus. Additional cop-

ies may be ordered by sending

$5.95 to:

Wolj Album
Natural History Magazine

85 West 77th Street

New York, New York 10024

In his classic study of wolves in

Alaska. Adolph Murie cites many ex-

amples of wolves howling when he

approached. Group howling, too, is

another category. These howls may
be motivated in an entirely differ-

ent manner.

One other facet of wolf howling

that has not been explained is its

emotional impact on man. The pio-

neer's fear was expressed by Cath-

erine Parr Trail, who wrote of On-

tario in the settlement days of the

early 1800's:

" 'The wolf! The wolf!' gasped

out the terrified girl. Upon the sum-

mit of the rock, in the attitude of a

sentinel, stood the gaunt-figured ani-

mal. A long, wild cry, the sound of

which seemed to come midway be-

tween the earth and the tops of the

tall pines on the lofty ridge above

them, struck terror to their hearts

. , . . There it stood, with head

raised, neck stretched outward, and

ears erect, as if to catch the echo

that gave back those dismal sounds.

They shrank with curdled blood

from the cry of the wolf."

That fear has almost vanished,

but sadly, so has the wolf from

most of its former range. In its last

stronghold in northern Canada and

Alaska, however, the howl of the

wolf still quickens the pulse of man.

It epitomizes the wilderness we
once fought to conquer and now
fight to save. It warns us not to go

too far in destroying natural envi-

ronments. It reminds us that our

past was deep rooted in wildness.

The howls are still to be heard,

however, even for those unable to

immerse themselves in northern wil-

derness. On an August evening in

196.3 some 800 campers, mostly ur-

ban people on vacation, met for a

"wolf-listening" night in response

to posters at the museum in Algon-

quin Park. They traveled in cars,

stopping every mile or so while the

naturalist howled. For many this

was the first time they had listened

to the night forest: a loon on a far-

off lake, the deep chorus of bull-

frogs. Then, at one stop, they heard

a wolf. Suddenly they were no

longer standing on a paved road-

leaning against a modern car. They
were no longer mere spectators. Foi

a brief few minutes, they were aC'

cepted back into the wilderness.

Park naturalists now conduc

regular howling nights in Algor

quin Park, and interest is growin

fast; more than 3.000 people hearc

wolves howl on these trips last year

These people will never stan(

back and see the wolf legislated oul

of existence. They will hear thai

howl and in spirit lea\e the city anC

return to the wilderness any tim(

the word wolf is mentioned. Foi

whatever the wolf howl means tt

another wolf, it means more to ua

^
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THE

BEAST
OF GEVAUDAN

By C.H.D.Clarke

The horrible deaths of almost 100 people in the

French province of Languedoc were once considered indisputable proof

of the savage and villainous nature of the wolf

It is possible to foresee, if not to forecast, tlie

day when there will be nothing of the primeval left

in this world but a few battered museum pieces.

Battered they will have to be if, like our national

parks, the public is allowed to tread them. There

will be Byron's Ocean, for a while until the aqua-

lungs go deeper. Beasts of raven will have to learn

to confine their steps. The wolf howl may go, while

the whistle remains. It may be timely, before the

howl is gone, to recall the "Beast" of Gevaudan,

who certainly did not originate the whistle, but may
have been responsible for whistlers being called
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wolves. In order to do so, the case against the wolf

as a slayer of men (and maids) must be reviewed,

and this has been done at last by Jacques Delperrle

de Bayac in his fully researched and documented

book about the most famous wolves in history, Dti

sang dans la montagnc. The story is told dispas-

sionately and without sensationalism, by one who
obviously likes wolves and wants only the truth.

The truth is grim—possibly one hundred dead

people, mostly children—but there is an over-

whelming scientific interest, and, in my view, there

may be some redeeming features, from the wolf



point of view. I obtained, many years ago, a copy

of Abbe Fabre's account of the Beast ( 1901 ) and

was induced to acquire copies of all the writings on

European wolves I could. I lence this is really a re-

view of the lot, with many details from Fabre,

with the caution that only Du sancf dans la iiioii-

tagiic, recently published by Fayard in Paris, is

available and, except for the most curious, is com-

pletely adequate. Fabre's details correspond com-

pletely except for the date of the first killing, as we

shall see.

The wolf, Canis lupus, which we call the timber

wolf, is a large, doglike, cursorial predator that

customarily feeds on large deer or other hoofed

mammals. It was originally found throughout the

nontropical parts of North America and Asia,

all of Flurope, and North Africa. It was abundant

in the Nile, Fuphratcs, and Mediterranean cradles

of our civilization, and at the time that Columbus

sailed it was still common all over I'iurope. It was

exterminated in Britain in the seventeenth century,

in Germany in the nineteenth, but still remains in

Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, the Balkans, Ru-

mania, Poland, Scandinavia, the Baltic lands, and

Russia, not to mention Turkey, Arabia, Persia,

India, and various other lands.

In my home province of Ontario, Canada, you

can hear its iiowl within ISO miles of Toronto,

while the nearest specimens may be found much

closer. You might find one anywhere at all in the

northern part of the province, and each year up-

ward of 1,500 are killed without affecting the sup-

ply. The species is one. from Labrador westward

across forest and plain to the Strait of Gibraltar.

We know a great deal about North American

wolves (Young and (Joldman 1944). In .Algon-

quin Park (Ontario Department of Lands ami

Forests n.d.) they run about 65 pounds, with 75

a big one and some females under 50 pounds. Lu-

ropean wolves are similar in size. In the western

part of the province males average 80 pounds. We
are told of wolves in the west weighing 125

pounils, but ours are smaller. Mostly they eat the

white-taileil deer. The big ones in the western area

can and do kill moose. They also eat grass in

spring, raspberries in miilsummer, and miscellane-

ous items— from kitchen garbage and deail lish to

beaver at various times. We are often askeil if

they ever eat men and we can answer truthtully

that no man was ever injureil by a wolf here. 1 he

late Jim Curran of Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, had

a staniling reward for anyone who hail been bitten

by a wolt in < )ntario, ami it was ne\ er claimcil. 1 lis

final verdict was, "Any man who says he's been et

by a wolf is a liar!" (1940).

So far as Ontario is concerned, that is the whole

story, but we cannot dismiss the subject so quickly.

We all have been exposed to European folklore.

What about the Russian nobleman and his wife in

their troika, discarding first the fur coats, then the

faithful old family retainer, and finally, either the

baron or the lady—depending on the story—to

stay the ravenous pack pursuing them? Of course,

Baron Munchausen's version is much more inter-

esting—as the wolf caught up with the cutter and

sprang, the baron merely ducked. The wolf then lit

on the horse and just ate his way into the harness

and the baron drove him into St. Petersburg. Much
more to the point are the nineteen Russians from

Smolensk who had been bitten by one wolf and

were sent to Pasteur for his treatment when it was

first developed.

What are we to believe? I was assured bv Dr.

Magnus Degerbol of the Copenhagen Museum,

who visited here in 1938, that the record of the

wolf in northern Europe is similar to the one in

Canada.

In southern and central Europe things are dif-

ferent. As evidence we have an excellent history of

the wolf by Colin Matheson ( 1944). Here was a

peopled earth, not a sparsely inhabiteii hinterland.

The herds of man, as well as the denizens of the

forest, paid toll to the Hesh-eater, and the lines

were drawn between him and the herdsman to

whom animals and wealtii were one. The despoiler

became the arch enemy. Besides, the swineherd

drove his charges to the oaks to i\:c>\ on mast, the

shepherd drove his to the mountains, and cattle

were grazed in scrubby commons that, in the days

before enclosures, merged imperceptibly with the

forest. The case was never better put than by the

old fell-Lapp, Turi, who was induced to put in

writing the lore of his people ( 19.^1 ). Says Turi

of the Lapp herder who has caught a wolf, "and

when he lias half-killed him. then he begins to curse

anil swear and say, 'You have eaten my draft-

reindeer and my reindeer cows, now eat some

more, cursed breed! . .
.' But the wolf hunter who

often kills wolves, he does not shout at the wolf,

nor swear at it either, he knows that the wolf only

does what it must, and that he may not kill more

than he is allowed to, just as there is a limit to the

waves of the sea, how high they are allowed to

raise themselves
!"

There, where herding and hunting meet, one

man muld write with understanding of botli, but
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left no doubt as to where he tliought the triitli hxy.

Primitive hunters, who have seen wolves in all

sorts of activities, from play to hunting, from the

gentle solicitude of the bitch with pups to the un-

flinching snarl with which death is met, hold them

in high esteem and often claim clan-kinship with

them. Occasionally a trapped wolf wags its tail

and whimpers when man approaches, and that,

says Turi, is the worst.

It may be belaboring the point, but there is even

a tendency on the part of man to take depredations

on his flocks more seriously than those on other

people's children. We have been given a graphic

account (Patterson 1912) of the man-eating lions

that held up railway construction in Kenya, and

note that the Indian workmen were little impressed

by Colonel Patterson's efforts to kill the beasts,

which removed one of their number almost every

night, until at last one of the sahib's goats was

taken. Now, thought they, the lions will catch it!

They have gone too far ! As in so many of our beau-

tiful non sequiturs, the subsequent event seemed to

justify the thought.

Not the least impressive thing about the fell-

Lapp's attitude, like that of all primitive hunters,

is that he was not afraid of the wolf. This fits in

with the report that, in spite of legend, the wolf

in the northland did not molest men.

Against that we can set the traditional "wolf

bogey" of southern Europe. Matheson's record

and Delperrie de Bayac's detailed study show that

it was, on the face of things, warranted. The last

person shown to have been killed by wolves in

France was a woman in Haute-Vienne, in 1918.

Wolves have been scarce more recently. Before,

there was a girl at Cara in 1914. Before that there

were others and still others, in France, Spain, Ger-

many, Poland, and Russia. In 1875, 161 persons

were killed by wolves in Russia. In 1814 there were

19 in the Posen area, and so on and on, to a total

that luiquestionably, in the course of centuries, ran

into thousands, including, we are told, one king of

France, Louis d'Outremer, the son of Charles the

Simple.

What is it all about? And why the difference

between northern Europe and southern Europe?
Fortunately, we are able to draw conclusions based

on many pieces of evidence, and we soon arrive at

a simple explanation, which is that reached by

Delperrie de Bayac, although he does not stress

it. The wolves of southern Europe were no bigger

or more formidable than others—if anything, they

were on the small side—no more fierce, or bold, or
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less fearful of man. The only difference was that

they were frequently rabid. The generalization

"wolves don't bite" has to be modified to "wolves
don't bite unless they have rabies." This is borne
out by the assertion of Slubczakowski (1968) who
wrote out of long experience in Rumania, where
more than 5,000 wolves were taken in a year in

the mid-fifties, after a wartime build-up in their

numbers. He says flatly that only rabid wolves at-

tack people.

he best clue to this is in the nu-

merous descriptions of actual attacks in Matheson
and Delperrie de Bayac. One wolf in Puy-de-Dome
bit twenty-eight, of whom twelve died. One in Indre

in 1878 bit seven, of whom three died. Delperrie

de Bayac records seventy in Auvergne in a month.

Of Pasteur's nineteen Russians bitten by one

wolf, his rabies treatment saved sixteen; the others

had been so badly torn that they died anyway. As
we approach the centennial of Pasteur's work, we
are apt to forget that previous generations com-

mented little on attacks by wolves because they

fully understood them. Down the long list of re-

corded attacks by wolves it becomes clear that the

Russian baron in his troika is folklore, but the

rabid wolf was grim fact. The pattern is universal.

The famous wolves of medieval song and story

were all rabid. A reading of the "lays" or epic

poetry describing them is enough for anyone to

see for himself—the Beast of Carmarthen, the

Beast of Orleans, the Beast of Ardennes, and so

on. In fact, they may even represent rabies out-i

breaks, recorded as demoniacal possession of sin-

gle animals. In retrospect, it was a good thing that

Llewellyn slew Gelert. If he had not, he might

have had a rabid dog to deal with.

The attitude of the people shows that they un-

derstood perfectly the connection between rabies

and attacks by wolves. They were not afraid of

wolves. Not too long ago the barefoot shepherdess'

was a real and familiar figure. Cattle, sheep, and

goats were sent into wolf-infested forests day after

day, herded by village children of all ages and

sizes. When wolves attacked their charges they

were driven off by dogs, or if there were none, as



was often the case, by the children themselves

armed with sticks and stones. Here was the con-

tempt bred by famiharity. Were not the herders

aware that the boldness of the wolf might be due to

rabies? The answer to that was that by tradition

and experience they were trained to recognize that

particular type of boldness, because the danger

from their own dogs was greater than that from

wolves. Rabies was common and unchecked, its in-

fectious nature known, but its prevention unknown.

One of the best evidences is to be found in the

old bounty lists of France, as given by Girin-

Ricard ( 1900) in a bounty list that gave a higher

premium for "wolves rabid or having attacked

man." The two things were synonymous.

It should be added that there exists in F.urope a

tradition of wolves eating the Hesh of people who
were helpless or already dead. The Greek wrestler

Milo of Croton, a copy of whose commemorative

statue still exists and who was a six-time winner

at Olympia, tlied so in the forest near Croton. See-

ing a cleft tree, he tried to push the two halves

apart by main strength and was caught in a vise of

his own making. When he was found the wolves

had devoured him. In years of famine and pesti-

lence, war and desolation, tradition has it that

wolves attacked the dying as well as the dead. It

may have been so, but it was also almost a cliche of

the chroniclers to end their chapters of horrors

(mostly causeil by their fellowmen) by saying that

corpses lay unburieil from .\il Saints' to Faster ami

that beasts of the forest howled nightly and held

the countrysiile in terror of their attacks. The atti-

tuile of the people to wolves in more normal times

dill not change. We can discount the romancing.

One of the last to capitalize on it was Toronto's

Krnest Thompson Seton, who, while an art student

in I' ranee, painteil a picture calletl Jivailid in fain,

showing a ! rench peasant pulleil down ami eaten

by wolves in sight of his own cottage. It was re-

ceived with scorn in most (juarters, and his fellow-

Canadian Dr. William Hroilie ilrew attention to

the neatness with uliich the wolves had piled the

defunct's clothing.

In southern Furope rabiil wolves attacked man
ami he succumbeil to their bites. In northern Fu-

rope and North .\mcrica there is no such history.

We should be able to say that rabies j)n this con-

tinent was brought in by civilization. HoNyever,

there has been a history of fox-tlog-wolf epizootics

in the .\rctic going back as far as reconls go. Their

etiology was not know n anil the whole story is still

far ticirn known, but there are several interesting

facts. One is that aflfected animals sometimes lose

fear of men and dogs, and bite many people. The
second is that there is no tradition that these bites

are dangerous and might cause death and no iden-

tifiable history of deaths from rabies. The third

fact is that the Negri bodies of rabies have recently

been found in sick foxes, dogs, and wolves from the

Arctic. We can, however, say that while these facts

do not justify taking chances with any rabies, there
is no parallel in North America to the F'.uropcan

death toll from rabid wolves. Rabid foxes and
skunks have caused deaths, including a governor of
Lower Canada, but not wolves.

Mother thing about rabid
wolves is that they attack the face and neck, just

as wolves ordinarily attack their prey. .Many vic-

tims die directly from the wounds.

You will notice that the great wolves of history

were known as Beasts (Matheson 1944, Coudray-
.Maunier 1859, I.ecocq 1869. Bullet 1587). Wc
are sooner or later led to the one Beast that con-

founds all our theories ami possibly also destroys

all our complacency. The Beast of Cievaudan docs
not tit into the pattern. The fact was known at the

time and yet, like many other pieces of authentic

history the truth sometimes gets lost in the crust

of accumulated fiction—so much so that some years

ago /.;'/(• magazine, in describing a hunt for some
escaped zoo animals in the .\lps, said that "unlike

the legendary Beast of Cievaudan of centuries

ago," they were real. The Beast was no legend.

What actually happened is that from July, I 764,

to June, 1767, wolves terrorized the regions of

devaudan and N'ivarais in I-'rance around the

mountain massif of the .Margeriile, killing anil, for

the most part, eating many persons, before being

finally hunted down at a cost of 29,000 livrcs

(pounds) to the state and nearly four years of

serious disruption to the life of a province. Com-
munications were poor and romancing on this sub-

ject was so wiilespreail that contemporary authori-

ties like Burton justly criticized the press accounts,

although he himself did not have all the facts. It

remained for the Re\erend .\bbe i'ourcher to pub-

lish a history in ISS9, followed by Abbe Fabre's
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account based on parish records, so that the Beast

stood as well documented as the Frisco fire. To
cap it all, we now have a definitive history.

Delperrie de Bayac searched remaining parish

records and archives and traveled over the whole

area involved. The one discrepancy with Fabre

shows conclusively that the first victim of the Beast

—a fourteen-year old girl, Jeanne Boulet, of the

hamlet of Ubas (Habats in Fabre), parish of

Saint Etienne-de Lugdares in Vivarais—was killed

on June 30, 1764, and not on July 8 as stated by

Fabre.

I have never seen Pourcher's account, but it is

obvious from Delperrie de Bayac and others (e.g.,

Benech 1969) that he was very religious and

tended to romanticize, and apparently the romantic

details came from another religious, his aunt,

"soeur du tiers-ordre," who had them from her

father, Pourcher's grandfather, who in turn at-

tributed them to Jean Chastel, a relative and one

of the principals in the story. According to Del-

perrie de Bayac, Pourcher is responsible for the

theory that the Beast was a supernatural creature

sent to punish people for their sins.

Most English-speaking persons got their im-

pressions from Robert Louis Stevenson's Travels

tuith a Donkey in the Cevennes. He traveled

through the heart of the wolf country and his story

of the Beast was evidently influenced by a novel.

La bete du Gevaiidan, by Elie Berthet, which along

with a more recent novel of the same title ( Mor-
reau-Bellecroix 1945) has also given most French-

men their ideas. Of the first, the chronicler Fabre

remarks, "Les traits principaux n'ont rien de

commun avec I'exactitude historique des faits." I

have never seen it, but the more recent novelist

has evidently read Pourcher and used his material

as a backdrop for a love story and whodunit com-

bined.

Before getting into our story it may be well to

look at the country. Delperrie de Bayac has photo-

graphs of important scenes as they are today. It

is a rocky height of land, mostly in the Department

of Lozere. To the north are the rich midlands of

FVance, to the south the sunnier and drier, though

no less rugged, area of Gard. The mountains are

not high, but wildness was provided by a network

of ravines and gullies, then much covered with

scrub, which in the recent war we learned to call

maqiiis. Letters preserved from the wolf hunts in-

dicate a land already prey to disastrous erosion,

because they mention that the streams in the

ravines could become torrents in a short time. In
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particular, they speak of treacherous mudholes
often covered by a deceptive surface of green veg

etation. In these iiioiilieres, called las viouleyras ir

the local dialect, men and horses could become

mired and in danger of their lives, but wolves

crossed them easily and never failed to take ad-

vantage of them.

The whole area is in the ancient province of

Languedoc. While the people of Gard stand out
j

in Stevenson's description as the Mediterranean
||

type of Frenchmen, those of Gevaudan are clearly

the dour alpine type. There may still be wolves

there. According to Menatory (1968), one was
killed in January, 1951, in the canton of Grandrieu

in Lozere and Delperrie de Bayac has the details.

During the recent occupation the Germans had

trouble with parts of this countryside. Before the

Edict of Toleration one of the last prosecutions of

a Huguenot pastor occurred in the Avolf country,

but at the time of the wolves the religious troubles

must have been a dim memory, and the populace

was clearly devoutly Catholic. Nearly a century

later, in Robert Louis Stevenson's time, the Beast

episode was on the way to being forgotten, a

process Delperrie de Bayac shows to be incomplete

even today, 100 years later. The description

Stevenson gives of how he lost his way in the miles

of scrub, with its confusing cow paths, inhabited

by bands of mocking children driving their animals

home after dark, surely gives us a good setting for

the documented history of the wolves. It is obvious

from Delperrie de Bayac that there have been vast

environmental and social changes since Stevenson's

time, for the worse so far as wildlife is concerned.

Startling news was spread around the Marge-
ride in July, 1764, as we have already noted. Be

fore the shock had worn off, on x\ugust 8, another

girl, fifteen years old, was killed at Masmejean, in

the parish of Puy-Laurent in Gevaudan. People

began to be frightened when, late in August, a boy

of fifteen was killed in the same manner at Chayla

I'Eveque, parish of Chaudeyrac (where Stevenson

had some of his adventures). What was up? No
body knew! It became known that the killer was,

either a wolf or wolflike. Shortly after, another

boy was killed in the same parish. Then on Septemj

bcr 6, a woman of thirty-six was killed at EstretSi

parish of Arzenc, and on the 16th at 6:00 p.m.

boy at Choisinets, in the parish of Saint-Flour.

Genuine alarm was felt and a complaint was

made to the syndic of the bishopric of Mende
Simultaneously there was a seventh victim, a

twelve-year-old girl. M. Duhamel, captain-aide^



najor of the volunteers of Clermont, a captain of

he Regiment de Soubise according to Pourcher

'Benech 1969), was sent by the governor of

.anguedoc. He billeted forty dragoons in Lan-

ogne and organized hunts.

That the captain was an experienced wolf hunter

s apparent from the fact that he started to get

volves—the first, a big one, killed on September

!1 in the parish of Luc. The dreadful toll con-

inued, however: a twenty-year-old girl at Apchicr,

Iso spelled Apcher, on October 7, followed by

n attack at Pouget, in the parish of La Fage. on

I fifteen-year-old youth, part of whose head was

orn, then two more girls devoured at Contrandes

tnd Grazeires.

«(g^;^4I^S^;«>"w(i V now the story had spread to

aris, arui its embellishment had begun. Also,

VL Duhamel had to move his troop to an inn at

iaint-Chely. While his dragoons were charging

)ack and forth there came an account of a woman

ittacked and bitten on the lip only. Notice now that

ve have two persons bitten on the head and face.

Everybody in those days knew that in such bites

rom rabid animals death came much more surely

ind quickly than from bites elsewhere on the body,

t became apparent that these were not rabid

.volves. The devouring of victims had indicated

his all along, although a rabid wolf may, at times,

.•at part of a person who has been killed directly by

ts bites. The certainty that no rabies was involveil

neant that there was something going on that was

»vithout precedent.

M. Duhamel did his best to follow up every

ittack, but without success. As tlie toll of death and

injury mounted, official concern increased. Finally,

by order of the Bishop of Mende, the Blessed Sac-

rament was exposed in all the churches of the dio-

cese on January 6, 1765, anti special prayers for

relief were offered. On the very ilay of prayer two

people were killed in wiilely separateil places. This

in itself was interesting because it gave the first

good evidence of what later became known, that

the Beast was really more than one animal. But

by that time the term Beast was too firmly estab-

lished ever to be uprooted.

Six days later the most famous incident of the

whole terror occurred. Seven children of Vileret

d'Apcher, five boys and two girls, guarding their

herds together, were attacked. Groups of this size

were formed, so we are told, solely for protection

against the Beast. The three oldest boys, twelve-

year-olds armed with homemade pikes, stood their

ground, led by a boy named Portefaix. The wolf

broke through their guard and seized the smallest

boy by the cheek. The three big boys made him let

go at once, but he renewed the attack and knocked

down the other small boy. Driven off again, he

came back once more, seized the little fellow by

the arm, and dragged him away. All the other chil-

dren attacked him, but he would not let go and

was getting away with his victim until Portefaix

and a boy named Couston forced him into a mud-

hole wliere they all rained blows on his head, com-

pelling him to let go. He attacked his attackers

and left his tooth marks in Portefaix's homemade
pike, but they confronted him so resolutely that he

took Hight.

When the news of the incident was confirmed,

the boys received both praise and rewards. Porte-

faix was removed from his humble home to be

brought up as a gentleman at the expense of the

state. He died a lieutenant of artillery at Douai, in

1785, an early death, in peacetime, possibly

brought on by service in India. Grimm, the friend

of Rousseau, wrote a poem about iiim antl his ad-

venture.

Here again, we must notice how frequently com-

ments were made on the fact that victims were

bitten in the face and recovered.

Fabrc records eight deaths in January, three in

February, five in March, seven in April, five in

Mav, one in June, two in July, and two in Septem-

ber. .\ number were attacked and escaped. Thev

were mostly adults. Only one adult man was ever

killeil—in .\pril, 1765. He was probably to»i terri-

fied to fight, .\ctive and vigorous men never failed

to face the wolves down. There were not manv
grown women among the dead, but they figure

prominently among those who were bitten and

escaped with their lives.

Duhamel and his troop tried every device they

could think of. They got wolves, hut not ///»•

wolves. They beat the woods and sat up over

bodies. .\ special bountv of 6,00(1 livres was set bv

the crown, 2.000 bv the States (ieneral of Languc-

doc, 1.000 by the Bishop of Mende, and 200 by

the syndics of (ievaudan and Vivarais—9,400

livres reward in all, an incredible fortune in pur-
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chasing power where 200 was riches. Lucky the

man who owned a gun !

The governor then commanded the populace

to assist in the drives. People were reminded that

whereas the law forbade killing game, the wolf

was excepted as noxious.

A contemporary exhortation was couched in

these words

:

Courage, chasseurs dc France,

Partez, pour le Gevaudan.

Allez-y en diligence,

Ne perdez pas un moment,

Poursuivre cette Bete

Qui ravage ce pays.

Et votre fortune est faite,

Si vous remportez le prix.

On January 14 a young woman escaped after a

heroic struggle in which she was knocked down sev-

eral times and severely bitten.

On February 7 a hunt was staged by men of

seventy-three parishes, 20,000 in all. Everyone
thought it would work; even in Paris news was
anxiously awaited. There was snow and they had
track of the Beast. At 1 :00 P.M. it was shot and

wounded, but it got away. A follow-up of seven-

teen parishes failed; so did a general hunt after a

fresh kill of a fourteen-year-old girl. Noblemen of

France also came to hunt, including a LaFayette,

but depredations went on.

Meanwhile, Beast or no Beast, Captain Du-
hamel was unpopular. In the religious troubles the

principal form of pressure on Huguenots had been

to quarter dragoons on them and then close the

official eye to all indignities. Even a short period of

quartering can reduce a band of heroes to ruffians

in the eyes of the host community. Wrote the Sieur

de la Barthe to the intendant of Languedoc, "The
dragoons treat Gevaudan like a conquered coun-

try." Especially he damned their horses, which, he

said, were destroying the harvest, and were as

necessary to wolf hunting as a third wheel on a

chariot. All this got as far as Paris, and all that

was needed to bring the whole thing to a head was
the failure of the two great drives. The dragoons

were called off. As a last resort they had tried to

fool the wolves by dressing sheep in shepherdesses'

clothing—and had fooled nobody.

P^ir away (as news went then) in England,

which had recently conquered the French colonial

empire and concluded a triumphant peace, it was
reported that a wolf had routed the French army.
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As a replacement for the dragoons, the kinf

sent a Norman squire, M. Denneval, and his son,

with a pack of trained dogs. They arrived before

the dragoons left, and even while they awaited

their dogs, they complained of the daily drives that

were successful only in disturbing the quarry, which

still continued "its" toll.

n P'rance the "wolfer" (loiive-

t'lcr) was a royal officer. The Grand Louvetier was
an officer of the royal household and the title was
held by a series of distinguished gentlemen, from
Gilles le Rougeau, the first, in 1308, to Napoleon's

Marshal Berthier, prince of Neufchatel and

Wagram, grand dignitary of the Legion of Hon-
our, vice constable, grand hunter (veneiir), and

grand wolfer of France, who held it from 1804 to

1814. Since then the office has merged with that of

Grand Veneur, as a royal or imperial dignitary

when there was such, or the Directeur-General des

Forets under various republics (Gerin-Ricard

1900). When the Beast was at large the Grand
Louvetier was the Chevalier de Flamarens. Each
such official in the various provinces had under him,

as the occasion arose, lieutenants de louveterie,

who in turn had sergeants, whose job, as nearly as

one can see it, was to take the initiative in wolf

hunting and maintain wolf-hunting dogs. The office

carried with it revenues and prerogatives and,

in addition, special premiums were paid on each

wolf destroyed. In 1764 this system should have

been in full bloom, and it is a wonder that nobody
thought of these official wolf-slayers before.

M. Denneval, having come all the way from

Normandy, must have been reckoned one of the

best of the lieutenants. He was likewise sincerely

moved by the killings of women and children,

which continued at the rate of four or five a month.

During the course of his hunts the Beast was iden-

tified and seen to have a mate.

M. Denneval tried poisoning bodies, without

getting the Beast. He also kept the men of the

countryside busy in a continual series of hunts, so

that normal life was impossible and the farms and

villages buzzed with criticism. The disruption

caused by the wolves was, in fact, threefold. Hunt-



g occupied time that slioiild have gone to farm-

g, and the crops of the conscript hunters suffered.

he children and their herds had to be grouped to

ve safctv in numbers, making for cumbersome

id inefficient grazing. There was an almost com-

ete cessation of travel at night. Ail this was, of

(urse, in addition to the loss of life.

On May 1 one of the Beasts got a bullet. Also

May, in another incident of heroic self-defense

,' children, four boys, aged ten to fourteen years,

ere attacked while herding cattle, but the wolf

as routed with clubs and a homemade pike

ielded by the oldest. One little fellow clouted him

1 the nose and made him cough ! There were

ore incidents that indicated at least two Beasts,

though they were not so interpreted until later,

lore hits were scored by the hunters. On May 18

ic wolf was severely wounded, yet on the 19th a

aidcn lady of fifty was killed, and that particular

east, in true wolf fashion, returned later to its

II. On May 24 one wolf got a deep bayonet wound

the flank.

The Dennevals had been hard at it since I-laster.

nv one of the encounters reported above could,

th a little luck, have been kills, but unpopular

easures and failure do not go together, and in

ne, M. Denneval and his son were recalled.

This time the king sent an officer of the royal

uard and member of his household, M. Antoine

Beauterne, porte-arquebuse du roi, together

ith his son and an outfit similar to that of the

eparted Dennevals, but much better. The new

lan promptly proceeded to organize the identical

cgimen of drives and hunts, but his was the luck.

o ruthless were his proscriptions and conscrip-

ions that sowing and harvest alike were ncglecteil

nd the peasants were in want, but he was able to

Icpart a hero. The real substance of his attack was

ourteen of the best gamekeepers ami four (two

cashes) of the best trailing dogs in i'rance.

One of his hunts was related to an incident

,vhich may have provided the stimulus for the

'beautiful shepherdess" stories repeated by Rob-

.rt I.tuiis Stevenson and presumably featureil bv

he Berthet novel, although Delperrie de Bayac, as

ipposed to l-abre, lioes not feature it. .\ girl of the

,'iliage of I. a Vachellerie, parish of i'aulhac, dis-

appeared suikknly at about seven or eight o'clock

on the evening of September 8. .\ shephenl fouml

her coif, and M. Antoine was sent for, being

reached at one in the morning. 1 le arriveil in three

hours with four gamekeepers, limurs, or leashed

trailing dogs, and a number of hangers-on. The

valcis (ic Hin'nrs ("dog handlers") and gamekeep-

ers took the trail and after finding successive items

of torn and bloodstained clothing, came on the

naked body, the throat pierced by fangs, which had

caused the great effusion of blood, and one thigh

eaten to the bone. Our modern whistling wolves

were presumably so named because of a propensity

to denude and devour.

V this time we are able to see

that tlic greatest loss of life had been in the wildest

part of North Gevaudan on the slopes of Mont-

mouchet, a high peak of the Margerides.

An armed muleteer missed his shot at the Beast

on September 11, was borne to the ground and

rescued bv his comrades. On September 13 the

third victim of the hamlet of Pepinet was taken, a

twelve-year-olil shepherdess, whose homemade

bayonet failed to protect her and was found stuck

in the ground by her shoes when her frantic parents

went out in the dark to look for her. We are given

a harrowing recital of her funeral.

The Sieur de Beauterne, or M. .\ntoine as he

was called, seems to have been a fairly notable

man, a hereditary porte-arquebuse according to de

fanti ( 1965). \Vc arc told that he had hunted for

fifty years in France, Germany, and I'iedmont. He
must have been close to seventy years old, yet he

was vigorous and active, and full of sympathy for

the distressed people. .\ hunt organized by such a

distinguished court officer, one with such a vast

sporting experience, would have attracted any

sportsman of rank and means who coulil attend.

This hunt was the most remarkable of his career,

and distinguisheil officers and noblemen came to

help, some with their own kennels of hounds. His

gamekeepers anil the two valfis </<• liiiiiirs knew

their business. They recognized tlie track of the

great wolf and never brought in the hunt without

good reason. In spite of that he had had three

months of frustration. l"ron> his letters we learn

details of past troubles. Two gamekeepers taking

part in a prt)mising chase stumbleil into a iinntlit^rc.

Others, including Denneval, hail come to grief in

these invisible traps, as M. .\ntoinc called them.
CtnlinyfJ on favfM



Only
Suruiays
Female liberation may have touched Athens,

but in traditional Greek villages ivomen continue

narrow, housework-oriented lives

by Muriel Schein

The 430 inhabitants of Kriovrisi,

a remote village high in the Pindus

Mountains of northwestern Greece,

belong to an ethnic minority known
as Koutsovlachs. They are Greek in

religion and other major cultural

characteristics, not the least of

which is the position of women.

Residing in stone houses clus-

tered on a steep mountain slope, the

people of Kriovrisi eke out a living

from small, barely arable plots in

the shallow valley below the village

and from overgrazed pastures and

pine forests on the surrounding

mountainsides. The majority of the

men are shepherds, keeping flocks

of sheep and goats: the rest farm or

engage in miscellaneous occupa-

tions. Their work requires a multi-

plicity of skills, entrepreneurship.

travel, and contacts. In contrast, the

lives of the women are similar: all

perform the basic tasks of cooking,

cleaning, clothes making, and child

rearing.

The contrast between the diver-

sity of men's labors and the simi-

larity of the women's was brought

home to me when my husband and

I spent a year studying the lives of

the people of Kriovrisi. Despite my
urban American background and

my specialized training for eth-

nographic research. I could imme-

diately empathize with the women
and discuss problems of household

management with them; whereas

my husband found that the men's

routine activities were not at all like

any work he knew, and he had to

learn about them from scratch. In

both cultures, all females are taught

household skills early in their lives:

males, however, may have one of a

variety of jobs, choosing a specific

occupation and learning the requi-

site skills much later.

Like many others, I have long

been interested in this widespread

contrast between the lives of men
and women. My own concern with

women's liberation led me to ob-

serve the lives of women in Krio-

vrisi and to compare them with our

own. In my opinion, the conditions

underlying women's lives in villages

like Kriovrisi and in cities like New
York lead ultimately to feelings of

discontent among women. Yet I

know that Kriovrisi women are con-

lent with their lives, and I recog-

nize the validity and appropriate-

ness of their feelings. Current

thought tempts one to say that the

position of Kriovrisi women results

from male oppression. However, al-

though male chauvinism indeed ex-

ists in the daily life of Kriovrisi

(and of New York City), it is no-

where the cause of female oppres-

sion. Seen from afar, the activities

and prestige of each sex form parts

of a total system. Here, then, we

can examine the lives of women in

one small village and perhaps un-

derstand one part of this system.

In Kriovrisi, a man's achieve-

ments—the type of work he does,

the degree of financial success, his

largesse toward other men—partly

determine his own and his wife's

social rank. Nonmanual labor

more prestigious than manual la-

bor. The wife of a shepherd or a

farmer will at times have to work in

the fields or the pastures. Based on

this criterion the wives of the vil-

lage stock merchant, of the village

cheese merchant, and of the village

secretary rank highest. Most occu-

pations, however, involve manual
labor, so that the rest of the vil-

lagers are then judged according to

their earnings. The merchants are

the wealthiest, and shepherds tend

to be wealthier than any others.

A further consideration is inde-

pendence. It is preferable to work
for oneself, but a wealthy hired

I
In her modern Sunclay-b<

a newly engaged woman star

in front of the whitewash

wall of her village hoii
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herder will receive more prestig*

than a poor independent shepherd

The uses to which a man puts his in

come also affect his rank and. there-

fore, that of his wife. These uses in

elude meat once a week, wine ani

liquor for guests, urban-style cloth-

ing, a house in good repair, and i

secondary school education for his

The hahou, or "old lady,"

often dressed in black,

rules the lives of daughters

and daughters-in-law, left,

and cares for her

grandchildren, below.



ins. In addition, he must be gener-

is outside his household, treat other

en to cofFee or drinks in a cafe,

id publicly pay large sums to the

inds of musicians who come to

riovrisi on festival days.

The behavior and demeanor of

iT children, their progress in

hool, and their prospects for mar-

age and work also contribute to a

Oman's position. It is a great dis-

ipointment if a woman is rhild-

ss. but it is considered foolish and

iiimallike to have more than four

lildren. \^'hen children arc below

•hool age. they are their mothers'

lecial responsibility. Our land-

idy. Evanthia, told of a time dur-

ig the Greek civil war (1947- J9)

hen she was alone in her home

ith her young son when the enemy

rrived. She feared for her son's

fe not only because she loved him

ut also because if anything had

appened to him. "my husband

lould have killed me."

If children attend school regu-

irly, learn to read, write, and

ount, and win prizes on the annual

ay of promotion in June, both

liey and their parents receive

raise. Passing the examination to

ttend sccfmdary school located in

he county seat brings even more

lonor to parents, especially to

nothers. As they mature, children

nust behave respectfully toward

heir elders. A well-behaved child.

>n entering a room or store where

)eople are sitting, always says.

'Good-day to you." and "good-

)ye" on leaving; to omit this will

>ring forth comments on the child s

ijibringing. Thus, the low opinion

hat the village women had of one

Lvonian. who was poor and who.

ttilh her husband, had once held

unpopular political views, was

iitnclioraled somewhat by the

I'duralionnl achievements and gofxl

manners of her three sons.

The marriages parents arrange

for their children can also bring

prestige. If a mother has raised her

(laughter to be a skilled house-

keeper and if n father has amassed

a dowry of S2.(MK) or more, they

can find a suitable husband for her,

say. a clerk in a town bank. Such a

marriage means upward mobility

for the daughter and is a tribute to

her parents' farsightedness.

A woman's household skills, the

final criterion of prestige, also bear

on the other criteria, for her chil-

dren's behavior and her husband's

business success depend to some ex-

tent on how well she feeds and

clothes them. Her house must al-

ways be presentable: indeed, clean-

ing and decoration are frequently

done with the thought that "some-

one might drop in." This standard

requires daily airing of rugs and

blankets, sweeping, polishing of the

glass shades from the kerosine

lamps ( Kriovrisi has no elec-

tricity), and two or three trips to

one of the 13 village springs for

water. Women take pride in this

hard work.

Daily household work includes

food preparation. The housewife

provides coffee and bread for

breakfast, the main meal at noon or

one o'clock, and a supper of left-

overs and salad at seven or eight

o'clock. Because the midday meal

is the most important, providing

the most nourishment, it recjuires

planning and creativity. .As one

wonian put it after we had finished

the midday meal. "Well, that's an-

other day taken care of." A good

housewife can feed unexpected

guests, and can offer sweets, coffee,

and liqueurs to afternoon and Sun-

day visitors.

In addition to the daily rouliiii-.

there are other occasional but es-

sential tasks. Women hake all the

bread, which constitutes half the

diet, a dozen or so loa\es at a time.

They are very critical of their own

and others' bread, often comparing

lightness, texture, and taste. I'eriod-

ically. clothes, blatikcls. and rugs

must be washed and clothing

ironed. The industrious housewife

collects brushwood to burn in the

o\en and chops the firewood that

her husband or son has brought

from the forest. The most fastidious

and admired housewives clean their

houses thoroughly once a year, usu-

ally in June. This can lake two or

three weeks and involves not only

scrubbing and repairing furnish-

ings but also covering the walls

with lime, which makes them white

and bright and "kills germs."

When all of these nuiintenance

tasks are done, women devote their

time to other, more creative work

in which they take a great deal of

interest, and which provides a more

durable basis for prestige. In May
or June they begin to wash and dye

wool gathered from their own sheep

or purchased from shepherds. They

spend all their free time spinning.

Once the wool is spun, the women
knit underwear, socks, and sweat-

ers, or weave blankets and rugs.

The older women sometimes make
original patterns while the younger

women copy designs of rugs that

they see in urban magazines. They

discuss and compare each other's

rugs, most of which are for house-

hold use. Only a few of these are

sold at the annual bazaar held in

the county seat. Married women
work on items for their own houses,

while unmarried women make their

trousseaux.

In part. then, women derive their

identity from their work. Men do

certain things, women do others.

Women take pride in their ability

to do necessary work that men and

children cannot do for themselves.

When Evanthia's sons were leav-

ing on their winter migration with

their (locks, her daughter, Amalia,

packed their clothes and set aside

food. I suggested that the men
could do that themselves. Amalia

said. "They're men and they don't

know how." then added that men
are not inclined to do this work and

do not want to learn, for it would

be inappropriate for them.

A woman gains her identity and

prestige primarily from family and

household activities. A woman's

personal creations, represented, for

example, by woven woolen articles,

can be worked on i>nly when the

major and most time-consuming

treadmill tasks of household main-

tenance are done. Her only otiier

products are her children. It is not

surprising, then, that a woman's

prestige derives, not from her own
achievements, but from those of

other members of her household

and family line. E\en the name that

many people know her bv is not her

own, iiut her husband's. She takes

not onlv hi* last name i>ul also hi*

first; if his name is Taki». she is

known to his relatives and frieniU

as I Mrs. I Takina.

In contrast, men engage in vari-

ous business pursuits, and have )>rr-
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sonal tiansactions uith men fioni

other households, as well as with

merchants and government officials

outside of Kriovrisi. Their prestige

and rank are not limited to house-

hold and family, although these are

important.

In Kriovrisi. this situation exists

because there is no alternative role

for women. Not only would few

men and women seriously consider

other activities as appropriate for

women, but the village's economic

and social structure does not permit

other possibilities. Females are

brought up solely to perform the

combined role of wife and mother.

When a girl is born, the joy at her

birth is tinged with disappointment.

Although all children are valued,

sons affirm their fathers' masculin-

ity. Furthermore, daughters are an

economic burden. Sons bring in

money in the form of a wife's

dowry, daughters take it away for

their dowries.

Young girls are encouraged to

perform womanly tasks. By the

time they are six. they learn to spin,

using a stick and a bit of old wool

their mothers have given them. Two
or three will stand on a pathway, in

perfect imitation of their mothers,

spinning and talking. Both boys

and girls begin school at age six,

but six grades are considered suf-

ficient for girls. They will, after all.

marry; secondary education is not

necessary for that. In Kriovrisi

only 4 girls out of 62 unmarried

girls of the appropriate age were at-

tending secondary school or a uni-

versity in 1967-68. It is a different

matter for boys, who are encour-

aged to go on to the six-year high

school if they can. Since not all

boys can make a decent living in

the village, an education is impor-

tant for it may lead to economic
and social mobility outside the vil-

lage. Although schooling is free, the

student must pay for room and

board in the town. While some re-

turn on this investment can be ex-

pected for males, this expense

would be a waste for females who
need the money for dowries. In ad-

dition, the income an educated boy
can earn helps to dower his sister.

So girls finish school at age 12.

Having learned to sweep, fetch wa-

ter, and care for young children, they

now begin to weave and knit. They
practice by knitting heavy sweaters

or weaving saddle blankets and
pack bags from coarse wool. After

a year or so, they start to use finer

wool to weave the rugs, blankets,

and pillow covers that will form
part of their trousseaux. At 13 or

14, they begin to take over the

heavier household tasks, while their

mothers do the cooking.

During these years, girls spend

most of their time with other girls,

a pattern that they will continue for

the rest of their lives. In Kriovrisi.

the separation of space into male

and female worlds is not as sharp

as in some Greek villages, where
women are forbidden to enter cafes,

but it exists. Males, when not work-

ing, relax in cafes or near the vil-

lage office with other males. A fe-

male spends any free moment she

has with other females in or near

the house. This leisure is always

busy leisure. On most occasions, a

woman's hands are occupied with

some useful work. As Evanthia

said. "If I sit with my hands empty.

I feel I've done nothing: but if I

spin, at least I've eked out a few

cents." Friends will spin or weave

together, they may help each other

work, or they may bake a cake to-

gether. It is only on Sundays that

their hands are free from labor for

an hour or two; then after church,

they will walk around the village to-

gether, dressed in their finest.

Public contacts between young
men and women are limited. Again,

on Sundays, they may meet, per-

haps during their stroll. On festival

occasions, when a gypsy band visits

the village, boys and girls do tradi-

tional dances together.

At this time, the parents are ar-

ranging the girls' marriages. Only
recently have a few girls begun to

choose their mates. Parents look

first among the best families of

Kriovrisi. thus insuring that their

daughters will remain nearby, and

that the bride and her in-laws will

not be strangers to each other.

More and more often, however, be-

cause of the population decline in

Kriovrisi, they must ask friends

and relatives outside the village to

find mates. When a suitable mate is

found, both sets of parents nego-

tiate the dowrv. and the marriage

ceremony takes place soon afterward.

After marriage, the male-female

separation may continue, depending
on the type of household that the

bride and groom establish. There
are two major kinds of households:

the nuclear family, composed of a

married couple and their children:

and the stem family, composed of a

married couple, their son, and his

wife and children. Most households

begin as stem families, becoming
nuclear if the two couples quarrel

and separate or if the elders die. In

such households the division of la-

bor between males and females

tends to have more daily importance
than the conjugal ties.

In 1968. loannis, a young shep-

herd from Kriovrisi, married
Sophia, a girl from another village.

She moved into his household, com-
prised of his parents and his four

sisters. After the wedding, Sophia
and loannis rarely appeared to-

gether. He was either in the pastures

with the sheep or in a cafe with other

young men. She was always in the

company of at least one sister-in-law

or other female relative.

The bride begins a second phase

of her education when she marries.

Sophia's mother-in-law. Anna, and

sisters-in-law were, for example,

teaching Sophia how to spin, a skill

that for some reason she had never

acquired. At first Sophia did the

heavy work and only such minor

cooking tasks as making salad,

while Anna did most of the cook-

ing. The bride gradually learns the

finer aspects of cooking. This is

considered wise and proper, for

there is an old story about a woman
who wanted her daughter-in-law to

do all the cooking. The daughter-in-

law did. but because she came from
a wealthier household, she used

The unmarried wom
set housework aside and mi

the young men of Kriovi

only on Sundays. Toget}

they perform a traditioi

Greek dance in a rhurchvai
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nly liutter and no oil in her cook-

ie. Soon the woman discovered

i<a there was no butter left, and

.111 then on she did all her own

• Kiklng.

In her new household, the bride

* subject to the authority of her

usband and of her in-laws, both

lale and female. Among the

,omen. a division of labor and a

ierarchy of authority develops. In

his particular household. Anna was

n charge: of her four daughters,

he eldest ( 20 years old I was sec-

ind in command and directed the

ither three, as well as Sophia, in

heir tasks.

The relationship between mother-

n-law and daughter-in-law tends to

)e fraught with tensions, as attested

o by the many jokes that women tell.

It seems that daughters-in-law are

jxpected to be lazy. Once when I

was standing with my arms folded,

our landlady. Evanthia. said to me.

"Why are you standing with your

arms like that? Do you think

you're a new daughter-in-law?"

The bride must learn to perform

household tasks in a way that

pleases her mother-in-law. If she is

strong-willed, then fights are likely

I
to ensue.

The newly married woman may

also have to deal with the con-

tradictions between her roles as

wife and as daughter-in-law. As a

wife, her status complements that of

her husband: as a daughter-in-law,

her status supplements and com-

petes with that of her mother-in-

law. This may cause severe conflicts

in some households, as when

mother-in-law and daughter-in-law

disagree on how money should be

spent. Women have a great deal of

control over economic matters with-

in the household. In Kriovrisi, the

mother-in-law can retain this con-

trol even after her son has married

and, in some cases, even after her

own husband, the nominal house-

hold head, has relinquished his

power or has died.

A few households in Kriovrisi

were notorious for fights between

mother-in-law and daughter-in-law.

In one of them. Argorou, the

mother-in-law. who was "<'> years

old and half-blind, ended the argu-

ment by gratuitously proclaiming.

'"All right. I'll leave. Just give me

some bread and cheese and I'll go

away. Don't worry about me." Her

daughter-in-law. Olga. was put in

the position of having asked Ar-

gorou to leave, which she had not

done. Olga came to tell our land-

lady the story of the fight. After she

left, I asked Evanthia why these

fights happened. Smiling slyly, she

said, "Her husband likes his mother

too much." We talked some more

about the problem, and it emerged

that Olga had no choice, for village

women view a bad husband or

mother-in-law as just the luck of the

game and feel they can do nothing

about it. Evanthia sat silent for a

moment, then said. "But, still, it's

not right. Olga should be treated

better than that. Even a daughter-

in-law is human."

In many cases, the women live

together amicably and provide com-

patiy for each other in a way that

prevents their work from becoming

the alienating experience it can be

for women living in nuclear fami-

lies like our own. The division of

labor among females also permits

the multitude of tasks to be done

efliciently. In addition, within the

context of her role, a woman has

much to look forward to, for one

day her life will I'c easier: she will

have a daughter or daughter-in-lawr

to do the heavy work, she will cook,

she will play with her grand-

children, and she will have the

right, as a mother-in-law. to sit and

do nothing, if she wishes, but talk

with old friends for an afternoon

hour.

There are many resemblances be-



tween this situation and that of

other societies, including our own
industrialized, urhan society. The
sexual division of labor, based on

the long maturation period of hu-

man offspring, is a social adapta-

tion, probably as old as human
society, that has enabled human
groups to survive. Since females

must care for the young, their mo-
bility is restricted. While males can

range farther afield, females stay

fairly close to the place of resi-

dence, caring for it and also engag-

ing in fdod-getting activities that do

not take them far away. A division

of labor among females, such as de-

scribed for Kriovrisi. allows greater

efficiency in the pursuit of these ac-

tivities. Likewise, among males who
engage in various means of liveli-

hood, cooperation and specializa-

tion between two or more males also

renders food-getting more efficient.

Changes are slow to take place in

this division of labor, which under-

lies so many other social patterns.

Despite time- and energy-saving de-

vices, such as wood-burning stoves

and. more recently, propane gas

burners instead of fireplaces, liquid

dish detergent (as Evanthia said.

"Things are much easier with

'Thrill' "
1 . and ready-made clothes

instead of homespun, the role of

women seems to have changed little

since the nineteenth century, at

least as it is portrayed by the old

women of Kriovrisi today. A
woman's basic tasks are the same,

the senaration of male and female

worlds continues, and the working

of wool continues to absorb any ex-

cess time or energy.

It is only in cities that change

can occur. There are girls, whose

parents were born in Kriovrisi and

later emigrated to a city, who now
go to secondary school and the uni-

versity. One such girl, the daughter

of an Athens cheese merchant, went

to a French private school there

and attended law school. Another

attends the university in loannina.

The urban environment provides

jobs suitable for women, such as

teaching positions, secretarial jobs.

or sales positions. In Kriovrisi.

there is room for only one teacher

(a male) and no business concern

needs women.
In the city, major technological

changes enable women to spend

much less time and energy at house-

hold tasks. All clothes are ready-

made. Running water and elec-

tricity, laundromats and prepared

foods decrease much of the house-

hold labor. These changes permit

the nuclear family to predominate,

for one woman can do all the neces-

sary tasks with time to spare.

In Greece, as in the United

States, women in cities are begin-

ning to be discontent with, and to

question, traditional roles. Maria, a

f5-year-oid woman from Kriovrisi,

lived with her husband in loannina.

a city of some 40.000 people, and

had a 15-year-old daughter study-

ing to be a French teacher. Maria
felt that ''in Greece, women have no

value: their work is considered to

be worthless, and the work itself is

hard." Her husband disagreed, add-

ing that ''perhaps village women
have to work hard, but it is differ-

ent in the city." Perhaps the diffi-

culty Maria felt, living in the city,

was the loneliness of solitary house-

hold work : perhaps it was also her

awareness of the increased op-

portunities that were open to her

daughter.

Urban women, however, feel

pressure not to work outside the

household. Many men feel dishon-

ored if their wives work, and

women feel that once they have

children they would be neglecting

their duties if they went to work.

These attitudes reflect both an econ-

omy unable to provide adequate

work even for its male population

and the prevailing ideology of ap-

propriate male and female roles. In

1967 a popular song. "The Girls

Who Go Two by Two," dramatized

the confined role of Greek women:

Young girls in pairs

passing by,

shy and embarrassed

the young girls hurry by.

Young girls looking in the

mirror, the mirror.

Every night secretly they watch
themselves getting older

with fear in their hearts.

Young girls are so so pretty,

so so unlucky .

You see the ugliness of

their parents.

They'll pay for it very dearly.

One day. dejected, they'll

stand before the altar.

Their mothers will cry,

relatives, in-laws.

The unlucky girls have

nothing more to say.

In Kriovrisi. what little question-

ing there is does not go far. Zoe,

23 years old, lives with her husband,

her mother-in-law, and a year-old

daughter. She is much put-upon by

both her husband and her mother-

in-law. Her husband yells at her at

the slightest excuse and continually

gives her orders. Her mother-in-law

constantly criticizes her work. One
winter day after a heavy snowfall,

the stove, for some reason, would

not work. We were all cold and un-

comfortable. Zoe's brother had

Iteen married a few days before,

and she wanted to visit him and his

bride on the other side of the vil-

lage. But her mother-in-law forbade

her to go. Her baby was crying a

lot because she had just been

weaned. In exasperation. Zoe said

to nie. "Don't ever become a

mother. It's not worth it." Six

months later, when the weather was
warm. 1 went to visit her. Zoe's

daughter was playing on the floor

of a sunny room in a new house.

Zoe told me she was pregnant, and
although she would have preferred

to wait another year, she was very

happy about it. "You should have

children." she said. "But you told

me never to become a mother," I

reminded her. "I didn't mean it,"

she said. "We should marry, have

children, and raise them. What else

are we put on earth for?"

A young woman's family name
household skills, beanty

and—especially—her dowr;

are all weighed when he-

wedding is contracted

Many marriages are arrange*

hy the parents of tin

bride and groom
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Fireball Alert The good ship Earth is even now hur-

tling along on a collision course with a cluster of un-

guided missiles weighing several tons apiece; contact

is expected sometime during the weekend of April 24.

No one expects a catastrophe, but with a little bit of

luck some of us may see some spectacular pyrotechnics

in the sky.

The missiles are large meteoroids, the kind that be-

come fireballs when they blaze through the atmo-

sphere, shining as bright as the full moon until they

break up in a rumble of sonic booms. They are not as

dangerous as they look because slamming into the at-

mosphere at 15 miles per second or more tends to

burn them up.

A fireball may be seen at any time, of course. Ap-

parently a fair amount of asteroidal debris remains in

interplanetary space, and the earth continually sweeps

up chunks along its orbital path. Most fireballs are

never seen : they occur over uninhabited land areas,

over heavy cloud cover, or over areas of ocean where

no ships happen to be passing.

Normally, seeing a fireball is just a matter of luck.

Should you be outdoors on a clear night when it oc-

A crescent earth is shown approaching the point ivhere its

nearly circular orbit around the sun is intersected by the

much more elliptical orbits of two recent fireballs. The
meteor orbits come up from beneath the plane of the earth's

orbit, circle above it, and go under again on the far side.

The color line is the 1969 fireball orbit; the white, 1962.

curs, you can't miss it. But on the weekend of April 24,

you should have better than a random chance.

The diagram below illustrates the orbits of two fire-

balls that took place seven years apart. The orbits look

very precise, but the range of probable error in the

computation of each is more than the difference be-

tween them. It seems entirely possible that the two

fireballs had a common origin, from either an asteroid

collision or the breakup of a comet, and that both had

the same orbit. If the two were in fact common ob-

jects, then it is likely that there may be more strung

out in space in the same orbit.

The fireball orbits intersect the orbit of the earth

around the point where the earth is every April 24.

The meteors catch the earth from behind and below;

this simple picture is modified, of course, by the

earth's gravitational field.

The higher of the two orbits is that of the fireball

that flashed across New Jersey shortly after 8:00 P.M.

on April 23. 1962. It was first spotted over the Atlan-

tic east of Barnegat Bay, and more than 80 observers,

some in New York and Pennsylvania, reported seeing

it move northwest over Asbury Park and Morristown

before burning up.

The lower orbit is that of a fireball that moved
northwest over Wales and northern Ireland one hour

after sunset on the night of April 25, 1969. More than

300 people saw it descend from 75 miles up, where it

first became visible, to about 10 miles, where it dis-

appeared. Pieces, the largest weighing about 11

pounds, were found at two sites in Ireland.
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SVriting in ihe Journal of the British Astronomical

sociation, Keith R. Fiiiulley. director of the associ-

on's meteor section, and Howard G. Miles, director

the artificial satellite section, contend the two fire-

Is could well have had a common origin and that

refore more falls could occur in the future. They

itinue:

'The period April 23-26 should be covered in the

ure by amateur and professional groups in the hope

recording further associated fireballs and perhaps

teorile falls."

otting an Invisible Black Hole A. G. w. Cameron,

M. Iii-t gave the name collapsars to black holes in

ic r may have found one in the northern constella-

1, \Niiga.

I li. innblrm with black holes is that there is no way

see them or hear them. They are stars that have

llapsed. suffered what is called an implosion. The

itler in such stars has been squashed together into

rnis unknown on earth, matter so dense that its grav-

tional field prevents any kind of radiation from es-

ping. You couldnt see one if it was right next to

u; if you shone a light on it, the light would simply

«appear into the black hole.

We can find such objects, however, by noting their

'eels on nearby objects that we are able to see. Just

we can detect otherwise in\isible planets circling

ighboring stars by studying their effects on those

ars. so we can locale black holes by noting their

fects on nearby visible stars. The easiest such case is

binary system with one normal star and one collap-

r, and Cameron believes he has ftiund just su<h a

ar.

The star is Epsilon Aurigae, a naked eye variabb-

out ihrcf degrees southeast of Caprlla in Auriga,

psilon Aurigae is an eclipsing binary, a double star

.stem in which— as seen from the earth—one star

•riodically crosses in front of the other. When we

•ok at Kpsiion Aurigae. we see the yellow supergiant

riinnry dim from magnitude .'5..i to l.S for a couple

f years every 27 years when ibe secondary passes in

ront of it.

Working with such information as the lumii\osiiy of

le primary and the period of the system, theorists

ave calcidaled that the primary has a mass about \^

mes that of the sun. the secondary a mass about 2.'5

imes that of the sun. and that the twci are s<-paraled

ly about .'{.'> astronomical units (.'{', j billion miles).

The calculations also show llial the secondary should

be at least 10 percent as bright as the primary. But it

can't be seen at all: therefore, the reasoning goes, it

must be a very unusual star.

The eclipses are unusual, loo. because the light dims

steadily, then remains remarkably constant for 3.S0 of

the 700-plus days of the eclipse. The eclipsing body

has to be about 12 astronomical units (a billion

miles I across. Because light from the primary conies

through it. without color change and without being

polarized, theorists have shown that it can only be a

seniitransparent disk of solid particles larger than the

wavelength of light. The particles arc heated as they

absorb radiation from the primary: the resultant, un-

usually strong infrared radiation was detected in l')6L

The disk apparently forms as particles are captured

and go into orbit around the secondary.

So in Epsilon Aurigae we have a massive body,

with a gravitational field so strong that compression

alone should raise its temperature to thousands of de-

grees: a temperature at which it would be easily vis-

ible. And yet it is invisible. This same <d)ject is sur-

rounded by a disk of particles cvlending for millions

of miles.

Reporting his findings in the journal Salure, Cam-

eron says the mass of the invisible secondary is far too

large for it to be a stable while dwarf or a neutron

star. The only possibility left, he says, is that it is a

black hole.

In the same issue of \aliirr, Richard Slolhers. who

has worked with ("ameron at the Goddnrd Institute for

Space Studies in New ^Hrk. olfcrs a second black hole

candidate. The yellow supergiant <!'' Ilerculi> also ex-

hibits an unusual amount i>f infrared radiation. In the

past, this has been exi>lained as the result .>f a spher-

ical shell of particles around the star. Rut it is dilli-

cult to exiilain why only Jl') Herculis anjong all the

yellow supergiants should have such a shell.

Slothers propi>ses instead that an invisible secon-

dary, a collupsar ai-companied by n disk of small par-

ticles, orbits »") Herculis. The observed infrared excess

(ome«i from these particles, healed bx the primary

star.

H the su-picions of Cameron and Slolhers are cor-

rect, we have actually found black holes, only a cou|>le

of years after the detection of pidsars n«eant we had

found the hitherto theorelical netilron stars. Ix-arning

how to study black hides once \w have found them

»ill be something else again. Joiiv I'. Wli.EY, Jr.
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From full moon on April 10, the moon begins to wane as it enters

the morning sky, passing through last-quarter on the 18th and
reaching new moon on the 24th. The early crescent becomes visible

in the evening sky during the last week of April and grows to first-

quarter moon on May 2. Full moon occurs on the 10th, and the

moon wanes thereafter.

The great display of morning planets of the winter and early

spring is beginning to break up, as Venus dims and moves closer to

the sun, and Jupiter brightens and approaches opposition. Venus
can still be seen, low in the east southeast, but quickly fades in the
dawn. Jupiter rises in the early evening, well before midnight, and is

in the southwest by dawn. Mars also remains in the morning sky,

still brightening among the stars of Sagittarius. It rises a few hours

past midnight and appears in the south at dawn. Only Saturn remains
in the evening sky, as Mercury, visible early in April, moves close to

the sun. Saturn is low in the west at sunset and sets just about at the

end of evening twilight. It may be hard to find in May.
April 16-17: The moon moves through Sagittarius in the morning

sky just a day before reaching last-quarter, passing Mars in doing

so. Mars is to the left and below the moon on the morning of the

16th, to the right and above the moon on the 17th.

April 19: Mercury is at inferior conjunction, passing between
earth and sun as it goes from the evening to the morning sky.

April 22: The relatively weak Lyrid meteor shower reaches max-
imum today. While the single observer rate is only 15 meteors per

hour, there should be no problem with moonlight for the after-

midnight observer. The thin crescent moon, rising just before dawn,
is an easy guide to Venus, which will rise about half an hour later,

below and to the left of the moon.
April 26: You may still be able to see Saturn just below the early

crescent moon in the evening sky tonight. Don't expect to see the

planet again, however, until late June, when it will be a morning
star.

May 5: The Eta Aquarid meteor shower, so named for the location

of its radiant, near the fourth magnitude star Eta in the constellation

Aquarius, reaches maximum today. Not a very productive shower,

about 20 meteors per hour per observer, but the meteors are swift

and bright. Expect a gibbous moon in the sky for several hours after

midnight.

May 11: The waning gibbous moon will pass very close to the red

star Antares, in Scorpius, about 9:00 p.m., EST, tonight. The bright

object higher and to the west (left) of the moon is Jupiter.

May 15-16: Prepare this evening to watch for the occultation of

Mars in the morning sky of the 16th. The waning gibbous moon will

cover the planet for more than an hour in the eastern and central

parts of North America. Times will vary, so it would be wise to begin

watching about 3:45 a.m., EST, in the eastern portions of the area,

about 2:30 a.m., CST, in central regions.

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then
match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky. The map is

for 11:25 p.m. on April 15; 10:20 p.m. on May 1; and 9:25 p.m. on May 15; but
it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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THE BEAST OF GEVAUDAN
CoiithiucJ from page 51

One man, possibly a companion of l\I. Antoine,
nearly lost his life, and two men accused of mis-
leading him were jailed. According to Benech, pre-
sumably from Pourcher, on August 16 three men,
the hero Chastel and his two sons, let one of An-
toine's keepers get mired, had the audacity to
laugh at him, and then when he attempted to vent
his rage on one of them was menaced by the other
two with their guns. HoMever, the hour was at

hand.

In September 21 M. Antoine

went with his company to the dense thickets be-

longing to the nuns of the Royal Abbey of Chazes.
His dog handlers had driven several wolves there,

including a very large one. He brought in beaters,

his gamekeepers, and anyone he could get who liad

a gun. When the dogs were put in, he himself took

the most likely looking runway. He had not been

there long when he got a broadside-on shot at a big

wolf at forty steps distance. The charge he had
loaded bowled him over backward, but the wolf

was hard hit. Before he could reload, it came for

him, possibly in confusion, and Rinchard, a game-
keeper from the estates of the Due d'Orleans, who
was nearest, came in and shot it as it stood ten

steps from M. Antoine. It ran again, twenty-five

steps into the open, then fell dead.

This was a great occasion and M. Antoine was
immediately revealed as a real opportunist. He
had the wolf weighed and measured and the figures

attested by all the qualified witnesses in the coun-

tryside. After that it was examined by a local sur-

geon, one Boulanger, again in the presence of wit-

nesses, and there were brought four girls and three

boys who had been involved in four different

attacks, and who solemnly identified their attacker.

The surgeon had very little to say. He thought the

bones In the stomach were sheep ribs.

One of the girls could do better. She was Jeanne
Valet, a nineteen year old, and not long before,

Avhen she and her little sister, Therese, were at-

tacked by the Beast, she had driven her homemade
bayonet deep into its shoulder and sent it off with
blood streaming, licking its wound. At the time she
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had said it was about as tall as a shepherd dog
type represented today by the Great Pyrenees ai

the St. Bernard, so she meant that it was big) a's

that it had a white throat, a gray mane, and a bla
back. The dead animal, as everyone saw, had
white throat, and she was able to point out tl

mark of her bayonet deep in its shoulder. May v
not be permitted to read a little drama into ti

bald restraint of the narratives? There She 1:

(the Beast is feminine in F^-ench and was spok(
of as Elle, with a capital E). Into the presence (

a distinguished officer of the court, who could I

counted on to tell her story to the king himself, an
of assorted officers and gentry, with a throng su
rounding, a peasant girl and her sister were led b

their cure to a moment of triumph. "It is She an
there is where I stabbed Her !"

After having been officially exhibited to th

agent of the intendant of Auvergne at Saint-Floui
the big wolf was taken to Clermont-Ferranc
There it was examined by i\I. Jaladon, one of th
senior surgeons of France, who made a depositio
in detail, which starts out by stating that the bod
was already getting a bit high, and then describe
in a professionally competent manner an amazinj
variety of wounds inflicted at various times, as wel
as at its death. These could be matched by the re
ports of others, in addition to that of courageous
Jeanne who had wounded it, and left no doubt tha
it was a man-eater. He also tried to preserve i

"with the liquor suggested by M. Buffon."
M. Jaladon remarked that the wolf was huge.

In fact it weighed 130 pounds while fresh, was 32
inches (0.864 meters) high, and 5 feet 1 y. inches
long (all measures contemporary French). The
length measured by M. Jaladon was 5 feet 10
inches and 6 lines ( one meter 900 mm. ) . The body
length was one meter 433 mm., and the skull
length 350 mm. Metrical dimensions were trans-
posed by Fabre. Such a wolf would be called big
in North America, and for Europe it is huge.

In spite of the acknowledged imperfections o
M. Jaladon's embalming, which started a little toi

late, M. Antoine's son rushed the body to Paris
where it was seen by the queen and then by th,

whole court. Antoine senior remained behind t(

get the female and two cubs, which had been seei

during the hunt. The Abbess of Chazes insistec

that none of this demoniacal breed should be left

This was successfully accomplished, and he sub
mitted a bill of 782 livres expenses, fully docii

mented, to the intendant of Auvergne. Captair

Duhamel had left one several times as large, wha
with hay for the horses and, presumably, drinks

for the dragoons. Then M. Antoine left for Paris



Cross of St. Louis, and a 1,000 livres pension.

le and his son made a tidy sum exliibitinff the big

olf as long as its remains could be held together,

pd its skin, despite putrefaction, was mounted,

k'ith that, his pension, and his various awards, his

[)rtune was made—a real killing.

At first, discordant voices that arose during

lese proceedings were not listened to at all. There

ere alwavs those who claimed that the deaths had

een caused by some sort of werewolf, and in spite

f its old wounds, they refused to believe that the

least could be killed. M. Antoine had left in Xo-

ember, ami so far as French officialdom was con-

:rned, the Beast, his mate, and cubs were all dead.

^ 6==^if

hen, on December 2, two chil-

ren were attacked at Bessyre-Sainte-Mary. In

oliowing weeks there were more attacks and a kill,

nd in February of 1766 a footprint larger than

hat of the dead Beast was measured. In spring

he dreadful register of burials of child victims

tarted again, and so diii the hunts, this time witii-

)ut official help. The number of victims was

imaller but the terror revived. .\s the new vear

vore on the second wolf, for such it can only have

x-en, grew bolder. He had averaged only one a

nonth, but in .April he took six and in May five.

•Iven at 200 years tlistance, one cannot help being

shaken by the stark trageily set down so simply in

:he parish burial registers. One such now would

nake every headline in this continent.

I f the crown now took no notice, the States-Gen-

eral of I.anguedoc had to, because they were near

It hand. Thev posted bounties and tlie local gentry

started hunts that were comparable to hunts car-

rieil out for sport, but held much oftener. Poison

was tried again on a large scale, without result.

With poison the wolf is the last to be exterminated,

being preceiieil by a host of lesser fur-bearers. Be-

fore the end of the vear three more victims were

dead. One uolf kills less than two, and the toll

at first was not as high as it hail been. I lowever,

as spring came again the death toll rose sharply,

almost to its old level. I'easants were still subject

to the order of the intendant to make themselves

available for ilrives as required.

The eml came in the Saugues area ol (ievauil.in

on June 19, 1767, in a hunt directed by the local
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lord, the Marquis d'Apcliier (in one place referred

to as "M. le Comte d'Apcher"). A married peas-

ant from the chief village of the parish of Bessyre-

Sainte-Mary, Jean Chastel (la Masque), Pour-

cher's hero and relation and an excellent hunter al-

tliough sixty years old, \\as on watch while the

marquis hunted his hounds. A great wolf was put

out to him and fell to his shot. It was finished off

by the marquis' hounds, being evidently too well hit

to do them any injury. In the account of this slay-

ing Pourcher's aunt really let herself go. Before

the hunt the marquis is said to have first organized

a pilgrimage to Notre Dame de Beaulieu, where

Chastel, released from prison, had his bullets

blessed. On his watch, ^^hen the Beast came, he

was reading the litanies of the Virgin. He calmly

folded his book, put away his glasses, and shot it.

Fabre, who was a reverend abbe himself, was evi-

dently too good a historian to repeat tliis, even

though it might have appealed to his religious

feelings.

D'Apchier, whom Pourcher evidently describes

as the chatelain of Besque and only nineteen years

old, wished to emulate M. Antoine, and he had the

wolf measured, examined, and embalmed by the

same surgeon, Boulanger, also known as la Peyra-

nie, who had examined the first wolf. This poor

man merely replaced the entrails with straw. By

the time it got to Paris it was much too high for

the royal nostrils, so the great naturalist Buffon

was delegated to examine it, after which it was

buried. Buffon merely stated that it was an enor-

mous wolf. It was described as reddish, with a very

large head and a long muzzle.

We owe to the unhappy Boulanger and his wit-

nesses the fact that the identity as a man-eater

was established—the stomach contained portions

of a young girl, its most recent victim. A contem-

porary, the Abbe Trocellier, tells us that it

weighed 109 pounds, smaller than the other. The
first wolf was also said to have been long muzzled.

That was it. The Abbe Fabre cites four major

histories of the episode, besides Pourcher's book

and Berthet's novel. He estimates 120 to 150 per-

sons attacked, and I tally 64 dead from his records,

but Delperrie de Bayac concludes that there were

at least 80, possibly 100, and found 34 deaths in

parish archives still extant. Fabre is not always

clear whether the victim died or not. Matheson,

who uses still another source, says that 74 wolves

were destroyed in 1764 alone by hunters who were

after the Beast; that would be mostly Duhamel
and his dragoons. Menatory cites 2,178 as having

been killed in Lozere alone between March 15,

1740, and April 30, 1773, or 66 per year, which

68

is consistent, apparently based on records. Fabre

leaves no doubt that many were killed during the

whole period of the Beast, but he does not say

how many. One should add that Chastel, who was
a peasant and not a royal porte-arquebuse, and

who had the misfortune to kill the Beast after the

Beast was officially dead, got only 72 pounds. For
him it was probably quite a fortune. Evidently the

Bishop of Mende also provided a gratuity for all

who were on the final hunt—26 pounds each as

gi\en in Delperrie de Bayac.

uis, after a long terror, huge,

expense, and dislocation of the life of a province,!

were killed the wolves that killed men. Wolves they

were—not hellish monsters as some thought. Del-

perrie de Bayac disposes of other explanations. But

were they ordinary wolves? Many said no. The
common belief was that they were possessed by

demons, which Pourcher evidently believed. The
idea is believable if one accepts all the traditional

premises of religious groups, and it is not surpris-

ing to find it urged. After all, there is no other in-

stance of human death from wolves in which it can

be so positively asserted that the wolf did not have

rabies. During comparable periods in the same

time segment in France, many persons were killed

by rabid wolves and by rabid dogs. This was ac-

cepted as part of a known pattern, and although

every victim had a funeral and entry in the parish

register, there was no terror. The insistence on

demoniacal possession is a compliment to the

wolves. Normally, the peasant in contact with

nature could not have considered the wolf a menace

to man. The evidence is a culture featuring twi-

light herding by unarmed children, in a land where

drives, in six months, may have killed 74 wolves,

and certainly killed a large number.

Now the historian's job has finally been done by

Delperrie de Bayac and we come to the questions.

One is, how many animals? Fabre goes for two,

but Delperrie de Bayac shows that two mates were

killed and that some of the wounds inflicted on

other wolves may have been fatal. There is no

evidence of joint or pack efforts in any attack, so

the bitches may be ruled out. Delperrie de Bayac

sees evidence of three animals in the distribution

of attacks in time and space. Maybe, but tlie certi-



killing of two certainly ended the reign of

or. Having reviewed the story, I should, I sup-

;, make a factual summary and conclusions.

)nc can say

:

The woif, Ciniis lupus, is widely distributed

in the Old and New Worlds and until recently

was generally abundant. It is still common in

my home area.

No humans are known to have been killed

by wolves in North America.

There are many instances of human deaths

by wolves in southern and central Europe and

central Asia.

In many instances the wolves causing such

deaths were rabid. Except for the incidents

involving the Beast of Gevaudan, it is possi-

ble that all the wolves involved were rabid.

Rabid wolves and nonrabid wolves attack the

face and neck of victims and rabid wolves

may kill directly and even devour flesh.

In the years 1764-67 wolves in the Gevaudan

area of central France attacked more than

100 persons, killing possibly 100, and eating

portions of most of these. The history is fully

documented and authentic. Two wolves killed

were examined officially.

The wolves in question were not rabid.

, Both wolves were mated, one mate having

cubs with her, and acted in a normal manner,

apart from preying on humans.

. Most of the victims were children engaged in

herding animals. Adults and many children

who put up a resolute defense escaped with

their lives.

. The two wolves were very large, as large as

the largest geographical races of their species

anil huge in comparison with the average I'.u-

ropean wolf. The color markings were also

abnormal, one having a white throat ami the

other being reddish enough to cause comment.

Tlure were evidently other abnormal fea-

tures as well.

. European cultural patterns in lurding and

the attitude of persons in wolf-inhabiteil areas

show that the presence of wolves was not con-

sidered ilangerous ami attacks, even on chil-

dren, by nonrabid wolves were not expected.

!. The exceptional behavior of the wolves in

(|uestion caused terror because it was unique

in the experience of the people affected. It

remains unique in the history of the species.

Conclusions? What can one conclude? Evi-

:ntlv rabiil wolves do bite men, and so?ne non-

ibid wolves once bit a great many humans, mostly

lildnn. Could it happen again? One must admit
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that any wolf would he a formidable antagoni^^

for an unarmed man, let alone child, and some wo!,

might conceivably find that out. In this age o

rifles and helicopters the marauder would soon b;

felled. The education of a wolf anywhere in thii

world is such that he learns to fear the faintes

whiff of man-smell. The generations of wolves tha'

failed this test left few of their genes in the preserv

wolf population. Yet I have visited an area in th(

subarctic tundra where little birds fled at great dis

tances, but wolves came fearlessly up to man
whom they had never before encountered. Once, ii

the Yukon, where all wolves are the size of thi

Beasts of Gevaudan, I was returning to camp bi

night over a snowy trail when I came suddenly or

the steaming beds of several of them. I continued

not even curious, because at the time I had sixteei

years of familiarity with wolves behind me. Befon
long, however, I realized that even if I was no

curious, the wolves were. Two fresh tracks cut thi

trail in front. Although I could not make them out

they were sometimes in front, sometimes behind

sometimes on one side, and sometimes on the other

After about three miles they wearied of the game
and I knew that they were no longer with me. I wa:

hungry if they were not, and in a hurry, and I jiisi

kept on going without giving them much thought

When a ruffed grouse burst out of the snow at m)

feet I may have jumped an extra inch or two, bui

I can truthfully say I was not what some writers

have called "edgy." At the time I had never reac

La bete dti Gevaudan en Ativergne. All the wolves

I have since encountered have fled precipitously

and I still sleep as well in a tent in the Canada wilds

as I ever did, and as I hope all readers who have

the opportunity will also do.

After all these considerations one is led back re^

lentlessly to the explanation commonly accepted al

the time—that there was something unusual about

those wolves. Here I depart from Delperrie de

Bayac, who was content to prove simply that they

were wolves in the conventional sense. Consider

the facts : The two examined were abnormally

large and abnormally colored. The shape, too, was

wrong in the eyes of men who had seen dozens of

wolves killed in the course of this one campaign.

They were also, shall we say, abnormal in their

hunting habits. Do these facts mean anything?

Delperrie de Bayac thought not, but we may have

more experience in some areas than he.

Wolves may be black or white, as well as gra:

and the mane of a normal gray wolf is darker th

the rest. A clear white throat is a dog characte;

Reddish color is not normal in a timber wolf, a|

though it is found in the so-called red wolf of the

ve

aj

yo



ften what \vc do see is a natural

) -coyote hybrid, especially in southern Ontario,

.Tc coyotes are scattered and the females may

)rcd by dogs in the absence of their own kind.

: provincial administration has handled bun-

ds and has also raised wild hybrid litters. The

tern is fairly clear. In a first-generation cross

may get hybrid vigor, that is, the offspring are

4cr than either parent. This is lost in successive

cdings and back-crosses, but the second genera-

1 may also be large. The first-generation hybrid

also wolllike in its general appearance, even

.ugh the dog parent may have been piebald and

) cared. The wolf appearance is dominant. In-

•cding of the seconcl generation brings out the

cnt doggy characters. The hybrids are also

ckish or reddish, usually uniformly colored, but

•asionally showing white tail tips or other white

irks.

So far as I know, hybrid vigor is not general in

e dog-wolf hybrids produced in captivity, but

c other results are the same—usuallv a dark,

nlflike animal. The dogs used in these crosses

live always, to my knowledge, been of spitz

lorthcrn) types and may carry enough of the

me genes as the wolf that hybrid vigor is not
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produced. It might well be different if the (

were, say, a Cevanol shepherd. Certainly, if

history of other animals is any guide, some d
wolf crosses could be expected to produce hyb,
vigor. The abnormal coloration of the two Bea:
considered with the fact that they were abnorr
in other respects, leads me to believe that t\

were really unique in the history of their kinci

natural first-generation dog-wolf crosses with
brid vigor. I should add that the natural d
coyote crosses that we have to contend with ;

more cunning than dogs or coyotes, not the le

bit tame, and far more destructive than the

parent, with less fear of man. The thing fits. I

fortunately, apparently neither M. Antoine nor '.

Buffon saved us a skull. The National Museum
Paris, according to Delperrie de Bayac, destroy
the skin of M. Antoine's wolf at the beginning
this century after it'had shed all its hair. Was thi

a skull? If it is gone, no conclusive judgment c

be made. It is like the contemporary theory
demoniacal possession. After all, who knows? I'

Delperrie de Bayac's bibliography suggests tl

someone in France may have had the same idea
I, but I cannot, from this distance, check out t

reference to make sure.

should add that some time ag

I saw a World Health Organization bulleti

containing articles on rabies, including one b

M. Baltazard, M.D., and M. Ghodssi, M.D
from Iran (1954). Both authors are members c

the Pasteur Institute in Tehran. They accept at

counts of attacks by wolves as being by nonrabi

animals and describe one that puts the wolves o

Gevaudan to shame ! With all due respect to th

learned doctors I should prefer to have both th

attack and the absence of rabies in the wolve
documented. After all, anyone who believes thi

Toronto press would have believed that a fev

years ago an armed conservation officer was at

tacked by a wolf near the city. There was a woll

(coyote) and a conservation officer, but there th(

factual part of the story ends. The urban dwellers

typical ignorance of the countryside greatly in-

creases my skepticism toward secondhand reports

from Tehran of wolf attacks in remote Iran.

There we have it. Anyone who is the least bl(
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Augustus; the Queen. Livia: the Bishop. Cicero. T1i»

King is A'/t" high. Heavily weighted, felted Catalin

pieces in Alabaster white and Granite grey. Large

16'/j" board. Lealhefette chest. 16 page historical

book « rules $14.95

Same figures as above—hand antiqued gold & silver.

Black S gold board. Simulated Morocco Chest $29.95

4%" King, weighted & felted figures. Board, book.

leatherette gift box $9-95

4'/s" King. ''Ked figures, board, book $6.9S
Plus Jl.OO per set PP & Hdl(
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THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL
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M/S Lindblad Explorer in Antarctic waters
m

Lars-Eric Lindblad offers 5 out-of-this-world

The White Continent of Antarctica. Botswana Safari.

1
.
Antarctica. Lars-Eric Lindblad has planned two thrilling

expeditions to Atlantic Sub-Antarcticlslands together with Antarctica
this coming year, as well as one shortened cruise into Antarctica
only. These expeditions promise to be very exciting and Mr. Lindblad
would be pleased to have you aboard. The new M/S Lindblad Explorer,
of Norwegian registry, was designed for leisurely cruising in the ice
packs and constricted waters. The ship offers excellent accommo-
dations and has an auditorium especially equipped for scientific
lectures, where world-famous scientists will lead discussions during
your voyage. Shore excursions will afford the opportunity to view these
unique regions which until recently have been reserved for scientists
and explorers only.

3. Botswana Safari. Mr. Lindblad has arranged an expedition to
beautiful Botswana, an Africa which many of us thought had been lost
forever. On this Safari you'll find the largest animal herds in Africa.
And you will meet its oldest inhabitants, the bushmen. Accessible only
by Land Rovers and small planes, our trip is limited to nine participants
accompanied by a courier.
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Landing party with Zodiac on Cousin Island

adventures into nature's wonderlands.

'he "Forgotten Islands of the Indian Ocean." Wing Safari. Value Safari.

..The "Forgotten Islands of the Indian Ocean. YouII

njoy a journey to the Indian Ocean, with its exotic islands called the

Seychelles. Relax, swim or snorkel along beaches which have seen

9W men since the days of Vasco da Gama. You will be tempted to pick

rom the fantastic varieties of sea shells, but we know you will leave

hem there tor your grandchildren to enjoy. The M/S Lindblad Explorer

vill serve as your -floating hotel." Relish its wonderful continental

m. inviting bar and relaxing lounge where you will enjoy the

my of interesting passengers from all corners of the world. For

lus comfort we have limited each cruise to 92 passengers.

4-5. Wing & Value Safaris. Mr Lindblad offers two unique ways

)f revisiting Hemingways Africa By private STOL airplane you

nay wing your way over the Serengeli Plains, visiting all the major

parks Each Safari is limited to 10 persons. Mr. Lindblad also suggests

the memorable Value Safari. By minibus you visit the Ark with wild

animals, and lodge at the foot of Kilimanjaro, see hippos, crocodiles in

Uganda, plus herds of buffalo and elephant.

Any one of the 3 Safaris may be taken In

connection with either the Antarctic or

Seychelles expedition.

D(>pl NH471
LINDBLAD TRAVEL. INC.

133 East 55th Street

Now York. NY 10022

Please send brochures. I am seriously inter-

cslod in:

n The Indian Ocean D Botswana Safari

n Antarctica n Wing Safari Value Safari

Miss
Mrs.
Mr

Address.

City

PLKASK mlKT

.State. .zip.

I
Telephone (Area Code)

.
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Books In Review

me

irallolTears
by Nancy O.Lurle

Cherokee Tragedy, by Thurman
Wilkins. The Macmillan Company,
$10.00; 398 pp., illus.

The story of the "Trail of Tears,"
the Cherokee trek from their east-

ern homeland to Oklahoma during
the years 1837 to 1839 has been told

many times and from many points of

view. Thurman Wilkins opens his

narrative with the June, 1839, mur-
ders (or executions, a matter of

strongly divided opinion among the

Cherokee) of three Indians: Major
Ridge, his son John, and his brother's

son. who had taken the white name
Elias Boudinot.

The elder Ridge, commissioned in

the War of 1812, had fought beside
Andrew Jackson and was convinced
that Jackson had only the Indians'

best interests at heart. IlHterate and
virtually monolingual to the end of

his life. Major Ridge was, never-

theless, a successful planter in the

southern, slave-owning pattern. He
saw to it that his son and young
Boudinot received the finest education
possible so that they might serve their

people. Following initial schooling
near home, the boys were sent to a

missionary training academy at Corn-
wall, Massachusetts. In time both
brought home white brides. Reviled
for their presumption as crude sav-

ages by racist New Englanders. they
were memorialized, with equal in-

accuracy, as simple and noble sons of
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the forest in the sentimental poetry of

the day.

These two highly intelligent and
well-educated men, along with the el-

der Ridge, were as much products as
leaders of the astonishing Cherokee
cultural florescence that, in the space
of a generation, turned a tribal

people into a nascent modern nation
with its own constitutional govern-
ment, laws, towns, roads, businesses,
and newspaper. While the Ridges,
Boudinot. and a few others were ex
ceptional in their standard of living
they shared with the majority of Cher
okee those customs and attitudes de
rived from native tradition that weld
ed the group together as a people
desiring their own national identity.

Wilkins tends to overlook this strength
of cultural persistence, seeing the
Cherokee's acliievemenfs as imitations
of white standards rather than as
uniquely Cherokee adaptations of in-

novations from white culture. However,
he does note that common allegiance
and mutual understanding between the
most educated and the most traditional

Cherokee were made possible by the
incredible intellectual feat of one
man. Sequoyah. His invention of an
eighty-six-symbol syllabary led to the
entire Cherokee nation becoming lit-

erate in its own tongue practically
overnight, reheving it of dependence
on English, which could be written,

as the official language of state.

But the Cherokee's amazing prog-

ress was denigrated and resented
whites covetous of their land. C
group of Cherokee gave up
struggle as early as 1809 and s<

out, settling in Arkansas. The n
parted reluctantly with a good deal
their territory but retained thi

i

Georgia holdings, vowing not to sc
another foot of land. The Ridges ai

Boudinot were particularly oppose
to land sale. The old major journeyi
to all the Cherokee settlements ar

homesteads, inveighing against tl

blandishments of the federal gover
ment and the threats of the state >

Georgia to induce the Cherokee I

sell their land and move west.

Like that of all Indians at the timi

the Cherokee's legal and politic;

status was equivocal. Their land
within the boundaries of Georgi
were under federal jurisdiction bu
they were not citizens of the Unite'

States or protected by the laws o

Georgia. Wlien Georgia declared th

Cherokee's government null and voii

and proceeded to appropriate prop
erty and harass the Indians and theii

missionary supporters, the Cheroket
sought recourse before the Unitec
States Supreme Court. In 1831 and
1832 Chief Justice Marshall handed
down decisions favoring the rights of

the Cherokee Nation in principle, but
he could offer no means of enforcing
the decisions. Jackson continued
pressing for removal. By 1834, the

Ridges and Boudinot became con-



ed that the silualion was really

eless. Revfrsing iheir stand com-

;ely. they now argued for the ne-

ily of immediate removal to net the

t priie possible for the Cherokee

I before it was simply taken by

white* and they were driven off.

n this, however, they were opposed

the Cherokee's elected principal

ef. J<dm Koss. While of more white

n Indian ancestry and able to

ak Cherokee only hallinnly. Hoss

* married to a full blood and

ired a lifestyle and outlook more

ically Cherokee than the Ridges'.

argued for procrastinating on

aly talk until Jackson was out of

ce. reiogni/ing. as the elder Ridge

dd not. that Jack-on was no friend

the Indians. The issue became one

either remaining alluched to the

lerokee homeland or maintaining

• nation and its achievements intact

moving west. The Ridges were

nvincefl that remaining in (Georgia

luld mean the destruction of the

lerokee as a people. The Treaty of

fw I'.chota. C.eorgia. was signed in

35 bv the leaders in the Ridge fac

in and provided what was ileemed a

.ir price for the land and its im-

roveinents as well for proper trans.

)rt id the people and iheir goods.

The Ri.lges and th.- few other pros.

iTous people removed themselves to

klahoma in relative c(uiifort sliorlly

Iter the signing. They inunediutely

»tablished thriving homesteads and
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Ecology.
Free booklets from
Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey)

Box MAG
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020
Please send me your series of booklets:

"Breathing Space," "A Matter Of Envi-

ronment" and "Strike In The Arctic."

STREET,

CITY

Looking for a UNIQUE tour?^
— "Thru file Lens" Tours offer ttie only

worldwide travel program designed for
the camera fan. We select picturesque
places . . . and seek the ultimate in

"human Interest." We use private
transportation so we can stop when-
ever and wherever we want to. We
venture off the beaten paths of tourist

travel so you may photograph seldom-
seen places of outstanding beauty. If

you like leisurely travel and superior
'' accommodations, you'll love our uniqueA picture-taking tours. More than 60 for-

eign and domestic tours, led by expert
photographers. WRITE FOR BROCHURE.

THRU THE LENS TOURS, INC.
5301 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Dapt. NH-4
North Hollywood, California 91607 j

rry . Silva . Camp Trails . Mirro . Hirsch-Wels •
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LIGHTWEIGHT Hiking and Camping Equipment
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Send for

jfacturers.

Catalogu

HI-CAMP!
i P.O. Box 17602, Dept. 9, Charlotte. N.C. 28211 •

~ All merchandise guaranteed t

i • Mountain House • Alpine Designs . Stow-A-Way • ;
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Wholesale prices on fishing

tackle, and hunting equipment,

archery, skis, and camping
equipment.

FINNYSPORTS
2071-J SPORTS BUILDING

TOLEDO, OHIO 43614

businesses and placed themselves un-

der the 1809 "Old Settlers" govern-

ment, which had been modeled after

that of the Cherokee Nation in the

east but lacked many of its refine-

ments.

Meanwhile. Ross's forces resisted

removal, and when finally they assem-

bled or were forcibly rounded up and
began moving west, a combination of

maltreatment by undisciplined sol-

diers, bad weatiier. and epidemic dis-

eases resulted in the tragedy known
as the "Trail of Tears." As the pitiful

survivors began arriving in Okla-

homa, the Ridge faction blamed Ross

for bringing disaster down on the

Cherokee people. But those who had
traveled the Trail of Tears blamed
the Ridges and Boudinot for the

whole idea of the land sale and re-

moval.

Ross was still principal chief of the

Cherokee Nation, and he and his fol-

lowers insisted the Old Settlers give

up their government and accept the

eastern constitution, laws, and elected

officers. The schism deepened when
the Ridges and their followers sided

with the Old Settlers despite their

earlier talk in Georgia that removal

would preserve the Cherokee Nation

and its political achievements. Ru-

mors abounded, reinforced by their

apparent wealth even after removal,

that the Ridges and Boudinot had

been bribed to sell the Cherokee

homeland, and members of the Ross

faction decided to execute them in ac-

cordance with the "blood law" tra-

ditionally enforced against traitors.

The plot was kept secret from Ross,

who would have surely opposed it.

The violent deaths of the Ridges

and Boudinot evoked counter hostil-

ities. When the factional turmoil fi-

nally began to subside, it was revived

by the Civil War. The Ross faction

fought on the side of the Union while

the Ridge Treaty Party and the Old

Settlers enlisted in the Confederacy.

Wilkins ends the story at this point

with the observation that it is fruit-

less to argue whether Ross was really

right and the Ridges should have con-

tinued their stand against removaL

Actually, history seems to have sup-

ported Ross. Wilkins does not men-

tion the Cherokee who hid out in

North Carolina, once also Cherokee

land, and in time managed to buy

land through friendly white inter-

mediaries and have it declared a fed-

erally protected reservation. The Cher-

okee Nation of the 1830's no longer

exists in either North Carolina or Ok-

lahoma, but as a group the eastern

Cherokee with their own elected offi-

cers are considerably better off so-

cioeconomically than the majority of

poor, reservationless Oklahoma C
okee whose leadership is i:

hands of a minority of wealthy mi
bloods appointed by the president.

However, for the period Wilt

covers. his exceptionally well

searched book is an important cor

bution to our knowledge of the C
okee. He has made the best case

that the Ridges and Boudinot w
honorable, sincere men working
what they felt to be the best interi

of their people. While their strat

failed to preserve the Cherokee
tion, they were not tempted by bri

to sell out their people.

Nancy O. Lurie is professor of anti

pology at the University of If'iscoi

in Milivaukee. She has done field u
among Indians of Wisconsin, Neb
ka, and Canada.

More

Reviews

The Hidden Sea. by Douglas Fau
ner and C. Lavett Smith. The Viki

Press, $14.95; 148 pp., illus.

Here is a chance for those less advi

turous than undersea, free-lar

photographer Douglas Faulkner a

less knowledgeable than C. Lav
Smith, curator of ichthyology at T
American Museum, to visit vica

ously the depths of the ocean ai

learn something of the animal Ij

that abounds there. This 148-pa

guided tour carries a $14.95 fare.

This quarto is really a picture boi

for adults. Because the seventy fu

color plates are either whole-page

double-page reproductions, most

the subject matter is presented at lif

size or larger. All the photograpl

was done underwater at depths ran;

ing from one foot to 240 feet. Faul

ner labored seven years and travelt

under most of the oceans of the worl

in making this collection.

The subject matter is spectacuh

and bizarre, and the close-up photo:

raphy set against a dark backdrop

that of a master. The most entertaii

ing pictures are those showing a puj

nacious lobster threatening the can

era lens, a starfish at dinner,

Jonah's eye view of a gaping sea has

a typical female crab exchanging hf



be, a sea cuciimlier iml(il)ing

its own arms, and a blusliing

cultlpfi^.li caught in the act of

ting by the intruding photog-

The most breathtaking sliots

! the iridescent beauty of ca-

: alabaster nuilibranchs. tlie

ed armament of the macelike

urchin, and the neon multicol-

le party-hat jellyfish.

porting the pictures are nine

dort chapters of text. F<dlowing

reduction that defines life and

about the ecology of the sea

are six surveys of the in-

rate phyla. These are mostly

ific descriptions of each group,

pcf^ed with a smattering of

otal lore. The former are accu-

but so tersely pnsented they

le elliptical and of little value;

atter have a c.-rlain pleasant

y that appropriately com-

nts the photography. Chapter 8

particularly fascinating dis-

m on the subject of cleaning

iosis. Certain small shrimps and

set up "cleaning stations"

"cleanliness-conscious" fish lit-

line up (in Saturday morning

ash style) to be picked clean of

iites and necrotic wound tissue.

itlract clients the cleaners un-

ritualized antics, much like

of a circus barker. The last

ler is on poisonous animals and

s one with a dread of ever going

ng again.

, over-all impression of the book

ile favorable: it should become a

'd possession in many personal

iries.

John D. Palmer
A'.ic Yiirli I'nivrrsily

AS A W \t <! Int.. by Kogcr

Caras. Litllr. Ilrmin and Cum-

r,tS.')5: 173 i>l>.

imilive man hunted for fo..d in or-

ler to survive. Hut he also fidt a

.•rence for life that is distressingly

enl from tlic wilb-ss. clumsy III I-

h that iiiuili huiiliiig is today, with

iirlhing like half a billion birds

I mammals falling before the guns

American hunters every year. This

a mighty "harvest"—more than a

jlllon Ions of carcass, without allow-

ice (or those crippled animals that

I'tpi- to die later of gangrefu-. fever,

{irvalion. or predators,

lit comes as Homeiliing of a sur-

iie. then, to find Uoger A. Caras.

'Il-known television friend of sen-

nl life, writing in "the environmen-

1 decade" with ambivalence about

le sporting li(e as it exists today.

lere are all the clev.r sopliisiriis ..(

QUESTAR-the portable observatory

No need fo go to the moon to enjoy its unearthly beauty: our files are full of

magnificent photographs, taken by Questar owners, that demonstrate the

fascinating hours to be spent simply in watching its changing light and shadow

from a comfortable chair, with your Questar on a table. Here is a picture surely

worth 1 000 words. Note the amazing detail in the craters Copernicus and

Eratosthenes, captured on film with this little giant, by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis

of Sarasota, Florida.

Below Questar is pictured fully mounted for celestial use, and in its fifteen-inch-lall

leather case It has the precise controls of great observatory instruments and

a matched set of optics brought to perfection with performance tests until it is

truly a triumph of the optician's art.

rtUfSTAH THE WORLDS FINEST MOST VERSATILE SMALL TELESCOPE PRICED FHOM »865. IS

gElcRlBE^VN OUR NEWEST BOOKLET WHICH CONTAINS
V°« 1"^ >:MEmc°;°BV Tr't^O

QUESTAR OWNERS SEND $1 FOR MAILING ANVWHFRE IN NORTH AMER CA^BY AIR TO

REST OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE. »2 50. EUROPE AND NORTH AFRICA. $3 00. ELSEWHERE, »3 50.
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the shooting fraternity and its entou-

rage, including its services to the cause

of conservation, meaning some thirty

shootable species out of approxi-

mately one thousand North American
birds and mammals. Here are warm
words—one looks in vain for irony

—

about the dedication of the career em-

ployees of the "conservation" bureauc-

Tlie annual index for

Nati'Ral Histoky Magazine. Vol. LXXIX
(January through December 1970)
may lie ohtaint'd by writing to:

INDEX
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79lli Street
New York, N.Y. 10024

racies, of whom Rep. John P. Saylor

of Pennsylvania has said: "They are

dedicated to self-preservation. That is

what they are dedicated to." Here is

the economic argument of the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service that every

polar bear shot in Alaska adds at

least $1,500 to the economy of the

state. And Caras celebrates the power
of a .300 Magnum and the ecstasy of

the kill in terms "Papa" Hemingway
might have used.

The author does not endorse all the

positions advanced by those who
delight in death and mutilation. In-

deed, he is more than a little beastly

to them when he writes about game
butchers who strafe wild animals

from airplanes and drive them into

the "slaughter slot" with all-terrain

vehicles. But by repeating the argu-

ments, and by giving them currency,

while speaking as a man with hu-

mane credentials, he endows the hunt-

ing rationale with a spurious respect-

ability. In fact, to balance all this

—

and he seeks what he calls "a bal-

anced viewpoint"—Caras gives scanty

recognition to the great majority of

Americans who cherish our native

game animals as an esthetic or spiri-

tual experience.

"Balance." as defined here, includes

acceptance of the anthropological the-

ory that man is not free but was pro-

grammed back in the chipped Stone

Age. just like Australopithecus. So

the modern slayer has a built-in com-

pulsion to kill and there is little to be

done about it. If he wasn't a sports-

man, he would be busy at something

else equally insensitive, such as be-

coming a vivisector or a rodeo cow-

boy. Thus Caras has made his per-

sonal accommodation with hunting on

the ground that it is in the genes.

which reminds one of what Pop
about vice:

Vice is a monster of so frigh

mien.

As to be hated needs but to be se

Yet seen too oft, familiar with

face.

We first endure, then pity, tl

embrace.

The position taken in Death as i

of Life is just a little to the rij

pity.

Gkrald C

The American Museum is ope

the public without charge every

during the year, except Thanks

ing and Christmas. Your sup]

through membership and contr

tions, helps make this possible.

Museum is equally in need of

port for its work in the fields

research, education and exhibit
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other source of illustration by
]

bottom. D. H. P
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|
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Start your Enchanted Wilderness vacation at home tomorrow.

Send for om* Free Travel Information Package today.
There are still a few places on
earth where man seldom sets

foot. And the most unusual of

them is the Enchanted
Wilderness of the Colorado

Plateau—an immense area of

130,000 square miles radiating

from the Four Corners of

Utah, Colorado^ New Mexico
and Arizona.

The Enchanted Wilder-

ness includes si.\ national

parks—Br)ce Canyon, Can-
yonlands. Grand Canyon,
Mesa Verde, Petrified Forest

land Zion.To say nothing of 23

national monuments, three

national recreation ai:eas and
scores of state parks.

h is an area incredibly

lich in natural and archeo-

logical splendors. You can
boat on 180-milc long Lake
Powell. \'isit the ghost towns,

of Western history. Take
photographs of tow ering sand-;

stone formations in colors that

vary from chocolate to pink.

Explore the ancient ruins of

the Anasazi Indian culture.

Run a \\ ild river. Take a

guided tour by jeep, bus, bo
1 11 plane. \'isit the Navajos i

ihc remarkable vastness of

^ Ml mument \'allc)-. Obser\e

.iiitl |jhotograph numerous
w ildlife species and seldom,

sec another person.

The Enchanted Wilder-

ness is our hig unspoiled coir

of the world and we would 1

to share it \\ilh those who
appreciate it.

Enchanted Wilderness
Association
Send tor your Free Intormation Package on lh(

Enchanled Wilderness Included will be a tree >

ot our 80 page, full color Enchanled Witdernes

Magazine, as well as many other brochures ai

maps En|oy hours of Enchanted Wilderness
exploration in the comtorl ot you home. Tfien

your vacation wilh us, Mai! this coupon to;

EWA. Dept. N1
P.O. Box 1942
Salt Lake City. Utah 84110
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Your (lift in<'ludr» two free bookii a year—the rditork' oprinii and fall Hrli'<

liona- Museum Shop gift diarounti>, une of the MemlirrK' Rereption Room :il

the Muaeuin, and iNatural Hi>tory Maiiaxine.

Fill out the reverse side of this curd, detiiili and mail it uilli rlierk nr money
order made payable to I'lie AniiTiriin MuM-um of INatural History.

Let someone else discover

what Natural History is all about.



You're

enjoying

Natural

History-

Why shouldn't

someone else?

NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE
GIFT ORDER FORM

Check box for term of gift: 1 year—$8

New Renewal Q 2 years-$15*

n 3 years-$21*

Recipient's Name:
(Individual Name Only)

Address

City State

.

Sign card;

.Zip code.

Your Name.

Address:

City .Zip code_

MAIL TO:

The American Museum of Natural History

81 West 77th Street

New York, New York 10024

*AddilioDal bonus book h srnt.
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airiin
We began, not with our 747 Gar
The legend of the tsuru . a crane native to Japan, whose

story is such that parents once told their

children to "behave like the tsuru'.'

For us at Japan Air Lines, the truest motivation is

still to "behave like the tsuru." To fly the highest and

farthest like the tsuru, yes. But, more, to reflect the

care, serenity, and courtesy which the tsuru

symbolizes. To bring the legend to life.

Simple things like courtesy tend to get lost in the

crowd of today In the heritage of Japan, however,

they are a matter of character, not ceremony They

have the force and authority of over

a thousand years of commitment.

At Japan Air Lines, we share that commitment.

And the commitment is absolute.

JAPAN AIR Ul



AFTER VISITING
THE NEANDERTHAL MAN

COME AND DINE
AT . . .

jTHE

MAN!51 WEST 64th STREET,
SC 4-7272 SC 4-7408
SC 4-7158

ACROSS FROM LINCOLN CENTER

MA«iiAZINE
BOOK
TREE

room. White
birch turn-

In honey tone or maple,
ntique pine or walnut finish.
28"H 16"W 15"D. $17.50.
HOME KIT: Easy assembly

and finish. Simple directions. $11.50. Ppd.-add
7S(if ea. W. of Mi;
SEND FOR FREE
Include Zip Code
Money Back Guarante
Not Sold In Stores

1971 CATALOG- 1 000 ITEMS
YIELD HOUSE

Dept. N4-l.i
North Conway. N.H. 03860

ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians S Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display
pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity $10.95 ppd.
lamps with Cross motif $23.95 ppd.

FREE Gift Catalog

Museum & Dealers inquiries welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
N-41 . 648 NINTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

Suggested

THE LONG ARM
OF BIOLOGICAL LAW

Environment. Power, and Society.

H.T. Odiim. John Wiley & Sons.

Inc.. New York. 1971.

Ecology and Resource Manage-
ment. K.E.F. Watt. McGraw-Hill

Book Co.. New York, 1968.

Operation Manual for Spaceship

Earth. B. Fuller. Washington

.Square Press. Inc.. New York.

1970.

Resources and Man. Committee on

Resources and Man. National

Academy of .Sciences—National Re-

search Council. W.H. Freeman and

Co.. San Francisco, 1969.

WHERE THE WOLVES ARE
AND HOW THEY STAND

The Wolves ok Mt. McKinley. A
Murie. U.S. National Park Service

Fauna Series No. 5. Washington

1944.

Wolves Versus Moose on Isle Roy
ALE. D.L. Allen and L.D. Mech. Na
tional Geographic. February. 1963

The Wolf in North American His

TORY. S.P. Young. Caxton Printers

Ltd.. Caldwell. Idaho. 1946.

ENTRANCE. TWILIGHT.
AND DARK

Biospeleology. a. Vandel. Pergamon

Press, Inc., Elmsford. 1965.

The Cave Environment. T.L. F

son and W.B. White. Science,

tember .5. 1969. pp. 971-981.

Discovery at the Rio Ca»
Puerto Rico. R.H. Gurnee et.

National Geographic Society

search Reports (1963 Projec

Washington. 1968.

Analysis of Simple Cave Com
NiTiEs. D.C. Culver. Ecology,

51, No. 6. 1970.

WOLF MUSIC
The Wolf. L.D. Mech. Natural 1

tory Press. Garden City. 1970.

The Social Organization

Wolves. J. Woolpy. Natural 1

tory. May. 1968.

The World of the Wolf. R.J. I

ter and D.H. Pimlott. J.B. Lip

cott Co.. Philadelphia, 1968.

On the Track of Wolves. A. Mu
Natural History, October. 1962.

ONLY ON SUNDAYS
Honour. Family, and Patrona

J.K. Campbell. Oxford Univer;

Press. Oxford. 1964.

Vasilika: a Village in Modi
Greece. E. Friedl. Holt. Rinehar

Winston. Inc.. New York, 1962.

Nomads of the Balkans. A.J

Wace and M.S. Thompson. E
Dutton and Co., New York, 1913.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE

Cut your old address label fronn magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History Magazine

Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York, N.Y. 10024

I

HANDIO

about a cfiarge of address, renewal

of subscription, billing, or any kind

of adjustment, send the present

address label from the magazine

wrapper.

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks in

advance.

You can use this form to tell us

about a move or order a subscrip-

tion.

n 1 year—$8 (U.S.)

D 1 year—$9 (Canada and other non-U. S. orders)

PLEASE PRINT

Change of address—attach yoi

address label in this dotted are^

and fill in your nevi address at left,

clip and mail to: Natural History

IVIagazine, Central Park West at

79th St., Nev^ York, N.Y. 10024.

A nev» subscription—Check bo)

and fill in name and address al

left.
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Keep Reading

NATURAL! I ISTORY

// you are already
one of
Natural History's
readers, you can use
thi^ card to extend

present
\ scription

and membership.

If vmrn> • nrw rrtin, ihin rani ran hi m mnvcnlmii «r«y Inr r<Mi u> taUa a

•ulmTliiliiin lii .\iilural Hulory •ml gain admi'^ion in >\«iM'ialr mrnil>rt«hip
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NATURALHISTORY
INVITES YOU
TO JOINA

CELEBRATION
OF LIFE

Sitbscrihe to Natirai, History
tiiid heromp a member of The
American Museum of Nulurnl

History^ too

Jfl i(*sup(« of the ma^EU/ine of llie afse of

(M-oIti):y; tMo booki* i spring ant) fa))

peliTiioiis in puperbiit-k edition^) ; Gift

Shop disrounl.-; admi.'-tian to Meniburf'

Reception Room at the Ma»eutni

Q fort«oyear«...S15

and all ihi* above benciitt^ plui^ a fprrial

fcift book

n for three years... S2I

and all the benefit? of the two-year

member-hip-suborriplion

N indirate :Q new orderQj renewal order

Note: if you are extending or renewing

your present subscription/ membership,

please write down your name and ad-

dress as it appears on the wrapper or

simply paste down the label on the card.

Make payment payable to: The A

Mail to: Natural History Magazine
81 West 77th Street

New York. New York 10024
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•pknCP» nf \A/nnrlpr ^^'^ yo"'" f'^st, fresh impression. Your ability to see spontaneously, and to delight

>Cl loC Ul WUI lUCl
jn (j^j, seeing, it's a sense of wonder.

Artists kept this sense. That's why they are artists.

In the striving and the earning, the commuting and the rushing, you may have

forgotten how to really see. Forgotten the simple joy of looking at beauty, and

perhaps preserving it.

But you can recapture this sense of wonder. Through photography The most

significant camera for such purposes is the Nikon F. As 35mm photography has

become the favorite tool of professional photographers, so too has the Nikon become

their favorite camera.

So if you would recapture your own sense of wonder, choose the camera that lets

you express yourself more easily and with greater freedom than any other. It will

never stand between you and the artist in you.

Thf Nikon F offer* the most complete

system in 35mm photography A lyi-

Icm that include* 35 lcn»e» ranging

from fi»heyc» to a 2000mm telepholo

lcn«. A «y»tem that letn you add motor
drive. Polaroid back and doient of

other ncce««orie« The Nikon V oliO

offcr« you a meter »y»lem. that becauM
of itt"cenlerweighled principle,"

asHurei you of correct readings even

under extreme light conditions.

See the Nikon F at your dealer, or

write: Nikon, Inc .Garden City. NY.
1 1530. A subsidiary of threnr^j^jj

I'hoto-Optical Industries. Incm



Birds. Bugs.
There's practically nothing too fast or small or far-away to

escape the Minolta SR-T 101 and its system of

lenses and accessories.

For macro and extreme close-up photog-
raphy (of bugs, flowers, stamps or you-
name-it), you can use the SR-T 101 and
a MC Macro Rokkor 50mm !/3.5 lens. With
a bellows, this remarkable lens will give you
magnifications up to 5X life-size. It's the world's

only macro lens that provides fully automatic
diaphragm operation, even at a 1:1 magnifica-
tion ratio. And it focuses from 9 inches to infinity,

which makes it excellent for normal shooting

as well as close-ups.

Besides the MC Macro lens, Minolta makes a lot

of other macro and close-up equipment. Like an
automatic bellows, auto-bellows lens, extension
tubes and copy stand. So you can decide how
much magnification power you want, and how
much you want to spend getting it.

To bring the birds in closer (or anything
else), there are eight Rokkor telephotos to choose from.

They range from 100mm portrait lenses to a 1000mm super-
telephoto.

And if you want wide angle pictures, Minolta makes six

lenses to do the job. Including the extremely fast Rokkt

f/2.8 and 35mm f/1.8. (The 16mm f/2.8 will give you
"

pictures that cover the entire frame, corner-to-corn

out vignetting.)

Interchangeable MC Rokkor lenses have automc
phragms and couple to the SR-T lOl's thru-the-Iens i

system. So the camera viewfinder stays at maximuir
ness right up to the instant of exposure. A patent

onet mount lets you switch lenses in less tha

onds, without re-aligning aperture
settings.

At the heart of the Minolta Sf

is the world's fastest handlin

SLR camera: the SR-T 101. It

focus, compose, set aperture a
ter speed without ever lookin

from the subject, because all I

cators are right there in the vie'

Prices for the SR-T 101 start a

$260, plus case, depending on you
of MC Rokkor f/1.2, f/1.4 or f/1.7 norn

For free, illustrated literature on the d
Minolta SR system, write Minolta Corporal:

Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

ada: Anglophoto, Ltd., Montreal 376.

The Minolta SR system. It gives wings to your imagination.
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An audio ei^neer
talks about the newVM professionals.

Murray Allen owns one of the
world's keenest ears. He played
sax and clarinet with big name
bands like Skitch Henderson's
and Bobby Sherwood's before
becoming an engineer. And has
done sessions for Bobby Melton,
The Hi-Lo's, Julie London
and many other famous names.
Murray was one of the first to
experiment in multi-track
recording and recently
pioneered in the use of 16-track.
He is now with Universal
Recording Studios where he
engineers records and
commercials, including the
Schlitz and United Air Lines
television campaigns which are
currently on the air. He was
also Audio Consultant to
Science Research Associates.

"TheVM professionals are really worthy of the name. I've never seen
so much professional control in home-type equipment.

"TheVM 152 1 receiver,for example,does a lot of things even more
expensive units I've played with can't.

"The bass and treble controls really give you a lot of room.And it's got

a high and lo'w filter you can s'witch in and out.The separation

is terrific, too.

"I mean you can take something like a bass and clarinet duo and
completely isolate the bass on one channel,then completely isolate the
clarinet on the other.

"Another thing, I live in an area whereFM is very RFy.TheVM 152

1

has a new filter that handles it better than anything I've heard.

"The speakers are something else, too.Good things like air suspension
woofer and infinite baffle enclosure. And the variables balanced out
with a computer. Really clean sound. Especially the percussions.Even the

transients don't get distorted. It even gets those low guitar sounds.

"And I really like theVM 1555 automatic turntable.The cueing.

The belt-driven platter.The extra length on the tone arm.The photo-
electric tripping mechanism. All of them are terrific.

"And the spindle gently lowers records all the way down to the
stopped platter. Really takes good care of them.

"You know how hard it is to reproduce a clean piano or harp.Well,the

1555 does a beautiful job. Absolutely no wow.
"I listened to an album I engineered on aVM professional rig,and

I can honestly say it was closer to the master tape than I'd ever heard.
I could even hear tape noise which is really rare.

"I've decided to take myVM professional outfit to my office.Every day
I deal with people who really know a good sound when they hear it.

"And it always pays to make a good impression."

The VM PROFESSIONAL 1521
Semiconductor complement

:

49 transistors. 30 diodes, 3 ICs,
2 MOSFETs • FM circuit: four ganged
front end with 2 dual gate MOSFETs for
lower cross modulation, greater sensitivity
and overload; two S pole phase linear
toroidal filters and 2 ICs for selectivity,
sensitivity and limiting that surpasses all

previous standards in this price range
• AMPLIFIER; Power output/bandwidth:
40 watts RMS/channel power at less
than 0.5% distortion; bandwidth
9-30 KHz • IM distortion; less than 0.5%
• Frequency response; ± I db 20 Hz—
20 KHz • TUNER : Sensitivity ; J .9 uv for
30 db quieting • Signal to noise ratio;
-75 db • Capture ratio; J .8 db • Selectivity:

-75 db • SM 100% MOD distortion: less
than 0.5% • Stereo separation; 40 db at
1 Hz • Image rejection; —90 db • IF
rejection; —100 db • Spurious response
rejection; —100 db • Comes complete with
cabinet of oiled walnut veneer hardwood
at no extra cost. (Model J 520 same as
above except 25 watts RMS/channel
power.)

For all the facts and figures on the completeVM Professional Series write:

VM CORPORATION
Dept. 74, P.O. Box 1247, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 or call direct, Area Code 616-925-8841. (Ask for Dept. 74.)



CANADA.
WAIT UNTIL

OU SEE THE REALTHING.
Meanwhile, a pen and a pair of scissors

can bring your Spring plans in focus.

d be surprised what goes on up
h come spring. Snows recede. The
ntain greenery starts to get green.

s come back again. Flowers begin to

3ar— just when you'd forgotten they

grew naturally. The air is fresh and
jky is blue — and suddenly you're

to be alive all over again.

er's over. And it's a photographer's
Hdise. Come see. Visit our bustling,

getic cities too. Our museums, art

|3ries and theatres. Springtime in

iada isn't only in the Rockies.

I

not clip the coupon alongside and
( send you our 'Spring Tour' kit.

re's lots more we want to tell you
Jt Canada in the Spring. And all you
d is a pen and a pair o( scissors.

Canadian Government
Travel Bureau.
150 Kent Street.

Ottawa 4. Ontario,
Canada

Canada
0051-01-1

Pleate send the tree "Spring Tour" kit to:

Mr./Mr«./MlM

AddrcM ApLNo.

City

Stat* lip Cod*
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^ The Itf^a of a Japanese garden is to create a world

^ .Jjpr a world. A place where the rustle of autumn leaves ^^
:^S^y^^ defines tranquility rather than disturbs it.' *i>t^:

. " '

'This idea, as old asJapan itself, is what we have tried to achieve

^< \^-„ ^v^- , ^.^ aboard our 747 Garden Jets. A shelter of silence. A

i^^^^^;? world whose sense of proportion is as instinctive as It
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lifV'Z When you fly a Japan Air Unes 747 Garden Jet to the Orient, -'
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This is an expression of concern, A
photographer's way of communicating
his compassion for the loneliness of old

age. With one photograph he has
stated his entire message.

If you want to achieve this kind of

impact you'll need a camera as re-

sponsive as your mind, as versatile as
your inspirations. A camera that puts

creativity before complexity.

Nikkormat FTN. It's a 35mm sir with a
thru-the-lens meter system that's cenfer-

weighted for uniquely accurate response
in even the most difficult lighting. A
system that doesn't dim the finder when
it's adjusted.

There are some 35 interchangeable

Nikkor lenses available for it, from 6mm
to 2000mm, all with instant-change

bayonet mounts.

Plus other components of the N
System, including bellows, slide-cof

attachments and extension tubes.

And It sells for less than $280
50mm f2 lens. See the Nikkormat
at your dealer, and ask him about
Nikon School. Or write for details. N
IncGarden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsic

of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Indus

lnc.(lnCanada:AnglophotoLtd.,P.Q.)[

The aged.A photographic comment.

W "i Nikkormat.The beginning of your involvement.
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Recognizing the impossibility of

enforcing conservation measures

against poachers and market-hunt-

ers who supply the fashion indus-

try, F. Wayne King joined the

fight for passage of New York's

Mason Act. His testimony outlining

the difficulties of identifying animal

skins played an important role in

the adoption of this law's pioneer-

ing ban not only on endangered

species but also on those with

which they can be confused. King is

a member of the Survival Service

Commission, Crocodile Specialist

Group, of the International Union

for the Conservation of Nature and

Natural Resources and curator of

herpetology and chairman of educa-

tion programs at the New York

Zoological Society. His major re-

search interests are zoogeography,

vertebrate paleontology, and the

ecology and behavior of reptile pop-

ulations. On a recent field trip to

Borneo, King sought to propitiate

the spirits with a chicken.

Wlien Jack Hope backpacked in

Yosemite National Park last sum-

mer, he felt that the park's camping

area was like a war zone, filled with

hostile vibrations between the long-

haired generation and the park's

rangers. To find the causes of the

trouble, he spent weeks in the park,

talking to both sides. Hope, a resi-

dent of New York and a former

senior editor of Natural History

Magazine, is presently a free-lance

writer and field editor for Audubon
magazine. His previous articles for

Natural History Magazine in-

clude "Prosperity and the National

Parks," February, 1968, and "The

King Besieged," November, 1968.

In his attempts to measure respi-

ration in a rain forest in Puerto

Rico, Howard T. Odum has

wrapped trees in huge cylindrical

bags, sixty feet high. His research

in energy fiow has covered many
types of ecosystems: streams, lakes,

coastal waters, river communities,

and estuaries. He has studied eco-

logical problems of marine resources

and polluted bays, the red tide, and

the coral reefs of Eniwetok. He is

currently working on energy

els and analog simulations of

tems of man and nature. A gi

ate research professor in

Department of Environmental 1

neering at the University of

ida. Odum received a Ph.D. in

ogy from Yale University.

Print-out of the Future Systen

Man" is adapted from his 1

book. Environment, Poiver

Society.

Bruce C. Heezen took son

the first photographs of the <

sea fioor in 1947 and has

studying and mapping the hot

of the oceans ever since. He
crisscrossed the Atlantic and

cific, the Caribbean, and the J

terranean. Associate professo

geology at the Lamont-Doherty

ological Observatory of Colun

University, Heezen is coaut

with Charles D. Hollister, of

Face of the Deep, to be publis

in June by Oxford Univer

Press.

Charles D. Hollister, coaut

of "The Deep, Deep Sea Floi

likes to set records. In 1966,

climbed the seven highest mc
tains in Antarctica; now he ho

to recover the longest core e

taken from the ocean floor. A cl

scientist at the Woods Hole Ocea

graphic Institution, he has direc

coring, seismic profiling, botl



ography, and studies of currents

umerous cruises. He is presently

Ived in deep-sea drilling on

d a specially equipped vessel,

Glomar Challenger. He also

j to study the effects of bottom

ents on sedimentation.

>rn in Berlin, Kay Simmon
• to this country as a t<'cii-af;cr.

r conipleliiifj her B.A. in niatlie-

c» at New York Inivcrsily,

became a professional photo;;-

lier. spcciali/inn in informal

[rails of children. Her pboto-

jhic essay, 'Manhallaii ."safari."

18 from her observations of real

mylhic animals depicted on

1 York City's architectural

Ills.

The concepts behind The Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History's

new Hall of Peoples of the Pacific,

which o|)ens this month, began with

Marfiaret Mead's first expedition

to that area of the world in 192.S.

Nurtured by her research over the

years, formed and shaped under

her close supervision, the hall is an-

other milestone in a career that

spans more than forty years of

studies, ranging from primitive cul-

tures of the South Pacific to contem-

porary society in the United Stales.

Mead is curator emeritus of ethnol-

ogy at the nmseum. adjunct pnifes-

sor of anthropology at ('olumbia

I rnversity. and chairman of social

sciences at Fordham University.

Designer of the hall and coeditor

with Margaret Mead of the special

supplement. '"Peoples of the Pa-

cific." Preston IMrClanahan has

received national recognition for

his work as an artist and as a

graphic and exhibition designer.

His creations involve the use of a

variety of media, with an emphasis

on plastics. Plexiglas. and urethane

foam. His career as an artist traces

back to a portfolio of cow drawings

executed in the mountains around

his boyhood home in West Vir-

ginia. McC.lanahan studied at the

Cincinnati Art Academy and has

had shows of environmental s<'ulp-

turc at the Museum of Modern Art

and at the Whitney Museum.

The language and music
of the Wolves

narrated hy

Robert Redford
%^})f< IP .Stereo

Mail check or money order to

Wolf Album
Natural History Magazine

8.S West 77th Street

New York, New York 10024
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i the Skin Trade by F. \Vayne King

The furrier

pays the importer

) pays the foreign dealer

who pays the poacher

who kills the leopard

whose skin

makes the coat

Writers and filmmakers have con-

itioned Americans lo ihiniv that a

rk into the jungles of Asia is a

Lring adventure, with tigers and

ipards lurking, ready to spring

>m the nearest limb or rock out-

op. But today that is an event

at occurs only in fiction. All the

g cats are now disappearing: the

?ers. leopards, cheetahs, jaguars,

nunlain lions, and ocelots. Many
her mammals with line furs and

lorful skins are disappearing as

11. They are being slaughtered,

inned. tanned, cut. and reas-

mhled into fashion apparel, .'^ome

e now on the verge of extinction,

ought there by the hunters who
pply the skins for the fashion

arket.

It is e(|ually difliiult for many of

i lo envision a trip down an Afri-

in river without picturing croco-

\e» basking on the river bank or

ithering into the murky water at

le approach of a boat. No jungle

ovie would be complete without

ooe crocodiles; the scene featur-

R a river aswarm with them has

•come a cliche in stories about Af-

ca. Those same Americans find it

en more diflicult to believe that it

a scene missing from many parl^

f Afriia today. The crocodiles are

inishing, victims of hide-hunti-rs'

ins iind harpoons and of an igno-

int public's di'sire for expi'nsive

loes, purs<'s. belts, and wallets of

rocodiliiin hide.

What has been happening to the

crocodiles of Africa is not unique.

Up until this year, virtually every

species of crocodilian in the world

was being killed faster than it could

reproduce.

Most Americans think of the

1800 "s and early I'JOO's as the era

of the market-hunter. During that

period the passenger pigeon was ex-

terminated by hunters who gunned

the birds down by the thousands or

gassed them with sulfur fires under

their rookeries. Millions of the

birds were sold in the meat markets

of the large eastern cities. Market-

hunters also wiped out the heath

hen. great auk. and sea mink, while

the American bison, sea otter, and

fur seal were brought to the edge of

extinction before the public became

concerned enough to save them. But

even with such a grisly track record

as a basis for comparison, it is dur-

ing the last thirty years that market

hutiling has taken its greatest toll of

wildlife. Today, however, most mar-

ket hunting is done outside the

United States, so the effects on wild

animals are not immediately visible

to the American public.

As the wealthiest country in the

world, the United .States is the mar-

ketplace for a majority of wild ani-

mal products. Furs and skins from

all parts of the world find their way

to New York City's fashion indus-

try. The money paid the profes-

sional poacher and hi<li--hunler

comes from the sales of finished an-

imal produ< I" and the sales, in turn,

finance further slaughter of tile

wild animals. F\enluallv. the sales

will finance their extinction.

In ihi- fashion apparel field.

(ompanies have traditionally been

reluctant to regulate themselves in

order to savi- a speeii-s: ihi-y feor

that <om|H-lilors will make the sales

that they ileny themselves. The in-

dustry has also o|)eraled on the

principle that rare skins bring high

prices; the rarer the sixvies, the

more ex|M'nsive the products mode

from them. It is this unrelenting

pressure from commerce that ac-

counts for much of the decline in

the populations of wild animals

with valuable hides. So what indus-

try has been slow to do, govern-

ment is doing through enactment of

new legislation.

To counteract the role played by

American commerce in the decima-

tion of wild aninial populations.

Congre.ss passed the \^'ildlife Pres-

ervation Act of 100'^. This in-

cluded the Endangered Species

Conservation Act of 1969 and

amendments to the Lacey Act. The
Endangered Species Conservation

Act permits the Secretary of the In-

terior to promulgate a list of ani-

mal species that are in danger of

extinction and to prohibit further

importation of these creatures or

products tnade from them. If they

cannot be imported, they will not

be hunted. The Lacey Act. as

amended, prohibits the importation

of. or interstate Iraflic in. fish or

wildlife or their products obtained

illegally in their country of origin.

This will aid foreign governments

ill their fight against poaching and

the smuggling of illegal skins.

Such legislation will not prevent

the extinction of animals threatened

by pollution and habitat tleslruc-

lion. It will not save animals from

the cooking pot of a protein-starved

hunter and his family, it will only

slow the slaughter of commercially

valuable species imported for sale

on the United Stales market. TI»is

legislation follows in the tra<lition

of the l<)i;< law that slop|>eil the

trade in egret, heron, osprey. and

bird-of-paradise plumes. The plum-

age law was one of the first major

pieces of legislation enacted by one

country lo protect the wildlife of

others. The pres«'nl F.iuljingered

.Species Conservation .Act similarly

attempts lo prevent excewive com-

mercial exploitation of all mam-
mals, birds, ri'ptiles. amphibians,

fioli. anil mollusks. regardless of

country of origin.

The greatest shorlctmiings of this



legislation are in its administration

and enforcement. The Department

of the Interior's Endangered Spe-

cies List contains names of animals

in imminent danger of extinction.

However, in too many instances the

hides, furs, and feathers of these

species resemble forms that are not

endangered and are therefore not

listed. Some of these look-alikes are

so similar that they cannot be sepa-

rated from the endangered species.

Although all tigers should be con-

sidered endangered, they are not all

listed and provide a good example

of the problems with this legislation.

While Bali, Javan, Suniatran, and

Caspian tigers are on the list, the

Siberian, Bengal, Chinese, Korean,

and Turkestan forms are not. Yet

when tiger skins are imported, no

mammalogist, let alone government

inspector or fur dealer, can tell the

hide of one of these subspecies from

another. Most tiger subspecies have

been described on the bases of skull

shape and minor differences in color

and hair length. And it is possible to

find the total range of variation in

one litter of Bengal tigers.

The Nile crocodile has all but

been exterminated in eastern and

southern Africa and is also on the

Endangered Species List. Never-

theless, its importation cannot be

prohibited under the federal law.

because no one can separate Nile

crocodile hides from those of More-

let's crocodile (also endangered),

American crocodile, or saltwater

crocodile. Descriptions of crocodil-

ian species are based on the shape

and placement of skull bones and
on the scales at the back of the neck

and base of the tail. None of these

is available to an inspector looking

at commercial hides. As a matter of

fact, the similarity of the belly

skins of all crocodilians has per-

mitted industry to fool the public

into thinking any crocodilian item

was "genuine alligator." The phrase

Genuine Alligator on an item

means only that it is made from
some crocodilian, not from vinyl or

grained calfskin. It is a phrase

uniquely American. The American
alligator lives only in the United

States, nowhere else, so the Ameri-

can public has become accustomed

to thinking in terms of alligators

every time they see a crocodilian.

For example, young caimans are

nearly always sold in pet stores as

baby alligators. In Europe and

tropical Asia, the same items are

sold as "genuine crocodile."

Poachers have used this identi-

fication confusion to their advan-

tage. Skins poached illegally in one

country are frequently smuggled

into countries where the species is

not protected and the skins can be

sold openly. For years feathers of

the rare gray jungle-fowl were ex-

ported from Nepal even though the

species does not occur there. The

plumes were smuggled into Nepal

from neighboring India where it is

legally protected. In the case of

widespread species, such as leop-

ards, tigers, and some crocodilians,

no one can tell where a particular

hide came from originally.

Clearly, if endangered species are

going to be protected from com-

mercial hunters, it will be necessary

to prohibit not only their importa-

tion but also the importation of all

species and subspecies with which

they can be confused. The Depart-

ment of the Interior is reluctant to

take this step, however. The law

does not preclude it from doing so,

but the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee instructed it not to place a

species or subspecies on the list if it

is not endangered in all areas of the

world. Since some of the animals

involved in the identification con-

fusion are not endangered, the De-

partment of the Interior has been

slow to add them to the list.

New York State Assemblyman

Edwyn E. Mason was aware of

what the Endangered Species Con-

servation Act was designed to do,

but he also recognized its weak-

nesses. As chairman of the state as-

sembly's Committee on Agriculture,

he felt that the state might be able

to act where the federal govern-

ment's efforts had run aground. On
February 3, 1970, he introduced a

bill into the New York Assembly

calling for an amendment to the

state's agriculture and marketing

laws that would prohibit the sale,

or possession for sale, of leopard,

snow leopard, clouded leopard, ti-

ger, cheetah, vicuiia, red wolf, polar

bear, mountain lion (puma), jag-

uar, ocelot, margay. and all alliga-

tors, caimans, and crocodiles of the

order Crocodylia. Each species was

identified by its scientific name so

there could be no confusion over

which animals were meant. The

bill, cosponsored by 44 other

semblymen, aimed at total prol

tion of all species and subspecie

the big cats and crocodilians ini

der to protect the endangered c

with which they can be confu

Total prohibition also elimin;

the problem of transshipment

skins—poached skins smtJggled

another country from where t

could be shipped legally.

Hearings on this bill and its C'

panion bill were held in the P

York Senate on February 20, 1'

Debate over the need for the le

lation came from industry spol

men, conservationists, state and )

eral wildlife officials, zoologi

and indirectly, from representati

of several concerned foreign g

ernments.

The industry spokesmen m;
tained that they were true c

servationists and felt that the s

porters of the bill were misguid

They stated that they used only

skins of abundant species in th

trade. One furrier even claimed t

pelts of the rare snow leopard 1"

not been used by the trade for 1

years. To counter these industry

guments, conservationists cil

newspaper advertisements for le<

ard, cheetah, and snow leopa

coats that had appeared within t

last two years.

One industry spokesman argu

that while the Nile crocodile w
endangered, his company used or

"caimans" from Madagascar, ai

these were not endangered. Thei

fore, he pleaded, he should not J

prohibited from trading in tho

skins. The fact is, however, that c£

mans are found only in the tropic

Americas, and the only crocodilij

in Madagascar is the Nile crocodil

Zoologists long ago developed tl

use of scientific names to avoi

such confusion over commo
names.

Representatives of the fur trad

worried that the law would caus

the death of their industry. This bi

lief obviously conflicts with the ai

gument that the industry does nc

use endangered species. If such ani

mals are not used, then outlawinij

their sale could not hurt the Indus

try.

Some tradesmen claimed that

animals were being hurt by habita

destruction, pollution, and the hu

man population explosion, but no

1
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fhe DDT-less apple.

\burs for 9*.
inouncing the ECOLOGICAL FOOD SOCIETY. A rigorously independent source of organic-

ly raised foods, vitamins, cosmetics and household products. All delivered direct to your H
)or. All certified to contain no added pesticides, preservatives or chemical additives of any H
nd. You may apply for membership by mailing the coupon below. Membership does not H
iligate you to buy anything. |

Fellow Human:
IS is nol a scare ad. If you can read—let

smell, laslc and breathe—you're prob-
.cared enough.

cause you know that a flood of poisonous
icals has invaded your famiJy"s diet.

ng your food of its flavor and whole-
ness. Robbing you of your health, and
ps years of life as well,

u know thai 20 stales have issued bans
arnings against their lish, poultry and
because of mercury poisoning that has

d blindness, brain-damage and death,

at doctors now suggest infants should not

their mother's milk, because the DDT
nt of mother's milk in America is now
limes higher than ihe maximum permis-
'safely " le\el.

at of 20 top brands of fish sticks, Sfio
out as bacteriologically contaminated.

at Ihe paraffin-wax coaling applied (for

al appeal") to 70'; of all fruits, vege-

s and produce sold in this country is a
ilial cancer producer, which cannot be
cd oil or cooked out.

at 111 fallen profits, 80' : of the entire

rican beef supply is now being "primed
"

a dangerous growth hormone called slil-

ol, also a potential cancer producer.

at even drinking water is now so con-
lalcd thai, according to the Wall Street

lal, hiiiiU-il waler is one ol ihe /aslesl

ing hinine\\f\ m ihe Uniled Slates!

jnit" diifsni dtscnhc Ihc l.iod-/>i/( how It

hern itfunii untl pTcpitri-tl (.;iiilc simply —
lie food has NOT been sprayed, slimulalcd,
hrd, Lultircd, furlilied, cmuNilicd and proc-
to \«illiin an inch nf Its Itic land yours).
pctiplc lall II Mcillh Food "' Others say

ural l-ood." \Vc s.iv ttnly ihis' Remember
good food used li> l.iMe ' And how Kot>d it

w y<.ir' rhais uh.ii uif.m^ h.od. and The
IIU.ICAL FOOD MK IF.I V. is all ahoul.

Toniirds a "Ifilal iirvanlc rn^lronmrnr*

Ih.in )iisi a siipermarkei by mail (or a col-

n ol wiidcycd food "laddisis.") BFS was
cd by Ihc Dndinics ol doctors, bioloulsis,

l:in\ .mil ccoln^isls who wefc alarmed al

Milon of our lood supply and Ihc
U'liruciion of our cnvirtinmcnt.

Mipporl of members like yourself,

luoiir.iKiny farmers, caiilemen, and
all over Ihc country lo STOP pol-

'd, our air, our Hvei. E:nc<iura|iinK
only way pracllcal by tmtkintt tl

hite A farmer won't stop sprayinit
crop because ynu hand liim a copy

. rinii" hut hrcmise you promtsr lo

III

II slop lloodlnu us wiih phosphafc-
iiis and non-biO'deitradable coniain-
•II (/i»i nm hr turr ol xrlllng llirlr

I'liml I'foiUn-li al a loir ituirkel prtie.

Pf«l NVSCA
«•(. A s u

llnfi and F«f11lll*r«

What is a "fair market price"?

Does it mean orpanic foods mw.i cost more? Of
course it docs! (And don't believe anyone who
tells you otherwise.) But they need not cost very
much more, when you order ihrouith Ihe nalion-
wide resources of The EFS.

Thai is iKcausc EF.S prices are based on yearly

averages. From coast lo coasi, our manufacturers,
livestock raisers and farmers promise lo abide by
our strict organic principles. (And we check to
make sure!) In return. EFS promises to accept
and distribute their organic oulpui-every day,
every month, every season. So thai Ihe price-level

of organic foods need never be more Ihan a few
pennies above thai of "coniaminated" products.

And even these low prices can be lowered— as,

month by month, we bring more and more of the
earth and its products under organic cultivation.

I Our goal: the United States in seven years, most
of the world in ten.)

How the Society works for you
Mcmt)crs may order as much as they wish from'
Ihc Society. Or just a few things, like a special
honey, "natural" vitamins, chemical-free cider,
etc. Hut no member is ever ohiigaied la buy
unylhuiK.

Free with your membership

You will receive regular dale-limileil mailings of
the ECOLOGICAL OPTION LIST OF OR-
GANIC PRODUCTS. Each is from » lo 1 1 pages
tilled wilh faclual reporls and large photographs
of more Ihan a do/en tarefulh ,h,ck,-d ecological
products -which you arc cnlilled to i>rder through
Society auspices .U once. I'lrau- une iheu- I ISIS
Building lo nearly lull pages a year ihcy will grow
into Ihe only sucli Comprehensi\e Cai.tldg of Or-
ganic Products in existence— a unique photo-
ftraphically tllusiraied market-place (for members
only) of oritanically grown fruits, vegetables,
meats, fish, fowl, eggs, cheeses, dried fruits,

honey, nuts, breads, juices, cookies, cakes, candy,
grains, cereals. Hours, vilamins-all the fooils
you normally buy fi>r yourself and your family.
The .Society will deliver them lo your door. Or,
as wilh certain perishables and non-shippahles.
advise you where and how to obtain them il

available in your locality.

More than Just fooils

Your FCOLOGICAI OPIION I LSTS will help
you achieve ;i "loial org.iiiu en\ irtinment" bv
also ofrcriiii; "n.iliii.il" .l,-.,ruMs vMlhoul h.iimful

GUI if you act

promptly

"EARTH-1,"a non-synthetic cleaner

for things and people too

No. you won I t«o It on ndworh TV. Evan
though il't a marvol In Iha dithwather or

waihlng machlna And claani handi. facaa.
cara. baby thingi. walla, tloora. Una labrlca.

glaat. pota. graata—anything al all—much
batioi Ihan lho<a ao-callad ' miracia ' dalar-

ganli But EARTH. 1 la not a dataiganl Or
avan a toap. II conlalna no aynthallc lotvanta
or claanlng aganlt. So It la non-
loilc and nonUrllallng No harm-
ful chamlcala to hurl you And no
phoaphalaa or NTA lo polluta our
lakaa and alraami Why won t you
aaa II on TV7 Mayba bacauaa ll'a

nol vary aipanfllva Only half-a-

laaapoon doaa a whola floor. And
|ual ona drop doaa a whola fami.

ly'a handt Or a whola baby Ac
capl Ihia lampla lupply at a trap

?lll (11 you promlaa lo try il). and
•mp It frva myimn II you latar da-

cida to cancal mamborahlp Ouan-
lllf. 4 Ol InltnMllltd concanlrala.
9nough 10 makm up lo I oa/loni
cltantng tolutton.

-.:-:

chcmicils and phosphates. Bu>dc>:raJablc papcr-
liiwcls. containers, waxes and polishes— that per-
form without potluiini:. Beautifying cosmetics
-that literally nourish your skin. Also: non-poi-
sonous insect repellents, non-dcprivational light-

hulbs. home lap-waicr purifiers (so you won't
have to buy bottled water), oriianic toothpaste
and baby products, appliances such as blenders,
juice extractors, yogurt makers, seed sprouters,
and much more.

Also free

Thf EFS Newsletter <$3.50 a year to the public)
and the Society's profusely illustrated 90-pafEC
(iuitte lo Organic Living (SI to the public). Both
will keep you alert to what is happening in-and
111—your environment. And what you can do
about it noiy.

Their frank reports name names, tell you which
companies are culprits, what commercial fot>ds

are (barelv) tolerable if no organic substitute is

available with a camplrte hreakiit'Hn hy brand
name. Plus what supermarket items to buy -and
beware of. What so-called "popular" foods really

contain (in plain, frightening English). And how
to neutralize them, if possible.

You'll also learn how to read between the lines

of pending legislation . . . and phoney product
labels. How to put Ihe latest facts about diets.

drugs, pollution and population to work in ytmr
neighborhood- f..r \,u,r f.,niilv.

Don't Just hope things get better
help us mukr them better.

Ask yourself thcve disquiclmg questions. Who
really cares land in wIu'm- inierrU is it to care)
about the v]ualtty of >our environment** And the
safety of your f.imily's diei' What has the govern-
ment done* What has pri\aie industry done?
There is. m the last analysis, only you. And the
thousands like you who are awarc-and concerned
-enough to get behind FFS now. While there i%

Hill time Please mail the application on this page
today. Putting it off for tomorrow could mean
there mivht be no tomorrow.

The ECOLOGICAL
FOOD SOCIETY m
v.". 1

I. r.o .nroll mi. in Iho EFS Mom-
tir'-.hip fi.^i'. nol obhgato mo to buy any-
thinf) n,jt it doof onlitio ma lo rccoivo (t)

I..,. rroiOC.ICAI. OPTION LISTS. (2) a
1' t •

; !.on lo tho EFS NEWSLETTER.
"iiM- ,

< ' '.0 10 the public. (3) a Irae
111 ;,! I', il H) page Guido lo Organic Liv

intj. ivuuiaily tl to tha public, and (41

mu privilogo of ordorlng Irom OPTION
LISTS al mambor pricoa plua poalaga
Naturally, anything I orrtrf t>noui7h tho
Socioty muji talltly - ' '

' — i,

return il tor a prom|it
my one-yoar mambo'*
help dalray tha cost •

'

and support Iho wor^
our anvironmani by ' i

and livoalocli under .

am frao lo cancel m.- . t v

returning my mambersrnp m.^ir^.tu wiihin
30 dayi and you will refund my M In lull

i } Yea. Include tree aupply EARTH-I. mm*
lo keep whether I remain • member or not.

* n tS memberahip lee encloeod. Or charge

I
1 1 Maalor Charge tt



by the commerce in the whole ani-

mals and their products.

The presentation of U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce statistics on im-

portations of hides and furs clearly

showed that the number of large-cat

furs imported account for less than

2 percent of the total number of

furs imported each year. From
these cats come the prestige furs

that draw customers into the stores.

Once there, however, they buy

mink, fox, and other furs. Mink

alone accounts for about 80 percent

of total fur sales. Obviously, a loss

of 2 percent of sales would not kill

the industry. The 2 percent is sig-

nificant only to the wild popu-

lations of the animals concerned.

For example, during 1968, the U.S.

Department of Commerce reports

that 1.283 cheetah skins were im-

ported. Yet field studies in East Af-

rica show that there is an average

of one cheetah for every 30 square

miles of territory. The 1968 im-

ports were the equivalent of taking

every cheetah in an area of 38.000

square miles (^ee "This Gentle &

Elegant Cat," Natural History

Magazine, June-July, 1970). Little

wonder that cheetahs are in trouble.

Conservationists pointed out that

funereal forecasts had been sim-

ilarly voiced by the fur industry

when the uncontrolled slaughter of

the Alaskan fur seal was stopped

shortly after the turn of the cen-

tury, but the industry did not die. A
carefully controlled harvest of fur

seals replaced the previous uncon-

trolled slaughter, and today only a

small percentage of the young ani-

mals and the bachelor bulls are har-

vested each year. The remainder,

including the breeding adults, are

left untouched to produce future

young. This sustained-yield harvest

assures a constant supply of pelts

for the market and does not

threaten the continued existence of

the species. Yet even with such ex-

amples to guide them, the fur in-

dustry still prefers uncontrolled ex-

ploitation for many valuable

animals, even to the point of ex-

tinction. In fact, the marketing

practices of the trade almost sug-

gest that they prefer rare and en-

dangered species—the rarer the

species, the higher the price of the

product.

The industry also pointed out

that they did not pay the hunters,

but only purchased the skins of ani-

mals already dead. The Mason bill

would not resurrect those animals.

While it is certainly true that a ban

on sales will not restore life to dead

animals, the money from retail

sales pays the manufacturer and

importer. He in turn pays the for-

eign dealer, who pays the hunters

and poachers. When the whole op-

eration is understood, it is apparent

to everyone that the buying public,

together with the retail dealer, is

supporting the commercial slaugh-

ter of wild animals.

The industry questioned the need

for protecting all tigers, all leop-

ards, or all crocodilians. when only

some species or subspecies are en-

dangered. They asked that the Ma-
son bill be rewritten to include only

the endangered forms. Aside from

not recognizing the difficulty of dis-

tinguishing the skins of endangered

forms from nonendangered ones,

this points up a lack of insight into

the problem of commercially en-

dangered species. Many dealers

treat the absence of a particular an-

imal on an endangered species list

as license to exploit it. They reason

that if it is not endangered, it must

be abundant, ignoring the many in-

termediate states of rare, once

abundant but now depleted, and de-

clining in numbers. An animal in

any of these categories should not

be subject to uncontrolled ex-

ploitation.

To counter the zoologists, who
supported the ban on sales of all

animals that could be confused with

endangered species or subspecies,

the industry argued that hides

could be identified from their ship-

ping points. They claimed that Af-

rican skins are shipped from Africa

or, more specifically, that only

Kenya skins come from Kenya and

only Indian furs arrive from India.

The U.S. Department of Commerce
figures disprove this assumption,

however. In 1968. cheetah skins

were imported from India, but the

Indian cheetah has been extinct

since 1948. These were African

skins transshipped through India.

In that same year, transshipped Af-

rican leopard skins were imported

from Argentina, while jaguar skins

from tropical America were flown

in from the Netherlands. France.

Germany, and South Africa. Ocelot

skins arrived regularly from En-

gland. African slender-snouteii

crocodiles and South American cai

mans entered from Thailand

Transshipment is so widespreat

that importers cannot be sure of thi

country of origin. This is especialb

true where smuggling occurs to ob

scure the origin of the skins.

At the New York hearings, a let

ter from Mohamed Awaleh, head o

the Wildlife Department of So

malia. was read. Mr. Awaleh de

scribed the difficulty of enforcinj

wildlife protection laws when thi

profit to be made from sniugglini

poached skins is great. He said,

personally blame America and Eu
rope for most of this smuggling be

cause it is with your dollars [that

you indirectly contribute to th

mass slaughter of wild game
Smuggling ... is so great that

could not do much in spite c

strong new law[s]. ... I am nov

appealing to any responsible an«

conservation-minded American ti

help us by trying to discourage o:

forbid importation of such rare spe

cies as leopard and cheata [chee

tab] from any place in Africa."

Perez Olindo, head of the Kenyi

National Park System, sent a sim

ilar letter pleading for passage o:

the Mason bill. He told how severe

of his wardens are killed each yeai

by poachers and stated that Africar

wildlife could not be adequate])

protected until the profit was taker

out of poaching. The only way tc

do this is to prohibit imports intc

the United States and Europe. Anc
prior to the hearing in Albany, the

wife of the Indian Consul General

read a statement from Indira Ga
dhi asking for aid from the citizens

of the United States in protecting

the big cats and crocodiles of India

from further exploitation.

The Mason bill eventually passed I

the New York legislature and was]

due to go into effect on September

1, 1970.

In July. 1970, suit was brought I

in the State Supreme Court of

Onondaga County by the A. E. Net-,

tleton Company of Syracuse con-

testing the constitutionality of the

Mason Act and the Harris Act. an-

other piece of endangered species

legislation. The Nettleton Company
manufactures shoes, some of which

are made from crocodilian hides.

Nettleton was joined in its suit,

by four other fur and reptile-hide

12



Announcing America's first (and only)

ALL-BOOK/
ALL-PUBLISHERi
DISCOUNT CARD

*Not available from dealers, wholesalers, retail book establishments
or their representatives or sales agents.

I hearer's name
s requested^.

:iNTITLES BEARER lo purchase Irom us at

ull eard disfounts any boak in print sold in

my bookstore in the United States or its Ter-
tories or listed anywhere in the American
look Club yiA.STER RATE CATALOG &
.lIDh TO U.S. PUHLlSHtRS A WHOLt-
Al.l. HOOK OUTLf-.rs. tSee Footnote I for
ardholder's discount schedule of up to Hl^'t

ff ortninal publishers' prices.

t

PHIS DISCOLNT PRIVILEGE INCLLDES
tiers such as Future Shock. The

icnsuous Woman. PapjHon, Everylhiny \ou
\lways Wanccd lo Know About Sex, Body
anKuage. Ball Four. Sexual Politics. Inside
he Third Reich. Love Story. The Wall Street

unfile. Human Sexual Inadequacy, etc.: as well
'1 all fiction and non-tiction: all cookbooks:
\ill scientific and technical books; all polmcal.
ustnrical. business and financial, btoftrtiphical,

\eliKious. philosophical, art. even reference
tij?rks. unabridtied dictionaries, encyclopedia
els and professional books. No exclusions.

PHIS nisr.Ol .>T PRIVILEGE ALSO IN-
•LIDES books of all maior publishers such as
(andom /lou\e. Knopf, Doubleday, Harper A
<ow, Simon A Shu\ler. Harvard University
'ress. drove Press, etc. Ex en rare or "speital-

It" houses. No exclusions.

iCCEPTING THIS CARO involves absolutely
lO obligation or cominilment to purchase any-
hinic. al any time, /or any reason.

COMPLETE COST of all the ALL BOOK/
U.LPUBLISHEK DISCOUNT CARD, with
ull pri\ilciies. i\ 5.V There arc no other charges.
'his one-time ReKiMratutn Eee ii Kood lor life,

•'ou need fin er renew or pay another lee. {See
'otitnifte 2-1

MOW TO ORDER AT FULL CARD DISCOUNTS
iply look up sekuionisi voii w.int .11 discounts
to 81', in the Cliihs MASIFK RAIFCAIA-
O A t.lUDF ill IS I'lBllSMFRS A
101 FSAI F HOIIK <ll I I F IS (provided free

..ird: des bill! . I .ind
cr number listed hesidc each book.

)r, you may prefer to order .1 b<Mik cum-
-Ted by some **i/iff book club (that, tor
fcctly all riithtl. Or feel free to request
ik reviewed or advertised in any publlcatio
J In mil bookstore. I hen simpi

i>te the

cr.
n yi

of any book, publisher or author is implied or
intended. Prices subject to change.) r.^,j

Title Pub. at Price

GLOSSARY OF THE CONSTRUCTION,
ORIGIN & USE OF ARMS & ARMOR $50.00 % 9.95

AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 9 00 S.93

BIROS OF PREY OF THE WORLD 25 00 9.93

COMPLETE PIANO MUSIC OF
BEETHOVEN, 21 -AiUCO LPs. boxed 100.00 19.89

JAMES BEARO OUTDOOR COOKBOOK 12 SO 5.89

COWLES COMPREHENSIVE
ENCYCLOPEDIA, 3 vols, unabridged 40.00 9.95

DICTIONARY OF ECOLOGY 10.00 3.98

HANDBOOK OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 5.00 2.33
(com d top ot next col

)

FOOTNOTE 1 Clubs MASTER RATE CATALOG & GUIDE
TO U.S. PUBLISHERS & WHOLESALE BOOK OUTLETS
is sent free with your card. Cardholders discount
schedule: 75% of all titles in CATALOG are 50°o to

81°/o below original publisher's prices; IS'o of titles

are 20% or more below original publisher's prices.
Even books not listed in MASTER RATE CATALOG may
be ordered at discounts up to ICo provided they are
still in print. You are also entitled to request, at

slight additional cost, the Master Catalog of British
Books and if you so desire - to order any and all

British books in print, as well as obtain price quo-
tations and bibliographic searches for research and
scholarly purposes.

FOOTNOTE 2 Your $5 Registration Fee (which, inci-

dentally, cardholders generally "amortKe" many
times over on their first order alone) helps defray
cost of respondent materials, acquisition, and pro-

gramming your name and order-number into battery
of IBM-S 360 computers comprising new Computer
Control Center which can store over IW BILLION
characters of information, scan and process book
orders at rate of TWO MILLION CHARACTERS PER
Mir^UTE. Currently servicing orders for more than
150,000 booklovers, it is the only such facility of

lis kind in existence.

FOOTNOTE 3 Cardholders receive only genuine pub-
lisher's editions. Conventional book clubs often send
members "club editions" - i.e. special "economy"
printings using cheaper paper, smaller type, flimsier
bindings. Our discounts are never achieved this way.
All books are publishers' editions, brand new and
bindery fresh - the same item selling for full price

in the "bookstore around the corner '.

'0,

75.00 19.9S

10.00 2.9B

30.00 7.89

18.00 9.89

15.00 9.95

40.00 9.94

10.00 2.M

80.00 19.94

15.00 4.96

4.00 1.00

10.00 2.98

10 00 2.49

500 1.98

5.89

COMPLETE SYMPHONIES OF MOZART,
15 stereo LPs. boned

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTROLOGY

THE MEMOIRS OF CASANOVA, 6 vols.

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
MYTHOLOGY

PICTURE BOOK OF SEXUAL LOVE: A
PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE

THE NEW WEBSTER ENCYCLOPEDIC
DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

EARLY AMERICAN HERB RECIPES

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE ARTS

FINE ART OF CHINESE COOKING

STAMP COLLECTOR'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED BOOK
OF YOGA

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHEESE

HISTORY OF MAGIC I, THE
SUPERNATURAL 10 00

HOW THESE LARGE DISCOUNTS ARE ACHIEVED

Your orders need not pun through a consentional
bookstore. Our Computer Control Center and
large-volume purchasing helps slash the costs and
"mark-ups" of normal tniok distribution proce-
dures. Resultant savings arc passed on to card-
holders as discounts or up to tll'^ ofT original
publishers prices shown in MASTER RATE
CATAIOG (Sec Footnote V)

YOU MUST 8E SATISFIED OR MONEY REFUNDED

If for an> rejs<.n vou feel voiir cud is not as
valuable as we have led vou to believe (or even
if you have simply changed your mind I. you arc
free to return it within 10 davs for a full refund
of your Registration Fee. (Please tear card in

half before returning. > Naturally, any tvook you
purchase with your card must alsti satisfy you
completely or you may return it (or a full refund
— no questions a.skcd.

To appiv for an All -BOOK ALI-PUB-
IISIIFR nlS<OUNF CARO. complete and mall
the form below (Should your application not be
approved, vour Registration F'ee will be returned
to you at once ) Mail form 10 A! 1 -BOOK ALL-
PUBIISHER DISCOUNT CARO. American
Book Club. Ha/leton. Pa. 18201.

HOW MUCH YOU SAVE IN DOLLARS ANO CENTS
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Is life passingyou by?
Life doesn't stand still

for fumble-and-fuss picture

taking. Grab for it with the

first truly professional 35mm
single-lens reflex camera
you can just aim and shoot:
the new Konica Autoreflex-T.

Shift into "automatic
exposure," which no other
reflex camera permits, and
the Autorefjex-T instantly

makes all exposure decisions
for you. You concentrate
only on the subject as you
fire away.

You never waste a second
(and maybe lose a picture)

while manually matching
needles or making adjust-

ments—unless you choose to

shift into "manual."

And because the exclu-
sive Konica Control Center
shows you automatically

selected lens and shutter

settings in the viewfinder,

you always know what's
happening. Without taking

your eye from the subject.

Konica convenience is

yours in two other fine 35mm
rangefinder cameras: the

full-feature Auto-S2 with its

superb f/ 1.8 Hexanon lens

and 3-way exposure control;

and the incredible C35,
world's smallest, lightest

fangefinder-35.

So get yourself a Konica.

And stop missing out on life.

KONICA'
Konica Camera Corp., Brj^jKl
Woodside,N.y. 11377 SSTkIHI

manufacturers and retailers,

their complaints, they questic

whether the state had the authox

to prohibit the sale of animals

on the federal Endangered Spec

List. They reasoned that the End.

gered Species Conservation Act

1969 had pre-empted the field. Tl

also questioned whether the Mas
Act, in prohibiting the sale of f

eign species, conflicted with the £

eral authority to regulate interst

and international commerce.
In defense of the law. the N

York Attorney GeneraTs OfTice ci

tended that the state had the i

thority both to ban the sales of fi

eign species within the state and
base the ban on an endangered s]

cies list that was at variance w
the federal list. The attorney g«

eral argued that the legislature w
correct in considering the consume
right to know that the produ

he is purchasing are not made frc

endangered animals and to prote

him from fraud associated wi

this.

In its complaint, Nettleton stati

that it did not use endangen
species in the manufacture of shot

Claiming to use only "tinga"

"tinga alligator" hides, to whit

the company applied the scientif

names Caiman sclerops and C. la\

rostris, Nettleton pointed out thi

neither of these species is on tl

federal Endangered Species Lis

According to Nettleton, these hidf

were imported from western Brazi

Venezuela. Colombia, Peru, Bolivi;

and Paraguay. The facts dispul

Nettleton's claim. Tinga and ting

alligator are trade names applied 1

any of the subspecies of commo
caiman. Caiman crocodilus (C. sch

rops is an old synonym for this spe

cies). The trade names are derivei

from the Spanish and PortugueS'

common name jacaretinga. The spe

cies also has numerous other Soutl

American common names. In thi

United States it is sometimes callet

spectacled caiman when sold as i

pet, and alligator when sold a:

leather goods. There are four sub

species recognized by zoologists

One is found in Central America

one in the Apaporis River of Co

lombia, one in northern South

America, and one in central anc

southern South America. The lasl

subspecies is the jacare caiman, C
crocodilus yacare. It is the sub-

H
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Herd o( Icchwe, OKavango Swamp

Lars-Eric Lindblad introduces two new and exciting

Safaris to Africa and New Guinea.

Jotswana Safari: Lars-Eric Lindblad has

irranged an expedition to beautiful

Jotswana, an Africa which many of

IS thought had been lost forever. On this

lafari, you will find the largest animal

lerds in Africa and only a handful of

ellow man. But wild game and scenic

wauly is only part of Botswana's

Mudmon of the Asaro Rivoi

attractions. You will meet the oldest

inhabitants of Africa, the bushmen.

Though small in numbers, they have lived

here for more than a halt a million

years. And you will visit such places as

Maun. Lake Ngami, Tsodilo Hills.

Shakawe, Okavango, River Khwal.

Moremi Game Reserve and the Savull

Marshes. Accessible only by Land Rovers

and small aeroplanes, our Botswana

Safari is limited to nine participants

accompanied by a courier. Weekly

departures via Varig start In May, 1971,

New Guinea Safari:

Hovering like a pre-hlstoric bird over

the northern part of Australia. New

Guinea will offer you adventure such as

can bo found nowhere else. Cloud-

piercing mountains, rivers plunging

through deep gorges, dense jungles, an

incredibly exciting houseboat trip on the

Sepik River, fascinating people whose

culture is unchanged from the mists of

the stone age; these are some of the

highlights in Lindblad's great New

Guinea Safari. BOAC VCIOs will lly you

to and from Now Guinea

r Dcol NHb;i

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
133 EjiiI bSlh Slrool
Now York. N Y 10022

Plonto (end brochufM I urn tcrlouily
tnloroltod In

I I Botiwana Safari

CI Now Qulnoa Safari
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species found in western Brazil, Bo-

livia, Argentina, and Paraguay, and

it is on the federal Endangered Spe-

cies List. And there is no way to

separate this subspecies from any

of the other subspecies on the basis

of commercial skins alone.

Nettleton's complaint admits that

the firm uses hides of Caiman croco-

dilus, and that some of these hides

come from western Brazil, Bolivia,

and Paraguay. Since the only repre-

sentative of the species in those

countries is C crocodilus yacare,

which is on the federal Endangered

Species List, how can Nettleton sus-

tain its claim of not using endan-

gered species in its business?

The other species mentioned in

the complaint. Caiman latirostris, is

the broad-snouted caiman of south-

ern South America. Its hide is sold

under the common name overo, not

tinga as claimed by the company. If

Nettleton cannot distinguish be-

tween hides of the two species, this

supports the conservationists' belief

that it is difficult to separate species

of crocodilians on the basis of com-

mercial hides alone. If Nettleton can

separate them, but called the hides

tinga, it confused the facts in its

complaint.

In August, the lower court ruled

that the Mason Act was uncon-

stitutional because it exceeded the

state's police powers and deprived

the industry of property without

due process of law. The court relied

heavily on the fact that "the Act

does not protect the State's domes-

tic game and wildlife. None of the

prohibited Crocodylia is indigenous

to New York. In its blanket appli-

cation, banning all species of croco-

diles, the Mason Act is too broad

and as such is prohibitive. A per-

suasive factor in the effect of the

Mason Act is its failure to dis-

criminate between the endangered

and unendangered species, which is

what the federal act does. . . . This

type of legislation exceeds the

bounds of necessity and is uncon-

stitutionally oppressive."

The attorney general immediately

appealed the ruling directly to the

State Court of Appeals. Legal prece-

dents were found for states protect-

ing species that were not yet en-

dangered, protecting them "before

the danger is unmistakenly immi-

nent," and for states protecting for-

eign species, as was done under New

York's 1909 Bird Plumage Act. It

was also pointed out that the fed-

eral government has long recog-

nized the states' power to regulate

wildlife within its borders whether

indigenous or imported. A section

of the Lacey Act clearly states that

all dead game animals and birds, or

their parts, when imported into a

state become subject to the laws of

the state "to the same extent and in

the same manner as though such

animals or birds had been produced

in such state."

In October the Court of Appeals

overturned the lower court by af-

firming the constitutionality of the

Mason Act. In making the ruling

the court stated that the law would

be unreasonable only if the ban on

all sales of the animals listed was
unreasonable. Since such a ban was

the only way to protect species en-

dangered by commerce, it was not

unreasonable. They did "not agree

with the industry that the Mason
law goes too far." They held that

the state was not pre-empted by the

federal Endangered Species Con-

servation Act, and therefore had the

power to enact the Mason Act. They

further held that the state had not

deprived the industry of property

without due process. Since the Act

banned sales after September 1, the

court allowed industry to dispose of

animals, hides, and products that

arrived before that date.

While all this had been happen-

ing in the state courts, Palladio,

Inc., a Massachusetts "alligator"

shoe manufacturer, had filed suit in

federal court to contest the con-

stitutionality of the Mason Act.

The Palladio suit was initiated

before the Nettleton ruling had

come from the State Court of Ap-

peals, but the Palladio company

had agreed to await that ruling.

When the state court upheld the

Mason Act, Palladio sought to

bring its case to the U.S. District

Court in Manhattan. Like Nettleton,

Palladio argued that the federal leg-

islation pre-empted the field of en-

dangered species law. The Mas-

sachusetts company and the

industry also questioned whether or

not the law was unreasonable, for

they maintained that it is possible

to distinguish between the hides of

endangered and nonendangered

species of crocodilians.

Federal District Judge D.J. Mans-

field ruled, however, that the indi

try had failed to raise a substan

federal question in its compla
Judge Mansfield, in upholding

Mason Act, stated that

:

It is now generally recogni;

that the destruction or distu

ance of vital life cycles or of (

balance of a species of wildli

even though initiated in one p
of the world, may have profou

effect upon the health and w
fare of people in other distE

parts. We have come to app

ciate the interdependence of d

ferent forms of life. We real

that by killing certain species

one area we may sound our o^

death knell. . . . Nowhere dc

the Secretary of Interior indice

that his list of endangered spa

cies is definitive. The state's 111

of endangered species may
broader than the federal list sii

piy because the state legislatu

did not see fit to wait until on

a handful of species reraaini

before it passed a law affordii

protection. We cannot overru

the legislature for bein

cautious.

On March 22. 1971, the Unite

States Supreme Court refused 1

hear the appeal of the Nettleto

Company, thereby upholding Judg

Mansfield's opinion on state legish

tive protection of wildlife. Th
United States District Court of Aj

peals similarly denied the Palladi

Company's suit on March 26.

Since the year 1600. more thai

120 species of animals have beconni

extinct. Even though hundred

more are on the verge of extinctioi

today, it would seem the Americai n

public is willing to prevent this

when possible. Since the Mason Aci

was first signed into law, Californit

has passed a similar bill. California

did not protect the mountain lion,

but they did add the sea otter and

mustang to their list. Florida has

banned the sales of all alligator,

caiman, and crocodile products. The

Massachusetts legislature is debat-

ing passage of an endangered species

bill, and others are in preparation ^

by at least four other states. The

public is not willing to let animal

species die unnoticed, for as noted

by Judge Mansfield, "Extinct ani-

mals, like lost time, can never be

brought back. They are gone for-

i6
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as it ever hit you that the world

getting too small for stereo-

pes? It just might be that all those
aps dividmg us come from ideas

>o firmly set and mmds too tightly

adiocked.

Take your son (or friend) in ed-
ge. If he's busy muttering "Rele-

ince' ", swearing he doesn't be-

ive a thing he reads anymore, try

;nding him ATLAS. Things might
Jiet down. The thing is, he can't

3f believe us. ATLAS translates

le liveliest, gutsiest articles se-

cted from over 2,000 foreign

agazines and newspapers. No
jjicy from the top, no interpreta-

on. Just a conversation between a

Jrkish (or Belgian, or Kenyan) re-

5rter and the American reader.

Take your father (or friend) in

lidtown, or suburbia. Remember,

he's the one who says, "The world's

going mad ... I can't keep up. I'm

going to the club for a stiff drink."

Try sending him ATLAS. It can show

him the often delightful, often terri-

fying way the world is going mad.

Reassure him. Then upset him.

Give him the third, fourth and fifth

Side to every question.

Too serious for the person

you've got in mind? Well, yes, we
reprint from Le Monde, Der Spiegel,

Peking Review, and Izvestiya, but

we also publish unmatched car

toons, satires, bizarre little stories,

and film and book reviews long be-

fore they reach the U.S.

Too popular for your scholarly

friend? Yes, we reprint lighthearted

pieces from Punch and Le Canard

Enchiini, but we also have reports

on genocide unnoticed by the U.S.

l^Or..

press, essays by young Soviet his-

torians and the latest business

trends in Britain, Southeast Asia

and Central Africa.

Some of the most familiar names
among the nations leaders read

ATLAS every month. So do top in-

dustry executives. So do radicals

and revolutionaries.

If it's stereotypes that cause mis-

understandings, help yourself and
your father/son/ fnend to see the

world as others see it. This is a spe-

cial introductory offer, so mail the

attached post card today.

a A WINDOW
ON THE WORLD

1180 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK. N Y 10036
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in the Park
We stopped the car at the park

entrance. There was a ranger in the
little gatehouse at the left of the
road. Two other rangers, wearing
revolvers and with long nightsticks

fastened to their belts, stood just

beyond the shelter, blocking entry
to the park.

The ranger in the gatehouse was
friendly, and we chatted briefly as I

paid the $2.00 entrance fee. The
others walked slowly around the
car, peering in the windows, look-
ing closely at the tires. They did
not smile.

"Over here, when you're
through." one said. "Auto in-

spection." He pointed to two paral-

lel rows of yellow pylons at the side

of the road. "Pull the car in there."

He walked behind us.

There were four of us in the car.

Neil and Yvonne, students at San
Jose State College, were in the back
seat; Gregory, visiting from En-
gland, sat beside me. I had picked
up the three riders 60 miles to the

east, near the town of Oakdale.

They were dressed in dungarees
and old shirts, and carried back-

oacks. a "Yosemite" sign, and a

Union Jack tied to a walking stick.

The flag helped them get rides, they
said. Neil and Yvonne were plan-

ning a four day. .30-mile hike from
Yosemite Valley to Tuolumne Mead-
ows. They had met Gregory in San
Francisco two days before and had
invited him to join them on their

back country trip.

I pulled the car to the side, be-

tween the pylons. Neil was excited.

He glanced quickly around at the

rangers, then leaned over and spoke
to me. hurriedly and quietly. "This
whole thing is phony," he said.

"They're doing this to all the long-

hairs. They don't like our looks.

They're using the vehicle inspection

to keep the freaks out of the park.

It's probably illegal, but they do it

anyway.

"We went through this the last

20



by Jack Hope

Antagonisms between rangers and a new generation of campers led to

rioting in Yosemite last year. But the two groups may have more in common

with each other than either has with the majority of American society

time we were here," he continued.

"They found a had taillight—just

one liad lipht—and wouldn't let us

in. We had to go all the way hack

to Merced to have it fixed."

"But don't worry," Yvonne

added. "It's just a hassle. We'll get

in. They can't keep us out with this

car. It's brand new, isn't it?" she

asked me.

The car was new. rented in San

Francisco. It was large and shiny,

with crisp tires, no scratches, no

cracked glass, no broken headlights.

The odometer read 4.021 miles. But

two of us wore beards, and there

were three heads of long hair, in-

cluding Yvonne's.

The ranger at the rear of the car

walked to my window while Yvonne

was speaking. He looked hack at

her. "What's that about a hassle?"

he said.

"Nothing." Yvonne said.

The ranger contitiued looking at

her for several seconds. Then he

turned to me. "Headlights, please,"

he said.

I turned on the lights. The ranger

in front of the car waved his hand.

"All right." he said, "now high

beam."' The other ranger returned

to the rear of the car.

Yvonne leaned over the back of

llic seal and spoke in a low voice.

"When we were here in July. I

didn't have any identification. They

called my parents in Fresno and

asked ihetn if they knew I was in

the park with n 'young man.' It was

embarnissing."

"I.efl directional," ihi- ranger in

back called out.

"Thry'ri- afraid of us." Neil said.

"Thcv wear guns and they're afraid

..f us."

"Hight directional."

(Fregory seemed ner\<>us. He
pulled on his bear<l. "This is ex-

traordinary." he sai<l. "In Kngland,

you know, policemen dun'l wear

firearm**."

"Uraki" lights."

"But this is America," Yvonne
said. ''Didn't you know? We're

being invaded by Communists here,

by student agitators and effete

snobs—all sorts of insurgent

groups. They're about to overthrow

the country, starting with the na-

tional parks."

Gregory laughed. The ranger

strode from the rear of the car,

bent down to the window, and

looked over at him. Gregt)ry was si-

lent and looked straight ahead.

''Let's see your license," the

ranger said. I handed it to him and

he walked to the front of the car

and talked with the other ranger for

two or three minutes, still unsmil-

ing. Other drivers pulled up to the

gale. paid, and passed through.

'"Listen," Yvonne said, "let's tell

them our packs are filled with mari-

juana seeds. Tell ihem we're going

out in the woods to start a pot

farm."'

The ranger walked bai-k from the

front of the car. He tapped my li-

cense slowly against his clipboard.

"You know, this license expires in

2l days."

"Yes." I said. "I expect to be out

of the park by then."

"Any other identification?" I

showed him my draft card.

The ranger ahead of the car

called out. "Can I see the left direc-

tional again?"' 1 llipiied tlii> switch,

and the light clicked crisplx. a be-

fore. The ranger bent down and

looked underneath the car. I turned

off the switch.

"How do you deci«le which cors

to stop for inspection?" I asked.

"K.xcry third car." the ranger re-

plied, handing back my card and li-

cense. "All right." he said, "you

can go on." He turned and walke<l

awav.

We drove from betucen the py-

lons, and continued on down the

road.

"Every third car?" Neil said

angrily. "At least five went through

21



Explore
half the world
for $1415

all-expense from
New York

Here's unchallenged value and
variety! Four Continent Circles,

arranged by Virginia Roth, wrap

Europe-Africa-AsiaSouth America
in 4fa-mile jet fares on scheduled
airlines!

It's your first chance ever to ex-

plore ancient Gondwanaland, the

super-continent, on affordable
time and money budgets. From
$1415.-$2740. (including all air

fares) on 17-22 day odysseys along

pathways of culture and faith that

have shaped our American life

style.

Ancient Greece and ageless Ethi-

opia. Dynamic Israel and dramatic
Brazil. Emerging Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania. Victoria Falls, the

Indian Ocean, Cape of Good Hope
... and the first jet conquest of

the last ocean... the South
Atlantic.

With 35 departures beginning May
26 ... we have half-a-world going
for you whenever you're ready for

a holiday you can't enjoy at any
price with anyone else. Send cou-
pon for full-color brochure or ask
any travel agent.

V

*based on GIT fare,
minimum 15 persons J

Mrs. Virginia Roth ' *^*^
CAHILL-LAUGHLII^ TOURS, INC.

^ ?\___

655 Madison Ave, New York, N.Y. 10021 ~"^
(212) 759-9866

Dear Virginia: I think 4 continents on a ticket
to 1 makes sense. Please send me your bro-
chure, and departure dates.

while we were there."

"Si.x." Yvonne said. "Six went
by." She turned to Gregory.
"Wasn't that fun?" she said. "How
did you like it, Gregory?"

Gregory continued looking
straight ahead. "Extraordinary," he
said. His voice sounded strange.

"Truly extraordinary."

It's difficult to say just when or
where the confrontation between
the Yosemite park staiT and long-

haired youth first began. Social
frictions do not begin with the elec-

tion of a certain president, the stag-

ing of an antiwar demonstration,
the appointment of a park adminis-
trator, the hurling of an insult or a
rock. And they do not occur in a

social vacuum.

At Yosemite, the 1970 "security

precautions" (or "harassinents," de-

pending upon your point of view
and, perhaps, upon the length of
your hair) were initiated following
a riot on July 4.

Among the riot participants,

there were 40 park rangers and
other park employees, some on
horseback, and several hundred
young people. The park people had
ropes, chemical Mace, nightsticks,

and .38 caliber revolvers. The
young people had marijuana and
pills, rocks and wine bottles. Some
were there for confrontation, some
for excitement. Some were just

there.

Within the framework of the riot

there were strong feelings about
war and race, authority and mate-
rialisin. There were stereotyped no-

tions of "establishment." of long-

haired youth, and of organized
threats to national security. There
were memories, either firsthand or

vicarious, of former clashes be-

tween young people and police at

Kent State, Ohio, at Jackson, Mis-
sissippi, at People's Park in Berke-
ley. And there were experiences

with local "vigilante" groups that

have attacked and beaten long-

haired young people in southern
and western states. Then, too, there

were probably worries about job se-

curity; about self-image; there was
the usual need to identify an
enemy.

For the most part, the July 4 riot

took place in 20-acre Stoneman
Meadow and nearby campgrounds.
The grassy, rectangular meadow
lies in the heart of Yosemite Valley,

the park's most scenic and n
used area, where 3.000-foot c

rise abruptly on either side of
level valley floor, and where, dur
any normal summer weekend,
ward of 15.000 people congreg
within an area of eight squ,

miles. Stoneman Meadow is cros:

by a single roadway. It is s

rounded by several large car

grounds, tall stands of incense
dar and ponderosa pine, and by '

park concessionaire's Camp Cu
—a complex that includes cabi

dining halls, snack bars, bicy
liveries, offices, a gift shop, a clo

ing store, a barber shop, and
swimming pool.

On July 3, a large group, ma
up mostly of people under 25, ga
ered in the meadow. Some wt
drinking wine or smoking ma
juana, some were singing or playi

guitars. Park rangers placed sm
signs in the meadow: "Due to e

treme litter and noise, this meadc
will be closed 7:00 p.m." (The nc

mal "quiet hour" at Yosemite
10:00 P.M.) The signs, according
some park employees, were fir

posted on the previous day, Thur
day. but were torn down by "hi

pies." Other witnesses claimed tl

signs appeared only after the crow
gathered. In any case, the meado
had never been closed in the pas
and the signs and the seven o'cloc

curfew created a challenge. Prt

dictably, the young people did nc

respond to the 7:00 p.m. deadlint

At seven, rangers with bullhorn

atop their cars repeated the orde
to clear the meadow, telling thi

gathering of young people: "Yoi
are a disorderly mob." Then
mounted rangers rode into th<

crowd, driving it to the edge of th(

meadow. There, rangers on foo

clubbed at least two people to th(

ground, witnesses said, handcuffec

them and others, and took them to

the Yosemite jail. Most of the crowd
disbanded and escaped.

The following day. the 4th c

July, the damaged curfew sigr

were replaced and about 500 youn
people regrouped in Stonema
Meadow. Park adininistrators hu!

riedly scouted about for extra mal
power. In addition to the regula

ranger staff, maintenance men, tra

crews, and fire control aides wei
recruited for the expected coi

frontation. A large crowd of specta-



fjatliererl al the edge of the

dow

.

)uriiig the afternoon, a lialf-

n park ranpers decided to walk

)ng the meadow people, asking

n— politely, in most cases—to

e. discussing the special envi-

nental problems of large gath-

gs within a national park, offer-

to hold a 6:.?0 mass meeting at

earhy campgrf)Utid to talk with

ng people. But the mold had

1 <ast by events of the previous

Hangers in the meadow were

mistreated, but were requested

ave. They did.

t curfew lime, the ['A systems

in re(|uested a clearing of the

idow. The young people rlid not

e. They sat in large circles. Hel-

ed rangers, and others, gathered

ig a wooded fringe of the

idow.

"he dozen or so men who could

• mounlefl their animals and

rgcil into the center of the group

the meadow. The helmeted men

St from cover and rushed into

meatlow. using nightsticks on

young people's heads. The peo-

scatlered. but regrouped, and

ig rocks, fallen tree limbs, and

le bottles. (Irene their attackers

m the meadow. A few of the by-

iders. apparently angered by the

rge of the horse patrol, sided

Ih the young people.

\)ne group of voung people threw

a log roadblock, presenting

ger \ chicles from entering the

idou area. Policemen from

ghlioring louiilie- were suni-

ned by park admini-trators. Thi*

rii)osu (!ounly sheriff and his

lUty (lrr>ve rapidly to the

adow. their siren screaming, but

y were sloppd I'V the roadblock,

sks smashed their windows. The

•riff exiled, sliooling. and was

ick with a rock. The deputy dijl

I fire his weapon. The two odi.

'S relreat<-d. and llie meadow pco-

exploded some fireworks, then

ired to iheir campgrounds late

the evening. The valley ((uieled.

Dul in the iiighl. ami in the early

iriiing hours of July .i. park

iger". reinforced b> the Califor-

> Highway I'alrol, and the sber-

s departments of Madera, Fresno,

iripiisii, and Merced counties,

ded (he campgrounils surround

{ the meadows. Armed with re-
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The Ricoh Hi-Color 35.

Its as fast asa thoroughbred.

1 he action above is

being brought to you by the

automatic Hi-Color 35 camera
below. Click, click, click, up to

15 shots in 15 seconds.

Just set the distance
and exposure at automatic. Set

the shutter at 1/125 of a sec-

ond. (It goes to l/.KX)). Wind
the motorized film advance,
aim the sharp 12. cS Rikenon
wide angle lens and you're off.

Automatically, without soft

focus, or too much or too little

light.

I he rem.irk.ihle com-
pact Ricoh Hi-Color 35, under
$75. suggested retail. Also
available with an underwater
marine capsule.

Write us for a free lab

report.

Ricoh
A new generation of cameras.

, 02H2. A UliUlua uf Tlio(;illrtte Company

AFRICA
See Africa with the
experts on a Four Winds
escorted tour.
For more Itian 13 years our escorts have
been guiding visitors from East to West
Africa and from Central to South Africa

The Great Game Parks
Four Winds takes you through Africa's

greatest game parks Live safari-style

under magnificent African skies game-
watch from Treetops Hotel thrill to the
sight of enormous herds of wild game.
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A PRI(\JT-DUT OF THE FUTURE SYST

3 COUNTRIES

THE FUTURE OF MAN ON EARTH CAN BE DIVID-

ED INTO ALTERNATIVES ACCORDING TO ENERGY

SUPPLIEb. THLRE IS THE FUTURE DF POUIER EX -

Pfll'-iPIMG
. THE FUTURE DF POUJER CUNSTANT . AND

THE FUTURE LF PDUJER RECEDING . NrtTIDIMAL ATJD

INTERNATIDNhL planning task FORCES SHOULD

BE ASSIGIiED TG EACH GF THE THREE CONTINGEN-

CIES.

UE ARE NOT NDld SURE UHICH FUTURE UIILL BE

NEXT; PERHAPS EACH djILL FOLLDUJ THE OTHER IN

A STEP-BY-STEP SEiJUErJCE, FROM THE PRESENT

SYSTEM CF EXPANDING POlilER, TO CONSTANT POUJ-

ER, TO RECEDING PDUER. THESE ENERGY ALTER-

NATIVES CONCERN SURVIVAL AND SHOULD PROBABLY

DEMAND FAR MORE OF OUR NATIONAL ATTENTION

THAN THE STATUS SYMBOL OF SPACE TRAVEL. THE

AVAILABILITY DF EfJOUGH ENERGY FDR ANY SIG-

Copyrlght (E) 1971 by John UJiley g Sons, Inc.

NIFICANT AMOUNT OF SPACE ACTIVITY IS SIMPLY

NOT IN SIGHT. THE SPACE PROGRAM MAY INDEED

BE A LOVELY FLOWER IN THE LATE SUMMER OF

MAN'S CURRENT GROWING SEASON. WE HAVE EN-

ERGY NOW TO PLAN FOR THE FUTURE, BUT LATER

THERE MAY BE NO EXCESS CALORIES.

FUTURE OF POWER EXPANDING

AS LONG AS SUSTAINED AND INCREASING

SOURCES OF POTENTIAL ENERGY ARE DEVELOPED

FROM FOSSIL FUELS AND NUCLEAR POWER, THERE

WILL BE ADVANCING PATTERNS OF MORE COMPLEX,

SELF-ADJUSTING NETWORKS OF MAN. IF AN AWARE-



MAIM

IN THIS ABSTRACT DIAGRAM, ENERGY FLOUIS FROM TWO SOURCES,

THE SUN AND FUELS, TO MANY ENERGY SINKS, REPRESENTED BY

INVERTED TRIANGLES. THE ENERGIES FLOliJ THROUGH THE AGRI-

CULTURE AND CITIES OF THREE COMPETING COUNTRIES AND

THROUGH THE SURROUNDING LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM. UAR IS

ONE MEANS OF RESOLUING THE COMPETITION FOR ENERGY, BUT

MODERN uiARFARE COULD BE TOO OESTRUCTIUE TO ALL LIUING

SYSTEMS. A UIABLE ALTERNATIVE UOULO BE FOR AN INTER-

NATIONAL AGENCY, UPPER RIGHT, TO CONTROL THE ALLOCATION

OF FOSSIL FUEL ENERGY.

o

Q

Q

O
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OF E.'JERGY LAWS CAN BE BETTER DISPERSED

1 THE WORLD'S CITIZENS, SOME IMhROUED OE-

5 OF POLITICAL STRUCTURE MAY VET DEVELOP

:-U)ORLD SYSTEM, BYPASSING MILITARY POWtR

ING. HOUEUER, FOR SUCH A OIME-UJDRLD STRUC-

THE SCIENCE OF ENERGY NETUORt^S IN HUMAN

EMS MUST BE URGENTLY ADV/ANCEO. FOR 3UR-

L JE MAY NEED TO DEVELOP SUCH NATIONAL

ECTS AS A GIANT ANALOG NETWORK MODEL FOR

LATING, IN DETAIL, MAN'S SYSTEM OF ENER-

ND ECONOMICS.

HE IfCOMHLETE LOOPING OF MATERIALS IS A

T DANDER. WASTES ACCUMULATE AND MINERALS

FAIL TO REACH ENOUGH AGRICULTURE. IF THE

D DESIGNS DO NOT REGENERATIUELY CONNECT

WASTES TO THE FOOD INPUT, BOTH POLLUTION

STARuaTION MAY RESULT AS TWO FACES OF

THE SAME DIFFICULTY IN SYSTEMS DESIGN. THERE

IS ALSO THE HAZARD THAT SELF-DESIGNING READ-

JUSTMENTS OF SYSTEMS OCCUR ONLY AFTER CHEMI-

CAL LEVELS TOXIC TO THE BIOSPHERE DEVELOP.

THIS COULD ELIMINATE MAN LOCALLY AND POSSIBLY

EVEN COMPLETELY. FOR THE ENGINEERING OF BET-

TER REGENERATIVE ECOSYSTEMS CONSISTENT UITH

THE NEW INPUTS OF CIVILIZED MAN, AN INTERNA-

TIONAL ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERING PROJECT IS

NEEDED THAT, HOPEFULLY, WILL DEVELOP NEW

COMBINATIONS OF SPECIES THAT CAN DEAL WITH

THE SPECIAL CHEMISTRY INVOLVED.

DURING A FUTURE OF POWER EXPANDING, NEW

EDUCATIONAL MEANS WILL BE REQUIRED TO INCOR-

PORATE ALL THE PROBLEMS OF ACCELERATING COM-

PLEXITY AND TO f-ROVlOE SENSIBLE ROLES AND

PERSPECTIVES FOR EACH CITIZEN. THE 5CIE jCE OF

€)

€)

€)

€)

€

C



GEIMERAL SYSTEMS MAY HELP TD COWOENSE KNOWL-

EDGE AND PRQUIDE DUERUIEUJS. PERHAPS SYSTEMS

SCIENCE WILL BE INTRODUCED INTO THE GRAMMAR

SCHDDLS, REPLACING THE MISCELLANEOUS MATERI-

ALS OF GENERAL SCIENCE COURSES. MUCH INFOR-

MATION NOW TAUGHT IN DOZENS OF GRADUATE SPE-

CIALTIES INV/DLUES DIFFERENT SPECIAL CASES OF

THE SAME NETWORK PROPERTIES: THIS INFORMA-

TION COULD BE ORGANIZED IN A UNIFIED CUR-

RICULUM BASED ON SYSTEMS PRINCIPLES, PERHAPS

SIMPLIFYING EDUCATION. THE STUDENT MIGHT THEN

SEE WHERE HE STANDS IN EXISTENCE. IN THE PROC-

ESS OF REORGANIZING EDUCATION AROUND SYSTEMS

PRINCIPLES, A GENERAL SCIENCE MAY DEUELDP TO

EXPLAIN THE PHENOMENA OF MAN AND THE ECOSYS-

TEM. ECOLOGY MAY MOUE CLOSER TD SOCIOLOGY

AND THE OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES.

MANY SPECIALTIES, SUCH AS OCEANOGRAPHY,

LIMNOLOGY, FORESTRY, AGRONOMY, AND WILDLIFE

AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT, MAY FORM A COMMON

DISCIPLINE, NOT SO FAR REMOVED FROM THE PRES-

ENT SOCIAL SCIENCES. NEW SYSTEMS APPROACHES

MAY BE REFLECTED IN NEW CAMPUS DIUISICNAL

GROUPS, STREAMLINING EDUCATIONAL CURRICULA

AROUND THE SIZE LEUELS OF ORGANIZATIONS

THROUGH WHICH ENERGIES FLOW: THE ATOMIC, THE

MOLECULAR, THE BIOLOGICAL, AND THE ECOLOGI-

CAL (IN ITS BROADER SENSE). WITH MORE SPE-

CIALTIES, MANY MORE PERMUTATIONS OF LEARNING

ARE DESIRABLE AND POSSIBLE. CURRICULA MUST

BE LESS RIGID TD ALLOW FOR NEW COMBINATIONS.

THERE IS THE FEARFUL PROSPECT THAT OUER-

POPULATION WILL SPREAD FROM ITS UNDERDEUEL-

OPED FOCUSES TO ENCOMPASS THE WORLD INSTEAD

OF FALLING BACK BEFORE THE SPREAD OF MORE EN-

LIGHTENED SYSTEMS, THE DANGERS ARE SOMEWHAT

CLARIFIED BY THE ENERGY CONCEPTS. A COUNTRY

THAT LIMITS ITS POPULATION IS NOT THREATENED

BY ONE THAT DUERPOPULATES AS LONG AS ITS TO-

TAL POWER BUDGET IS IN EXCESS OF THESE OTHER

COUNTRIES, AND IT CHANNELS ITS ENERGIES TD

INCLUDE RESERVES AND ADEQUATE DEFENSE. THE

COUNTRY THAT DOES NOT LIMIT ITS RATIO OF POP-

ULATION TO ENERGY BUDGET PUTS ITS ENERGIES

INTO LOlil-LEUEL MAINTENANCE OF IGNORANCE, REG-

IMENTATION, AND THE MANY MISERIES THAT ARE

THE AFTERMATHS OF FOLLOWING SUCH A COURSE,

f

UNFORTUNATELY, THESE COUNTRIES CAN FOCUS

POWER IN ENDEAVORS SUCH AS MILITARY EXPER

TATION, ALTHOUGH THE POWER FOCUSED CANNOT

CEED THAT POSSIBLE FROM COUNTRIES WITH GRI

ER ENERGY BUDGETS. AN IMPORTANT UNSOLVED

QUESTION FOR SIMULATION IS THE NATURE OF
"

WORLD SYSTEM THAT WOULD BE IMPOSED ON ITS

BERS BY A WORLD GOVERNMENT ENCOMPASSING C[

TRIES WITH TWO ENERGY SYSTEMS, THE ONE DEI

GATED TO A MAXIMUM POPULATION-TO-ENERGY-Bl

RATIO, THE OTHER TO A MINIMUM POPULATION-"

ENERGY-BUDGET RATIO

NO SINGLE COUNTRY CAN COMPLETELY LIMIT

OWN POWER EXPENDITURES BEFORE OTHER COUNTf

DO BECAUSE THE POWER EXPANSIONS GIVE INDUJ

AL EDGES, WHICH WOULD FORCE THE PDWER-LIM]

COUNTRIES INTO ECONOMIC DEPRESSION. THUS ]

TERNATIONAL POWER CONTROL RATIONING MAY BE

QUIRED IF THE ENERGY SUPPLIES DO NOT BECO^

LIMITING SOON. UNLIMITED, EXPLOSIVE POWER

PANSION ON THE PRESENT ACCELERATING SCALE

THREATEN THE PLANET'S LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM

THE PRESENT POWER BUDGET OF MAN, NOW AT 10

PERCENT, BECOMES A LARGE PROPORTION OF THE

PLANET'S ORGANIC ECOLOGICAL ENERGY BUDGET.

THE TOTAL MEASURE OF HAN'S DESTRUCTIVE ACT

IS IN PROPORTION TO HIS TOTAL INDUSTRIAL PI

BUDGET.

THE GREATEST NEED OF ALL, NOW LARGELY Uf

REALIZED IN A WORLD THAT TALKS OF POPULATIC

EXPLOSION AND ECONOMIC RUNAWAY, IS TO GAIN

CONTROL OF THE BASIC CAUSE, WHICH IS THE A[

CELERATING OUTFLOW OF POTENTIAL ENERGY FRD^

THE FOSSIL-FUEL SUPPLIES. IN SOME WAY THE C

TRDL OF THIS FLOW MUST BE PLACED IN THE PUE

SECTOR, FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD, AND THE FLOW £

BILIZED. THERE MUST BE INTERNATIONAL AGREED

TO PREVENT COUNTRIES BENT ON COMPETITIVE EX

PONENTIAL GROWTH FROM MAKING RUNAWAY EFFORT

THAT SEEM TEMPORARILY GOOD FOR THEM, BUT TH

ARE CANCEROUS FOR ALL IN THE LONG RUN.

UNLIMITED CONTINUOUS GROWTH uF THE URBrt

AND INDUSTRIAL SECTORS IS ALREADY BEGINNIN

TD STRESS AND DIMINISH THE VERY LARGE LIFE

SUPPORT SERVICES OF THE SEAS AND FORESTS,

SUCH AS ABSORBING WASTES. TECHNOLOGY THEN

TRIES TO PROVIDE THOSE SERVICES AT MUCH



ER COSTS. TAXES AMD COSTS GO UP AND

CONDMY BECOMES UNCOMPETITIUE FOR LACK

TURE'S FORMERLY FREE SUPPORT. A DILUTE

IRE OF TObiNS A,JO NATURE IS THE FORMULA

WINS OUT IN THE LONG RUN, BECAUSE TECH-

;Y is not an EFFICIENT SUBSTITUTE FDR

IFULLY MINIATURIZED SYSTEMS OF LIFE

)RT.

UICNING WORLD FUEL IS A FEARSOME TASK

MOST OF THE FUEL SUPPLIES IN THE HANDS

1ALL, PARTLY DEV/ELCPED COUNTRIES AND

:OMPANIES, BOTH OF UJHICH OPERATE UNDER

r-RANGE PLANNING ONLY. li)E HAUE A CHANCE

E CAN FIRST EXPLAIN TO THE CITIZENS OF

iJORLD THE UNDERLYING ENERGY CAUSES OF

SITUATION. THEN THE ENERGY REFORMS OF

RNATIUNAL LAW CA^J FOLLOU. THIS WILL RE-

E INCORPORATION OF THE ENERGY ETHIC

ALL RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS.

F uUR STRUCTURE OF ECONOMISTS ADVISING

PLANNING ENOEAUORS UILL INCORPORATE THE

C ENERGY DRIVES IN ENERGY-ECONOMETRIC

LS, THEN UE MAY SUBSTITUTE KORE CERTAIN-

OR THE HERETOFORE ELUSIV/E ABILITY TO

ICT ECONOMIC DETAILS USING AN INCOMPLETE

L. THE RISING LEVELS OF EDUCATION AND

JilORLD TELEVISION COMMUNICATION MAY MAKE

THIS POSSIBLE.

,F IT IS CORRECT TH^T UiL CF POTENTIAL

)GY TENDS TO DEVELOP EJUAL DISTRIBUTIONS

NET'JDRK, GRADUAL EQUALIZATIONS MAY CUT

THE FORCES THRUST ACROSS NETWORK JUNC-

JS BETWEEN POOR AND RICH AREAS. THE STA-

:TY of DOMINANT PROTLCTQRS MAY BE REPLACED

iOME STABILITY OF INSTITUTIONAL UNIFICA-

I IN ORDER TO FOCUS ENOUGH PDJER FOR WORLD

^NIZATIGN.

THE ENERGIES OF JAR ARE THE OLD WAV, AP-

ENTLY WORKABLE IN PRIMITIVE LOW-ENERGY

Its, OF ADJUSTING INFLUENCE GEOGRAFHICAL-

BUT THESE SYSTEMS WHEN ENERGIZED BECOME

IMPOSSIBLE HIGH-ENERGY WARS OF OUR RE-

T HISTORY. THERE IS SURELY ENOUGH ENERGY

ERTIQLE FROM THESE FLOWS TO DEVELOP THE

TER POWER CONTROL MECHANISMS.

* * * <e *

FUTURE OF POWER CONSTANT

PERHAPS THE MAN-CONTROLLED ENERGY EXPLO-

SION IS NOT LONG FOR THIS WORLD. THE CURVE

OF EXPONENTIALLY RISING ENERGY USE MAY BE

CROSSING THE CURVE OF INCREASING COSTS OF

FINDING CHEAP NEW ENERGY SOURCES. THE ACTIV-

ITIES INVOLVING ENERGY EXCESSES MAY DISAP-

PEAR; THEN THE AMOUNT OF STRUCTURE AND USE-

FUL FUNCTION THST CAN BE SUPPORTED WILL STOP

INCREASING. THERE MAY BE A LONG PERIOD OF

LEVELING ENERGY BUDGETS OF A FAIRLY HIGH

PLANE, BUT THE EXPANDING ECONOMY MAY BE GONE,

THE CITIZEN WILL SENSE THIS PROCESS AS IN-

FLATION. AS IN THE SMALLER NATURAL ECOLOGICAL

SYSTEMS JHEN THEY CHANGE FROM SUCCESSIONAL

EXPANSION TO STEADY STATE CLIMAX, THE PRE-

MIUM SHIFTS FROM THE FAST GROWING DEVELOPERS

TO THOSE THAT 00 THE MOST WITH THE LEAST.

GROUP-SERVING SPECIALISTS AND DIVERSITY RE-

PLACE. COMPETITION, SURGES, AND EXPANSIONS.

A STABILIZATION OF CHANGE MIGHT ALLOW THE

CODIFICATION OF YET UNFOUNO RELIGIOUS FAITHS

THAT WOULD CHARACTERIZE THE NEW NETWORKS.

POSSIBLY NEW PROPHETS WILL EMERGE FOR RELI-

GIOUS ADAPTATIONS TO THE COMPLEX MODERN SYS-

TEMS. AN ADAPTED RELIGION MAY CAUSE GREAT

ENERGY ECONOMIES IN THE SWITCHING SYSTEMS

IhAl DEDICATE PEOPLE TO GROUP CAUSES ULTI-

MATELY FAVORABLE TO THEMSELVES.

STABILITY ALLOjS COMPLEX DIVERSITY AND

UNIQUENESS OF INDIVIDUALS. AS IN AUGUSTINIAN

ROME, THERE MAY BE GOLDEN ERAS - IF MEN CAN

BE SATISFIED WITH SMALL CAUSES, FOR ENERGIES

BIG E.OUGH FOR NEW CAUSES WOULD HAVE ID BE

DIVERTED FROM OLDER ENDEAVORS. THIS IN TURN

REUUIRES A WILLINGNESS TO DISCARD ACTIVITIES.

A DECLINE IN EXPANSION MAY ALLOW MANY AS-

PECTS OF EVOLUTION TO CATCH UP IN SELF-DESIGN

PROCESSES. THE REGENERATIVE SYSTEM OF NATURE

MAY EVOLVE THE ECOSYSTEMS FOR DEALING WITH

MAN'S WASTE AND RECIRCUL«TING THE r.ATERIALS

BACK INTO AGRICULTURE. THE AIR AND WATER MAY

AGAIN BE CLEAR.



UITH LEUELIIMG OF EWERGIES, THE HAZARDS OF

ENERGY SHORTAGE BEGIIM TO DEUELOP IN HIDDEN

UAYS. DEVELOPMENT OF MORE NETWORK STRUCTURE

AND NEW PROGRAMS REQUIRING MAINTENANCE MAY

USE THE ENERGY RESERVES. THEN, IF FLUCTU-

ATIONS AND DEMANDS FOR PDUIER DELIVERY ARE

FORCED UPON THE SYSTEM, AND IF CONTROLS ARE

NOT SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO PREVENT IT, EN-

ERGIES MAY BE DIVERTED FROM THE ORGANIZA-

TIONAL INSTITUTIONS RATHER THAN FROM INDIVID-

UALS. ONCE ORGANIZATION FALTERS, THE COMPO-

NENTS MAY SEPARATE WITH NO ENERGY FOCUS AVAIL-

ABLE TO REUNITE THEM. UNDER THIS KIND OF

STRESS, SAFETY MAY REQUIRE A RELIGIOUS SWITCH-

ING SYSTEM IN INDIVIDUALS, CAPABLE OF MAKING

THEM PUT THE SYSTEM FIRST, SINCE THE ULTIMATE

SAFETY OF THE INDIVIDUAL IS IN A STABLE SYS-

TEM, HIGHLY INDIVIDUALISTIC PRIORITIES AND

LOYALTIES MAY BE DANGEROUS IN COMPLEX STATES

THAT HAVE NO ENERGY EXESSS.

FUTURE OF POoJER RECEDING

THE FOSSIL RECORD IS FULL OF SYSTEMS THAT

ROSE, THEN FELL TO EXTINCTION. BIOLOGICAL

SPECIALIZATION IN ORGANIC BODY DEVELOPMENT

TENDS TO BE ONE-WAY, WHILE NEW DEVELOPMENTS

TEND TO COME FROM THE UNDIFFERENTIATED, UN-

SPECIALIZED CELLS THAT ARE TUCKED AWAY AMIDST

THE POWERFUL MAIN STRUCTURES OF ACTION, SUCH

AS MUSCLES AND NERVES, IN ANALOGY WITH THESE

FACTS, MANY AUTHORS AFTER HEGEL HAVE SUGGEST-

ED THE DANGERS OF EXTINCTION OF THE MAIN CIV-

ILIZATION THAT MIGHT FOLLOW ANY EFFORT TO DE-

CREASE ITS ACTIVITY, CAN COMPLEX CIVILIZATION

DEDIFFERENTIATE? ARE GENERALIZED PARTS SUCH

AS THE YOUTH A MEANS FOR PROGRAMMING CHANGE?

CERTAINLY IT IS AN IMPORTANT CONTINGENCY TO

CONSIDER THE POSSIBLE FUTURE OF CIVILIZATION

IF, AND AS, THE ENERGY BUDGETS RECEDE TOWARD

THE LEVEL OF ENERGY AVAILABLE FROM SOLAR IN-

COME.

WE MAY ELIMINATE FEAR OF INEVITABLE DISIN-

TEGRATION AND EXTINCTION BY POINTING TO THE

ORDERLY RISE AND FALL OF MANY ECOSYSTEMS :i

RHYTHM WITH THE RISE AND FALL OF THE SEASC

AL ENERGY BUDGETS. SYSTEMS SUCH AS CERTAI^

TEMPERATE FORESTS AND THE NORTH ATLANTIC E

TUARIES EXPERIENCE A TENFOLD OR GREATER

CHANGE IN THEIR ENERGY FLOWS EACH YEAR WIT

OUT DESTRUCTION. THESE SYSTEMS HAVE MECHA^

FOR REDUCING THEIR DRAINS, DIMINISHING THE

POPULATIONS, DISPERSING CONCENTRATIONS, AR

ING MIGRATIONS, AND MAINTAINING THEIR GENE

ORDER IN A MORE DILUTE FORM CONSISTENT WIT

THE DIMINISHED ENERGY BUDGET. FOR ANY NATI

AL TASK FORCE ASSIGNED THE RESPONSIBILITY

PREPARING FDR THE CONTINGENCY OF DECLINING

POWER, THE CHALLENGE CONSISTS OF DEVELOPIN

SUCH A TRANSITION PLAN FOR MAN. THE PATTER

NEED NOT BE SUDDEN COLLAPSE, ALTHOUGH PREC

DENT EXISTS FOR BOTH GRADUAL AND CATASTROP

IC ADJUSTMENT.

WHILE ENERGIES ARE STILL IN EXCESS, ADE.

QUATE PREPARATIONS CAN BE MADE FOR PRESERV

AND HOLDING THE NEEDED KNOWLEDGE AND CULTU(

MEMORY IN LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS, THEN

PLANS CAN BE hADE FOR MORE AGRARIAN SYSTEMS

BENEFITED BY THE KNOWLEDGE WE NOW HAVE ABOl

THEM. WE CAN PLAN FOR SMALLER CITIES, FEWEf

CARS, GREATER RATIOS OF AGRICULTURAL WORKEF

TO TOWN CONSUMERS, AND FEWER POLLUTION PROE

LEMS.

POPULATION CAN 3E DRASTICALLY CUT BACK P

ANY TIME BY CRASH BIRTH CONTROL EFFORTS IN

PROPORTION TO THE EXPECTED ENERGY BUDGET;

SUCH A CUTBACK MAY POSSIBLY BE ESSENTIAL TD

PREVENT COLLAPSE. IN THIS ADJUSTMENT MAN WI

BE FOLLOWING THE THOUSANDS OF PRECEDENTS IN

LONG-SURVIVING ANIMAL POPULATIONS,

THERE WILL BE A FINE HERITAGE OF INSTITU

TIONS AND CUSTOMS THAT COST RELATIVELY LITT

TO KEEP IN DILUTED FUNCTION, EVEN THOUGH

THEIR OVERLY SPACIOUS BUILDINGS MAY HAVE TO

RECEIVE A LOWER LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE, THE

LESSER ERA MAY HOLD A BETTER ORGANIZATION

THAN EUROPE'S MIDDLE AGES DID IN RELATION

ROME, AS LONG AS THE ENERGY RATIO TO THE I

DIVIDUAL IS HIGH, THE STANDARD OF LIVING NEl

NOT BE LOW, AND THE AIR AND WATERS WILL BE

BEAUTIFUL AGAIN. IF THE RECESSION IS CARRIEl



SLQLJLV, WITH THE CRITICAL ASPECTS CDN-

ILLEO BY PLAN, THE WORLD MIGHT uJELL BE BET-

I OFF AND LIFE QUITE LIUABLE. THE FIELD

IT IS NDU CALLED HISTORY UILL THRIVE IN A

I RENAISSANCE, PROVIDING GUIDING PLANS, AS

IRLY FORGOTTEN MECHANISMS OF LOUIER-ENERGV

:iETIES ARE RETURMED TO FUNCTION AFTER CEN-

!IES OF DISUSE AND RELEGATION TO MUSEUMS

) REMOTE CULTURAL BVUAVS.

A BRIGHT POSSIBILITY IS ECOLOGICAL EiMGI -

:RING . ADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE NATURAL

.AR-ENERGV-BASED SYSTEM MAY ALLOW A SMALL

JCENTRATEO LOOPBACK OF ENERGY TO GUIDE THE

HEMS OF FIELDS, FORESTS, AND SEAS TO STA-

.I2E AND PRODUCE FOR MAN ( SEE FIG. 1).

[LE THERE IS YET EXCESS ENERGY, IT MIGHT

BETTER TO PUT CRASH EFFORTS INTO ECOLOGI-

. ENGINEERING RATHER THAN INTO SPACE. A

DliiLEDGE OF NATURAL SYSTEM CONTROL UILL BE

UA_,TLY GREATER SURUIUAL VALUE TO MAN THAN

MEMORY OF SPACE EXPLORATION. ONLY A SMALL

RCENTAGE OF ENERGIES TAKEN FROM NATURAL

STEMS NEED BE PUT BACK AT THEIR UPSTREAM

TE CONTROL CIRCUITS TO DIRECT THEM TOWARD

£ UNIT CHOSEN TO RECEIVE THE YIELD.

UE DO NOT KNOW WHAT ROLE DIVERSITY SHOULD

KE IN THE STABILITY OF SYSTEMS WHERE YIELDS

E NEEDED. PERHAPS A SWEDISH PATTERN WILL

EUAIL IN WHICH THERE IS A DIVERSITY OF

ELO SYSTEMS IN SMALL ALTERNATING PATCHES,

CM ONE BEING UNIFORM. FOR EXAMPLE, THERE

E SPRUCE PLANTINGS FOR PAPER, INTENSIFIED

RICULTURAL PONDS, AND URBAN ZONES. SOME

TURAL MARINE SEA BOTTOMS ALSO HAVE DIVER-

TY IN PLOTS, EACH OF WHICH IS UNIFORM

THIN.

THE SuCIAL SYSTEf; MUST ALSO BE PREPARED.

W-ENERGY STATES WILL MAKE WAR LESS TER-

BLE THAN NOW, AND IF KNOWLEDGE UF THE

YS TO ORGANIZE AGAINST CUMPtTITIVE EXCLU-

ON TENDENCIES CAN BE DEVELOPED WHILE WE

ILL HAVE EXCESS ENERGY, WARS MAY BE ELIM-

ATED. AS WITH ECOLOGICAL PLANNING THERE

THE SAME NEED TO USE AVAILABLE EXCESS

ERGIES TO PLAN FOR FUTURE SYSTEM CONTROL

A LOW-ENERGY NETWORK OF MAN. LOOPBACK

CUS OF RELATIVELY SMALL ENERGIES MAY QE

ABLE TO HCLD WORLD ORGANIZATION. IF RE-

LIGIOUS SYSTEMS CAfJ DEVELOP A NETWORK-

FAVORING ETHIC AS A SWITCHING SYSTEM TO

HOLD INDIVIDUALS IN SUPPORT OF oiORLO

ORDER, THE MANIFOLD ORGANIZATION SET UP AT

HIGH-ENERGY LEVELS MAY BE MAINTAINED AT

LATER LOW-ENERGY LEVELS, GREATER WORK EX-

PENDITURE IS RE_UIRED TO CREATE fJOVEL STRUC-

TURE THAN TO i--.AINTAIN IT. THE PREPARATIONS

NEED TO BE HADE NOW FOR THE CLNTINGENCY OF

RECEDING POWER.

THE NEW PROPHECY

THESE THREE CONTINGENCIES MUST PRACTICE

THE SAME ENERGY ECONOMY IN ADAPTING INDIVID-

UALS TO THE NEW IDEALS BmSED ON NEW SYSTEMS

OF MAN. WHILE THERE IS ENERGY, WE NEED TO

STIMULATE RELIGIOUS EVOLUTION.

WE MAY ENCLURAGE FASTER RELIGIOUS CHANGE

EVEN NOW BY INJECTING LARGE DOSES OF SYSTEMS

SCIENCE INTO THE TRAINING OF RELIGIOUS LEAD-

ERS. WHAT A GLORIOUS FLOOD OF NEW REVELATION

OF TRUTH GOO (THE ESSENCE OF NETWORK) HAS

HANDED MAN IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY THROUGH

SCIENCES AND OTHER CREATIVE ENDEAVORS. HOW

FALSE ARE THE PROPHETS WHO REFUSE EVEN TO

READ AbJUT THEM AND INTERPRET THE MESSAGE TO

THE FLOCK. WHY DO SOME INHABITANTS OF CHURCH

PULPITS FIGHT THE NEW REVELATIONS SIMPLY BE-

CAUSE THE TEMPORARY PROPHETS ARE A MILLION

SPIRITUALLY HUMBLE LITTLE PEOPLE IN LABORA-

TORIES AND LIBRARIES, ONLY VAGUELY AWARE OF

THEIR ROLE? WHY NOT OPEN THE CHURCH DOORS TO

THE NEW RELIGION AND USE THE PREAOAPTEO CA-

THEDRALS AND BEST ETHICS OF THE OLD TO IN-

CLUDE THE NEW? LET US INJECT SYSTEMS SCIENCE

IN OVERDOSES INTO THE SEMINARIES ANO SEE WHAT

HAPPENS. WHY SHOULD WE FCAR THAT DEVIATION

FROM THE RIGID SYMBOLS OF THE OLD RELIGION IS

DEVIATION FROM MORALITY? A NEW ANO MORE POWER-

FUL MORALITY MAY EMERGE THROUGH THE DEOICA-

TION OF THE MILLIONS OF MEN WHO HAVE FAITH IN

THE NEW NETWORKS AND ENDEAVOR ZEALOUSLY FOR

THEM. PROPHET, WHERE ART THOU?



The Deep,
Deep Sea Floor

Flash cameras lowered to the bottom of the sea reveal
bustling activity in a frigid, eternally dark world

by Bruce C. Heezen and Charles D. Hollister

Beneath the sunlit pelagic gar-

dens of an ocean's surface lies a

vast abyss, a lonely, dark under-

world sparingly populated by

strange beasts. The abyssal floor,

lying beneath two miles or more of

salt water, makes up more than half

of our planet's surface. Yet until

recently its scenery—virgin and un-

seen—existed only in the imagina-

tion. Some of those who carefully

examined the material brought up

by dredges and trawls had con-

structed a fairly accurate view in

their mind's eye, but until the in-

vention of the deep-sea camera 25

years ago, no one was completely

certain what the sea floor really

looked like.

Today we can view the abyss

with less mystery and more under-

standing. A vast, unremitting snow-

fall of sediment has cast a veil,

sometimes a thick blanket, over the

rugged, grand, imposing ribs of the

solid earth that forms the founda-

tion of the sea. This oozy bed has

become the frugal home of crea-

tures adapted to conditions of life so

precarious that before they were
discovered, it was widely believed

that none would be found.
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In this seasonless world of total

and eternal night, "scenery" ac-

quires a special meaning. Moun-
tains, plains, valleys, and canyons
of the deep sea are neither smaller

nor less impressive than those on
land, but we simply cannot see

them with our own eyes, nor can
they be seen by the sea's in-

habitants. One cannot photograph a

seamount in the same way one can
photograph Mount McKinley or the

Matterhorn on a clear day. Even
with the most powerful lights, the

restrictions imposed by the murki-
ness of sea water allow one to see

only a few square yards at a glance.

Therefore, a full view of the larger

features must be inferred from echo
soundings and this view is, of ne-

cessity, abstract.

On the smaller scale, which can
be photographed, pictures reveal

evidence of life far more frequently

than life itself. The universal, domi-
nant, and in the majority of cases,

the only features seen in deep-sea

photographs are mounds, depres-

sions, and irregularities that appear
to have been produced by animal
life. Biological sampling has repeat-

edly shown the existence of benthic

organisms in the abyss, but cann
even suggest how or to what degr
they affect the landscape of the s

floor. The camera can.

The creatures of the abyss are
the end of a long food chain th

reaches from the sunlit surfa
down to the lightless, skin-deep ba
terial pastures on the endless refu.

heap of the deep-sea floor. Camer,
can search through this vast, blac
frigid, and watery Hades for the
few sparks of life that have som
how found a way to survive withoi
light at temperatures never high)
than 35 degrees. Easiest to find aj

the visual effects that the varioi

animals may have on the sea floo

The lowly sessile forms, which a)

attached to the bottom and depen
on currents to carry in food an
carry away their waste, contribul
little save their own decorativ

shapes, but the more advanced, n
bile beasts, particularly the lar

ones, produce through their a(

vities most of what can be seen
more than half of the planet. T
animals living on the abyssal flo

are rarely even as large as a rob
and only a few are as large as
mouse. In fact, most deep-sea or

Copyright © 1971 by Oxford University Press. In



9 are smaller than honeybees

are therefore far loo j-rnall to

«een in standard deei)-sea-fl()or

ogrnphs. Kor example, clams,

us, and crustaceans are common
ts lirouglil up in (rawls with

ties finer than 1/100 inch, hut

a few of these are lar;je enough

e seen in photographs.

Ilhougli the ahyssal fauna is not

lanientally different from that

ilhei cold-water regions of the

it does possess a fi'w peculia-

's that are a|)parentl\ rclalc<l to

nn a dark, cairn mud liutlom.

nture* of the aiiyss tend to he

forinly colored in shades of pray

black. Many arc delicately

I. Some posse.ss lonn. slernh-r

', and the sessile animals often

c relatively lontc stalks to raise

n above the mud. Many ciusia-

110 and fish are blind, and some

the latter have developed espe-

ly loiip, tactile fins. Anotiier

uliarily of abyssal lib- is that

I increasing depth (he mnnbcr
animals derixing their nuur-

ncnt from llw oo/.e. or filtering

rom the water, increases as the

liber of scavengers and canii-

e» decreases. Also the density of

life is extremely low. Whereas 11

pounds of living organism? can be

found on a square yard of inshore

sea floor and half a pound migiil l>c

recovered from a s(|uare yard of

the continental shelf, in the mid-

ocean abyss the amount drops to

about two-miliionths of a pound per

s<|uare yard, and the seascape ap-

pears stark and barren.

Sea rucumbers ( holothurians)

are the largest ami most minicrous

animals seen on the ile<'p-sca floor.

Keaching a foot and a half in

length, tiiey occur abundantiv in all

depths. Those that gruz<- on the

ooze and clay, tracking the l>ottom

and remolding ihi- sediment, cri-ate

promim-nt and I'haracleristic fea-

tures that, over wide areas, domi-

nate tlie abyssal landscape.

Tlie ocean covers 7.H percent of

till- earth's surface and more thon

!!0 percent of this is a soft, sedi

ment-covered sea floor. This is the

home of the abvssal lioloiburians.

the most c\ ideni organisms seen in

abyssal photograph-. \nd the com-

bination of these circumstances

leads one to the inescapable cini-

elusion that holothurians are the

dominant large atiiinals of the ma-

Off the California coast,

at a «leptli of some

.'?.6(M) feet, sea nuniiiiliers

iiiareji over a sea floor

littereil with hrittie stars.

.V ray swims hy.

jor pail of llic c.irlii'- Mil face. Ibi-

lothurians feeding on bottom sedi-

ments mix and till the surface muds
on an enormous scale, producing

featur«>s more widespreail and more

visibly evident than lliosc pro<luced

by any other animal on earth.

The pictures on these pages were

chosen to impart .nonie idea of life

on the (H-ean floor. It must be

stressed, however, that it is not the

living organisms themselxes but

their efTect on the sediment during

the coiir«e of their li\es that i- the

principal thing to be seen on nio>'l

of the deep-sea floor. Footprints,

plow marks, excrement, Indes, and

mounds compos<> nearly all there i«

to see in the vast majority of abv--

sal photographs.
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In a remarkable picture taken

a mile down east of Cape
Hatteras, sea cucumbers,

above, swarm together

on the bottom.

At right, a brittle star

arches over the track

of a sea urchin in

13,600 feet of water near

the Antarctic Peninsula. ^-:n



A fecal foil. I«'ll. iiuli<;il«'>

the presence of life

21,700 feel (lo\\ n near the

.Mar^llalll^lall(l^. More

than liNC niile> tlow ii

in the INew Britain Trench,

a coconut hu>k. i>elo\v.

lies on well-tracked sediment.
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From tiny islands of human III

in a vast, watery doim

come the elements that form

the Hall of Peoples of the Paci
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he Hall of Peoples of the Pacific

ises, for the benefit of future gen-

:ions, the material records of the

ishing cultures of the Pacific Is-

Js and Australia as the people

Tiselves enter the modern world.

:se are island cultures, reflecting

their special characteristics the

fnent of isolation from one an-

er, as well as from the world at

;e. Islands only a few hundred

es apart may be centuries apart in

hnological development,

slands are fragile and vulnerable

earthquakes, typhoons, hurri-

les, and volcanic eruptions. Al-

lUgh the Pacific Ocean covers al-

ist a third of the earth's surface,

some 25,000 islands total only

Dut 1,000,000 square miles. The

tiement of the Pacific has taken

ce over thousands of years as

id masses have risen and fallen

d land bridges have been estab-

led and broken.

The people range in physical type

•m the massive, tall, wavy-haired

lynesians, to the slender, lithe

ilay people; from the pygmies of

Philippines to the black Solo-

jn Islanders. On large islands, like

w Guinea and Borneo, conditions

ore typical of continents are found,

th widespread diffusion of culture

lils. The continent of Australia,

)wever, has some of the character-

ics of an island because it was iso-

ted for so many centuries.

Diversity of culture, language, and

hysical type makes the Pacific area

16 of continuing interest. Today

ese peoples struggle to assimilate

id make their own way, engulfed

the spreading technologies and

leologies of the modern world. Yet

ley also continue to reflect some of

leir distinctive ways of life, some of

hich have been cultivated for

lousands of years, while others

>rang up only yesterday with the

oming of new tools or were newly

laborated after a landfall on a fara-

way island. For some of these we
ave full records, for others only

leverly crafted featherwork or

inely beaten bark whose makers

)erished a century ago. Hall, Indonesia



The Pacific area contains a wide v

of environments for man, from the

of the sea at Manus, Admiralty Is

left, to the lush highlands of Hull I

men in New Guinea, below, tt

bleak, rugged outback of Aus

right, where Aborigines eke out a

hood.
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Samoa.
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POLYNESIA

'ch Hawaiian men grccU'd European

plorers. from Cook's third voyage,

76-7779.

Polynesians, "people of the many islands," was the name given by sev-

enteenth-century European navigators to the tall, golden-skinned peoples

whom they found on every habitable island from Hawaii in the north to

New Zealand in the south and Easter Island in the east. These islanders

caught the imagination of the early explorers, who were fascinated by the

combination of their relative technical simplicity and social sophis-

tication, their pride, and the harmony of their relationships to the sea.

Polynesian groups were remarkably similar, racially and culturally, al-

though many of them had been separated so long that they did not know
of each others' existence. Yet many spoke mutually intelligible languages,

shared the same myths and the same type of social organization, and

worshiped the same gods. Myth attributed their origins to an emergence
through a long series of births from paired personifications of natural

forces or to long evolutionary sequences.

Polynesian origins have been a subject of continuous controversy. Ear-

lier theories of their voyages from the Asian mainland or from the Ameri-

cas have been replaced by the current feeling that they must have de-

veloped some 2,000 years ago, perhaps from many sources in eastern

Melanesia, and were subsequently dispersed. Earlier ethnologists believed

that there were once regular voyages between Tahiti and Hawaii. Today,

scholars believe such voyages were beyond their skill and that the islands

were populated as a result of landfalls by peoples who had not planned to

travel so far, and when they did so, lacked the navigational skill to make
return trips. The evidence from linguistic analyses, from archeological

finds, and from blood groups is still fragmentary, and almost every year

new results and new theories emerge, which propose answers to the

problems of how a people, homogeneous in so many respects, could have

emerged and maintained their culture over such distances and so many
centuries.

Adaptations necessary for life on small atolls and on high volcanic

islands resulted in some differentiation, but throughout, chieftainships

were based on validated genealogical claims and relationships to sacred

places of the ancestral gods. The basis of their social organization was

descent groups, through which access to rank and power was given in

both male. and female lines. Their type of political organization re-

sponded flexibly to differences in land and population sizes, and their

mythology was finely attuned to nature, to the gods of the .earth and the

sky, to the beginnings of man's sensate experience in the cosmos. Cods

and men, objects, and descent groups were ranked and had mana, super-

natural efficacy, in different degrees. A system of (apu—from which the

English word taboo derives—governed the respect demanded for them.

Polynesian religion was based upon a belief in an ordered universe,

which if violated, brought disaster; if observed, brought prosperity.

They were an aristocratic people. On some islands everyone shared to

some degree in the great genealogically specified past, but on larger is-

lands, territorial political power overrode such kinship, and ruling castes

developed from which commoners were excluded. The warfare and

conquest that supported these political systems reached its height after

iwaiian canoe, sketched by Louis

'ions, nineteenth century.
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Tattooed Maori man, New Zealand.

Carvings of gods, Hawaii.

European discovery, when European weapons and European ideas i

monarchy—more political and less religious than those of tradition

Polynesia—supported the last ambitious Polynesian conquerors. Whi
stone was used in the construction of platforms and Polynesians ha

tools of polished stone, their technology was primarily based on wooi

with a tremendous dependence on the coconut palm. Pottery is found i

very early archeological sites, but it was later abandoned in favor (

wooden bowls, gourds, and earth-oven cooking. Cordage was made oi

of coconut fiber, and material for clothing was made from the beate

bark of the paper mulberry. Yams, taro, and sweet potatoes were grow

with no more elaborate tools than a digging stick. Clubs, spears, and ax(

were used in warfare. When Polynesians reached the colder islands (

New Zealand, they invented a new method of weaving from native fla:

and as in almost everything they manufactured, standards of worl

manship were high. Pride was the principal psychological sanction, an

children were reared to respect their ancestry, walk with dignity, an

work with skill. Men of the highest rank were proud of their technic

ability and knowledge of genealogies. Elaborate ceremonies were cor

ducted on behalf of the whole community. Rituals of language and d(

portment were highly developed, and infractions were prevented both b

supernatural sanctions for breaking the tapu of a chief or a sacred plac

and by secular sanctions of force.

People of every race have found the Polynesians beautiful in all re

spects, a judgment that seems to have resulted from the Polynesians' Ion

periods of isolation during which they encountered no other people t

disparage or to be disparaged by. They met Europeans as equals on th

battlefield, in sport, and in the interchange between leaders. They had m
strong intoxicants and drank for ceremonial and convivial purposes a

astringent drink called kava, made from the root of a pepper plant. Ii

competitions, it was honor that was sought, and the victors feasted th^

vanquished. However, crowding and the scarcity of resources led to thi

development on some island'^ of systems of social exploitation wit!

slavery and human sacrifice.

The great homogeneity of the culture of these peoples, separated fron

each other for hundreds of years, may be attributed to the cultural em
phasis on earlier homelands and the determination to preserve their past

All variation had to be interpreted as variation on a decreed pattern am
this conservatism was greatly elaborated. Each island culture, recogniz

ably Polynesian, had its special extravagances: the stone statues, monoto
nously repetitious, of the Easter Islanders; the clubs and paddles of thf

Cooks and Australs, carved beyond the possibility of use; the feathe

capes of the Hawaiians, woven from two wing feathers plucked from i

single bird, which was then released; the Samoan elaboration of the kav;

ceremonial. These are all examples of varied cultural traits stemming frorr

a conservatism that had trammeled the imagination and permitted it nar-

row yet explosive expression.

The Polynesians, although robust physical types, were highly suscep-

tible to disease. Historically they were not found on islands where there

was malaria, and the diseases brought by Europeans wrought havoc

among them. They responded actively to European culture, and early

contact was marked by intermarriage and the adoption of Christianity.

But they preserved their proud sense of identity through all of these

changes and today they are working— in Samoa, New Zealand, Hawaii,

Tahiti, Tonga, and the Cook Islands—toward new definitions of their

cultural inheritance. It is as a people in tune with their island habitats

that the Polynesians continue to meet and delight modern travelers, in-

satiable for other life-styles that seem more natural than their own.
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4ICRONESIA

arolinr l.l.mdi-i i

(etch hy /oi/is Chnris

iri/ry

Micronesians, the "people of the small islands," inhabit an area larger

than the United States, but the entire land surface of the estimated 2,500

islands is only 1,260 square miles. A brown-skinned people, they are

both physically and linguistically much more diversified than the Polyne-

sians, although they resemble them in their emphasis on rank and chief-

tainship. Status defined by well-established lineages was the basis of their

political system, but it lacked the flexibility of the Polynesian descent

system since descent was often rigidly fixed by matrilineal emphasis.

Leadership was vested in membership in high-ranking lineages. Land was
owned collectively by descent groups or, as in the cases of unused land

or unlimited reefs or lagoons, by districts. Scattered homesteads or small

hamlets were the rule. In most parts of Micronesia there was a strong

contrast between the amount of sexual freedom before and after mar-

riage, and individuals were sometimes in their twenties before mature

responsibilities were assumed and stable and enduring marriages finally

established. The immediate surroundings held a host of nature spirits and

legendary deities, but greater reliance was placed upon shamanistic activ-

ities, divination, and magic. Sacred places were rare, and there was little

development of a priesthood.

Micronesian navigation was highly developed, and trips between the

small, hurricane-swept atolls and the higher islands safe from complete

devastation were common. Even longer voyages to obtain rare and pre-

cious objects were undertaken. The Micronesians had an unusual and

specialized knowledge of winds, currents, and stars, and made charts out

of strips of coconut leaf midrib to assist them in their voyaging.

The inhabitants of the high islands—Saipan, Truk, Ponape, Guam, and

some large islands like Yap—had fertile land and ample resources for

farming and fishing. Those who lived on the low islands, the tiny wind-

swept atolls, depended more on fishing and on pandanus and coconuts.

Complementary relationships between resource and local manufacture

contributed to a type of cultural diversification different from that of

Polynesia. The Micronesians journeyed far in search of dyes, phosphates,

and special manufactures. For instance. Yap Islanders sailed to Palau to

quarry the stone for their great disks of stone money. The low islanders

produced mats, sennit (coconut fiber cord), coconut oil, textiles, toddy,

and shell ornaments, which they traded for turmeric, basalt rocks for

earth-oven cookery, timber, giant taro, and preserved breadfruit. Groups

of islands were bound together under the loose overlordship of high

chiefs, who exacted tribute and provided refuge in time of storm and

famine to the less fortunate atoll dwellers. This overlordship was also

extended by periodic warfare, especially in the Marshalls and Gilberts

where a special type of sennit armor was made. The manufactures of

Micronesia are notable for fine workmanship in textiles, in fishing gear,

and in the building of canoes. Throughout, the emphasis is more on

standards of manufacture rather than on design or decoration.

Perhaps more than in any area of the Pacific, the vicissitudes of storm,

drought, overpopulation, and underpopulation, comliined with the dif-

ferent resources of markedly different physical environments, are respon-

sible for the cultural differences among the Micronesian peoples. While

they have responded to the innovations brought in by Spanish, German,

Japanese, and American colonial regimes, they have also displayed a

capacity to preserve and adapt their corporate political structures and

their attitudes toward collective activities, even in cases where the popu-

lation has shamk twenlyfold, as on Yap. In addition to the interest

aroused by mid-lwenlieth-century administration of island populations,

this part of the Pacific is also politically important because it is one of the

areas of the earth's surface that may be crucial for expanded space travel.
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MELANESIA

Manus canoe, Admiralty Islands.

Melanesians, or "black islanders," was the name given to the peopi

of New Guinea and the surrounding islands, eastward as far as Fiji ai

north to the islands of the Bismarck Archipelago. For many thousands

years, dark-skinned peoples with tightly crisped hair, belonging to

ancient Melanesian population complex, have been drifting into the ar

from their original homes in Asia and Indonesia. There have also be-

more recent backflows from Micronesia and Polynesia. Nowhere ei

today do we find such diversity of culture, language, and physical typ

or people so recently exposed to the civilizations of East and West. Ne

Guinea itself has a population of about two million people speaki

more than 500 different languages, and the rest of the area only numbf
another two million.

The most outstanding characteristics of the area, about which no ge

eralizations are completely valid, include the rarity of forms of politic

authority extending beyond very small units of clan, ward, or village ar

the dependence upon achieved status by men who become "Big Me
through mobilization of food for extensive feasts. On New Guinea ar

the larger islands there is a general division between the gardeners ar

sago workers of the interior and the fishing peoples of the coasts ar

small offshore islands, a tendency to village specialization, extensive cer

monial trading relationships that provide pathways for the trading

necessities, frequent markets for food, and various kinds of compuisi

barter in which goods are obtained by particular forms of exchange.

Very little archeological exploration has yet been done, and it will be

long time before physiological studies of blood types and much need(

linguistic data present even the beginning of a coherent picture of ho

these islands were settled. Thus the course of migrations to the larg

islands and the subsequent settlement of their interiors is not clear

known. It is believed that the first settlers may have been hunters ar

gatherers and that some food crops, such as the sweet potato, may be i

South American origin. Pigs and fowl were introduced later. There

extraordinary diversity of terrain: grassland, coral and volcanic island

low-lying swamps, inland lakes, and cool, high mountain ranges.

While the Polynesians conservatively attempted to maintain the hi

toric tradition on each of their far-flung islands, the Melanesian people

including those of New Guinea, emphasize every form of diversit

whether of linguistic practice, physical size, minor custom, or speci.

food habit, as a basis for further differentiation among themselves. The

incessant interest in ceremonial exchange and barter, whether it involve

great trading rings, like the Kula of the Massim area, or the exchange (

nearly identical shell rings among the mountain Arapesh of New Cuine;

is expressed in the continuous, purposeful export and import of every so

of object: magic charms, dance steps, and even forms of marriage. Pi^

form the basis of feasting and wealth almost everywhere, except wher

turtles and large sea mammals are sometimes available.
^

Where Polynesia presents a homogeneity of culture, race, and lar

guage, in Melanesia all such correspondences are lacking, in Bougair

ville, in the Solomons, the native population of 50,000 people speak

nine different Papuan languages (a term used for non-Melanesian Ian

guages) and seven different Austronesian languages. The Papuan speaker

live inland, the Austronesian speakers near the coast and in the norther

interior. In height, Melanesians range from very tall to near pygmy sia

and all of them are dark skinned. '

The archipelago known as the Admiralty Islands, a single large islam

ringed by small ones, is a miniature of the whole New Guinea area. Hen

the people of the interior, the Usiai, practice only gardening, while th
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boy proudly pretends to wrile.

Manus of the south coast engage only in fishing and trading. On some of

the small islands, gardening, fishing, and use of canoes are combined.

Throughout the archipelago there is great specialization in the manufac-

ture of bowls, beds, spears, daggers, baskets, canoes, in the production of

food products, and in local ownership of fishing rights and fishing meth-

ods. Genealogies of some groups have time depth, others only two or

three generations. Some twenty languages, all related, are spoken, and
new dialects are being recognized and developed into languages today.

Raiding for prostitutes and for land was frequent. In the past, villages com-
posed of patrilineal clans split frequently, and the whole population, on
land as well as in the lagoons, had a pattern of fluid change of residence,

regrouping about Big Men, fission, and flight. A principal basis for co-

operation was kinship, with an emphasis on the relationships between the

children of brother and sister and on the elaboration of the rights of those

who had married out of the clan. Networks of trade friends, often heredi-

tary and based on a kinship model, provided sanctuaries for individuals

traveling abroad.

Religiously, the Melanesians were equally diverse, and magic and sor-

cery were highly developed. Mediums and ancestor worship occurred,

but in the traditional religious forms there was minimal emphasis upon
personal religious experience. The division between men and women, a

recurrent theme in all of Oceania, was particularly strong and extended

not only to the initiatory practices and the division of goods presented by

the relatives of the bride and those of the groom, but also provided much
of the dynamics for the fertility of crops and the protection of fishing.

Early writers on Polynesia were preoccupied with the question of ori-

gins, but later, more scientifically trained field workers in Melanesia

tended to concentrate on the dynamics of living cultures, treating each

small language group as a whole. More recent research is emphasizing the

wider networks that cross linguistic and cultural barriers and are domi-

nated by the exchange and trading patterns. Some centralization of politi-

cal power has emerged since European contact, resulting from the con-

centration of wealth in the hands of the Big Men, whose influence was
formerly more limited by continuous headhunting and warfare.

Furthermore, the wars and treaties among various metropolitan pow-
ers— Britain, Imperial Germany, Australia, the Netherlands, and In-

donesia—have resulted in the creation of artificial boundaries and dis-

crete styles of culture contact as groups of people have become
accustomed to the law, currency, language, and governing style of various

colonial powers. Some of the Solomon Islands lie within the Territory of

Papua New Guinea and some in the British Solomon Island Protectorate.

The New Guinea mainland was once divided three ways between Ger-

many, Australia, and the Netherlands, but is now divided between West
Irian, governed by Indonesia, and the Territory of Papua New Guinea,

governed by Australia. The government of the New Hebrides is shared

between Britain and France. Fiji became independent in 1970.

If is only since World War II that serious expectations of nationhood

have developed, along with educational institutions designed to fit Mela-

nesians for participation in the modern world. Because of the lack of

large-scale indigenous political units, the development of a capacity for

self-rule depends heavily upon forging links between leaders, those who
would have been Big Men in the past, as they study together at the new
universities and medical schools or serve in the police and in the armed
forces. Radio broadcasting and the development of a common language,

Neo-Melancsian, in Papua New Guinea have helped to develop a sense

of community among these extraordinarily diverse peoples.
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The islands of Melanesia show many traits that link them with Poly-

nesia and Micronesia on the east and north and with Indonesia on the

west, making it difficult to generalize about the area in any way. But the

island of New Guinea, ringed by the rest of Melanesia and tied in some
ways to the continent of Australia, presents many distinctive features.

Continuous trading of ceremonies and customs, as well as of shell and

bone valuables and local products such as feathers, dyes, and stone, has

produced a bewildering recurrence of the same cultural themes. Men's

houses, initiation rites, sacred noise-making instruments, headdresses and

wigs, and masks worn in spectacles performed for the benefit of women
and uninitiated combine in hundreds of different ways as they are traded,

elaborated, and discarded, only to be reimported later.

The Sepik River is particularly rich in artistic productions used as the

basis for theatrical performances. Most of these involve the attachment of

a great number of temporary objects—flowers, leaves, feathers—to a

more permanent core of carvings, the masks, wands, and bustles that are

rehabilitated for each ceremony. The Asmat people in their swamp
habitat have produced a distinctive art that has unique features, like the

treatment of the praying mantis as a theme, but it is also reminiscent of

the way in which canoe prows are decorated hundreds of miles away.

In the interior highlands of New Guinea, unexplored until the 1930's

and even until after World War II in many areas, there are much larger

language groups that have every appearance of having undergone a popu-

lation explosion resulting from the successful cultivation of the sweet

potato. Here there are much more extensive feasting patterns, with cli-

mactic pig feasts in which great numbers of pigs are slaughtered. And there

are also many anomalies. Stone mortars and pestles and occasional odd
stone figures are found among people who have no idea of either their

use or history.

Although some of these interior peoples have been cut off from the

sea for centuries, marine objects have been widely traded. Because of

such trade there are no peoples who do not have some knowledge and
contact with other adjacent peoples. Recent research has concentrated

on patterns of warfare, which sometimes serve as a spacing device to

drive conquered peoples into less crowded areas. Sometimes, as among
the Dane, two warring groups will be trapped in an endless feud. The
strongest contrast between the highlands and coastal New Guinea is in

population density. In the Upper Chimbu Valley, population density

reached 600 persons per square mile. Every activity, gardening, pig feasts,

or battles, is on a larger scale. Significantly, the peoples of the highlands

lack the genealogical base, ancestor worship, and ritual attachment to

land that are found so often in the coastal areas.

Culture contact has permitted the formation of wider alliances, al-

though in some cases it has intensified the savagery of warfare between
groups. But it is also significant that nowhere on the island of New
Guinea was there any appreciable concentration of power or assertion of

political centralization. Like the islands of Melanesia in their political

atomization, their uniqueness, and linguistic diversity. New Guinea cul-

tures showed little tendency toward political development.

The spread of modern culture, brought by airplanes and facilitated by
networks of roads, has been very rapid. In the House of Assembly of

Papua New Guinea, the highland peoples already present the challenge

of greater numbers and newly released productive energy to the smaller

groups of the coastal fringe and the neighboring islands.

NEW GUINE

An latmul man, right, and boy with

face painted, below, prepare for an

Itiation ceremony. Middle Sepik R{

region. New Guinea.
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AUSTRALIA

Arunta girl, central Australia.

The first Aborigines settled in Australia at least 26,000 years ago, havit

voyaged over water from Southeast Asia. When they first reached the

new homeland, they must have hunted several species of giant marsi

pials that are now extinct. Stone tools have been found in Australia th

show relatively little change right up to recent times.

The Aborigines have always hunted and collected wild foods. Thi

never practiced agriculture, but there is archeological evidence to sho

that from about 10,000 years ago to the present, they adapted their ecoi

omy to the localized resources in tropical, desert, and temperate region

in desert areas groups tended to be small and often traveled over lor

distances in search of food and water. In the tropical and temperate are,

the habitat was richer, and groups tended to be larger and more settlei

In hunting, the Aborigines are famous for their use of the boomerar
and spear-thrower, two multipurpose and lightweight types of tools we
suited to their foraging way of life. They lacked the bow and arro

(except in one small part of Cape York), but made effective use of spea

and clubs. Some groups still continue to make and use stone tools.

When Europeans first encountered Australian Aborigines they wei

surprised at the richness and variety of rituals, myths, music, and visu.

arts possessed by a people whose technology was perhaps the simplest i

the world. Throughout Australia, myth is fused with religious life, so thi

many rituals are re-enactments, set to song and dance, of mythic

events.

The timeless, mythical past is called the "dreaming." The re-enactmer

of these myths through ritual is believed to cause the natural animal c

plant species involved in the stories to remain fertile and multiply. Man
of these rituals are closed to women, but are performed on their beha

by the men. Male novices are introduced to the sacred mythology b

stages, each stage marked by painful physical ordeals that vary fror

group to group. On ritual occasions there is considerable use of bod
painting as well as fabrication of sacred paraphernalia and rock and cav

painting. These sacred objects include elaborate headdresses, strin

crosses, and decorated poles that are believed to be the actual bodies c

mythical beings during the period of time that the rituals are in progress

Ornately carved sacred boards and incised stones are also used in con

nection with these ceremonial events.

All Australian Aborigines share a belief in sorcery, and most group

have individuals who practice "white" or "black" magic or both. Perhap

best known is the practice of "pointing the bone," in which a sorcere

aims a pointed object at his intended victim while singing a potent curse

Group decisions, particularly when they involve conflicts and marriagi

arrangements, are made largely on the basis of known kin relationshi|3|

which also guide daily decisions about sharing food and locating cam

Feuds sometimes develop and these can be settled either openly by din

fighting between the kin groups or covertly by sorcery. Among Aborigines

there are no formal chiefs or councils of law. In daily life, there are nj

official leaders or privileged groups, hereditary or elected. Equality ar

sharing are emphasized, and everyone takes part in roughly the same s(

of economic activities. Social prestige is determined by an individu;

skill in these activities and one's willingness to share the fruits of th(

activities with kin. Both children and adults generally resent any form

authoritarian pressure, particularly from their peers.

While it is naive to speak of the Australian Aborigines as "survivors

Stone-Age man," there is now ample evidence to show that they rept

sent one of the most dramatic and best-documented cases of cuitu

conservatism in the world.

I
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J^ Regarded by Aborigines as an ancestral

water snake, this ancient rock alignment,

left, lies in a dry lake in Western Austra-

lia. Below, Arunta men prepare lor a

ceremonial re-enactment of the adven-

tures of a mythical being.
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INDONESIA

Balinese dancer.

Unlike the islands of the South Pacific, the two great archipelagic

gions of Indonesia and the Philippines have contributed significantly

the long and complex history of Asia. It is true that there are still comn
nities where people live in many ways as they have lived for hundreds
years, relying on bamboo and rattan and wood for most of the imp
ments of everyday life, depending on fowl, pigs, and water buffalo

These settlements tend to be relatively self-sufficient. Nevertheless, thi

are no peoples who have not in some way shared in a vast trade netwc

of iron, textiles, gold and silver, and beads, sometimes imported fn

China by way of Central Europe. This network also involved power
influences from the complex systems of religious and political thought

India, China, and the expanding Islamic civilization. It would take

whole museum to do justice to the complexity and beauty of the cral

manship in textiles and metalwork, the elaborations of epic and scri

and the diversity that has persisted, transformed but unbroken, down
the present in Indonesia and the Philippines. It is possible to present oi

a few examples of these arts, and more complete collections that de
onstrate the basic Malay culture characteristic of the whole area.

Today, almost all of the peoples of the two archipelagos are includ

in the two modern republics of Indonesia and the Philippines. In th

previous history they shared the same great traditions, which spre

out from the great Buddhist empire of Shrivijaya, followed by the emp
of Majapahit in Java. Contacts with China took the form of trade, fi

lowed in post-European times by the permanent addition of immigrar

from China. Regular trade with China is reported from the fourteen

century, and Chinese pottery jars are cherished heirlooms both in t

Philippines and in Borneo. Islamic kingdoms were established for a bri

period before the arrival of the Spaniards. Java became primarily an

lamic state, but preserved earlier cultural forms within the Javanese vf

sion of Islam. It has been said that in Indonesia Islam did not construct

civilization, it appropriated one. Alphabets derived from Devanagari a

still used by the Hanunoo of the Philippines and by several other grou;

in both archipelagos. In Bali, where this is true, a distinctive form

Hinduism still flourishes as well. Scripts of Indie, Arabic, and Rom;
origin coexist side by side with varying functions and degrees of use,

marked contrast to the abrupt transformations from preliteracy to litera'

found in the more isolated areas of the Pacific. The arrival of the Porti

guese, the Dutch, and the English in Indonesia; the Spaniards and lat

the Americans in the Philippines ushered in the period when many Ei

ropean institutions were absorbed without the loss of the distinctivene

of the various components of these archipelagic mosaics.

Throughout the centuries, the Malay core culture has shown extrao

dinary persistence and toughness, and a capacity to continue older forrr

of technology while at the same time incorporating selected elemen

from the new. Each new period of change, based on influences from Asi

and new local integrations and embellishments as well, also reinforce

older cultural elements. The kris and the bolo are found throughou

with both Indie and Islamic styles of weaponry manufacture and desigr

Textiles for the clothing that is essential for family, religious, and cou

ceremonials reflect a tremendously rich variety of techniques and d«

signs, and a proliferation of local styles like batik, tie dyeing, double ti

dyeing, and the use of the gossamer cloth made of pineapple fiber. Bati

overlaid with gold leaf and bark cloth can still be found, as well as t
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ible tie dyed intricacies of the Balinese Tenganan textiles, which com-

e the most sophisticated technical form with the use of blood as a

he use of metals is very old. Iron, tin, bronze, brass, silver, and gold

e worked and reworked. Metallic objects and special instruments of

and pleasure were imported from the mainland and were also manu-

ured locally. Gold leaf from China was imported for the headdresses

Balinese dancers. Plates from China are set in the base of Balinese

nes made of modern cement, and the Tinguian medium strikes a plate

Ti China to call the spirits. In post-European times, the Spaniards took

d from the Philippines to Mexico. The whole area is characterized by

diversity of handling metals and pottery, fiber and thread, design ele-

Tts that cluster and recur, enriching rather than superseding each

er.

here are traces of precursors of man in Indonesia, l^omo erectus of

3 dates back some 500,000 years. Pygmies were possibly the earliest

Ti of our own species to settle here, but the small Negritos of the

Ijppines now share the language and technology of their Malay neigh-

s. The material culture of the earliest settlers may have been similar to

fi
of the Andaman Islanders of the Bay of Bengal, a Pygmy people who
e long isolated from mainland influences. But in Indonesia and the

ippines one is everywhere reminded that there has been continuous

rcommunication and modification made possible by the proximity

I great number of islands and the diversity of accessible environments,

physical base of the cultural mosaic that emerged.

\griculture in many forms Is very old, and both various cereals and

t crops such as yams, taro, and sweet potatoes were grown. Pottery

made, but cooking was also done in bamboo sections and in beaten

per vats. It is the cereal rice, grown both in dry fields and on irrigated

aces, that is the staple food of the area. Rice can be planted systemati-

y, and is more easily stored and transported than the root crops on

ch the rest of the Pacific depended. It could be weighed, measured,

meted out, loaned and repaid with interest. Rice cultivation provided

litable base for specialization, stratification, and elaboration of archi-

ure and ceremonies. Religion was characterized by a close communi-

on between the spirits of living people and those of the dead. This

itionship was observed during trances with the help of ritual specialists,

iai organization was differentiated by wealth and family rank,

ome groups who represent various aspects of the widespread and

ic Malaysian technology have been carefully studied and the hall con-

is special collections from the Hanunoo, the Bagobo, the Ifugao, and

er peoples of Northern Luzon. Materials from the Dyaks provide a

hnological parallel in Borneo, and Islamic styles can be seen in the

ss work of various Muslim groups bordering the South Sulu Sea.

n many other parts of the Pacific we find a greater gap between the

hnologically developed European cultures and those of prelilerate peo-

s isolated from centers of civilization for thousands of years. In Indo-

.ia and the Philippines we find, instead, cultures of extraordinary com-

xity, providing one of the finest examples of how continuous inter-

ion among several religious systems and several technological tradi-

ns, combined with the distinctiveness of the peoples themselves, has

)durecl a broad cultural base for the twentieth-century modern states,

} Republic of Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Republic of the Philippines.

Moro warrior, Philippines.
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COLLECTING

A Nukahiwa man's classic Greek god
pose, right, as well as most of the

designs on his body, are products of a

European engraver's imagination. The

ethnocentrism so often reflected by

nineteenth-century observers is slightly

less obvious in the field sketch of Ha-

waiian dancers by Louis Choris, below.

John Webber, who accompanied Cap-

tain Cook, 1776-1779, recorded a meet-

ing with Hawaiians, far right.



nee the first voyages of exploration into the Pacific, collections of

acts and drawings and accounts of the wonderful doings of the in-

tants have poured back to Europe and the Americas. The earliest

iges had a scientific orientation, and careful attempts were made to

:ribe the behavior and customs of the islanders. Along with these

eavors there was casual and accidental acquisition of objects, such as

pons, bark cloth, and carvings, by persons who were in the Pacific for

?r purposes: trade, whaling, warfare. This sort of amateur ethnology

continued to the present day. These objects, many acquired by indi-

als during World War II, are usually poorly placed and without

umentation, but are nevertheless often unique and valuable. We may
?ct them to trickle into the museum for many years to come as people

rt houses for apartments and as they lose interest in the trophies of

r grandparents' journeys. Some of these specimens come into the

eum one by one, others as part of larger collections, and their identi-

ion is one of the tasks faced by museum anthropologists. Museums are

bted to these casual collectors for many valuable specimens. For

descendants of the peoples from whom the objects were collected,

museum is a place where reminders of ancient skills are safe,

leanwhile the tradition, established by Captain Cook and by the

<es expedition, of carefully labeling and cataloging collected speci-

s continues. Early in this century German ethnographers were particu-

active, bringing back huge collections with descriptive drawings or

tographs to explain the uses of various artifacts. Feathers and plants

e mounted and accompany such collections. These collectors did not

ly the individual peoples in detail and were dependent upon the ac-

nts other people gave them. Many great collections have been built in

way, but they belong essentially to a tradition that divorces what a

ipie make from what they feel and believe. Without supplementation

n the work of those who study living peoples, such collections are

•ntially dead, although they do provide a valuable basis for the study

nigrations, diffusion, and the use of animal and plant materials. This

of study also has continued to the present day. Today many eth-

raphers, in addition to doing detailed field work among a single

pie, will make collections from the surrounding peoples,

eginning early in this century, American, English, Dutch, and Swiss, as

1 as German, ethnographers began to combine studies of live peoples

1 the collecting of artifacts. An arrow was no longer simply labeled

1 the geographical name of the place where it was bought, but the

riographers were able to tell whether it had been made there or

ss



ater ethnographers augmented their

[udies with photographs. Interior of a

len's house, Papua New Guinea.

traded for, and what were the subtler and more ceremonial uses to whicl

it had been put. It was possible to plot complicated trade routes, metli'

ods of barter and gift exchange, and the way in which one people sim

plified or elaborated articles that they traded from other peoples. Object
still in use could be compared with objects that were found during thi

new archeological explorations. Old stone tools of which the preseni

inhabitants knew nothing, such as the stone mortars and pestles found ii

the highlands of New Guinea, could be related to other excavations

Styles that were actually undergoing a process of change when fiel(

workers were there could be documented, and thus old collections couii

be brought to life again. Photographs and films were used to illustrat

actual craftsmen at work making masks or recording mortuary skull;

studies of the way children were taught, and the ways craftsmanship wa
established and styles conserved. The song a woman sang as she poundei
rice in a mortar, could be collected along with the mortar, and the rhythn

of the people's workday activities could be recorded.

This general ethnographic approach, in which collecting is a part o

field work, has been amplified during the last quarter century by evei

more detailed field research. In the Philippines, Harold Conklin has com
bined a study of the ethnoscientific categories of the people with thi

most meticulous photographic recordings of every step in agriculture

processes. In Bali, Gregory Bateson's collections reveal the interrelation

ships between child rearing, artistic styles, and the ethos of the culture

Filmmakers and photographers have spent many months working witi

ethnographers. In fact, the records of the skills and manufactures of ;

culture seem to be shifting from the objects themselves to audiovisua

records of the way the objects are made, decorated, and used.

Yet, despite the exciting possibilities of these new methods of collect

ing, they do not replace the actual object, fashioned as it was by ;

skilled and habituated hand, as yet unconfused by the new techniques o

the modern world. Side by side with field studies that measure the time i

takes to cut down a tree with a stone ax, we still need the ax itself, so we
can see its exact proportions, the way it is hafted, the materials with

which it is hafted, and how they tighten or loosen with a change ol

temperature. No picture can fully replace the objects themselves,

whether they are fishhooks or fish spears, nets with which birds were
trapped, looms on which belts were woven, or samples of flax before it

was twisted. And so, as we have widened and deepened anthropologica

and archeological field work, the halls of museums not only still have a

place but have indeed a more important function. The extensive collec

tions of plants important to the daily life of a people, carvings that dis-

play an individual carver's imagination, musical instruments—all represent

something that is irreplaceable. These last far beyond the changes tha

each people undergo as they bring with them a part of their past, ;

part shorn of the old tools and implements, into their sharing of woHd
wide culture. Some future student will find a new significance in thi

rhythms of the designs utilized in the fretting of a lime spatula, or th(

potter's designs burned on the bamboo containers. Such objects canna
be preserved or made available for research purposes by even the mos
technically skilled photographers. Such things can be studied only be
cause a large number of the objects themselves exist, to be held in th

hand of a trained scientist or marveled at by small children who stan<

with their noses pressed against the glass.

I
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Feathers, left, assembled by O. Finsch,

1898. Many large, carefully labeled col-

lections of artifacts were amassed early

in this century with little reference to

the people who made and used them.

Below, latmul children explore an an-

thropologist's field camp, 1938.
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Some New Guinea people, like the lat-

mul, model portraits in clay over the

skulls of deceased tribesmen. Women
relatives, above, mourn for a dead man,
whose skull has been elaborately deco-

rated, top. The skull is made into an ef-

figy representing the deceased, top

right, to be used in a ceremony of song

and flute music staged by the men.

When novices are initiated into the life

of the ceremonial house, their faces of-

ten are painted with designs similar to

those on the mortuary skulls, bottom
right.
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len Margarel Mead visited Manus in

8, some 2,000 people were living in

ages of pile dwellings built out over

shallow lagoon, top left. Community

was surrounded by water, bottom

The canoe model, below, and the

\rama of Pere village, Manus, at

hi, were constructed in 1930 under

-ad's direction. Since that time, the la-

1)0 communities have moved onto

\d. Visiting the Hall of Peoples of the

:ific in 1970, Paliau Moluat, now a

mber of the House of Assembly in

wa New Guinea, viewed the model

Pere village as it appeared during his

/hood.
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Preston McClanaban, fourth from right,

and Margaret Mead, second from right,

thresh out one of the details of the hall's

construction.
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he hall, which opened in May, 1971, is the successor to two other

s, the old South Sea island Hall, installed by Robert Lowie in 1911,

the Philippine Hall, constructed principally with materials that came
n the St. Louis Exposition of 1904. The new hall is located in the old

ippine Hall and now includes the entire Pacific. The old halls had

sized human figures made of wax and plaster, posturing among the

ibited specFmens. In the new hall, three scales have been used: the

e of the dioramas, % inch to one foot; human scale, as armature to

port a cloak or a headdress; and the wild, exuberant miniatures and

itisms with which the peoples of the Pacific carved, painted, and

structed their images of the supernatural. These three scales are ob-

'ed carefully, so that visitors can orientate themselves and know where

/ are as they move from one exhibit to another.

he hall also inherits the acquisitions of the sixty years since Robert

ne installed Finsch's little labels, just as they were, German captions

all. Into the storerooms during those sixty years have come collec-

is made by museum curators, members of museum expeditions, and

d ethnographers who have collected on the museum's behalf, objects

rued from attics, special collections offered by dealers, and objects

ained in exchange for American Indian artifacts of which the museum
an abundance. What the hall is today has been shaped by what the

seum already had or was given, could buy or exchange, and especially

the special collections made on request, as well as by the design for

new hall as it grew.

)nce it was clear where the new hall would be, and that one hall

jid have to house the whole of the Pacific, specific areas were as-

led and the work with the actual islands and what the museum pos-

ed from each one was tackled. The decision to make the hall bright

light like the Pacific itself was inspired by an exhibition case in a small

orical museum in Madrid in which a sword is suspended as if in the

If the hall was to give this impression of lightness, of sky and sea, the

?s had to be as light and the frames as inconspicuous as possible. So

bright ceiling of Il\iI litv and the mosaic floor, the Plexiglas armatures

stands to support the specimens so that the structures would them-

Kes almost disappear were what made the design really possible,

here was another interesting innovation, too. Because specimens from

Pacific Islands are unbelievably fragile, it wasn't possible to construct

ck-up cases and work with the actual specimens; they wouldn't stand

handling. So the hall's designer, Preston McClanahan, perfected a

V method. He built a model of the hall large enough to hold models

the cases, and photographed the specimens in color to scale. Then

y could l)e arranged like paper dolls, and the relationships between

ors and forms could bo experimented with freely, while the specimens

in safety, untouched by human hands.

>ound was another problem. The music of these diverse islands runs

gamut from some of the simplest kinds of music known to the com-
X polyphony of the Indonesian gamelans. Originally there was a plan

put the music of each area (which meant the music to go with each

a alcove) on the audiophonc, and have only the sounds of the sea in

hall itself, from the gentle lapping of waves to the pounding of reef

akers and the occasional roar of a hurricane. But audiophones are

itable, sometimes working and sometimes not. It was decided to

inge the plan so that sea sounds would intervene between the bursts

area music that come from each alcove, in turn but not so close

THE HALL

tfiitaMMiaiiiiikii

The iirst concepts lor a new Pacidc hall

were ikelched by Mead nearly a decadr

.IRO.
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Ideas for the hall's design first took form

in a detailed scale model

together as to clash in listeners' ears. The sea sounds intervene betw<

one musical style and another, just as the isolation provided by the

has made it possible for each island to develop its own art style.

The use of plastic and Plexiglas in the design of the hall has paralle

Preston McClanahan's work as an artist, and his shows at the Musei

of Modern Art, the Cincinnati Contemporary Arts Center, and the Wl
ney Museum have involved the complementary uses of transparency a

simplicity. The hall has grown slowly. He started working on it in 1!

and there were many interruptions before the final push began in 19

But the sense of distinctiveness of each area has been preserved. The
of the designer who deals with a dramatic presentation like a hall is m£

easier if he is working with artifacts of human beings who are themsel

masters of design. There is no feeling of artificiality in the hall. 1

presentation is, in effect, art, but art that becomes science, transforn-

from one medium into another.

The films, photographs, tapes, and notes of field work have all playe^

part as background for the exhibits. Hours were spent studying data fr

the 1928 expedition to Manus before the diorama of Pere village was b

in 1930. When Margaret Mead returned there in 1953 to study

changes that had taken place since the war, she took pictures of

diorama with her. The villagers were greatly impressed, first by the

curacy of the model and second by the miniature canoe resting ir

human hand. In 1959 a film was made comparing the old Manus of 1^

to life there today, and the diorama, its glass case removed, was filmed

color, the movement of the camera giving it a sense of life. Now all i

dioramas have been set on casters so that they can be wheeled out ^

photographed for television. Halls designed for television now add anoti

dimension so that millions may share in what is exhibited.

It was necessary to design the hall to the museum's existing collectic

since so many of the cultures are now gone forever and no new colle

ing is possible. A great deal of work had to be done to sift out the be

authenticated artifacts, and often this meant a great deal of book wo
cross comparison of catalogs, and poring over old sketches. Since 19

when the work started in earnest, whole generations of students ha

come and gone. One student worker joined the hall's preparators a;

freshman with a National Science Foundation Fellowship. Years later, ji

about to take his Ph.D., he returned to the hall to work on the map
which the newest archeological finds will be recorded year after ye

The basic exhibition will stand as it is for years to come, but there I

been provision for special exhibits, for the incorporation of new findii

that will change the view of history, and for recording the independen

that is coming, island by island, to the peoples of the South Seas. Lab ,

have been kept to a minimum. A museum is a place to look and to pla

objects in juxtaposition in one's mind, not a library in which to read, o '

film theater for viewing pictures.

A museum not only preserves the past of the people whose lives »

chronicled there, but it also preserves the past of those who frequent

halls. Unlike a play, a film, or a television broadcast, which once seen

usually hard or impossible to see again, an exhibit is stable and the visit

can return and find there what he remembers, now seen differently b I

cause he himself is more knowledgeable or interested in different thinjj

The hall has been planned to let the objects stand alone, as exampj

of the handiwork of a people who have long since or just recently gi\l

up their old skills and old beliefs for new ones, brought to them, as we
the older ones, by people who sail the sea. Year by year visitors will I

able to view the actual work of the Pacific peoples' hands. The work its<

will stand as a recoid of a once existing way of life.
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village receives its clear plastic

, above. A member ol the Mu-
'i exhibition stafi adjusts the sup-

of two Arapesh imported taro

ders, right.
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A carving of animal and bird spirits, left,

which once adorned the interior of an

Abelam ceremonial house in New Guin-

ea, is readied for exhibition. On the

faqade of such houses hung rows of

carved and painted faces of clan ances-

tors, below. A figure topping a New
Hebrides headdress, left bottom, is set in

its case.

"'*W///f////A
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Weapons edged with shark teeth and heavily knotted coconut fiber armor from the

Gilbert Islands are remnants of Pacific wars of an earlier era.
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Thomas Church, 5th Avenue and 53rd Street

fielmont Plaza Hotel, Lexington Avenue and 49th Street
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Safari
plioiograplis by Kay Simmon

New York City harbors uncounted numbers of animals

that require no feeding, do not have to be groomed or

dewormed, do not bark or whine, do not use the streets

for toilets, do not inflict biles or scratches, tb) not love or

hate. These are the sculptured images of animals that

decorate the city's buildings, adding detail and whimsy to

the streets of Manhattan for the curious and selective

observer.

The variety of animal life portrayed in sculi)lure is

astonishing in its complexity. Rats, which have

apparently always had a share in the city's life, abound
in its sculpture. Within a stone's throw of Grand Central

Station, a decorative frieze depicts a rat nipping the toes

of a man who is crying out in obvious anguish while

hugging a beehive. The same Italiunate border

decoration shows another rat suffering death by hanging,

evidently for the crime of covetously eyeing a seminaked

chap and his money bag. Several blocks farther north,

two wrought iron rodents, staging an assault on a

modern ollice building, are thwarted by large cones

attached to the canopy supports, \e\erlheless. some of

them seem to have succeeded. In another part of the same
Iniilding, rats jiarticipale in a seemingly organised game
of ring-around-lhc-rosy. eight of ihem posing prettily,

their heads together in a charming ro-ictte, while four

others, unsuccessful in joining the game, skulk around

outside the circle with iheir snakelike tails waving in an

arabes(|ue design.

A bit farther ahciii. but slill within walking distance of

Grand Central Station, two horses. n<>w working for the

International Brotherhood of Kleclrical Vl'orkers. se«-m

convulsed by a joke they are trying to connnunicate to

their boss, a Maya god. His expression of stern

annovanre rellecis iheir sinnillaiicnu-^ chalter.

uuri.lllJI(rst58lhSlrci-t
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St. Patrick's Cathedral, 5th Avenue and 50th Street

Very near Macy's, a French-speaking owl sits wide-

eyed on the lower end of a frowning sickle moon

declaring that everything will be just fine once it gets

dark. An angry-looking bull, wearing a belly band for

decoration, lives over an East Side bar, while a smiling

bat seems to enjoy the view from the main entrance of an

apartment house near Hunter College. In front of the

New York Public Library, giant turtles, supporting large

sculpture groups, toil with dignity, while at a midtown

hotel four elephants cooperate amiably with the

establishment by supporting flagpoles with their elegantly

coiled trunks.

In rare instances, sculpture follows function; a

converted old stable in the Murray Hill section exhibits

not only two lifelike horses' heads but also a bulldog. All

136 East 79th Street
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Jrfjcisoit Mmkit l.ihniiy, /_'.j Atmur nj titr Iniriir,,.

of them probably once lived at that fashionalile address.

Realism was clearly thrown to the winds, however, by

the creator of the two bovines with a common head,

which decorate an apartment house on lower Park

Avenue. The complicated love life thai !-uch an

arrangement nmsl entail probably accounts for the air of

resigned embarrassment. Venturing slill further into the

world of pure imagination, the elaborate encrustations on

a large Seventh Avenue apartment house display several

crowned dragons, presently enduring the ignominy of

pigeon proofing.

New York City contains many more fine examples of

architectural fauna for the interested hunter with a

camera. I'eacocks and S(iuirrels. hounds and hares, rams

and doves inhabit the city's streets and adorn its

buildings. Although extinction poses a less serious threat

to these specimens of stone wildlife than to the

inhabitants of our parks and woodlands, it still exists.

The stark simplicity of glass and steel buildings is not

receptive to playful decoration, and progressively, the

city's architectural wildlife is disap|H>aring along with its

habitat.

buiiitmn. '-'" l.ixingloii Airniic 77



OcCUltatiOn of Mars An occultation of Mars by the

moon, in which the moon will temporarily cover the

planet as viewed from earth, will occur during the

morning hours of May 16 and will be visible in whole

or in part from most of North America.

The waning gibbous moon, only about two days be-

fore last-quarter, will pass very close to the planet on

the 16th. Technically, the moon will pass about a de-

gree north of Mars at about 5:00 a.m.. EST, when the

two will be in conjunction. But that position is calcu-

lated from the center of the earth for the center of the

moon. Because earth and moon are so close, the effect

of their combined diameters is such that the disk of

the moon will pass in front of Mars, as viewed from

part of the Northern Hemisphere. For the rest of the

world, the event will be just a close conjunction of

Mars and the moon. But for observers in the eastern

and central regions of North America, it will be an

occultation of Mars.

Moonrise occurs shortly after midnight on the 16th,

somewhat later toward the north. Mars will rise almost

simultaneously with the moon, a little later and to the

left. Both will be very close on rising, and both will

then move up the sky together. But the motion of the

moon in orbit around earth will cause it to move
slowly left with respect to the surrounding stars and

Mars. The moon moves a distance about equal to its

own apparent size in one hour. This motion will take

the moon closer to Mars after they rise, until the

planet finally disappears behind the sunlit left edge of

the moon, about in the center of the bright edge. For

the next hour or so, the moon will slowly pass across

the planet. Then Mars will reappear, this time emerg-

ing from the dark edge of the moon, at its lower right-

hand edge, just a little to the right of where the bright

edge ends at the terminator (the sunset line on the

moon)

.

An occultation, somewhat like an eclipse of the sun,

is caused by the moon's shadow. Not the shadow cast

by the sun. but the shadow cast by some other celestial

body's light, in this case the light of Mars. On May 16,

the shadow of the moon cast by the light of Mars
touches earth, and where it touches. Mars will be seen

to pass behind the moon.
Since the moon is continually moving around earth

eastward, its shadow is continually moving eastward

through space. Thus the occultation occurs at contin-

ually changing times, progressively later to the east as

78

the moon and its planetary shadow move in that direc-

tion. The duration of the occultation also varies along

the path swept by the moon's shadow, depending

partly on the speed at which the shadow moves across

earth, partly on one's location within the shadow, deep

inside or near the edge.

For these reasons, the time and the duration of tht

occultation of Mars on May 16 will vary. Along th«

West Coast, where the moon's shadow reaches first

the event will begin before or soon after moonrise

while the end, when the planet emerges from behinc

the moon, will occur at about 1:30 A.M., Pacific Stan

dard Time. In the Plains States and the Midwest, tht

occultation will begin at about 1 :30 a.m., Mountair

Standard Time (2:30 a.m.. Central Standard Time)

and will end about an hour later (more or less, de

pending on location ) . Along the eastern seaboard, the

occultation will begin at about 4:00 a.m.. Eastern Stan-

dard Time and end about an hour or less afterward

In general, the event occurs earlier to the west and



ler Id tlie ••a'-t williin eacli lime zone, and it will he

orter in duration toward the south. It would he wise

begin ohserxinp ahout half an hour l)i'fore the

lOve times. Binoculars or small telescopes will be a

cided advantafie in finrlinp and followinfr Mars. AI-

ough the planet is quite bright (magnitude —0.1),

e contrast of the nearby bright lunar surface will

ike Mars difhcult to see.

Thomas D. Nicholson

nning Down the Quasars if you look at something

ri billion liglit->cars away, you are seeing it as it was
1 billion years ago. You see it, not as it is today, but

it was when the light you are seeing left it. You are

riking back in time, hack to a time when the earth

d sun did not exist. The thing you are looking at

ly no longer exist. The prospect of looking so far

ck in time excites astronomers as much as anything

e about ((uasars.

For seven years astronomers have believed that qua-

rs may well be that far away. They have argued over

; evidence, and some have suggested alternative ex-

inations. Now it turns out that quasars almost cer-

nly are at the incredible distances they appear to he.

Quasar is a coined name for (juasi-slellar objects,

iiish points of light that look like stars but are not,

lich often emit strong radio waves. Many arc vori-

le, with periods as short as a day; this can only

an that they are the size of the solar system or

laller. Most important, their light has been shifted

ward the red. or longer wave, portion of the spec-

un.

The red shift is what the argument is all about. All

-tant objccls in the universe beyond our own galaxy.

at is

—

exhibit n red shift: the universe is expanding

id every ol>ject in it is moving away from every oilier

'jrrt. and moving so fast that its light is siiifted to-

ird the re<l. The farther an object is. say. fri>m the

rlh. the more its light is red shifted. This rule is

'W well-enough established to be used backward:

lee we determine how much the ligiit from an ohje<'t

red shifted, we can say how far away it is.

The rule worked fine, until the aslronomers figured

It the red shifts for the quasars in J'Hil. They sud-

•nly became the most distant objects visible in tele-

opes. Hy itself, this was no problem. Hut a-'trono-

ITS had ollii-r e\idcncr that -iUggesled the quasars

;re comparulively small. For objciis sn -.inall to be

seen at sucli distances they wnuld have to he radiating

with the energy of whole galaxies. (Our sun and all

the stars we can see belong to one galaxy, best seen in

the Milky Way.) No process known to physics could

generate such energy.

So theorists searched for alternative explanations of

the quasars, a way to make them '"local"' objects. The
most promising line seemed to be the argument that

quasars had been expelled from our galaxy in violent

explosions and were still moving away so fast that

their light was strongly red shifted.

Now a 32-year-old astrophysicist has found that a

well-known quasar seems to be connected with a group

of galaxies that are at the distance indicated by their

red shift. James E. Gunn of the California Institute of

Technology reported his work with the 2t)0-inch Hale

telescope in the Astrophysical Journal.

The (juasar is known as PKS 22Jil-f-ll- The name
means that it was discovered at the Parkes Ra<lio Ob-

servatory in Australia aTuI that it lies at right as<-en-

sion 22 hours .SI minutes and declination 11 degrees

north. The quasar is in the middle of a small, compact

cluster of galaxies.

Gunn has studied these galaxies, particularly the

brightest one. and found that their apparent size and

brightness correspond very well to the distance in-

dicated by their red shift. He then argues that the

quasar has the same red shift and that it would be too

much of a coincidence for it to be sinqily lined up

in precisely the same diriM-tion as the galaxies. He cal-

culates that the probahililv is 1 in 2.(XH) of finding

galaxies of the required brighlnes> within half a min-

ute of arc of the i|uasar and with nearly the same red

shift.

He also argues that a wisp southwest of the quasar

appears to be a cloud of ioni/e<l hyilrogen. presum-

ably excited by the quasar.

In a handful of other cas«'s. galaxies are "suspi-

ciously" close to quasars, but no one has vet done the

si>eclroscopic analysis to see if thry are. in fact, so

similar that they must be together in space. Gunn feels

that in the case of PKS 22.'il ) I 1 he has shown that it

is almost certain that the ipiasar is at the distance

indicated by the red shift.

Now astronomers can fiM-l more i-ertain that when

they look at quasars, they are looking back as much as

ten billion years and seeing the universe in its infancy.

John P. Wiiiv. Jr.
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From full moon on May 10, the waning moon is a morning object,

rising later eacli nigint as it becomes last-quarter on May 17 and new

moon on the 24th. Emerging as an evening crescent a few nights

later, it becomes the first-quarter moon on the last day of May, full

again on June 8, and reaches last-quarter at midmonth.

In late May and early June, Mars and Jupiter (despite the fact

that the latter is technically an evening star) dominate the morning

sky scene. Jupiter is in the sky all night long, rising in the east after

sunset. Just before dawn, however, it will be sharply brilliant in the

southwest, while Mars will then be high in the southeast. Mars is

now brightening rapidly as it approaches opposition in August,

nearly doubling in brightness from mid-May to become almost as

bright as Jupiter by mid-June. Mars will exceed Jupiter in bright-

ness during July.

Venus, Mercury, and Saturn, the other morning stars, are all

relatively close to the sun, rising rather late in the morning and still

quite low as they fade into the brightening sky. Venus may be

easiest to find from its brightness. It rises north of east at just about

dawn. It may be possible to find Mercury and Saturn near Venus

—

Mercury nearby in late May, Saturn near Venus by mid-June.

May 16: The bright reddish star near the moon this morning is

Mars. An occultation of Mars by the moon will be visible from North

America (see page 78).

May 17: Saturn is in conjunction with the sun and enters the

morning sky. It will be too close to the sun to be visible until mid-

June. Mercury is at greatest elongation (distance from the sun) in

the morning sky. The planet is only 11 degrees high by sunrise, but

it may be found by looking near bright Venus in the dawn sky. Mer-

cury is below and fainter than Venus.

May 22: Venus and Mercury are nearly directly beneath the moon
in the eastern sky this morning. Both planets are in conjunction with

the moon this afternoon.

May 23: Jupiter is at opposition. Directly opposite the sun in our

sky, the planet now rises at sunset, sets at sunrise, and spends the

entire night in the visible sky.

June 6: Mercury and Saturn, both morning stars quite close to

the sun, are in conjunction, less than one lunar diameter apart.

June 6-7: The very bright object near the moon on both nights is

Jupiter. On the evening of the 6th, Jupiter is well to the east (left)

and north of the moon. On the 7th, it is still north of the moon but

now much closer to the west (right). On the night of the 7th, the star

Antares is quite close to the moon, much closer than Jupiter.

June 11: Venus and Saturn are in conjunction. If you find Venus
in the morning sky, low in the east after dawn, Saturn will be just

below it, about one degree (two moon diameters) away.

June 13: Look for Mars, quite bright, near the waning gibbous
moon in the sky this morning.

Thomas D. Nicholson

ir Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom;
then match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky. The
map is for 11:25 p.m. on May 15; 10:20 p.m. on June 1; and 9:25 p.m. on
June 15; but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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MUSIC FESTIVALS TOUR
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20th year of quality (our operation

EXPERT ADVICE
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COUNTRY LIVING
We've read and evaluated hundreds and hun-
dreds of books covering every phase of gardening
and country living. Our Catalog is 32 pages of

honest, thorough description of those titles we
believe will be most worth your time and money.
It's a wealth of expert advice on growing fruits

and vegetables, preserving and preparing food,

choosing a place where it's still pleasant to live

in the U.S.A.; home wiring, plumbing, mainte-
nance, building, making a living in the country,
etc., etc. If you're really serious about country
living, you'll be delighted. Please send 25C to

help cover postage and handling. Ask for GAR-
DEN WAY BOOK CATALOG. Write now to: Garden
Way Research. Dept. B-3515. Charlotte, Vt. 05445

YOU LIVE

in the

SPACE AGE . .

.

You should know

more about it!

A rewarding and fascinating

adventure for adults, young

people, the family

Introductory and advanced

day and evening courses in

ASTRONOMY and NAVIGATION

Call or write

The American Museum—
HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10024

81st STREET and

CENTRAL PARK WEST
Tel.: Tr 31300; Ext. 206

Hassles in the Park Continued from page 23

volvers. riot guns, and clubs, they

moved among the sleeping campers,

singling out small groups of young

people. Some youths were dragged

from their tents and sleeping bags,

handcuffed, searched, and beaten.

Their belongings were scattered.

One hundred and seventy-four were

arrested. Bystanders who protested

were threatened and silenced.

Among those protesting was Dr.

John Fisher, a physician and for-

mer Republican state senator from

Florida, who was sufficiently an-

gered to report the incident in an

indignant letter to President Nixon.

Dr. Fisher, who had also witnessed

the confrontations in Stoneman

Meadow, condemned the brutality

of the park rangers and law en-

forcement officers, and described

the weekend behavior of the long-

haired youth as "peaceful, polite,

friendly, and pleasant." He blamed

the Yosemite staff for the hostil-

ities, stating that the weekend's con-

frontations would not have occurred

without the unwise and antagonistic

behavior of the park employees. He
said that on the morning of the 5th,

he had heard park rangers bragging

about beating up some prisoners.

Responsibility for the July 4

weekend, however, does not rest

only with the Yosemite staff. There

is no doubt that among the half-

million or so young people who an-

nually visit Yosemite. there are a

few who are openly aggressive

toward anyone or anything bearing

a resemblance to the establishment.

There are some whose campground

manners leave much to be desired

and whose park behavior (either

through ignorance or intention) in-

vites corrective action by rangers.

Some litter. Some drive loud motor-

cycles. A handful play their rock

tapes after midnight. Many smoke

marijuana. A few use hard drugs.

Many come to the park with the in-

tention of congregating in large

groups, which causes a certain

amount of environmental disturb-

ance and creates a potential fire haz-

ard. Then, too. some young Ameri-

cans tend to be somewhat casual

about nudity or "public displays of

affection."

But a closer look reveals many
parallels between the conduct of the

young park visitors and the be^

ior of older or more establishnit

oriented segments of society,

longhair's loud and showy i

torcycle. for instance, may be

more than a modest takeoff on

ostentatious 350-horsepower se

driven by the established fan

man. Littering is not an inveni

of the long-haired generation;

an American tradition, as esl

lished as peanut butter or air po

tion. Hard drugs may be someth

different. But here again, a par;

might be drawn with alcohol, i

there may be validity to the con

tion that the common use of dr

is more of a commentary upon
social pressures and inetiuali

created by the over-40 general

than it is upon the weakness

youth.

Other, more basic parallels

be drawn. Historically, the rang

criticism of the typical visitor

that he enters the park burde

with the artifacts and expectati

of his day-to-day existence, t

isolating himself from the nati

environment. People of all

groups, all political leanings

hair lengths fit into this stereot

equally well, differing only in

objects and attitudes that they h

into the park. Youth come equip

with guitars, tape recorders, ,

marijuana. The more traditional

itors bring in their mobile ho)

I euphemistically called "campers

portable TV sets, playing cards,

and vermouth.

Some youthful visitors, who
parently feel somewhat out of pi

in the loneliness of the outdd

succumb to the group instinct

banding together in large numb
But this lack of individuality is

no means confined to the under

generation. Traditionally, the An
ican camper spends 95 percent

his park visit within the crow

mass campgrounds, walking a

the souvenir counters and gift s

or driving along park roads, sel

venturing more than a restro

distance from his automobile.

There are differences, howi

and in the final analysis, the attil

and behavior of the Ameri
youth culture may be more in ki

ing with the stated aims of llie i'
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tional Park Service than those dis-

played by the more traditional

visitor. At Yosemite. for instance,

the Park Service has long tried to

persuade the park visitor to move

away from the central camp-

grounds, swimming pools, and

cocktail lounges in Yosemite Valley

into the back country wildness,

where he has a far better chance of

learning something about the natu-

ral environment and of discovering

the National Park System's reason

for being. Within the last five

years, this has been occurring. And,

according to informal estimates by

the Yosemite staff, this movement is

largely a function of the long-

haired camper.

Still, an attitude of suspicion ex-

ists between the park people and

their youthful visitors. For some

time the Yosemite staff had antici-

pated trouble with "hippies." .\nd.

as the President's Commission on

Campus Unrest indicated, antici-

pation of trouble tends to create

that trouble.

This anticipation may be subtle

or confined to the ranks of park

personnel: a staff memo, for in-

stance, rctiuesling that regulations

against hitchhiking, loud mufflers,

and "pets off leash." be more

strittly enforced (no mention of

hair length—but then, most loud

inufllers come on motorcycles, most

pels are brought by young people,

most hitchhiking is done by those

who can't afford autos). Other sig-

nals are clearer: a note written on

the blackboard of the rangers' cof-

fee room. "Power to the People

—

Ours!"; the increased hiring of po-

lice adminislralioii cdllegf majors

to fill new ranger position-: an ad-

dre.ss given by a membiT of the

park staff, who said be did not want

"any hippies washing their dirty

feet in my drinking water . . . we're

damned well going to do something

about it!" [aitplnusi'l. .\t limes, the

nnticipaliitn may be visible to the

public— the 7:00 P.M. curfew signs,

the manner of conducting vehicle

inspections, and the generally "at-

tentive" nllilutle toward bciinled or

long-huired campers.

After July 1. the California press

gave wide coverage to the youth

-

ranger ccmflicl. perlinp" "erxing to

harden opininiiK llial had already

been formeil in llie minds of the

combalanis and lite general piib-

BIRD AMBULANCE
Arline Thomas
The heartwarming journal of

the birdlady of Queens and
her work with the bird-

saving corps of the

Audubon Society.

Photographs. $6.95

THE SUN
BENEATH THE SEA
Jacques Piccard

A thirty-day drift of 1500

miles in the depths of the

Gulf Stream.
Photographs. $12.50

THE SEEING EYE
Victor B. Scheffer

An inspired naturalist

shows us how to see the

forms, textures, and colors

of nature Stunning full-

color photographs. $5.95

PILGRIMS
OF THE WILD
Grey Owl
A Canadian ex-trapper's

poetic account of life in the

wilderness and his work for

the protection of beavers.

Sketches by the author. $7.95

At your bookstore
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Share the Ttirills

01 Exploring f
outer Space •
All DYNASCOPES, including this

superb RV-6, 6-inch available

on easy terms! i

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And

it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4

" Starting at $49.95

Picl(ing a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocltetbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and

your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your

complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101
« TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

I CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-18, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

I Please send your fret Teloscops Guide.

I Address_
I

City_

GALAPAGOS
For people who'd rather watch

penguins than neon lights. See

booby bircJs rather than a floor

show. And appreciate the

leisurely pace of 400-year-old

tortoises. Here's an opportunity

to swim with seals and share

coffee with mockingbirds. It's

the only place on earth where

wildlife isn't wild and nature

is reserved for naturalists.

Accommodations are aboard

the luxurious cruise ship LINA-A,

For details and brochure see

your travel agent

or call toll-free:

800-325-2591.

ADVENTURE ASSOCIATES
Outdoors Building

Columbia, Mo. 65201

lie. Student newspapers, too. cov-

ered the issue. One student tabloid,

the Berkeley Tribe, reacting to the

park's vehicle inspections, the

"daily pig harassment." and the

"busts" of long-haired visitors, de-

scribed Yosemite Valley as an "oc-

cupied zone."' and lamented that

"even the once serene parks and

forests are not immune from the

grip of the man."' It went on to say:

"The white man stole the land from

the Indians, the Capitalists created

cities of death, and now the hired

assassin rangers are trying to rob

us of our last sanctuaries. Guerrilla

wars in the mountains are now be-

coming a possibility—there is no

peace in a police state."

An impromptu group, calling it-

self the "Yosemite Liberation

Front," issued a tongue-in-cheek

call for a "10.000-freak army" for

a Labor Day park demonstration.

The Yosemite staff's embarrass-

ment following the July 4 weekend

was due partly to the criticism they

received for their handling of their

youthful opponents and partly to

their having been caught unpre-

pared for the confrontation, so that

they had had to call for police as-

sistance from outside the park.

They resolved not to be caught

again, and the steps taken in follow-

ing weeks revealed the official park

conception of the appropriate

means of handling large groups of

young campers. Nineteen park po-

lice, specially trained in riot control

and horsemanship were brought

into Yosemite from Washington,

D.C., and remained until after La-

bor Day. Twelve new horses were

purchased and trained, and since

most Yosemite rangers did not

know how to ride or use police

mounts, the Washington troops

taught them. Gate crews paid par-

ticular attention to long-haired vis-

itors and their autos. Sometimes

they inspected luggage or forced

hitchhikers to exit from vehicles be-

fore permitting the auto and driver

to enter the park. I Although hitch-

hiking is not legal on federal prop-

erty, it is legal elsewhere in the

state of California.

)

For the Labor Day weekend,

57 armed rangers were brought in

from other western national parks

to assist the 52 rangers already sta-

tioned in Yosemite Valley. Working

overtime, rangers circulated contin-

THEY'LL DIA
unless you and we help them. The

Die—and thousands more like them

many different species will die—unl
money is made available to finance

many requests from East Africa's I

tionol Parks, Research Organizations c

Game Departments.

For 1970/71 we are funding con

tion projects omounting to $134,000

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. We n

your continued support to combat

increasing menace of extinction for m
species of wild animal, by making

donation or by ioining the Society.

Membership of the Society will

you $10 annually. For this you rei

our quarterly mogazine "African

Available for sole are ties, car bade

wild life jewelery, and prints, dec

shoulder patches. Scientific Jouriv

Christmas Cords, and Calendars. WR
FOR DETAILS.

The wild life of East Africa is nov

world responsibility, shored by evt

one. It is enjoyed by tens of thousc

of visitors each year. Help us to see t

millions wilt continue to enjoy it.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

P.O. Box 20110, Nairobi. Kei
East Africa.

Please enroll me as a men,

I enclose^

Name ...

Address
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through the campgrounds,

reus -S15 citations were issued

hhikers. Young people carry-

irewood (potential clubs?)

told to "put it back where it

from." Some young visitors

vehicles had passed the in-

ms given at park gates were

topped for reinspection in the

[rounds and were then forced

ve the park. Once or twice,

nearby police departments re-

1 groups of motorcyclists driv-

oward Yosemite. roadblocks

hrown across entrances to the

igers drove into the camp-

ds where large numbers of

people were camped, col-

throwing-size rocks, and

I them in the back of green

Service station wagons. In the

control headi|uarters, radio

iges came from rangers sta-

ll at the park entrances, de-

ng suspicious '"hippie-types"

'd for Yosemite Valley. Dozens

rwsnien—usually an indicator

ticipated trouble, often a cata-

walked slowly through the

grounds, carrying tape record-

id television cameras, smiling

vavirig at the mounted police,

ng "peace" signs at the long-

\ young people.

. nothing happened,

hough there were large num-

)f young people in the camp-

ids, "the enemy" did not malc-

'.. The three days passed

(It major incident, and in most

it was a normal Yosemite

•nd. About iO.IKH) people en-

ihe park. Many stayed oidy a

lours. "doing" the park from

cars, but many others re-

•d overnight, congregating in

nite Yulley. The campgrounds
fillfil. The concessionaire's ac-

lodations were filled. Gas sta-

cocktail lounges, and dining

» were busy - pumping l^^

serving :S1.IK) martinis and
• steaks. In the big groc<Ty store

)semile Village the store that

xl to the smorgasborri room,

to till- bakery and «%ine shop,

lo the siiai'k bar. next to the plio-

|>hy <>tudio. next to the nioun-

liinbeis" shop, next to thi- post

, next to the visjior center, next

e jailhouse anrl rangers' ollicc

ing jM-ople filed among the

>, buying (lank steak and

panty-hose and copies of Modern
Screen magazine. In front of the

store, near the signs warning that

"Bare feet are not permitted in this

store" and "Shoplifting on these

premises is a federal offense,"

smartly dressed women scolded

their children for getting their new

clothes dirty, and several members
of a zealous religious group prose-

lyted among the passersby, asking

them to kneel on the sidewalk in

"saving prayer." Office girls from

Los Angeles, up for a weekend stay

at Camp Curry, carefully removed

their plastic haircurlers and then

drove their convertibles, slowly and

hopefully, around the valley roads.

After two consecutive days of prof-

itable business at Yosemite Lodge,

a 4()-year-old professional thief was

seized as he walked through the

lobby, a handful of jewelry in his

pocket and his suit coat draped

over the television set he had just

lifted from one of the motel rooms.

A little something for everybody.

Or almost everybody.

But among the young people,

there was an uneasiness, a concern

over the park staff's attitude toward

them, and in an indirect way,

towarti the environment.

"Why can't ue have a place in

this park? Even a field? .^fter all,

they have all those hotels and swim-

ming pools for the rich straights.

F?ut we can't afford them. And you

know why we can't? Because we
aren't gree<ly enough to go out and

rape the environment and make a

fat fifty thousand income, like a

good capitalist should. We just

want enough to live on.

"All that phony talk about pro-

tecting nature! If they're so worried,

why don't they keep the cars out of

here? Why ])ick on us? A hitch-

hiker doesn't bring any air pollu-

tion into the park.

"We get the feeling the rangers

are looking to bust heads. \^'e get

the feeling they ilon'l want us to <lo

anvlbing. not even hike.

"One of the rangers comes over.

See? And he wants to see our food.

I^o I show him the rice and the

(>ranola and tell him that we're on

Osawa's 'Number Scncm Diet.' You
know what lie says? Mi- says we're

probably stealing, if that's all we
liave to eat!"

Final costs of Yosi-initc's elabo-

rate security precautions for last

Chanceof
survival-

ZERO
The blue whale isn't extinct yet. But
it soon will be. A new book, THE BLUE
WHALE, by George L. Small, explains

the tragic history of slaughter, igno-

rance, and indifference that has led

to this sad conclusion.

Nearly all our knowledge of this larg-

est of all animal species (even the

largest dinosaurs did not approach It

in size) comes from studies conducted
on whaling ships and at whaling sta-

tions. There, with access only to the

slaughtered carcasses of their sub-
jects, naturalists have deduced such
information as the gestation period,

reproductive cycle, and migratory
habits of the whale. This research has
been a detective story of a high order,

and Professor Small recounts it with
great skill.

More difficult to explain is the be-

havior of the whalers and the Inter-

national Whaling Commission. Here,

Professor Small documents a tale of

incredible short-sightedness and mis-

calculation. In complete disregard of

scientific evidence, the whalers con-

tinue to destroy their own industry!

THE BLUE WHALE by George L. Small
is a masterpiece of natural history and
a profound case study in the exploita-

tion of natural resources. It is fully

illustrated with fascinating photo-
graphs, tables, and charts. It should
be read by everyone interested In the

cause of conservation.

COLUMBIA
UNIVERISITY PRESS

Stnd me. postiie pild, » copy of

THE BLUt WHALE by Cton* I SmjII.

I incioio t9.9S (plus lit whtri tppllcibit).

City.
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The Classic Mechanical Toy
WITH POWERFUL CLOCKWORK MOTOR '

own an entire fleet of4for only$3^^
Remember Ihe good old day
knew how to make mechanici

them out of heavy, stamped mt

toys had powerful wind-up
ring, clicking reduction ge

ing forever. We used

becau
ing part.

Well, after lots of looking,

a group of highly skilled, dedi

seas who were able to dupl

quality, spring-driven classic

1 when they really

1 toys? They made
etal, not plastic. The
lors and lots of whir-

that seemed to keep
take the toys apart

Thoy'i
;ith ge

Build

lly the 1

we managed to find

icated craftsmen over-

ate exactly the top

toy car motors that

quarter-century ago
. These toy motorsby gifted German toy i

have virtually unbreakable blue carbon steel

springs that we personally clocked at S'A-minutes

running time (that's a long time); they have 8 sep-

arate metal cogwheel gears (cheap toys have only

2); there's a unique cut-off device that automatic-

ally stops the motor when the car overturns or

bumps into something (it starts automatically again

when the car is righted); the chassis and wheels

are heavy stamped metal; and there's superb work-

manship throughout.

ating. They scoot all over Ihe place

rring and clicking. You can race
,gs. They provide hours of educa-

tional tun for the kids. Hobbyists love them.
They're marvelous for relieving executive tensions.

They just don't make 'em like this anymore. And
you can now buy an entire fleet for less than you'd
expect to pay for a single plastic toy nowadays.

Order No. 40704: Set of 4 CLASSIC MECHANICAL
CARS (Complete with jumbo wind-up keys) only

$3.95 (plus 500 postage).

Send check or money order, or charge your credit

card account. Please give account name, and your
number. (N.Y. residents add soles to.x.)

FREE gift catalog on request.

- THE EVERYTHING GUARANTEE:
The GALLERY guarante 'S EVERYTHING The
qua ity, accuracy of de scription, availa bility.

prornpt delivery. If not delighted, return the

within 3 weeks after you receive then1 (not

the usual 10 days) for an instant refund o pur-

chas e price or cancellal on of charges.

/tner Ih.ngs b. ... fro. :>^GALLERY '^.:::L N.V.

THE SPLENDOR OF IRIDESCENCE
Structural Colors in the Animal World

By HILDA SIMON
"A lovely large-format vol-

ume richly illustrated in color

by the author. Hilda Simon
is an artist specializing in

natural history and science...

Her talents and special back-

ground are put to effective

use in this unique study-
technical but surprisingly

lucid and interesting—of that

elusive, vibrant light phe-
nomenon, iridescence, which
marks with extraordinary
beauty certain fish, animals

and insects."

—Publishers' Weekly

"1 am greatly impressed with

Miss Simon's book. Her pas-

sion for accuracy, combined
with her unique and incredi-

bly sensitive artistic talents,

is really outstanding."

-ALEXANDER B. KLOTS
Research Associate

in Entomology
The American Museum
of Natural History

Splendor
^

I i^RB%-

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY
79 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

summer range in the neighborhi

of .S270.000. For a low-prior

underbudfieted agency such as
'

National Park Service, this is

significant sum of money. It r.

well detract from other progrj

that are more in keeping with p,

purpose, such as the park's "in

pretive" programs (slide sho

ranger talks, films, exhibits I I

are designed to enhance the \

tor's environmental awareness

to increase his understanding of

Park Service and its mission. C

$150,000 is budgeted for these.

Among Yosemite staff memb
there are several who favor an

proach that emphasizes diplom

and communication, rather t

suppression : who are critical of

hard-line posture and feel it i

lead to the same intensificatior

hostilities that has occurred on

lege campuses. On Labor Day w
end. some park employees expres

the fear that the antiyouth poli

would weaken public support

other Park Service programs. A
who felt more strongly openly (

demned the actions of rangers i

participated in the events of

July 4 weekend, spoke contem

ously of "the orders to get the Ic

hairs," and talked seriously of q

ting the Park Service. Some tal

of "changing the system from w
in."

But like most of us. the majo

of park employees prefer not to

involved. They are paid to "d

job." and that job, they feel,

eludes the execution of a certain

of departmental regulations and

ministrative orders. They may
like wearing a revolver or drivin

police van, but after all, the w(

is never all that black or whit

some of the young people are

tagonistic; they do break la

Then too, most park rangers h

families to support.

And so. the official position ]

dominates: "We've taken the

proach here, that they [long-hai

park visitors]—and this includ

large number of them—that '

don't want to use the park in

way Congress intended.

"How did Congress intend?

gaily. If they do things legally,

there's a place for them.

"We can't provide a quality

perience for our visitors if a bu

of longhairs are going to come
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all you can digest for

less than a quarter

Today, twenty-five cents won't buy a good

cup of coffee and a fresh doughnut.

But for less than a quarter you can

nourish an active mind. The New
RepubHc is the food of controversy,

of intellect, of polemic, of honest

journalism, and forthright opinion.

It's food for thought.
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There's a lot

more to the

Grand Canyon
than meets the

tourist's eye.

A hidden realm of plant and
animal life maintained in deli-

cate balance. An Indian reser-

vation where men wrest a poor
living from some of the most
beautiful country on earth. Re-

mote trails that offer the hiker

the precious gifts of solitude

and communion with nature at

her wildest . .

.

For the hiker, the motorist, or
the armchair traveler, no book
offers a more complete view of

the canyon— its natural history,

its scenic wonder, its troubled

future— than The Wilderness
World of the Grand Canyon:
"Leave It As It Is" by natural-

ists Ann and Myron Sutton.

Famed nature photographer
Philip Hyde has provided more
than 50 pictures of the canyon,

its flora and fauna. Handsome
endpaper maps help the travel-

er to locate roads, trails, and
points of interest.

THE WILDERNESS WORLD
OFTHE GRAND CANYON
is an inspiring guide to

the canyon and an
eloquent plea for its

preservation. Order
your copy today, with

the money-back
guarantee.

I J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY .h 571
East Washington Square

"n-a/i

Ptiiladelphia, Pennsylvania 19105

Please send, postage paid, a copy of THE
WILDERNESS WORLD OF THE GRAND CAN-
YON. I reserve ttie rigtit to return the
book within 10 days of delivery for a full

refund. I enclose $8.95 D check
D money order.

{In Ark., Col., N.C., N.J., N.Y., Pa., and
Tenn. add state and local sales tax.)

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY

and plunic themselves down in a

campsite for the summer. They spoil

the park for people.

"Yes, it's true that the 'straights'

probably have a worse scenic im-

pact on the park, with their trailers

and other equipment, but they're

also easier to control. The kids

come in here hitchhiking. And our

visitors shouldn't be subjected to

hitchhikers. They're a traffic haz-

ard. Besides, you can't control

where they stay. You can't tell how
many of them are using a single

campsite. And don't forget, the

people who steal are the ones who
come to the park unequipped.

"It's unfortunate that told

you the orders were to get the long-

hairs. That's not so. No statement

like that came from this office. Of
course, I don't know how the orders

get changed as they go down
through the lines.

"On the morning of July 5, we
went into the campgrounds to re-

store them to a normal state. If we
paid special attention to some
people, it was because they drew

our attention in one way or an-

other. Brutality? There may have

been some. I don't know. I was in

the office at the time.

"They say 'you never talk to us.'

Well, on the 4th of July, when they

were in the meadow, lying around,

we told them we would hold a spe-

cial meeting in campground 14, at

6:30. What happened? Only twelve

showed up. That shows you how in-

terested they are in talking! They

only want you to say what they

want to hear.

"The future? I think the solution

is to keep these people out. The
simple fact is that too many people

are using the parks today. And with

that kind of a situation, we just

can't afford to be all things to all

people."

Within the scope of Park Service

policy, the notion that parks "can-

not afford to be all things" is a rel-

atively new and foresighted con-

cept. Its only value, though, lies in

the extent to which it is logically

and consistently applied. And in Yo-

semite Valley, where over the years

the Park Service has permitted de-

velopment of a multimillion dollar

network of tourist accommodations,

this logic and consistency are con-

spicuously lacking.

The valley's facilities, which

range from the concessionair'

motel rooms to special ca
j

and sewage disposal facilil

mobile homes, support the m
bound tourist's susceplibil

convenience and diminish th

ral flavor of the park. Tbi

ation, with all its potential

volity and inequity, repres

blunt contradiction of statei

Service philosophy. And
minds of some visitors, it fos

easy association between pa

icy and the traditionally mal

tic values of the establishmeni

From an environmental p
view, the Park Service is se

to such criticism. And witl

last two years, some small, 1:

nificant, changes have been n

Yosemite, designed to com
crowded, busy, suburban

sphere. The number of cai

has been reduced. Auto tr:

strictly controlled, and in

areas it is prohibited.

No amount of change, he

will close the gap between

ite's staff and the park's your

tors as long as the mutual

suspicions, and resentments
|

Still, the Park Service

American youth culture ma)

more in common than is appa

first glance.

A significant portion of tl

pute between young Americai

the establishment seems to

from widely varying concepti

the proper role of a nation'

nomic system and the place of

rialism as a social value. Perha

cause they have not been frigl

by a depression during thei

times, perhaps because they

witnessed their parents' psycl

cal dependence upon a wide ra

material goods, ranging from

stoles to motorboats, perhap

cause they are aware of the

nomic inequality throughou

world or sense an inherent

tradiction between the privatq

of a corporate-dominated

structure and the social go

quality environment, a larg

her of young Americans

seem to be caught up in tl]

terialistic drives that have

nated American history. Rela

the past, there appears to

need for private acquisition

more concern for the distrib

of wealth, more willingness t
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tking for a UNIQUE tour?
"Thru the Lens" Tours offer the only

worldwide travel program designed for

the camera fan. We select picturesque

places ... and seek the ultimate in

"human Interest." We use private

transportation so we can stop when-
ever and wherever we want to. We
venture off the beaten paths of tourist

travel so you may photograph seldom-

seen places of outstanding beauty. If

" you like leisurely travel and superior

^ * accommodations, you'll love our unique

\^ picture-taking tours. More than 60 for-

^% eign and domestic tours, led by expert
' ' photographers. WRITE FOR BROCHURE.

HRU THE LENS TOURS, INC.
S301 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Dept. NH-S
North Hollywood. California 91607 ,

M^ INDIAN ARTIFACTS

fc FOSSILS-MINERALS

SHELLS-SCOPES-BOOKS

SEND 25« for New
Illustrated Catalog

DOVER SCIENTIFIC

Box 601 1C

Astoria, N.Y. 11106

\5tlc0u Inn
at the edge of

XCADIA NATIONAL PARK
XOOO acres of virgin forests,

ountain slopes, lakes and
)astal shoreline. 200 miles of

ot trails. Birds abound. Un-
atched sailing. Sumptuous
od, drink and lodging.

ite June-Labor Day.

^^—-yr- H. J Carey, Innkeeper

„yx ^ After May 15

•—IT:^/. 'lei 207-?;6 3344

^T^^''^' NORTHEAST HARBOR
Rm\t MAINE 04662

20 ALMOST RARE
STAMPS

i
Fiom12lOST NATIONS'
Mum Hill Cmluif Old

like loiond youavcofuol Poslagv Slsi ,,
nations overrun by invad«rs in ih» 19ih
70th Century and never freed again -
M to appealing iliat eaperienced and t>e

igcolleclors alike want ttiemi When those
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perimeiit with communal life-styles.

Whatever the reasons, this is an

encouraging trend for the welfare

of the environment. .And in this

sense, in terms of the agreement be-

tween the world view of the long-

haired generation and the environ-

mental intentions of the National

Park Service, there seems to be a

valid political and philosophical

link between the two groups.

Of all government agencies that

have any dealing with the nation's

resources, only the INational Park

Service has been given a mandate

for nonmaterialism. By legal and

administrative definition, the parks

were created to furnish the public

with a in)nconsumptive form of rec-

reation and with a sensitivity to

natural life in a natural state, di-

vorced from the notion of economic

exploitation. The wildlife, vegeta-

tion, rocks, water, and soil within

park boundaries are protected, iml

because they can be converted inin

dollars and cents, but for the sake

of their own integrity.

And despite any of the Park Ser-

\ ice's shortcomings, despite the fact

that some of its stalT members are

more frightened by long hair than

by air pollution, the agency still

manages its lands and trains its per-

sonnel in a way that— for the most

part fulfills the nonmaterial intent

of its founding legislation. It is

probably safe to say that park

rangers have less arrogant and less

exploitative attitudes toward their

natural surroundings than any

other occupational group. To a

ranger, a tree is still a tree, not a

mere collection of '"boarrl feet" that

can be cut into two-by-fours.

To the extent that there is con-

ii'pltial agreement belween the non-

material principles of the Park .Ser-

vice and the philosophical outlook

of the long-haired generation, there

seems to be a basis—and a rea-

son— for communication between

them. With dialogue, the park

ranger may a|>pear less of a "pig"

and more of a human being: the

shaggy visitor may appear jess of a

threat to society and more of an as-

set to th<! country's future.

This doesn't guarantee peace. By
no means. Hut it does at least pro-

vide a talking point, something in

common at the personal level,

where prcjuilice-* are created, or ile-

Mroyeil.
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A Touch of Humor

I was fascinated by the article "An

Octopus Trilogy" in your issue of

March. 1971. but much more fasci-

nated by the photograph of coauthor

Gennaro in the "Authors" section.

Could it be that the foot resting on

the floor under Dr. Gennaro's chair is

in actual physical contact with the

late Professor Verrill? Or is Gennaro

slightly less than three-eighths of the

way to becoming an octopus himself?

James Fanning
Mount Kisco, Neiv York

Stalking Scientific Accuracy

Your recent article on wild food

plants by Euell Gibbons (February,

1971) did not show the kind of scien-

tific accuracy that I have learned to

expect from Natural History.

He writes that the sunflowers He-

lianthus anniius and H. tuberosus

were native to the central part of

North America and carried both east

and west as cultivated crops. This is

partly correct. First, it must be

pointed out that H. anniuis comprises

two major groups, the wild sunflow-

ers, probably native to the south-

western United States, and the giant

cultivated sunflowers, which may have

been first domesticated in the central

area. Although H. tuberosus is often

listed as a cultivated sunflower of the

North American Indians. I know of

no compelling evidence that would in-

dicate that it was cultivated. More-

over, it was never carried to the west

by the Indians. Further on. he states

that "the young green flower buds"

(heads?) of the sunflower were eaten

by the Indians. I have not seen any

reference to such use among the In-

dians, and I was under the impression

that this was one of the first ways in

which the sunflower was tried after

its introduction into Europe.
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The Jerusalem artichoke. He-

lianthus tuberosus, was not carried to

Europe by the Spanish as Gibbons

states. Apparently the credit for its

introduction belongs to the French.

The statement that Jerusalem in this

connection is a corruption of girasol

is frequently encountered, but some

years ago R. N. Salaman presented

evidence that such an origin cannot

be accepted. He suggests it is more

likely that the Jerusalem is a corrup-

tion of the Dutch name. Ter Neusen.

Gibbons's opinion that "apparently

[the Jerusalem artichoke] is in the

process of giving up the ability to

bear viable seeds." and that it is "al-

most wholly man's responsibility to

disseminate the species" cannot be ac-

cepted, for the wild Jerusalem arti-

choke does produce seeds and spreads

in nature by this means. Many of the

cultivated forms also produce good

seed.

Gibbons's comments on Amaranthus

also require attention. Passing over his

speculation on how the amaranths

may have entered the United States. I

should point out that although the

seeds were used for food by Indians

in this region, it is still an open ques-

tion as to whether or not they were

cultivated.

Charles B. Hf.isf.r. Jr.

Projesaur uj Botany

Indiana University

The Author Replies:

Professor Heiser's letter does not

show the kind of scientific accuracy

that I have learned to expect from let-

ters by scientists attempting to refute

somone else's science. If he is going

to insist that "it must be pointed out

that Helianthus annuus comprises two

major groups. . .
." then he should

point out that these two groups are

far from being immutable. The do-

mestic type planted in the wild

quickly reverts to the wild I

have seen this happen several ti

The best evidence that Hel.

tuberosus was a cultivated pi

the Indians, and was also

both east and west, is the presi

the native type both east of t

palachians and near the India:

of Arizona. Certainly these

were not in the original range

plant, so we can assume that

dians carried them. Fernald ar

sey, in Edible Wild Plants of I

North America, state that the

lem artichoke was cultivated

Indians who introduced it to t

ropeans; and O. P. Medsg
Edible Wild Plants, says. "T

dians cultivated it for food an(

ably introduced it in the East."

I have not seen the evident

sented by R. N. Salaman that th

of the origin of the name Jer

through corruption of the S

word girasol is "not acceptable

am in error here. I am in

some mighty good company, fo

ritt L. Fernald and a number o

noted botanists plainly accepti

origin. The point is. however, tl

plant is not from Jerusalem

not an artichoke.

I said, "Apparently the Jer

artichoke in the process of gi^

the ability to bear viable seed|

Professor Heiser says this cari

accepted. I hedged the statemei

"apparently" and "in the pi

since I have closely observed i

her of patches of wild artichok

volunteers from the cultivate

for several years, both in Pel]

nia and in New Mexico, ani

never seen any evidence of a a

plant. Has Professor Heiser a

known of Jerusalem artichokes

from seed? At least he must

that it bears far fewer viable

than do any other members

genus Helianthus, and that



I justify my ^talcmcnt. Me also

flatly that the tubers were not

pd tn Europe by the Spanish, but

e French. When? The Spanish

n the range of the Jerusalem

oke ahnost a hundred years he-

he French were, and I find clear

Is that this plant already had a

iilstory of cultivation in England

!9.

not believe that American In-

cultivation of Amaranthus is

much of an "open question."

rla C.itw .Stevenson, in an article

"Etlinobotany of the Zuni In-

" which appeared in the 30th

at Keport of the Bureau of

ican Ethnology (1908091,

. on page 74 of "Amearanthus.

they raise in iheir gardens

\ the village." She was first

? the Zuni in 1879.

ElF.LL ('.IIIIIONS

• article "On the Trail of the

Si«ter»" in your February issue

TiRM. History was (piite inter-

;. However, only -light knowl-

of edible plants has led many
1! into severe cases of internal

ning.

{ardiiig poke ( I'hytolarrn amrri-

, the young tender leaves and

can be (piite edible as cookerl

*. But the entire plant is poi-

8. The poisonous principle is

it in concentralion in the root-

less in the leaves and steins, and
in the fruits. This is one of the

dangerous puisimous plants in

nitrd Stales, because people eat

Bves without proper or complete

g, or accidently pull up and
lols with the leaves. Haw berries

ause serious poisoning: cooked

•s, lii>we\er. are edible, .Synip-

of poiscining are geiierallv se-

stoniac'h cramps and pain, nan-

with persistent vomiting,

ica. slciwcd and didicult breuth-

ing. and weakness, leading to spasms.

severe convulsions, and death.

In the use of the ground cherry

(Physalis spp.) the ripe fruits are

edible. However, the leaves and un-

ripe fruits are poisonous.

I would like to add a few rules to

assist the plant collector and gour-

met in avoiding plant poisoning:

1. Do not eat wild plants unless

positive of identification.

2. Do not rely on pets, birds, or

other animals to indicate nonpoi-

sonous plants.

.3. Know the plant before eating

any part of it.

Native poisonous plants are still

plentiful in our natural areas. Many
outdoor recreatinnists are one or two

generations removed from the wisdom

of their rural forefathers, Vi'ith in-

creasing nund)ers of urbanilcs camp-

ing and hiking in the outdoors, poi-

sonous plants still cause over 3

percent of all poisonings.

For your readers interested in addi-

tional information on human poison-

ing from phytotoxins. I n-conimend

Human I'oisoning from \aliir anil

Cullivaletl Plants, by James W. Har-

din and Jay M. .\rena. M.D., Duke
University I'ress. Durham. 1969.

Smith Fm.conkii, Jii.

Director, Regional Parks

County of San Bernardino, California

Impartiality or Hypocrisy?

I am not sure whether I should ad-

mire your impartiality or criticize you

for hypocrisy. I refer to the ad, which

has appeared for two mcmlhs now in

Natihai. Histohy, for Dellona Cor-

poration's "total ciunmunilv" at Cit-

rus .Springs. Florida. While I realize

that you depi-nil gri-ally on advi-rtis-

ing revenue In stay in print, I really

think that this particular ad runs

completely counter to what other

pages in this and other issues of N.AT-

URAi. History are saying. Page 56 in

the March, 1971, issue is the start of

an article on "Ecocide in Indochina."

Couldn't page 5 (the ad) be termed a

type of ecocide in Florida?

In spile of this (although diffi-

cult), I do enjoy your magazine.

Mary E. Mostcomf.ry
Oberlin, Ohio

Behind the Florentine Codex

We at the School ..f .American Re-

search have read with great interest

Dr. Harvey's outstamling review of

the Florentine Codex in the December

Nati'rai. History. I would like to

point out the role of our sihocd in de-

veloping this publiculion series.

In 19.38. Dr. Edgar l.ee Hewelt.

then our director, instituted work on

the project by having the entire Co-

dex photographed in Florence. All

subsequent work on the translations

has been done from this photocopv. The
project was put aside during >X'orld

War II. but in 1917 Dr. Ilewetl's suc-

cessor here. Dr. Sylvanus G. Morley.

reached an agreement with the Uni-

versity of lltah under which Dr. .\r-

thiir J. O. .\nderson of our stall and

Dr. Charles Dibble of lltah would

work together on the translations.

The first volume of the series, pnb-

lishe<l in I9.S0. and ihc next four vol-

umes were printed by the I'niversily

of New Mexico I'ress. and the .Schoid

of \merican Hesearch ailed as pub

lislier. later vcdumes have been primed

bv the I'liiversity of I'tah I'ress as a

joint publishing venture with us. We
are naturally proiiil of our role as

originator and major sponsor of thift

important project.

I'lTF.R Dk< IIKRT

As»slant Director

School of American Research

Santa Fe. \ew Mexico
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s In Review

le

n to the sea in cages to seek an

unter with the elusive great white shark-

foot. cadai er-colored, awesome beast

llliamF.Herrnkind

Mkkidian. by Feter Maltliies-

antlum House, S8.9S ; 204 pp..

great white shark. C.arrharodon

"hariiis is truly an awesomi- and

me hcast. (lori'^idcr. for in-

his niaiinilude: he is known li>

^ leiipth "f mure than thirty-six

id has an enormous pirth and

aws arrayed with larpe. keen-

donlily serrate, triangular

The tooth I am •.cnilini/inp at

ilinp is some three inrhe-^ long,

lave heen lohl hy rolleapues fa-

with the species that this single

ti from the great white's ar-enal

n a not-so-hip -iieeinien. cer-

one le-s than twelve feet. Then

is hi« appearanre: he is un-

ahlv sharklike. morphologic

adapted for rontiniial. rapid

ling. I lis snout is eoniral. the

e licidv torpedolike anil stream-

while hoth lohe. of the large

fin are nearly ei|iiul in -i/r la

ter of the Isurirlae. a family

nrluiles the mako. a <plendid

*\\\ . Kven more alien are the

ike hiaek pits set apainst the

ro> liody. a i<dor Matlhiessen

les as that of a "cadaver. " \dd

mormons si/.e and phastiv ap-

ire an un|iredii'talile nature and
dorutnented case liistorv of man-
aiid there is hardly ni-i-d to

le a more rhilling heast.

rrtheless, there remains roii-

that, cruising in the deep

there is un even larger species.

irias mrgnloitoii, generally con-

I extinct, known to have at-

lengths up to eiphty feet. .M-

thouph the study of marine life in

silii has not heen author Peter Mat-
ihiessen's line, it is easy to under-

stand his succumbing to an intriguing

undersea venture.

In Blur Meridian, Matlhiessen

presents us with the narrative of an

expedition that went out to seek, and
film in its element, the great white

shark: larpest. most voracious, and
most feared man-eater of the oceans.

But. unlike most shark-diving sio.

ries - drarnati/ed. nmiantici/.ed. and

exaggerated

—

Blur Meridinn is sid)-

dued. analytical, truthful, and in-

timately personal. The adventure is

portrayed in the light of Matthies.

sen's impressions of the- real-life char-

acters, their spirit and foihlcs. and is

hiphliphtetl hv sparklinp prose. Kx-

ci-rpi- from tin- cliarii's of others on

the expeditiiMi are blended into the

story, providinp holli insipht into

their charac-ters and addinp elements

not experienced by tin- author.

Throuphout. one learns considerably

about the natural history of sharks,

whale-, professional divers, and other

such creatures of the sea. The .'>2

cidor photographs are excellent, and

reflect the over-all tpialitv of the

I k.

Mallliiessen explains that the lilue

Water Films expedition was orgo-

ni/.ed bv I'eter C.imbel. a well-known

diver anil underwater photographer

whose photos of the then recently

sunk indri-d Diiriii graced the pages

of l.ifr some \ears ago. (iimlicl oh

lained financing for the production of

a liiph-i|iiulitv. undersea film of large,

dangerous sharks at various locatiiins

around the wcirld; its pii'-ce cle

resistance would be footage of the

"white death." the name by which

C.arrharodon rarrharias is known to

.\ustralian divers.

The crew members, in keeping with

the quality product sought, included

several of the world's finest divers

and underwater photographers. There

is no room for amateur thrill seekers

in most undersea work and most cer-

tainly not on the Mine Water ex-

pedition. I have to be impressed by

the technical talent personified by

such divers as Rod and \ alerie Tay-

lor, spearfishing champions of Austra-

lia, and by Gimbel himself. Stan \^'a-

terman. an American diver-photog-

rapher, is much respected for his

underwater photography. Much of the

book expresses the thoughts, actions,

and nature of these remarkable people,

and the reader caniuit help Inil realize

that success and avoidance of tragedy

during risky activities is due. not to

fortunate circumstance, but to the

awiireness and ccunpetence of the indi-

viduals involved. Matlhiessen explains

that he is a novice diver, bill game.

Certainly he is a most i|ualified ob-

server of man and nature. Me writes us

lliouph III- was impressed mcue l«\ the

human demcnl than by the thrill of

swimming among enormous man-eat-

ing sharks.

The story begins (ui ihc whaling

grounds in the Indian Ocean ofT

.S.utll \friia where it had been called

to (^imbi-rH attention that the teth-

ered dead whales often ultracled

hordes of large sharks. .Such voracious

feeders are capable of stripping the

flesh of a whale down to the bark-

bone in a fi-w houis. Mere the author
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QUESTAR SPIES ON A BALD EAGLE
— brooding on his fate, perhaps, as he

surveys his dwindling domain?

The photographs were taken by Ralph

L. Shook on a bitter cold day in February,

with the wind at 15 miles per hour. He

spent many hours waiting for his eagle to

visit this favorite perch. The picture at the

right shows the whole scene with his Kodak

Instamatic — his Field Model Questar set

up in a blind, 150 feet from the bird's tree.

His modified Nikon with through-the-lens

meter is close-coupled to the telescope and

the arrow points to the empty branch.

Above, the Questar photograph is cropped

from an 8 X 1 enlargement of 35 mm.

Tri-X, taken at f/16, 1/250 second.

QUESTAR, THE WORLDS FINEST, MOST VERSATILE TELESCOPE, IS

PRICED FROM $W5. OUR BOOKLET CONTAINS MORE THAN 100

PHOTOGRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS. TO MAIL ANYWHERE IN

rg AMERICA, $1.00. BY AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMISHERE,
$2.50; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA, $3.00; ELSEWHERE $3.50.
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dwells at length on the decline

whales and whaling and on the ra

climate of South Africa, both

which conditions he abhors. Altho,

the expedition succeeded in obtain

spectacular footage of blue sharks

gar sharks, and oceanic white t

the great white did not put in

appearance. The expedition t

traveled to Ceylon. Madagascar,

Seychelles, and Mozambique wit!

obtaining any outstanding res

Worst of all. Carcharodon car

rias continued to evade them. Du:

this period several accidents occui

and the author records the proces

morale deterioration caused by ar

ty. Finally, the decision was mad
seek out the great white in the

ofl South Australia, which it is kn^

to frequent.

Until this time Matthiessen give

only a partial picture of the g

white: size, appearance, distribu

Now we read about the white d

and perceive the mental image th.

the composite of experiences rel

by those who have seen the b'

those who have seen their friend;

tacked and killed by him. and t

who have found themselves in

jaws, yet survived to give their

pressions. It is an effective presenta

so much so that one shares

crew's apprehension at confronta

Formerly, the photographers had 1

ly left their shark cages to film

blues, tigers, and white tips, v

one of the divers merely prodded

approaching sharks away. Close

were even taken in blood-stained

ter as ten- to fourteen-foot sh

gobbled flesh from the woui

whales. Now, however, everyone s

ingly became ultracautious ant!

were content to film from the c:

No one entered the open wate

defy the beast. But in the end, thi

pedition succeeded—the challe

were met and the aura of my:

surrounding the search, and the |

white, was stripped away.

Among the many facets of the i

that impressed me were the comn

by Matthiessen and the others I

diving and divers. Based on my
work-related diving experiences

the past ten years. I believe the

pressions given reveal the tho»

and actions of the professiimal

For example, Gimbel enters the

for a dive when he feels do

over the conditions at hand, not'

he is fearful. Indeed, one ofte

merges with apprehension, but

should be aware of the influenc

state of mind exerts on his per

ance, since he may well jeopi

his life and the well-being of hi

divers. Val Taylor states that she-*

(live with Gimbel and Waterman



THEV\AR
COMES HOME y

WE ARE
RIGHT SMACK

IN THE MIDDLE OF
A HEROIN EPIDEMIC

lethal powder— the "white death"— has spread to all levels of American society, with the syringe becoming
lUCh a part of suburbia as the Saturday afternoon barbecue. There are half a million addicts walking

itreets right now. They will spend SI 5 million today feeding their habit. They'll get more than half this money
crimes they'll commit in the big cities. One of every four of these addicts is a teenager, and for the 18-35

group, heroin overdoses have become a major cause of death.

is terrifying. But it isn't news. Every time you turn on the TV or pick up the newspaper you hear about heroin,

itors rise regularly to read grim statistics into the Congressional Record. President Nixon himself has

en somberly about the way heroin is stalking our streets with "pandemic virulence."

ill this talk isn't going to change things. Neither is sending Henry Kissinger to Turkey to see what can be done
It the Middle East opium field And the President probably knows it. The heroin problem is going to get

e, with more young people becoming addicted and dying, until the U.S. gets out of Southeast Asia. Heroin and
iVar are connected with a horrible symbiosis.

May issue, Ramparts magazine tells the shocking story of the New Opium War:

[• how clandestine CIA involvement in the parapolitics of Southeast Asia has allowed this area to produce
80% of the world's opium, replacing the Middle East as the major source of heroin.

how a US. -sponsored network of anti-communists—Meo tribesmen in Laos, nationalist Chinese guerrillas

and Burmese border police— participate in the opium harvest, inits processing into heroin and transportation

to checkpoints throughout Indochina and finally to the U.S.

how the major figures in South Vietnam's government— from Diem and Madame Nhu in the past to

Nguyen Cao Ky today— have profited from the heroin traffic with tacit American support.

how Saigon has become a major stop along this new heroin route, with up to 20% of some American
Gl platoons coming home addicts and at least one soldier a day dying from overdoses.

New Opium War" Is another example of how the war comes home, wrapped in lies and distortions and
)ing chaos with it. It is also another page m Ramparts coverage of the ever-deepening US. involvement in

heast Asia We began in 1966 (before opposition to the war was fashionable) with the expose of the )omt

ts of Michigan State University and the CIA to set up the Diem regime. We will continue until the killing is over.

If you want to know more about it, read

our May issue, on sale now Or better yet.

take an introductory subscription: 10

issues for $4 75 (regular price S7), which
we will begin with our current issue

containing the opium story Let us throw
in, free, a copy of "2, 3, Many Vietnams ",

by the editors of Ramparts (Canfield

Press, $3 95) That makes the deal worth
about $12, but it's yours for $4 75,

saving you over 60%.

T^amparts
SEND ME: 10 ISSUES/$4.75
name

address

city -State. -zlp-

2054 UNIVERSITY AVE , BERKELEY, CA. 94704J
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M^ A fascinating

y !y journey through
'^ *^ the worlds of

the hyena,

the jackal, and
I ^—^'^ the wild dog

INNOCENT
KILLERS
By Hugo and Jane
van Lawick-Goodall

Based on four years' observa-
tion in the Serengeti National
Park, this book is that rare
treasure: a piece of original

and highly important scientific

research that readswith the pace
and vividness of a best-selling

thriller. "It makes most other
animal books seem superficial."

—L.S.B. Leakey

Illustrated with more than 100
astonishing photographs. Bibliography

Index. At your bookstore. $10

Houghton Mifflin Company
Boston 02107

From Cuckoo Falcons

to Eagle Owls, all the

AFRICAN
BIRDS of PREY

BY

LESLIE BROWN
The rich variety of African hab-

itats—in latitude, elevation,

vegetation, rainfall—is reflected

in the diversity of predatory

birds. In this fascinating book,

a leading authority examines

in turn every group and every

species of raptor, including
such oddities as the Vulturine

Fish Eagle, a vegetarian which
feeds chiefly on oil palm nuts.

This is a firsthand account that

covers 89 diurnal raptors and
31 owls by one who has fol-

lowed and watched these excit-

ing creatures for more than
twenty years. Illustrated with
photographs and drawings. At
your bookstore. $8.95

Houghton Mifflin Company
2 Park Street, Boston, 02107

where because they are "aware." Gim-

bel proclaims Ron Taylor a superb

diver because he anticipates.

An example of the importance of

this confidence between diving bud-

dies was demonstrated during the re-

cent Tektite-2 undersea habitat oper-

ation in the Virgin Islands. As
potential aquanaut-scientists we were

not asked to perform diving feats;

our records clearly stated our back-

ground and experience. Instead, team

members were asked to go on dives

together under the scrutiny of the

safety officers to see whether, in their

words, we were comfortable in the

water. Final acceptance to live for

three weeks underwater in a satu-

rated mode, where accidental sur-

facing could easily be fatal, depended

in large part on the trust and con-

fidence each individual inspired in his

team members.

The emotional link between divers

is apparent from several accounts in

Blue Meridian of individuals who be-

came temporarily lost. In such situ-

ations the diver who unexpectedly

finds himself alone may think. "I

know where I am, but where is my
partner? What horror may have over-

taken him while I diverted my atten-

tion?" The anxiety generated pre-

vents further work and sets the stage

for disasters. For this reason the

"hero" diver who independently de-

cides to take chances or who is unpre-

dictable is to be avoided; he simply

places too great a burden on his part-

ner.

Some readers may consider the

whole expediticn foolhardy and the

idea of entering the water with large,

feeding sharks as being beyond the

limit of sanity. Even the spouse of

one of the crew members expressed

the opinion that such adventuring

was childish. Yet the group tested the

consequences of each new step before,

literally, plunging in. I am unwilling

to go so far as to validate their sanity

but. at least, the methods of their pos-

sible madness were rational.

Out of all the risks came a number

of potentially valuable observations

on shark behavior that should be re-

peated. Perhaps the most surprising

point offered was that divers should

not play 'possum in the presence of a

large shark but should remain active,

vigorously prodding it away if it

approaches. The experiences of the

Blue Water crew and those of other

divers and shark researchers bears

out the success of prodding to avoid

being bitten or roughed up by large

sharks. The rationale is that although

the sharks are predators, they are not

neurally arranged as are lions or

wolves, and will not respond

equivalently to the same stimuli. The
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irman Evans just gave birth to a six-year-old.
an is a bachelor. A bachelor with heart. A
that stretches from an apartment in New
City to a mud-and-straw thatched house in

I. A heart that has made room for a six-year-

imed Choon Hae Lee and his family.

makes me feel very rich," Norm says. "And I

mean in money."

ve the Children Federation agrees with Mr.

i. That's why they found him Choon Hae.

ne nine people living in two rooms with no
ng water. Imagine a six-year-old walking two
to and from school. Imagine a village with

edical facilities. Only then can you start to

rstand how Choon Hae Lee must live.

iw, with a $15.00 monthly check, Norman
5 is changing much of that. By helping the

y with a self-help project to raise cows. To
milk. To have calves. To put food on the Lee
and increase their $10.00 weekly income,

there's more. The Lees will have money to

part in the village's cooperative land pur-

3. The land will be farmed. The village im-
!d. Everyone will benefit. And maybe Choon
:an realize his dream of someday helping his

people.

You see, this money's not a hand out. It's an interest-free loan.

A chance for the Lees to get on their feet and stay there. And for

Norman, there is the pleasure of letters and photographs, and
progress reports. He knows what it's like to open his heart. How
about you?

Save the Children Federation, founded in 1932. is registered with the U.S. Stat*
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lion is provoked when you push a

stick in his face, but the shark is

thwarted and seeks less intimidating

prey. To remain motionless, like a

corpse, might actually present the

sign stimuli for shark attack under

some conditions. I would caution that

what apphes to the submerged diver

does not necessarily apply to a sur-

face swimmer. Not many years ago

some of my colleagues found tliat cer-

tain shark species could be attracted

by playing pulsed, low-frequency

sounds in the same frequency range

as noises recorded from a thrashing

swimmer!

The book is interesting and
praiseworthy but open to several criti-

cisms in my opinion. I feel the dis-

cussions of apartheid (in the section

on the whaling off South Africa) and
the personal and moral questions

raised by Matthiessen are in-

appropriate in this book. They are ir-

relevant and distract one's attention

from the main focus of the story. The
same criticism can be leveled at the

discussion of whahng. where we
learn, if we were not already aware,

that whales are being harvested to ex-

tinction. Although the author makes

the point well and gives us insight

into the whalers' points of view, this

is, again, distracting and would not

be missgd. Perhaps we all should be

distracted from less consequential

trains of thought by the perversions

that are apartheid and over-

exploitation, but they are subjects de-

serving of separate treatment.

There are few editing errors and

the scientific content is generally ac-

curate. However. I am still puzzled

that a great white shark caught off

Montauk. Long Island, some years

ago had a belly full of periwinkles. It

is hard to imagine a great white

browsing the subtidal rocks for tiny

gastropods.

However, the faults are greatly out-

weighed by the over-all quality of this

book. I recommend it to divers and

naturalists alike, and to all who wish

the vicarious thrills such adventure

can provide.

Dr. Herrnkind, assistant professor

of biology at Florida State University,

has dived in the line of research

since 1961. He was a scientist-aquanaut

in the Tektite-2 undersea habitat re-

search program in the Virgin Islands.

More

Reviews

The Secret Life of the Fores':

Richard M. Ketchum. American
tage Press, $7.95; 111 pp., illus.

With no table of contents, no i:

chapters, or bibliography,

work barely qualifies as a book

tually it is an expanded versic

corporate-image advertisements

by the St. Regis Paper Compai

recent years.

The author is not a profess

naturalist, but the manager o

publisher's book division. Appai

he decided that the generally

cellent illustrations by Jack

were still salable, so he contrii

text to weld the pictures togi

The result is grossly inaccurate,
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ally trivial, and often banal. Scien-

tific worth aside, it isn't even "one of

tile best-written" books of the year as

the jacket promises. Although he is

usually just tedious. Ketchum can

rise to the occasion with constructions

like: "Which brings us to what the

objectives of the forester are. There is

no question but what. . .
:" The

reader's suspicion that he is con-

versing with someone totally in-

adequate is heightened when he is

told that trees have no lungs, pho-

tosynthesis is a magical trick, a ger-

minating seedling pushes with two

legs instead of one. each cell is like a

little bubble, and the trunk of a tree

holds itself erect by means of the bulg-

ing cells inside its skin.

Ketchum's understanding of evolu-

tionary processes is on a par with his

knowledge of tree physiology. He is

plainly partisan in the "evolutionary

struggle" between the flowering angi-

ospermous trees ("culmination of

plant life on earth," "orderly," "so-

phisticated") and the gymnosperms

("haphazard," "chancy," "profli-

gate"). One hesitates to attack his

ideology—after all. what else has he?

Facts? Hardly. But consider some of

his non-facts: conifers furnish no

food for man or beast, roots absorb

food, a seedling's terminal bud is be-

low its leaves, seeds develop from

flowers, high temperatures are not in-

jurious to plants—one can catalog

these incredible statements in-

definitely. Surely Ketchum has in-

vented the most stupendous non-facts

in recent publishing history. He tells

us that 55 leaf illustrations represent

almost all the tree genera of North

America: but there are over 250 gen-

era in North America, excluding

Mexico.

It is insulting to the specialist and

contemptuous of the novice to pretend,

as American Heritage seems to, that

pretty pictures can be magically trans-

formed into popular scientific litera-

ture by an ignorant writer. This is the

Age of Aquarius and the Era of Ecolo-

gy, and the hucksters are out there in

the marketplace with their meretri-

cious "potboilers." Caveat emptor!

Ronald M. Lanner
Utah State University

Briefly Noted:

Tree Trails in Central Park, by

M.M. Graff. Greensward Foundation,

$3.95; 189 pp., illus.

A group of tours to the trees of

Central Park is deftly combined with

the history and philosophy of the park

as outlined by its creators, Frederick

Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux.

Eleven detailed walking tours acquaint

the city dweller with the rich variety

of trees and shrubs in the parj

diligent reader of this thorough

will not only be able to identify si

variety of trees but will also pic I

a recipe for ginkgo nuts, leai
]

recognize the difference between

and bad tree pruning, and be

painfully aware of recent anc

conceived additions to the park

book, handsomely illustrated

.lacques Hnizdovsky, can be on

frcmi Friends of Central Park, 1

Hill P.O. Box 610, New York,

York.

AuTOKiND VS. Mankind, by Ke:

R. Schneider, W. W. Norton &
pany, $7.95; 267 pp., illus.

In his analysis of the tyranny (

automobile, Kenneth R. Schi

zeroes in on the auto's most i

ous vice: its alteration of urbar

Human considerations, esthetic v

civilized cities all collapse befoi

onslaught of the automobile's der

for freeways, wide streets,

circles, and parking spaces. Tl
thor offers a number of suggestio

how mankind can reclaim its

eignty from autokind, and illus

Richard D. Hedman provides

funny drawings.

Kites, by Wyatt Brummitt. G
Press, $1.25; 120 pp., illus.

This handbook covers just

everything you would want to

about kites, including their fo

and colorful history. The constri

and aerodynamics of almost

possible style and shape of kit

considered, as are the elaborate

ations of kite-flying: photogra]

water-skiing, flag-flying, and f

from kites. There is a good 1

kite-makers, publications, ace

shops, and kite organizations.

The American Museum is opei

the public every day during

year, except Thanksgiving i

Christmas. Your support throi

membership and contributii

helps make this possible.

Museum is equally in need

support for its work in the fie

of research, education and

bition.

This list details the photograpl

other source of illustration byl
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"For its natural history,

for its persistent courage,

and for its terrifying portrait

of White Death, this book,

along with its dramatic

illustrations, will live in the

memory of all who read it."

-EDWARD WEEKS, Atlantic

The Search for the

Great White Shark

by PETER MATTHIESSEN
with full-color photos

by Peter Lake and others

$8.95, now at your bookstore

RANDOM HOUSE^U

rt
mtphj

—one of America's most popular

nature writers—has written a

magnificent story about a 2000-

acre tract of unspoiled woodland
and stream . . . the wild creatures

it holds . . . and one gentle,

lonely man's battle to pre- ^ 1

1

vent its destruction by '*'«^ *«--

'

human ignorance

and greed.

With 16 full-page illustrations
by Bob Hines

$6.95. now at your bookstore
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tion. Washington, 1967.
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and Winston, Inc., New York,

1970.

Prosperity and the National

Parks. J. Hope. Natural History,

February, 1968.

A PRINT-OUT OF
THE FUTURE SYSTEMS OF IV

A Tropical Rain Forest. ]

Odum and R.F. Pigeon, eds. I

sion of Technical Informal

U.S. Atomic Energy Commiss

Oak Ridge, 1970.

Concepts of Ecology. E.J.

mondy. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Jersey. 1969.

A Systems Analysis of Polit

Life. D. Easton. John Wiley

Sons, New York, 1965.

Fundamentals of Ecology.

Odum and H.T. Odum.
Saunders Co.. Philadelphia, 1

The World Food Problem. A
port of the President's Sci

Advisory Committee. 3

Washington, 1967.

THE DEEP. DEEP SEA FLO
Exploring the Secrets of

Sea. W.J. Cromie. Prentice-

Inc. New Jersey, 1962.

Deep Sea Photography. J.B.

sey, ed. The Johns Hopkins P

Baltimore, 1968.

The Abyss. C.P. Idyll. Thoma
Crowell Co., New York, 1964.

The Open Sea. A. Hardy. Ho
ton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1971.
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The whimsical essay "A Dis-

sertation on the Beaver" is ex-

cerpted from The Great Fur Opera:

Annals of the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany 1670-1770. The author. Kil-

dare Dohl>8, was born in Meerut,

India, and educated at Cambridge

and London Universities. He spent

four years in the Royal Navy, was

appointed to the Educational Ser-

vice of the Tanganyika government,

and became headmaster of the Old

Mosci School on Kilimanjaro.

Dobbs, now a resident of Toronto,

went to Canada in 1952. He is a

regular contributor to Canadian

Broadcasting Company public af-

fairs programs. These provide him

with a platform from which he can

expound upon such diverse subjects

as the latest missile projects, an-

cient history, hippies, jazz, games-

manship, and Marshall McLuhan.

Ronald Searle's first cartoons

were published while he was a

schoolboy. Seven years' service

with the Royal Engineers, three and

a half spent as a Japanese prisoner,

failed to dim either his energy or

sense of humor. The drawings he

made of his experiences helped to

establish his reputation, and in

1947 he began to draw for Punch.

He has also acted as a pictorial re-

porter for Life magazine, covering

the Eichmann trial and John F. Ken-

nedy's election campaign. Between

his travels, Searle collaborated on

many books, produced a number of

albums of his own drawings, and

created the animation sequences in

the films Those Magnificent Men in

Their Flying Machines and Those

Magnificent Men in Their Jaunty

Jalopies. Born in Cambridge. En-

gland. Searle has lived in Paris

since 1961. He continues to contrib-

ute to many magazines in France,

Germany, and America, and his

work has been exhibited in New
York. London, Germany, France,

and Belgium.

His discovery of a chemical sub-

stance that increases soybean yields

brought Arthur W. Galston up

against an increasingly relevant

question: is a scientist responsible

for the uses made of his dis-

coveries? Galston believes that his

early investigations helped re-

searchers at the chemical warfare

laboratories at Fort Detrick to

velop defoliants. As a result, he

put in long hours trying to (

vince his fellow scientists of

need for more responsiveness to

cial problems. Galston, who
tained his doctorate in botany f

the University of Illinois, is a

fessor of biology at Yale Univer

In May, he was one of the first

American scientists to visit C
since the recent improvement o

lations with that country.

\^Tiile studying the processe

political development among
dians. Keith L. Pearson be(

aware that their adoption of

vogues as '"click-clacks" and i

skirts indicated cultural adar

ness. not merely assimilation,

result of his involvement with

Indians and their urgent prob

of poverty and cultural identity

became a community develop!

trainer with the Indian Commi
Action Project. Now assistant

fessor of anthropology at Nori

Arizona University. Pearson

to study Indian community (

opment processes in reserv

and urban settings. He earn

Ph.D. in anthropology from

University of Arizona. His 1

The American Indians: Their

tory and Cultures, will be publ

this fall.

In 1923. F. G. Marcham, I

young graduate student recent

rived from England, met

Agassiz Fuertes at a Thanksf

Day party. A friendship soon

oped. After Fuertes's death



?hl(T l)ecaiiie one of Marcham's
eiit>. and this gave him an op-

unily to examine in detail the

y paintings still in the artist's

io. Marcham is professor emer-

of English history at Cornell

.ersily, where he received his

in modern history. His book

Afidssiz Fuerles & the Sin-

Ill-nil ly of liirds will he puh-

I liy Harper & Row in October,

m«'M VI . Feriiuiidex .•j)caks

reads Zulu, and has studied a

of Zionism in South Africa.

accomplishments are an out-

h of his many field trips to

i-ouiilries as Gabon, where he

d a Fanp syncretist cult, and
iic\ . logo, and (ihana, \\licre

For Fred Brueminer. the six-

hour trip to Funk Island by fishing

boat was an experience in how to get

seasick, but he feels the photo-

graphs he obtained of the island's

birds made it worthwhile. Born in

Riga, Latvia, and now a Canadian
resident. Bruenimer is a freelance

writer and photographer. He spends

six months of the year in the Arctic

observing the region's peoples and
animals and has traveled exten-

sively with the Eskimos via dog
sled. Bruemmer's previous publica-

tions in Natural History Maga-
zine include "Sable Island," Au-

gust-.S-ptrmber. 1907; "111 Sliapen

Beast." March, I'JO.'!, and "A Day
in the Life of a Polar Bear," Octo-

ber, 1968.

eari'lie<l culture change in the

L(lza people?*. His work has

ivobtd clhiiohistoric research

ain. (fcrmany. and France,

iide/. piciffssor of anlliio-

' at Dartmouth, <>blainc<l a

n cultural anthropology

«Iorlhwestern University.

tinues to learn more about these

aquatic reptiles with the mean repu-

tation. He is currently analyzing

data on the effects of snappers on
a marsh's waterfowl productivity.

His previous field work has included

studies of mink movements, water-

fowl censu.ses, and banding projects.

Hammer, whose plans include the

application of systems analysis to the

study of vertebrate population dy-

namics, is presently a doctoral

candidate in ecology at Utah State

University.

Searching for the whereabouts of

the Upper Ordovician South Pole

of some 4.50 million years ago was
one of the more dramatic studies

undertaken by Rhode)* W. Fair-

briilge. who has made a nund)er of

discoveries in the fields of paleo-

climatology, geomorphology, geo-

synclines, and world geotectonics.

' i> of pioliing the

biology and behavior of Miapping

turtles, Dunuld A. Ilamnirr <on-

His studies of the gravitational

processes of sedimentation and tec-

Ionics, littoral sedimentation, and
( hangcs of s<'a level have taken him
Io the Mid.llc Fast, the South Pa-
cific. Czechoslovakia, Fgvpl. the Su-
dan. Brazil. Yugoslavia. Cambodia.
Hungary, France. i\ew (Mtinea. and
Algeria. Fairbriilge. itorn in l*in-

jarra, Australia, received a D.Sc. in

geology from the University of

Western Australia and is profes.«or

of geology at Columbia University.

He will serve on an international

commission in .Sweden thin summer
to ditermine the lower boundary of

Ihelloioc.-n.'.'i.ocb.
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A Wolf Inside the Church Door

Thank you for making it possible

for me to have the wolf record. The

record has arrived safely and will be

a great help in our ecology oriented

church service.

Garland Ricgs

Prince Georges, Maryland

May I be one of the first to say you

are going to get repercussions from

the wolf record. I played it and had

two very bristly cats stalking around

the house. So my fiendish mind got to

wondering what would happen if I put

my remote speaker out in the backyard

and turned it on some late evening.

We've had a pack of stray dogs roam-

ing the neighborhood, so all the people

are a little sensitive about dogs. I'll

bet we could have a panic if I played

that record!

And then—one thing leads to anoth-

er, of course—I got to thinking what

you could do with it in a remote camp-

ground!

I'm sure there are more mischievous

minds than mine around, so who knows

what will happen?
I hope it isn't too bad. and I do enjoy

having the record, especially with the

magazine article to go with it. But for

the cats' sake, I won't play it often.

Jackie Cobo
Ashland, Oregon

The Psychology of the Hunter

In reviewing Death As a JFay of

Life, by Roger A. Caras. Gerald Car-

son deftly and tellingly presents the

viscerotonic position. Unfortunately

for his case, two-thirds of the human
race are not viscerotonics. Somatoton-

ics and cerebrotonics are equally val-

id members of Homo sapiens, and

they have completely different aims in

life, with different values to match.

I am a hunter, a zoologist (A.B.,

University of California. 1930), and a

psychoanalyst (nonmedical). I de-

plore as much as anyone the insensate

decimation of other species. I also

perceive that man is a predatory car-

nivore, among other things.

I assume that Mr. Carson is a vege-

tarian. If he is not, two minutes in a

slaughterhouse would make him one.

I'm just cerebrotonic enough to be a

bit squeamish at watching a steer

knocked in the head, but never in my

life have I felt any inclination to quit

eating steak. I'm somatotonic enough

to be quite willing to bring down a

buck with a well-placed bullet of my
own loading, cut his jugular with a

keen blade of my own fashioning,

and chop down his backbone with an

ax to produce the tasty venison that

will feed my family.

If this be brutaUty. let Mr. Carson

make the most of it, for man is a

brute.

Being a hunter does not prevent me
from being an avid bird watcher, a

photographer of native flora (7.000

Kodachromes in habitat), and a

member of all the conservation so-

cieties I can afford. Nor does it pre-

vent me from being one of Mr. Car-

son's "great majority of Americans

who cherish our native game animals

as an esthetic or spiritual ex-

perience." No hunter worthy of the

name, whether primitive or civilized,

is anything but grateful to the game
for being there, for being fascinating

to watch, and for bringing him into

intimate relation with all of nature's

wonderful world.

I am a member of The American

Museum of Natural History, and have

been for many years. I am also a

member (life) of the National Rifle

Association of America. And I sup-

port the aims and programs of both.

Brooking Parsons Tatum
Palo Alto, California

Switching Off a Crisis

I hope that letters from people such

as Foster A. Haley (April. 1971) will

not deter you from doing the fine job

that you have been doing in selecting

articles for the magazine.

One wonders about words of cau-

tion, such as those of Mr. Haley. Does

he really understand the absolute re-

quirement that we learn of the webs
of ecosystems in which we live?

Who are the "we" who are "getting

pretty tired of reading about it"? Is

the environmental crisis something

that can be turned off like the radio

or TV?
Edward Schriver

Orono, Maine

Correspondent Foster A. Haley,

Alabama subscriber, member, and ad-

mirer of Nati'ral History, writes

that he's "pretty tired of reading

about" a good environment and a

able ecology.

I have a question.

If Mr. Haley were sitting in 1

easy chair in a tent and some go

neighbor rushed in to say, "Hey, I

ley. the hurricane is half a mile aw;

you'd belter dive into your cellar

would Mr. Haley say, "That's I

fourth time you've warned me

—

away while I finish reading Natuf
History"?

John B. Wentwob
Washington, L

(Footnote: a tent with a cellar! ? !

)

(Footnote #2: Well, if it's hurricsi

country, why not?

)

Advertising and Environment
How about making a more "e

logically sound" periodical by pr

ing all full-page ads (and group

ads to fill pages) so that these co

be torn out and the paper recycli

This way. people who save their

issues would be saving less bulk ;

not accumulating the unessential

terial, which could be reused.

Kaaren J. Klin
Ann Arbor, Michi

I have been a subscriber now
Natural History Magazine for

two years and I am generally

lighted with the high quality of

publication. However. I wish to
]

test most strongly the publicatior

an advertisement on behalf of

Ecological Food Society. This ad

tisement contains a number of

ments. having little foundation in

entific fact, that are calculated

mislead and frighten an already

prehensive public.

Publication of this advertisen

in Natural History automatic

lends it some authority, and I tl

you should seriously consider whe

you intend to do this.

Environmental pollution is of

concern to us all. but professional

entists should try to keep the prol

in perspective. As you are well aw

there are a considerable numbei

scientists who feel that the contii;

use of many of the better agricuh

chemicals is not only desirable'

imperative if we are to feed the p
lation of the world.

Bryan Truei

Auburn, Alab



hat did we learn from building the moon camera?
;arned what a good camera
3dy had on earth,

use the moon Hasselblad is

ly our electrically-driven
lad 500 EL.

also learned that NASA's
aphic needs were much the
5 the needs of serious pho-
ers anywhere.
1 needed to bring back high-
ion photographs. (Don't
The Hasselblad 500 EL
the superb optics of Carl
;nses, plus the large 2V>"
ormat.
needed great shooting ca-

IHaven't you been in spots
'ou wish you'd had more
your camera? Or could

from black and white to
mid-roll?) The 500 EL, with
;hangeable backs, offered a
apacity magazine. Which
hat no film would have to

d by the astronauts during
'e moon walk. A fresh, pre-
)ack could be snapped on

t

as needed. In a matter of seconds.
NASA needed simplicity of oper-

ation. (Aren't there times when you,
too, want to concentrate on your
subject, not your equipment?) The
500 EL offered electrically-driven
automatic film advance and cock-
ing of shutter.

Most of all NASA needed fail-safe
reliability. (After all, if you were
going on a long trip and didn't know
when you'd get there again, you'd
want insurance, too.) Hasselblad
had been the space camera since
1962, so there was no doubt that it

would perform reliably on the moon.
There are, of course, some dif-

ferences between the moon and
earth Hasselblads.

For one thing, the moon Hassel-
blad has wings on the diaphragm
and shutter speed rings so they can
be operated with bulky gloves on.

It has an oversized shutter re-

lease button for the same reason.
And a longer handle on the maga-

zine slide for the same reason again.

And a safety lock to prevent the
film back from floating off into
space during weightlessness.

The earth Hasselblad doesn't
have any of these things because
it doesn't need them.
On the other hand the earth

Hasselblad has things the moon
Hasselblad doesn't have. Or need.
Like interchangeable film transport
mechanisms, three focusing screens
and viewers.

In its own way, the earth Hassel-
blad, with its reflex viewing system,
is just as sophisticated as the moon
Hasselblad. So rather than stand in
awe of the astronauts' Hasselblad,
it would be equally appropriate for
the astronauts to stand in awe of
your Hasselblad.

If you don't require an electri-
cally-driven film advance, there are
other Hasselblad bodies. All part of
the Hasselblad system which in-

cludes three basic cameras, ten
interchangeable Carl Zeiss lenses
ranging from 40 to 500mm, five
interchangeable magazines from 12
to 70 exposures, interchangeable
viewfinders plus a large number of
specialized accessories.
We didn't have to push technol-

ogy to fantastic new limits to come
up with the moon camera. We had
such a product all along.

Which only goes to show that
when you constantly shoot for the
moon, you stand a good chance of
making it.

For more information, see your
Hasselblad dealer. For your free
48-page catalog on The Hasselblad
System, write to address below;HASS£IBIAD

Paillard Incorporated,
1900 Lower Hoad. Linden. N J. 07036

Other products: Bolex movie equipment.
Hefmes typewriters and figuring machines.

The System
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"A traditional knowledge of the

beaver." says a Victorian authority,

"is the birthright of every Cana-

dian."

And not only of every Canadian,

since the castor, or beaver, exists in

two species, of which one is Eu-

ropean and has been known since

anti(juity.

Consider, then, this exemplary

rodent.

The name castor (with Pollux

one of the Heavenly Twins of clas-

sical myth ) springs, perhaps, from

the same root as the Latin castra, a

camp or fortified place, from the

creature's marvelous skill in defen-

sive engineering: though some au-

thors derive it from the Greek word
for stomach, since its earliest uses,

as Hippocrates testifies, were me-
dicinal. The name beaver has a

clearer etymology. Fiber or fibir

seems to have been his Latin name;
in German Biber. The connection

with drinking [cf. Spanish beber,

and the English word beverage) is

obvious.

From earliest times the beaver

was renowned for sagacity. His

wise foresight in building dams and

canals to provide his lodges with

underwater approaches could only

Copyright © by

excite awe and admiration. But

these achievements, amazing as they

are. are not among those cited by

Pliny the Elder as illustrating his

cleverness.

What Pliny does report is more
remarkable still: that the beaver,

hunted for castoreum. a precious

medicine contained in his testes,

would tear them off I cf. English

castrate ) and leave them for his

pursuers, escaping with what was

yet more precious—his life. Thus
the beaver became the Emblem of

Prudent Sacrifice.

Castoreum was a nostrum for

mental sickness. '"Castoreum for the

brain." as Sir Francis Bacon puts

it. The author of Castoris anirnalis

naturam et usiim medico-chemicum

(16851 recommends castoreum for

earache, deafness, gout, and head-

aches, noting that it "does much
good to mad people. It destroys

fleas, stops headaches and induces

sleep." Other parts of the beaver

were of great utility in colic, mad-
ness, spasms. e])ilepsy. apoplexy,

and lethargy.

Castoreum had other uses. In

time it was found to be an irresist-

ible bait for beaver traps. In 1673 a

paper was published in London on

The Hudson's Bay Company. Published by the Stephen

'"The art of driving away and si

iiig Whales by Castoreum."

But broadly speaking, this

sence of the prudent beaver i

thought to confer a like prudei

on its consumer. The principle i

familiar one in sympathetic niaj

Nor can we ignore the significai

of beaver-fur's coming into use a

material for hats—in effect, the

ternal application of beaver to

brain.

The point—hitherto overlooi

by scholars—is supported by a 1
ish tradition that the use of a b

ver hat was the secret of Solomc

wisdom. His prescription: "To
quire a prodigious memory i

never to forget what he had o:

read, it was only necessary to w
a hat of the beaver's skin, to i

the head and spine every mo
with that animal's oil, and to tl

once a year, the weight of a |
crown-piece of castoreum." ,

That the beaver's soft undei

or down is barbed in a way (

makes it peculiarly well adapted

manufacturing felt is not. of cou

to be o\erlooked. Yet felt is i

used for making boots, and ther

no record of beaver-felts being

plied successfully in that way.

Greene Press.
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you always know what's
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your eye from the subject.
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balance, it becomes clear that

beaver hat is magical in origin.

Pliny's story found its way ii

the medieval bestiaries. Monk
scholiasts must have been stri

with its parable of celibacy. At

events it became common kno

edge. Early Committee members
the Hudson's Bay Company coi

well, with their classical schooli

have read it in the original. It ]

them with a misapprehension as

the true source of castoreum. T!

were forever urging their serva

to trade '"Beaver codds" or "g

dering stones."

By the eighteenth century mi

information had been coUec

about the beaver. He had beco

widely known as a tireless wo
cutter, the Emblem of Diligence.

Buffon. the great French natu

ist, looked at him carefully fi

the front and observed: "H we c

sider the anterior parts, no anii

is more perfectly adapted for

restrial life." Then, turning

round to inspect the other end

added: "And none so well equip

for an aquatic existence, if we
only at the posterior portions."

From this viewpoint, it was
found that the wide, flat tail ws

delicacy. In 1860, no less a vis

than the Earl of Southesk

nounced it palatable. He was c

reluctant to name it. referring

tidiously to "the last joints o

beaver's backbone."

By the 1750's, when Mala

Postlethwayt was adapting his

versal Dictionary of Trade

Commerce from its French origi

beaver science was far advani

Beavers, he reported, fed only

fish. "In the spring, all those of

same district, or quarter, gather

gether, and, walking two and J

they go in a body to hunt for

mals of their own species; an

those they can catch they lead

their dens, where they make
work like slaves." These, hov

were Russian beavers.

Russian, too, were the felt-m

who knew a way to comb the ui

coat of wool or down from al

ver-pelt without removing the 1

guard hairs. It was only necesj

to remove the beaver. '

Lacking this secret till the «

teenth century, English and Fr

hatters at first preferred to

their beaver in coat. Worn by

lO
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See them, then see through them.
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dians till it was ripe, castor gras
.

coat-beaver had already shed i

guard hairs. The glossy underwn
was ready for removal and use

felt. Trunk-covers and slippers wf

made from the skin.

"The process of hat-making," c

serves wise Postlethwayt, "may i

pear insipid to those who do not (

ter into the public utility

bringing every manufactured

to its last perfection." The hat

first makes a cone of felt, th

bashes it into shape.

Felt is simply matted hair. Bi

ver fur, because its hairs

barbed and hook together, mats mi

tightly than other kinds.

Beaver hals stayed in fashion

long periods. More or less

pensive, they were always dural

Fine beavers with furry nap W'

flaunted by the French. W(
smooth, they were stiffened w

gum and sold to the Spanish. 1

caballeros in time passed them

to the Portuguese, who remi

them in smaller sizes for sale



il. Thence the thrifty Portu-

e recovered them, full of holes,

ale in Africa.

itish postmen were first uni-

ed in 1793. their issue hat a

jeaver. It lasted them till l<j.59.

le beaver hat persisted into the

nineteenth century as a head-

for cricketers, who used it to

)rm the Hat Trick. ( Putting a

er into the hat. instead of lak-

1 raiihit out of it. I

It for elegant wear, the heaver

on its way out. John Hetherinp-

bad made his first lop hat of

I or silk shag in 1798. By 1!i.t1.

ear of London"? Great Exhihi-

English production of silk hats

booming at the rale of 2.i0.0<)()

ir.

le Committee was already plan-

a revolutionary new use for

Bf. In l{i43. Secretary Archi-

Barrlay had written a note

t it: "We have been trying

experiments on Beaver, with

iew of testing the fitness of the

le to be used as a fur. . .
."
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EMERGENCY



Now motorists along this solitary 95-mile stretch of
highway have someone to talk to.

Every half mile. - ~

Interstate 80 runs through parts of Pennsylvania so
sparsely settled that bear and deer may still outnumber
people.

And traffic interchanges are often twenty miles apart.

Until recently, this was no place for a stranded
motorist.

Now 370 roadside emergency telephones are helping

to make this section one of the safest highways in the state.

Each yellow call box is connected to one of the five

State Police stations in the area.

In an emergency, the motorist can pull to the side of

the road, lift the receiver, and instantly get help.

A light flashes on a phone back at police headquarters
indicating the driver's direction of travel. And numbers on
the call box enable him to give his exact location. ]

The emergency telephones are located at least a
dozen feet from the apron to avoid the danger of the caller

being side-swiped by a passing vehicle.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and your local Bell Company cooperate with local, state

and Federal authorities to make the telephone serve you
better.

In this case, to help make highways safer.
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a Scienlliic innocer
Visitors to the traditional Christinas meetings of 1

1

American Association for the Advancement of Scier *

have, over the last several years, been treated to the sp'

tacle of open demonstrations and widespread disaffecti

voiced by students and young scientists against organi2

science, and specifically the scientific establishment of 1

AAAS. What was the nature of these complaints, voic

not only by members of the radical left "turned off"

modern America but also by establishment-minded, s

ence-oriented students preparing for careers in the fiel

Science, they complain, is not being used in construct

ways in our society, but rather for antisocial, frequen

destructive ends. It has too often been a captive of 1

military-industrial complex, its discoveries being utiliz

to advance weapons technology or to produce new, i

pensive gimmicks that an already financially

burdened public is then induced, against its own bet

interests, to buy. Modern science, the indictment cont

ues, does not serve the needs of the people, rather it c(

tributes to man's exploitation by man, leads to acceleral

fouling of the environment, and diverts resources fri

more important social problems. One typical target is i

space program and its expenditure of several billions

dollars, which its critics point out could better be app|

to the amelioration of housing in our slums or the

grading of our deplorable transportation systems,

many scientists, say the young dissidents, have not si

ficiently concerned themselves with what happens to th

discoveries once they have been brought into the put

domain. Social responsibility, they add, is deploraj

lacking in scientific circles.

The response of the scientific establishment has m
mostly defensive, for the criticisms of the young seem

too close to the mark to ignore. The young radicals

their supporters have therefore been given time and spi

at the scientific meetings to present their view of the

From The Yale Review. Copyright © 1971 by Yale Univei

i6



by Arthur w.Galsion

of science and of ilic social responsibility of the sci-

^t. Not content with this small piece of the action, the

dents have frequently marched unannounced into ses-

s at which distinguished scientists and public servants

been scheduled to speak and have disrupted the

tings in such a way as to cause a subversion of their

nal intent or, in fact, their cancellation. The most

nt example of this was the prevention, at the Chicago

ing of the AAAS, of the scheduled speech by the

nization's newly elected president, the distinguished

list and Nobel Laureate, Dr. Glenn T. Scaborg. Sea-

also happens to be chairman of the Atomic Energy

mission, which has been coming under increasing at-

by radicals and some liberals, not only for its relaxed

y concerning permissible "safe" levels of atomic radi-

I but also because it has been charged with suppress-

Icmocratic dissent against these policies, expressed by

distinguished members of the Livermore, California.

Ors. John (iofman and Arthur Tamplin.

is understandable that the main objects of the brick-

have been physicists, chemists, and engineers, whose
ion Id military weaponry and devices or products thai

up the environment is too obvi(»us to need comment
Hut recently the biologists loo have come in for their

: of criticism, for as biologs moves more and more into

noleeular realm, as biologists become increasingly able

mirol prt)cesses ihai they could onls ilisiantiv describe

al years ago, their lab«>rs become increasingly adapt-

to application or, it must be added, misapplication

)ciet\

.

the years since the Secoiul World War, scientists

shi>wn an increasing response to the social pr»)blems

rated by, or alfecled by, science. The AAAS. which

jver a hundred thousand members, is generally con-

ed a very conservative and "fat cat" type of organiza-

but under prodding fmni some of its more socialh

AS OLD AS THE
DINOSAUR AND
MAYBE JUST AS

DOOMED.

If a living dinosaur were to turn up
today, there would be a great stir

to learn its ways and discover how
it had survived. Yet the crocodil-

ians, reptile contemporaries of the
dinosaurs, have largely gone un-
studied.

THE LAST OF THE RULING REP-
TILES, by Wilfred T. Neill, is the
first book to deal broadly with the
biology of alligators and crocodiles
and to dispel centuries-old mis-

conceptions. Unfortunately, it may
be the last "to be written by some-
one who had a chance to see al-
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natural habitats."

THE LAST OF THE RULING REP-
TILES presents the most accurate
and complete picture to date of
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profusely illustrated, highly read-
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the most detailed accounts avail-
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Ecological changes threaten the
continued existence of the croco-
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Order your copy today.
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Ths 80" (f/10-3000mm) focal length of this
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short 16" tube. 25# total weight and 9x12x24" se-
cured size. Complete with fork mount and clock drive.

/ The SchmJdt-Casseqrain optical system of the
Celestron 8 assures the sharpest «X lelephoto
Images. Dislortion-free and perfect color rendition.

Full 35mm format.

|/ For the wife — a nature telescope to study the
frolicking of a bobolink at 150 feet or a bee poliinat.

ing a flower at 30 feet. She'll be sold.

/ For the kids — a real educational bonus. They'll

study the wealth of detail of the Moon, rings of
Saturn, twirling satellites and belt structure of Jupi-
ter, and the filamentary detail of a remote nebula.

/ For the old man — study the activities in a win-
dow across the way. He'li croalc with delight.

*'Celastron Techniques" published quarterly. Current issue

contains articles on lunar. Solar, and terrestrial tele-

photography and many full-color Celestron 8 shots of

these subiects. $2.00 for 4 issues.

Celestron 8— price $850— For details write to:

^Celestron Pacific Torran«, caiif. wsos^
****••*••*••*•*••***••*••**
* •

I LEARN ASTRONOMY |
* AT HOME! *

i Two complete home-study J
* courses are now available for *
ie Amateur Astronomers — $

* • VISUAL ASTRONOMY •
* FOR BEGINNERS in 10 lessons •
* • TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY •
* FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS *
* in 18 lessons J
ir These courses are the first of their "tr

J kind offered anywhere. Clearly writ- *
^ ten, professionally illustrated and ^
if well organized for the busy sky- ^
J watcher who wants to be taken by J
J the hand and taught individually by J
ir a Professional Astronomer. -k

* A *
* (Soast ^faUigatton ^tljool ^^^ *
* '^^

if

J SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY *

* Dept. 6771 418 E. Canon Perdio *
if Santa Barbara, California 93101 if
* •
* Please send me School Brochure on *
J your Home Study Courses. J
* Name *

$ Address J
* City *
* State Zip J

J Accredited by the *

if National Home Study Council *
* *
•*•**•*•**••••**•**•*•**•**
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minded members, directors, and critics, it has seen f;

establish several active committees dealing with scii

and the promotion of human welfare. Increasingly,

meetings are dominated by socially relevant progra

The Federation of American Scientists (FAS), a n-

smaller organization of avowedly socially responsible

entists, was formed immediately after the Second W.

War, largely by physicists and chemists who had t

members of the Manhattan Project, which gave rise to

atomic bombs that devastated Hiroshima and Nagas

Over the years this organization, which first fought ;

cessfuUy for the civilian control of atomic energy,

concerned itself with major problems in which its m
bers felt organized science had a stake and should pre:

a socially relevant point of view. Recently they have

voted their efforts to such questions as antiballistic i

siles, MIRV (multiple individually targetable re-entry

hide), the SST (supersonic transport), and chemical

biological warfare. A still smaller group, the Society

Social Responsibility in Science (SSRS), was organ

several decades ago, largely around a group of pac

scientists who felt that no member should engage in w

that contributed in any way to man's potential to w

warfare. Although the American group has tried to

international in scope, a British group has recently l

formed with a somewhat different orientation. Whethe

not the social orientation of scientists and the social r

vance of science will continue to permeate scientific dt

erations in the future is not known, but in view of

increasingly sharp crises posed by technological advan

many feel that such a trend is inevitable.

Scientists are often criticized for doing any work tha

any way contributes to military weaponry or that in

way becomes subverted to antisocial uses. Why, the yo

want to know, don't scientists simply abstain from d(

anything that could possibly be misused and turned

counterproductive programs? The answer is, of course

older scientists try to explain, that scientific discove

are by themselves neither necessarily good nor bad

society. Einstein's discovery of the interconvertibilit)

matter and energy was ethically neutral. Its use by soc

for the generation of power through nuclear reac

could be socially beneficial, while its use to detonate

atomic bomb is obviously socially destructive. In short

abstain from working on subjects that might be usee

any destructive way would mean to cease all scien

effort. Not only is this impractical, but it would prob;

be absolutely catastrophic for the future of mank

With our increasing population and decreasing resou

we must live increasingly by our wits; in this efTor|

application of the newer scientific and technological

mation is absolutely essential for survival.

Perhaps a personal account would help to illur

the quandary in which many scientists find themsi

During my graduate work on the interface between

any and chemistry, I became interested in the poss

chemical regulation of the reproductive habit of pla

As I described in a previous article, many plants are

duced to flower by the appropriate length of day, and
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K)se who speak it most eloquently use Nikon

photoRfapher seldom limits himself to a disinterested record of what he sees. He goes further and
mark of his personality .ind involvement on his pictures. What he seeks to say can be said with imaRes
1 words. The medium is the camera, and most of those who arc particularly fluent in this, the othir
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TRUE COLOR is a must in,

your photography— use the
professional's color meter!

INSTANTLY SHOWS ... with any type of color firm
Color temperature of light source (in degrees Kelvin)

Filter required for correct color balance

Calibrated in "decamircd" filter scale adopted by
leading camera and filter manufacturers. Complete
with leather eveready case and neck strap. Sold
only through photographic dealers.

wor\(i N^ famed

GOSSEN®
SIXTICOLOR
COLOR TEMPERATURE METER and

FILTER INDICATOR

Write (or literatviro

KLING PHOTO COTar»XNY
P.O. BOX 1060, WOODSIOE, N.Y. 11377

Berk^l^

original
thumler's
rock tumbler
Tumbling rocks, pebbles, shells, even pieces of
glass and metal to a fine, gleaming finish is a
delightful, educational hobby and great fun. The
original Thumler's Tumbler is the oldest, most de-
pendable, proven over decades of continuous man-
ufacture. Comes complete with instructions, list

and availability of supplies, suggestions, and Your
Guarantee.., everything necessary to start a fasci-
nating avocation. Much pleasure awaits the owner.

Full rejund ij not pleased.
ship;
quant. total

Complete Tumbler as shown $21.95
Rubber Tumbler Liners, x pair $1.50
2 sets of abrasives/polish $3.95
Victor's Tumbling Manual $2.00
Everything as above $29.40

Please add $2.50 pest. 5% in Calif.

Check end Chg. Amer. Expr Diners.
Masters B of A acc'nt no

J. D. BROWNE 900 North Point

(Chirardelli Square) San Francisco, California 94109

evidence at hand strongly suggests that the appropria

day length causes the synthesis in the leaves of a reprodu

live hormone, which then migrates to the bud. I notice

that in the soybean plant (which is economically impo

tant in the state of Illinois where 1 did the work) tt

onset of reproductive activity was accompanied by a d

crease in the plant's vegetative growth. I reasoned that if

could find a substance that would slow down vegetati>

growth, I might promote the tendency to form more flov

ers, which would lead to more soybean pods and a biggi

harvest. I decided to try to find a substance that woul

function as an antigrowth hormone, and would thus ai

tagonize the tendency to vegetative growth. I was succes:

ful in this quest, and in my Ph.D. thesis reported that tl

chemical substance known as 2,3,5-triiodobenzic ac:

(TIBA), when applied to soybeans growing under appn

priate conditions, could greatly increase the number i

flowers formed. Many years later, and unbeknownst

me, this basic finding was patented by the Internation

Minerals and Chemical Company of Illinois, and substa

tial quantities of TIBA are now being sold to increa

soybean yields in the more northerly reaches of this crop

agricultural range.

Anyone hearing this part of the story would conclui

that my discovery of the flower-promoting action of TIB

was a socially constructive act. Yet there were subtle ai

unforeseen corollaries to my discovery that, many yea

later, caused me some embarrassing moments. For

TIBA is used at somewhat higher concentrations than

had used, it produces side effects, including the sheddii

of buds and even of leaves from the plants. This proce;

known to botanists as abscission, can be very importa

in the control of plants for both productive and destru

live objectives. In cotton fields, for example, where m
chanical harvesters are now used in preference to hai

labor, it is constructive and desirable to spray a defolia

over the plants and free the plant of unwanted leav

before the mechanical harvester goes through the field

collect the bolls. But recently, as Americans have come
know, massive quantities of chemical defoliants have be

used over the forests and farms of Vietnam for destructi

purposes [see "Ecocide in Indochina," Natural H
TORY Magazine, March, 1971]. I have some reason

believe that my early investigations on TIBA helped sej

eral researchers at the chemical warfare laboratories!

Fort Detrick in their design and understanding of {

defoliating action of chemicals of the plant hormone tyj

Thus, confronted by the spectacle of the misuse of i

discovery, I found myself, several years ago, forced intc

protest against this misuse and into a growing involveme

in the social relevance of my own scientific effort. It

'

pears that my life will never again be as simple or

placid as it was before.

My investigations revealed that in the years since II

American military forces have sprayed more than !

million pounds of assorted chemicals over more than

million acres of South Vietnam. Substantial percenta}

of the hardwood forests of that country have been

verely damaged, with great potential economic loss to

20



ars-Eric Lindblad announces

leven extraordinary

ruising Expeditions for 1972

]oard the M/S Lindblad Explorer.

It is with great pleasure that we can now accept reservations for a series of 1972

cruising expeditions that promise a rare variety of pleasure and education.

On most of these expeditions we will set foot on shores seldom, if ever, visited

by cruise ships. We will see archaeological and historic landmarks and exciting

wildlife, and special emphasis is given to conservation and ecology.

All expeditions are accompanied by lecturers of world renown.

t Coast of South America:

h 3 to March 31, 1972

Tierra del Fuego to Ecuador, visiting many

BS of interest along the coast of Chile, Peru

Ecuador, as well as Juan Fernandez Island and

lUano Islands off Peru.

in's Galapagos:

30 to April 20, 1972

/isit twelve of these unique islands made

us by Charles Darwin, as well as the Perlas

ds off Panama and several bird sanctuaries

Bahamas.

h Isles and Faeroe Islands:

I to22andMay 18to Junes. 1972

ound the British Isles cruising expeditions,

g at the Arans, Lundy, St. Kilda, North Rona

nany other fascinating islands in the Heb-

Orkneys and Shetlands. Also included is a

the Faeroe Islands.

altic: June 5 to July 3, 1972

wedish, Finnish and Danish coasts and im-

nt Baltic Islands are visited, and we explore

into Arctic Lapland and call at Leningrad.

ly and the Fjords:

n to July 21, 1972

many cruises to the (|0rds but, for the

The MS' Lindblad Explorer

first time, we shall see them as they deserve to

be seen, by calling where no other cruising ships

have ventured.

Spitsbergen: July 17 to July 31, 1972

A short cruise, from Tromsoe in Norway, around

to Tromsoe, which will be unique in circumnavi-

vating Spitsbergen, never before attempted by a

passenger vessel.

THE WORLD OF

LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Dog sled team m Cast Greenland

The Arctic: July 27 to August 30, 1972

A stupendous experience-we visit Spitsbergen,

Jan Mayen Island (try to find that on your map9,

Greenland and Iceland, ending in England.

France, Portugal and Spain:

August 28 to September 14, 1972

We cruise leisurely along the fascinating coasts

of these countries, at the best time of the year,

seeing places of historical and wildlife interest,

and spend two days at the Coto Donana in Spain.

The Amazon:

October 7 to October 30, and

October 30 to November 26. 1972

We explore 2000 miles up the Amazon River, as

far as Iquitos, Peru, and venture deep into tribu-

taries in our special rubber boats and jetcraft.

The second cruise also includes the baroque cities

of the Brazil coast and ends in Rio de Janeiro.

If you are interested in joining us on any of these

cruises, please send coupon below.

Dept. NH6 71

lindblad Travel. Inc.

133 East 55th Street

NewYork.N.Y. 10022

Please send Cruising Expeditions 1972 brochure.

I am seriously interested in:

Miss

Mrs.

Mr._

Address.

City

Please print

.Stale. .Zip.

Telephone (Area Code).



^oirnd The ^World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$2,250 First Class
• Beautifully appointed, all-air-conditioned 210- to

350-passenger cargo liners to Acapulco. Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio cfe Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown. Durban, Lourenco
Marques, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Kee-

lung, Kobe, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Monthly sailings.

Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengttiy

shore excursions.

• All accommodations are first class with private

bath or shower.

• Swimming pool, spacious lounges, Continental and

Chinese cuisine, full range of shipboard activities.

• No Age Limit. Doctor and nurse on board.

• The M.V. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Carnaval are registered in Liberia. The M.V. Orien-

tal Rio IS registered in Taiwan.

See your travel agent or contact

Okient Ovek$eas Line
THE LEISURE LINE

;senger Agents:
sei!Se'»ices. Inc.

nia St., San Francisco, Califo'nia 94104

NATURE TOURS
Friends are reminded that we continue

to operate group trips in the U.S. and
most countries of the world at the rate of
30 to 40 tours a year.

These are tJeneral nature trips, with
first emphasis on birds, second on botany.
They are of 2 weeks' duration in North
America, 3 weeks in the rest of the world.
They are usually set up in chains so that
more than one can be taken on a single
departure. These are not advertised com-
mercially and this is not a profit enter-
prise: accordingly prices are moderate. If
this interests you, please drop us a line.

UP-COMING DATES
June-August Europe in 1971 offers a

choice of 8 tours, including a nature
seminar in Northumberland (England),
tours of Norway (June 17), Iceland
(July 8) and our biennial route across
Russia, Siberia. Mongolia and around
the world (July-August).

Japan A 3-week coverage of the outly-
ing regions from northern to southern
tips, aimed at a deep experience of the
Japanese scene. August 21.

Summer A new group of five 2-week
state tours in the U.S. West Virginia
beginning June 19; Ohio July 3; New
York July 17; Oregon July 31; Wash-
ington August 14.

Alaska Three 2-week tours, working from
Vancouver up the Inside Passage and
to the Aleutians. Pribilofs and Point
Barrow. First tour begins June 19.

Others Africa in August; East Asia in
September. Fall color trip from Que-
bec down eastern seaboard with the
wave of color the month of October.
Christmas and New Year's in the Ba-
hamas.

For 1972 Program now available; covers
all six continents.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
BOX 222-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

lumbering Industry of South Vietnam, one of the majo

sources of potential export trade. Certain important ecolog

ical niches, such as the mangroves lining the estuarie

near Saigon, have been permanently killed, perhaps neve

to recover. Crops feeding more than half a million peopl

per year have been destroyed, causing a great upset in tb

lives of many innocent noncombatants, including th

Montagnards. When I first became aware of the extent c

this program, I wrote a letter to President Johnson askin

him whether he understood the broad implications of th

use of chemical weaponry. He replied, through an assist

ant secretary of state, that these weapons were being use

on the advice of qualified scientists, that they produced n

effects deleterious to humans, animals, or to the ecology

and that in any event they were the same chemicals th;

were being used at home in agriculture, so that their us

could not be criticized. Aware that there was no reall

adequate scientific basis for these conclusions, I tried t

involve several botanical societies in raising questions t

the government, but at that time my efforts were con

pletely unsuccessful. Later, thanks to several determine

and dedicated individuals, pressure was put on tf

AAAS, the FAS, SSRS, and other organizations. Soir

raised their voices, the AAAS sponsored an investigatioi

and gradually the entire nature of our defoliation ope

ations in Vietnam has been revealed to the public. So il

advised does our chemical warfare in Vietnam now seei

that President Nixon has recently announced that all sue

operations will be phased out some time in the sprin;

when existing stocks of the chemicals are gone. He als

has announced that he will submit to the Congress a pn

posal that we ratify the Geneva Protocol of 1925 forbic

ding the use in warfare of "asphyxiating, poisonous (

other gases, and all analogous liquids, materials or d(

vices." The additional revelation that one of the majc

herbicides employed in Vietnam, 2,4,5-trichloroph(

noxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T), either by itself or by virtue (

an impurity it contains, can produce malformation of d<

veloping embryos in laboratory animals and possibly i

humans, has led to curtailment of this product in tf

United States and a frantic crash program to discovi

whether, in fact, the chemical can ever again be use

safely.

So, even a botanist, one of the last of the scientii

innocents, can be involved in problems permeating evcj

aspect of society. Many scientists are now coming to fe

that they cannot surrender control of their findings

businessmen, politicians, or others for indiscriminate al

unregulated use in social or military contexts. More aii

more, the scientist wants to concern himself with the si

cial consequences of his discoveries. To do this he is t

shaping his organizations, forming new groups, and makil

frequent journeys to Washington to convince legislato

and government officials of the necessity of altering uj

wise policies. Social relevance is here to stay, and sciem

will never be the same again. The universities, whii

should be training the scientists of tomorrow, are on

slowly beginning to recognize their new and enlarged i

sponsibilities.



You can help Van Ky for $15.00 a month.
_ Or you can turn the page. ^

e's just a child. But even at the age of eleven
an Ky knows something your children may
?ver know. War. You see. Van Ky is Vietnamese
nd when he was five the Viet Cong attacked his
Mage and destroyed his home. His family had to
ee to a refugee camp where they lived for two years.

ut they're home now. Van Ky's father is repairing their
Jt and farming his one fourth acre of land and working
a day laborer too. Why? To keep his son in school. A
ree room school Van Ky shares with 180 other chil-

en. But even with all the hard work, Van Ky's educa-
jn may come to an end. Tomorrow.

tat's where you and Save the Children Federation
me in. For $ 1 5.00 a month you can sponsor a child
e Van Ky. It's not a hand out. Van Ky and his tamily
>n't want charity. They do need help. An interest free
n. To buy a wafer pump. To irrigate the land. In

ease nee production. Feed the family. Make more
oney. To keep Van Ky in school.

lat's how Save the Children works. But without you it

n't work. Please. Clip this coupon and mail it today.
>wyou can turn the page.

Sjvr the Children Fedeijlion. founded in 1932,
« cegitlp'pd wlh the U S Slat* Depailnteni Advito'y CoixiKillee
»n Voluntary Foreign Aid Contnbutiont are inconie tai deducttble

I wish to contribute Jl 6 00 ii montti to sponsor a
[ \ boy ^^ K"l '"

n Africa n Latin Amcric.i |] India
; | Middle Cast

[J Europe L ! Vietnam [ j American Indian [_j Appalachia

; ; Korea [J Southern US. I J Where the need is greatest

Enclosed is my first payment

[J $15 00 monthly LJ $90 GO semi annually

^ $45 00 quarterly [ i
$180 00 annually

1 ; I can't sponsor a child Enclosed is my contribution ol $

;
] Please send me more inlormation.

Name,

Address.

City

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK. CONNECTICUT 06852
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(-oiKjuerors have ruled them for ceiituries. Imt

tlie Piiel)l() Indians have maintained their (hstinctive culture. Can they

survive the problems and temptations of a modern ai^eV

by Keith L. Pearson

In fi..i.l of a wind-VNorn ad..!,,. ciillui.- uill \,c pen.- in a frw voais. one lln.usand v.-ais :in„ ||„-io was n
ill lu.. Indian Im.vs iry out But such a pesMnii.stic pn.fin.isis svm-tv and pr..!on^.-d drought in

li.M newly Ix.ught 'Vlirk-rla.ks." would l.r wrong. Tlu- I'u.-l.lo In- ||„. soull.w.-sl.-rn Iniu-d Slates
nd the sharp tat-lat tat of plastic dians have pre\ ailed as a (uitural rausing draniatir ehanges in the
alls sinaiking together -proof of .•miiy for thousands of years, ihey lifestyles of the area's peoples, in-
leir growing proflri<-n<>- echoes possess a strong ruitural structure eluding several groups that were
irough the Santa Clara puehlo. A today, and I I.elieve they will main- ancestors of the Puelilo Indians.
liniskirled >oung woman pauses in tain iheir identity for generations Along the |{ii> Grande, groups of
ic street to ualch the l.o>s practi.e. |,, ,-„„ie. This can I.e seen l.y look- people using irrigation svstems for
red pickup truck jiull- u|i. and the ing at the i.eople. their histor>. and their farms I.egan to settle in the
iver lilows the horn, adding more their handling of contemp<.rary region. They are known as the Ta-
.ise. At all age le\els. the Id.tKM) i.nddems. rather than l.y fo, using noans. a nam.- .lerixed from th.ir
uel.lo Indians living in the Rio solely on their ar< hiteclure and language. Their irrigation systems.
ran.le region, including the rcsi- |.uhlic ceremonies. complicated networks of canals,
•nis of .Santa Clara, glaringly re- The Puehlo p le have con- dams, and flo.idgale!. insured the
•al Iheir assimilation into the sistcnlly cnstructed societies cap- success of their crops even during
escnl-dav ( ultnrc ,.f the United aide of successful n<laptalion to se- droughts.
'"'"• ^'•"' ecological and environmental The |>co|ile who huilt these irri-
A casual ol.scr\er such a>. a .lis- chang.-s. They are dynamic, not gati..n systems ha.l als.. develoiM-.l
ipniiii.-.j tourist s.-.-ing that th.-se helpl.ss; they arc creators, not sim- a social organization that ...uld
.li.i.is had al.an.h.n.-.l most of |dy the pawns ..f ..ther societies. m.diili/.e work.Ts for ennal eon-
iir h.rilag.-. woul.l pr.-.li. t that ih.- prehist..ri<- and liisi..ric structi..n. maintenance, an.l repairsi.

y r.i.inai.ts of ll.,- I'lichl., I.i.lian r.-. ..r.ls attest to this xiew. Al.oul Th.x ha.l .l.-\is.-.l ...mmunal in.-lh-



ods for making public decisions

about land use and planting as well

as water control.

Archeologists consider the Ta-

noans to have been the earliest per-

manent village, or pueblo, residents

of the area. They were not. of

course, the only people who made

use of the riverine resource. From

time to time, hunting bands camped

along the waterways, and other

groups entered the region for trade

purposes. The Tanoans undoubt-

edly interacted with the hunting

and trading groups, exchanging

ideas as well as material goods.

During the fourteenth century,

another group of pueblo people ap-

peared in the Rio Grande region.

These people, who spoke a language

known as Keresan. farmed without

irrigation systems. Their social or-

ganization emphasized kinship

alignments instead of political lead-

ership. Their view of the world

stressed the need for man to coop-

Pueblo Indian region

of the Southwest

erate with, not take control over,

nature. The Keresans believed that

their survival was directly con-

trolled by deities whose nature they

sought to define. Their genius lay

in the creation of philosophical sys-

tems, while the Tanoans excelled in

technological devices.

TB he arrival of the Keresans at

the Rio Grande changed the human

environment, and both village

groups had to adapt. While Tanoan

religious activity began to reflect

Keresan theology, the Keresans

adopted some of the Tanoan ideas

of man's place in the natural world.

Both groups revised some of their

socioreligious practices. Changes

were made in their systems of so-

cial organization, material posses-

sions, and technologies.

In the late fifteenth century a

third group appeared in the Rio

Grande region. This group, com-

posed of people who spoke a lan-

guage known as Athapascan, again

altered the environmental situation.

The Navaho and Apache, contem-

porary names for the Athapascans,

were hunters who generally lived in

the highlands. Although small-scale

raiding occurred, the villagers did

not attempt to drive out the new-

comers. A trading pattern devel-

oped between the highland and val-

ley groups. For meat, deerskins,

and wild foods from the Athapas-

cans, the villagers exchanged corn

and other farm-grown vegetables,

cotton, and manufactured goods.

Because the trade was beneficial to

the villagers as well as to the hunt-

ers, the adaptation was positive.

When the Spanish took control of

the Rio Grande Valley in the late

sixteenth century, they imposed rig-

orous policies of military conquest,

colonization, and the establishment

of an administrative government.

Spanish missionaries and soldiers

forced Pueblo men to build

churches or chapels in the villages.

Minor violations of Spanish rules

were punished with imprisonment,

enslavement, or physical nmtilatiorii

Villages that persisted in practicing

traditional ways were frequently at

tacked and often destroyed.

The Spanish placed extraor

dinary pressures on the Puebloai

adaptive techniques. On the on<

hand, the Indians were required t(

either accept the Spanish religion

economy, form of government. Ian

guage, and social organization o

be killed. On the other hand, if the:

accepted these traits, thus giving u)

their own cultures, Puebloan life a

such would cease to exist. Thei

positive response to these condi

tions is almost incredible.

The explanation for their sui

vival is not to be found in Puebloa'

conservatism, as is often claimec

but in their adaptiveness and thei

ability to select the beneficial as

pects of Spanish culture, while n

jecting the detrimental. For e?

ample, the Spanish niissionarie

demanded that the Puebloans ol

serve the special days of the Cathc

lie liturgical calendar. The villa?

ers, particularly the Keresans. ha

their own calendrical sequence fo

religious ceremonies. Adoption c

the Catholic schedule could hav

had severe theological implication

for the Keresans. But the Keresan

found that the Catholic calendai

like their own. was geared to a sej

sonal cycle. With a few minor rev

sions they were able to hold thei

animal, corn, and other observance

on the days the missionaries consif

ered important. Thus, the Puel

loans held a deer dance at Chris'

mas. an eagle dance on Epiphanj

and other religious ceremonies o

certain saints' days.

When the Spanish imposed thei

administrative structure on tb

pueblos, the residents shuffled an

A Pueblo woman displays poi

for tourists. The PuebB

make pots for selling, bul

manufactured glassware!

pans, such as the enamelv

washbasin, in their hoi
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redefined the Spanish system. In a

recent publication on the Pueblo

Indians, the late Prof. Edward Do-

zier observed that official govern-

mental positions forced on the viU

lagers by the Spanish gave Pueb-

loans the opportunity "to conduct

secular matters separately, while

their ceremonial activities [re-

mained] under the direction of lead-

ers unknown to outsiders."

During the three hundred years

of Spanish domination, Puebloan

culture changed extensively. Many
villages were abandoned; others

were relocated. All the villages

came to have Catholic churches in

their territories. New crops, textiles,

species of livestock, crafts, and

forms of labor were accepted. Span-

ish became the common language.

The Puebloans of the nineteenth

century were not the same as they

had been three hundred years ear-

lier. Even their name derived from

pueblo, the Spanish word for vil-

lage.

But they were still culturally

and socially distinct from the Span-

ish. It is in this ability to retain

their distinct identity, while con-

stantly incorporating extensive

changes into their society, that the

adaptive success of the Puebloan

people can be seen.

The United States assumed con-

trol of the Rio Grande region in the

1840's.

The new government brought re-

strictions on land and land use, a

strong effort to eradicate Puebloan

traditions through religious and

educational policies, and a rapid in-

crease in the non-Indian popu-

lation. Again, Puebloan survival was

seriously threatened.

The villagers, proceeding slow-

ly and cautiously, began to make the

necessary adjustments, English re-

placed Spanish as the common lan-

guage. Wage work, instead of farm-

ing or livestock raising, gradually

became the primary type of liveli-

hood. As technology progressed, the

people accepted such things as elec-

tricity and electrical appliances,

plumbing, roads, automotive ve-

hicles, hospitals, and medical tech-

nology.

The villages changed. N'

houses were built from new kir

of materials. Old houses were remi

eled. Concrete blocks were uj

when adobe bricks began

crumble. Glass windows were

stalled in ancient walls. Doorwf

with wooden doors replaced roofi

entrances. Stairways were built a

ladders discarded.

The villagers changed. Woir

made pottery for tourists instead

for home use. With the profits, tl

bought glassware and modern co<

ware. Men, whose working time v

once determined by the sun, geai

their work day to their employe

time clock. Their walk to the fie

was replaced by a ride in a car pi

to an office or factory.

The villages and villagers of

1970's are much different from th<

of the 1840's. But the women w
the Teflon-coated cookware and

men in the car pool are Pueblo

dians. They take pride in their c

tinctive identity.

The process of creative adaptati

I

is associated with anguish, frus(|

tion. and pain. It is by no me;

automatic. It succeeds or fails

the basis of human decisions, whl

are frequently reached only ail
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[tended di?fu?«ion. hitter argu-

ents, and severe criticism. To
,'erlook the fact that the Pueh-

ans, in order to adapt, have had

continually immer.«e themselves

this kind of procedure is to dis-

gard their humanity.

An idea of the drama involved

n be given hy considering the vil-

gers' reactions to some of the

oblems confronting them today.

Poverty is a prolileni common to

I the villages. I ncmi)loyment is

gh; income is low. Further, in-

me statistics are often misleading

cause the Puehloans' value sys-

n more or less obligates a person

share his income with relatives,

lus a Pueliloan worker's paycheck

widely distributed.

The villagers sense that unless it

eliminated, poverty could signal

; end of their traditicms. They
lO realize that possibilities for a

ution are extremely limited. The
ances of persuading industries to

lale on their land are remote,

ere are not enough jobs even in

h towns as Santa Fe. Los

imos, and Albur|ucrc|uc. The al-

native of lea\ing the village to

rk in Phoenix, Los Angeles, Den-

, or other cities is often rejected.

leave the village is to end their

lition.

'.fTorts tofvard a solution of their

•blem have generated emotion-

charged discussions in all the

ages. Villagers have been polar-

intd progressive and ron-

valive factions. The utilization

oul^iile consultanls has caused

igrrrmenls. Some of the people

that I'onsultiints are needed;

crs maintain thai, because they

not aware of village life and
lilinns, outsiders iin- u-clcss.

Fighting has erupted in the council

chambers. Friendships have been

broken.

Nevertheless, decisions have been

reached. Some of these reflect a

great degree of caution. Others are

imaginative and surprising. None
has escaped severe criticism.

The villagers of Taos. Santa

Clara, and Jemez have decided to

develop recreational facilities for

tourists. The residents of Santa

Clara have already developed a rec-

reation area complete with camp-

sites and stocked fishing lakes. The
people of Jemez are planning a

large dam, which will provide flood

control as well as recreational facil-

ities. Taos, considered by many to

be one of the most conservative of

the villages, recently announced
plans for building a tourist center

that Would include a large motel

and possibly a museum.

TJ- h

n nrtitit

Romero of T«o8,

exico. mixes tlicmeH

idiaii iiiid AiiiiTiiiin

s ill tliis section

tic of his paiiiliii^s.

he Acoma people, located on
a 2.5().fMM)-acre reservation about 60
miles west of Albu(|uer(|ue. could

not commute to jobs without great

exjwnse. To resolve their poverty

situation, the Acoma are trying to

interest mining companies in sur-

veying their reservation for ura-

nium deposits.

After a long sequence of com-

plicalcd and bitterly criticized deci-

sions, the people of Tesu<|ue and
Cochili have leased large amounts
of land for new housing devel-

opments. Tesuque people approved

an arrangement whereby L.IOO

ai-res of land would be leased for

99 years to a development corpora-

tion that plans to builil n new coni-

munily. Cochiti village residents

recently leased T.-VKl acres of land

for similar purposes. The corpora-

tion in this case intends to build a

city for some .'iO.tMH) inhabitanlx.

These differeni (le<-isi<iiiM may or

may nf>l alleviate the poM'ity prob-

h-m, but they do illustrate crea-

tive adaptation, an often painful

proccfi.t wherelty a society accepts

new cuRloma and praclires. yet

maintains a core of traditions that

keeps it distinct as a group.

Population growth is another vil-

lage problem. The number of

Pueblo Indians has increased enor-

mously in the past century. Dozier
estimated that there are at least 40.-

000. the great majority li\ ing in the

Rio Grande region.

One reason for the overcrowded
villages is that while there are many
more people than there were a cen-

tury ago. there are fewer villages.

In addition, inadequate water re-

souri-es have prevented expansion.

Resolution of the population
problem entails more than simply
building new houses. Such village

traditions as ownership rights are
iiuolved: houses may be regarded
as the property of the corporate

group of villagers, a clan group, or
the fa-nily. Other traditions specify

who can live within the confines of

the village. In some cases, eligibil-

ity is restricted to native-born

people. In other villages, people
born outside the area, as long as

they are either Puebloan or married
to Puebloans. are welcome.

The problems of poverty and
population growth have forced the

villagers to make decisions that

have broad implications. Will a

large village population decrease
the effectiveness of the Pueblo so-

cial organization? Is it bettiT for a
village to limit its numlters or to

allow expansion? A larger village

population can conunand greater
attention from the outsiile uorld. Is

this desirable?

Before decisions about these mat-
ters were reached, villages were
again the scenes of arguments, ai--

cusations. bilterness. and criticism.

Anguish accompanied the crealixe

responses. Some of ihe villages de-

<ided tr» allow large housing proj-
ects. In the Acoma area about KM)
houses are being luiili. In Santa
Clara, 7^ new houses will be con-
structed. Several villages have so

far opposed any new house con-
struction.

Poverlv and population growth
are r)nlv two of the many problems
demanding decisions from th.- \ illa^

ers. Matters such as land righls,

land claims, religious activitii«.

education, the fciriiinl.ition of vil-



For the Pueblo Indians,

all types of signs are

important, such as the

one lettered on the

studio door of an Indian

artist, right, and one

alongside a road at

Laguna. New Mexico,

below. An old building

in the Aconia pueblo,

opposite page, has been

remodeled with

concrete stucco, large

aluminum windows, and

a street-level door,

as well as the ubiquitous

Coca-Cola sign.
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lage constitutions, and participatioi

in federal programs illustrate thi

complexity of the situation. Each o

these will create frictions and fa(

tions before it is resolved.

The Puebloaii villages are no

sleepy, peaceful, quiet places. TK
Puebloan process of creative adap

tation can be chaotic. However, it i

in accord with their traditi

recognizing and respecting diffei

ences. Each person and group in

village is encouraged to express a

opinion on any issue. Formulalin;

a decision in an atmosphere of dis

agreement and conflicting opinioi

is a difficult task. However, a de

sion made under such circu

stances stands a good chance

being widely accepted and high|

respected.

The Puehloans today may be fa(

ing some of the most difficult pro):

lems that the members of their cu

ture have ever had to resolve. Bi

through the process of creativ

adaptation, the Pueblo Indians wi

prevail.
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This Is the Year to See Mars Anyone familiar with the

southern sky of a summer evening, including the eas-

ily recognized constellation Capricornus, cannot fail to

notice the bright red object passing through it this

year. Even someone not familiar with the stars in the

region will be impressed by the brightness and color

of the starlike object. Mars, as it approaches its max-

imum brilliancy this coming August. From June to

August, the planet will increase in brightness almost

fourfold, to a brilliancy exceeded only by the moon

and Venus among objects of the nighttime sky. Even

Jupiter, far to the right of Mars and also an evening

star this summer, will pale by comparison when Mars

comes closest to earth this summer.

The brightness and prominence of Mars in the eve-

ning sky vary markedly over a 26-month period and

also over a longer interval of 15 or 17 years during

which it goes through seven or eight cyclical changes.

The variations have to do with the relative positions of

earth and Mars as each goes around the sun in differ-

ent periods, bringing Mars nearest to earth every two

years and two months on the average, and with the

eccentric shape of the Mars orbit, which affects its

distance from earth each time it comes nearest to us.

This summer, Mars reaches the place in its orbit

where it is opposite the sun in our sky. The opposition

I

AQUARIUS

Julyl"-^X

Juk.l5±. .

"\vr".-

itself, when sun, earth, and Mars are aligned, will o

cur on August 10. And at this opposition. Mars will 1:

nearly at the place in its orbit where the orbit itse

comes nearest the sun and. therefore, nearest eart

The latter circumstance makes this summer's oppos

tion the most favorable since 1956, from the point

view of Mars's brightness and prominence in our sk

Mars, on August 10, will be closer to earth and bright

than it has been in the past 15 years.

It will be interesting to watch the progress of Ma
through the stars this summer and fall as orbital m
tion (relative to our view from a moving earth) tak

it through the stars of Capricornus, the Sea Goat, ai

as its brightness rises to a maximum on August ]

and fades thereafter. The accompanying map can

used to track Mars. The changes in its brightness can I

appreciated by periodic comparison with the brightne

of Jupiter, to the right in Scorpius.

During June, Mars will be a morning star. It w

rise before midnight and move up into the sout

southeast by dawn before fading into mornh

twilight. It will still be moving to the left (eastwan

through Capricornus and will just about double

Positions of Mars every 15 days are indicated on tti

map of the southern sky. The planet will be in the midd

of its retrograde loop when it is closest to us August 1

"j; Sept. 15

Au-g.l5 +se-pt.l

•.

n
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ehtness from the beginning to the end of the month,

^he eastward (direct I motion of Mars will continue

il mid-July, hut at a continually slowing rate. On
<f 1.3, the planet will become stationary and will

1 begin to move westward (retrograde) back

lugh Caprirornus. changing its position through

stars to the right. This is the beginning of the

Irograde loop" that Mars goes through each lime it

les closest to us. A great puzzle to astronomers be-

: the sixteenth C'entury. we now understand it to be

lative rather than a true motion of the planet, pro-

ed because our viewing platform I the earth) is

zing east more rapidly than Mars. At opposition,

earth—nioving cast—civerlakes Mars. And just as

[Overtaken vehicle on a highway seems to move
kward, relative to yours as you pass it, so Mars
ns to slide backward (westward) as we overtake

pass it going east.

he retrograde loop, beginning on July 1.'^. will con-

e until September 22. when Mars will again be-

e stationary and resume its direct (eastward) mo-
to the left. Still in Capricornus. the planet will

h up again to its position of July l.*? (when retro-

le begun I by October 21. Shortly thereafter, it will

e eastward into Acpiarius.

I July. Mars will nearly double in brightness

n. and by July 12 it will bcrcome brighter than

er. ordinarily the brightest planet sei-n through

liglil (Venus, nllhoMgh brighter, always sets soon

. or rises soon before, the sun). And in July,

will rise shortly after sunset and dominate the

lern sky for the rest of the night. Il will be in the

ieji-<t in the early evening, highest in the south a

lours past midnight, and still well up in llir scmih-

ns il fades into the dawn.

iroughoul August, Mars will be visible all night,

K about sunset, highest in |he south at about mid-

i-lling about sunrise. Opposition will occur on
1st Id. and the planet will then be ut its brightest

:iiilude — 2.() I . Thereaflcr. it will begin to dim. but

will be so close ihrciughoul August that lilllo

il- in its brighlness will be i'\idenl. It will remain
\ \\\ ice as bright as Jupiter nil month.

iiiiig September and Ocloiier, Mars will be n

incut evening star, appearing well up in the

>Ms| in hii). evening twilight, renching its highest

ion in the smitli well before midnight, and setting

well before dawn begins. The planet will be setting

close to midnight by the end of October. And, while it

will still outshine any star you can see near it. Mars
will be rapidly fading in brightness, dimming by

nearly one-half again in October. After October 2, it

will be fainter than Jupiter.

This summer's appearance of Mars is typical of the

swift and brilliant oppositions it goes through each

time a favorable opposition occurs. It is characteristic

for the planet to linger for months as an inconspicu-

ous morning star (as it did all last fall, winter, and
spring), then suddenly grow to prominence while

swiftly passing from the morning to the evening sky

(as it does this sunnner). and then to linger again for

several seasons as a lackluster evening star (next fall,

winter, spring, and sunnner).

Near opposition. Mars changes in brightness so rap-

idly because, for a time, the earth is rushing almost

straight toward the planet in the months before oppo-

sition and almost straight away from it for a similar

period after oppositi<in. Earth and Mars actually ap-

proach and separate at the greatest rate, however, well

before and after the most rapid brightness changes

occur in Mars. The reason for this, of course, is the

manner in which Mars is <'haiiging its phase ( ns

viewed from earth). In Xpril. when Mars is approach-

ing earth most rapidly, il looks from earth like a gib-

bous moon, with nearly l.'i jM-rcent of its visible sur-

face in darkness. In July, the distance is changing

nuich nmre slowly, but Mnrs is then rapidly turning

its entire sunlit surface to earth.

This opposition in l'>71 will bring Mars closer than

il was in l'>.if). The distance on August 11, l')7I, will

be .!I.<):M.(K)(» miles, while on September 7. 1"».V). it

was .t.'>.l2(l.(HHI miles. Hut this slight dilTerence actually

has little i-fleet on Mars's appearance. At opposition,

the planet's distance can vary from slightly less than

.H.5 million to slightly more than 6.1 million niile«.

I^ince Vt'tC^. for example, tin- distance (in millions of

miles) at successive o|>I><'sili<>ns has been l.'i (in

ITilt), .% ( 1 ')()()), 02 ) V)U.\\. U'l (
1<>().-,). :^u ( |'H)7i.

ami l.'i (I'W). At none of these o|iposilions diil llic

jilanet come close to being ns bright ns il will be llii>

sunnni-r. At nil of ihein. howe\er, the planet was far

brighter than il is nl positions other than opposition,

when il enn range up to 27U million miles front enrlh.

TllOM^s I). Nuiloi.soN



From last-quarter on June 15, the moon goes through new moon
on June 22, first-quarter on June 30, and full moon on July 8. Again

at last-quarter on July 15, the moon is new on July 22, first-quarter

on July 30, full on August 6, and last-quarter once more on August

13.

In June, July, and August, Mars becomes a truly spectacular

planet in the southern sky, brightening continually as it approaches

opposition on August 10, rising earlier each night until, at opposi-

tion, it rises at sunset. Jupiter, somewhat dimmer than Mars, is well

up in the southeast to south at sundown and sets before dawn.

Saturn is now a morning star in Taurus, rising well before the sun.

Venus and Mercury are too close to the sun for observation.

June 21: Mercury is at superior conjunction and enters the eve-

ning sky. Venus and Saturn, although close to the sun, may be seen

low in the east this morning below the crescent moon. The sun

arrives at the summer solstice at 8:20 p.m., EST, and summer
begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

July 4: Earth is at aphelion, farthest from the sun, 94,512,000

miles distant. The bright object rising above and to the right of the

moon tonight is Jupiter.

July 10: It's Mars near the moon tonight, below and to its right.

July 12: Mars is stationary and begins to retrograde in Cap-

ricornus.

July 18: Saturn is near the crescent moon in the sky this morning.

July 22: A partial eclipse of the sun occurs today over parts of

Asia and Alaska.

July 24: Jupiter becomes stationary, ending its retrograde and

resuming direct (eastward) motion through the stars.

July 29: The Delta Aquarid meteor shower, with a single observer

rate of 20 meteors per hour, reaches maximum. The first-quarter

moon will not interfere with morning observations. Mercury reaches

greatest elongation (east of the sun) in the evening sky. This is an

unfavorable elongation; Mercury is only 11 degrees high at sunset.

July 31-August 1: The planet near the moon on the night of the

31st is Jupiter. On the evening of the 1st, Antares is quite close to

the moon, Jupiter well to the right.

August 6: A total lunar eclipse occurs over most of the Eastern

Hemisphere. The eclipse will not be visible from North America.

August 7-8: The bright red star below the moon is Mars.

August 10: Mars is at opposition, rising at sunset, setting at

sunrise. Now at its brightest, the planet will shortly begin to fade

rapidly.

August 11: Mars is nearest earth, 34,931,000 miles distant.

August 12: The Perseid meteor shower, best of the year, reaches

maximum, but a gibbous moon will brighten the sky for after-mid-

night observers.

August 14: Saturn is near the waning crescent moon in this morn-

ing's sky.

Thomas D. Nicholson

•^Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the

horizon. The map is for 10:25 p.m. on June 15; 9:20 p.m. on July 1; 8:25 p.m.

on July 15; and 7:20 p.m. on August 1; but it can be used for about an hour

before and after those times.
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A FUERTES SAMPLE
Audubon has his fans,

but a good look at

the watercolors of

Louis Agassiz Fuertes

may win a few converts

by F. G. Marcham

Louis Agassiz Fuertes was the

first American, and perhaps the

first person in the world, to earn a

living painting birds. He illustrated

more than sixty books and count-

less articles, painted scores of oils

and watercolors on commission,

and at his death, his studio con-

tained more than a thousand pencil

sketches, the records he had filed

away in preparation for his more

formal works.

His wish to study birds in their

natural habitat took him far afield

in both the United States and Can-

ada; as a member of biological

teams he spent many weeks and

months in Alaska, the Caribbean,

Mexico, Colombia, and Ethiopia.

On these trips, his painting was sec-

ondary to his work as an ornithol-

ogist in the field.

On all of these journeys his days

began at dawn when he went out

into the forest, jungle, or ravine to

watch birds and occasionally collect

them. Returning to his base of op-

erations at noon, he spent four or

five hours skinning and preserving

the birds he and others had shot. In

the evening he painted and wrote

up his notes. Fuertes did not follow

Audubon's practice of taking a

dead bird, arranging it in what he

thought to be a lifelike pose, and

holding it in that position by wires.

Rather, he studied birds in action so

that he could remember their move-

ments and attitudes.

The paintings he made during

these journeys had a special pur-

pose. On many of the birds he shot,

certain parts of the body quickly

changed color after death—the

eyes, the legs and feet, the bill. He
made a rapid sketch of these parts

as they appeared in life, and often,

for safety's sake, wrote careful

notes on the sketch to describe the

colors exactly. Also, it was his opin-

ion that some birds had in life a

"bloom." or powdery color, on

their feathers, like the bloom on a

grape. These, too, he wished to

record before the color faded. As
the years passed Fuertes accum-

ulated hundreds of such sketches,

put them on file in his studio, and

used them in preparing his formal

bird portraits.

These portraits were for the most

part used as illustrations for such

works as Eaton's Birds of IVeic York
State. Chapman's Birds of Eastern

North America, and Forbush's

Birds of Massachusetts. When he

painted the plates for these and

other books he had to work within

certain limits, much like the illus-

trator of an anatomy textbook. Per-

haps the job called for a series of

plates: one showing half a dozen

different kinds of thrushes, another

of flycatchers, and so on. In com-

posing these plates, and in painting

the pictures of the individual birds

that appeared in them, his principal

concern was. not the artistic ex-

cellence of the plate as a total pic-

ture, but the presentation of the

birds in recognizable form. He had

to highlight those features of the

veery that distinguished it from the

hermit thrush. Consequently, in

many hundreds of plates of this

kind, for example, that of the tree

sparrow, he depicted a composite

portrait of all the tree sparrows he

had seen, not an individual bird he

had held in his hand. The painting

of these plates was. so to speak, his

bread and butter work, his daily

routine. But having to conform to

the standard pattern of the plates

kept him from reaching his highest

le\el of performance, which is to be

found in his studies of individual

birds. In these studies, usually

dashed off in a few minutes, he

shows himself to be a superb

painter in both watercolor and

wash. In the two mediums his tech-

nical skill is exceptionally high. No
one. not even the greatest of the

Chinese masters, surpasses him in

the use of wash.

His best watercolors, such as

those presented here, have the qual-

ities of immediacy and warmth: the

bird or mannnal is here, almost to

be touched. This is the viewer's

first impression. As he looks again

he sees beauty in color and form, as

in the cock-of-the-rock; and del-

icacy in rendering repose, as in the

antelope jack rabbit. These water-

colors, and others like them, were

impromptu, informal, experimental

works, inspired by a brilliant vision

of color, as in the great blue heron;

or by a sense of humor, as in the

black-necked stilt.

Fuertes's career as a painter ol

birds was a natural outgrowth ol

his boyhood desire to learn every'

thing he could about them: theii

identity, song, nesting, and migra-

tion habits. He kept records oJ

birds with great care. But his

records were only words and num-

bers. Not satisfied, he taught him-

self to draw and paint, so that ht

might also be able to record theii

color, form, and movement. As hf

wrote later, calling himself "thf

boy": "It was not the natural abil-

ity to draw which established thi

boy in the painting of birds bu'

rather the opposite: his desire t(

learn accurately developed him ii

his crude and unlearned handlin;

of the medium."

Fuertes was not entirely self

taught. Abbott Thayer, an Anieri

can artist of the first rank, sav

some of his work in 1899 and im

mediately exclaimed. "Yours an

the true thing." Asking Fuertes U

come and live with his family. Thay

er watched him paint and talke(

with him for hours about light an(

color, indeed the verv business o'



eing as an artist sees. Fuertes had
en strongly influenced by Audu-
n's works, but now he abandoned
< attempts to imitate Audubon,
d helped by Thayer, struck out

his own.

In later life he could say, with

Tie justice, "I have been longer a

ident of the comparative anatomy,

pearance. and general 'personal

)ks' of the birds themselves, and
ve spent a larger proportion of

time since boyhood in the direct

dy of birds, and have seen more
iely varied types in life than al-

st anyone I know."

Today most of Fuerles's oils, wa-

colors, and drawings are seat-

ed across the country. The water-

ors. by volume and (|uality his

incipal work, have suffered badly

m overexposure to light; per-

is 90 percent of them are already

ned. One large collection has

ently i)een badly damaged. A bu-

ucral ordered some 2.50 of them

•amed; another bureaucrat or-

ed frames of a standard size;

•n they arrived, a lhir<l bureau-

t look out his sliears and cut the

urcs down to fil tile frames. Only

>ut 20 went uncut,

'orlunately. a large collection of

•rtes's work- -some .3fX) oils, wa-

•olors, and drawings— are in the

session of The American Mu-
of Natural History. Each

k i>f art is can-fully protected,

wjilcrcolors and drawings pre-

ed lepnrately in plastic covers

kept under lock and key in spe-

ly ilcvigiied cabinets,

he collectiiin came to the Mu-
n ihrough Dr. I'rnnk rliapmnn.

early chairman of ihe orni-

ogy <lep.'iitiiienl and a lifchmg

nd iif Fuerles's. To him fell the

anr-lioly ln>k of arranging frir

purchase from the artist's

iw. Fuerles died at the age of

n August 22. 1927, in a grade-

'oing accirlenl near his Ithaca

IP. The ciiuse, some sny. was a

i of birds iIkiI divir.i, i.mI bis :i|.

ion.

0P^
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Great blue heron

'^ki^ iib

Antelope jack rabbit
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Sdgc grouse [ill (tic (Iisplaying)



•^i

Gu ianaii cock-of-the-rock



V

Common turkey
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ZULU ZIONISM



Ihrough ablution in the purifying sea and communion with the
[oly Spirit, South Africa's Zionists seek release from
world of social deprivation it wr t-^ by James W. l^ernandez

On any Sunday afternoon in any city in South Af-
rica, small groups of people dressed in colorful robes
rush to llieir appointed places of worship in vacant
lots or roadside parks. Since these black Africans have
neither the permission of the South African govern-
ment nor the means to build churches of any per-
manence, the greatest number of them worship in the
open air on land that is otherwise unused. Over the
years their rituals have worn away the grass, churning
and beating the soil into shallow trenches that are
nearly perfect in their circularity. On weekdays, I

would experience an archeologist's feeling of discovery
as I passed by these sites of former, intense activity in

the wastelands of the city. But I had only to return the

Zulu evangelists, left and below, conduct
indoor services. Such evangelicalism

combines traditional African beliefs and
Christian practices.



following Sunday to find them alive with chanting

worshipers.

The more than three thousand independent sects,

cults, and churches, large and small, that flourish

among South Africa's blacks represent attempts to

combine, in one form or another, traditional views

with those of Christianity. These movements present

us with novel and often creative styles of life, and they

have an exuberance that rewards those who seek to

learn more about them.

In South Africa, the blacks, predominantly Bantu

peoples like the Zulu, constitute an overwhelming ma-

jority of the population (68 percent). Some 10 per-

cent of the country's people are coloreds of mixed Eu
ropean and African descent who are a distinct group

politically and socially. Virtually all governing powe
and social prerogative is exercised by the 19 percen

of the population that is white. The small remainin,

number of people are Asian.

In recent years the modern world has forcibly ex

ported its culture of science, technology, and materia

consumption to the countries of the Third World. W
may forget that long before we began to export ou

scientific-technological culture, we were making d«

voted efforts through missionaries to export a mor
metaphysical, otherworldly, and ascetic religious oni

Stamping their feet and singing

left, the congregation makes

its way to the water's edge in

a manner suggestive of Zulu

power in the last century.

Zionists are careful to confess

worldly sins before entering

the pounding surf to purify

themselves, below.
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ia\e l)efn slutKiiip the reactions to that earlier en-

prise. f{egarcliess of how Africans will eventually

pond to our secular culture, their response to the

Her evangelization has not been one of simple inii-

ion. The deeply ingrained religious heliefs and

ictices of African peoples lia\e not lieen abruptly

andoned.

rhe new religions springing up today are called

venients because they are attempts to move away

m colonial domination and deprecation toward a

re authentic and satisfying .\frican society and cul-

e, which will combine African and European in-

ences without a grievous sense of disparity.

Part of our interest in such syncretic mo\enients

ses frrun our having seen their like before. History

^sents us with many examples of contact between

)plcs that resulted in a synthesis of old and in-

duced elements. Christianity itself, we know, grew

of a mixture of Hebrew and Hellenic cultural ele-

nls. The two influences arc emphasized in varying

Tees in Christianity's many branches and denomi-

ions. .Similarly, the new African religions differ

ong themselves, in their adherence to Christianity

the one hand and to traditional beliefs and prac-

•8 on the other. Some are very traditional, while

ers are virtually indistinguishable from their Chris-

I mission antecedents. Some are down to earth, and

le enthusiastic. Some are large, holding many thou-

ds in the same communion. Others are small in

iber and ephemeral in time.

he Zulu Zionists are part of a colorful movement
ranges from hundreds of small, transient groups

•slablished churches with tluiusands of members.

enthusiasm they generate in worship is dramatic

'le eye and ear. This movement is instructive even

he smallest groups because the fundamental syn-

c and adaptive processes of culture contact, often

ured in larger and more complex movements, are

e\ ideni in them.

le name Zionism, to which these groups are at-

I. has nothing to do with contemporary politics

he return of the Jews from the Diaspora. In a

le way, some Zionists feel that the name does dem-
rate their attachment to the biblical homeland and

ipecifirally to the Old Testament, the part of the

they find particularly relevant. Rut for most

. it is an attractive term, alliterative with their

tribal name and evocative of an ancient place of

tiinl authority. "It refers to a mountain on which
lolv Spirit healed man." some say.

term, surprisingly enough, was brought to

h \frica at the turn of the century from Zion

Illinois, on the shores of Lake Michigan, by mis-

ie» from John Alexander Dowie's (Christian

iilic Apostolic Church in Zion. These mis-

s. called Zionists in South Africa, believed in

piiiliial power of divine healing by the laving on
mdn and in baptism and healing by triune immer-
Diiwie's own theocratic comnuinity in Zion C'ily

broke up, however, and the mission effort was
loned by the end of the first ilecade of the century.

Meanwhile, the South .African Zionists, who hail

also begun to experience division among themselves,

were to feel a second influence from American enthu-

siastic revivalism. This was the influence of Pentecos-

tal or Apostolic Faith missicmaries who preached Pen-

tecost, or "baptism in the Holy Spirit."' These

missionaries, in their turn, ceased to have any impor-

tant direct effect on Zulu Zionism after \^'orlil \^'ar I.

But indirectly, elements of both evangelizations re-

main, and Zulu Zionists continue to place central em-

phasis on healing by faith and the laying on of hands,

on repeated immersion, and on the efficacy of the Holy

Spirit. Zionist pastors who succeed in building up

large congregations still try to establish self-sufficient

theocratic communities with crafts and local industries

free from external contamination. These communities

are not much different from the original Zion City,

which under Howie's direction was aimed at ex-

cluding the patent immoralities of Chicago and north-

ern Illinois.

Actually, not many large Zionist congregations are

forthcoming. The <|ualities of charismatic enthusiasm

necessary to Zionist prophecy are not usually com-

patible with the executive talents needed for large-

scale organization. It is not unusual to find a pastor

ejected from his own community, as was Dowie him-

self. By the 1920's, not long after the period of the

evangelization, there were already dozens of these

small Zionist churches. They now number in the hun-

dreds, carrying such resplendent names as the Church
of God in Christ Zionist (.'?(«) members I, Zion Apos-

tolic Gaza Cliur<li of Heaven I .SO members), and the

Circle Zion Church of God 1 12 members t.

On Sunday afternoons, the various parks and empty
lots of South African cities are dotted with the

brightly clad devotees of these different religious per-

suasions. The women gather first, coming from the

servants" quarters in which they are housed, for Zii>ii-

ism is largely the religion of the .<ervant classes. They
may come in their robes or bring them in bags. As

they deck themselves out. they J'hat excitedly with

other early arrivals. They sit together in the grass un-

til the mfuiidisi I minister I and his deai-ons, one or

two in number, arrive. The deacons, young men train-

ing for the ministry, are often quii-k to lake any dis-

gruntled members off to a circle of their own.

Membership in these circles is volatile, and nieiii-

bers, predominantly women, are ready to move on if

the service (hies not meet their re<|uiremenls or if the

minister seems to be a man id inailei|iiate power. On
the other hand, the mfiiiuli.ii. trying to extend his in-

fliiciice and his income from the small offerings avail-

able til him, may move out to other circles that seem

to have vteak leaders, sending back a deacon ns assist-

ant minister to manage the affairs of his original

circle. Sometimes this can be well managed, and an

able and ambitious man can become bishop to many
circles. But as often, his deacon or an interloping min-

ister without a ciri-le will intervene. Sometimes im

leader will appear, and the common members will con-

tinue to arrive and wait for several Sundays in a row,
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^^isl^.*^^ In vacant lots amid a city's

grid of mortar and steel,

worshipers recapture the

symbolic circular world of

Zulu life, left. "Heating up
the circle," below, creates

a propitious atmosphere for

coming of the Holy Spirit.

finally moving off to worship in other circles. Or, the

bishop will one day return to an old circle to find a

new mjundisi not in his allegiance. When this happens

a quiet struggle usually ensues between them. They

test each other in strength of preaching, of praying in

tongues, of the laying on of hands. Eventually the is-

sue is decided : but if it is not done quickly, the mem-

bership, dismayed at this burden on their worship,

will abandon the mjundisi to their struggle.

The circle formed at a Zionist service is a simple

affair, yet it is the center of compact and highly

charged religious activity. It is so important to the

worship of these small Zionist congregations that it is

often painted on the beaten mud or concrete floors of

huts or township dwellings where the Zionists meet in

inclement weather or at night. To Zionists, the circle

has a deep symbolic significance, which is the more

surprising because no explanation is ever given of

their colorful garments, appliqued with stars, moons,

and crosses that simply come in dreams.

The importance of the circle can only be grasped

when one considers the round world in which the Zulu

traditionally lived: round beehive houses protected by

a circle of thorn bushes, the whole surrounding a cir-

cular pen—the heart of the kraal—which contains the

main object of Zulu devotion and desire, the cattle.

Amidst the harsh rectangularity, the gridiron of

Western urban life of which the Zulu cannot become a

part, their circles recapture this round world: the

circle within a circle of traditional Zulu life. Just as

they try to return yearly to kraals in the reserve to re-

new a sense of traditional composure and a special

power over their afflictions, so they recapture some of

that composure and power within their circles.

When the congregation, usually ten to twenty

people, at last arrives, they gather around in a circle

while the mjundisi or his deacon talks about the good

results of previous worship and healing and the plans

for future meetings. If he feels the moment propitious,

the mjundisi may at this point deliver a homiletic. He



pxtends a harul over the circle to bless it. The member-
phip then begins to sing, usually songs from mis-
sionary hymnals accompanied by a drum.

fVfter several minutes of ibis, someone may burst
DUt speaking in tongues or take up a passionate testi-

mony. Others will begin to run clockwise around the

ircle, '"heating it up" and making it congenial to the

;oming of the Holy Spirit. The songs and the drum
jick up tempo as those afllicted. who have previously
denlificd themselves to the mfundisi. are brought into
he center of the circle for the laying on of hands
imidst the circling membership. This is usually done
•y the mlunilisi or his assistant, or by a deaconess
makokeli I . fJancing and weaving in unison with the
ongs and drum, they grasp various parts of the af-

licted body, spasmotlically. compulsively, transferring
he power of the Holy Ghost from within themselves to

he afflicted individual.

It is at this time, particularly, that possession by the
Holy Spirit may take place. Such a powerful pene-
tration by the supernatural occurs that the recipient
seems to lose his senses. He begins to shudder and
shake and to exclaim in descending bursts of sound,
'•Heh! heh! heh! heh! ohh!"' His muscles may jerk
and shoot him forth uncontrollably in one direction or
another. If this happens within the circle, it is a good
sign. It shows the effective encounter and conquest by
the Holy Spirit of the evil forces within. It is a most
satisfactory consequence of the laying on of hands.

But it may occur even before the person enters the
circle or has hands laid upon him. If so. it is a sign of
his impurity, of his unacceptability to the Holy Spirit.
The reaction may become so powerful that an individ-
ual is thrown out upon his back, and when this hap-
pens, he must examine his inner self. He must confess
those cold-spirited intentions within his own power
that closed him to assuagement by the Holy Spirit. In
every case, when the Holy Spirit acts powerfully upon
a man or a woman, either inside or outside the circle,
other members come to his aid. physically supporting
him against the raging spirit.

Gradually the vertiginous running about in the
circle ends. The action of the Holy Spirit within flows
away. It is twilight. The members move to the outside
of the circle and return to softer singing. It may now
come upon the minister to embark on a long sermon.
Finally, a small suitcase may be set in the center of
the circle and the members individually step forth to
make a contribution. \ benediction is pronounced,
and the women resume their chatting. Farewells are
.said, and the gra.ssy circle, now dusty with the churn-
ing of many feet, is abandoned for another week.
The primary mode of spiritual contact in the meet-

ing just described, the laying on of hands, is an art. A
inluniUsi must know the focuses of aflliction. He must
know the spiritually sensitive zones: the top of the
head, the back of the neck, the small of the back, and
the breast bone are most likely spots. He must know
tthen to lay on hands. Some ministers, overeager to
I ommunicate their powers. lay on hands too quickly.
Others build up a tension so that the Holy Spirit
ilijirges into the member with thunderous, corporeal
conseiiuences.

For the Zionists, the laying on of hands is only a
technique. The crucial element is the Holy Spirit, the
< in umambient ether, inert to most men but which
some men may appropriate for gri-aler sirenglh and
power over hiinlship and evil. The Zionists are iiejd in

some disdain l.y the established rhurihes be. a use th<\
seem to pay onlv lip service to the i>lher Iw.. I'er»..ii^

of the Trinity. Hut the reason is not sn hard li> tind

The Holy Spirit is much more easily identified uilli

their earlier worship of the spirits of the deail. It wu'
the principal object of the Zulu cull of the deiiil In

hold effective communication with these spirits and |o

oblain from them health, freedom from nflliclion. and
the good things of life. One may even speak of the
Holy Spirit in some of these cult.* as a kind of generic
ancestral spirit, a generalization or nbslrnclion from
the Iraclilional inullitude nf particular spirits, that
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evolved out of culture contact and the challenge of

monotheism. Devotion to the Holy Spirit is a kind of

ancestor worshiper's version of monotheism.

In the old days among the Zulu, one looked for

signs of the presence of spirits in certain natural

events: small whirlwinds in the dust of the courtyard,

the sound of wind sighing through the reed roofs of

the huts, the presence of a serpent coiled in a corner

or curling across the kraal. There has always been a

tendency to find traces of the spirits in natural pheno-

mena, but among Zionists it is often more explicit

—

the Holy Spirit is identified with the wind itself. The

words spirit and wind are the same in Zulu {umoYa).

The Zionists carry large flags to their circles and plant

them on the fringes. They are never so content as

when the sea breezes of the Indian Ocean whip these

back and forth, a good omen, if not an index, of the

forceful presence of the Holy Spirit itself.

If the power of the Holy Spirit is suggested in the

wind, it is even more convincingly present in the

source of the wind, the ocean itself, whose constant

movement suggests omnipotence. Zionists not only u

sea water for personal ablutions, but they descend pi

riodically to the ocean for purification and rebaptis

in the Holy Spirit. The Zulu have traditionally us(

streams and ponds to purify themselves. At the Zu

New Year festival, the king would descend to mi
stream and wash himself with the ashes of sacrific

cattle. The ashes floated down and were in turn taki

up by his warriors in the waters below to purify thei

selves. In these ablutions the king and his warrio

were not only purified but were at the same time fiUt

with the power of the royal ancestors.

If the Zionist congregation is a large one, this ocei

baptism is a truly impressive event. It takes place

first light in the morning. The members first prepa

themselves by confessing to each other on the fring

of the beach. Taking unconfessed sins into the water

dangerous. The Zulu are not good swimmers and t

Indian Ocean surf pounds in with a strong underto

The occasional drownings of Zionists undergoii

purification baptism are always explained as a co

^<^

^'is^



sequence of an unconfessed heart punished by the

Holy Spirit. Members who feel themselves particularly

Impure first purge themselves in the traditional man-
ler by vomiting into a hole in the sand. It is covered
>ver and two candles are lit above it.

After confession, the entire congregation gathers at

he top of the beach and dances down to the water's

;dge singing songs from Christian hyiiinals and the

)ld regimental songs of the Zulu lni]ns I bands of war-
•iors). It is a scene reminiscent of Zulu power in the

ast century. As the congregation moves down the

)each. the men raise their knees high, stamping down
n unison into the sand dunes. When this Zionist Impi
irrives at the water's edge, they hall and form a line

»ut into the shallow surf. With hands outstretched, the

eader then goes forth waist deep into the surf, an-

louncing to the Holy Spirit that men have come to be
jurified. Then, one by one the Zionists go forth to be
otally immersed in the element.

When all are baptized, they reassemble on the

•each. Now, full of power, they dance back to the

dunes, again singing the regimental songs. The leader
cups his hands over his ears, a sign of the presence of
the Holy Spirit within him. If there is anyone in the
congregation whose illness has long resisted the
ordinary laying on of hands, he is now brought forward.
The empowered congregation gathers in a circle
around him. Their new spiritual power, concentrated
through their leader as he lays on hands, cannot fail

to cure even the most chronically afilicted. Then the
members disperse. They are purified, in composure
with spirit, and have a clarity of vision thai immer-
sion in roiling water has always obtained for the Zulu.

Thus, the major ceremonial events of the Zulu Zion-
ist religion are formed out of the bare element* of
water, wind, and simple circles in the grass. Any mate-
rial aflluence is denied these servants and workers who
are aliens in the European cities of southern Africa.
Yet. out of the remnants of their own religious tradi-

tion and in syncretism with a new one. their desires
and their imaginations obtain, if only on days of wor-
ship, a buoyant triumph over depressed circumstances.

A worsliiper. rt'iiter loft,

enter.*; tranee as a Zionist

minister attempts to

drive out evil forces.

Zulus liclieve the power of

the Holy Spirit (lows

from the iicalcr iiit(» the

liodv of tliealUitle*!.



FUNK
ISLAND

by Fred Bruemmer

Graveyard of the great auk

this speck in the ocean

has become the

nursery of almost

two milhon

seabirds

Forty miles to the east of New
foundland, the island rises like th«

gray back of a giant whale from th(

icy waters of the Labrador Current

It is only 800 yards long. 400 yard;

wide, and 46 feet at its highes'

point. Yet Eskimos and Vikings vis

ited it. and Newfoundland's now ex

tinct Beothuk Indians risked thei

lives in frail bark canoes to read

this remote island. Polar bear

swam far across the sea to clambe

up its difficult shore. Jacques Car

tier landed on the island, and fo

four centuries, hundreds upon hun

dreds of ships from Spain. Poi

More than II/2 million

common murres nest

on the island in

three rookeries.

Clinging to the

little unused space

that remains,

kittiwakes nest

along miniature ledges

on the cliff face.
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ugal, England, and France sought

lut this barren rock in the frig-

d fog-shrouded sea. For this is

unk Island—already prominently

narked on the 1505 Pedro Reitiel

nap as "Y.-dos-aves." island of

lirds—once a home of the now
xtinct flightless penguin of the

lorlh. the great auk.

"This island is so exceedingly

jII of hirds that all the ships of

ranee might load a cargo of them
ithout one perceiving that any had

een removed," wrote Cartier in

5.^5. He had landed on the rock in

531, killing auks, "and our two

long-hoats were laden with them as

with stones, in less than half an
hour.'" He took another two boat-

loads in 1535. From his description

it seems that murres. razor-billed

auks, and gannets also nested on

the island, in addition to great

auks.

The wealth of fish off New-
foundland attracted hundreds of

ships from Europe each year, and
Funk Island became their larder. In

157!J. 50 English and 350 French
and Spanish vessels caught fish in

the vicinity, and as a contemporary
writer noted, the fishermen '"doe

bring small store of flesh with them,

but victuall themselves always with

these birds." The great auks were
trusting and easy to kill, and Rich-

ard Whitbourne. in his 1622 de-

scription of Newfoundland, praised

'God [who] made the innocencie

of so poor a creature . . . such an
admirable instrument for the sus-

tentation of man.'"

The great auks were superb
swimmers: they outpaced with ease

a boat rowed by six sailors. But on
land, the erect and stately birds,

nearly three feet tall, were slow and
helpless. The English expedition of

jyi' .$J:'^rv«ig52Wvr
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"Master Hore and divers other gen-

tlemen ... in the 28 yere of king

Henry the 8 [1536]" simply "drave

a great number of the foules into

the boates upon their sayles."

The auks were herded to boats

and death for centuries. In 1785,

Capt. George Cartwright wrote:

"When the water is smooth, they

[the fishermen] make their shallops

fast to the shore, lay their gang-

boards from the gunwale to the

rocks, and then drive as many
penguins on board as she will

hold."

These were the original penguins.

To this day, old Newfoundland
fishermen recall tales of their fore-

fathers who went to "the Funks" to

hunt "pemwins." The name was
later given to the equally stately,

flightless birds of the far south. The
word, some believe, comes from the

Welsh pen, "head"; givyn, "white":

for the great auk bore two large

white marks upon its dark head. Sir

Richard Peckham in his account of

Sir Humphrey Gilbert's voyage to

Newfoundland in 1583 claimed

Funk Island had been discovered

by the semilegendary Maddock ap

Owen Gwyneth "from the blood-

royall borne in Wales," who is sup-

posed to have visited Newfoundland
in 1170 and named many places, in-

cluding "the Island of Penguin,

which yet to this day beareth that

name." According to a less roman-
tic etymology, the word penguin is

derived via Spanish or Portuguese

from the Latin pingiiis, or "fat."

And fat the great auks were. In

the latter part of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Captain Cartwright reported

that "several crews of men . . . live

all summer on that island for the

sole purpose of killing birds for

their feathers." The men first

herded the auks into large stone

pounds, then threw them into great

caldrons of boiling water to loosen

the downy breast feathers. Since

there was no wood on the barren is-

land, the fat bodies of the auks were

used to stoke the fires beneath the ket-

tles. Even now, the island's surface

is seamed in black by charred lay-

ers of auk bones, and in yellow-

brown by the crushed shells of auk

eggs. In 1863 Thomas N. Molloy,

United States consul at St. John's

received permission to mine auk re-

mains on Funk Island. Thirty-five

tons were taken away: five were

sold at .|19 a ton in St. John's,

Newfoundland, the rest were shipped

to Boston. Baltimore, and Washing-

ton to fertilize the gardens of the

wealthy.

By about 1800 the great auk was
extinct on Funk Island, its only

known breeding place in North

America. By 1830. great auks sur-

vived only on two islands off Iceland.

In that year a portion of Geirfug-

lasker Island, the more remote and

inaccessible of the two. sank beneath

the sea in a series of volcanic erup-

tions. The birds then bred only on

Eldey Island, but fishermen con-

tinued their relentless pursuit. They
took fifteen in 1830. twenty-four in

1831, thirteen in 1833, nine in 1834,

and three in 1840.

FUNK ISLAND

ATLAiJTlC OCEAN

On June 3, 1844, a boat wit

fourteen men set out from Icelan

for Eldey Island. Three landed ";

great risk." They spotted two auk

that, as the men approached, "ra

along under the high cliff, the)

heads erect, their little wings somi

what extended. They uttered no cr

of alarm, and moved with the

short steps as quickly as a ma
could run." But the men cornere

them before they could reach tl

safety of the sea, strangled then

and threw them into the boat. Or
of the men, returning to the bla(

lava shelf where the auks had fir

been seen, found the pear-shapc'

fist-sized egg of a great auk. F

smashed it, the last egg of the la

of the great auks. The men sold tl

two auks for £9. Their viscera a

preserved in a museum in De
mark.

Today, tons of brownish, di

integrating bones on Funk Islan

feathers in the beds of some fis

ermen, and 78 skins in the worlc

museums are all that remain of tl

great auk. Toronto's Royal Ontar
Museum recently acquired Canada
only great auk skin, the same sk

once owned by Audubon and fro

which he made his famous paintii

of the great auk. Later, this sk

served another famous painte

Louis Agassiz Fuertes based 1

great auk painting on it.

The great auks had disappear^

from Funk Island. The gannets th

Cartier reported were gone. Wh^
the Norwegian Peter Stuvitz visit

the island in 1841, only arctic ai

common terns were abundant, ai

in 1874 Prof. John Milne foui

terns so numerous that "we were
most everywhere in danger of S'

ting our feet upon the eggs." Fre

erick A. Lucas of the U.S. Natior

Museum, visiting the island

1887. found arctic terns numeroi

but the common terns had d

appeared, and since 1953 no ter

at all have nested on the island.

When Lucas visited Funk Isla

Zooming in for a rest fro

feeding and brooding chori

this niurre joins others w)

are "off-duty
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In a noisy greeting

ceremony, a mated pair

of gannets rub bills

when one returns

from a trip for food.

found birds, apart from terns,

ly in "insignificant numbers."'

It slowly at first, and with spec-

ular speed recently, birds have

(ccupied Funk Island. Kitliwakes.

tor-billed auks, and puffins are

w common. In 1Q.36. seven gan-

t pairs nested on the island. Now
ir colony numbers 3,000 pairs,

ist dramatic has been the in-

•ase of cf)mmon murres: 10.000

irs in 19.%. 1.5.000 pairs in 191.5,

.(M)() pairs in 19.52. 1.50.000 pairs

1956. KK).000 pairs in 1958.

(.000 pairs in 1959. Today more
in 1.500.000 common murres
>wd together on the smooth,

ndcd granitic rock of the island.

The word funk comes from Old
glish meaning "evil odor or va-

por." One can smell the island from
afar, a sharp, pungent smell of ni-

trate and phosphate. It has been es-

timated that at least 100 tons of

bird excrement are dumped on
Funk Island daily during the breed-

ing season. The climate is too moist

to permit the formation of guano.

Rains wash it off the island and for

miles around, the sea is a murky
gray. This rich fertilizer i)roduces a

prodigious growth of phytoplank-

ton. a corresponding wealth of

planktonic animals, and a host of

fishes, the most numerous of which
are capelin. About 30.(KM) tons of

these fish are eaten by Funk Is-

land's birds during the four months
they spend there.

As the dory from the ship brings

you ashore, you jump from the

heaving boat onto a narrow ledge,

called now. as centuries ago. "The
Bench," and your hands claw into



holds in the rock—the same ledge,

the same handholds used by the Es-

kimos, Indians. Basques. Bretons,

Spaniards, and Portuguese, by Car-

tier and Sir Humphrey Gilbert, for

here is the best and usually the only

place to land. Murres whirl around,

bullet-shaped bodies with narrow

rapid wings hurtling through the

air, tens of thousands rushing past

with the sound of a great storm.

Once on the island, the mighty

chorus of a million murres stuns

you with an almost physical force.

In groups covering acres, murres

stand shoulder to shoulder, a rest-

less, changing pattern of black and

white, like a living, moving piece of

op-art. Older, experienced birds

crowd together in the colonies' cen-

ters, while young birds brood their

eggs in peripheral areas where

breeding success is minimal. The

raucous "arrg, arrg, arrg" of the

adults blends with the shrill, insis-

tent, ceaseless cheeping of the chicks

into a crescendo that becomes

strangely hypnotic after you have

been on the island for a while.

Pools of water fill depressions,

some a poisonous-looking green,

others a strange magenta red. Dead

murres float in the putrid water.

Thousandfold death is everywhere,

and millionfold life. Nearly a third

of all eggs laid are buried in the

thick slime of bird droppings or be-

come glued to the rocks. Young
murres. their feathers smeared,

struggle pathetically through the

muck.

Murres carrying capelins return

from the sea in endless streams,

and in this mass of more than a

million birds, each one unerringly

finds its mate or chick.

One must walk slowly, cau-

tiously, on this island carpeted with

birds. The murres show little fear if

approached carefully, but a sudden

motion will frighten them. A shock

wave of movement ripples through

the packed mass of birds, and a cas-

cade of eggs splatters down the

slopes. Crippled birds hide in rock

clefts. Chicks struggle feebly in fis-

sures half-filled with the partially

decayed corpses of other chicks.

Already vast, the colonies con-

tinue to expand each year, spilling

down into Indian Gulch, a depres-

sion at the island's north end. Here,
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according to fishermen's lore, an

Indian bark canoe was found long

ago. Even now. in the gravel at the

bottom of the troughlike gulch, one

can find stone spearheads left by

the Indians and ancient hand-forged

nails and tools lost long ago by

European fishermen.

About a fifth of the island is now
covered by a one- to three-foot

layer of soil, and puffins tunnel

their nest burrows into it. Looking

closely at what the puffins dig up,

one notices it is full of bones. It is

not earth. It is the decomposed bod-

ies of millions of auks: the cradle

of the puffins is the graveyard of

the great auk. A blanket of plants

and grasses—knotweed, wild celery,

curled dock, beach plantain, and

scurvy grass—covers the vast char-

nel heap.

The auk pounds have collapsed.

Some of the stones were used to

build a cairn, since covered with

mosses and lichen. The earth is

honeycombed with the burrows of

puffins. "Little resurrectionists,"

Dr. Lucas called them.

Few people come to Funk Island

:

twenty, perhaps, have visited it

within the last 100 years. Only one

person knows the remote island

well. Dr. Leslie M. Tuck of the Ca-

nadian Wildlife Service, Canada's

foremost authority on seabirds.

Once he spent 21 days alone on the

island, earning the awed respect of

local fishermen. For they fear "the

Funks" (as they call the island),

where the great auk once lived and

where innumerable ships have per-

ished on treacherous shoals.

Funk Island is a sanctuary now,

home to nearly two million sea-

birds. But of the great auk. only the

mounds of its moldering bones re-

main, sad witness to the rapacious-

ness of man, a cemetery within a

sea of life.

These Atlantic puffins idle

a moment before resuming

the work of raising young.

The rock is covered with

a nitrophytic lichen, which

thrives on bird droppings.
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THE
DURABLE

SNAPPING
TURTLE

ter his precarious

early years,

lis ancient reptile

leads such

a successful life

it he may be one

the few animals

to regularly

reach senility

Donald A. llaniiiier

Vi'lit'ii the first rays of June sun-

light filler thinly through narrow

shoots of cattails and bulrushes to

touch the greenish waters of La-

creek National Wildlife Refuge, the

resultant fury of activity seems to

conipress the events of creation into

a few lireathtaking moments. Black-

hirds warhle from their hulrush

roosts. Gulls depart raucously to

lireakfast in nearby fields. Three

blue-winged teal drakes tuist and

wheel through the misty sky as they

pursue a hen in an aerial courtship

above this South Dakota marsh-

land.

Hidden in the rushes near the

marsh shore, a hen mallard cackles

a crescendo of brisk. iles<-ending

notes. A bullfrog, after a night of

bnoming at the stars, settles silently

as the rising sun warms the waters

around him. The marsh plants, dor-

mant all winter, seem to turn gr«'en

and grow before my eyes when the

s))ring sun tr>uches them.

On this spring day I am waiting

for a particular animal, certain that

it will appear soon, as il has each

spring for nnllions of year.-*—long

before man itdiabiled the earth. The

water stirs in the shallows near the

shore, and then slowly, like a pr«'-

hlsloric moss-covered island rising

in an ancient sea. the broad, algoe-

covered carapace of a large female

snapping turtle rises out of tiie wa-

ter. !.alien with some T.S eggs,

driven by urge* that have ruled lier

species for eons, she lumbers onto

the land in search of a nesting site.

The common snapping turtle

I Chelydra seriwiitiim serpentina I is

the most widely distributed North

American turtle and occurs in any

suitable habitat east of the Rocky

Mountains, including southern Can-

ada and northern Florida.

The snap|)iiig turtle is appro-

priately named because of its typi-

cal striking behavior during normal

feeding activities and whenever

threatened on land. I{arely reaching

deliberately for an object, whether

a food item or a bram-h. snapix-rs

characteristically lunge and strike

with alarming speed. Food is tena-

ciously held by the jaws while the

long claws on the forelegs reduce il

to bite-sized pie<-es. Flven a devel-

oped eiidiryo. exposed by ru|>luring

an egg. displays a snapping ability.

I^ecause of its undiscriminating

food preferences. the snapping

turtle often arouses the in- of man.

Mam a successful fisherman has

liulled out an empty stringer after a

\isit by this submarine marauder.

And countless farmers, trying to

roise ducks in a pasture stream,

have cursed, shot ol. or tried to trap

the unwelcome guest.

Ai|uatic vegetation and fish (tri-

marily stunted panfish are the ma-

jor items in a sna|>|M-r's diet. Vl'aler-

fowl and snails may also be im|M<r-

tant foods. Hut a list of a snapper's

stomach contents includes almost

anything found in or near a marsh,

lake, or stream. Kven smaller turtles

fall prey to large snapivrs. .Snap-

(ling turtles are true oppurtunists



and will consume almost anything

edible that chance offers.

Farmers and fishermen occasion-

ally shoot a marauding turtle. Com-

mercial trappers, supplying de-

mands for turtle soup and roast

turtle, employ more ingenious

methods. One of the simplest of

these derives from the animal's re-

action to loud sounds. The trapper

wades or paddles into a likely loca-

tion, then claps his hands or strikes

his paddle against the canoe. Tur-

tles within 7.5 to 100 yards react by

protruding their heads above water.

Upon sighting a human, they sub-

merge immediately, but remain on

the bottom in the vicinity. By prob-

ing with either a long hooked rod

or with his feet, a trapper can find

the turtle and pull it out. Some
trappers merely reach underwater

and grasp the tail, but only after

ascertaining the location of the

head. (Despite reports to the con-

trary, snapping turtles are generally

docile. Stepping on a submerged

snapper does not result in a loss of

toes. The turtle merely withdraws

its head. legs, and tail below the

protective margins of the shell.

Grasping a snapper's lail under-

water results only in its violent efforts

to escape. On the other hand, dis-

turbing a snapping turtle on dry

land produces immediate defensive

behavior since escape is impos-

sible.)

Other commercial operators use

rods to probe beneath logs, muskrat

houses, and similar areas. Barrel-

shaped traps of woven wire baited

with almost any kind of meat, ei-

ther fresh or foul, are also used

to capture snapping turtles. Com-
binations of these methods have

greatly reduced turtle populations

in many areas.

Tales of huge snapping turtles

are common and probably based on

fact. A turtle weighing 68 pounds

was captured in a small lake on Va-

lentine National Wildlife Refuge in

Nebraska. After spending two

months in a swill barrel, one cap-

tive snapper weighed 86 pounds.

Weights of more than 40 pounds

have been recorded on the Lacreek

National Wildlife Refuge in South

Dakota. But 80 percent of all adults

weigh between 10 and 20 pi

Snapping turtles are mc
quently found in the shallo

ter—two to six feet deep—

c

margins and permanent

But meandering streams and

'

also have resident turtle

la lions. The extensive beds (

mergent vegetation character]'

marshes and quiet lakes,

aquatic plants provide cover

^miimMit:

In June, a snapping turtle

«ligs a nest for her eggs

at the edge of an unpaved
road in South Dakota.
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ood. make them preferred halii-

Stumps aiifl branches protrud-

above the surface enable snap-

turtles to poke the tips of their

> above water for a <[uick

th and a look around without

g noticed. Indeetl. it is difTicult

listinguish a snapper's liead.

after the "dead branch"' sud-

and silently submerges do
realize that it was a turtle.

Territoriality has been suggested
for this species, but data from
movement studies cast doubt upon
this thesis. Marked turtles appeared
to move randomly within each sub-

division of the Lacreek marsii. with
little evidence of territorial defense.

On one occasion in early June two
large males engaged in a struggle.

Aggressive actions consistetl of bit-

ing the opponent and attempting to

tear out chunks of flesh by prying
with the front legs. Both turtles

were bleeding profusely when dis-

covered. They were so oblivious to

their surroundings that both were
easily captured when the fight

drifted close to shore. Haphazard
individual movement in search of
food would seem to result in nu-
merous en<-ounters between the

many turtles inhabiting each pool.

Yet. this is the only oliser\ation of

intraspecific aggression at Lacreek.
and few instances ha\e been re-

ported from other localities.

Recapturing marked individuals

provided information on the num-
bers of turtles in the Lacreek
marsh. The mature turtle popu-
lation was estimated at 2..')(I0 indi-

viduals, or roughly one turtle per
two acres of marsh. This figure,

however, may be low. for control

measures in practice until two years

before the study began had re-

iiio\ed large numbers of turtles

from the marsh. Laglcr estimated

the snapping turtle populations in

Iwo Michigan lakes at two turtles

|)cr surface acre.

B 1 ause a turtle remains sub-

merged for most of its life, its

rough carapace provides n suitable

substrate for various species of al-

^ae. These small plants have an es-

sentially symbiotic relationship with

the turtle, for whom ihev provide

camoullage. I'ortions of the turtle's

algiie-laden carapace protruding

ibo\<- the surface are commonly
tiisliiken for moss-covered rocks,

^ince snapping turtles rari'ly sun-

bathe, the algae are not dehydrnled

.ind killed, and algal growths ac-

cumulate from year to year.

Fossil evidence suggests ihni the

basic turtle shell de\elo|M-d almost

2(M) million years ago. Farl> turtles

were probably adapted to marsh en-

vironnienls. a condition rellected in

ihe morpholog> and habitat prefer-

cnie- of niiidem «nappiiig turtles.

While llicir rehili\es e\|HTinienle<l

with almosi everx thing from llighl

Im tremendous hulk. Iurlle« have

M



changed little over the eons. Typi-

cal boxlike turtles watched the rise

and demise of die dinosaurs, the de-

velopment of the insects, and the

proliferation of the mammals. Snap-

ping turtles are one of the most pri-

mitive, unchanged groups within

their ancient order.

During the winter months snap-

ping turtles hibernate in bottom

muds, frequently beneath muskrat

houses and logs. Respiration must

be carried out via gas exchange be-

tween the turtle's tissue and the sur-

rounding water. However, the ex-

change organs or tissues have not

been identified. Regardless of the

organ involved, the turtle's metabo-

lism is greatly lowered during hi-

bernation. Only small amounts of

oxygen are necessary for survival.

Shordy after the ice cover thaws,

snapping turtles reappear and may

even emerge from the water. Occa-

sionally a turtle will sunbathe on a

rauskrat house or log in early

spring to raise its body temperature

and its metabolic rates.

Tm he mating season probably

occurs in spring, although little is

actually known of the snapper's

sex life. One observer claimed that

snapping turtles mate throughout

the growing season, but others feel

that mating occurs prior to the nest-

ing season in mid-June.

Controversy also exists over the

method of copulation. Some in-

vestigators claim the female is in-

verted, floating in the water while

the male is erect and on top of her.

My observations indicate that both

sexes generally remain erect. The

male curves his tail down and

around the female's to allow for

transport of sperm through his

open, troughlike penis into the fe-

male's cloaca. During observed

matings, which always took place in

the water, the male usually subdued

the female by grasping her loose

neck skin with his jaws and holding

her motionless.

Nesting occurs in June in South

Dakota and slightly earlier farther

:*- w^gmmMk-
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When fall rains soften the soil,

hatchlings dig out and then

scranihle toward open vistas,

seeking out aquatic habitats.

south. A few large females emerge

ami begin searching for sites about

June 9. liut most nesting activity

does not occur until sometime be-

tween June 12 and 20. depending

on the weather. Most females ap-

pear to be physiologically prepared

to lay eggs after June 9. While

some find nest sites and deposit

eggs with little regard to weather

conditions, most females approach

marsh shorelines or migrate up

small streams and then wait for fa-

Vfirable weather. Night air tempera-

tures above 4.'S degrees appear to be

a minimum reciuirement. Neslitig

activity increases with rising air

temperatures. The majority of fe-

males await rain showers on warm
evenings before leaving the water.

While all the criteria for a good

location are unknown, it is clear

that nesting sites are chosen care-

fully. The spot must have little or

no vegetation, so that direct sun-

light will increase incubation ti-m-

peraturcs. Areas of dike or road re-

])air and falbiw fields, which olTer

easy digging, are preferred. Many
females choose the dry. i ompact

surfaces of dirt roadways.

Test digging is connnon. Females

often begin digging in the first de-

nuded area encounlered and then

abandon the site. After walking far-

ther inland, digging may begin

anew. The i-nlire procedure may be

sj:ri
Predators, siiili as raccoons,

dig up and cal the <'ggs

from aliout two-tliirds <»f all

snapping turtle nests.

repeated as much as ten times be-

fore a nest is completed and egg
laying commences.

Early mornings and late evenings
are preferred times to begin nest-

ing. Disturbance by predators, espe-

cially man, may be less at dawn
and dusk. Avoiding temperature ex-

tremes during midday or night may
also be important, since ambient air

temperatures at dawn and dusk are

more similar to water temperatures.

After preliminary and apparently

haphazard scraping on the surface,

a female uses only her back legs to

dig the nest hole. She releases

copious amounts of clear liquid,

which softens compacted soils and
aids in digging. Typical nests are

flask-shaped, asymmetrical holes ex-

tending as deep as the female's legs

will reach— rarely deeper than

eight inches. Snapping turtle eggs
are slightly smaller than a Ping
Pong ball—about one and one-

eighth inches in diameter. The con-

tents impart a pinkish cast to fresh

eggs. A resilient shell inhibits rup-

ture as the egg falls into the nest.

Eggs are laid at one minute inter-

vals and fall freely into the nest

without intervening soil layers. The
eggshells harden after slight dehy-

dration, although they never attain

the rigidity of tvpical bird eggs. An
average clutch consists of about 50
eggs, but large females may lay as

many as iiCt eggs and smaller turtles

as few as .'JO. After depositing a

complete clutch, the turtle replaces

the excnvaleil soil over ihi- eggs and
pai-ks it with her back feet.

Incubation periods range from
70 to I2(t days. The largi- \arialion

is probably due to varying soil tem-

peratures. Cool air and soils re<luce

metabolic rates and result in slow

embryonic development.

Turtli- eggs proviile meals for

nuuiy hungry predators. Following

raccoon tracks from nest to nest

along dike.<> and stream banks soon

produces the impression that rac-

coons deliberately seek out nests.

Foxe«. skunks, coyotes, mink, and
even badgers also destroy many
turtle nests. Colleclixely, mamma-
lian predators destroy 60 to 70 per-

cent of all snapping turtle nests.

Most nest deslrui-lion occurs

within a day or two after the eggs

6j



are laid, but predators are able to

discover nests throughout the sum-

mer.

Hatchling snapping turtles in

South Dakota emerge from the egg

in September or October, aided by

a small conical egg tooth, which

they have in common with other

reptiles and birds. Before digging

out of the nest and striking off for

the nearest water, they must wait

until the fall rains soften the sun-

baked soil above the nest. If suf-

ficient precipitation does not occur

before the onset of winter, they re-

main trapped in the nest. In eastern

Canada and Minnesota hatchlings

have survived in the nest through

the winter and emerged the follow-

ing spring, but the absence of a

deep snow cover in the Dakotas al-

lows freezing temperatures to pene-

trate the nest and kill the turtles.

Guided by a negative geotropism,

hatchlings dig upward to escape the

nest. After reaching the surface,

they seek an open horizon in their

search for aquatic habitats. While

ponds and marshes provide homes
for some small snapping turtles,

most reported captures of imma-
tures have taken place in small

streams. They generally remain in

streams until shortly before sexual

maturity, when they move into

larger lakes and marshes.

A snapping turtle's first four to

five years of life are extremely haz-

ardous. Mammalian and avian pred-

ators take a heavy toll before hatch-

lings reach the relative safety of a

nearby pond or stream. Then nu-

merous other predator species, as

well as reduced locomotor ability,

contribute to a high mortality.

Hatchlings kept in an aquarium
with six inches of water promptly

drowned unless there was sufficient

submergent vegetation for them to

stand on. Individuals straying more
than four or five inches from ve-

getative support were not able to

reach the surface for air, nor could

they return to the aquatic plants

that provided shaky ladders to the

surface. Any support that enables

small turtles to insert their nostrils

into the air is sufficient, since deep

inhalation provides buoyancy and
causes the body to pop corklike to

the surface. In addition, small min-
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nows and aquatic insects were too

elusive for hatchlings to capture,

even in one or two inches of water.

During the early months of life the

snapper's diet apparently consists

primarily of organic debris. Four-

to five-month-old turtles swam well

enough to avoid drowning and to

capture insects and minnows.

Hatchling snapping turtles and

adults weighing ten pounds or more
are frequently captured. Turtles be-

tween these sizes, however, are

rarely found, even with intensive ef-

fort. Small turtles must either be se-

cretive to avoid observation or else

they occur in very low numbers.

Mortality rates for young turtles

seem to be extremely high, suggest-

ing that few small turtles survive

for observation or capture. Lakes,

marshes, and streams are also the

homes of many predators of small

turtles. Herons, bitterns, gulls,

muskrats. mink, raccoon, large tur-

tles, bullfrogs, and bass, pike, and

other fish probably eat the majority

of the small snappers.

A small snapper is prey for

almost any hungry carnivore, but

once a turtle reaches four or five

pounds, life is somewhat more se-

cure. Few mammals and even fewer

birds are able or willing to attack a

large turtle. Opportunism is impor-

tant for predation and in lakes and

marshes larger turtles encounter

few large mammals. Infrequent fo-

rays overland during the nesting

season or drought result in encoun-

ters but little mortality. A raccoon

or fox attacking a large snapper

must avoid swift and painful strikes

from powerful, hooked jaws while

attempting to overturn the turtle.

Snappers are one of the most agile

turtles. A small plastron allows good

mobility and an overturned snapper

can rapidly right itself.

In addition to a heavy, protective

shell and formidable jaws, snap-

ping turtles have a chemical defen-

sive weapon. Anyone who handles

or disturbs a snapping turtle soon

discovers a foul, musky odor ema-

nating from the turtle. Glandul

tissue in the bridge between t

carapace and plastron produces

viscous, odoriferous, yellow liqu

that is extruded between the pL

tron shields.

Winter weather occasiona

causes high mortality in turtle pi

ulations. Prolonged deep snow
the ice reduces the oxygen contf

of the water and almost all turt

in a pond or lake, as well as I

fish, may be wiped out. Extre

cold penetrating into bottom mi

may also kill hibernating turtles.

Little information on the long

ity of snapping turtles is availal

Their potential life-span is impi

sive. An adult snapper weighing

pounds was donated to the Ph
delphia Zoo in 1926. It weighed

pounds when it died 30 years la

Since this individual was proba

at least 15 to 20 years old in 19

it was approximately 45 to 50 ye

old at death. Similar records h

been compiled at other zoos.

The majority of snapping tur

in natural populations do not we
50 or 60 pounds, nor do they 1

as long as the captive records

dicate. The average life-span

adult snappers in nature is rr

likely about 25 years.

Many snapping turtles that s

vive the rigors and excesses

youth may approach senility,

carapace and plastron provide

during evidence of a turtle's

long after its death, and aln

all skeletons discovered are thosi

large, old individuals. Impervi

to predators, supplied with ab

dant food, mature snapping tui

may frequently attain old age

der natural conditions. Rare in ^

animals, senility may be botl

unique trait and a tribute to the di

bility of this ancient reptile.

A snapping turtle swim

surface for air. Young
are poor swimmers and may

in only six inches oi
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The Sahara Dese:
Existing geologic

evidence confirms

predictions made from

magnetic orientations

of ancient rocks:

450 million years ago

the South Pole,

ice cap and all,

was in what is now

the Sahara

by Rhodes W. Fairbridge

Ten years ago in the central Sa-

hara, French geologists found

traces of what looked like evidence

of ancient glaciers: long paralle

scratches and grooves on rock sur

faces. They are the same sort o

grooves that can be seen today on

rocks in New York City's Centra

Park, convincing proof of the pres

ence of glaciers of the last Ice Age
The ice was in New York only 12,

000 to 15.000 years ago. The Afri

can grooves are considerably older

The central Sahara is one of the

most desolate places on earth. At

noon in summer, the rocks and

sand become so hot that you can

blister your hands while climbing.

During the hot months, the Arabs

travel only after dark. Oases are far

apart, and only a mile or two fn

the life-giving springs, there is

sign of life—not a shrub, bush,

tree; and by day, not an ant oi

fly. At midday, even in winter,

sun's rays burn the skin unmei

fully and there is rarely a clo

Rain usually falls for only a 1

hours each year and disappears

stantly into the sand. Many peo

who have lived all their lives in

Sahara have never seen rain.

In the glacial formations of

Sahara, fossils characteristic o

distinct geologic age were foi

just below and just above the ci

cal layers, so that they "bracl

the time precisely. The groc

were made during the Upper Oi

vician period, about 450 mil



jeCap
rs ago. And they are so exten-

, they can only have resulted

n a polar glaciation.

forking indepeiidently of the

nch geologists, a nuniher of

;ish and Australian peophysi-

; were exploring South America,

tralia. and other parts of Africa

ibout the same time, measuring

ent magnetic orientations of

;s. These paleomagtietic studies

)rdo\ician age rocks indicated a

position somewhere in or near

hwest Africa. So the discovery

lis ancient polar area in the Sa-

1 was not an accident: it had

I predicted hy paleomagnelism.

ver the years, repeated geologic

ditions were sent into the Sa-

by the French government and

by private oil companies. Reports

of similar glacial formations came
in from all across North Africa

—

from .Morocco. .Mauritania. .Vlgeria,

.Niger, and Chad, a spread of .'i.OOO

miles. This could scarcely be a local

phenomenon. The only acceptable

theory was that it had to he a conti-

nental polar glaciation, comparable

in size to that of Antarctica today.

Palcomagnetic readings in .Africa

indicate pole positions for about

4()0 to .lOO million years ago in the

region between the Cape Verde Is-

lands and Morfjcco. If South Amer-
ica is brought up side by side with

Africa, according to generally ac-

cepted theories of continental drift,

its poles for the same period coin-

cide almost exactly with Africa's.

Other, more traditional geologic

evidence also argues for a pole po-

sition in the Sahara during the Or-

dovician. A decade ago a Norwe-
gian scientist. Nils Spjeldnaes.

concluded that in northern Euro|)e

the fossil faunas of this period were

characteristic of warm water, while

in southern Europe they were char-

acteristic of cooler water. Careful

plots of all the known contempo-

ranecjus faunas suggested that the

South Pole of the time lay some-

where south of Europe, probably in

west Africa. Subsei|uently. indepen-

tlent wurk by two other scientists,

ba.sed on different fossil data as

well as on the characteristics of the

sediments, suggested something very

similar.



Thus, both the fossils and sedj

ments of the Oidovician rocks ii

northern Europe, which are tropica

in character, indicate that the near

est pole of that period lay some

where to the south of Europe.

What about the fossils and sed

ments of the same age in Nort

America? Due to the to-and-fro mo
tions of continental drift, it seem

that eastern North America wa

closely related, although perhaf

not directly attached, to Europe

the time, for the belts of rocks, tc

gather with their distinctive fossil

can be matched item by item bt

tween Newfoundland and lrelan(

The Ordovician fossils in Nort

America are widely characterize

by reef-building corals, usual!

taken to he indicators of tropi

seas, and by sediments that toda

are restricted to the warmer ocean

These sediments include limestoni

and those deposits typical of salt

lagoons such as gypsum and roc

salt. In the Midwest, an interestir

and suggestive formation is the S

Peter Sandstone, whose sands, a

though laid down in water, sho

evidence of having been sorted ar

polished by wind, and hence orig

nally a desert formation. Accordir

to paleomagnetic determinations, tl

equator of Ordovician time ra

diagonally across northmost E

rope, eastern North America, ar

Mexico.

The French explorers argu«

about ancient climates as well i

geology. Geology textbooks spa

about warm seas in the Ordovicia

In upstate New York, rocks conta:

fine coral reefs. Could the i

dicalions of glaciers in the Sahai

merely represent relicts of ice mov

Geologists examine glacial

grooves in the Hoggar regio»

of the Sahara. The grooves
j

parallel the movement of thej

ancient ice mass. The smalleB

surface ripples, helieved ;

formed in meltwater, are
\

transverse to the ice moveniei



Track> of a trilohite. a

cral)like rreature of

the Or(lo\itian period,

sliow clearlv in sandstone.

L< in high mountains? What if

ancient Himalayan chain ex-

ed across North Africa? Some
ogists claimed that scratches

those found could have been

led !)> landslides.

y chance I met one of the

ich geologists in the summer of

". He showed me pictures of the

^ran evidence. Because I had

many other ancient glacial for-

he asked if thc-^e looked

ame. They most certainly did.

stu<ly of the way the pole

I «//(•/ the time of the glacia-

it dawned on me that this wa«

(Ulh Pcile of the time— here in

we like to call the ".Northern

sphere."

oil companie> wanted to un-

nd the Saharan formation

< the porosit\ of oil reservoir

had to he deduced from the

e of the sediments. So in Janu-

I')7(). at the invitation of the

ul Mgerien du IV-lrole a group

xteen specialists asscmhled in

to undertake an cNprditioii

the i-entral Sahara that would

e u« to see all the e\ i<lence.

err. in the Ta«sili plateau, we

(lialely ol»er\ed the Ordovi-

rocks to he almost llat-lying.

iidN very gently lilted toward

rlh. .•*< that ihr same forma-

an he examined and ri'-exiim-

II i-ountless dills and gorges

undredji of miles. The nucleus

ill region, the lloggar I Ahag-

n Knglisli maps! is a wilder-

of jagged mountains con-

g <d I'recandirian crystalline

-. 2 hillion to C)(M) million years

puiiclualcd here and there l>y

iriy >outhlul hasalt \olcanii'

Around the margins id this

nl nucleus there is an over-

if the Ordovician rocks that

ilule the famous Tassili pla-

'—famous hecausc of their re-

I

iL^
m- \
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Giant ripples, ten feet

from crest to crest, were

created by powerful marine

currents. It is believed the

currents were produced by

the decanting of millions of

tons of water from the

melting polar ice cap.

inarkable Stone Age paintings on

the cliffs and caves.

The Ordovician rocks are ahnost

exclusively sandstones and rest on

the eroded upturned edges of the

older Precambrian "basement." In

fact, there were mountains here

long ago, but they had been weath-

ered away and reduced to a hori-

zontal plain before the Ordovician

period. A key observation was

made at this point of contact. The
weathered top of the Precambrian

was achieved under warm, wet,

tropical climatic conditions, leaving

traces of a clay soil. Therefore the

«:Iimate was tropical well before the

glacialion.

The base of the overlaying sand-

stone contains veiitifacts (pebbles

with a distinctive wedge shape due

to abrasion by desert sand). The
interesting thing is that this evi-

dence of desert erosion is not mod-
ern. It was achieved just before the

Ordovician sediments were depos-

ited. These 450-million-year-old

sandstones contain abundant foot-

prints of trilobites, a characteristic,

now extinct crablike crustacean of

that period. Later on we found

complete specimens of trilobites, as

well as of many other fossils. Fur-

thermore, the structure of these

sediments is typical of a shallow

continental shelf environment. We
are confident that here exists the

evidence of an ancient sea. pushing

ill over the deeply weathered,

planed-down surface of an ancient

continent.

.Several hundred feet above the

base of the Ordovician sandstones,

we came across subtle changes in

the sediments. Here and there the

surface of the beds showed ripple

marks exactly like those that can be

seen at low tide today. In places,

they are impressed with the tracks

of trilobites; in others by the

shapes of seaweeds. Clearly we were

again in a coastal setting and could

conclude that the ocean ^vas once

more withdrawing. In other ai

the underlying sediments

deeply scoured into channels

tremendous currents had swept

the sea floor; then the chai

were refilled and covered

sands containing pebbles and 1:

ders of a strange type, evide

transported from a consider

distance.

Those boulders told the st

Some of them were of Precamb

granite and quartzite and were

too big to have been rolled a

the sea floor by marine curr<

They had to be transported by s

rafting agent. Some of the boul

were smoothly scraped or polii

on one or more sides. Only glai

do this, and only ice floes or

bergs can transport large boul

far from their source areas,

ing them out to sea.

The curious-looking sandsfc

that enclose and overlie these 1

der beds contain higgledy-pigg

mixtures of all sorts of rocki

unstratified disorder. They are I

cal of some glacial moraines,
]

ticularly the sandy ones of the

tic. Similar rocks are kn*

however, to occasionally result 1

submarine landslides. We \
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could well be tillites, rock

is that is the product of melt-

ice, but we needed more evi-

e to he sure.

sre aiifl there the sediment sur-

is marked by parallel lines of

ing marks, a sort of rotary

jing. This is typical of floating

vhlcli grounds on a shallow sea

turning (his way and that as it

ven by the wind or tide.

of the most extraordinary

res of the sandstones lying

and to the north of the gla-

noraines. was a belt where the

had been swept by powerful

nts into giant ripples ten feet

)re from crest to crest, exlend-

n a formation up to 100 feet

and stretching out for several

red miles. Giant ripples are

d by tidal currents in certain

cled areas today, such as the

crii North .Sea. the Celtic Sea.

n ihc Strait of Malacca. But

pples in the Sahara are of vast

dimensions. Could they represent

the decanting of millions of tons of

meltwaler from the margin of the

Ordovician glaciated region during

the melt period? At such time, the

release of the ice pressure would

have permitted the earth's crust to

rise rapidly to its former position.

A similar spillover occurred in the

Baltic after the last glaciation and
likewise in Hudson Bay.

Traces of subglacial volcanoes

are perhaps the most jjeculiar of the

features not normally associated with

sandstones. Eruptions commonly
occur under the glaciers of Iceland

today, so we have some living mod-
els. The lava rises up but is

((uenched by sudden contact with

the ice. In the Sahara, we first saw

these circular-shaped structures

(about 500 to .i.tMK) feet across) on

air photographs and thought they

might be meteorite craters. But at

ground level, we found that each

had a core of basalt surrounded by

a curious belt of fused sand and
volcanic rock, like clinker, and all

within a ring of the glacial sand-

stones forced up into a vertical po-

sition. In some places the glacial

rocks and these intruding volcanic

necks are overlapped by beautifully

stratified shales of the Silurian age,

dating from about 430 million

years ago, which show no traces of
ice or volcanoes. The Ice .\ge was
definitely past.

Pierre Rognon. a French geo-

morphologist who had made a close

sludy of modern glacial processes,

showed us many small-scale in-

dications of the Ordovician glacia-

tion. Numerous outcrops revealed a

maze of little vertical cracks filled

with silicified sand, a posi(i\e sign

of frost action; the region must
haxe been widely affected by per-

mafrost. There are many little

spring structures, produced by melt-

water being forced up by the load

of nearby ice or by other hydraulic

pressures also related to perma-
frost. They appear somewhat similar

lo the tundra craters and pingos
found in northern Canada. Green-

land, and .Siberia.

Meltwaters from the Saharan gla-

ciation carried out and laid down
sand as river or (idal flat deposits.

These meandering pntlerns are

lomparablr with lluxc of the out-

liif ('i)iitincii(s of Africa

Hiifl Sdiilh .\iii(*rini arc

posititMifd when- the) are

liclicxcd lo lia\«- lu'cn liiiriiip

llic <)rilo\ Irian |MTio(i JM-fort*

coiitincMlal drift carried

llicrii to ilicir |ircM>iit luriilion$!.

Ma>:iiclic and fossil exiilcncc

places thf Soulli Poll- of that

time ill or near northwest

.Afrini. .Vrrows hM-ate ^hicial

grooves, ifi'-rafted honidcrs,

iind other ex i(h'n<-e of

Ordoxician ^hiciation. When
tothix's south polar ice cap

is superimposed (eohtr). it

fovors an <M]uivah*nt area.

7»



Sediments in an ancient

stream bed have eroded less

than the siirrovinding rock, and

now stand out in a landform

called a ruiniforni.

wash plains of Iceland today. Be-

cause the Tassili formations lie flat,

it is still possible to follow these old

meanders across the country; they

are spectacular from the air. Here

the former stream fills are best pre-

served and the topographic relief is

reversed ; the former meandering

streams now stand out as long,

snakelike ridges, and the sediments

are silicified, jointed and weathered

out into the strangest shapes. The
French call it a ruiniforni relief:

from a distance the ridges look like

ruined castles. If we could take a

giant X-ray picture, which would

strip away the soil and expose the

ice-melting belt from the last glacia-

tion that stretched across the United

States from the Midwest to Long
Island and Cape Cod, we might see

a landscape very much like Tassili.

These glacial traces have been

picked up all the way across north-

west Africa. The North Pole at this

time is known to have been some-

where in the Pacific Ocean. Just

where was the South Pole of the

day? There have been some scat-

tered reports of Ordovician glacia-

tion in Argentina and Bolivia, in

southwest Africa, and near Cape

Town. I have not, as yet, been able

to examine and check them, but

just to review the possibilities, I su-

perimposed the present map of An-

tarctica on Africa, reassembled

with South America (page 71). As-

suming the climatic conditions were

not colder than during the recent

Ice Age, the polar glacier hypoth-

esis could still explain this far-

flung distribution in Africa. I still

had to assume that the South Amer-

ican examples resulted from moun-

tain (not polar) glaciers, as seems

likely from the descriptions.

Another possible explanation is

that the continents shifted very rap-

idly (with respect to the pole) dur-

ing Ordovician time. Other glacial

formations, for instance, of some

250 to 300 million years ago, have

been found all across the Southern

Hemisphere. However, even with

the help of the continental dri

construction of the countrie

volved, it is still hard to thi

such a broad area all glacial

the same time. New research ;

conclusively that this more
glaciation started with the Cs

iferous period in South Am
and gradually migrated eastw;

include the still more recent

mian in Australia. So we do

of another example of rapid

nental drift that might help oi

dovician problem.

At this stage of the investi)

we had evidence of forme

sheets in the Sahara, but noth

prove it was polar and not

tain ice. The ice could have

from mountain glaciers,

southern Alaska today. The

great day came. In the easteri

of the Hoggar, in the valley

Wadi Tailassasset, we came.^

mile upon mile of superb fl

striated pavement. It was ^
from south-southeast to

northwest, just like some gian

dozer scraping. We tracei

striated pavements on the §

for miles. Later, from the a

followed them across hundr«

miles of territory, and other

7^



firinefl their continuation right

)ss northwest Africa. \^ e had

)f positive! Striated rock pave-

ts of such size are found only

he regions of the Antarctic ice

today, or in the Canadian or

ridinavian glaciated areas of the

Ice Age climax.

he debate was over: we were

niiiious in certainty. Only a gi-

continenlal glacier could have

e this. Our expedition to North

ica had confirmed that 450 mil-

years ago. there had lieen a

hty glaciatifin just where, more

ntly. the world's record high

perature of 137 degrees Fahren-

in the shade had heen recorded,

ancient South Pole had indeed

ted somewhere near what is now
Sahara.

he discovery in the Sahara has

revolutionized our ideas of

ogy. I>ul it has heen a triumph

international scientific re-

ch—although largely conducted

he French—and it has started a

n reaction of ideas that focus

ultimately on the very nature of the

planet.

What is the globe doing at the

present moment? Our earth, spin-

ning in space within the gravi-

tational field of the sun. possesses

an enormous momentum. It is like

a giant flywheel and accortlingly,

very difficult to accelerate or slow

down, or to jog out of place.

The Atlantic Ocean is known to

be spreading apart at one to two

inches per year. The entire crust

seems to be turning over, so that

the Aleutians and Alaska are press-

ing southward toward the Pacific,

while Europe seems to be setting

northward. The Mediterranean may
be expanding a little; it seems to

have jogged to and fro for a long

time. The Red Sea is certainly

opening up.

The crust of the earth, however,

is only a thin skin on the massive

inner mantle and c(jrc. At dejiths of

.SO to 100 miles, there is a zone of

potential melting, and over this

layer the crust can slide, albeit

sluggishly. It now appears that the

whole crust can slide, but since

cracks and splits may develop in

the crust ( as has happened in the

Atlantic Ocean I . some parts move
faster and farther than others.

\^ hen these major slippages occur,

it is probable that they .-iet up a

wobble in the pole. The poles al-

ready go through a slow variation

in their angle of tilt to the orbit

around the sun. A sudden shift of

surface mass could give the pole

quite a nudge, and would also

slightly change the rate of spin. A
better understanding of the past can

help us learn what to expect in the

future.

A huge boulder tliat tan only

have been transported Ity a

glacier sliows striations

where it .scraiied against

hedrock ln'iu-atli tiie ice.

:J^«*iJ

.*'sr^>
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BOORS in Review

The Sorcerer's Apprentice
by William and Claudia Hansen

A Separate Reality: Further Con-

versations WITH Don Juan, by Carlos

Castaneda. Simon and Schuster, $5.95;

195 pp.

Carlos Castaneda is probably the

first anthropologist to learn witch-

craft from a self-proclaimed witch.

His teacher was an old Yaqui Indian

who sensed something special about

the young university student and de-

cided to take him on as an appren-

tice. In his haunting story, Castaneda

draws you into the weird world of

witches—a world you will never be

able to explain or forget.

The story begins in an Arizona bus

depot near the Mexican border where

the young student and the old witch

met quite by chance. At least that is

how Castaneda explained his for-

tuitous meeting with Don Juan at the

time. An Anglo friend pointed out

Don Juan as an eccentric Indian who
knew a lot about peyote.

After introducing himself, Casta-

neda explained to Don Juan that he

wa.s seeking information on peyote.

All the while he noticed that the old

man's eyes seemed to shine with a pe-

culiar light of their own. His pene-

trating gaze embarrassed Castaneda,

making him look down to avoid it;

he had the feeling that the old man
could see through him. Finally he

gave up trying to make conversation,

and the two men sat in uneasy silence

until Don Juan left to catch his bus.

Before departing, he invited Casta-

neda to come to his house sometime.

Several months later, compelled by
his overwhelming curiosity about

"that look," Castaneda went to see

Don Juan. The more he thought

about it, the more unusual it seemed.

Within a year Castaneda and Don
Juan had become such good friends

that the old man revealed his secret

identity. He made the astounding ad-

74

mission that he was a briijo (witch).

This is something Indians do not

ordinarily reveal; almost all Mexican

Indians are afraid even to talk about

witchcraft, let alone confess to prac-

ticing it, for witchcraft is considered

the epitome of evil.

For reasons of his own, Don Jua)

decided to teach his secrets to a niai
\

who was not a relative, not a neigk

bor, and not even an Indian. Casts

neda's training began with the use o

three hallucinogenic plants—peyoti

jimson weed, and a mushroom of th

"Don Juan's face looked as if someone were shining

tiny mirrors on it; as the light became more intense th

face lost its contours and was again an amorphous

glowing object."



s I'.sylorrhr. ]{,. ,l,-,rili.-<l the

four years i)f his apprcniiceship

he Trarhings oj Don Jiidii ( Bal-

ne rSiioks). an exciting linok that

III III' read in Cdnjunrtiiui with A
rati- Kriilily.

his first book. Castaneda de-

ed Don Juan as a uilrh and a

rer. using the two words inter-

gcalily to translate the Spanish

hnijo. The second liook calls

Juan a sorcerer. Since it is stand-

practice to translate brujo as

h," we have used that word here,

distinctive characteristic of a

I is his power of transformation,

slaneda's first venture into the

own was a peyote trip. On this

he was to meet the (iri'al Peyote

t. the prolertor of Indians. If I'e-

.Spirit did not like him he would

^ him away and tiiat would end

arning. So said Don Juan.

ler consuming six peyote hut-

Castaneila began to vomit. He
a dog drinking from il'- water

and suddenly the dog hecame
parent. At that moment Casta-

began having <-onvulsions and
led to the water pan where he

< with the dog. Then a stranger

happeneii. Castaneda grew a

bi'-liiius mane and turned into a

lie barked, ran. played, and
led with the other dog until they

knew each other's wishes,

len he became human again,

neila learned from Don Juan
the dog he had (ilaved >silli was
dog. It «as Mis.iilit.i. ilir I'e.

Spirit, who hail assumed the

of a dog. Mesi-alilo had played

Castaneda because he liked him.

s a good sign.

Iprward. Castaneda i-xprrirnced

und melancholy. I'evote had
iced in him an unilermeil fear,

he told Don Juan be did nc>t

another enciMMiler with Mesca-

QUESTAR SPIES ON A BALD EAGLE
— brooding on hit fate, perhaps, ai he

surveys his dwindling domain?

The photographs were taken by Ralph

I. Shook on a bitter cold day in February,

with the wind at 15 miles per hour. He

spent many hours wailing for his eagle to

visit this favorite perch. The picture at the

right shows the whole scene with his Kodak

Inslamatic — his Field Model Ouestor set

up in a blind, 150 feel from the bird's tree.

His modified Nikon with Ihrough-lhe-lent

meter is close-coupled lo the telescope and

the arrow points lo the empty branch.

Above, the Ouestor photograph is cropped

from an 8 X 10 enlargement of 35 mm.

Tri-X, taken ol f/16, 1/250 second.

QUESIAR IME WORIDS FINEST, VOST VERSATIIE TELESCOPE. IS

PRICED FROM $865. OUR BOOKIET CONTAINS MORE THAN 100
PHOTOGRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS. TO MAIL ANYWHERE IN
N. AMERICA, $1.00. BY AIR TO REST OF WISTERN HEMISPHERE.

' t2.S0; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA, S3 00; ELSEWHERE S3 SO

QUESTAR
BOX J«, NEW MOPE. PA WM



Strictly for the birds.
For birding, nothing makes sense like the Swift Audubon binocular.

Designed in cooperation with world-famous ornithologists, this superb

8.5X, 44 wide angle glass offers exceptionally clear, crisp vision from

early morning to dusk, plus a full 445-foot field of view. Less than $100.

For general nature study, select TViton Mk I 7X, 35 prism binocu-

lar. It has all the quality and performance you

expect from Swdft- less than $47. j^"^

Swift binoculars offer the most complete \
^

guarantee. See them at better dealers ^^^ .J

everywhere. ..
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Swift Instruments, Inc.
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Boston, Mass. 02125
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Timeless wonder

MAGIC OFTHE SEA
by Max Albert \V> ss

The sea. Vast, glittering, spellbinding. Since time began, it has cap-

tured man. In life, in spirit, in imagination. Now, Max Albert Wyss
captures the sea and its wonders above and below. His remarkable

photographs show the magic of fossilized gardens, the daring

voyages of the new argonauts, the storms and silences, the bustle

of harbors, and the adventure of men who sailed before the wind.

24 color and 30 black-and-white photographs. $7.95

THE VIKING PRESS

lito. That was when he learned t

he had no choice in the matter—

W

calito had chosen him to learn I

Juan's secrets and he could not

fuse.

The next step was learning the

crets of the jinison weed, yerbii

iliablo ("devil's weed") in Span

Those who use it are called diahle'

The Indians of Sonora describe

diablero as an evil person who cai

sickness and death and has the po

to transform himself into an anir

This is the universal image ol

witch.

Not just anybody can becoim

diablero. He must have certain ini

qualities. According to Don Juan,

diablero has a passionate, vola

and ambitious nature. He is a cl

of darkness with a natural affinity

night animals. In the old days a d

lero could prowl by night in the f'

of a wildcat or a mountain lion.

day such powerful men have all

disappeared from the world. 1

diableros only become birds, dogs

other small animals. Don Juan C(

become a crow but he had abandci

the devil's weed when he lost

youthful lust for the power to des

his enemies.

He felt that Castaneda was a )

well suited to the devil's weed,

had an aniI)itious nature and he

passionately fond of the darkr

But there was a more important

son. Don Juan sensed that Castar

had the innate power to see th

that ordinary people cannot see.

To find out whether the de

weed would accept him. Castat

had to drink a concoction made f

the root. It smelled like cockroac

As soon as he swallowed it. he b(

to sweat and blood rushed to his <

He got painful stomach cramps

saw a red spot in front of his (

An uncontrollable nervousness si

over him in waves, making his I

chatter. At last he fell asleep

slept for two days.

When he awoke. Don Juan

him the ordeal had been a success

cause he had seen red spots. T
who see red have a strong and vie

nature—something the devil's ^

likes. A man who sees black sp|

not made for the devil's weed.!

Juan warned his pupil that the !

of the devil's weed is like a posses

woman. Men end up as her slave

return for the power she gives.

Asked if he liked her. Castane^

plied that he felt a strange new

He felt as if he could demoli

wall.

Two years after beginning

training. Castaneda started to fly.

big day dawned sunny and clea

sign that the devil's weed liked
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Bushnell Award Winning Binoculars

FOCUS THREE TIMES
FASTER!!
Why And How
In bird and wildlife ob-

servation, in sports and

action viewing, the unique moments, the fascinating climactic observations are often

missed during the time-consuming function of binocular focusing.

At Bushnell, we have transferred the

focusing drive from the center focus op-

erated by the relatively weak forefinger

to the much stronger and faster right

thumb drive. We call this Insta-Focus.

Both eyepieces are focused about three

times faster with a simple gliding motion

of the right thumb.

This oflers other advantages as well.

Insta-Focus relieves a great deal of eye-

strain caused by the eye attempting to

bring the object into focus before the

binocular focus is achieved.

In addition, Insta-Focus takes away

much of the annoyance experienced in

refocusing when two or more per-

sons are passing the same glass back

and forth.

Insta-Focus models are increas-

ingly specified for use by many
government agencies and are widely

used in Forestry and related services.

Also look for other advanced designs in

Bushnell binoculars . . . Electronically

computed, balanced optical systems, un-

excelled brilliance, precise hard-coating,

"Squint-Pruf" antiglare front optics, ex-

tra shock resistance, retractable eyecups

so that glasses or sunglasses may be

worn, camera tripod sockets in many
models, extremely handsome hand-

crafted cases and several other refine-

ments in style and function.

Bushnell Insta-Focus binoculars range

from $49.50 to $108.50. We recommend

that you see and try them at better pho-

tographic and sporting goods dealers in

your community.

The latest Bushnell Sports

Optics catalog, 36 pages,

complete with selection

hints and specifications is

free on request.

Bushnell Optical Corporation

N49 Bushnell Building. Pasadena, California 91107

The Novoflex Lens.

It lets you put

the squeeze on your bird.

Don't fumble while your bird is

flying away.
Instead, use a Novoflex follow-

focus lens system to put your bird

where you want him. On film.

Novoflex gives you quick one-

hand focusing. Just squeeze the

pistol grip and, no matter where he

flies, you're right on target. No
turning or twisting a cumbersome
lens barrel. And what you

get will be sharp because
Novoflex lenses are world-

'

BROOKS

famed for color correction, superb

definition and resolving power.

Any of three Novoflex lenses

(280, 400 and 640mm) can be

used with a single pistol grip. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera
brands, including interchangeable

lens 35's, 2Vi" square reflexes, 8
and 16mm movie cameras. Ask
your dealer or write for complete

r details, Burleigh Brooks
Inc., 44 Buriews Court,

Hackensack, N.J. 07601

new man. He gulped a devilish bif

slumped back, and gasped for brea

Don Juan ordered him to take off
'

clothes. He obeyed. Still following

ders. he rubbed his body with a pa,

made from the devil's weed. He to

a step forward and his legs were L

rubber. He moved forward again a

up. And then he soared into the s!

His speed was extraordinary. He 1

he had found the place where he

longed— the darkness of the nig

Later he tlew in the form of a crow.

Castaneda's training, which had

gun in .Arizona, shifted to .Sonc

Mexico, when Don Juan moved th(

Sonora was the setting for his

vanced course, which dealt with

power to see. A witch sees all sorts

things that ordinary people do

see. For example, he may see that

bird on his roof is not a bird, bu

witch in the guise of a bird. He i

see that the stranger he just met i

witch, for a witch's eyes are difFei

from the eyes of ordinary men. T
have the peculiar glow that Castan

had noticed in Don Juan's eyes w

they first met.

A witch must see to defend him

from other witches and to fine

spirit ally who will help him desi

his enemies. Castaneda had the ir

power to see but was unable to usi

Don Juan could see why. The po -

was plugged up by reasoning. Ev

thing Castaneda looked at was

torted by his ceaseless effort to

plain things in terms of a preconcei

notion of reality.

The only solution was to smol

pipe mixture made with halluc

genie mushrooms. Don Juan clai

the spirit of the smoke would

Castaneda see. It could even take

to the other world where the spiri

lies live. Before smoking. Castar

was told he would encounter

guardian of the other world. At

he saw only a gnat. Then sudden!

saw a gigantic, drooling monster

bulging eyes and a long muzzle,

beast beat its wings and circlet

front of him. coming closer

closer until the wings hit him.'

excruciating pain caused Castai

to yell with all his might.

By far the most extraordinary

perienre was one not directly

nected with the use of drugs. It bl

when Don Juan fell and dislofl

his ankle. The fall was no accid

witch tailed la Catalina ma

Juan fall because she was tryifl

kill him. Don Juan announced thj

would soon be dead unless Casts

was willing to help save his life.

That night Don Juan locked

self in his house while Casta

waited outside with a shotgun

Catalina. After awhile she lande

idd

de

ta
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NEW IN PAPER

Mirage
of Health
Utopias, Progress, and
Biological Change
by REUi DUBOS
P/200 $1.25

On the Shred
of a Cloud
Reflections on Man
and His Environment
by ROLF EDBERG
CN/224 $2.25

The Politics

of Conservation
by FRANK E. SMITH
CN, 240 $2.45

The Ecological
Citizen
by DIRCK VAN SICKLE
P/2U (Sept.) $1.25

At your bookseller

\f\ Harper e) Row
1817 Paperback Dept. 89

49 E. 33cl St., New York 1001

Certain to rank
with the hcst

of nature books"
—GtORGE LAYCOCK

he Winter
f the Fisher
LA.MLKO.N LANGIORD
year in the life of a fisher—

lagnilicent North-Woods fur

er akin to the marten. "Really
llent ... A clilferent kind of

Ic from Kiiif; of lirii;lil Walir,
right up there with it in merit."

RoiiKRr H. UoYi.c

imeron Langford has the
'cr of evocation. In I'lii- WiN-
oi Till- I isiiiR he writes of
woods and the water and the
nals, and the reader smells
n, feels the texture of their

« and senses the magical way
hich they join his own."

-ROGI-R Car.\s

.M all bookstores. $5.95

JSorton
5 I ifth Ave. / N. Y. 10003

the roof in the form of a blackbird.

Castaneda fired his gun at the bird
and heard a horrendous human
shriek. A search for the dead bird
failed to produce so much as a

feather. Lacking a corpus delicti. Don
Juan was forced to conclude that Cas-
taneda had failed to stop his enemy.
Now she would be itching for re-

ver»ge.

There was only one way to stop
her. Castaneda would have to stab the
woman in her navel with a wild boar
hoof. In the morning Don Juan and
his apprentice set out on their bizarre

errand. They waited on the side of

tlie highway where la Catahna was
expected to appear. .'Suddenly Don
Juan pointed to a woman walking
across the field toward the highway.
Castaneda ran after her and actually

tried to stab her. .'^he brushed by him
so fast that the boar hoof missed its

aim. He turned and saw her standing
on the other side of the road smiling
at him.

When Castaneda saw three or four

men hurrying toward him he got

away as fast as he could. Back home
Don Juan confessed he had tricked

him into believing his life was in dan-
ger. He said it was true that la Cala-
lina had tried to kill him. but she did
not lia\e enough power to do so. Now
she would turn on Castaneda. There-
fore, the reluctant Castaneda would
have to practice witchcraft to defend
himself. It was a case of do or die.

The dramatic impact of Casta-

neda's hooks is tremendous. You have
to read them yourself to savor the

poignant quality of his writing. .Some-

how he makes his fantastic ex-

periences sound perfectly plausible

and deeply moving.

Mtliough other anthropoliigiral

studies describe cultural beliefs altout

witchcraft, they do not tell iis how it

actually feels In be a witch. Casta-

neda's work is unique because it re-

veals an inside view of how witcbiraft

works. We learn from Don Juan that

the witch receives his power from
spirits who may be reached through

drugs.

This view of wilehcrnft raises nn
important question: Do Indian

witches generally rely on drugs?

Scattered reports suggest that drug
use moy be fairlv I'ommon among
witches in Oaxnca. Jalisco, and .So.

iiora. Ft would not be surpri«ing -ince

peyole has been widely used in an-

cient religious ceremonies ntill prnc
ticed by the lluichol Indians of

northern Mexico. I'nder the influence

of peyole. the lltiicholes see exaetiv

what their culture leaches them to

see. They «ee gods.

In the same manner. Castaneda saw
what his teacher in«tructe<l him tn

A.NCIENT OIL L.\.\IPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palaitin*. these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians t Jews. With varied de-
signs, Ihey make unique archaeological display
pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion
gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-
tificale of authenticity jio 95 ppd.
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)ohn )ames
Audubon's
orianal

"Bindsof
..

America"will
be neprinted

for the first

time since

1838.

There"^ --"^"^

willbe250sets
These will be (at last) a reprinting

of the "Birds of America," in all their

glory, in their original size. Audubon's
originals were 435 plates (39V2" x
26"), illustrating 1,065 life-size birds

of some 489 species. They will be re-

created (from the originals) with pain-

staking care— in up to 8 colors, on
Van Gelder rag paper made specially

for this project.

Sets will be numbered. They will

become available in six sections, the

first (72 prints) in September, with

succeeding sections to follow at 3-

month intervals. The price will be
$4,500 ordered before September,
$5,400 thereafter. For a detailed color

prospectus, write Johnson Reprint
Corporation, 111 Fifth Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10003.

They will beein
to'arriveirr
September

CORPORATION

see. Before each trip he was carefully

briefed about the kind of spirit he

would encounter, and afterward his

visions were interpreted by Don Juan.

Thus the entire experience was skill-

fully manipulated through the power
of suggestion.

Castaneda's work, however, cannot

be judged as ethnography because it

is not placed in cultural context. He
does not actually describe the Yaqui

Indian way of life or the Yaqui philos-

ophy of life. Rather he gives a subjec-

tive account of his relationship with a

man who. although he was a Yaqui,

did not belong to the Yaqui commu-
nity, and was feared by them. Don
Juan had left home at an early age

and had lived in many parts of Mex-

ico. Hence his thinking could have

been influenced by mestizos who are

not primitives.

It is unfortunate that Castaneda

does not provide any anthropological

framework for his material. Anthro-

pology traditionally deals with shared

beliefs, but Castaneda does not. He
describes one man's reality without

showing whether it is shared by any

group of people, primitive or other-

wise. Until Castaneda finds out whose

reality he has discovered, the signifi-

cance of his work remains obscure.

William Madsen is professor of an-

thropology at the University of Cali-

fornia, Santa Barbara, and has written

numerous books on Mexican cultures.

Claudia Madsen has ivritten a book

on Mexican folk medicine and coau-

thored several articles with her hus-

band.

An Artist in Africa, by David Shep-

herd. Charles Scribner's Sons,

$15.00; unpaged, illus. An Artist's

Safari, by Ralph Thompson. E. P.

Button & Co., S19.50; unpaged, illus.

In
reviewing books of this kind, one

has to be more than usually careful

to distinguish between personal pre-

dilection and dispassionate judgment.

These are both art books and books

of natural history, and therefore must

be judged for revealed truth as well

as for the esthetic experience.

David Shepherd is an artist of the

first rank. I would be inclined to

agree with Nigel Sitwell's statement

in the introduction to the book that

Shepherd is the foremost painter of

African wildlife today. This is the

first published collection of his paint-

ings, and all who dehght in depic-

tions of animal life will welcome its

appearance. Shepherd's success in

combining the two functions inherent

in such an art form is remarkable.

These are paintings that can be en-

3orlan(d
'YAMSI is one of the best accounts
of ranch life I know, warm, rich,

vivid and true. And the naturalist-

conservationist side of it is properly
passionate, well-informed and
wholly sensible."

'We have visited Dayton Hyde's
ranch, and it's a very colorful and
unique establishment. YAMSI is as
engrossing as his first book, Sandy.'

bandbutg
'I liked YAMSI enormously. It has
great character and, of course, is as
authentic as an old dinner bell. I

know farm life and this book makes
me feel good."

& Edwin
Way eale
An unusual book by an unusual
man. Hyde writes with gusto and
humor and his book succeeds bril-

liantly in bringing to life a year in the

valley of his wilderness ranch in

Oregon."

rave all

fallen in,

love with

YAMSI
dy the autnor oi 'Sandi

DAHON 0. HYDE
Just published; with more than 100 '

photographs, $7.95
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ANKH PENDANT
BEAUTIfUllY CONTEMPO»A»Y

ii thi» hand crafted representa-

tion of the Ancient Egyptian
"Key of Life" In solid sterling
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thern Idaho. Northeastern Washing-
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wing timber. Access. Title insurance

h each tract. This is select land with

ural beauty, recreational and invest.

it values. We have tracts ol many

es and sites from which to choose,

luding beautiful Northwest Water-

it properly. Your inspection wel-

led. Write us tor tree list, maps and

iplete information.

Write to Dept C
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joyed both as works of art and as a

statement of things oljserved and

recorded. The book is well laid out

and. with nne or two exceptions, the

reproductions are excellent.

It is more difficult to assess the in-

tention of Ralph Thiiinpson's liig and

lavish book. In the fortn of an en-

larged sketchpad, it is filled with

lively black-and-white sketches of

wildlife, interspersed with walercolors

of equally >kelchy charm. Il is. in-

deed, in the tradition of the eigii-

teenth- or nineteenth-century Grand
Tour sketchbook. I?- the artist justi-

fied in claiming for these sketches, a-

he does in his iniroduclion. that tlic>

"form a language of their own"".'

They do not for me. although I find

them likable. The less ambitious pic-

tures are the best, for in some of the

larger watercolors. sentinienlal eyes.

>miles. and flirlatious looks often

clash with revealed truth. Too many
of the animaU are cud<lly.

The publisher's jacket blurb states

that ""these brilliant sketches and full

color paintings portray what no pho-

tograph ciiuld ever do—not only niag-

nifiient vistas and the majesty nf

wildlife in it> natural surroundings

but something closer to the heart of

the continent itself, the rhythms and

patterns of life which have remained

unchanged for thousands of years,""

This is pufTcry of the highest order.

Make no mistake: this is a good

sketchbook and if you like the artist's

style and are interested in the subject

matter, you will find it a rewarding

possession. Despite the publisher's ad-

vice. I will continue to gain knowl-

edge and pleasure from pliotogra|ihs

of masters of the gciiri-. like Kmil

.Schiiltlu'ss. In addition. I can iiou re-

fer to .'shepherd's tn Arlist in .tfririt.

(^llltlXIN KKI-iKIK

The Amrriran Miisriiin

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustration by page.

COVER—fames W. Fat. aictiil S4 bottom. AIMf«H
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8 1 I— Ronald Searia 65—Robert Hatmes. Na
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Accredited 1 Yr. U.S.Tour
licitmg hifii school natural history and
tcology eipadlllon to wtldtrness, histoo
cat, and cultural aieat. Ntw England,
ArUonj. Sierras, tropics, tic. Direct ac-
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coopeiatldn and responsibility. Endorstd
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THE HIKER'S &
BACKPACKER'S
HANDBOOK
By W. K. MERRILL

This book not only informs the ten-

derfoot on everything from boot

selection to map reading, but also

distills for the old hand Bill Mer-
rill's 40 years of experience as a

U.S. Government Ranger. Trails in

all parts of the country are dis-

cussed. There are chock-full chap-

ters and personal recommendations
on packs, tents, boots, sleeping
bags. Special attention is given to

light-weight freeze-dried foods, and
of course, there's material on first

aid, survival techniques, and much,
much more.

A carefully compiled book that
belongs In every hiker's kit

Illustrated 320 pages $5.95

COOKING
OVER COALS
By MEL MARSHALL
Delectable outdoor dishes for

campfire or backyard using basic

ingredients, time-saving equip-
ment and methods. Based on wild

game, fish and fowl, it also in-

cludes soups, vegetables, breads

and pastries, commercial meat
substitutes and indoor conversion

instructions.

Illustrated 288 pages ^.95

WINCHESTER PRESS
460 Park Avenue. New York 10022

Please tend me

copydl COOKING OVER COALS

I enclose $

(Please Include appllcabi* salas tax.)

Stat* Zip

507 (Refund (uaranletd If not latisfiad.)
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sterling silver

TRILOBITE
Artistry, elegance, and

^^__^^^^. ancient natural beauty are
\ ...ii^KeBIS^rs. dramatically blended in

this unique reproduction
of the 350 million year
old Devonian Trilobite,

Phocops rana. Superbly
detailed, (count the eye
facets), this remarkable
specimen is a must for
every collector as well as
a stunning gift for all

who appreciate the mys-
teries of earth history,

the shimmer of silver, and
the artistic prowess of
nature. Available as a
pin, pendant, bolo slide

or key chain in:

actual size

Sterling Silver $18.50 ea. ppd.
24k Gold Plated Sterling $24.00 ea. ppd.
14k Solid Gold $87.50 ea. ppd.
Bronze _ $13.00 ea. ppd.

Order today! Send cash, check, or
money order to;

earthen arts gallery
box 614 — waterford, michigan 4B09S
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Looking for a UNIQUE tour?
^^ --•< "Thru the Lens" Tours offer the only

worldwide travel program designed for
the camera fan. We select picturesque
places ... and seek the ultimate in

"human interest." We use private

transportation so we can stop when-
ever and wherever we want to. We
venture off the beaten paths of tourist
travel so you may photograph seldom-
seen places of outstanding beauty. If

you like leisurely travel and superior
accommodations, you'll love our unique
picture-taking tours. More than 60 for-

eign and domestic tours, led by expert
photographers. WRITE FOR BROCHURE.
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A DISSERTATION ON
THE BEAVER
The Amf.rican Beaver and His

Works. L. H. Morgan. J. B. Lip-

pincott Co.. Philadelphia, 1868.

The World of the Beaver. L. L.

Rue, III. J. B. Lippincott Co.,

Philadelphia, 1964.

EDUCATION OF
A SCIENTIFIC INNOCENT
Reason Awake: Science for Man.

R. Dubos. Columbia University

Press. New York, 1970.

The Social Responsibilities of Sci-

entists. Chapter by B. Russell in

The New Scientist. P. C. Obler

and H. A. Estrin, eds. Doubleday &
Co., Inc., Garden City, 1962.

"WATCH OUT,
YOU MIGHT ASSIMILATE"
Pueblo Indians of North America.

E. P. Diozier. Holt, Rinehart & Win-
ston. Inc.. New York. 1970.

Social Organization of the West-
ern Pueblos. F. Eggan. University

of Chicago Press, Chicago. 19.50.

Southwestern Indian Tribes. T. Bah-
ti. KC Pubhcations. Flagstaff, 1968.

A FUERTES .SAMPLER
Louis Agassiz Fuertes. M. F. Boyn-

ton. Oxford LIniversity Press, New
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Since the dawn of

history the caribou of

Alaska have migrated
each spring to the

North Slope of the

Brooks Range.

They still do.

At B.P. Alaska we've
watched the herds

arrive for more than
a decade.

We've hired biologists

and ecologists to count
them and to study their

migration patterns.

And in this way we hope
to assure that, one day,

when the lost barrel

of Prudhoe oil goes
south, the caribou

will still be heading
north each spring.

'¥f^

^ Alaska Inc.
North Slope • • Sohio



EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE SOCIETY
JANUARY 1972

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 1213141516

17 18 19 20 2122 23

"3, 25 26 27 28 29 30

FEBRUARY 1972
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

12 3 4 5

7 8 9 10 11 12

141516 171819

21 22 23 24 25 26

28 29

1872 Calendar
The Society's 1972 Calendar, size 45 x 30 cms. con-

sists of six beautiful wildlife and scenic photographic

reproductions in FULL Color—two months to a page.

The most unusual photograph of a lion leaping a

river was taken by Mrs. Edie Ker, an American cit-

izen, who has lived in Kenya for nine years. Other

photographs—Mount Kenya—Giraffe in the Seren-

geti—Elephant—Crowned Crane—and Roan Ante-

lope—make up the most beautiful Wildlife Calendar.

The Roan Antelope pictured are part of a herd res-

cued by the Society and translocated to the Shimba

Hills near Mombasa. The photograph was taken just

before their release from the enclosure.

Price:

$1.50

$3.50

Post free surface mail

Airmail U.S.A. (incl.)

1871 Christmas Carr

Wording in Cards: "Greetings and Best\'

in English, Swahili, French, German, J

and Italian. (Blank Cards, i.e., withou

ings, also available at same price.)

Size of Cards: 12 cm. x 15 cm.

Price of Cards: (incl. envelopes) $0.3

Post and Packing free by surface mail.

Imprinting Charges: Up to 200 cards

Thereafter add to basic rate $1 .00 for ea

100 or part thereof.

Airmail Charges: 25 cards U.S./

50 cards U.S./

75 cards U.S./

100 cards U.S./

150 cards U.S./

200 cards U.S./

300 cards U.S./

All proceeds benefit East African

conservation.

I

I

Opder earlv. I

Surface Mail to the USA-^

3 months i
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East

Alrican

Society
I I

1. Lion Cubs

I I
2. Cheetah

I I
3. Crowned Crane

I I
4. Elephant under Kilimanjaro

I I
5. Buffalo and Egrets

I I
6. Lesser Kudu

I I
7. Rhino at Sunset

I I
8. Grevy Zebra

I I
9. Reticulated Giraffe

I I
10. Leopard

I I
Calendar

To: The East African Wild Life Society

P.O. Box 201 10

Nairobi, Kenya

East Africa

Please send quantities marked in the boxes

to:

Name

Address.

Amount Enclosed

Or charge to my Diners Club A/C.



Communing with nature is

more meaningful when you

take along Unirex.

You can't expect a purple-crested skyscra

to pose, and "watchi the human" while yo

your camera. Its up to you to be quick.

Unirex quick ... the camera that automatic

computes perfect exposures every time w
spot and average readings through the

exclusive meter-on-the-mirror. This mean

shots, wXU no demands on you, or your si

The Unirex has a lot of advanced features

SIX interchangeable lenses, that make
photography fun-simple, and always grea

Incidentally, your extraordinary Unirex jus

might arouse the skyscraper's birdlike

curiosity. So get ready for the perfect shot

when he steps closer to read its name.

Yes, Unirex is for the birds. And all the otfi

fantastic moments you want to remember

through photography.

Another species of Beseler camera is the

Auto 100- like the Unirex in most respect!

without spot and average metering.

If you'd like to know more about either of i

fine cameras, contact your franchised Bes

dealer or write:

Unirex Library NH
Beseler Photo Marketing Co., Inc.

219 South 18th Street,

East Orange, New Jersey 07018

beseler
Photography's Quiet Giaii

For a 12'/j " X 18'/2" enlargement of this illustration;

full color, send 50« for postage and fiandling to ™
Unirex Poster BNH at the above address.
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Varig presents two tours

that begin with the

most breathtaking sight

you'll ever see.

Until you see the next one.

epical tours to untypical places.

SOUTH AMERICA BOLERO fOr In-

ce will take you and only 23

jrs to Brazil, Paraguay, Uru-

t. Argentina, Chile and Peru.

r 24 day travel adventure w/ill

n in Rio with its fantastic views

Corcovado and Sugarioaf and
inue on fronn one awe-inspiring

t to another. Like Peru's Cuzco-

1u Picchu, the scene of the rise

fall of the ancient Inca empire,

3d away in a remote valley high

e Andes. And Iguassu Falls-

cascades that form a mile and
If crescent more spectacular

Niagara. Be sure to bring your

angle lens to capture the

ping architecture of Brasilia—

oer modern world of tomorrow
ghf from a wilderness.

he BOLERO is not all spectacle.

9 are delights that fill the spirit

ell as the eye. Sophisticated

los Aires with its broad boule-

5, smart shops and sidewalk

5. A city to promenade. And
evideo's gay night life in the

i and casinos.

)urse there's much more and
want to read about it in our

lure; but it all starts when you
d yout Varig jet for Rio de
iro.

And Rio is your first stop on our

adventurous safari to Africa and

Botswana. On our Botswana safari

only nine persons per departure-
accompanied by an experienced

host—will explore this land, truly

one of this planet's last remaining

regions of unspoiled nature.

Botswana (formerly the Bechuana-
land Protectorate) resembles Hem-
ingway's Africa of decades ago
and the very cadence of the names
of the places you'll see foretell

what may be the most unforget-

table 20 days of your life. Maun and

Lake Ngami. Tsodilo Hills and
Shakawe. Okavango, Khwai River,

Moremi Game Reserve. The Savuti

Marshes, Chobe National Park and

Victoria Falls. You'll see few hu-

mans other than possibly bushmen
whose ancestors have lived there

for half a million years.

But you will see and photograph

wildlife. Perhaps a lone lion en

route to a watering place. Great

herds of buffalo, wildebeeste,

zebra and impala. Birdlife abounds

with waders and weavers, herons

and egrets, huge flocks of stork and

flamingo by the tens of thousands

On Varig's Botswana safari you
will of course travel in comfort

Some of the camps and lodges are

new—having been especially cre-

ated for these safaris

When visiting the Moremi Wildlife

Reserve you'll slay at the beautiful

Khwai River Lodge. The individual

cottages there are large and hand-

somely furnished. There's a swim-
ming pool, lounge and a dining

room where you'll feast on venison

and game birds.

Whichever of our untypical tours

you choose-the south America
BOLERO or the Botswana safari-

you'll enjoy Varig's justifiably

famous on-board service. Service

that has earned South America's

largest airline the reputation as the

world's most elegant way to fly.

Ask your travel agent about these

tours or write us and we'll send
you some beautifully untypical

brochures.

SOUTH AMERICA
AND AFRICA I-,. ^

ARE VARIG PLACES ^,N

Varig Brailllan Alrllnca

Ooparlmant NH •

485 Lailnglon Avanua
Naw Yort. NY. 10017

Piaaso i«nd h

intttaiied in

G South Amarlct Bolero

O Boltwana Satan

01 I am sanouily

Talaphon* (Atm Cod*)-

Varig Mrvvt South America,
Africa and Japan troin

Naw York. Miami and Loa Angalaa.



To be portable a camera has to be more than small.

If you want to switch from color
to black and white in the middle
of a roll, and your camera won't
let you do it, it makes no differ-

ence how small your camera is.

You might as well have no camera
at all.

Hasselblad offers five inter-

changeable film magazines. They
not only let you switch from one
type of film to another, but to
other film sizes as well. And they
give you a choice of 12, 16, 24,
and 70 exposures. By carrying a
few extra pre-loaded backs, you
have continuous shooting capac-
ity. Each back is like having an
extra camera along.

If you're itching to take a pic-

ture of someone unobserved, but
you have the kind of camera you
have to hold up to your eye to see
through, forget it.

With Hasselblad's waist-level

finder and big bright interchange-
able focusing screen, you could
have aimed the camera to the
side while facing straight ahead.

The Hasselblad also lets you
shoot from positions where you
couldn't or wouldn't want to be
yourself. You can shoot with the

fl

1

camera on the ground, without
having to lie down beside it

(an advantage if you're shooting
near a giant ant hill). You can
even shoot above hedges or

crowds by viewing with the cam-
era held upside down, overhead.

If you really want to put dis-

tance between yourself and the

camera, the electrically-driven

Hasselblad can be operated from
a mile and a half away. By remote
radio control.

A good camera should let you
see your results without the need
of enlarging equipment. The Has-
selblad takes big 2'/4" square pic-

tures, which you can see clearly

with your naked eye.

A good travelling camera
should have good lenses, in a
variety of focal lengths. The Has-
selblad System includes ten inter-

changeable Carl Zeiss lenses. The

selblads have performed every-
where from deep in the sea to the
airless surface of the moon. (Has-
selblads have been used on every
manned space flight since 1952.)

A good camera should let you
take good pictures even when

widest covers a sweep of 88° . The
longest narrows down your field

to 9°, to shoot details or to bring
far away objects closer.

A good portable camera should
be able to be used with portable
lighting equipment, such as elec-
tronic flash, at all speeds. Which
means it shouldn't have a focal
plane shutter. Hasselblad has
Compur shutters in all lenses,
which can be synchronized with
electronic flash at all speeds up
to 1/500 second.

A good camera should be able
to follow you to the ends of the
earth without complaining. Has-

there isn't time to focus properly
(for instance when you're being
chased by a creature bigger than
yourself). With the Hasselblad
Super Wide C you can shoot while
running. Everything will be sharp
from 25" to infinity.

And of course the camera you

take with you should be cc

able to carry. When you s

Hasselblad over your shi

lens down, it doesn't feel

different than a 35mm a
Yet the 21/4" x 21/4" images
duces are more than three
larger than the 35mm imag

So while we couldn't Ir

conscience describe the
blad as a miniature came
actually the smallest cam
the world that can do i

things it does.
For more information, se

Hasselblad dealer. For his

and a free 48-page cata
The Hasselblad System, w_
address below.

HASS£lBl
Paillard Incorporated.

1900 Lower Road, Linden, N.J.O

Other products. Bolex movie equi

Hermes typewriters and figuring m

The System
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sense of inexorable continuity.
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Once considered the doorivay to Satan's lair by aived Icelanders. Mount

ffekia may provide ansivers to some important geologic questions.
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74 SKV REPORTER John /'. « iley. Jr.
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Although written with the .\ometimrs annoying terseness of an Old West
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As an active member of the Ex-

plorers Club, Louis C. Whiton
has led six expeditions to Surinam
to study the Bush Negroes. Having
undergone a voodoo cure on one of

these trips, he plans further study

of voodoo ceremonies in Haiti later

this year. Whiton, a retired busi-

nessman, has served as a lecturer at

Florida Presbyterian College and
Rollins College. He earned a Ph.B.

in engineering from Yale Univer-

sity, and an M.A. from Columbia.

The dimension of time pervades

man's i>erception of the basic

rhythms of life and must be consid-

ered when dealing with ecological

problems contends Robert Som-
mer, this month's Naturalist at

Large. In a study of bikeways as

part of a mixed transportation sys-

tem, Sommer, chairman of the psy-

chology department at the Univer-

sity of California at Davis, has been

interviewing some of the estimated

20,000 cyclists in the area. The
study is scheduled to be released

soon. Sommer wrote "People's

Art," in the February, 1971, issue

of Natural History Magazine.

Not long after buying a house on
Cape Cod, Lewis Thomas was,

predictably, into the water scene of

the area, but not for typical sum-
mer recreation. After years of re-

search in experimental pathology,

with an emphasis upon the complex
adaptive aspects of inflammation,

Thomas began investigating the in-

tricate relationships of defense

mechanisms in man and animals,

including the rich fauna of the sea.

Thomas, professor and chairman of

the Department of Pathology at

Yale University, is on the board of

directors of the Public Health Re-

Fresh from receiving the Hal

Honor Award from the Ii

search Institute and was a member
of the President's Science Advisory

Committee from 1967 to 1970. He
obtained his M.D. from Harvard

University.

national Underwater Film Fes

in Santa Monica, where he

served as a lecturer, Dou i

Faulkner is off on a six-ni I

photographic expedition to

Palau Islands. His photogr

were recently shown at the Nei

Gallery in New York, and he

chosen as one of the lecturers a

Second Concerned Photogra

Lecture Series held at New
University last year. Faulk

work illustrated the article "C<

in the March, 1971, Natural
TORY Magazine.

An American husband and wife

team of research officers at the

Animal Behaviour Research Group
of Oxford University, Barbara R.

and Michael H. MacRoberts plan

to return to the United States in Oc-

tober to begin a three-year study of

acorn woodpeckers at the Has ff

Natural History Reservatioi '"

Carmel Valley, California.
' "'

previous field work has taken i^

to Gibraltar, where they studie '"

famous Barbary apes, and to

ney Island, England, where th(



ched the breerlinp. territorial

ivi(»r. and communiration of

ing and lesser Mack-harked

5. Some results of that project

» reported in "The Gulls of

ney Island." Natiral History

fAZiNF. March. I'JTO. Barbara

Roberts received a master's de-

in physical anthropology from

University oi California at Ber-

where Michael MacRoberts

ined a Ph.D.. also in physical

ropolopy.

i part of his archeolopical field

i. Erir Ekholtn has spent

' than three years tracing the

and times of a tavern where

er.s met to enjoy "good flip,

toddy." He carried out the

of the shoveling and sifting

led to the discovery of the

ing tavern at WcJKIcel. A rc-

h associate at I'litnolh Plan-

In. ;i re-creation of the original

illage in I'lymouth. Mas-

Kkholm is pursuing

-Indies in anthropology at

riivcrsily. where he pre-

itncd a bachi'lor's degree.

iii'ld work lias taken him In

in ill Mexico and 'i'ikal.

I. bill fiirlher work on the

ill- will keep him ancliorcd
' llll'cl for a while.

Dpotz, coaiilhor of

I Tavern." also parlicipated

le dig of the laverii site last

summer, the latest of a number he

has worked on in the New Kngland

area as he tries to piece together the

history of colonial America. His

archeological explorations have

also taken him to the Great Plains

of .South Dakota and to California.

Deetz. who received his floctorate in

anthropology from Harvard Uni-

versity, is assistant director of Pli-

moth Plantation and professor of

anthropology at Brown University.

He coauthorefl "Death's Head, Che-

rub. Urn and ^X'illow" in the

March. ]')(>!, issue of iNati HAI.

HisToKY Magazine and wrote "liie

Reality of the Pilgrim Fathers" for

the November, l'Xi'->, issue.

."^ijjiirdur Tliornriiismm, wlm

has studied and admired Nolcanoc-

for many years, finds their |mt-

feclion of form compnraiile lo thai

of a Norwegian Viking sliiji or a

I^tradivariiis violin. Director of llie

Divi.sion of Geosciences of the Uni-

versity of Iceland. Thornrinsson de-

veloped a method lo identify and

date ash layers deposite<l from pnsi

volcanic eruptions. He cnlls ihin

method lephrochronology, now an

inlernalionally accepted term.

Thiirariii'tson has oludied glaciers

ill Iceland. .Sweilish Lapland. Ja-

pan. Mexico. Hauaii. and /\la«ka.

Born ill Vopmifjiirdiir. 'I'liorarins-

siin received his iliuloralc fiom llie

University of Iceland. His specific

interest in .Mount Hekia began

while studying its extensive tephra

layers, particularly following the

big eruption of 1017. .As to his con-

tinuing interest in Hekla. he says,

"I like that damned volcano, it is a

beautiful mountain."

Biological rliNlhiiis and clocks

ha\c iiceii the research interest of

John I). PaliiMT for most of his

career. He has studied rhythmic

phenomena in many types of organ-

isms, with his latest investigations

centering upon the seasonality of

flowering. Palmer, who earned a

Ph.D. in comparative physiology

from Ndrlhwestern University, is

chairman of the Department of

Biology at New York University.

He has conducted field work in En-

glanil. BcrMiiida. Biiiiini. .iiid .il the

Nbiiine Biolo)iiral Lalmralory nt

Woods Hole. His most lereni arti-

cles for \\TiiiM. HisToiiv NKr.A-

/.INK «ere "The Many Cloi-ks of

Man." April. I'>70, niid "Geomng-

nelisiii and Animal Orienlnlinn,"

Novembei. I'H)7.

5



Y)u can now reserve Gilroy Roberts'newest

limited edition bird sculptures.In solid sterling sih

Deadlinerliiesday,August 31st

-*^^:V"

STERLING SILVER GOSHAWK MEDAL SHOWN 2V. TIMES ACTU"



ver specimen struck expressly for him,
the dies for that design are destroyed.

As a result, future collectors who
want to acquire these designs must
obtain them from Patrons who are
willing to sell part or all of their col-

lections, at prices determined by the
laws of supply and demand.

You can now become a Patron of
this program by ordering one or more
of the sterling silver proof medals to

be issued at this time.
Patrons of this newest group of

five Roberts Birds must place their

orders by AUGUST 31, 1971. No or-

ders postmarked later than that date
can be accepted. The original issue

price is $20.00 for each bird or $90.00
for all five. Patrons may order one,

two, three, four, or all five of these
new Roberts Birds, but no more than
one specimen of each design.

WOODCOCK ALBATROSo

the strikings begin. Thus, the
iition of each bird sculpture is

tely "sold out" before the first

minted. No additional pieces
uck for future sale. After
itron receives the sterling sil-

ROBERTS BIRDSrNnSo=ER*To^ir'°'
valid only if received in an envelope postmarked by AUGUST 31, 1971.

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pa. 19063

Please enroll me as a Patron of Roberts
Birds and enter my order for the follow-

ing proof-quality specimens, to be
struck in solid sterling silver expressly
for my personal collection:

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss.

i ! SKYLARK
i I GOSHAWK
I I EUROPEAN ROBIN
I 1 WOODCOCK
I 1 ALBATROSS
[ 1 The Complete set of five

Total ol order $

Add your state sales lax _

Remittance enclosed |l.

$30.00

$20.00

$20.00

$20.00

$20.00

$90.00

PLEASE PRINT CAREFULLY

lal w
jsomo

I be shipped to you encased in
Lucite easel display.

Address.

CHy .Slat*. .Zip.



No huntin

Over 70 years ago the South African

government took steps to preserve their wild

Hfe. And today there are 49 game and nature

reserves in South Africa. Bird sanctuaries,

flower reserves and vast tracts of land where
enormous herds of antelope and other wild life

thrive and grow as they did hundreds of years

ago. And here you can shoot them to your
heart's content. But only with a camera.

You could spend several days alone in

Kruger National Park, 7,340 square miles of

virgin bush country. Laced with 1,200 miles of

road that you can drive along. And see li

leopards, cheetahs, baboons, elephants,

antelope, giraffes and a variety of birds,

window glass away.

If you're strictly for the birds, thf

Mkuzi Game Reserve is for you. You'll s;

a fantastic assortment of waterfowl. Am
the Southern limit of flight for many Eas

African birds.

Of course. South Africa is more t!

wild life. There's a tamer, more sophistit

side in the glittering glamorous cities of

New York, 605 Fifth Ave./Chicago, Suite 2106, 67 E. Madison St./Houston, Suite 1908,914 Main St./Los AngS
606 S. Olive St./San Francisco. 323 Geary St. /Toronto, Suite 2610, P.O. Box 195, Toronto Dominion Center. Royal Trus <"



lowed.

iiwn, Johannesburg and Durban. Where
'u'll find exquisite urban scenery. Gourmet

><\ .And incredibly fine wines. (Made from
• ii>' s grown in South Africa.) All for so httle

. that you'll have plenty left over for

iiig. For things like an ostrich wallet,

i ax. A semi-precious stone ring.

I never your heart's desire.

You'll find just about anything you're
intmg for in South Africa. A warm, friendly

: jntry. Where just about everybody sjjeaks

iglish. And everybody will go out of their way

to make you feel at home.

And the friendliest, fastest way to get

there is with South African Airways. A Boeing
707 Stratojet will whisk you down from New-

York via the most direct route. Talk to your
travel agent before you go though. He'll help

you plan a great "hunting for sights and scenes'

trip to our "No Hunting Allowed" country.

South Africa.

SQQ^
SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS

Come with us. A little offthe beaten track.
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Hope, Hassles, and Horsewhipping

"Hassles in the Park" has little

place in a magazine such as yours. We
have been fed this propaganda for too

long. We who love nature and all it

offers believe that those v^ho carry

this sort of thing into Yosemite

should be horsewhipped out of the

park.

E. Emerson
Pinole, California

"Hassles in the Park," by Jack

Hope (May, 1971). is a most sensitive

and perceptive piece.

As municipal, county, state, and

federal police seek to solve the larger

problems of urban areas by increas-

ing coercion and force, and rapidly

change themselves into paramilitary

organizations with helmets, machine

guns, and armored cars, it is not sur-

prising that American park rangers

and foresters succumb to the same

hysteria and seek solutions by adopt-

ing a "club, gas, and gun" philosophy

of social control.

I do appreciate the ironical ap-

proach of the author and his ex-

pressed hope for communication be-

tween the Park Service and the long-

haired generation, but I am dubious

about the outcome. Unfortunately, to-

day, as long as Park Service admin-

istrators and supervisors turn to the

American police service for answers,

they will receive the myopic "crush

'em, bust 'em" counsel and assis-

tance—and that will only serve to ex-

tend the oppressive, repressive, "po-

lice state" air of the cities to include

our parks, forests, and waters. The

worst is yet to come.

A. C. Germann
Professor of Criminology

California State College

It is natural for infants to probe

the restraints that encompass them as

they learn the limits of their freedom

in the real world. It has become a

tragedy that permissi.'e parents and

aberrant educators have produced a

class of infants whose physical age

may reach thirty years, and whose

tantrums sometimes include the violent

disruption of such things as universi-

ties, judicial processes, and national

parks.

It is not unusual for an older, syco-

phantic hanger-on to attach himself

to a group of young people, adopt

their speech and customs, and become

convinced that they have discovered

wisdom pure and unsullied. It is un-

usual indeed for the views of such a

one to be soberly reported in the

pages of a scientific journal.

It is true that Jack Hope has

recorded the dominant theme of the

"longhairs' " whimpering with his ca-

sual phrase, "social pressures and in-

equalities created by the over-40 gen-

eration." But why should this

senseless tripe be given currency in

Natural History Magazine? It is

not the over-40 generation that dis-

sident youth are rebelling against;

they are fighting the ageless realities

of life itself.

I have the uneasy feeling lately that

scientific information about even the

stars and planets may be subject to

manipulation by the editors of Na-

tural History to make it more "rele-

vant."

Dennis Bryant
Macon, Georgia

I just finished reading, with great

interest. Jack Hope's article, "Hassles

in the Park." A few days earlier I

had returned from another weekend

of intermittent ranger hassle in Yo-

semite National Park. The energy the

rangers devoted to these activities was

incredibly wasteful to me. Last week-

end a ranger told the group of climb-

ers I was with that he intended to

"find a way to cite every longhair in

the park before he was through."

Prejudice is part of the American

way, I guess, but I strenuously object

to being a subject of it when I am
visiting one of my national parks. Of

course, anyone who breaks a law or a

park rule should be cited—the law is

the law. And I know the Park Service

has its problems these days. But to

single out such a vaguely defined

group for this general sort of

harassment is a very ugly and ominous

policy.

Last year I was leaving Yoseir

with a carload of six people. We I

been backpacking in the high coun

for a few days and naturally

weren't exactly a well-scrubbed gro

We were tired and dirty. There w
a couple of beards. A ranger follow

us closely for several miles, t

turned on his flashers. When
pulled us over, he searched the i

then told us we'd be in trouble,

manner was exceptionally rude,

left the park with some of our ha

feelings obtained in the wilderi

changed to frustration and anger,

the same time, we were astonished

the incident. All of us were al

thirty years old and professi(

people. In the car was an architec

magazine editor, an advertising e

utive. and a doctor. We were in a

capitalistic American car. All oi

had been working for years, and
|

ing taxes that support the NatiH

Park System. It must have been

beards.

Mr. Hope seems correct in ass

ing that the policy of the Park

vice is to harass anyone who is

obviously affluent, who is not i

chrome-decorated mobile home,

is not sticking to his car on the i

roads and in the crowded par

lots, in the hotels and restaurant

this the new wilderness experienc

object.

Lynn Fe

San Francisco, Calif

Of course the park is too croi

and overused. And of course a

many people really don't appre

the great parks and would be h

served by recreational areas,

when it comes to putting down

more traditional visitors" as co:

in their mobile homes and brir

portable TV sets, playing cards

and vermouth. I must protest

course some of them do, just ai

kids bring their tape recorders,

it has been my experience that!

these TV sets are a pain in the*

they aren't played as long and a

into the night as many of the iJ

play their records. These people »

other things as well

—

The N<
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story of the Sierra Nevada, fishing

ir, A Field Guide to the Western

ds, sketching and |)ainting equip-

nt, and cameras. And for all their

Its, I'm willing to bet that man for

n they are as worthy as the kids,

ough you wouldn't think so to read

Hope.

Vhat gripes me about Jack Hopi-

his damned self-righteousness. He
his generation don't have any

nopoly on virtue.

Ethel Unselt
Berkeley, Calljornia

Wolves of Isle Royale

^he recording "The language and

sic of the Wolves" was simply fas-

ating and I hope it will secure the

est possible distribution. I knew I

read something on the subject

iously and my library turned up
Uotves oj Isle Roy(de, written by

id Mech who assisted in the

rdings. His 210-page, soft-cover

t supplements the record beau-

lly, and I am sure my fellow asso-

es would like to know that it is

sale by the OovernmenI Printing

•e, Washington, D.C. 20102. One
ar will return some of the finest

ling obtainable on the subject. It

dentified as "Fauna of the Na-

al Parks of the United .Slates

—

na Series 7."

I,. I,. Walton
Flnxhing, New York

Advice to Skin Traders

Dngratulaiions on the Wayne
[ article in Natiiral History
AZINK. I ihink it will liclj) a grenl

y people understand the complex
aground of the Mimon Act and
I tile wavi- of reaction against the

•crssary loss of natural species to

e anil vested interests.

lecies an- dwindling fast enough
jre growing pollution and habitat

uction. To stem these forces i.s

IR to lake a lol of energy and
I. Meanwhile, one obvious tiling to

•I in lo slop unc ontrolled ex-

ation, and Wayne King has made
Ijclcar. rersonully, if I were in the

OVER A CENTURY AGO, folks warned

Jack Daniel against this weeping willow tree.

Superstition said the willow was unlucky. And that

the spring which it shaded would soon run dry.

But Mr. Jack knew that without this pure spring

there could he no Jack Daniel's. So he went ahead

and built his distillery by the

side of the stream, and made

his whiskey with its very

special water. Just a sip of

his product, we helieve, and

you'll he pleased Mr. Jack

had more faith in good water

than in local superstition.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

DROP

6
BY DROP

TENNESSEE WHISKEY . 90 PROOf BY CHOICE c n». Ixk B.'W l>«««»tnr l"» »•••». r«». l»

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY • LYNCHBURG (POP. ]S4). TCNN.
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SomctimeSf
even the prices

seem Pre-Columbian*

How is the time for

Now is the

time for me too.

Please
send your free

brochure.

Mexican National

Tourist Council

Mail to: Mexican National Tourist Council. Dept. M 3

9445 Wilshire Boulevard. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212

Quesrionsandansv/ers ^|

"What^ the difference

between Africa and Afrique?"

Afrique is the best of Africa: the

exotic French and English-speaking

nations along Africa's lush V^est

Coost. Afrique is also the part of Africa

thot's closest to the U.S. It costs

much less to get there and back than to the remote

East Coast; yet the jungle is just as exotic, the

food and climate ore much better, and the cities

are among the world's most cosmopolitan.

M "What language do I need to

M know ifrm traveling through

Afrique*'
Surprisingly enough,

English is spoken with great

^^//Ag^ frequency in most of the

major cities. If your English

jH't good, then a year or

two of high school French will stand

you in good stead. French is the major

language in most of the ploces we fly to. So if you

don't "porlez-vous Ouolof", don't worry obout

it There ore over 100 Afncain diolects. And nof

even the Africains can master them all.

3 "When is the best timeto

plana triptoAfrique?"

Almost any time of the year is good. The
' ther in Afrique isgenerally

Id ond temperate. We suggest

; winter months especially.

.^~_ KSMN^
' ^^ °'^° suggest our 600 p m. Afro-Jet

^^J^ Special leaving every Saturday from

New York nonstop to Dakar ond on to oil of Afrique.

Afriqiie
Air Fronce, Box 747, New York, New York 1001

1

I have more queifions. Please send me the an

Air Fronce, General Agent

FlyAirAfrique^ Afro-Jet Special.

hJonstops from NewYork to Dakarand beyond

skin trade, I would think of soi

other line of work.

Archie C*
Graduate Research Profei

University of Floi

Gennaro's Funny Foot

On reading the usual fascinat

biographical author sketches in y
March issue, I was most intrigued

the photograph of Joseph F. Genn;

Jr. I can only assume that the

gular appearance of his right h

appendage alludes to your statem

that he "has experienced some pecu

effects of poisonous snakebites

tissue and bone."

As a professor of anatomy, I

naturally anxious to obtain a suj

of this toxin that renders soft tiss

transparent and at the same 1

darkly stains the areas of tendon

sertion on the phalanges. The te

ing impact of such a living dei

stration is truly staggering, but b

rather fashion conscious the ob\

side effect of this toxin concerns n

the pant cuff is half an inch hi

on the treated appendage

!

J. Sherman Bleaf
Professor of Zo'

Acadia Vnivi

I wish to compliment Professo

seph F. Gennaro, Jr., for his del

ful contribution to your March, !

issue.

However, I am not referring t'

scientific contribution, "The Cre

Revealed." but rather to the deli'

prank he boldly perpetrates in

"Authors" section. He must ir

have, as you state, "experienced

peculiar effects of poisonous si

bites on tissue and bone." I :

dered with laughter when I cl

scrutinized his sandal-clad righ

and foot (!) in the accompai

photograph.

A touch of humor in these

times is most welcome.

Peter Schossberger,

Los Angeles, Cali

Inadvertent Zoo Keepers

A check on Kay Simmon's c

ing bestiary of New York City

ings in your May. 1971, issue r

that almost half the example S

identifies are either on desif

landmarks or within historic dis c|

We have thought of oursehj

preservers of architecture and h I

It is nice now to realize that \|

also inadvertent zoo keepers.

Harmon H. GoLr|oi

Ch'm

Landmarks Preservation Com, W»

City of Ne: h



El€»wmuch ofhim liveson inyou?

Is this heritage
hurtingorhelping you?

TAKE a look ai the Neanderthal Man and you'll see a vastly under-
rated ancestor of yours-more like you than you realize or may care

to admit. He was the first true member of Homo Sapiens. An excellent
hunter and toolmaker. he probably spoke a crude language, thought
about death, and even felt the first stirrings of religion.
Though you've inherited his biological equipment, it was designed for

survival in his environment, not yours. As a hunter of wild beasts, a
food-gatherer, a creature forever in active danger, he evolved into an
adrenalin-producing cholesterol-burner. He ran little risk of coronary
trouble. And that's where his inherited traits may trouble you. All too
often you find yourself angered into increased adrenalin flow, building
cholesterol instead of burning it. You find yourself burdened with the
biological and emotional equipment for hand-to-hand combat with great
savage beasts-and while some of this helps to give you energy and
drive, too much of it can kill you. That's why modern medicine has put
this problem on its high priority list.

How did human beings evolve from tree-dwellers into moon-walkers?
Why are they having such a hard time adapting their biology to their
technology'? The evolutionary process that began 25 million years ago,
and finally produced the person you are today, is the subject and scope
of Early Man. Like all the volumes in the LIFE Nature Library. Early
Man brings its subject vividly alive before your eyes. In realistic artists"
renderings-based on the latest archeological evidence-you'll see what
early man looked like in his various stages.

You'll learn what he ate and wore... what sort of shelter he slept in
...how he managed with the simplest weapons to kill elephants, huge
bears and woolly rhinos. You'll see him discovering the uses of fire . .

.

learning to make tools.
. .turning his hand to an. . .developing social

and religious awareness.
You'll see in their true colors the remarkably expressive paintings

and sculptures of primitive man. ..the actual skulls that showed early
man's growing brain, the hipbones which enabled him to walk wholly
erect for the first lime. You'll discover what is being done in various
fields of medicine and sociology to help us deal with our ancient bio-
logical and emotional carryovers.

Written by Professor F. Clark Howell and the Editors of Time-Life
Books, Early Man is both an authoritative reference work and a rousing
adventure story. A big, hard-bound book, il contains more than 20() il-

lustrations. An index, bibliography and appendix make il most useful
for students.

Borrow Early Man for 10 days free without obligation. . complete
details are in the coupon below. Just fill il in and mail, today.

Among other volumes In the DIO NATURE LIBRARY:
The Universe, The Sea, Animal Behavior, The Earth

as a

Borrow EARLY MAN
for 10 days free

guest of the HHl NATURE LIBRARY

TIME-LIFE BOOKS. D«pt. 7821
TIME & LIFE BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6061

1

PIcaw enroll mc ii a >utncnhcr lo the LIFE Nxure
library aitd send mc the iniroduclory volume. Early
Man. (i.r a lOday lilal oammalinn If al the end of
Out lime 1 decide nol to continue the tenet I will re-
luin the Iwiik. laniellng m; iuhv.iiptn>n If I keep
the N.ok. I will pay U vi (J^ 2^ m ( anadal plui tliip.

pinu and handlinii I undeiMand lh.il future >»lumet
will he l%tued on approval every other month, at the
vame price of »4 9\ (Js :^ m (anadal The U>da> free
eiamination piivilete appliev lo all volume* in the
library, and I may cancel my tubwripiion at any time
vimply by nolifyint you.

Sehooli and Librmilni Order Publiahct'i I ibrary
I dilion from Silver Burden Co , Morrittown,
N J 07««O |{|iglble for Title I. II fundi
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In some areas of the world super-

natural practitioners known as witch

doctors, shamans, or medicine men

still treat the ailing. Generally rely-

ing on psychological means, rather

than on jungle medicines, they occa-

sionally appear to succeed when

trained medical men fail.

I was cured by such a witch doc-

tor under unusual circumstances.

For two years I had suffered from

lameness and severe pain in my

right leg and hip, originally caused

by acute trochanteric bursitis. Over

a period of eighteen months, spe-

cialists and my own physician had

used some of the latest methods of

treatment, including three applica-

tions of local anesthesia, with no

abatement of either the pain or the

lameness.

During the previous twelve years,

1 had made a number of anthro-

pological studies in Surinam. South

America (formerly Dutch Guiana),

among the jungle people known as

Bush Negroes, descendants of six

thousand slaves who had escaped

from Dutch plantations in the early

1700's. Today some 27,000 of these

people live in the remote rain for-

est. In their isolation they have re-

tained to a marked degree the tradi-

tions, religions, and magic practices

of their African ancestors.

I had become especially inter-

ested in observing the ceremonies,

rituals, and evident cures by the

tribal witch doctors. Since con-

ventional medical methods had not

eliminated my physical discomfort,

the possible effectiveness of a

jungle treatment intrigued me. I

had planned my fifth expedition to

Under
the Power
of the
Gran Gadu
by Louis C. Whiton

In a secluded hut amid the gloom of the

Surinam rain forest, witch doctor Raine
practiced an old form of psychotherapir



I

irinam, and by a stroke of good

rtune, my personal physician was

king his vacation at the same

ne. Because of his interest in this

lusual type of psychotherapy, he

aided to join the expedition.

Anionp the Bush Negroes, there

so-called witches who practice

irk magic, inflicting curses on

th men and women, generally for

izahle fee. Such malicious prac-

es are considered mortal sins, for

y are forbidden by their gods. In

trast to a witch, a witch doctor's

fessional function is to over-

ne ihc effects of black magic, to

ich are attributed most illnesses

1 deaths la notion not uncom-

n in Western societies until a

centuries ago I

.

To insure the maximum chance

success. I sought out the most

niinent witch doctor in Para-

rilxi. a man named Haineh. His

fill personality and his success

h till- .Surinamese had previously

roHfd me, and many of the
'•* more educated people em-
'••(1 his talents even though they

nclrd Christian chur<'hes and
I I 'iiisulled Weslern-trained phy-

iin«. Furthermore, he quali-

("r nil three cliissificntions of

li ilocliir: as a liikumnn, or

ili-fiver; a hnnoman, or mcdi-
• man capable of "pulling out

witch" from sufferers afflicted

1 a curse; and as a voodoo
I, one of whose funclitms is to

isc the evil spirit. In .Surinam

I'll is known as an nhiojiinn.

ilike the convetilional concept

"itch drxlor, Riiinch is normal

|i|"'<irnncr. Thirty three years

li'' is handsome, tall—six feet

ttiree inches—and has an athletic

build, a necessity because he under-

goes considerable physical strain

and effort during his treatments.

When I previously attended his cur-

ing ceremonies, I noted that his fa-

cial expression and personality dif-

fered for each of the three types of

nhiaman that he became. At times I

found his expression disturbing.

His eyes appeared to be focused at

some point through and beyond me.

Although he came from a tribe in

the rain forest, as a child his

mother had taken him to Para-

maribo, the capital city of Surinam.

She was a convert to Roman
Catholicism, and Haineh had attenil-

ed the parochial school where he ob-

tained a better education than most

boys. He spoke Dutch perfectly and

was fairly fluent in English, as well

as in the .Surinam language known
as lakki-lakhi, a type of pidgin F,n-

glish-Dulch-African developed by

the early slaves. He told me that at

the age of twelve, he harl learned in

a vision that he was endowed with

power and knowledge from super-

natural sources, and that Gran

Gadu. creator of thi" world, would

enable him to cure and help people.

He confided this to his church con-

fessor, who adviseil him that as a

Holy Christian Father, his own

duty on earth was to accomplish the

same good deeds, and that (he

Christian God and Gran Gadu were

obviously one and the san)e deity.

According to Haineh, after sev-

eral years of sluily under older

members of the profession, he sp«"nl

a year in linili learning the rituals

i.f Hiiiliiiii vuodim and the art of

hypnosis. He said that his snake al-

tar came from Haiti and consisted

of snake bones wrapped in a bundle

and attached to a six-foot plank,

with a small bell hanging beneath

it. According to the voodoo reli-

gion, it is the snake bones that are

possessed by the god. Voodoo dif-

fers materially in the several

countries where this form of wor-

shi|) is followed: in Dahomey, Af-

rica, where it originated; in the Ca-

ribbean Islands; in Surinam; and

even in certain quarters of New Or-

leans, am<mg others.

.Shortly before midnight, my phy-

sician, five Kuropean and American

friends, and the editor of a .Surina-

mese newspai>er accompanied me to

the rendezvous in the forest about

forty miles from Paramaribo. Al-

though I understood the native

Surinam language, the editor was

to act as an interpreter because he

was an expert in the type of cere-

mony we were about to engage in.

We drove along a trail until we

>.ii\v a clolh lied to a tree. This was

llic signal to leave the automobiles.

Here we were met by a Hush Negro

larrying a torch, who led us slush-

ing through a swamp the barrier

between the comparative civ-

ilization of the rough jungle road

and the isolate<l area where the rit-

uals could be prai'tice<l in complete

s«-clusion.

The following acc<iunt of the cere-

mony is based on the report dic-

tated on \aytr by my phvsician dur-

ing ihe event and also on the

detailed shorthand notes taken by

another friend. Mv own re«-olleclion

is remarkably clear, in view of the

impressionistic events, but more

subjective.

15



"The ceremony of questioning

my soul about my past life

began."

The ceremony began at midnight

and lasted until 4:30 in the morn-

ing. It took place in a large

thatched hut called the "hospital,"

open on the sides except for a parti-

tion at one end and lit by a flick-

ering torch of kerosine-soaked

hemp. In the center was the magic

circle, four feet in diameter and

bounded by twelve bottles of vari-

ous liquors. Within the circle was a

low wooden stool for me to sit on,

with a burning candle in front of it.

A white chicken, its legs tied to-

gether, lay on the ground outside

the circle. On either side of the hut

were red flags of indigenous Indian

gods, considered by the blacks to be

exceptionally powerful because they

were the gods of the land before the

African slaves arrived in the sev-

enteenth century. On one side a

voodoo altar rested on a wooden

box. The melodramatic effect of the

setting was ideally suited to the psy-

chological treatment of a patient.

I was led to the partition in the

rear of the hut and told to strip. A
loin cloth was draped around me,

and a wide white cloth was tied

around my forehead. My body was

rubbed with pemba dotee (clay)

that had been mixed with the leaves

of the sangea fu-ju and various

other herbs. When such clay has

been blessed with the proper ritual,

it is believed to have the power to

ward off evil.

To protect me, this clay was also

sprinkled on the ground ahead of

me as I was led barefooted to the

magic circle. Sitting on the low

stool, I fixed my eyes on the candle

flame in front of me. Raineh com-

menced to chant, and the words and

melody were repeated by ten male

and female assistants, who acted as

a response chorus. The monotonous

rhythms repeated over and over

again for many minutes created a

hypnotic effect, in all probability an

important part of the ritual. To

frighten away evil spirits, large,

noisy maracas containing snake

bones were constantly shaken close

to my ears.

Following the chanting and im-

passioned prayers to the jungle

gods, which somewhat resembled

activities at a southern revivalist

meeting. Raineh filled his mouth

with whiskey and sprayed it

through his lips seven times on the

chicken, with a prayer for each day

of the week. Then he poured beer

into the cupped hands of all those

present and told them to wash their

faces with it, while he prayed for

their welfare, good health, and hap-

piness—especially with one of the

opposite sex.

The ceremony of questioning my
soul about my past life then began.

I was given a soup plate containing

a heavy mound of pemba dotee sur-

rounded by liquor to the bri:

which I held in my outstretchi,

hand, my elbow resting on n

knee. This is the traditional methc

used by the Bush Negroes whi

questioning an incorporeal entil

such as a soul. The questions can

answered by a "yes" or "no." T
weight of the plate eventua

causes the extended hand to becor

unsteady, with the result that t

liquid drips over the brim of t

plate in one direction or anoth.

According to an accepted code, t

location on the plate where t

liquid spills indicates either an

firmative or negative answer.

The interrogation was in dee]

takki, a dialect containing many

rican words, originally develoj

by the early slaves so that th

masters could not understand thf

Raineh's assistants appeared

pressed, even shocked, by my (

closures. It therefore did not

prise me that after the question

Raineh prayed to the god Misah

"protect this Child of the Ea]

even though he has sinned, so t

no harm will come to him."

During this part of the ceremo

my doctor mentions twice on

tape that he feared I would b

the back of my hand because I

holding the plate so near

candle's flame. Having often

served that natives in a state

trance appear to be impervious

high heat, I have since wonde

whether I felt no sensation of

cessive heat because I was in a si

lar state to a minor degree.

At the conclusion of this par

the ritual, the voodoo altar was

raded around my head and

flags of the Indian gods were wa

over me. To attract the benefii

local gods. Raineh told the audi(

to clap their hands, and the tei

and intensity were gradually

creased until it was presumed

the gods had arrived.

For two hours I had been sit

on the low wooden stool and

barely moved during the ei

time. As evidence of the hyperp

ical effect of the ceremony. I

perienced no physical discoir

despite my crouched position

the lack of any padding.

The "pulling out the witch"

ual now began, and Raineh's

sonality changed from that (

soothsayer to that of a shaman w

i6
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transfers the witch temporarily

from the patient to himself. I was

told to lie on the ground and the

altar was placed beside me. Raineh

lay down in the opposite direction,

with the top of his head touching

mine. The extremely heavy mortar

in which the clay and the various

herbs had been ground was placed

on his chest, while one of his assis-

tants stood on his stomach and an-

other on his thighs. Two men vigor-

ously pounded the mortar with

large wooden pestles. I later learned

that these precautions were meant

to safeguard Raineh when the witch

left me and entered his body. They
believed that the rhythm of the

pounding on his chest would keep

his heart beating regularly during

the ordeal and that the men stand-

ing on him would retard abnormal

swelling caused by the witch.

After ten minutes Raineh started

to groan as if in pain, and I was
instructed to stand up. I felt this

was to be the moment of truth. Ei-

ther my long period of discomfort

would be over, or the curing cere-

mony would have failed. Faith was

important, and I made every effort

to bolster my confidence in

Raineh 's powers. No doubt, at the

moment I was also susceptible to

plain old-fashioned superstition.

Still, I was suddenly fearful that

Raineh would fail.

I arose from the ground, and it

was with controlled emotion that I

then realized that all sensation of

pain or cramp had disappeared. In

the ensuing excitement my doctor

grasped my hand and to my sur-

prise said. "I was quite sure that it

would work!" It was only later that

1 understood why he had said this.

Three of Raineh's assistants then

attempted to lift him off the

ground. He appeared to be in a

tonic trance, his body rigid. Finally

Raineh's assistants forced him to

bend slightly at the waist. They

supported him as he sat on the

ground.

A remarkable transformation

then occurred in his facial ex-

pression and his personality. I rec-

ognized from my previous ex-

periences at such ceremonies that

Raineh was now supposedly totally

possessed by the witch and was no

longer his usual self or in one of

his priest roles. Raineh now became

irascible and quarrelsome, and to

everyone's surprise, he began

speak in English instead of his n

tive takhi-takki. Angrily he said,

don't like these people" (the Bui

Negroes) and, referring to me,

don't like Lou." and other u

friendly statements.

Speaking in English, the loc

newspaper editor demanded th

the "witch" tell where he car

from and who his "boss" was. Tl

referred to the person who, throu;

the witch presumably had inflict

me with the curse. Raineh foug

against answering. Finally, thre

ened with never being allowed

return to his own country unless

answered the questions, he slov

and reluctantly replied. He s;

that he came from a nation in j

rica. which he named, and that

boss was from the same count

This startled me. I recalled an \

fortunate and disagreeable alter

tion I had had three years befi

with a young African dignit.

from that very nation, whom I \

met at an important tribal ce

mony in the distant rain forest

Surinam. Since he was a member
a different tribe, Raineh coulc

have had any knowledge of

event, which had occurred aim

two hundred miles away. It

known that the African area

ferred to is famous for its male

lent ju-ju men, who inflict hi.

magic if hired to do so. Also,

glish is spoken fluently in this

mer colony, and when Raineh

become possessed by the witch hi

once spoke in that language rat

than in takki-takki.

It seemed to be an unusual

amazing coincidence. I dm cert

however, that many well-educe

people in Paramaribo would h

believed, beyond a doubt, that

was the origin of my trouble.

The next step in the curing ril

was to transfer the spirit of

witch from Raineh to the altai

snake bones. I sat on the low

and Raineh sat on the ground

hind me. his shoulders pr^

against my lower back. Aftf

short time he began to utter

.seemed to be undulating moanj

pain, while the chorus continuel

chant and shake the noisy mara

Raineh proceeded to trei)

violently, and when this ceased,

face gradually assumed

pression of gentleness and c
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This indicated that he now was
assuming the role of a beneficent

voodoo priest who inspires peace

and order. The doctor and I as-

sumed that it was at this time that

the temporary transfer to the ahar

occurred.

As a voodoo priest, Raineh al-

ways walked on his knees, and he

proceeded in this manner around

the circle of spectators to give them
his blessing, wishing them good
health and fortune. They looked on

the altar in awe as it was paraded

around Raineh several times, while

the bell tinkled and the chanting

continued.

The next step was transferring

the witch's spirit from the altar to

the body of the chicken. Taking the

bird gently in his arms, Raineh be-

gan whispering to it earnestly in

takki-takki. He appeared to be con-

soling it for its eventual fate. One
end of the plank holding the altar

was then placed on the top of my
head, and the other end on the head

of one of the Dutch spectators. I

was instructed to move in the direc-

tion indicated by nudges from the

plank, which according to their be-

liefs were imparted by the god Da-

gowi who possessed the bones on

the snake altar.

Directed by these nudges (imbal-

ance of the heavy burden is a

probable factor), I followed a zig-

"Raineh lay down in the

opposite direction, with the top

of his head touching mine."

zag course between the jungle tre

and arrived at a small clear ir

Two large bowls containing liqui(

mainly water, were brought to t

area. With joyous singing by t

chorus and thanks and praise to t

gods for overpowering the e

spirit, Raineh grasped the chick

by its legs, dipped it in the liqu

and splashed it repeatedly over i

body while the chicken vigoroui

flapped its wings and made rauco

sounds.

Raineh then lifted the bird by
neck feathers and held it in front

me. He explained that unless it di

without his injuring it in any m£
ner, the witch would not be co

pletely exorcised and might retu

to me. If my pain recurred t]

could be used as a reasonable (

cuse. Since the chicken did not i

pear to be succumbing, Raineh si

that all of the evil might not ha

been "pulled out of me." Cc

sequently he told me to open t

chicken's beak and to spit into it,

this might remove the last traces

the witch in me and pass it to 1

bird. I did as he directed. For

minute or two the bird flapped

wings violently. Then, with a fii

squawk, and to my astonishment,

went limp and died.

Raineh assured me that

chicken had died because of the e

that had been transferred to it, a

that my disability would never

turn. I had not observed Rail

doing anything of sufficient \

lence to the bird to kill it, unl

20
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Interested? We'U send you the first

three selections, Plato, Aristotle and
Marcus Aurelius—all three for only $1.00

plus shipping.

We know what charmers these three

wise men are. We're betting that you'll

be so taken by them that you'll want to

stay in the Club and meet some of their

friends, including the greatest story

tellers, philosophers, poets, and histori-

ans the world has ever known.
Don't send any money now. Well

bill you later. Just fill in the coupon be-

low, now, while you're thinking about it

and while the invitation still stands.

Mail coupon to The Classics Qub,
Roslyn, New York 11576.

THE
CLASSICS

SLVN. .N ^ ir. ' CLUB

IMr„.r rnrnll mr a. ii lri.il A< n CLlm.. (In), mrml.rr.

mrmlirr. in.l Tml mr ll.r llirrr I'll iirt «ot.l >n >.l>.nrr „l .11 fu-

.Irluxr r.lili.,n. n( i'1,1,,, Ari.K.llr. lurr >rlr. lion.. Kor ra. I. x.lumr I

..ml M.it<u. Aurrliu.. I rn. I„.r no .Irri.lr In krrp. I ..II pay nnly

mnncy in ailt^inrc U'.lh.n a werk 1.1.8*) plu* mn.linft. I may rrjtrl

I.I rnrivinii ll.rm, I »ill rilhrr rr- any vitlunir hrlntr or allrr I rr-

lurn thrm and ..wr nnlh.nB. or rrivr it, and I may ranrel my
krrp tlirrn and pay thr inlri.iluc- mrml»cr*hip at any time,

lory price ol tl.OO, plui mailing.

TIIK (I A>

NAMr

S|( > ( 1 I'll. K< M YN. N

1 r\\

.V. 11176

AODHrtl
PAM9A

crrT*
•TATt nr
In r«aW<: CLASSICS

P»dlMo> Ho.M Lid..

Teroolo 115, Onlarlo.
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71 Balkgral
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African
Safaris.

Trek through Uganda, Kenya and Tan-

zania. Capture 21 days of African ad-

venture for as httle at $1399.

The extraordinary price includes jet

rOund-trip from New York. First-class

accommodations. Most meals. Sight-

seeing and entrance fees. Professional

guides who know the game.

Africa. It's not such a wild idea.

1

AFRICAN SAFARIS.
Free brochures. To: Qantas, 555 Califor-

nia Street, San Francisco, CA 94104.

Name

Street

City-

-Zip_

aaMTas
treats you better all around z

I I

Price based on economy class G.l.T. fare

from New York.

Subject to surcharge during restricted periods.

NATURE TOURS
These are general nature trips, with

first emphasis on birds, second on botany.

TTiey are of 2 weeks' duration in North

America, 3 weeks in the rest of the world.

They are usually set up in chains so that

more than one can be taken on a single

departure. These are not advertised com-
mercially and this is not a profit enter-

prise; accordingly prices are moderate. If

this interests you. please drop us a line.

UP-COMING DATES

REMEMBER THESE: Russia 7/8;

Siberia 7/29; Japan 8/20.

U.S. TRIPS: Oregon July 31, Wash-

ington August 14. Fall Color in

two sections: October 2 Quebec

to Harpers Ferry. October 16

Harpers Ferry—Smokies—Outer

Banks, No. Carolina, ending

Washington, D.C. or Harpers

Ferry.

OTHERS: Christmas and New
Years in the Bahamas.

FOR 1972: Program now available;

covers all six continents:

CROWDER NATURE TOURS

BOX 222-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

unconsciously, or even intention-

ally, his grip on the feathers near

its throat had been sufficiently

strong to strangle it.

The ceremony continued with

singing, incantations, shaking of

the maracas, and prayers of thanks.

Herbs and pemba dotee were plas-

tered on my wet body to prevent

evil from re-entering it, and finally

Raineh anointed me with a spray of

liquor from his lips. The chicken

was placed on the ground and I was

instructed to stand on its body. Its

neck and legs were severed by rapid

blows of a machete, within a frac-

tion of an inch of my bare feet.

The night had been long and

eventful, and it was undeniable

that my trouble had completely

ceased. The important question was

whether this sudden relief would

last indefinitely. Now, more than

two years have gone by, and I can

say that I have never suffered even

a momentary twinge of pain in my
hip or leg. The scientific explana-

tion given to me by members of the

medical profession is as interesting

and almost as fantastic to a layman

as the ceremony itself.

The bursa, or cushion covering

the upper end of the thigh bone, or

trochanter, had become inflamed,

possibly due to calcium deposits, a

condition known as bursitis. After

even moderate exercise, the leg

muscles attached to my hip would

go into spasm, followed by severe

pain. Thus, the merry-go-round of

spasm-pain-spasm continued even

though the bursitis may have sub-

sided after treatment. I was told

that if this continues for a long pe-

riod the symptoms may become

even worse, since "a cyclic pattern

transmitted through the spinal cord

to the brain, of self-perpetuating

impulses has been created, which

results in chronic discomfort." Sev-

eral injections of an anesthetic into

the area were supposed to interrupt

the pattern. Such treatment is clas-

sic and frequently results in lasting

relief, although in my case it was

only temporary. Medical men I have

spoken to credit the complicated and

mesmeric effect of the voodoo cere-

mony with psychologically breaking

this pattern, since the brain is an

important link in the cycle.

The doctors considered many
factors significant. Raineh's charis-

matic personality was one. He was

a showman and amateur psychia

trist of no mean ability. He har

complete confidence in his powers

so much so that he suggested that 1

pay only half his fee and forwarc

the balance when I was certain tha

the efi'ects of the black magic woul(

not return.

Undoubtedly the ritual, with it

monotonous rhythmic chanting, th

intense and continuous din of th

maracas close to my ears, and th

ecstatic appeal to the gods, was ir

tended to produce a mesmeric ii

fluence. In addition, the eerie a

mosphere of the jungle hut lit b

the flaming torch, the candle o

which I fixed my eyes, the tinklir

bell attached to the altar, and ev«

the impact of sacrificing tl

chicken contributed to the effect,

have since asked myself, "Was
hypnotized to any extent during tl

ritual?" If I was, I did not reco

nize it at the time.

Christian religious cures fi

quently succeed when strictly si

entific approaches have failed I

cause they are deeply rooted

spiritual faith, which provides

powerful emotional factor. In t

instance of this voodoo ceremoni

this factor also played an imporlE

part.

I asked Raineh how he perse

ally avoided subsequent attacks

witches for having foiled their e

practices. He assured me that

possessed a powerful obia, or feti

that protected him. Furthermo

Raineh professed to be able to

flict black magic on the witch,

presented me with an obia, an

ject of no material value, and sa

"If the witch ever tries to return

you and you again feel pain, h

this in your hand and you will

well again."

Science and the medical pro

sion have attempted to explain

success of treatments such as F

neh's. But some doctors I h

talked to about this subject have

pressed regret that the great

vances in surgical practices and

use of drugs during the last th

years have obscured the importa

of the mind in curing bodily ill.'

professor at one medical school

me that much more attention is i

being given to psychosomatic

tors in treating physical symptc

There is obviously much to 1<

about such phenomena.



ars-Eric Lindblad announces

leven extraordinary

iruising Expeditions for 1972

board the M/S Lindblad Explorer.

It is with great pleasure that we can now accept reservations for a series of 1972

cruising expeditions that promise a rare variety of pleasure and education.

On most of these expeditions we will set foot on shores seldom, if ever, visited

by cruise ships. We will see archaeological and historic landmarks and exciting

wildlife, and special emphasis is given to conservation and ecology.

All expeditions are accompanied by lecturers of world renown.

St Coast of South America:

rth 3 to March 31, 1972

m Tierra del Fuego to Ecuador, visiting many

ces of interest along the coast of Chile, Peru

Ecuador, as well as Juan Fernandez Island and

Guano Islands off Peru.

win's Galapagos:

xh 30 to April 20, 1972

visit twelve of these unique Islands made

ous by Charles Darwin, as well as the Perlas

nds off Panama and several bird sanctuaries

le Bahamas.

ish Isles and Faeroe Islands:

1 to 22 and May 16 to June 8, 1972

round the British Isles cruising expeditions,

ng at the Arans, Lundy, St. Kilda, North Rona

many other fascinating islands in the Heb-

>, Orkneys and Shetlands. Also included is a

to the Faeroe Islands.

Baltic: June 5 to July 3, 1972

Swedish, Finnish and Danish coasts and im-

int Baltic Islands are visited, and we explore

into Arctic Lapland and call at Leningrad.

May and the Fjordt:

"?'' to July 21, 1972

nany cruises to the fjords-but, for the

The MS Lindblad Explorer

first time, we shall see them as they deserve to

be seen, by calling where no other cruising ships

have ventured.

Spitsbergen: July 17 to July 31. 1972

A short cruise, from Tromsoe in Norway, around

to Tromsoe, which will be unique in circumnavi-

vating Spitsbergen, never before attempted by a

passenger vessel.

THE WORLD OF

LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Dog sled teim in Fist Greeniind I ! Telephone (Area Code)

The Arctic: July 27 to August 30, 1972

A stupendous experience-we visit Spitsbergen,

Jan Mayen Island (try to find that on your mapO,

Greenland and Iceland, ending In England.

France, Portugal and Spain:

August 28 to September 14, 1972

We cruise leisurely along the fascinating coasts

of these countries, at the best time of the year,

seeing places of historical and wildlife interest,

and spend two days at the Goto Donana in Spain.

The Amazon:

October 7 to October 30, and

October 30 to November 26, 1972

We explore 2000 miles up the Amazon River, as

far as Iquitos, Peru, and venture deep into tribu-

taries in our special rubber boats and jetcraft.

The second cruise also Includes the baroque cities

of the Brazil coast and ends in Rio de Janeiro.

If you are interested in joining us on any of these

cruises, please send coupon below.

j
Dept. NH 8 71

I

lindblad Travel, Inc.

I

133 East 55th Street

I
NcwYork.N.Y. 10022

Please send Cruising Expeditions 1972 brochure.

I am seriously interested in:

I Miss

I Mrs.

Address.

Please print

Cify_ .State- .Zip.



A Naturalist at Large

ATIME FOl

© M. C. Escher Foundalion, The Hague, Hoi



iVERY PURPOSE
Man must

earn to add

fourth

imension,

ime,

his conceptions

if the

nvironment"

Kolx'il Soiiiiiicr

It is hard to imagine a world

without time, but it is at least as

diflicult to conceive of time itself.

Vnr one thinp, our vocabulary hin-

ders us: our words are static and
structured while time involves

nK)vement and fluidity. Time is

built intr) every sentence and every

percept.

A man sees a forest, a coastline,

or a prairie in a time framework of

the past, present, and future: prog-

ress and decay ; projects and pros-

pects. His experienr-e is affected by

duration -ihe amount of time he

spends in the setting: tempo—

a

lake looks different when he is driv-

ing past at 70 miles an hour from

when he is walking alongside it: sr-

t/iirnrr viTlain paths provide con-

tra-its and surprises while others

prepare him fur what is <'oming

next; rhronirity several brief vis-

its will produce an experience dif-

ferent from one based nn a long

visit: antl familiarily —as a visitor,

he and an old-lime resident share

space but their experiences will be

dilTerenl.

Time passes mure rapidiv as a

person gets older. I.e rnmle du

Nouy has calculated that a 20 year-

old man experiences lime passing

four limei fabler than n 4-yeor-old

child, while a •M>-year-old n)an ex-

perience", il pnoninK nix lime* as

fa«l. A child's earliest words con-

cent the prewnl. Rv two years of

age. words indicating future time

l>ecome part of his spoken vocabu-

lary phrnxes like "in a minute" or

"I am going to." Concepts of the

past usually ap|)ear about six

months later. While time contracts

with age. space expands. As a per-

son ages, his home range increases

and wider reaches are open to him.

Other cultures conceive of lime

in ways unfamiliar to most West-

erners. The Indian psychiatrist

Shashi K. Pande found that the

Westerner views time as "a unique

opportunity, to be utilized and be

filled to the utmost with engage-

ments, events, and endeavors in or-

der to capture the richest share of

life." He describes a Malay prince's

first visit to London to attend the

coronation of Kdward VH in 1")02.

The prince remarked to his escort

that he undersloiid for the first lime

why Kuropeans valued lime so

highly: "In England each day is so

packeil with lixing thai if a man
misses so nuich as a quarler of an

hour. ne\er again will he catch up

with the minutes that ha\e eMapeil

him. With us life saunters; here il

gallops as if il were pursui-d by de-

vils."

The sociologist Pilirim Sorokin

maintains that each culture and ac-

ademic tliscipline has its own con-

ception of time. There is ge<ih>gic

lime, with \as| spans that are in-

comprehensible to most lavinen. Iii-

ological time based on rhvtiuns anil

internal clocks, and historical tinii'

based on events and cycles, and

these flifTer in important wavs from

phvsicabmalhiMii.'ilii'.il lime. \\ bile

malhi-malical lime is continuous

and flows evenlv without ph>sit'ii|

dales or points of referrni-e, socio-

niltund lime contains markers and

(.iinliniiril on fuifir Hll

-5



65797 GABOR SZ6B0 42780 LEO ZEPPELIN

Blowin' Some Old Smoke III

Budda LP, 8TR, CASS Allan LP. 8TR, CASS

37833 ROD McKUEN
In The Beginning
Sunse LP, 8TR

43871 STATLER BROS
Bed of Roses
Mercu LP, 8TR, CASS

21597 RIMSKY-KORS-
AKOV Scheherazade
Yorks LP, 8TR, CASS

33093 IAN & SYLVIA
Greatest Hits

(2 record setl

Vangu LP, 8TR, CASS

33182 SUSAN SINGS
SESAME STREET SONGS
Scept LP, 8TR, CASS

21551 BEETHOVEN
44765 SHIRLEY BAS- Piano Sonatas
SEY Is Really Something yorks LP, 8TR, CASS
UnlAr LP, 8TR, CASS

30E18 DIANA ROSS

41217 BERT KAEMP. MotOW LP, 8TR, CASS

^nlV.°!l,"¥,^°'XS
^"^ 37837 FLIP WILSON

Flipped Out
Sunse LP, 8TR

21633 REO ARMY
ENSEMBLE
Yorks LP, 8TR, CASS

DPCca LP, 8TR, CASS

42988 ROGER WIL-
LIAMS Love Story

Kapp LP. 8TR, CASS

42986 ROGER WIL-
LIAMS Golden Hits
Vol, II

Kapp LP. 8TR, CASS

48800 B. 8, KING Live

At Cook County Jail

ABC LP, 8TR, CASS

38373 IKE & TINA
TURNER Workin'

"

Together

Liber LP, 8TR, CASS

75002 JACKSON 5

Maybe Tomorrow
Motow LP, 8TR, CASS

42665 CROSBY STILLS
& NASH
Allan LP, 8TR, CASS

33099 POa BACH
Stoned Guest
Vangu LP, 8TR, CASS

43870 MEIBA MOORE
Look What You're Doing
Mercu LP. 8TR. CASS

50506 BUFFY
SAINTE-MARIE
Wanna Be A Ballc

Vangu LP,-8TR, C.

32882 JOAN BAEi
Joan Baez 5
Vangu LP, 8TR, C

68019 EMERSON,
& PALMER
Cotil LP, 8TR. CA

16595 VIRGIL FO
Bach at the Fiilr

Decca LP, 8TR. C

TYPICAL

"EXTRA DISCOUNT" SAL
$4.98 LPs average as low as $1.96

$5.98 IPs average as low as $2.25

$6.98 IPs average as low as $2.56

Savings of 63% or more from recent Club sales

to $4.42 per LP. Start these giant savings now

not after you fulfill your obligation like the oti

clubs.

Label

Colum
Capit

RCA
MGM
War Br

Andy Williams-Love Story

Anne Murray

Ed Ames-This Is

2001-A Space Odyssey

MaryTravers-Mary
Creedence Clearwater

Revival-Pendulum Fanta

Miles Davis-Bitches Brew Colum

Love Story-Soundtrack Param

PerryComo-lt's Impossible RCA
Bloodrock-3 Capit

Santana-Abraxas Colum

Worst of Jefferson Airplane RCA

List

Price

5.98

RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA-The World's Largest Record and Tape Clul



Cartridge Worth

Casselle

BUY ANYTHING EVER!

5, take your pick of these great hits right now! Choose any 3 Stereo LPs (worth up to $20.94) or any 1 Stereo Tape (cartridge
cassette, worth up to$13.96)FREE . . .as your welcome gift from Record Club of America when you join at the low lifetime
mbership fee of $5.00. You can defer your selection of FREE items and choose from an expanded list later if you can't find

.Ps or 1 Tape here. We make this amazing offer to introduce you to the only record and tape club offering guaranteed discounts
33' 3% to 79°o on all labels— with no obligation or commitment to buy anything ever. As a member of this one-of-a-kind club
J will be able to order any record or tape commercially available, on every label— including all musical preferences. No automatic
pments, no cards to return. We ship only what you order. Moneyback guarantee if not satisfied.

6S793 BREWER t
SHIPlEt Tarkio
KamSu LP 87R. CASS

3(37S CANNED HEAT
N JOHN LEE HOOKER
(2 record sed liber IP

4278-1 STEPHEN
STILLS
Allan LP 8TR, CASS

6e709 ORSON WELLES
Begalling of the

President Media LP

ES7«4 MELANIE
Leilouer VVine

Budda LP. 8TR CASS

21S37 TCHAIKOVSKr
I8i: Cerlure
Yorks LP 8TR CASS

• WHO Tommy
co'd set

LP, TR. CASS

FERRANTE t
HER lOin
(ersary Album

rd set UniAr LP

7 BEST OF
90NIIGHTF00T

LP 8IR, CASS

33189 lOSEPH t THE
AMA2INC TECHNICOLOR
OREAMCOAT
Scept LP 8TR CASS

280a2 GREGORIAN
CHANT TREASURY
Yorks LP 8TR CASS

42911 MAN OF LA
MANCHA Original Cast
Kapp LP 8TR CASS

331B3 e i. THOMAS
Most Of Ail

Scept LP, 8TR CASS

33134 B. J. THOMAS
Greatest Hits Vol 1

Scepi LP 8TR CASS

69796 CAL TtAOER
TiaderAde
Budda LP. 8TR. CASS

67919 STEPPENWOLF
Gold
Ounhi LP, 8TR CASS

69779 VERY BEST OF
lOVIN' SPOONFUL
KamSu LP 8TR. CASS

44793 TRAFFIC lohn
Barleycorn Must Die
UnlAr LP. STR. CASS

33092 BEST
SAINTE MAR
2 record se

Vangu LP 8

33069 JOAN
David's Alt3um

V«n|U LP. 8

J(ST A RECORD AND TAPE CLUB WITH NO "OBLIGATIONS "-ONLY BENEFITS!

•cord and tape dubs make you cnoose
( (e* labeis-usualiy Ifieir o*n' Ttiey make
uy up to 12 records or tapes a year-usualiy
I once -to luHill >Our obligation. And i( you
t to return ttieir monthly card-they send
an Item you don't want and a bill tor J4.98.
" J6 98 or $7 98! In effect, you may De
led a most double for your records and tapes.

BUT RECORD CLUB OF AMCRICA
ENDS ALL THAT!

t largest alMibei record and tape club
3rid Cnoose any LP or tape (cartridges

cassettes!, including new releases No
itions' Take as many or as few or no
tlons at all if you so decide Discounts are

lANTEED AS HI&H AS 79% OFF' You always
it least 33< iS You get best sellers tor as
II 99C

NO AUTOMATIC SHIPMENTS
our Club there are no cards which you must
n to prevent shipment of unwanted LPs or

iich you would have to return at your
lipense if you have failed to send written

e not to snip We send only what you order

HOW CAN WE BREAK ALL RECORD
AND TAPE CLUB RULES'

rt the only major record and tape Hub NOT
NOT CONTROLLED NOT SUBSIDI2ED

lit record or tape manufacturer anywhere.
(lore we are not obliged by company policy

lit) any one label Nor are we prevented by
ibution commitments from offering the very

It LP s and tapes

ICIAl INTRODUCTORY MCMIERSHIP OFFER
RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA now and take
ilaie of this special Introductory Mimbir-
Wftr, Choose i

" "

r 55 00 membership tee

ailing fee for your tree

LPs or tapes will be sent later l( you can't find

3 LPs or 1 tape htrt, you can defer your selec-

tion and choost Irom eipanded list later. This

entitles you to LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP and >ou
never pay anotrier club fee Vour savings have
already more than made up for the nominal
membership fee.

NOW YOU CAN CHARGE IT

If you prefer, you may charge your membership
to one of your credit cards We honor four dif-

ferent plans. Check your preference and im-in

your account number on the coupon.

LOOK WHAT YOU GET
• FREE llltllmi Membership Card - guarantees

you brand new LPs and tapes at discounts up

to 79°. . Never less than ij off

• FREE Giant Mister IP Mid Tapt Citllei lists

all readily available IPs and tapes Icarlndges

and cassettes! of all libtll (including foreign

... Ill muilctl ctttiorlii.
• FREE Disc and Ttpo Guldi - Tbe Club's own
Magazine, and special Club sale announcements
which regularly bring you news of just-issued

new releases and eitra discount " spocials

• FREE ANY 3 Sttrto IPt or mj 1 T«pi shown
here (worth up to $20 94< with absolutely no

obligation to buy anything ever'

GUARANTEED INSTANT SERVICE
All LPs and tapes ordered by members are

shipped same day received (orders from |he

Master Catalog may take a few da>s longer< ALL
RECORDS AND TAPES CUARANTEE6-factor> new
and completely satisfactory or rtplacements win

be made without question

MONEY BACR GUARANTEE
If you aren't absolutely delighted with our dis
counts lup to 79*. I rtlurn Items within 10 days
and membership let will be riturncd AT ONCE'
loin over one and one half million budgtt wise
record and tape colltctori now

r 44746 DUKE ELLINC 331 79 DIONNE MIR
TON 70tii B '!-dav WICK '

' Ne.f f ,.

Concert lowf Asa.n
J (2 record set, SolSt LP Scept LP STR CASS

IVOW YOU CAIV
CHAlUfli: 11, TOO!

H RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA
E*rH3^*OTto^

VOOIB

Yes-Rush me a lifetime Membership Card. Free
Giant Master LP ft Tapt Catilot. and Disc ft Tape
Guide at this Special Mtmbtrship Offer Aso send
mt the 3 FREE LPs or 1 FREE tapt which I have
Indicated below (with a bill lor a small mailing and
handling charge). I enclose my $5 00 lifetime mem.
bership fee. This entitles mi to buy any LPs or tapes
at discounts up to 79%. plus i sma'l mailing and
handling charge I am not obligated to buy any rec-

ords or tapes-no yearly quota II not completely
delighted I may return Items ibovt within 10 days
lor rmmidiatt refund of mtmbtrship (tt

1 r«EE iPi

or 1 FDEC TAPE

I D ciiseitt

or 3 Dtttr SllKtlon-stnd eipanded list

AddrtlS-

Clty -Zip.

All Sirylctmtn wfitt Soc Sec S
CHARGE IT to my credit cird I im chirglng my
$5 00 membership (mailing and handling lee lor earn
FREE LP and tape selected will be added

Chick ini: n DInirs Club "~ Mistir Cbirf i

n Amerlcin Eipreii ' BankAmericiid

Signaturt.

ECORD CLUB OF AMERICA-The Wortd's Lowest Priced Record and Tape Club



Sensuous Symbionts of the Sea

In their struggle away from the mass of primitive life,

and toward individuality, marine creatures have evolved barbs

poisons, teeth, and a repertory of colors

by Lewis Thomas

photographs by Douglas Faulkner

One's first reaction to a close view of the life of

the sea is confusion, unease. How can things be so

beautiful, with such intricate balance and symmetry

in their infinitely varied forms and, at the same time,

seem so hostile, so threatening, ready to lunge, to

snatch life from each other? So many of the moving

parts of sea life seem to be designed, exquisitely

tooled, for nothing but destruction and devouring. It

is disconcerting, almost as though we have had the

wrong idea about beauty and harmony; living things

so evidently aimed at each others' throats should not

have, as these things do, the aspect of pure, crystal-

line enchantment.

Perhaps something is wrong in the way we look at

them. From our distance we see them as separate,

independent creatures interminably wrangling, as a

writhing arrangement of solitary adversaries bent on

killing each other. Success in such a system would

have to mean more than mere survival; to make

sense, the fittest would surely have to end up stand-

ing triumphantly alone. This, in the conventional

view, would be the way of the world, the ultimate

observance of nature's law. It was to delineate such

a state of affairs that the hideous nineteenth-century

phrase, "Nature red in tooth and claw," was ham-

mered out.

What is wrong with this view is that it never

seems to turn out that way. There is in the sea a

symmetry, a balance, and something like the sense

of permanence encountered in a well-tended garden.

To be sure, individuals die—in such abundance

that a permanent shower of organic fragments de-

scends through the layers of the ocean—but the whole

system survives and thrives and remains in balanc

The creatures flourish, in vast surfeits. They feed <

each other; it does not distort the arrangement

say that they are feeding each other.

On another level, they can be seen to be co

nected to each other. Once this view is opened, t

extent of their interdependence and connectedness

astonishing. Nothing lives alone. One cannot find

genuinely solitary form, uncoupled from everythi

else. Instead, life is a dense, shimmering matrix

live tissue, in which the creatures of the sea spring

view as working parts, like cells in tissue or orga

in an organism.

For all their appearance of readiness for comb

the animals tend to move out of the way of a batt

especially when the circumstances stipulate tl

someone has to lose. The coelenterate species

Gorgonacea illustrates how an individual organii

may simply bow out when necessary. Gorgonil

tend to grow in closely arranged masses, but theji

not fuse. Jacques Theodor has shown that when v

are placed side by side, pressed against each oth

the smaller will always undergo disintegration,

the smaller partner that turns on and governs]

lytic enzymes. The smaller gorgonian is not don

by the antagonist, but simply retires, totally.

Many of the negotiations between marine an

onists are conducted discreetly, by chemical

ators, with the adversaries keeping at a suitablej

tancc, beyond grasp much of the time. Sta

release a substance that will set any nearby sc

in violent, fleeing motion, clacking like agitated i

tures. Fish communicate by a diplomacy of cj

A hiiUwut's colors blend with the sea bottom at Tanahe Bay, Jal

but its needle-sharp spines help keep it apart from other life in the\
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In Turtle Bay, Kenya,

a Uonfish's ornate display

warns off predators. A mechanism

similar to a hypodermic syringe

can eject venom through

tubes in the fish's spines.

A crown-of-thorns starfish

attacks coral at A medee Island,

New Caledonia. Because reef

life is interconnected, the

recent starfish invasion has

killed many species in the Pacific.
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A I .\'cw Cdlcilonid. the Mini;iiii;

tentacles of a \e<i anemone haihor
small fish and shrimp.

The small ereatiaes line laiiier prey
into the fatal trap of the tentacles.

Then all the svmhionis dine.
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ical signals. Bullheads, for instance, release sub-

stances that enable other members of the species not

only to identify each one as an individual but also to

discern the order of rank; a retiring bullhead, recent-

ly defeated in a contest for leadership, will have a

different smell from the one that has just become

chairman.

The threatening gestures, the wild declarations of

hostility, often turn out to be signals, warnings, pro-

nouncements of individuality and territory. The

creatures of the sea are marvelous in their ornamenta-

tion, their embellishments of selfness. They flag each

other off, send chemical information to each other

announcing the inviolability of their various house-

holds.

Thus far, this is familiar territory. This is much

the way our body systems work; we have immuno-

logic mechanisms that detect foreign creatures, and

we prevent bacteria, fungi, and viruses from over-

running our tissues by mobilizing our reactions

inflammation and immune defense. Our mechanisii

are efficiently designed to engulf and eject anythii

that does not belong. To be sure, it is precisely tt

kind of defense that often gets us into the difficulti

we recognize as disease, with inappropriately violei

inflammatory reactions or sometimes, due to mi

information, with the kinds of destructive tissue 1

sions called autoimmune disease. Nevertheless, (

place solid reliance on immunologic recognition

our protection against everything outside ourselvi

But the recognition systems used by creatures

the sea appear to have an altogether different fur

tion, at least some of the time. There are multituc

of animals with the most exquisite and precise mec

anisms for identifying the surfaces of cells and t

sues other than their own, and these are used not

defense or aggression, but to get together. They ;

not immunologic in our sense; indeed, they do i

^f



A brown moray eel pokes its

head out of the North Channel

Reef of A beyabu Island in the

Patau Islands. Like many
marine creatures, the

moray eel is only dangerous

to humans when disturbed.

'ool of stinging catfish

ns over a reef at Amedee
i. New Caledonia. Their

>ling behavior, as well

ir stingers, helps protect

from predators.

irEitat, in the Gulf

iqaba, a blue-spotted

gray skims along the

an bottom. Swimmers who
•hcrtently step on them

y suffer painful wounds
'/I the rays flip their

bed tails forward.
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colorful spk'iulor in the dark waicrs

50 feci hclow the surface of Tanahe Bay

Japan. The delicate tentacles are lined

i^iuii reactions.
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volve the formation of antibodies and antigens. In

eir net effect, they enable one creature to locate

e special animals of other species with which it

rms advantageous partnerships. Somehow, the

lenomenon of symbiosis has evolved in the life of

e sea with the same degree of specificity and ac-

racy that has characterized the emergence of im-

iinologic mechanisms in other forms of life.

Take, for instance, the hermit crab, which lives in

mbiosis with an anemone perched like an orna-

;nt on its shell. The crab will seek out and can find

partner in a crowd. The anemone, for its part, can

»ntify its particular kind of crab by chemical

irkers on the shell surface—a molecular recogni-

in of a high order of sophistication. The anemone

ly attach itself, or the crab may pick the anemone

in its claws and fix it in place. Certain crabs will

rry their anemones around permanently attached

their claws, using them as a sort of dining imple-

nt. The food is caught by one partner, sampled,

d passed along to the other.

There are barnacles that live only on the surfaces

certain whales, and there are other barnacles that

^^ attach, selectively and with the same specific-

, to the backs of those barnacles. There arc fish

live out their lives amid the lethal tentacles of

rtugucse men-of-war, shielded by the nematocysts

fed whatever comes their way. Other fish, like

damselfish, are always found in association with

cific anemones; early in life they must learn their

into the tentacles by swimming tentatively

und the borders, until they become somehow la-

cd so that the anemone no longer recognizes

m as nonself.

The life of the sea is filled with the most fantastic

ngcments for partnerships, condominiums, com-
nitics. There are the narrow, elongated arrowfish,

gned to live poised forever between the sharp

les of sea urchins; the serpentine fish that live,

reasons of their own, inside sea cucumbers, into

ch they swim gracefully, tail first, through the

ica. Some fish are adapted to life in the imme-
e vicinity of larger fish of a difTercnt species;

le have developed suction disks so they can be

ried by their particular host. Fish of all kinds are

• to recognize the extraordinary species of

ncr-fish; they will queue up to have their sur-

.•s, and even the insides of their mouths, picked

nd cleaned.

iometimes there are inventive adaptations that

m to be in the process of being worked out, like

liminary sketches for future evolution. Several

years ago some Australian surf bathers were stung

by what felt like jellyfish but turned out to be
Glaucus, small nudibranchs, which had fed earlier

on Portuguese men-of-war. These mollusks had
edited their meal, permitting the stinging cells to mi-
grate intact through their bodies to their surfaces,

and preserving for the time the essence of jellyfish in

a kind of limited partnership.

Sea creatures tend to live together, not because
they lack the mechanisms for self-discrimination or

the ability to discern the differences of others, but
rather because their associations are so highly selec-

tive, and their discriminatory properties are so

extraordinarily sensitive and accurate. The dis-

tinctions we make between organisms have a differ-

ent meaning, almost the opposite kind of meaning,
for these creatures. Some of them even overlook the

doctrinal separation of animals from plants that we
take so .seriously in our taxonomy, and they put

members of the two kingdoms together in the same
tissues, sometimes in the same cells. The giant clam,

for example, contains in his siphonal tissues a green

pasture of algae. The clam, dependent on the pho-
tosynthetic contributions of the plant cells, lives with

the green tissue always facing up toward the sun;

there are small lenslike structures, adapted from visual

organs, arranged over the algae to focus sunlight on
them. It is an amiable, bucolic accommodation, but

it comes as a shock to us to learn that algae are

sheltered and encouraged to multiply inside the

clam's phagocytic cells. We have become used to the

idea that these cells are our primary lines of defense,

the most fundamental of the aggressive mechanisms
in the human system.

A coral reef is a universe of symbiotic relation-

ships. It is like a giant organism, with various work-

ing parts made up of polyp, fish, worm, plant, crab,

mollusk, plankton, all interdependent. When disease

occurs, as in the ulceration of a reef by the crown-

of-thorns starfish, you can count the many different

life forms bound together in one reef by the number
and the variety of casualties.

The tendency to live together in close partner-

ships may represent the most ancient habit of all

living things. Perhaps it is most conspicuous in the sea

because life began there and the habit has hung on

in undisguised form. When you consider what the

earliest stages were probably like, the pattern of

symbiosis has a certain consistency. There was. ac-

cording to current theory, a first cell type, probably

a very first single cell, put together by a lucky aggre-

gation of ptilymcrs formed from basic ingredients in

Continued on page 78

:mcnt cells, called chromatoplwres, in its

n enable the cuttlefish lo chanf>e colors and
nd with the hacki;ronnd on Amedee Island Reef

\ew Caledonia. The cuttlefish uses its

tacles to pull prey into its powerful heak.
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TheApes
of
Gibraltar
With a little help from their

friends, Barbary apes thrive

amid the garbage cans

and gun emplacements of

the great rock fortress

by Barbara R. and Michael H. MacRoberts

At the southern tip of Spain

three-mile-long, three-quarter-m

wide peninsula juts into the Me

terranean Sea; like an immense

verted limestone wedge, the Rock

Gibraltar rises abruptly 1,400

from the surrounding water. At

northern end, across the low, sai

isthmus, which is neutral grou

the hills of Spain lie in som

shadow. To the west is a large, si

tered bay, and on its opposite sh

stands the once-Moorish city of

geciras: to the south across

straits is another continent, Afric

The place names of the city,

names on walls and gates, the c

of arms presented to Gibraltar

Isabella of Castile when the R
housed a Spanish garrison, all

fleet the vicissitudes of governrt

and custom of one of the I

fought-over pieces of land in

tory. Gibraltar has been besi^

many times, the last attack

the "Great Siege" more than

century after the British ai

priated the Rock from the Spaj

Crown in 1704. And the name

braltar. Jehel-al-Tarik, the Moun
Tarik, evokes the fortress' eig

century beginnings when the pr

ontory was taken by Tarik and

mercenary army from Morocco.

Today, Gibraltar is still a g



The town, with a population of

out 28.000 people, runs the

gth of the western shore and

nbs in narrow, winrling streets

one! the ancient walls of the

orish rastle to the north. Mili-

y ofTires and quarters run along

waterfront nnrl iiiinple with the

ises that terrare upward in

kcd lines of stuero and red tile,

as rapped with bright, flowering

(igens stand against the stair-

y». In the polyglot murmur of

ly morning, hinek -garbed ma-

ns haggle with fruit and vege-

le vendors. Sailors on shore

ve from many navies saunter

in Main Street, perusing the

idy wares on display or slopping

h the rrowd to wateh the mili-

y hand in front of Governor's

use.

)ut above the pepper trees and

d olives of the town, well beyond

ch «)f the slarrnio cries of fish

dors and the dcrlamalions of

ming shoppers, the only feral

iulalir)n of monkeys in Europe

nw the inililnry land that

•Iches the Ifiiglh of the Upper

k. Here, among rusting cannon

grass-choked trenches, monkeys
e lived for centuries: like the

pie of Cibrnllnr, they loo have

a long, lunuilluoiis history.

Several years ago we had the

pood fortune to spend six months

in Gibraltar where we made the

first field study of Barbary ape so-

cial behavior.

Two troops of monkeys live on

Gibraltar. One roams the series of

c)\erhanpinp cliffs and ravines at

the north end below the high peak

at Middle Hill: the other wanders

the rock face at Queen's Gate far-

ther to the south where the saw-

edged mountain crest dips slowly

sciiward. Each Imop keeps firmly to

ils own area, and during our stay,

even though the Rock is only two

square miles in area, these two

troops— of some sixteen animals

c.ich—never met. At Queen's Gale,

llii- monkeys are fed by a keeper,

anil il is lo Queen's Gate that tour-

ists ciinie by taxi or cable car lo see

llii- "MiM k apes."

The monkeys at Middle Hill.

liDwever. are not frequently dis-

till bed by visitors, and it was for

this reason that we chose lo study

lliiMii. Allhough coiisidi-red wild,

llic moiiki'vs at Middle Hill are ae-

r iistnined to |M-iiplc and quickly

adapted In being followed about

till iiitgli most of each <Iay.

Rarbary apes are stocky animals,

with a heavy coat of redilish-mot-

tied hair in adiilllioiid. Hy June, as

the fresh, herb-scented spring days

pass into the dryness of summer, the

handsome coat begins lo shed, and

by midsummer the thick mantle

about shoulders and back is consid-

erably thinned. On Gibraltar. Bar-

bary apes have a restricted breed-

ing and birth season. In late

October adult females come into es-

tins, and through the wet months of

Novciiibcr and December ihey so-

licit adult males for copulation. The
dominanl male in the troop fathers

the young, and in May the first

babies are born. Infants have black

coals at birth, pink, crinkled faces,

and dark blue eyes. At about three

lo four months, ihey begin lo turn a

russet brown: by three lo four

vears, individuals lia\e acquired the

heavy brows and chin whiskers of

inalurity, A<lulls weigh between 20

and 2.'i (loiiiids. and males are gen-

erally somewhal larger than fe-

males. In some old females the

diMisc red coal and lowering brows

are cs|>i-cially well develoiwd. their

whiskered faces thickly fri-ckled

arri>ss nose and cheeks. In general

apiM'arance. these monkeys re-

semble their congeners, but unlike

the majority. Hnrbary a|n's have no

tail in ailullhood. although infants

have a liiiv nub of skin, whii b niust

individuals lose bv one year. This
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Neutral Ground

Princess Caroline"!

yBattery
jj^

Range of gW
Middje Hili ^f

Two troops of monkeys share

the Rock of Gibrahar.

One stays north of Middle

Hill, while the other lives

near Queen's Gate.

lack of tail has led to the misnomer
ape being applied to the species;

hence. Barbary ape. the name by
which they are commonly known.

The Barbary ape, whose range

includes Gibraltar and the Atlas

Mountains in Morocco and Algeria,

is but one of some twelve species

that make up the genus Macaca. All

the other macaques are Asian in

distribution, extending from East

Afghanistan into the Indian sub-

continent and Ceylon, thiough Ti-

bet and China into Japan, and
south into the Malay Archipelago.

It is probable that before or during

the Ire Age macaques ranged from

Japan right across the Old World to

the Atlantic coast. Climatic changes

in the Pleistocene, which affected

Europe and the African littoral,

must have resulted in a division of

the westernmost macaque popu-

lations from those in the East, leav-

ing the monkeys in North Africa a

much-reduced outcrop of what was
once a more widespread species.

But how Barbary apes originally

came to Gibraltar remains some-

thing of a mystery. Two hypotheses

have been put forward to explain

their presence in an otherwise mon-
keyless Europe.

One is that they represent a rem-

nant population. Fossil remains of

macaques from the Pliocene and

Pleistocene have been unearthed in

several localities in Europe, but be-

fore or during the last major gla-

ciation, monkeys vanished from Eu-

rope. On Gibraltar, although

extensive excavations have been

made in several waterworn caves,

no macaques have been discovered

in an otherwise rich fossil fauna.

The second hypothesis is equally

difficult to support, but is perhaps

the more promising of the two. At
least as early as the Moorish occu-

pation of southern Spain, monkeys
were exported from North Africa to

Gibraltar and elsewhere in Europe
where they were sold as pets and to

itinerant animal showmen. Monkeys
were still being sold in the Moorish
market on Gibraltar several years

after the Rock became a British col-

ony. It is suggested that some of

these animals escaped from the

markets or from their masters and

took refuge on the Upper Rock, and

that over time, continued additions

in the form of escapees and births

resulted in an established wild pop-

ulation here. Spanish histories of

the seventeenth century speak

briefly of monkeys living on the

nearly vertical eastern face of the

Rock. From here they occasionally

moved to the western slopes, into

the large gardens of the northern

part of the town. The Upper Rock,

although barren and inhospitable in

its uncertain water supply and mea-
ger soil, would have provided a

welcome haven for escaped "pets."

With the more hospitable lower

slopes permanently occupied 1:

man. the monkeys could supplemei

natural forage, albeit at risk (

being killed or captured, with tl

plenteous litter of man's middei

and the produce of his garden

Here, too, would be a sure supp

of water in cisterns built to cat(

the winter rains.

Today, the monkeys on the Ro(

include as part of their diet gardi

fruit and the generous leavings

the garbage bins that proliferate

the town's perimeters. And it is tl

expediency that has often led

strained relations with Gibralta

human inhabitants. Indeed, one

the first records of the monke
during British colonial rule is

complaint that a large troop w

damaging a garden and being

general annoyance. Such lack of

gard for human property resuh

in deep-seated antagonism fn

many members of the town, and

prevent proscription of the ent

monkey population, a garrison

der was issued in 1856 forbiddi

the killing of Rock apes. Within

few years, however, they had to

rescued again from the hands

irate townsfolk. The governor

Gibraltar reiterated earlier wa
ings against harming the monki

and went so far as to import a

mals from North Africa to hols

the dwindling population. Th
individuals, two males and t

females that were let loose on

Upper Rock, were eventually

cepted into the troop. Their numb
grew, and sometime after 1863

troop split into two.

In the years that followed, c

tinned forays into the city led t

lengthening list of transgressi(

and by the end of the ninetee

century the monkey population }

been considerably depleted

trapping and shooting. Rene"

Symbol of the Brit

presence on Gibraltail

Barbary ape rela

in the Mediterranean s
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protection, however, allowed a re-

rouping of numbers, to the extent

that complaints again flowed in.

The Admiralty finally requested

that a watchman be employed to

drive the offending animals up the

Rock away from the town, and

measures were taken shortly after

to keep the monkeys permanently

up the Rock by installing a keeper

(a master gunner) whose duty it

was to feed them at Queen's Gate.

Money for this undertaking was

provided by the Colonial Office, the

amount varying from one pound

sterling in 1913 to as much as six

pounds per month in 1921 in what

must have been a monkey-ridden

year. An officer from the Royal

Garrison Artillery was appointed

Officer-in-Charge-of-Apes. and today

this appointment is held by the

commanding officer of the Gibraltar

Regiment.

Despite these early efforts to cur-

tail the monkeys' depredations,

complaints continued, and by the

1920's public agitation reached

record pitch, .•\hhough the Secre-

tary of War expressed the hope that

the monkeys would not be de-

-troyed and the local press inter-

\cned on the animals' behalf, the

two largest individuals, presumably

the adult males, were shot. The gov-

erniir subsequently conceded that

householders could fake any action

they liked against monkeys that in-

vaded iheir homes. In the years that

followed, the monkeys declined rap-

iilly in numbers, and at one time

tiie population was reduced to three

individuals.

Then in 19.30, the plan still used

lodny was devised: individuals were

iiHined and animals were imported

from North Africa to reinforce

dwindling numbers. Notices not to

feed ihiMii were |iubli«hed. The

.\m ii<lult fciiiiilo liolds iiti iiifiiDt

so yoiiuf; tli;it il> coat is

-till lilack. By llirre or four

iiioiillis the roat Mill !» brown.

4.^





lOnkeys persisted with minor fluc-

lations in membership until the

irly 1940's. when the entire popu-

ition, except one aged, nonrepro-

uctive female, died from unknown

luses. Winston Churrhill promptly

rdered that monkeys be restored to

le Rock, and a large number were

nported from Barbary.

Today's animals are all descend-

nts of the Barbary apes brought

1 from North Africa nearly thirty

ears ago. A keeper still feeds

16 animals at Queen's Gate and

i responsible for seeing to sick

nd injured individuals. Two
•oops have been maintained on the

;ock with a total population of

bout thirty animals. When num-

ers exceed this, orders are issued

y the Officer-in-Charge-of-,\pes to

ap some individuals and these are

nt to zoological gardens around

16 world. It was not so long ago

lat two young Barbary apes from

ibraltar were given to the San

iego Zoo.

There is an old Spanish saying

at when the monkeys leave the

ock of Gibraltar so then will the

lish. and it is perhaps this single

ctor that has preserved these most

xalious mascots. Like the ravens

the Tower of London, they have

come a symbol in a tradition in

ich such gestures are important.

.Ml of the members of the troop

Middle Hill were born in the

oup and most will never leave the

)sr vicinity of other group mem-
Occasionally. after a severe

ht or a shift in dominance posi-

i-i. an adult male may tcmporar-

i|uit the Iroop and wander alone

eral hundred yards from it. The
males and young, however, en-

unler the same faces every day.

d the only dianges are the births

onkoys cavort on a wirr

irrier cIc-ifiinMl to kcrp

em from tlirowin;: rork^

to the strrcl.-. Itrlow.

in summer and the disappearance

of individuals when death takes a

member of the group.

But beyond the single segment of

one life-span, the troop extends in a

series of life histories, overlapping

in time from the past into the fu-

ture. The oldest female remembers

individuals unknown to any other

member of the group, and her in-

fants will know individuals yet to

be born, individuals she herself will

never see. She watches her youngest

infant whose world as yet scarcely

extends beyond herself. He has

little experience of the winding

route down the Rock, which mem-
bers of the troop have taken for

years to their morning feeding

area. Nor does he know that an-

other troop of monkeys roams the

Rock a short mile away at Queen's

Gate. Perhaps he will never come in

contact with them, for it is Hkely

that even within his mother's gener-

ation few members of Middle Hill

have ventured beyond the tiny

range of the troop, bordered below

by the city and above by the jagged

crest of the rock. This tiny range to

which they keep contains all their

needs—water, food, and sleeping

cliffs— and it will probably remain

adetjuate for generations to come.

For Middle Hill troop, the day

begins at dawn. The monkeys stir

about on the ledges of the sheer

cliff where they have spent the

night, and as the sun rises, they as-

cend the cliffs to sit and groom in

small units on the warming con-

crete of Princess Caroline's Battery.

Infants suckle, adults groom, and

juveniles play among the straggling

conifers that surround the battery.

Perhaps a few individuals will dig

for roots or feed on pine nuts. As

the sun rises higher, and the east-

erly wind condenses a character-

istic clr)ud into a dark parasol over

the Rock above them, the monkeys

set off down the western slope

towaril the city. They cross the

broad concrete pan of the water

calchineni above the Moorish castle,

pause for n drink at a leaking pipe,

then Tueander along the castle's

cnimliling walls to the town's edge

where modern high-ri-'c a|>nrlments

{i\*r with il-* ruined ranipiirl«. Merc

the nionkevs begin their morning

raids on the rubbish bins, sending

the lids clattering onto the pave-

ment in front of windows where

housewives keep a wary eye on

laundry hanging across the patios.

In the course of the morning, a

shirt or two may disappear, col-

lected off the line by one of the ado-

lescent troop members. But later in

the day. these same housewives can

be seen emptying whole loaves of

near fresh bread into garbage cans.

Should the troop move farther

into town, where figs, pomegran-

ates, and other trees are in fruit,

cries of "Mire. mire, los monos!"

bring faces to windows: the poultry

dealer on the corner momentarily

loses his customers who step out-

side to watch the monkeys. Most

mornings, however, the monkeys go

unnoticed: they are part and parcel

of every day. The pace is slow;

food is abundant.

It was here at the city's edge,

early on a spring morning, that we

first encountered Middle Hill troop,

at first impression a disorderly col-

lection of animals feeding here and

there among the refuse bins. But af-

ter several days of watching, we

came to recognize and put a name

to each face. As the months passed,

our confusion slowly gave way to

an tmderstanding. however in-

complete, of the relationships that

existed between individual mon-

keys and. on the basis of this, to a

picture of the more general patterns

of their social organization.

In Middle Hill troop, a domi-

nance hierarchy existed among in-

dividuals. Such hierarchies, n

salient feature of manv primate so-

cieties, are essentially a priority

system between individuals, defined

bv each animal's ability to assert

himself in interactions involving

food, sleeping space, and—between

males-- access to females. Among
the members of Middle Hill, such

interactions ranged from mild

threats, to which an animal reacted

by moving awav, to fight* in which

the subordinate individual was

rlia'cd. Only rarelv did these more

\ignri>iis fighls result in injury.

The two adull males raiikeil high-

e«l, occupying the alpha and beta

i.osiiions. The four adult females

li.M ilir iirvl four positions, with

4.')



juveniles and infants ranking below

them. In young animals, rank was

correlated with age. three-year-olds

ranking above two-year-olds, and so

on. irrespertive of sex. Infants,

however, had no dominance ranks

among themselves.

This simple linear hierarchy was

confounded, however, by associa-

tions in which specific adults in-

terceded in antagonistic encounters

involving certain other troop mem-

bers. Most notable of such asso-

ciations were those between adult

females and young in which the fe-

male intervened for her own infant

and for specific juveniles in their ag-

gressive interactions with other

members of the troop. In such cases

protective behavior shown by the

female mitigated basic dominance

relations by giving the protected

youngster what has been called a

"dependent rank": the rank of the

adult female when they are in close

association..

Such associations involved more

than protection of young individ-

uals in aggressive encounters. If

food was present in a nondispersed

form, as in the refuse bins, these

protected young had the pre-

rogative of feeding with their adult

protector, to the exclusion of all

other individuals. Should any other

troop member attempt to join them,

the adult female would immediately

threaten or chase the offender.

The young animals could therefore

feed before individuals who ranked

above them. When one female-

young unit had finished feeding

and had moved away, the next

ranking female and her dependents

could appropriate the food source.

If any juveniles or infants belong-

ing to the preceding group re-

mained nearby, they were summar-

ily chased off. Adult males could

feed with anyone, and other troop

members could feed with them

without fear of being threatened.

These same young animals were

in frequent, close contact with their

protectors and spent many hours

each day in their company, resting

and grooming.

Female-young associations simi-

lar to those described above have

been found in .Japanese and rhesus

macaques, and in these two species,

such associations comprise a

mother and her offspring of several

years. It is therefore probable that

the female young units in Middle

Hill are just such mother-offspring

units. If this is so, four such kin

units existed in Middle Hill troop.

The largest consisted of a mother

and three dependent young, rang-

ing from an infant to a subadult of

three years; the smallest kin unit

contained an old female and her in-

fant, born during the summer.

It is into such units, then, that an

individual is born. For the first sev-

eral days of life the infant spends

most of his time in his mother's lap.

When she moves, he is carried

against her belly to which, from the

moment of birth, he can cling with

amazing ability. Within a few

weeks, however, he will move onto

her back where he will be carried

about, jockey style, for the next sev-

eral months. During the early

weeks of his life, he is the center of

intense interest from older siblings

and, to a lesser degree, from other

members of the troop, especially

adult females. Individuals advance

toward the mother, giving the grin-

ning gestures typical to initiating

social contact. They sit in front of

her, often with an arm around her

back, and peer at the infant. At such

times, the infant may be upended

and held away from the mother,

but is never taken from her.

During this early period in the

infant's life he may become the cen-

ter of interest of one of the adult

males in the troop, and a relation-

ship, mirroring that between

mother and young, may develop.

The male takes custody of the in-

fant for increasing periods of the

day, carrying him and holding him

in his lap and. very shortly, assum-

ing the role of a second protector.

The mother appears in full accord

with her infant's adoption and will-

ingly allows him to be taken from

her. During rest periods, however,

the infant is usually back with his

mother where he is groomed and

suckled and where he sleeps, and at

night he always descends the sleep-

ing cliff in her care.

Both adult males in Middle Hill

troop maintained such protec-

tor-protege relationships with spe-

cific infants. They virtually ignorec

the other infants in the group or be-

haved toward them in a manner oi

tolerant disinterest.

Such male-focal relationships

like the mother-offspring tie, ex

tend beyond the dependent animal's

infancy; one of the males in Middli

Hill protected two juveniles in i

similar manner. One of these, i

one-year-old female, belonged to

kin unit and was protected by he

mother as well. The other, an ado

lescent male of two, had apparentl

lost his mother and had no clos

ties with any of the adult femalei

He spent most of each day in th

male's company. They played t(

gether, were grooming partner

rested and slept in close proximity

and when not in actual contact, til

male was never far from his pri

tege, whom he protected in a mai

ner similar to that of a female ca

ing for her very young offspring.

It is possible, although we ha^

no way of knowing at present, th.

the male-young relationships a:

also based on kinship; that tl

^v..-:\
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lies rhoose as proteges the young

their sisters or their own sib-

igs. In the case of the alpha male,

ch infants will probably be his

n offspring since it is the domi-

nt male who fathers most, if not

. of the young.

Not every young member of

dflle Hill could claim such rela-

inships. and where such ties did

I exist, their importance became
the more striking. Two one-year-

is in the troop had no close asso-

Itions with either an adult female

an adult male: presumably their

ihers had died or had been re-

ved from the troop. Unlike their

re fortunate peers, they were

quenlly the brunt of aggression,

ey had lillle contact with animals

r own age since lack of a pro-

lor affected even their status with

•rs, who could take advantage

them in play-group scuffles,

^se two youngsters remained pe-

heral to the troop; they fed alone

'r all other individuals and

ely were the center of grooming
Tactions. Except for each other's

company, they were torced to lead

an almost solitary existence.

The Middle Hill troop, then, can

be viewed as consisting of a num-

ber of kin units, centering around

each of the adult females, whose

mendiers spend more time with

each other than each does with non-

related individuals. Such ties are,

for some young animals, extended

to include close association with an

adult male. These preferential rela-

tionships are a most important

basis for social contact in the troop

and through them an individual

monkey's position with his fellows

is mediated.

As the long, midday rest period

comes to a close, groups of females

and young move down from the

walls and housetops where the

troop has spent the afternoon sleep-

ing and grooming. Several individ-

uals stop to feed on the nu)rning

glories covering the sides of a rick-

ety chicken coop behind the build-

ings: the same garbage cans that

were raided in the morning are

searched once more, and after a

hasty feed, the troop moves back up

the Rock to Princess Caroline's Bat-

tery. Mother and young walk to-

gether, and an infant sits astride

the shoulders of an adult male.

.Adolescent play partners lope along

side by side, and as the troop winds

past the Moorish castle, the two

tiiotherless juveniles trail behind.

The trip back up the Rock is

more rapid than the leisurely de-

scent in the morning, and within

thirty minutes the troop once more
spreads out across Princess Caro-

line's Battery. One of the adult

males wanders off. out of sight, an

infant still riding his shoulders. Fe-

males sit and doze. Once again the

juveniles play. As the sun begins to

set. the monkeys descend to their

sleeping cliff where they will remain

until morning. From Alameda Gar-

dens, in the southern part of the

city, north past the cemetery where

some of Trafalgar's dead are buried,

dusk turns the town slowly gray,

and the lights of the harbor begin

to wink. The Mount of Tarik stands

black against the sky.
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VELLFLEET TAVERN
bv Erie Ekholm and James Deetz

In the days when settlements

vere springing up along New En-

land's coast and whalers plied the

pffshore waters, all pood taverns

loasted the excellence of their flip

inrl lodfly. Flip, a frothy, spiced-ale

Irink. and hot rum toddy were the

pecialties of these haunts.

In 1060. when archeologists from

'limoth Plantation and the Na-

onal Park Service visited Cape
"lod's Great Island in Welineet flar-

or. there was little surface evi-

ence to indicate what might be

ound there. Local traditions were

ague, hut one suggested that in the

arlv seventeenth century the island

ad hcen the site of a Dutch trad-

)g post. Another told of a tavern

lal liafi existed there, complete

ilh a sign advertising the hospi-

dily of one .Samuel Smith.

Some previous unauthorized dig-

ing at the site had turned up a

723 English coin, as well as some
Mions and clay pipe stems. Here

nd there, rocks projecting above

le surface of the ground were pos-

blr signs of a buried foundation,

•uring the summer of 1070. the ar-

heologicnl team turned up many
lues, including bits of ivory fans,

iece>i of whalebone. smashed

rinking containers, clay pipes, and
ernmics. The interpretation of

leir meaning led to research on a

umlier of aspects of early Cape
od history. A neal fil between ar-

heoldgicnl and historical evidence

merged, and the local tradition dc-

rilling a tavern an the site seemed
bII corroborated.

Toilav. Great NInnd is part of a

»ng peninsuln that forms the west-

rn side .,f Welllleel Harbor. It is

llached ici the maiidand by a low.

arrow sandbar, the result of con-

tent ni'cumulalion of sand that is

leadilv building up the western

nr of the outer Cape. Great Is-

ind's shori- is made up nf sond
lufTs overlooking n wide beach.

According to local informants.

the scrub pine that covers much of

I he island today was planted as an

erosion control in the IR-Ws. Be-

cause Cape Cod suffered severe

rleforestatifin during the eighteenth

century, drifting sand had posed a

serious threat. The condition of

much of the outer Cape is vividly

described in an 1802 history of

Fastham. of which Wellfleet was
f)nce a part:

Except a tract of oak and pines,

adjoining the south line of Well-

fleet, and which is about a mile

and a half wide, no wood is left in

the township. The forests were

imprudently cut down many years

ago. and no obstacle being op-

posed to the fury of the winds,

it has already covered with bar-

renness the large tract above de-

scribed, and threatens the whole

township with destruction.

Although the historical evidence

is not explicit, it seems likely that

Great Island was separate from the

maitdand during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, and that

during the eighteenth century at

least, it was largely devoid of trees.

A mat» drawn in 170.T shows the is-

land completely separate from the

mainland, as well as from Great

(b-acb Hill, which tfiday forms its

southern end. It is difTicult to tell

just how deep the water was be-

tween Great IsKind and the main-

land at that lime. A letter written

bv Rev. Levi Whitman the vear be-

fore seems to indirate that there

were limes when Great Island was

truly an island and others when it

was not. depending on whether or

not high water actually covered the

tidal flat"* between it and the main-

land.

An IJi.H map of Wellfleet shows

wooded area* in the township, al-

though bv this rlate none of the

small islando on the wet side of the

harbor is shown with tree cover.

This map also shows Great Island

to be separated from the mainland

oidy by the narrow channel of the

Herring River, which had its outlet

at the island's northern end. Today,

this channel no longer exists. It is

blocked by dunes, and the Herring

River empties into the harbor.

Whitman's letter also mentions

dwellings on two of the other

nearby islands. By its omission in

this regard, it would seem likely

that in 1704 there were no resi-

dences and probably no structures

of any kind on Great Island. The
IB.'Jl map shows structures in Well-

fleet in considerable detail. It in-

dicates no structures on Great Is-

land or on Great Beach Hill, but
]'^ on neighboring Griflin Island and

16 on Bound Brook Island.

In the remote past, however,

there had definitely been human
habitation on Great Island. Several

Indian sites have been located there

by National Park Service archeo-

logical surveys. These surveys also

discovered the remains of some
kind of structure, apparently built

during the colonial period, on the

easternmost end of the island. It

was this site that became the focus

of study and excavation during the

summer of 1070,

It was decided to begin ex-

cavation in an area immediately ad-

jacent to where we thought there

might be a foundation, with the

hii|ie of finding enough material to

proviile some general idea of the

site's agi'. This excavation revealed

an extensive refu.se-disposal area,

Di-bris. forming a laver n half-foot

(hick, was covered with about ten

inches of clean sand, probably de-

posited by wind action nl a time

when there was little or no tree

ever on the island. The 24.000 ar-

tifacts recovered in this operation

helped us to determine a reasonably

precise dale for the site,

Hisliirical archeology relies on

somewhat tlifTercnt evidence for

dating sites than jirehislorie ar-

cheology. Carboii-M dating, in-
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Aerial view shows the pine-

covered sand bluffs of Great

Island's headland (left

foreground), where the tavern

once stood, an invitation to

sea-weary whalers. Great

Beach Hill, separating

Wellfleet Harbor from Cape
Cod Bay, lies in the distance.

dispensable to the prehistorian, is

of little use to historical archeolo-

gists since its degree of precision is

not sufficient to pinpoint the brief

chronological periods that histori-

cal archeology deals with. Histori-

cal archeologists try to derive more
precise dates by studying artifacts.

Sites of English colonial settle-

ments, for example, can often be

dated by measuring the inside

diameter, or bore size, of the white

clay pipes that are usually found in

profusion. Jean Harrington, an ar-

cheologist working at Jamestown,

Virginia, discovered that the bore

diameter of these pipe stems was re-

duced by y,;4 inch every thirty years

between 1590 and 1800. dimin-

ishing from a ma.ximum average

diameter of %^ inch in the earliest

examples to y,-^ inch in late eigh-

teenth-century pipes. Several thou-

sand pipe stem fragments from the

Great Island site had diameters pre-

dominantly of %4 inch, indicating a

date from 1710 through 1750, fol-

lowed by smaller samples of %4
inch (1680-17101 and %4 inch

(1750-1800). From this evidence

alone, it appeared that the most in-

tensive occupation of the site had

been during the first half of the

eighteenth century.

European pottery found in

American archeological sites can

usually be identified with close ac-

curacy as to place of manufacture

and date of production. The ceram-

ics found in the initial excavations

on Great Island coincided with the

pipe stem evidence and provided

some refinements. While the vast

majority of the pottery found was

redware, produced in New England

and virtually useless as a dating

aid, there were eight different types

of English and German pottery in

the refuse deposit.

North Devonshire sgrafitto ware,

a distinctive incised brown-on-yel-

low pottery, and the remains of at

least one large brown bellarmine

stoneware jar manufactured in Ger-

many suggested that the occupation

of the site began late in the sev-

enteenth century. Staffordshire mot-

tled ware, a clouded and streaked

brown pottery, usually in the form

of mugs, and Staffordshire dipped-

white salt glaze stoneware are both

diagnostic early eighteenth-century

types. Combed slipware, an attrac

lively decorated brown-on-yelloA

pottery, had its most popular pe

riod between 1690 and 174(

German blue-on-gray Westerwal

stoneware, an ancestor of moder
beer steins, and brown Englis.

stoneware are also characteristic c

sites of the late seventeenth an

early eighteenth centuries. So-calle

delftware. with an opaque whit

glaze decorated in blue and polj

chrome painted designs, had its b(

ginnings in the late sixteenth cer

tury in England. But it wa

produced there far into the eigl

teenth century, so its presence i

the site was of little help to us i

determining precise dates.

Although they supported th

early eighteenth-century date estal

lished by pipe stem evidence, thai

eight varieties of European ceran

ics indicated a slightly earlier bi

ginning date for the occupatioi

That the site was no longer funi

tioning by 1750 seemed probabl

because of the absence of a moi

refined white salt-glazed pottei

made in the Staffordshire district (

England as early as the 1730's, i

well as the lack of other distinctly

types that were prevalent by the mii

eighteenth century.

Roth the pipe stem and ceram

evidence suggested a date range <

ca. 1690 through 1740 for the Gre

Island site. This date demolishe
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le local tradition that the site was

le remains of an early seventeenth-

sntury Dutch trading post, since

ie material we found was largely

inglish and a century too late in

me.

On the basis of the artifacts from

le refuse area, the possibility that

ie site had once been a tavern

jemed likely. There were many
ine bottle fragments, thick dark-

reen glass from sfjuat bottles with

eeply kicked bases. We were

mazed by the abundance of broken

ineglasses. graceful stemware with

aluster supports, also characteris-

c of the late seventeenth and early

ghteenth centuries. Furthermore, a

isproportionate number of ceramic

•agments were the remains of drink-

ig containers, which might well

ave been used to consume "good

p. pood toddy."

With a secure date established

d some idea about the identity of

e building that had occupied the

te, we began excavating in the

ea we suspected the structural

undaliiin to be. This work was

on rewarded. Cli-ar outlines of

one footings began to emerge, and

nre Great Island is essentially a

ige sand dune, all stone occurring

ere must have been introduced by

iman activity. The excavated

undalion had been little disturbed

digging in the past, and in out-

le it distinctly revealed the

ourid plan of a large building,

fty feet in length, and thirty feet

width, it had faced south.

The floor plan was typical of

w Kngland construction of the

riinl. anil showetl clearly a two-

om nrrangeiiient in the main por-

n of the structure. These rooms
re located on either side of a

rge brick chimney, the base of

lich had survived. In addition to

p bricks found in place in the

eplace area, thousands of broken

ii-k>< were found scattered in the

•iniiy and in the west cellar,

lesr crudely made bricks were al-

isl cerljiinly manufactured some-

lere in Miissachusetls.

The front door was oppnwile the

imney, facing sf)uth. with a

Ughly paved stone walkway lead-

R to it. To the rear of the foiindn-

>n on the cast side was another

paved area, which probably floored

a third room, covered by a leanto

extending to the north. There is a

i=trong possibility that this third

room extended the full length of the

north side of the building.

While each of the two main

rooms had cellars beneath them,

they differed in their manner of

construction. The cellar under the

east room was small (8 by 10 feet)

and laid up with rounded cobbles

set in mortar made from sand and

clam or oyster shells. It was entered

through a short stone stairway lead-

ing down from the south, or front,

side of the house and was probably

accessible through a trapdoor in the

floor of the east front room. Its low

height, under five feet, gave scant

headroom.

The second cellar was larger (9

by 12 feet! and. unlike the east cel-

lar, had a sand floor in the center

r)f which a shallow pit had been

dug, for reasons unknown. The
walls of this cellar were of rectan-

gular stone laid in rather even

courses. It must have been entered

through a trapdoor by a ladder or

wof)den stairway, since there was

none of stone. Both of these cel-

lars were probably used for food

storage and are similar to the cel-

lars of farmhouses on the mainland

at that lime.

Numerous artifacts and bits of

structural material in the vicinity of

the foundation gave us considerable

information about the building's

construction. Nails were recovered

by the thousands, showing con-

clusively that the building had been

a wooden frame structure. It was

probably two stories high, although

there is no direct archeological evi-

dence to support this. Surviving

houses of this age and size follow a

two-story plan. The windows were

of thin, greenish glass with leaded

mullions. Hinges and a latch lifter,

showing the details of door hard-

ware, turned up in the digging, as

well as an iron key that would have

been used in a metal lock.

One of the most interesting bits

of architectural detail was provided

by fragments of interior wall plas-

ter. Richard Candee, a researcher

of architecture at Old Sturbridge

Village, has shown that Plymouth

Colony evolved a unique tradition

of building construction with no

clear English antecedent. It was

characterized by the use of vertical

planks, or sheathing, to which

clapboards were usually attached,

so that the vertical members ac-

tually served as part of the struc-

tural framing in place of studs.

Until the Great Island site was

excavated, there were no known ex-

amples of this type of construction

from the Cape Code area of
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A massive brick chimney
(center of diagram) rose up

between the tavern's two main
rooms. All stone used in the

foundation and the two

cellars was brought from
the mainland.

Plymouth Colony of seventeenth- or

early eighteenth-century date. Here,

the impression of horizontal laths,

which held the plaster, is clearly

visible on all the larger mortar

fragments. In many cases, rust

spots on the lath impressions in-

dicate the presence and spacing of

nails. In the space between the lath

impressions, one can see the pattern

and direction of the grain of the

wood on which the laths were

nailed. It runs at right angles to the

lath direction, indicating laths at-

tached by nails to vertical planks.

Had the building been framed with

studs, the majority of lath impres-

sions would have shown no wood
grain impressions behind the lath.

The building, then, was a large,

two-story affair, clapboard covered,

with typical late seventeenth- to early

eighteenth-century diamond-shaped

window panes. In all probability,

it had a shingled roof with a

massive brick chimney projecting

through its center. Its large size

and extensive ground-floor space

would have been most suitable as a

tavern for tired and thirsty visitors.

But who were these visitors? In

one way. Great Island must have

been quite isolated in the eighteenth

century, and access to the island

and the tavern could only have

been by boat. Today, one has only

to traverse a half mile of water at

high tide to get to the site from the

nearest shore point on what for-

merly was the eighteenth-century

mainland. Land access, on the other

hand, presently involves two and a

half miles over difficult sand, and in

the eighteenth century would have
been further complicated by mud
flats and tidal flooding.

Yet the people who frequented

Great Island had a purpose in
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doing so. Certainly they were famil-

iar with boats and the sea, and the

short distance across the bay would

have amounted to little indeed. As
the foundation of the building was

being excavated, evidence began to

mount in support of a very special

kind of activity on Great Island in

the opening years of the 1700's.

The first indication came from

the small east cellar. When ex-

cavated, we found it filled with

clean sand with no artifacts in it.

But directly on the floor in the

southwest corner was a large, cer-

vical whale vertebra that had been

fashioned into a cutting block.

Nearby was a large flipper bone

and the base of another wine bottle.

Whalebone, whether fashioned into

artifacts or unworked, is not com-

mon on other English colonial sites

in the Plymouth Colony area, but

in view of the proximity of the

ocean, the find was not entirely si

prising. It could have been a ban

piece of whalebone picked up

the beach and put to good use.

As work proceeded in other an

of the foundation, however, it

came apparent to us that it was :

in the cellar by chance. More fr

ments of whalebone turned up, £

when the west cellar was opened

was found to be rich in whalebo

Several dozen whole pieces

many more fragments were rec

ered, representing a number of

dividual animals. The culminat

discovery was the rusted fores!

of a small harpoon or lance. 1

also came from the west cellar,

this point we were sure there '

some connection between the s

the building that had stood thi

and whales and whale hunting,

turned to the historical record

order to find supporting docun

II
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on. and had gratifying results.

,ong hefore the first great ships

out from Nantucket and New
\f()T<\ ill search of whales. New
^lanrlers had been a whaling

pic. Aboriginal New F.nglanders

e |)roficienl whale hunters,

aring them with wooden bar-

ns to which were attached floats

t imperlcd the whale's progress.

animal could then be sur-

ndcd by canoes and dispatched

h arrows. There is some question

•ihiT the first English whalers in

area aduplrd aboriginal tech-

uc- iir brought ihcir own metb-

wilh ihcm. An account written

161.5 describes F.nglishmen tak-

a whale by securing the har-

in line to a boat, rather than to a

it. iillhiiugh the difTerence in-

ved seems not too great. It is

lally possible that the settlers on

>e Cod realized the obvious ad-

vantages of pursuing the whales,

which could regularly be seen from

the shore, and gradually refined

their techniques for pursuit along

the coast. However it began, whal-

ing was an important activity on

Cape Cod by the end of the sev-

enteenth century.

In 1690, New Plymouth Colony

appointed Inspectors of Whale
whose duties included the in-

spection of drift whales—those

washed ashore—to make certain

that they were properly assigned to

whoever had marked them first.

Drift whales figure frequently in

Plymouth court litigations during

the second half of the seventeenth

century. The discoverer of the

whale received a third share of the

animal, the Colonial government a

third, and the town a third. The In-

spector of Whale was also empow-
ered to adjudicate the disposition

of whales killed at sea and later

washed ashore. A complex system

of marking harpoons and animals

evolxed to provide proper proof of

ownership.

One of the best descriptions of

whale hunting on the Cape comes
from A Topographical Description

of ff'ell/leet. written by Levi V^hit-

inan in 1793:

It would he curious indeed to a

rduntryman, who lives at a dis-

tance from the sea. to be acquaint-

ed with the method of killing

blackfish. Their size is from four

to five tons weight, when full

grown. When they come within

our harbors, boats surround them.

They are as easily driven to the

shore as cattle or sheep are

driven on land. The tide leaves

them, and ihey are easily killed.

They are a fish of the whale kind,

and will average a barrel of oil

each. I have seen nearly four

hundred al one time lying dead
on the shore.

Such a scene must have been

(luile commonplace on Cape Cod
during the early decades of the

eighlrenlh century. Roth eastern

Long Island and the Ca|)e were

leading centers in the development

of shore whaling. It was a Cap«
whaler. Ichabiid Paddock, who was
bniughl bv the people of Nantucket

to leach them the best ways to kill

whales and obtain oil. The flower-

ing of later Nantucket whaling thus

had its roots on the Cape.

Wellfleet was probably the com-

munity most committed to whaling

on the Cape. Later in the eighteenth

century, when whaling had devel-

oped into a deep-ocean pursuit,

Wellfleet suffered more grievously

than other Cape towns from Revo-

lutionary \^'ar blockades, since its

economy was so heavily based on

whaling. Whitman's 1793 descrip-

tion ends on a note of reminis-

cence: "It is not however very often

of late that these fish come into our

harbor." As the whales moved out

from the shore, possibly in response

to the heavy toll taken by whalers,

Wellfleet and other Cape towns ap-

parently made a rapid conversion

to deep-sea whaling. The situation

had grown critical by 1727. and

was described in the Boston IS'etvs

Letter on March 20 of that year:

We hear from towns on the Cape
that the whale fishery among them

has failed much this winter, as

it has done for several winters

past, but having found out the way
of going to sea upon that busi-

ness, and having had much suc-

cess in it. they are now fitting out

several vessels to sail with all ex-

pedition upon that dangerous de-

sign this spring, more (its tho't)

than have ever been sent out from

among them.

The golden age of American
whaling had begun.

The parallels between the history

of the development of whalirig on

the Cape and in Wellfleet and the

evidence unearthed on Great Island

are quite compatible. \^'hales were

undoubtedly driven ashore on Great

Island and butchered on the beach.

Their flesh may have contributed to

the bill of fare at the tavern on the

bluff above, accounting for much of

the whalebone found in the ex-

cavations. Regardless of how it

found its way up the cliff and into

the tavern, the large quantity of

whalebone is elocjuent testimony to

the activities of \^VIIfleet shore

whalers on the island. The tavern

would have provided convenience

and services to these iwople.

The dates of occupation and use

of the tavern also agree closely with
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the historical record. With the pass-

ing of shore whaling and con-

version to deep-sea pursuit, the tav-

ern might not have been as

necessary. Archeological evidence

suggests an end date of about 1740,

and the Boston Netvs Letter item

shows that shore whaling was al-

ready fast fading in the area by

1730. Only a few years may have

passed before the tavern, its clien-

tele drastically reduced, was forced

to close. By midcentury, the island

was probably deserted.

In its heyday, the whaler's tavern

on Great Island must have buzzed

with activity. The building sat just

back from the edge of the sea cliff,

and lookouts stationed on high

points in the vicinity would have

spotted whales in the bay. The

hours between whaling sorties were

almost certainly occupied by par-

taking of the tavern's hospitality.

The Rose Tavern Scene, engraved

by Hogarth in 17.35 as a part of

"The Rake's Progress" series, con-

veys precisely the same sense of ca-

rousing as the artifacts recovered at

the site.

Even the presence of friendly la-

dies is suggested at the Great Island

tavern, for fragments of finely

carved ivory fans turned up in the

refuse and in the west cellar. True,

they may represent fans owned by

the lady of the house if there was

one, but it is equally possible that

they were owned and used by ladies

who entertained the whalers at the

tavern.

Scrimshaw was a traditional ac-

tivity of the New England whaler.

To while away the long hours at sea

in search of whales, sailors carved

intricate designs in ivory and bone.

We found what may be the earliest

piece of scrimshaw from New En-

gland in the refuse heap directly

south of the tavern's foundation.

Less than two inches in length, it is

a carving of a man's head wearing

a cap. It had been drilled at one

end for attachment in some way or

another, but we could not deter-

mine its function, if any. Too small

to be the end of a knife handle, it

could have served as a pipe-tamper

ornament.

The most dramatic object we dis-

covered was the frontal bone of a

middle-aged European male, which

was found in the fill of the west cel-

lar along with quantities of whale-

bone, brick, and broken artifacts. It

had a series of cuts and slashes

along the area over the brows,

which may have been what killed

the man. It will probably never be

possible to account for this grisly

discovery with accuracy, but there

is one interesting possibility. In

1717. the pirate Bellamy lost his en-

tire fleet on the shore at Wellfleet.

He had promised the captain of a

snow fa small brig) captured the

day before that he could have the

vessel if he would only pilot the

fleet into Cape Cod Harbor. The
captain was suspicious of the offer

and instead led the fleet into dis-

aster, as described by Levi Whit-

man :

The night being dark, a lantern

was hung in the shrouds of the

snow, the captain of which, in-

stead of piloting where he was

ordered, approached so near the

land, that the pirate's large ship

which followed him struck on the

outer bar: the snow being less,

struck much nearer the shore. The
fleet was put in confusion: a vio-

lent storm arose: and the whole

fleet was shipwrecked on the

shore. It is said that all in the

large ship perished in the waters.

except two. . . . .After the storm,

more than a hundred dead bodies

lay along the shore.

It may be that the scarred bone

is evidence of this dramatic in-

cident in Wellfleet's history. The
date of the event is contemporary

with the period when the tavern

was being used. Or it could be the

remains of some unfortunate local

individual who became involved in

a dispute at the tavern itself.

The foodstuffs consumed by the

patrons of the tavern are evidenced

by large quantities of shell and

bone recovered during the ex-

cavations. Clams and oysters were

eaten in vast quantities, so much so

ibat the area around the tavern's

foundation, particularly two refuse

heaps to the north and south, re-

semble Indian shell middens. In

fact, were it not for the European

artifacts scattered in the fill, the site

could be mistaken for one of

aboriginal occupation. In addition

to giving information on diet, th«,

animal bones provide further in

sights regarding Great Island's tree

less condition during the time o

the tavern's existence. The com
monest domesticated animal repre-

sented by these bones is sheep, witl

only a few pigs and cows. On th

mainland during the same periof'

the wooded areas were much bette

suited to the foraging of pigi

which were kept in greater nunibei

there. However, if Great Island wi

grass covered in the early eigl

leenth century, as the historic:

records obliquely suggest, the

sheep would have been the mo
logical animals to keep on the

land for a supply of fresh meat.

Archeology and history ha'

combined in this study to piei

together a vivid picture of tl

activities of the eighteenth-centu

shore whalers of Cape Cod. Alon

neither source of informati

would have been as complete as tl

combined results. There is an ii

mediacy of a special kind in vie

ing and handling parts of the wor

of another time, which is nev

sensed in working with the writt-

records alone.

Great Island today is very diffi

ent in appearance from what it w

in the eighteenth century. E

looking across to it from Wellfle

it is easy to imagine what it mit

have been like: a grassy eniinet

with a large building conspicut

on the high bluff, boats drawn

along the shore, and smoke risi

from the fires of the whale but<

ers. When one stands on the si

with the ocean below and seabii

crying, its artifacts and ruins hi

a special meaning bestowed up

them by the world of which tl

were, and are, a part. The writ

record tells us of the past;

cheology confronts us with it, f

to face.

Archeologists sift

windblown sand that for t

centuries erased the niateil

traces of the tavern's existen
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Hellfire
by Sigurdur Thorarinsson



The exponents off damnation
saw prooff of an eternal ffire

whenever Mount Hekia erupted.
Studies have shown, however,

that hell is not underneath Iceland

The report. "Hekla on fire" has
always evoked in Icelanders the

same fear and wonder felt by
people living in the vicinity of ac-

tive volcanoes the world over. But
soon after the first recorded erup-

tion of Mount Hekla in 1104. this

volcano was endowed with a super-

natural aura beyond that usually in-

spired by volcanic activity.

The 1101 eruption— a particu-

larly violent one. similar in type to

the one that deslroyed Pompeii in

A.D. 79—devastated farms for a dis-

tance of l.S miles. Fifty years later

Hekla erupted again, and before the

end of the twelfth century, tales

about this volcano had spread all

over the Catholic world. These

tales, fre(iuenlly embellished along

the way. were among the few bits of

intelligence from isolated Iceland to

which the rest of the world lent an

ear. Event ii.ilK . lhc\ rc-ullrd in ibe

widespread belief that by looking

into Hekla's craters one could see

the main entrance to hell. Presum-

ably, if one looked hard enough,

hell itself would be visible.

One of the oldest written refer-

ences to Hekla is found in the Rook

of Wonders ilAher miranilorum)

,

written in about 1180 by the Chap-

lain Herbert of the famous Cister-

cian monastery of Clnirvnu\. Hav-

ing described a Hekin eruption and

the terrifying inside of the volcano,

the pious chaplain adds, with a note

of triumph. "Who now \* there so

refractory and iiidtclicv ing ibnt he

will not credit the c\islc-iice of rler-

nnl fire where souls suffer, when
with his own eyes be sees the fire of

which I have spoken." Traces of

this belief lingered into the nine-

teenth century, and until rerrnlly it

was common in Sweden to tell a

jH-rson to "go to hell" with ibr

words (Iro al Harklrljdll. wbi<h lil-

ernlly means "go to Hckln
"
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This notorious volcano, located

68 miles east of Iceland's capital

city of Reykjavik, rises near the

middle of the mountain crescent

that encloses more than half of the

southern lowlands. More accurately

descrihed as a vaulted ridge, Mount

Hekia is ahout H' - miles loiit^. run-

ning northeast-southwest and split

lengthwise hy a fissure that opens

up ill its entirety durinc ninior

eruptions. At present its height is

4,892 feet.

Thidugh a combination of histor-

ical research and chronological

study of volcanic deposits ejected

during past eruptions of Mount

Hekla. it has proved possible to de-

termine the year in which each

eruption since 1104 took place.

These ejected materials, collectively

known as tephra, include dust, ash,

cinders, pumice, and boulder-sized

lava bombs that are transported

through the air and deposited at

varying distances and directions

from the volcano.

Studies of the chemical com-

position of Hekla tephra from

dated eruptions, and the changes in

the composition during the erup-

tions, reflect changes in Hekla's

magma chamber. These studies re-

veal that the silica content of the

magma in the uppermost part of

the chamber slowly and contin-

uously increases between Hekla's

eruptions. This may be due entirely

to gravitational differentiation of

the fluid magma, resulting in a con-

centration of the lighter elements in

the topmost part of the chamber.

There are, however, some in-

dicators, such as a rather sudden

drop in the silica content of the

tephra during the initial phase of

some of the eruptions, that suggest

assimilation of acid rocks in the

roof of the chamber.

The increase of silica content and

the gradual cooling of the magma

in the chamber cause a building up

of gas pressure. Consequently, the

violence and explosiveness of a

Hekla eruption are directly related

to the length of the dormant period

preceding each eruption. If Hekla

remains quiet for two centuries or

so. the eruption that follows is tre-

mendously explosive and produces

only acid tephra, whereas eruptions

"Who now is there

so refractory and
unbelieving that he

will not credit the

existence of

eternal fire where
souls suffer, when
with his own eyes

he sees the fire

of which I have
spoken."

after shorter dormant periods pro-

ducp hcilli Una and tephra.

Hekla has erupted fourteen times

since 1101. These eruptions have

varied greatly in violence and dura-

tion, just as the intervals between

them have been very uneven, rang-

ing from 16 to 120 years. Damage

from the lava flow has seldom been

severe, but the destruction caused

by the tephra falls has often been

great, depending largely on the

wind direction during the initial

phase of each eruption.

After a dormant period of 101

years, Hekla erupted violently in

1947. Lava was produced in tre-

mendous quantities, and fine-grained

tephra ash fell on Finland two days

later, having been transported 1.710

miles in the higher strata of the

troposphere. The eruption lasted for

13 months, during which time it

spewed forth more lava than any

other eruption in this century, with

the p\ce|)linn of the Mpxicaii vol-

cano Paricutin. 1943-52.

Since the eruption of 1597. the

quiescent intervals, or reposes, be-

tween eruptions had increased

steadily from 36 to 101 years, so

the eruption that started at 9:23

P.M. on May 5. 1970, after a repose

of only 22 years, was a surprise.

The initial phase of this erup-

tion was far less violent than the

previous one in 1947. The eruption

column, however, did reach a

height of 50.000 feet. The mair

tephra fall lasted two hours, during

which time the tephra uprush aver

aged 13.000 cubic yards per sec

ond, producing a total volume of 9<

million cubic yards.

The tephra was carried north

northwest and reached the nortl

coast of Iceland by midnight. Thi

tephra was strongly polluted by flu

orine, a gas that is released fror

the magma during an eruption an

adheres to the tephra grains mainl

as hydrofluorine. Although tl

thickness of the tephra layer wi

only 1 to 5 mm., more than 7,5C

domestic sheep died.

The lava flow during the fir

hours of the eruption averaged 1

100 cubic yards per second, ar

within ten hours had covered thri

square miles. Fountains and cc

umns of lava rose from the fissure

glowing to a height of 3,000 feet 1

nightfall and providing a spectat

of fire and smoke against an inl

black-and-purple backdrop.

During the initial phase of tl

eruption, large amounts of xer

liths, fragments of solid rocks, we

brought to the surface. These xer

liths may have fallen from the so

roof of the magma chamber and 1

come embedded in the magma,

they may have been tori\ from t

conduit, or vent, walls by the u

rushing magma and gases. Anio

the Hekla xenoliths were a sign

cant number of ignimbrites. fii

grained silicic volcanic rocks co

posed mainly of welded gl

particles in which crystals of fe

spar and quartz are embedded,

nimbrites. which form thick, la

like sheets, had never before b(

found in the vicinity of He!

They were similar to the ign'

brites formed in such eruptions

the one that destroyed the city

St. Pierre on Martinique wl

Mount Pelee erupted in 1902.

Information obtained fr

analyses of the Hekla xenolit

likely to throw some new ligh

the prehistoric record of Hekla

together with the study of the He

lava and tephra. such infori

tion should help us obtain a be

understanding of the volcai

substructure. This understand

will not suffice to predict with
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exactness the start of a new Hekla

eruption, but it could make possible

a fairly accurate prediction of the

volcano's behavior in future erup-

tions. Such a development would go

a considerable way toward dimin-

ishing the damages caused by

Hekla's eruptions and reducing the

fear of the volcano that some of its

neighbors understandably feel.

Another important fact is that

the active volcanic zones of Iceland

are a part of the Mid-Atlantic ridge

and thus of the worldwide, mainly

submarine system of ridges and

rifts known as the World-Rift-Sys-

tem. This offers a rare opportunity

to study many of the problems re-

garding the structure and devel-

opment of this system, and to test

arguments regarding the now

widely circulated theory of ocean

floor spreading. They may also help

to determine whether Iceland is a

typical part of the Mid-Atlantic

ridge.

Hekla's eruptions no longer

frighten the unbelieving from the

ways of sin. The interest in the vol-

cano as an abode of the condemned

belongs to the past. But scientists

have taken an increased interest in

Hekla, investigating samples from

its molten realm in pursuit of its

secrets. Although they do not be-

lieve in the old legends, they cannot

help but be thrilled, now and then,

by the elemental fury and power of

"Hekla on fire."

"Fountains and
columns off lava

rose ffrom the

fissures, glowing to

a height of 3,000
ffeet by nightffall

and providing a
spectacle off ffire

and smoke against

an inky black-and-

purple backdrop."
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With clocklike precision, plants sense

lijrht and dark, and only when they jret the ri<:ht amount

of one or the other do they flower

by John D. Palmer

One roa<!on we have lilios at Eas-

ter and poinsettias at Christmas.

ralluT than vice versa, is that these

nrnamentals flower only around

tlicsf holidays. This is true of a

great many plants in the middle

latitudes, and suhconsriously. we all

have come to expert the appearanre

of Mofidroot and hutteniip in the

sprinp. iris and rolumhine in the

summer, and rapweed and gold-

enrod heralding the onset of the fall

hay fever season. In other words,

the time of year at which plants

cotne into liloom is quite specific.

To the anthropocenlric. this an-

nual progression of variou<< sea-

sonal flowers is siniplv n manife«la-

Tlic (-oininoii liuii-<' phint

coliMi- rt(|iiir<'s iii^liis of ;it

l.;i>t 12 li<.iir« iuforr it will

(lower. Ft>. IciiNc-. <lroci|)

.iftcr (jjirk ill Ji rcfiiiliir

'»l(Tp-iii()vriiifnt" rliyllitn.

lion of nature's design to keep our

h<mie and sickhed floral arrange-

ments constantly changing. To
early twentieth-century agricul-

turists, however, the control of

flowering represented a problem to

he solved, for if economically im-

portant plants could he made to

flower an<l produce fruit earlier in

the year, their range could he ex-

tended northward where the grow-

ing season was shorter. Mayhe. for

instance, oranges could he grown in

New England.

In the search for the factor con-

trolling seasonal flower production,

temperature was one of the first

variables investigated, for warmth
was known to plav a central role in

plant growth and development. Be-

cause the most olivious phvsical

changes in the environment during

the growing season are associated

with differences in temperature, it

was only logical to suspect that

each species flowered only in a par-

ticular dailv temperature range,

and llial when this lemperalure was

finallv reaihed each yi-ar. il sliniii-

l.'iled that species to flower. To test

this hypothiyiis. the iris, ulii.h
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The black-eyed Susans of

summer are long-day plants;

they flower only when the

day length exceeds some

critical length, usually

more than 12 hours.

blooms in May and June, was
grown in a hothouse in the winter,

but although summer temperatures

were mimicked, the plants did not

flower until the following summer.

Identical results were found with

other plants as well. Temperature,

therefore, was not the controlling

factor.

The next variable tested was ma-

turation time, the interval of

growth and development required

for plants to reach a state of matur-

ity in which flowering can take

place. Was it not possible that seed-

lings—like children—grew in size

until "puberty" was reached and

flowers could be produced? Be-

cause different species matured at

different rates, they would naturally

flower at different times of the year.

To test this speculation, the Biloxi

soybean, a plant that always flow-

ers in September, was used. Seeds

were planted in the early spring,

again in June, and later in July. By

fall, the spring plantings had gn

to heights of five feet or

while those plants begun in J

and July had grown proportion

less. All bloomed simultaneous!'

September, however, spectacul

demolishing that hypothesis,

date of germination clearly did

dictate the flowering season.

The first steps toward the '

mate solution of the flowering p b-

lem were taken in 191 o at 'f

I'nited States Department cif

culture. Two governmeni
i

physiologists. Wightman <^;

and Harry AUard. working al

search station near Wa^liiii<

were concentrating on wa\> ul

proving tobacco production. W
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oblctii at hand was a new variety

lied Maryland Mainrnoulh. Aris-

H as a spontaneous mutation from

commeriial variety of loiiacco, it

ew to heights of from 10 to 15

!t and produeed as many as 100

more leaves on a sinfde plant,

hilc it grew well in the field, it

<uld not (lower and set seeds he-

re the onset of fall frosts. Cu-

)U»ly, plants that were moved into

I' prolfcticin of a ureetdiouse just

fore the onset of I'lijd weather

entually ilowered in the late fall.

J

~ Garner and Allard elalioratrd

my hypothetical explanations for

layed tloweriiiK in these plants,

4ly to find them erroni-ous. Fi-

illy they asked the eorritt ijues-

tion: Could the time of flowering be

determined by the length of day?
Because of the tilt of earth's axis,

the hours of daylight change
greatly during its annual journey

around the sun. For instance, in

\\ashington there are 15 hours of

daylight on June 21: but at the

winter solstice, just before Christ-

mas, this number is reduced to

about 9'/. per day. If a plant could

measure the changing day lengths,

it could time its flowering to a

particular season of year, even to

a particular week. This capability

would explain why most species

of plants only grow within a re-

stricted range of latitudes and why
they all flower at approximately the

same date each year, for day length

depends on latitude as well as sea-

son. If length of daylight was the

answer, then Maryland Mammouth
plants would eventually flower in

the greenhouse because the green-

house temperatures would keep the

I)lants going until day length finally

shortened to the proper duration,

while their con)panions in the field

would succumb to the cold.

To test this hypothesis, a light-

proof building was constructed, and

in July, at six o'clock each evening,

Allard carried potted tobacco plants

into the dark house, where they re-

mained until eight o'clock the fol-

lowing rniirning. This treatment re-

duced the hours of daylight to ten

each rlay. and within a relalivcK

short time the tobacco flowered,

while the control group living un-

der the normal long July days re-

mained in the foliage-producing

state. This simple experiment con-

clusively identified the relative

lengths of day and night as the fac-

tor controlling flowering! Because
plants could indeed measure day
lengths, the effect was first named
'iength-of-day response," but this

cumbersome appellation was soon
changed to "photoperiodism."

Following this pioneering dis-

covery with tobacco plants. Garner
and Allard turned their attention to

the Biloxi soybean and found that

by decreasing the daylight to just

seven hours in May. they caused the

bean to bloom in 26 days. Later

tests showed that twelve hours of

daylight were equally successful in

producing flowering (unsurpris-

ingly, the day length becomes twelve

hours in September, when the soy-

bean blossoms in nature). Continu-

ing their studies, they found that

even the traditional Christmas plant,

the poinsettia, could be made to

Sw<'et cloxcr i> aiiothiT

loii^-diiy phinl : it can lie

iMatle to lilooni <liiriii<r sliort

(la\-. lidwrviT, l>y lirieflv

e\|Mc-iii'i it to li<:lil in

tlie iiii(l<lle of the i)i<:lit.

f^n



Ragweed, a short-day plant,

grows poorly during the

cool spring and is

light inhibited during

summer, so flowering is

delayed until fall.

flower at any time of the year by

daily exposure to light for just ten

hours.

The converse experiment could

also be easily performed: a plant

that would flower only under rela-

tively few hours of daylight could

be subjected to "long days" to in-

hibit flowering. Such a plant, the

cosmos, was placed in a greenhouse

in early spring, and to extend "day-

light," electric lights were left on

from sunset to midnight each night.

A second group that was left out-

doors exposed to the normal short

days of spring flowered within .50

to 60 days. All through the spring

and summer no buds formed on the

hothouse plants although they grew

to a height of 15 feet. Not until Oc-

tober, when the greenhouse night

light was turned off and the day

lengths shortened sufficiently, did

they finally flower.

In contrast to these spring- and

fall-blooming varieties. another

group of plants flowers only in the

summer and obviously does not re-

quire short days. The radish is a

typical example. Garner and Allard

induced it to flower at will by giv-

ing it long days. (Incidentally, the

intensity of the appended "day-

light" need not be great: less than

one-thousandth of full sunlight is

sufficient.) Alternatively, by keep-

ing the radishes under seven hours

of illumination each day during the

summer and then exposing them

through the greenhouse windows to

the short days of fall, winter, and

spring. Garner and Allard kept the

plants from flowering until the fol-

lowing summer when the days

lengthened sufficiently. This treat-

ment caused the radish, which is

strictly an annual, to behave like a

biennial.

At the end of their extensive first

round of experiments, Garner and

Allard were able to group plants

into three main categories: short-

day plants, long-day plants, and

day-neutrals.

Short-day plants—such as asters,

chrysanthemums, and soybeans

—

are those that flower when the

hours of daylight are less than

about 12 to 13. The members of

this group that survive and can

grow at relatively low temperatures

will bloom in the early spring; but

the majority of the short-day

group, and especially the annuals.

do not develop flowers until the

summer and fall.

Hollyhocks, black-eyed Susi

irises, and sweet clover are ex

pies of long-day plants: they flo

only in response to day lengths

ceeding some critical length (usu

more than 12 hours I . They blooi

late spring and early summer.

A third major group, llir '

neutrals, like the tomato, ro-^r.

nasturtium, is not choosy almiil

lengths and flowers profuseK ii\

wide range of photoperioils \'

other environmental conditions '

propitious. i
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In the chronology of discovery.

next question asked was. What
rt of the plant is it that "senses"

changing day length? Cockle-

r, a uhiquitous noxious weed, was
isen as the experimental tool

'Buse it had been found to he a

rtirularly discriminating plant: it

j|d tell the difference between

ht hours of darkness (which had

pullulating effect) and eight

jrs and forty minutes (which

ised flowering). The experiment

s simple and to the point: the

ves were stripped off one plant

1 left in place on a companion:

h plants were subjected to nine-

ir nights. The divestment pre-

ded (lowering, although the plant

s otherwise in fairly healthy con-

ion. If only one-eighth of one

f was left on an otherwise

pped stem, burrs would develop

ally in nights of nine hours.

Wause the leaves are often re-

le from the points f)f the stem

re flowers arc formed, the exis-

e of a traveling stimulus is sug-

led. To test this speculation two

kleburs were grafted together at

bases of their stems. One of the

joined members was now ex-

d lo long days Cwhicb, remem-
inhibit f1t>wering in the cockle-

I and the other given short

s. Roth plants flowered. TTie ex-

ment was repeated, this time

I a piece of absorbent paper in-

ed into the graft between the

Is. Again, (lowering occurred in

1. Iti a further lesl it was found

even grn fling a single leaf thai

previously been exposed lo

t days onto a plan! maintained

long days prfived a sulTicienl

ulu>*. Cerlilirdy some substance

being manufactured in the

M and transported (even difTu*-

across a pa|)er barrier in a

't union) to potential (lowering

ila on the stem. This peripatetic

lUlus has been callcil (lorigen.

while it has not yet been i«o-

rl for sure, it is demonstrablv '

«nl in most vascular plants. It

apparently identical in corn-

lion from plant to plant, for

ting expcrimi-nis between dif-

inl species, families, even be-

ij'n long- and short-day varieties

fr all succeeded.

Given at least 8 hours and
10 niinntes of darkness, the

rorkh'lmr will dexohip

burrs. When all the leaves

are stripped from the plant

no hnrrs de\elop. hut if even

one-eifjhth of one leaf

is left, hnrrs will develop.

Early in the study of photope-

riodism, a rather surprising dis-

covery was made. It had seemed

reasonable to conclude that if a

plant needed a certain number of

hours of daylight to (lower, then

darkening it for an interval f>f time

during the day should disrupt the

response. Temporary blackouts,

however, were found to have no ef-

fect. More surprisingly, when the

opposite was done turning on the

lights for a short interval in the

middle of ibe night the (loweritig

response was altered. Brief periods

of light during long nights inhib-

ited flowering of sborl-flay plants,

and when long-day plants wi-re kept

from (lowering by maintaining

them in short days, a light break in

the middle of the dark period pro-

moted Dowering. To everyone's sur-

prise anil chagrin, the plants weri'

responding to the length of the

night rather than to the day length.

The neologism plinlnitrriitilhin was

a misnomer: short-day jilants were

trulv long-night plants, while long,

dav s|ir(iiiiciis were in tii.'dU short-

iii;;lil plants.

The discciMTV of the ellrt tivcness

of a short pulse of light inter-

rupting the darkness opened up n

new direction of inquiry. To bring

about an effect on a biological sys-

tem, light must first be absorbed by
a specific protoplasmic substance

—

a pigment. For example, in man the

pigment rhodopsin absorbs light in

the eye; in green plants the impor-

tant pigment is chlorophyll. After

absorption a chemical mechanism is

set to work and a response elicited,

vision or photosynthesis in the pre-

vious examples. Clearly, a first step

in stuilying a photochemical event

is to ferret out the pigment in-

volved. To do this, visible light was
channeled through a prism that

split it into its spectrum of color

bands, each with its own specific

wavelength. Then the middles of the

dark periods of long- and short-

night plants were briefly interrupted

with lights of different wavelengths.

Red light with a wavelength of 660
nanometers i().(UtO(M)026 inches)

proved most effective in altering the

|)lanl"s response. It was also found

thai if the flash of r.-d was followed

Two eoeklehnrs are grafted

together lo pr<Me the

exislenee of a Iraxelin^

Ilowerinn stiinnhis. The

plani at left was ^i^en

biii^ <la\s. uhirli norinally

would prevenl flowering. The

plant al ri^ht wiis (:i\eii ihe

neeessar\ (piola of darkn)*ss.

holh plants developed hnrrs.

sliowin;: that the stiniuhis had

crossed the firafl from one

plant lo the olher.

^



immediately by a short interval of

far-red (still redder) light (with a

wavelength of 730 nanometers), the

effect of red light was canceled out.

Then the plants acted as if their

nighttime had never been inter-

rupted at all.

These results indicated the in-

volvement of two bluish pigments

(the complementary colors to the

absorbed reddish wavelengths) .
As

it turned out there was but a single

pigment, now called phytochrome,

which exists in either of two states:

one in which it absorbs the red

LONG NIGHT SHORT NIGHT

(CHRYSANTHEMUM) (BLACK EYED SUSAN)

These 24-hour clocks

show the effects of different

periods of light and dark

on long- and short-night

plants. At top is a long

night; it produces flowering

in long-night plants and

inhibits it in short-night

plants. At center, a short

night produces the opposite

effects. At bottom, a brief

light period in the middle

of a long night produces the

effects of a short night.
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light, and the other in which it ab-

sorbs the far-red. When extracted

from plants it was indeed found to

be blue-green in color, but, because

it is present only in very low con-

centrations in the plant, it is not

visible to the naked eye.

When red light strikes a plant in

the middle of the night, the red-ab-

sorbing form of phytochrome ab-

sorbs it, and at least two changes

take place: the pigment is converted

to the far-red absorbing form, and

this conversion initiates the meta-

bolic machinery that inhibits flow-

ering in the long-night plants

and promotes it in short-night

members living in long nights. If,

however, the red illumination is im-

mediately followed by far-red light,

the latter is absorbed by the far-red

form of the pigment, which is then

converted right back to the red-ab-

sorbing form before any significant

physiological changes can occur.

Flowering is therefore not affected.

Although the discovery of phyto-

chrome was a giant step in the de-

cipherment of the entire flowering

mechanism, we still do not know

how these primary photochemical

events are coupled to the rest of the

flowering machinery.

Finally, we move to the most

mystifying aspect of the flowering

process: By what yardstick do

plants measure the length of night?

All organisms are provided with

their own physiological "clocks,"

which are known to control some

features of their temporal behavior.

We suspect such clocks also func-

tion in the measurement of the dark

period. To better appreciate this,

consider the general subject of liv-

ing clocks.

Many physiological functions in

most plants and animals—including

man—are under the control of the

organism's inner clock, which

causes these functions to vacillate

quantitatively over the period of a

day. Highs in these processes are

repeated with such beatlike regu-

larity that the physiology is re-

ferred to as rhythmic (see NATimAL

History Magazink. March. 1966:

February. 1067; April, 1070). For

example, there is a well-defined

rhythm in man's body tempera-

ture—it is highest in the afternoon

^

V

111)

and lowest in the small hours of \'>

morning—98.6°F. is only a dai

average. Mice, rats, and coc

roaches are active at night a,

sleep during the day; most bir

are just the opposite. Many bea

crabs are active during the times

low tide but remain in their hi

rows at high tide. Honeybees se

out nectar only at specific tin

each day. A multitude of other 1

amples can be listed in the anir

kingdom.

In vascular plants there are mi

than fifty known rhythmic pr

esses. including photosynthe

metabolism. nectar producti

growth, cell division, and the op

ing and closing of flowers. (

rhythm, the first ever observed

man. which I will describe in de

because it will play a direct rok

the discussion of flowering, is

sleep-movement rhythm. M
plants, particularly the legur

lower their leaves to the sides

their stems at night, but lift tl

again each day. as if in pagan t

ute to the rising sun. This behav

This curve shows what

happens to a long-night pi

when its 16 hours of darkr

are interrupted by short

periods of light. Each dot

represents a light period.

Its vertical position shows

what percentage of the pli

Howered. Flowering is not

affected iiy light periods

near the beginning and en

darkness, but is completel

inhibited by light periods

10 to 11 hours after the '

onset of darkness. '
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be leaves of a hean seedling droop during; tlie night and >tand up during the day. Tlie

ant follows this daily cycle even when it is kept in continuous darkness.

)ecially bizarre for a plant, was

t recorded .300 years before the

th of Christ. As if it were not

ange enough that a vegetable had

power to move, the plants pos-

sed an even more paradoxical

iperly: the up-and-down move-

nts of the leaves that were so ex-

ly tuned to day-night changes

they must be governed by

m— were not! When the plants

re brought indoors and kept at a

istant temperature and in contin-

is darkness (no more light and

rmth signaling daylitne. no more

I darkness of nighl I the leaves

tinued their rhythmic sleep

vements in approximate syn-

chrony with their companions in

nature. In the laboratory, the

plant's biological clock was ob-

viously dictating the rhythm with

accustomed precision in spite of the

unnatural, aperiodic environment.

All the other above-mentioned daily

rhythms also persist in constant

laboratory ct)ndilions. indicating

that they, too, are despotically ruled

by the living clock.

In focusing now on the use of the

clock in measuring night lengths, 1

will begin by pointing out that the

earlier statement about the dis-

ruption of flowering by a flash of

light during the dark (leriod is mis-

leading in that it does not tell the

full story. If the period of darkness

of a long-night plant is interrupted

at times other than the approximate

miildle. inhibition of flowering is

not complete. The details of this

type of experinient are important.

A large group of long-night plants

are kept under cycles of eight hours

of light alternating with sixteen

hours of darkness, a lighting reg-

imen that induces flowering. One
subgroup is given a .30-minute light

exposure, beginning one hour after

the onset of darkness, for several

consecutive nights. In a second sub-

group, the .30-minute light exposure

is begun three hcnirs after darkness

sels in. In the next group the (lash

Jin 20 ^0 HOURS

another l<--| of hmg-night plani-. >liort period^ of light (dnl»l itilerruplcd (\1 hours

• diirknesx. \t cerliiin limes the liglil ptTJod- h.id iilllr effrrt: al oIIkts lhe\ ahnn-.!

' nplfteiy inliiliitcd flowering. The times at whirli light inhiliilid (lowering ran lie regarded

the timo when the plants are most sensitive In lighl. I li<«r liiiiis ar<- almost evaelly

hours apart. .Superimposed is a seeotui curve (iidorl ihal indicates these peaks of sensitivi

7'



20 HOURS 30 40

When a short-night plant is kept in the dark, short Hght

periods can promote flowering. Here again the peaks

of flowering (presuniahly times when the plants are most

sensitive to light) occur about 24 hours apart.

50

is begun five hours after darkness,

and so on, until the entire dark pe-

riod has been systematically ex-

plored with light breaks. When the

effects on flowering are plotted, it

can be seen that identical light

treatments (each 30 minutes in du-

ration and of the same intensity)

have no effect during the first and

last few hours of darkness, but at

other times flowering is impeded or

completely prevented, depending on

the specific time that the light was

offered. This type of experiment

dramatizes the fact that within the

plant there is a changing sensitivity

to a light interruption during the

nighttime.

To examine this finding in more

detail, a long-night plant was given

very unnatural "day-night" cycles:

10 hours of light alternating with

62 hours of darkness. This unlikely

combination, which totaled three

days in length, proved to be quite

effective in bringing on flowering.

Now, in the .same manner as de-

scribed before, the dark period was

systematically probed with short

light breaks (two minutes each in

this case), and again flowering was
inhibited at some times but not at

others. As seen in the figure on

page 71, quite visible in the inhib-

ition pattern is a wave form with

peaks approximately 24 hours apart,

indicating that the response is

rhythmic. This suggests that the

flowering response is, in turn, con-

trolled by rhythmic changes in the

plant's sensitivity to light. This h

pothetical light-sensitivity rhythm

superimposed over the figure and

characterized by peaks durii

which light inhibits flowering, alte

nating with segments in which ligl

has no effect.

Similar results have been four

in short-night plants. A group w.

given a cycle of 9 hours of ligl

alternating with 39 hours of dar

ness, a combination that inhibitf

flowering. Then the prolonged da

period was interrupted at successi

intervals, and the effect on flowf

ing observed. Again it was fou'

that flowering was promoted

some times but not at others a

that the peaks of maximum pron

tion fell at 24-hour intervals—mi

icking the underlying rhythm

light sensitivity.

Another way of elucidating

clock's action in the flowering p

cess is to alter a known pi

rhythm in some manner and Ic

for concurrent and similar chan

in the "photoperiodic" respor

This approach has been used

Ruth Halaban at Princeton Unii

sity, working with the comn
house plant coleus, a long-night

riety whose leaves undergo a v

precise sleep-movement rhytl

She divided her plants into se

LIGHT
MAXIMUM

LEAF
DROOP

MAXIMUM
INHIBITION

OF FLOWERING

\

DARK

2
hrs

^<
? V

22
hrs

!.. ^_^j>

20
hrs

S„ I)
18
hrs

I. > ii '.%

10
hrs / /

14
hrs

12
hrs / </ &

^^s .V . .

2 4 6 8 1

HOURS AFTER ONSET FDARKNESS

Coleus, a long-night plant, was subjected to various

proportions of light and dark. With light periods of up
to 8 hours, the leaves drooped the most 5 hours after

the onset of darkness, and the strongest inhibition of

flowering (by short bursts of light) came another 5 hours

later. When the light period grew to 12 hours, both responsei

advanced 2 hours closer to the onset of darkness.
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ips and placed them under arli-

I 2 1-hour days in the labora-

Group 1 was subjected to

of two hours of light aller-

ng with twenty-two hours of

group 2 received cycles of

hours of light and twenty

rs of dark, and so on up. the

th of the light period being in-

sed by two hours in each sue-

ing group to a maximum of

teen hours of light and ten of

in group 7. After each group

anls had lived for a while in its

peculiar lighl-dark cycle. Haia-

carefully noted any alteration

the plants' sleep-movement

hm. She foun<l that the time al

h ihe leaves drooped max-

ly came five hours after the on-

r)f each dark period, in light-

cycles ranging between '"2

:22 dark" and "!! Iight:16

," but only three hours after

i off in the groups receiving

ve or fourteen hours of light.

. under longer day lengths,

leaves "retired" earlier, so to

Ik.

is long.night \aricly will

r if the nights are no shorter

twelve hours, so all the above

(lark c(mditi(ms except those

se<l ot) group 7. are capable of

iinp on blossoming. Next Haia-

p«-rfi)rmed the corollary ex-

nent. She rlivided her plants

three groups and placed them

24-hour cycles with either four.

I, or twelve hours of light and

probed the hours of darkness

light breaks in the customary

looking for the limes of max-

flower inhibition. In groups 1

2 this maximum came ten

» into the dark period, while in

p .1 it came only eight hr>urs

the onset of darkness.

leX' two experiments with

It Again suggest that a rhyllim

volved in the llowering process.

a»ing the length of daylight

ged bnlh the lime of maximum
droop of ihe sli-ep-movemenl

im, and the times of maximal
ilion of flowering. If a treat-

brings about the same re-

*e in Iwii different systems, one

hich is known to be a clock-

•oiled rhythm, it rertninly sup-

I thai ihe other sv«tem must

also be associated with a timed

rhythm.

The inescapable conclusion of

these last experiments is that a

clock-controlled light-sensitivity

rliytlim plays a predominant role in

ihe llov>ering responses of long- and

short-night plants.

I lune diagramed this sensitivity

rluthm I see below I . but must em-

phasize that this is only a hypothe-

tical representation, and while it is

Somewhat similar to reality, it is

probably an oversimplification and

must be treated as such. In the

curve portrayed, twelve-hour light-

sensitive phases alternate with

twelve-hour insensitive ones ( in na-

ture the relative lengths of these

phases and general form of the

rhythm will differ between species

and under various lighting condi-

tions!. The hours of daylight in

spring are of such short duration

that they illuminate only the in-

sensitive phase of the rhythm in

short-night plants; but as day

lengths increase with the approach

of summer, the sensitive portion is

also illuminated, which of course,

causes the plants to bloom. In the

case of long-night plants, long sum-

mer days overlap with the sensitive

jiliase of iheir rhythm so that they

do not flower. In spring or fall this

segment is not exposed and the

plants burgeon if mature.

The seasonality associated with

flowering is a consequence of sev-

eral circumstances coupled to a

number of complicated plant proc-

esses. Some of which are still un-

known. The phenomenon begins

with visible light from the sun fall-

ing on the plants and the red

wavelengths in particular being ab-

sorbed by the pbytochrome. This

initiates a photochemical event in

the leaves that, if the plant is in the

respon.se segment of its clock-con-

trolled light-sensitivity rhythm, in-

itiates llorigen synthesis in short-

night platits. but inhibits it in long-

night varieties. The results are

crocuses in spring, pansies in sum-

mer, and asters in autumn.

FLOWfRING NO FLOWERING

I'll*- liypollieticiil rlnlliin of li<:lit ~fii>ili\ it\ i^ -liowii

l>\ till- ciirvi* (riijorl in liolli purls of tin- <liii^r;nii.

I'lir upper fi^fiirc slious llic rfTots of loii): jiikI siiorl

iii^lils Isliiiiliii^) oil sliorl-iii^lil plaiil«: (lie lower fif;urc *l<i<*i

till- s;iiii<- for loll^-lli^lll pliiiils. rill- iTJtiriil factor i> ii^lit

striking! the phiiit iil or iirjir llic pejik of its sensiti\it\

curve, riiis protlurcs flowcriii^: in sliorl-ni^lit pl:iiit« ami

iiiliil>il> it ill llic loii^-iii^lil \arii-l\. \ lliinl cl.i>> of pi.nil-

is iixliffereiit to llir Ini^lli of the ila\ anil iii;:lit.
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What Next in Space? The future of United States

manned space flight, not to mention quite a few billion

of the taxpayers' dollars, is being settled right now in

little-publicized debates over the relatively innocuous

millions being sought for "development" of future

space vehicles. Debate is centered around the space

shuttle, a reusable vehicle designed to get more into

orbit for less money.

The camel's nose is in the tent already. A $600 mil-

lion contract is to be awarded just about now for de-

velopment of the engines, and next spring devel-

opment of the vehicles themselves will get under way.

President Nixon asked for $100 million to be spent on

the shuttle in fiscal year 1972, which began July 1.

As things stand, the current program of United

States manned flight in space will end in 1973. The

last Apollo mission to the moon is scheduled for late

1972, and after that, the only flying will be in the

earth-orbiting Sky Lab. Three-man crews will fly in

the Sky Lab for a total of eight months. When the last

man comes down, the United States will have finished

all the manned flights for at least six years, and possi-

bly much longer. No one outside of NASA is talking

of manned flight to Mars, and no one in NASA can

put a date on such a flight, which would involve two-

year voyages by nuclear-powered ships.

The space shuttle, which could be test flown by

1978, would provide "airline service" into earth orbit.

It is being promoted as a launch vehicle, but is also a

necessary intermediate step to larger ventures.

As a reusable launch vehicle, the shuttle makes

sense. All current vehicles are rockets that are used

only once. Imagine what it would cost to fly across the

country if the airlines used a 747 only once. The best

we have done to date with launch vehicles is the Sa-

turn 5, which puts a payload into low earth orbit for

$800 a pound. The shuttle will put a pound of payload

into orbit for $100 or less.

And the payloads themselves can be cheaper. Now
they have to be miniaturized to fit in a nose cone, and

built to withstand tremendous acceleration at lift-off.

With the shuttle, a payload 60 feet long and 15 feet

wide can be accommodated, and the launch accelera-

tion is far less violent.

The shuttle can also guarantee that a $75 million

satellite does not fail in orbit for want of a horsesl

nail. Technicians can check them just before they

placed in orbit, or fly up and repair them in orbit. *!

ultimate could come when a scientist would carry

experimental package aloft in his lap and, once in

bit, simply open a hatch and gently lob his baby i

space. A year or two later he could go up and get it.

Satellites could be reused. Some of them are so

pensive that it would be cheaper to bring one dc

overhaul it, and put it back up than it would be

build a new one.

The shuttle is a simple concept, but it may
harder to design than anyone connected with it ant

pates. It consists of two rocket planes, each equip

with rocket engines, wings for landing like a plf

and conventional jet engines for moving from one

port to another.

On takeoff, the smaller vehicle, the orbiter, is mc
ed on the back of the larger vehicle, the booster,

dimensions, they would correspond roughly to a

jet strapped on the back of a 747. The booster wc

be sitting on its tail, and would take off vertically

a rocket. At an altitude of about 40 miles, when

A space shuttle heads for earth orbit.

About 40 miles up the smaller orbiter will separate

and fly the rest of the way alone.
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em had reached a speed of some 7,000 miles per

, the two would separate, the booster to return for

riding and the orhiter to turn on its engines to

h an altitude of 100 miles and a speed of 18,000

s per hour.

he orhiter would he aide to stay up for seven to

riays while the crew checked satellites and placed

in orhit. repaired or modified satellites already

rbit, performed scientific work directly from the

ter. exchanged crews at a space station, or what-

the mission called for. Then it too would return

jrlh. landing like a plane. Two weeks after land-

the shiilllf vehicles would he ready to go again.

utile flights would still he wildly expensivt—in

neighhorhood of So million per trip. But they

d he substantially cheaper than current methods

lunching satellites. To put a payload into orbit

a 'I itan SC costs more than S20 million.

le design problem is to create hybrid rocket

s that can take oU like ballistic missiles and land

airplanes. NASA believes the shuttle vehicles can

signed and prototypes built for about S'^ billion.

g with a space tug for moving payloads into

er orbits and the necessary ground facilities, the

development bill is estimated at S12.7 billion.

cs in Congress say this could easily reach $25

>n. the cost of the entire Apollo moon program, if

esign proves to be more difTicult than anticipated,

iimiiii occurrence in the development of new civil-

lid military aircraft.

le cost is the principal objection to the shuttle

rain in (Congress arul elsewhere. "Nice, but not

is till- renclion. Once the shuttle is built, it ap-

< inevitable thai pressure will be exerted to make
mum use of it for building large space stations in

around the earth and the moon, and later on to

nble Mars ships. Many congressmen just do not

to let these projects build up any momentum,
her objections concern military applications of

'liiillle. I'ntil now the space agency has been a

an agency, with few public ties to the military.

Holrllites and other Defense Ilepartment space-

(are launched from an Air P'orce base on the

Coast, far from the glare of Cape Kennedy. The
ile, however, would replace all Air Force launch

vehicles, and is being designed with Defense Depart-

ment requirements in mind.

Many scientists have serious reservations about

NASA claims for scientific work that could be done on

10-day shuttle missions. They were upset by the can-

cellation of three of the Apollo (lights with the most

scientific potential, and point out (bitterly, in some

cases) that at best only one of the scientist-astronauts

will get to the moon, and no more than three will even

get to Skv Lab.

To date, the I'nited States has invested S150 million

in the shuttle program. If it continues, the final bill

will be at least 100 times that much. So far the public

has shown little interest in the debate. But the time to

say yes or no is not in 107J5, when the shuttle is ready

to fly. but now.

Fireball Postscript in the April issue. I passed along

ihf predictions of two British astronomers that the

weekend of April 21 might be a good time to watch

for fireballs. They had computed the orbits of two

recent fireballs, decided the orbits could be identical,

and concluded that there might well be more each year

when the earth crosses the metoroids' orbit every

April 21-.

At least one reader did see one. James A. Lewis of

Merrill, Wisconsin, reports he and his wife saw a fire-

ball over Monico, in north-central Wisconsin, at about

2 o'clock that Sunday morning. Their attention was

caught when Mrs. Lewis heard a thunderlike sound

and Mr. Lewis heard static on the radio. "I thought it

was iighlning." he writes, "until I looked up and saw

the fireball like object hurtling northerly through the

clouds. It seemed to break up about M) degrees above

the northern horizon." It was accompanied, he said,

by "a spiillering sound and a lightninglike effect in

the cloud-covered sky."

Whether this fireball is really related to the two dis-

cus.>»ed in April remains to be seen. If enough people

saw it. its orbit i-an be computed and compared with

the others. At the very least, the Wisconsin fireball is a

likely candidate: it was seen at the right time, moving

in the same direction as the last two. Now we will see

what liap|>ens next April 2 L

John P. Wii.f:y, Jr.
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celestial Events
With new moon on August 20, expect an evening moon through

the end of the month and into early September, with first-quarter on

August 28, and full moon on September 4. The moon then moves

into the morning sky, with last-quarter on September 11, new moon

on September 19. Again in late September and early October, ex-

pect an evening moon, with first-quarter on September 27 and full

moon on October 4. Last-quarter moon will be on the 1 1th.

Mars is the dominant evening star through August, September,

and October, appearing during early evening, high and bright in the

southeast among the stars of Capricornus. Jupiter is also an evening

star, appearing low in the southwest at dusk and setting a few hours

after dark. Venus becomes an evening star in September, but will be

difficult to see. Saturn is a morning star in Taurus, rising in the late

evening and remaining until dawn.

August 20: A total eclipse of the moon occurs over Asia, Africa,

and Europe, but it will not be visible in North America.

August 26: Mercury, at inferior conjunction, enters the morning

sky.

August 27: Venus, at superior conjunction, becomes an evenmg

star.

August 28-29: The bright object to the right and above the moon

these evenings is Jupiter. The star closer to the moon is Antares.

September 2-3: The moon is to the right of Mars on the evening

of the 2nd, to the left and more distant on the evening of the 3rd.

September 4: Mercury resumes direct (eastward) motion.

September 10: Mars completes its retrograde motion, becomes

stationary, and begins moving east again through Capricornus.

September 11: Saturn is below and to the right of the rising first-

quarter moon in the sky this morning.

September 12: Mercury is at greatest elongation (west) in the

morning sky. It may be seen as a morning star, low in the east

before sunrise, for a few days before and after this date.

September 19: Saturn begins its retrograde motion in Taurus.

September 23: The sun arrives at the autumnal equinox at 11:45

a.m., EST, and autumn begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

September 24-25: The crescent moon in the evening sky returns

. again to the vicinity of Jupiter and Antares. Jupiter is very bright

and well above the moon. Antares is much closer to the moon and is

occulted on the 25th over parts of South America and South Africa.

September 30: Mars is located below the gibbous moon this eve-

October 4: Perigee, when the moon is nearest earth, occurs witnm

a few hours of full moon. Expect exceptionally high tides.

October 5: Venus is in conjunction with the star Spica. Both will

be very low in the west after sundown.

October 7-8: Saturn is located well below and to the right of the

waning gibbous moon tonight and tomorrow morning. Mercury is in

superior conjunction and enters the evening sky.

Thomas D. Nicholson

• Hold the star map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those, in the sky near the

'horizon. The map is for 11:25 p.m. on August 15; 10:20 p.m. on August 31;

9:25 p.m. on September 15; 8'20 p.m. on September 30; and 7:20 p.m. on

October 14; but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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Sensuous SymbiontS of the Sea Continued from page 37

the broth that covered the cooling

earth. Lightning may have launched

the final process. The progeny of

that first cell have been replicating

ever since to mold the living parts

of the earth, in a process rather

like the morphogenesis of a stu-

pendous embryo.

Variation and the elaboration

of species have been imposed by

modifications and embellishments

of DNA during the long, contin-

uous process of replication from

the first strand; some of these have

occurred spontaneously, some by

radiation, and very likely many
have been carried from one gen-

ome to another by viruses. The fu-

sion of different sorts of primitive

cells may have developed more
complex types of cells. Perhaps in

such a fusion the mitochondria

became the main source of oxida-

tive energy within cells; originally

they were probably bacterialike

cells, and they still retain their

own specific DNA and RNA. The
chloroplasts of plant cells, respon-

sible for photosynthesis and hence

the source of the oxygen in the

earth's atmosphere, also seem to

have started out as small organ-

isms before they became in-

corporated as organelles in plant

cells. In both cases, these essential

structures can be viewed as sym-

bionts in modern cells, and there

are probably other organelles with

similar origins. Our cells are no

longer the pure, primary building

blocks they once seemed; they are

a sort of organism, and as more is

learned we may realize they are

ecosystems as complicated as Ja-

maica Bay.

The parts of cells do not seem

much concerned about their indi-

viduality. In his laboratory James
Danielli discovered that amoebae
can be taken apart like small

watches and then reassembled, us-

ing cytoplasm from one amoeba,

the nucleus of another, and the

membranes of a third, and the fi-

nal refabricated creature swims

away untroubled.

The ultimate challenge to the

notion of separateness is the phe-

nomenon of cell fusion. When
cells from different animal species

are placed together under the right,

circumstances, their membranes
will join, form bridges, and fuse,

and the cytoplasm will flow across

to produce a single, hybrid cell

—

half-kangaroo, half-mouse—ca

pable of multiplying for gener-

ations with its combined hereditj

intact. Perhaps it is the nature o)

cells to fuse, given the chance. /

currently attractive theory has i

that this is the way metazoar

multicellular forms of life ma
have been put together in the firs

place, combining in the single gen

ome of a new organism the geneti

information required for asseff

blies of different cells with diffei

ent functions.

With this kind of family histor

in the background, it is not sui

prising that the habit of symbios

remains so strong. Were it not fc

the formidable arsenal of weapoi

and the inventive displays i

markers of individuality, of entit

that have evolved at the same tim^

we might have ended up as a ma;

of invariant, interliving, undifferei

tiated life, missing all the fun.

i
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What kind ofa show off are you

:

For super 8 show offs

who like to sound
^off, the BolexSM-8 self-

threading magnetic
sound projector dazzles

your ears as it enter-

tains your eyes. This
full-featured machine

has up to 800 foot

capacity and comes
with a powerful

solid state amplifier

and mike, it works
like a tape recorder.
You lay the clashing
of cymbals, the Blue
Danube or your own
voice onto the sound

stripe of your films. And
convert every movie
into an artistic piece

of entertainment.

CDl_^>C

For people who don't like inter

rupfions, Bolex has perfected
the world's only super
projector with a built

in automatic
cartridge changer.
The Bolex Multimatic

holds up to six

cartridges. But you
can load in more
while the show is in

progress because it

automatically rewinds
one cartridge as it

shows another. Since
you never have to stop

to rewind, your movies
can run continuously.

At normal speed. Or
slow motion. If you like

single frame or reverse'

projections, the

Multimatic will also

accommodate you.

your life story stan

regular 8, goes to sup
or now continue if

Kodak cartrid^

the new Bolex i
automatic thr 1
ing projector I

show the comif
saga. At normal s|f^

or slow motii '

handles every

of 8. On reels or K
cartridges from D

400 feet, stop

automatically e

end of each ree

you don't ha
reinsert the

For more information about these and other Bolex projectors and super 8 cameras, please writ

Paillard Incorporated. 1900 Lower Road, Linden, N.J. 07036. Other products; Hasselblad cameras and accessories, Hermes typewriters and figuring machir
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Jacques-YVes
Cousteau describes

his new book,an
extraordinary report

on the undersea
struggle for

LIFE AND
DEATH

INACORAL
SEA

or almost forty years now, my friends and
I have dived in waters of incredible trans-

rency and explored depths that, until then,

re unknown. We have photographed much
f this silent world, and shared the beauties

I dangers of many expeditions with you . .

.

)th on the television screen and more fully,

in a book published last year. The Shark.

Life and Death in a Coral Sea. we share

lore than the fantastic splendors and risks

of undersea adventure. For our ship, the

Calypso, has become a twentieth-century

ah's Ark, and the conclusions I draw from
er last and longe-st voyage are inescapable.

Tht seax have been poisoned. The world of

il, which spreads like .some great fairyland

if beauty and color over much of the earth,

9 dying. And so I have written this book to

awaken as many people as possible to the

enormity of the stakes for which man
plays when he disturbs the delicate

balance of life in the sea.

al I'.v life. Atolls and islands livc-an surely

and fully as the brightly colored fish that

lart through coral corridors. We have pho-
•aphed dazzling parrot fish sleeping safely

long deadly stinging tentacles ; sculptured

coral castles coming to life at night and
battling, with a million tiny mouths, for a
ace in the .sea ; extravagantly camouflaged
oral fish performing an elaborate ballet in

which the dancers face death with every
luette. We have captured the beauty of the

freat coral parasols and cemeteries . . . and
drama of how a reef captures its food and
its It. This is a worltl .so brilliantly colorful

you may find it diHicult to believe that the

actacular color displays in this book arc all

photographs, rather than paintings!

'Most important, we have .seen during our
orations what man's 'progre.s.s' has meant
the animals that form and inhabit a coral

It is my great hope that this record of the
ilypso's most dramatic voyage may help to

rtadisaster in which man will be not only
perpetrator -but

10 one of the most
ortunate victims, m^ (

h man will lie not only

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
I, III-. AMI Dk.atm i> \ CiiHAi. Ska,
with Icxl writlrn by Jarqucs-
Vvrs (°<iust)Miu with rhilippt'

Dioir' inrludcs 122 phiilographs in

full roliir (a rnjiir phiitiigraph

nfnrly rvrry timo yiiu turn a

pn(;<') .nnd fcirty l>liirk-an(l-» hitf

illiistraliiins. In addition lo Iht-

main toxt, thi-rr arc four illus-

trated apprndircs on divine
riiuipmrnt and the- world of rorni,

pluH illiiNlrnlrd clo.ssnry nf

undiTHcn fniinn and terms. Just

published in nn inerslzed (7'» x

10'/<") format, l.iyy ami !> \tii

IN A ('<IRAI. .Ska In at nil hiioksell-

erH now — or mail this roupon
lodnv.

r<. >..iir I kM lleroi III

DoiiblediK X (!i>iii|iiiii«, Inr.

Depl. I-MI-K
(;urileii (:il>. New ^ork 1 1330
IMpiur iiccr|it my or»lrr for copiM
at l.,1rll AND DkaTII IN A I'uRAI. SKA I Ufl-

<lrn>l*n<l that I may rrlurn Ih* b<>ok(«)
within two WFrlm anil owr nothinc Oth<r.
wlnr. ynu will hill mr Jiiat t* 9h |>*r ropy
flua ahippinK and handlinit rharsn nf GS<
aa paymrnt in full.

CITY. TAT*- -«IP_

D Alao plfua •rrvpt my ordtr for
cnpln nf TiiR Shark, hy Jarqun-Yvni
Cniiatravi anil Philippv C'oualravi. with i:4
r<il.ir pholonraphp, IH.HS prr copy, plun
•hipping and handlini rharilaa nf iU
Samp return privilciip aa ab<iy*.

SAVK: Srnd paynirnt now and wr pay
hippInK and handllnv rharcn. Sam« rr-
lurn privllmr (uarantr<vl.

(Iffrr availahir only in thr 1° S and Canada
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Flora of the

Galapagos Islands

Ira L. Wiggins and Duncan M. Porter

The first complete flora, treating

every vascular plant in the archi-

pelago. Over 1,000 drawings

illustrate some 395 taxa. 96 color

photographs. 1.024 P'',?es. S37.50

Sea Shells of

Tropical West America
Marini; Mollusks from Baja California to Peru.

Second Edition. A. Myra Keen. This revised and

exjjanded classic treats all species recorded from the

Panamic pro\ince. Some 4,000 halttone illustrations.

22 pages in color. 1.040 pages. S25.00

Stanford University Press

Why Nikon binoculars
talce tlie strain

out of bird watching
The right and left optics of Nikon
binoculars are absolutely identical

and both barrels are optically parallel.

So even after hours of viewing you
don't feel any eyestrain or fatigue.

That's the difference between
ordinary glasses and Nikon prism
binoculars. Through Nikon optical

excellence and precise construction,
you enjoy brilliant, full-field viewing
without effort or strain for as long as
you wish. You also get a 25-year
guarantee as your assurance of en-
during performance quality.

Seethe difference yourself, at Nikon
camera dealers and selected optical

departments. Nikon Inc., Garden City,

N.Y, 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich
Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.lBB

NIKON PRISM BINOCULARS

A TIME
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Continued from page 25

divisions that indicate which tii

are holy, happy, or sinful, wh
are designed for work, play,

celebration. These divisions are

separable in our experience fi

time itself, since they are tied

with our rhythms and with the
)

sations of our individual and gr

experience.

Buildings and other parts of

man-made environment are

signed to emphasize certain asp

of the past, present, or future

college library emphasizes the '

tinuity of learning, the patient,

mulative nature of scholarly w
as well as the traditions of the

demic community. The visito!

Cambridge is struck by the thoi

that 400 years earlier sch(

walked down the same halls rea(

books and talking aloud. A n

paper office emphasizes the

and now, the immediacy of the

emeral present, disappearing as

portrayed in banner headlines,

scientific laboratory, bereft ol

miliar materials and forms,

challenge its occupants to ima

tomorrow. Sometimes the obje

of a building is to take a persor

of one time and enclose him ir

other. An archeological mus

moves a person back cent

while a technology museum
project him forward. The thi

must be prepared to create

change time worlds rapidly,

museum lobby should prepare

visitor for the shock of mc

from the rush of traffic into

Pleistocene era.

There are similarities bet

the objectives of local organiza

dedicated to historical preserv

and the ecology movement,

first aims at preserving a cul

ecology and demonstrating a

age across time, while the

points out the connection bet

organisms and their environn

A landscape without a sense of

is devitalized and superficial,

more similar to a painting, mu
exhibit, or diorama than to a

ral setting.

There is a real difference bel

a preserved historical buildin{

the expert fakery of a museui

hibit or Disneyland. I have n

jection to the superb craftsma
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rH£Y'LL DIE
less you and we help them. They'll

«—and thousands more like them of

my different species will die—unless

>n«y is mode available to finance the

my requests from East Africa's Na-
nal Parks, Research Organizations and
ame Departments.

For 1970/71 we are funding conservo-

in projects omounting to $134,000 in

nyo, Ugondo and Tanzonio. We need
ur cor>tinued support to combat the

rreasing menace of extinction for many
ecies of wild onimol, by making a
nation or by joining the Society.

Membership of the Society will cost

u $10 annually. For this you receive

r quarterly magazine "Africona".

oiloble for sale ore ties, car badges.
Id life jewelery, and prints, decols,

julder patches. Scientific Journols,

ristmos Cards, ond Calendars. WRITE
R DETAILS.

The wild life of Eost Africa is now o
rid responsibility, shared by cvery-

•. It Is enjoyed by tens of thousands
visitors each yeor. Help us to see that
llloni will continue to enjoy it.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

!>.
Box 20110, Nairobi. Kanya.

East Africa.

•*• enrol/ me as a member
inclose S

I^n*

Hlr»« ....„ „

NH

and scientific expertise involved in

man-made copies of nature. Indeed

I would like to see more of them,

but they are not substitutes for real-

ity. Visiting an actual log cabin in

the Pacific Northwest, a man can

sense the continuity between him-

self and the people who had ac-

tually lived there. He can appre-

ciate what it meant to hew the

timbers and fashion the nails by

hand, to bring the furniture around
the Horn to San Francisco, and

then transport it by land up the

coast. Without a time dimension,

our experience of the world be-

comes devitalized and colorless.

Traveling across a small Ameri-

can city, there is a peeling back of

layers of house style—from the new
suburbs, to the central city, and
back again on the other side. Mov-
ing to a new house is a time trip as

one sorts through acquisitions and

treasures, some of which have not

been seen .since the last move. There

are high school yearbooks, old pho-

tograph albums, bundles of letters

and tax receipts, impractical wed-

ding presents never used, clothing

saved in the hope that the style will

return. Decisions have to be made
about what is lo be saved intact,

what is to be altered, what is to be

given away. Just as each man is his

own reservoir of time, holding back

immense quantities of experience,

so his possessions are layers from

the different periods of his life.

In the natural world, otily man is

ron,scious of time. It has an element

of the inevitable and inexorable; it

is connected with rhythms of day

and night, lunar periods, infancy,

adolesrence, adulthood, old age,

and death. Con.sriousness becomes

the tool by which man works williin

the constraints of lime and realizes

his freedom nnil selfhond.

Just as it lakes a special iicl of

will to translate a two-dimensioiinl

photograph into a ihree-dimensional

image, so man must learn to add a

fourth dimension, lime, lo his ron-

cepli<ms of the environment. In

joining with others to improve the

• liialily of his surroundings, he

iiiiist work at several lime scales si-

iiinllaneously from an immediate

ii>-siiult on air and water pollution

.irid ihe dcserralion of the Iniid-

-I .ipc lo ihe long-range goal of n

Hiiriely in harmonious relation lo

the earth's environment.

America was
visited by Old
World explorers
almost 5,000
years ago!
And ROBERT GRAVES says this is

"irrefutably substantiated and dated
by one of the world's most depend-
able scholars." Dr. Cyrus Gordon
pieces together the clues and re-

veals evidence of Japanese in

Ecuador in 3000 B, C, Minoans in

Georgia in 1500 B.C^ — and Jews in

Kentucky in 132 A.D.
"Sets forth some of the central rid-

dles in a fascinating controversy."
-KARL E MEYER. authOr Of

The Pleasures ol Archaeology

"Unshackles ancient American his-
tory from the constrictions so long
imposed on it." -Constance irwin.
author of Fair Gods and Sione Faces

Before
Columbus
Links Between the Old World
and Ancient America
by CYRUS H. CORDON
S6 '

CRC-
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ECOLOGY

and Mother Goose!
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Peter, Peter, pumpkin-eater,

Had a wife and wouldn't keep her;

Her departure was most urgent.

She kept washing with detergent.

NURSERY RHYMES FOR THE TIMES'

Words and pictures by Jell Sparks

To order <^
Malcolm and Hayes,
693 Tliird Ave., N.Y.. N.Y. 10017

Please send oie. postpaid

( )copies of your hard cover book,

"NURSERY RHYMES FOR THE TIMES"

$3 95 each Enclosed is my check for

$

(n.imi.)

ploato print

(«ddr«i»)

(clly)

(ttAtp) I2lp)



Books in Review

DIGGIN
Shanidar: The First Flower Peo-

ple, by Ralph S. Solecki. Alfred A.

Knopf, $8.95; 320 pp., illus.

Now, twenty years after he first ven-

tured into the Zagros Mountains

of northern Iraq, Ralph Solecki has

finally given us a splendid account of

his activities there, his discovery of

Shanidar Cave, and his excavation of

the Neanderthal skeletons it con-

tained. It is not quite what many of

us assumed he was going to write,

and it starts off with a quick two

strikes against it before it finally set-

tles down to tell of the fascinating ad-

ventures of four archeological field

seasons in the remote and difficult

country of the Iraqi Kurds.

Strike one is the title. I admit that,

from Solecki's previous vs^ritings, I

had been expecting his long-awaited

Shanidar report to appear in the

form of a dry-as-dust technical

monograph. This it clearly isn't,

but

—

The First Flower People? EnUv-

ening the ponderous plod of stan-

dard scientific reporting is indeed a

laudable aim, but the idea of Ralph

Solecki attempting to impersonate a

literary Tiny Tim absolutely boggles

the mind. Let me hasten lo say that

he makes no such attempt. The title,

then, gives one no clue to the nature

of the book. The last time I was so

completely misled by a title was nearly

thirty years ago when I first read Roy
Chapman Andrews's On the Trail of

Ancient Man. At the time, I started

reading it to find out about the dis-

covery of ancient man—and nearly

put it down from frustrated ex-

pectation before getting caught up in

the sweep of a corking good adven-

ture story. Similarly, if one expects

rhetorical whimsy or romantic fan-

82

tasy from Shanidar, one will be sadly

disappointed. But persevere—it is, in

fact, a corking good adventure story.

Strike two is the first chapter. If,

on the one hand, this was intended to

establish Solecki's intellectual com-

mand of the area in the eyes of the

specialist; and on the other, to pro-

vide a broad background to introduce

the general reader to the dimensions

and reasons for his research, it fails

on both accounts. While his gaffes in

structural and historical geology do

not really reduce one's confidence in

his ability to control the stratigraphy

of a 40-foot hole in the ground, his

troubles in producing a simple ex-

planation of the Neanderthal problem

are bound to be upsetting to the

scholar and confusing to the general

reader. The difficulty, one suspects,

emanates in part from his preferred

form of verbalization. The essence of

the Solecki style is, in a word, brev-

ity. Understatement is a splendid de-

vice to heighten the drama of exciting

events, and Solecki uses it with in-

stinctive skill when he relates the nar-

rative of his seasons in the field. The
unspoken can usually be supplied by

the reader's imagination.

This, however, simply does not

work when the subject matter in-

volves a century of rarefied scholarly

debate. Here, issues have to be

spelled out and nuances explained,

and it is in this area that the laconic

Solecki style becomes spastic to the

point of incoherence.

The century of debate I have men-

tioned concerns whether or not Nean-

derthals are the ancestors of modern
men. The preconceptions and in-

fluence of Marcellin Boule, a French

paleontologist whose ideas dominated

the study of human evolution for the

I
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lANIDAR by C. Loring Brace
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first half of the twentieth century,

had pretty much ehminated the view-

that Neanderthals could be regarded

as an ancestral stage in human evolu-

tion, substituting instead the view

that they represent an aberrant line

that became extinct without issue.

Within the last ten years. I have at-

tempted to revive the earlier view that

Neanderthals are indeed our ances-

tors, and despite Solecki's statement

that "this classical hypothesis has

been abandoned," I would maintain

that it is a very live issue. In fact, in

his concluding chapter Solecki him-

self would appear to accept my ap-

proach, even to the extent of using a

slight modification in his penultimate

sentence of the wording that was part

of the subtitle for my article in Nath-

RAi. History, May. l%a. (I note that

the article i.s listed in Solecki's bib-

liogruphv but in not cited in the chap-

ter notes. I

.\dding further to the confusion of

this first chapter is his claim that the

Shanidar findings "have served to

break the impasse in understanding

the early man of Mt. Carniel." He is

referring to discoveries made forty

years ago in what was ihrn Pales-

tine, but he does not really lell us

what the "impasse" is or how .Shani-

dar contributes to its solution. There

are other flaws in the chapter as well,

but these should sufTice to explain my
misgivings us I approached the end of

chnpirr one.

At lliat point, hi>wever, things

I'hnnge rndiiallv and the Imok

iHiinrhrs forth on a completely didrr-

enl lack. My advice to the prosprclixe

reader is to peruse the fir»t page and

a half of chapter one to get a niin

imal idea of the reason an anli

rologist would go to nortlieosl Irni].

8.^
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then skip directly to chapter two and

proceed from there.

Even to those who neither know
nor care that Shanidar Cave yielded

the first remains of Neanderthal man
to be dated with any precision—these

also being among the most extensive

of known Neanderthal collections

—

the story of the discovery and ex-

cavation stands in its own right as a

classic of its kind. Solecki proves to

be a master of that spare, flat narra-

tive style that one associates with the

cowpokes who spun their tales of the

American Wild West a generation

and more ago. The drama of the ter-

rain and its people is made to order

for this kind of presentation, and So-

lecki takes full advantage of it.

Shanidar is located close to Bara-

dost Mountain in the Zagros chain

near where the borders of Iraq, Iran,

and Turkey meet. This is in the heart

of the area inhabited by the Kurds, a

fierce, proud. independent, and

touchy group of mountain tribes

whose history has been one of per-

manent conflict with the rest of the

world, especially Turks. Arabs, and

even each other. "It appears to be the

environment which has made [them]

so restive, independent, and strong.

They maintain a scrupulously and rig-

idly high code of honor hke knights

of old. especially among themselves.

Outsiders were outsiders, and this

code did not necessarily apply to

them. The rifle was the most prized

possession a tribesman could own.

The saying was that a young Kurd
wished for three things: a rifle, a

wife, and a donkey. And sometimes

the order of the last two was dis-

puted."

Solecki is evidently quite apprecia-

tive of Kurdish machismo and, as his

narrative displays, more than matches

it with his own. For instance, on one

reconnaissance trip, just before he

found Shanidar in 1951, his compan-

ion's horse tried to get away despite

its hobbled front feet, and Solecki

took off after it on his own. In his

words, "I tried to jump from my
saddle to [the other] horse in a dead

run. This was a mistake, for my horse

was not fast enough for the feat, and

when in desperation I did try it, I fell

to the ground short of the saddle, the

flying hoofs of the runaway beating

just inches from my head. After that,

I gave up the spectacular method and

ran the horse down on foot through

the snowdrifts and caught him."

Finis. End of episode. The next para-

graph describes the dress of a group

of Moslem Kurdish women.

Part and parcel of the laconic

machismo underlying such a style is

an utter lack of humor, which is often
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tentionally funny. For instance,

s description of a lunch to which

as invited by the district commis-

r, Solecki notes that "our food

sted of a heavy broth called

a, which threatened to lie very

y on the stomach. My host . . .

that after such a meal, one had

much energy, and the way to

it off was to run up and down
[lountain as the Kurds did. I eyed

iroth dubiously and he laughed.

the captain handed me the eye

sheep with a twinkle in his own
and said, 'Eat. This is an honor

u.' The eye looked like an olive.

here did not seem to be anything

al about the taste as it went

I never understood why it was

dered something extraordinary."

more than one occasion, the

ness seems to be overdone. For

pie he describes his meeting in

dad with the distinguished Brit-

rcheologist Max Mallowan fwho

jually well known as Agatha

s husband, although this is

nenlionedl and with the pre-

ian V. Gordon Childe whose ap-

it suicide six months later put an

a brilliant career. "After lunch

Childe wanted to take a walk up
id Street, the main street of Baph-

His chief objective appeared to

me F.dgeworth tobacco, which he

rred for his pipe. We left Childe

ut finding his tobacco. He re-

d to the [British School of Ar-

logyl, a round trip of about

miles, while we went on to our

?r8 at the Y.W.C.A. We saw
e again the next day. He was on

ly lo Australia, where he died in

er." Again, finis. End of epi-

The scholar is tantalized, while

•neral reader will doubtless miss

pportunity for illumination that

>8t.

nelimes one could also wish for

treatment of the events that ho

bes in the field. .Shanidar Cave
trgc affair as caves go— 175 feel

4.5 fri-t high in the interior, anri

•el deep, back lo front. For half

ear il is inhabited by half a

families of Kurds, complete

iboui .50 cattle and horses, dogs.

••n^. and up to 1.50 goals. Yet no-

does he record what llie«e

e thought of a to fool.deep
1 being dug in their home. To
ire, he does record their reluc-

to be moved out of the cave

he periodically set off his dyna-
-harges (III break up ihe pre-

ic rockfnlU encountered in ex-

ng). and In- does record his

i«e that ihev had done their l>e«t

the pit with dung between his

(19.56-19.57) and fourth (I960)
seasons, but it never even oc-
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curred to him to ask why they chose

to live there in the first place, consid-

ering the fact that they did not be-

long to the tribe that owned and in-

habited that part of Shanidar Valley.

Despite this and occasional other

displays of insensitivity, the book

comes across as an enthralling adven-

ture story. The attempt to make it ac-

ademically respectable in the first

chapter, along with the unconvincing

efTort near the end to demonstrate

that one of the Neanderthal skeletons

had been buried with flower garlands,

are weaknesses that the reader can

overlook. As an account of how a

hard-nosed dirt archeologist estab-

lished his niche in the history of his

profession, it has no peer. I only wish

that I had been asked to provide the

title; I would have named it True

Grit: or Digging the Shanidar Nean-

derthals.

C. Loring Brace is curator of physical

anthropology at the University of

Michigan's Museum of Anthropology.

Savage Luxury: Slaughter of the

Baby Seals, by Brian Davies. Tap-

linger Publishing Co., $6.50; 214 pp.,

illus.

Among the many current evidences

of the blithering idiocy and self-

delusion of which man is capable are

the annual spring seal-slaughtering

orgies that take place in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence and Alaska.

Within days after the mother seals

have whelped in the Canadian gulf,

men go out on the ice floes, bash in

the friendly, defenseless animals'

heads with clubs, and skin them on

the spot for pelts prized in the gar-

ment trade. The same thing goes on

under United States auspices in the

Pribilof Islands, only here it involves

grown seals, corralled along the

shore.

The spectacle perennially appalls

not only witnesses from humane orga-

nizations but also newsmen who have

watched the slaughter and millions of

private citizens in both North Amer-

ica and Europe who have seen the ac-

tivities in still and motion pictitt

Thanks to conservation organi

tions, the use of wild animal pelts

clothing (in the tradition of the c»

man) has become increasingly

fashionable in the last few years. 1

the seal hunts go on, under t

blatantly spurious rationalizatifi

One is that seal hunting is a vi

source of income to a sizable num
of seal hunters. The other is

hoary exploitationist argument t

"reduction of the herd" is necess

for ecological balance.

For seven years Brian Davies, or

nally executive secretary of the P

Brunswick (Canada) S.P.C.A.,

led a widening crusade against

barbarism. His book is a loose-joir

narrative of the vicissitudes of

campaign, from eyewitness accoi

of the St. Lawrence seal slaughter

reports of his bouts with Canadian

ficials afflicted with all the myi

stuffiness of Victorian "Em-j

statesmen rationalizing the rout

Balaclava as a triumph. Davies

Welshman, at one point was h

before a parliamentary investiga

commission and practically acci

of being subversive. But through

campaigning he has chipped awa

the once virtually uncontrolled

hunt, achieving some diminutioi

its cruelty, reduction of the slaug

quota toward a 1971 level of 5C

animals, and annual observatior

news media that points toward *

gory shambles eventually 1:

scorned out of existence. The

sade's dimensions eventually bee

too much for the New Bruns

S.P.C.A. and it has moved undei

aegis of the International Fund

Animal Welfare, of which Davit

the executive director.

Davies is a better campaigner

he is a writer. Amid occas

flashes of telling imagery ("Stes

almost with a concerted rhythm

clubs rose and fell"), he lapses

often into toe-crinkling trivia ('T

one to fret about the unattainal

contentedly read books and r

zines during the long flight"),

his delineation and structuring o

over-all problem seems tentative

rambling when it should be ini

and decisive. He touches on the f

nomic sophistry of the seal hunt

"

doesn't seem to realize that—as I

the supersonic transport—this i W
key weakness by which it ca

blown out of the water.

The Canadian government, oi

basis of sheer arithmetic, impe

itself in claiming economic va

for the St. Lawrence hunt. It hai

tended that the hunt is vital t

livelihood of 6,000 hunters. The

lasts only one month a year, am

k

to
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ees look at the United Nations through "UN
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ently no ordinary person makes a

year's living in one month. Fifty thou-

sand seals divided by 6,000 hunters is

only eight seals per hunter, and pat-

ently nobody is going to make a

year's living wholesaling the pelts of

eight small animals. The same non-

sense is espoused by the United States

government with regard to the few

hundred Aleuts involved in the Pribi-

lof hunt. With the government paying

out billions of dollars a year even to

wealthy farmers not to grow crops,

some more civilized way of sustaining

the Aleuts obviously could be devised.

Davies doesn't hit these arguments

hard enough. Nor does he light hard

enough into the "herd reduction"

myth. There are millions of years of

history to attest to the ability of spe-

cies—from bugs to trees—to survive

without gratuitous man-imposed popu-

lation controls.

Despite its flaws, however, Savage

Luxury is a good introduction to

the subject for the increasing milHons

of people concerned about this out-

rage; and a salutary rebuttal to offer-

ings like The Year of the Seal, by

Victor Scheffer, the ex-federal biolo-

gist who deals in "herd reduction"

and such bureaucratic twaddle as:

"Humaneness is indefinable." Thanks

to people hke Davies and his citizen

supporters, a definition is emerging.

Gladwin Hill
The New York Times

Race and Races, by Richard A.

Goldsby. The Macmillan Company,

$5.95; 132 pp.,illus.

Not too long ago, political mania,

mass psychology, and national

self-hypnosis revived the Herrenvolk,

or "master race," hypothesis that

eventuated in a global holocaust and

an attempt to eradicate certain reli-

gious groups. Today, in such places

as South Africa, so-called democra-

tically elected governments legaUze,

through their statutes and con-

stitutions, racial "superiority" of

whites and maintain social degrada-

tion of blacks. Educational systems,

national attitudes, religious teaching,

political democratization, historical

perspectives, and mass media have

failed somewhere along the line—not

completely, but sufficiently to keep

racism fanning the flames of hatred,

bias, prejudice, and inequities in Asia,

the Middle East, Europe, America

—

virtually throughout the world. It is

well recognized that culture is trans-

mitted rapidly while biological evolu-

tion is a slow process. "Civilization,"

however, has lagged far behind bio-
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Applause*

... as clear and concise an

introduction to Meso-American

archeology as you are likely to

find anywhere. Lee Boltin's

photographs are (as usual)

first rate. . .Applause.

—John Canaday=''

The New York Times

The ancient civilizations of Middle America left few written records.

But they did leave their art.

Now you can see the greatness of these cultures through photographs

of their art in ANCIENT MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA.

Based on the new permanent archeological exhibit at The American

Museum of Natural History, and with written introductions by

Dr. Gordon F. Ekholm, Curator of Mexican Archeology, this elegant

book takes you directly to the ancient, exotic realms of the Maya,

the Aztec, the Olmec.

The 128 pages contain over 80 shining photographs, many in color, and

a chronological chart of the evolution of the cultures discussed.

Only $5.00. Please mail check

or money order to:

The American Museum
of Natural History

77 West 77th Street, New York, New York
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)0-325-3535 is the one number to call to reserve a room at any Sheraton Hotel or
Dtor Inn in the world. Call it free 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, from anywhere in

e continental United States. For a comfortable room, delicious food, a good time.
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Call 800-325-3535. Or have your travel agent call for you.
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Share ttie Thrills

01 Exploring f
Outer Space •

^

All DYNASCOPES, Including this

superb RV-B, 6-inch available

on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4 " Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and

your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St.. Hartford. Conn. 06101
» TM Reelstered U.S. Pat. Office

I
CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.

I
Dept. NH-20. 331 Church St.. Hartford, Conn. 06101
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

South
Pacific

Sale.
Startling reductions. Buy now and save
on popular tour items.

Entire stock of tropic isles, wombats,
koalas, golden beaches, spectacular cit-

ies, secret lagoons, geysers, etc., must go.

For brochures, mail coupon to:

Qantas, 555 California St., San Fran-
cisco, CA 94104.

SOUTH PACIFIC TOURS: $865 UP.
For 17-day tour of Australia, New Zealand,
Fiji including hotel accommodations and jet

round-trip.

Name

City.

_Zip_

aaMTas
treats you better all around

Price based on economy class 14/35 day ITX
fare from West Coast.

logical adaptation, which has estab-

lished man as a unique morphological

animal.

It is almost a common principle of

recent life that politicians, lay people,

and the like abuse and misuse the

creations of scientists, and then, when
things go awry, blame the scientists

for the havoc resulting from such

misuse. Races are reasonable subdivi-

sions, or units, for pigeonholing vast,

widely distributed populations. In

their search for an understanding of

the common factors establishing like-

nesses and differences among people

(and other animals, plants, and in-

sects), scientists have established rea-

soned criteria—morphological, chem-

ical, behavioral—for identifying

racial differences and similarities.

Scientists have "developed" races, but

other people have conceived racism.

Consequently, although there are

many, many books dealing with race

and races, and although organizations

such as UNESCO have carefully dis-

cussed and arrived at acceptable defi-

nitions of race, it is always heart-

ening to find new books being

published that bear testimony to the

objective research dealing with hu-

man variation and adaptation. Race
and Races is a simple review of as-

pects of human biology related to

race. Too often it is oversimplified,

which must leave the innocent reader

with the feeling of an open and shut

case, as if most of the answers are in.

It would seem that there are not too

many interesting problems left to

tackle. For example, according to the

author, the relationship between

sickle cell anemia, thalassemia, and

malaria seems to be solved, but this is

far from being the case.

Another example of over-simpli-

fication, and one which may lead to

misunderstanding and eventual misuse,

is his contention that "the negro body

type . . . represents a body build

adapted to lose, heat" and that this

type is found with high frequency in

black populations. There are numerous

exceptions to this rule: for example,

the tropical Pygmies, the Watusi, and

the Andaman Islanders, and this

body type ("relatively short body and

long limbs") is fairly well repre-

sented in populations where the adap-

tation is not a survival factor, as the

author implies. Goldsby, who does

not pretend to be a recognized

scholar in human genetics, quite

clearly admits that the book is "in-

tended to be an introductory survey

of the contributions, both factual and

conceptual, various areas of biology

have made to the study of race in

man." The style is easy, and the text

flows and reads well. Although the

rkable end t

stores over 50 books
50 magazines
pers-in view, upri

convenient. Rolls easily on large casters. B<

fit on both sides, magazines on ends—and
the proper chair size! Pine, in honey toni

maple, antique pine or walnut fin. 27xl4x2f
$29.95 E.\p. Chg. Col. EASY KIT: Simple i

$21.50 Postpaid. Add $1.50 W. of Mi!
BEAUTIFUL fiVN FREE CATALOG— 1000 PIECE

Finished and Kit Furriiture in Friendly Pi

Include ZIP NO. YIELD HOL
Mo
Not Sold In

Dopt

Spectacular Collection of Genuine FIRST Ml

ON THE MOON Postage Stamps. Strikingly d

matic stamps from Oominica, Granada, Qat

Togo, etc. . . . PLUS collection of fantastic Ou
Space stamps - awesome moon rockets, we
interplanetary vehicles, man floating in orbit

from Russia, Rwanda, Soutti Africa and other f

away Countries. Both of these valuable collecti'

- catalog pnce over $2.00 - (or only 10c! A
fine stamps from our approval service, returna

without purchases and cancel service anytimi

plus big FREE Illustrated Catalog.

Send 10c TODAY.
Jamestown Stamp, M81NM, Jamestown, N.Y.1^

L. L. Bean, Inc.

621 Main St., Freeport, Maine
Hunting, Fishing and Camping SpecU I
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hor has tried to avoid technical

gon. this is not always possible;

e explanatory footnotes seem to he

uired even for the well-informed lay

der.

Jo classification of the races of

nkind will suit or he agreed upon
everyone. It is not even important

;ther one divides [lopuiations into

or into thirty-six subgroups, as

g as the criteria for such delinea-

I

are reasonable and consistently

ered to. The seven chapters deal

npily with the origin, concepts,

definition of race and races, hu-

1 variability, and genetic traits.

re is a rather naive description of

evolution of man. as well as a dis-

iion of the possibility of racial

ation of mental ability. One can

issue with many statements, both

act and inference, throughout the

k (for example, what is a "'more

erful brain"?!. But these are usu-

minor and do not detract from

over-all usefulness and clarity of

presentation. I criticize the choice

hotographs of "typical" types ~

n mob scenes. The photographs

be pretty, travelog-type portray-

but many do not enhance or sup-

lent the text descriptions,

he only distasteful aspect of the

is. I presume, not of the au-

s making, but the publisher's,

paper jacket displays Rare and
•5, but after the "and" one finds,

rackets, "a black biologist writes

It actual racial differences and
significance." Now it is obvious

this is a sales gimmick because

author's text is certainly not in-

ced by his skin color. The blurb

only be viewed as racist sales

the kind of approach the author

emns in his first and last chap-

Furthermore, there is another

liar statement on the inside flap

f jacket: "Mere, for ihr fir.il time

ewer's italics), scientifically cor-

information ... is made acces-

lo the general reader." No new
appear in this book; it is a well-

len reshullle of previously pub-

d views and evidence. The stale-

i« untrue. I can think of liiilf a

n other books with similar data.

TJIIen by black l>iidogist<i and
nir to the general reader. The

lid m-ll even witliout such

HoNAI.P .S|N(,KH

llnivrrtily of Chirafto

Noted:

IVAL SoN(;hi)i>k. collecleil bv Jim
and Nancy Mathews. Sierra

Book.%. $4.'>S. lU pi,..ill„x.

r those who are wenrv of shout

I bout pollution, ecology, and pop-

Another of those "impossible" views with a Questar
At historic Stone Mountain near Atlanta, a carver works on the Confederate

Memorial. (See covering shot below token with 50mm. camera lens, showing Questar

Field Model mounted on Linhof tripod, Topcon camera attached, and worker indicated

by black arrow.) The Questar photo, above, on TrI-X, 1 60 second, shows him in

constant motion as he swings from a harness on the sheer granite wall, guiding

himself with his feet and vibrating with the thrust of his powerful thermo jet torch.

The photoengraving process permitting, you will notice such detail as his belt loops and

a band around his left ankle. Photographs by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis of Sarasota.

QUESTAR. THE WORLDS FINEST, MOST VERSATIIE TELESCOPE,
IS PRICED FROM $865 OUR BOOKIET CONTAINS MORE THAN
100 PHOTOGRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS TO MAIL ANY.
WHERE IN N AMERICA, SI 00 BY AIR TO REST OF WESTERN
HEMISPHERE, $2 50, EUROPE AND N. AFRICA. $3.00; ELSEWHERE,
$3.50,

QUESTAK
NEW HOPE. PA I99M



How to Travel

...and Get Paid
for doing it!
How would you like to spend your future in

the exciting, romantic, rewarding business of

Travel as a Travel Agent or Tour Guide?
Picture yourself planning trips . . . discovering

thrilling new places . . . traveling to far-off

lands to see for yourself if the glowing pictures

in the travel folders are true. Imagine seeing,

exploring and telling others about "The Won-
derful World of Travel"— and getting hand-
somely paid for doing it, too!

How Travel Agents Get Free Travel
People who work full or part time in the Travel
Industry enjoy privileges not available to the gen-
eral public. Travel Agents, for example, represent

airlines, steamships, trains, buses and resorts. They
are encouraged to try out travel services they can
recommend to their customers. They usually travel

free, or at greatly reduced rates with transporta-

tion, accommodations and food often included.

Tour Guides, on the other hand, escort groups of

happy people all over the world. Not only do they
enjoy being part of a fun group seeking travel and
adventure in fun places, but they can earn top
money and travel free with all expenses paid to

boot. Isn't this the most ideal future you can
imagine?

How Can You Qualify?
Now you can turn these dreams of travel and
adventure into exciting reality. North American
School of Travel's 52-lesson home-study course
(approved for Veterans under the new G. I. Bill

and accredited by the National Home Study Coun-
cil) has trained hundreds of beginners at home in

spare time for rewarding careers as Travel Agents,
Tour Guides or for hundreds of other big money
careers in Travel.

• For example, Mrs. Geraldine Yoders, of Florida,

who opened her own Travel Agency just one
short month after enrolling (and before even

completing the course!) reports, "I opened my
own Travel Agency the first of August . . . with-

out the help of your course it would have been
virtually impossible." And, Phillip Pinter, of

California (who has a full time job outside of

the Travel Industry) writes, "I escorted a group
of 24 people on a 16-day tour of the Caribbean.

"The entire tour was very successful because of

the detailed Instructions obtained from your
Travel Course."

These are reports from just two of hundreds of
beginners just like you—with no previous experi-

ence in Travel—who have found success, excitement
and money in "The Wonderful World of Travel."

TRAVEL IS BOOMING

!

Travel is actually doubling in dollar volume every
five years! Each new day this never-ending growth
brings hundreds of rewarding full and spare time
job opportunities for men and women of all ages
and from all walks of life. Exciting career openings
(in every state and overseas, too!) are increasing
at a staggering rate—many times faster than people
can be trained to fill them. The door is open to

you now!

MAIL COUPON for

FREE "TRAVEL CAREER KIT"
We have prepared a "Travel Career Kit" for those
who are interested in learning more about how they
can become a part of this exciting, booming indus-
try. This kit includes a 20-Page Booklet, "Oppor-
tunities in Travel." a Sample Lesson taken from
our home-study course, plus full details on salaries,

free travel, part time opportunities, etc. To get a
copy FREE and without obligation, just mail the
coupon. There is no cost or obligation to you, now
or ever, and no salesman will call.

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY.

I North American School of Travel, Dept. 11549

I 4500 Campus Drive, University Plaza

I
Newport, California 92660

I
I am interested in learning more about how

I
I can travel free . . . and get paid for doing

I it! Rush "TRAVEL CAREER KIT" including

I
Booklet, Sample Lesson, plus full details

1 on salaries, free travel, part time opportu-
I nities, etc. I understand there is no obljga-

I
tion on my part, now or ever, and that no

I
salesman will call. Rush everything FREE
and POSTPAID.

I Q If under 17, check here for additional

I guidance information.

I

NAME :

I ADDRESS

j

CITY

[STATE -ZIP.

ulation control, a change of pace is in

the offing. They may now sing about

it. Survival Songbook presents music

(for guitar) and lyrics to some 59

songs on how to save this planet.

Some are bitter, some are poignant,

some very funny. Others just offer an-

tipollution advice: "Don't use a tis-

sue, sniff instead; Don't use a napkin,

use a piece of bread." Among the

many contributors are Pete Seeger.

Malvina Reynolds, and Tom Lehrer,

and all are "using the only tools they

have to turn people's heads around."

C.B.

Galapagos Islands, by Alfred M.

Bailey. Denver Museum of Natural

History, Museum Pictorial No. 19,

S1.50;'86pp.,illus.

Since Charles Darwin, in his Voy-

age of the Beagle, told of the amazing

fauna and flora of the Galapagos Is-

lands, these remote isles have been a

mecca for naturalists. Only recently

have organized tours brought them

within reach of the individual not for-

tunate enough to possess a private

oceangoing yacht.

Alfred M. Bailey, superb photog-

rapher and retired director of the

Denver Museum of Natural History,

led a recent expedition to the Gala-

pagos. This profusely illustrated

booklet will serve as a convenient in-

troduction to this fascinating subject.

Luckier still are those who see Dr.

Bailey's film of the tortoises, marine

iguanas, tree cacti, and other wonders

of the "Islas Encantadas."

D.A.

An Omission

Owing to a mechanical error in the May
issue. Howard T. Odum's name was in-

advertently dropped from the article "A
Print-out of the Future Systems of Man."

The article was adapted from the final

chapter of Dr. Odum's book. Environment,

Power and Society.

The American Museum is open to the

public every day during the year, except

Thanksgiving and Christmas. Your sup-

port through membership and contribu-

tions helps make this possible. The

Museum is equally in need of support far

its work in the fields of research, educa-

tion and exhibition.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustration by page.
COVER—Douglas 51—David G. Lindroth

Faulkner 52-57—Ted Avery.

14-20—George Girdler Plimofh Plantation;

24—M.C. Escher except

29-36-Douglas Faulkner 54-55—center, Eric

38— L. Hugh Newman Ekholm, Plimoth

39—Grant White, Plantation

Frederic Lev«is 58-59—Woodcut by

40—David G. Lindroth Olaus Magnus, 1555
41— Ed Scully, Photo 61-63—Mats Wibe Lund,

Trends Jr.. Icelandic Photo and
42-43—Michael H. Press Service

MacRoberts 64-68—Constance Porter

44 47—Ed Scully, Photo 69-73-AMNH
Trends 74—NASA
48—Seymour Chwast 76-77—Helmut Wimmer
50—Ted Avery, Plimoth 82—Barbara Hollings-

Plantation worth

From 12 LOST NATIOW;

tUosI a tlalf-CenWry Oh:

We'd like to send you a score o( Postage Stamp
rem nations overrun by invaders in the 19

and 20iri Century and never freed again
stamps so appealing that experienced and b

|

ginning collectors alike want them' When Ihe;

are gone no more will be available And Iro

our Approval Service we'll include 110 adc
tional stamps trom Britain's Lost Empire, (aloi

worth over S3 at catalog prices!), plus an lllu

strated Album and other unusual stamps f

Free Examination You can keep the Album ar

110 British Empire Stamps as an Inlroducto
Bonus should you buy $1 worth from our a

proval seleclioni Or return Album and 1

Stamps with selection and buy nothing. Cane
service anytime But In either case, Ihe valuab
Lost Nations Stamps are yours to keep FREE
as an introduction to Ihe World's Most Rewar
ing Hobby. Send 10c lor mailing today whi
supplies last'

KENMORE Co.,Mllford LN-845, N. Hamp. 030!

Looking for a UNIQUE tourl
"Thru the Lens" Tours offer the on

worldwide travel program designed f

the camera fan. We select picturesq-

places . , . and seek the ultimate

"human Interest." We use priva

transportation so we can stop whe
ever and wherever we want to. V

venture off the beaten paths of touri

travel so you may photograph seldoi

seen places of outstanding beauty,

you like leisurely travel and superi

accommodations, you'll love our unlq

J\ picture-taking tours. More than 60 ft

eign and domestic tours, led by expc

photographers. WRITE FOR BROCHUR

THRU THE LENS TOURS, INC.
5301 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Dept. NH-S
North Hollywood, California 91607

LEARN
ASTRONOMY
AT HOME

Two complete home stuciy courses are

now available for Amateur Astronomers

•VISUAL ASTRONOMY for

Beginners in 10 lessons

•TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY,
for Advanced Students in 18

lessons

Ttiese courses are the first of ttieir kind

offered anywhere. Clearly written, pro-

fessionally illustrated and well organ-

ized for the busy sky-watcher who
wants to be taken by the hand and

taught individually by a Professional

Astronomer.

SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY Dept. 6780
|

Drawer Y-418 E. Canon Perdido A,
Santa Barbara, California 93102 <^^
Please send nne School Brochure on

your Home Study Courses.

1
City

Accredited

Study Cou
by

ncil.

the National Horne *

5^m
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for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT

INjeilNAVONAL PAPfR PLANC BOOKI
Ollicial lly-tlitm-»iiunel(

book of »ap«r airplane*

(rom SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CANS "1st international

loetii

all

Include

NEW UQUID-fUei ROCKET KIT

Apollo-type recket soar« to A
1,000 leet at 300 It. per sec- T
onil . . . then gently return*

|

to earth on automatic para-
llsti(

aloft records. Dhotos

(or easy
believe I

ntertalnlni. 128 pagea.

ir-out. Yo
of them

muilni. onlonalnlng. 128 pagei, 9" i HW'.
Ino. 9J9IE «2-" P""-

iRy POWERED GYROSCOPE
, „^.... ,k.For the l^rit time—have the

tun i enjoyment ol a gyro

without bother of constant

string winding & pulling. 5"

diam. flying-saucer shaped.

Spins on Its edge, upside-

down, on your head, hanging

from a string, drives rocket

to olt l> an eiperienee—speeds up to a blur . . .

loat 3 mln. without power. Terrifllc accessories ine .

-. pedeltal, 9" diam, orbit ring ;,'"« "f"]'''
,^l«,p.^».tr. operate, .n 2 -C batt. in.t^in.n.

I 0(G/MI COMPUTER

^*^
Selva probUme. t«««lt !•••

ie. play garnet with minia-

ture venlon of giant

electronic brainl Adds,
ultlpllel.

shifts
rii

plastic par

nplements
~"'es. C

islly 1

Colored

,^_ _, „., S2-P.
structlont covering operm-

)ut*r protrammlni problemi L 15 ejperlmenti.

„. 70.6eaE J 5.9B Ppd.

00 COMPUTER KIT
70,MIE "•95 '^"'

K-l/GHT MIGHTY MITtS

It of lare

1 II ) hl.rtcll

,- ,l#r..r»(Inn*, ShiK-kproof end-

Krlatlrely small (12*) da-

ures live turprlslnsly

irliht lilacklliM. Mlrror-

flnl<hr<l reftertor make< In-

Im 8-«tll. high
bulb look Ukr

Vo-watler t'p to .S.oon hour*

of nfe. ioni-nare l3««nAi

) hUHclllht

tor lafr.

"of bulb •nil tlarter HtamU upritbl or

rV.2ui'"""'"': »|<S5 f"
OUTDOOR/INDOOR MODEL ..,„.„ ^
7I.299E $19.95 Ppd.

I HfCTRONIC DIGITAL COWUTER Km
problrms. play «am«.

brains.

nln«
(lerlmal. binary

systems. Uwt of »el. e<en
do ymjr own profremmlng
after romplellnc ilmplinr.l

111) pail- liulrurlltr l»H.k

issemblv illairai Clrmlr

(II- a 12'/,-

lOWCOST GEM rUMSlER

ntrol panel,
re xrn- for

til. SO Ppd.

ockheundl Fa

^
J Bicomt rMkheundl Fu«l>
1 nal>n| hobby . . . loadi ef

^ fun. .n.iotnuv.. taty Mikt

1
r Full Inslruetloni

„, ro,«74E
ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TVPEtl
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ut Fiyiwc sAucft irir

brings out be
. Rugged lib
bier w/continu

110.75 Ppd

,1 too Ppd

m oble
Easy

vapor trail.

ocket can be
tired manually electrically

ilding. dec-

orating, launchi ng again i

iiose. electric firing assembly, la

Stock No. 7I,I82E
EXTRA PROPELLANT (Two 19

Stock No, P7I,I92E

'
I

igine. timer, separator,
ne. hns, loading valve,

ich stand, propellant,

515.95 Ppd.
11. earn)

) i 4.00 Ppd.

"FISH" WITH A MAGNET

w9$
sometimes profitable! Tie a

line to our 5-lb. Magnet-
drop it overboard

lake Troll

S50. LIfta ovar ISO Ibt. i

Stock No. 70.571 E
Stock No 70.570E

along botton
.--« ure" haul can be outboard

motors, anchor*, etc. 5-lb.

<• Magnet ll war surplus

—

AInico-V Type—Gov't cost

i land—mueh more under water.

5 lbs. JI4.00 Ppd.
3', lbs. » 875 Ppd.

GIANT WCATHIR BALLOONS
all* of fun" for kids.

for high risa.

S2.00 Ppd.
$7.00 Ppd.

INVISIBLE BLACK-LIGHT SPKAY
You can't tee It under nor-
mal light, but under black-
light, wow! It gives an eerie
bluish-white glow to hun-
deeds of things you'll think
of for startling luminous efl-

ects. Create party cuatumea,
decorations. Spray hidden

plastic, glass, wood, metal,

styrotoam. paplar maehi.
even frath flowar*! Wathts

ofl with any dry-eleanlng fluid. Nat eontants: IS oi.

iM.ii-r a T fl I'hrlstiiias tree- with plonly left over).

Slock No. 7I.276E »S.50 Ppd.

SUPER 8 APOLLO MISSIONS fILMS
Relive bl.lory In your Ivmie

Willi 2'tO Hprrtarular fp<'t of

Offlrlal NA8.'- Kul>er » full

rolor or h A w films of the
Apnllo shots—from breath-

taking blast-ofT to totsrh-

ilown See Nell Ann.troii«e
'1st step", .\pollo I2'« re

4I.47S1
4l,47«e
4l.47aE

low COST TREASURE UNDER

carry
Jtr

attach mirror— play "iiiy fn

the sky " Include* complete
Instruatlons l« pre. cut 01
white model paper gores, g

ra, tard. faally rapalred It

•100 Ppd

12.00 Ppd.

TERRUlf l/TAROS-MONSTROUS MAMMAIS
Eiplera tha fascinating pre

JOfl.OOO OOO years agi

kit cenlelni Jl an

tale models 112 dii

detailed In sturdy

Inel Olanl Bronte
Iteree Tyrannosaurus
Waely Mammotls—ea
sire Irem 7 " to •" Al

In build your awn dli

Rleek Na. ;0.il7t..
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"MUSIC TO GROW PUNTS BY"

frequency sound eleetron-
ically imbedded blends with
music. Plants keep pore*
open longer for greater in-

gestion ol nutrients. See
what 45 minutes daily mu-

Milstei
'Growing Plants Succe:
lully In The Home".
Stock No. 71401 E

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAU"

hunting on the lii

lo<

Now here's 25 ti

—25 balloons of 4, S, or
6' diam. With them, a
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. in.l

containing 25 liter* of
lum to inflate all 25. Ma-

lum is a safe nan-toxia
hel
I

Stock No. 71.289E 53 00 Ppd.

lONG-WAVE BLACK LIGHT fIXTURE
Compact, long-wave (3200-
4000 angstroms) black light
(ultravioletl Ititure. S-wt..
IIO-V lamp, built-in filter-
eliminate* harmful rays.
Identify minerals. fung
Bacteria surface floors. o>

akage-perfeet for d
pla Ind. adj. alu ret I

VERSATIIE WHITl MODEtlNG PLASTIC
Perfect for figure*, form
shapes, product A tool di

plaster

egaliv molds.
Easily s haprd

tools Can be rolled
lit up into II Bures
ntly pliable until

1 300 F. lor 15-W
in ov n—no kiln lt«r

molds needed Re-
Wo

ihrink. Acqulrft permanrt
thaptd & bitted. Can th«n b* cut. t

palnlfd. ambotied. Smooth, non-itic

Stock No. 60.794E 2 lb.

Stock No. 7r.205E S lb

hardnfu »h<n
td. drMlod. undrd.
harinlMi

S 3 60 Ppd.
StO 50 Ppd

AMAZtNG NfW WANKSL SNGINE KfT
Thrill ((> ihr fun of htilldtns
your own «»«-through mo-
tort»(l niiKlfl of rrrolutlon-
r>- [)l«t«nlN« tjrpr cn(tn«

. . only wiclnc Mtprrt*
(tunk rranomlnlty modlfla-
hlr to mr«>( nrw pollution
MiniUnli lUplim pittun.
ryllnilrr. rrank aiirmMlM .^tf^S^^
with rotatlni lUm (rrlloru ^^^^^
rtmovrti for firing rham-
ttrn) Htnaltrr than ronrrfitlnnal : fvwrr parti, gfvatcr rt-

lUlillliy. >im« ipenl w Ifn hor*vpowtr Frat tiathinf
ihiri nn-nff >wll<-h HmI *ruhtwr fin livlt

- 1 %V hall (nol IncI i

No. 7I.424E <4'/f

Out of mttt Impraaalvo Ml* m^'-
•nca toyi ••*• Htn. Lo« b
frutioft ilr car ridtt a frac- IT
Kon of an (nch ovtr any I
turfaco, tncludint »attr. |
Graphically dtmontlralai f

Irk ihlft on otr twitch. Hm] Z

r) I».75 Ppd.

CAR Of JHt fUlUftt Hint NOWt

1
to Ford's and Curllss-
Wright's new wheellaa* air.

cars Sturdy red and yellow ;

plaslte %" wide. 0" deep.
2- high with 4* propeller. Operates ap 2 flashlight battei

I 411 " control line, battery ease

7n !in7r M 50 t

2- high

MAIl COUPON ton GIANT FRII CATALOG

;',",i,rv,',;M 4.000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS

packed with n.df
harga Ins ticllini

Mini new items.
lllusi rillon* Man
urri us bargains

el laleseepes
noful r* magnets

>ele<

mlerescepea. bl-

• Is ler hebbyloK.
kshnps ^bep by

111 Writ, ler Calaleg r" Ie td.
munil delenlllle Co 100 Fdeeerp

Building. BarrlPtfaP. Me» lereev OPOfl?

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

300 EDSCORP BLDG.
BARRIAIGTON. IMEW JERSEY 08007
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ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display

pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity $10.95 ppd.
lamps with Cross motif $23.95 ppd.

FREE GiH Cafaloq!
. . . illustrating Jewelry, Amulets, Coins, Buddhas,

Roman Glass, Figurines and more!

Museum & Dealers inquiries welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
N-81 • 648 NINTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

rBOOK HUNTING?
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,
please. Write: Dept. 63.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

or shop: 7014 Park Ave., Guttenberg, N.J.

Cro^Mfded 0«ft?
Own your own Private

Recreation Land Now!

LAND! Easy terms, less than bank rates!

Northwest Timbered Acreages as low as

$1550. Total Price. 5-10-20-40 acres.

For people who love the land—a tract

of Recreation Land for your own! In

Northern Idaho, Northeastern Washing-

ton and Montana. In the heart of lakes

and big game country. All covered with

growing timber. Access, Title insurance

with each tract. This Is select land with

natural beauty, recreational and Invest-

ment values. We have tracts of many
types and sizes from which to choose,

Including beautiful Northwest Water-

front property. Your inspection wel-

comed. Write us for free list, maps and

complete information.

Write to Dept. G

JBiBWiB

UNDER THE POWER OF
THE GRAN GADU
Jungle Magic. J. H. Neal. Paperback

Library, New York, 1969.

DjtiKA: The Bush Negroes of

Dutch Guiana. M. Kahn. The Vik-

ing Press, Inc., New York, 1931.

Magic, Faith and Healing. A. Kiev,

M.D. The Free Press, New York,

1964.

A TIME
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
The Firmament of Time. L. Eiseley.

Atheneum Publishers, New York,

1960.

The Voices of Time. J. T. Eraser,

ed. George Braziller, Inc., New
York, 1965.

Man and Time. J. B. Priestley. Dell

Publishing Co., Inc., New York,

1968.

SOCIOCUXTURAL CAUSALITY, SpACE

and Time. P. A. Sorokin. Russell &
Russell Publishers, New York,

1964.

SENSUOUS SYMBIONTS
OF THE SEA
Marine Animals. R. V. Gotto.

American Elsevier Publishing Co.,

Inc., New York, 1969.

Parasitism and Symbiology. C. P.

Read. The Ronald Press Company,
New York. 1970.

Animal Communication. T. A. Se-

beok. Indiana University Press,

Bloomington, 1968.

The Hidden Sea. D. Faulkner and

C. L. Smith. The Viking Press, Inc.,

New York, 1970.

THE APES OF GIBRALTAR
Men and Apes. R. Morris and

Morris. McGraw-Hill Book C(

pany, New York, 1966.

Primate Social Behavior. C.

Southwick. Van Nostrand Reinh
|

Company, New York, 1963.

Gibraltar, Rock of Contention.

La Fay. National Geographic, Ji

1966.

WELLFLEET TAVERN
A Guide to Artifacts of Colon

America. I. N. Hume. Alfred

Knopf, Inc., New York, 1970

History of the American Wh
Fishery. Vol. 1. A. Starbuck.

gosy-Antiquarian, Ltd., New Yi

1878.

Historical Archeology. I. N. Hu
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New Y(

1969.

HELLFIRE
Iceland and Mid-Ocean Ridges.

Bjornsson, ed. Societas Sciential

Islandica. Prentsmidjan Leiftur

F., Reykjavik, 1967.

Hekla. S. Thorarinsson. Ahne
Bokafelagid. Reykjavik, 1971.

Surtsey. J. Kane. Natural Hisi

Magazine, March, 1967.

THE RHYTHM
OF THE FLOWERS
The Flowering Process. F. B.

isbury. Pergamon Press, 1

Elmsford, 1963.

The Biological Clock. F. Browr

Hastings, and J. Palmer. Acade

Press, Inc., New York, 1970.
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WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTOFtY MAGAZINE

about a change of address, renewr
1

1 Cut your old address label from magazine of subscription, billing, or any kii

1 wrapper and attach over this area. of adjustment, send the presei

j Fill in your NEW address below and mail to: address label from the magazir

! Natural History Magazine wrapper.

1
Reader Services P.O. Box 2927

1 Boulder Colo. 80302
Moving? Please notify 6 weeks

advance.

I

6NH1 about a move or order a subscrii

tion.

n 1 year—$8 (U.S.)

D 1 year—$9 (Canada and other non-U. S. orders)
Change of address—attach yoi

address label in this dotted ar(

PLEASE PRINT
and fill in your new address at lei

clip and mall to: Natural Histo

Name Magazine, Central Park West

79th St., New York, N.Y. 1002

New Address A new subscription—Check be

and fill in name and address

City State Zip left.



om Currituck and Corolla, past

halebone and acres of blue sky

d sea Past Cape Hatteras and
amond Shoals, where the Lab-

dor Current and the Gulf Stream
•Hide in thunder and foam .

ist Ocracoke. Portsmouth and the

lunt beauty of Cape Lookout,
lere pirates and U-boats prowled.

;d fishermen find paradise Past

feort towns and picturesque fish-

ing villages Past Fort Fisher. Bald
Head and Tubbs Inlet

Along 300 miles of dunes and sea.

look for shells Get a suntan Rest.

Think. Relax

For details, write Governor Robert
W Scott. Dept NHM. Raleigh. N C.

27611

North Carolina

Something to treasure

J(S
s^
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In building something of superlative

value, there can be no compromise.
No compromise, therefore, was al-

lowed in the design of the Jaguar XJ6.
Jaguar's objective: to create the world's fin-

est high-performance sedan. And, in the

opinion of many automotive experts, we've

succeeded.

To start with, the XJ6 possesses an en-

viable performance profile. Its power source:

an XK 4.2 litre twin-overhead cam engine

that is incredibly smooth and silent. And,
with over 340,000 such engines produced,

it has been described by one prominent auto-

motive publication as "almost faultless."

In terms of road holding, handling,

and general behavior, the Jaguar XJ6 is near

perfection. It has a fully independent 4-wheel

suspension system with "anti-dive" geom-
etry. Power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering

with 3.5 turns lock to lock. Perfectly bal-

anced caliper-type disc brakes front and rear

(also power-assisted). And a low center of

gravity with an unusually wide track.

Matching its uncompromising perfor-

mance is the quality of its interior. Hand-cut
leather upholstery sets the tone. And follow-

ing through are such amenities as a hand-

rubbed burled walnut fascia, an impressively

organized easy-to-monitor instrumentation

system, lavishly contoured reclinable front

seats, and the positive comfort of flow-

through ventilation.

The performance, the refinement.

everything about the XJ6: definitivi

compromisingly Jaguar. Not surpr

the XJ6 has been named by Road Te

azine as "The 1971 Car of the Yea
prisingly, it costs less than $7,500*.

For the name of your nearest

dealer and for information about c

delivery, dial (800) 631-1971 except

Jersey where the number is (800) 96

Calls are toll-free.

British Leyland Motors Inc., Leonia, New Jers

Jaguar
•Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Transportation charges, dealer preparation, state and local taxes, if any, not included. Whitewalls option

E «4
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Suddenly it happens. Fiv

geese stop to read a

shop sign.

At any moment they coul

scatter, along with your

picture.

Your eye goes straight to

the viewfinder.

With a Minolta SR-T 101

stays there, as you frame
focus, and adjust exposu

Nothing could be faster

with both a shutter spec

scale and a lens opening

indicator inside the

viewfinder. A viewfinder

always at maximum
brightness.

With a Minolta SR-T 101

nothing interrupts your

photographic stream of

consciousness.

Click.

Honk! Honk! Honk! Ho)
|

Minolta

Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped with a
patented "CLC" through-the-lens metering sys-

tem that automatically compensates to prevent
under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast
situations.

Meter-coupled Rokkor lenses, ranging from
fisheye to long-range telephoto, automatically

remain at maximum aperture to keep the view-

finder bright until the instant of exposure. A
bayonet mount lets you change lenses in sec-

onds, with no aperture or ASA settings to re-

align for through-the-lens exposure readings.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag,

Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are warrantied for

two years in accordance with the terms of the

U.S.A. warranty registration packed with them.
The SR-T 101 is priced from about $260, depend

ing on your choice of f/1.7, f/1.4 or f/1.2 normal
lens. The SR-T 100 is about $220. For illustrated

literature, write to Minolta Corporation, 200

Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003. In

Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.
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10 I.FTTFRS TO THF. EDITOR

12 (;KKKn\(;S KROM I.OS ANGELES lr„ J. U,nn
Man's motonzpd pursuit of sun. fun. and Eldorado made Los .Angeles uhal it

is today . . . a receptacle for The Poison Air Machine.

24 A NATIRAI.IST AT I.AR(;F.

CRF.ATI RF FROM THF MaKSH Liren F.isele\'

To find out where he's poinfi. man has tried to find out where he's been, only

dimly perceiving the reality of his moment on earth.

.«> TIIF. COI R-n^HIP OF STORK.S M. Philip Kohl
I ariations in matin/: hehaiior help nrnitholopisls distinguish important differ-

ences between species of storks. Thai's the way the storks do it. Inn.

W) .S.ALT Raymond ('.. Murray

Man can't create new loiil beds or cause new reins of gold to form, but he

has learned to make salt deposits of his very own.

M .SKY RKPORTFR John P Wiley. Jr

.->6 CFI.FSTIM. F\F\IS Thomas D. \irhohon

.SH THF I.IFF. AND TIMFS OF SIIAC;. \ FFRM, |)0(. IN R\l TlMoiU,
Alan M. Reck

For this stray and his buddies, the neighborhood gnrbiige seemed to provide

all the things thai made ii dog's life north living

W. SOCI M, (;|.|\1B1\(; IN THK NEW HEBRIDES Kal Muller

U here iirl ami prolmol intertwine in a ngornus preoccupation with getting

ahead.

7(, HER MAJF.,STVS FAI NA ON THE BOINDINt; MAIN Siunn .VA/rr

.'Spiders and cats, crickets and rats and a cassowary or two -went 'round the

world with // A/.V (}iulli-iifriT.

'H) I WENT TO THE AN I MM. FAIR
( review by Judith '^hapiro

Wrin 'i never-ending and somelime\ iles/H-rale seanh for simple auMiers to rom-

ple\ ijuestions can lead him into an unlikeh world of scientific fantaw

loll M (;(;fstfi) adihtionm. remunc

(!0\>.U: yVin milk\ \tork it returning to a breeding <olim\ on a /in> island

off Java. II here a man iiiii/t to \tud\ il\ \eorl\ ritual of courtship

l\,l.l„M-< (I*,. rV («..!.«» Wn'.i ..( ^„..,„/ f/,u,.r, Irnlml I'l-k »>U .» •«» >«»•( V,. X.-L \ I ;<«).•(

fuMol^l ni-nlhh 'tfi.Vf itn.ivlt «(•>. ltim„nilih ;>w I.. V^nakf v>.k>n|a>ui Mill „ <—- I-. ' •i- - ' -H .yV>
roMiitfirt *VIJII a »»•' N«<w|/# . .fHft $1 IK} Sn.Hi^^Uu f^lmt* fwA «t \*« IW4. V ) , «>Mf

C^ntklC' IVTI In TV <«»«•• V,.r.m ..f \,l.,nl llittne, V /»,» ,.f |4» ,m,^. .; ... ' A, ..,•„
..-•ru n^N«ri 1141 lll«l<iai \l«l.tnM (/•••.n|«t .../ ,SiiUnM««> ••ia.>n< *• Ib ../u.-.. /..!«.»
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The island

of a thousand
Srowing things.

More than 200 species of birds,

some seen nowhere else. A tropical

garden of over 300 plants to study.

A crystal sea fluttering with tropical

fish. All this at the doorstep of a

Hilton International resort that's only

$1 1 a day (per person, double
occupancy, now until Dec. 15, 1971).

Yours at the Mayaguez Hilton on
Puerto Rico's undiscovered west
coast. Mail the coupon.

Hilton Inlernalional Co., 301 Park

Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send me your special guide to

the naturalist's wonderland al the

Mayaguez Hilton.

Cily_ -2ip_

I

N_1_j

Introducing the

Uncommon Caribbean

Cruise

19 porls-of-call

only the yacht-like Jason
can take you to.

Beqiiia, St. Barthelemy, Carria-

ecu, Dominica. The Caribbean the

big liners can't get to. (Plus the

always-popular ones.) The Jason

takes you there in the luxury and

comfort of a liner, and the inti-

macy and charm of a private

yacht. Three exciting two-week

cruises leave from San Juan on

Jan. 29, Feb. 12 and 26. Contact

your travel agent or write for free

brochure.

According to Ira J. Winn, who has

long had a critical opinion of the Los

Angeles wav of life, the view into the

Los Angeles Basin is not what it used to

be, and the smog that obscures moun-

tains now holds the potential for a ma-

jor air pollution disaster. Winn, who ob-

tained his Ed.D. from the University

of California at Los Angeles, is an asso-

ciate professor of education at San Fer-

nando Valley State College, where his

specialty is teacliing environmental

education. He has served as an adviser

to the Brazilian government and is cur-

rently at work on a book about the eco-

logical crisis.

Mysterious footprints, the fascinated

stare of a doctor of anatomy, and a fore-

boding mirror—these episodes in the

life of author Loren Eiseley arc related

in "Creature from the Marsh," a per-

sonal insight into the link between

man's past and future. This excerpt is

from his latest book. The Night Coi

try, scheduled for fall publication

Scribners. Benjamin Franklin Pro!

sor of Anthropology and the History

Science at the University of Pennsyl

nia, Eiseley's last article for NATUI

History Magazine, "The S

Dragon,'" appeared in the June-.Ii

1970, issue.

To studv all seventeen species

storks "at the nest," M. Philip K
has ranged from Florida to India. (

Ion. Southeast Asia, Japan, Poland,

gentina, and East Africa. His goal

been to understand the complex bel

ior and stunning courtship display

the storks. For his next research
j:

ect. a study of the ethology and ecol

of all flamingo species. Kahl, who b

a Ph.D.. in zooiogv from the Unive

of Georgia, plans to circle the glol

Raymond C. Murray was abl

pursue a long-term research intere:

evaporite minerals and dolomite di:

his recent field studies on the islan

Bonaire. Netherlands Antilles. Tht

velopmcnt of a major saltworks di

his stay led him to a study of

and its history. Other field work

taken him to Newfoundland, we;

Canada, the western United St

Holland, and the Persian Gulf, bu

next project will be closer to hon

study of sedimentation in Sandy I

Bay, New Jersey, and its effects i

shellfish. Murray is chairman of tht

partment of Geology at Rutgers Un

sitv and coauthor of an upcoming I

Origin ofSedimentarv Rock, to be

11 shed by Prentice- Hall. His Ph.

I

I



Is life passingyou by?

<in.

is from ihf l'niviTsil\ oi \\ i~

I cilv l)<»v from BrcKiklvn. New

k, Alan M. Berk combincil his (irsi

I trip with his honi-vm<Kin. It

kc<l wi-ll. and with the aid of his

•. (iarol. who IxTanif an expert skin-

of inammaU. he was able lo learn

h ahoul Ihe effeiLs of fire on the ro-

I and deiT po|iiilalions of the prairie

ind (!rex Meailow. Wis<-onsin. His

-I'nt researeh on ihe strav d<^s that

n the streets of Balliniore is part of

diM'liiral |)ro^rani at Johns Hopkins

\ep.il\"s Srhool of H\|;iene and

lie Health. Bi'ek IK-Iieves "\om i mm

n a 'Trll rli-.ll ol e-i-ojiK^ from rln^ls.

I'h I- «h\ I ,1111 irn iiur.igini; others

ppri-. late ihi- eilv as an exiilin); anil

lie I riHvslein. worlhv of sinilv and

*<'r\.ilioii." Beck oltlained an M.A.

i>ol'i<^\ from <!jilifornia Stale (xille^e

<()s \n(;eles.

Conlirtiii'il im jMifir I

Life doesn't stand still

for fumble-and-fuss picture

taking. Grab for it with the

first truly professional 35mm
single-lens reflex camera
you can just aim and shoot:

the new Konica Autoreflex-T.

Shift into "automatic
exposure," which no other

reflex camera permits, and
the Autoreflex-T instantly

makes all exposure decisions

for you. You concentrate

only on the subject as you
fire away.

You never waste a second
(and maybe lose a picture)

while manually matching

needles or making adjust-

ments—unless you choose to

shift into "manual."

And because the exclu-

sive Konica Control Center

shows you automatically

selected lens and shutter

settings in the viewfinder,

you always know what's

happening. Without taking

your eye from the subject.

Konica convenience is

yours In two other fine 35mm
rangefinder cameras: the

full-feature Auto-S2 with its

superb f/ 1.8 Hexanon lens

and 3-way exposure control;

and the incredible 035.

world's smallest, lightest ^
rangeflnder-35.

.;

So get yourself a Konica.

And stop missing out on lifSMl



Because they're birds and
they're free! So you have

to change your photo habits.

One ingenious solution is a

zoom lens. It gives you a fast

change of focal lengths

without moving the camera
from your eye.

The Vivitar Automatic Zoom
lens goes from 85 to 205mm,
opens up to an impressive

f3.8 and isn't any larger than

most standard 200mm lenses.

The highly sophisticated

optical design has 13 elements

in 9 groups. The Vivitar

Automatic Zoom w/ill fit the

automatic mounts of the

Nikon F. Pentax, Nikkormat,

Mamiya/Sekor, Minolta and
Canon cameras. It is sur-

prisingly priced under $210.

See a demo at your photo

dealer or vi^rite for test reports

by leading photo magazines.

Vivitar Zoom lenses
Marketed in the U.S.A. by

Ponder&Best, Inc.,

11201 West Pico Boulevard,

Los Angeles, California 90064.
In Canada: Precision

Cameras of Canada, Ltd.

Whydont birds
staywhere they are while

you cham^ge lenses?

Dilettantes

need not

Frankly, environmental "dabblers" won't find

much to read in our publication.

We're 'way past the "oh, isn't it awful"

stage of discussion about the environment.

And we won't waste our space-or your time

-with vague generalities or emotional
platitudes.

52 weeks a year. Environment Action Bul-

letin offers a battle plan for activists. It tells

you who's fouling up your community. (Yes,

it names names.) It reports on who's fighting

the polluters. (In case you want
to join them.) And it shows you—
really shows you!—how you can

do something.

In recent issues, our 8-page

newsletter has told subscribers:

How to be sure your Congress-
man reads your letter . . . How to

set up a recycling center . . . Which prod-
ucts to avoid buying . . . Six ways to fight

pollution in the courts . . . How to get a
low-pollution section in your local market.

There's more. For people who want to

raise their voices, not their eyebrows. You?

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Try EAB for six months at a special introductory

rate—20% lower than the regular price. If you're

not satisfied at any time during your subscrip-

tion, we'll refund your money in full.

ENVIRONMENT ACTION BULLETIN
Emmaus, Pa. 18049 enh

Enter my subscription at the special introductory

rate of $4 for 26 weekly issues. If not satisfied

at any time while I am receiving EAB,

I will receive a full refund.

n Check or money order enclosed

n Bill me
Name

Address

Because aboriginal life is di

ap(iearing from the South Paeific. R.1

Muller is now back in the New He!

rules, making films and gathering e

nographic materials with a heighter

sense of urgency. Muller, a free-Iai

photographer, studied at the Film Sti

Center at Harvard University and m<

several trips to the New Hebrides

anthropological assignments. He \

born in Budapest, Hungary, and has

M.A. in French literature from the L
versify of Arizona.

Since late 1968, Susan Schlee

been ensconced in the library of

Marine Biological Laboratory at Wo'
jj

Hole, working on a history of oca

ography. As one result of her resear

she has uncovered many interest

sidelights of oceanic lore. Schlee,

graduate of Vassar College, wrote

the Fat and Sullage Fuddv Murrinei

for the December, 1970, issue of NA

RAL History MA(;azine.

Kf



Is there yet a place

where the land is unspoiled

the animals have no reason to fear man
and mother nature can still keep her balance?

arig presents the Botswana Safari to Africa.

re is such a place and it all

ts when you board your Varig

nes jet for Rio de Janeiro. A
days in that exciting city and

1 on to our adventurous safari

frica and Botswana.

our BOTSWANA SAFARI Only nine

sons per departure—accom-
ied by an experienced host-

explore this land, truly one of

planet's last remaining regions

nspoiled nature.

5wana (fornnerly the Bechuana-

Protectorate) resembles
ningway's Africa of decades
and the very cadence of the

nes of the places you'll see
tell what may be the most un-

jettable 20 days of your life,

jn and Lake Ngami. Tsodilo

s and Shakawe. Okavango,
vai River, Moremi Game Re-

le. The Savuti IVlarshes, Chobe
ional Park and Victoria Falls,

ril see few humans other than

jsibly bushmen whose an-

tors have lived there for half a

ion years.

But you will see and photograph

wildlife. Perhaps a lone lion en

route to a watering place. Herds of

buffalo, wildebeeste, zebra and im-

pala. Birdlife abounds with waders

and weavers, herons and egrets,

huge flocks of stork and flamingo

by the thousands.

On Varig 's Botswana safari you

will of course travel in comfort.

Some of the camps and lodges are

new— having been especially

created for these safaris.

When visiting the f^oremi Wildlife

Reserve you'll stay at the beautiful

Khwai River Lodge. The individual

cottages there are large and hand-

somely furnished. There's a swim-

ming pool, lounge and a dining

room where you'll feast on venison

and game birds.

The BOTSWANA SAFARI iS but 006 Of

over 20 untypical lours to untypical

places offered by Varig No matter

which you choose you'll enjoy

Varig's justifiably famous on-board

service. Service that has earned

South America's largest airline the

reputation as the world's most
elegant way to fly.

Ask your travel agent or write us

and we'll send you colorful and

detailed brochures.

AFRICA IS A /VM

1 Varig Brailllan Alrllnat
1 D«parlm*nt NH 10

! Boa 360. Radio Clly Slallon

1 Naw York. N.Y. 10019

j Plnii'^p snnrt brorlujtos 1 am sprio

1 iniofvjitad <n

• n Botswana Salaii

, [j Other Vang Tour«

inly

Mitt
! Mrt

(piMt* prini)

[
•S'^'t. 71p

1 Tflophonr* (A.na Todpl

Varig Mrvci South Amarica,
Africa and Japan from
Naw York. Miami and Lot Angalat.



"Down with stereotyped hotelsj^

m

Mit......

Local delicacies grace the menus
of each Esso hotel. Some are mysteries.

We also have menus for children.

ESSO Motor Hotels Inc. started

business in 1963. It is one of

Jersey's fastest-growing European
affiliates.

The company now operates

fifty hotels in nine different Euro-

pean countries. Last year, they pro-

vided bed and board for over a

million guests. With twenty-six

new hotels on the drawing boards,

they expect to triple this figure by
1975. Some business.

We hope this advertisement

will give you an idea of what caused

this success in eight short years.

Esso's frontal attack on modem ho-

tel monotony is probably at the

heart of it.

Esso hotels are not the familiar

shoe-box stereotypes. They are

full-fledged hotels specifically de-

signed to ofifer shelter, recreation

and blessed variety to the motorist.

Of course, every Esso hotel has

its own service station. So your car

can be washed and checked out

while you rest. But there the simi-

larities end.

Interiors are designed to ex-

press the local life-style. In Sweden,

you can simmer in a sauna. In Ger-

many, you can chug-a-lug the local

brews in a traditional rathskeller.

In England, you can gorge yourself

on roast beef and Yorkshire pud-

ding in a sixteenth century manor
house.

Here is the English manor house within the grounds
of an Esso hotel at Maidenhead, England.Within
a few hundred yards, you can walk four centuries.

And so it goes in six others

tries—Norway, Denmark, Bel;

Austria, Holland and Italy. (

are chosen for their genius at

ing local dishes as well as for

skill at rurming agood intemat
kitchen.AH managersspeak se

languages. And the wine lists

delight.

We think the best testim

to the food and ambiance c

from the locals themselves. P

70 per cent of the guests at an

hotel come from the count

which it sits. Can we say mon
For information and re

tions, write to the U.S. Rep
tative of Esso Motor Hotels, R
F. Warner Inc., 630 Fifth A^

New York, N.Y. 10020 -or
phone (212) 586-4500.



!^s Esso in Europe.

ls«) hotel in Ilannovi-r.dcriTinny

game park. Thf dc-i-r arc (ricndly

'ild boar arc not.

Your Well I inii- 1 limes in several languaResOne is

universal. Service. Esso employees smile because they

like people. And they like their jobs.

Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey)
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IF WE DONT PRESERVE THIS NATURAL BEAUTY,

LIFE WILL BECOME A DEAD ISSUE.

Mem Co., Norchvale, New Jer:

This full color 17x22" poster is a\ailable for $1.

Send requests to the Mem Company, Dept. B, P.O. Box 359, Passaic. N.J. 07055

All profits go to the Earth Watch Fund and other ecological organizations.

THIS MESSAGE IS SPONSORED BY THE MEM CO., MAKERS OF TIMBERLINE
THE MENS FRAGRANCE OF THE GREAT OUTDOORS



September. 1970

TIME
The Weekly I\'ews-Magazine

Still fancy free...

hen wc started in 1923, we believed

building our new magazine on fact

t fancy. And staying free of fancy

;ant a lot of old-fashioned Icgwork,

e checking and double-checking

d digging for details. And, of course,

i still the same today.

But what makes TIMK more than

t a weekly collection of news is

ability to analyze what has

ppcned . . . and why. Not one-

led opinion, not quick judgements,

but clear assessments growing from

gathered facts, figures and conflicting

points of view. And it's not easy.

Not when rhetoric and simplistic

answers cloud the issues. Not when

so many traditional solutions are

being challenged. But TIMF. still

remains the most articulate world-

watcher around . . . with a larger

newsgathering force than any other

magazine or television network . .

.

and a .staff of highly experienced

writers and editors. It is news

coverage valued by 24 million

people who think that TIMF. is the

most entertaining way to find out

more than just what happened.

What about you? For the low

introductory rate of 20 weeks for

$2.97-less than 15<' a wcek-you

can have TIMF at your door. It's a

wise investment . . . one which, wc

guarantee, will keep your news

fresh and fancy free.
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Hellfire

Thank you veiy much for youi- most

interesting article "Hellfire" which I

just finished rcaHinfi in Nati'RAI. His.

TORY.

Since 1 was brought up a Catholic

without my permission, even before

conception 1 began to be brainwashed

with Liber miraculorum. .W. How they

use Latin language to fool the people.

In 1918 my mother advised me to go

and have confession with the other boys

from the village, prior to going for our

military visit for the induction into the

Austrian armv. The young monk who

performed the confession asked me:

"Are vou ready to fight for our Apos-

tolic Roval House of Hapsburg?" I was

so stunned that I did not for a moment

know what to reply. But I managed to

shout at him "Go to Hell"—Go to

Hekla.

Joseph Splivalo

San Franrisro. California

Sound to Prostrate the Heart

Thank you for the wolf record. Lis-

tening to it I feh vague stirrings as of

ancestral memories—then I knew! It

was the sound of the shofar—the ram's

horn sounds which are meant to "pros-

trate the heart" and draw the listener

closer to his Maker. I saw the lonely

shepherd guarding his flocks at night

surrounded by the howling woli' packs—

truly a sound to "prostrate the heart."

I wonder what a rabbi would say if

he heard your record.

Bai^ina Tavin

Brooklyn, New ) ork

The New Prophecy Revealed

and Reviled

Howard Odums "Print-out" made fas-

cinating reading until the apparent non

sequilur regarding the "incorporation

of the energy ethic into religious pro-

grams." A wandering of a computer's

mind, I thought, until a statement re-

garding "some slabQitv of institutional

unification . . . for world organization"

served to remove some of the puzzle-

ment, yet not entirely.

When it was laid on the line with this

pronouncement, "the codification of yet

lO

:•

unfounded religious faiths " and the

emergence of "new prophets . . . tor

religious adaptations to the complex

m<xiern system." then I was convinced

that Howard Odum was yet another of

the "spiritually hmnble Uttle people" so

rapt in his endeavors in the Puerto Ri-

can rain forest as to be unaware of the

advent of just such a One as to be the

answer to his query. "Prophet, where

art thou?"

A hundred years ago, the Prophet of

a New Era voiced such sentiments as

Professor Odum implores. This Pro-

phet's plan for man is exactly such a

"religious svstem ... to hold individ-

uals in support of World Order." and in

the way Professor Odum suggests, "that

dedicate people to group causes uUi-

mately favorable to themselves."

Baha'u'Uah, whose name means

"The Glorv of God," founded the

Baha'i Faith, which holds, as one of its

most uigent tenets, the complete accord

of science and religion. It holds tiiat re-

ligion must always be aware and ready

to shift its position in the light of new

scientific discoveries. It (the Faith) has

not only taken "the best ethics of the

old to include the new," but has built it-

self soUdlv upon the firm foundation of

aU the great revealed religions.

The intricate details of a new World

Order have been painstakingly con-

tiived by Baha "u'llah and unknowingly

and unwittinglv followed in many of its

aspects by the ci\'iUzed world. Tliere are

alreadv. on a global scale, the "milUons

of men who have faith in the new net-

works and endeavor zealously for

them!
"

Prophet, where art thou? Indeed!

Abe Tobis

Grass Valley. California

Tlw Author Replies:

One point in Environment. Power,

and Society is that in times of rapid

change, new truth must be continuously

revealed by the system (God) to its indi-

viduals. Most of the formal religions in-

stead, are built on a past period of

revealed truth and don't have a mecha-

nism to accept amendments.

I looked into Baha'i several years ago

in Puerto Rico, and was advised that

was not reallv different in that respo

at least as now practiced, since

teachers draw authority from p;

prophets' writings instead of from t

changing world. For example, it has i

tenets on alcohol, sex, etc.

Revelation is all about us now but

rehgious truth cannot be seen by th(

who draw their basis for truth fn

documents when God was younger,

give special place to a past prophet is

deny an open heart to God. This is v,

many scientists are deeply religious 1

cannot accept any formal chui-ch.

Lo

Howard T.Oc

Research Profet

University of Flor

It was first with hope and then v

trepidation that I read the article

Print-out of the Future Systems

Man" in your Mav issue.

The use of the deus ex machina

reUgious power to supply the so

power to force the world into one
f

ernment, or at least one effective
^

ernment, is reprehensible. Religi

movements are not ethically
{

dictable, and a given religion has

contiol over ethics than the cultun

the adlierents. Witness Christianity

Scandinavia versus Italy, or the (

sades, or the Inquisition, or the o1

aberrations of various religions thro

the ages.

A svstem that requiies the humai

change his spots is an inherently

stable system; the advocate of sue

system is either deaUng with a non

tem or nonhumans. The "rehg

switching system . . . capable of n

ing . .
." is nothing more nor less t

thought control. Thank you, bu

given the choice, I would prefer to

as a man, with my mind my own, ra

than exist as an ant, even with bui

switching systems.

That final line, "Prophet, where

thou?" ex-presses all that is bad al

the philosophy and practicality of

article. Are we savages, crying in

darkness for the ghosts of our I

fathers to drive out the demon in us

will we use our intelligence, creatt

»i

i

It!.



nal svstiMiis wliic li llinw on our irnii-

lual (Irivi's, on our liiimanitv. wliicli

<w lis to be [x-ofjli'. and not carelullv

It atiLs'

Oaky L. Andkrsos

Oxnard. Cali/urniu

Tweedledee and Tweedledum

ni.-,irl,rl,-||,,"|r-,„ III,- l\„-k."' lis

k llo|M-. was viTV (lisappoiiitinj;.

Av c 111 anyone accept his picture ol

rk Kari^er as Bad Guv. much less

ler- r,r Nvn R\l, HlSKIIIV:'

Here arc two [xiinis thai maile mc

rc.l:

1. Ilojif inainlains that "louil and

niolorcvcles are no more than

UKle-il takcoffs" on the familv sedan,

is is nonsense; one could as easil\ !«

thai a chain saw is a "modc-ii

ir" on a hurnhlcln-f.

On inv last outing on a trail hall a

ahcive the vallc>. tin- most anno\-

ihinjis were the sounds ol" the nio-

i\clfs and the stench ol" the diesel

es. ll;i/<- due to the laniilv sedan is a

tani ihirii as an assault on the senses.

2. llo[)e savs that cnlorcinf; regu-

>ns ;ij;ainst loud mulllers, p-ts off

sh, anil hitchhiking are discrim-

li>rv.

Fhe (irst two are ohviouslv in order,

w can one photograph a doe that is

riled bv a motorcycle and chas«'d

IV l>v a boor's dog? I can't sav alxiul

third one, but I will take the

igers" word for it.

Hus article made ine realizi- how

d I am of hearing Tweedledee come

riiii; liv on his motorcvcli', snioke

. and trample the meadows in gangs,

I tlicn I'Dinplain about Tweedledum,

h his mobile home, TV. and Immw.

a nonsmoker (pol or lobacco), non-

nkcr. who drives a quiet car and

iki-- nolhing bill piiluri-s, leaves

ihiiig but bMitprints." I siv a plague

Ixilli vour lioiis«-s!

We'll solve Yosemile's problems

en we lian all vehicles but nondiesel

ittic buses. i'liis<- hair ilii- lacilities,

I iiili-ri cpl .ill l'i>l,iroid i-.miera own-

ami hang trash bags around their

frks!

Jkromk I'k\hson

San Jiur. G«/i/i>r«i(/

IN LYNCHBURG, the new population has not

been put on our sign because we don't agree with

the government.

The federal census puts our population at 361..

But our water commissioner has proof of over 400

And he's already sent his figures to Washington

demanding a recount. Of course,

here at the Distillery we don't

really care if it comes out big

or small. We've found out you

don't need a lot of people to

make a good sippin' whiskey.

Just a taste, we believe, and

you'll find that out, too.

TENNESSEE WHISKEY • 90 PROOF BY CHOICE o UM. /Kk Dtoitl Drttilltnr. It" Mollw. fio». Inc.

OlSIILLtO AND BOIILEO BY JACK DANIEL OISIIUERY . LYNCHBURG (POP. 361). TENN.

t
:5^u

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

DROP

BY DROP
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ution: Do not run, skip, or jump

on pollution alert days

Ira J. Winn

•ionirliiiii'>. allrr an fsp-ciallv heavy

ifall and if ihi- lifi'-wiving wi-sIitIv

Ills an- lilowing strong Irom the s<'a,

hiaiikrt (if •*mi>fi dissolvrs anil dis-

iti-s and \isiliililv inrrrasi-s fantas-

dlv. And if liii-n ihc rnilin^ cloud

ks lilt oil Ihi' |iraks lo llir north and

t, oni' can sec the entire l,os Anp'Irs

•in in a rare -^latc inivcilcd anil

lliii;;K hraiililiil. In ihr colder

nlh^ an iHcasinnal mantle of snow

V adil lo III!' Iirilliunce of the liack-

unil. Till- [lowerlul ciinlrasi is

i^htcncd even more when one views

scene framed lietxveen palm fronds

the sjirawlinf: meji,ilo|iolis hclow.

Ilic j;real San (iahriel cre-.|s rise n|i

nine, let), and eleven ilioiisand feel.

rm.ilU, houcM-r. thev appear

iinken or are oliscureil li\ a natural

a^ well as l)v the f^av-while or \el-

.-lirown vapor thai h.is liecome

iin\nioiis willilliecitv of llieireewavs.

I alter the cleansiii)^ rain, like jthiist

|)» sceniinjrh Inirne liv the w ind. which

lear Irom nouliere and hover as u

rniii<: hand, the peaks loom gigantic

a lew hour's. |M-rha(H even a ila\ or two.

lah/ing and str.ingelv ihrealcning in

eastern sk v . At such limes, people can

seen stopping their cars for a lietter

k iir |M'ering from liehind curlaineil

windows; even standin;; on street corners

and exclainiinp in feigned innocence or

true awe. "(ioil. how close thev are! I al-

ways forget that vou can see ihe moun-

tains from here."

Soon ihe gray, arching crests are

gone. Slowlv ihev fade and seem to

grow smaller. Rv noon thev are all hut

forgotten. At most dim shadows on a

hieak horizon. thc\ blend and ,ire lost

along with evcrv thing else in the sling-

ing sea of haze that is a mark ol mans

war with nature and u city's shame.

It was known as the (".itv of the An-

gels, nnt the orchards have all hul di.s-

ap|>eared and the land of milk and

honev has given way to other things.

Now. in an endless "sluhurhia" patched

with willed forest and faded orange

lilos.soms. the car has iN-come (>ihI. and

gasoline the hrealh of life. SureU. tin-

path lo heaven from l,os .Angeles must

Im- made of concrete. Iweixe lanes wide.

.Angeli-nos are nn.inimoiis in wishing

the smog would just go awa\. hut .is vet

ihev are little inclined to do .invlhing

that might make ihal hap|N'n. On the

worst pollulion alert ilavs. most |M-ople

gri|ie lielween coughs linl one ijuicklv

learns that il is liad manners to get too

.ingrv .ilmut what Hows into one's lungs.

Slill. go and ask how the smog is in

.inv area of comlorlahle and heller

homes. Visit on a ila\ lairlv thick with

itcnch. when the hori/iin is .1 hiling

grav-white or veiiow. and the luisin.

from .^.(KX) feet. Iiniks aglow with cor-

rosion. .Ask in l'a.s;idena or Clendale or

HoIIvwoikI or. if vou have the courage,

in posh Beverlv Hills and \X estvviNid.

".Smogy" The chances are thev will

parry the question with a half-incn-d-

ulous air. "No. not had in this an-a . . .

a few days out of the year perhafts. hul

the air is prettv clean here. Now. iIuti-

is smog." |Miinting to the gl.ir\ hori/on.

'Hut out here." pointing straight up

and liMiking down, "we have a wind

thai kuks il olT." Or. "'Hiis street is up

a lillle. We are ovi-r it all. vou know."

Or. '"niat hill acts as a hallle so the

smog can't gel in." "Sort of a venturi

elTecl on this hliM-k." And so il goes.

Despite what the inw cannot deny,

each neighhor is ready to swear that the

air is always cleaner in his own hack-

yard. "Hut il sure is had out there!"

In part then- is some opiii .d h.i-is lor

this curious phenomenon ol dcnving ,in

unpleasint truth. LNiking sir.nghl np.

and lhu» through the |Mdlulion Ixdl to

the sunlit s|Mee ahove it. the skv a|>-

|iears relatively clear and hliie on hrighl

lavs. Hut looking almost hori/onlallv,

and thus culling at an angle deep into

the luM- layer rather than up and lie-

vond il-lhe horiMMi ap|MMrs gravLsh

while or even yellow. 'Ilie person sink-

ing coiilirmalion of the existence of a

|)>'rsonal oasis of clean air linds what he

13



American Indian Music

Sounds of Indian America

Fourteen tribal groups re-

corded live at the Inter-Tribal

Indian Ceremonial at Gallup,

New Mexico. Eight-page book-

let with explanatory notes and

color photos of the dancers

and singers. LP record $5.

Indian House

Box 472, Dept. 10

Taos, New Mexico 87571

T^ound The 'World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$2,250 First Class
• Beautifully appointed, ali-air-conditioned 210- to

350-passenger cargo liners to Acapuico, Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio dc Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown, Durban, Lourenco
Marques, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Kee-

lung, Kobe, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles, Monttily sailings.

Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengthy

sliore excursions.

• Swimming pool, spacious lounges. Continental and

Chinese cuisme, full range of shipboard activities.

• Ng Age Limit. Doctor and nurse on board.

• The M.v. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Carnaval are regisle-ed in Liberia. Ttie M.V. Orien-

tal Rio is registered in Taiwan.

See your Intel igenl or centjcl

ORIENT OVEI^EAS LlNE
THE LEISURE LINE

General Passenger Agents:
Or,em O.eistjsSfivice!. Inc.

311 California Sl.San francisco, California 94104

Please send me more information on your
Round.The-World cruises.

Name

Address

City

4% -

is looking for. But what he fails to un-

derstand is that nearly evervone else is

also seeing blue skv over his own home,

and probably feeling son-y for people

who liye "out there." This atniospherie

condition regularly develops in all but

the most afflicted areas of the centi'al

and east basin. Tliere the blanket of

filthy air is abnost continuaUv so dense

that it is impossible to denv—even if the

sun does sometimes manage to break

through in the late afternoon.

Of course, how smog is perceived is

relative. What is interpreted as clean

air bv one person may be an acute irri-

tant to someone else. Some people are

unconscious of the smells and haze, ex-

cept on the worst days, while others

sense almost immediately the shghtest

rise in air pollution. In time, most

people come to accept the general srr

level in their own neighborhood

"normal." They rationalize by pointi

to other areas that are worse off th

they are. But as the basin has filled

with people and cars, these differem

matter less. What yesterday was cal

"heavy haze downtown" is today

beled "clear skv" in the sprawling s

urbs. Thus, individual perceptions

but vague and tricky indicators oi

moie fundamental malady that is

uncomfortaljle for most people to c

template.

Economic considerations alwi

come first in this worlds largest mar

area for the automobile. Anything t

might restrict the car market or si

highway expansion is seen as a tlirea

the profit column and the coml'orts

fc

it



If You are a Young Executive
We Invite You to Accept a Copy of

Generation-FREE

neratien is a monthly magazine edited for

jng executives. That's why we think you
I be interested in seeing a copy free, and
subscribing after you see it, at a $3.01

'inqs!

siness is changing dramatically—new tech-

ogies, new methods, new opportunities

—

i you, the young executive, are in the right

ce at the right time to take advantage of if.

f is, if you know what the changes are and avoid

mistakes other young businessmen have made.

leratien is published to help young executives

derstand and adjust to today's business life. It

)ws you, with personal stories, what other men
doing. It examines the problems a man faces

ly in his business career, and it showcases the

Dortunities in business for young men.

'or example, one issue told the story of Jerome
stle, 33year-old president of the $300-million

n-Dixie Cement Company—who believes that

anagement Is Like Running Race Horses." In

age of decentralized management he breaks

the rules, runs a centralized one-man operation,

i makes it work.

the same issue, "The Decision Room" was an
opening report on a new managementinforma-
technique more and more companies are using

jive their executives the facts they need to make
diligent decisions.

ent isRue-i hi^ive rvirried stones ahiout:

stress on the top men . . . how ^'Executive
ock" U reaching into middle management
and the disease of civilization is costing

siness far too much as executives fall by
wayside.

corporate politics and whether "To Play
Not to Play" . . . the good side and the bad

. the way to use office politics construc-
•ly . . . for yourself and your company . . .

and lots of other interesting and informa-
i articles . . . like what's happening to

.nchising . . . consumerism and the busi-

n world . . . the executive compensation
elwgc and how it's

f-
•Mgiag.

•(•ttoB 18 not a how. i

doit publication. It
[

/•r tells its readers what
|

thpaste to use, how to i

nb their hair, or gives
[m the 10 magic steps to
,

I corporatepinnacle. i

re than 100,000 young
j

icutives read g«a«r«-
|

la because It shows i

<m business trends
|

ouqh the actions,
{

lughts. expectations, i

tlvatlons and dlslllu-
j

ntT,ot,|fl of other young
j

men. We feature i

; loces. The maga-
j

u .-veals how things
{

illy are In business

—

i

I what they seem to be.
J

FREE COPY RESERVATION
Send me a FREE copy of g*a«talieB without cost or

obligation. At the same time, reserve in my name nine

additional Issues of g*awatioa for only $5.99 ($3.01

less than Ihe regular subscription price). Alter ex

amining my FREE copy, I may return the Invoice you
will send marked "cancel." Otherwise I will pay only

$5.99 and you will send me the remaining nine issues.

City "Sm* "ST

If you are under 40 and in management, engineer-

ing, or sales, chances are geaeratioa is written

for you The best way to find out is to examiae
a copy without cost or obligation. We
will gladly send you one if you fill out and
return the Free Copy Reservation coupoa

below.

At the same time, we will be most happy to reserve a

one-year (10 issues) subscription to geaeratioa
in your name. The regular price of geaeratioa
is $9 for 10 issues. However, you can have 10
issues—including your sample copy—all lor only

$5.99, a $3.01 savings, simply by returning the

coupon.

Among those 10 issues, you will receive three

very special annual issues which by themselves,

many businessmen tell us, are worth the price

of the subscription.

First, ^^The Employmeat aad Salary Out-
look" issue, which contains a special survey of

business that reveals what salaries will be paid

in the coming year by more than 2CX3

leading American companies for engi-

neers, M.B.A.s, college graduates, sales-

men, management people and others.

Second, an issue on "The Emcrgiag
Corporatioiu" that tells, not about the

top 500 blue-chip companies, but about the

300 younger, smaller, faster-growing com-
panies that are emerging as the big winners
of the 'TOs.

Third, an issue featuring a **Onid* for Start-

up BostaeMM." It explains how and where
to find sources of venture capital, discusses the

future of franchising, tells what to look for when
buying another company.

We think gvacratiea is a special kind of maga-
zine and it is definitely written for a special kind

ol person. It you are a young executive con-

idently expecting bigger things in the years

ahead, we believe gcaeralioB will suit your

hie style, will shed interesting light on your

liroblems and opportunities, and on the activi-

ties of your peers, the other men in business

like yourself.

In short, we think you
will find goaaratioB
shmulatmq, interesting

and exciting!

But that's for you to de-

cide, after you look at

your free sample issue.

To secure il and to re-

serve the next nine Issues

of MB«ralteB lor only

$5.99, just fill out and
return Ihe Free Copy
Reservation coupon to

MBwalieB, 444 N. La
Salle Street, Chicago.
Illinois 60610.
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life. To these goals. Angelenos, perhaps

more than the rest of Americans, are

glowingly habituated. Whether smog is

considered one of those comforts—in-

deed, whether it is the price of those

comforts—is not a point to raise in po-

lite company. In Los Angeles it is al-

ways more comfortable to ignore the

pollution or deny the seriousness of the

threat than to face the deeper issues

raised bv its foul existence. Thus, a

1970 ballot proposal that would have

allowed local governments to use a

fixed percentage of gasoline tax reve-

nues for research, and for a pilot study

of mass transit and other alternatives to

the automobile, was soundly defeated

by southern California. A highly fi-

nanced propaganda barrage against the

plan was put on by the Southern Cali-

fornia Auto Club in combination with

oil. concrete, and highway interests.

It only takes one or two nice days

and Angelenos forget all about air pol-

lution as they roar down to the over-

crowded beaches. Unlike the rumbles of

doom that emanate from the San An-

dreas fault—shakes that are an imme-

diate threat to property values and

thereby reallv upset people—living with

smog has become a fully accepted way

of life in the basin. This is so even if, by

order of the county school board, chil-

dren are forbidden to run, skip, or

jump on ozone alert days.

Nevertheless, the war on smog is

being fought hard and bombastically.

Comprehensive smog bulletins and fore-

casts are carried daily in Los Angeles

newspapers and on local radio and tele-

vision. Alert levels are precisely stated,

and the day's highs and lows are care-

i6

fully recorded. It is almost as if measur-

ing the malady is, in itself, enough to

cure it. Los Angeles has some of the

toughest air pollution standards to be

found anywhere in the nation, but des-

pite some real battle gains, it is a losing

war. Tlie great barrier mountains back

up the fouled atmosphere, while over-

flowing, hot desert air tends to clamp a

stationary lid over the basin. The chem-

ical action of sunshine, plus politics,

does the rest.

For one thing, the population flood

into southern California continues, des-

pite a recent slowdown. It is spurred by

an irrepressiblv optimistic (or blind)

Chamber of Commerce and a state mas-

ter plan for diverting waters from nor-

thern California rivers to the parched

lands of the south. The water plan h

been unsuccessfully opposed by cc

cerned environmentalists and northe

state interests. But northern Califoriz,

just does not have the population to e

ert the necessary muscle in the sta

legislature. Indeed, water planning

California is a liquid example of an ec

logically destructive, but beautiful

self-fulfilling, prophecy. It begins wi

the unquestioned assumption of "ine'

table growth": (1) Southern Califorr

is going to have more and more peop

(2) therefore we must project futu

needs from present trends and plan

expand water and other services in <

cordance; (3) this planning insures tl

more industry and more people wiU

attracted to southern California, tl

justifying the original assumption. M(

people mean more cars and more s

vices, which, in turn, bring mc

people—and so on. The result

planned and guaranteed pollution '

pansion and overcrowding.

For the Los Angeles Basin, the i

mediate, critical threat comes fn

cars. Unlike many cities with belchi "

smokestacks and other direct, facto "'

caused air pollution problems. 85 p )i

cent of the difficuhy in Los Angeles c '

be attributed directly to the motor

hide. The metropolitan area Air Pol s

tion Control District (APCD) prides

self on its control of stationary poUuti

sources and on a measured decrea

over the past 15 years, in pounds

smog produced per person in the has

On an average day, the 7 million peo

of Los Angeles County pump about

million pounds of smoke and soot ii

the air, a decrease over the period

ar^-
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Touched by Human Hands.

Ihoice Books for Choosy People

rom The Readers' Subscription

THIS $26 BOOK YOURS

FREE WHEN YOU JOIN

and agree to take 3 more Selections

at reduced prices any time in the next

12 months

e used to get the feeling that we were being stubbornly old fashioned, holding out,

we were, against the computerized, dehumanized efficiency of most book club

jerations.

ut suddenly, we have the feeling things are swinging our way again.

lagine, if you can, a book club with a staff of flcsh-and-blood people ready to help

)u, humor you and serve you — instead of a computer.

r consider our refusal to scramble after best sellers to make our club more attractive

more people.

istead we provide a small, select, hard core of serious readers with the most

stinguished and important books we can find. Books of contemporary interest and

:rmancnt value; criticism, poetry, biography, history, drama, and reference works —
at substantial savings.

ouldn't you like to join us? The book club that can"! brag about a single selection

at's "soon to be a major motion picture." Hut which does boast of an extraordinary

imber of selections that have gone on to win National Book Awards.

e're not growing by quantum leaps. We don't care to. Take a small step with us along

2 way to good reading and each month we'll offer you a chance to enjoy, amuse, and

form yourself. Through our carefully chosen books. Often before publication.

Iways at savings on the publishers' prices.

;gin your membership in The Readers' Subscription by returning the coupon

ou'll receive — FREE — the exceptional book pictured at right, the current issue of our

onthly announcement brochure, t lie Cirillm, and the lirsi book you purchase

om the list below.

THE OXFORD
CLASSICAL
DICTIONARY

From Abans, servant to Apollo, to Zosl-

mus, historian of the Fifth Century A.D.

From the ascendancy of Athens to the

collapse of Rome. This is the new,
thoroughly revised and enlarged Second
Edition of the most comprehensive and
authoritative guide to classical antiquity

ever published... spanning 23 centuries

of art, literature, philosophy, religion, sci-

ence, government and mythology.

PUBLISHED AT $26 BY OXFORD UNI-
VERSITY PRESS • 1176 DOUBLE-
COLUMNED PAGES, EACH 7V-. BY lOVe

INCHES • MORE THAN 5,000 ENCYCLO-
PEDIC ARTICLES AND ESSAYS • 212 DIS-

TINGUISHED CONTRIBUTORS • FULLY
INDEXED, NEARLY 4,000 ENTRIES,

ART MEMBERSHIP WITH ANY ONE OF THESE 15 CURRENT
LECTIONS, ALL AVAILABLE AT REDUCED CLUB PRICES
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Two complete home study courses are

now available for Amateur Astronomers

• VISUAL ASTRONOMY for

Beginners in 10 lessons

•TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY
for Advanced Students in 18

lessons

These courses are the first of their l<ind

offered anywhere. Clearly written, pro-

fessionally illustrated and well organ-

ized for the busy sky-watcher who
wants to be taken by the hand and

taught individually by a Professional

Astronomer.

SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY Dept. 6789

Drawer Y-418 E. Canon Perdido A^
Santa Barbara, California 93102 <^^
Please send me School Brochure on

your Home Study Courses.

Name

Address

City Sti

Accredited by the National Home
Study Council.

Turn your color slides
(transparencies or negatives 35 mm & up)

into custom enlarged

full fidelity

Type C Prints

Now you can take your choice color slides and
turn them into backdrops of photo art for your
home or office. Their viewing pleasure can now be
on ever;. Jay experience — and at a cost per quality
far less than presently available.

The answer is in the process. Pro Color makes it

the only way possible for full fidelity reproduction
— from color slide to internegative to an enlarged
C-Print. By enlarging your color slide to a 2V* x
3H internegative by transmitted light, nothing is

lost. The result is accurate, controlled color . . .

.shatp, grain-free reproduction with no noticeable
loss of detail.

Just send Pro your choice slides, we compose and
crop them as per your instructions. In turn you
receive enlarged, professional quality, type C
prints (not type R) flush dry mounted, plus orig-
inal slides and intemegatives. A choice of four
sizes available: 8xl0-$8.15 / ilxl4-$11.60 / 16x20-
$21.10 / 20x24-$31.25. 20% off on duplicates from
same negative.

Send check or money order. No COD's, please.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

PR® PRO COLOR, INC.

953 Yonkers Avenue
Yonkers. New York 10704

from 4.9 to 3.2 pounds of smog for ev-

ery man, woman, and child in the area.

Since 1955, population in the county

has increased about 36 percent, whUe

the number of cars has increased almost

70 percent. But daily smog production

is up "only" a million pounds per day

since 1955, a mere 4 percent according

to APCD buUetins.

Nevertheless, as is true of many a

statistical victory, the question remains

of what it all means. To the millions of

sufferers from air pollution and poison-

ing, it is of little comfort to know that

per capita production of smog is down.

The harsher truth is that tlie amount of

"capita" in the basin is way up.

Geographic conditions make the Los

Angeles Basin a form of gas trap or gas

chamber. Despite reductions in emis-

sions achieved by requiring mechanical

devices on vehicles powered by internal

combustion, the increasing demand for

cars can only work toward an ultimate

and tragic day of reckoning. What auto

manufacturers and the politicians seem

to be focusing on is how to make the

best of a worsening situation. What

they should be discussing is emergency

action aimed at removing the causative

factors before the city is faced with dis-

aster. Recent evidence on the nature

and effects of internal-combustion en-

gine pollution should give the pubUc

serious cause for alarm.

Scientific studies have estabUshed

that by far the largest number of par-

ticles in polluted air are completely in-

visible to the naked eye. Despite their

smokeless appearance, emissions from

internal-combustion engines and

smokestacks produce vast quantities of

tiny particles. These drift in the air for

months, or even years, as they are rela-

tively unaffected by gravity. And b

cause of their size, they are easily ab

to enter and irritate the deepest ar

smallest passages of the lungs. Indeed,

single tiny, but visible, piece of exhaui

perhaps one-eighth of an inch, can 1

further burned and vaporized into se

eral million—or even billion—invisib

particles! Thus the conversion of visit

exhaust or smoke into invisible vap

through additional burning, may a

tuallv worsen the smog situation. Wh
is reallv needed is a system of produ

ing larger particles that cannot becor

suspended in the air, but which w

drop of their own weight and be ci

lected. Better still is the external-coi

bustion engine or other power sour

that simply does not produce the t)

mendous volume of waste intrinsic

automobile engines now in use.

Vincent J. Schaefer, director of t

Atmospheric Science Research Cent

of the State University of New York

Albany, brought the dangers of sma

particle pollution to the attention of t

U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Air a

Water Pollution in early 1970. B

over a period of time, the impact of I

testimony seems to have been lost

the press, industry, and the politic

leaders of our great cities. Indeed, t

predominant effort today is toward

ductions in visible burnings, even as t

drift of discussion takes the form ol

public preening about how mu
money is being spent to get rid of \

ible smoke trails. The shift in exhai

patterns from large to very small p
tides has resulted in air sampling mi

surements that can be verv misleadii

What is really happening, Schae

warns, is that pollution stays suspenc

longer and falls farther downwind fn

J
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This is the Hasselblad that went to the moon,

This is the part that came back.

#

le camera up above is the
ielblad BOOEL electrlcally-
!n space camera.
s the camera the astronauts
on the moon.

s also the camera they left

nd.

ily about a third of it came

made it difficult to remove film

in any other way. (To appreciate
the problem, try unloading your
own camera wearing hockey
gloves.)

As valuable as it proved to be,

the removable back isn't some-
thing that was designed for NASA.
Every Hasselblad on earth is

made that way.
Not only can the back of any

Hasselblad be removed, but it

can be interchanged with any of

four other film magazines. Which
lots you do things that weren't
possible before.

There you are down at the

water hole, photographing a rhino

in black and white. When sudden-
ly a red-billed oxpecker lands on
its back. You'd love to switch to

color, but you're only halfway
through your roll, and you don t

want to waste the rest of it.

With a Hasselblad you can
simply take off the back in one
second, and snap on a new one
pre-loaded with color film. Then
when the oxpecker flies off, you
can switch back to black and
white again.

And you haven't lost a single

shot.

The backs even let you decide
on the size and shape of your shot.

You can pick a big 2\/4' square.
Or a rectangle IH' x 2^4'. Or
make super slides 1%' x IH'
(they're 50% larger than ordinary
slides, yet fit all standard pro-

jectors).

You can also choose the num-
ber of exposures you want, 12, 16,

24 right on up to 70. This last

magazine is great for shooting
continuous action, like the rhino

coming to have a closer look at

you.
The front, top and sides of the

Hasselblad give you as many pos-

sibilities as the back. The front

accepts ten different Carl Zeiss

lenses, each with its own built-in

Compur shutter, synchronized for

flash and strobe at all spepds.

The top accepts five different

viewers and two different focus-
ing screens. And the side takes

three different film advance
mechanisms. These components,
together with accessories and
three different camera bodies,

add up to the Hasselblad System.
Within the system, the 500ELM

electrically-driven earth camera
—cousin to the moon camera-
can do a few things that even the
other Hasselblads can't do.

Because this camera is electri-

cally-operated, it can be triggered
from a distance through the use

of long release cords or remote
radio control. And because the
camera readies itself for the next

shot automatically, you can shoot
as many as 70 consecutive expo-
sures without being anywhere
near the camera. Which is a good
way to get a shot of the rhino

coming towards you. without hav-
ing to be the one it's coming
towards.

So you can see that the
Hasselblad has even more appli-

cation on earth than on the moon.
And another nice thing about

using a Hasselblad on earth is

that when you come back with

your pictures, you also come
back with your Hasselblad.

For more information, see your
Hasselblad dealer For his name,
and a free 48 page catalog on
The Hasselblad System, write to

address below.

HASS£IBIAD
PdilUrd Incorporated.

1900Lowof Ro«d.Lind«n.N J 07036
Othor products Bolox movip oquipmcnt.
Hormos typowrilcrt and tigunng machinM,

The System
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its source. As a result, it is not being

fully measured in the cities where it is

produced, and until very recently, its

submicron size made it very difficult to

detect. Thus, if the wind is toward the

east, the desert resort community of

Palm Springs, some 90 mUes away.

now regularly can be expected to fume

while Los Angeles sizzles.

But the smoggy outfall has more than

local influence and danger. Because it

hangs in suspension for indefinitely

long periods of time, the small-particle

pollution has formed "all pervasive

bluish and grayish hazes" that not oj

hang over and near metropolitan art

but frequently stretch 500 to 1,0'

mUes across the country. Yet. as in I

case of Los Angeles, there may not b<

single visible smoke source. Schae

cautions that massive areas of ice cr

tals are today frequently encountered

low atmospheric levels. These conci

trated crystals have already been

tected as the cause of misty rains a

light snows, and they may well hi

drastic implications for basic weatl

and storm patterns. The proba

source of the ice nuclei is identified

automobile exhausts from leaded ga:

The Smithsonian Institution I

recorded that since 1910 the amoun
sunlight striking the Washington ^

has decreased 16 percent. At the op

site end of the continent, the la

"simny California" is much more i

idly becoming an embarrassing r

nomer.

To date, attempts at mechanical c

trol of exhaust emissions have produ |l||

mixed results. Over a five-year peri

there have been some significant red

tions in such engine pollutants as

Continued on page

You are standing in South Africa
and hearing soundsyou have never
heard. Lion's roar like far-off thunder
rolls across the veld. Leopard's
grov/l vibrates the leaves of trees.

South Africa is different.
Its people, places, pleasures have
a flavour, no other land can matcb".'
South Africa calls you now. ^

, x^
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671. MEDtEVAl HISTORY: Th« Ufa

and D*ath ei Civiliiatien (2nd Edi-

lisfl) Ih Xnrmai I- C.inl:: A lu.id.

lively and re.idable IkxiIi on the loi.J

history of the middle ages
SI0 9VS* SO

7S0. THE GERIMAN DICTATORSHIP:
Th« Origins. Siruclurt. ond Con-
••qu«n<«« of National So<ialnni It,

K.iflDitm.lilh,,.!,,. H5 00 S9 50

767. CONQUEST OF THE INCAS Ih

J„l,n llemmmi; 1 he de.ilh of the grr.il

Inia empire at the hands irf the loii-

(fiiisladors. Ii-ised on fietdworfc and new

cneanhof ImauMirin i1} J0/$i.7S

7(2. THE ROMANS: ISO K-AO 137

«V /)..na/./ II Du.lU^ 1 he splendor

that was Rome" (com piehislor> lo

the itralh of ( lon.tanliiie 17 9)/S6 73

79J. INTHEFOOTSTEPSOf THEBUO-
DHA/ll Hr;r <;,.!., ., I I he ll..»ri .o^

of Indian and Chinnecullureunderllir

St imului of Buddhism tl2 30/$(.7S

5 rm; IIISTOHY book CIAIB • Slam/ont, Conn. 06W4

797 THE WAR OF AMERICAN IN-

DEPENDENCE Mihtary Alliludn, Po-

licies and PiattKe. 1763-89. /(, /),.n

llig^,nl..lliam $12 95 J8.95

828. A HISTORY OF THE VIKINGS /?v

Gt:)nJ,me^. $12 50/S7.95

103. FROM SLAVERY TO FREE-

DOM: A Hi«lorY off Negro Americom
fll Jnhn II fe hrmklm A tnp-ranking

historian traces the Negroes^
coune from African origins to contem-

porary North and -South .\merna.

$I200/M.40

Three good reasons lo join The lii.story Book Club:

^ Dramatic saslngs. As a (rial member, you can save over 50rr on
your choiic of the finest works of history and world aflairs-morc

than 150 titles to choose from each month.

> Liberal bonus plan. You are free lo select your bonus btx>ks from
our entire list... no restrictions as in most clubs. After trial mem-
bership, you earn a bonus certincale with every four bcwks you
purchase.

* Eirtpllonal quallly. The )f islory Book Club always brings you new
identical with or superior to original publishers' editions

book club"

ENROLL NOW TO RECEIVE UP TO $47.50
WORTH OF FINE BOOKS FOR ONLY 99<

THE HISTORY BOOK CLUB, Statnford, Conn. 06904
I'leasc enroll me .15 a Irtal memlwr and send me, for only 99 cents,

tlir three bcMilts whose numbers I have ftlled in:

][
Alio send me, at ihe special member's price, mv ftrsi sele

I enclose no money now .Send bill w iih IhkiIh

Within two weeks. I m.iv return the Ixioks and owe nothinn CV
keep them .ind .tRrre tn take only four more selertions in the commit
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AMERICAN
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LI anything goes wrong with one oi our 72

and its our fault,we 11 fix it free.Anything



A STRONG GUARANTEE
IN PLAIN ENGLISH.

ri
When you buy a new 1972 car from an American

Motors dealer, American Motors Gjrporation guarantees

to you that, except for tires, it will pay for the repair or re-

placement of any part it supplies that is defeaive in material

or workmanship.
This guarantee is good for 12 months from the date

the car is first used or 12,000 miles, whichever comes first.

All we require is that the car be properly maintained

and cared for under normal use and service in the fifty

United States or Canada and that guaranteed repairs or

replacements be made by an American Motors dealer.

This guarantee gives you 12-month or

12,000-mile coverage on a lot of things

most car warranties don't. It covers air

conditioning, battery, radio,wiper blades,

front end alignment, light bulbs—literally

everything we put on the car except tires.

In other words, if something we did

goes wrong with one of our '72's, you
won't have to pay for the parts or the

labor.

We will.

A MORE THOROUGHLY-CHECKED CAR.
FROM THE FACTORYAND THE DEALER.

Naturally, we wouldn't be backing our

cars like this if we weren't more sure of

them than we've ever been before. For

1972, we've put in more quality control

steps, more tests and more people to see

that every car leaving our factory is as per-

fect as man and machine can make it.

At the dealer's, it's checked over again.

Every car (not one of50, one of 5, every

one) is road-tested for starting, handling,

braking and overall performance.When
the serviceman completes the test, he
signs his report and slides it over the sun
visor, where you can see it.

And, when a man signs his name to

something, you
can be sure he's

done his job. And
_^!!!JL^ done it right.

A LOANER CARWHEN YOU NEED IT. FREE.

Not only do we offer you a strong guar-

antee, we've set up a system to back it up
without inconveniencing you.

If you have to leave your '72 overnight

for guarantee repairs, over 2,000 dealers

will loan you one of their

cars. A nice, clean,

well-equipped^

car in good
condition. Free.

A DIRECT LINE TO DETROIT.TOU-FREE.

We're making some big prom-
ises, and we fully intend to keep
them. But, just in case you have a

problem, we have a way of han-

dling it.When you buy a '72, you
get the name and toll-free num-
ber of a person in Detroit.

If you call, we promise you
you'll get results. And fast.

These aren't just fancy words.

We mean it.

Nobody in the business does

as much for you after you buy a

car, and it takes a lot of time, men
and money to do all ot these

things.

But we think it's worth it.

Since we're giving

American car- buyers

exactly what they say

they want, we should

sell more cars than
we've ever sold before.

s. iL a w».)i III II.n
American Motors



Naturalist at Large

Dy Loren Eiseiey

The skull was black when they

brought it to me. It was black from the

irons anrl acids and mineral replace-

ments of ice-age gravels. It was polished

and worn and gleaming from the altera-

tions of unnumbered years. It had made

strange journeys after the death of its

occupant; it had moved with glacial

slowness in the beds of rivers; it had

been tumbled bv floods and, becoming

an object of grisly beaut\', had been

picked up and passed from hand to

hand bv men the individual had never

seen in life.

Finally it was brought to me.

It was my duty to tell them about the

skull.

It was my professional duty to clothe

these bones once more with the faint es-

sence of a personality, to speak of a

man or a woman, young or old, as the

bones might tell the storv. It was my
task to read the racial features in a for-

gotten face, stare deep into the hollow

sockets through which had once passed

in endless procession the davs and sea-

sons and the shed tears of long ago.

'Hie woman had been young. I could

tell them that. I could tell them she had

once fallen or been struck, and that af-

ter a long time the bone had mended
and she had recovered—how, it was dif-

ficult to say, for it had been a dangerous

and compound l"racture. Today such a

wound would mean months of immobi-

lization in a hospital. This woman had

Copyriek(Qig71 by Lon-n Eiseiey. From The
Night Countn-. iv Loren Eiselev. to be published
in November. 1971. by Charles Scribner's Sons.

survived without medical attention

through the endless marchings and

journevings of the hunters' world. She

had endured and lived on toward some

doom that had come fast upon her but

was not written in the bones. It was, in

all likelihood, a deatli bv violence. Her

skull had not been drawn from a grave.

It had come from beneath the resdess

waters of a giant river that is known to

keep its secrets well.

They asked me for the time of these

events, and again, obedientlv. I went

down that frail ladder that stretches below

us into the night of time. I wentslowlv, by

groping deductions and the hesitant in-

tuitions of long experience that only

scholars know. I passed through ages

where water was wearing awav the shapes

of river pebbles into crvstalline sand and

the only sound in the autumn thickets was

the gathering of south-flving birds. Some-

where in tlie neigliborhood of the five

thousandth millennium— I could place it

no closer than that—the ladder failed me.

The river was still there but larger—an

enormous rolling waste of water and

marshes out of which rose a vast October

moon.

They interrupted me then, queru-

lously, asking if archeologists could do

no better than this, and was it not true

that there were new and clever methods

by which physicists could call the year

in the century and mark the passage of

time by the tick of atoms in the sub-

stance of things. And I said, yes, within

limits it was true, but that die methods

were not always usable, and that the

subtle contaminations possible among

radioactive objects sometimes defeatei

our attempts.

At this point they shook their head

imwillingly, for, as I quickly saw, the

had the passion of modern men for th

precision of machines and dislikei

vagueness of any sort. But the skull la

there on the table between us, and ove

it one man lingered, fascinated in spit

of himself. I knew what he was think

ing: Where am I going? When shall

become like this?

I heard this in his mind for just a

instant while I stared across at hit

from among mv boxes of teeth and flir

arrowheads, which had grown chalk

and duU with the passage of long cei

turies in the ground.

"Thank you," the visitor said finaU;

moving after his party to the door. H
was, I saw, unsure for what it was h

thanked me.

"You are quite welcome," I said, sti

returning slowlv from that waste of fo

gotten water over which the birds (

another century cried dolefuUy, so th;

I could hear them keening in my heai

Like the man who asks a medium 1

bring back some whimpering memi

ryless ghost and make it speak out of

living mouth for the amusement of

group of curiosity seekers, he may ha\

felt remorse. At anv rate, he nodde

uncertainly and fled.

I was the instrument. I had made th

journev a hundred times for studen

who scrawled their initials on my skull

a hundred times for reporters wl

wanted sensational accounts of moi

key-men, a hundred times for peop

24



ISLAND
AT THE CENTER

OF THE WORLD
New Light on Easter IsUnd

3310. AMONG ANIMALS OF AFRICA. Bemhard
rzlmek. The famous zoologist and author ol

;vard-winning films tells about his fascinating
st-hand studies of elephants, crocodiles, lions,

hes and other animals Color photos S12.50

260. CASTLES OF EUROPE. WUIiam Anderson,
otographs by Wim Swaan. A stunning book

—

poelic look at the magnificent (and real} caslles
iance and literature: Caernarvon. Tarascon.

hillon, and many others. 41 oversized color
atHS. 400 black and white illustrations Counts
3 ot your 3 selections. S35.00

790. THE ADVENTURE OF SAIL 1520-1914.
iptain Donald Macintyre The frigates, galleons,

iileasses. men-of-war of a bygone era. magnili-
intly illustrated, and with a fascinating collec-

)n of (he wrihngs of such sea-dogs as Sir

ancis Drake, Captain James Cook. Horatio
)lson Counts as 2 ol your 3 selections S25.00

>490. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY. Petor T

awn A clear concise guide to a new, practical

lid Ranges from how landslides occur to tips

I writing zoning codes to protect homeowners
gooiogically unstable regions. $13.95

180 HAMLET'S MILL: An Estay on Myth and
>• Frame ol Time. Giorgio de Santillana and
nrthi\ von Dechend A brilliant speculative in-

into the origins of scientific thought in the
trnio world S10.00

reSO. THE PENTAGON OF POWER. Lewis
umlord. Capping a litolimo of writing and
ought about our soclely. Mumford examines
> anti-human, lechnologicnl culture wo have
ought - and what wr can do about il t12.9S

r680 SECRETS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID. Peter
pkim Suspense-filled history ol the Great

/rfidiici of ChoopH. plus scientific contocturos
r>y It was built $12.50

>440 INNOCENT KILLERS. Hugo and Jane van
k Goodoll A tour In pictures and words
Mu lililo-known worlds of the African tackal.
ir) dog and Ihe spotted hyenn S10.00

1170 THE NEW 000 ENCYCLOPEDIA. With
oro itinn 700 pages and 600 lllustrnlions. a com-
ehonnivo one-volumo encyclopedia to answer
I your questions about dogs - care, breeds.
lowing and training, proper houiing. pertinent

rnnlne diseases — ovorylhmg' Counts as 7
!>r J books S24.95

1910 NUMBER WORDS AND NUMBER SYM-
OLS. hatl Monninger History and unusual into
' niirr>[>ors t14.9S

1530 ISLAND AT THE CENTER OF THE WORLD.
«\thvr y.ob.istiHn Englert The man who wns EnRlo'

landr. ()tii'^i for 35 years and an authority on itti

j|lur<> r.hrdn now light on Ihe island's mystertoun
ory llluniiiiitfd in full color, I1S.0O

52710. THE HIDDEN SEA. Photographs and Notes
by Douglas Faulkner. Text by C. Lavett Smith. The
incredible world beneath the ocean's surface —
highlighted by seventy-eight shimmering color

gravure reproductions. $14.95

45510. ENVIRONMENT, POWER AND SOCIETY.
Howard T. Odum. Applies systems analysis to

today's challenging ecological proboms $9.95

37070. BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS. Edited by
Norman Riley. Exquisite Two hundred ol the

world's most beautiful moths and butterflies are

shown along with an authoritative, data -filled

text Counts as 2 ot your 3 books $14.95

69260. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF
NORTH AMERICA. Text and Photographs by
Leonard Lee Rue III. A superb guide — and more
Tells ol each bird's unusual traits and habits plus

Rue's wilderness experiences tracking rare birds
Irom Alaska lo Florida. $12.50

62640. TECHNOLOGY IN THE ANCIENT WORLD.
Henry Hodges. Profusely illustrated study ol the
development ol man's technology from the first

primitive tools through the feats of Roman en-
gineering in aqueducts and roads. $10.00

34070. ANTISUYO. Gene Savoy. How this danng
and determined explorer sought the lost cilios of

the Incas and uncovered fabulous rums in the
high Andes and Peruvian jungles Many photo-
graphs $6.95

59740. MAN AND WILDLIFE. C A W Quggisberg.
Profusely illustrated, this work by a famous zoo-
logist traces man's long relationship with animals
— Irom his prehistoric days as a hunter lo his

modorn role in oxtmguishmg spffn'f. $12.50

66610. THE POLITICS OF ECOLOGY/YOUR
ENVIRONMENT AND WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT
IT. Two important books - how you can makv
your world more liveable, how government and
big business thwarl meaningful ecological reform
The 2 count as one book. $12.90

56990. JAVA DIARY. Ehot Blisoton Magnillcenl
pictures ol rare jungle animals, photographic
tricks of (he trade, and exciting oxpedition-lore
from iho famous lilo photographer on assign-
mvn\ in Iho tnr rfrnrhps ot WoAtorn Java $9.95

55460. INGENIOUS KINGDOM: The Remerfcable
World of Plants. Hnnry and Robocca No'thon An
enthralling work in nnturo ntudy-from the origin

ol lifo in (he primordial soas to Ihe complex eco-
fiyntt-mn m which plant rtmmnl and human nro
mutunliy dopondnnt $6.95

63400 HISTORY OF ROCKETRY AND SPACE
TRAVEL. Revised Edillon. Wornher von Braun
and frodonck I Ordway III A remarkable trip

through time Irom medieval rockets to the Apollo
moonwalk. by two of the world's foremoti space
experts $17.50

Join up now
forthe greatest

reading adventure

in the whole
natural worid.
Come. Explore the secrets of the

Great Pyramid. Hunt with the wild

dogs of Africa. Examine the idols of

Easter Island. Delve into the mind of

prehistoric man. Wander through a

medieval castle.

just part of the whole, wide, wild,

fantastic world of higli adventure
you will explore as a member of the

Natural Science Book Club. Exciting

reading. Rewarding reading. Impor-
tant savings, too.

An 8c stamp is all it takes to see your
first three books. It not delighted,

return them and owe nothing. We're
betting that once you start your
fascinating journey, you wont want
to stop.

lake any3 books
(values to $47.45)

foronly99(eadi
with a brief

trial membership in the

Nolural Sdence

Bookdub

|«a TRIAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION —•

I Natural Sclsnca Book Club 4-45S

I
Rlvarilda, N.J. 08075

I
rpon rrrlitaiirc l>f It)

Three Books tor only 99c each
(Hhtr In numbfnl



' Includes a 5-day, 100-mile float-trip

down the Colorado River, through

the Marble and Grand Canyons.

Camping between Lees Ferry and

Phantom Ranch in Grand Canyon

National Park. Eight days of spectac-

ular scenery and varied geology in

Zion, Bryce Canyon and Petrified

Forest National Parks. Transportation

by ground coach. Motel accommoda-

tions. For further information call or

write for details.

Other tours offered in 1972: Ar-

chaeology Tour to Mexico; Weekend
for Bird Enthusiasts: Weekend Field

Trip in Geology.

Department of Education

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10024

Tel. Area code 212—TR ,VI300, Ext. 462

The American ^
Museum of
Natural History

GEOLOGY
TOUR
in the
American
Southwest
13 Days
March 27 to April 8 1972

The small one that
sees big^

Irinovid' Binoculars
See them, then see through them.
Sharp, crisp, clear, bright

magtiification that only Leitz® optics

can achieve. And yet, so light and
powerful that you'll take them
wherever there are things to see. By
utilizing a combination of three

cemented prisms, one a pentaprism,

the superb image quality and ultra-

wide angle of view arq achieved
without sacrificing the convenience

26

of "pocketability."

Trinovid Binoculars are available in

powers to suit your particular needs

(this little handful is 8x32),all light,

bright and moisture-resistant.

E. LEITZ, INC., Rockleigh, N.J. 07647

who came up at the end of lectures and

asked. "How much are the bones,

worth, doctor? Are they easy to find?"

In spite of this I have continued to

make these journeys. It is old habit

now. I go back into the past alone. I

would do it if I fled my job and sought

safety in some obscure room. Mv sense

of time is so heightened that I can feel

the frost at work in stones, the first

creeping advance of grass in a deserted

street. I have stood by the carved sar-

cophagi of dead knights in a European

cathedral, men seven hundred vears

away from us, with their steel and theii

ladies, and from that point striven tc

hurl the mind still backward into tht

wilderness where man coughs bestiall)

and. vanishes into the shape of beasts.

I cannot say I am a student of thf

dates in the history books. My life is

mostly occupied with caves filled up

and drifted over with the leaves of ter

thousand autumns. My specialty is th<

time when man was changing into man.

"The greatest prize of all," once con

fessed the British plant explorer F

Kingdon Ward, "is the skull of primi

live man." Ward forgot one thing

There are other clues to primitive mei

than those confined to skulls. Th^

bones of fossil men are few because th'

earth tolerated them in scant numbers

We call them missing links on the roai

to ourselves. A little less tooth here,

little more brain there, and you can se

them changing toward ourselves in tha

long, historvless time when the grea

continental ice sheets ebbed and flowe

across the northern continents. Like a

the students of that age, I wanted t

find a missing link in human histon

That is what this record is about, for

stumbled on the track of one.

Some men would maintain that

vague thing called atmosphere account

for such an episode as I am about to r<

late, that there are houses that deman

a murder and wait patiently until th

murderer and his victim arrive, th;

there are great clifls that draw the p
tential suicide from afar or mountaii

of so austere a nature that they writ

their message on the face of a man wl

looks up at them. This all may be. I c

not denv it. But when I encounter?

the footprint in the mud of that remo

place I think the thing that terrified n

most was that I knew to whom it b

longed, and yet I did not want to kno

him. He was a stranger to me and r

mains so to this day. Because of a ce

tain knowledge I had, however, he su

ceeded in impressing himself upon n

in a most insidious manner. I ha (j

if

_



ver been the same since the event

»k place, and often at niijht I start up

eating and think um-annilv that the

ature is there with me in the dark. Il'

sense of his presence grows, I

tch on the Hght. but I never look

the mirror. This is a matter of old

lit with me.

First off. though, we mu-st get straight

at we mean by a missing hnk.

A missing link is a dav in the life of a

ies that is changing its form and

)ils. just as, on a smaller scale, one's

learam-e and behavior at the age of

is a link in one's development to an

ll Mian or woman. The individual

son mav have changed and grown,

till (he bov or girl of many years

s linked to the pres<'nt by a long

ies of steps. .And if one is really alive

not already a living fossil, one will

>n (hanging till the end of one's life

1 [H-rhap be the better for il. The

'missing link" was coined be-

i.se some of the physical links in the

tor\ of man as a species are lost, and

ise people who, like nnsclf. are

ious alH)ul the past look lor ihein.

VIv album is the earth, and the pic-

s in il are laded and badiv lorn and

I- lo l«' pieceil logelher by delective

rk. II one thinks of oneself at live

r> of agi'. one mav gel a ihin wisp of

•oiinccteil mi-mory pi<lures. Bv con-

I, the past of a living species is wilh-

memorv except as that pa.st has

lien its physical record in vestigial

iii> like the ap|iendix or a certain

lern on our molar teeth. To eke out

Il lliose jihvsical stigmata tell as. we

e Id go grubbing alioiil in caves and

vel liir the lH>ne> of very ancient

ri. II one can conci-ive of the trouble

an licri|ogi.st might have in locating

s rcjnains a half-million years from

V. ^iipporiing ihev still i-xisleii, one

I gel an idea of the ililiicullies in-

ed in linding Iraci's of man before

Ikimcs were crowded logcllicr in

s .iiid cemeteries.

u,is wandering iidand along a

ken shore when the thing ha()-

ii'd the thing I had freipienlly

gbl. In olber words. I got a iliie |o

I he bciclies on that •oasl I had

ne In \isit are treacherous and Handv,

I the tides are always shilling things

ul .onong the mangrove riHils. Il is

.1 pi.ice to which I would willingly

irn ,ind you will gel no Ix-arings

rii inc. Anyway, what il was I found

re could Ih- iliscoveri-d on anv man's

St if he looked sliaqi for il. I had

lo lli.it place with oilier things in

id ,111)1 ,1 noliim of U-ing alone. I wa.s

BREAK-THROUGH
ONE-STEP ENTRANCE
INTO THE FASCINATING FIELD OF CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY

NOVOFLfX AUTO-DIAPHRAGM
LENSAND BELLOWS

Rear mount fits camera
of your choice. Specify
camera when ordering
Novoflex auto bellows
and Noflexar auto dia
phragm lens (made for

Nikon, Pentax, Minolta,
Miranda, Topcon,
Canon, etc., etc.)

Fully automatic bel

lows, allows connplete
coupling between cam
era and automatic dia
phragm on lens. (Can
use camera lens or
Novoflex auto dia
phragm lens, Noflexar.)
This means you can
view & focus al full

aperture as you would
with any regular auto
matic lens.

Friction fit rotatable ring

with shoe for electronic
flash. Fits to rubber knurl
on auto Noflexar lens by
pushing on, rotates to give

best light modelling.

Noflexar 4.0/105mm
specially designed lens
with fully automatic
diaphragm couples
completely to camera
through Novoflex auto
bellows. This longer
lens minimizes perspec
live distortion with 3 D
subjects & allows you
the room between sub
jact & lens so it may be
lit properly & subject
won't get frightened (if

it's alive).

Pistol grip with singli!

cable release to camera
release actuated by trig

ger with forefinger.

With any electronic
flash having an accu-
rate guide number
of 40 with Koda

II. a con-
stant aperture set-

ting of f:22 will suf
fice for all lens to

subject distances
from 2 "i* to 8"
(11).

Do luxe, four track
model, with built in tri

pod focusing rack. High
precision rack and
pinion focusing of a
Novoflex bellows per
n^its continuous,
smooth focusing of

lenses from close up to
infinity.

The Novoflex auto diaphragm lens and bellows combination offers a degree of clinical

flexibility presently unequalled by any other lens and close focusing device Now it is

entirely possible to cover the full range of close up photography from 1 1 reproductions
of teeth or specimens to full head and shoulders portrait photographs or oven focus to

infinity if you so desire. The Novoflex close up kit is that flexible. Consisting of a dual
track Novoflex auto bellows, automatic diaphragm 105mm Novoflex short mount lens,

electronic light source, rotating bracket and pistol grip with single cable release, the kit

produces the desired results in the least amount of time

Most exposure guesswork is eliminated, since the location of the point light source
(strobe) is based on the inverse square law. As the bellows Is extended, lo give greater
magnification more light is needed to compensate for the additional extension. Since the
light source is mounted at the lens position and moves with the lens, its movement, in

this case forward and closer lo the subject, provides the increased amount of light

required. The prodotormined exposure rofnains constant

TAKE INTRAORAL PHOTOS.
EXTRA ORAL PHOTOS.

FLOWERS, BIRDS. STAMPS, SKIN.

BUGS. MONEY. ETC. AT 1:1

BURLEIGH BROOKS
OPTICS, Inc.

WEST
219 S. San Pedro St.. Los Angeles, CaL 90012

MIDWEST
4669 W 120ihSt..Alsip. Ill.606b8

I P\»a%m ««nd rrt* I

Hlomt combi'

ur« And any Additional

ine Ih* novollffa l*nt ft

AHo t»ll tnm v«h*f« I

1 70 1 1 4S« I 300
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The first radical change in automobile power sys-
tems in hall a century is here. And you can see
exactly how it works, in this authentic operating
scale mode). Someday soon, your car will probably
run on a Wankel. This is the engine you've been
reading about in The Wall Street Journal, Time
Magazine and The New York Times. Wankel-pow-
ered cars have been making headlines throughout
the world. General Motors recently paid $50 million
for the rights to use the revolutionary Wankel Ro-
tary Engine in its cars. And such noted manufac-
turers as Rolls-Royce, Mercedes-Benz, Alia Romeo

ady developing Wankel-pow-

Works Without Pistons.

What makes the Wankel
run? Instead of conventional
cylinders and pistons, it uses
unique triangular rotors that

rotate in combustion cham-
bers shaped like fat figure
eights. Why is the pistonless
Wankel better? Because it's

less than ' 2 the size and
weight of conventional en-

gines of the same horsepower! And has 40% fewer
parts. No valves, no rods, no lifters, no cam shafts,

no crank shafts. Which means less friction, less

wear and tear, less need for repair. And the faster

it goes, the quieter it gets.

Fully Authentic Scale Model.

We find the whole thing incredibly fascinating. So
will you, with your own motorized see-through
model of this automobile engine of the future. We
have a kit thai duplicates the amazing Wankel in

authentic l/5th scale right down to the very last

plug, gear and oil cap. This fully detailed operating
model has a transparent, heavy plastic housing. You
can actually see the triangular rolors turning on

their shaft. You see the continual flash of igniting
spark plugs. You see the rotating fan blades. You
see the moving fan belt of real rubber. You hear
the powerful deep-throated whir of the motor. AH
controlled by your own touch on the stick-shifl on-
off switch.

The model that separates the men from the toys.
This is not a plaything for preschoolers. It is an
intricate, fully operational scale model of a major
automotive development. A "must" for hobbyists,
auto buffs and guys of all ages who love to build
things. An impressive attention-getter for your of-

fice or den. A significant visual teaching aid. A
history-making forerunner of things to come!

Order No. 43140: Wankel Rotary Engine'^' Kit.

Comes with all pre-painted parts, motor, display
stand and easy-to-follow instructions. Uses two
inexpensive AA batteries {not incl.)

obtainable everywhere. The price'
As amazing as the engine itself:

only $7.50 complete, including
postage and handling. .Send check or
money order. (N.Y. residents add
sales tax.y

FREE gift catalog on request.

^THE EVERYTHING GUARANTEE
The GALLERY guarantees EVERYTHING: The
quality, accuracy of description, availability,

prompt delivery. If not delighted, return the
Wankel Engine Kit within 3 weeks after you re-

ceive it (not the usual 10 days) for an instant
refund of purchase price.

Xlbvf
things

ail from3GALLERY
Dept. 9852, Amsterdam, N.Y. 12010

Strictly for the birds.
For birding, nothing makes sense like the Swift Audubon binocular.

Designed in cooperation with world-famous ornitholog^ists, this superb

8.5X, 44 wide angle glass offers exceptionally clear, crisp vision from
early morning to dusk, plus a full 445-foot field of view. Less than $100.

For general nature study, select TViton Mk I 7X, 35 prism binocu-

lar. It has all the quality and performance you
expect from Swift— less than $47. -^

Swift binoculars offer the most complete J
guarantee. See them at better dealers ^

"^

everywhere. -r^

bvnit Insti-uments, Inc

Department NH-1
Bcston, Ma.ss. 02125

C*" w"

tired. I wanted to lie in the sun or dar

her about like an animal in the swam;,

and the forest. To secure such rest fro;

the turmoil of a modern city is the mo
difficult thing in the world to accoi

plish. and I have only achieved it twir

once in one of the most absolute deser

in the world and again in this tropic

marsh.

By day and night strange forms

life scuttled and gui-gled underfoot

oozed wetlv along outthrust branrhi

luminous tropical insects blundered

in the dark like the lamps of hesita

burglars. Overhead, on higher grour

another hfe shrieked distantly or v,

expectantly still in the treetops. Son

how, alone as I was, I got to listening

if all that world were listening, waiti

for something to happen. The tn

drooped a little lower listening, the ti

lurked and hesitated on the beach, a

even a tree snake dropped a loop a

hung with his face behind a spider w<

immobile in the still air.

A world like that is not really na

ral, or (the thought strikes one lat

perhaps it really is, only more so. Pa

of it are neither land nor sea and so

enthing is moving from one element

another, wearing uneasily the qui

transitional bodies that life adopts

such places. Fish, some of them, co

out and breathe air and sit about wat

ing you. Plants take to eating insei

mammals go back to the water s

grow elongate like fish, crabs cli

trees. Nothing stays put where it bej

because everything is constantly clir

ing in. or climbing out of, its unsta

environment.

Along drowned coasts of this vari

you only see, in a sort of speeded

way, what is true of the whole wc

and everything upon it: the Darwin

world of passage, of missing links,

beetles with soldered, flightless wir

of snakes with vestigial feet dragg
^

slowly through the underbrush. Ev<
i

thing is marred and maimed

slightly out of focus—everything in

world. As for man. he is no differ

from the rest. His back aches, he r

tures easily, liis women have difficul

in childbirth, all because he

stiuggleil up upon his hind legs with

ha\ mg achieved a perfect adjustmen

his new posture.

On this particular afternoon, I a
upon a swamp full of huge water li

where I had once before ventured.
'

vrind had begun to rise and rain

falling at intervals. As far as I c(

see, giant green leaves velvetiv

pervious to water were rolling

oR
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le Seymours just gave birth to a nine-year-old.
5 an extraordinary act of love. It sprang

the hearts of a 72-year-old man and his

arold wife. It reached across hundreds

es—from a New York City apartment to

n in the hills of Tennessee. And it will

lew life to a red-haired, sadeyed little

amed Linda.

John and Abby Seymour know the joy

ising a family. "We should," John ex-

'We've got seven grandchildren. But

int to do more."

More means Save the Children Federa-

An answer to Linda's cry for help. And
for Linda's family and the 70 other (am-

n her Appalachian town.

Help is a $15.00 monthly check from

eymours. Not a hand out, mind you, but

>st up so that families like Linda's can

to help themselves.

Now Linda can look forward to finishing

school. Public education Is free, but

got to have clothes to wear to take

Uage of it. A winter coat, shoes, and
i cost money. Money Linda's parents

mother works as a seamstress and barely

earns enough to feed her family. Now, Linda

will have the things she needs. And more.

Like a new community center built by

Linda's neighbors with a self-help loan from

Save the Children. A place where a doctor

and a dentist can have a clinic for the first

time. And swings and slides. And a day care

center where Linda can play safely. This, in

essence, is Save the Children Federation.

And for the Seymours, it's warm let-

ters, exciting progress reports and wonderful

photos from a little girl away from home.

The Seymours know there's more than

one way to save a child. How about you?

Save the Children Federation, founded in 1932, It

registered wiin the U.S. State Department Advisory
Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions
are Income tax deductible.

Korea
Southern U.S.

I wish to contribute $15.00 a month to sponsor a LI boy L) girl;

( 1 Where the need Is most urgent LJ Africa 1 ] Vietnam
I J American Indian D Europe D India

[] Appalachia D Latin America [ ] Middle East

Enclosed is my first payment
II $15.00 monthly D $90.00 semiannually
I 1 $45.00 quarterly D $180.00 annually
[ 1 Instead, enclosed is my contribution of $
I] Please send me more information.

Name ^__________^________^^^_^_______________^^^__^
Address . . ,- _ ^ _

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK. CONNECTICUT 06852 ni



WITH ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION

"IT

41213 JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR
(2 record set)

Decca LP. 8TR, CASS

68030 CROSBY, STILLS,

NASH & YOUNG
4 Way Street

(2 record set)

Atlan LP, 8TR, CASS

66836 ELTON JOHN
11-17-70
Uni LP, 8TR, CASS

66760 JAMES TAYLOR
Original Flying Machine
Eupho LP

33184 DIONNE WAR-
WICK Very Dionne
Scept LP, 8TR, CASS

66738 NEIL DIAMOND
Tap Root Manuscript
Uni LP, 8TR, CASS

68023 WOODSTOCK
TWO (2 record set)

Cotil LP, 8TR, CASS

67517 THREE DOG
NIGHT Golden
Biscuits

Dunhi LP, 8TR. CASS

48801 JAMES GANG
Thirds
ABC LP, 8TR, CASS

50506 BUFFYSAINTE-
MARIE Used To
Wanna Be A Ballerina

Vangu LP, 8TR, CASS

33179 DIONNE WAR-
WICK I'll Never Fall

In Love Again
Scept LP, 8TR, CASS

41217 BERT KAEMP-
FERT Orange Colored

Sky
Decca LP, 8TR, CASS

33185 JOSEPHS. THE
AMAZING TECHNI-
COLOR DREAMBOAT
Scept LP, 8TR, CASS

38373 IKE & TINA
TURNER Workin'
Together
Liber LP, 8TR, CASS

33093 IAN & SYLVIA
Greatest Hits

(2 record set)

Vangu LP

44214 FOUR SEASONS
2nd Gold Vault of Hits

Phili LP, 8TR, CASS

33108 FLIP WILSON 44776 FERRANTE &
Pot Luck TEICHER Music Lovers

Scept LP, 8TR, CASS UniAr LP, 8TR, CASS

44761 BOBBY GOLDS-
BORO Watching
Scotty Grovi

UniAr LP, 8TR, CASS

33092 BEST OF BUFFY
SAINTE-MARIE
(2 record set)

Vangu LP

44384 PAUL MAURIf
El Condor Pasa
Phili LP, 8TR, CASS

44383 MYSTIC MOODS
Country Lovin' Folk

Phili LP. 8TR. CASS

75002 JACKSON 5

Maybe Tomorrow
Motow LP. 8TR. CASS

66782 BILL COSBY
When I Was A Kid

Uni LP, 8TR, CASS

12121 3 CENTURIES
OF MILITARY MUSIC
Pirou LP, 8TR, CASS

34526 PATTON
Original Soundtrack
TweCe LP, CASSm

42989 EL CHICANO
Revolucion
Kapp LP, 8TR, CASS

33186 GUESS WHO
In Canada
Scept LP, 8TR, CASS

1W

21633 RED ARMY 12M8 ROGER WIL-

ENSEMBLE LIAMS Love Story

Yorks LP, 8TR. CASS "(^pp LP, 8TR, CASS

37833 ROD McKUEN
In The Beginning
Sunse LP, 8TR

65784 MELANIE
Leftover Wine
Budda LP, 8TR, CASS

65796 CAL TJADER
Tjader-Ade
Budda LP, 8TR, CASS

21597 RIMSKY-KORS- 33065 JOAN BAEZ

AKOV Scheherazade David's Album

Yorks LP, 8TR, CASS Vangu LP, 8TR, CA

RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA-The World's Lowest Priced Record and Tape Club



Cartridge

I Cassette

TO BUY ANYTHING EVER!

$20.94

fes, take your pick of these great hits right now! Choose any 3 Stereo LPs (worth up to $20.94) or any 1 Stereo Tape (cartridge
ir cassette, worth up to $13.96) FREE ... as your welcome gift from Record Club of America when you join at the low lifetime
nembership fee of $5.00. You can defer your selection of FREE items and choose from an expanded list later if you can't find
1 LPs or 1 Tape here. We make this amazing offer to introduce you to the only record and tap>e club offering guaranteed discounts
if 33'/3% to 79% on all labels—with no obligation or commitment to buy anything ever. As a member of this one-ofa-kind club
ou will be able to order any record or tape commercially available, on every label— including all musical preferences. No automatic
hipments, no cards to return. We ship only what you order. Moneyback guarantee if not satisfied.

rdlnary record and tape clubj make you choose
om a lew labels-usually their own! They make
J buy up to 12 records or tapes a year-usually
.isl price-to lulflll your obligation. And If you

get to return their monthly card -they send
J an Item you don't want and a bill lor ^4.98,

98. $6.98. or 17.981 In effect, you may be
larged almost double for your records and tapes.

BUT RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA
ENDS ALL THAT!

ere the largest alliabel record and tape club

the world. Choose any LP or tape (cartridges

id cassettes), including new releases. No
iceptions! Take as many, or as few, or no
ilections it all If you so decide. Discounts are

JARANTEED AS HIGH AS 79% OFF! You always
ive at least 33>/)%. You get best sellers for as
w as 99t.

NO AUTOI«ATIC SHIPMENTS
ith our Club there are no cards which you must
turn to prevent shipment of unwanted LPs or
pes (which vou would have to return at your
«n expense If you have failed to send written
itlce not to ship). The postage alone lor return-

g the^e cards each month to the other club^
isis almost ,in addition.il %? w Wt send only
^tt yt)u order

HOW CAN WE BREAK ALL RECORD
AND TAPE CLUB RULES?

I are the only ma|or record and tape club NOT
«NLD NOT C0NTR011LD...N0T SUBSIDI/CD
anv record or tape manufacturer anywhere,

icrelore. we are not obliged by company policy
I push any one label. Nor are we prevented by
tttibutlon commitments from offering the very
iwest LPs and tapes.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY MEMBERSHIP OFFER
lin RFCORD CLUB OF AMERICA now and t.ike

Ivantage of this special Intreduclorir Member
lip Offer. Choose any 3 LPs or any 1 tape shown
ire (worth up to t?0.94l and mall coupon with
tick or money order for $5.00 membership fee

T LAST A RECORD AND TAPE CLUB WITH NO "OBLIGATIONS"-ONLY BENEFITS!
(a small handling and mailing (ee tor your tree

IPs or tapes will be sent later II you can't find

3 LPs or I tape here, you can deler your selec-

tion and choose from eipandad list later. This

entitles you to LIFETWE MEI^BERSHIP-and you

never pay another club lee. Your savings have
already more than made up for the nominal

membership fee.

NOW YOU CAN CHARGE IT

If you prefer, you may charge your membership
to one of your credit cards. We honor four dll-

fereni plans. Check your preference and flll-ln

your account number on the coupon.

LOOK WHAT YOU GET
• FREE LIftllme Membership Card guarantees

you brand new IPs and tapes at discounts up
to 79% . . . Never less than Vj off.

• FREE Glint Mailer LP and Tape Calalof lists

thousands of all readily available LPs and
tapes (cartridges and cassettes) of all labels

(Including foreign)... all musical calitorlas.

• FREE Dlic and Tipt Gultfi The Club's own
IMagarlne, and special Club tale announcements
which regularly bring you news of just-issued

new releases and "eitra discount" specials.

• FREE ANY 1 Sltrte LPs w any 1 Tip* shown
[^

here (worth up to $?0 94) with absolutely no n
obligation to buy anything ever! ,

GUARANTEED INSTANT SERVICE ^
All IPs and tapes ordered by members are «
shipped same day received (orders from the E
Master Catalog may take a few days longeri. ALL *
RECORDS AND TAPIS GUARANTEED factorv new '£

and completely salislactory or replacements will ^
be made without question. a

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ^
If you aren't absolutely delighted with our dis- ?
counts (up to 79%) return items within 10 days O
and membership fee will be returned AT ONCE' C
loin over two million budget wI^p lerord and °^

t.ir** rollectofs now

TYPICAL "EXTRA DISCOUNT" SALE
$4.98 LPs average as low as $1.96
$5.98 LPs average as low as $2.25
$6.98 LPs average as low as $2.56

Savings of S3% or more from recent Club sales up te
$4.42 per LP. Start these giant savings now... not after
you fulfitl your obligation like tlie otiier cluks.

Andy Wllllams-Love Story
Anne Murray
Ed Ames This li

20Dt A Space Ouysscy
Mary Travers Mary
Creedence Clearwater Revival

Pendulum
Miles Davis Bitches Brew
Love Story Soundtrack
Perry Como It's Impossible
Bloodrock 3

Label

Colum
Capit
RCA
MGM
WarBr

Fanta
Colum
Param
RCA
Capit

5.98
6.98
6.98
498

Average
Club
Price

2.25
2.25
2.56
2.58
t.»6

1.M
2.25
2.29
2.25
2.25

mm YOU tAi\
CHAKOls IT, TOM!

B RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA

Vo^" 'MtNS,"tv*NT» ,7*05 V001C

Yes Rush me a lifetime Membership Card. Free
Giant Master LP & Tape Catalog, and Disc i Tape
Guide at this Special Membership Offer. Also send
me the 3 FREE LPs or 1 FREE tape which I have
indicated below (with a bill for a small mailing and
handling charge). I enclose my $5.00 lifetime mem.
bership fee. This entitles me to buy any LPs or tapes
at discounts up to 79%. plus a small mailing and
handling charge. I am not obligated to buy any rec-

ords or tapes no yearljr quota. II not completely
delighted I may return items above wilhln 10 days
for immediate relund of membership lee.

I I

or I FREE TAPE

—I
n»lricli

G casult*
or n Otttr StlKliOM send eipanded list

I City.

All Servicemen write Soc. Set «
CHARGE IT to my credit card I am charging my
$5 00 membership (mailing and handling lee lor each
FRCF IP and tape selected will be added).

Check one: '
] Diners Club I Master Charge

!
1 American Eipress BankAmerKard

Acct s _

Signature.

_ [ipiraiion Date

_

RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA-The World's Largest Record and Tape Club

JUL



Was Nero a

Good Emperor?
Did Vikings settle in North America? Was
Stonehenge built by Minoans? Are the

legends of Hercules—Medusa—the Phoenix

—based on facts? If these questions

intrigue you, read (and give)

ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY NEWSLETTER

packed with little-known facts about the

Pagan world, new finds and deductions,

reports from "digs", travel tips. Now in its

6th year. Subscribers include university

and other libraries. Send $6.00 for 2 year

subscription to OTTO F. REISS, Publisher,

243 E 39th St., Box N, New York, N.Y. 10016.

Special-ANCIENT COINS:

1 Greek com, over 2000 yrs.

old, 1 large Roman bronze

coin w. Imperial portrait (Au-

to Constantine) plus

ily $20.00. (N.Y. res.

gustus

4-iS5ue subscription,

add sales tax.) Handsome coins are guaran

teed genuine, come with indiv. histories

Make perfect gifts! Money back in 10 days

Send check or MO. to above address.

'Ihm 80" (f/10-JOOOmm) focal length of this
•copo Is accomplished by multiple passes within the
short 16" tube. 25# total weight and 9x12x24" se-
cured size. Complete with fork mount and clock drive.

y The Schmidt-Cassegrain optical system of the
Celestron 8 assures the sharpest 40X telephoto
images. Distortion-free and perfect color rendition.
Full 35mm format.

/ ,f
o'. 'he wife — a nature telescope to study the

frolicking of a bobolink at 150 feet or a bee pollinat-
ing a flower at 30 feet. She'll be sold.

• For the kids — a real educational bonus. They'll
study the wealth of detail of the Moon rings of
Saturn, twirling satellites and belt structure of Jupi-
ter, and the filamentary detail of a remote nebula.

y For the old man — study the activities in a win-
dow across the way. He'll croak with delight.

*'Celestron Techniques" published quarterly. Current issue

Celestron 8 — price $850 — For details write to:

mCelestron Pacific jo^r^allM 'caiif. 90505

twisting in the wind. The species of lilv

was one in which part of the leaves

project on stallcs for a short distance

above the water, and as thev rolled and

tossed, the whole swamp flashed and

i^ivered from the innumerable water

(irops that were rolling around and

around like quicksilver in the great

cupped leaves. Everything seemed

flickeritig and changing as if in some gi-

gantic illusion, but so soft was the green

light and so delicate the brushing of the

leaves against each other that the whole

effect was quite restful- as though one

could be assured that nothing was ac-

tually tangible or real, and no one in his

senses would want it to be so long as he

could swav and nod and roll reflecting

water drops about over the surface of

his brain.

.lust as I finaUv turned awav to climb

a little ridge I found the first footprint.

It was in a patch of damp exposed mud
and was pointed away from the water as

though the creature had emerged

directlv out of the swamp and was head-

ing up the shore toward the interior. I

had thought I was alone, and in that

place it was wise to know one's neigh-

bors. Worst of all, as I stood studying

the footprint, and then another, still

heading up the little rise, it struck me
that though undoubtediv human the

prints were different in some in-

definable way. I will tell you once more

that this happened on the coast of an-

other country in a place where form it-

self is an illusion and no shape of man
or beast is totallv impossible. I crouched

anxiously in the mud while all about the

great leaves continued to rotate on their

stems and to flash their endlessly rolling

jewels.

But there were these footprints. Thev

did not disappear. As I fixed the low-

ermost print with everv iota of scientific

attention I could muster, it became in-

cri'iisingly apparent that I was dealing

with some transitional form of man.

The arch, as revealed in the soft mud.

was low and flat and implied to the

skilled eye an inadequate adjustment to

the upright posture. This, in its turn,

suggested certain things about the spine

and the nature of the skull. It was onlv

then. I think, that the full iin|)ort of mv
discovery came to me.

Good Lord, I thought consciously for

the first time, the thing is alive. I had

spent so many years analyzing the

bones of past ages or brooding over liz-

ard tracks liirncd to stone in remote

epochs thai I had never contemplated

this possibility befoic Thi' thing was

alive and it was human. I jnoki'd uneas-

ily about before settling down into the

mud once more. One could make out

that the prints were big but what drew

my fascinated eve from the first was the

nature of the second toe. It was longer

than the big toe. and as I crawled ex

citeiily back and forth between the two

wet prints in the open mud, I saw that

there was a remaining hint of pre-

hensile flexibility about them.

Most decidedly, as a means ol

ground locomotion this foot was transi

tional and imperfect. Its loose, splavet

aspect suggested inadequate protectioi

against sprains. The second toe was un

necessarily long for life on the ground

although tlie little toe was abeady ap

proximating the rudimentary conditioi

so characteristic of modern man. (,ouli

it be that I was dealing with an unre

ported living fossil, an archaic ancestry

smvival? What else could be walkin:

the mangrove jungle with a foot that bi

trayed clearly the marks of ancient ir

timacy with the arboreal attic, an ii

timacy so long continued that now

after hundreds of thousands of years i

ground life, the creature had squiggle

his unnecessarily long toes about in th

mud as though an opportunity to clutc

at something had delighti^d his seen

soul.

I crouched by the footprint an

thought. I remembered that con

parisons with the living fauna, whei

ever available, are good scientific proci

dure and a great aid to precise ta:

onomy. I sat down and took off m
shoes.

I had never had much occasion I

look critically at my own feet before. I

modern man thev are generally encase

in shoes—something that still suggests

slight imperfection in our adaptation

After all, we do not normally find it m
cessarv to go about with our hands co

stantly enclosed in gloves. As I sat co

templating and comparing my feet wil

thi' footprints, a faintly disturbir

memory floated hazily across mv min-

It had involved a swimming party mat

years before at the home of one of tl

most distinguished comparative analoii

ists in the world. As we had sat on ll

bench alongside his pool, I had glanct

up suddenly and caught him starir

with what had seemed unnecessary fa

cination at my feet. I remembered ni

that he had blushed a deep pink und

his white hair and had diverted mv i

quiring glance deftly to the scene

about us.

Why I shoulil have rememhcicil ll

incident at aU was unclear to inc. Tl

was no moment for hesitation, .'^liil.



He doesn't just sing.
He broadcaststheweather.

>f-^:K V

When you hear the sound of the striped crested|
cuckoo on a South African nature trail, hsten closely.
He's a weather broadcaster.

If his song consists of descending notes, then the
weather will be fine. But if it mounts, look out for rain.

For a different kind of forecasting, keep an eye
out for the African hoopoe. When he appears, the
Bantu know it's time for ploughing.

Another helpful bird is the honey guide. With
his excitable chirp and directed flight, he leads hu-
mans and animals to hives of wild honey.

All this should tell you South Africa is particu-
larly rich in bird life. If you can imagine the sound
of a million birds awakening, then you will know
what daybreak is like out in the bush.

There are over 100 game and nature reserves in
South Africa, including bird sanctuaries, flower re-
serves, and immense tracts of land devoted to ani-
mal life.

At one reserve, there are no fewer than 300
species of birds to be seen. This includes an abun-
dance of aquatic bird life, such as the fish eagle,
dwarf goose, water dikkop. fishing owl, African ja-

cana, and South Africa's national bird, the blue crane, j

Come see it all.

The fastest, easiest way there is by South'
African Airways. A Boeing Stratojet whisks you •

there by the most direct route from New York in a
relaxed, friendly atmosphere. If you want to go by
way of Europe, we have daily departures from 10
European Gateways.

For more information, see your travel a'gent or
South j\frican Airways, 605 Fifth Avenue. New
York, New York 10017.

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS

Come with us.

A little off the beaten track.

33



AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA
EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.

Cristina eats whatever she con find in the garbage.

And that is far less than some prowling dog would find in

your garbage con.

For |ust $12 a month, you can save such a child.

Through our Children, Inc. "Adoption" program you

can help provide a child with a better diet, new clothes and

medical attention. Even an education.

But there's not a moment to lose. Every 60 seconds,

five or SIX more children will die from starvation.

Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children,

Incorporated, Box 5381, Dept.NHlO, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wish to "adopt" a boy D girl D in

—

Name of Country

I Will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift

for D a full year D the first month. Please send me the

child's name, story, address and picture.

I understand that I can correspond with my child, and

continue the "adoption" longer than one year if I wish. Also,

I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

D I cannot "adopt" a child, but want to help $

n Or, I will pledge $ per month.

Please send me further information.

D If for a group, please specify_
church. Class. Club. School. Bu5<

Name

Address.

City .State_ _Zip_

You con odopT o child from any ot the lollowmg countries. Bohvio, Chile,

Colombia, Guatemolo, Honduras, Hong Kong, Indio, Iron. Jopon, Korea, Lebonon,
Mexico. Nigeria, Paroguay, Peru. Syria, Thailand, U S A, — Appalachion children or

Americon Indians (Or a child of greatest need.) All gifts ore fully lax deductible.

CHILDREN,INCORPORATED<

did hesitate. The uneasy memory grew;

stronger, and a thought finally struck,

me. A little sheepishly and with a

glance around to see that I was not ob-

seryed. 1 lowered my own mudd\ fool

into the footprint. It fitted.

I stood there contemplatiyelv clutrhf

ing. but this time consciously, the mud

in mv naked toes. I was the dark lieing

on that island shore whose body carried

the marks of its strange passage. I was

my own dogging Man Friday, the beasl

from the past who had come with weap

ons through the marsh. I took anothei

step through the marsh. The wind hac

died, and the great green leaves vnl\

their rolling jewels were still. The mis

take I had made was the mistake of al

of us.

The story of man was not all tlien

behind us in the caves of ninoti

epochs. Even our physical bodies gavi

evidence that the change was not com

pleted. As for our minds, they were stil

odd compounds of beast and saint. Bu

it was not by turning back toward tin

marsh out of which we had come iha

the truly human kingdom was to be po?

sessed and entered—that kingdon

dreamed of in many religions and spo

ken of in many barbarous tongues. /

philosopher had once said in my pres

ence, "The universe is a series of leap

ing sparks—everything "Ise is inter

pretation." But what, I hesitated, wa

man's interpretation to be?

I drew a foot out of the Uttle slcam

ing swamp that sucked at it. The ai

hung heavily about me. I listened as th

first beast might have listened wh

came from the water up the shore am

did not return again to his old elemenl

Everything about me listened in turi

and seemed to be waiting for some dec

sion on my part. I swayed a moment oi

unstable footing.

Then, warily. I stepped higher up th

shore and let the water and the silt fi

in that footprint to make it. a hundra

million years away, a fossil sign of i

unknown creature slipping from

shadows of a marsh toward somethi

else that waited him. I had found

missing link. He walked on misshap

feet. The stones hurt him and his be

sagged. There were dreams like Chri

mas ornaments in his head, int(

mingled with an ancient malevolent

ciousness. I knew because I was

missing link, but for the first time

sensed where I was going. I

I have said I never look inlo lh<' mfl

ror. It is a matter of old habit now. 1

that other presence grows too opprei

sive. I lii;lil I lie linlit and read. I
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STORKS
by M. Philip Kahl

To the accompaniment of a bill-clattering,

neck-craning display, storks form pairs, mate,

and raise their young. This spectacle

of reproduction is more dramatic and efficient

than the delivery system touted

in children's fables



M.J. » .^any people know the stork mainly as a deco-

ratioii^n greeting cards and from cartoons depicting

it in flight with a human baby suspended from its

bill. This image, associated with the white stork, de-

rives from the European folk belief that the stork is

an omen of good luck, portending many children,

particularly boys.

Although many legends about the white storks

abihty to supply human babies have been passed on

for generations, sustained as cute and convenient

ways of avoiding early sex education, relatively little

has been written about how storks themselves propa-

gate. These mostly tropical birds have evolved com-

plex patterns of breeding behavior.

Of the 17 stork species, only two, the white stork

and the black stork of Eurasia, regularly leave the

tropics in large numbers to nest in temperate regions.

They breed only in the spring and summer and mi-

grate back to the tropics, or beyond, to pass the win-

ter. Resident tropical species, however, can nest at

any time of the year, depending upon local ecologi-

cal conditions.

For many tropical residents, food availability

seems to be the environmental trigger that deter-

mines the timing of their breeding season. With the

exception of the insectivorous Abdim's stork, they do

not undertake a true seasonal migration; instead,

they may wander widely within a general region in

search of suitable feeding conditions, then return to

their ancestral nesting grounds to raise a family.

The wood storks of Florida, for example, scatter

throughout the southeast, mostly along the Adantic

and Gulf coasts, during late summer when water lev-

els are high and their fish food is widely dispersed. At

the beginning of the dry season in early winter, the

wood storks return to their southern Florida nesting

sites and commence to breed. Egg laying may be ear-

lier or later in a given year, depending on when the

rains end and the water levels start to fall. As the

marshes dry up, fish populations become highly con-

centrated, furnishing abundant fare for the birds. It

is apparently this increase in food availability that

triggers the wood storks' reproductive cycle, for in

winters following inadequate summer rains, when

few fish are produced, the birds do not congregate at

nesting areas and may fail to breed entirely.

Similar environmental triggers are at work for the

yellowbilled stork of Africa and the painted stork of

India. These birds are .similar to the wood stork in

their ecological requirements, and their breeding sea-

sons also seem to be triggered by an increase in

available food. Owing to the different topography of

their habitats, however, the fish upon which these

birds feed are most available during the rainy season.

Southern Florida is extremely flat, with few lakes,

rivers, or other bodies of permanent water; fish are

therefore widely dispersed in the wet season and
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A lop a 20-foot palm tree in

northern Argentina, a male jahiru stork

jockeys into position for mounting
his waiting mate. Copulation is

frequent once the female's advances
have been accepted and a pair-bond formed.

highly concentrated during the drv season. The
availability of fish for the yellowbilled and painted
storks, however, is governed by the lakes and rivers
of their habitats: the fish retreat to these deeper bod-
ies of water at the onset of the dry season, making it

difficult for the birds to reach them. Only with the
first flooding of the rainy season do the' fish enter
shallower marshes to spawn and become available to
the birds. Thus, these three similar stork species re-

spond to the same environmental trigger of food
availability, but because of differing etiological con-
ditions, they do so at diflferent stages in the wet-dry
annual cycle.

Conversely, marabou storks nesting in western
Kenya only a few miles from yellowbilled stork
colonies usually have large young in the nest, almost
ready to fly. before the yeilowbills have even laid
eggs- The marabous, being largely scavengers, nest
during the local dry season when their food is most
concentrated around drying water holes and at grass
fires.

Whenever their respective breeding seasons arrive,

all storks enter a similar process of courtship and
pair-formation. .Some, such as the solitars nesting

saddlebill. blackneckcd, and jabiru storks, probably
mate for life; thus, the process of pair-formation does
not take place every year. The colonial species, how-
ever, seem to choose a new mate each season and. in

.some, courtship and pair-formation is a prolonged
and elaborate affair.

Courtship in storks can perhaps be best ex-
emplified by choosing a "model" stork and following
the actions of a typical pair from arrival at the breed-
ing site until egg laying. F"or such a model. I have
chosen the painted siork. which I studied at Bharat-
pur. India, for two seasons.

In August of most years, when the mon.soon rains
have flooded the area around the nest trees. fl»xks of
painted storks begin arriving at the colonv site from
all points of the compass, Siinie may have spent the
dry sea.son as far as several hundred miles awav in

search of favorable feeding areas. Now. as they ar-

rive back at Bharatpur. most have acquired the
bright, new black, while, and pink plumage of their
nuptial dress. I'heir naked heads and necks are a
brilliant reddish orange and their legs a deeper ma-
genta.

"Bachelor parties" of unm.iicJ males and females
gather in the low acacia trees, which were filled with
nests in the previous season. Weathering i>ver the
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past year, plus the ravages of other birds pilferino
sticks for their own nests, has reduced last vear"s
flimsy nest platforms to mere remnants. Immcd'iatelv
after a bachelor party lands in a tree, males begin to
jockey for nest sites-fighting, flapping, and supplant-
ing each other. Any nest foundations' that do remain
from the previous season are quickly appropriated
by the more aggressive males.

At first the established males behave aggressively
to all other storks-male and female alike-'attacking
and driving away those that approach too closely.

Other, nonestablished males often fight back: some-
times they succeed in driving off the original male.
Each male that acquires a nest site begins'to "adver-
tise" his status almost at once by repeating two rit-

ualized and stereotyped displavs. At firsl glance,
these movements do not appear to be dispfays: it

looks as if the bird is just arranging its plumage and
testing the stability of nest sticks or ncarbv twigs. If

one watches closely, however, it can be seen that the
movements are formalized and tenselv executed, and
often do not complete the action thev appear to
serve.

For e.xample. the male repeatedly preens the pri-

mary feathers of one wing by stripping them down
from the front with his bill. If you glance around the
tree, you will see other males performing the same
"display preening" operation, and each is making the
downward movements at preciselv the same "rate,

keeping pace with nearby birds. A closer look will

show that often the bird is not actuallv touching the
primaries with its bill, but is onlv "pretending" to
preen them. .After a long series of displav preens on
one side, the male shifts to the other wing, repealing
the process there. Should a female land ncarbv or
approach, the male's display intensities, with the am-
plitude of the downstrokes becoming greater and the
movements becoming even more tense and stifl".

Between bouts of display preening, the male bends
forward and slightly (o one side of center and grasps
lighlly at a nest stick or ncarbv twig. He then relea.ses

his hold, pivots slowly to the other side, and grasps
another stick. This process mav continue for several
minutes, and when performed with irregular inter-

vals between movements it is ditlicull for the ob-
server to realize thai he is witnessing a true display.

Motion pictures viewed at a faster than normal
speed, however, clearly reveal the nature of this be-
havior. With the exception of the saddlehilled and
blacknecked storks, male and female storks are es-

sentially alike in appearance, and the birds probably

The East African dry season acts as an
environmental trigger on marabous,

spurring them to nest. Lakes and
water holes shrink in size, and carrion,

such as dead flamingoes, becomes
conccnmncd and easily accessible.
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fales make frequent trips to gather nest-huilding materials after

ating compatabilitv is established. This acacia tree on a shamba.

little farm, in western Kenya is shared by 15 pairs of nesting marabous,

he waste from a slaughterhouse 200 yards away attracts these scavengers.

use courting behavior as a clue to sexual identity.

When one or more females have been attracted to

a performing male, they alight on nearby limbs. As

she draws nearer to the male, the female stands with

her head held low. wings widely spread, and bill gap-

ing. A short time after landing or moving along a

limb, the female may close her wings, but if she re-

mains near a courting male, she continues gaping for

long periods. Should the female edge too close, too

quickly, the male will probably drive her away with a

vicious grab. Courting females do not fight back,

however. Thev approach slowly, usually in a ritual-

ized submissive posture: if attacked by the male, they

merely retreat to a nearby perch, wait a short time,

and then attempt to approach the male again. Such

females often receive harsh treatment from their

prospective mates, but they "won't take no for an an-

swer!" They return again and again.

Some males are more aggressive than others, and I

have witnessed males driving courting females away

for days with vicious attacks. Feathers may fly and

blood may even flow, but rarely, if ever, does the fe-

male fight back to defend herself. She merely flies

away, waits patiently, and later tries again.

At last the female's patience is rewarded and the

male allows her lo step into the nest. This is a critical

miimenl in the formation of the pair. Initially, both

birds appear tense and on edge, and any sudden

movement or miscalculation by the female may pre-

cipitate another attack by the male.

Frequentlv. midwav through this process of pair-

formation, the birds are disturbed by the mtrusion of

another stork; or the entire bachelor partv may
leave, a few birds at a time, and form in another,

nearby tree. In such cases, the chain of events is bro-

ken and the process must start anew. But the per-

sistent, repealed, and gradual approaches of the fe-

male allow her lo rejoin the male on the new nesi

site. Each pair-formation, consequently, usually

spans several hours or even days.

When hghting slops and a compatible pair is li-

nallv formed, they begin mutual greeting displays

and copulation becomes frequent as often as three

or four limes per hour whenever both birds are on

the nesl. Wiih the passage of lime, and numerous

copulations, ihe female gains ihe male's complete ac-

ceptance The male then shifts lo another phase of

the nesting sequence: he begins to gather sticks for

the nest.

A few sticks may have been added lo the platform

before a female was accepted, but nest building starts

in earnest only after a mate is acquired. At this point,

the male leaves the female alone on the nest between

copulations and makes repeated expeditions to

gather sticks. As the male returns to the nest with a

stick, the birds greet each other with a mutual dis-

play, which in most storks includes snapping or clat-

tering of the bill and raising and lowering of the

head. Owing to the head movements. I have termed

the homologous, or closely related, forms of this

greeting ritual in the various species the up-down

display. The form of the up-down shows wide diver-

sity among the 17 species of storks, but there are

enough similarities to indicate that it is. indeed, a

homologous display that has undergone species-spe-

cific changes through evolution.

The up-down is shown in its simplest and probably

most primitive form bv the two openbills and the

four wood storks. In these six species the display con-

sists mainlv of lifting the head and gaping the bill

skyward, uttering a series of short and simple vocali-

zations, and then lowering the head until the bill

reaches almost to the floor of the nest. In the open-

bills and the American wood stork, no bill snapping

or clattering is heard during the up-down. The yel-

lowbilled stork incorporates single or double snaps of

the bill between vocalizations as the bill and head

are lowered. .And in ihe painted and milky storks

these snaps beci>me multiplied into short bill rattles

or bursts of bill clattering.

Bill clattering during the up-down is shown to a

greater or lesser extent by all other storks, and

reaches its peak o\' development in the prolonged

series of bill clatterings heard from the white stork on

Kuropean roi»ftops. In this display, which may last

up \o ten seconds, the birds throw their heads up and

back until the crown is resting on the back fealhcrs.

then the head is thriiwn forward again to the normal

position, with loud bill clattering contmuing all the

while.

Another bizarre up-down is given bv the black-

necked siork of ,Asia. In this species the head remains

approximately in the normal position throughout the

clattering, but the wings are widely spread to the

ack storks arc the only stork species that nest in deep woods.

\cy frequently construct nests on the open branches of large oaks,

h (IS this one in a forest near Milic:, Poland.
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sides and flutter rapidly during the display. Since the

blacknecked is one of the tallest of all the storks and

has pure white primary and secondary wing feathers,

the display is especially spectacular.

The saddlebill stork, the close African cousin of

the blacknecked, will probably be found to possess a

similar up-down. At the present time, however, the

saddlebill remains the only species of stork for which

the up-down has not been described.

A few days after copulation begins, the female

starts to lay eggs, which appear singly at intervals of

about two days until the completed clutch of three or

four eggs is laid. The pair continues to engage in

some displays during this period, and even the

young, one day after hatching, exchange displays

with their parents. The up-down is the primary dis-

play retained by the adults during the period of egg

laying, incubation, and rearing of the young; the

function is probably to help maintain and reinforce

the pair-bond.

While the prolonged and complicated pairing cere-

mony may appear to be an unnecessary waste of

time, it serves several useful biological functions. Not
only does it help to synchronize the physiological

states of the participating birds but it also prevents

"mistakes" in a mixed colony of closely related spe-

cies. Since each stork has its own species-specific set

of genetically influenced courtship displays, the for-

mation of hybrid pairs is effectively prevented. The
male of one species has the "key" that will fit only

the "lock" of a female of the same species.

It is often possible to speculate, with a fair degree

of accuracy, on the evolutionary pathways by which

each display has developed. In the painted stork the

display-preening and twig-grasping ceremonies of

the male probably evolved from true preening and
nest-building movements. The gaping and open wing
postures of the female may have evolved from pant-

ing and balancing movements. Each movement or

posture has taken on the new function of social com-
munication in the behavioral repertoire of the species

and is largely, if not fully, emancipated from its orig-

inal context and function. For instance, gaping,

which probably originated from thermoregulatory

panting, now occurs during courtship even when the

weather is cool and the bird is not overheated.

Since much of this highly ritualized, stereotyped,

and species-specific behavior is genetically in-

fluenced, it is often more helpful than morphology in

determining the relationships and differences be-

tween the various species. Based upon newly ac-

quired behavioral evidence, for example, several

changes in the previously accepted taxonomic classi-

fication of the storks would now seem to be in order.

The most recent, widely accepted classification of

the storks was that of Peters's Check List of Birds of
the World, published in 1931. Peters's treatments

were based largely on morphological evidence, for

little was known at the time about most stork species

in the wild. Consequently, some anatomical differ-

ences were overemphasized and some similarities

were ignored, without reference to their functional

significance in the birds" lives or the rapidity with

which they might have changed through evolution.

My studies of the comparative behavior of storks

have shed light on some taxonomic relationships

within the family that were obscure in the past, when
only museum specimens were studied. For example,

all four wood storks—the milky, painted, and yellow-

billed storks and the American wood stork—share ex-

tremely similar courtship displays. This is partic-

ularly true of their up-downs in which all the major

sequences are shared, with only minor quantitative

differences in bill snapping and rattling. All four spe-

cies, now divided between the two genera Ibis and
Mvcteria, should be combined into one, Mycteria.

Likewise, the closely related saddlebill and black-

necked storks of Africa and Asia have previously

been classified into two monotypic genera, Ephip-

piorhvnchus and Xenorhvnchiis respectively. But in

addition to certain obvious morphological sim-

ilarities (such as sexual dimorphism of eye color),

they share a "flap-dash" display unique to them and
to the jabiru stork of South America. In this display a

male, and occasionally a female, runs away from its

mate when both are feeding in a marsh away from

the nest. The bird runs for several yards, taking huge

steps and flapping its outstretched wings as if about

to take off, then runs back to the other bird, stopping

short a few feet away. The saddlebill and black-

necked storks are sohtary nesters and both species

probably mate for life. Neither associates closely with

any species other than its own, and they also share a

feeding behavior featuring a slow walk while probing

the water for food. Since these storks are aUke in so

many important respects, both morphologically and

behaviorally, I recommend that they be combined

into one genus, Ephippiorhvnchus. (The jabiru stork

cannot be included because of other basic differences

from the saddlebill and blacknecked storks.)

Other examples of similar behavioral relationships

are now known, and further illustrate the importance

of field studies of behavior, which, when combined
with our knowledge of the bird's morphology, give us

a much better understanding of how present-day

storks are related and how they evolved.

White storks perform a spectacular up-down display to exchan^

greetings at the nest. The birds arch their necks until their crow

rest on the feathers of their backs. A prolonged series

bill clatterings accompanies this behavii
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by Raymond C. Murray

The great mineral deposits of the

world formed in many ways. Some were

produced from hot-water solutions mov-

ing through underground rocks, others

from masses of molten rock deep within

the earth. Tlie fossil fuels owe their exis-

tence to accumulations of ancient life.

Salt, which has a greater impact on our

lives than perhaps any other single min-

eral resource, was produced directly

from seawater.

Man's dependence on salt has in-

fluenced his migrations and conquests

since prehistoric times.

In the United States, we use in ex-

cess of 85 million tons of salt ea(-h year

to satisfy our physiological needs and to

supply a vast chemical industry.

Salt, or Sfwlium chloride, exists dis-

solved in the seas, which cover three-

fourths of the globe, as well as in the

form of the mineral halite within sedi-

mentary rocks. Minor amounts are dis-

solved in groundwater deep beneath the

surface of the earth, within sediments

beneath the oceans, and in salt lakes

such as the Dead Sea and Great Salt

Lake. Oceanic water generally contains

about .3 percent sodium chloride. If all

the dissolved salt were removed from

46

the sea, it would produce a mountain

with a volume of about 4'/2 million cu-

bic miles. Such a mountain would be

half again as large as all of North Amer-

ica standing above sea level.

The salt in the sea dates back to the

very beginning of the oceans. Water

was derived originally from volcanic

gases, and this source has continuallv

added new water to the earth since the

beginning of the planet. Volcanoes emit

many gases, the most abundant being

water vapor. Condensation of this vapor

supplies the liquid water to the seas.

Much of the chlorine found in the sea

also came from volcanic gas, while the

sodium was derived from the weath-

ering of rocks on the land. Weathering

processes liberate sodium from min-

erals, and the sodium is then trans-

ported in solution by rivers to the

ocean. Ancient, salt-containing rocks

are constantly being weadiered. thus re-

turning the salt to the sea from which it

was originally derived.

Seawater contains other dissolved

materials, such as calcium, sulfate, mag-

nesium, potassium, and bicarbonate. In

fact, more than half the elements that

exist on earth can be found in seawater.

These other dissolved solids make up

approximately one-half of one percent

of tlie water in the oceans.

Rock salt, the mineral halite, is pre-

cipitated when seawater is concentrated

by evaporation. Usiglio, a chemist

working in Sete, France, recognized

and studied this process in detail in

1849. He wanted to know how much

evaporation had to take place in seawa

ter to precipitate halite and at what

stage in the evaporation process gypsum

(hvdrated cak'ium sulfate) and the mag
nesium and potassium minerals would

precipitate.

Usiglio found that gypsum precipi

tated from the water after it had beer

evaporated to approximately one-thirr

of its original volume. With continuec

evaporation to one-tenth of the origina

volume, halite started precipitating

Continued evaporation to less thar

1/20 of the original volume causec

magnesium and potassium minerals t(

form. Later investigators have describee

the complex minerals and the change

in minerals that take place in concen

trated brines.

Gypsum begins to precipitate whei

seawater has evaporated to about one
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A modern solar saltworks on

Bonaire in tlii' Nellierlands

Antilles is a mosaic of shallow

ponds covering 5.000 acres.

Seawater comes in on the far

shore, and goes throngli ten

condenser ponds (the light

green and hrown ponds at

center and right). Then it is

|)uniped into the crystallizing

ponds (si|iiar<'. pinki>h pond>

at lower left). Pnmp> return

the remaining hrine to the sea

(lower left), i'lic s<|nare

section in the fifth hrown

pond from the hottom is a

flamingo hreeding area: the

dark square at the lower right

corner of liie island is a .'iOO-

vear-old solar salt jdant. In the

upper left photograph, hrine

i'> pumped into a pon<l: at

lower right, the >all is

harv<'s|ed. I^)lii >tuall pictures

arc from Long !>land in

the Hahama>.



third of its original volume and contin-

ues to be deposited as halite begins to

precipitate at one-tenth of seawater's

original volume. Similarly, halite and

some gypsum continue to precipitate at

higher concentrations when magnesium

salts start forming. This means that dur-

ing evaporation and concentration of

seawater beyond one-tenth of its origi-

nal volume, more than one mineral is

always forming. Yet geologists have

long observed the existence of thick

beds of relatively pure rock salt that

must have been formed by evaporation

of ancient seas. This contradicts the

chemical data in two ways:

1. The ancient salt deposits are too

thick to have been deposited from the

evaporation of a sea of any imaginable

depth. For example, the total evapora-

tion of a sea 1,000 feet deep would pro-

duce less than 14 feet of sah. Yet beds

of salt hundreds of feet thick are com-

mon.

2. These ancient thick beds of salt

are too pure, in that they do not contain

an abundance of other minerals. Evapo-

ration of seawater should also produce

other minerals, such as gypsum and the

magnesium and potassium salts.

There is only one special set of con-

ditions that will resolve this apparent

contradiction. It was first suggested in

1947 by R. H. King, a geologist work-

ing with the vast 250-million -year-old

salt deposits in west Texas and New
Mexico. King reasoned that if a body of

seawater could be concentrated by evap-

oration to slightly more than one-tenth

of its original volume and maintained at

that concentration, then halite with mi-

nor amounts of gypsum would be pre-

cipitated. Because the concentration

would be maintained, the brine would

never reach the point of precipitating

the magnesium and potassium salts.

lliis can be accomplished by contin-

ually .supplying new seawater to the

body of water being evaporated, while

at the same time withdrawing brine

from that body so that the concentra-

tion remains the same. A part of the sea

must be almost isolated from the main

body of the ocean so that evaporation

and concentration can proceed; new

seawater must be able to enter in lim-

ited amounts to replace the water lost

by evaporation. The new seawater can

enter through a small surface con-

nection or through underground seawa-

ter springs. It is difficult to appreciate

the delicate balance between isolation

and limited availability of new seawater

and, geologically, it must be very rare.

For example, the Red Sea and its two

smaller gulfs, Aqaba and Suez, are con-

nected to the Indian Ocean by rela-

tively small channels. Despite the high

rate of evaporation in the area today,

however, these bodies of water are not

sufficiently isolated from the Indian

Ocean to raise significantly the salinity

of the water within the Red Sea and its

gulfs. Exchange of water is simplv too

easy between the Red Sea and the In-

dian Ocean.

The second requirement needed to

maintain a body of water at a concen-

tration just above that needed to precip-

itate halite is that heavy brine must be

withdrawn continually. When a pan of

seawater is evaporated in the laboratory

and new seawater is added continually

to replace that lost by evaporation, the

concentration will continue to rise, and

magnesium and potassium salts will
^

soon precipitate. If, however, there is a

small hole in the bottom of the pan that

allows just enough concentrated brine

to leave while new seawater is being

added, then the concentration of the

brine in the pan will stay the same.

Two ways by which the brine can be

removed in nature have been suggested.

Both are called reflux. In the first, the

surface channel that connects the iso-

lated sea permits new, lighter seawater

to float into the evaporating area while

the denser, concentrated brine from the

evaporating sea flows out underneath

and back to the sea.

This block diagram, with both a top

view and cross section, shows a

hypothetical salt bed being formed.

The critical requirement is

restricted ingress for sea water

and balanced egress for the brine

over long periods of time.

In a man-made saltw

seawater flows thr<

a series of shallow p(

Different mineral

precipitated in diff<

places. The concentra

of the brine as it 1<

each pond are indi<

here as fractions o

original volume of sea w
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In the sfcond case, the brine, which

is denser than the water within the sedi-

ments and nx-ks on the bottom of the

sea. sinks down into the underlying

rfK-ks and sediments, displacing the

original lighter water. We have all ob-

ser\'ed such a pnxess when a glass of

r-nished ice (porous sediment) is par-

tially filled with a light fluid such as al-

cohol. When a denser fluid, such as wa-

ter, is addeil to the glass, it will tend to

sink down in tongues, displacing the

ligliliT fluifl upward. This process con-

tinues until ihe lighter fluid is on the

to[( or until the fluids are mixed so that

no contrast in density exists.

This process of constantly replacing

the water lost bv evaporation with fn^sh

seawater accounts for the thii-k de[x»sits

of salt found in nature. These deposits

are far thicker than those that would be

produced bv simple evaporation of a

single bixlv of water. The actual amount

of seawater evaporated represents

many, many times the volume of the

original Ixulv of water.

No natural bixlv of water on earth to-

day achieves the delicate balance of re-

striction with a limiti'd su|)plv ol new

si'awaler and loss of brine bv reflux that

would [H-rinit the accumulation of rela-

tively pure salt. The thick, pure Ixvls of

rock isalt in the geologic record, how-

ever, tell us that it has happened many

limes in the geologic past. Muih of the

salt produced today is mined from Ix-ds

that formed in the geologic past. Sui'h

beds are being actively ex|)loiled in the

I niled Slates in such diverse areas as

Michigan. New York. Ohio. New Mex-

ico. Kansas. Texas. Louisiana, and sev-

eral other l<x-alions. Tliroiighoul the

rest of the world, ancient salt is min<-d

in major amounts in South .\nierica.

F-uro[x'. Africa. Asia, and Aastralia.

Despite vast ri-serves of ancient salt,

approximately M) percent of our salt to-

day comes from man-made solar

-allworks. and it apjx-ars that this pro-

(Mirlion is inerea.sing at su<'h a rate that

it will Mxm become the niajc»r source. In

earliest limes, man learned that if he

1/20
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built a dike around a small, shallow part

of the s<'a in an arid climate, the water

wiiuld evaporate and a laver of salt

woulil form. The salt accumulated on

the bottom of the isolated pimd and was

then available for hanesting and use. It

is still done that uav today.

A spectacular example is the

saltworks on Bonaire in the Nether-

lands Antilles. Beginning in the sev-

cnlei'nlh ccnlurv. the early settlers on

this (iaribliean island built dikes of

sloni' and sand that isolated a series of

|H)nds on the low-tlving flats adjacent to

the sea. Ni'w seawater was permitted to

flow into the ponds to replace water lost

by evaporation. The brine in the ponds,

however, did not become sufficiently

concentrated to precipitate salt. Some-

how. eva|x>ration was taking place and

new seawater was being added, but the

brine never reached a concentration be-

v<md that neederl to precipitate gvpsum.

The |)roblem again was reflux, althougli

these early sallniakers prolxibK diil not

know the wiird. Some places Ix'neath

the walled-olT salt ponds were highly

[XTnicable. I bat is. ibev permitted tlie

slightly concenlrate<l, slightly heavier

brine to escajx- down into the under-

bing r<x-ks. As s<K>n as the brine in the

|)ans built up to a concentratitm a|>-

proximalelv four limes that of the origi-

nal seawaler, Ihe brine tended to sink

down: thus the water never achieved

the coni'eni ration nece.s.sar\ lo produce

salt. In addition, ihi-si- permeable an-as

acted as -prings thai poured loo mui-h

Iresli seawaliT into the [Mils, ihi-rebv

helping to dilute the water being ron-

1 cnlraled b\ eva|Miration.

llie early would-be s;iltmakers recog-

iii/.ed the problem probably Ix-cauM-

lliev obserxed the seepage of fresh

-cawaler from springs in the Ixillom of

llw piins. The solution was simple. 'Iliev

liuill small walls of rock and s;ind

.iroiind each of (In- spring- lo isolale the

|M-rmeablc .ire.is, ihus re-lricliiig the in-

flow of loo much fresh s<Mwaler and the

Milllow of loo much brine. \> a result,

-.ill olarted to form. B\ allowing jusi

enough seawaler lo enliT and b\ plug-

ging enough of the places where con-

I cnlraled brim- could esca|x' li> ri-liiix,

lliev acliieM-d the delicate babnce ihal

ii.iliire achieved in maiiv Hitcienl rix'k

-.ill de|Mi-i|ls. 'Ilie r.ile of e\a|Miralion

»,i< riialched mIiIi the introduction of

Ills! the right anioiiill of new wawaler.

iLilanced by just the right aniounl of

liiMW brine n-moxal b\ reflux; waler in

5«



the pans established and maintained a

concentration slightlv greater than that

needed to precipitate salt. Thus salt.

with a minimum of impurities such as

gvpsum and with no magnesium or po-

tassium salts, was produced. The need

for salt on an island surrounded bv

saltwater was met and fish could be pre-

served for later eating.

Present-day solar saltmakers use

much the same system, but engineer

their operation to eliminate some of the

difficulties imposed bv nature while still

taking advantage of nature. The first re-

quirement is a climate where net evapo-

ration exceeds net precipitation. The

greater the excess evaporation, the

more productive the operation; that is.

more salt will be produced. The second

requirement is a low-lying coastal area,

where salt ponds with an available sup-

ply of fresh seawater can be built. Solar

saltworks have been built along the

western coast of the United States, the

Caribbean, the western and eastern

coast of South America, the east and

west coasts of the southern part of Af-

rica, the shores of the Mediterranean,

and the southern coasts of Asia and

Australia.

Once the dikes are built and many

ponds with connecting channels are

formed, fresh seawater is either pumped

or allowed to flow into the first lake.

When the seawater becomes slightlv

concentrated by solar evaporation, it is

permitted to flow on to the next shallow

pond. In this wav much of the gypsum

is precipitated in shallow lakes, called

condensers, before the brine becomes

concentrated to approximated one-

tenth of its original volume. When the

brine reaches the concentration neces-

sary to precipitate halite, it is allowed to

flow into ponds called crystallizers. In

the crystallizers, halite, with minor

amounts of gypsum, is precipitated and

settles to the bottom. The brine is then

led off to other lakes before it becomes

sufficiently concentrated for the magne-

sium and potassium salts to form.

In such an operation, the sediment

and rock underlying the lakes must be

nearly impermeable. If th(;y are not,

then brine will be lost by reflux and die

energy of the sun used to evaporate the

brine up to that point wiU have been

wa.sted, making the operation verv in-

efficient. Because no reflux is per-

mitted, the highly concentrated brine

must be removed bv surface channels

into nearby ponds and ultimately back

5^

to the sea. When a solar salt operation

is running, the concentrafion of the

brine gradually increases as the water

Hows from its entrv point, tluough the

evaporating pools, to the point where

the final brine is discarded. In each

pool the concentration remains con-

slant.

In many natural deposits of ancient

salts the rate of evaporation must have

been very high, the source of fresh

seawater verv Umited, and the rate of

reflux verv low. Under these conditions

the magnesium and potassium minerals

precipitated.

Both these minerals are produced to-

day by ininers working underground

mines and bv solution mining, in which

dissolved minerals flow to the surface in

pipes. Much of the potassium used in

fertilizer comes from these sources. In

solar saltworks, where reflux is kept at

a minimum and addition of fresh seawa-

ter is restricted by gates and valves,

only the evaporation rate at a given

point determines whether the final

brine will be used or returned to the

sea. If the evaporation rate is high, it

may be economicaUv possible to precip-

itate the magnesium and potassium

minerals in ponds separate from those

that produce halite and supplv them to

the mineral market.

In all solar saltworks, the salt is har-

vested bv stopping the operation and re-

moving the accumulated sah with plows

and bulldozers. The product will con-

tain some gypsum and some ht[uid

brine between the salt grains. This hq-

uid brine must be removed, because if it

is allowed to evaporate, then some mag-

nesium and potassium compounds will

be precipitated within the salt during

storage. Removal of the liquid brine is

normally accomplished by allowing the

sah to drain while standing in a pile, or

the salt mav be passed through a centri-

fuge to remove the brine. Washing with

fresh water or simplv allowing a few

days of rain to fall on the [)ile of har-

Salt arches from a .sliii<^er

at the end of a conveyor

beh to a stockpile. The
salt is produced in

evaporation ponds near

Utah's Great Salt Lake.

vested salt will remove most of the im-

purities. A final product with le.ss than

0.002.') percent magnesium is not un-

common, with the only significant im-

puritv being approximately 0.2 to 0.4

percent gypsum. Such a product is

ready for delivery to oui' table salt-

shakers.

Thus, both man and nature make
huge amounts of relatively pure salt us-

ing the energy of the sun. In both cases

the requirements are the same—a high

evaporation rate, isolation from the

main bodv of the sea, a constant source

of fresh seawater in limited amounts,

and the proper amount of loss of con-

centrated brine to maintain a near con-

stant concentration of the salt-|)recipi-

tating brine.

The production of salt is one of the

few instances where man has been able

to compete effectively with nature in

forming mineral deposits. To under-

stand ancient rocks and how thev were



formed, peolf^ists normallv use the

principle, first slated bv James Hutlon

in 1795. of "uniformitarianism." some-

times <riven as "the presi'nt is the kev to

the past." To do this, ihev studv proc-

esses that are making sediments and

riM-ks IfMlav and assume, usually cor-

reillv. that the same pnK-esses created

the ancient r<Mks. For example, modern

volcanoes are studied so that we will be

able to understand ancient volcanic

rocks; rivers are studied so that we will

be able to reeopnize aniient sandstones

that were deposited in them. In manv

ways, modern, man-made solar

saltworks use the principle in reverse.

We have learned from ancient salt de-

[M)sits how to de|)osit salt. I'nder-

slandin<; of ancient salt has been en-

hanced, however, bv observing the

workings of modern solar salt oper-

ations combined with chi-niiial studies

of seawater.

Man's usf of salt and salt de|)osils

will expand as we learn more, and as

the technology develop for using the

information. For example, in the pro-

duction of fresh drinking water bv de-

salinization of seawater. the operation is

designed to produce and colleil the re-

moved fresh water instead of the salt. A
natural bv-pr<Kfuct of desalini/xilion is

salt. Il has been estimated that a .50-

miliion-galion-per-dav desalinization

plant could produce 10 percent of our

annual re([uiremenls for rock salt, in

addition to .30 percent of our magne-

sium and 1.8 percent of our |)ota.ssium

ne<-ds. When, in the future, this sourci'

will liecome significant will de|)<'nd on

the economics of the whole salt prinluc-

tion and mining industry. I ntil that

time, the concentrated brine that re-

sult* from desalini/iition will present

tremendous disposal problems.

When salt is removed from mines de-

veloped in ani-ienl salt beds, the mines

themselves present possibilities for use.

Rock salt has several significant proper-

lies. In the natural rock, it is virtually

impermi-able. allowing the pas.sage of

almost no water. Thus salt mines are al-

most always drv. This makes aban-

doned mines ideal for the storage of

documents or as containers for gases

under high |)ressure. such as liquid pe-

troleum gas. In addition, natural rock

.salt has a relatively high thermal con-

ductivity. (M-rmitling heat to be dis-

sipated more rapidly than in most other

rix-ks. For this rea.son. abandoned salt

mines have ln-en suggested and tested

as places to store high-level radioactive

wastes. The potential usi-s of abandoned

salt mines in all types of environmental

planning ha\e only ri'ientlv begun to

Ix' explored.

W ithout salt, both ancient and that

|)roduced bv man. we would face manv
problems in industry and health, and

we would miss the promise of opportu-

nities for the future.

*Si^

^.'^ ^,
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The Satellites of Saturn At least five of Saturn's ten

moons are visible in small telescopes (those with an objec-

tive of three or four inches): the largest. Titan, is as big as

the planet Mercury and should just be visible as an eighth-

magnitude star in large binoculars. This is the best time this

year to observe Saturn and its mbons as it comes vnthin 750

million miles of the earth. Moving through the constellation

Taurus. Saturn will reach magnitude -0.2 at opposition on

November 25.

In order of brightness after Titan are the smaller moons

Rhea. Tethvs. Dione. and lapetus. Tlie others are too faint

for moderate, instruments. One of them. Janus, moves so

close to the rings that it was not discovered until 1966.

The five brighter moons present challenges all their own.

The best known question is, why is lapetus five times

brighter when it is going away from us than when it is com-

ing toward us? Only Titan shows a disk at all, so studies of

the moons are confined to analyses of the hght thev reflect.

That does not sound like much, but a recent paper in the As-

trophvsical Journal bv three MIT researchers shows how

much can be done with so little incoming information.

The spectra thev obtained at ultraviolet, visible, and in-

frared wavelengths are tpite different from spectra of the

moon. Mars, or the four bright moons of Jupiter. More sur-

prisingly, they are quite different from spectra of what might

be called the eleM'uth satellite of Saturn, the rings them-

selves. The spectrum of Titan is again different from the

other four, but there are similarities between it and the

spectra of the colored belts on the bodies of Saturn and Jupi-

ter, suggesting that whatever causes the color in the plan-

etary bands is present on Titan as well.

Three of the five satellites are 10 percent brighter when

thev are coming around from behind Saturn toward the

earth than when thev are receding. Titan shows no changes,

lapetus reverses the trend of the first three by becoming five

times brighter when receding. It also, becomes considerably

less red.

The light curve proves that lapetus is locked into synchro-

nous rotation around its planet as our moon is around the

earth; it always shows the same face to an observer on the

planet. The face we see when lapetus is approaching us, al-

ways the same, is the leading edge. Its relative darkness

could be accounted for, the MIT investigators feel, by mete-

orite bombardment of a frost cover: darker, redder surface

material would be uncovered. The traihng edge we see when

lapetus is receding would not be as subject to meteorite falls,

and thus the surface frost would be relatively undisturbed.

(For the same reason, we on earth see more meteors after

midnight than we do earlier, .\fter midnight, our position on

earth is on the side facing the direction in which the earth is

moving; meteors moving in anv direction are swept up. Be-

fore midnight, onlv meteors that are going in the right direc-

Saturn and five of her moons in a photo taken December 21, 1966. From left: Tethys, Dione, Saturn, Enceladus, Rhea, and Titan.
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ion and arc last i-nough to catch the earth can Ik* seen.)

Hut [{hea. [)ionc. and 'I'l'thvs also show thi- |)rcsen<c of

in their spectra and vet exhihil onlv a vi'r\ small change

n hrifihtness from one side of their orhit to the other. Per-

ps the ice is thicker, atid the meteorites do not reach the

in(lerlvinp surface. Titan is a separate ca.sp; it apfjears to

lave an atmosphere, with methane a major constituent.

lius most meteors sirikinf; Titan would not reach the sur-

aee. Hut most of the ([uestions are vet to [x- answered.

liVal to the Crab The Crah Nebula in I'.iunis is justly

imed for its central role in tin- development of astrophvsics

«'e "Di.s.seclinfi the Crab." ()<tol)er. 1970). But it is not the

nl\ object in the skv that combines a nebula, the remains

f a supernova explosion, an extended X-rav source, and a

•ulsar.

Far down in the southern skv, centered on the cori-

teljalicms Vela anil F'uppis, lies a nebula that extends over a

i-markablv iar^e fxirtion of the sky. Named for its .'\ustra-

an iliscoverer. the (Jum Nebula covers an area of as mui'h

s M) bv U) dcfirees (Is'j def:ri-es is the distani-e from the

mini overhead halfwav to the hori»in). It is a radio and X-

iiv source, apparentiv a litifierinj; effect of a supernova ex-

losion that occurred about ll.()(K) vears n^u. A pul.sar left

iv the explosion has one of the shortest known |M-ri(«ls (the

!rali pulsar has the shortest), indicating; it is ainon^ the

ouiifiesl.

Mist iif all. It i-- no more than a <|uar1er as distant as the

irab Nebida. The c enti-r of the nebula lies no more than

l..">(HI li|ilil-\ears awav. Its nlfir mav Im- as clo«e a- J(H)

inhtvears. The leiiter of ihe ( Irali Nebula is some ().(IIX) or

nore lighl-vears distant.

VI hen the supernova expliHlcd. il> radiation i-xcilcil clouds

f hvdrofsen in inlerslellar s|iace so that th<-\ flowed. Kveii

hou^h the explosion to<ik place II.IUK) vears afio. ihe

louds are still (ilowinj;. and two ver\ hoi stars near the cen-

IT blip keep them <hinin^.

A sphere of excited, glowing gas around a hoi star is

ulled a Stromgri'ii sphere, for the man who ii<'s<'ril>ed the

iheiiiiinenon. Four siienlist-. ,it the (Hidd.ird Space Flight

'.eiilci. writing in the Islni/ihwKdl Jniiniii}. pri>|M>sc ih.il

hi- (>uin Nebula lie cnnsidered a "lossil .Stromgren sphere."

IS the gas was excited li\ something that no longer exislit.

John C. Hrandl. Thi'odore P. .Stecher. l>avid 1.. Craw lord,

and Stephen P. Maran also suggest that becau.se the su|mt-

nova was so close, relativelv sjx-aking. from ihe eartn it must

have appeared as bright as a (juarter moon, and there could

be human records of it. Iliev note thai the su|>erno\a of

10.>i. which priHluced the Crab Nebula, was recorded bv

American Indians, as well as bv Chinese and Ja|>anese as-

tronomers. Tliev also [xiint out that the 1 l.(M)()-vear agi* as-

cribed to the Cum supernova is onlv an estimate; its true age

could be considerablv less. Anv record would almost cer-

lainlv be found in the Southern Hemisphere: the Vela-Pu[>-

pis area of the skv is not visible from most ol the northern

half of the earth.

Are there anv other fossil Stromgren spheres in the skv?

Bart J. Bok of .Arizona's Steward ()bser\alor\. re[>orting on

a Cum Nebula svm|iosium in Sky it Trirsropr. menlions

two candidales in the northern skv. one near a su|>ernova

remnant in Cvgniis. tin- nlhcr on ibc IiiiiiikI.oa ci( ( Lissiopcia

and Cepheus.

A New Kind of Pulsar \ra\ astronomeix. working with »\f

>cr\.ilic>M~ iM.HJi' liorii .1 satellite, have found a star thai a|>-

|M-ars to have colla|iscil into a neutron star or black hole

without having gone ihrough a supiTnova explosion.

The star is Cvgnus X-1. a well-known X-rav star. A group

,il American Science and Kngineering. Inc.. hiis now found

that the X-ravs are |iulseil in a jH'rioil almost ,is short as the

(irab Nebula pulsar. The r.ipid changes in X-ra\ emissions

mean ihe star musi Ik- a ia|>idK rotating cii|laps<-il ob|ect.

Bui it emits no deleclabic r.idialion .it radio w.ivelengtii-. a-

do .dl sii[H-rno\a remnant-, \lleinpls to detect radio -ignal.-

have Ix-en able III deterinine onlv that anv radio emissions

mast In- I.(NM) III lO.IKH) times weaker llian lhos<- from the

Crnb. Ilie lack of r.idio emissions makes Cvgnu- X-1 unii]ue

among pulsjirx.

The seven-man resi'arch leain siiv* m \strofih\\uiil Jour

mil (l.ellers) that then lindings leave ihem with the i|uestion

III whelher i Ilapsi-d star can lie formed without a su|n-r-

nova explosion or whether unusual circumstances can avoid

production of the iisii.il tremendous radio output following

xiirli an exploHiiin. In the meantime ihi'V have come up with

the lirsi sirictiv \ra\ iNiLsjir.

John P WII.KV Jll
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celestial Events

The moon is in the evening sky in late October, with new moon on

the 19th and first-quarter on the 27th. In early November, full moon is

on the 2nd, and the moon then moves into the morning sky. Last-quar-

ter occurs on November 9 and new moon on November 17.

All five of the visible planets are in the evening sky in late October

and early November, but not all are easily seen. Mars continues to be

the most prominent, very bright in the south at dusk, among the stars

of Aquarius, and setting at about midnight. Venus and Jupiter are both

low in the southwest in evening twilight, visible for about an hour be-

fore setting. Venus is the brighter of the two, to the west (right) until

the 11th, thereafter to the east (left). Saturn rises in the early evening

among the stars of Taurus and is visible until dawn. Mercury is a rather

poor evening star, as it approaches eastern elongation in November.

October 20: The very slim crescent moon, only thirty-six hours old, is

in conjunction with Venus. If you haven't yet found the planet in the

evening sky, look just above the moon this evening. The other bright

planet, well to the left and above the moon, is Jupiter.

October 21: Maximum of the Orionid meteor shower occurs today,

with no moonlight to interfere with after-midnight observations. The

usually fast, bright meteors of this shower are observed at a rate of

about 25 per hour at maximum, less than half that rate a day before or

after maximum.
.

October 22: Tonight's crescent moon, three and a half days old, is

much easier to find, in the southwest at dusk. The bright planet,

directly above the moon is Jupiter. Well to the right, brighter, and be-

low Jupiter is Venus. And quite close to the crescent moon, just barely

below it, is Antares, the brightest star in Scorpius. The moon occults

Antares this evening in skies over South America.

October 29: The bright red planet Mars is found easily tonight by

looking just below the moon, only hours past first-quarter, in the early

evening sky.

October 30: Jupiter and Antares are finally in coniunttion, the first

time this year. The planet has been quite close to Antares, approaching

the bright red star in early spring, backing off as the planet went

through its retrograde motion in spring and early summer, approach-

ing Antares again in late summer and fall.

November 4: Saturn is close to the gibbous moon this evening, rising

to the right of the moon early at night, setting below it after dawn to-

morrow morning.

November 5: The bright gibbous moon will make it difficult to see

meteors from the weak and faint Taurid shower, at maximum today.

November 11: Venus, still very low in the southwestern sky during

early evening, passes Antares in Scorpius. Antares is below and to the

right of Venus; Jupiter is just to the left of Venus.

November 14: With the aid of binoculars, you may be able to see an

, interesting arrangement of planets this evening. About 30 or 40 min-

utes past sunset, look into the west, just to the left of where the sun

went down, and along or slightly above the horizon. Mercury, Venus,

and Jupiter are all there, quite close together. Venus is brightest; Jupi-

ter is second brightest and just above Venus. Mercury is much dimmer,

about six lunar diameters below and to the right of Jupiter.

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match the

stars in the lower halt of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for

10:20 PM. on October 15; 9:20 piv. on October 31; and 8:20 vm. on November 15; but it

can be used for about an hour before and aftd^- those times.
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The Life and Times of SHAC

c*

The stray dog in an urban world
lives by the same principles

of food chains, territories, and
predator-prey relationships as

animals in the wild

by Alan M. Beck

It was still dark enough to see stars

when I arrived at the Amalgamated

Clotliing Workers of America (ACWA)
building near downtown Bahimore. 1

saw and heard nothing. I left the car,

walked around the building, returned,

checked the air temperature, and re-

ported my findings into a tape recorder

I always kept with me:

2 September 1970, 64° F., clear

and slightly windy, 4:20 A.M. No

signs, garbage behind homesite from

previous day now gone—probably col-

lected. I will now wait for Shag, who I

suspect is still in the shrubbery, left

side ofACWA. Eutaiv and McMechen.

Studying the stray dogs of Baltimore

is my thesis project for a doctorate in

ecology, and for the next few weeks I

would be concentrating on Shag, a

large, white, shaggy-haired male with

black markings. I chose him from the

study population because he was a truly

ownerless stray. Ordinarily, owned and

ownerless strays are indistinguishable,

except at moments of owner-dog inter-

action, and both types serve as the feral

dogs of the city environment.

Lately, Shag had lx;en spending his

nights in the shrubbery, although ear-

lier in the summer, he had found shelter

in a house hallway. He would push the

front door open to gain access and wait

for someone leaving to help him get

back to the streets, but his habit of

"marking" the inside hall had led to his

ouster bv the building's residents. Dur-

ing the past two years, I discovered

other stray dog den sites—in vacant

buildings and garages, under porches

and cars, and in garbage dumps. All

provide protection against weather and

people.

4:50 .A.M. Barking now becoming

apparent. The area is coming alive,

but still no sign of Shag.

Waiting is a very real part of wildlife

study. I welcome it, however, as it gives

me time to plan future approaches and

reflect on aspects just completed. I

spent the first part of the summer of

1970 sampling the dog populations of

selected areas around the city, mainly

by photographing each stray dog and

plotting the sighting on maps. One ad-

vantage of working in the urban ecosys-

tem is the ability to locate the subject

with remarkable precision by using

street crossings and house numbers.

Another advantage of studying feral

dogs is that their mixed heritage leads

to wide variations in morphology and

behavior, which enabled me to recog-

nize individuals. 1 seldom encountered

the monotony of pedigree breeds. As

part of my studies, I photographed ev-

ery stray dog I saw while traveling

through a neighborhood. A dog photo-

graphed more than once is, in the terms

of wildhfe study, a recapture. There-

fore, just as a wild bird population can

be calculated from the number of

banded birds recaptured, 1 was able to

compute the city's stray dog popularion

from the number of dogs rephoto-

graphed. Photographic recapture and

other methods revealed a total popu-

lation of 100,000 dogs, Doth owned and

ownerless, in Baltimore, which is an in-

li
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Three feral pups, of a litter of

four born beneath the porch

of an abandoned house,

venture into an alley. They
quickly learned to scavenge

food around garbage cans. But
like other wild creatures, these

young suffered a high

mortality. Within a month,
two of the pups were killed by

cars, and a third was stoned to

death by children.

crease of 25,000 animals over the citv's

dog population as estimated ten years

ago by Dr. Kenneth Crawford, the state

veterinarian.

Cities throughout the world are en-

countering such dog population ex-

plosions, including the half-million dogs

each in New York, Mexico City, and

Buenos Aires. In many cities, dogs ap-

pear to be increasing more rapidlv than

humans. Such populations have many

ecological implications for a citv. A
study by New York's Environmental

Protection Administration noted that

the owners of dogs permit them to leave

from 5,000 to 20,000 tons of ex-

crement and from 600,000 to over a

million gallons of urine on the streets

each vear. Even if Baltimore has onlv

one-fifth of those estimates, what does it

mean for this or any city? While mv
original objective was to establish the

life history of the feral urban dog, I had

to include such implications, for they

are part of the ecology of the animal.

Ever growing fecal depositions are a

potential health hazard as well as an in-

sult to the senses. There is the possi-

bility of visceral larva migrans (VLM),

a syndrome caused in humans when the

eggs of Toxocara canis (dog worms) are

ingested, usually by children playing in

or eating infected dirt, often from un-

der street trees where dogs mav have

defecated days earlier. Severe cases of

VLM, characterized by enlargement of

the liver and spleen, convulsions, and

blindness, are very rare. One symptom,

which often goes undetected, is a

marked increase in the number of eo-

sinophil cells in the blood. Milder svmp-

toms, such as coughing and fever, are

so like other ihildhood diseases that

VLM goes undiagnosed most of the

time. Although there have been six

child blindness cases reported at Balti-

more's Johns Hopkins Hospital in the

past ten years, there has been no record

of VLM frequency in its less debilitat-

ing form.

H^og feces is a major factor in thi

breeding of houseflies, which then pos

sibly transmit such bacteria as Salmon

ella from dogs to man. In addition, ra

6o



-adiralion oHiriuls ami n->icli'nls ni ni\

ii(l\ ari-a have observed rals leedinp

\ iliii; (eees and. indeed, rals are miisl

imrimn in alleys with hifjli fecal resi-

les, (iarliap-. IrDm eans kiUH'ked i)ver

t lUtfis. and i\>tfi leres are |)ri>l)aldv im-

irlanl comixinenls of the rat food

lain.

'It '}:22 (I tollif holl\ Dill III III! Kjivn

>i)ruiiY. whirh is then closed. Olhrr

')f!s iirv iiinv apparent, hut still no

^n III Sim/:.

Tills kind of pel rejea,**', before anil

ler llie usual work dav. is one reason

In ilof; arlivil\ is ^'riMlesI in ihe morn-

ifT- .iiid evenings, Ownerless siravs are

l.so .iilive diiriiif; llie-*e jieriods. jKissi-

Iv lieraiis«' lUrfi* ari' };ref;arioii> ani-

als. initialing' imc li other* aiiivit\. or

r.iii»e .ill licit;- .i\oid ,irli\il\ ilurini;

le he.it of the d.u

.

f):tMI I \l Till- sk\ IS lifilil hliii- mill

'iiiri h hrlls an- nnfinifi. Shti/i anil a

nil- iliihiTman. .'>hafi's ronstant com-

iiiiiin. a/ipriir in ihr rrar rirw mirror.

Iirrr in till- lirll iliil thry lomr from?

W.iiliiif; was over, .ind I lell the rar

to follow at a distance with tape

renirder and camera. Becaase feral ur-

ban dops are accustomed to the pres-

ence of man. their normal activities

mav be studied more easily than thos«'

of most wilil animals. II the dops pave

any indication that I was alterinp their

iM'havior by following them, I turned

.iwav or "tied" inv sh<H-lace, which was

all that was necessary for them to lose

interest in me. .Anyone ol>ser\inp iiiv

iM-havior must have assumed that I was

an unem|)loyed photopraphi-r with par-

ticularly obstinate shoelaces.

.Shaf! iind I)obi' headed for their

usual feedinp alley, where they were

joined by several other dops in poinp

from parliape can to parbape can. sniff-

inp and occasionally liftinp ofl l>aps

from till- tci|is. Some of the cans hail al-

ready Im-cii kiKH'ked oyer, it was (>:(W

.iiicl still d.irk enoiiph toolnerye rat ac-

liMty. Dops. cats. ,ind rats all seemed to

ipnore each other, sometimes ealinp

parbape within a fool of eaih oiIht. Hut

my pres«-nie chaseil away the rats, (i.ir-

Iwpi- colleilion was on Mondays and

'niiinidays. ,\s this was Vlednes4lav,

llieri- was ample food. Hut even after

collection on the followinp day. there

wciulcl be enoiiph resiihle left on the

(Jarhu}:*' is a inajnr source ol

food for frral <lo^s. Tlii' hi;;<;«'r

<lo<;s often knock over refuse

cans, anil llieii lioth lar<:e ami

small ilo;:s in a [tack can iiei

food. Rals ami eats henelit.

too. from the litterinp. On
several ni^ht.s. dops. rats, and

feral eats were all seen feeding

on parliap' only a few feet

from each ollnr.
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Shag and his packmate. Dobe,
regularly stopped and waited

patiently in front of a

Baltimore building. A lady

opened the window, whistled,

and threw some food to the

pair, aiming a special tidbit in

Shag's direction. Handouts
from humans are an
important food source for

urban feral dogs.

ground to attract dogs before the street

sweepers removed it, so garbage collec-

tion day was not an environmental ca-

tastrophe. The residue persists to the

evening and undoubtedly feeds the noc-

turnal rats, mice, and roaches. Subtle

changes in canine presence and behav-

ior do occur with food availabilitv, so

dogs can be used as indicators of urban

environmental deterioration and can be

correlated with trash and pest species.

By 6:20 Shag and Dobe returned to

the alley beside the ACWA building,

where, as usual, they found water un-

der the air conditioner unit. They lay

down in the median green, facing east.

It w 59° F. At 6:34 Dobe rose and left.

This was my day lo be with Shag so I

waited, watching him as he slept. Five

minutes later he stood, stretched

looked and sniffed in all directions

then immediately took off in the sami

direction as Dobe had. Tliey were a trui

pack of two.

One-half of the dogs I observed wer

in the company of other dogs (as man'

as 17 in one pack), but few packs an

stable in size and membership. Instea(

the packs form and dissolve over a pe

riod of minutes or hours, giving the inn

pression of a loose social structure

more like that of people in the street

than wolves in the wild.

I followed Shag through several al

leys, and at 6:45 we caught up witl

Dobe, who was feeding at the base of ai

overflowing apartment house dumpster

Children, unable to open its heavy door

had left garbage bags at the base. Th
dogs left to continue their tour of the al

leys and streets. Being large dogs the

could often lift bags of garbage out o

the cans without knocking them over

They would rip open paper and plasti

bags by shaking them or running witl

them in their teeth. I am not sur

whether thev could smell the foot

through the plastic bags or had learnei

what they contained from previous er

counters with open plastic bags.

At 7:00 A.M.. the dogs are baci

on Madison and meet two small pe

dogs that have just emerged from
doorway. Shag attempts a lypicc

nose-anus greeting but is rebuffed b

barks and snaps. No fight. Shag an

Dobe cut across recently cleared field

The new dogs, although considerabl

smaller, had a territorial advantage. Th

interaction between pet and nonpt

stray has many implications for the p
owner concerned about disease and dc

fights.

At 7:10 Shag found a garbage ca

on its side and pulled out wrapping

frequently used for food take-out o

ders. He ate what appeared to be a po

tion of spaghetti with bread.

At 7:13 both dogs left the can, and

surveyed what remained of the "kill

Shag had finished all the spaghet

bread, and sauce, but had left prune

raisins, and tobacco.

After more travel, through alleys ai

a playground, both dogs came to rest <

the median strip a block away from tl

homesite. While on their stomachs th
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itli -lurfil inlcnilv ul a Iniildinf; diap-

lalK arriwH ihc slri-cl. Ki)rliinali'l\,

ic median had Ix-nclirs and I muld

I IcM). Tlicv wtTf ni)l slci-pinp bill

n- wailing fur sottiflhinn lo hapjifn.

Illioiigli I I'liiild 111)1 li^uri' out wlial.

/// 7:'>2 III- (ill hriird ii liiimiiii

hisllr. Till- i{i>f;\ immfiliiilrh run In

If liiiililiilf; llir\ urn- udliUiiif;.

Iirri- II Hiimiiii ilrD/i/H'il fiioil lo llu'lii

iiin II fi-i imil lliiiir miuliiir: lint ilnps

I Dnhr mill I linppril inriil In Shtitl.

rill- was vcl annllii-r Imid •«nin r. (In

lli'lAirwillfl rrMidrnl.H of 111V *\\\i\\

iiM-.. I now iiH'liid)- a i|ucMlioii alxnil

cdiMi; siravs. Alioiil 2() |»t«'<'iiI lia\r

iswirrd aflirinalivrlN. I -tualK U»»\ is

si {iiil mil lor any dof: llial IhkLh il.)

Ill- lirdiii); slop, wliilf nol daily, ytas

somewhat recjular for Shag and Dobe.

After another short walk around the

area, the dogs returned to the homesile

for more water: bv 8: t>'i thev entered

ihe shrubbery, whiih was 3 degrees

ciKiler than the air temperature of 67°

F. They rustled around in the bushes.

olten ehanging positions, but settled

down to sleep by 10:20 A.M.

In 4..'} hours. Shag and DoIm' had

-[M-nt 124 minutes resting and \M
minutes moying about. Kven duriiif;

iheir acliyity period, much lime was

-[tent resting, possibly U'cause IimmI and

water were so readily ayailable. \n-

other sign of the availability oi' focHJ was

the r<'lalivelv small home range for a

carnivore. Bv plotting all sightings and

connecting the outermost points. I

iiidged their home range to Ih' not more

than 0. 1 square mile.

B^iiiiiig their morning s activity. llie\

-|H>nt 29 minutes feeding and 2 niin-

utes in s<Hial contact with other dogs,

which was below average. From mv ob-

servations of Shag and Dolx- on jin--

vious (lavs. I knew thai they would not

li-ave their homesile in tin- shrulis dur-

ing the heal of the dav. so I went home

for somi- liKid and rest. In the evening.

I picked them up again as they maile ,i

-miliar, -liglillv shorter round of then

lernlcirv.

During the summer and early fall I

obs4Tved Shag and Dobe's routine lor

many davs and nighl.s. The morning

jiisl descrilH'd was a typical one for a le-

ral iirkin clog. I had selecli-d Shag for

this inti-nse sillily partly because I coiilil

identify him easily, but also iK-cause-

like the wiiiiian who threw the Jire-

ferrcd tidbits to Shag I had U-come

fond ol him. .'^o when both Shag and

I)oIn' disap|N-ared late in the fall. I was

eonci-rned and curious. .And lln-ir fiile

was importanl lor inv sliiilv. iMMiiiise

ihe causes and rales ol niorlalilv are iin-

porlanl inlornialion for an tiniier-

-tanding of llii- ecology of an animal

|Hi|iulatioii.

Shag could have been killeil by a car.

for he had had nianv clow calls. Often

as an aillo approaihes. dogs appear lo

act siibmissivelv wliim|NTiiig. crouili-

\ narritw [tassagcvvav lie

Ivvn I)(M1><"> ll'll to lln' ill"

feral liilili uiul lirr |)ii|

tin- cilv. slrav dops find

\aiirl\ of dm sitr.s. iiu

cmplv houses ami garaj

hallways and hast-nirnl.''

ahandoni'd cars and

riil>lii-li diiiii|i>.

|yy(<-n

n of a

>s. In

I a

'ludiii<:
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In a poverty area of

Baltimore, a policeman and

spectators wait for a dog

pound truck to arrive and

pick up an injured dog that

had been struck by a car.

About one-fifth of the city's

dog population is killed by

cars each year. Because of

poor garbage storage and

pickup and the number of

abandoned buildings, there

are many more feral dogs in

ghetto areas. The incidence of

dog bite is high. Yet the

residents of these areas tend to

be sympathetic toward the

dogs, feeding and caring for

them; even chasing them off

when the dogcatcher appears.

ing with ears batk. and holding their

ground. Thev do not necessarily jump

back reflexivelv as humans do. This be-

havior, together with their propensity

for chasing fast-moving objects, may be

whv manv dogs are injured by cars. In

a review of veterinary hospital records.

Tom Large, a freelance writer, found

the car to be tlie most common source

of dog injury, and Edward C. Harmon.

Jr.. superintendent of Baltimore's Ani-

mal Shelter, estimates some 17,000

dead dogs are collected from the streets

yearly by his scavenger service. I sus-

pect most are car kills. This high annual

mortality oi about one-fifth of Balti-

more's dogs (a conservative estimate,

since not all dead dogs are found)

means that few feral dogs live to an old

age. Therefore, a younger population is

maintained. Younger animals are more

susceptible than older ones to diseases

such as rabies, distemper, and Toxo-

cara infection.

As he was a stray on the streets.

Shag could have been collected aUve by

the Animal Shelter. Captured dogs are

held for some time so they can be re-

tiieved bv owners or adopted. Even-

tually, does that are not claimed are

huinanelv killed (more than 6.000 dogs

a year are too many for continuous

boarding) and rendered into anima

pnsteins for hog food supplement or lov\

phosphate grease for soap. This recycl

ing is consistent with ecology and a sen

sible and safe solution to the problem

But this was not Shag's fate, because ]

visited the shelter many times and die

not find him.

Man is very much a part of the eco

logy of the stray dog in the city. Borr

beneath the porch of an empty house oi

in the trunk of a junked car, or releasee

as an unwanted pet, the feral dog's lif(

cycle is continually involved with th(

works and actions of man. His food sup

plv comes from the handouts and tin

garbage of man. And most often hii

death, beneath the wheels of a car (as

feared for Shag) or in the vacuun

chamber of the S.P.C.A.. comes at thi

hand of man.

The dog. in turn, is part of the ecol

ogy of urban man. Baltimore city veter

inarian Dr. David R. Berzon handles re

ports of some 7,000 dog bites vearh

(there are probably at least twice tlia

many). Cliildren under 15 years of agi

are the usual victims (60 percent of al



ites) and up to M) ptrietit of the biting

ogs are slraNs that arc never retrieved

)r examination. Fortunately rabies is

ot vet a problem in the area.

M mlv do dogs bite, they also dis-

I'l u irbage. deCecate, chase cytlists.

id bark: all impingements on the ijual-

V of life of the urban dweller. In manv

logs i-om|)ete for. as well as share.

le urban environment with man. But

lese sounes of rontliel are solvable

ith resjxinsible ownershij). leash laws,

•allli lodes for in-hou.se toileting or fe-

d retrieval ("seoop law"), city plan-

mg to include dog areas, and educa-

on to include an understanding of dog

•havior (teaching ihililren how to

.oid being bitten). Some regulation of

ig nundiers will undoubtedly be

•cessar^.

My concentration on the strav dogs

Baltimore has blurred the real advan-

tages of the inlerreialioii^liip of man
and dog in the litv. .\l times of great

social stre.ss. of fear and loneliness, the

well-cared-for d(^ is a source of com-

panionship and pleasure. The dog

owner develops a view of another sp«'-

cies, of a t\-])e of wildlife that is all too

often missing in the urban ecosystem.

This last [joint became evident to me
alx)ut six weeks after I lost track of the

two dogs. Oni- da\ I obser\'e(l Shag

l«'ing walked on a leash by a man. Shag

was still quite shv, but he appeared to

be enjoying his new domestic life. I in-

terviewed the man. who told me he had

taken in lx)tl) Shag and I)oIh\ who was

living with a relative in the suburbs. He
reported that the veterinarian lelt that

although Shag did have worms, he was

generally healthy and at normal weight.

This was further proof of the ample food

su[)plv for Baltimores feral dogs.

Occasionally his [lew master lets

Shag out unatteniled in the mornings,

and I have since ol)scr\t'd him checking

out the garbage cans along some of his

old rounds. But Shags range is muili

smaller now. he rarely eab^ an\ thing.

and he i|uickly returns to his new

homesitc.

Two litv (l(><r<at(lifrs Irv—
unsutfessfully—to la.sso

several stray dogs on a

residential .street in Baltimore.

Each year they capture or

retrieve from peoples homes
more than I 1. ()()() dogs, most

of which are destroyed and

rendered into animal protein

for hog food siip|)l<'ment—a

form of recvcling. Manv strays

can a|»parcnil\ re<-o<;nize

the dogcalclicrs. or >imilar.

trucks and flee when llicir

predator appears.



E.

in theNew Hebrides
In ceremonies thatprovide

the lifebloodfor local art,

the men ofnorth Ambrym rise in rank

beneath the silent gaze ofcarved ancestors

by Kal Muller

'toul swung his ceretnonial club in

a wide are and brought it crashing

down on the head of the small pig. For

the men of Fanla* a remote village in

the New Hebrides, the death blow was

the signal to begin the carving of the

fern trunk for the nimangi ceremony.

Eleven davs earlier, after several days

of drenching rain, Etoul had found the

right size fern tree in the forest near the

village and had marked it with a ma-

chete. Other men from Fanla cut the

tree down, and as they dragged it to the

ceremonial ground, thev chanted a song

associated with the puUing of any heavy

object through the bush. Reaching the

sacred grounds, the men beat tall, hol-

low drums for about a minute. This

drum beating would be repeated as

each phase of the carving was com-

pleted.

The village of Fanla. located several

hours by foot trail from the northern

coast of the island of Ambrym, has no

art galleries. But the age-old forms of

Melanesian art persist here. The cre-

ative potential of the people is in-

extricably linked to their daily lives,

and every man is a potential artist.

In the few parts of the New Heb-

rides, such as Fanla. where the destruc-

tive impact of European culture has

been least fell, the people live in village

clearings in the midst of dense jungle.

The hot, humid climate and heavy rain-

fall produce a lush growth of giant

trees, brilliant foliage, and multicolored
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flowers. But the New Hebridean ar-

chipelago is also a violent region of

frequent typhoons, huge tidal waves,

and severe earthquakes. Rich and ter-

rible, these islands have left a deep

imprint on the people and have imbued

their art with dramatic human content.

Tliroughout Melanesia, art is an in-

tegral part of manv ceremonies that are

fundamental to the culture. In Fanla

the most important ceremonies involve

changes in the rigidly graded so<:ial lev-

els. Much of a man's life consists of a

single-minded progression tlu'ough a

series of complex and energy-demand-

ing social grades. Position is not heredi-

tary. Through his own efforts, each man
must accumulate the wealth (tradi-

tionaUv in the form of pigs) necessarv

to advance from grade to grade. After

his death his importance and position as

an ancestor will depend upon the grade

he was able to attain in his lifetime.

A higher grade also gives a man a

more decisive voice in all communal de-

cisions. Thus, the nimangi. as this

graded organization is called, replaces

chieftainship. Such a social system

creates a gerontocracy, since normally

only the older men have amassed suf-

ficient wealth to reach the higher

grades. The higher-graded men must

give consent for a man lower on the so-

cial ladder to move up.

On Fridav. .luly 24, 1970, .-ight men
in Fanla moved up to the grade o{ saga-

ran, the sixth in a 13-grade system.

About eight months before, two men

had asked Tofor. one of the most pow-

erful men in the north Ambrvm region,

if a nimangi ceremonv could be held

for them. After consultation, Tofor, his

father (the highest-graded man in

Fanla). and the other high-graded men

consented. At the same time thev also

gave permission to six other voung men

who were readv for the sagaran grade

to join in the nimangi.

Tofor received most of the payments

for this nimangi. The eight men shared

the expenses of the ceremonv equallv.

Each gave Tofor at least three pigs, and

together thev contributed some 25

Australian pounds, which Tofor dis-

tributed to higher-graded elders. (Al-

though Australia adopted a new mone-

tary svstem in 1966, in some remott

areas islanders continue to use thf

pound.) The carving of the fern trunk

was Tofor's responsibility, although

Etoul. his brother, marked the general

outlines of the design. Special designs

are carved for each grade ceremonv,

For sagaran, Tofor cut a 3'/2-foot-long

human face, with large circular eves,

into the thickest end of the log. Foul

inches under the chin, he carved a 'IVi

foot lizard. The beating of drums ac

companied the first whonk of the metal

bladed adz into the porous sui^face q

the fern log. which was carved in lea

than lliree hours. 1

After the carved fern trunk was se

upright beneath a tall ceremonial plal
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Fanla men fasten lianas to a fern

trunk, above, in order to drag it

to the ceremonial ground for

carving. At right, white paint

made from powdered coral

limestone is applied to the carved

surface by Tofor.
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form, its surface was sealed with a mix-

ture of volcanic asfies and coconut

milk. Tofor did most of the painting, us-

ing four colors. Black was made from

wood ash; white from coral limestone.

A hardened clay from Pentecost Island

,

to the north of Ambrym was used to

make green. A special fruit imported

from the tiny island of Laaman, south

of Ambrym near Epi, was crushed,

heated, and dried to prepare a deep

brick-red paint. The dramatic effect of

much New Hebridean art is achieved by

painting these bright, contrasting colors

over the fantastic interplay of curved

lines in the carvings.

The day of the nimangi passed in a

series of dances and ritual events.

Techniques of making

elaborate rum dance

masks are zealously

guarded. Above, a man
from Neuha paints the

face of a mask for the

Fanla ceremony. Clad in

banana-leaf robes, rum

dancers, right, make their

way in a slow procession

from the village to the

dance ground. Slit drums,

far right, carved from

breadfruit trees, are used

ceremonially and to

send messages.

ioo*:s7?»=J3sn»
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Vhen the dancing finally ceased, a

irge tusker pig was killed. Each man
ho took the grade t>{ sa^aran that dav

truck the head of the pig and called

ut his new ceremonial name.

M. of the pigs given in

)avmi-nl \)\ tin- safiaran candidates

represented at the ceremonial

round hv bits of lianas that were ex-

hanged at the end of the nimanfri. To-

ur saiil that some of the pigs he re-

eived would be tjiven to his mothers

relatives at nearbv Metamli. He ex-

plained that after a man dies, his spirit

resides in his mothers village. For the

"devil" of that place to allow his spirit

to remain there, a man must, over his

lifetime, give a sufficient number of

pigs to his mother's sidi- of the familv. If

not enough pigs have been given, the

clc\ij will throw the man's spirit into

Marum. one ot the volcanoes in central

Ambrvni.

The accouterments used in rituals

such as the niman^ are asuallv made

for a single ceremonv. .As the polv-

chromv of brilliant earth pigments on

the fern log fades, so do the life and

meaning of the carvings. Great faces of

ancestral fiirures. the silent witnesses to



A Nimangi

forTofor

In 1969. a meleun getla

grade ceremony was h(

for Tofor. one of the m
important men in nort

Ambrym. Older men
helped prepare his

costume for the great

event, which elevated h

to a rank only two grad

below that of his fathf

Tein Mai. Blowing a

conch shell, above, Te
Mai announces the killi

of a pig for the niman
Tusks from pigs killed

earlier ceremonies

encircle his arms. In

April of this year. Tei

Mai died, making Tof<

the highest-graded

man in Fanla.



;iih man's rise in the social hierarrhv.

niisl be brought to lift> anew for each

crcmonv.

Also madi- tor onc-timr usr arr the

laboralp masks worn (during rfrrmo-

lics known as rum danres. Knowlcrigi'

( th<- mask-making Icrhniijufs is

losfl\ guarded and is sold bv ihi- mrn

.vho last spons<ired a rum danre to

bosr who wish to hold such a danre at

hi-ir village. According to Tofors la-

licr. these dances originated manv

ear-- ago in the north Ambrvm village

I Wes. As knowledge of the dances

mil masks passed through one north

Xmbrvm village aftr-r another, changes

n sivie and i-onteni were added. In the

>asl. the dances were as-siniated with

he normal exihange cvcle between vil-

iges. and usualK occurred when there

vas a sur|)his of pigs or other fiKids that

igured importantiv in the dances.

I he irdreipiciicv of ntm dances

lowadavs is blamed im a short;jge of

ligs to pay for the costum<-s. I nlil last

ear. no nun dance had been held in

'ania sine- World War II. Two of the

leti who. at thai lime, had ihi- neces-

in e\|H-rlise to constnicl masks hail

lied. Two others had nearly forgotten

he lechniijues. 'I'ofor and three other

nen Irom Kania <lecided to get help

rom experts living in nearbv villages.

Hn* ciwt them 222 Australian pournls

ind .1 pig WDrth .">() pounds.

It I.ikes sevcr.d days to make the ntm

nask-.. and ihi- wiirk is done s«-cretly

N-hitid a wall of palm branches. Tlie

na-k» are built on a framework of

ilialile brani'hes. to which are attached

hill Hi-clions of librous inner bark from

I |>iiliii tree. Hiis forms the basic shape

if the mask, which is reinforced with

.tri|>s 111 soft woi«l tied to i|s contours,

nner Livers ot banana tree trunk, dried

n the «uii lo make them soft and silkv.

in- ii-ed lor the hair and N-ard. After a

i- iiiihIi'IciI III! the m.isk with a red-

dish paste made from a clavlike mate-

rial, it is set out in the sun to dry and

harden. Palm branch, carved in a saw-

tooth pattern and pinned to the mask

with orange tree thorns, is sometimes

used, and riMister feathers mav b«" at-

tached to the lop. G)lors. similar lo

those used in painting the fern

carvings, are then applied.

Hasi-d on variations in this construc-

tion pattern, the masks can be grouped

into three types: the rum tin. or ordi-

nary mask; the rum knn. or sacred

mask: and the rum latatoro. the highest

mask. The dilVerences bi-tween the

types an- found mainly in the paint pat-

tern and in the arrangement of the saw-

tooth pattern. Two other items es-sential

to the dance, madi- al the same lime as

the masks, are ihe nihliir. or lianana-

ieaf piIm-. and the ui-niti rum. a three-

fool-loiig. rone-shaped basket filleil with

dried Iwiicoiil mil* lh.it is used as a

rattle.

I llic rum dance at I'anla. which wa^

held .iImiiiI two weeks alter Ihe sufiaran

ceremony, the men perlormed to the la-

ileiice of monumental, iiprighl slji

drums. Tlies«- dnims. some more than

ten feel high, are s«'l up in one coriu-r

of the leremonial ground. To make om-

is an arduous task: using an ad/, ihe

Iniiik III a breadlriiit tree is hollowed

through a longitudinal slil. 'I'o provide

varying tones, one lip of ihi- slil is thin-

ner than the other. Ilie most ili.s-

tingiiishing feature of a dnim is a large,

i|u.irleriniNin-sha|ied face, with hugi-

round eye-* carvi-d m high reliel in the

iip|N-r |M>rlion. Kreipienlly. small arms

prolnide from the sidei of lh<- jaw. If

the drum is being made for a high-

irr.ided man. extra leatures mav be

added. Sometimes rows of sawlooth pat-

tern are incised on either side of the

face, along with extra curved lines.

Other faces might be carved on the

front and back of the drum.

The fern carvings, masks, and slit

drums of north .\mbrvm provide some

of the Ix-sl examples of New Hebridean

art. In the lulture of this area, it is as

diflicuit to differentiate between secular

and religious art as it is lo determine

the limits of an individuals natural and

supernatural lite. .\s in all of Melanesia,

life here has been an unbroken progres-

sion: nature, man, ancestors and an-

cestral spirits, sufx-rnatural spirits,

forces of natun-. But this is slowly

changing. As recently as the [irriod just

prior to the Second World Vl ar. a vis-

itor to Ambrvm or other islands such as

Malekiila and F.spirilii Santo cihiIiI still

si|uat in a pmgle hut and watch canni-

bals |)re|>;ire (or a nimiin^i ami carve

an ancestral face in a fern trunk. Kven

then, however, on other, nearbv islands

lived beskirted, pidgin-speaking, hvnui-

singing copra |iroducers. Today, canni-

balism is nonexistent, and fewer than

2(K) villagers in north Ambrvm and

neighlMiring Malekula carry on ihi- tra-

ditional mode of lite that intertwines art

and ci-remonv.

Ilics*- people are just now becoming

awari- of the interest of outsider^ in

their art. Some of the Iwst examples of

masks ,ind drum-, the work ol local

craftsmen priHiuced for local use, can

Im- found 111 museums and private col-

lections throughout the world. TimIbv

villagr-r* an- iN-gmning to make articles

deslini-d only for sale to yLsi|or>. Al-

thimgli the articles are stylistically sim-

ilar to thiw iis«-d in lix'al rituals, the

workmanship is usiiallv |NHir in ccnn-

|iarison. \> intniding \\ esierni/jilion

makes ihe art of the New Hi-bridi-s

commercial, the oncei-ommon m.ister-

piei-e- Ix-conie rare.
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m the Bounding Main
when Henry Moseley sailed as a

naturalist on the epic voyage that

began modern oceanography nearly

100 years ago# he included in his

fournal accounts off the creatures—

human and otherwise—on the

Challenger itselff

^
by Susan Schlee

Britain's lamoas Challenper ciri-um-

iiuvifiali-d the <;1oIm' in iht- vt'ars 1872

111 1H76. and lh«' cvt-nl is used by many

Ici mark llic bt-pinninp of modern

i><cani)<rra|>hv. ('.har}»<'d with studyin;;

all as|HTls of llif ilrcp sea. ihf ship

sailed somi- 6'>.(M)() niilrs and rrlurni-d

to Kn<:land with vast rollnlions of

fislifs. scawfi-ds. plankton. si-a-lltMir

sfdinirnls. watrr samples. Irmpi-ratiirr

and salinity measurements, stutled

birds, old bones, and erates full of mis-

ellaneoiis mementos.

To carrv oiil so ambitious a program

of oeeanograpliie investi>!alii>ns and

general eolli-etinf;, the Chdllriifirr bad

on lH)ard a remarkably small siii-nlifie

slalf. 'Hiere were four naturalists. .1

eliemist. anil an artist-secrelarv; but ui

<pite of all the uork to be done, eaeli of

tlie-M- men founil limi- to keep a priyate

lo<: or iourn.d or. .it the least, to write

loop. de-< ripliyi- letteni to bis family.

S-\i-r.il of llwse personal narratiye*

were- later publisbed. and perbaps the

mint eharming among tliem lor it is

the most honest and b-ast pretentious-

I- the IxM.k b\ Henry Nottldge Miwiley.

Vnf/'.i /»• II Siilimilisl nil llir "('hill-

It'llfirr.
"

Mos.le>. iH.rn in IHVl in \^ ands-

uorlh near l.4indon. was in bis late

twenties when the voy-ige liegan. He

b.id Hiudieil biology in \ietinaaiiil l.i-ip-

/ig. .mil h.iil g.iined some i'\|MTienre on

British ex|)editions by aci-ompanving a

government eelipse exjieililion to Cey-

lon. Moseley bad lieen asked to join the

staff of the Challenfvr as an exjiert on

eorals with adilitional dutii-s in siub ili-

verse fields ;ls Itotaiu ami anthropology.

Tliis variety of tasks suili-d bis leni|x-ra-

ment. and be declared that he took an

aeliye interest in all thai wt-nt on

aboard the Chiillrngrr e\en. as ibis a<-

eount from the last s<-<'tion of bLs IxKik

dis<lo>es. in the "/<M)logy and botany of

the ship."

lb.- /.N.logy of ( :hallengi-r" its.-lf

was rather interesting. At the time that

Kngland was left the ship seemed

nearly fn-e of animals, other than men.

dogs, and live slmk reipiiri-d for foml.

The (irst (".oikroaeheH apparently raine

on Uiard at St. X'ineenl. (liipe \enles,

for a large one of ihe-M- inseets was

laiight bv one of the lieutenants on his

lied, soon aHer we left that port, ('.oek-

roiiehes soon beeaine plentiful on

Ixiarij. anil showeil tliemsi-ives when-

e\er the ship was in a warm elimate. \

s|>eeial liaiinl of a swarm of ibi-m wa*

U'liind the b<Nik« m the ebemieal l.ibo-

ratory. Imm wlmh Mr. Murh.iii.in |tbe

rhemist| III v.iiii .ittempted to ey let

them.

\t one |M-rio<l of the \oy.ige. a iiiim-

Int of tllc-se Ill-eels est,ibll->bed tlieiii-

seUi'* III my rabin. and deyouie.l |>.irts



of mv boots, nibbling off all the margins

of leather projecting beyond the seams

on the upper leathers. One huge winged

Cockroach baffled me in my attempts to

get rid of him for a long time. I could

not discover his retreat. At night he

came out and rested on mv book-shelf,

at the foot of my bed, swaving his an-

tennae to and fro, and watching me
closely. If I reached out mv hand from

bed, to get a stick, or raised my book to

throw it at him, he dropped at once on

the deck, and was forthwith out of

harm's way.

He bothered me much, because

when mv light was out, he had a famil-

iar habit of coming to sip the moisture

from mv face and lips, which was de-

cidedly unpleasant, and awoke me of-

ten from a doze. I believe it was with

this object, that he watched me before I

went to sleep. I often had a shot at him

with a book or other missile, as he sat

on the book -shelf, but he always dodged

and escaped. His quickness and agility

astonished me. At last I triumphed, by

adopting the advice of Captain Maclear,

and shooting him with a pellet of paper

from my air-gun. a mode of attack for

which he was evidently unprepared; but

I was taken to task for discharging the

air-gun in my cabin, because it made a

noise just like the sharp crack of a spar

when broken by the force of the breeze,

and created some excitement on the up-

per deck, where the sound was plainly

heard. . . .

The ship's dogs bark at

a shark being swung on deck.

Henry Nottidge Moseley

collects plants ashore.

House-crickets appeared in the sh

towards the end of the vd^'age. and t\

of them established themselves in St.

Commander Tizard's cabin, to his gre

annoyance, as they were as noisy as

home. They were, however, caught wi

some difficulty. Centipedes, of t'

kinds at least, were also amongst t

navifauna, and many species of spide

Some of these latter were, however, (

liberately imported on board by t

navigating officers, in order that th

might use their webs, if wanted,

cross-wires in their theodolites.

When the ship was moored at B

muda, alongside the wharf in the doi

yard, boards were placed on all I

mooring chains as a fence against rE

Rats nevertheless appeared in the sh

and were all curiously fenough of the i

species, the Black Rat (Mus ratti

One night, as we were sitting at wh

Mr. J. Hynes, the Assistant Paymast

suddenly started up with a yeU, a

danced about as if gone mad. clutch;

one of his legs with both hands. A
had mistaken his trousers for a pipe

wind-sail, and had gone up.

The only plants which made th

spontaneous appearance on the s

were Moulds. Whenever the ship

tered damp latitudes everything in

cabins on the lower deck became mo
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n«i moulrl frrfw thiiklv over Ixjots and

tlirr Icatht-rn articles. I grew mus-

inl ami cress wilh great success in my

iian cas«-s before these were re-

uircd lor other purposes. I failed, how-

ler. entirely wilh onions and radishes.

hiili I also tried to grow. The plant

iiosi cDinmonlv grown on board ship in

he tropics Ls the Sweet Potato. It can

grown in water and made to climb

the wall of a cabin and afford a

asaiil green.

Besides Dogs and Cats we had many

ifli-rent [x-ls on board the ship at vari-

times. First amongst these must be

ed "Robert" the Parrot. The bird

nged to Von \X'illem(H-s Suhm [an-

ther of the naturalists). He and I

lughl a young Grey Parrot each at

ladeira. from a ship bound from the

{ighl of Benin to LiverpcKil, with a

irgf) of these birds on board. One ol

le Parrots flew into a dish full of boil-

g . . . potash solution in the labora-

)rV and perished, and we had to draw

. r

The Challenger used steam

and sail to circle the globe.

\ voung oHictT sshh

parrot, cassowary, and dog.

lots for the remaining bird, and I lost.

"Robert" suryived all the extremes

of the heat and cold of the yoyage and

[MTils of all kinds, from heayy tumbles,

driving gales of wind, and tin- falling

about of books anil furniture. He had

one of his legs crippled, and his fi-alhers

never gn-w properly, IhiI he was p«T-

fi'clly happy, and from his jM-rch. which

was one of the wardroom hal-|>i'gs. he

talked awav and amused us during the

whole voyage. His grcal Iriumpli. con-

slanth repealed, was "\\ li.ill two ihou-

sanil fathoms and no Ixjtlnin.' Ah Doc-

tor C-iriHiiler, K.R.S." |\\ illiam B.

Carpi-nler. a Frii-nd of the Royal

Soi'ielv. had helped organize the

Challt'iifirr Kxpedition but had chosen

nol to join the slafl'.| He ["RolxTl")

knew his own name perfecllv, and 1

h.ivc known him lo climb oyer llie ledge

in ,il (lie door of ihc cabin of Dr. Mae-

li-an. his ihiel friend, when I have ln-en

silling lliere on a ilark rough nighl, af-

ter he had come III grief ,ind tumbled

off his pi-rcli will) .1 tliiiiiip. pl.unliM-U

ap|(ealiiig wilh "Rolxil. Robcrl.

"

M'ler leaving llie .Am Isl.iiiil- a

\oung (-issdwary nwined alx>ul the

di-cks (or some lime, but was s<Mm

killed as a nui.s4iiici>. No doubt, had il

nol been killed, il would sixtn ha\e

commilled sincide. like an Ostrich on

Ixiard one of ihe luen-of-war at llie

("-i|ii'. which sloli- a piece of hoi iron

pul down liv ihe Itlacksimlh beside his

forge, anil swallowed il haslil\ wilh fatal

eflecl
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A biologist removes a bird skm for return to England

At Monte Video some very young

South American Ostriches (Rhea Ameri-

cana) were brought on board the ship.

It was amusing to see them chasing flies

on the upper deck, and, as they darted

forwards, instinctively spreading their

little wings as sails to catch the tiny

draughts reflected from the bulwarks.

Mr. Darwin has described the use of the

wings as sails by the adult birds on the

plains of Patagonia. [Darwin was

greatly admired by Moseley, who dedi-

cated his book "to Charles Darwin . . .

from the study of whose journal of re-

searches I mainly derived my desire to

travel round the world. . . ."]

At the Sandwich Islands, two large

living Tortoises from the Galapagos Ar-

chipelago were received on board from

Captain Cookson, R.N.. who had visited

the group with the special object of col-

lecting the very curious Tortoises found

there. The Tortoises were fed a good

deal on pine-apples, a number of which

were hung up in the Paymaster's office.

The animals used to prop themselves up

against a board |)ut across the door of

the office to keep out dogs, unable to

surmount the obstacle, and used to

glare and sniff longingly at the fruit.

They also learned to know their wav
along the deck to the Captain's cabin,

where there was another store of Pine-

apples, and where they were often fed.

At Madeira, I had given to me some
living specimens of the huge Spiders

{Lycosa), which inhabit the "Desertas,"

small outliers of the island, and which

feed on Lizards, which they hunt and

kill. I fed the Spiders on Cockroaches.

One of them escaped, but it was

brought back to me after a week bv

Captain Maclear, rather crushed, he

having discovered it with his toe in the

extremity of one of his boots. . . .

We should have liked to have had a

pet Monkev with us, but Monkevs are

strictlv forbidden, by a special Admi-

ralty regulation, on surveying ships, be-

cause one once destroyed a valuable

chart which had just been completed

with great labour. Even a Marmoset,

which I brought at Bahia, was consid-

ered to come under the regulation and

perished in consequence.

Concluding Remarks.— I did not su'

fer at all from the confinement of sliij

Ufe. . . .

There are many worries and dii

tractions, such as letters and newsp^

pers, which are escaped in life on boar

ship, and the constant leisure availabl

for work and reading is extremelv er

jovable. I felt almost sorrv to leave, i

Spithead, mv small cabin, which me;

sured only six feet by six, and return t

the more complicated relations c

"shore-going" life, as the sailors term i

I had lived in the cabin three years an

a half and had got to look upon it as

home.
* * *

The expedition over, Moselev spei

the next several years working out th

results and writing reports on the cora

and other animals he had collected. I

1877, he interrupted his marine studit

to take a trip to the United State

where he visited Oregon and Washin;

ton to observe the Indians living then

He believed these "native races," as h

called them, to be fast disappearing

and upon his return to England he s<

down what he had learned about thei

in a book on the State of Oregon.

In I88I. Moseley became professc

of human and comparative anatomy ;

Oxford and that same year married th

daughter of the famous conchologL

Gwyn Jeffreys. Moseley remained ;

Oxford for the rest of his short life. H
died in 1891 at the age of 47. His onl

son was the brilliant physicist Hem
Gwvn Jeffreys Moseley.

Spacious zoological laboratory on the Challenger s main deck.
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on t De con
All cans are recyclable,

steel cans most of all
Recycling is "old hat" to the steel in-

dustry. For the past 30 years, more
than half the raw material used to make
new steel has been old steel. Today's

cans and cars and carpet tacks and
thousands of other products are made
from steel recycled (rom yesterday's

cars and carpet tacks and thousands of

other products— 58 billion pounds'
worth last year alone.

What's new is the steel industry's pro-

gram to help collect used cans— all

kinds of cans—and to recycle all the

steel cans it can get.

Tinplate Producers
American Iron and Steel Institute

STEEL—the recycled material.



Two great get-away

-

from-it-all hooks

\ I'LTIMATE RETREAT *

I

1

by RICHARD B. ERNO
Reminiscent of \\'^,iIden. this

IS the inspiring story of

one family's summer of

discovery of themselves

and of the marvels of

nature, during an isolated

Arizona mountain
vacation. S4.95

ONE MAN'S ISLAND

i

hy DAVID CONOVllR
The author of the

tremendously popular

Once Upon an Island

writes with deep insight

and with great good

humor about his family's

life on an island

through the seasons

of a single year. S5.95

Now at your
bookstore

Crown
Publishers
119 Park %

Ave. S. (
N.Y. 10016 ,

V»MM,«^ADrt, i^iaff**^

or £^

From the

Harmer Rooke
Collection . .

.

Ivnn

SELECTED ITEMS
from the

ANCIENT WORLD
ALADDIN'S LAMPS

From Nishapur in Persia

In the famous and beautitu blue glaze.

Historic little oil lamps (rorr about 1100
A.D. . each $25

ANCIENT PERSIAN
HOUSEHOLD OBJECTS

From the Amiash Section

Assorted small pitctiers, drinking vessels,
honey pots, salt containers dating from
about 900 B.C. About 3 inches tall.

each $25

ANCIENT
EGYPTIAN USHABTIS

Me Biigers
,

(the translation of
Ushabtis), which were customarily en-
tombed with the deceased to serve as com-
panions and servants in the after-life.

About 3 inches tall. Made of bright blue
faience. each $25

• AUTHENTICITY GUARANTEED •

Mail Orders Accepted
N.Y. Slate residents add lax

rlarnier Kooke
tNumisiiiatists, Ltd.
3 East 57th Street, New York 10022

(212) PLaza 1-1900
Open Mon.-Fri., 10-6, Sat. til 5

Gin CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Greetings from
Los Angeles
Continued from page 20

burned hydrocarbons and carbon mon-

oxide. These gains are widely advertised

by the industry. But the corollary has

been an increase in the oxides of nitro-

gen, which stunt plant growth, corrode

metal, create brown haze, irritate the

eyes and tlrroat, and weaken the air

sacs of the lungs. Also, the level of pol-

lutant production varies greatly with the

age and maintenance of the individual

car. Measurements made with finely

tuned automobiles right off the as-

sembly fine do not give a realistic as-

sessment.

In any case, claims for lowered smog

potential in an air trap such as the Los

Angeles Basin inust always be mea-

sured against a total combination of fac-

tors. A basin has a limit to its aii--

cleansing system and life-support capac-

ity—much more so than any other kind

of setting for a inetropolis. No one chal-

lenges the fact that car registrations

have continued to increase. Thus in the

same six-month period (early 1971)

that industry-sponsored ads first ap-

peared announcing 20 percent de-

creases over 1966 in engine-produced

carbon inonoxide, the Los Angeles area

experienced several major alerts be-

cause of carbon monoxide. These were

the first such alerts in a nuinber of

years, and may be a portent of more

serious problems yet to come.

Despite these and other danger sig-

nals, the auto barons show httle interest

in funding the all-out drive necessary to

find and implement alternatives to the

internal-combustion engine. In vehicle-

related industry, the threat to profits

from production of a simpler, more ef-

ficient, and more durable engine that

can burn cheap fuels is, undoubtedly,

very great. So while claiming great ef-

forts to help end pollution, and publicly

decrying the hardships forced on them

by "unrealistic" government clean-air

standards destined to go into effect in a

few years, the manufacturers are busy

patching up and saving the engine that

has well earned the title, "The Poison

Air Machine."

Catalytic afterburners are being

touted as the smog device of the mid-

1970s and beyond. Even if these burn-

ers live up to industry expectations,

they still may not save the traditional

automobile from the greatest crisis in its

history. The devices will raise the price

of cars by several hundred dollars. Fur-

ther, there seems little hope that they

wiU function efficiently for the life of

LAP DESK

arms. PullL
up close to put everything

from 20" to 28". And "

PULLS UP
CLOSE-
REACH

EVERYTHING
FOLDS TO 2"D-
EASY STORAGE

reach. Screws adjust ht.

ds to 2"D—slides behind
Hard birch writinB top, pine Ice. Hand

finished in honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut.

Tnp 32-\V -irn $20.25 Postpaid—add $1,00 W. of Miss.

SEND 25t FOR NEW 76-PAGE CATALOG-OVER 1200 ITEMS

Finistied and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip Code YIELD HOUSE
Money Back Guarantee Dept. NIO-IA
Not Sold In Stores North Conway. N.H. 03860

Send 25« for Illustrated Catalog
f^^inerals — Fossils — Indian Artifacts

DOVER SCIENTIFIC— Box 6011C
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106

Preserve and protect your

copies of natural History

NATURAL HISTORY FILE-
holds a year's subscription-

keeps all copies neat, clean

and in one place

A deluxe Royal Blue magazine case
with "Natural History" gold stamped
on the face. Has the expensive good
looks of a leather-bound book. Orga-
nizes your valuable collection by year of

issue. Reduces clutter in your home or

office, keeps copies handy for easy
reference. Sturdy bookbinder's board
protects copies against soil and dam-
age for as long as you want to keep
them. Gold leaf furnished free for dat-

ing, etc. Measures liy2"H by 2"W by
8l^"D. Send check or money order.

Money refunded if not satisfied.

Natural History File $2.98 ea.;

3 for $7.95 postpaid

SHANNON, INC.
732 DECATUR AVENUE NORTH

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55427
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e car. The t-ontrivances will require

reful maintenance and an effective

stem of [jeriixlic inspection which

les not. as vet. exist. How they will

)rk with respect to the millions of

ler lars on the road, no one is pre-

ired to sav. In short, unless there is

>me major technological break-

rough, which trulv results in an ef-

ient. inexpensive svstem of exhaast

aning. the projected antismog muf-

•r movement will become but another

lot in a long string of industry cha-

irs. What will really be muffled, until

public gets wi.se. is whv the auto

id oil in<lustries prsist in giving prior-

attention to saving internal com-

stion. For while there are, ad-

itledlv, still formidable obstacles in

e wav of ma.ss producing, say, the

am-engine car, the difficult is not the

ipossible. If the huge sums of money

^•nl in the la.sl five years on filtering

aditional engine output, making

arlv mo<lel changes, and prfxlucing

id advertising high horsepower and

ed were properlv devoted to re-

arch and development, clean exlernal

mbastion woulil already be the power

item most commonly used in the cars

lodav.

But [M-rhaps the most immediate test

indiistrv and government's sincerity

controlling air pollution will be how

rv meet the serious threat posed bv

ided gasolines. Lead is a relativelv

cap octane or power-boosting in-

i-dienl that has been added to gaso-

les til insure smooth o[x-ration for the

rid of high-compression engines pro-

iled bv Detroit. Hut lead is also a

adiv poison. It is a i'om|>onenl ol auto

exhaust, and is taken graduallv into the

bodv through the lungs. Its effects are

cumulative and result in a large number

of health problems. Ijeginning with such

symptoms as fatigue, dizziness, cramps.

and headaches, and eventually leading

to a varietv of disorders that can end in

paralvsis, brain damage, and death. .\

number of scientists suspect low-level

lead poisoning as a cause of many of

our ills.

In Mav, 1971. the Environmental

Protection ,\gencv finallv admitted un-

der pro<lding that air-sampling studies

conducted in five cities in 1968-69

showed potentiallv dangerous concen-

trations of lead. Los Angeles' readings

are indeed alarming, actuallv exceeding

California Department of Public Health

maximum standards for lead concentra-

tion in the air by 2 to .5 times. The per-

missible Umil in California is 1.5 micro-

grams per cubic meter of air. But even

the industrv-proposed standard of 10

micrograms will shortlv be exceeded at

present rates of increase in lead levels.

Thus the current flare for "low lead"

gasoline and the well-advertised image

of concerned environmental action by

the oil industrv—which once raised

prices for putting lead in and now raises

prices for taking the lead out. But low

lead and unleaded gasolines work well

onlv with small and low horsepower en-

gines, a fact in direct conflict with !)<•

troit's continuing hard s«'ll for high

power and speed. So far, substitutes for

lead have proved c<«*tlv. In fact, lh<-

lead content of premium gasolines has

even Ix'cn increased as part of a com-

plicated fuel-mixing and |)riiiiig for-

mula thai has hail the backing of the

NEW IN PAPER
FROM HARPER

The Magic
of the Senses
New Discoveries in

Animal Perception

by VITUS B, DROSCHER
A Harper Colophon Book.

CN/194 $3.25

The Apes
Tlie Gorilla, Chimpanzee,

Orangutan and Gibbon —
Their History and Their World

by VERNON REYNOLDS
///us. A Harper Colophon Book.

CN/238 $3.45

The Herring

Gull's World
by NIKO TINBERGEN
///us. A Harper Torchbook.

TB/1594 $2.95

At your bookseller

[fl Harper &) Kow
ISI7 Paperback Dept. 89

49 E. 33d St., New York 10016

y^ffjSit^dt:
AO^'^^Tf^

This it a complel* recording of Edward

Fitzgerold't 5th version, and it the cu*

mulative effort of three men of genius.

It is followed by a few comments and

comparisons, and alto Pedro Calde-

ron de lo Korea's The Dream Called

Life and Life is a Dream.

lastly, beginning with Homlet't solilo-

guy, there it some of the best that it

to be found in Shakespeare.

A purchaser writes: "The record is be-

ing played over and over, it it my
trcature."

And from Canado« Ihii judgment and
rrquest: "Because the record is such a

beauty, send me another one . . ."

A luper/ah've dottvry ol

tupmrlotivm pomtry by loui'f Zouf.

S6.S0

Plui Applicobl* Solti Ta>

(only lor NY. Slal* r,iid»nli)

AvailobU On/y By Mail

PUBLIC OPINION
loi N 4044 lont Itlind Cilr. lM| IllMd

New York 11104
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ainsprings,

FIX CLOCKS, WATCHES
FOR FUN and PROFIT
OFTEN AFTER OTHER ex

perls have thrown up their

hands in defeatl Fascinating
new Handbook by master
craftsman H. G. Harris gives you the

kind of knowledge skilled watchmakers
learn in years of apprenticeship.
OVER 200 ILLUSTRATIONS show
how to install hands, dials, crystals,

stems . , , rehouse old movements in modern cases

. . . speedily cure many troubles by demagnetizing or

cleaning.
INSTRUCTIONS COVER every popular watch and
clock, chimes, grandfathers, cuckoo, everyday

^
alarm

.„. „jsy. profitable sale!

ONE REPAIR PAYS FOR COMPLETE HAND-
BOOK! Friends gladly pay ?5 to $50 for restoring

cherished timepieces. But see for yourself! Try the

HANDBOOK OF WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRS
ten days ! Rush only $4.95. plus 30^ handling on
money-back guarantee.

Brain Puzzler's

Delight

Order Now/

By E. R. Emmet
A treasury of unique

mind-stretching puzzles
that can be solved by
straight, logical thinking
and reasoning. No special-

ized math. Offers the pleas-

ures of discovering solu-

tions through use of
ingenuity, imagination, in-

sight, and logic. Stimulates
and refreshes the mind.
Fascinating, entertaining
puzzles, arranged in order
of difficulty, with (some
amazing!) solutions and
full explanations at end of
book. ILLUSTRATED
$S.95, plus lot handling

10-Day Money-Back Guarantee

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc.. Dent. 481 -T

251 West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011

CHIPMUNK
PORTRAIT

by

B. & H. Henisch

THE CARNATION PRESS
State College, Pennsylvania

An illustrated
study of chip-
munks and their

habits, their dis-

covery in America
by early European explorers, and their role

in the art of the American Indian. 'De-

lightful, scholarly' (Scientific American) .

'One of 1970's outstanding titles; impos-

sible to by-pass' (Library Journal 'A

icitified delight' (House Beautiful).

Clolh bound, 98 pages, wifh 45 close-up photo-
graphs and 28 pen-ond-wash draw'mgs, $5.95 plus
2Sf (land/ing. (Pa. resider}ls add 36< sales tax.)

To the CARNATION PRESS, Dept, WP,
P.O. Box 101, State College, Pa. 16801

Please supply copies of CHIPMUNK PORTRAIT

Amount enclosed: $. . . .

Street

City . .Zip

federal government.

On Los Angeles' crowded freeways,

in its tunnels, and during traffic jams

all the limits for polluted air are ex-

ceeded, possibly by as much as 50

times. At any given time, the chances

are great that many parts of the basin

are far over the safety limits for pubUc

health. The number of deaths from em-

physema, a disease of the lungs, has

risen markedly in our cities; the lung

cancer rates are more than double those

of Norway, a country noted for clean

air. Teams of scientists recently have

found and reported definite correlations

between high levels of carbon monoxide

in New York and Los Angeles and in-

creased mortality. But the cars continue

to pour into the basin and the smog

hangs thick. In an era when poUticians

are quick to cry "law and order," little

effective action is taken to protect the

public health and safety. The mayor of

Los Angeles, the nation's third largest

metropoUs, keeps busy chasing his pet

butterflies—the problem of Red China

and the UN; how to stop the Commu-

nist menace; questions of outer space;

his dreams of the presidency—while the

governor drifts far above it all on a

cloud of his own. Down on earth the

city simmers and the air rots and

spreads its foulness to the surrounding

countryside. Children cough, and par-

ents work hard to forget.

Meanwhile the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency has at last begun to

move: it has announced strict air qual-

ity standards to begin in 197.3 and

197.S. The states must submit plans for

compliance with the new requirements

by .June 30, 1972. But the key limits-

light controls on oxides of nitrogen and

ozone—have already been call

unattainable by the car manufactui

and the California Air Resour

Board. Both state and Los Angeles

pollution officials have declared that

federal standards are unrealistic <

that there is no way to meet the de

line for submitting a plan that can

implemented.

But what is realistic in this mad si

of technology? Thirty years ago, anyi

who proposed turning 50 percent

downtown Los Angeles into freew

and parking lots would have been

noimced as a crackpot. Sixty years s

anyone who proposed setting up i

chines around the city to vaporize
]

sons into the air would have been c

sidered a raving lunatic. But now I

the freeways and parking lots are hi

now that we all have our poison air

chines in portable form no less, we

reluctant to make judgment. We st

to be able to do the things that pay c

dividends in the short run, and find

cuses not to do what might bring k

run public gain. In our race for pi

ress, we have failed to look back; ;

consequence, yesterday's flaws are ;

denly today's habit and virtue. Thus

have even come to accept murdei

long as the act meets several conditi

provided by modern technology: (1

it is done in large numbers and pref

bly in such a way that the victims c

be seen—the obvious illustration is

high-level bomber operating undei

cense of war; (2) if it is done so sic

that the victims don't fully realize v

is happening; or (3) if it is done in s

a way that, despite statistical evide

of an increase in death rates, it is

possible to prove conclusively that



HE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

The Mudmen ot the Asaro River

If you want excitement,

discovery and adventure . .

.

you will want to participate in a

Lars-Eric Lindblad famous nature expedition

. . . into the strange and exotic mountain regions of New Guinea . .

.

or, an unforgettable journey to Darwin's Galapagos.

}w Guinea Safari. Lars-Eric Lindblad's
)w Guinea expedition has been
ranged for those who cherish adventure
to a strange and unknown land where
one Age man lives on the very doorstep
the Twentieth Century. You may wlt-

ss wolrd ceremonies performed by
ikod natives completely covered with

mud, or be fascinated by dense jungles

and deep gorges and tropical forests. And
perhaps the highlight of the expedition

will be a houseboat cruise on the Seplk
River which will take you 10.000 years

Into the past.

BOAC jets will fly you In luxurious com-
fort to a New Guinea Safari and
homo again.

Darwin'* Galapagos. Ever since Charles
Darwin put forward his famous theory
of evolution, following his visit to the

Galapagos Islands in 1835, these
islands on the equator in the Pacific

Ocean have fired the imagination of

scientists and laymen alike. The flora

.ind fauna of the Galapagos have been
lonlously guarded and protected by
isolation ot time, and to set fool on these
islands is to return to a stale of nature
as It was thousands of years ago. For the
sixth continuous year, Lars-Eric Lindblad
offers you the opportunity to participate

In an expedition to the Galapagos with

Its fascinating wildlife.

You will sail aboard the 3-masled yacht,

the schooner "Golden Cachalot." of

British registry, designed especially for

operation in the Galapagos Islands and
limited to 12 passengers.

I
133 Eail SSIh Strool

I

New Yoik, N. Y. 10022

Interodod In.

I ONawQulnca Safari

I Q Dtrwin'a Qalapagot (Ooldon Cactiilol)

! MISS

I Mrs.

Mr

i City. -Zip.

j TtltpAont (AtM Codt).



20 ALMOST RARE
STAMPS

froni12 LOST NATIONS!

Most a Hall-Cetttury Old

We'd like to send vou a score of Postage Stamps
from nations overrun by invaders in the 19th
and 20th Century and never freed again -
stamps so appealing that experienced and be-
ginnmgcollectors alike want them! When these
are gone no more will be available. And from
our Approval Service we'll include llOarfd/-
r/ona/ stamps from Br I tain's Lost Empire, (alone
worth over $3 at catalog prices!

) ,
plus an I llus-

strated Album and other unusual stamps for
Free E xami nation. You can keep the Album and
1 10 British Empire Stamps as an Introductory
Bonus should you buy $1 worth from our ap-
proval selection! Or return Album and 110
Stamps with selection and pay nothing. Cancel
service anytime. But in either case, the valuable
Lost Nations Stamps are yours to keep FREE —
as an introduction to the World's Most Reward-
ing Hobby. Send 10c for mailing today while
supplies last!

KENMORE CCMiHord LN-846, N. Hamp. 03055

ON THE MONDAY HOLIDAYS

CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERS!

Simple, sate HAVAHART traps catch raidine rabbits,
cfions, squirrels, pigeons, sparrows, etc.. without injur\.
SIra.vini: pets, poultr.v released unhurt. No jaws or spring.s
lo break. (;iil\anizc.l; many in use 20 years. Open emls
i:ivo animal ennliil.iire. Sizes for all needs. Write for
valuable illuslr.iliil iriible and price list.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining. N. Y. 10562

"to MILLION YEAR OLD FOSSIL FISH
(DIPLOMYSTUS HUMLIS) $25.00

500 MILLION YEAR OLD TRILOBITE
(ELRATHIA KINGI) $3.50

DOVER SCIENTIFIC
Box 6011 c long Island City, N.Y. 11106

Send 25^ for Illustrated Catalog
of Minerals, Fossils & Shells

^BOOK HUNTING?-.
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll
find if! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,
please. Write: Dept. 63.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

86

* ''T'^" Be.,cl, .S,,„„ ,,^,„
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given death is directly attributable to

the suspected cause. In the latter two

categories, particularly, can be placed

the modern environmental threats of

atomic radiation and air pollution.

Perhaps what we must learn is really

a very simple lesson: that nothing is

more unrealistic than continuing to do

what we have been doing. It is an intol-

erable situation to continue pumping

billions of gallons of any substance into

the air we breathe without some dan-

gerous and unforeseen consequences.

This is true be it gasoline or Chanel No.

5. Tlie threat from lead, ozone, and

from nitrous and carbon oxides is a real

one. To keep on the present course of

business as usual, to persist with the in-

ternal-combustion engine is to commit a

thoughtless folly, Tliere are emergency

alternatives now available while the

work of developing and implementing

alternative power sources for the au-

tomobile is given priority attention.

There are thousands of unemployed en-

gineers who could contiibute to this en-

deavor. Among the immediate actions

that could be taken are these:

-Stagger the work week so that free-

way and downtown congestion are

avoided and high-pollution levels

from slow-idling engines are sig-

nificantlv reduced.

Equip all city and stale patrol cars

with electronic air pollution detechon

equipment and place vehicle pollu-

tion enforcement on a top prioritv

basis.

Develop by 1973 a state master plan

lor mass transit in metropolitan areas

ol more than one million population:

first-stage implementation of the pi;

by 1974 and completion by 19'

(plan to be financed by federal, stal

and local sources, and a new trar

portation fund).

Change state law so that gasoline-t

revenue automatically goes to a ge

eral transportation fund, thus forci

highway lobbies to compete wi

other transportation media for use

pubUe money.

Require warning labels to hf

awaken and educate the publ

"Danger: Contains Lead—Poisonc

to Health" on all leaded gasoh

pumps; permanent bumper sticki

for all new cars: "Danger: Intern

Combustion Exliaust—Hazardous

Healtli"; complete ban on lead

1973.

Electi-onicaUy inspect the exhaust

all cars entering key downto

streets and freeway ramps on po

tion alert days; reject vehicles that

not meet air quality standards

emissions, plus a stiff system of fi

for repeated violators.

Grant state tax relief to compa

working directly on alternate po

sources to internal combustion.

Empower coroners to list

as among the causes

causes of death on •

tificates.

ii

rs to list SI k
luses or prob: 1

1

official death
'^

Define in state law what constit

an air pollution emergency and ai

pollution disaster (for example,

or more deaths from respira



with us
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for as little as 54<t
To every professional pilot,

jekend pilot, would be pilot,

everyone who has in his or her

lart a desire to fly, Private Pilot

akes this limited subscription

fer. We'll send you America's
stest growing aviation magazine
r as little as 54f a copy. It's like

tting 9 issues FREE.

Private Pilot Is All New
A private pilol is a man or woman

10 IS licensed to lly an airplane,

d who can carry passengers In It.

1 also a magazine An all new
igazine designed lo cover the entire

ectrum of general aviation.

We'll take you up in sailplanes and
robatic aircraft. In the latest

}ductlon airplanes, antiques,
mebuilts. warblrds. and maybe even
t air balloons. We'll teach you
3Ss-counlry techniques, how to got
I most out of your equipment, and In

neral how to become as good a
ot as you can be And we'll do it

ng crisp, inlormallve writing,

usual graphics, eye-catching,
>vocaiive pictures.

We're Different

The people who contribute to

Private Pilot such as photographer
Russell Munson, writers Ernest Gann
and Richard Bach keep their eyes and

ears tuned (or the newest and most
Interesting in aviation developments.

They combine this with an urge to

explore, to search out. dig down,
and come up with features and stories

that are fresh, different, exciting.

It's why. whether you have 10.000

hours, or ten. you'll always find

something In Private Pilot that's meant

for you.

Get Off the Ground Today
Read about the latest in aviation,

about new and old aircraft, about
exotic places to fly to. and the planes

In which to fly there. Enjoy the exciting

fiction of Ray Bradbury and other

famous writers while Improving your

skills as a pilot through the best basic

instructions available. Even keep
abreast of what's new In aviation

fashions. Take advantage now of this

limited subscription offer and send tor

the all new Private Pilot. Prival* Pilot

—bacauM thare'i more In It to raad.

[PrivatePioti

mm
s

Special "Come
Fly With Us"
Subscription Offer:

Save Up to $5.00

It's Like Getting

Up to 9 Issues

FREE!

PRIVATE PILOT, Dept. NH-89
641 Lexington Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10022

YES' I w.int to take advantage ot this

special introductory offer lor PRIVATE PILOT
magazine. Enclosed is my check lor $

rj 2 Years Only $1 3 00 (Save $5 00)

[11 Year Only $7,00 (Save $2.00)

NAII*E

ADDRESS
CITY .STATE

You May Charge Your Order

:
Matter Chirir

ArrI Nn
Inlrrbank Nn
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Field trips to

EAST
^AFRICA

with people who care deeply
and are committed to its

preservation.

Three-week tours into UGANDA,
KENYA and TANZANIA
You "see" things, but what do they mean?

From headwaters of the Nile to the

Indian Ocean, interpretive leaders will

show you what to look at, how to

"see" it, and what it means. A leisurely

pace in uncrowded cars; animal and

bird watching in the great national

parks and game reserves: meetings

with representatives in various fields.

Finest accommodations and services. Gen-
erously inclusive price (including tips) witfi

round trip air from New York. $1585
Fall and Winter Departures

For brochure, see your travel agent or write to

r National Parks and Conservation Assoc, i

Travel Desk, 18 East 41 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017

(212) 532-7075

Please send your East Africa broctiure to

Name

City-

NOW IN PAPERBACK:

"Aturning
point in man's
viewand

treatment of
his

environment."*
This now-famous, breakthrough
book (over 22,000 copies of the

hardcover edition have been sold

at $19.95) "demonstrates how the

new knowledge of ecology can and
must be applied to actual environ-

ments ... It may well be one of the
most important books of the cen-
tury." — Woll von Eckardt.' 300
photographs, drawings, diagrams,
plans, and maps, many in color.

$5.95

OlDOUBLEDAY
Natural History Press

causes, during an alert, over and

above the normal for a given period);

provide state financial and medical

aid to the victims and their families;

beginning in 1975, allow civil and

criminal suits for damages and death

against manufacturers and importers

of internal-combustion engines.

The war on smog wiU not be won

easily in any case, and it will not be

won at all if led by the faint of heart. It

is not enough merely to say that the

Golden State has the strictest air quality

standards to be found anywhere in the

nation. Those standards, however

strong by comparison, are not sufficient

for local conditions. A number of scien-

tists are already convinced that Los

Angeles will be the setting for a modern

air pollution disaster that, will dwarf

what happened in Donora, Pennsylva-

nia, and in London a number of years

ago, when thousands died. If so, more

thousands of people, particularly the

very young and the old, wUl suffer and

die. Then and only then, it can be as-

sumed, tlie city, the state, and the fed-

eral government will fuUy awaken to

their responsibility to protect the public

health and the natural right of man to

breathe clean air. Admittedly, no one

knows for sure that this kind of tragedy

will in fact occur. But the risk is defi-

nitelv present and growing, and the

price in human suffering for faulty risk

taking is greater than public officials

will dare admit.

The strange, hazy days now come

more frequently. The basin yellows and

a pall of death hangs over the City of

the Angels. The traffic dull-roars with-

out end. and the miasma drifts every-

where, broken periodically by biirsts of

sunshine and the winds off the Ufe-giv-

ing sea. Especially after a rain, it is still

possible to find glimpses of the orange-

blossomed paradise that all came west

to see and to love. But the freshness is

quickly gone. Tlie foul haze reappears,

pressed down by a hot lid of air from

the Mohave. The shroud closes on tlie

majestic peaks to the north and east-

Waterman, Ishp, Baden-Powell, and

San Antonio—and the people try to re-

member, and try to forget.



Barbers talk a lot.

Except when they /^
find an electric S^
shaver that outshaves

a hand-honed
straight razor.

Then they keep it

to themselves. Until now!

§Stief ^

A barber gets $1.50 plus tip for a shave with his electric razor.

For years he's kept the brand name hidden with adhesive tape.

Can you rightly blame him? For this professional instrument

outshaves his hand-honed straight razor! You won't find it in

stores. It's been a secret weapon of master barbers for years.

It delivers a barber-close shave that lasts all day long. It does

it faster and with less chance of irritation than a straight

razor. That's why barbers use it on the toughest beards and

the most sensitive skin.

Now the secret is out. A blabbermouthed barber talked. We
have it. The Ostcr Professional Electric Shaver.

Contoured Head

—

Like a Barber's Fingers

The design is a barber's dream. Technically, the shaving head

design is called a "double arch contour," because it sets up
whiskers just like a barber does with his fingers. It means you
gel every whisker at one pass—as clean as if you had drawn
a hand-honed, surgically sh:irp. straight razor over your face.

4,000 Comb Traps

—

152 Surgical Steel Edges

Four thousand comb like pcrfur.iliDns irupcach whisker right

at the skin line. Powerful 12()voll, ftOcycle motor drives the

152 surgical-sharp cutting edges to make the toughest beard

disappear magically— without the slithtcst irritation to even

the most sensitive skin.

So Powerful,

Whiskers Turn to Dust!

Open an ordinary elci.liic sli.ivci .md s»u'll lind bits anil

pieces of whisker. That's because these run-of-lhc-mill shavers

hack and chop your beard But the Osier Professional Klectric

Shaver operates at nearly twice the speed- on ordinary house-

hold AC current- and actually pulverizes whiskers into fine

microscopic dust.

Separate Trimmer

Other Great Features

No expense was sp.ucd lo in.ikc ilic ( )'.ici I'rofessionnI Shaver

to rigid, masler-barbcr specifications. Motor-driven trimmer

operates independently to trim moustache!) and sidcburn*

31 H.inje Avo . Dept ADX . f tcrport. NY, IISPO

Straight and neat for today's new "styled" look. The high-

impact plastic housing is sculpted lo fit your hand effortlessly.

Removable stainless steel head rinses clean under running wa-

ter. On-off switch, plus separate switch to operate trimmer.

The specially counter-balanced drive gives you a smooth,

vibration-free shave, and won't cause radio or TV interference.

It all adds up to an amazing shaving experience. An electric

shave that makes your face come cleaner than a hand-honed
surgical steel barber's straight razor — and in a lot less time.

Expecting a hefty price tag? Forget it! The Oster Professional

Shaver was designed for barbers who don'l go for expensive,

unneedcd frills. The price is only S22.98. complete with carry-

ing case - containing separate cord storage, cleaning brush

and head cover.

10-DAY FREE TRIAL!

Treat your face lo ihc Osier Professional Shaver for 10

day?i - 10 days of the smoothest, fa.stest, closest, most

irritation-free shaving you've ever enjoyed . . . cither

blade or electric! Then, if not completely satisfied,

return for a full refund.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
MAIL NO-RISK COUPON NOW!

31 H.inie Ave . Dcpt ADX ."*, Ffccport. N.Y. 11520

Show mc! I'd like lo trcnt my face lo Ihc Oslci Pr<ifc«ioniil

r.lcclric Sh.ivcr's barber-close shaves! If ll ilncsn'l deliver

sm(K)thcr, faster, closer, more irrilalion-frcc shaves Ihan
I've ever enjoyed, I undersland thai I can return my shaver
in 10 days for full refund or cancellation of charne-s. (22 4X,

plus SI 00 poslaRc and handlinit -total: $2.^.<>H ) N.Y. re.si

dcnis add sales tax.

Kncloscd is O check O money order for $

Name
(PleaM Prim)

Address

City

Sinle Zip
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Share the Thrills

oiExplorlnii

Outer Space •
All DYNASCOPES, Including this

superb RV-6, B-inch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs.who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.
331 Church St., Hartford. Conn. 06101

» TM Registered U.S. Paf. Offrp

I
CRITERION IWANUFACTURING CO. I

Oept. NH-21, 331 Church St., Hartford. Conn. 06101

j
Please send your free Telascoiie Guide.

I
Name

I Address

Wilderness Holidays
...in a birdwatcher's paiadise-the upper

reaches of the Amazon in Colombia. Hun-

dreds ot exotic tropical species. Easily

reached by air. Stay at El Dorado Lodge,

new and comfortable; excellent meals: swim-
ming pool. Guides and boats included. Full

week. $298. R.T, air fare from Miami, $160.

Call toll-fiee 1-800-325-2591 or wiite: Ad-

venture Associates, Outdoors BIdg., Colum-
bia, IVIo. 65201.

ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display
pieces for home and office. A superb ail-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificale of authenticity $10.95 ppd.
lamps with Cross motif $23.95 ppd.

FREE Gift Cataloa!
. . . illustrating Jewelry. Amulets, Coins, Buddhas,

Roman Glass, Figurines and morel

Museum & Dealers inquiries welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
N-IOI . 648 NINTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

me Animal it
a

tf

The Imperial Anim.'^l. bv Lionel Tiger

and Robin Fox. Holl, Rinehart & Win-

ston. Inc.. $7.95: 352 pp.

If
ethology is defined as the biological

study of behavior, then the term

"human ethology" may be used to des-

ignate a relatively new field, which

stresses the continuity between man
and the rest of the animal world and

seeks organic bases for the ways in

which members of our species comport

themselves. Tliat this approach has cap-

tured the imagination not only of cer-

tain academic professionals but of the

general public as well is evidenced by

the popular success of books like Rob-

ert Aidrey's African Genesis and The

Territorial Imperative and Desmond

Morris's The Naked Ape.

A common interest in the etliological

perspective has led Professors Lionel

Tiger and Robin Fox. colleagues in the

Department of Anthi'opology at Rutgers

LIniversity, to contribute to this growing

body of literature. They too have writ-

ten a book aimed at a wide audience.

The Imperial Animal, like the books

i)\ Ardrey and Morris, represents an at-

tempt to identify basic and universal

features of human behavior and to ac-

count for them tlirough hypothetical

evolutionary reconstructions. Once
again, we are led back to our long-lived

hunting career for an explanation of our

behavioral history.

Tiger and Fox differ from these other

authors, however, in the degree to

which they emphasize the similarities

between man and other primates. They

are, to be sure, concerned with features

unique to our own species, but see these

as elaborations of our phylogenetic in-

heritance. Man is, to use their own

The man/animal bandwagon,

undoubtedly on its way to

the bank. From left,

authors Lorenz, Tiger, Fox.

Ardrey, and Morris.

term. super-|)rimalc. He has capitalizec

on a legacy tiiat includes a prolongee

period of maturation, permitting the de

velopment of complex patterns o

learned behavior; a svstem of group in

tegration based on both the competinj

and cooperating tendencies of males

and a general and energetic curiosity.

In the course of their book. Tige

and Fox apply a comparative zoologica

approach to various phenomena that so

cial scientists usually treat in an ex

clusivelv human framework. They viev

poHtics. in their opinion an essentiall-

male affair, as a variation on the pri

GO



Books In Review

were mere

Ic thi'tnc of (loininanif. Tlii\ diM u-->

Irnfrlh ihf Iwo J^inds tfml they take

be most basic to human sfx-ietv—the

between woman and child and that

ween men—and argue that these

itionships are f;overned bv the same

ds f)i biolovjeal mechanisms that in-

e Ix-havioral regularity in other spe-

s. According to these authors, it is

n's ability to establish a far-flung net-

rk of social relations that most sig-

icanllv distinguishes him from other

maLs. Hence, the title: The Imperial

imal is one who extends his domain

ough exchange and alliance.

Tiger ami Fox base llicir aiiaKsis on

the principle that behavior, like

anatomy, is the outgrowth of an evo-

lutionary process. Species are charac-

terized bv particular behaviors as well

as bv anatomiial features; genetic in-

fluence and phvlogenetic relations are

expectably reflected in the former as

well as in the latter.

Accepting the general truth of this

proposition, there are still difficulties in

applying it. which must Ix' recf^nized.

First of all. as far as evolulionars re-

construction is concerned, we posses-

no "fossil record" of behavioral types a-

ii4».mk: offk I-: K.vn T.iiiui desk
riic iiiMl riT>alUe an.l «iiiinl.-lely uicahlg desk eier! It
ilK-ns mitl extends Intu ii full fledged portable borne of-
iw-e. Drop leaf lifts for a large writlnK surface—holds
•Ming machine, too. Top drawer stores any standard
Dorlable typewriter. rolU out and up to proper typing
liflKht. .Middle drawer Is storage. Rottum Is standard
riling drawer (legal size nirs sideways i And all rails
smoothly on large, concealed casters. Hand craftad of
^•leri [line In honey tone or maple, antique pine or
ualniit tlnlJh 29-H SaH'I) IS-^.-W I3irw leaf tip).
-:i llMCl.l'n-K KIT Ma.hin.-d sanded, drilled.
u llia.lv fur e:i.y a...nihlv and finish (not Inel).

Si. 1.1.1. .Iir.i.l.in. <'.'. ii" 11., ch Kxi>ress Charges l'y>llerl.

SEND 25c FOR NEW 7$ PAGE CATALOG—OVER 1200
ITEMS

YIELD HOI'SE
Inrlude zip Codo Depl MO IC
Money Back Guarantee No. Conwajr. N.U. Vigin

Treat Chilly Feet

to Old Fashioned

Fireplace Warmth

Jusi ease those frigid lootsln Into the
whisper-solt iuiury of Bauer Goose
Down har<()-qullted In long-wearing,
friendly-feeling Nylon lalteta. Then sit

beck and relax In a comfortable pink
glow. Wonderfully warm as bad so>.
house slippers and chlll-tlghling Inner
90X lor your cold weather footwear
Colore: Red, Nav>. Powder Blue. Taupe
Slies: Specify shoe slie and wo will
supply proper ht 0123 Goose Oown Soi
pair t6.9S postpaid
Order Today I Money Beck Quaranlael

Enclosed Is my check or money order for

$ —- Please RUSH my 012S Oooee

Oown Son Sin Color

Name

Addrasa-

Clly

Jflp-

n Send me FREE your new l2S-{>aaa
Color Catalog of Custom Sportswear and
Eipedltlon Provon Outdoor Ooar for Men
nnrt Wnmrn

J^^ec£dZ/^^vu>^a/i^

Wnah •lnir4
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ANKH PENDANT
BEAUTIFULLY CONTEMPORARY
s this hand crafted representa-
tion of the Ancient Egyptian
"Key of Life" in solid sterling

ilver. The Ankh - from rhe

hieroglyph meaning "life"

—is the oldest known omu-
lel symbol, and the only
pagan talisman to survive

n daily use offer the Egyp-
ans converted to Christian-

ity. Comes in stunning nev»

gner's jewelry cose

presentation gift

3" long Ankh —
With 18" chain $25.00

With 24" chain $27.00
in 14K Gold w. 18" chain $75.

includes outstanding reproductions of

la^dfn boase,ltd.

•C«"

NEW wheelbarrow-
cart makes fun
of work!
So perfectly balanced on TWO BIG
WHEELS, so easy to roll, you guide it

with JUST ONE HAND . . . even witfi

300 lb. loads! No backstrain! No

Send for

FREE CATALOG

Garden Way Research
Dept. 3560
Charlotte, Vermont /

05445

Several Models

Include

Plywood Panel Models

Build-it yourself Kits

All-Steel Models

MAGAZINE
BOOK
TREK

home, office,

reception
room. White
birch turn-

ings. In honey tone or maple,
antique pine or walnut fini.sh.

2S"H 16"W 1.5"D. $20.50.
HOME KIT: Easy assemhlv

and fini.sh. Simple directions. SU.flS. Ppd.^a.1.1
75if ea. W. of Mis.s.

SEND 25# FOR NEW 76-PAGE CATALOGUE
OVER 1200 ITEMS

Include Zin Code \1ELD HOILSK
Money Back Guarantee Dept. Nlo IH
Not Sold In Stores North Conway. N. H. 03860

we do of anatomical types; an important

source of direct evidence is thus lack-

ing. Secondly, while we may assume a

general relationship between genetics

and behavior, our knowledge in this

area is still highlv fragmentary. How
specific is the genetic code, especially

in the case of an animal with an ex-

tremely developed capacity for learning

complex and diverse behavior pattern.s?

Does not man have characteristics that

make him something of a problem child

for the comparative biologist?

Tiger and Fox gloss over these issues

rather offliandedly in a Series of "of

course" clauses: "Of course we have

cultures, ' they note in passing; "Of

course, training has a great deal to do

with . . ."; etc. To those who stress the

significance of culture, these authors

enthusiastically respond by noting how

this too is a part of our biology: "We
have a culture-acquisition device con-

straining us to produce recognizable

and analyzable human cultures ..."

(italics theirs). Now, really!

That our species" cultural abilities

presuppose a certain genetic endow-

ment is rather obvious; one does not ex-

actly experience a sense of revelation

when Tiger and Fox point out that

learning is only possible for a creature

with inherent abilities to learn. Further-

more, it is quite orthodox in anthropo-

logical circles to look upon man's ca-

pacity for symbolic behavior as the

outcome of an evolutionary process. Al-

though Tiger and Fox convey the idea

that their profession is rife with latter-

day special creationists, anthropologists

are, in fact, generally aware that man is

part of the animal kingdom. It is just

that they feel his adaptation to be a

unique one.

The authors of The Imperial Animal

seem to believe that the only scientific

wa\' to approach the study of man is to

look for human universals and that the

only scientific way of explaining such uni-

versal is to invoke genetics. This position

is open to attack on many fronts.

Leaving aside the obvious objections

one might raise to these authors' par-

ticular catalog of "universals" (some

are in fact not universal at all and oth-

ers are so broadly defined as to be of

little use), we could begin by taking

them to task for their very cavalier

treatment of cultural variation. It is in-

excusable for anyone who claims a

serious interest in anthropology to

speak of societal differences as if the.se

were somehow insignificant and arbi-

trary. One would never realize from

readini; ihis hook that sense might be

AS OLD AS THE
DINOSAUR AND
MAYBE JUST AS

DOOMED.

If a living dinosaur were to turn up
today, ttiere would be a great stir

to learn its ways and discover how
It had survived. Yet the crocodil-

ians, reptile contemporaries of the

dinosaurs, have largely gone un-

studied.

THE LAST OF THE RULING REP-
TILES, by Wilfred T. Neill, is the

first book to deal broadly with the

biology of alligators and crocodiles

and to dispel centuries-old mis-

conceptions. Unfortunately, it may
be the last "to be written by some-
one who had a chance to see al-

most all of the modern species in

life and a majority of them in their

natural habitats."

THE LAST OF THE RULING REP-
TILES presents the most accurate

and complete picture to date of

ancientand modern crocodilia. This

profusely illustrated, highly read-

able book is based on years of ob-

servation and research. Here are

the most detailed accounts avail-

able of courtship, nesting, egg-

laying, hatching, guarding of nest

and young, feeding, fighting, and
attacks on man.

Ecological changes threaten the

continued existence of the croco-

dilians. The author warns, "the

next reviewer will probably find

himself relying almost wholly on
earlier publications." Because it

fills this important need, THE LAST
OF THE RULING REPTILES be-

longs on every nature bookshelf.

Order your copy today.

I COLUMBIA NH1071

I UNIVERSITY PRESS
136 South Broadway
Irvlngton, New York 10533

Send me, postage paid, a copy of

THE LAST OF THE RULING REPTILES
by Wilfred T. Neill.

1 enclose $15.95 (plus tax where
applicable).

Name

City_

-Zip-
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LETTER FROM A PUBLISHER

How Would You Like

to Fall in Love
with the World Again?

Deal

I

Dear Friend:

t can be done! There

are many things

lovable in it, that

give meaning and

pleasure and enhance the

joy of living.

Take the Mineral

Kingdom. The Law and

Order there is Nature's

own, the serenity and

auty inspiring, refreshing, enchanting . . .

Now, through prizcwinning Mineral Digest.

can invite you to enter this amazing full-color

orld and share its delights and wonders.

It was for this purpose that Mineral Digest was

pecially created — to bring you the lore, legend,

icncc and mystique of this remarkable horizon-

panding world of Gems and Minerals in a

illiant deluxe publication. Four times a year,

ineral Digest presents to you vivid new

pcricnces via in-depth stories and articles on the

raway places — Tsumeb, Katanga, Madagascar,

ozambique, Minas Gcrais, Muzo, Queensland,

ashmir, Ceylon, India, to mention only a few —
here Nature has so cleverly concealed her treasures

Because Mineral Digest is printed abroad,

)Q'/, in full natural color, from cover to cover,

will bring you such art-and-color feasts in every

ue. You will be proud to show beautiful Mineral

igest to your friends, and to turn to it again and

;ain for satisfying personal enjoyment.

Do
not let the word "Digest" mislead you.

\ Mineral Digest is not pockctsizc but

[HI/2 X I2I/2, which means it is as tall as

Vortune and as wide as Time. Do not let

e word "Mineral" mislead you cither. Mineral

igest also offers — always in full-color —
triguing features on the great and the near-great

lose lives have been transformed through

counters with great gems— from Marie Antoinette

d the Oppenheimer family to celebrated (Hope
iamoiid) jeweler Harry Winston. And unusual

jops — like the special portfolio of thin sections

"Moon-Rocks" photographed in full color. And

sparkling articles on Fossils, Pearls, Volcanoes,

Jade and Crown Jewels — plus features like a great

color photo of the interior of a crystal magnified

750,000 times!

Top writers,

[great artists,

superb color

I photographers—
literally no

expense has been

spared to make

AUneral Digest

precisely what it

has been called:

"the most

l->eautiful

magazine not

only of this

year, but ever!"

Extravagant praise.'' See for yourself! I am so

confident you will like it that I offer you a sample

copy of Mineral Digest for only $3.00 to test-read

and enjoy at your leisure. If you like it send an

additional S7.80 and get a full year's Charter

Subscription, regular price $12.00. If, for any

reason you do not like it, return the copy, and I will

refund your money without question.

Julio Tan)cloff

Publisher

Mr. Julio Tanjcloff, Publisher

Mineral Di>t«t

PO Box Vil. Murray Hill Siacion

New York, New York 10016

I enclose my check (or money oriler) in sum of H.OO, for

which please semi me my sample copy of Mincrdl nigriS.

Also reserve a C.h.iricr Sub«ripiion in my name. If I like it,

ril scnil you an aiKlitional $7 SO for ihc rest of the

Special Charter Offer. If I do not like it. I can recurn

the copy ami net my money back at once.



Play With

Oriental Works of Art

These splendid pieces are meticu-
lously fashioned after ancient Ori-

ental statues of powerful warlords,

graceful geishas, dragons and other
figures from the mysterious history

of the Far East. Each solid, weighted,
hand-finished carving reflects the
painstaking detail and intricacy that

only Italian craftsmen could accom-
plish. The King stands a regal 41/2"

tall, and each of the other 26 pieces
are of proportionate
height.

#1813 Italian Chess set
plus $1.C0 p.p. Shdlg.

$2998

J.Carlton's, Dept.KGn

176 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Gentlemen:
Please send me Italian Chess Sets

for just $29.98 each, plus $1.00 p.p. and

hdlg. I understand that if I am not abso-

lutely delighted, I may return for a full re-

fund or cancellation of all charges. (#1813)

Enclosed is $ (Checker M.O.)

Charge my:

D Diners Club G American Express

n Master Charge

Acc't #
Name-

(Please Print)

Address-

NATURE TOURS
Friends are reminded that we continue
to operate group trips in the U.S. and
most countries of the world. We have
decided to cut our schedule down to 20
to 26 trips.

These are general nature trips, with first

emphasis on birds, second on botany.
They are of two weeks duration in N.
America, three weeks elsewhere in the

world. They are set up in chains so that

more than one can be taken on a single

departure.

UP-COMING DATES
Balance of 1971—Fall Color in Two
Sections: Oct. 2, Quebec to Harpers
Ferry. Oct. 15. Harperi Ferry—Smokies
—Outer Banks. N.C: ending Wasti.
D.C. or Harpers Ferry. Others: Cllrist-

mas and New Year's in llie Bahamas.
Don't Overlook These.

1972

North America: Florida, Jan. 8.; Ari-
zona, May 27; Alaska. June 17.

Middle America: Bahamas. Dec. 27;
Yucatan, Jan 22 and Feb 5; Central
America. Feb. 19; Mexico East Coast,
March 25, Mexico West Coast April 8.

South America: Colombia, July 22;
Amazon extention, one week; Ecuador/
Peru. Aug. 19.

Europe: Scandinavia I, May 4; Ireland/
Seminar. 2 weeks; Scandinavia II. June
14; Highlands and Islands. June 14;

S. E. Iceland, 4 days; Iceland July 13;

Balkans. May 25; E. Europe June 15.

Africa: North Africa. May 4; East
Africa, Aug. 3; Central Africa. 2 weeks;
South Africa, Sept. 6.

Asia: Himalayas, June 28; East Hima-
layas. July 20,

Pacific: Melanesia, July 6; New Guinea,
July 27. Indonesia. Aug. 24, Western
Australia. Sept. 14; Eastern Austialia,
Oct. 5; New Zealand Oct. 26.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS

Box 22-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

made out of the divergent ways in

which iiuman groups have developed.

Another problem with Tiger and

Fox's approach is that they attempt to

corner the evolutionary market with

genetically determined traits. If selec-

tion, however, operates on an animal's

performance, as these authors them-

selves emphasize, then there is no rea-

son whv evolutionarv processes should

not also apply to behaviors acquired

through nonhereditary means. All that

is needed is some mechanism that wiU

enable the pattern in question to be

passed on from one generation to the

next, a mechanism that would seem to

be provided bv man's capacity to learn

and to communicate what he has

learned.

Tiger and Fox agi'ee that sexual se-

lection no longer operates for oiu- spe-

cies as it does for others. They do not

seein to realize, however, that their evi-

dent distrust of extragenetic processes

thus leads to a diagnosis of evolutionary

rigor mortis. An alternative approach

would be to take more seriously the

idea of culture as adaptation, applying

it not only to culture in general, but tu

specific cultural practices. Human vari-

ation could thus be studied in evolu-

tionary terms without recourse to state-

ments about "racial" differences. While

such an approach widens the definition

of what Tiger and Fox call a "natiual

process," it surelv does not take us out

of the realm of biology, nor does it pre-

clude comparison between our own and

other species.

To give a more specific idea ol the

way in which Tiger and Fox apply bio-

logical reasoning to ihe human condi-

tion, we might talk about an issue that

lies at the heart of their analysis,

nanielv. the question of sexual differ-

ences.

Tiger and Fox consider it a fact of

nature that men should predominate po-

litically, that they should form groups

that exclude women, and that they

should seek sell'-validalion through a

di.splav of female subsei-vience. Women,

for their part, are inherently less ori-

ented toward one another; bonds be-

tween them are of necessity empheme-

ral. Their lives are meant to revolve

around cliild rearing, for which they are

prepared in a number of emotional as

well as structural ways. These and the

other sexual differences are seen to be

part of the hutnan "biogram," a term

that Tiger and Fox borrow from the

physical anthropologist Earl Count. The

word hlogram refers to an animal's ba-

sic design for living: more specifically.

How to start

benefiting from
investment

management
with as little as

$5,000
'

If you have saved or acquired $5,000

$50,000, you naturally want to make yo

capital grow. But you may actually be losi

ground due to inflation and taxes.

To help solve this problem, clients in

countries have placed their accounts unc

The Danforth Associates Investment Mr
agement Plan, a unique program origina

developed by a Boston family to mana
its own common stock investments.

As in any investment program, losses

and will occur. However, the plan thus 1

has proved especially efficient in providi

continuing capital growth supervision 1

individual portfolios starling with fn

$5,000 to $50,000 in cash or securities.

For a complimentary copy of a 42-pz

report describing this tested plan and
complete 10-year "performance recor

simply write Dept. P-74.

THE Danforth Associat
Wellesley hills, Mass., u.s.a. 02
Investment Management • Incorporated 1

^.nnouncina

The American Museum of

Natural History's sixth annual

series of Man and Nature

Lectures, in cooperation with

Charles Scribner's Sons, pub-

lishers.

Man and the Computer:

A New Symbiosis

to be delivered by

John G. Kemeny

President, Dartmouth College

on the evenings of October 18,

20, and 22 at 7:30 o'clock in

the Museum Auditorium

You are welcome to attend.
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Wemay tellyoumore
about yourself

thanyou care to know:
:hology today is about your hopes. Your fears. Your
ntialities. And what science has learned about them,

very month, you'll read in its pages what the world's

most authorities have to say about the human condi-

Men like B. F. Skinner. Rollo May. Ashley Mon-
Harvey Cox. Bruno Bettelheim. These behavioral

itists explain their latest discoveries in clear, straight-

ard language, without oversimplifications or pseudo-

undities.

ome of their findings are reassuring. Some are alarm-

Some just plain fascinating. All of them are a giant

ahead of the kind of psychology you may have picked

n school. Or from your friends who are in analysis,

/here psychological writing all too often tends to nar-

thc possibilities — reducing almost every impulse to

oedipal complexes, guilt feelings or sexual hang-ups —
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY has just the opposite attitude. It sees

the behavioral sciences as enlarging our possibilities...

as endlessly multiplying the choices open to us. Instead

of seeing men and women in black and white, psychol-
ogy TODAY finds human behavior encouragingly colorful.

In its graphics, psychology today is a splendid gal-

lery of all the things we've lately learned about the mys-
teries of perception. Each issue is a visual adventure . .

.

an uninhibited collaboration between science and art.

Many issues include revealing tests, visual experiments

and fold-out games.

Doesn't this sound like a magazine you ought to see? If

you agree, we'll be glad to send you a complimentary copy.

Just mail the coupon and you'll receive the latest issue.

Among the current and coming articles in

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY:
The Grim Generation

Does ESP Exist?

Learning Under Drugs

Is Suicide a Human Right?

Are Leaders Made or Bom?
Impulse, Aggression & the Gun
Homosexuality Reconsidered

The Sickness of Corporations

Hiding from Big Brother

Adult Play Therapy

Love & Will

The Mentally Retarded Child

Is Man a Machine?

The Nudity Explosion

Who Will Help in a Crisis?

Dangers of Group Therapy

Are I.Q. Tests Intelligent?

Memory's Molecular Maze

Can We Immunize the Weak?
Nudity in Group Therapy

A Conversation with Masters

& Johnson

The White Race and Its Heroes

Breast Feeding

Receive the current issue as a gift and begin a better

understanding of your children, your spouse, your boss,
your mother-in-law

.. .yourself. psydntogytoday

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY i v>^

PC. Box 2990. Boulder, Colorado 80302
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A 3'/2-INCH QUESTAR PHOTOGRAPHS
THE FACE OF THE SUN

This photograph, taken some years ago during a peak of solar activity, not only

shows great detail in the enormous sunspot, but reveals the "orange peel" or "rice grain"

texture of the surface, so familiar to experienced sun observers. Our photographic

print fails to shov/ all the beautiful tracery so plainly visible on the negative.

One v/ould not expect to get such pictures v/ith a 3 '/z -inch telescope, for these

granulations measure only 1 to 2 seconds of arc. This is a job for the great mountaintop

observatories, where a giant telescope can avoid sighting through the worst of the

earth's heat-agitated air. However, this picture was taken with the 7-pound portable

Questar at midday, right through the entire earth's atmosphere—at sea level!

The exposure was 1 / 1 000 second on 35 mm. Microfile film, using an effective focal

length of over 50 feet. The Davises, who took the picture, worked out the technique

which avoided overheating and damaging the telescope.

For totally safe observation of the sun, Questar developed its patented filters which

keep more than 99% of the damaging heat and light from entering the telescope.

This was the first thought anyone had given to keeping these rays out of the instrument

itself since Galileo sighted through his first telescope in 1 609!

© QUESTAR CORPORATION 1971, All Rights Reserved

Questar, the world's finest, most ver-

safile telescope, is now available in two

sizes, the S'A and 7, and in numerous

models. Prices begin at $865. Send for

our booklet containing more than 100

photographs by Questar owners. For

mailing anywhere in N.A., $1.00. By air

to rest of Western Hemisphere, $2.50;

Europe and North Africa, $3.00; else-

where $3.50.

Box 60

TAR
New Hope, Pa. 18938

it conveys the idea that the behavi

patterns in question are part of the ai

rnal's "wiring," another term Tiger a

Fox are fond of using.

According to these authors, our o\

s|)ecies' biogram is a legacy from c

long history as hunters and has chang

iillle in tiie relatively short time sin

uc invented agriculture and fell in

ethological grace. The hunting life v

associated both with a sharp sexual di

sion of labor and a rapid growth

nians mental capacities—or rath

male inental capacities, as Tiger a

I'ox seem to be saying. They claim tl

different selection pressures were bei

brought to bear on the two sexes a

that the most significant pressur

those associated with the need for ca

eration and response control, wt

being exerted on males. One wonders

this point if these authors are speaki

of some sort of parallel genetic desce

with litde boy hominids inheriting

array of special abilities from their fii

brained fathers and little girl homin

having to make do with the lesser i

dowments passed on to them from th

mothers.

Again, we must stress that the sex

division of labor could well have de\

o])ed as an adaptive response withi

involving innate differences to the

gree suggested by Tiger and Fox. If s

tial luental capacities were indeed

prerecpjisite for certain skills exerci;

by males, this does not itself mean t

such capacities were not being pas:

on to males and females alike; it o

means that men may have had more

|)ortunity to make use of this potentia

Similarly, one wonders if it is nee

sary to shore up the maternal role by

tributing to women a host of special

havioral propensities. The pure fact t

it is women who have the physi

equipment to bear and suckle child

and that ihe maturation period of th

children is a protracted one would se

to go a long way in accounting for

(lifTerent existential situations of the

spective sexes. Thus, in societies wh

motherhood can be combined witl

wide range of other socially signific

activities, or where ahernatives to a

rental career are encouraged, we mi

expect the lives of women to vary

ciirdingly.

The case that Tiger and Fox m;

lor the innateness of teinpeiamental

I'erences between the sexes rests u]

highly selective and distorted ren(

ings of endocrinological research

on experiments that could not poss

have accounted for the effect of culti
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luiles. Till' wlioli- (lis(U.--sii)n of ^fx

s is in fart characti-rizi'd bv a meth-

logical irrcsponsihilitv that afflicts

resi of the b(K>k as well. Sentences

dcccptivelv connected by a "thus"

I "ihcrefore" in the absence of em-

al juslificalion and sometimes with

tal disregard for elementar% logic,

mvriarl footnotes, while of bil)-

rapliic value, lose much of iheir

l;irl\ impressiveness u|j<>n closer ex-

iialinii: one ma\ even find thai ihe

e for a parliiularlv broad asserlioii

single personal communication.

r.immalic sialcnienLs about human

rnil\ are juxtaposed with iniag<-s of

iricnled motherless ducks, and di-

lea|>s are made Irom the male ba-

il uilh his harem of root-picking le-

s III the male <-xecuti\e wilh his

111 handmaidens from the t\ping

I. Mere we are clearK in the realm

ienlilic malpractice,

'he general u|)shol of all of this

ion- reasoning is an inlimation that

i-r peril or futilih Ls likelv to attend

elforl to alter the liasic structuring

lale and female roles. One wonders

Tiger and Fox should ijuail so al

prosjieet of riM'king the sexual Ixiat.

eh ihes are unworthv heirs of those

linid- whom ihev are pleased to de-

be with epithets like "enterprising"

"i realive."

he altenlion gi^en liN Tiger and

to llie i|ueslion of sex roles is part

general atteni|)l lo appK elhological

lining to ihe major issues ol our

s. Like oilier popul.iri/ers in this

I. llie authors of T/ie hiifx-rial Aiii-

appeal lo our sense of im|K-nding

n .mil feel thai lhe\ haxe ilirecl line

he Iriilli. .illowing them lo bv|>ass

.inliioiis p.illis fiilliiwed bv political

pri>t~ .iiiil moral philosophers.

\-siiiinng thai .in oliicili\e basis for

.ilil\ cm be fiiiind in ihe proper un-

•lanilmg of our biogr.im. Tiger and

priH ceil lo indie. lie uliii li ol our in-

iliiiii- ,ire in liariiion\ uith mir .ini-

n.iliires and v«hii li .ire iiol. lUireaii-

> Is an example of ihe latter: it

.irt- our priinali- sponlaneitv and

es iiiir s|N-ciul lalenis for wiirking in

ill l.ice-to-lace siliialioiis. Our sNslein

irg.ini/ed education is aiiolher such

ogn .ill\ repressive inslilulion.

liere is a cerlain allraclivenes!) lo

notion thai etiiologv can. as ihew

lors claim, provide a scientific loiiii-

on Inr llic emu i'|il >il n.ihir.il nghls.

be sine, ihc Icm.lle le.ider will led .1

lewb.il les.ser sense of exall.ilioii al

prill l.im.ilion of ,i biologicil bill ol

lis when ^iie re.di/es ib.it jl is essen-

:4

Why Nikon binoculars
talce tlie strain

out of bird watching
The right and left optics of Nikon
binoculars are absolutely identical

and both barrels are optically parallel.

So even after hours of viewing you
dont feel any eyestrain or fatigue.

That's the difference between
ordinary glasses and Nikon prism
binoculars. Through Nikon optical

excellence and precise construction,

you enjoy brilliant, full-field viewing
without effort or strain for as long as
you wish. You also get a 25-year
guarantee as your assurance of en-
during performance quality.

Seethe difference yourself, at Nikon
camera dealers and selected optical

departments. Nikon Inc.. Garden City.

N.Y.. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich
Photo-Optical Industries. Inc .ISB

NIKON PRISM BINOCULARS

Before Linnaeus the genus Andromeda did not exist

THE COMPLEAT NATURALIST
A Life of Linnaeus
by Wilfrid Blunt

A fascinating account of the life and work of the prcat Swedish
botanist, his epoch-making achievements, his explorations in Lap-

land, and his life wilh family and students. Brilliantly illustrated

with 32 pa>',es of color and o8 of black-and-white. Appendix, bib-

'"'"-^ lioRraphy, index. 25o pp. 77» " x P-'/a ". $14.95
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I )ipl. ATI- , 625 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
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Beginning a major new series

under the general editorship

of GEORGE B. SCHALLER

Wildlife

Behavior
and
Ecology

Just published . .

.

Mountain Sheep
A Study in Behavior and Evolution

Valerius Geist
Based on nearly four years of fieldwork in northern British Columbia,

Alberta, and the Yukon, this is one of the most intensive studies ever

made of any hoofed animal. It records almost every aspect of mountain

sheep Hfe: habitat, home ranges and migrations, social behavior,

population dynamics, and adaptation to wfinter. Comparative data is

included on other sheep populations and on other ungulates.

Particularly interesting is the author's explanation of how the unique

behavioral development of the mountain sheep stems from its survival

from the ice age. With superb photographs and illustrations, this book

will be as fascinating to the amateur naturaUst as it will be invaluable

to the professional in behavioral science, ecology, or wildlife

management. $14.50

The
University of

Chicago

. PRESS .

Coming in Spring 1972 . .

.

The Serengeti Lion

by George B. Schaller

The Spotted Hyena
by Hans Kruuk

Chicago, 60637

tially males who are to benefit from

For the skills, talents, joys, and fr

(joins with which Tiger and Fox are y

marilv concerned are those ol tlie hu

It is inhuman, sav these authors,

men to live as peasants and bure

crats: it is a crime to turn them into

jccls (if exchange. Now. on the otl

hand, it is perlectlv "natural"

wcjmi'n to be objects of exchange ii

svstem of marital alliance. Since tl

arc inherently more submissive anil I

ailvenlurous than males, we should

expect them to experience the sa

kind of IVustration at routine and un

citing work, h becomes somewhat d

cult t<i sympathize with the degi'ce ot

ilignation that Tiger and Fox cxpt

lor the plight of their fellowmen. Mi

over, one begins to feel a cert

amusement at the way in which th

authors seek elaborate scientific jus

latiiius for their desire to get a li

more I'un out of life.

In general, the moralistic pronoui

mcnts scattered throughout The In.

rial Animal are not verv far remo

from the homespun and often (

tradictorv beliefs with which we are

familiar. For example, the olil nol

that political inequality and exploital

are basic to the human condit

("'there will alwavs be black lirr

sines.'" as these authors put it) is sa

the status of biological law by refere

to primate dominance patterns,

pervasiveness of liberal ideology, h

ever, is such that Tiger and Fox feel

liged to temporize on this issue,

one." thev reassure us. "would m.

tain the necessity of hierarchy. .

How are we to make sense of this

the authors are themselves confu

then they are guilty of a certain lac

forthrightness.

Professor Fox, in an article publis

in The New York Times Maga:

(March 24, 1968) entitled "The Ev

tion of Human Sexual Behavior,"

had occasion to criticize others '

have written about man in an ethol

cal mode. His concluding words, wl

are unfortunately all too appropriate

his own work with Professor Tiger,

a fitting ending for this review as v

".
. . if nothing else, 1 have put the

terested reader on guard against tl

who seek to exploit the obvious inte

of this topic bv offering intellec

shortcuts to solutions."

Judith Shapiro is an assistant pr

sor in the Department of Anthropo

at the University of Chicago.
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(Views

\ll \> OK niK I MVKHSK, l)v I'alrick

>rr. Rand McNatlv tiiul Company,

'>.(X): 272 pp.. lllus. ASTKOVIMY. hy

III Mrn/.cl, Random House,

•(): :i2(J pp., illus.

ii-si- Iwo latest entries in tin- "illus-

ralecl lH)()ks of srience" market ar<-

ir<-ssi\c indeed. The use of the a[»-

ialion "illiis." in the hihlio^aphir

•rences above just doesn't do them

How inadei|uale it is to deserihe

iNiis. llie iMxik liv I'atrirk M<K)re

n. in lael. it eonlairis nearly I.^CK)

IS. illuslralions. and pliolofiraphs.

'he Iwo Ixxtks have many sim-

ilies. Kaeh is expensive, lavLshlv il-

raled—and in color— large in for-

mannfaelureil with' obvious

rn for ipialilv. In-autifully de-

I. wrillen l)v skilled and e\-

leneed authors, anil packed lull ol

modern and receni as ihe puhli-

ilales inditale. liul although

are great similarities Ix-tween

in. there are also enormous differ-

'lir illa.t of the VniiHTsr is an al-

io present an up-li>-dale, alias-

iim|iendiuni of knowledge alxiul

rill and ihe universe surrounding

Irawing as much as possible on (Lita

II .islronomical research anil Irom

e e\|iloratiiin and lechnologv. In

it i^ uiiii|ue: I know ol no oilier

k ilia! has allem|ileii lliis appriKich

I iiiinbined Icrreslrial and celeslial

s. A'< an alias alone, il is unusual in

enormous range of suhjecl mailer il

ompasscs. ranging Irom "The Kvolu-

I ol Life on K-irlh" lo "I'lie Search

Lile" (beyond the earlh). Ciiriouslv.

lallcr subject is taken up lirsl in llic

k. when logic might siiggesl lh.it il

lollow. The reason is lo be loiiiid

, ihc nature of this luuidsome work,

'alrick MiMire has clios<-n lo arrange

IxHik in live main si'clions. 'Ilie lirsl

I gcner.il discussion of aslronomv

I np.ii ' c\|iloralion, their melhiHls

I oli|ccli\c-.. 'riic next four are "at-

ol Karlh. Moon, the Silar Sys-

.iiid the Stai> (and the rcsl of ihe

vei-c). respeclivelv. In each of these

,
• ni,i|or sections, fads, figures, and

lanalion-- arc .irr.iii"cil wilbiii a

/VOM/- Enjoy 1,600 Northwestern

wild flowers in color photographs

^2

WILD FLOWERS
OF THE

t UNITED STATES
i
Volume V: THE

^ NORTHWESTERN STATES
^ By Harold William Rickett^ Senior Curator. The New York Botanical Garden^ General Ed., William C. Sleere

)
Director. The New York Botanical Garden

Just published . . . and among the brightest events

of the year, the latest volume in the most complete,

most highly lauded wild flower series ever con-

ceived and executed identifies nearly 4,500 wild

flowers of the northwestern slates and brings you
nearly 1.600 species in jewel-like color. This

definitive work is the first to cover all the wild

flowers of one of the most botanically interesting

regions In the country— ranging from Oregon and
Washington, west of the Cascade Mountains, and
all of California as far south as the southern

borders of San Luis Obispo and Kern counties.

As an amateur naturalist and flower lover you'll

be thrilled by the Instant recognition of species

this magnificent volume permits you. Many factors

—clear, beautiful photographs taken in each flow-

er's natural habitat, detailed drawings, ready-for-

use arrangement of families, genera, and species,

precise descriptions In simple, nontechnical, sci-

enlifically accurate language, Ihe knowledge and
talents ol the specialists who prepared Ihe ma-
terials- all make it easy for you to Identify the

Northwest's unusually rich floral gems.

"Peerless . . . sumptuous " Is how the Atlantic

Naturalist describes the series. Scientific Ameri-

can calls the volumes "stunningly beautiful . . . un-

matched." The Gardener says they're "sheer joy

to thumb Ihroughi'' Don't miss Ihe volume devoted

lo your region. And remember Ihis glorious series

when you're looking lor that perfect gift to send
lo someone.

VOLUME V: In Iwo parts boxed • 700 pages • 9'a
X 13' I • 1,905 illustrations: 1,600 full-color photo-
graphs. 305 drawings glossary of terms • Boxed
set. $57.50 (see easy terms below)

PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED

WILD FLOWERS OF THE

UNITED STATES VOLUMES .

Volume I: THE NORTHEASTERN
STATES. 1.700 species from At-

lantic to Minnesota, and from Can-

ada 10 Virginia and Missouri. 572

pages, 1.200 color photos, 350

drawings. 2-part boxed set S39.50

Volume II: THE SOUTHEASTERN
STATES, 1.900 species from North

Carolina and Tennessee to Gulf ol

Mexico, and from Atlantic to Ar-

kansas and Louisiana 760 pagosr

1.700 color photos, 364 drawings.

2-part boxed set $44 50

Volume III: TEXAS. 1,900 species

in entire stale of Texas 500 pages,

tlOO color photos, 245 drawings,

2-part boxed set $39 50

Volume IV: THE SOUTHWESTERN
STATES. 3 000 sppcios in Arizona.

Now Mexico, and southern Cali-

fornia Irom Mexican border to San
Luis Obispo and Kern counties.

H?4 pages, 2,000 color photos, 330

li.iwings. 3-part boxed sot $52 SO

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY
330 West 42nd Street, New York, NY. 10036

rirn^o sunci mo Iho lollowino WILD FLOWERS OF THE UNITED
STATfcS volufnolBl for len dnyt without obhgftlion Ai Ihc ond ol

that iimo I will oilhor folurn ih« book(») m the canon provided or

romii Iho prico thown, plus locel tax and delivery cottt

I I
Volume V, rriv Norlhwctltrn SlalM $S7 SO
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} Chock hoio tor convonionl Budget Torma f^^tnt
{iTX plua dolivory and local lai in 10
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'

I
Volume I. thir Mormeaalern Slaifi tSt M

'

I
Volume n. Iha Soulhtnictn Slarai ]44 50 city

'

I
Volume III, reiaa $30 JO

! I Volume IV, ffte Souihweilern Slelea $S2 50 Stale

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
SAVE postage by remitting
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slate tax. Same return
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or Canada only.
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CENTRAL AFRICA

Central African Republic

Chad and North Cameroon

Febr. 29th to March 21st, 1972

Safarais by special planes and cars

from Bangui and Fort Lamy. With
JACK GUIN, expert safari leader

and naturalist.—Fabulous reserves

and remote tribal areas: Masaberta,

Zakouma Natl. Park, Kapsikis etc.

NEW GUINEA

May 5th to May 27th, 1972

Goroka Sing Sing; a great tribal

event. Highlands exploration. Cruise

on Sepik River.

Leader: DANIEL BERTOLINO

Anthropology and Photography.

•

HIMALAYAN TOUR

Annapurna Dhaulagiri Trek

Febr. 11th to March 7th, 1972

From New York: US$ 1585.00

Delhi, Agra, Katmandu. From Pok-
hara: 14 days trek with expert guid-

ance and all equipment supplied.

Villages, forests, lakes and birds.

Under 10,000 ft. Optional extensions

to 17,000 ft.

Separate group for non-trekkers to ride on
ponies and to be carried by Tit>etan

porters.

•

INDIA, NEPAL, CEYLON

Wildlife Sanctuaries

1. Jan. 17th to Febr. 13th

Leader: HAROLD PETERS
2. Jan. 31st to Febr. 27th

Leader; JACK CAREY

No cities.—Gir Forest. Keoladeo
Ghana, Kanha Natl. Park.—Kat-
mandu Valley, Pokhara Plateau,

Tiger Tops in Nepal.—Yala Na-
tional Park. Kandy and Colombo in

Ceylon.

SPAIN AND MOROCCO
March 25th to April 15th, 1972
For ambitious photographers.

Leader: WALTER F. WOOD,
FPSA, ARPS, Hon. EFIAP.

Easter in Sevilla. Segovia, Toledo,
Andalusia. Fez, Marrakesh, Gouli-
mine. Middle Atlas and Anti Atlas.

Illustrated booklets for each

tour can be had from Treasure

Tours: Information on Summer
tours on request.

TREASURE TOURS

INTERNATIONAL Inc.

—OFFICE OF ACADEMIC LIAISON—

1010 St. Catherine W.

Montreal 110, Canada

Phone: 514-866-6571

series of double-page spreads having a

single subject title. In tlieory. all the

data selected bv the author on tiiat sub-

ject is compressed into the double-page

spread. Thus "The E\olution of Life on

Eartli" is one of the spreads in the sec-

tion called "The Adas of the Earth from

Space." while "Tlie Search for Life" is

a spread in the first section of the book.

"Observation and Exploration of

Space." This is how and whv we seanh

for hfe bevond the earth (in this book)

before we find out how and why it came

to the eartli in the forms we observe to-

day.

As 1 said above, this book is unique

in many wavs. Sir Bernard Lovell. the

eininent British radio astronomer.

WTites in the Foreword that "it is the

first Atlas to draw together astronomi-

cal and terrestrial maps of the Earth as

seen from Space, the Moon, the Solar

System, the Stars, indeed the whole

known universe into one volume." It is

indeed, biit it isn't always completely

successful in accomplishing this diffi-

ciJt task. It just isn't possible to do so

across the full range of topics it covers.

On some, indeed on manv. the book is

somewhat mundane in its treatment. It

has to be. After all. we cannot expect

that every subject, every question uiU

be best illuminated from the fields of

space e.vploration and astronomy alone.

It is very difficult to find fauh with

The Atlas Of The Universe. The te\1

and illustration labels are competently

uTitten. the illustrations excellent and

pertinent. Its faults are so minor in

comparison to the magnificence of the

whole that thev should not seriously en-

ter into the thinking of the potential

buyer. But there might be one bit oi'

sound advice for the prospective piu--

chaser. Don't buy it to give to a sick

friend. He might not be able to lift ill

On the other hand, vou might wish to

give Menzel's Astronomv to a sii k

friend, or to anyone else who might en-

joy a factual, well-written, authoritative,

and well-illustrated reference to modern

astronomy and its historical devel-

opment.

Astronomy is arranged and written

conventionally and places greater re-

liance on well-developed and logical or-

der in its tex1. Its illustrations follow

suit, alwavs pertinent to the subject in

the accompanying text, either explain-

ing it or supplementing it. Astronomy.

for example, takes up the origin and

evolution of life on earth before dis-

cussing the existence of life elsewhere.

It descrilies DNA in the text, whereas

Moore's .4tlas illustrates it in full color.

Must reading lor anyone with a

serious professional or avoca-

tional interest in ornithology.

Just as the crane is a unique bird,

this first comprehensive American
book on the species is not in com-
mon form. It appeals to both scien-

tist and amateur bird lover, for it is

a storehouse of information and its

descriptions of the life cycle, habitat

and migrations will long be remem-
bered as splendid evocations of nat-

ural life.

This book covers all 15 species of

crane, and the author's magnificent
color and black-and-white photo-
graphs show the cranes in their nat-

ural environment in almost every
country in which they live, from
South Africa to Sweden, from Siberia

to Australia.

320 pages 8^/^x11 $25.00

Wherever good books are sold, or from

WINCHESTER PRESS
460 Park Ave., New York 10022

Send today for

Free Record Cataloi

and Free^ Record Cleaning Clot!
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n this superb
lew book you'll see

3irds never before

3hotographed . .

.

ind many
hat may never again
)e photographed.

Portraits of Tropical Birds began as a labor of love and grew into a work of camera art and scientific

hicvement. For John S. Dunning, a Field C'ollaborator of the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology,

goal was to photograph as many of the birds of Central and South America as time and effort would
ow, and under conditions as near to their natural en\'ironment as humanly and technically possible.

The result is a beautiful book and elo(juent testimony to Dunning's success. His tireless .search for

e and beautiful .species has produced a stunning collection of portraits. Hummingbirds and

gons, jacamars and motmots, puffbirds and toucans, the cock-of-the-rock, are represented iTi all their

gnificent plumage. Above all, are the tanagers, brilliant blue or iridescent green, crimson or gold.

'ortraits of Tropical Birds is a rare achievement.

"One of tlir most striking bo()i<.s of its kind . . . Dun-
ning's foclini<|uc. howovor, if adopted hv those who
would give us bird hooks on species closer at hand, is

what is most exciting." -Tampa Trihunr-Timrs

"Ntagnificent and stupendous ... worthy of placing

in the library of every hird observer, and enjoved

constantly over the years." —The Florida Naturalist

"Horrible as the thought mav be, the photographs

of certain species in this book could vcrv well be the

last ever taken ... the book mav well be a collector's

item in a few years." —EBHA News

".
. . whether this book whets the appetite to do the

research or just gives pure pleasure, Inc book is well

worth widespread attention."

—New Jersey Nature News

^\VOnT\\\nS OF TROPICAL BIRDS
bv John S. Dunning

174 pages, 72 c-olor plates

at vour bookstore, or by mail. $20.00

".
. .'Seeing is believing." The color photographs of

these six do/en Central and South .American birds are

difficult to describe." —Roch/ Mountain News

"These photographs... are breathless in their beautv."

—Long Braeh. Calif. Indrprndrnt Frrss-Telrf^ram

"Methods and e<|uipment used in this infere.sfing

work are explained . . . thev are a notable part of its

fascination." — .Vrir Orleans Times-Piraiiune

Livingston Publishing (Company
IS Ilainirstcad Cinlc
WvTMU'wood. Pi'iina. HK)96

Please send me copy(ie.s) of Portraits of Tropical

Birds, at $20.00 each.

Check or monev order for S is enilosetl. If I

am not satisfied. I may return the Ixjok within 10 duvs

for full refund.

NAME

CITY & STATE
( Pa. rniclrnli plrair add 9% Min tu.

)



EcolO'7

WATER
The Wonder of Life

by Rutherford Piatt

Introduction by Edwin Way Teale

"Piatt ... is one of the finest popular interpreters of

natural history writing today. . . . His new volume ... is

brilliant."-Pub;/.s/iers' Weekly. Illustrated. $8.95

THE COUGAR DOESN'T LIVE HERE ANY MORE
Does the world still have room for wildlife?

by Lorus and Margery Milne

"An encyclopedic collection of facts and reasoned
opinions— I highly recommend it."-RAY C. ERICKSON,
Asst. Director, Endangered Wildlife Researc/i. "One of the
really good ones."-Publishers' Weekly. Illustrated. $9.95

THE FORESTS OF LILLIPUT

The Realm of Mosses and Lichens

by John Bland

Introduction by Carlton B. Lees

"A fascinating combination of practical information

and the lore and legend of primitive plants."-EDWIN
WAY TEALE, Editor, Audubon Magazine. Illustrated. $7.95

At your bookseller or by mall:

jPRENTICE-HALL
lEnglewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

^\^^%i^

But somehow, one can understand

and its significance to the story, betl

from Menzel's text than from Moon

pictures and their labels.

Donald MenzePs Astronomv is hv 1

the superior text, and his position in

tronomy qualifies him far better th

Moore to write such a book. Atlas,

the other hand, covers a far grea

range of subjects, largely through its

lustrations and their extensive captio;

but the text is not as significant as it

in Astronomy. Each is really intend

for a different audience and use. ^

tronomv is and can be a personal bo<

one that you can enjoy reading a

treasure for reference. Atlas beloi

exclusively on the reference sh(

where its encyclopedic range of ma

rial can be found by those who havi

need for it, but you won't curl up w

it for an evening of literary relaxatii

It just isn't that kind of book, rema

able as it is in other ways.

Thomas D. Nichols

The American Muse.

The Deadly Feast of Dfe, by Don;

E. Carr. Doubleday & Compar.

$7.95; 369 pp.

Man, like the rest of nature, lives

cording to the iron rule of univ

sal law, eat or die, a command that P

Carr, after looking at today "s food a

poison equilibrium, amends to eat a

die, if not quickly and spectaculai

then quietly and slowly. The plan of

book, its "hterary architecture," as

author deseribes it, is to try to del

mine if man is a creature with a futi

by examining comparatively how a

mals, and plants too, use weapons of

fense and defense to "make a livin

Working up the food chain and

evolutionary scale from the protozoa

Mr. Carr finally arrives at man. Tlii

the generalized animal who lacks cla

fangs, venom, powerful enzymes,

stingers, but who, using his large br;

has created the chlorinated-hvd

carbon problem in the field of pe

cides, the food additive problem, i

the dangers of atomic radiation, and

accomplished the degeneration and

phistication of his own natural food.'

in the case of chicken, which has b

made cheap but insipid by the i

techni(pes of intensive animal I

bandry.

The author, a retired petn

chemist who has written several I

dealing with the issues of human ;

I02



SMANOBORi
A unique cratt in which the artisan uses only

one special instrument (sarukiri) to carve a

listinctive menagerie. One thousand years old,

this folk craft originated in the Sasano region

)f Japan. All animal figures are carved from the

light, soft wood of a forest tree called

A Tiger—about SV?" long $4.50"

B Owl—about 3" high $3.00*t

C Eagle—about 7" high S3.00*

E Rooster—about 6" high

$3.00'

D Peacock—about 5V2" high

$4.00**

'Please add 6(k for postage and handling

"Please add 75< for postaf^e and handling

fLimited quantity

Members of the Museum are en-

titled to a lO'^r discount. N.Y. state

residents please add tax.

f:

nm Shop
" .in Museum
I History

I' k West
r.-ct

NY.

Rnntlef

Peacock

Tlgr-

Owl I
Tolnl

I'ntill.',! t.

lOJ



val, considers that The Deadly Feast of

Life is neither a scientific treatise nor a

tract. It is certainly not the first; but

anv writer who reviews historically the

"stupendous catastrophes in both ani-

mal and plant phyla" and concludes

that we are in graye danger of eliminat-

ing ourselves because of our uncon-

trolled technology and pullulating sex-

uality, has something, certainly, of the

tractarian or prophet in his makeup.

And does that require apology? Perhaps

our greatest need is a fireman to ring

the fire bell.

In any event, this is a very personal

book, filled vnth indignation, frustia-

fion, irony, erudition, wry humor. aU

sorts of obiter dicta, often tucked in at

the bottom of the page in unnumbered

footnotes, philosophical reflections, and

fascinating odd bits of zoological and

historical information. Did vou know,

for example, that malaria may have

caused the fall of Greece and Rome? Or

that the skunk's defensive fluid when

discharged at night is fluorescent and

leaves a trail Uke tracer bullets? Or that

male alligators roar when they hear

sounds that approximate the B-flat two

octaves below middle C plavcd on the

French horn? Or that one should avoid

eating improperly cooked polar bear

meat because of the risk of contracting

trichinosis?

Mr. Carr has an informal style

("some zoologists dont buy this . .
."')

and also a fondness for the vocabularies

of scientific and technical periodicals.

His frequent reluctance to assume the

translator's task constitutes a difficulty

for the general audience he is trying to

reach. However, despite such a sen-

tence as. "Plants also may contain pro-

tease inhibitors (preventing protein di-

gestion), hemagglutinins, goitrogens,

cyanogens, saponins, gossypol. lathyro-

gens. favism-inducers. and so on." the

author shows himse¥ to be a dedicated

zoophile and humanist, who hopes for

the best but scarcely expects it. "What

is so great about staying aUve anywav?"

he asks toward the end of his study.

Whether this is an expression of deep

despair or a bit of black humor each

reader will have to decide for himself in

the context of the book as a whole. The

reviewers opinion is that Mr. Carr is

reaffirming the somber warning of The

Preacher in Ecclesiasles, chapter

"He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it

GeRAT.D r.ARj-

On thr Side of the Apes, by Em
Hahn. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.. $7.9

320 pp.. illus.

A
report that baboons were i)ei

used in medical research on a

erosclerosis aroused Emily Hah
curiosity and imagination and star

her on an extensive tour of reseai

centers where primates were being us

as subjects. It wasn't long before her

terest led her into the history of prim

research, and a major part of this bf

recounts the trials and tribulations

people who have worked with monk,

and apes.

Robert Mearns Yerkes, a man w

great dreams and conviction, was

outstanding figure in the early hist

of primate studies in the United Stai

Recognizing the need for laboratoi

devoted to the study of animal beha\"

with unflagging persistence he gra

What kind ofa show off areyou

For super 8 show offs

who like to sound
pff, the BoiexSM-8 self-

threading magnetic
sound projector dazzles

your ears as it enter-
tains your eyes. This

full-featured machine
has up to 800 foot

capacity and comes
with a powerful

solid state amplifier

and mike. It works
like a tape recorder.
You lay the clashing
of cymbals, the Blue
Danube or your own
voice onto the sound

stripe of your films. And
convert every movie
into an artistic piece

of entertainment.

For people who don't like inter

ruptions, Bolex has perfected
the world's only super 8
projector with a built

in automatic
cartridge changer.
The Bolex Multimatic
holds up to six

cartridges. But you
can load in more
while the show is in

progress because it

automatically rewinds
one cartridge as it

shows another. Since
you never have to stop
to rewind, your movies
can run continuously.
At normal speed. Or
slow motion. If you like

single frame or reverse
projections, the

Multimatic will also

accommodate you.

If your life story starts

regulars, goes to super
"^

or now continues I

Kodak cartridge

the new Bolex 18

automatic threa

ing projector c;

show the comple
saga. At normal spei

or slow motion
handles every ki

of 8. On reels or Kod
cartridges from 50

400 feet, stoppii

automatically at ti

end of each reel.

you don't have
reinsert the fil

For more irformation about ttiese and other Bolex projectors and super 8 cameras, please write us'^ _^_^
Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road. Linden. N.J. 07036. Ottier products: Hasselblad cameras and accessories. Hermes typewriters and figuring mactiines.



f)uilt one of the most important re-

h l.iiiliti<'> in llif lounlrv. His in-

(!• on the ilrvi-lopnii-nt of primati-

es far exrecfled ihr work rlonf

n Wi< own lahoralorv. Throiuih his

irch and loachinj: hi- stimulated

apui'S and students. Tof^las the field

lie studies has jirown to the ex-

ihal primates are im|jortant in surh

disciplinf^ as medicine, an-

lologv. psvehologv. and the space

CCS.

was the behavioral similaritv be-

n man and apes that led Yerkes to

I the cliimpanzei- as an important

itor\ animal, but chimps have al-

manafii'il to capture human inler-

rhc U'havior and personalities of

great apes make it easv to em-

ze with them—thev are so much

humans in Sf) manv wavs. Yerkes

nol interested in amusing anec-

of chimp antics, however. He rec-

ti their value in research and was

lead of hi- time in seeing the need

formation from naturalistic studies

ucial su|>porti\c ilata for rescanh

upti\e animals. Progress towarrl

goals has not alwavs Ik-cii eas\.

but starting with the earK field work of

Nissen. a series of investigations, in-

cluding those of Korllandt. the Ri-\-

nolds. and cs[)eciallv van I-awick-CriMxI-

all. have made the naturali-tic behavior

of the chimpanzee one of the ln'st docu-

mented of anv nonhuman primate spe-

cies.

The existence of seven primate cen-

ters financed bv the National Institutes

of Health, six of them regional and one

national, is a measure of the imjiortance

of nonhuman primates in research.

Centers are located at "host" universi-

ties, and each has its own areas ol in-

vestigation related to. but not dupli-

cating, those of the other centers. The

list of primate center studies is verv

long and includes topics ranging from

details of s<M>ial behavior to specialiwd

studies of neuroloiiv. anatomv. phvsi-

ologv. and diseases. In manv instan<-es

Mi.ss Hahn resorts to long lists of tech-

nical topics to indicate the range of

work at ea<'h lination.

Other primate research facilities are

ilescriln-d. including the "consortium of

ihiin()s" at Holloman Air Force Fiasc.

New Mcxicii. where a lar^e coloin of

chimpan7>"es lives an al\-pical life on 30
ai'res of desert. I nfortunatelv. Miss

Hahn offers verv little background or

comparative information about "nor-

mal" monkev and ape behavior. Pat-

terns of primate Ix-havior in a free-rang-

inii social group are exceeHinglv

complex, and primates require a con-

text approximating the natural social

setting and unit of the species for full

devi'lopment. Tlie richness and space of

a wild setting are seldom, if ever, repnv

duced in captivitv. A valuable addition

to the biM)k would lia\c Ix-en an as.sess-

nicnl of causes and kinds of social dep-

rivation in captivitv and the implica-

tions of In-havior deficits for behavioral

and biomedical research.

A few chimpan/ees have been raised

with human families in attempts to

teach the a|)i's to talk. Rmilv Hahn sur-

vevs thi'se valiant but futile efforts. The

Kc-lloggs finallv gave up their attempts

to elicit s[H'ecli from their chimpanzee.

<iua. when she was \(t^^> numths old-

hut onlv after monumental effort. The

Haves's famous chimp. \iki. entered

their borne when she was onK thn-e

davs old. but when she died f)'/2 vears
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NATURE'S
JEWELRY

REAL leaves finished in

pure gold!

Choice of

Maple—Fern—Weeping Birch

PINS $5, EARRINGS $6
(specify pierced or unpierced ears)

Include 50^ handling charge

with check or money order

DAVENPORT
JEWELRY

HOPEWELL, N.J. 08525

GERBILS . . . HAMSTERS MICE

Observe these fascinating animals

without disturbing them. A living

picture that delights both children

and adults. It's cat and dog proof,

easy to clean, hangs on the wall and
has removable hole covers so that

when your pets have babies, you can

EXPAND . . . Just acid another farm.

Would you believe "wall to wall ger-

bils." Metal construction with baked
enamel finish. Measures 20 x 30 x 6
and includes plastic front. Shipping
WT. 20 lbs. only 819.95. Plans for

do-it-yourselfers 82.50.

UNIVERSAL PET PRODUCTS
P O Box 8027 / St. Louis, Mo. 63108

later she was only on the wa\ lo hi-r

fourth word. More recenth the Pic-

maek's ihimp. Sara, has been tauu;ht to

use symbols of cut-out shapes of differ-

ent colors. Washoe, the Gardner's

voung chimpanzee, is claimed to be

able to use more than 70 gestures of the

American sign language for the deaf

Miss Hahn cites evidence indicating

that chini|)anzees cannot talk because

they lack the anatomical structures for

speech production. She omits, however,

any reference to the evidence suggest-

ing that the inabihty to learn to speak

mav be due to a lack of appropriate cor-

tical structures that make possible

cross-modal transfer of different kinds

of information.

In addition to being a fascinating his-

tory of research on cliimpanzees. this

book offers the reader some unusual

glimpses into the human side of re-

search with monkeys and apes. The au-

thor presents amusing vignettes of the

challenges primates present to human

researchers. It is apparent diat manv re-

searchers have a great respect for their

subjects, although, at times, the latter

do their best to foil carefuUv laid re-

search plans.

The public hears many rumors about

what goes on inside laboratory walls,

and although Miss Hahn doesn't spell it

out in detail, she does offer samples of

the inside activity. She provides the

reader a chance to share in some of the

excitement, rewards, and frustrations of

studving our closest living relatives. She

also makes it clear that the applications

of knowledge gained from these studies

are often of life-saving importance to

humans.

Phyllis Dolhinow

UniversitY of California. Bcrkrlrv

The American Museum is open lo the

public every day during the year, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christinas.

Your support through membershi|i

and ronlriliutions helps make this pos-

sible. Tlie Museum is equally in need

ol support for its w )rk in the fields of

research, education and exhibition.

This list details the photographer or

other .source of illu'^tration by page.

76-79-Courtesy of the
Trustees of tfie Britisfi

Museum (Natural His

tory): except 79—top
rigtnt, Report on ttie

Scientific Results of

H.M.S Challenger
Narrative of the
Cruise, Volume I

80-Report on the Scien
tific Results of H.IVI.S.

Challenger: Narrative
of the Cruise, Volume I

90-91-Julio C Fernan
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46-Morton Salt Co., A
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Hummingbird Style

Oiiginal "Hummy-Bird Bars" <Sl lure the

ny, flashy Zil>-and-Sip set all season 1

Watch these rascals feed family-style thru <

plastic cups, from that warm real wood p
s love (actual photo). Give you
nds this heartwarming Holiday I

[ birds or bees, no rust or drip,

„„ ^,. Guaranteed. Full instructions. !

plus 40(- handling. In Cat. add 160 tax. S

no COD's. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN. 68

Apperson St., Tujunga, CA 91042. Our
Year! MADE IN U.S.A.

No othe

M^^^M SHELLS
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Send 25e for lllustrated C< talog

DOVER SCIENTIFIC — Box 6011C

Long Island City N.Y. 11106

Looking for a UNIQUE tou
"Thru the lens" Tours offer ttre

worldwide travel program deslgne
tlie cainera fan. We select picture

places ... and seek ttie ultima

"tiuman Interest." We use pr

transportation so we can stop v

. ever and wherever we want to.

If
venture off the beaten paths of to

j travel so you may photograph set

.

I

seen places of outstanding beaut

y.^ you like leisurely travel and sup
"* accommodations, you'll love our ui

picture-taking tours. More than 6(

eign and domestic tours, led by e

photographers. WRITE FOR BROCIf

THRU THE LENS TOURS, INC.
5301 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Dapt NH-IO
North Hollywood, Callfomla 91(07

phil dark's
NATURAL HISTORY TOURS

south india: Ian of sculptured temples grace

dance and exot c wildlife, two departu es—

C

15-Nov, 8 and N V. 12 Dec. 6, 1971
africa: west & 5ast (Nigeria. Cameroun , Ken
two departures--Jan, 14-Feb, 6 and eb.
March 5, 1972
Write: Phil Clark 's Natural History Tours 521)

Michigan Ave., Chicago 60611

THE NILE VALLEY
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY TOUR

of Pharaonic, Coptic and Early

Islamic Egypt witti special emphasis on

interrelations witli the outside world

under the leadership of

DR. CYRUS H. GORDON
Dec, 9, 1971— Dec, 30. 1971

$1570.00

For brochure write to

University Travel Company, Inc.

44 Brattle Street

Cambridge, IVIassachusetts 02138

io6
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NEW 3'

ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
60 to 180X

DELUXE FEATURES AT ECONOMY PRICE
Amazingly priced Apollo Space Explorer brings the
wonders of the universe up close. 3' aluminlzed &
ovorcoated f/IO mirror. Ruches theoretical limits of
resolution & definition. 60X standard size 1*4' 0.0.
eyepiece, • ,' F.L. 3X adiustable Barlow, ex finder
telescope: high impact plastic tube: metal fork mount
w, positive locking. 36' hardwood tripod. Included
FREE: 272 p. Handbook. Star Chart. Instructions.

Stock No. 80.I62E $59.50 Ppd.
REG, 3- REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.05OE $J4.50 Ppd.
4'4' ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. S5.I05E $94.50 Ppd.
r ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No, 85.086E $239.50 F.O.B.

GIANT WEATHER BALiOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids,

trafflc stoppers for stores,
terrific for amateur meteo-
rotogists. Create a neighbor,
hood sensation. Great back.
yard fun. Eaciting beach
attraction. Amateur meteo-
rologists use to measure
cloud heights, wind speed,
and temp. Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate with

Stock No. 60.568E
Stock No. 60.63JC

IJ
TURN BORIES INTO TUASURES

Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets you be ecological
and artistic. Make saleable,
attractive glasses, lamps,
dishes, candle-holders, vaaao
from ordinary no-raturn
smooth-surtaee bottles or
Jars! Cut any round bottle
safely, easily In less than
5 minutes for fun, profit,

home decorations with lust

an lea cube and thia kit.

Includes: cutter (i't X 7<'4 X 2i'4'). candle. 2-oi. grind-
ing oomitr. Complete Instructions.
Stock No. 7I.475E $10 95 Ppd
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THE LORD'S WOODS
The Passing of an

American Woodland

By ROBERT ARBIB. "Profoundly

moving ... An eloquent tribute to a

remembered woodland . . . One of the

finest nature books this year will pro-

duce."-Edwin Way Teale. "It bears

an urgent message for these earth-

destroying times." - Dick Pough,

President, National Area Council.

$6.95

THE WINTER
OF THE FISHER

By CAMERON LANGFORD. "A
beautiful account of a fisher, a kind

of large marten that lives in the

North Woods country."—N. 7. Times

Book Review. "Certain to rank with

the best of nature books."— George
Laycock, Field Editor, Audubon
Magazine. $5.95

A CARE FOR NATURE
Written and illustrated by HENRY
B. KANE. "A warm, human sum-
mary of his enjoyment of the out-

doors near at home."— Edwin Way
Teale. "Henry B. Kane, with his

gifted pen and brush, has spent a

lifetime interpreting the natural
world. This book will make every

reader determined more than ever to

save the living world."

-Roger Tory Peterson. $6.00

AT ALL BOOKSTORFS

^Norton
W. W. NORTON & COMPANY, INC.

55 Fifth Avenue, New York 10003

GREETINGS
FROM LOS ANGELES
Dead Air: The Report on Air Pou.ii

TION. R. Nader. Grossman Pub-

lishers, Inc., New York, 1970.

Whatever Happened to Fresh Air?

M. Treshow. University of Utah

Press, Salt Lake City, 1971.

Air Pollution: A Comprehensive

Treatise. A.C. Stern. Academic

Press, Inc., New York, 1968.

Air Pollution. R.S. Scorer. Per-

gamon Press. Inc., Elmsford, 1968.

CREATURE FROM THE MARSH
The Scars of Human Evolution.

W.M. Krogman. Scientific Ameri-

can. December, 1951.

Darwins Century. L.C. Eiseley.

Doubleday & Companv, Inc., Gar-

den City, 1958.

THE COURTSHIP OF STORKS
ETHOLOGY: The Biology of Behavior.

I. Eibl-Eibesfeldt. Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, Inc., 1970.

The Origin and Evolution of Court-

ship and Threat Display. A chapter

by N. Tinbergen in Evolution as a

PitOCESS. J. Huxley, A.C. Hardy,

and E.B. Ford, eds. Crowell, Collier

and Macmillan, Inc., 1963.

The Life of the White Stork F. Hav-

erschmidt. E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1949.

SALT
Handbook of World Salt Resources.

S.J. Lefond. Plenum Publishing

Corporation, New York, 1969.

The Social Influence of Salt M.R.

Bloch. Scientific American, J

1963.

Sodium Chloride. D.W. Kaufmt

ed. Hafner Publishing Co.. li

Darien. 1968.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SHA
A FERAL DOG IN BALTIMOR
Genetics and Social Behavior of

Dog. J.P. Scott and J.L. Fu

University of Chicago Press,

Ccigo. 1964.

Canine Behavior. M.W. Fox. Ch;

C. Thomas. Publisher, Springf

1965.

The Behavior of Domestic ,

mals. E.S. Hafez, ed. The Willi

& Wilkins Co., Baltimore. 19(

SOCIAL CLIMBING
IN THE NEW HEBRIDES
Ambrym. HautLieu de L'Art Mei

SIEN J. Guiart. Archeologia.

vember-December, 1966.

Les Effigies Religieuses des ]

VELLES Hebrides. J. Guiart. Jou

de la Societe des Oceanistes.

cember. 1949.

Arts of the South Seas. R. Li

and P.S. Wingert. Simon & Sc

ter. Inc.. 1946.

HER MAJESTY'S FAUNA
ON THE BOUNDING MAIN
Scientists and the Sea 1650-1

M. Deacon. Academic Press,

New York. 1971.

The Atlantic. C.W. Thomson. He

& Brothers, New York, 1878.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE

Cut your old address label from magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History IVIagazine

Reader Services Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

n 1 year—$8 (U.S.)

Q 1 year—$9 (Canada and other non-U. S. orders)

PLEASE PRINT

~~"{
about a change of address, r

I of subscription, billing, or ai

I of adjustment, send the p

I address label from the ma

j

wrapper.

I
Moving? Please notify 6 wi

I advance.

.• You can use this form to 1

6NH1 about a move or order a su

tion.

Change of address—attaci

address label in this dotte

and fill in your new address

clip and mail to: Natural !

Magazine, Reader Servicei

2927, Boulder, Colorado

New Address

State

A new subscription—Chec

and fill in name and addi

left.
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The Oldsiiiobilc Ninety-Eight is more
than just plush elegance and a big back seat.
As the years go by, yoii look for

something more substantial in the

car you drive. Size and luxury

alone become meaningless. So, we
offer an immensely comfortable

car that is more than big, more
than plush.

The 1972 Ninety-liight runs on

innovation. It's enhancetl by 7S

years of Oldsmobile history. It's

what you've always wanted in a

car, all in one car.

KtMMn ti) statch.

The Ninety-liight is big. Hig en-

gine. Big space. Hig comfort, ^'ou

can carry people, packages, presi-

ilenis or |iets, and still have room
to stretch. In comfort. Ami the

trunk is big enough for more
ih.in an overnight trip.

The scats are soft, the feel is

luxury, the winilows arc easy to

raise, to lower, to look out of.

There's plush on the ceiling and

on the door, an»l you only know
how rough a ro.ul is by looking.

A s()ft-s|X)kcn engine.

Zero to cruising speed is a

smooth, effortless movement. Its

iSS-cubic-inch RtKkct V-8 is al-

ways ready with the power you

need, when you need it. Never-

theless, it runs efficiently, and
with lower exh.iust pollutants, on
no-lead, low-leati or regular gas.

11k Ninct>'l!iRlit

ami scc'iirit>'.

All the (iM safety features have

been built into this car. Side-

guard beams in the d<K>rs, acargo-

guaril that separates trunk and

passengers, a ilouble-steel roof

The Ninety-l-ighi riile is spe-

cial, too. Because of .Supershocks,

computer-selected springs and
other interrelated components, it

h.indies bumps, still winds aiul

rough roads with superb ease.

llch(>kl....(NirlMim|KT!

riu- new Inini bumper ol the

Nineiy-lighi .ibsorbs minor ini

pacts, but in .1 new wa\-. Because

of its new spring-steel mounting,

it flexes . . . gives a little . . . then

comes right back for more.

To make it stronger, the bimip-

er is made of heavier-gauge steel,

with a protective vinyl insert to

guard it from nicks and scratches.

EasierdminR: standani.

What you t^^^\ h.i\e to p.i\ exir.i

for on many cars is si.indard on the

Nineiy-I:ighi. A Turbo Hyilra-

m.iiic transmission ch.inges gears,

jiower front tlisc brakes stop you,

power steering steers, power ven-

tilation continuously circulates

the air.

\Mi:it \tMi w.ini in :\ car,

allinoiKc-ir.

Driving should Ix.- a tle|X'ndablc

me.ins of moving from one place

to .mother. A c.ir c.in Ix' .1 gem of

engineering, .1 big b.ick seat, or

simply IxMutifiil.

The l';72 Ninety-liiglu is .ill

i>( these.

OLI)S\K)BILI NINI IYi;i(;iri:Ol iriASlBSrANIIALC^^^^^^



The real

Man has created a technology

that distorts his humanity.

The ideal

We can shape a new
technology that moves us

toward a future which

honors the human dimension.

Suddenly, we know man's

technological genius has not

been an unmixed blessing.

Blinded by its power to create

material abundance, all of us

allowed it to become an end

unto itself and, in the process,

to ravage the environment.

We must balance technological

and human factors. Working

together, we can build a

humanized technology that is

our servant, not our master.

AtlanticRichfieldCompany <>
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Come explore with us.

With Argentine Airlines and
the M/S Lindblad Explorer.

We don't offer a tour. Nor a trip.

Not even a cruise.

This is an expedition.
For people like yourself, who still

believe there is an unknown.

And there is.

We invite you to leave the
man-made. The man-spoiled.
Come to the White Continent that

leaves our own environment in the

Dark Ages. The Continent only the

intrepid explorer had seen...
not so very long ago.

And who among us is not
an explorer?

Your Ship: Sturdy^ Big

enough for Ice pack cruising

Small enough for a private The Wildlife: Rare. Only-to-
yacht-llke atmosphere, be-seen in Antarctica.

Astonishingly tame. Chatty
penguins. An albatross

spreading 12 foot wings.

r subjects were ne
more photography-
loving. Parting though
Keep your eyes skinne
for those killer whales

' Aerolineas Argentinas
9 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, N.Y. 10020

Your expedition to Antarctica, the White Con;
tinent, interests me greatly. Please send mj

your 20 page illustrated brochure

NAME

TELEPHONE (AREA CODE)_

/l£/iOlM£JtsJlRGEMriMAS

Let us take ycxi under our wing.
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8 THE STR.\N(;E. I NEIMSHF.n S\(;.A (IF I'KklM. MAN //.;rrv /. Shapiro

In 1941. the fossils «/' this early man urre lost amid the ronfusinn of a

world lurching into war. \'ow. new elements of the mysten are rmerping

20 .\ N.ATl R.^LIST .\T I..ARGE

I PTHK Slide Leslie Course

"The lop is the rral treat ..." and surprisinftv

hound rilY dwellers rum rlimhine rnlhiisinsts.

for a pair of sidewalk-
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28 COSTUMES OF THE EAST Ifalter A. Fairservis. Jr

Ifhether of coarse wool or fine silk, scrupulously made and treasured folk cos-

tumes recall a continent's rich and varied past.

.5H THE KXKLV WARMNfi OF THE lERNS
Ihl.n ll„ys and Rnl.rrI « Ri-,l,rimph

II hen Furl Mirhie was heinu built in IS'iT. only a prophelie srirnce fiction

iiriirr miphi have imagined the niehtmarish sperter now lhreateninf( the is-

land's inhabitants.

4fi SKY REPORTER John P W,le^. Jr

50 CELESTIAL EVENTS Thomas D Nicholson

52 THE SEA SNAKhlS ARE COMINC; William A. Diinson

Picture yourself swimmtnf; amon/i poisonous Pacifii sea snakes at Nassau or

Miami Beach, .Atlantic fish won't e.xarth rrli\h the idea either.

62 rilK K(IM) TO \M Charles F tdrhen

The anrirni .Irmenian rainlal iiii\ Iramided for centuries hy riinifuerins ar-

mies marrhini; im lo urraler elnn ehruherr. hut nature, not man. put the fin-

ishinfi loiiihrs on the iily'\ lurhiilenl hislors.

M I.IVIN(; ON THE UST WHOLE EARTH
.4 renew by FdwanI .Ibhry

Out in the country, uniler the sky.

When OF Vnrle Tech foes. u<e'll gel hy.

96 SlIG(;i-;STED ADDITIONAL READINC;

COVER: The firarl fe\tiHtnrd headdress of a Chinese empress, worn by New
York model Krdakai l.iplon. reflects the enduring magnificenre of
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During the two ({(M'adcs of the

ojradiial rcappearancp of Pekitijj

man. Harrv L. Shapiro knew most

of the major researchers on the sub-

ject and was personally involved in

the charges and bitter feelings that

arose after the mysterious dis-

appearance of the fossils in 1941.

Now be has uncovered some new
information about the fate of these

inxaluable rcMcs. Shapiro is curator

etneritus of the Departmenl of

Aulhropologv at The American Mu-
seum and professor of anthropology

at (Columbia Universitv.

Climbing the modestly elevated

Calskill Mountains can be a heady

experience for the urban neophvte.

When Enterprising Enid enticed

fellow New Yorker Leslie Course

to join an expedition to the top of

Slide Mountain, everyone got a

little dizzy, except perhaps. Sly Sy

the Bedroll. Course, a free-lance

writer and novelist, serves as a

stringer for [he national desk of The

New York Times, for wiiom she for-

merly worked full-time. On the

basis of her novel. Of Honey and
Gall, she earned a Doubleday-Co-

lumbia University Fellowship,

which led to her bachelor's degree

in wrilinii from (lolumliia.

Old World archeology has b

the chief field of interest of Wal
A. Fairservis. Jr.. a research a;

ciate at The American Museum,
has traveled extensively in ven

Asia, the Middle. Near, and

East, and followins; a stint in ii

larv intelligence in China. Bun
and India during World War II,

became Chinese Liaison Officer

Ceneral MacArthur. Fairser'

whose research has centered u|

anthropological studies of the n
and cullures of Asia and ci

|)arative studies in early civilizati

has led AnK-rican Museum
[jinlitions to Afghanistan and Pa

tan. Chairman of the Departmen

Anthropology and Sociology at ^

sar College. Fairservis has a Pf

in anthropology from Harvard I

versity. His article is based on

newly released book. Coxtumef

the East, published jointly by

Museum and Chatham Press.
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IF YOU DON'T KNOW whac charcoal mellowing docs

for Jack Daniel's, we'd suggest a talk with Herb Fanning.

Herb was the Jack Daniel jxirchasing agent for thirty

years. So you can he sure he knows his whiskey.

And he'll tell you there's no better

way to make it than with

charcoal mellowing, the ancient

method Jack Daniel invented a

century ago. After a chat with

Mr. Fanning, you'll agree he's a

pretty gcxxl convincer. But then,

so is a sip of Jack Daniel's.

IfNNtSS[[ WHISKEY • 90 PROOf BY CHOICt e HM. iKk Oi-rt o.i»in.f. l»« "Mw- r..» i«.

OISTILUO AND BOITltO BY JACK OANIU OlSTIllfRY . LYNCHBURG (POP. J6I). TtNN

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

6
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Cape to

Kampala.
The ultimate

African adventure.
Spend an unforgettable 39

days luxuriously touring from

Capetown into tfie heart of breath-

taking East Africa.

Your group, limited to 25, will

tour in special air-conditioned five-

passenger vehicles with a window
seat for each member. You'll enjoy

personal care and attention. The
limited membership also will

allow for such pleasures as a la carte

dining, special events and visits to

private homes and small villages.

You will travel through Sbuth

Africa, Rhodesia, Kenya, Tanzania,

Uganda. Stay at luxury hotels like

the world-famous Treetops, the Mt.

Kenya Safari Club and the new Paraa
Safari Lodge, overlooking the Nile.

But best of all, you will

experience the incomparable
physical beauty of Africa. Such
spectacles as the breathtaking

beauty of Victoria Falls.The

Ngorongoro crater.The majesty of

Mt. Kilimanjaro, and the incredible

variety ofwildlife: gazelle, zebra,

wildebeest, rhino, lion, and elephant.

But this small advertisement
can't do justice to the sights and
sounds of 39 magnificent days of

beauty, wildlife, deluxe accommoda-
tions and transportation.

There are 14 departures. In all,

only 350 people will be able to

take this ultimate journey. Be one of

them. Send for our free brochure.

Belgian World Airlines.

r" n
SabenaBelgianWorld Airlines NH
720 Fifth Avenue
NewYork,N.Y. 10019

Please send me information on the

Sabena Cape to Kampala tour.

Address.

City

L.
My travel agent is .

-Zip.

.J

Continued

.'\iigust-,'-i('pl('tiil3er. 1967. issue of

NatiR'M, History M^g.azine.

(loauthor and investigator with

Havs of ihe (levelopina; Great Gull

Islam] Iragedv. Robert W.
Risebroiigh is an associate research

ecologist with the Bodega Marine

Laboratorv of the Universitv of Cal-

ifornia. He has conducted field

work in the Indian Ocean. South-

east Asia. Latin America, the Gala-

pagos. Antarctica, and the Cana-

dian Arctic. Risebrough. a native

Canadian, has a Ph.D. in molecular

biology from Harvard Universitv.

He plans ('ontinued research on the

effects of pollutants upon birds and

marine ecosystems, including the

terns in Long Island Sound. A more

detailed report on the deformities

discussed bv Havs and Ri.sebrdugh

will appear in a forthcoming issue

of The Auk.

William A. Dunson. associate

professor of biologv at Pennsylvania

State University, has done mu(-h of

his work on sea snakes aboard the

Alpha Helix, research vessel of the

Institution of Ocean-

concerned the successful adap

tions of snakes to a marine envin

ment and the reasons that otf

reptiles are not as numerous in I

sea. He is planning a sabbatic

next year during which he w

study the physiological ecology

sea snakes at the Australian 1

stitute of Marine Science. Duns
earned his Ph.D. in zoolog;y at t

University of Michigan.

Charles E. Adelsen. author

"The Road to Ani." has team

with photographer Henrv Ange
Castrillon for eleven years to

port on eastern Turkey in Europe

media. This article is the result

their .second trip to Ani in se\

years, during which they fou

travel restrictions eased and m
tary commanders far more rela>

about tourists. Ani is still not e;

to get to. though, thev add.



irice Is publisher's list. Boldface shows member's price.

inter: A Study in Tyranny
Bullock. $10.00/$6.95

Witchcraft At Saiem
ddwick Hansen.

:laus«witr A Biography
ger Parkinson. $10.00/ $7.50

mpire of the Steppn: A History of

il Asia

i^Grousse(. $17.50/$9.95

iuey Long By T. Harry Williams.

of the National Booit Award and
Prize. $12,50/W.50

he Romans: 850 BC-AD 337
'\ald R. Dudley. $7.95/$fi.75

he Trial of the Germans:
berg, 1945-46
ene Davidson. $12.50/$8.95

671. Medieval History: The Life and
Death of a Civilization (2nd Edition)

By Norman F. Cantor. $10.95/$8.SO

104. The Indian Heritage of America
ByAlvmM.Joseptty.Jr. $10.00/$7.50

786. Bryan: A Political Biography of

Wm. Jennings Bryan
By Louis W.Koenig. $14.95/ $9.75

687. Anti-lntellectualism In American
Life By Richard Hotsladter.

Pulitzer Prizewinner. $7.95i$5.95

791. Napoleon: From 18 Brumaire to

Tilsit, 1799-1807 (Vol. I)

By Georges Lefebvre. $10.00/ $7.50

792. Napoleon: From Tilsit to Waterloo,
1807-1815 (Vol. II)

By Georges Leiebvre. $10.00/ $7.50

759. (sold. Glory, and The Gospel: The
Adventurous Lives and Times of the

Renaissance Explorers

By Louis B.Wright. $10.00/$7.50

369. The Spanish Civil War
ByHughThomas. $12,50/$8.50

657. The Creation of the American
Republic, 1776-1787 By Gordon S Wood.
Bancroft Award winner. $15.00/$9.95

476. The Life of Lenin By Louis Fischer.
Winner of the National Book Award.

$12.50/$8.50

726. A History of the African People
By Robert W.July. $15,00/$8.95

765. Louis XI: The Universal Spider
By Paul Murray Kendall. $ 1 00 / $7.50

754. Augustus to Constantine: The
Thrust of the Christian Movement into

the Roman World
By Robert M. Grant. $10.00/$7.50

103. From Slavery to Freedom: A History
of Negro Americans
By John Hope Franklin. $1200/$8.40

645. The Great Terror: Stalin's Purge
of the Thirties

By Robert Conquest. $9.95/ $7.40

The History Book Club
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Please enroll me as a trial

member and send me, for only 99
cents, the three bool<s whose
numbers I have filled in:

Also send me. at the special low
member's price:

I enclose no money now.
Send bill with books.

Within two weeks. I may return
the books and owe nothing. Or
keep them and agree to take only
four more selections in the coming
year from among more than 150
offered each month in the Club Review.
I may choose any of these instead

of the Editor's Choice, or no book at

all, simply by returning the reply card
which accompanies the Review.

stale zip

A small shipoing charge is added to aach
order. Residents or Canada- Please mall
coupon to: The History Book Club.

I Blvd . Tonsnto 17, Ontarto NH22S

Special on tyrants.
Any three for99 cents.

Hitler. Stalin Napoleon Augustus.

iMul Henry and devious Louis.

They did more to change the course

history than many of the good guys.

That's why we'd like to send you any
ee of these gentlemen as your introduction

The History Book Club.

Or, if you prefer, you may choose the

mpanyof heroes, martyrs, politicians, kings.

Or become embroiled in wars or revolutions.

In fact, you can have any three books

listed above. All for 99 cents, when you lake a

fourth at the low member's price.

It you're not delighted, you may of

course return Ihem But il you do keep them,

you simply take four more new books
during the coming year, from the 1 50 offered

each month. You get these at savings of %2, (3

or $4 off bookstore prices And you also earn

other savings through bonus books you can

choose <rom the Club's entire list.

Well-known statesmen, scholars and
community leaders tielong to The History Book
Club But by accepting our tyrants offer, you

cm ,ilso pnioy thp romp.inv nl vill.iin';

The History Book Club



The world'sknown oil reserve

Alaska: 10 billion barrels

^*^ ^^/^,Sanada: 11 billion b^rtels *%s;:^

y^-
Europe: 4 billion b

^ •' Continental U.S.:
29 billion barrels

Latin America: 26 billion barrels

*\0 •»•v#* Oil reserves (source: A.P.I. ; Oil & Gas Journal estimates)

Major tanker routes

There is a lot of talk about oil these days.
For good reason. Oil now supplies more of the
world's commercial energy than any other
single source.

Since oil can only be found where nature
has placed it, our search now takes us to in-

creasingly remote places. To deserts. To an
barrens. To the bottom of the sea. But find

oil has always been an uncertain busine
demanding long-range planning and huge
vestments.

Once found, we then have to move it.



ndthe search goes on.

)eline. By tanker. And then we have to refine

nto useful products. Finally, we must deliver

:se products to the consumer.
To help you follow the news and draw

jr own conclusions, we thought it would be

pful to ijublish this map. It shows the major

oil supply routes and the world's proved oil re-

serves which have resulted from years of search
to date.

Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey)



THE STRANGE,
UNFINISHED SAG

Politics, rumors, accusations,

and the outbreak of World War II

were all elements in the mysterious

disappearance in mainland China

of the fossil remains of Sinanthropus.

These are some of the principal

figures in this intriguing case, to which

new facts have now been added.

The fossils may emerge once again

Ralph von Koenigswald. rigjlit. with T. D. McCown

Davidson Black

Franz Weidenreich



F PEKINGMAN
by Harry L. Shapiro

n 1941 Peking man dis-

ared. At least a half-millioti

s ago he had lived in China.

Peking. Like all other extinct

IS r)f man. no tradition of his

ler existence had survived

ng his successors, for "racial

lorv" is no help in tracing the

rd of human evolution. And
. for a little more than a dec-

beginning in 1926. he made a

ual reappearance from oblivion

1 blaze of publicity. First, a

)le of teeth, and later, bits and

•s of his fossilized skull and

ton. until about 10 individuals

of this long lost population could be

identified. .\s the fragments were

ibund, thev were widelv and copi-

ously reported in the press, the first

time to mv knowledge that so gen-

eral and popular an interest had

been displayed in the discovery of

the traces of human evolution. Per-

haps the Scopes trial had something

to do with this, at least in the

United States, for it was in 1925
that William Jennings Brvan and
(Clarence S. Darrow. with their ar-

rays of distinguished authorities,

had staged the last major public de-

bate on the validity of evolution.

particularly human evolution. .As a

result, the public was aware of the

issue and receptive to fresh evi-

dence relating to it.

In scientific circles the discovery

of Peking man caused great ex-

citement. In a short time he became

the subject of a series of learned ar-

ticles and papers, which (juicklv

and firmly established his signifi-

cance as an outstanding landmark

in the hominid procession. For the

Qiinese. his relics took on the value

of crown jewels.

The report from (liina in 1941
of the loss of these precious fossils

idriirtii li. iciilir. wiili .i j:niiiji <>l siudniis from Peking I iiioii M«-«lic.ii (lidlii;!



spread rapidly around ihe world,

particularly to those scientific cen-

ters where human evolution is of

major interest. At first, it seemed

incredible because since the publi-

cation in the nineteenth century of

Darwin's Origin of Species, fos-

sils—as the sole tangible evidence of

evolution—had taken on a kind of

sanctity. They were the rare frag-

ments of the successive worlds of

the past and the keys to under-

standing the forms that life took in

its tireless and unending adaptation

to the environment. And among
these reUcs none had a more imme-

diate interest than those that traced

the course of human evolution. If

an institution was lucky enough to

own any of these fossils, it pro-

tected them with special care. Per-

mission to handle and examine

them was granted only to qualified

experts. Since their scientific value

had come to be recognized, there

had never been such a disaster.

Nowhere was the loss more deva-

stating than at The American Mu-
seum of Natural History. Here,

Franz Weidenreich, the scientist

then most deeply involved with

Peking man, was writing his defini-

tive study of the fossils. Since

19.34, he had been studving them in

China. Although Japan had been at

war with China since 1937, in the

summer of 1941 Japanese forces

threatened to take complete control

of the Peking area, and
Weidenreich was forced to abandon

his laboratory there and seek haven

in New York. Reluctantly, he left

the fossils in Peking. For at least

seven years they had been his ma-

jor, indeed his sole, scientific con-

cern. The only physical, tangible

records of them that he took with

him were casts, photographs, and

drawings.

The American Museum of Natu-

ral History was involved in another

way with these famous fossils. In

fact we may, in a sense, claim to

have had some small share in the

chain of events that led to their dis-

covery. In 1921, the Museum's Dr.

Walter Granger, chief paleontolo-

gist ofthe Central Asiatic Expedition

organized by Roy Chapman An-

drews, was in Peking. In that year

he joined Dr. J. G. Andersson, a

Swedish geologist associated with

the Geological Survey of China,

a trip to Choukoutien, some
miles southwest of Peking. Gran
was not permitted to pursue any

,

dependent investigations th'

since the Central Asiatic Expedit

had made an agreement with

Chinese government not to carry

any scientific work in North Chir

Andersson had made an ear

trip to Choukoutien in 1918,

this second trip with Gran
proved to be much more profital

A number of fossils of vari

animals were located, and a pron

ing site for further study and
ploration was identified. The pi

pects were good enough to warr

continued work. Dr. Otto Zdans

who was a young assistant to

Andersson, was assigned the tasl

exploring further the resources

Choukoutien.

What led Andersson and Gi

ger to Choukoutien in the first pi

is an interesting bit of paleontoli

cal sleuthing. For years Europi

paleontologists had known that i

likely source for the "discovery'

fossils was the traditional Chin

drugstore where peasants sold

Sinanthropus skulls were discovered at a site (3) in the fossil-rich area

of Dragon Bone Hill (2), southwest of Choukoutien (1). The Cenozoic Research

Laboratory set up field headquarters nearby (4).

lo



Time-Life Records presents the magnificent and definitive

BEETHOVEN
ICENTENNIAL COLLECTION

Listen to the first six Beethoven Symphonies recorded by the BerUn Philharmonic Orchestra

under the direction of Herbert von Karajan for 10 DAYS FREE!

(And get a magnificent Beethoven book free if you decide to keep the album!)

}ME years ago, the famous Deutsche
Grammophon Cesellschaft recording
company in Germany embarked upon an

ric project. Looking forward to the 200th

ersary of Beethoven's birthday, they set

o put together the most comprehensive

rtion of Beethoven recordings ever as-

led. No company w/as better equipped to

nplish this ambitious task, for DGG is

y regarded as one of the finest recording

anies in the world.

rking closely with DGG, Time-Life
rds reviewed the records the German ex-

had selected and chose those they felt

d be best received by music lovers in

ica.

result is history—the truly

lificent BEETHOVEN BICEMTEN-

coiitcTiON. Like no other

tion, these superb recordings

nt the master at his incom-

>le best.

Listen to Album I—the first six of the nine

symphonies— for ten days free without risking

so much as a penny! Just send us the coupon
below and we will enroll you as a subscriber.

You will then receive five 12-inch LP stereo

records, each individually packaged in a poly-

ethylene sleeve, and all boxed in a double
slipcate. You can also play these records on
modem monaural equipment. The beethoven
BICENTENNIAL COLLECTION is sold Only by mail,

and only through Time-Life Records.

And, thanks to our large volume of sales,

your cost per record is far lower than com-
parable records sold in record stores—even
lower than those sold in most discount stores!

The selections in your first album, all per-

eforc thf njmt of Beflhovrn
mu«t all bow in reverence "

Ciufeppe Vrrdi

e wa* ugly and half crjry."
Matdttlrne Willmann

In rejecting hit propoial

he great mutician of all

le." O/m Downrs
mer N. Y. Timet mutic cnlic

it ha« never learned any-
ng. and he can do nothing
decent >lylr

"

Atbrrchttherger
Hit mutic teacher in 1707

le tvai a Titan, wretlling
ih the godt."

Richard Wafner

Audilion Vol I. Ihc finl

« lymphonin plut thf

L*onore Ovf rlurr No 3, (or

10d.iytrREE Thrnpjy only

formed by the great Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra under Herbert von Karajan, are:

Symphony No. 1 in C Major—The lyrical crea-

tion that ushered in a bold, romantic era of

innovation.

Symphony No. 2 in D Major—One of the

happiest of the master's works, filled with fire.

Symphony No. 3 in E-Flal Major—The
mighty "Eroica," which was Beethoven's own
favorite.

Symphony No. 4 in B-FIat Major—Humorous
and tender, reflecting a happy period in

Beethoven's life.

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor—The most fa-

mous symphony ever written.

Symphony No. 6 in F Major—^The

"Pastoral" is an Inspired musical
p,iinting.

SPECIAL BONUS! Leonore Over-
lure No. 3—The most famous of

the overtures to "Fidelio." Its

trumpet calls arc unforgettable.

Never before have
there been records

like these!

Conducloi Herbert
von Karajan cohJikIn

the nine
symphonies.
The Saturday
Review called h
"perhaps the finest

(conduclor) of hit

gen

The Beethoven Bicentennial Collection Includes:

Vol. I—Symphonies and Overture.—Part I Vol. VI Churjl Mu.ic

Vol. II—Symphonies and Overtures—Part 2 Vol. Vil Sinng Quartet

Vol. Ill—Concerto. Vol. VIII Mumc for Piano

Vol. IV—Piano Sonatas Vol. IX Chamber Music
Vol. V—Music for the Stage Vol. X-Mu.lc for Violin and Cello

The Berlin Phllharnonlc.
Perhaps no other orchestra can per-

form Beethoven with such depth of

undrrtlandlng and brilliance.

The Recordings: The nine sympho-
nies In the Beethoven Bicentennial

Collection have already won the
famed Grand Prl« du DIsquc (Pari*).

$29.50 Beethoven Book free

h purchase of first six symphonies I

t volume include, much material that had
var been available to the public before.

Vn absorbing chronicle of Beethoven's life

d times • Authoritative essays on every

f>*cl of his work.

Reproductions of the

iginal scores of many
of Beethoven's greal-

lompo.illons,

lien and an-

oLitrd in hli

12Vixl2Vi II

jn.< 1)0 color plmr

Time-Lire Records, Time-Life Building,

-les, I would like l(. <x.iminc Volume I oi

(he new Beethoven Bicentennial Collection,

Please send it .ind the free SZ" 50 Beethoven
book for 10 days' free examination and
enter my subscription to the Collection. If

I decide to keep Volume I (both records

and book), I will pay $16 <»5', plus ship-

ping, handling and applicable local taxes.

I will then receive future volumes in the

Bicentennial Collection series, shipped a

Name

Dept. 1509, Chicago, III. 60611

volume at a lime, every other month, each
at the same price and on the same 10-day
free trial basis There is no minimum num-
ber of volumes I must buy I may cancel my
subscription at any time simply by notifying

you If I do not choose to keep Volume I,

I may return it within 10 days, my subscrlp-

lion for future volumes will be cancelled,

and I will be under no further obligation

Send no money. )u>l mall coupon today!

Addrctt.

City -St««e. .Zip.

•RrilJrntt .if Cj

II



77ns is a

^»^Satisfied Gitizevv

of

l^eforestation

Qountry

You. too. will be satisfied when you own a

piece of our property in the beautiful Inland

Empire of the Pacific Northwest. We have

5-10-20-40 acre tracts in Northeastern Wash-
ington. Northern Idaho and Montana, located

in the heart of fine fishing and good hunting

country All tracts have growing timber and
are sold with access and guaranteed title in-

surance, on easy terms at less than bank
rales. We mvtte you to inspect our property

and see for yourself the select land we are

offering. We have a wide variety of acre-

ages, including view sites, waterfront property

and secluded nooks. Prepare now for good
investmentsand happy retirement years in an

Dept. Q, p. O. Box 14006
Opportunity, Washington 99214

NATURE TOURS
Friends arc reminded that we continue
to operate group trips in the U.S. and
most countries of the world. We have
decided to cut our schedule down to 20
to 26 trips.

These are general nature trips, with first

emphasis on birds, second on botany.
They are of two weeks duration in N.
America, three weeks elsewhere in the
world. They are set up in chains so thai
more than one can be taken on a single
departure.

UP-COMING DATES
Ralaiue uj /97/—Christmas and New
Year's in the Bahamas.
1972

North America: Florida, Jan. 8.; Ari-
zona. May 27; Alaska, June 17.

Middle America: Bahamas, Dec. 27;
Yucatan, Jan 22 and Feb 5; Central
America, Feb. 19; Mexico East Coast,
March 25, Mexico West Coast April 8.

South America: Colombia, July 22;
Amazon cxtention, one week; Ecuador/
Peru, Aug. 19.

Europe: .Scandinavia I. May 4; Ireland/
Seminar. 2 weeks; Scandinavia II, Ji»nc
14; Highlands and Islands, June 14;
S. E Iceland, 4 days; Iceland July 1.1;

Balkans, May 25; E. Europe June 15.

Africa: North Africa, May 4; East
Africa. Aug. .1; Central Africa, 2 weeks;
.South Africa, Sept. 6.

Asia: Himalayas. June 28; East Hima-
layas, July 20.

Pacific: Melanesia, July 6; New Guinea,
July 27, Indonesia, Aug. 24, Western
Australia, Sept. 14; Eastern Australia,
Oct. 5; New Zealand Oct. 26.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS

Box 22-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

"dragon bones" they found in their

fields. In the Chinese pharma-
copoeia, dragon bones were a stan-

dard item. Ground and powdered,

they were prepared as specifics by
the local medical practitioners.

What the peasants did not know,
and the paleontologists did, was
that the dragon bones were often

fossil fragments of extinct animals.

As far back as 1901, Dr. K. A.

Haberer had found a fossihzed

tooth in one of these drugstores,

and it had been reported as human
by Prof. Max Schlosser in 1903.

But fossils discovered secondhand
in drugstores have only a limited

value since they lack the documen-
tation needed for their orientation

in time and association with otl'

forms of life. They are of use, ho

ever, in suggesting to the expe.

that where they were found, otl

fossils are likely to be discover

for more precise reconstructit

Choukoutien is only one of a nu

ber of sites found by tracing drag

bones back to their lairs. Yei

later Prof. Ralph yon Koenigswa

a distinguished geologist and s

dent of early man, found the

mous Gigantopithecus molar tet

in a Canton drugstore.

'

While these preliminary

vestigations were going on at Chi

koutien in the early 1920's, tb

was a young Canadian in the wii

ready to step forward and takf

A skull, found in November, 1936, is prepared for removal.

12



4ATURALS FOR
CHRISTMAS GIVING
romTAPLINGER
^^THE UNKNOWN OCEAN
I the author of outstanding

dies of the walrus, jaguar, ^^ . /^^
d giant panda, The Un- ?<|^ -^^
own Ocean is the first vol-

ie in Richard Perry's new
alogy series. The Many
9rlds of Wildlife. In it, he

Diores problems of feed-

breeding, communica-
pressure, temperature,

d defense common to the

labitants of the oceans'

pths. Superbly illustrated by

ncv Lou Cahan S7 95

ITheHUNGRY BIRD BOOK
Written by two noted

authorities on birdlife,

Robert Arbib and Tony

Soper, this is a compre-

hensive and entertaining

guide to attracting, feed-

ing, and sheltering wild

birds right in your garden,

'^lany helpful identifica-

tion drawings by Robert

Cillnnor are included.

$4.95

TROPICAL QUEENSLAND
ten, photographed, and illustrated by two of Australia's most

nguished naturalists, Stanley and Kay Breeden, Tropical

i-n\\and IS the first volume of an important new series,

alural History of Australia. An ovcrsi/e (10" x 12"l, mag-
i-nlly-illustrated study of the flora and fauna of Australia's

leaslern tropical stale, Queensland, this book is one natural-

,vill cherish. Boxed $20.00

J^TAPLINGER
l'l;Hl |SIII\(, ( ( )MI'AN\

200 P.irk Avt-nue South • New York, N.Y. 10005

f¥ OWLS
THEIR NATURAL AND UNNATURAL HISTORY

Virtually everything an owl-

fancier could wish to know
about these popular birds is

covered in this handsomely-
illustrated book. Owls in the

wild and in captivity, and in

folklore, mythology, and in

the arts ... By John Sparks

and Tony Soper, authors of

the highly successful book
PENGUINS. Sf. 95

SAVAGE LUXURY:
The Slaughter of the Baby Seals

Written by Brian Davies, leader

of the crusade to save the baby
harp seals born annually in the

Canadian Gulf region, this pow-
erful, fully-illustrated book de-

scribes in stirring detail the

events which led to an interna-

tional campaign to end the cruel

slaughter of these innocent ani-

mals. "Well-written and toughK
informative."—/'ub/(sfier-<' Wecf

ORDER FORM
( )f(/cr tmm yom Im ,\l l)iioksvllfi or front

TAPLINGER PUBLISHING CO., INC.

Depl. MOL
200 Park Avenue South

New York, N. Y. tOOOJ

I enclose herewith my check for $ which
includes an additional 25* for postage per book ordered, plus

sales tax, whfre ri-qiiired

HUNGRY BIRD BOOK (» $ 4.95

OWLS @ $ 6.<»5

SAVAGE LUXURY (f S 6.50

TROPICAL QUEENSLAND Co> $20.00

UNKNOWN OCEAN (rf $ 7.95
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South

Sale.
Startling reductions. Buy now and save

on popular tour items.

Entire stock of tropic isles, wombats,
koalas, golden beaches, spectacular cit-

ies, secret lagoons, geysers, etc., must go.

For brochures, mail coupon to:

Qantas, 555 California St., San Fran-
cisco, CA 94104.

SOUTH PACIFIC TOURS: $865 UP.
For 17-day tour of Australia, New Zealand,
Fiji including hotel accommodations and jet

round-trip.

Name

City_

.Zip_

naNTas
treats you better all around

Price based on economy class 14/35 day ITX
fare from West Coast.

Th« SO" (f/10-2000mii<) focal length of this

scope is accomplished by multiple passes within the
short 16" tube. 2S# total weight and 9x12x24" se-
cured size. Complete with fork mount and clock drive.

• The Schmldt-Casseqrain optical system of the
Celejtron 8 assures the sharpest 40X teiephoto
images. Distortion-free and perfect color rendition.
Full 35mm format.

/ For the wife — a nature telescope fo study the
frolicl<ii\g of a bobolink at 150 feel or a bee pollinat-
ing a flower at 30 feet. She'll be sold.

• For the kids — a real educational bonus. They'll
study the weallK of detail of the Moon, rings of
Saturn, twirling satellites and belt structure of Jupi-
ter, and the filamentary detail of a remote nebula.

**Celestron TechntQues" published quarterly. Current issue
contains otiicles on lunar. Solar, and lerreslriol lele-

pholosrophy and irony full-color Celeltron 8 shots of

Celestron 8— prii

mCelestron Pacific toT

$850— For details write to:

2430 Amsler
Calif. 90505 J

leading role. This was Davidson

Black, professor of anatomy at the

Peking Union Medical College, one

of the best known in China and one

generously supported by Rockefel-

ler Foundation funds. Interested in

human evolution. Black was at-

tracted to China because he had be-

come convinced that it was a poten-

tially rich source of fossil evidence

for the reconstruction of the homi-

nid odyssey through time. Black

had already collaborated with An-

dersson in writing reports on the

human remains found in several

prehistoric sites discovered by the

latter. And he had achieved recog-

nition as an authority on human
skeletal remains.

In 1926, things began to happen.

Toward the end of that year both

Andersson and Black announced a

most unexpected discovery: two fos-

sil teeth, a premolar (bicuspid) and

a third upper molar, from Choukou-

tien were found to be unmistakably

human. The teeth were in a collec-

tion of fossils sent by Andersson's

assistant, Zdansky, to Uppsala,

Sweden, for identification.

Black, in reporting the find in

Nature, cited both Zdansky and A
dersson as placing these human i

ics in the Upper Pliocene becav

of their association with various t

tinct mammals. This would ha

put man in China at least two it

lion years ago—at that time an t

treme date for early man. But Bla

left open the possibility that the fc

sils might be only from the eai

Quaternary, some one million ye;

ago. He concluded, "Whether it

of late Tertiary or of eEu^ly Quat
nary age, the outstanding fact <

mains that, for the first time on t

Asiatic continent north of t

Himalayas, archaic hominid foe

material has been recovered, :

companied by complete and cert;

geologiccd data. The actual preser

of early man in eastern Asia

therefore now no longer a matter

conjecture."

In that year—1926—the eviden

for what was then called early m
was very sparse. Some thirty ve:

before, Dr. Eugene DuBois h

found the skull cap and leg bone

Pithecanthropus erectus in Jai

The only other early hominid tl

had come to light was Austra

Peking street scene, 1937

H



A sphere is one o( the ultimate (orms that is

perfect in itself You cannot add to it or sub

tract from il ujitfKxjl deslroyins it )ust like the

Rolleillex SI35, the quick handling, precision

single lens reflex camera, that sets a neuu

standard for lightoieight compactness and

ruggedness Its superb

Zeiss Planar h 8 lens m
sures brilliant photographs

The centeriueighted expo

sure meter, in con)urKtion

ujilh the unique Rollei

"Magic Button." means

accurate exposure even under adverse light-

ing conditions A luidc range of practical

accessories available, of course, including

interchangeable Zeiss lenses from 25mm to

20omm and Rollei automatic computerized

Electronic Flash units' Pick up a Rolleillex SI35

at your dealer and meet

or>e of ttie ultimates from

Rollei Fa a brochure about

the Roileiflex SI35. please

lunteRoilei of America. Inc
,

lool lehigh Drive, Fairfield,

Neuu Jersey 07006

Qollei
...ultinnately



pithecus africaniis, reported in

1925 I'rom Africa bv Prof. Ray-

mond Dart. But its status was still

far from clear. Many authorities

were not yet ready to accept it as a

true hominid. And even Dart, in

spite of Robert Ardrey's much later

reportage in African Genesis, was

not altogether clear on the signifi-

cance of his discovery. The very

name he gave this fossil, Austra-

lopithecus africanus—the southern

monkey from Africa—reveals his

uncertain, even ambivalent, eval-

uation. Tlius the appearance of

early man in China took on a spe-

cial significance.

When we recall the turmoil that

was tearing China apart in the mid-

twenties, it seems incredible that

Chinese and foreign scientists were

able to pursue their delving into the

ancient past of this ancient nation.

The war lords, who were battling

each other and disrupting the life of

the country, and the growing an-

tipathy toward foreigners and their

treaty ports, fade into a kind of ir-

relevant background to the drama
of the discovery of this earber popu-

lation of man. While to many of the

Chinese the digging at Choukoutien

must have appeared as an unrealis-

tic mania if they even knew of it.

Despite all this, in 1927 Black

organized a systematic exploration

of Choukoutien. which seemed war-'

ranted bv Zdanskv's discovery of

the fossil human teeth. At the very

end of this field season, another

tooth was found. Black promptly

announced its discovery and ven-

tured to give it a generic name, 5f-

nanthropus pekinensis (Chinese

man from Peking), thus suggesting

that it was distinct from other types

of man. To some experts the evi-

dence seemed rather slim for the re-

construction of a wholly new genus

of man. But Black was in part justi-

fied by the discovery in 1928 of a

juvenile skull that settled all

doubts.

In the succeeding years new
finds, many made bv Black's assis-

tant. W. C. Pei. came to light and

greatly enriched the documentation

of this new variety of man. In

1931. I visited Black in his labora-

tory at the Peking Union Medical

College. I watched him metii

lously cleaning newly discover

fossils in a cloud of fine d\,

sprayed out by the dental drill

was using to remove encrustatio

on the bones. After his tragic a.

untimely death in 1934, it was i

ported that inhalation of this di

had contributed to it. Before

died. Black published some repo

on the fossils that continued to

laid bare by the unceasing t

cavations, but the definitive stud:

were still in the future.

These fell to the lot of Pr

Franz Weidenreich who was ;

pointed in late 1934 to repla

Black. Weidenreich, an inti

nationally known German scient

who had made important contril

tions in hematology and anaton

had later in his career become fas

nated by the problems of hum
evolution. He had written a repi

on the Ehringsdorf skull, a Ne;

derthaloid skull found in Germai

and various other papers deali

with the problems of early man.

1934 he had left Germany, wh(

his Jewish origins would have I

You are standing in South Africa
and hearing soundsyou have never
heard. Lion's roar hke far-off thunder
roils across the veld. Leopard's
growl vibrates the leaves of trees, ^jf/f l'

South Africa is different. jHri>>''

Its people, places, pleasures have
a flavour, no other land can match'
South Africa calls you now. '^

i vw -.

SouthAfrica

i6



ne a hazard, to accept a visiting

fessorship in anatomv at the

ivcrsitv of Chicago.

\t the end of 1934. he was of-

;d the post recent! v left vacant

Black's death. The opportunitv

settle in Peking where he could

sue investigations in the center

lis interests was too attractive to

jse. He took active charge of the

ntific investigations at Choukou-

) until the Japanese occupation

China finallv forced a cessation

all work at Choukoutien and

ged Weidenreich to leave Pe-

» and the laboriously accumu-

d fossil remains of Peking man.

^hv, one wonders, did not

idenreich take the fossils with

? He knew that the Peking

ion Medical (college, where the

>ils were kept, had thus far es-

ed Japanese raiding of its trea-

es because it was technically

lerfcan property, and Japan and

I'nited States were not yet at

•. But the prospects for their fu-

i safety already looked bleak.

• record is clear that he was

piv concerned with this prob-

lem. The options open to him and

to the officials in charge of the

Cenozoic Research I^boraton' were

these: thev could put the fossils in a

secret vault or some other hiding

place in Peking, thereby avoiding

the danger of shipping them out of

a country in turmoil: thev could dis-

patch them to some quieter section

of China where thev could be pro-

tected (Southwest China was such

an area considered bv the director):

or they could send them out of the

country altogether. Shipment to the

United States was seriously consid-

ered. In a letter written January 10.

1941, to Dr. Henry Houghton, di-

rector of the Peking Union Medical

College, Drs. W. H. Wong and

T. H. Yin weighed the merits of the

second and third choices. They con-

cluded that in view of the practical

difficulties of sending the fo.ssils to

the Geological Survey Station in

Southwest China, it might be wiser

to allow Weidenreich to carry them

with him to some institution in the

United States, despite the under-

standing with the Rockefeller

Foundation that anything excavated

at Choukoutien must remain in

China.

A letter dated JuIn U. 1941.

from Weidenreich to ^ong summa-
rizes a great deal of discussion and

correspondence on the disposition

of the fossils: "We arrived at the

conclusion that it involved too great

a risk to take the originals as part of

mv baggage. If thev were dis-

covered by the customs control in

an embarkation or transit port, thev

could be confiscated. In addition, it

had to be taken into account that

the objects are too valuable to ex-

pose them to an unprotected voyage

in so dangerous a time. Considering

all the pros and cons, we decided,

at least for the moment, it would be

wise to leave the originals where

thev are now. that is. in the safe of

the Cenozoic Research Laboratory

in the building of the Department

of Anatomv at the P.U.M.C.." He
went on to sav thai Rockefeller

Foundation authorilii's in New-

York agreed, but that if conditions

deteriorated further, the matter

could be reconsidered.

I ri-member talking with
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For serious film makers.
Bolex offers the new Bolex

280 Macrozoom super 8.

It has an eye-opening
8 to 1 zoom ratio from

extreme 7mm wide angle
to a long 56mm teiepholo.

Automatic thru-the-lens
light meter. Reflex

viewing and focusing. Two
speed power zoom Without

attachments, its macro
capability focuses at wide
angle on anything in sight,

from the lens surface to

infinity There's even power
focusing in macro range.

And you can film titles. optical

dissolves, fades and other

special effects.The only thing

the Bolex 280 doesn't come
with IS a directors chair.

For mor* Intormtlion about ih

Itfd Incorpoiaied. 1900 Lower Ro«d, Linden, N J 07036

for the guy who travels

last, Bolex introduces

a camera that fits into

a pocket The new
Bolex 233 Compact

measures just 7"

long, 3" high and
1%" wide. Small

enough to fit in

your pocket, yet it

has lots of good
things like a

3 to 1 zoom lens,

automatic light

meter, single

frame device and
a bright reflex

viewer So you can
zoom from one

place to another.
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write ahead for a

vacation into the past*
V&ite for our beautiful free booklet and re-

capture yesterday in Colonial Williams-

burg. Find a sunlit garden. Then turn

the page to a bustling craft shop or
discover an eighteenth-century

house still glowingly alive.

]Akite. And, when you've fin-

ished the booklet, come see

Colonial America for

yourself. After all, yester-

day is only a day away.
For information, color

folder or reserva- A
tions, write B. W.
McCaskey, Box C, ji
Williamsburg, Va. '/ ,

23185. ^ ^ ^coLoniAL

IbuVe seen iton the road.
Come see it on the inside.

Ever see a Sightseer® go by and ask yourself, "What's it like

inside?"

Well, big, for one thing—roomy, comfortable and modern.
There's a full kitchen, and complete bathroom with separate

stall shower. There's 'a panoramic rear stateroom/lounge, and a
dining area that converts to a double bed.

And everywhere mside there's a view of the outside. The
mountains, desert, forest. Wherever
you are. Whenever you want »

See a Sightseer,
i t& ._.,.'^f^\-.ii

Inside and out. Visit

your nearest dealer.

Or send the coupon
for a sneak preview.

Sightseer Corporation

Mid-Ohio Industrial Park

Newark, Ohio 430 5 5

I'd like a closer look at

Please send literature.

Name

Sightseer^^^^^^^^^H^^
NHn-71 ^^^^^H9^

Address ^
City State

Zip Phone cozi.x>OR.A.Trxonr^^^m
RF INDUSTRIES INC.^^^^H

Weidenreich on the matter, an«

recall that the decision not to r

shipping the fossils in his priv

baggage was made after he failed

convince the U.S. ambassador a

the commanding officer of the \

rine Corps in Peking to send thi

out in official baggage. This woi

have avoided the red tape of ci

toms regulations.

At any rate, nothing was do

during those crucial months
1941. And Weidenreich left Chii

taking with him beautifully p
pared casts, photographs, and (

tailed drawings he would requ

for the completion of his study

Peking man.

The opus The Skull of Sim
thropus Pekinensis appeared

1943. It was a major study and p
vided specialists throughout I

world with a definitive descripti

and assessment of this ancest

population of man. When Bla

first recognized and named Peki

man, he identified it as a distil

type of hominid living in the ea

Quaternary or Pleistocene and

was convinced that the populati

played a role in the evolution

Homo sapiens. As later finds a

Weidenreich's study showed, ]

king man certainly was primiti'

He had a brain capacity slightly i

der 1,100 cc, roughly 250 to 3

cc. less than modern man and ab(

200 cc. greater than Pitheci

thropus, the only other early hoi

nid generally accepted at that tin

The brain capacities of both PI
ecanthropus and Sinanthropus w<

well above the average for ap

which ranges from 350 to 550 i

The form and shape of the skuU

Peking man showed, traces of aj

like characters. The brow was li

and retreating, with a heavy, bo

ridge above the eyes. Althou

much more capacious than that

any ape, the skull was still.

Homo sapiens standards, pooi

filled out and traces of ridges si

remained. The jaw, too, was prir

tive, lacking a true manlike chi

The teeth, however, were definiti

human, with reduced canines a

lacking the gap, or diastema,

front of the upper canine where,

ape jaws, the projecting canine

the mandible can be fitted when l

jaw is closed. Peking man, as as

mated from his limb bones, vi

short—about 5 feet, IVi inches.

Continued on page



E WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Lars-Eric Lindblad thinks privacy is

absolutely essential on an African Safari.

The thought of large groups of tourists

in crowded motorcoaches viewing wild animals appalls us.

Privacy is the most precious thing in the world and it is hard or impossible to provide in the crowded

capitals 0/ Europe and Asia. We can otter you thousands ot square miles ol African game country

practically all to yourself. A Lars-Eric Lindblad Safari gives you excitement and rare adventure-

Impossible to attain on a trip to London, Paris and Rome, lor example. On safari we give you a lion

all to yourself and you have to share a herd of elephant only with the four companions in your safari vehicle.

Safari.* Perhaps the best way to see
(Africa. It Is limited to only ten persons
Instead of spending days on dusty

Js you hop from one exciting game
rve to another in your "own" private

}plane. We are not dependent on roads—
efore we can take you to game areas
re nobody else goes and you spend all

r time In Africa seeing and pholo-
}hlng animals.

Wing Safari has been operated for eight

rs and Is without any doubt the one to

ose if you value privacy and comfort
I individual attention to your Interests.

iwsna Safari. This is a wing safari limited

nly nine participants and you are

kely to moot many other tourists. Here
see vast herds of animals in the

ivango Swamps, at Savuti and on the

9r Khwal. Thousands of birds on
e Ngami. You fish for tiger fish at

Shakawe and view bushman paintings in the

remote Tsodilo Hills where there are no
roads and privacy is guaranteed.

Value Safari. We realize that some may
worry about our little aeroplanes and for

those we have a very special safari—limited

to 19 and allowing only five to each eight-

seat safari vehicle You visit the Murchison
Falls and Queen Elizabeth Park in Uganda;
sleep at the foot of snowcapped Mt.

Kilimaniaro, watch elephants, rhino and
buffalo coming to drink at a small waterhole
In the Aberdare Forest In Kenya: and in

Tanzania you have the fascinating

Ngorongoro Crater with vast herds of game.
On the Sorengetl Plains you are likely to

encounter leopards In the trees and you
spend hours with the blackmaned lions for

which this part of East Africa is famous.
There Is no vacation like a safari. Avoid the

crowds and enjoy the beauty of peace and
quiet In the African plains and forests.

By the way. all our safaris are accom-
panied by a Lindblad host. BOAC jets

fly you in luxurious comfort to these
expeditions and home.

Dept NH1171

LINDBLAO TRAVEL, INC.
133 Eail SSIh Sifoal
Now York. N V 10022

PiMse lend bfochutn I tin Milsusly Inttr-

esttd in

O Wing Siliri' Q BolnrvM Safari

D Valut Safari
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Clly_
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Two complete home study courses are

now available for Amateur Astronomers

•VISUAL ASTRONOMY for

Beginners in 10 lessons

•TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY
for Advanced Students in 18

lessons

These courses are the first of their kind

offered anywhere. Clearly written, pro-

fessionally illustrated and well organ-

ized for the busy sky-watcher who
wants to be taken by the hand and

taught individually by a Professional

Astronomer.

€oad^ojmgatim(^ehoo£
SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY t>ept. 6794

Drawer Y-418 E. Canon Perdido A.
Santa Barbara, California 93102 M^
Please send me School Bro chure on

your Home Study Courses.

City State 7 ip—
Accredited by the National Hon
Study Council.

Inti-oducing the

Uncommon Caribbean

Cruise

19 ports-of-call

only the yacht-like Jason
can take you to.

Beqiiia, St. Barthelemy, Carria-

coii, Dominica. The Caribbean the

big liners can't get to. (Plus the

always-popular ones.) The Jason

takes yon there in the luxury and
comfort of a liner, and the inti-

macy and charm of a private

yacht. Three exciting two-week

cruises leave from San Juan on

Jan. 29, Feb. 12 and 26. Contact

your travel agent or write for free

brochure.

Travel Dynamics, Inc.

919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y.

(212) 371-5570
A OlvrsiON OF FIDELITY CORPORATION
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1 Naturalist at Laroe

up the Slide
Beino tlie orueling account of tlie ascending wiles

01 Sly sv and Bun the Body

dv Leslie Bourse

Enterprising Enid the Fair

packed lunch. I refused to do

anything.

Well, I helped pay for the roast

beef, cheese, cake, apples, and

wine, which Enterprising Enid

Moore, a very pretty, dark-haired,

straight-nosed, oval-chinned direc-

tor of publicity, promotion, and ad-

vertising for MGM-TV, told me the

men would appreciate.

The men had invited us to take a

hike in the country. The hike,

which entailed going up Slide

Mountain, the highest peak in New
York's Catskills, meant climbing to

an elevation of 4,204 feet. The

prospect of lunch in that rarefied at-

mosphere did nothing for my appe-

tite.

Upon hearing that I had tripped

into a slough of despondency at the

thought of such a dizzying climb,

one of the men, Sy, Sly Sy the Bed-

roll, Bucholz. a lawyer, tried to re-

assure me:

"Sure you can do it," he told me
by the walkie-talkie he had won in

a two-year rock-climbing marathon

now named for him in the Himala-

yan bazaars. "We start at 2,400

feet. It really isn't much."

"It's more than the Empire State

Building," I said.

"It's supposed to be fun," said

Enterprising Enid, who had once

slept for a whole day after an eight-

mile walk on flat ground. But even

so, I wasn't inspired.

In fact, until the moment we
chugged out of New York City in

Sly Sy the Bedroll's car, named
"Old Smokey" by those who knew
her best, I was on the verge of drop-

ping out of the party. In addition to

Enterprising Enid, Sly Sy, and my-

self, there was Burt, the Body,



HoLHU^^t*^«yK.TH

(in-fiihirj;. a six-foot metallurj;i(\il

[)livsi(isl Sv had met in Wvoit)iri<.'.

who looked l)i}i eiiouijh to carrN me.

But when 1 lirst saw liim. I didnl
know it might eoine to that.

We drove north lor three hoiir^

on the New York State Tliruwav In

Kingston, then west for ahout 2.)

miles into Bueklev country. Rouh
28 took us through Ashokan am
Big Indian: then a final push south

past Oliverea. the last wide spot in

the road. From lliere. talk ol former

males and the loveK roadside jo-

liage having dropped ofl. we were

all primed for Slide Mountain.

\\ ( parked Old Smokev on a nar-

row road overlooking a swiftly run

ning brook: dark water dapple.

with bright coins of sunlight siitiii:^

through the trees. Enterprising

Knid. wearing tennis sneakers, and

I with chic, maroon, chunky-heeled

shoes, wen- laughed at and even

slightly cussed out for our footwear

Both men wore sturdy hoot--. 1

hcgged to he left hehind in the i\ii

with a hit of food. F.ntiTprisiiig

Enid didn't sav mu<-h. as is her

style at such limes.

"We could lake a more challeng-

ing route lo ihc to|) of Slide." said

SIv Sv the Bedroll, "up the Widen
herg-Cornell-Slide trail." Thai

would have meant starting from

Woodland \alle\ .md climliing over

;<.72(>-loi.lhi-;h \lounl W illcrii.eru

and Ihcii over .'{.M^ID-lool Mount

('.ofliell liefore starling up Slide.

Kor ihe rugged, the view ol the

massive pile of Slide Irom the wi-sl-

ern shoulder of ('.orm-ll is a rich re-

ward for the additional climhing

lime and Iroulile. But a climher

named John Burroughs, in his first

allcmpi In climh Slide hv this route,

got only as far .is the lop of W illen-

oLac^c^ln bouse, Ltd.
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berg. That, of course, was in the

nineteenth century, when the

Catskill Mountains were trackless

forest. Now a network of trails al-

lows climbers to reach any of the

major peaks within a few hours.

But one mountain a day was
enough for Enterprising Enid and

myself. We would settle for the

view from the top of Slide, where

we would see nothing as massive as

what we were standing on.

Leaping across the rocks in the

swiftly running brook with all the

grace of arthritic packhorses. Enter-

prising Enid the Fair and myself

trailed the men up a steep, muddy
embankment about fifty feet high.

"I can't do this." I said, huffing

and puffing and turning my ankles

in my high-heeled shoes.

"Sure you can," said Sly Sy.

"Now comes the great moment
when the elephant leaves the wa-

ter," I said, pulling my shoes out of

the sucking mud.

"What?" said Burt the Body.

Enterprising Enid laughed at me,

then stubbed the soft toe of one of

her tennis sneakers on a boulder.

Sly Sy was carrying the picnic

lunch, a camera, a flashlight, and

that bedroll of his. We hit a level

road, which seemed to wind up the

mountain endlessly. A mountain

trail. Blessed relief after fifty feet of

steeply sloped mud.

"Okay," I said, pressing on.

"This is more like it."

"We'll see spruce and hardwood

trees for a while, until we reach the

top of the mountain where the bal-

sams are," said Sly Sy. "The top is

the real treat."

It was a while along the trail—

with trees, lichens, emerald green

moss, and a watering trough with

gourds for drinking the cold clear

water that had only a slight residue

of dirt in it—before we hit rough

terrain. Rocks, big rocks, a moun-

tain stream cascading over them,

and thousands of soft, mushy,
bright yellow leaves where the trail

should be.

"What's this?" I said.

"That's the trail underneath all

those big rocks, and that's a moun-

tain stream cascading over them
and thousands of soft, mushy,
bright yellow leaves to cushion your

collapse," said Sly Sy.

"I can't go any farther," said En-

terprising Enid.

"Sure you can," said Sly Sy.

Enterprising Enid and mys
looked at each other. Then she to

Sly Sy's wiry arm, and I cauj

hold of Burt the Body's wrist;

all started navigating the rocks a

the swiftly running mount;

stream. Enterprising Enid in 1

sievelike sneakers and I in my cl

maroon shoes with the chunky hi

heels. This difficult trail continu

for a while, splendid to look at, I

drear colors of the wet rocks set

by the bright yellow leaves swi

ming in the fresh churning wat

and without realizing it, Enterpi

ing Enid and I became gradus

faint. Burt the Body lumbei

along surefootedly, as if he W'

walking on a golf green, while '.

Sy was running up the rocks. Ri

ning up, shouting, "I'm a little

of practice. I should do this m^

often." He was going so fast that

almost ran out of sight before 1

terprising Enid and myself co

yell "Hey!"

"Huh?" he called back, his vo

sounding distant like the farav

trickle of the mountain stream

ing strong hundreds of feet abc

us.

"We're going to sit down fo

while," I shouted.

Burt the Body said, "What?"
Enterprising Enid and myself

down for fifteen minutes on a

flat rock by the edge of the trail z

didn't move, although the men
treated us to.

"C'mon," Sly Sy said repeated

My legs and feet hurt becaus

kept turning my ankles. Enterp

ing Enid's feet were soaked a

tired, I gathered, from the first

guished look I had ever seen on I

straight-nosed, oval-chinned fa

We did press on for a while mc
until Enterprising Enid and mysi

holding hands tightly and laugh

hysterically, tears rolling down (

cheeks and falling into the case

ing mountain stream, sank as

with one lost mind onto another i

rock along the trail.

"I go no further," I said. "P

the lunch bucket."

By that time we were halfv

there. Sly Sy said. "The expediti

goes wider loose," he said, tra

lating directly from a phrase he 1

learned from a Sherpa guide.

"What?" said Burt the Body.

"How far is it allogether agaii

I said.

"It's the highest peak in
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coupon at the right we'll be happy to
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Catskills, 4,204 feet high," said Sly

"How much is half?" asked En-

terprising Enid, losing control.

I stuck my fingers in mv ears to

stop laughing, which is my own per-

sonal method. It's something I

hadn't had to do since the morning

I was caught standing on a balcony

in a huge pair of men's pajamas by

his elderly, multilingual aunt.

A middle-aged man in mountain-

climbing gear passed us on his way
down the rock and water trail. He
smiled at us as we rested.

I asked, "Is it like this all the

way up?"

He said, "Yup."
Sly Sy took snapshots of us to

pass the time. After he did that, we
felt rested enough to try a little

more. So we wouldn't be a bad in-

fluence on each other, the men sep-

arated us, and the last I saw of En-

terprising Enid for a while was Sly

Sy pushing her from behind when
she balked on a rock. Burt the Body
purposely blocked my view.

It didn't take us but the whole

day to get up and down that moun-
tain. On top we settled on some
hard rocks and looked at the

enormous countryside we had

plunged up from. It was very quiet.

Soundless. A pale blue sky, clouds,

dense dark clusters of trees on the

sides of smaller surrounding moun-

tains. Silent forests, somehow for-

bidding. And the odd feeling, for a

long-time city dweller, of having

nothing higher than my head in

view. The men were exultant.

I asked for a telephone because I

wanted to call a helicopter to come
and get me, but there were no

phones. Exhausted. I lay flat on a

rock and nibbled at the sandwiches,

fruit, cheese, cake, and wine with

everyone else. Pretty soon every-

thing was gone. In the clearing

where we sat, the rocks were cov-

ered with the initials and dates

s( ratehed by climbers before us. In-

itials, twenty, forty, fifty years old.

Tliey must have brought hatchets

with them to cut into that stone. AH
those people, with the climb becom-

ing progressively easier as trails

were blazed and marked so that

even a novice wouldn't get lost, and

no one had brought a telephone

with him.

We peered into the endless

depths of the sky, letting our eyes

swoop down over the slopes and the

empty spaces between the oth«

hills, and although I knew that

would never see it again becaus

once was enough for me, I pei

ceived that this expansive scene wa

very beautiful. Dark trees on th

other hills blanketed the trails ther

and shielded any climbers, wra;

ping them in secrecy. A climbf

who had been resting on a roc

near us in the clearing waved gooc

bye and started down the slop

toward the dense forest on the no
mountain, where he would labor u

to the summit, plunge into anothi

valley, go up over another moui

tain, and then down that last slof

to a well-deserved rest. He was gi

ing the challenging way because 1

liked to. Sly Sy explained.

It began to get chilly as the sk

darkened. Starting our descei

from the mountaintop, Enterprisir

Enid and myself noted that our a:

kles wobbled, our knees shook, ar

our calves ached. The men had r

such complaints. I put on a pair i

clean, dry, white cotton socks to ii

sulate my cold feet against my wi

shoes.

Burt the Body urged us on, "Fo
ward, men."

He supported Enterprising Eni

and myself on our stumbling wa
while Sly Sy the Bedroll ran aheai

skipping down over the rocks wil

astounding grace, hitting the rod

lightly, perfectly balanced, like

bewitching character in a children

story. After a while, Sly Sy slowe

down and supported Enterprisir

Enid down the rocky trail, while

let Burt the Body hold me up as n

feet skidded on the wet rocks b

neath me.

Then one of us two girls had I

go to the bathroom, but she was tc

weary to go off the trail into the wi

derness with its thick undergrowtl

So our expedition had to leave tl

trail for a few minutes until that gi

relieved herself and the othe

laughing hysterically, doubled U

almost unconscious on one of thoi

famous flat rocks. (I can't tell yc

which girl it was because Enterpri

ing Enid is a very dignified person

Further along, we refreshed ou

selves with water sipped fro|

gourds at the little trough and thei

within minutes, we were down. \^

settled into the car, where I took c

my white socks, which were staint

from the maroon dye of my ch

shoes with the chunky high heel
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and which now had the appearanic

of baiKlafics Icl'l over from ihf ('ri-

inean War. .And so it was over.

For ihirtv niinutcs we drove in

comatose silence north towani

Woodstock. Parkinfj Ohl SiiKjkev in

the lot of the .lovous Lake restau-

rant, we went inside to eal tiiiik.

hot vegetable porridge, apple |iie.

and thiik. hoi cofli^c. The owner's

wife, who was hreasl-fi'i'iiing her

habv at the time, sold me a hand-

sewed suede miniskirt and vest for

$35. paid for by check. Several

well-fed cats jjurred around mv an-

kles, avoiding mv muddv shoes. En-

terprising Enid didn't sav a word

throughout the porridge, pie. or <<)f-

fee; she didn't even look at the

suede vests, although for six months

she had been lalking ahoul bu\ing

one for herself.

As we were leaving the Joyous

Lake. I told Slv Sv he could drop

me off in Woodstock the next time

he wanted to get me near a moun-
tain. Enterprising Enid giggled

weakly as Sly Sy said. "Tell the

truth, wasn't it wonderful?"

Driving home, nobody talked

much. Enterprising Enid had a

little sleep.

"What hapjM'iicd lo

said Sly Sy.

"What?" said Burt

"I'm saving mvseli

step climb up to mv a|)artment." I

said dirgcfullv. mv feet swathed in

road maps. But Burt the Body es-

corted us to our doors.

Enterprising Enid fixed herself

up and went to a party that night. I

fell asleep in the bathtub the way

my mother usinl to when she bad

spent a full ilav wilh mi' before I

started school.

Sly Sy. who has a very bright and

positive attitude toward mountain

climbing, which he does on week-

ends and vacations, told us later

that he wouldn't take us again.

HowcNcr. il we wanted to go back

on our own. we could gel booklets

on ibe Catskill and Adirondack

Mountains from the New York
State Conservation Department's

Division of Lands and Forests, com-

plete with a map showing marked
trails, public campsites, fire towers,

and villages. And we could get de-

tailed road maps for getting to the

mountains from any gas station. So

I sent all this material to Enterpris-

ing Enid anonymously as a practical

joke, so she wouldn't readily forget

bodycvcrvhody

Body,

the len-

the outing she insisted I go on wi!i

her. Every once in a while she wo:,

ders aloud how the material came
\

her. I theorized that the State Folic

may have found some of her blor

on a rock, but she says she canni

remember losing any. She is not tc

clear about it, however.

From time lo time, wc get |)o-

cards from Slv Sy as he travt

around the country, climbing in tl

White Mountains of New Ham
shire, the Tetons in Wyoming, tl

Canadian Rockies, and now ai

then in New York's Catskills ai

Adirondacks. He says his routes a

nothing like the grandmotherly tn

we took up Slide. In the Tetons. I

did technical rock-climbing wi

ropes. He particularly likes dim
ing in New Hampshire, whe
things can get very alpine and the

are strong winds and you can g
killed. When he climbed Mou
Washington there recently, he toe-

a girl with him. It was a 4,000-fo

climb to the top, where it was ;

clouds and wind. "The girl made
but she was a wreck," wrote Sly S-

"I didn't know if she was going

be able lo drive us home."

More and more good climbe

are going to Alaska and Peru. I

writes, and he hopes to go, too, b

cause there are challenging rock

ice and snow, with high-altitui

peaks and year-round glaciers. Y
Semite, too. tempts him because

has big wall climbing. Along wi

the Tetons, the Sierras, the Whi
Mountains in winter, and Colorad

Yosemite makes for some of tl

most exciting climbing in the U.'

be says, with some very "hair>

ice-climbing for people too jad(

for rock-climbing.

He sends one postcard addressc

to Enterprising Enid and myself

her MGM-TV offices to save po.'

age. because he is saving up for

victorious hero's homecoming

the Himalayas, even though

makes his parents, retired groce

in Brooklyn, rather nervous.

Enterprising Enid and I are pla

ning to go on a picnic lunch at tl

foot of Slide, where we will she

our sedentary boyfriends—who se

dom walk farther than across the

offices or at most a few blocks—tl

muddy embankment and the thit

trees at the base of the mountain v

climbed. It has become a source i

pride. Enterprising Enid laugl

when I tell her that.
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'a new discovery, . . vision through goggly eyes

lot all fishes live only in the water Walking catfish, mudskippers.

lying fish and many other species hunt on land or in the

pen air Normal fishes are myopic out of water, but the amphibious

nes- like the bulgmgeyed creature above -have special

yes allowing them to see through the air In his fascinating article

1 FAUNA. Dr Jeffrey Graham of the Smithsonian Tropical

:esearch Institute shares his discoveries of how amphibious fishes

an see. And his vivid illustrations, including close-up photos.

re superb. But fish vision is |ust one of the exciting new discoveries

eported in FAUNA. There are many more in every bimonthly issue.

AUNA itself IS new -a new magazine and a new concept it is

'Oth a scientific journal and a popular magazine. It brings you the

atest discoveries reported by the very research people who

iake them FAUNA's authors and editors are exclusively

rofessional zoologists They relate new information about familiar

nimals they introduce you to animals you never even heard of

before. All articles in FAUNA are written in depth, but in

nontechnical terms Readable, stimulating, but not superficial,

they reveal a thorough picture covering all aspects of wild

animal life- behavior, ecology, physiology, habits, distribution

and evolution. And illustrations, many in full color, are the

finest imaginable.

FAUNA'S purpose ..to bridge the wide gap between the
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COSTUMES
OF THE EAST.

Some years ago a special exhibi-

tion on the arts of ancient Peru was

held at The American Museum of

Natural History. The lovelv, mas-

terful, and infinitely colorful metal,

pottery, stone, and fabric objects on

display represented the cultures of

civilized and aboriginal Peru before

the white man. The opening of this

splendid exhibition was attended

not only by representatives of the

Museum, the press, and the citv,

but also by members of New York's

social and business elite. The men
wore business suits, all cut ap-

proximately the same way and
made grave by the shades of gray,

black, and brown conventional to

the modern American male. The la-

dies, conscious of current fashion,

wore dresses that differed slightly

from one another in cut, but almost

all shared one color—black. Most of

these dresses, regardless of design,

were adorned bv strings of pearls.

The appearance of modern man
as represented by this sample was

funereal and conformist. Wlien one

considers how manv individuals in

this group commanded wealth and

power suitable to the ambitions of

past monarchs, the factors that

created this costuming must have

been stringent indeed. These
people, as well as most urbanized

citizens of the West, are heirs to the

whole colorful tradition of costume
that runs from ancient western

Asia, through Godev's Lady's
Book, to the current French fashion

mart. There was, and is, no reason

why this incredible resource in his-

tory could not be drawn on to pro-

duce variety in the costumes of

modern man—except for limitations

imposed bv cultural conventions.

Costume is basi<' to man's culture

and is as much a part of his natural
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history as the courtship dance is to

the ruffed grouse or social behavior

is to the African lion. With its vast

variety of form and ornament, cos-

tume provides the anthropologist

with a graphic choice for sorting

out the ethnic, occupational, and

social categories to which individ-

uals of the species Homo sapiens

belong.

Conventions of dress have always

been rooted in the value system, the

technology and economics, and the

communicative aspects of one's cul-

ture. Until recently, whether you

worked on Madison Avenue or on

New Bond Street, wearing a pair of

bright red socks or an emerald

green tie to the office might have

provoked a barrage of joking re-

marks. Costume deviations have, in

the past, even led to circumstances

in which an individual lost his job.

While attitudes today are somewhat

more relaxed, conformity is still the

general rule.

One manifestation of today's

youth revolt is costume. Barefooted,

long-haired young men will wear

T-shirts and dungarees, African

shirts, or Asian costume jewelry so

that they mav be in direct contrast

to the estabhshment expohents of

Western cities and towns, with their

shirts and ties, coats, pressed pants,

and shoes. Their female counter-

parts present similar contrasts.

Ironically, however, once the re-

bellious generation establishes its

costume conventions, it adheres to

them as rigidly as does the "other"

generation. Costume on either side

of the generation gajj is now so con-

ventional that Utile of the unex-

pected is found. Indeed, Western

man appears to have decisively lim-

ited his costume repertory to what

is conformist, generally drab, and

Clothing means mofe tc

people than men
protection from tht

elements. Traditiona

Asian dress, threatenec

by the proliferatior

of relatively dral

Western styles, reflects i

wellspring of cultura

diversity and a wide

ranging aesthetic jo)

by Walter A.

Fairservis, Jr

The traditional embroider

cotton garment of the Banja

ivomen of Hyderabad, Indi

closely resembles Europei

gypsy costumes, fosteril

a belief that gypsi

may be descendan

of certain Asian peoplt
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i( lent. In part this is the result of

mass production of inexpensive

ithing. but more important. West-

n man randidlv admits he likes

lothing thai wav.

()n<- mav ask whv this is so. for if

• present costumes of Western

n are the end n^ult of the cul-

al evolution that created West-

n civilization (and we have no

Lson to think that the devel-

cnt of costume is divorced from

il evolution), then conformitv in

idcrn costume is perhaps svmp-

natic of conformitv on a deeper

I more meaningful level. From
(SCOW to San Francisco most men
I women wear the same kind of

thcs. varving onlv slightlv from
' norm according to occupation

wealth. The Japanese, (^inese.

I urbanized inhabitants of South-

il Asia. India, wt'stern .\sia. and

rica have also adopted this tvfje

clothing, as have Australians and

>sl Lilin Americans. All who are

\ ed with modern indus-

ili/alion and its expn^sion in the

iduclion and control of goods

I services, whatever their nation,

ir the same basic costume.

(!o-.iume is uniipie to man. But

loes he wear clothes at ally

Over-all dress mav have evolved a*

Homo sapiens lost his presumed
hirsuteness toward the end of the

Plebtocene. or as his peregrinations

brought him from warmer dimes to

more arctic ones. But man is won-

derfullv adaptive biologicallv. and
there is no reason to believe that he

could not have retained relative or

even absolute nuditv through natu-

ral selection under different cli-

matic conditions.

I I is possible that the first cloth-

ing was worn simplv to rover the

Milnerable genitalia and other spe-

cific areas of the bodv. The gen-

italia of both sexes, as well as the

female breasts, are highlv sensitive:

thus, il would seem sensible for

man to provide artifi(-ial protection

for these parts of the bodv. Further-

more, even among sur%iving abo-

riginal peoples. lM)th the excretor\

and menstrual functions are re-

garded as antisocial. G)ncealment

of the orgaas of such functions ap-

pears to be the result of this atti-

tude.

Critical to our understanding of

the character and role of costume

is, of course, man's attitude toward

sex. It has been said that costume

should be regarded, not as the con-

cealer of one's sexual character, but

rather as its revealer. Too manv in

the West regard the genitalia,

rather than the men or women who
posses* them, as the svmbob of sex.

Oddlv. as students of erotica weD
know, the simple exposure of gen-

italia is not as erotic as the partiv

clothed bodv. The diffen^nce be-

tween the sexes is not simplv a mat-

ter of plumbing, but in its ideal

sense, a matter of the whole person

who possesses a form of b<Mfv and a

state of mind that complement or

supplement the opposite sex. It is a

mutualitv that trans<-ends biological

identitv. and vet in its fullest ex-

pression emphaticallv identifies the

individual as a woman or man.

One's culture determines what is

masculine and feminine h\ a whole

pattern of attitudes and Iwhavioral

empha-Sf-s that have to be under-

A Chinpsr theiitfr roslump

of Mitndttrin tyjn' madf

of crisp silk nith silk

and metalliv-gold embroidery.

lis overgarment of reindeer

in, decnraled ivitli lassels and
ndanls of far and hits tif

tton. leas team h\ a ) akaiihir

man of northeastern Siberia.



stood within each cultural setting,

for thev are bv no means identii-al

from culture to culture.

All this suggests that the devel-

opment and enhancement of those

traits that graphically distinguish

maleness and femaleness have been

critical to Homo sapiens. In this,

certainlv, ideals of beauty have an

im}M)rtant role. Body painting, tat-

tooing, sweet scents, athletic or

dance exhibitions, vocal expression,

and the wearing of flowers or cer-

tain animal pelts have been among
the graphic enhancers of one's sex-

ual identity. Costume was, and is, a

firm supporter of this identity. The
recent vogue among Western
women for men's clothing may be

part of their drive for parity with

men.

Whatever the earlv social forms

of man, whether band or tribe,

the identification of one's group

through graphic representation is so

commonplace among all peoples,

past and present, that we can as-

sume it was a part of prehistoric

life. Here, costume, whether in

terms of horned headdresses,

painted skin robes, or adorned fur

pieces, certainly had its place.

T
I he Eurasian and North African

region saw the beginnings of civ-

ilization in the latter part of the

fourth millennium B.C. These earlv

civilizations of western Asia and

Egypt were heirs to rich weaving

traditions that were already at least

five thousand years old. Animal

hair and a variety of plant fibers, in-

cluding flax, were spun and woven,

and dyeing seems to have been on

the scene as early as 6000 B.C. The
woven cloth was basicaUy used as a,

wrapai-ound or drape. This elemen-

tary, yet practical, form has charac-

terized the garments of the Medi-

terranean. North African, and
western and southern Asian regions

until comparatively recent times.

Early and elaborated expression of

it can be seen in the arts of ancient

Egypt and western Asia.

Tailored clothing appears in the

historical record from about 2000
B.C., but it probably emerged earlier

than that, as the sewed skin robes

of the late Stone Age in Europe

suggest. However, to both central

Asian pastoralists and arctic hunt-

ers, pants and sleeved shirts had ob-

vious advantages over the draped

garments of the more southerly peo-

ples. Pants allow for free movement
of the legs, while insulating the

flesh from weather and wear.

Thus we find that by the time of

Qirist, the peoples of the Medi-

terranean world, the Near East, In-

dia, and China wore varieties of

draped clothing, skirts, pullovers,

and wraparounds, while the peoples

of central Asia and Europe beyond

the Mediterranean realms wore

varieties of pants and skirts. The
latter group made their clothing

largely from wool and animal hair;

the former used cotton, linen, and

silk. Not that these softer materials

were unappreciated by the people

of Europe and central Asia; rather,

they were difficult to obtain since

they had to be imported. But there

was another, perhaps equaUy basic,

reason.

Both the ancient Egyptians and

the Chinese had strong feelings

about wool. Those who wore the

I
For harsh Siberian winters, a Yakut

woman wore a costume made offurs and

wool flannel. This one is embellished with

silk and gilt embroidery, silver pendants,

and a variety of pouches.
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Dragon robes, made in China for nearly

one thousand years, can be used to

trace the progress of certain dynasties by

noting distinctive features of design

and the quality of workmanship. This

detail is from an actor's costume of

recent years, used for the role of emperor.

rough uialfrial wen- rrganlrd as

barl)arians' outside the pale of

ivilizalion. In turn, there are

rerords of Furopeans and central

Asians ronteriiptuousK remarking

n the etfeminate silken clftthing ol

ri\ ilization." To have a beard and

to wear wool was to be a barbarian

>r a bandit in the eves of the Chi-

nese. To wear silk and be clean-shav-

n was to be weak and iitnnascu-

ine in the r)pinion of the 'I'urk. In

iueli wavs clothing marked the cul-

tural aftinitv of peopli' in ancient

times. The idea that draped clothing

is etieminate and tailored ilolhing

masculine is >lill found in -uch re-

mark> a- the one -uppo-edK l\|)ical

fa lainilv dispute: "W ho wears the

panl« in this family, vou or I'f"

The hi-^lorv <if Western costume

is coniparalivelv well known and

can be found in manv (ini- lumks.

\^h It is apparent in these histories

is llie raiiid change in the costume

f the Kurojiean eliti- almost cen-

lurN bv cenlurv. The costume o| the

pe.i>anlrv. whiih formed the largest

portion of Ihe population, changi-il

wi\ until the iiineleenlh cen-

tur\. \rilhropologi-|s n-cogni/e two

compli-mcnt.irs Iradilions in ci\-

iliAilion: a "great tradition" carried

b\ the oM-rriiling national. usualK

urban institutions such as govern-

ment, church, the militarv. and

bii-mess; and a "little Iraililion" e\-

pre-^ed through local Iraililion- .uid

beliefs and often refern-il lo as the

folk order. Folk or<ler-< tend to be

conser\ali\c. preserving elements

of ciillin.il -ules for an as-

loiindingK long lime.

While the I'vervdav costumes ol

the peasantrv were generalU de-

signed for the ea.se of movement re-

ipiircd b\ farming, and wi-re corre-

-poiKlingK simple and utililarian.

(In- ilolhing worn for church, for

lesiivals. or for weddings, suli-d b\

centuries of Iraililion. was colorlul

.uid locally ilislindiye. Such cos.

tunn-s can Iw seen in the folk mu-

seums of Fiirope and. rareU. on les-

lival occasions in a few "unspoiled"

sf'iiions of thai continent. How-

ever, this doi-s not mean thai tin- lo-

cal tradition of cosiunie is nearly

dead, for among the m.my ethnic

groups of F.uro|M- ihal claim a de-

gree of autonomy, costume still has

nationalist meaning.

Hie lini'sl folk cosliimis were

made at home or by the licsl

M -a tn stresses in the village or ilis-

Irii I. They yvere pri/ed |)ossessions.

c.irelully siiired. cle.ineil. and

mended. Ollen the conibination of

nitric. lie s4-wing. p.nnslaking work,

and pride in the n-sult produced a

work of art as prei-ions or. indeed,

mon- pn'cious than the prtHituis of

the yyeavers' guild in the rourllv

cities. Such cf>slnme tn-asures \ycre

characierislic of much of Kuron«>'s

folk culture, into the creation of

ihi-se coslinnes yyere led the Ira-

dilional symbols, the colors, .uid lh<*

iconoi:r.iphy that m.irkeil the folk

iH'hel .Hid gaye meaning lo the end

result. When a peas.int girl :i|i'

|H-,iied in her traditional coslume.

.>.»



she emphasized her pride in tradi-

tion and her identity with it. Uliat

she wore, when she wore it, and

what she did while wearing a given

costume derived from centuries of

tradition, not in a stuhifving sense

(for the pragmatic peasantry rarely

burdened itself for long with the

stiff collars, high pantaloons, and

agonizing corsets that the aristoc-

racy forced itself to endure in his-

tory), but in a verv personal and of-

ten mystical sense.

wW hat one wore reflected the

spirit of the past, the reality of the

present, and the hope of the fu-

ture—a future that would see one's

children doing the same things as

the parents. It is this personal, tra-

dition-bound quality that marks

folk culture generally and that has

to be understood if one is to ascer-

tain the true motivation for folk

costume.

The personal and the traditional

characteristics of the little tradition

contrast markedly with the imperso-

nal and style-conscious character of

the great tradition. The bewildering

changes in the history of Western

costume reflect the political, social,

and economic fortunes of the elite

and their supporters. Class con-

sciousness, individual accomplish-

ment, patriotism, wealth, and occu-

In nineteenth-century homes in Aydin,
Turkey, women wore dresses of satin

brocaded with metallic-silver

floral patterns. Out-of-doors they

donned a cloak and veil

according to Moslem custom.
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iVirw of silk nilh mrinllic

Tordth'. siith M.s this irxtimplf

null M<ifi<ir(ishlrft sliilr.

ndia. trrrr pniuihtr in

hi' (inrii'nl I'ilv of

'oilfuin. tchrrr thr rhii-f

'uiiistrv ii<is ihi' [tnnliulion

f paid <inil silrrr thrvfuLs.

pation stronfjlv influfnccd mfmhers

of the institutions of the great tradi-

tion. One can delect the roneern of

the time in costume development,

from the wealthv ostentation of the

Renaissance courts, through the im-

perial classicism of the Napoleonic-

era, to thi' stamped-oul conformity

of the twentieth century. Inter-

national contacts. |)olilical events.

a theatrical personality, war. the

state visit of a dignitary, the au-

tomobile, a new dance—all have

contributed to changes of costume

stvle. Tlie |)lethora of Asian- or .Af-

rican-derived fashion elements.

whi( h the Westerner eagerly placed

in his costume repertory and as ea-

gerly discarded when it was "out of

stvle." bewilders the mind: bur-

nooses, turbans, kimonos, saris.

Tartar hats. caps, pajamas, sandals.

Napoleon revised ihe styles of an-

cient Rome—and some famous per-

sonages wore logas; while late in

the nineteenth century Doni/.elli's

op<>ra The Daiifihirr of the Rr^i-

mrnt put fashionable women into

fashionable uniforms. The discovery

of Tutankhameirs tomb in 1922

had American women dressing like

Nelertiti: whi-n Walt Disney did

"Daw (InM'kell." coonskin caps

swept the nation. Beau Fkummell.

(irela (iarbo. TarAiti. (irai'c Kellv.

the Rcatlcs. and tnanv ollu-rs have

caused widespread costume change.

The great traditions nf costume

in Asia are not. ot coursi-. like those

of the West. A tendiMicv prevails in

Asia to observe a tradition nl cos-

tume rather than lo change accord-

ing to "sivle." Richness, history,

and ri'ligion are major lactors in

Asian elite dress. The gold and sil-

ver saris of Renares. the Tarlar-stvle

cap said to have been worn lis (Gen-

ghis Khan, ami the grei-n turban of

those who ha\e made the pil-

grimage lo Mecca are e\am|>li's.

Asians have always put great slock

in ihe symbols of faith, heritage.

,ind princeK wealth.

iinweser. ihi' folk iMilcr i- Meld-

ing before the massive as-iaull <>f

iniidern iiiduslriali/.alion anil il-<

-iMiki'smen. the mas>i media. Na-

liiinal slates that link iheir hilure to

^landardi/.ilion al e\er\ le\el. lo

ihc I iindilKining of iheir cili/eiirv

I ic IiimK III laws, lo one |H>lilical

ihemi-. to one educational philoso-

phy, and to mass values regard the

folk order ;ts not onlv backward but

inconceivable in an age when jets

span the earth and man walks on

the moon. So resentful of the folk

order are national states thai delib-

erate efforts are made lo undermine

its hold bv subvt'riing its youth,

"modernizing" its traditions, and

deriding its faith. National slates

thus obtain their goals—one nation,

one people, one government, one

belief, and of course, one costume

repertory. The exponents of change

through time overwhelm the ex-

ponents of tradition. Western cos-

tume is covering the earth.

Thi> lonformils ol appearani-e,

wilh its roots in conformity of cul-

ture, confronts .-Vsian people as ihev

look lo thi- West and acce|)l West-

ern ways. Thi" almi>sl infinite and

kaleidoscopic varielN of Asian cul-

tures is alreadv being evtinguisheil

by the massi\e onslaught of the

West, (ihina. for e\am|)le. once one

of the most varied and colorful of

all Asian cultural forms, is now one

of ihe most conformist and colorless

of Asian cultun-s. Atid if the pn-s-

enl govcriunents of India and Iran

ha\f ihi'ir sav, cheap, machine-

made cloth and national "i-otlage"

industry sivles will become the

manifest destiny of every cili/en. no

mailer whal his belief, hi'^ cultural

heritage, or hi- income. Thi- in the

very lands from which -pr.ing the

splenilor* of design ami cr.dlsinan-

>>ni|) thai have ennobN'd mankmd
since early civili/iilions arose ibi-re

thousands of years befon- ihe lirsl

•iinoke-lack darkeni-d the ikie* ol

Ihe West.

I'be greal hope of the earth is

thai ihe proponi-nls of Western cul-

lure can be made lo consider not

onls the \ulnerabilil\ of the phssi-

cal earlh but also the inorlalilN of

man's cultures. Tin- realilv o| this

morlalily is made graphic in 111.111'-

I'oslume.
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The Early Warning
of the Terns

Thousands of terns have replaced the Army on an island fortress

originally designed to detect an enemy invasion of New York. The enemy

has now arrived, and a major ornithological disaster may be upon us

by Helen Hays and Robert W. Risebrough

Orrat (Jull Island is a small, iin-

nhahitcd pile of rocks, clav. and
hiftinj; sands at the entrance of

ionfi Island .Sound lietween the

•astern lip of Lonj; Island and (".on-

leclicul. Because of its strateijic lo-

ilion. for half a eenturv the island

erved as part of the defense system

if the nation; totlav. the strikin}; in-

reasc of liirtli-deformed birds there

tia\ he a warninj; of a new and
iiore insidious danfjer.

the island is an excelleni hahitat

or terns, small memhrrs of the i;idl

iniilv that nest on isolated coasts

I harrier heaches throufjhout the

»orhl. To survive in these lem-

lesliious areas of winds, tides, and

hiflirif; sands, the terns lia\c to he

daptive and sensitive to chanfie:

Iwavs shiftin{», colonizing newlv

ormed hahitats, <ir i|uicklv desert-

ii<i old ones as thev are di-strosed

IV thi- elements or hv man.
Ni-arlv a cenlurv ap). when ihe

apacioiis miilinerN traile in its pur-

uit of leathers for lashifin threat-

I'd the survival of terns on the

•,iist (loast. conservationists pro-

ided a warden on (ireal Oull N-

and to save the hirds. The ll.(HX)

erns on the island hecame ihi- l.isl

leslirifi colony. lh<- last hope for

erns in the New York region, as

jither colonies on l.on^ Island

>>und were wiped nut liy plume

lunlers ,uid e;:;;cr-,

Sh.irtK alter MAM), lerns l.cca

I protected species when a pioneer-

n^ piece of conscry.ition legislation

*as passed in ilic I niled Si.iic-

Bul. ironically, (lie icjiislation came
too late lor the terns on (Jreat (Jull

Island, for in 18*)7. on the eve of

the .Spanish-.^ merican ^X'ar. fearing

attack hv a S[)anish armada, the

I nited States government had be-

gun the construction of Fort Michie

<tn the island. Uith the arrival of

the military, the terns disappeared.

In the liillowing decades, the

shallow of war rarely lifted from

(>reat CM Island. During \Korld

Wars I and II. the military used the

ixl.iiid for its continental uarning

.ind d<-fense system. Krom tall ob-

servation lowers, soldiers scanned
the ocean. .il\\,i\s ali-rl to the d.in-

ger of attack. Oyer the sears, (he

fori bei'ami- ,i compli-x ma/i- of gun
emplacement'', .immiinilion de|iol.H.

harr.icks, and lowers. Hy the end of

World W.u II. Ihe islami was al-

mosi I'ompleli'ly coyeri'd yyilh con-

ciclc ,ind .isph.ilt. \nd the terns

.iMiided this iinn.iliir.d Ir.iti'-forma-

lioii ill their lormcr halnl.il.

I'hen. in Ihe l.iie I'MO'.. i-ort

Michie lost i|« junction in ihe

warning and delense system for the

cnnlinenl. Il hecame .1 symbol of

iilisiilcte milil.iry eipnpmenl ,ind

strategy, and in \9V) the Armv
abandoned the island, leaving he-

hind its concrete and asphalt,

junkpiles. man-made hills, and a

necklace of traprock boulders

placeil around the island lo slahili/e

its shores. Although man was gone,

till' hahitat was loo disturbed for the

terns to return.

Yet hv the late HIUVs. the terns

of liong Island hadlv needed a new

brei'ding area; the old protective

legislation was no longer adei|uale

to save them from new deyel-

opmenls. The encroachment of fac-

tories and housing deyelopmenis in

coastal ari'as. along wild the con-

yersion of beaches to public parks,

drastically reduced the numJM'r of

undisturbed nesting areas for terns

in ihe New ^ ork region.

Aware of the is|,uid's history.

'Hie Americ.in Museum of N.itur.d

History and the l.innae.ui S<icie|y of

New York worked lo .icipiire (ireal

Cull Island, hoping that il might

again become .1 l.irge colony tor

nesting terns. In l')V'). the Museum
received title and assigned to the

l.iniiaean S>ciely the task of relum-

ing it lo a condition suil.ible for

terns.

In l<>l<Janil l'r><). sexeralof the

buildings were leyeleij, vegetal mn
was burned, and sand w.is deposiied

in an elliirt lo creale arlilicial

beaches. K-icli year the isl.ind w,is

\isileil bv ornilhologisls from the

l.innaean S)cie|y and the Mu<m'iiiii.

but il was not until I'J.Vi. after e\

eryolic ll.ld gneil up hope tb.il till
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birds would ever breed there again,

that twentv-five pairs of common
terns were found nesting. The birds

had not utilized any of the areas

prepared for them, but had laid

their eggs on the traprock at the

eastern edge of the island. The

numbers of terns increased each

succeeding vear and today, once

again, the island is the site of one of

the largest colonies in Long Island

Sound, comprising about 7,000

birds.

when people now land on the

island in late spring or early sum-

mer, the terns swirl noisily from the

ruins of the fort, challenging the in-

truders and diving at them should

they approach the nest sites. Re-

minders of the island's occupation

by the military still remain every-

where. The ruins of the abandoned

fort, overgrown with vegetation,

stretch from one end of the island

to the other, ^flie battlements are

manned, however, by new defend-

ers. On patches of exfoliating con-

crtfte in the gun emplacements and

in, the open areas that were once

building foundations, common
terns incubate their eggs and feed

and brood their young. Tlie roseate

terns, less aggressive than the com-

mons, deposit their eggs in the

grassy edges of the open areas or

under boulders on the outer

beaches.

Their utilization of the ruins of

the old fort on Great Gull Island

demonstrates the tern's remarkable

adaptability and use of habitat, a

previously unknown characteristic

of the species. A number of other

species also occupy parts of the

ruins. Barn swallows dart in and

out of the weathered buildings,

patching them with mud for their

nests. Bayberry and wild rose, as

well as several species of grasses,

have invaded the ruins, making
them habitable for nesting red-

winged blackbirds, song sparrows,

and spotted sandpipers. Starlings

also nest in the eaves of buildings.

By 1966, the colony appeared

sufficiently large and stable to per-

mit ornithologists from the Museum
to undertake studies of the breeding

biology of both species of terns, as

well as of several of the other spe-

cies nesting on the island.

During the summers of 1967 and

1968. however, there was a great

deal of rain and a scarcity of fish.

Chemical pollutants, sucl

as PCB's. are highly suspect

as the cause of an alarmini

increa.se in gro.ss birth

deformities among tht

terns on Great Gull Island

This four-legged common
tern chick died three days

after hatching

Montauk
Point

ATLANTIC OCEAN
Jones Beach
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Still straining to fly after fourteen weeks, the

abnormal common tern, right, can only manage

to rise a few feet. It had the double misfortune

of being born without secondary flight feathers

in a nest built within the insurmountable rim of

a huge gun emplacement. It is doomed in this

concrete enclosure. The fate of the five-week-

old chick, far right, is similarly sealed: it was

born without tail feathers, primary, and
secondary flight feathers. Fort Michie's

ruins, below, still dominate the landscape.
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Manv voung terns dierl frr)in i'\-

posun'. starvation, or both. A major

prohlctn in ihi- fiflH of population

biolofiv is Hfti-rmininfz tlv produf-

livilv of a species uniler a variel\ of

environmental conriitions. favorahli-

and unfavorable. The colonv on

(in-at (lull Island appeared to he an

a[)propriate site to slu<lv this proh-

lem in relati(m to terns beeause the

island's size, seventeen aen^s. was

small enoufih to permit a daiiv

eheckin'; of all nesting areas.

Dailv coverage of the nesting

•iroimds permitted large number- ol

Noung tern-i to be marked at hatch-

inji. tlii-n followed with relative ease

li|i to the lime of Hedging and de-

parture from th<' colonv. Studies of

survival and morlalilv of iiolh spe-

cies of terns were begun in 1069.

llie number of held workers in-

creased eaih weekend with the arri-

val of volunteers from the Museum,

i'o avoid exposing the eggs and the

voung terns to the middav sun. all

work in the colonv was i arried out

whenever lemper.llures were lav or-

.dilc. usu.div in the earlv morning

.11 l.iic afternoon. 'Ilii- Iituh in-

v.uidilv put up a vigorous defense.

Workmg m a tern eolonv i* stricllv

.1 "hard hat" job. since the tern- do

not hesitate to sjriki- unsus|M'cling

he.ids with fornud.ddc b>rce and

verv sharji beaks. I suallv several

workers would traverse an .irea lo

i:eiher. looking for new ni-sls and

\ouiig birds.

\l hatching in I'X)"). more than

J.tMK) voung terns were examined

and marked with temporarv plastic

bands. Of these, nne voung com-

mon tern was found with an abnor-

mal bill ancl an uppi-r mandible

crossed over its lower. Tlien. two

voung roseate terns were found,

which appeared normal, but whii-h

were missing flight feathers in both

wings. ^Xe noted these deformities,

but the flight feathers of the rose-

ates appeared lo Iw growing again.

In a sample as largi' as 2.()(K) indi-

viduals, a few abnormalities are lo

be e\|)«'cled. and we did not attach

special signihcance to these.

Ill 1970. however, when the sludv

was repealed, we nolt-il a shaqt in-

1 reast- in the numlM-r ol abn<»r-

m.dilies. Four voung roseate terns

.ind lhirlv-llir«-e voung common
terns were found with visibli- df-

feels. Sime of these .ippeared nor-

mal at the time of hali hmg. but

later, when ihev were JMlween two

and four weeks old. It»s| their pri-

inarv and s<>eiuidarv flight leathers,

Ke.ilher loss |» .1 new |)henome-

noii that has not Imm-ii previously

di-scribed. although m the past

manv thousiniU of terns liavi- Imch

banded in MassachiisellH. the ( ,inb-
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Crossed mandibles were

dix-overed in the colonv

in 1969. the first full year

of the researeh project.

This roseate tern chick, from

the 1970 hree«jin<: season, was

collected when three weeks

old for chemical analysis

of its tissues.

)can. and on islands in the Pacific

\llhnui;li these birds appeared to l)e

irailliN and vigorous, thev could

lilt (Iv. Two lived as lon<; as six

,vri-k-. \lanv disappi-ared. however.

I'lirnpli'tc ol)scr\alii)ns ol their

rtaiilv rale were not possihic.

riic leather loss did not seem to l)e

lecessarilv permanent, as onr of

he vounp common terns found

vitli no primarv and secondar%

li'_'lil feathers was seen llvinj; a

in.rith later at Milford. (ion-

leeiieul. ahoni H() miles awav.

Other ahnormaiilie- were eom-

lar.ihle to those observi-d in human
'thalidomide hahies." One eliiik

lad iiriderileveloped lejjs and leel

\ilh .iliiio^l no down, and another

lad iiiur legs. Several >;lir)wed all-

iiirnialilies in the develnpment ol

he hill. One chick had e\lremi'l\

'Uiall eves.

It was at thi- time that the an-

liiir« ciindiined forces and e\-

lerience in an attempt to deieriiiine

he causes of the alinormalilies. Our
-uspicions cenlereil III) eu\ iroiimcn-

al piillulanis in hing island Snund.

he llll-h fur nuich nf the eiiluvia III

New York ,uid (iiinneclicul. An in-

.esiii:alion of thi-" Ivpe. howe\er,

•uiiimpas-es main difleri-nl di*-

ipliiies. and iinK detailed sludic.

i\er a period of lime, will tell ii-

i\hal is actualh happi-uin;: to the

iiipiilation siructure ,uid reproduc-

i\e 1 ,i|iai il\ of the species allecled

IN piiliiitaiits. In oriier to idenlifx

he piillut.ints thai miijihl lie re^pnn-

ihle lor the alinormalities olisi-rNcI

in the field, complex research in the

chemistrv laboratorv is also neces-

sary. The studies durin" the jiresenl

year, therefore, were carried out

with the realization that we were

liealinji with a new kind of enemv
force, far different from the ravages

of the plume hunters or the destruc-

tion of breeding sites. Tliis enemv
foreshadowed grave consequence's

for the future of the terns and t|uile

possibly for man himself. There was

no doubt thai we were looking at

the tip of a potentially disastrous

iceberg.

This years incidence of gross de-

fects among newlv hatched chicks

was approximately corn|)aralile to

that in 1970. The first to be found

had an abnormal foot and leg. The
second had a rudimentary upper

mandible, which had grown out

from above ils eves. The third ap-

|)eared as if injected with air or wa-

ter; its skin was swollen ab<iul the

head. neck, and abdomen. The

fourth had no left e\e and a slightly

cnissi-d bill. Tliree others had bald

spots on their bodies where feathers

had not developed. Hie loss of

flight leathers was again observed

in many of the chicks. Tlii'se are

the kinils of eflecis thai might be

expected from a chemical capable

of alTecting gene reproduction dur-

ing embr\onic cell division.

Added to this, in 1971 a new ab-

niirmalitv was observed in the col-

ony for the first time: thin-shelled

eggs not sufliciintlv sinuig tn sup-

|iort the weight of the incubating

parent. Iliis phennmenon is now fa-

miliar to piillutiiin biologists. Itav-

mg I n first reported in hrilisli

peregrine falcons in the I9.>0s.

Ilic brown pelicans in ( Lilifiirnia

haye not bred successfully lor a

number of years liecause of this

problem, and s4iine of llx* birds of

|ire\ in this counlr\ are siifTering

serious population declines for the

same rcasiui.

Hesearcliers in this area lielieve

ih at shellthinning is caused primar-

ily li\ the 1)1) r compiiiind. DDK.
Iliis piilliitant. a deri\ali\e nf the

iiisci-licide. is only slightly poi-

sonous to inosi mdixidual organ-

isms, but it may priMluce such el-

jectsas shi-ll-thinning, which lowers

the repniihii live capacity nf the

species. DDK has been shiiwn lo

produce shell-thinning under ex-

perimental conditions in mallard

ducks. .American kestrels, quails

and doves. Viild species that are

suffering from the thin eggshell syn-

drome have also been found to be

contaminated with DDE.
The DDT levels we measured in

the abnormal \oung terns on Great

(iull Island and in the fish brought

to the colony bv the adults in 1970.

however, were no higher than in

many other bird [lopulations. In

fact, they were lower than some.

While we have no basis for believ-

ing that am of the DDT compounds
are res|ionsible for the observed de-

formities in the voung terns, we
cannot rule it out as a possible

cause of shell-thinning. This was
not observed until 1971. and we
lia\e not vet measured DDT levels

in the 1971 specimens.

Levels of other heavv metals,

such as lead and cadmium, are cur-

rently being measured, but until

much more data from other popu-

lations ari' accumulated, we shall

not know what the expected natural

levels of these elements in tern eggs

should be. or how to interpret the

concentrations ftnind.

wli.ll we did hllil were rela-

ll\ei\ high le\e|s of |Mi|\i hlonnated

biphemls. ItiU's. in tlie tern tissues

.111)1 in the fish upon which the birds

Iced. iliesc compounds have a

number of i liemical propertii-s sim-

iliar to DDT. Like DDT an.l its de-

ri\alives. thev Im-coidc conreniraled

in the laltv tissuis. ol .uiimals wlien

present in a food chain, but they

are even more stable. I scd exten-

sively as heal-exchange ami in-

sulating fluids in high-voltage elec-

trical ei|uipinenl. I*< ill's are also

.idded lo paints, plaslns. and nib-

ber lo make these lu.iterials more

resislani to breakdown. Iliis prop-

erly of resistance to most kinds ol

biological and chemical degrada-

lioii, which has made them so use-
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ful to industry, are what make
PCB's such persistent pollutants

when released in the environment.

Interestino;lv. in some of the studies

in whieh PCB's were fed to birds in

order to determine toxie effects, the

birds lost feathers. The PCB's mav
well, therefore, be responsible for

the feather loss observed in the

voung terns on Great Gull Island.

Recent research conducted in the

Netherlands has demonstrated that

PCB preparations often contain

small concentrations of compounds
that are chemically similiar to the

extremely toxic dioxins. These are

the chlorinated dibenzofurans. and

the relationship is significant be-

cause these dioxins have produced a

high incidence of birth defects in

recent experiments. Small amounts

of the chemicals were injected into

fertile chicken eggs, producing

grossly deformed chicks of the same

type we have observed in the voung

terns. Obviouslv, much further re-

search is necessary before we can

definitely pinpoint just what pollu-

tants are responsible for what defor-

mities, and what the cause-and-ef-

fect relationships are.

It is important to point out that al-

though all the evidence is not vet in

and weighed, what is happening to

the terns on Great Gull Island is of

critical significance— not only to the

local survival of the species, but

quite possibly to humans as well.

We might hypothesize that the

effects of environmental pollutants,

such as those inentioned. would be

detected first in the tern colony.

i/)ng Island Sound is one of the

more polluted areas of the world's

oceans, a distinction it shares with

the Baltic, the Mediterranean, and
the southern California coastal wa-

ters. And the effects of chemical

pollutants could be expected to ap-

pear first in a species that is rela-

tively high on the food chain, espe-

<-iallv one that preys upon fish.

Not all the pregnant women who
ingested thalidomide gave birth to

defective children. Rather, the in-

cidence of defects was significantly

increased. We could assume that

environmental chemicals producing

comparable effects would behave

similarly and that their presen(('

would not mean that all individuals

would be equally aflected. A nor-

mal-looking individual might have a

higher concentration of certain pol-

lutants than one with four legs.

Consequently, many thousands of

young must be examined to detect

the first effects of pollutants build-

ing up in a population of any spe-

cies. It is probable that as the levels

of harmful pollutants increase in a

population, more individuals will

show adverse effects. But only con-

tinued work will verify this.

In addition, high jirioritv should

be given to a detailed study of the

pollutants now present in the wa-

ters of Long Island Sound. All of

these, we must emphasize, are waste

products. Normally, the waste prod-

ucts within an ecosystem are re-

cycled, used again and again. Thus
the tissues of a dead bird gradually

are converted into elementary mate-

rial. Carbon dioxide re-enters the

atmosphere to participate once
again in photosynthesis. Phosphates

re-enter the water to be in-

corporated once again into phvto-

plankton, from which thev pass into

zooplankton. then up the food chain

through fish to terns, and so on.

Technological man has made two

fundamental changes in this natural

process. By mining vast amounts of

certain heavy metals and salts, such

as phosphates, the mobilization has

been greatly increased. Wlien these

become waste products in excessive

amounts, the threshold of harm to

certain species is passed. Also some
of the new synthetic chemicals are

relatively resistant to breakdown,

and so more readily build up to

concentrations harmful to a great

many more species.

If our priorities are rearranged to

meet the mounting environmental

and biological crises caused by the

exploitation of natural systems, suf-

ficient warning will be needed to

provide time to change our tech-

nological direction and com-
mitment of natural resource.s. We

Boulders dumped by the Army
to prevent erosion cover the

islands shoreline. It was

thought that this ruination

of habitat would prevent

the terns from reclaiming

their lost colony, but they

have adapted and now nest

in the network of rocks.

have had such warnings about air

pollution, sewage in our waterwavs

and lead poisoning, for example,

and some measures are being taken

to correct these threats to human
health and well-being. Now the

terns on Great Gull Island are is-

suing a warning through their piti-

ful deformities and threatened sur-

vival. That seventeen-acre island

that is home to the colony occupies

a strategic position analogous to

when it served as a military outpost.

Tlie terns occupying the approaches

to New York City are now inadvert-

ently detecting a newer, more in-

sidious enemy to man: con-

taminants. Presently disturbing the

reproduction of the terns, thesi'

contaminants may, someday soon,

result in an increase in the numbers

of human birth defects as they work

up through the food chain to the ul-

timate consumer. Fort Michic. now
in ruins, mav vet provide us with an

early warning against encroachia

danger.

I

As we go to press, verified re-

ports of significant feather loss

among chicks in tern colonies

in Massachusetts: Jones Beach.

New York: and the Dr)' Tor-

tugas. off Florida, have been

received. The scope of the

disaster is broadening.
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Always a New Sky Show When Julius Caesar needed a

simile for standins; firm, he quite naturallv looked to

the skv:

But I am constant as the northern star.

Of Whose true-fix"d and resting quality

There is no fellow in the firmament.

Noble Caesar had the right idea, but the stars are

not quite so constant as .Shakespeare had him believe.

The stars do not appear to change much in one man's

lifetime, but in a longer view, the flome of heaven is

an ever changing show.

Unlike Caesar, we know that the universe is a vio-

li'nt place where stars are born and die. sometimes in

catastrophic explosions: where whole galaxies are fly-

ing apart, sometimes colliding in the rush; where mat-

ter exists in unimaginable forms in neutron stars and

black holes. .\11 this new knowledge is in our heads: to

our eyes, the night skv looks much the same as it did

in Caesar's time. But not (juite.
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The position of the north celestial pole swings

through this circle in the skv every 26.000 rears.

The North Star he admired so much is moving

across our sky—not so much because it is moving but

because we are moving. The North Star, Polaris,

which is, in fact, much closer to the north celestial

pole than it was in Caesar's time, will be closer still in

2105. In another 10,000 years, Polaris will be no-

where near the north celestial pole.

Other things are going on. so slowlv that man does

not notice. The stars are moving in relation to one

another. The groups of stars bv which we recognize

constellations will have different shapes in the distant

future: the Big Dipper, for example, will be squashed

beyond recognition in a mere 100,000 vears. The

moon will move farther away, far enough so that total

eclipses of the sun will no longer occur. The earth will

slow its rotation; someday we will have the 2.5-hour

day busy people so devoutly wish for. The unkindest

cut of all. at least for poster artists and those who
make wizard's robes, could be the loss of Saturn's

rings to micrometeoroid bombardment.

As the centuries tick off. we may gain more than we

lose. In just a hundred million vears. our galaxy will

have rotated enough so that we will be able to see Maf-

fei I, a nearby island universe that we cannot see now
because, from where we sit, it is behind the dust and

gas clouds of our own galaxy. Best of all will be the ap-

pearance of new objects and phenomena we have no

way of expecting. Just as each new astronomical tech-

nique has revealed whole classes of celestial bodies un-

dreamed of. so the passage of time seems sure to bring

with it WW additions to our skv. .4fter all. the time

that man has been svstemati<allv observing the skv is

only a blink on the time scale of the universe.

When Caesar spoke of the constancy of the North

Star, he was assuming that the earth on which he stood

was also constant. In addition to rotating on its axis

and revolving around the sun, however, the earth is

precessing like a top. When a spinning top is tilted

from the vertical, the downward force of gravity

causes its axis to swing slowlv in a circle. The earth i>

tilted from the vertical (in relation to the plane of il-

orbit around the sun), and the pull of the sun's and tln'

moon's gravity on the earth's ecpiatorial bulge causes

its axis to swing slowly in a circle. One complete rota-

tion through the circle takes 26,000 years.



Kijjhl now, earth's North I'ole aims at a point in the

kv (the north celestial pole) not quite a degree from

Polaris, and we call Polaris the North Star. But after

ZIO") the north relestial pole will swing awav from I'o-

aris; in another 1 l.(K)0 vears or so. alter swinging

through Hercules, it will he near Vega and will then

swing hack helween the Big and I.itlle Dippers, reach-

inu Polaris to start another 26.0f)0-vear cvele.

Polaris appears to move in relation to the north ce-

lestial pole hecause of the earth's motion. But the stars

themselves reallv are moving. man\ of them in groups.

The Big Dipper was not ;i dipper l(K).()0() vears ago.

md \Nill not he in another 1(XJ.()(K) \cars. As the dia-

iram imiii-ates. the two outerm<tst stars are moving

iwav from the dipper configuration. All the other- an-

/ . -liir\ III ill'- Hic l)ii>i»r iiri- miniiii: ihrniiuli sjuir

hill mil till lonrllirr. Tlif nmsli-tlalnm did nol look

likr II dippiT in ihr f»i^l. and will nol in ihr fiilurr.

moving, too. hut ihev are part of a group moving to-

gether, anil so are not changing relative to each other.

In our solar system, total solar eclipses in which a

moon just covers the sun and thus reveals the solar co-

rona are unique to the earth. At least thirtv-one other

moons i-ircle other planets in the svstem. hut in no
other case is a moon just the right size and distance

from its planet to just cover the disk of the sun.

Our moon is slowlv drawing awav from the earth,

and will sornedav he too small to complelelv cover the

suns disk. F.\en now. when an eclipse occurs at a time

when the iTioon is not close to the earth in its nmnthlv
circuit, an anmdar eclipse occurs in which the disk i»f

the moon doc- not complelelv cover the disk of the

sun. In the future all eclipses will he aimular.

•\t on<' time the earth rotated much faster, and tht-

moon was much closer. .Some calculations put the

moon as close as a lew of its own radii, and the dav al

four hours. Now the earth is slowing down at the rate

of about 1/1.()(K) of a second everv centurv. If this

keeps up. the dav will he 2.'i<if nur present hour- long

in ju-t .'?6() million mmt-. (Vic could keep our 2 Hiour

-vsicm hv u-itig longer hour-.) If voii reallv want to

look ahead, (n'orge Darwin c.ilculated that e\cnlu.dlv

the earth \M>nld alwav- keep the same side low.ird the

rniion. as the moon now does to tin* earth. \t that

point the month and the da\ woulii ImiIIi equal 17 of

our present davs. Ilie l7-dav ila\ is a little furlhiT <dT.

ihoui-h: -omething like .>() trillion vears.

On the lime sc.de of the universe. S;iliirn's rings

mas turn out to he a- ephenieral as a rainbow. 'Hie

rings are made of vi-rv -m.dl particles; each is subjtii

to colli-ion- with interpl.mel.irv dust p.irticles. One re-

cent c.di ul ition indicated th.il the ring- nia\ be losing

an inch of thickiies- everv hundred thousand \ears <ir

so. The rings .ire onl\ .i mih- or two thiik. s<i uidi*«s

llie\ .ire ,ilso gaining new m.ileri.il. llie\ can endun-

llii- erosion for onl\ su long. 'Ilii- dmir prediction has

a brighter con\ep«'. howi-ver. If the ring- h.ive a »horl

lifetime, peril.ips ihcN ari- of reialivi-K recent origin.

In other words, perhaps the rings formed long after Sa-

turn did. If it happ)-ne<l to Siliirn. |H'rhap- it will hap-

pen cl-ewhi-n-. \ future Sk\ He|Mirter column might

be devoted to new Hjiidi

riMdmg.

Ill the ring- III Jupiter. Keep
JiillN P. Wll.KV. JH.
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November's moon, new on the 17th, is in the evening sky there-

after, and reaches first-quarter on the 25th. The moon becomes full

on December 2 and is at last-quarter on the 9th.

Venus, by late November, has become a prominent evening star,

appearing in the southwest at dusk and setting about an hour and a

half later. In December it continues to brighten and to set later and
later. Jupiter is an evening star, but too low in the southwest to be

seen after sundown. It becomes a morning star after conjunction in

mid-December. Saturn, after opposition in late November, rises

shortly before sunset and sets during morning twilight. Mars, now in

Pisces, continues to grow dimmer, but may still be easily found high

in the south early at night, setting close to midnight. Mercury

reaches greatest elongation in the evening sky in late November,
but it is too low at sunset to be found easily.

November 17: The Leonid meteor shower reaches maximum. With

the moon just past new, after-midnight skies will be dark. Although

normally a weak shower, producing an average fifteen meteors per

hour for the single observer, the meteors are often swift and bright.

November 19: The crescent moon is in conjunction with both

Jupiter and Venus today. If the two-day-old moon is visible in ex-

ceptionally clear western skies, you may see Venus above and to the

right of the moon, Jupiter farther to the right and lower than Venus.
November 23: Mercury is at greatest elongation (east of the sun)

in the evening sky. This is not a favorable elongation, however. The
planet is only about ten degrees high at sunset.

November 25: Saturn is at opposition. Now located directly oppo-
site the sun in earth's sky, the planet rises at sunset, appears high-

est at about midnight, and sets at sunrise.

November 25-26: The bright object above the moon on these eve-

nings is Mars. On the 25th, Mars is above and to the left of the
moon, but after conjunction early the following morning, Mars is

above and to the right of the moon on the evening of the 26th.

December 1: Saturn may be located this evening by looking below
and to the right of the rising moon, which is almost full. The moon
separates slowly to the left during the night.

December 2: Mercury is stationary in right ascension and begins
to move retrograde (westerly) between sun and earth.

December 8: The earliest sunset in the midlatitudes of the
Northern Hemisphere occurs today.

December 9: Jupiter is in conjunction with the sun and passes
from the evening |nto the morning sky.
' -^December 12: Mercury is at inferior conjunction, located between
earth and sun, and enters the morning sky as it moves west of the
sun.

December 14: The Geminid meteor shower reaches maximum.
Observers may expect to see up to fifty meteors per hour, with no
moonlight problems for after-midnight hours. About half the maxi-
mum rate may be seen a day before and after.

Thomas D. Nicholson

• Hold the star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match
the stars in the lower half of the mapi with those in the sky near the horizon. The map
is for 10:20 p.m. on November 15; 9:20 P.m. on November 30; and 8:20 p.m. on Decem-
ber 15; but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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THE
SEA SNAKES

ARE
COMING

A sea-level canal

across Central

America could

introduce a new

breed of predator

(and prey) into

the Atlantic

by

William A. Dunson

A banded sea snake swims

across a reef in New
Caledonia, right. Most sea

snakes are confined to

one part of the world, but

some can cross oceans.

"As we sailed along we saw
multitudes ofgrampuses every day;

also water-snakes of divers colours.

Both the Spaniards and Indians

are very fearful of these snakes, be-

lieving there is no cure for their bit-

mg'i. "Basil Ringrose, 1679, in The

Buccaneers of America, by John Es-

quemeling.

The accuracy of this early de-

scription by an English pirate of the

yellow-bellied sea snake, Pelamis

platurus, off the coast of Ecuador

could not be greatly improved upon
today. This venomous member of

the sea snake family is found in

great numbers along the Pacific

coasts of Mexico and Central and

South America, between Baja Cali-

fornia and Ecuador. The extreme

variation in coloration ("divers col-

ours") of the serpent is most un-

usual, and we have no more access

to an antivenin for its poison than

Ringrose had in 1679.

Our appalling ignorance of this

remarkable snake's habits has

recently been forcibly brought

home by a renewal of interest in

construction of a sea-level canal be-

tween the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans. The Atlantic-Pacific Inter-

oceanic Canal Study Commission,

which for economic and military

reasons recommended construction

of a sea-level canal in Panama, gave

little consideration to the possibly

deleterious effect of intermingling

organisms from the two oceans.

Other scientists, however, reflecting

our increased ecological knowledge,

have shown more awareness of the

problems. A National Academy of

Sciences committee reported that

"great danger would result from

building a sea-level canal. .

The Pacific yellow-bellied sea snake

came to center stage in this debate

because it is one of the species that

no one would like to see ushered

into the Atlantic Ocean by our en-

gineering follies. Another undesi-

rable Pacific immigrant could be

the crown-of-thorns starfish, which

consumes coral.

To estimate the likelihood of the

yellow-bellied sea snake passing

through a sea-level canal, we must

understand the habits of this marine

reptile. It has traditionally been

considered a pelagic "blue-water"

species that only rarely came close

to land. But in a recent cruise of the

Scripps Institution of Oceanog-

raphy research vessel Alpha Helix

between San Diego and Panama,

we often observed this sea snake

present within a few miles of shore,

and we caught some individuals

within a few hundred feet of land.

Another striking finding of our re-

cent studies is that the yellow-bel-

lied sea snake drifts passively with

surface ocean currents and is some-

times swept onto coastal beaches,

where it dies in the sun.

Sea snakes represent the end re-

sult of millions of years of speciali-

zation for life under very stringent

conditions. For a reptile, the ocea

is anything but an environment

featherbed. Its high concentratid

of salts (about 3.5 percent sodiuJ

chloride) makes it difficult for ren

tiles to retain water in their bodie|

yet keep the sah concentration lov
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A lookout on the Alpha
Helix searches for drift

lines, the flotsam-littered

slicks formed when
surface currents converge.

The passively drifting

yellow-bellied sea snake

is often present

in such drift lines.

A brightly striped

sea snake, right, moves

along the bottom in the

Ryukyu Islands. At lower

right, a yellow-bellied

sea snake floats with the

debris in a drift line

off the coast of Mexico.



The total salt concentration of the

bodv fluids of vertebrates is usually

only about one-third that of sea wa-

ter. Marine mammals keep a low

blood-salt level bv excreting con-

centrated urine, but the reptilian

kidney is \er\- weak and completely

unable to produce urine more con-

centrated than blood. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, to find that all

marine reptiles have salt-excreting

glands.

The kinds of salt glands devel-

oped reveal the divergent evolution-

ary paths taken by the ancestors of

marine reptiles. In turtles, sallv

"tears" are secreted by a gland be-

hind the eve. In the marine iguana,

a largt' gland in the nose secretes a

fluid that is snetv.ed out the nostrils.

Ill the sea snakes. I have n-ci-nll\

iiisc()\('re<l a third ty[)e of glan<l.

which is located under the tongue.

that secretes salt into the mouth.

Sea snakes are closelv related to

cobras and kraits. and like them,

have fixed fangs and a potent

venom, .^s a family, they are widelv

distributed, being found between

the latitudes of South .Africa and Ja-

pan in the western Pacific and In-

fiian Oceans, eastward to a zone be-

tween Mexico and Ecuador.

There are no sea snakes in the

.Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean

Sea. or the Red Sea. The .Atlantic

only narrowly es<-aped being a

home for these su<-cessful reptiles,

whi<h apparently migrated to the

New World sometime after the Cen-

tral .American land l)ridge rose out

of the sea for the last time, about

lour million years ago. Occasion-

allv. sea snakes are found just in-

side the Niuth .Atlantic at Cape
Town, but these individuals are as

t*-



The diversity of color

and pattern among
yellow-bellied sea snakes

shows clearly in this

group of specimens inside

a laboratory aquarium.

Two sea snakes are knotted

together in what may be

a unique photograph

of mating activity. Young
are born alive at sea.

rare and out of place as the doomed
sea turtles swept to the British Isles

by the Gulf Stream.

Thus, sea snakes are only rarely

found outside the tropical zone or

the transition zone between the

tropics and the temperate zone. I

believe that even the most wide-

spread form, the yellow-bellied sea

snake, can breed only if the water

temperature is above 68 ° F. Be-

cause it is able to feed at the surface

and to float with ocean currents,

this particular snake has by far the

greatest range of any sea snake.

Other kinds, such as Laticauda, the

banded sea snakes, are much more
restricted in range.

The greatest number of all sea

snake species is found in the Indo-

Australian area, the snakes' ances-

tral home. The Strait of Malacca,

between the Malay Peninsula and
Sumatra, harbors as many as 27 dif-

ferent kinds. Unfortunately, we still

know very little about how so many
species are able to live in the same
area without competing with one
another.

The bits of information we do
have about the life history and ecol-

ogy of sea snakes reveal manv inter-

esting adaptations. Being air

breathers, these snakes must sur-

face. The flattened tail and laterally

compressed body make them ef-

ficient div.^rs. although most remain
in relatively shallow water. Because
many species feed on eels and other

bottom-dwelling fish, they cannot
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enture into water too deep for

heir feeding dives. George Pick-

ed 1. an expert on sea snakes, has

bserved Laticauda trap small fish

n rofk crevires with the folds of its

lodv and then grasp the fish with

ts mouth, i have watched a sea

nake in a small aquarium use coils

)f its bodv to immobilize a fish

igainst the side of the tank before

seizing and swallowing it. This feed-

ng rrs|)onse mav explain how sea

inakes can catch fish that could eas-

Iv outswim them in open water.

Shrimp and prawns have been

ound in the stomachs of certain sea

inakes; thev mav have been caught

rthile thev were buried in bottom

<and or mud.

The vellow-bellied sea snake,

lowever, is entirelv a surface

eeder. This snake floats at the sur-

aee. perhaps simulating a stick,

ind fish are attracted to it as to anv

loating object. The snakes have

leen observed manv times with a

^roup of small fish faithfullv swim-

ning underneath; with a swift side-

Afavs strike the snake has a meal.

Respiration in sea snakes is in-

eresting because thev are report-

div capable of staving submerged

or anvwhere from two to eight

lours. 'I"heir metabolism is much
lower than that of mamtnals like

•urselves, but this onlv parliallv cx-

(lains dives of this duration. The

-ca snaki'"s lung i> grcativ enlarged,

•xlending all the wav to the base of

he tail. As in other snakes, the left

ung is small, while the right lung is

ligliK rieveloped. Kven the trachea,

he wind|)i|>e connecting with the

ung, has been nio<lified to provide

m area for exchange of gases. Or-
al n areas of ihi" lung in the rear of

he bodv mav ser\e no res|)iralorv

unction but mav instead act as a

ivdroslalic organ. In this wav ihc

snake might be able to ri'gulale its

)Uovancv. Sea snakes mav alsct

lave an in<rea.sed tolerance for

inoxia. or lack of oxygen, allowing

ihcm to pav off an "oxygen debt

iflir ihev return to the surface.

However these snakes tolerate

lubmersion. thev certainly fi-el al

lonie in the water. Some s«-a snakes

n llic i'liilippines. whii'h fi-eri onlv

)n boltotnilwclling eels, have been

>bscrve(l diving down out of siglil

n clear water of a maximum <ieplh

of .500 feet. We do not know how
thev avoid the effects of great pres-

sure at these depths. Tvpes of sea

snakes that must dive to the bottom

for their food are confined mainlv

to waters within the 100-fathom

line. Thus thev mav not be capable

of diving to depths greater than 6(X)

feet.

Sea snakes differ greatly in their

breeding habits, .^t breeding time,

certain kinds, such as Laticauda,

mass near islands in the tropical

Pacific. In the Philippine Islands

there is a commercial fishery based

on the islets where the snakes con-

gregate. In a single year on Gato Is-

let, as many as 100,(K)0 snakes are

killed for their skins. Others are

taken alive, spitted on pointed bam-

boo sticks, and then roasted or

smoked before being eaten. Shore-

breeding sea snakes lav their eggs

in crevices or in caves and leave

them to hatch, but th<' yellow-bel-

lied sea snake never comes ashore,

even at breeding time. Mating takes

place at .sea and the voung are born

alive in the water.

Several attempts have been made
to define the breeding season of sea

snakes, but it is bv no means cer-

tain that reproduction is limited to

a particular time of year. In area.s

with a pronounced rainv. or mon-

soon, season, il is (juile liki-lv that

reproduction is timed to occur

whi-n the snakes return in numbers

to the i-oasi al the beginning of the

storms.

It is th<-n that fishermen pulling

in their nets encounter them along

the coasts and estuaries of .South-

east Asia. Tlie snakes may move

into river mouths where the salinity

is <|uil<' low and on occasion con-

I i rule up the rivers. In one case a

sea snake was caught in a fresh-

waler laki' (tirand Lie) in G;un-

bodia .if Icr having a.si irided the Me-

kong River.

Temperalure is a major factor in

the ilixiribulioti of sea snakes, and

ihey are found primarily in the

tropical areas of the world. In fact,

(he vellow-bellied sea snake is

rarely found win-re tin- average tem-

peralure of the s<-a surface drops Im'-

low f)K° F. for even one month.

Iliis a|)|)lies even to such <'imalorial

regions as the (>ala|iagos Islands or

the I'enivian coa.Hl when- the si-a is

relatively cool because of the in-

fluence of the cold Peru current

coming up from the South Pole. Off

the warmer Ecuadorian coast about

four hundred miles awav. sea

snakes are numerous.

Cold surface waters keep the vel-

low-bellied sea snake out of the .\t-

lantic Ocean. Migrants from the

warm waters of the Indian Ocean

are sometimes carried as far as Cape
Town on the southwestern tip of

.Africa, but thev soon die if thev

drift any farther. Cool waters would

also prevent the vellow-bellied sea

snake from invading the Medi-

terranean Sea, even if it could cross

the barrier posed bv the warm, saltv

waters of the Red Sea.

This snake tolerates heat no bet-

ter than it does cold. I first sus-

pected that the yellow-bellied sea

snake was si-nsitive to high tem-

peratures when 1 put some in a

small bucket in the open sun at

.Acapuico and they i|uickly die<l. In

till- laboratory we found that the up-

per lethal limit was indeed low,

about 91 ° K. Since the surface tem-

perature of the tropical si'as where

these snakes live is as high ;is

88° F., I began to wonder how
these snakes could live at the sur-

face in the hot sun. Thi- answer ap-

pears to b<' that the snakes dive into

the ciK>ler water below. OfT the

coast of Panama, we found that

some snakes wen* cfxiler than the

surface water that surrounded

(hem. If the puq)os«' of diving is

only to escape the hot ravs of lh<'

sun. then shallow dives woultl Im- ef-

fect iy<- Iwcause even an inch of wa-

ter would parti. illy protect the

Miakes.

This hvp<itliesi>. regulation of

lempcrature bv diving, is supported

bv the observations nj ,i Mexican

fisherman 1 met. lie was familiar

with vellow-bellied -ea siiak«'s and

onfideiillv predicted that the Ix-st

lime lo find them w.is during raiiv*.

Vie did find snak<"s on sunnv davs,

but on calm, cloiidv dav> with inter-

millenl showers, ihi'v were very nu-

merous alMiut five miles oft ihe

Mexican coast al Acapulco. .Arroril-

ing to mv hviMilhi'siH. ihe snakes

would not have lo dive on rainv

davH when solar railialion is less in-

tense; iheri-fori- more nf I hem
should Im- visible .it the siirl.n e

it



Marine reptiles have

diverged in their evolution

of salt glands. In the

sea snake, top, the gland

is under the tongue and

empties into the mouth. In

turtles, salty "tears"

are secreted by a gland

behind the eye. And in

the marine iguana, bottom,

a gland in the nose secretes

through the nostrils.

The sun is not the sea snake's-

only enemy on the surface of the'

sea. There are potential predators

both above and below. When not

floating among the tree trunks and
assorted debris of the land, the yel-

low-bellied sea snake is very con-

spicuous. The startlingly marked
tail is especially noticeable, so

much so that you might think that

the snake wants to be seen. Some
experiments carried out by Ira

Rubinoff of the Smithsonian Marine

Laboratory in Panama indicate that

this may, in fact, be so. In the east-

ern Pacific the sea snake has no

known enemies. Eyen such vora-

cious Pacific predatory fish as snap-

pers will refuse to nibble at the

snake unless it is completely cam-

ouflaged inside a piece of squid,

and then they reject the morsel as

soon as they taste it. The reason for

their aversion becomes obvious

when the snakes are offered to At-

lantic predatory fish, which have

never encountered a sea snake be-

fore. These fish will eat the snakes,

but in about one out of twelve

meals they will be bitten by the

snake and die. Tlius it seems that

there has been a selection pressure

against those Pacific fish with a

taste for sea snakes. They do not

live long enough to reproduce

themselves. Since both sight and

taste appear to be involved in the

recognition of the snake by Pacific

fish, the coloration might be consid-

ered a warning to all concerned:

"Don't tread on me or attempt to

eat me."
However, even the most deadly

animals usually have an Achilles'

heel, enabling at least one predator

to feed on them. In this case we sus-

pect that some of the most famous

snake eaters, the birds, feed occa-

sionally on sea snakes. There have

been isolated reports of eagles and

seabirds eating sea snakes. Sea

snakes have also been taken from

the stomachs of Philippine moray

eels.

As Rubinoff has pointed ou

studies of predation on sea snak<

are relevant to the possible mov(

ment of the yellow-bellied sea snak

into the Atlantic Ocean through th

proposed sea-level canal. If th

snakes were to work their way int

the Atlantic through the canal, e

S8
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• Yellowbellied

, Banded

eems likclv. Atlantic hsli would

litiallv [)n-v hravilv on thf-m Ix--

thf stronj; sclcrtivf font'

fiainsi snake t-atinfi took i-ffi-rl. Bui

icn a sea snakf |)ii|)ulation rx-

iision could occur, assurninji that

tlicr t-nvironmenla! factors were

ivoralilc.

i'lic i|ucslion of the ahilitv of sea

nakcs to move or to rnif;ralc is an

ilrrcstinj; one since the various

pel ies flilTer greatlv amonfi them-

Ives ill this trail. One of tht- most

stoiiniliM<: ohservalions ever made
ri massed sea snakes was reported

rom the Strait ol \1 ila.ca l.v VI. 1*.

/>v,i- in Thr Trtiil Tliul A -llunys

\'ru. l</{2

Leaving (iolomlio we departed

lor I'enanfj, and the vovaf:i- from

now on liecatne more intereslinn,

as there was a goo<l deal to he

s«'en. such as rocks covered with

sea-hirds. chii'llv (iannets and

Shearwaters. 'I'o starlioard lav the

heautiful fireen islanil ol Su-

matra, and to thi- fM»rt the Malav

Peninsula. Pie water now he-

came verv calm and oilv in ap-

pearance. Alter luncheon on Uh

Miv I I ame on deck and was

lalkinv to some passengers when,

lookinj; landward, I saw a long

line running parallel with our

course. None of us could imagine

what il could he. It must havi-

heen four or live miles idf. Vte

smoki'd and chatted, had a siesUi,

and went down to lea. On return-

ing to the ili'<-k we still .saw the

curious line along which we had

heen steaming for four hours, hut

now it lav across our course, and

we were still verv curious as to

what it was. As we drew nearer

we were ama/ed to fmii that it

was composed ol a solid m.iss of

sea-snakes, twisted thicklv to-

gether. 'Iliev were orange-red and

hlack. a vers poisonous and r.ire

varii'lv kt)owri a.s Astnilia sin-

kfsii. Some were paler in colour

and a-s thick a.H one's wri.sl. hul

the most conspicuous were as

thick as a man's leg alK>ve the

knei'. Along this line there must

have heen millions; whi-n 1 h;iv

millions I considi-r il no exagger-

ation, for the line was ipnie ten

feel wide ,ind we followed its

course for s4>me si\t\ mdes. I cm
onlv presunje il wa.s either a mi-

gration or the hreeding season. I

have on various occ-asions Irwiked

iti vain in these same waters, and

also en<|uired Irom oHicers of

shijts navigating this region, hul

have failed to hear of a similar

occurrence. Manv pj-ople havi-

seen snakes of this dj-scription

hul never in such mas.sed forma-

tion. Il certainlv was a wonilerful

sight. .\s the ship cut the line in

two. we still watched the extend-

ing file of foam and snako until

il wiLs evenluallv lost to sight.

Our present knowledge ol s«M-

surface phenomen.i cm partlv ex-

plain this unusual sight. I>iwe em-

phasiws the sea's calmness .mil th.it

the snakes were mixitl with loam.

Iliis is u ela.*(sic deseriplion ol a

slick. allxMl an unusualK long one.

.Slicks form when surface water cur-

rents converge. ,'\nvtliing lloaling at

the surface, a few molecuh-s of or-

ganic material, a m'a snake, or a

tree Inink. mav Im- conceiilr.iled

into slicks liv the horizontal con

vergence of (low. I am convinced

Ihal the aggreualion ol «•« snakes

descrilM-d liv Liwe must have im--

curred m a large slick iM-causi- I

<;<>



have observed the same phenome-

non, only on a smaller scale, in the

eastern Pacific.

On davs with little wind, slicks

also form off the coasts of Mexico

and Central America and they often

contain thousands of snakes. The

association of yellow-bellied sea

snakes with slicks has been noted

many times by fishermen, but only

rarely by scientists. It tells us that

this sea snake probably spends most

of its time at the surface in a pas-

sive, motionless state. Yellow-bel-

lied sea snakes are rarely seen

swimming actively unless disturbed

or diving. Thev are commonly ob-

served in association with drifting

debris in slicks. On windy or

choppy days these snakes are

widely dispersed and difficult to

find. On occasion, currents also

carry the yellow-bellied sea snake

onto beaches, where it perishes be-

cause it is unable to crawl back to

the water.

The ability of the yellow-beUied

sea snake to drift contributes to its

success as a world traveler. Wafted

by currents and feeding occasion-

ally on fish that seek cover in its

shadow, it can cross vast expanses

of open ocean. But it does not

habituallv live in pelagic, or open

ocean, areas, probably because

these areas are relatively sterile.

Fish are more abundant in the

coastal zones. The open ocean is no

barrier to its movements, however,

as it is to many bottom-feeding spe-

cies of sea snakes found in the

Indo-Australian region.

All of the sea snakes are poi-

sonous. In the early stages of their

evolution for a life in the sea, sea

snakes probably derived a consid-

erable advantcige from their venom.

The original purpose of the venom
may have been to subdue large prey

and perhaps secondarily to protect

against predators. Yet some sea

snakes, for exilmple Laticauda. are

famous for their docile nature. Chil-

dren in Fiji pick them up and are

rarely bitten. On the other hand,

certain sea snakes are easily aggra-

vated and may bite readily if pro-

voked by being stepped on or han-

dled roughly.

Sea snake bites are frequently

not fatal, however, because of the

snakes" apparent reluctance to in-

ject venom even when they do bite.

Only about one-cpaarter of those bit-

ten by sea snakes ever show signs of

poisoning. The purpose of withhold-

ing the venom is unknown, but

whatever the explanation, we
should be grateful, for sea snake

venom is the most potent of any

snake's. H.A. Reid, an authority on

snakebite in Malaya, compared the

toxic effect of the dried venom of a

sea snake (Enhydrina) with that of

three of the most deadly land

snakes—the common cobra, the ti-

ger snake, and the death adder.

When injected under the skin of

rats or rabbits, the sea snake venom
was about two to ten times as toxic

as that of the land snakes. But when
sea snakes do inject venom, they

deliver less of it than do land

snakes. This may be of little con-

solation, however, unless you are

the second or third person bitten by

a particular snake: one scientist has

calculated that the venom ejected

by one fresh adult sea snake is

enough to kill three men.

For North Americans the main

hazard from sea snakes will arise if

they are allowed to swarm into the

Caribbean and tropical Atlantic

through the proposed Panamanian
sea-level canal. A specially ap-

pointed Committee on Ecological

Research for the Interoceanic Canal

has agreed with my prediction that

the yellow-bellied sea snake would

be able to move through a sea-level

canal and reach the Atlantic Ocean.

This would be ominous for the Ca-

ribbean resort trade, because tour-

ists are unlikely to want to share

their place in the sun with a dan-

gerous snake. Live sea snakes could

be washed ashore in Trinidad, Nas-

sau, or Miami Beach.

The effect of the snake's pres-

ence on man might be only one of

the problems caused by its entry

into the Caribbean. RubinoflTs stud-

ies on the interaction between
predatory fish and sea snakes in-

dicate that the snakes might elimi-

nate large numbers of Atlantic fish.

In some of his tests sea snakes were

swallowed by captive Atlantic fish

and then later regurgitated alive as

the fish died from the effects of a

bite. Thus one snake might kill

more than one unsuspecting pred-

atory fish.

Other potential canal migrant

could be even more dangerous t!

the ecology of the tropical Atlantic

We only have to look at the histor

of the introduction of alien specie

into new environments to see ho\

much damage can be done. Th(

construction of the Welland Cana

between Lake Erie and Lake On
tario allowed the movement of lam

preys into the western Great Lakes

resulting in the decimation of lak'

trout. Other introduced species tha

have become nuisances in thei

adopted homes are starlings, hou&

sparrows, pigeons, and carp in thi

United States, rabbits in Australi.

and Hawaii, goats in New Zealani

and the Galapagos Islands, and thi

mongoose in Jamaica and Hawaii

The financial and ecological dam
age done by these and similar in

troduced pests is staggering. A
more alien species become estab

lished in an area, the complex wel

of ecological relationships betweei

the native animals and plants be

comes strained and may break ir

places, causing extinction of somi

native forms. The demise of most o

the unique Hawaiian birds can b<

directly traced to the introductior

of alien species.

The proposed sea-level cana

could involve the mixing of species

on an unprecedented scale, and nc

one can predict the consequences.

As a biologist, I find the risk of ca-

tastrophe so high that construction

of the canal must be opposed. There

is a slight hope of creating barriers

in the canal, of temperature per-

haps, to prevent interocean move-

ments. This could be effective

against the sea snake because it is

very sensitive to high temperatures.

But many other organisms may not

be so sensitive. In weighing the al-

ternatives and considering possible

damage to the environment, the

massive costs of a sea-level canal,

the expected benefits from the new

canal, and the costs and benefits

from enlarging the present fresh-

water canal, I must conclude that

construction of the sea-level canal

would be a disaster of the first mag-

nitude. The sea-level canal should

not be built and the yellow-bellied

sea snake should be kept in its

rightful and natural place in the

Pacific.
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A yellow-bellied sea snake drifts

with the currents in Mexican

waters. They are easier to find

on rainy days, when they do

act dive frequently to cool off.
The existing Panama Canal uses massive

lock gates. The principal barrier

to migration across the canal, however, is

the freshwater lake in the middle. Any
sea-level canal would lack such a barrier.





The
Road
to
Ani
Armies marched
through Ani for

thousands of

years; their

history is writ

in the stones

of a dead city

by Charles E. Adelsen

Ani. the ghost (apital "I medie-

val Armenia, slanils halanred on

the cliffs over the Arpa (Jay where

the river marks the TiireoSoviet

trontier. The lan<l aroumi it is as

tnagnifirenllv forbidding, and about

as bare of the meehanized aspetts of

civilization, as it was when Per-

sians. Romans. Bvziinlini's, Aralis.

S'ljiik Turks, (ii-orgians. Ottomans.

arn( Russians first tratn|>eil across

its nigged hills and cold upland

plains on their wav to conipiest and

settlement.

rro|MTlv. thi" road to Ani lM*gin»

It Kr/.urum. within living memory a

westward-facing basti«>n of Russian

I'liree and a half miles uf

walls and towers >iirrniinded

wiml was (iii<-«* tin* fortress

rity of Ani. i-illle is l«'fl

inniilr rxerpl chiirt-hrH.
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The Chapel of St. Gregory, top, has
touches of Byzantine and Gothic

architecture. A fresco of a saint has
survived the centuries well. In

Erzurum stands the Double Minaret
Theological School, right, built in 1253.
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empire-builders and now a primary

center of the eastern land defenses

of the Turkish Republic. Long an

important link in the silk route, Er-

zurum has acquired that pecuHar

homogeneity of look that might be

called "Turkish modern." From Er-

zurum the route leads to Kars, built

as a model city by czarist Russia in

the nineteenth century. It was at

Kars that we had to stop to have

our papers approved by the police

and army before proceeding further

into the military zone. From there

to Ani, we were never out of sight

of the army.

After having been checked and

rechecked at recurrent sentinel

posts during the hour's drive to

Ani, we caught our first glimpse of

dark battlements sprawling against

the clouded horizon. The walls of

Ani. There is an inescapable feeling

of having come upon a living city.

Especially from far off, the walls

seem almost intact. The reaction is

that of having come upon some
Camelot set in a wasteland, and you

wait for a challenge to come down
from those high towers with their

extraordinary black crosses set in

an expanse of rose-colored volcanic

stone. But Ani is dead, and ha

been since the fourteenth centur

when an ultimate terrible earth

quake exiled its last citizens fror

their ancient town. Nature wrot

finis to Ani's drama, something tha

conquest and occupation by Byzan

tines, Seljuks, Georgians, ani

Mongols had never really done.

The Jeep's motor was quiet a

last, and the silence, accentuated b

the twittering of a bird in the grass

was the silence of a wilderness. Ye
we know that a hundred thousam

souls lived here once and that Ar
boasted—doubtless with Eastern hy

•'"A- ;^i/: ^
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riic architfctiiral /.ciiitli in \ni was

rrai-licil willi (-oinplctioii of the

<atlir(iral. Irfl. in 1010. Only thr

l<i|i of tlir luiilfling is visiltlr here.

In the closc-uii. lop. drtails of

I lie sanjr faraili- can l»r si-i-n.

Ill tlir (.liiircli of St. (in-porv,

iiiiiiirilialflv altovr. a porrli ri*n«'<-tin(;

I-^laiiiir iiilliK-iK'c has Im-cii aildnl lo

wlial v>a> oner a (ilirisliaii cliiinli.
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lerbole—that Mass was said in a

fiousand and one churches.

Where the relief figure of a lion

igorouslv strides across the middle

ate. we entered Ani through what

/ere once double walls, strongest

lefenses of a citv also protected bv

be r-onfluence of the ravines of the

Lrpa Cav ("Bariev Stream") and

he Alaca Qa\ ("Manv-colored

itream"). These walls defended

^nis only reallv vulnerable feature.

s frontage on the rolling plain of

Cars, the logical area for attack bv

fie land armies of medieval times.

A close look at what from a dis-

incf seemed to be wholly pre-

erved walls reveals the sad truth,

"he decay of Ani has been accel-

rated in recent years not just by

arth(juakes, war, or the slow attri-

lon of ice and frost—although the

)uch of all of these seems evi-

enl—but bv the hand of man to

.horn Ani is only a gigantic stone

cap for the building of his rude

irmhouses and fences. The lower

ourses of su|>erbly worked stoni-

ave been pried awav and carted

IT. revealing the inner fdl of con-

lomerate. Within the city,

hurches, mosques, even the ca.slle

II show the same dei*poilment.

A nineteenth-century visitor re-

larked how the fa(;ade of the so-

allcd palace was even at that lime

eing stripped of its stone mosaics,

ot bv the ignorant, nor bv the ma-

<ious, but by what he termed—no

oubt with cons<'ious ironv— "patri-

lic Armenians." F*holr)graplis

iken at the time, compared with

iir own pictures, show what seven

r eight decades, a blinking of the

ve in Ani's l<»ng hisl(»ry, have done

rihes su|i|Mirle(l by

oiipled |tiliar> lead the cyi'

) wliere a dome nine <-a|)|H'<i

he calliedral. The style

as a (rotliic tiavor. I>iit

lie cliiin-li was l>iiilt KM)

ears before the (inlliic

Ivie appeared in I'.iirope.

to both Christian and Islamic struc-

tures.

Within Ani's tremendous walls

and the gorges of its protecting

streams, we found ourselves in the

precincts of a once teeming citv

where today the loneliness is utterlv

palpable. Man and nature, espe-

cially the latter, have swept awav
every feature of the humble dwell-

ings of Ani"s vanished population.

Homes were undoubtedly built of

the same fragile stuff—stone and

mud—that the plainsman and high-

lander build with todav. The effect

has been to isolate the more durable

public buildings, making their in-

spection all the easier.

There is no such thing as a

simple recapitulation of Ani's his-

tory, just as a simple resumt' of the

whole history of .\rmenia itself is

impossible. Stability in the broad

land existed, whenever it did. under

the aegis of tvrannv. Interregnum

periods were typically chaotic. The

.Armenians had chosen, fatefullv. to

build their house in the middle of a

busy highway. The consequences

form the slulT of their Jeremiah-like

chronicles.

.Speaking an Indo-Kuropean lan-

guage, the .Armenians were thought

bv Herodotus and others to have

migrated to Anatolia from Thrace

with the Phrygians. These proto-Ar-

menians supposedly settled in the

ancient lands of Irartu sometime

carl\ in ihe se\enlh cenlurs Hi;

Hie latter-day conllict of Turks and

Armenians was only episodic in a

centuries-long series ol con-

frontations in which thi" Armenian

native found hims<'lf. at best, the

citi/en of a butfer state wedged be-

tween superpowers, in wors<" limi-s.

he was athwart the line of march of

resolute conquerors. I'ertini-ntlv.

the most eloquent onlpourmgs ol

Armenian wr.ilh were at first di-

rected not .It the Moslems, but at

the heads of the "(ireek" HvAin-

lini-s. whom ihi- Armenians accused

on the on)- hand, of iisurpmg their

freedom and on the other, of ui-

limalelv emasculating them and

leaving them to their fate.

In the lenlh cenlurv \ H . Arme-

nians wiTe abli" to ass«-rl their sov-

ereignly, at least nominally, as the

whirlpool of .Armenian history

stilled itself for a while, liolh the

emperor at Constantinople and the

caliph at Baghdad sent crowns, em-
blems of self-government, to .Ashot

n the Iron, called "king of kings."

and the country^ entered a brief and
precarious Golden .Age. The great

monuments of Ani belong to that

time. The reigns of .Ashot III the

Merciful (951-977) and Sembat II

(977-989) were the apex of that

age. With the coronation of .Ashot

III. .Ani stepped up from her posi-

tion as a strategically placed fort,

becoming the real capital of the .Ar-

menians. Her fortifications were

strengthened, and the people's talent

in architecture expressed itself in

magnificent roval structures.

Bv the command of Sembat II

the outer defenses were built and

the foundations of the «-athedral

were laid. The great church was

only completed, however, under

Sembat's brother, (iagik I

(989-1019). and th.-n largely as a

result of the e(ii)rts of Ciagik's

queen. I nder S-mbat. the .Arme-

nian patriarchs moved their s«'at to

the city on the Arpa Qi\.

With his death. (»agik's sons

plunged the land into civil war.

I nilv suflered a blow from which it

would never recover as the all-im-

portant feudatories of ihi- no longer

solid state showed themselves in-

creasingly indi'pendent. .At last,

rule of Armenia was divitled among
four kings, including one at Ani.

F'aced by the irresistible mounted

arch<'rs of the .S-ljuk Turks. Ar-

menia iMimpromised her ind«'pen-

dence, and in 1022 John Sembat.

king at Ani. was persuaded by the

BvAinlines to will his country to the

KmiMTor Basil II.

Herce resistani-e bv at le;ist some

of the .Armenians to this BvAantiiii-

Altion followed the death of lilsil.

but at last a (ireek-speakitig goNer-

nor sal at .Am in the name ol a ilis-

lanl emperor. Kven that symbol ol

sIriMlglh was short-livc>d. ()ppres.sed

by their own diflicullies. .mil with a

wa.stetl treasury, the BvAinlmes left

Ani to its own wits, an act for

which .Armenians down the ages

have labeled their fellow Christians

|HTlidioiis.

In the >.|iiirl. Ilowcrv suinmer o)

the ve.ir l(K>k \lp \r-lan (Alp the

I.ion), a figure knovsii to Turks lor

his chivalry and braverv, attacked
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Ami from the plain. After twenty-

five days of siege, the city saw the

horse-tailed tug of the Seljuk sultan

brought ceremoniously into the cap-

ital. Ani's Golden Age was over.

Ahead of the Seljuk Turks lay the

road to Malazgirt, where in 1071
they defeated the Emperor Ro-

manus IV Diogenes and a huge

Christian army in one of the world's

decisive battles.

In bewildering succession, Ani
was ruled by a dynasty of Kurds—
who acquired the city as a fief from
the Seljuks—then by a Bagratid dy-

nasty of Georgian kings; the Kurd-

ish dynasty was restored; the Geor-

gians came back; Moslems again

ruled Ani; and at last the Mongols
galloped through Ani's gates in

1239. Tlie search for traces of all

these peoples in these highlands

may be left to the physical an-

thropologist. A fascinating, if end-

less, assignment! The architecture

of Ani pro\'ides a more accessible

record of so many successive rules

by such disparate peoples as Arme-
nians and Mongols.

The importance of the cathedral,

paramount surviving structure at

Ani, lies as much in its identity as a

milestone on the way toward the

later development of the Gothic
style in the West, as it does in its

own near perfection of execution

and form. When the first Mass was
celebrated in Ani's cathedral in

1010, Gothic architecture had not

evolved in the world. The Roma-
nesque style reigned supreme in the

West. Yet entering the cathedral to-

day, anyone with even the slightest

acquaintance with the great Gothic

churches of Europe encounters
something strangely familiar: the

narrow aisles beneath the soaring

roof lead one forward to the apse as

the eye discovers the powerful col-

umns with their coupled piers rising

to the now-vanished dome. Similar

piers rise at opposite ends of the

church. Seeing the pointed arches

overhead, the ribbed vaults, one

automatically thinks "Gothic."

Armenian architects were well

enough thought of in the West that

This picture of the Arpa
gorge was taken with a

telephoto lens because of

military restrictions.

Turkey is on the left bank,

with the USSR on the right.

one of them (in fact, Tiridates, who
designed the cathedral of Ani) was

summoned to Constantinople to re-

pair major damage done to the

— t,
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»me of Hagia Sophia bv an earth-

lake. Whatever influences must

LVe flowed mutual Iv between Bv-

ntium and Armenia, one charao

ristif, so hifihlv evident at Ani.

rdlv showed itself in the Bvzan-

le art of buildinj;. The structures

Ani delight the modern eve with

eir sophistication of exterior de-

^n—a polished svmmetrv carried

most to the point of predictable, if

ailcfl, slvli/ation. The tvpical

)ne and brickwork of a Bvzantine

i;ade seldom achieves such an ef-

rt. Perhaps the difference in exe-

ition was philosophical: to the Bv-

nline, the shell of the structure

IS to the interior what the corrup-

le bodv was to the soul, a tempo-

housing for the mysteries of the

rit. Hagia Sophia at Istanbul as-

unds first with the marvel of its

gineering, before one discovers

p beautv of its art. Ani's ca-

edral. however, impresses with its

/eliness, its svmmetrv within and

thoul, before one wonders about

e details of its constniclion.

Nearby stands the Church of St.

egory, named for the "Illumina-

tor'" who converted the Armenian
nation to Christianitv more than a

century before Theodosius I for-

bade pagan devotions in his realms.

The church sits high on the east-

ward-facing bluffe of Ani. with the

gloomv, turbid stream of the Arpa
rolling far below.

From St. Gregory's, we saw peas-

ants of the Soviet Republic of .Ar-

menia at work in the fields over-

looking the Arpa's eastern banks.

Their voices, and now and then a

drift of song, were blown bv the

wind across the gorge. A soldier

wearing a beret and carrying what

looked like a Stcn gun patrolled

while the peasants worked amid the

grain.

The tableau of the Turks and the

Russians facing each other across

the Arpa Cav is the essence of his-

tory in the making. Georgian script,

along with elongated figures of El

Greco-like saints decorating St.

Gregory's walls, recall an earlier

dramatis personae of Ani's history,

the period of Georgian rule. And
the porch, a later addition to the

church, shows its Islamic style even

while the pillars suggest the vet-to-

be-born Gothic.

The conic dome of the Church of

St. Gregory ha.s been lightened bv

the inclusion beneath its stone fac-

ing of hollow earthenware vessels.

The origin of such domes—one sees

them in Seljuk mausoleums as well

as in Armenian and Georgian
churches—has inspired much specu-

lation. The modern traveler Lord

Kinross saw their prototype in the

cone-shaped stacks of dried animal

dung, the lezek. standing in eastern

.\natolian farinvards.

.Another, more plausible theory

holds that the great cylindrical felt

tents of central Asia, those that

could be moved about on wheels be-

hind multiple teams of oxen, were

the real prototype of the peculiar

shape of both the mausoleums and

churches. .According to the same
theory, the relief decorati(m on -Sel-

juk tombs H'produces the felt-ap-

pli(jue designs of the central Asian

tenis of Turks and Mongols.

One who has traveled lodas in

eastern Turkey might conclude that

both the round tent and the cone-



shaped heaps of tezek represent a

common response to an environ-

ment of wind and driven snow typi-

cal of the eastern Turkish highlands

and central Asia. "Structures" com-

posed of streamlined surfaces would

be less vulnerable to such a climate

than those made of resisting planes.

Another religious edifice named

for the Illuminator is the Chapel of

St. Gregory, built while Ani still

had her own kings. At one time the

twelve-sided chapel was the reposi-

tory for the remains of the Pahla-

vuni family, one of whose members
led an uprising to protest the ceding

of Ani to the Byzantines. He sur-

vived that, but died in battle fight-

ing the emir of Dvin. The in-

scriptions in the chapel, as on other

buildings of Ani, are curiously free

of the Eastern grandiloquence one

might excuse in so persevering and

proud a people. The inscriptions re-

port family burials or record how
the income from some business en-

terprises in the town should pay for

Masses said for the dead. The style

here, too, includes hints of the still

unconceived Gothic.

What is left of the beautiful

Chapel of the Redeemer, another

relic of the rule of the Armenian

kings, is so covered with in-

scriptions that one suspects that

here were a people who utilized the

decorative possibilities of their

script in much the way that Mos-

lems made a special art of their own
calligraphy. The Armenian letters,

devised at the start of the fifth cen-

tury A.D., are always so neatly exe-

cuted, they give the appearance of

well-designed typeface. The letters

add to the elegance of a structure,

even if their meaning is hidden

from those not familiar with the

language. Here, they tell how a

piece of the true cross was obtained

at Constantinople in 1034 and
enshrined in the chapel, where each

nighl prayers were to be said until

Christ came again. About half of

the chapel has collapsed, the inte-

rior yawning hollowly in the direc-

tion of the Soviet Union.

On a slight rise are the ruins of

what must have been a building

massive as a fortress—the synod
house. As the center of church ad-

ministration, carrying on the prac-

tical business, it would have seen

convocations of black-cowled bish-

ops presided over by the patriarch.

Huge, lichen-covered, double-

headed capitals must have sur-

mounted truly enormous piers. The
synod house, like so many Arme-

nian structures, was apparently

round, and we may imagine the

princes of the church gathered in a

circular seating arrangement.

What has been called "the pal-

ace" (simply a barracks building) is

situated up against the northwest

defenses of the city. It is the same

rugged structure that was being

robbed of its star-shaped mosaics by

its admirers in the last century. In-

spired by the palace folklore, local

inhabitants tell travelers that it was,

in fact, the sultan-sarayi, or "sul-

tan's palace." A French Souvenir

d'Ani, printed in 1904, identifies it

simply as the Palais des Bagra-

tides, with pictures of the edifice

entitled caserne (followed by a

question mark), indicating that this

might have been the barracks of the

supposed palace. There are no in-

scriptions at all, and it is a case of

traditional belief—or wishful think-

ing—asserting itself.

Facfng the ruin of a single-

spanned bridge that once joined the

banks of the Arpa C^y is the most

prominent reminder of Moslem rule

at Ani, a mosque upon whose min-

aret is encrusted, brick upon stone,

the word Bismillah, "In God's

Name."
If Ani is a veritable maelstrom of

human interminglings in the flood-

tide of movement across Anatolia,

its cosmopolitan character expresses

itself most completely in the

Church of the Apostles. Once a

three-domed edifice, only the sec-

tion covered by the easternmost

dome remains. But it is an eloquent

ruin. Church it is, with the pecu-

liarly intricate Armenian cross

carved elaborately upon its pink

volcanic stone. Yet the stalactite

motif seen in a remaining entrance,

and even its whole plan, would pro-

claim it, were it not known other-

wise, to be of purely Moslem in-

spiration. Since its earliest

inscription dates from the time of

the Armenian kings, it would seem
that, in detail at least, it was altered

under Moslem rule. Other in-

scriptions recall the government of

the Georgians or the overlordship oj

the Mongol suzerain.

Of the popular dwellings of Ani.

nothing, as has been remarked, re-

mains. But the canyon of the Alacs

and the lesser canyons leading tc

the gorge of the Arpa Cay have

been extensively and anciently rid-

dled by caves that were once human
habitations. Since the hundred thou-

sand citizens of Ani can scarce-

ly have all resided within the walls,

and since houses at least partly sub-

terranean are still, out of fear of th(

winter and for scarcity of building

materials, inhabited in parts of east

ern Anatolia, it is possible thai

some of the Anians normally lived

in such caves.

The dramatic history of Ani

given a final lugubrious touch by a

traditional belief that the innumer-

able caves are visited by the un-

quiet souls—the voice of the mur-

muring river—of those who
centuries ago were the flesh and

blood of Ani.

Where the palace of Ani might

have risen, on a mound affording a

clear view of the Russian bank of

the Arpa C<iy. the flag of the Turk-

ish Republic, small, as man him-

self appears small in so vast a land-

scape, flies in a strong east wind. As

we left Ani. shafts of sunlight

poured from a sky of dark or in-

candescently edged storm clouds,

shade and light alternately sweep-

ing across the citv and giving it the

apocalyptic look of a Dore engrav-

ing. Behind that Turkish flag

marched the whole procession of

kings of kings, emirs, sultans, and

Mongol overlords who once held

the scepter of Ani in their hands.

At few other sites on earth is the

impression of man on the land so

multiform.

Only part of the Chapel of the

Redeemer still stands,

with its finely worked

inscriptions halfway up

what is left of the building.
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unless you ond we help them. They'll

Die—and thousands more like them of

many different species will die—unless

money is made available to finance the

many requests from Eost Africa's Na-
tional Parks, Research Organizations and
Game Departments.

For 1970/71 we ore funding conservo-

tion projects amounting to $134,000 in

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. We need
your continued support to combat the

increasing menace of extinction for many
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The Strange, Unfinished Saga of Peking Man
Continued from page 18

One problem that surfaced early

was the relationship that Peking

man bore to the then only other

generally accepted early man—
Pithecanthropus. Black's identi-

fication of his finds as a distinct

group was challenged by the dis-

tinguished anatomist Le Gros
Qark, who claimed that both Si-

nanthropus and Pithecanthropus

belonged to the same species. A mi-

nor controversy between Clark and

Weidenreich on this point proved of

little consequence since they were

fundamentally in agreement.
Weidenreich, in his study, recog-

nized the close relationship of the

two types and compared their dis-

tinguishable differences to the racial

distinctions among various groups

of mankind today.

The dating of Peking man has

never been as conclusive as one

would hke. One difficulty is that es-

timates on dates of the Pleistocene

have varied with new geologic in-

terpretations. Another difficulty is

the precise placement of Peking

man in the Pleistocene by associat-

ing him with extinct animals whose
time spans are also subject to vari-

ation. At present, scientists gener-

ally agree that Peking man lived in

the mid-Pleistocene (somewhat later

than Black's estimate), probably

during the second glaciation. One
interpretation extends the Pleisto-

cene period for two million years,

which would date Peking man back

about one million years. On a more
conservative scale, Peking man
lived 500,000 years ago. These

dates may be modified as new data

become accessible. Even now, re-

cent paleomagnetic studies by Allen

Cox suggest that Peking man might

be dated at 650,000 years ago.

Since Weidenreich's time, an-

other important reorientation has oc-

curred that has affected the attitude

toward Sinanthropus. This is the re-

cent accumulation of australopithe-

cine and related fossils from Africa.

The first of these, although known
to Weidenreich, played no part in

his assessment of Peking man, since

he and many others regarded it as

rather apelike. Today the relative

abundance of these hominids has

clarified the picture. They are a

much earher form of manlike crea-

ture and existed as far back as four

to five million vears ago. Thirty to

forty years ago Sinanthropus and

Pithecanthropus looked very primi-

tive to our eves; now, contrasted

with the far earlier African forms,

they are well-developed hominids,

very close to Homo sapiens.

A gap remains between Peking

and modern man. Weidenreich and
others have filled it in with Nean-

derthal man, whom they regard as

the logical transitional stage be-

tween the two, just as Sinanthropus

and Pithecanthropus partly fill the

evolutionary sequence after the Af-

rican australopithecines.

Weidenreich was also struck by a

number of anatomical character-

istics of the Peking skuU and denti-

tion that are remarkably similar to

those found among the Chinese and

other Mongoloids today, but that

are rare or nonexistent in other ra-

cial groups. From these com-
parisons he concluded that Peking

man, if not the exclusive ancestral

group of the living Mongoloids,

must have played a major role in

their evolution. He envisaged hu-

man evolution toward Homo sa-

piens going on simultaneously in

various parts of the world, thus

leading to some extent to the pro-

duction of the geographic dis-

tinctions that exist among modern
man.

When word reached us in De-

cember, 1941, that the Peking fos-

sils had disappeared, the manner of

their loss was uncertain. Conflicting

accounts trickled through. Appeals

to official sources in Washington for

more reliable information were

completely fruitless. One thing was

clear: the Peking Union Medical

College authorities had recon-

sidered what to do to insure the

safety of the fossils as war between

Japan and the United States became

increasingly imminent, with its

threat to American institutions sucl

as the Peking Union Medical Col

lege. One story was that the fossil

were packed in boxes and shippec

to the coast to be transferred to th

S.S. President Harrison. As th

lighter with its precious cargo wa
being unloaded, it somehow tilted

and the boxes slid into the harbo

and were lost.

Another story, which made a bi

more sense and which we tended t(
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accept, was this. Shortly before

Pearl Harbor, the Peking Union
Medical College officials ap-

proached the U.S. Embassy for aid

in transferring the fossils to the

United States, since by then any

other plan seemed impractical. The
Embassy assigned a number of

boxes containing the specimens to

the charge of the last group of U.S.

Marines to be evacuated before the

.Japanese took over all installations

in Peking. The story went on to re-

late that en route to Tientsin, the

train bearing the marines and their

baggage was halted by Japanese

troops who ransacked the luggage,

including the boxes containing the

fossils. As a result, they were scat-

tered and lost.

Another version of this, reported

bv The Netv York Times on January

5, 1952, relates that the then com-

manding officer of the Marine con-

tingent at Peking, Colonel Ashurst,

had sent the fossils in footlockers to

Chinwangtao where they arrived

safely. According to this account,

the train with its freight, including

the footlockers, was captured by the

Japanese.

Since this took place at the out-

break of hostilities with Japan,

there was little hope of discovering

the truth or of recovering any of the

apparently dispersed fossils. We
reluctantly resigned ourselves to the

situation.

After the war, Weidenreich,
stimulated by a success story in

which Dr. Walter Fairservis (pres-

ently associated with The American
Museum and a professor at Vassar

College) played the chief role, tried

again in 1947-48 to determine the

circumstances of the loss and the

possibility of finding the missing

specimens. Shortly after the war
had ended. Fairservis, a former stu-

dent and a friend of mine, had writ-

ten to me from Japan where he was

engaged as a lieutenant in the For-

eign Liaison Service of the U.S.

Army. In his letter he asked if he

could do anything for me while he

was there. Mostly in jest, I sug-

gested he try to find the Solo skull

that the Japanese had stolen from
Professor von Koenigswald's collec-

tion in Java when he was seques-

tered in a prison camp for the dura-

tion of the war. When, a short time

later, I received a request from

Washington for a description of this

late Javanese fossil, I immediately.
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but almost increduously, began to

suspect that Fairservis was on the

trail of something. Two days before

Christmas of 1946, he met me at

the elevator of the Museum, bearing

a box in his arms. He had been sent

on a ship, rather than on a plane,

from Japan to in.sure the safe deliv-

ery of the lost "ewe lamb" to von

Koenigswald. who was at that time

a guest in mv laboratorv. Fairservis

had found the skull of Solo man in

the Japanese emperor's Household

Museum.
Encouraged bv this fantastic suc-

cess, Weidenreich tried to get Fair-

servis assigned to the Peking mys-

tery. But unfortunately nothing

could be arranged. I do not know
why interest could not be aroused

in Washington. Possibly the pre-

carious situation of Chiang Kai

(]hek"s Kuomintang government

was the discouraging factor.

Another reverberation set ofi" bv

the loss of the Peking fossils

reached Dr. Weidenreich late in

194S. In November of that vear,

Frank Whitmore. a staff geologist

with the U.S. Army in Tokyo,

wrote the following to Dr. Tillv

Kdinger at Harvard: "November
8—We have just recovered at

Tokyo University a collection of

bones and artifacts from the famous

Sinanthropus pekinensis site at

Choukoutien, near Peking. Also the

original records of Davidson

Black's research there. .Also the

complete original plans of the ex-

cavation and their financial records

1927-1938. We want to return all

this to its owner, Peking Union
Medical College, and today I'm go-

ing to scour around to see how best

it can be done." Two weeks later

Whitmore wrote in more detail:

"But speaking of publicity the Si-

nanthropus deal is really hot stuff.

... I went out to Tokyo Univer-

sity where the collection was, and
saw Professor H. Suzuki about it.

He said he didn't know anything

about it. 1 asked him the same ques-

tion again . . . and he said. well,

he had heard of it but didn't know
where it was. I asked him a third

time, and he hLssed—said hed go

and look ar()und. He was back in

five minutes with the collec'lion.

which includes some chipped stones

and blacked antlers, found with the

Sinanthropus bones, and many
more advanced implements and or-

naments from higher levels in the

(lioukoutien cave. ..."
The bones and artifacts that

Whitmore found at Tokyo were

from a late level at Choukoutien

and were presumably not consid-

ered precious enough lo be shipped

off with the Sinanthropus fossils.

But this discovery in Tokyo con-

firmed the fears that llx- fossils

would have been taken by I he Japa-

nese if they had Ix-cn left in Pekiiit;.
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And the last minute effort to move
them to a safer lodging now was

clearly well justified.

Yet, in the light of Dr. Wliit-

more's success in recovering some
of the Qioukoutien material, the sa-

fer course might have been to have

left the fossils in Peking. In that

case thev would have been collected

bv the Japanese as rare bootv and

transferred with every caution for

their safety and preservation to

Tokyo where Dr. Whitmore might

have recovered them. As a final

thought on this course: What if our

atomic bomb had exploded over

Tokvo instead of Nagasaki?

One other version of the fate of

the reUcs of Peking man surfaced in

March, 1951, eighteen months after

the Communist government had
taken over China. It involved me in

a very personal and totallv unex-

pected way. At that time, the Com-
munist press printed a story that

charged The American Museum of

Natural History with secretly ac-

quiring and storing the fossils. As
chairman of the Department of An-
thropology, this placed me in a

questionable position. The item was
picked up by newspapers around

the world, and The New York
Times carried the account. I im-

mediately issued a complete denial,

which The New York Times
printed. In the following vear the

same story was broadcast from

China at least two more times. I

didn't bother to deny the later ver-

sions since the repetitions began to

look like convenient propaganda.

And I assumed that any reasonable

colleague reading such nonsense

would realize the absurdity and futil-

ity of such an allegation. What could

one do with such world-famous speci-

mens if they had been illicitly ac-

quired? Anv exhibition or scientific

use of them would have been like ex-

hibiting a stolen Mona Lisa. And
surely thev had no aesthetic appeal

that might have gratified my solitary

enjoyment of them.

I did uncover a clue, however, to

the way this story may have origi-

nated. Shortly before Weidenreich
died, he had been visited in his lab-

oratory by a well-known English

paleontologist. Prof. D.M.S. Wat-
son. Watson told me that on his re-

turn to London he had invited some
of his graduate students to tea in his

office, where he described some of

the interesting things he had seen
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in the collections at The American

Museum of Natural Historv'. He
mentioned that he had called on

Weidenreich, who had shown him

the skull of Pekinfi man. Vi alson

later explained to me that inadvert-

ently he had not made it clear to

the students that Weidenreich had

shown him casts of Peking man. not

original fossils. One of the young

men, a German with Communist
leanings, later left London and

went to China. Watson concluded

that his former student told some

Chinese paleontologists that Watson

had seen F^•king man in the United

States—not knowing that the skull

was only a plaster replica.

In the decades since their dis-

appi-arance. we had. I think, all be-

ome more or less reconciled or re-

igned to the irretrievable loss of

the original Peking fossils and felt

that the true storv of their fate

would never be established. Some
ilighl softening of the blow has oc-

curred in the past decade by the re-

newed excavation of the (Ihoukou-

lien site by the Chinese, who have

uncovered some new fossils of Pe-

king man. But those are only a

small fraction of the number in the

original colleciion.

And then in April of this year we
received a leleplioric call at the Mu-

seum frr)m the ollicc of Dr. W illiam

r. Foley, a distinguished heart spe-

iaiisi in New York City. Mr. Her-

man Davis, his a.ssistanl, was in-

|uiring about Fairs<'rvis and his

ittempls to investigate the loss of

the fossils back in I^MY-W. He
wantcfl the name of the odicer with

whom Fairscrvi:^ had corresponded.

Phis led to the totally unexpected

and dramatic announcement that

Dr. Foley was the Marine olliccr to

whom the l'i»ssils had bei'ii assigned

for transfer out of China to the

United States in Derember. I<>ll.

ind that Mr. Davis had handled the

boxes containing the specimens,

riiese lw(» men knew tirsthand what

had happened. Now, .'K) years alter

the event. Dr. Foley, writing an ac-

oiinl of bis involvemenl with Pe-

king man for his memoirs, was

[•becking information. I immedi-

ili'lv arranged ,i visit to Dr. l''ole\"s

olhce on l',;isl OHtli Street In gel the

lelails of what had oci iirnd. The

gist of that storv follows; the dclaiU

are recorded on ta|)e.

Farlv in Decembi-r. MM I, just

before hostilities broke out l>elwei-n
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QUESTAR SPIES ON A BALD EAGLE
— brooding on his fate, perhaps, as he

surveys his dwindling domain?
The photographs were taken by Ralph

L. Shook on a bitter cold day in February,

with the wind at 1 5 miles per hour. He
spent many hours waiting for his eagle to

visit this favorite perch. The picture at the

right shows the whole scene with his Kodak
Instamolic — his Field Model Questar set

up in a blind, 150 feet from the bird's tree.

His modified Nikon with through-the-lens

meter is close-coupled to the telescope and

the arrow points to the empty branch.

Above, the Questor photograph is cropped

from an 8 X 10 enlargement of 35 mm.
Tri-X, token at f/16, 1/250 second.
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Japan and the United States, Df
Houghton, director of the Pekinj

Union Medical College, conferred

with Colonel AshuFst, who was ir

charge of the U.S. Marines in thi

Peking area, about shipping the fos

sils out of the country. Colonel Ash
urst and the entire Marine detach'

ment in the Peking area wen
scheduled to leave for Manila or

December 9. Dr. Foley, then a Ma
rine medical officer stationed

Tientsin and a research fellow

the medical college, would have ac

companied the detachment to Ma
nila in any case. But since he hac

spent three years on duty in Chini

and his term was up, he was sched

uled to proceed from Manila to his

home in New York City. For tha'

reason. Colonel Ashurst had or

dered Dr. Foley to carry with hin

in his personal baggage the endan

gered fossils.

Although Dr. Foley had seer

some of the fossils being packed ir

IcLTge glass jars and placed in stan-

dard footlockers at Peking, he waf

in Tientsin when the operation was

completed and ready for shipment.

Some of these boxes were labeled as

his personal luggage with his name
attached to them. Some, it appears,

carried the name of Colonel Ash-

urst. I have been unable to discover

the basis for such a division or the

reason for it. In any event, the foot-

lockers bearing the names of these

two officers were sent as personal

luggage directly to Chinwangtao,

the port city where the S.S. Presi-

dent Harrison was expected to pick

up passengers for Manila.

Mr. Davis, then a pharmacist's

mate in the U.S. Navy, was sta-

tioned with seventeen Marines in

Dr. Foley's unit at Camp Holcomb

in Chinwangtao. He was asked by

Dr. Foley to receive the boxes sent

in his name to Chinwangtao and

take care of them as personal bag-

gage. On December 8, the day after

Pearl Harbor, Davis had already

unloaded Foley's baggage and piled

it in his room at the camp. That

morning they were surrounded by

Japanese soldiers, a Japanese

cruiser appeared in the harbor, and

overhead, six Japanese planes were

sighted. The Japanese called on

Davis and his companions to sur-

render. But in the tradition of the

Marines they at first refused and

were preparing to resist. Davis had

stacked the Foley baggage as a nest



Ills machine gun on top, ready

uM', unaware of the danger to

he fossils if shots were exchanged,

t ended quietlv. however, because

after radioing to Peking, they were

nrdered to surrender.

Before herding the marines off to

Tientsin, where thev were to be

lemporarilv imprisoned, the Japa-

nese permitted each man to take a

ingle bag of personal belongings.

Fheir remaining boxes and trunks

w«"rc to be sent on later. Davis had

no idea that the Foiev baggage,

whiih was among the goods left be-

lind. contained fossils, since he had

not opened any of Foley's luggage.

\ week or two lati-r. the Japanese

deposited among the imprisoned

marines at Tientsin a jumble of per-

gonal effects, all mixed up. They

lad openi'd the boxes left behind,

'ansacked them, and sent on the

lersdiial clothing and other effects,

ivhicli Davis then sorted out. una-

arc that the fossils had not been

)rwarded. Davis is of the opinion

hat whatever fossil s()ecimens llic

ipatiese may have found w(»uld

lave been discarded in the vicinit\

f the (ianip liiilcomb buildings.

Dr. Foley told me that on the rla\

.var broke out. he had been im-

nedialelv placed under arrest. He
vas transferred to the Marine bar-

acks for about a week, but was

hen permitted to n'lurn to his

louse in the British Concession and

owed semidiplomalic status,

vhicli ga\c him llir fn-cdom of the

il\. Somrlimc later be received

rom Cbinwanglao b(»\es labeled

ill his nam<'. Some of these con-

ained personal effects, others he

tgni/.ed as boxes assigned to him
rom Peking.

I asked Dr. Fole\ why the boxes

)earing his name were delivered,

i|ip,irenlly intact, while the boxes

origing to the maririi's from

inp llolcomli hail Im-cu opencti

uid rilled, and llicir content'^ deliv-

•rcil m niixi'd up buiidlr-. Hi- re-

ilicd tli.il he bad opened his pcr-

iinal boxes and found thai several

kull- he kepi as anatomical speci-

nens, a.H well as a Chinese Buddha
igure, were missing. The fool-

ocki-rs assigned lo hitn from I'e-

ving. he had nol examined. 'Ilial

boxes had been sent lo him bul

lot lo ihe marines he allribuled lo

he customary Japanese courtesy

[| respect for rank.
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pect of internment, which in tact

came shortly and lasted for four

years, Dr. Foley decided to dis-

tribute the footlockers from Peking

bearing his name in various deposi-

tories for safekeeping. Some went

to the Swiss Warehouse and the

Pasteur Institute in Tientsin and

some were placed with Chinese

friends on whom he could rely.

Subsequently Colonel Ashurst,

Dr. Foley, and their fellow officers

lost their diplomatic status and

were declared prisoners of war.

They were all shipped to a prison

camp near Shanghai, where they

took their luggage, including one

footlocker carrying Ashurst 's name
that was for some reason considered

by the colonel to contain the most

precious of the fossils. These items

were stored in a warehouse at the

camp. While they were at this

camp, the Japanese made another

search of the baggage, apparently,

in Dr. Foley's opinion, looking for

Sinanlhropus remains. But the ma-

rines had managed to conceal the

box and it was not disturbed by the

Japanese. They were still successful

in safeguarding the box when they

were moved to another camp at

Chung Wan nearer to Shanghai.

Then in June, 1945. the prison-

ers and their effects were trans-

ferred once again. This time to

Fungtai, near Peking. Again their

luggage was searched, and once

again the box escaped detection.

But at the end of the war this box.

which had survived so many moves

and so many hazards, disappeared.

The last that Dr. Foley saw of it was

when he and Colonel Ashurst

parted company, the former sent to

an iron mine in northern Japan and

the latter to Hokkaido. Colonel

Ashurst died a few years after the

end of the war.

What then actually happened to

Peking man? The obvious answer

is. We don't know. But the ac-

counts of Dr. Foley and Mr. Davis

have clarified the circumstances of

the disappearance and have now
given us a set of options for further

search. The possibilities, with vary-

ing degrees of likelihood, are

these. Some of the fossils might stiU

be miraculously discovered at Camp
Holcomb, where the Japanese sol-

diers ransacking the baggage of the

marines might have opened some of

the footlockers sent from Peking

and discarded what could have ap-
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(eared tti them to be worthless

unk. A more likelv possibility

vould be the safety of the boxes Dr.

'oley consigned to the Swiss Ware-

louse. the Pasteur Institute, and to

lis friends in Tientsin, if these es-

ablishments and homes still exist

nd have not [leen emptied and put

other uses by the Chinese, and

heir contents irretrieyably dis-

lersed. Would Chinese soldiers

learing out such structures have

»een any more sophisticated in the

cientific value of fossils than their

apanese predecessors? That leaves

he single box that Colonel Ashurst

nd Dr. Foley had cherished for

r)ur years. If it was taken over at

•ng last bv the Japanese when
iolonel Ashurst was transferred to

iokkaido. and if it still contained

ome of the fossils, the chances are

ood that they would have been

arefully preserved bv them. It is

'bvious from Whitmore's discovery

f (ihoukoutien specimens in Tokyo
1 from the persistent search of

h. Foley's baggage that the Japa-

lese were eager to lav their hands

n the famous fossils.

It might, at this point, be asked

rhv worry about the fate of these

)ssils. New ones representing thi-

arlv Peking population have been

)und and others are likely to be ex-

umed in the future. Can't these re-

lace the lost ones? The answer is

lat such a site as (^oukoutien is

ot inexhaustible. More fossils may
/ell comi- to light there, but it is

lost unlikely that a series as large

nd repp'sentalive as the original

ne will be available. Moreover, any

>s.s of this kind is a tragedy and a

•rioiis de|irivation to the study of

he emergence of man. 'Hie publica-

lons on the original specimens, g(»od

they are, may well need revision in

he future as new methods and data

ecome available. F'or this there is no

ubsliliite for the specimens on

^hich they were based.

Hut when all ibis is said, there

emains the very human reaction lo

bafllitig <|neslior). If we knew in-

onlroverlibK that the fossils were

lestroved and arc unrecoverable,

would. I think, reconcile our-

I's to the situation, itut as long

s there is a shred of hope, some of

IS will continue to do what we can

save the lost remains from slip-

ng. through neglect, back into the

nonvmilv from which iIicn had

been l.tborinusK rescued. "
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Books in Review

Liviig 00 the Lasi Whole Earth

hy Edwam limey

Living on the Earth, by Alicia Bav Lau-

rel. Vintage Books /Random House,

$3.95: 193pp.. illus. The Last Whole
Earth Catalog: Access to Tools.

edited by Stewart Brand. Portola In-

stitute/Random House, $5.00; 447

pp., illus.

These are handbooks for opt-outs. If

vou think vou are ready to withdraw

from the industrial system, either Liv-

ing on the Earth or The Last Whole

Earth Catalog might be useful to vou.

The first is a direct, handv how-to-do-it

book, covering everything from back-

packing, through midwiferv. to wood-

carving: the second, a massive com-

pendium of books and tools that, vou

wiU need out there. Out there in the

country, where the people used to Uve.

Ahcia Bav Laurel—the author has

named herself after her favorite tree-

presents us with what she rightlv calls a

"harvest" of good life information. The

index begins with abacus and ends with

zither. The philosophv interleaved

among the pages begins with the sun

and ends with the moon and stars. Life

and earth form the middle. With everv

paragraph is a simple line drawing to il-

lustrate the words. The idea underlvin;

the book is the one that has capturet

the imagination and hopes of so many
particularly the young, in this age o

iron, cement, and technotronic tech

nique: a return—somehow—to the greet

earth that twentieth-centurv indus

trialism has come close to destroving.

"This book is for people who wouk
ratlier chop wood than work behind ;

desk so thev can pav Pacific Gas <S

Electric." Exactlv. "When we depenc

less on industriallv produced consume)

goods," says AUcia Bav Laurel, "wf

can live in quiet places. Our bodies be

Q,<uC i&l->-<v, "^ la-a-UJl

/Ivt^j^ 50 ^^ t^yiJJ Jyt~^ A-'^ O-y^

cCM^ am. ov*»W it^, -^<»-<<

h^^^ttl "^O**^ (Hajt^ LSttC., k^\.i^u..



omr vigorous; vvi' discover the serenitv

>f living with the rhythms of the earth.

^e ceas*' of)pressin{j one another." Pre-

K-K.

That nohle old dream. And not al-

vavs merelv a dream: see Helen and

icoti Ni-arinp. for example. And so the

K)ok is a^Kiul doing things vourself, so

ar as pmssihle. How to hiiild a gocxJ

hair. Or a housebfiat. a kavak. and a

101IS4-, How to start and keep a garden,

low lo milk a goiit. how to make soap,

low lo sew a hahv's jiimpuit from two

)airs of men's scnks and a lardigan

wealer. 'File virtues of voluiilarv |)ov-

ertv. Bark lo the liiils. Where we came

from.

How to tie knots and fire bricks, to

stuff dolls and form candles, can h«»r-

ries. dress a deer, huild a compost heaji.

prune an apple tree, hake hread. hrew

beer, steam a fish, cure a cold, handle

posion i\T. Ix-ar a babv, cure dandruff,

construct a steam bath, treat crab lice

(one of thr- likelv jovs of back-to-earth,

down-home living), make a toothbrush

from an alfalfa root, splint a broken leg.

treat for heatstroke, exercise the eves,

rescue a drowning swimmer, and

launch ihe ilcad:

'To <lie ill the forest. . . . Cremate

on a hot fire so the smoke goes straight

to heaven anil the ashes to the four

winds. Tlien a wake, thi- jo\ of liltera-

tion. . .
."

There Ls a pathos in all of this, de-

spite, or mavbe liecaus*' of, the authors

repeated invocations of jov. It's a hard

thing lo swim against the tide. New
i-ommunes are started ever\- wtvk: few-

survive. Almost none have vet suc-

ceeded in becoming si-lf-sufficienl. Sur-

rounded, outnumbered, and over-

whelmed, tlios«- braxe lew who now

attcrnpt li\ing mi the earth f.ice formi-

J x/jU^Jtvt-^
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A distinguished new
series of books that

provides a fresh

awareness of nature

SCRIBNER
PORTFOLIOS
IN NATURAL HISTORY

Eacli of these informative books, illus-

trated in full color, expresses the beau-

ty and wonder of some aspect of

nature. The pictures were taken by
well-known photographers, and the ac-

companying texts are by noted scien-

tists. Each out-size book contains

approximately fifty superb photo-
graphs and a concise text. Scrihner

Portfolios in Natural History will stir

the imagination of both young people

and adults and make excellent gift

books. Bibliography, index. $6.9.5 each

THE HUMAN AVIARY
A Pictorial Discovery of New Guinea
Photographs by George Holton
Text by Kenneth E. Read
An evocative profile of an exotic island,

providing gleams of such aspects of New
Guinea culture as its domestic arrange-
ments, wealth and forms of leadership,

warfare, local organization, religious be-
liefs . . . and glimpses of the strange birds,

plants and landforms.

COLOR UNDER GROUND
The Mineral Picture Book
Photographs by Lee Boltin
Text by John S. White, Jr.

From the famous collection of the Smith-
sonian Institution, luminous full-color
photographs of mineral crystals along
with diagrams and text introduce the
reader to the classification of crystals by
symmetry, the replacement of living
forms by minerals, and the plant-like

shapes adopted by crystal groups.

BUILDING BLOCKS OF LIFE
Proteins, Vitamins, and Hormones
Seen Through the Microscope
Photographs and text by
Roman Vishniac

The basic substances of life magnified
thousands of times by an interference
microscope demonstrate the startling sim-
ilarities between living cells and the can-
vases of abstract painters and introduce
the reader to substances that are essential

to the processes of life.

OTHER IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS-

THE NIGHT COUNTRY
Loren Eiseley

Illustrated by Leonard Everett Fisher

The meditative summation of the personal experiences of an anthropologist and some-
time fossil hunter, one of the finest literary stylists writing today. "As always, he is the
raconteur par excellence . . . fascinating reading."—Librari/ Journal $7.95

ZAKROS
The Discovery of a Losi Palace of Ancient Crete

Nicholas Platen

With over 100 illustrations in color and black and white
An outstanding archaeologist describes in detail for the first time his discovery and
e.xcavation of a 3,500-year-old Cretan palace, found virtually unplundered with its mag-
nificent treasures in their original positions. "The report that every stay-at-home archae-
ology buff has been waiting {or."-The Atluntic Monthly $19.95

HOOFED MAMMALS OF THE WORLD
Pictures by Ugo Mochi Text by T. Donald Carter

With over .300 illustrations

Three hundred species and subspecies of hoofed mammals are vividly portrayed and
expertly described in this imique natural history—the only review of these animals
within one volume. $9.95

,'\t \'oiir bookstcire, or order from

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
Dept. IK, .597 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y. 10017

dahle odds. Yet the attempt must b

made. It mav be the only hope we hav

left in a world that seems headed eitht

for ecological disaster or, what mav b

worse, a total triumph of technolop-.

Which brings us to R. Buckminste

Fuller and the opening pages of Th

Last Whole Earth Catalog. Whv th

last? Apparently the editors of tlie Cato

log feel thev have been making to

much money. At the publication part

that launched this final edition, th

main business was giving awav mone\

Whv R. Buckminster FuUer? Accordinj

to general editor Stewart Brand, the in

sights of Fuller initiated the Catalog

Whole earth, geodesic huts in the Nev

Mexican hills, synergy—the unique be

The Stnrr«tt Book for Study t Mnchlnitn .h-.s. 1,

Ih,i .» J« e.cri'enf ,afcr»fK« jnrf «.f.p.ftiCftoOIBf^ftW*11l. iiSl^^ 1 "t

many nvaple. nithou^ ii ifoeano itfiiteiKttoiwfitiKttt "t
Oiavten IiUp. ttvjOing narking nwkig% ftctt AOoat

Jtg3jndFi\mitt.^itl

£.>r/w Work. 77)o ftooA i vwll btx ndsnffftrv't.nutkmg *"»" >'

fSt>ja?^f«/-Prfmf*niftl l>v *'*'' fi'tt^'fJiwi/
" """' '

B>.< r<.b.tnii T<|w 1 iiflflil DrlD T r»
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lavior of whole systems, unpredictcd 1(\

he behavior of their respective suhsys-

ems' events—all thes<> have somethirif!

o do with Mr. Brand's amazing catalop.

ilthoijgh the connection is not made

•jear. Fuller's religion of super-

erhnology. repeated in bixik after book

n a kind of prose thai resembles the

iludge voud drain from vour crankcasc

in a i-old winter dav. appears to Ik- in-

•ompatibli- with the organic anil living

cosvstem of real earth. I wonder il

ilewart Brand or manv of the admirers

if the ff'hole Earth Catalogs see the

ull implirations of Fuller's approach to

lur wiirld. Do vou really want to live in

Plexiglas city? I want to ask them. I)o

ou really want to have vour head

5) 'A' fs. i\ ^ a Hit id, Ji

^ wm

NIIMOIPOrtM

Margaret was found in a back lane of
Calcutta, lying in her doorway, uncon-
scious from hunger. Inside, her mother
had just died in childbirth.

You can see from the expression on
Margaret's face that she doesn't under-

stand why her mother can't get up. or

why her father doesn't come homc.or why
the dull throb in her stomach won't go
away.
What you can't sec is that Margaret is

dying of malnutrition. She has periods of

fainting, her eyes are strangely gla/ed.

Next will cornea bloated stomach, falling

hair, parched skin. And finally, death

from malnutrition, a killer that clamis

10,000 lives cvrrvf/ot.

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66

pounds of food a day per person, then

throw away enough garbage to feed a

family of six m India. In fact, the average

dog in America ha.s a higher protein diet

than Margaret!
If you were ti> suddenly join the ranks

of I'/i billion people who are forever

hungry, your next meal would be a b«iwl

of rice, day after tomorrow a piece of fish

the size ofa silver dollar, later in the week
more rice—maybe.

Hard-pressed by the natural disasters

and phenomenal birth rate, the Indian

government is valiantly trying to curb
what Mahatma Gandhi called "The Eter-

nal Compulsory Fast."

But Margaret's story can have a happy
ending, bcx'ause she has a CC\^ sptmsor
now. And for only $ 1 2 a month you can
also sponsor a child like Margaret and
help provide food, clothing, shelter —and
love.

You will receive the child's picture,

personal history, and the opp«irtunit> to

exchange letters, Christmas cards - and
priceless friendship.

Since l'i.18, American sponsors have
found this to be an iniimaie. pcrson-fo-

pcrson way ofsharing thctr blessings w iih

youngsters around the wurld.

So won't you help' I inlay
'

Sponsors urKcnlly needed (his month
for ehildrcn In : India. Hra/il, Taiwan
(I'ormosa). Mexico and Philippines. (Or

let us select a child for nou from our

emergency li>i.i

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc.
It.i« 26511
KIrhmond, Va. 2.^261

I wuh lo sponsor a H boy
(Country).

G girl in Name.
Addresa.

City

JJip-

Choouc a thiUI who needs mc mo^l I will

pay SI 2 a month I enclose ni) hr»( p.iymcnl

of $ . Send me child's name, Jlorv, Stale,

address and picture 1 cannot sponsor a child Re«i.t»f«i (VI A^xoi .>ih ih« is Oownm«nr%

but want lo Rive $ I !
Please semi me

,,, ,,, j«ii.,iiMr » .n..i,.n. Wt>t» \w<i v,.o,»,

more inforni.iiion T„.,.ni.. ^
. ,, j



HOWARD E. EVANS and
MARY JANE WEST EBERHARD
The Wasps
Written by two experts in the field,

this book—the latest volume in the

Ann Arbor Science Library — pro-

vides a fascinating introduction to

these extraordinary denizens of the

insect world.
$7.95/paperbound $3.45

GILBERT F. WHITE
Sfrategies of

American Water Management
"Few others, if any, are so well
equipped as Gilbert White to under-
take this appraisaL . . . [His] com-
prehensive examination . . . provides
us with a very valuable book."
—Henry P. Caulfield, Jr., Science

$S.95/paperbound $2.45

ALEXANDER H. SMITH
The Mushroom Hunter's

Field Guide
Revised and Enlarged Edition

".
. . at last we have a field guide to

mushrooms which is both simply
written, yet authoritative, for it has
been prepared by one of our best

experts. . .
."

—Ernest S. Booth, Naturalist

90 color plates; more than 200 black
and white photographs $8.95

Twe Vmversitx)

of Micl)i0an Press

ANN ARBOR

i a complete recording of Edward
Fitzgerald's 5th version, and is the cu-

mulative effort of three men of genius.

It is foliov/ed by a few comments and
comparisons, and also Pedro Colde-
ron de la Barca's The Dreom Called
Life and Life is a Dream.

lastly, beginning with Homlet's solilo-

guy, there is some of the best that is

to be found in Shakespeare.

A purchaser writes: "The record is be-
ing played over and over, it is my

And from Canada, this judgment and
request: "Because the record is such a
beouty, send me another one . .

."

A superlative delivery of
iuperlalive poetry by Louis Zoo/.

$6.50

Plus Applicable Sales Tax
(only for N.Y. Stale residents)

Available On/y By Mall

PUBLIC OPINION
N-4044 Long Island City, Long Istand

Hew York 11104

wired into a central control center and

never have a private thought again tor

the rest of vour life? R.B. FuUer ought

to get together with B.F. Skinner: thev

both want to put us all in a box.

This is a quibble. After the first two

pages devoted to reviews of Fullers

books, the Catalog gets down to sanitv

with excerpts from Wendell Berry {The

Long-Legged House) and a reprint of

Gary Snyder's splendid tract Four

Changes. Following the first section on

books comes the real business of the

Catalog—access to tools. More than

four hundred pages of it. So you want to

start a farm, a coinmune and commu-
nitv. a printing shop, a credit union, or

a communitv market? Tlie Catalog tells

you where to send for the right equip-

ment, what books to buv for procedural

know-how.

The Catalog is selective, not an en-

cyclopedia. The editors define its func-

tion as follows:

"An item is listed in the Catalog

if it is deemed:

1) Useful as a tool

2) Relevant to independent edu-

cation

3) High quality or low cost

4) Easily available bv inail."

The purpose of the Catalog is de-

fined in this way:

"We are as gods and might as well

get good at it. So far, remotely done

power and glory—as via government,

big business, formal education,

church—has succeeded to a point where

gross defects obscure actual gains. In

response to this dilemma and to these

gains a reabn of intimate, personal

power is developing—power of the indi-

vidual to conduct his own education,

find his own inspiration, shape his own
environment, and share his adventure

with whoever is interested. Tools that

aid this process are sought and pro-

moted by the Whole Earth Catalog.
"

Alicia Bay LaureFs little book tells

you how to do certain basic back-to-

earth things, like feeding chickens and

canning tomatoes. The Last Whole

Earth Catalog is immensely more com-

prehensive but not so direct, telling you

what the books and other tools are

(good books are, of course, also good

tools) that vkiU show you how to do

things, understand things, love things. I

recommend both. They're cheap at the

price and may someday save your life.

Author and former park ranger Ed-

ward .ibhey now spends a good part of
the year as fire lookout at North Rim,

Grand Canyon.

rORIVER
UIIR.VR^

DESKi

A real old time value!
Delightful writing or study coi
ner—holds all desk tools plus 5
books. The colonial style
proper anywhere—fits flush t

wall, €(ven with baseboard. Select pine in honej
tone or maple, antique pine or walnut finish
24i/2"D 34i/2"H 38i/2"W $54.00 KIT: Un
finished ready to assemble & finish. $39.95
Both Exp. Col. Send 250 for 76-Pg color cata
log. 1200 items furniture, home accessories, dis
tinctive gifts.

Inolude Zip Code YIELD HOUSE
Money Back Guarantee Dept Nil- ID
Not Sold In Stores No. Conway. N.H. 0386'

20 ALMOST- RARE
STAMPS

From12 LOST NATIONS!

We'd like to send you a score of Postage Stamps
from nations overrun by invaders in the )9th
and 20th Century and never freed again -
stamps so appealing that experienced and be-
ginningcollectors alike want them! When these
are gone no more will be available. And from
our Approval Service we'll include 110 addi-
f/ona/stamps from Britain's Lost Empire, (alone
worth over $3 at catalog prices!), plus an lllus-
strated Album and other unusual stamps for
Free Examination. You can keep the Album and
110 British Empire Stamps as an Introductory
Bonus ahould you buy $1 worth from our ap-
proval selection! Or return Album and 110
Stamps with selection and pay nottiing. Cancel
service anytime. But in either case, the valuable
Lost Nations Stamps are yours to keep FREE -
as an introduction to the World's Most Reward-
ing Hobby. Send 10c for mailing today while
supplies last!

KENMORE CO.. Milloril LN-847. N. Hamp. 03055

rBOOK HUNTING?-
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 63.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087 ^

ANKH pendant'
BEAUTIfUllY CONTEMPORARY
s this hand crafted representa-
tion of the Ancient Egyptian

Key of life" in solid sterling

silver. The Ankh - from the

hieroglyph meaning "life"

—is the oldest knov/n amu-
let symbol, ond the only

'pogon talisman to survive
in doily use after the Egyp-
ons converted to Chrislian-

I stunning new ,

s jewelry

lentation gif|

ng Ankh -
$25.0flWith 18"

With 24" chain $27.0|
in 14K Goldw. 18" chain. $71

includoc outttandlng reprodu

Laddfo boase,lcd,
lipl. N-8FJ • 648 Ninth Avmutj

New York, N.Y. 10O36 J
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r princely frog
royal charm-
He's got a

! "appetite"
wastepaper,

ed clotiies,

I, knitting.

He's a dandy
ipanion for
^n', bedroom, bath, kitchen or den! And
I't kids love to fill him upl Hand-woven natu-
rattan with bright marble eyes. 19"H 16"W,
1.95 Postpaid-add 50c each West of Miss.

•m 25t FOR 76PG. COLOR CATALOG
10 ITEMS—FURNITURE. HOME ACCES
RIES. DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

ude Zip Code IIF.LD HOI'SE
i*y Back Dept. N11-1A
irantM No. Convray, N.H. 03M0

NEW 1972 ILLUSTRATED

GEOLOGY CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE!

photographs, B4 printed pages. 8'/7xll. descnb-

Minerils. Crystals. Rocks Collections, and Geo

:ll Oddities Send only {2 00 today rcredited on

order) Your money refunded if not satisfied Our

year supplying private collactxirs aitd educational

tutioru with quality minara; and rock specimens.

RS. P Bo. 487 NH, YUCAIPA. CALIF 92399.

Goose Down
Bootees for

Frigid Tootsies

For instant old-fashioned llreplace

warmth. |ust ease those chilly feet

into the luxurious softness of Bauer

Goose Down quilled in long-wearing

Expedition Nylon. Soft leather soles.

Insulating (oam Insole. Give shoe
size and we will send a perfect (it.

Color Powder Blue (or Women.
Taupe (or Men. Only $14.95 postpaid

Makes a pef(ect Christmas Gi(t

Satltlacllon Guaranlxd

!

Enclotad It my check or money order lor

t Size Color

Addrett-

Clly

Q Sand me FREE your new 128-paae
color cataloa at Cualom Sportswear and
Expedition-proven Outdoor Of>nr tnr Mnn
and Women

^j^ec£6z/^^cu,o2Ay^

HoR-^KS l\ .\viK.Rl(..\. bv Francis Haiix-s.

Thomas Y. Crowrll Co.. S7.95: 213

pp.. illU.I

The most la.<i-inatinf» chapter in the

history ot the horse in .America is llie

one onlv the paleonloh^ists could (ell.

and thev have no records of it. That, of

I'ourse. is the account of what hapjK-ned

to the ponv-siz»vl Menihippus that

evolved from the hare-sized Eohippus

in the five inillion vears or sf> before

E(fuu.s caballu.1. the true hors<'. ap-

[)eared in .Asia. Tlie primitive horse sim-

ply vanished from .America, and the

true horse returned over the land l)ridp<'

Ix'lween Siberia and .Alaska about

600.000 B.(".. onlv to vanish again

al)<)ut y.OOO years iigo. .And then, alxiul

4<)0 years ago. the horse came Iwck

oni-e more, this time briHighl bv the

earlv Spanish i'\plorers.

Francis Haines tells the stor\, cov-

ering ihow misty beginnings in less

than rme chapter, then going on to rela-

tively modern times. .Along the wav is

the backgrounil of the horse in Asia,

the nomad trilies thai riomesticaterl the

animal, the far-wandering hors«-inen

who were a s<ourgi- throughout lh<-

Near Fast ami thr-n w<-ll into F.iirii|i<-.

llieri- is the account ol how the hor-M-

Iteiame the domiti.inl forci- in F.ii-

rope.-in war*, how the armoreil knights

needed big honu-s simply to carry llwin.

and how eventually ihow big hopws Iw-

came western Rurojw's draft animnU.

,Anil thi-re is the .story of the Spanish

hopu's, snialler. tougher, faster animals,

anil how they were brought (irsi to thr

West Indies, how th<- islanil horw

ranches throve. Iiow their hopu-s Ite-

laiiie ihi- moimis for so many of the

Sp.iniih going" toandfro in tin- Ameri-

can SiHilliwi-ii. Anil how. iHil of ihiH,

came Spanixli lH>p>e herds here. Indian

llorHC lhie\e«, .ind itw whole liislory of

the moiinti'd Indians of the Wexl.

Mames tells his sliirv well, with the

NOWfX
IWERBACK

^•)*
The "outrageous
and provocative'

answer to the

proposition

that all men
are created
equal.

In striving for equality, says the

world-famous author of Afriain
Gciicsi\. the human animal has

pursued an impossible goal. Using
the latest disco\eries in animal
and human biology and evolu-

tion. Robert Ardrey challenges

popular cliches about the revolt

of the \oung. the struggle for

status, population control, and
violence. "Reading hini is like a

breath of fresh cold air amidst

the hot blather which pa.«ies for

contemporary thinking." says the

St. Loiii\ l'o\l-Di\piiuh. ".At last

someone is trying to get at the

truth." $2.65

Social
Contract

hv the author ot

.AFRK .AN Ci» Nt-SIS
iDclt.i $1 '»V IX-ll 'J^. I

ami III) II KKIIDKI \l

IMI'l KM IM
(ivii.i s: 4v I VII SI :m

RobertAnirey

A A DELTA BOOK
Dill PtibltthlnR Co . Inr
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emphasis on the Southwest and West,

where the horse and horsemen domi-

nated history. At times he seems to

overstate the use of the horse by the

early Spanish explorers—those early

Spaniards did a lot of foot sloping, in

part because the Indians found that

horsemeat was good to eat. Later the In-

dians learned to ride and stole a great

many Spanish horses, both from the ex-

peditions and the early Spanish
ranches. Haines mentions this and
brings the story down through the big-

ranch days, the cowboys, and the horse

culture of the West. This, with the

Spanish beginnings, forms the bulk of

the book, and the proportion seems

right.

Elsewhere he gives due attention to

the eastern horses and their origin, to

the reason horses displaced oxen on the

farms, to saddle horses in the east, to

race horses and show horses. The horse

took over on the farm because the

evolving farm machinery wouldn't work
properly when drawn by plodding oxen.

Horses were needed to pull a mowing
machine or a binder fast enough to

make it work right.

Haines also covers the whole matter

of the mounted soldier in America,

from the Plains Indian, who was one of

the best cavalrymen the world ever

knew, right through the cavalrymen

who fought him, through the Civil War
and the cavalrvmen in that conflict.

Tliat, he points out, was the last war in

which horse cavalry was an important

element. After the Civil War came the

big western ranches, and by the end of

the nineteenth centurv the settler with

his plow began to close off the open

range. Then came the automobile, the

truck, the tractor—and the horse be-

came a luxury. Now the horse popu-

lation is slowly increasing again. But

the horse is essentially a part of history.

And this book is an excellent summary
of that history.

Hal Borij\nd

The Living Clocks, by Ritchie Ward.

Alfred A. Knopf. $8.95: 416 pp.. illus.

This book has a central, unifying

theme, the description of biological

rhythms and their control by living

clocks. However, the emphasis is truly

on people and their approach to a prob-

lem, and the work would be more ac-

curately entitled. The Stories. Li

and Thoughts of the People behi

Biorhvthrrif. In his selection of pers(

ages, the author has picked some w
are colorful, some dull; some who ha'

made profound, and others who ha

made trifling, contributions; some
mous, some unknown; and the net i

suit of this uneven presentation is a vs

illation of fascination in context. T
book appears to be patterned after Pa

de Kruifs Microbe Hunters but, sin

the characters of Living Clocks are n

working on problems anywhere
directly relevant to man's well-being,

does not have the impact of the formf

I am afraid that a stranger to the fie

may find parts of the bibliographic ;

pects of the book tantamount to readii

about the personal lives of the PTA in

remote town.

Ritchie Ward's formal training co

sisted of a unique combination of chet

istry and journaUsm that culminated

his becoming a technical writer speci;

izing in biographical sketches. As a S(

ence writer he must rely heavily on a

peal to authority and the account

monotonously rife with paragraphs b

ginning: "As Isaac Asimov has. . . .

"Janet Harker . . . first showed. . . .

^'o/AVfe,

'"'^^.Tses
Hortus

EVStetten^,!^';*^'^ ^^^^^^
»

lew york Botanical Garden Poster Print Series
Full color, 2x3 ft., inspired by rare 15th, 16th & 17th
century illustrations of woodcuts and engravings, found
in New/ York Botanical Garden Library's collection,
MATTIOLrS COMMENTARII. 1565, depicts an Italian
species of lavender. One of the first publistied works
to use shading in its woodcuts. HORTUS EYSTETTEN-
SIS, 1613, captures the glory of the sunflower, and is a

marvelous example of Renaissance engraving. HER-
BARIUS LATINUS is from the 1491 edition of the
earliest illustrated European Herbal.

From SHOP IN GARDEN, Dept. S, New York Botanical

Garden, Bronx, NY. 10458. $4.50 ea. $12 set-25<; mail-

ing per poster. NYC residents add 7% sales tax.
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book for all who love the mountains

e, in more than one hundred breathtaking photographs, are the living rivers of ice which sculpt the mountains,

constantly changing compositions of ice and rock, sky and slope known to those who travel the high peaks.

lear, concise, and informative text, closely integrated with the photographs, explains the features illustrated,

lossary of technical terms is keyed to the illustrations.

tin Post's magnificent aerial photographs of glaciers along the North Pacific Coast and in the interior of Alaska

supplemented by ground-based photographs and others from the Himalayas, Alps, and Andes.

AC IIR IC [ by Austin Post and Idw.inl K. I .iC hapillc

\ II indio., IJItpp. 1 t.' ph.il.int.iph'.^JOIH)

piiltlislicrl with I 111" Ntounl.iirnTis

I ikii\/cociTV ril \A/A«;i-IIMr'.TrtM l>UI SS s,-.iiili- U'.i\hinul(in<)RIOS



nttr rM%,E niin arnvB mue: see muuN 3nui>-LANDiN6S, SPACE FLIGHTS, CLOSE-UP!

LLlLLLLlf»lH M : LH '.iWi.'
for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT

lor '

EfAOTiON METER "TESTS" YOU
Amazing lie detector type
device that really works. Re-
veals hidden likes, dislikes.
Easy to use. Sensitive and
accurate. Measures changes
in body resistance caused by
changes in emotional state.
Needle movement indicates
emotional response (not
whether favorable or un-

$8.95 ELECTRONIC STROBE'.
Hand-sized solid state elec-
tronic strobe light at fan-
tastically low price. Pro-
duces bright psychedelic ef-
fects like larger, far more
expensive Xenon strobes, yet
it's Just 23/4 X 4 X P'fi'
thick. Adjustable flash rate,
approximately 3*10 flashes
per seocnd. Make stop mo-
tion effects, posters come
alive. Great to take with
etc. Requires 2 9v transis-dances.you to part

tor ^att. (not inci
Stock No. 4I.443E
4 REPLACEMENT LAMPS P

Instructs

SC/ENCf TRIASUH CHESTS

othei

For Boys— Girls—Adgllsl
:tra-powerful magnets, po-
'izing filters, compass, one-
y-mirror film, prism, dif.

grating and lots of

'3-D" STAR CHART

iten plus
for making telescopes,

microscopes, etc. Full in-
structions included.
No. 70.342E ....$5.50 Ppd.

_ Deluxe Science Treasure~ Chest
Stock No. 70.343E $13.00 Ppd.

PLASTIC MODEL V-8 ENGINE
Hours of fun! Get thrill of
building your own easily as-
sembled engine from over
S'lO parts. Then push starter

!S. Excellent.

$13.50 ppd.

DECORATIVE
Quickly, easily locate
stars in your sky—any
time, anywhere. Handsome
10' high Sky and Earth
Globe has fixed transpar
ent 7' diam. outer celes
tial sphere with equatnr
calibrated in months. 4'

diam. inner earth sphere
(in relief) revolves on in-
clined axis—includes long
& lat. markings. Corre-
late location on earth globe with current month—outer
globe shows stars visible in your sky. IncI: Free Star
Finder. Atlas, Instr.

Stock No. 70.984E $14.50

50-JSO-300 POWCR MICROSCOPE
r Amazing Value—3 Achro-
1- matic Objective Lenses on

I Revolving Turret! Color.
,Si corrected, cemented achm-
»i' matic lensis in objectives
I". give far superior results to

^^-^ si^ngle lenses usually found

POWER HORN BLASTS A Ml
Frighten prowlers, muggers,
vicious dogs with 118 deci-
bels. Just press and this
Freon powered pocket-sized
metal horn can be heard a
mile away to signal for help
or fun. Great for boating
(it floats), hiking, camping.
hunting, seashore, rooting
for your team. Can be heard
over traffic and constr. noises
to sound fire drill, lunch
break or emergency. Weighs
100 mile-piercing blasts. A reai oargain.
Stock No. 4I.423E

t-y-n..
.-

^

2 Refill Cartrs. (P-4I.424E) ..........;.;... $2:75 R

BUTTERFLY & INSECT COLL. Ki
Bargain buy for the budding
naturalist! Basic Butterfly &. .

Insect Collecting and Mount--, \«ng Kit has everything ^ *^

needed to start a butterfly

easy-to-understand "tech manual "

Stock No 70 448E

POCKET METER SHOWS WIND SPEED
Useful to all outdoorsmen.
especially sailors, shooters,
fliers, golfers. Lightweight
Pocket Wind Meter accurate
to within I MPH. Two
scales—low and high veloc-

ts. Second from 10-66
MPH in 2 MPH increments.
Easily read even in incte-

eather. G^'r" long x

! ozs. Plastic pocket

^ this ope prici

M/2" wide X y,- thick. Wt. approx
carrying case, instr. included.
Stock No . 60.349E $5.95 ppd

FREE CATALOG!
148 PAGES • MORE THAN 4000

UNUSUAL BARGAINS
SCIENCE . OPTICS • SPACE

MORE THAN

4000

UNIQUE BUYS
Troin K'lmund Scien-
s preatest science-

148 easy-to-read
ine and hard-to-gei

BIG SAVINGS FOR
THE AMATEUR ASTRONOMER

Complete range of aslronomiral lele-
.iropcs! Reflertors and Refraciors, 3" to

THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS FOR

Kii
, ins

THE HOBBYIST
i-finti

UuKo .telerlion uf M.-.
Urs, Magnets. Magn
Prisms.

SHOP AND SAVE THE
EDMUND WAY

rataloR cite,s the faris. VZv^ry Item
anleed—complete sat isfarlion o-

back—for more than Vt

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
t*it«lNOTOH, NIW JItSiT 0*00;

Hnniinia<,',MIHil:lrfri.->H:H«rf.»1l,H

worth the

Stock No. 70.008E '"
"""••$r9"5'o"p:d'MOUNTED 500 POWER OBJEcfivE-

>'»=>"'P0-

Threaded achromatic lenses, 3mm F L
Stocll No. 30,I97E $5.75 ppj.

ACCURATE HOME WEATHER STATION
Handsome "Weather Sta-
tion" highly sensitive to
weather changes. Thermo-
meter accurate to ± 2%:
barometer to ± .025". hy-
grometer to ± 5%. Foretells
weather changes from 12 to
24 hrs. in advance. Perfect
gift—excellent for teaching
weather phenomena. Mounted
on wood-grained wall panel
151/2- X 5='4-. Meter cases
heavily metalized. High-precision dials in etched alum-
inum. Full instructions.
Stock No. 70.607E $12.98 Ppd.

NEW LIQUW-fUEL ROCKET KH
Apollo-type rocket soars to
1.000 feet at 300 ft. per sec-
ond . . . then gently returns
to earth on automatic para-
chute. Fantastically realistic
lift off. flight, vapor trail.

board. 2-oz. bottle of dis-
patching fluid, eyedropper
relaxing fluid, wood-handled
butterfly net. 2 butterfly N
specimens. 100 #2 insect
mounting pins. 20-page illustr. booklet Kit weighs 9-11

TeJri'fic wa7ue°'
'""'"*'"'"=" """•'y <"" at a very low prjl

Stock No. 7I.'5I8E $4.95 P[

WOODfN SOLID PUZZU
Fascinating assortment of t

12 different puzzles. Pro-
vides hours of pleasure— ^ -tT *
stimulates ability to think '^tf^ & ' ^^
and reason. Animals and ^i*S <JL< IbJ i

.

geometric forms. Take apart '* W^ ^^ **
and reassemble. Lots of fun . .

for the whole family—young 6_. ,-i~ "^^«.«
'

iii'e H^ y^ **r
$5.00 Ppd.

LOW-COST DOUBLE-BARRELED TUMBL
Rugged 12-lb. tumbler hasTWO big 6-lb. (4'/2.pt.)
capacity rubber barrels, each
with ten internal sides—
twice tumbling action of

Quiet.
odels

16"

ally 1 ally M
igine. timer, separator,
ne, tins, loading valve,
ch stand, propellant.

$15.95 Ppd.

$ 4.00 Ppd.

Ireq. 6v Batt.
Loads of fun building, dec-
orating, launching again &
again. Inc'ud. : 16 Pg. instruct.. (

parachute, parachute tube, nose ci

hose, electric firing assembly, lau
Stock No. 7I.I82E
EXTRA PROPELLANT (Two 15
Stork No. P7I.I92E

$16.50 AtR POLLUTION TESTER
1st LOW-COST survey-type
instrument. Quickly provides
quantitative results in
threshold limit ranges set
by Amer. Cflnf. of Gov't In-
dustrial Hygienists. Sensi-

suring range.' Includes 2
ampoules each to test for
CO,. CO. H S. NO. and
SO-. Sufficient for 2 to 4
tests depending on concentratt(
eludes sturdy vacuum pump. <

instructions with scales to deten
replacement ampoules available separately for $4.75.
Stock No. 7I,349E $16.50 Ppd

iilient. dependable
sijie operation. Features
fan-cooled, continuous-duty
1550 rpm motor; V-belt
drive w/nylon bearings; coy-
ered safety belt & pulleys. Real money-saver for smi

IP/"-'
"P^'L"^^"^®'"s~fl'"^3t for rockhounds. IOV»"

Stock No. 80.i32E (18 lbs.) J39.95 Ppi

VERSATILE VACUUM-BASE TRIPOl
Supports large professional
type cameras firmly for long-
exposure photos. Powerful
rubber suction cup (4%'
dia.) w/locking lever assures
adherence to any smooth
surface—tables, cars, walls
glass, tile. Has universal
panhead, removable pan han-
dle and swivel control knob.
Compact (stands approx. S*
high), it works with all size
cameriw—can also be used to firm binoculars and monocu
lars. Great help to both amateurs and professionals
Imported,
stock No. 71.SUE $14.95 Ppd

4'A ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOP

Lightweight Kit in-
ling tubes, complete
results. Sets (4) of

Rack and pinion focusing
Aluminum tube, 6x finder
telescope. 2 standard eye
pieces and Barlow lens gives -^
power up to 270x. Free Star Chart 272 page Handbool
of the Heavens" plus How to Use Your Telescope
Stock No. 85,I05E .. (Shipping wt. 42 lbs.) . $94.50

NEW 8INOCULAR-TOCAMERA HOLDEI

WAR SURPLUS ELECTRIC GENERATOR
Brand new Signal Corps

high
impedance relays. Charge
ground & bring up night
crawlers for bait or study.
2 Alnico Magnets alone now
worth more than original
gov't cost of $15. Wt. 2
lbs.

for
ing telephoto pictures. 35-
mm camera with 7 x 50
binocular brings distant ob-
ject 7 times nearer. Ideal
for long-range photos of wild
life, ships, people, planes,
etc. Attaches easily. Use any
binocular or monocular—and
camera—still or movie, color
or black & white. Gray

Stock No. 50,225E $8.50 Pod. Stock No. 70.223E $13.50 Ppd.

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

300 EDSCORP BLDG.
BARRIIMGTOINI, IMEW JERSEY 08007



{ttr KAtt Wlin >rM«.K hue: see

for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT
AT INTCKNATIONAl PAPER PLANE BOOKI
' Odnnl lly-tnem-yourielf

book of paper airplanes
from SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CAN'S "1st International

Competition". Includes

for easy tear-out. Y
beli of then

ni. •ntertainlni. 128 Paget. *" i IIV4".

k No. 939IE 5255 Pnd

TERr POWERED GYROSCOPE
For the first tim»— have the

fun &. enjoyment of a gyro

aithoul
string ' illlng. S"

1 your head, hanging
string, drives rocket

you'll he amwed at its per-

formance. Even Hipping

Eh to off is an eiperience—speeds up to a hlur . . .

ilmost 3 mln. .ithoul power. Temffic accessories inc.

.1 car. pedestal. 9" diam. orbit ring, ring pedestal,

loop, instr. Operates on 2 "C batt. (not

k No. 7l.ieiE

OEl 0/C»TAl COMPUTER

$6.00 Ppd.

Solve prpblemi, ttmeh log-

ie. play games with minia-

ture vertlon of giant

electronic brain I Adds,
subtracts, multiplies,
shifts, complements

plaltii

t -— bled. 12" - .

r / Inel. ttep-by-step

__^ biy diagrams. 32-p. In-

structlone covering opera-

„ compute*' programmini problemi t 15 """i"""'
k No. 70.68SE • 5.98 ppd.

VLOC COMPUTER KIT ei.ofPod
k No. 70.S4IE JI8.95Ppd.

CK-l/GHT MIGHTY MITCS
lU-latlfcly small (ir) Bl-

f^M tures Klvo RurplislnKly

I fl l.rlKht lilackllBht. Mlrroi-

I I I nnlshccl reflw:tor makct In-

' I I slant •larlHilt «-«atl hl«h-

I I intensity hulh look like

I I in-watter I'P to r..000 hours

I 1^ .,f safe. Ions-wave 13r,r.nAI

II li t.Urkluhl to really turn on

••^J' Iiarllr.. llBhl A thcalrlral

Oiows psyrheilrllr .lr<-or<

sl«.-ki.r™.f end rap. mnove for saf.-.

r tiulti nn'l slarler Htands uprlichl or

$I4.«S Ppd.

$19.99 Ppd.

W flfCTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTCK K/T!

tolso iirohlrniv filaj (amee.
>rnllr( wr«(her wllh this ar-

iial wortllnii molel of llant
Irctfoiilr hralns. Amanlnit
rw fun way to learn all

iMiut oHniiiitrr pmifr

k No, 7I.274E _,
UXE OUTDOOR/INDOOR MODEL

L No 7l.2<><iE

ii.al. tilna

ly rr -.1 llr„li.iil trciii llliiniliu

halt, (not Inrl I. Ilett mo.
it, srluiol. Iivluitry
7I.454E (ir « l2'/i' I 4-)

V, lOW-COST GEM rUMBlER

^ Make

J NEW 3"

ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
60 to 180X

DE-LUXE FEATURES AT ECONOMY PRICE
Amazingly priced Apollo Space Explorer brings the

wonders of the universe up close. 3" aluminiied i
overcoated f/IO mirror. Reaches theoretical limits of

resolution & definition. BOX standard size l'^' 0.0.
eyepiece. '

," FL. 3X adjustable Barlow. 6X Under

telescope: high impact plastic tube: metal fork mount

w/ positive locking. 36' hardwood tripod, included

FREE: 272 p. Handbook. Star Chart. Instructions.

alue I

Stock No I62E »59 50 Ppd.

REG 3- REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.050E *'1'H?J'''
4'4- ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.I05E $94.50FO.B.

GIANT WEATHER BAllOONS
"Balls of fun " lor kids.

%J
TURN BOrriES INTO TREASURES

Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets you be ecological

nnd artistic. Make saleable,
attractive glasses. lamps,
dishes, candle-holdert. vases
from ordinary no-return
smooth -surface bottles or

lars! Cut any round bottle

safely, easily In less than
5 minutes for fun. profit.

heme decorations with lust

an Ice cube and this kit.

Includes: cutter (3''i X 7". X 2'i'). candle. 2-oi. grind-

ing powder. Complete Instructions.

Stock No. 7I.475E SIO '

SUPER 8 APOHO MISSIONS fllMS
U..IIVO hlMory In your h'-nip

with '.'1)0 S[M.rlariilar l-^l "I

tXTIrlal N'.XH.'. Sutler li full

minr nr li * w llliiii of the
,\p.illii .tiol.- from ttrrath-

laklnit lila.l nIT to tourh-

.liiwn »re Nell Aniulron«'i
"Isl sten ". Anollo !•'. re

turn Alan Hhefianl's trliim-

ishani

> Ppd

Ma K.l.ulo
lu-lrlo »H :

B4W #
4I.47IE
4I.47«E

flSH wnn A MAGNET
Go trc«sure hunting
bottom! Fascinating
sometimes profitable

line to our 5-lb. M
drop it overboard
river, lake or ocean.
along bottom—your

-decoi
fun. inopentlve. el

lewelry el all kinds
live book -ends, table lops.

etc Simply tumble finish

readily available gemstnnet

. . . Ihan polish Ie high
lustre . . . brings out beau,
tllul colors. Rugged 3 lb ea

parity tumbler w/contlnuous

$10 7S Ppd

$ too ppd.
. ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TVrEO
k No. 70.s>aE

All nriNC SAUcn <rir

Olint • (t. aiedel

!c. 5-lb.
urplus—

motors, anchors
Magnet Is wai

AInico-V Type—Uovt cost

SSO. LIfta over ISO lbs. en land—much

,r*
stock No. 70.S7IE
Slock No. 70.i70E
Stock No. 85.I52E

under water.
$14.00 Ppd.
$ ».75 Pod.

Tssi lbs $33.95 FOB

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAU"

loon perky and advent
Now here's 25 times tl—25 balloons of 4.

hum is a safe
inert gas.

Stock No. 7I.289E $3 00 Ppd.

BUILD A WORKING CRYSTAL RADIO
Bring the 20'i back with
the fun of a modernized
earphone crystal set that
receives I or moro slat

So simple you 1

low COST TRfASORf fINDER
stover the tun and profit

trensure hunting Inei-

s.lvely light ;is a feather

adds to

dangling wires Adjustable
reduces Immediate area 1

ning needed

uMI
tat—

sfe'ek Ne 71 lilt •'* •' ''•'

fERRiaiE IIZARDS-AIONJTROUS MAMAtAIS
Ihe fasiinating gee ^^^^gp«M«i^^i«aB
.«fl.l el dinesaurs ^^^^^^ ^ ^B

74 autheatii ^ ^^ ^fc

, ;:' r:.--;: ^^Ac .-''^--t^

,„„„ ^ ,^^^.«-
ly Ma

"^

condenser, all radio parts, earphone 1 holder plus diagram
& simple inslrs. A charming conversation piece, great fun

at partie« and ideal gift.

Stock No. 7l.ilSE $3.95 P»d.

VERSArilE WNfTE MOOEIING PIASTIC
Perleel for flguri

shaped & baked. Can then be cut. saw
painted, embossed. Smooth, non. sticky.

Stock Ne. M.794C 2 lb.

Stock Ne. 7I.205E t lb

tiardneu when
d. drilled, sanded.

$ 3MPpd.
$10 30 Ppd

AMAZING NEW WANKEl ENGINE KTTI

%'•••

tiers) ..In. .lire 11,.., ...,

Ilalilllly. •alile •lu'e.l 1

plus*, rtilttier fan ti^ll.

4r.47IE Me. 7I.4J4E

CAR or THE rUTUKl HERE NOW!
nprestlve eel. g^^^e^ 1

Ineludlng water,
ally deale

pies thel epeli

Wright's
Sturdy red yellow

deep.
7- klgk wllk 4' prepeller Operates 17" high wllk e- prepener upereies •" ^ „«ihll|ht betteriek

net Toel 1 in lonlrel line beltery ease

kleet No 7»l«rr »» >• PN

ECONOMICAL WATER IfVfl AlARM
Aeeld ,

damage Vi'tJ! I'h"'.'

ernal Heed
ultra sen
•iMtreeli ^

?5'^5«r?wir^w^^Hi
r^-mvr UMit rM IUhmc. mm*!.

II -.-I

EDMUND
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A plausible approach toward
understanding Christianity in today's

technological world

THE GODWHO CARES
A Christian Interpretation of Time, Life, and Man

A Narrative by

HAROLD F. ROELLIG, Ph.D.

Department of Earth Sciences, Adelphi University

THE BOOK: In an age when con-

fusion with regard to the exterior

world is matched by inner con-

fusion, it is useful, says Dr. Roel-

lig, to place the Judaeo-Christian

tradition in the context of a con-

temporary, historical, scientific

world view. In The God Who
Cares, he has established a uni-

fied and holistic vision of the acts

of God through time in the form
of a narrative of God at work in

the origin of the universe, at work
in history, at work now.

Drawing upon his scientific back-
ground, he examines from a the-

ological perspective the current

major theories of the origin of

the universe, the origin and evo-

lution of life, the evolution and
nature of man, and the origin and
development of religion from pre-

historic, through Biblical, to

modern times.

CONTENTS: Plan and Purpose • Origins and Evoiution,
12,000,000,000 B.C.-2. 000,000 B.C. • Man 2,000,000 B.C.-50,000 B.C.
• Man the Worshipper, 50,000 B.C.-1700 B.C. • Abraham and the

Old Covenant, 1700 B.C.-A.D. • jesus and the New Covenant, c. A.D.
-33 A.D. • The Church of The Way, 33 A.D.~300 A.D. • The Church
of the Word, 300 A.D.-1971 • The Way in Today's World • Index

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Preced-

ing his graduation from Con-

cordia Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.,

Harold Roellig published "Rea-

soned Unbelief, circa 1957"-an

article cast as a Socratic mono-
logue that trenchantly defined

from an agnostic point of view

the issues and tensions between
the contemporary scientific world
view and the Judaeo-Christian

tradition. This article was the

culmination of years of under-

graduate and graduate study in

the social and natural sciences

taken at Washington University

concomitantly with the author's

seminary training.

The issues explored in this article

led Mr. Roellig, in 1957, to grad-

uate work in the Geology Depart-
ment of Columbia University in

order to study with Dr. George
Gaylord Simpson and Dr. Theo-
dosius Dobzhansky. After teach-
ing invertebrate paleontology at

Columbia and sociology at Con-

cordia College during sabbaticals,

he began, in 1960, his doctoral

dissertation on fossil vertebrate

specimens at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History; that

same year, he was appointed Lu-

theran campus chaplain for Long
Island colleges.

In 1964 the author was appointed
part-time instructor in geology at

Adelphi University; in 1967 he
received his Ph.D. from Colum-
bia's Department of Geology; in

1969 he resigned his chaplaincy
and accepted an appointment as

assistant professor at Adelphi.

These seventeen years of study,

research, thought, and lectures in

theology and the social and nat-

ural sciences have resulted in the

ideas and insights that now ap-

pear in The God Who Cores.

Just published, cloth-bound, 180

pages, $4.50. If your bookseller
cannot supply a copy, please use
coupon to order.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
THE BRANCH PRESS
Box 229, Bayside, N.Y. 11361

Please send copies of The God
Who Cores at S4.50 each postpaid. I

enclose p.Tymcnt in full (New York
residents please add appropriate sales
tax). I umUrstand that I may return
thebook(s) .n ten days, if not satisfied,

for a full refund.

AnnRRRR

(Plea Be Print)

riTV

RTATF 7TP

"According to J. Cloudslev-Thompi

. . .
," etc.; constant reminders to

reader that he is learning about a scie

tific discipline from a man who, like hit

self, is also just looking in with curiosi)

Still, the author's comprehension of t

field is good and the peripheral pt

spective is interestingly different fro

other books on the subject.

The book has two major difficulti

and two favorable assets. First, is tl

author's lack of self-discipline in kee

ing to the subject. The text often c

verges tortuously away from the centr

theme, rambling through such unrelat<

topii^s as Einstein and relativity, tl

voyage of the Beagle. Fermi, chain

actions, and squash courts; and so c

through twentv-two chapters. The se

ond weakness is that the author quot

manv of his experts' writings verbatir

sometimes filling the better part of

chapter with their words. Were it n^

for the colorful descriptions of the pa

ticipating scientists themselves, tl

reader might come away with the fee

ing that Ward's main service has bee

simply to compile into one source th

major works of a handful of people.

On the credit side of the ledger is th

fascinating subject matter—biologicc

rhythms—a topic that most readers wi

find enjoyable, enlightening, and mys

terious. A second favorable aspect o

the book is that it is an expose of thi

scientific mind in action, often tracinj

original ideas from their inception h

implementation. AU in all it is a well

written, light book filled with biologica

facts and anecdotes that many peopl(

will find delightful and worth reading.

John D. Palme!

New York Universin

Tlie American Museum is open to the

public every dav during the year. e\-

ippt Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membershiii

anil rotitributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in necil

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustration bv page.

COVER-Tasso T. Vend-
ikos

8 12-AMNH
14-UPI
2021-Barbara Hoi

lingsworth

29-Ta5so T Vendikos
30-33—Tom Beiswenger

for NATURAL HISTORY
MAGAZINE

34-36-Tasso T Vend
ikos

38-Joan Black
41-AMNH
4247-Joan Black ex

cept 42—bottom. Rob
ert W Risebrough;

43-top, Arthur
Singer: and 44-Mary
Lecroy

4849-AMNH
50 51 -Helmut Wimmet
53—Douglas Faulkner

54.61-WA Dunson ex

cept 54-top, J. Kern;

and 58-59-AMNH at

ter Dunson
62 73-Henry Angelo

Castnllon

77-AMNH
84 85-Alicia Bay Laurel,

courtesy of Vintage

Books
8687-Portola Institute

94
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ited Doll, Japan Seated on her cushion, she is about 8V2 " high

le head, hands, and legs. Traditional costume, $8.2S + Jl.OO

e & handling.

leese Board, Japan Blue polka dots on white tile, set in a wooden
Approx 7" in di.imeter Cheese knile hidden in back o( board

+ 51 00 poitage & handling

ir of Dolls, Poland Dressed in traditional, colorful costume
< 9' tall SSOOpr * tl 00 postage S handling

ih Pendant, Hong Kong Enamel on silver. 2" long on a ?4" rodium
' chain Assorted colors $18.00 + SCO postage and handling.

• on Rold wash chain

/I Pin, Greece Sterling silver with gold wash. \^~ wide $13 SO

C po'.t.iKn .I'ld handling

ehlstoric Animals A story of 500 million years of evolution

+ .ISC postaRp and handling

immals of the World Details on appearance, siie. and geographic

lution are provided $3 95 + 3SC postage & handling,

jrsery Set, England Three piece porcelain nursery set by Royal

!StPf Comes in a colorful gift carton $14.95 + $1.25 postage *

Ing

Members of the Museum are entitled to a 10% discount on gift items

and 15*" discount on books New York Slate residents, please add lai

95



CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

Catches more ! Easy to use

!

Amar.lni; HAVAHART trap captures raidinn rala, rabbits.

s<iuirri:l5. skunks, weasels, etc Takes mink, i-rains without

innirv Stravint: pets. iKiultr\ released unhurt Easy tu use— ..pen ends che animal craitl.lence. No s|irini;s In l,re;ik.

Sizes fur all needs. FREE booklet on trappini! secrets.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562

OVER 300

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
NOW AVAILABLE FROM HUBBARD

Until now these'3-D relief maps were available
only from tfie U.S. Topograpfiic CommancJ.

Tfiese are maps offering 3-D visual informa-
tion about the areas most interesting to

naturalists and environmentalists. Large
(approximately 22" x 33") maps represent the

teriain as it is. with wooded areas and
geographical features indicated. Originally
developed by the U.S.G.S.. the 303 maps are
accurate reproductions to scale of the
Eastern-Western regions of the U.S., Alaska
and Hawaii.

You can frame or mount one or more of the

maps to create handsome, educational wall

displays. A perfect, low-cost gift.

r Rd
)

irook, Illinois 60062
Please send FREE descriptive literature and
ordering information.

Address.

City_

lloTii'. itl-rii r. HAI» l.tltLE OESK
Thy most ver.satile and coniplelely useable desk ever' It
opens ,.nd extends Into a full fledged portable home of-
fice. Drop leaf lifts for a large writinB surface—holds
adding liiachine, too. Top drawer stores afiy slandard
portiiblc typewriter, rolls out and up to proper typing
height. Middle drawer is storage. Bottom is standard
filing drawer (legal size flies sideways). And all rolls
smoothly on large, concealed casters. Hand crafted of
select lilne in honey tone or maple, antique pine or
walnut finish. 29"H 23V4'D IS^i-W (36'W leaf up)
$74.(11). COMPLETE KIT: Machined, sanded, drilled,
etc. Ready for easy assembLv and finish (not incl).
Simple directions, $,5" Oil, Holh Exi.ress Charges Colle<l
SEND 25«l FOR NEW 76 PAGE CATALOG—OVER 1200
ITEMS

11ELD HOUSE
Incluiie Zip Codo Dept, Xll-IB
Money Back Guarantee No, Conway. N.H. 03860

suoyesied

Additional Readliio

THE STRANGE. UNFINISHED
SAGA OF PEKING MAN
The Skull of Sinanthropus Peki

NENSIS. F. Weidenreich. Geological

Survey of China, ^ehpei. Chun-

king, 1943.

The Fossil Evidence for Human Evo-

lution W. E. Clark. Universitv of

Chicago Press, Chicago. 1964.

Mankind in the Making, W. Howells.

Doubledav & Company, Inc.. Gar-

den City. 1959.

UP THE SLIDE
Mountaineering: The Freedom of the

Hills The Climbing Committee of

the Mountaineers. Vail-Ballou

Press, Inc., Binghamton, 1970.

Mountaineering. A. Blackshaw.

Penguin Books, Inc., Baltimore,

1968.

Basic Rockcraft. R. Bobbins. La

Siesta Press, Glendale, 1970.

COSTUMES OF THE EAST
History of Costume, B. Payne. Har-

per & Row, New York, 1965.

Folk and Festival Costume of the

World. R. T. Wilcox. Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York, 1965.

The Fashionable Lady in the Nine-

teenth Century. C. H. Gibbs-

Smith. Victoria and Albert Mu-

seum, London. 1960.

THE EARLY WARNING
OF THE TERNS
Pollutant Concentrations in Abnor-

mal Young Terns from Long Is-

land Sound. H. Hays and R.

Risebrough. The Auk. in press.

Peregrine Falcon Populations. J. .1.

Hickey, ed. University of Wiscon-

sin Press, Madison, 1969.

THE SEA SNAKES ARE COMING
The Alien Animals. G. Lavcock. Bal-

lantine Books, New York. 1970.

Central American SeaLevel Canal

I. Rubinoff. Science. August. 1968.

Poisonous and Venomous Marine Ani-

mals OF the World, B. W. Hal-

stead. U.S. Government Printing

Office. Washington. 1965.

THE ROAD TO ANI
Armenian Architecture. E. Utudjian.

Editions Albert Morance. Paris,

1968.

ARMENIA: Travels and Studies. Vol. 1.

H. F. B. Lynch. Longmans, Green,

& Co.. London. 1901.

Wilderness Holiday
...in a birdwatchers paradise-the upi

reaches of the Amazon in Colombia H;

dreds of exotic tropical species, Eas

reached by an. Stay at El Dorado Locl(

new and comfortable; excellent meals; swi

ming pool. Guides and boats included, Fi

week. $298, R,T, air fare from Miami, $lf

Call toll-free 1-800-325-2591 or write: f

venture Associates. Outdoors BIdg., Colu

bla, Mo. 65201.

Looking for a UNIQUE toui
"Thru the Lens" Tours offer the

worldwlije travel program designei

the camera fan. We select picture

places ... and seek the ultimat

"human Interest." We use prl

l'

transportation so we can stop w
ever and wherever we want to.

venture off the beaten paths of toi

travel so you may photograph sell

seen places of outstanding beaut

J,,
you like leisurely travel and supi

r ,#{ accommodations, you'll love our unT^m picture-taking tours. More than 60
CiM"4 elgn and domestic tours, led by ex
" photographers. WRITE FOR BROCHI

THRU THE LENS TOURS, INC.
5301 Laurel Canyon Blvd., D«pt NH-11
North Hollywood, California 91C07

Send 25e for Illustrated Catalog
Minerals — Fossils — Indian Artifacts

DOVER SCIENTIFIC — Box 601 IC
Long Island City. N.Y. 11106

WHEN YOU WRITE TO
NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINI
about a change of address, renewal of subscri

tion, billing, or any kind of adjustment, ser

the present address label from the magazir

wrapper.

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks in advance.

You can use this form to lell us about a mov
or order a subscription.

Change of address—attach your address labi

in the dotted area and fill in your new addre:

below, clip and mail to: Natural History Magi
zine, Reader Services, Box 2927, Boulde

Colorado 80302.

A new subscription—Check box and fill in nam
and address bei"'.
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Every day is Recycling Day
in a steel mill.

Recycling is "old hat" to the steel in-

dustry. For the past 30 years, more

than half the raw material used to make

new steel has been old steel. Today's

cans and cars and carpet tacks and

thousands o( other products are made
from steel recycled from yesterday's

cars and carpet tacks and thousands of

other products-29,000,000 tons' worth

last year alone.

What's new is the steel industry's pro-

gram to help collect used cans-all

kinds of cans—and to recycle all the

steel cans it can get.

Tinplate Producers
American Iron and Steel Institute

STEEL—the recycled material.
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The real

The lifeblood of our technological

civilization is energy from fossil fuels.

But easily accessible domestic

reserves continue to diminish as

demand steadily increases.

. #>

artist: lippold The Metropolitan Museum ol An

The ideal

A practical way to harness the pure,

clean force of the sun, source of every

energy form man has ever known.

Man must perfect techniques to extract

from nature's abundance greater

quantities of supplemental energy.

Perhaps giant satellite solar cells;

perhaps proven safe atomic fission.

Or perhaps he will be encouraged
to seek greater yield from known natur;

reserves and synthetics without disturb

ing either the ecology or the economy.

Whatever the answers, they must be

found while we still have the energy to

find them.

AtlantJcRichfieldCompany <>
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A rusty moon hovers ov

sunlit cliffs in a landsca^

no man has ever walked

There's an undiscoverea

world you don't have to

an astronaut to see. A
world of simple, ordinal

things, like the burnt wc

and rusty nail you see hi

All you need is a

Minolta SR-T 101. And a

MC Rokkor macro lens.

Macrophotography has

never been easier. To ad^

exposure, you simply ali

two indicators in the

viewfinder. The finder is

always at maximum
brightness until the

moment of exposure, am
a scale shows the exact

shutter speed setting.

With a Minolta SR-T 101,

nothing interrupts your

photographic stream of

consciousness.

Minolta

Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped with a
patented "CLC" through-the-lens metering sys-

tem that automatically compensates to prevent
under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast
situations.

The meter-coupled Rokkor 50mm f/3.5 macro
lens automatically remains at maximum aper-
ture to keep the viewfinder bright until the in-

stant of exposure. All adjustment for macro
exposure is completely automatic regardless of
magnification ratio.

Other meter-coupled Rokkor lenses range
from fisheye to long-range telephoto. Each has
a patented bayonet mount for quick, effortless

changing, without re-aligning aperture or ASA
settings.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag,

Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are warranted by
Minolta Corporation against defects m work-
manship and materials for two years from date
of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage.
The camera will be serviced at no charge pro-

vided it is returned within the warranty period,
postpaid, securely packaged and including $2.00

j

for mailing, handling and insurance.

The MC Macro Rokkor is about $190. The
SR-T 101 is priced from about $265, depending
on your choice of f/1.7, f/1.4 or f/1.2 normal
lens. The SR-T 100 is about $220. For illustrated
literature write to Minolta Corp., 200 Park
Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10003. In Canada:
Anglophoto Ltd., P.O.
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For Thorenu, it lias strictly a case of "nnii hear it. mm »<<» ilnn't.

12 IMMORTALITY AM) THF. KRKKy.INC, OF III M \N HOIUKS
Jiihn P. Wiley. Ir.. and I. K. Sherman

People who have considered cryonir suspension as an alternatife tn the men-
table range from the unrealistically hopeful to the realistically cmd.

21 A I'ORIR \rr Ol- TINKKHS lirynn MacMahm
PhiitimniiiliK In Miilhiii\ (tiiiirr\ili>rlf

Irrliiiiil's uarulcrins ijciiple fair an uncertain fulurr iiith •/ f../.'ii. !</..< l-irii

itf necessity and a fierce adherence tn traditional itays.

M6 WKRn (;ILI-S \M) RF.CYCI.KI) STINCS «nrren Xeiller

Rriiutiful hut nut deadly, nudihranchs cmhmly a variety of ruriiiu^—and ef-

fective -iidniilntiiins fur life in a iinrld of iiredalnrs.
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Holirrt van den Rosch

In expose nf the dirhlnrn-diphenyltrichlitrnelhane sprayers, the "dangrrnus

drug users" nf the cotton industry
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l.ikc a shadiiw frnm the depths liHims iine of nature's must efhi lenl hiinlery
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Because the eonipulsii)ns aiul

frustrations ol bird watchers ha\e

long interested Donald Zochert.

writer for The Chicago Daily
News, he was able to recognize the

problems Thoreau faced in identi-

fying a common species of sparrow.

Thoreau, unable to classify the bird,

called it the "seringo." Zochert,

who has a B.A. in English from
Elmhurst College, finds "a kind of

balm for the amateur ornithologist

in the failure of this most observant

of men to positively identify his

prey." A case study of the content

and ideology of popular science in a

pioneer village and a biography of

James Clyman, American frontiers-

man, are Zochert "s current projects.

Cryoblologist J. K. Sherman has

studied the many effects of coolins,... ,
' E^

treezmg, and rewarming on the

protoplasm of various cells and tis-

sues, as well as the low-temperature

preservation of living cells, espe-

cially mammalian gametes. Sher-

man, a professor of anatomy at the

I niversity of Arkansas School of

Medicine, has a Ph.D. in zoology

from the Universilv ol Iowa.

Verv lew "outsiders' can speak
Slielta. the language of the Irish tin-

kers. Bryan MacMahon, whose
concern with these nomadic trades-

men is a natural adjunct to his key
role in the revival of interest in

Irish arts and traditions, learned the

language by living with tinkers in

their roadside encampments. B\

turns a folklorist, poet, playwright,

novelist, lecturer, and ballad
maker, MacMahon received early

recognition as a leading figure in

Irish literature. He is now principal

teacher at Scoil Realta Na Maidine
2 (Morning Star No. 2 School) in

Lislowel, County Kerry.

The photographs of the Irish tin-

kers are the work of Mathias Op-
persdorff, a photographer whose
assignments have taken him to

Mexico, Europe, and India. He is

currently on his third trip to

Arabia, where he hopes to "record
on film the rapidly disappearing ro-

mance of the old Arab life-style be-

fore it becomes completely Coca-
Colaized." Oppersdorff who has a

M.A. in international relations from

American Ijniversitv in Washi
ton. D.C., previouslv photograpl

"Death in Chamula" for Natui
History M\(;azine. January, 19f

Warren Zeiller was first

li acted by the lovely nudibram

while he was doing the reseai

for a book covering a broad rai

of invertebrates. Curator of

Miami Seaquarium, he has m;

lareful observations of the hatchii

process of nudibranchs in an opi

system a(juarium. This, togelh

with other studies, has providi

him with an insight into the life

these shell-less mollusks. Zeill

earned a B.S. in anitiial husband;



•Ill (^ilorado -Slalc I nivcrsitv and

•onlinuiiig his cxpfriiiifntal work

ihf mainlfnanic ol riiaiim- in-

rlflirali's in at|uariuins.

(>i>aulhor of "FIv in ihe Sun-

w." Terrv Ashley investigalcd

rlijicslivc procfssfs ol lar-

)tc)us jjlants while W(jrk.itig wilh

sc|)li F. Gt-nnaro. As a n-sult ol

jl fxperience, she found Iiit

111- in r\ tologv—|)arli(ularl\ in

• siuiiv of lh(* roiTclalion hctwccn

uiiun- and function in dilfcrcnl

^anisms. Shf is now on a post-

clcirai fellowship al llif Univer-

\ of I>i'thhri<l{jf. Alhi-rla, Ginada.

icrc she is studvinj; the end-to-

d associations ol chroniosonies

d their kinetoehore orientation.

shlev is also researehinj; thi

uises iif eurls postlertiliAilion fail-

re» in interspeeilie plant hvlirids.

he received a I'll.!), in j;enelii-

(tin Florida Stale I lUNcrsitv.

Josepli F. (.i-nnaro. Jr.. lui"

ecu experinienlini; with new re-

•anh tiMhnii|ue-. invoKinf; the

arMiin>: elei Iron microscope. I he

ne. ihnieiision.d representations

ri>\ided l>\ this Mistruni)-nt lia>e

iven re.searchers a major new tool

)r the inveslijiation of lower orjja-

ism-. The photographs ol -undi-w

lanls. takiii l»\ llarhara I'anosu

-one of his student-, who has an

l)idin;i passion for carniMirous

ilanis rcpresciii another .i-pect ol

WE NEVER HAVE TO GO TOO EAR
CO get our Chnscmas rrcc. The v\'ihk1s around

Jack Daniel's Hollow arc lillcJ

with them. We hope that you

won't have to go to too much

crouhle getting ready for the

holidays either. So you cm
sit hack .wd truK' enjoy this

happiest ol all seasons.
C>RC)P

TENNESSEE WHISKEY • 90 PROOF BY CHOICE c i»'i ikh Ow-t o.«i.ii».f. i»<>< i««m»« fior it

DISIILIED AND BOTTLED BY JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY • LYNCHBURG (POP. 361). lENN.



The
Magnificent

Diplomat

No other fountain pen is

"built" lil<e the magnificent
MONTBLANC! Man-size-big
enough to fill a man's grip

and take a man's handling.

Exclusive, extra-large, 18-karat

gold point with etched facing

assures super-smooth writing

action, responds to pen pres-

sure, and gives a man a new
"personality on paper". Its

giant ink capacity is a man-
pleasing feature too!

Many pen experts here and
abroad consider the MONT-
BLANC to be the finest pen
ever designed. It's Europe's
most prized pen, classic in

beauty, unmatched in writing

ease. There's a MONTBLANC
point, from extra fine to triple

broad, to suit every hand.

$39 is a small price for this

superb writing instrument-
a lifetime gift imported by
Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph,
Inc., 212 North St., Blooms-
bury, N. J. 08804. Beautifully

gift boxed. Engraving op-
tional at low cost. Other
MONTBLANC pens at $8.50

to $1,550. Desk sets in choice
onyxes from $38.00 to $110.00.

At line stores 3nd pen shops every-

where, inrludinii Abercrombie &
Filch, NY.C . ChicoKo & San
(fd/irisro, Bloomingdale-s, Alfred
Dunhill, Goldsmith Bros., NY.C :

Dayton's, Minneapolis; Golden
Gale Pen Co., Haverhill's, I. D.
Browne, ,s,in Frjnctst_o: Fahrney's,

Wast, , DC Filcne'i, Shreve
Crump & Low, Hoston; I. Magnin,
C.i/ir, Ore . Wosh.: Marshall
Field, Chicigo. A. Pomeraniz,
Philadelphia: Siegel's Stationery,

iummit, N I . and at leading col-

lege bookstores and stationers.

MONTBLANC is a registered trademark

r.l M..nlMdnc Simpio GMBH. Hamburg. Germany

these experiments. Gennaro, proles-

sor of biology at New York Univer-

sitv, takes to his life raft when eye-

strain causes a headache. The dog

makes sure that Gennaro goes in

the right direction.

Robert van den Bosch's advo-

cacy of the bioltjgical control of in-

sects can be traced back to 1947,

when he began his career as Super-

vising Entomologist of the Westside

Alfalfa Pest Control Association.

Dos Palos, California. Since then,

he has become increasinglv dis-

turbed by the continued misuse of

Japan. Van den Bosch is chairm,

of the Division of Biological Si

ences and professor oi entomoloji

at the University of California

Berkeley, where he obtained h

Ph.D. in entomology.

His interest in how nervous sys

tems control behavior, and the rela

tion of laboratory studies in neu

rophvsiology to the behavior o

animals in their natural enyiron

pesticides in insect control pro-

grams. His research interests in in-

tegrated pest control, the ecology

and biology of parasitic and pre-

dacious insects, and the biosys-

tematics of aphids have led to field

work in Europe. North and East Af-

rica, the Near East, Pakistan, and

ments, led Edward S. Hodgson t

his present study of sharks. Hod^

son is chairinan of the biology di

partment at Tufts Dniversity and

research associate at The Americai

Museum's Lerner Marine Labora

tory in Bimini. Here he anesthesize

a lemon shark preparatory to opci

ating on its no.se and removing ih

organs thai control iaste and smell.



Varig presents two tours

that begin with the

most breathtaking sight

you'll ever see.

Until you see the next one.
typical tours to untypical places.

e SOUTH AMERICA CLASSIC for

tance will take you and only 23

lers to Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay,
gentina. Chile and Peru.

ur 29 day travel adventure will

gin in Rio with its fantastic views

jm Corcovado and Sugarloaf and
ntinue on from one awe-inspiring

5ht to another. Like Peru's Cuzco-
achu Picchu, the scene of the rise

d fall of the ancient Inca empire.

^d Iguassu Falls, 275 cascades in a

le and a half crescent more spec-

cular than Niagara Be sure to

ing your wide angle lens to capture

e sweeping architecture of Brasilia

a super modern world of tomorrow
roughl from a wilderness.

ie highlight of THE CLASSIC is a five

ly visit to the GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

-one of the most fascinating and
ast-visiled places in the world,

'hen Charles Darwin first set foot

)re 1 35 years ago, it inspired him to

rjte the "Origin of the Species ".

landing in his footsteps you will see

etty much what he saw because
ese islands are still one of the

ost untouched centers of natural

>auty in the world. You will be able

see and photograph rare varl-

ies of unusual birds and animals

A cruise ship will be your floating

hotel as you go from island to island.

Of course there's much more and
you'll want to read about it in our bro-

chure; but it all starts when you board

your Varig jet for Rio de Janeiro.

And Rio is your first stop on our

adventurous safari to Africa and
Botswana On our BOTSWANA SAFARI

only nine persons per departure

—

accompanied by an experienced host

—will explore this unspoiled land.

Botswana (formerly the Bechuana-

land Protectorate) resembles Hem-
ingway's Africa of decades ago and

the very cadence of the names of the

places you'll see foretell what may be

the most unforgettable 20 days of

your life. Maun and Lake Ngami.

Tsodilo Hills and Shaknwc. Oka-
vango, Khwai River, Moremi Game
Reserve. The Savuti Marshes, Chobe
National Park and Victoria Falls.

You'll see few humans other than

possibly bushmen whose ancestors

have lived there for half a million

years.

But you will see and photograph

Wildlife Perhaps o lone lion on route

too watering pincc Great herds of

buffalo, wildcboesto, zebra

and impala

On Varlg's BOTSWANA SAFARI you

will of course travel m comfort. Some
of the camps and lodges are new

—

having been especially created for

these safaris.

Whichever of our untypical tours you
choose, you'll enjoy Vang's justifi-

ably famous on-board service.

Service that has earned South Amer-
ica's largest airline the reputation as

the world's most elegant way to fly.

Ask your travel agent about these

tours or write to us, Vang Brazilian

Airlines.

SOUTH AMERICA AND AFRICA
ARE VARIG PLACES

Department NH12
Bo« 360. Radio City Station

New York. N.Y. 10019

Plonip «fr>t1 brochum I «m mteretted

in n SOUTH AMERICA CLASSIC
D BOTSWANA SAFARI
M.«l
Mn
Mf

Varig Mrvee South Anwrtea. Africa af>d Japan
Irom New York. Miami and Loe Angalet



Letters
Which Way Will You Be Lead?

What is a reader to believe;'

I received in today's mail a clippirio;

from the September 19 Morristown

(Tennessee) Citizen Tribune and ha\e

just finished reading:

The current move toward unleaded

gasoline for cars is the kind of mis-

leading and irrelevant course of ac-

tion that makes a solution to air pol-

lution seem impossible. First of all,

there is no evidence that lead in the

atmosphere, from automobiles or anv

other soiu-ce, poses a health hazard.

Spokesmen for the U.S. Surgeon

General, the American Medical As-

sociation, the U.S. Public Health

Service, and the World Health Orga-

nization have all said that lead in the

atmosphere is not now nor foreseen

to be a threat U> health.

Then the October. 1971, issue of

N.\TURAL History Magazine arrived.

And in the article "Greetings from Los

Angeles," bv Ira J. Winn, I read:

Lead is also a deadlv poison. ... Its

effects are cumulative and result in a

large number of health problems, be-

ginning with such symptoms as fa-

tigue, dizziness, cramps, and head-

aches, and eventually leading to a

variety of disorders that can end in

paralysis, brain damage, and death.

A number of scientists suspect low-

level lead poisoning as a cause of

manN of our ills.

Contusing, al least, wouldn't vou sav?

James L. Bailey

Director, Educational Service

Tennessee Department of Conservation

Editor's Note:

Mr. Bailey's letter raises some inter-

esting questions. To satisfy our curios-

ity, we tracked down the story that ap-

peared in t.'ie Morristown newspaper.

We found it had come from Editor's Di-

sesl in New York, a division of Planned

Communication Services, Inc.. a com-

pany that writes and distributes stories

to small-circulation newspapers on be-

half of corporate and industrial clients.

This slorv. it turns out. originali-d with

the L\id Industries Association (LIA)

in New York. LIAs public relations

firm. Hill & Knowlton. funneled the in-

formation for the story to Editor's Di-

gest. We note in passing that readers of

the Morristown paper had no way of

knowing that a story about lead in air

|)cillution originated with the Lead In-

dustries Association.

The Author Replies:

The campaign against environmen-

talism is now moving into high gear and

readers should be advi.sed to expect an

outpouring of half-truths, invective, ob-

fuscation. and plain old lies as the pol-

luters go all out to convince the people

that all is well with things just as they

are; that anyone who criticizes the sys-

tem is a disaster-monger: and thai in-

dustry is prepared to lead the way in

the antipollution struggle and doesn't

need any advice from onlookers or anv

regulation from the federal government.

But the carefully planted and phony

stories aimed at lulling growing public

fear of airborne lead poisoning from au-

tomobile exhaust are a superb example

of just why the general public and the

scientific community should have a de-

ciding voice in matters of environmen-

tal concern and why federal control

over air polluters is essential if we are

to avoid a public health disaster.

These planted fables show how I he

polluters' campaign gears up when tin-

economic chips are down. Lets look at

how the deck is really stacked, as seen

by some genuine experts.

Dr. Henry A. Schroder of the Trace

Elements Laboratory of Dartmouth Col-

lege, one of the worlds foremost au-

thorities on the cfTects of metals on the

human ImkIv. slates Haliv:

Airborne lead is largely a result of

anti-knock additives to gasoline in

the form of tetraethyl or tetramethyl

lead. . . . Lead offers a potential and

imminent hazard to human health.

. . . We have found enough lead in

vegetation growing besidi- a secon-

dary highway (up to 200 parts per

million) to abort a cow subsisting on

this vegetation. The concentration

has trebled in six years. . . . Evi-

dence of a biochemical abnormality

in persons exposed to urban air con-

centrations of lead is beirinning to

appear. There is little doubl thai

the present rate of pollution, disc

due to lead toxicity will eme
within a few years.

R. A. Kehoe. a specialist in h

Inxicology. reports that 30 to 40
|

cent of lead inhaled bv humans is

sorbed intr) the body, while only .5
[

cent of the lead intake from water ;

food is absorbed.

Dr. John R. Goldsmith, head of i

demiologv for the California Dep:

ment of Public Health, finds that

blood lead levels in persons living n.

a freeway are markedly higher than

persons living in relatively clean coaf

air a mile from that freeway.

Tsaihwa J. Chow, a speciahst on le

at the Scripps Institution of Oce.i

ography, reports that concentrations

lead in plants growing near highw;

are many times higher than what

found away from traffic. Dr. Chow,

internationally acknowledged expert

lead and a consultant to the Natioi

Research Council, has taken stroi

public exception to a news release

sued bv the Council about its SOO-pa;

lead study published last summe
Chow, who had worked on the sluH

charged that the release distorted ll

essence of the report and gave "a fal

sense of security and well-being." D

Chow made clear that airborne Ice

threatens health in most urban area

including virtually the entire Los A
geles basin, and the hazard is not lir

ited to central cities. No other tox

chemical pollutant has accumulated i

man to the extent of lead, which pos(

"an identifiable, current threat to ll

general population. "' he said.

Airborne lead in the cities studiei

Chow concludes, has been increasir

about r> percent per year or 55.7 pe

cent for Los Angeles in the 196(

alone.

Peculiarly, the NRC press release ii

dicated that "some" cities studie

showed increases, whereas the report i

self states that 17 out of the 19 siti

studied showed large increases in ai

borne lead. The news release stated tli;

the average American ingests more lea

than he inhales, a statement sure t

mislead the public simply because mos

lead taken in through the mouth is e)

creled. while that taken into the king



flaini'rl Id a mufli higher dpffrcr.

Thi' rcli-am- arpurd that two to ihrrt'

cs as tnuih lead is added to the envi-

ment in the fomi of paint pigments

I miial products as in the form of

ohm- additives, a fa<t of dubious

c (insiderinc; that n-lalivelv few

(pli- iiiuneh on paint or eat ear bal-

es. And to lop off the siniplislie non-

se thai was haiideil out to the press

I wideK einulated. the NRf! re-

se-in |)art writleii b\ a former I'ni-

e of one of the world's leadinf! pro-

rs of lead additives for ijasiline—

I that "onjv vounp children and

taiii ^rou|)s of workers face potential

ilh haziirds fn)m airborne lead."

rhap- to the polluters anil profiteers.

\ is a nice clean adjective to place

front of lead-poisoned children.

In -iitn. I can onl\ remind the read-

public that ihi- price of clean air.

the prii-e of libertv. is eternal vifjil-

•. I'he foxes are still lrvin<; to guard

henhou.se. and if \ou don't iH-lieve

go outside one stinking dav in Los

geles. lake a deep breath, and re-

Imt what .Admiral Kickover oh-

ved: "You don't ha\e to Im- a hi-ti to

•II a rotten egg."

Iinl. Wiw

i Kind to Your Links in the Marsh

I reail Oealuri- Irmn tin- Marsh

h some interest and rather mon-

lusemenl. because one of tlw \rtiiv

• ihal reiurs to memor\ when 1

ve bi'cn standing loo long in the sun

lilions: "Ke kind to vour frienrls in

swamp, for ,i duck nia\ Ih- some-

riv's mother."

Personallv I could be more easilv em-

rrass4-d bv mv des<'> ndants than bv

^ ancestors. Also, a* a farmi-r and a

cological pragmatisl. I have a great

i|)ecl for existing animals. I figure

i-se creatures had what il look <ir the\

ulil not have reachi-d llie here and

iW.

Mv admir.ilion extends backwani

rough all the hvpolhelical "missing

iks" lo our plain old i'onlemponir\

illfrog, who wears Ins bram all over

* nervous svslem. neviT has a head-

he. toothache, allergies, or psv-

lological hang-u|>s. 'Ilie one liial lived

our springlioust- for twenl> veam, I

lied "( ir.iiiilpoi)" lb kni-w more

about me than I knew about him anil 1

respected him for it.

I do not respect the recent gener-

ation of biologists who learned about

animals from rats in res«'arch cages and

seem strangelv deficient in horse sense,

a colloi|uial term that nteans more to a

horseman than mv dictionarv admits.

To us oldsters, the term implies a dan-

gerouslv cannv use of one's quick and

sensitive perception.

•A hundred and fiftv sheep, four

ei[uines. four bovines. two canines, and

a multiplication of felines grace our hill.

In each genus certain individuals have

made fuller use of their potentialities

than others. In this regard. I am prob-

ablv the worse failure.

J. (). H\K\KV

Gladi- Siiriitu. I ir/iiniii

Her Men Rupture Easily . . .

In the .ntii Ic (jialuii- Irom the

Marsh." Loren Eiselev writes: ".\s lor

man. he is no diflTerenl from the rest.

His back aches, he mjitures easiK. his

women have ilifliculties in childbirth,

all because he has struggled up upon his

hind legs wilhiiul having achieved a

(M-rfecl ailjustment to his new posture."

This statement implies that women,

who make up more than half the human

race, are not Ivpical membei-s ul the

sjiecies. to Im- included in auN accurate

ilescri|)liiin of the whole, but second.irv

form-, defmeil iinK in relation to the

III, lie minoritv. In Kiselex's terms, men

do not simplv In-long to the sjtecies

Homo siipiem: ihev conslilule that -im--

cies and their gender exemplide- it-

norms. 'Iliis isn't science -it's sexism.

In illustration of this |Hiinl. tr\ the

pas,s;ige the oihiT wav around: ",'\s for

the human In-ing. she is no dilTen-nl

from the ri'sl. Her Itiick aches, shi- has

ilinicullies in childbirth, her men nip-

lure e.isilv , .
."

\l\l\ v.. (iHMIWI

\-,t York. N.» )..,k

Society for the Proteclion

ol Tiger and Fox

.After reading "I Wiiil to the AiimikiI

Kair , . . the Tiger anil Kox wen-

then." I fell that Judith Shapiro cer-

l.iinK wa"n'l in agrifineni with lheorie«

presented in 7'/ie /;H/icf(ii/ tninial con-

cerning man's relationship lo other

animals, but I couldn't figure out ex-

actly why. Then I realized that the

reviewer seemed to |jelie\e that she. as

a woman, was the object of an attempt

bv the authors to somehow demote her

fair sex. Time after lime she demon-

strates her abilitv lo use sentences "de-

ceptivelv connected bv a 'thus' or a

'therefore' in the al(S«'nce of empirical

justification .ind sometimes with a total

disregard for clemcnlarv logic" in sup-

)Hirling her claim.

I would like to list three points on

which I disiigree with the reviewer:

1. Just Ix-caiise male and female off-

spring come from the satm- parents

doesn't mean thex will inherit thi- s.ime

abilitii-s.

2. There are manv wavs to reali»-

tnilh: and intuition, inslinclive knowl-

edge, when it is allowed to surface

through the confusion of conscious

thought, is most reliable. Not exerxone

must take "the arduous paths lo||ow)-d

li\ |)olitical theorists and moral philoso-

phers." Rules should Im- a companion,

rather than a guiile.

.'V A person who n-fuses to gi\i- up

an old idea when a new and more lie-

lievable idea is presented is a person

who slows the changes that must iM-cur

with the continuing evolution of man. I

consider the fact that IVo|ess<ir TigiT

changed his altituib- towanl "those who

s<-ek to exploit the obvious intercs) ol

this lopir li\ oncring intellectual short-

cuts to siiliilions" as a liold displax o|

iM'hcf in his new ihi-ories. Mav others

SIM in follow.

If rllflrrl. MittMlihiisrIh

Judith Shapiro's i rilii al review of the

IMipiiiar literature on the animal origins

of human iM-havior contains some i-x-

cellenl |Miints. bill lends |o |M-r)H-luale

soiiii' iniscom epiions. |)inen'liies In--

tween cultures arc ollcn l.ikiMi to lui-.in

somellnng alMiul the |Hiwer of learning

.ind ihi- lack of grnelic innui-nee. If I

.im not misliiken, iinle* llierf were jwi-

led croiwbn-«'ding Im-Iwivii Iwo cul-

tures, differences JM-lween the*' cul-

Uirrn do not nile oul the |M>*iibilil\ of

geneiii causation.

(.\H\ 1,. (;HH.oin

litiWon/ frofrxtor of l't\i hi>liii:\

I niirrMli of I liih
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Elusive SeringOhyEl Dounlii Zixhcii

A/lint is tluit sound tJuit lumuts me so?

The vi'llow Irami' house at 73

lain Slrt'fl. Concord, caught the

jrniiif; sun high on its roof. It was

)"clock, the first day of .Mav.

852. A door opened, and Henrv
>avid Th(»reau stepped out into the

)arlwav. Ilie skv was ch-ar. the air

nging. the fiehls while with frost.

Thoreau sauntered down the

Ireel toward the railroad depot,

roni thi- great, shivering oak be-

ind the station came the swift and

•V jingh- of a chipping sparrow,

onoring a new dav. For a moment
"horeau slop()ed and listened, thi'n

pgan his long, familiar walk to his

cliffs"' in the woods to the south.

It wa.s on this walk that his ear

aught another song, stranger than

lie first—an earth soutld he lalled

1— fine and metallic. It was to

launt him for the remainder of his

lavs, lliis is the slorv of the strange

(nil mysterious seringo. Thori'au's

•fforts to identify it. and the

hanges thai il rang in the most oh-

eryant of men.

There seemed, at first, to he little

louhl about the seringo;

"1 hear the note of the shv Sa-

vannah sparrow, that plump bird

vitli a (lark-slreaked breast that

iins and hides in the grass."

Ilioreau wrote in his journal. "I

tear it now from deep in the sod—
or there is h.irdly grass vet. ("he

)ird kee|)s so low you do not see il.

k'ou do not suspect how manv there

ire till at length their heails appear,

llie word srrinfid reminds me of its

lole—as if il wiTC produced by

lome kind of line metallic s|>ring. Il

s an earth-sound."

The next da\. howeyer. he was

ess certain: 'T think that mv
leringo-bird has not the m.nk'< ol

the .Saviiinah s[>arrow." he puzzled.

"L>oks like a chip-bird, or did I see

a spot on its breast?" Later, when
he hearrl the seringo sing from an

apple tree, he felt sure "it must be

one of the species of song sparrow."

Only one thing was clear—the

song of the seringo seemed dis-

lincliye enough lo identify easily by

ear. The yery afternoon that

Ilioreau hi'ard il singing from the

apple tree, he also heard it.s note

sounding from the railroad, "like

the dropping of a file, or any bit of

steel, on an anyil."

Not until two weeks after he first

recorded the seringo in his journ.d

did he gel a good look al the bird it-

self. "My seringo-bird is n-ddisli-

brown," he <»bserved. "with a spot

on the breast an<l other marks, two

whitish lines on back, and some
white in tail; runs in the grass, so

that vou see nothing of it |even?|

where the gras.s is yerv low; and

sings standing on a tuft of grass and

holding its bead up the while."

These welcome details sened
only to confuse the issue, for the ap-

pearance of the seringo seemed to

fit the song sparrow, or pcrh.ips anv

sparrow with dark lines conserging

on the bri'.ist. while its beh.iyior

si'cmed to describe the grasshopper

sparrow more than the savanna.

Furlliermore, when 'ilioreau hail

the o|iportunil\ later in the month

to consult .Audubon's Hirils of
Amrrira in the .Slate llousi' al llos-

ton. he came away convinced, lor

the moment, of one thing: "Ww
seringo-bird cannot be ihr Sa-

vannah sparrow." lie gave no rea-

son lor his conclusion.

I'horeau's journal for IH.'>2 con-

t.nn.H onlv one more reference lo the

seringo: he heard il singing from a

p<)sl at noon and observed a light

streak over its eve. Two vears

passed before the seringo winged

back into the journal, as mysterious

as before.

"Heard the bav-winged sparrow

in the redeemed meadows."
Thoreau noted in April of \K>X.

and then went back to cross out the

words bav-winfi. In their place he

wrote in pencil. "One of the se-

ringos." That change was almost

certainly made after he oliserved

the seringo again six weeks later.

"The bav-wing sparrow ap-

p.irentiv is not mv seringo. after

•ill." he wnile. "What is the s«»-

ringo'.'' I see some with clear,

dirty-yellow breasts, but others, as

lo-ilav, with white breasis, dark-

streaked. Hoth ha\e the yellow oyer

eve and the while line on crown,

ami agree in siz«', but I have s«>«'n

onlv one with distinct yellow on

wings. Both the lasl. i.e. I'xeepI

onlv the bav-wing. iilirr the

.seringo-nole. .Are they both yellow-

winged sparrows'/ or is the white-

breasted wilh sireaks the Savannah

sparrow'/"

Vl'hat is the seringo'/ Another

\e.ir went b\ without .u\ answi-r to

the ipiestion. Then, again in Aprd.

he heard the first seringo of the sea-

son and resumed the i|u<-s|. "The
duskvish crown is ili\ideil b\ a

lighter line." Thoreau n-iiorled.

"Alnive il is ashv-lirown and drab,

a streak of lemon yellow over the

r\v; some brownish drab or bav

making a simiI on wings; while line;*

diverging mini throat; reddish h'gs

.igainsi sun: breast and sides

dashed. Il has nol the note of Nut-

t.iH's Sivannah, nor, inelhinkA. the
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lilackness of Wilson's. Is it the

passerina, which Nuttall does not

describe?" (In a note to this

question, Thoreau answers with an

emphatic "Yes," adding that Nut-

tall calls the bird F. savanarum.

But he remained unconvinced.)

For all the detail Thoreau had as-

sembled in three years, he was no

closer to an identification of the elu-

sive seringo. He seemed, indeed, to

have wandered into a forest he

could not see for the trees. Yet in

the fall, lounging on the bank of a

brook and watching "a flock of

seringos, perhaps Savannah spar-

rows" flitting about the alders and

dogwood, he felt compelled once

again to add to his growing hoard of

particulars.

"At last I saw one resting a mo-

ment to prune himself, and in this

operation he opened his plumage

very thoroughly to me. Distinct yel-

low eyebrows, extending round be-

neath the bill: tail blackish or

dusky; primaries bay or chestnut;

secondaries edged with white; some
white lines on shoulders; pale flesh-

colored bill and legs; toward vent

beneath, pure white."

"The air is full of birds,"

Tlioreau wrote the following spring,

"and as I go down the causeway, I

distinguish the seringo note." It

was an annual call to mystery, this

spring singing of the seringo. Now
he tried to catch the seringo by its

song. "The seringo also sits on a

post, with a very distinct yellow

line over the eye, and the rhythm of

its strain is ker chick/ker che/ker-

char r-r-r-r/chick, the last two bars

being the part chiefly heard." But

this brought him no real solution.

Then, late in May he stumbled

upon a clue he had not considered

before—he located a "seringo or

yellow-browed sparrow's nest" con-

taining four eggs. "The nest of

coarse stubble, lined with fine

grass, and is two thirds at least cov-

ered by a jutting sod. Egg. bluish-

white ground, thickly blotched with

brown, yet most like a small

ground-bird's egg, rather broad at

one end, pretty fresh."

When he examined the plates of

Audubon and Wilson, Thoreau dis-

covered that the eggs of the savanna

sparrow "are of a pale bluish color,

softly mottled with purplish

brown." The conclusion seemed
clear to him. As he noted in his jour-

nal, the egg of the savanna sparrow

"is apparently mv seringo's eg

Two summers passed before

found a similar nest—"small a

deep and low in the grass of t

pasture "—but the eggs proved to

different from those of the serin

There the quest rested until I

spring of 1859, when Thort

turned brieflv once again to his

ringo. Walking along Swampsc
Beach near Lynn, Massachuset

he noted that he could "hear a

see the seringo in fields next t

shore."

These birds, he remarked, h

"no noticeable yellow shouldt

pure whitish beneath, dashed thrc

and a dark-brown line of dash

along the sides of the body." Whi
he returned to Concord, he foui

the seringo of his home fields "a

parently or perhaps a little small

and less distinctly whitish beneai

and with a less distinct dark line c

the sides, but breast equally dashe

with brown. Did not see the yello

shoulder, and the head was a littl

less yellow. Also note of ours aj

parently more feeble, first part lik

a watch-spring, last more ringin

and clear in both birds."

Thus ended his single brief at

tempt at comparative field identi

fication—as well as his search fo

the true sparrow he called seringo

Perhaps he finally realized the diffi

culties of positively identifying tht

seringo, the possible confusion o

subspecies, the thicket posed bi

changes in plumage. Bradford Tor

rey, who annotated Thoreau's pur
nals when they were finally pub

lished, concluded that in most casei

the seringo was probably the sav

anna sparrow, "but it may some

times have been the yeUow-winged

or grasshopper, sparrow, or even, a:

Thoreau once suspected, the grass

finch, or vesper sparrow. It is quit*

likely that at times the bird he sav

was not the bird he heard."

Perhaps, too, it was just as wel

that the seringo remained elusive

and unidentified, ringing its eartl

sound in the mind and memory ol

Henry David Tlioreau. For his

health was beginning to fail.

Nine years and four days after hf

began his search for the seringo.

and a year before his death in May,

1862, Thoreau sat at his table ir

Concord and wrote a single line ir

his journal. It said simply: "Heat

the seringo note."

It was the last time. i

lo
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Immortality and the

Freezing of Human Bodies

rhe case for....

by John P. Wiley, Jr.

HundrtMls of people who refuse

o aeei-pl death as final an' making

)ro\ isions to have their bodies ke|)l

ro/en for as lon<: as it takes seietiee

o learn to hrin>; thetn liaek to lit"'.

rhe\ helieve it is possible that in

his \\a\ ihev will cheat death and

iehie\e inimortalil\

.

\l this time, the bodies of thir-

leen people are beinj; maintained at

-.}2()' F. in tanks ,,( liijuid nitro-

.'en. All thirteen believed that

-oinidav one of twr) things would

ha|i|)en:

1. A wa\ would be found to ai-

lualK brinj: the bod\ baek to fde

ind cure the ilisease thai killed il in

the first plaee.

2. .\ wav would be b>unil to

irow an idi-nlieal bodv from the

ueneiie information in a eell mi-

ileii- of the original bod\. The ge-

nelii information for the entire or-

"atiism is eoiilained in each eell of

the bodv: indi-.-d. whol.- toads have

brill sueeessfiilK repnulueed from

.1 -High- inti-slinal eell. This ,i|.-

pioaeh assume^ that lis the lime

-lieli a leehniilUi- is de\elopi'd. the

pb\-ieal basis for memorv. person-

ililv. and so on will l)e w«-ll enough

understood -o that the ix-r-^on'-

ldeiilil\ ein lie im|)I.Ulled in (he

brain of (he new boiK.

Ill Kariiiingilale. New ^ ork.

two Immaii l>n<lies are fro/en

ill li<|iiiil iiilrogeii iiisiilr

tin- tank. On the riglit

side nf the |)lali'nrill i- tlie

tup of the lank, ninoved

for ins|M-('linii of llir liudirs.

The storage of dead human bod-

ies bv freezing is known as eryon-

ies. from the Greek kno meaning

"irv cold." The people involved

feel that no matter how great th<'

odds are against sueeess. there is at

least some possibilitv that their

dream will come true. If thev allow

their bodies to be buried or ire-

mated, then, in faet. there will be

no ehanee whatever for revival and

immorlalitv.

The decision is n(»t taken lightK.

Simpiv to behmg to the Crvonies

Soeietv of New York, for example,

costs S30 a v<"ar. To have a bodv

frozen costs as muc-h as S8..'y)(): it

costs another SI.(KK) a vear to keep

il that wa\. ObviousK no one can

be sure that hi- famiU or friends

will kee|. paving SI.(KM) a vear for

ten. a hundred, or a thousand vears.

so the irvonics societies sugg»"sl

that anvone planning to be frozen

arranire his insurance and establish

trust funds in such a wav that an in-

come for his mainlt-nance will be

assured.

Kre«v.ing is the bi-st wav to pre-

serve biological material, but ervon-

ics pro|)i>nents are the first to admit

that the Iree/ing it-.-lf damage- the

bodv. Much remain- to !«• learned

about freezing ilamage. but some of

the |)robliins an- known. Vlater ex-

pands as it freezes: expansion of wa-

ter inside a lell can rupture the cell

membrani'. expansion ol water be-

tween cells can crush ihi-m. and tin-

Irei-ziiig of aiiv water can leavf- a

residue of various salts in lethal

comentration-. It ajipear- possible

thai somi- of the phv-icil •fleets of

freezing can be obviated bv fre.v.ing

under such high pressure that the

water cannot expand as il turns to

ice.

So lir. biologisi- have been able

to freeze human blood and -perm.

Hotli have been thawed and su.ce<w.

The bodies of

thirteen people

have been frozen

in liquid nitrogen

in the hope that someday

they can be revived.

Here are the arguments

of the proponents,

who say they have

nothing to lose,

and of the critics,

who call freezing

humans now

hopelessly premature

M



eryou listen toA^shington,
you can hearthe Kremliifs reply

Direct from Moscow. On the

Panasonic RF-5000A. The world-

wide radio that's changed the

ground rules for world-wide
receivers. For good reason. The
"World-Wide," Model RF-5000A,

pulls in every available frequency
in the world. On 1 1 different bands
that separate the world into

easily identifiable pieces. And
bring in short-wave, long-wave,

FM, AM, amateur and marine
broadcasts. Even Morse Code.

Five built-in wide-range
antennas take in everything you'll

want to hear, and send it out

through perfectly matched
7" oval and 5" hi-fi speakers.

A special mechanical filter

plus noise limiter makes
sure you hear it all without

interference.

PANASONIC»
just slightly ahead of our time.

And because the set works
on batteries as well as house
current, you won't have to miss
what's going on in the world when
you're at the beach.

The RF-5000A has features

that impress even the engineers.

;

Let it impress your- ears. At any /

dealer we permit to carry

t^e Panasonic line. And next /

time Moscow has something /

tosay to our government, /

m^be you'll be one of the /

first to hear why.
|

For dealer, call 800 243-6000. In Conn., 800 942-0655. We pay for the call.

The small one that
sees big^

Trinovid" Binoculars
See tl.cm, then sec through them.
Sharp, crisp, clear, bright

magnification that only Leitz® optics

can achieve. And yet, so light and
powerful that you'll take them
wherever there are things to see. By
utilizing a combination of three

cemented prisms, one a pentaprism,
the superb image quality and ultra-

wide angle of view are achieved
without sacrificing the convenience

of "pocI<etability."

Trinovid Binoculars are available in

powers to suit yourparticularneeds
(this little handful is 8x32),all light,

bright and moisture-resistant.

E. LEITZ, INC., Rockleigh, N.J. 07647
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fully put to use. Earlier this year

paper in Nature reported the sui

cessful thawing; of frozen mouse em '

bryos in England. A Japanese re

searcher found nearly norma
electroencephaloiirapliie activity ii

a cat's brain that had been frozen

Entire Arctic bectUs have survivei

freezino;.

Actually, more than thirteen hu

man bodies have been frozen t^

date. The first was that of a Califor

nia professor. James H. Bedford

who was frozen in 1967. In a few

cases, the families have sinct

changed their minds and the bodie>

ill i]ucstion were later interred ir

\\m- ii~ii,iI la^liion. No attempt lia^

vet been made to thaw and reani

male a frozen human being.

Suppose vou have signed up to

This drawing; shows a body,

frozen solid at .320° below

zero, waiting to be

thawed out and revived.



frozen, and now finfl yourself

ir death, ^liat happens? First.

I cannot volunteer to be frozen

ile still ali\e. in the hope of pre-

itin^ anv further ileterioration of

5 jr hodv. Freezing unquestionahlv

Is. and [)resent laws do not per-

-|t the freezing of a live person, no

Iter how mui-h he desires it.

You can alert vour crvonics

iei\ (there are six in this country

d oni- in France) to stand bv. If

ezing starts immediatelv after

II are declared legally dead, no

ther deterioration will occur.

At the pr)int of death or at a

onics center, the body goes

oiiirh a process similar to em-

rninu. The carotid artery and the

iular vein are opened, and liquids

protect the body against freezing

Tiaiie are perfused through the

culatorv system. The lungs are

ioded with the same li(|uid.

Next the body is enclosed in a

istic pouch with iTUshed ice and

inular salt touching the skin to

luie the slow formation of ice

vsials until the temperature is

red to I" below zero. After a

i>l this, the bod\ is wra|)|)i"d in

miinum foil (a movable (lap

ross the face permits easy idenli-

ation) and placed in dry ice. a

ocess that lowers the temperature

1 K)^ below zero. The body can
• stored for months in this state

itil a final decisir>n is reached and

rther physical ami financial ar-

ngernents are made.

Finally, the bod\. placed on a

relcher. is installed in a round

nk that is essentially a Thermo-^

ittle. l.iijiiid nitrogen is poured in.

id at first the nitrogen boils awav

ipidly. i|uickly lowering the tern-

rature. VI hen the temperature is

iw enough, the nitrogen stops boil-

ig. The lank is then completely

lied with the liijuid nitrogen.

That bod\ is now in crvonic siis-

nsion. awaiting the future. Main-

n.ince consists ol periodicalK

leckiiig the internal temperatiiri'

id replacing the nitrogen that v.i-

>rizi's and escapes.

In addition to freezing human
ndies. individuals interested in

•vonics are experimenling with the

eezing ol tissue samples (rom

limals in danger of extinction,

iere again the idi-a is to preserve

le genetic inrorniation until the

j\ when the animal lan be n-pro-

need from this inlunn.ition.

You never l(now what's going to hap-

pen next. That's what's exciting about
our portable multi-band radio. With 5

bands to get excited about. FM. AM.
Marine. VHF for police and fire broad-

casts. And a special Weather Band
that talks about the weather, winds,

time and tides 24 hours a day. Plus a
direction finder in case you're ever

lost at sea. And even bad news sounds
beautiful. Because a built-in squelch

suppressor knoclcs out static.

Like all the other multi-band radios

at any Panasonic dealer^ the "Harbor
Master," Model RF-1200,|works on bat-

teries as well as house current Either

way, it has a lot of stories to tell. And
you've never heard anyM them before.

Will the firemen save the orphanage?

Will the Coast Guard reach the sinking ship?

Will the Bermuda high edge out the Canalian low?
Tune in anytime. ---— 11

PANASONIC.
just slightly atiead of our ti

200 Park Avenue, New York 10017.

In N. J.. 800 902-2803. We pey for \

/
Join the 1972

Lewis & Clark expedition
^'ou urc invilcd lu join a 2.^ d;i> vxpcdition pi'rsuniill>

escorted b> dislinuiiislu-d I.i-wis iind (lark scliohin.-:

hi-riliiKc tour di-siuni'd us un iiullivnlic rcprodiuiion

of Aincricu's ureulcst journc> of exploriilion.

Ironi Si. I.oiiis lo llic shores of Orcjion.

you'll Ir.ivcl nearly -JOOO miles some of Ihc

way liy jeep and ponUxjn- platform rivcrt>oat

exploring America as lewis and C lark did.

Venture lo the source of Ifie Missouri

River ... as ihey did. Stand on Ihc ridfic

of the Continental Divide ul I.emhi Pass.

Visit Indian reservations and historic

fialllcficlds. ( riiise the upper
Missouri's "Wilderness Walerway"-
its spectacular sandstone cliffs and
grotesque riKk 'entinels virlually

unchanged since Lewis and Clark
first ga/ed upon them tft.^ years

ago. Here is your great oppor-
tunity lo re-live the drama of
Lewis and (lark's great |ourne\

See America the wny I ewis an>l (lark did (tip

^

• Authentic routing .St l.ouit to

Oregon coast ' .Scholarly trader

iihip to rc-crcitc hisiory fur you
Sat. drpartuirs June 24lh tnru

July 29th'l-incsl nccummixl.iuons,
Missouri Rivci float trip, all nic.ils,

irounil iLinspoilitiDii. I<.<kii.iiic

h.inillinR. lips, etc •Hmh liiviiio.in

and I. Mir WitiiK rs...il ,..i onv
trip

Four Winds
I'lc.isc send me >oui handsome brochure i

I I WIS and CI AKK cxpedilioiu.

-Zip-



Share tne mils

olExplorinDf

ouier space •
All DYNASCOPES, including this

superb RV-6, 6-inch available

on easy terms! t

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES<^ 4 " Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and

your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St.. Hartford. Conn. 06101
• TM Reeistered US. Pat Offirp

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-23, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 05101
Please send your fre« Telescope Guide.

...and the case against

by J. K. Sherman

The question of freezing human bodies arose durine; c

news conference at a recent meetins^ of the Society foi

Cryobiolosv. an interdisciplinary scientific s^roup whost

mem hers study all types of hioloQy at low temperatures

from basic aspects in hibernation of animals to the freezing

of blood and sperm cells. The news conference topic was

supposed to have been freezing damai^e to cells, but about

halfway through, a reporter asked about the cryonics so-

cieties around the country whose interest is in freezing hu-

man bodies. Professor J. K. Sherman of the Department of

Anatomy at the University of Arkansas School of Medicine

offered a detailed explanation of why he feels such efforts

are far too premature; the substance of those remarks, as

well as of others he has made in the scientific literature, is

printed here.

The Prospect of Immortality, a freezing. Unfortunatelv. it has also

boolc written in 1964 bv Robert Et- stimulated what I believe to be a

linger, has revived interest in an premature, unscientific, and fruit-

earlier proposal to preserve man bv less program of freezing human

What kind ofa show off are you

For super 8 show offs

who like to sound
:pff, the BolexSM-8 self-

threading magnetic
sound projector dazzles

your ears as it enter-
tains your eyes. This
ull-featured machine

has up to 800 foot

capacity and comes
with a powerful

solid state amplifier
and mike. It works

like a tape recorder.
You lay the clashing
of cymbals, the Blue
Danube or your own
voice onto the sound

stripe of your films. And
convert every movie
nto an artistic piece

of entertainment.

icz>i_e:>c

For people who don't like inter

ruptions, BoJex has perfected
the world's 6nly super 8
projector with a bui

in automatic
cartridge changer.
The Bolex Multimatic
holds up to six

cartridges. But you
can load in more
while the show is in

progress because it

automatically rewinds
one cartridge as it

shows another. Since
you never have to stop
to rewind, your movies
can run continuously.

At normal speed. Or
slow motion. If you like

single frame or reverse
projections, the

Multimatic will also
accommodate you.

your life story starts o
regular 8, goes to super!

or now continues
Kodak cartridges

the new Bolex 18-

automatic thread
ing projector cai

show the complet
saga. At normal speei

or slow motion.

handles every kin^

of 8. On reels or Koda
cartridges from 50 ti

400 feet, stoppinj

automatically atthi

end of each reel. S'

you don't haveti

reinsert the filrr

For more information about these and other Bolex projectors and super 8 cameras, piease wnl _
Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Lmden. N.J. 07036. Othier products; Hasselblad cameras and accessorres. Hermes typewriters and figuri
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beinps shortiv after their death,

which does a disservice both to the

community and to low-temperature

biology.

In its essentials, the rationale be-

hind the freezing of human bodies

runs as follows. Mr. X has just died

of cancer. At the moment he is de-

clared lepallv dead, most of the

cells in his bodv are still alive.

Preparations made beforehand per-

mit Mr. X to be fro/en as soon after

death as possible so as to maintain

th>' potential viability of the bulk of

this cell population. Tliirtv years

later, a iiire lor his terminal cancer

is disc(nered. Bv this time, a means

of revivin<» the recently deceased is

also available. Mr. X is thawed out.

reiiirnin<; to his ori«;inal postdealh.

prefreeze condition. He is then

brouijht back to life, cured of can-

icr. and rejuvenated. He lives on

until he dii's r)f another disease or

of old ape. at which time he is refro-

zen and the cncIc repeated.

This scenario is within the frame-

work of the thesis expounded b\ Fl-

tinL'cr in 196-t—and i'ollowi-d bv the.

crvonics societies—which stresses

that: "(1) immortality is technically

attainable, not only for our descen-

dants but for ourselves: (2) the bio-

lojliial thesis of freezinf; corpses

and rejuvenatini; them at a later

date is practical and feasible, and
does not raise anv insurmountable

probli-ms: and (3) the |)rospeci is

flesirable both from the standpoints

of the individual and of society."

Banking of frozen human beings

is now a reality in this country, if

the only criterion is the existence (»f

bodies stored in the froz.«'n state. I

believe thirteen bodies have been

frozen and stored in liijuid nilriiuen

to date, in accordance with the phi-

losophy, procedures, and policies of

the crvonics societi<'s. I nlike banks

lor frozen human spermatozoa,
blood, and tissue culture cells, how-

ever, human bodv banks have not

been (jualified as "proven." Thai is

to sav. no frozen human body from

such a bank has been thawed for

evaluation of the functional and

structural inli'<;rilv of its cells and

for comparison of its condition alter

ihawini; with that at the time of

freezinu. There is absolutely no sci-

T^ound The ^World
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QUESTAR KEEPS REPEATING ITSELF
We note that many schools and colleges start out with one Questar, and then as

time goes by, repeat orders begin to come in, letting us know that a whole science class
IS being equipped so that each student will have his own telescope. To us this makes more
sense than providing one big instrument for a large group. It permits a student to give his
full time to observing instead of waiting his turn for a brief look. It would seem that the
important question is— how many Questars will your budget allow rather than how large
telescope you can get.

This was the point of view at Southern Connecticut College, where Robert L. Brown is

shown conducting a class engaged in solar observation. The Questars are equipped with
totally safe sun filters which keep out all harmful rays.

This is the great thing about Questar— it does so many jobs that the instrument is

never idle. Moon and planetary observation at night, sunspots in the daytime, or a trip into
the field where it is used in nature studies, often to observe phenomena that would
otherwise be inaccessible— this easily portable instrument makes it all possible. Also with
Questar, students learn the art of high-power photography by taking pictures of all they
observe. And however they use it, they learn to appreciate fine resolution.

The following letter from Dr. Wesley M. Roberds, Head of the Department of Physics
at Samford University, is an example of the tribute Questar receives from many educators:
"We are very pleased with the 3 'A-inchQuestar we recently purchased. We are
particularly pleased with the precision and eaie with which we can locate celestial
objects. We measured the coordinates of Mercury and then went to the Ephemeris and
found that our discrepancy was only 2 minutes "off" in R.A. and less for Dec. (this is not
correcting for atmospheric refraction.) Also, the sun and its spots are beautiful. Of course,
objects are not as bright as they are in our 1 <5-inch reflector, but the resolution is every
bit as good."

, a Questar, fhe world's finest, most ver-

satile telescope, is now available in

two sizes, the 3'/2 and 7, and in nu-

merous models. Prices begin at $865.
Send for our booklet containing more
than 100 photographs by Questar

owners. For mailing anywhere in N.A.,

! $1.00. By air to rest of Western Hem-
isphere, $2.50i Europe and North Af-

rica, $3.00; elsewhere $3.50.

TAR
New Hope, Pa. 18938

entific accomplishment associat.

with the freezing and storaste of ai

hving material unless the desin

application of the frozen storage

demonstrated. In this case, the cri

cal requisite aim is the preservati<

of the billions of cells that are st

alive at the time the legally dea

dv is frozen. To preserve as mar
living cells as possible, crvonics si

cieties stress the need for pro('es

ing and freezing bodies as quickl

as possible after organismic deal

In the absence of such demoi
strated preservation bv frcfvin

onlv predictions of failure can I

made bv those of us engaged in r(

search in these matters.

The principles of application tlia

underlie banks for frozen human
are theoreticallv possible to realizt

as are those principles for man
other scientific dreams of men. It i

mv opinion, however, that curren

rozen storage of man is unwar
ranted in the face of our limite(

knowledge of those factors asso

ciated with preservation bv freez-

ing. In the present state of the ari

in this area of science, no mammal,
no vertebrate animal, for that mat-

ter, has been preserved successfulh

bv freezing. There are no functional

banks for living organs, such as the

heart or kidney, or for tissues, such

as slices of organs. The obvious and

documented reason for this defi-

ciency is our current inability to

romprehend the mechanisms asso-

I'iated with both the injurv induced

and the possible preservation af-

forded bv freezing, storing, and

thawing in the heterogeneous com-

plexitv of the higher organism.

Crvobiolosv. or low-temperature

biolosjv. is an emerging scientific

discipline that is concerned with

the singular events associated with

life and death at low temperatures,

primarilv below freezing. Manifesta-

tion of these phenomena reflects the

uni([ue conseijuences effected bv

the crystallization of ice as it either

preserves or destrovs the fabric and

functions fundamental to life.

The underlying principle of

preservation by freezing is the con-

liol (if molecular activitv. Life re-

ipiires bioclicmi<'al change, which

occurs through movement of mole-

cules in an aqueous environment. If

water in the protoplasm of living

cells is i-onvcrted to ice at tempera

turcs low enough to essentially aP

rest this molecular mosemiMil

18
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the sliope of things to be

Vagaries of wind, snow and temperatures sometimes combine on Alaska's North Slope,

to mold forms of exquisite beauty. For nearly a doxen years now, we at BP ^

Alaska have watched winter work ito wonders. Beneath this forbidding WM
land lies oil. Nearly ten billion barrels which the United Sutes JHT

viully needs. We shall sefto it that when the oil is gone, ^g
the wild, remote beaiity of the land will remain.

^^1 BR Alaslca Inc.
North Slopt Optrotori for Sohio



No other magazine has nurtured so many important
writers. Here are just seven of the forty-three books published in

1970, which grew directly from the pages of our magazine:

"The Greening of America" by Charles A. Reich;

"Justice" by Richard Harris;

"The Pentagon of Power," by Lewis Mumford;
"Erik H. Erikson" by Robert Coles;

"Defoliation" by Thomas Whiteside;

"Going Steady," by Pauline Kael;

"Bech: A Book;' by John Updike.

No other magazine is as daringly satirical, witty, and often

utterly nonsensical. Among our humorists: Woody Allen, Roger
Angell, George Price, Charles Addams, William Steig, S.J. Perel-

man, Ed Koren.

No other magazine publishes more foreign correspondence,

more facts that go beyond the skeleton of the news. Probably no
journalist is as informed on Southeast Asia as Robert Shaplen.

No other magazine is so attuned to the arts: books, films,

theatre. Like Pauline Kael, film critic, our critics are more than

critics. They are social commentators, innovators.

No other magazine has Profiles like John McPhee's "Levels

of the Game" that took readers through a Forest Hills tennis

match, point by point. This is the ultimate in sports journalism.

No other magazine has approximately 1,000 cartoons per year.

NO OTHEK MAGAZINE 15 QUITE LIKE
THENEVYOflKEK.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS RATES
The New Yorker, 25 W. 43rd St., New York 10036

Gentlemen,
Please enter the following subscriptions at

D $12 for the first one-year subscription (only 24«i per copy) and
n S8 for each additional one-year subscription.

I enclose $ to cover subscriptions.
Please bill my Diner's Club account /,•

American Express Account // or Master Charge
account H

bignarure

First subscription, S 1 2.

Second and additional subscriptions, 88.

giftcirJtorfjd'lr,

Additional postage-Canada, I aim America, Spain, S2 per vear; All other lorcign, S4 per

if thf bioliiorical svstem can be re

wanned wilhuut consequent dam
as;e. then the life of these cells car

be held in "suspended animation.'

or preserved bv freezing.

The introtluction in 1949 oi

glycerol as a crvoprotective ageni

provided a revolutionaiN iin|)etu!

toward realization of some o|' tht

potential of this principle of pres

ervation bv freezing;. Certain iso-

lated mammalian cells, including

spermatozoa and red blood cells as

well as a number of normal and tu-

morous tissue culture cells, are rou-

linelv preserved bv freezing, then

stored in cell banks for industrial,

clinical, and research application.

Recent advances in organ trans-

plantation in man. especially of the

kidnev and heart, have stimulated

substantial interest in the banking

of frozen human organs for clinical

application.

(7.eilular injury or destruction,

(lie antithesis of preservation, is the

other feature of freezing that is of

concern to .some crvobiologists and.

especially, to surgeons. Selective

cryoinjurv is the goal of those surgi-

cal techniques designed to destrov

tumorous tissue, leaving behind the

uninjured, healthy cells essential

for rapid and complete repair. Zool-

ogists and. particularly, botanists

have known for several centuries

that the process of freezing and

thawing is capable of devitalizing

cells bv irreversible alteration of

their structure and function. Cryo-

surgery is now an established fielii

internationally.

Contemplating the reversible sus-

pension of life processes in man bv

freezing, so that he might enjoy an

ageless flight to planets normally

several generations awav, is over-

shadowed only bv the weighty

question: How can the protoplasm

of his varied tissue cells, with its vi-

tal attributes, react innocuously to

the extremely low temperatures

necessary for preservation? The dra-

matic, empirically derived success

in banking spermatozoa for the ani-

mal-breeding industry, for example,

has been economically rewarding,

but with the realization of this re-

ward, research has receded to token

interest. Yet of this relatively homo-

geneous cell population, about 30

to 50 percent of these cells do nol

survive freezing. Chances of suc-

cessful preservation of a complex

organ are remote in tht> face of such



II l<)s< or ul ihr J.il.Til (lamajii- ihal

•iorii|)ani»-s cell survival after

awirm and that appears with time,

leri' is a rriliral need for liasic ri'-

anh in crvobiolojiv in urrler to rc-

izf the ihi'ori'lical potential of

ezinsi in both on^an or orsianism

pser\ation. as well as in crvosur-

rv.

Man. the human organism, is

imposed of various levels of hio-

i;ieal eomplexilv in his or^ani/.a-

)n. Man's svstems. such as the di-

•sli\e. respiratorv. and eardio-

iseular. ronsisi of organs, such as

e liver, luns. and heart. The or-

ins are huilt from four tissue

pes—epithelial, eonneelive. mus-

ilar. and nervous. In turn, eaeh

-sui' is huilt from lells. ihe funda-

enlal units of struelure and fune-

m in living svstems. The cell's

lie oriians. or organelles, such as

e nucleus, chromosonn-s. mito-

umdria. and endoplasmic reii-

lum. are in the ni-xt lowest level

eomplexilv. Finallv. the chemiial

d)s|;mc-es and en/.vmes of these or-

uielles. with their molecular and

d)molecidar com()osilion. arc at

e lower end of this <)rf;aniz;ilion

d.i.T

Ihe nature of life and death at

w temperatures must he explained

timatelv in molecular and suhmo-

cular terms, (lurrenl knowled<;e in

'voliiolo<:\ is still insuliicient to

idersland and explain manifesta-

ins of crvoinjurv and crvo|)rolec-

iin at anv level of hiolo^ical com-

lexilv. The approach in this field

IS lieen larjicK empirical, ami. al-

iou<:ll successliil in (he presi-r-

ition of various cells, has added

lati\e|v little to hasic information

n life and death of mammalian

s al low lemperatiires. Kt-search

n factors alTecliiii: jn-e/e-lhaw sur-

ival of cells now reijuires oh<u'rva-

ons al an iiltramicroscopic (elec-

•on microscopic) level, with

arallcl studies in hiodiemiial June-

ons. to understand more fiillv the

lleralioiis induced lis dire. I or in-

irecl ellect- of ihe foriiialion ami

issohllioll ol ice.

The factors associated with pres-

rvalion of livinu material h\ free/-

1(1 include: (1) lemperaliire shock

lelelerious elTecIs of rapiil i oolinu

lM>\e the Iri-e/iiii; lemperaliire). (2)

ales of coolini; helow the Iree/ini;

rnipeiatiire. (.'M si/e. shape, exli-nl.

ml loialion of ice crvslalliAilimi.

I) presenie and ali-^cnci- ol crvo
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simplicity fool you. The CSS cam-
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electric-eye exposures, ranj^e-
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lens, ami an antoinalic system for

shooting Hash pictures-wilhout
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tlu- V.Vi. and fire up to 2(X) Ha.sli

photos from two iK'tiliKht bat-

teries. You'll never need flash-
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|)rolcrtive substances .surh as cr|\

nil. (5) final subl'iee/.infi tempt

lurr n'aili(>d. (6) storage time

this final temperature. (7) rate of

uarminti; from the frozen state, a

(8) latent injury (freeze-thaw

rlueed alteration of funetion a

structure with time after rewar

iiifi). among others.

We must recognize that the 1

man boilv contains billions of eel

n'presenting more than one h

dred diflerent cell tvpes with \ar

sizes, shapes, organelles, functioi

and life histories. These hetei

geneous cellular units are the foii

dation of life for the body. Tin

plus the levels of complexity, i

eluding environmental factors

the substances and fibers that si

round these cells, create a coi

plexity of diversity in form, fur

tion. and most important, sen:

tivitv to stresses, such as the form

tion and dissolution of ice with

and around the cells.

Differential sensitivity from o

ganism to organism, svstem to sv

tem. organ to organ, tissue to tissu

cell to cell, organelle to organell

molecule to molecule is an estal

lished fact in biological scienc'

The inherent reactions of the var

ous levels of biological organizatio

that make up man. therefore, wi

vary when exposed to the factors (

crvosurvival associated with a

tempts at preservation by freezinj.

The problems and deficiencies i

crvobiologv are thus apparent.

It is mv considered opinion

thiMefore. as initially stated, tha

<inrenl hanking of frozen corpses i

|)rcmatui"e. fruitless, and unscienti

fie. with (juestionable value to ih

iiimiiiunitv in general and t

crvobioldgv in jjarticular. The retor

from the well-meaning and sincer

people in the cryonics societiej

that those who will their bodies 1^

be frozen have nothing to lose, i

not enough to satisfv the expense

false hopes, and disregard for scien

tific direction that accompanv sucl

phildsophv. Rather, their effort

should he rcdirccteil toward suppor

of the concenlraled research ncedc(

to realize the theoretical polenlial o

(he iirinciples of a[)pliiation inher

cnt in their program. The spin-of

from such research surelv would en

able us to benefit from other aspect;

of freezing's dual potential— tin

prcscr\alion iir destruction of li\inp

nialiTial in IhmIiIi and ilisease.
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APORTRAIT
OF TINKERS
Ah, may Jesus relieve you in your hardesht hoult,

My lovely man. Like myself you are.

Black hair, brown eyes, yalla shkin,

That's your beauty and my beauty . . .

I love you, sir.

I love you for your hair, your eyes, your shkin.

It's in four o' me grandsons.

I got four after meself and four after their foxy father

(I can't stand foxy people!)

As sure as Christ was nelt, sir, I suffered my share.

But I have my health.

Indeed I have, sir.*

* Told to the author bv a tinker woman.

A man, looking wistfully into the

distance, sees the blue-green hills of

Ireland and the creaming edge of

the western sea. As he turns and

scans his world, he sees a crude

camping place; sees his children, as

often as not, cold, smoke-blinded,

ill-clad, hungry, and deprived. The
man is a tinker, one of 7,500 such

wanderers on the Irish highways

who now find themselves at the

crossroads of their existence.

Caught up in their last fight for

the right to a nomadic way of life,

one that has been theirs for cen-

turies, these people are torn be-

tween the pull of tradition and the

urge to educate their children in a

manner free from the hazards and

hardships of the road. Their own,

sorry lot is a vivid contrast to what

they see on television and in films,

and they are under constant pres-

sure from strata of society unsure of

their own gentility.

As a tinker gropes to interpret,

in terms of his own family, the

frightening statistics of death

among his people's young, his own
illiteracy is ironically made ap-

parent to him bv his inability to

read the notice hanging on the

fence beside him—TEMPORARY
DWELLINGS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.

(This, in effect, means TINKERS
KEEP OUT.)

Meanwhile, as traffic mounts on

the roads he is pressed deeper into

the remote boreens, the narrow side

roads, of the countryside. Today a

tourist could well travel the main
roads of the Irish island and never

see a tinker encampment, unless he

mistakes a huddle of the modish

by Bryan MacMahon

photographs by Mathias Oppersdorff
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A tinsmith, below, hammers the
seam of a metal pail. Because

such containers have been
replaced almost everywhere by
cheaper, mass-produced plastic

utensils, many tinker men
have given up this traditional

craft for a variety of other

occupations, such as chimney
sweeping or umbrella repairing.

Right, a pause for a bottle

of ale by the side of a

little-traveled lane.
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t is perhaps in the faees

f the women, more

han the men. that one detects

he signs of a life hved

lose to the rigors of nature,

ker women marrv yoiing

nd age qiiicklv. and

ears of arthioiis ehores like

he gathering of heavy loads

f firewood demand
stamina unfamiliar

o women of more
ettled existeqee.
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Home to most tinker families

is a horse-drawn caravan, above,

usually about nine feet long

and five feet wide, with a

bunk-type bed and a wood stove.

In summer, or if they cannot

afford a caravan, many families

will use a flat cart, below,

and sleep in tents. In recent

years, a few tinkers have been

able to purchase better-equipped

motorized campers.



iravan-tvpe vehicles popular

nong continentals on summer
ilidav in Ireland— "pseudotin-

•rs" we call them—as heing the

•nuine article.

As a rule the tinker favors the

oad margin under the hedgerows

a hidden bvwav. There he is in a

)ot close to fresh water and rough

•azing. one where his fettered pic-

Id horses are unlikelv to stra\

ito the main traffic lanes. On such

site, his tribe has encamped for

nerations. It is one of the several

imping places on the cut (Irish

lid. or "(jortion") of his tribal ter-

torv on which other tribes rarelv

ncroach. unless it be bv tacit con-

nt or as a consequence of a mar-

age that binds clans in a tempo-

irv alliance. Tinkers will also cross

ich other's cuts while traveling to

r from one of the traditional festi-

als of Ireland: Puck Fair in Kil-

rglin or the Listowel Hanest Fes-

val of Racing, both in Countv

lerrv: the Cahirmee Horse Fair in

utt<'vant. Counlv (]ork: or the Gal-

av Races. Semireligious festivals

jch as the Whitsun Festival at Bal-

vournev in Countv Cork, held an-

uallv in honor of the local Saint

robnait. draw tinkers from a wide

rea.

Kvi-n when deserted, a camp-^itc

. rcadilv recogniAiblc. The bushe>

II about are festooned with thi' tat-

•red rags ol discarrled clothes,

"here are dumped tmions. a litter ol

.el straw, a blackeneii (ire-ring.

(Ids and ends of nislv iron, broken

lilk bottles and. at a distance from

he encampment, black bows of e\-

remenl. old shoes, linerv thai was

harilablv bestowed—laughed at bv

he recipient and then cast awa\ a

oat bed or a dog bed. .mil a tat-

i-red fence from which all available

irewood has been hewn and

ked. The >*ite ma\ lie unoccu-

lied for monlli- on end. llien is sud-

llenlv reoccupnd for slim reason,

[mlv lo be abandoned again lor

teeminglv no reason at ,ill.

1 Inevilablv one wondem alMiul

Ihrse people — where have ihes

•ome from and how have ihev m.in-

iged lo survive.' indigenous \Ur\

•eriainlv .ire: the Irish linker be.irs

no relationship to gvpsies of oilier

lands, allhougli he shares M.ine

likeness with his Scitlish counler

part, the caird. He also has some af-

finitv with certain traveling mule
traders and barn spravers of the

southeastern United States, most of

whom are at present centered in Mur-

phv \ illage. South Carolina, close to

.\ugusta. Georgia. But. otherwise,

the Irish tinker is a native son.

Some historians have cited evi-

dence for the belief that in pre-

histori<' Ireland there were outcasts

who lived bevond the circle of the

Brehon Laws, the ancient bodv of

common law of the Irish island. It

is said thev lived coarselv and in

close communion with the clav. but

thev did possess the rudiments of

craftsmanship and were addicted to

music of a primitive sort. These out-

casts supposedlv skulked r)n the

outskirts of the great pagan as-

semblies of ancient Ireland. Rather

fancifullv. the historians go on to

suggest that the descendants of

th<'se outlaws persisted lo the pres-

ent dav to become what we now
know as the linkers.

Other authorities advance the

theorv that the tinkers were native

chieftains and their families who.

disposses.sed in the successive En-

glish plantations of Ireland, contin-

ued to hide in the neighborhood of

their ancestral lands. With the

passing vears. instead of regaining

what was righlfulK theirs, their lot

bccwne still more sijualiil.

hi favor of this latter theors is

the undeniable fad that the linkers

of lodav bear the nann's of some ol

the noblest clans in irel.ind-

McCarth\ (or Carlv). O'Brien.

O'l)ris.-oll. McDonagh. O'Reillv.

and O'Connor (or C4>nnors). Ami.

to some extent, it can Im- said ihal

ihese are still associated with terri-

tories reckoncfi as the lii>me ol the

eponvmous ancestor.

\ more prosaic evplanalion ol

their origin slali-s that the linkers

were sim|i|s displaced or inilolenl —

or possibly even freedom-loving

-

sin.dlholders or laborers who hud-

illed logellu-r m the wilder parts ol

the countrv. Choosing lo live in

ihi-ir own individual, rough lashion,

these people regarded llie •wllleil

population .is soinellling to lie

|>reNed upon. \s ,i iialiiral con-

sfi|uence of this, lliev came lo re-

g.ird the Ion f«i of law and order .1-.

their n.ilur.il eni*mi«*!«.

At some stage of their devolu-

tion, the necessitv for a secret lan-

guage must have become apparent

to them. Such was sorelv needed if

one were covertiv to warn a fellow

outcast of the proximitv of danger.

.\nd this brings me to the question

of Sheila, the secret language of the

tinsmiths, the more select trades-

men among those that we know as

tinkers.

In his The Secret Languages of
Ireland. R. \. Stewart Macalisler

mentions several secret tongues that

once existed in Ireland, some of

which have now almost completely

died out. Examples he offers are

Hisperic. Bearlagar na Saor (ma-

sons' dialect), bog Latin, and
Shelta. I have also found among the

tramps of the Irish roads tra<-es of

an international circus language

and of a "broad gammon. " the lat-

ter used bv roustabouts and ballail-

singers—as well as faint traces of

Romanv. the international language

of gvpsies.

At one stage in mv life, the se-

cret language Shelta. variously

called Shi'ldru or Minkers" ihawrie

(tinker talk) or. mon- simplv. gam-

mim or cant, intrigued me so con-

siderably that 1 went lo pains lo

master it. In remote parts of the

country this iiuolyed joining

crowdi'd camptiri-s and pretending

that I was a tinker y«ho had made
good bv "flogging waxv" (selling li-

noleum). \\ suih limes 1 lugged

along a cumbersome ami primitive

wire recorder that was a source of

mystification lo all. The langu.ige of

.Sheila I loimd to be mosiK jumbled

C»aelic or Irish with variants of con-

siderable srmanlic atid linguistic in-

terest.

\s .111 ev.imple of the derivation

of Sheli.i I olTer the common wonls

Inrkrrn (".i girl") .ind soohla |"a

boy"). lU rearranging the first ami

fourth lellers of the Irish woril

rail'in ("a girl"), it iM-comes Iniriti.

which is almosi identic. il in proiuiii-

ci.ilion to hirkfrn. Simil.irly, the

word .uiohla i* more or less an .ina-

gram of the Irish hiiarhaill. with

the harsh rh sound s<»fleiied to s.

Since most iinkei^ m tin- p.isi

wen- illilerale. ilir study of Sheila

posjs. (lie Mllnglllllg question ol

mIio lirsi put this anagrainmalic and
cxtreiii.K ii<M-liil melliiMl of cnplir

X'i



communication down on paper. The
originator was undoubtedly an ac-

complished letter juggler. It can be
shown that the word scoi-hop,

Shelta for whiskey, was deriyed by

a devious process from uisce

beatha. Irish for whiskey, although

at first glance there is no appar-

ent relationship between the two

words.

As a guess I would identify the

inyentor of this cant as one of the

dissolute priests or homeless monks
who wandered astray in Ireland as

the result of England's suppression

of the monasteries and enforce-

ment, in the seyenteenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, of the anti-Roman

Catholic penal laws. If priest he

were, this would account for the

Latin word panis. which tinkers use

alternatively with durra as the cant

word for bread. But this is con-

jecture at its most fertile, even

though it is supported by the

analogy of such words as hocus-

pocus, which is seventeenth-century

sham Latin (in Ireland bog Latin).

Hocus-pocus is insultingly imitative

of Hoc est corpus meum, the words

pronounced bv the priest over the

bread at the Consecration of the

Mass.

Along with their secret cant and
their fierce clannishness, tinkers

have assured their survival down to

the present day by a sympathetic, if

wry. comradeship with small farm-

ers and laborers. The Irish peasant,

because of his own dire social and
political plight, has long felt a cer-

tain kinship with the outcast.

To a varying degree, life for the

majority of the older tinkers has

changed little over the centuries.

They respond to the wheel of the

Irish year, continuing to move for

reasons that are difficult to explain

unless they be the normal or, in-

deed, abnormal exigencies and up-

heavals that beset the homeless. Of-

ten they move because the law is

breathing down their necks for

stealing something or other. (Tin-

kers aver that because a tinker be-

friended Christ by stealing one of

the nails made for the cross, they were
granted the right to take any-

thing not nailed down! Their enemies
state that a tinker actually made the

nails, and as punishment, tinkers

were condemned to wander forever.)
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Thev also move from one place

to another when thev have worn out

their welcome by being drunk and

disorderly. A dispute between rival

clans over some insult, real or fan-

cied, or a blow struck in anger,

which rankles as a slur on man-

hood, often causes families to move.

Sometimes horses, donkeys, or

goats stray onto the roadways or

into paddocks and precipitate

trouble. At times hard feelings re-

sult from the discovery of some im-

perfection in an animal that had

been purchased in good faith.

Quarrels among tinkers are like

earthquakes or acts of God. Occa-

sionally they flame into open com-

munal conflict in which peaceful

villages are terrorized. The sub-

sequent appearance of the battered

clans in the lawcourts can be both

boisterous and bitter.

As often as not, however, the

sense of movement for its own sake

is simply one of tradition: "When
our father, or grandfather, was here

in ages past, he next turned his face

in such a direction and we for our

part shouldn't break laws nor make
laws." It may be a country festival

that prompts a move—a regatta or a

hurling or football match where ru-

ral excitement and rivalry insure

plenty of free drink and ready cash.

It would not be entirely accurate,

however, to view the life of the

Irish tinker and his family as one of

unremitting hardship. On the con-

trary, from early April, when the

Irish skies are a dazzling blue, right

through the summer until mid-Oc-

tober, when mists swathe the hills,

the tinker's way of living is for the

most part free, joyful, entertaining,

healthy, and close to the prime dic-

tates of nature. Worldly goods sel-

dom encumber his movements: the

lower ranks of tinkerdom possess

little more than a flat cart, a piebald

pony, a flashing harness, a hooped

tent of green canvas, a ground sheet

of sorts, a kettle bar. and a few

blackened cooking utensils.

The tinker wife, often a girl in

her teens, carries her baby wrapped

in the crook of her brilliant green

and red rug-shawl. As alibi for her

begging, she carries a wicker basket

containing a variety of goods-
broadsheet ballads. Sacred Heart

badges, camphor balls, and gewgaw

A future tinker mothe
clutches a ragged doll

brooches. The kitchen door of ;

tourist hotel often delivers up an as

sortment of victuals, which whei

eaten from a swatch of newspaper;

or later cooked. Irish-stew fashioi

over the campfire, insures that bun
ger is kept at bay. If her baby ha;

not yet arrived, the young wift

might carry in her shawl a bundh
of clothes to simulate one, thu?

evoking the passerby's pity.

The tinker's traditional trade ol

tinsmith has been hard hit by the

widespread use of plastic utensils,

and tinker men now tend to engage

in a variety of occupations, al-

though the tinsman is still much re-

spected. Tlie others collect scrap

iron, car batteries, feathers, and

horsehair. They clean chimneys,

mend umbrellas, clean the dry la-

trines of country schools, hawk gar-

ish linoleum door to door, and sell

shamrock sprigs on St. Patricks

Day and red-knobbed holly at

Christmastide. They have even

acted as film extras. I have traveling

children attending my school who
whoopingly took part in crowd

scenes in such films as The Playbo\

of the Western World and Rvan 's

Daughter. And they seemed to take

it all in stride as a natural part of

their colorful life.

If a family owns a caravan, the

vehicle is left at the campsite dur-

ing the day while man, wife, and

children, riding on a flat cart

(nowadays they tend to use blue

motor vans), range far and wide

across the countryside in search of

pickings. At nightfall they return to

the cfiravan, there to kindle a fire of

sticks and cook the main meal of

the day. They may be joined from

time to time by other vehicles of the

clan until eventually there are eight

or nine caravans in a line along the

roadside.

With the arrival of dusk tht

Continued on page 101
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NAKED GILLS ANL^
Nudibranchs have

evolved some

brilliant colors and

odd shapes—as

well as some very

effective defenses

To me, the soft, brown, curious-

looking creature gliding through

the ganien or blazing moist trails

across the sidewalk is little more

than an agricultural pest. One,

nipped and teased by my Irish

setters, soon continued on its wav,

unhurried and unscathed. Both

pups had disengaged rapidly from

the encounter, their lips curled

back, tongues and jaws smacking,

and copious freshets of saliva

washing awav what must be one of

nature's more unpleasant taste

sensations. The common garden

slug, a mollusk without a protective

calcareous shell, has perpetuated

life with a special defensive

mechanism. Something about it—

perhaps taste, smell, or both

—

makes it unacceptable to most

predators.

The oceans of the world give

birth to animal forms of similar

nature, the nudibranchs. As larvae

they are consumed bv creatures that

feed upon plankton. But like their

terrestrial cousins, the comparative

few that reach adult stages appear

to be free from predation because of

their horrendous flavor. Rather

than relying on the slugs' somber

adaptive coloration for the

additional defense of camouflage,

however, the nudibranchs are

textured with frills or ruffles and

are often lavishly colored.

Apparently this flambovance

advertises their distastefulness. and

other creatures, unlike my pups,

appear to recognize this.

Nudibranchs are invertebrates,

one order of mollusks of the

gastropod class. Thus they are

closely allied to the spiral-shelled

snails of land or fresh and salt

water. However, in nudibranchs the

shell forms during embryonic

development and is then lost.

Dorsal outgrowths—some winglike;

others, frilly tufts or spurs known

as cerata—take the place of

respiratory gills. These outgrowths

give the group its common name of

nudibranch, naked gill.

The complex reproductive

system is hermaphroditic, but

by Wan'en Zeiller

A spurred nudibranch

about two inches in length

creeps along in search

of its preferred food,

sea anemones.
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The ten-(lay-()l(l larva of a Greek goddess nudibranch
has developed lobes covered with tiny hairs, below
and left of the main body, which enable it to swim.

The ribbon nudibranch may display green, blue, or
while patterns. This specimen is about an inch lon^.

A three-inch Greek goddess nudibranch completes
laying of an egg mass containing thousands
of eggs. Most will hatch within two weeks.

.?8
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1 this larger-than-life

ew of a piece of

riftwood in an aquarium,

le hunter becomes the

unted. The gooseneck

arnacles at left use

o "feet" to sweep

le water for food,

esting on another

arnacle shell, lower

ight. a small feathered

udibranch prepares to

at a barnacle,

he meal will turn the

udibranch brown: when it

eeds on by-the-wind

ailors, it turns blue,

he round filigree object

bscuring part of the

udibranch is its egg ca.se.

nuHibranchs seldom practice sclf-

fcrtili/ation: when two unite side bv

side, earh plavs the role of male

and female to the other. Eggs are

laid in gelatinous rr)ils, Tlie period

of egg incubation is liighlv \ariable.

ranging from a matter of hours for

oni" species to several weeks for

others. Each embrvo develops amid

thousands of others of its kind—but

alone. ITiere is no parental care or

brooding bv the adults. .S)me of the

voung hatch as crawling juveniles.

Others form a swimming organ, or

velum, from a pair of lobes covered

with movabb' hairs called cilia. I

could hartllv take mv eves from the

miiToscope the first lime I saw

these tinv hairs thrashing rapidly,

but purposcfullv. rotating the larvae

at a dizzv pace within the egg. The

hatched larvae are known as

veligers. Reacting positively to light

and negatively to gravity, thev

swim among surface plankton ff)r a

time. Thereafter, their rear-lions are

reversed and thev settle to the

bottom for metamorphosis. Buds on

the body grow into various external

sensory and respiratory organs.

The body elongates an<i flattens

into a broad foot (hence the

name gastropod: easier. "Ik-IIv";

podos. "loot").

Now the juvenile nudibranch

begins its lifcbmg <|ue-it lor food,

dining on encrusting organisms

sui'b as sponges or algae. McmlM-rs

of at least one grou|). the

Eolidoidea. ingest ibi- slinging

lenlailes of riielenter.lles (Indroids,

ielKlisbi's. anemones, and rorals).

In these nudibranchs, undigeslcd

and iinlriggered slinging <ells are

carried lo the spnrlikc cerala anti

stored in siics. VI hen the animal is

irrit.iled, the -tinging eells are

ejected, litis borrowed ammnnilion

serves adnui.diK lor a fir-l lini- ol

defense against some bungling

would-be predator that does not

recognize the nutiibranch as

anything but a gastronomic delight.

The second or third pair of

sensory lenlarles on the

nudibranch"s head, tipped with neat

rows or rings of tinv. leaflike

appendages, are the rhinophon-s.

Some types of rhinophore resemble

rabbit ears, and one family, the

Aplvsiidae, which is closely related

to the nudibranehs, has been given

the vernaiHilar name "sea hares."

Khinophores appear lo be olfaclorv

in function and mav b«' used lo

locate food. Perhaps thev serve as a

sort of early warning chemical

defense system as well: upon

potential threat of harm,

rhinophores and other delicate

cNlernal organs are withdrawn and

sheathed within the safels of the

body mantle.

Small and harmless, but not

without their own uicIIkmU of

defense, nudibranchs have evolved

into a form wt-ll adapted to their

life in the s«'a. Thev thrive in a

world of predators, ev<-n as

garden slugs sur\ i\e the onslaughts

of my pups.
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Is Anybody Out There? Four times in tiie last decade
men have listened for messages from other worlds, but
so far have heard nothing more than the natural hiss of
the universe, punctuated bv the steady signals of radio-

emitting celestial objects. It may be that we are listen-

ing with the wrong equipment or listening at the
wrong time. It could also be that no one else is out
there, but despite the failures to date, an increasing

number of scientists are becoming convinced that we
are not alone in the universe. Perhaps there's not a

beep to be heard because nobody is sending; every-

body is listening.

The search is continuing; radio astronomers are
sweeping the sky for signals, any kind of signals at any
wavelengths. Unlike national space programs, at least

up until now, the search is evolving in a noncompeti-
tive way. In any conversation with another civilization

on another world, we are all Earthmen. Russian and
American experts met in September to coordinate
their efforts, establishing a joint committee to direct

future efforts.

The question of extraterrestrial intelligent life has
reached the stage of serious discussion. Astronomers
are convinced that planets around a star are a com-
mon, rather than a rare, occurrence. Biologists are
convinced that life can arise elsewhere, just as it did
on the earth; not only are the precursor chemicals
likely to occur on other planets, but they are also now
known to be present in the gas clouds from which stars

and planets condense.

A separate question is how long intelligent life lasts

once it does arise. Not a few students of life on earth
feel that the life-span of our own technological civ-

ilization may be measured in decades rather than mil-
lennia. If we, for example, were to send a signal out to
the stars today, and fifty years from now it reached
another civilization, would we still be here when their
answer arrived in another fifty years?

Some experts are more optimistic, at least about
other civilizations. It may be that if a civilization sur-
vives the first few decades or centuries in which it has
acquired the power to destroy itself, it can survive for
eons. A civilization in a solar system much older than
ours can be expected to have a technology capable of
things men do not yet dream of; such a civilization
might choose to signal, for example, bv changing the

This rich star field, where the Milky Wav crosses
the constellation Cygnus, gives some idea of the
billions ofstars in ourgalaxy. A nd there are billions

ofgalaxies. Many astronomers believe that somewhere
in all of this, other intelligent life exists.

characteristics of its star. It might have starships tha
approach the speed, of light so closely that when a crev
returns from a voyage of a thousand years, they wil
have aged only ten years or so.

In a sense we have already sent a signal to the stars
A civilization several tens of light-years away mai
have picked up the high-frequency radio and televisior

transmissions that began on earth in the early part o
this century. They may have promptly dispatched ;

reply, a message that will arrive tomorrow at .3:00 P.M
The text is unlikely to be. "Hello, Earthmen. this is

the Galactic Confederation. Our Welcome Wa^on is

on the way," or "Prepare to surrender to our war
ships." The message is more likely to start with some-
thing like a series of prime numbers to quickly iden-
tify it as the product of intelligent beings. The first

"words" we hear could be groups of dashes represent-
ing the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 1.3. and so on.

It takes a lot of energy to send a message over inter-

stellar distances, so any message we pick up will prob-
ably be both long and full of information. In his novel
A for Andromeda, the British theorist Fred Hoyle sug-
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sled thai the tnfssa<;<' rnijzhl Ik- specifications lor a

iii|)iilcr.

How would another civilization open coiiimu-

licalions with us? To them, we are unknown creatures

if presumably dilferent form. I'ulture. and even

houfiht processes. One obvious solution is to transmit

[)iciures. perhaps using a binarv code that would in-

-truct us which stjuares on a <;rid to darken and which

leave blank. A be<;inning vocabular\ lould be

worked out from the pictures.

What are the chances of hearing from another ii\-

i/alion:' Stephen Dole, in a stud\ published as Hahit-

able ['luricls for Man. estimated that in our galaw
ne. (here are ()()() million planets cajiable of sup-

porling life as we know it. More imporlanllv. he calcu-

ated that there would be one such planet within 27
ight-vears of the earth, two within '.il light-vears. 7t

wilhin 17 light-si-ars. 10 within .!<> lifiht-vears. and rA)

Ihin 1(K) li-ihi-vcars.

The Russian aslrophvsicist losif S. Shklovskii and

ihc \merican (iarl .Sagan. in Intrlliticnl Li/'r in llir

I niirrsf. c.une uii with an e-liinale lor liic number of

civiliziilions in our <jala\v technicallv superior to our

own. They placed this number between hitv thousand

and one million, which would put the distance Iw-

tween technical civilix.alions in the range of a lew hun-

dred to a thousand light-vears.

These estimatt's do not reallv tell us what the

chances are of hearing from another civilization. But

the people who know best think the chancts are gcKiH

enough to make a search worthwhile.

\t till" .September conference in Soviet .Xrmenia.

till- Kussian and American participants loncluded that

"lor the lirsl lime in human history, it has become pos-

sible to make serious and detailed experimental in-

vestigations" of extraterrestrial civ iliz;il ions and their

detection. .Some of the suggested lines of in(|uir\. ihev

admitted, would cost as much ;ls existing space and
nuclear programs, but others could be initialed on "a

vers modest scale."

The Kus.sians paved the was for future cooperation

bv revealing details of lh<-ir most recent seanhes. .As

the conference participants put it. "il seems to us ap-

propriate that the search for ••xtratern-slrial in-

telligence should be made l)v representatives of the

whole ol mankind."

The interim working group ihi-v established in-

cludes four Russians, a (y.ech. and four Vmi-ricans:

Krank Drake and <-irl .Sagan of (ornell I niversitv.

I'hdip Morrison of MIT. and hernar.l M. Oliver of ihe

Hewlett-Packard instrument com|)anv.

I'wo .Soviet searchi's are continuing. In one. a !H)-

loot radio telescope is examining .">() nearby stars at

what are believed lo be logical wavelengths for signals.

Twelve b.ive been checked -o far; the rest will Im- as

lime can be taken from other ob-erving programs.

In the other |)rogr.un. short bursts o| railio noi><- are

monilored at observatories in (torki. Murmansk, the

(irimea, and I ••suri. 'I"his search is designed lo Im* s<'n-

sitive al all wavelengths. ,\nv radio rereiver can pick

up .1 sudden eli'ctronia:;tlelic burst, even if il comes

from the (licking of a light switch in llu* next r<Hiin.

Ilie listener has no wav of knowing whether ouch a

burst is local. Rul if receiver^ separateii li\ a continent

pick up the signal simultaneously, it can then Im- as-

sumed lo be coming from sp.ice.

\o search is going on in the I niled Stales al the

moini-nl. bill al le.ist one group is pulling together a

Iiroposil for a search lo Im- iinderlaken at die N.iiional

{adio Astronomy Obsj-rvalorv in (ire«-ii Ikink. \X e«i

Viruiniii.

We may never lu-ar from anoiher vsorld. but il

woiilil Im- <mi inleresling if we did th.il it cerlainlv

seems worth llu- elliirl lo listen.

JniiN IV Wti n. Jh
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We do not know when man begins to play.

Play may start before birth, with the kicks

and turns of the fetus; it certainly is

present in the infant; and it continues

throughout our lives.

When play is suppressed, both the individual

and society suffer. When play is encouraged,

both benefit. The reasons for this are

not clear, but somehow play is essential

for man and many other social animals.

Unlike most behavior, play has not been

exhaustively studied. Scientists have

difficulty taking it seriously. They argue

about what play is. Some have narrow

definitions; others would agree with

Tom Sawyer that 'Vork consists of whatever

a body is obliged to do. . . . Play consists of

whatever a body is not obhged to do."

Play has a major role in the natural history

of many species. Some of the importances

and intricacies of play are discussed

in the five articles gathered for this

special supplem.ent. Their meaning may
be summed up in a paraphrase of a popular

saying:

"Play is healthy for children

and other living things."

46 Photo: Morton Tadder
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Man at Play
Since the beginning of the

Industrial Age, Western society

has suppressed play. Only now
are we starting to realize

the penalties of that

abnormal repression

by Edward Norbeck
Department of Anthropology

Rice University

America's forefathers believed strongly in the set

of values known as the Protestant ethic. Devotion to

work was a Christian virtue; and play, the enemy of

work, was reluctantly and charily permitted only to

children. Even now, these values are far from extinct

in our nation, and the old admonition that play is the

devil's handiwork continues to live in secular

thought. Although play has now become almost re-

spectable, it is still something in which we "indulge,"

a form of moral laxness.

Anthropologists have long known that non-West-

em societies seldom value work for its own sake.

Most people, in most times, have not worked hard.

Today even for the most primitive peoples, who
scratch out a bare livelihood by hunting and gather-

ing wild foods, life does not consist of unremitting

hard work. Prof Richard Lee has shown that the

modem !Kung Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert of

Africa, for example, work only 12 to 19 hours weekly

to provide for themselves. A recent anthropological

study places the beginning of lengthy and regular

work perhaps ten thousand years ago, following

man's invention of plant and animal husbandry,
when planned programs of regular labor became
necessary for economic success and when small chil-

dren could regularly be put to economically useful

tasks such as tending hvestock. A sustained cycle of

hard work is a phenomenon of modem times, limited

principally to the industrialized nations of the world.

In many societies attitudes toward play, as well as

toward work, also differ from those prevalent in the

United States today and especially from those that

prevailed in the recent past. In most societies play

has not been a sin or even a foible. Instead, it hasj

been viewed as an outstanding and socially approved I

feature of Ufe and has often held a position of honorf
in rehgious observances. The idea that play is frivol-

ity and not the proper business of life has a history of

some centuries in Europe and the United States. This

thinking has doubtless played a part in spurring the

economic and scientific development of our nation.

Although there have been some exceptions, the gen-

eral neglect of human play as a subject of study also

reflects this idea.

Since the tum of the century, biologists have stud- e

ied play, but they have nearly always been concerned

with the play of lower animals, a permissible subject.

Physical anthropologists, deaUng with apes, mon-
keys, and other lower primate relatives of man, have

similarly made some studies of play. For many years J

therapists and educational and social psychologists

have studied the play of children, but, in one way or

another, these studies have generally concerned work

or have had therapeutic goals. For example, many
studies have been made of the value of play as a ve-

hicle of leaming, of children's play that seems to

mime the behavior of adults.

Similarly, the study of recreation, now very popu-

lar, concems principally its relation to work. As Mar--

garet Mead has observed, financial support for the

study of play among adults has generally been avail-

able to social scientists only when play is called recre-

ation, a label that identifies its role in recreating hu-

man beings for the serious and proper business of

Ufe.

Human play need not be regarded as simply a

restful diversion from more important activities or as

the behavior of children. Play is both a biological

and a sociocultural phenomenon that has signifi-

cance in many ways, some of which concem modem
social problems.

For all forms of Ufe, play may be defined as volun-

tary, pleasurable behavior that is separated in time

from other activities and that has a quality of make-

believe. Play thus transcends ordinary behavior. Hu-

man play differs uniquely from that of other species,

however, because it is molded by culture, consciously

and unconsciously. That is, human play is condi-

tioned by leamed attitudes and values that have no

counterpart among nonhuman species.

Following our definition, forms of human play in-

clude sports and games of all kinds; dancing, singing,

wit, and humor; dramas, comedies, theatrical per-



formances, and other forms of mimicry; art, music,

and other esthetic endeavors; and induced states of

psychological transcendence, such as those resulting

from alcohol or drugs.

The research of biologists and primatologists

shows that play is innate behavior in the entire class

of mammals and that play sometimes occurs between

individuals of different species. Man plays with cats,

dogs, and other domesticated animals; cats and dogs

sometimes play with each other; apes and monkeys

(chimpanzees and baboons) have been observed in

nature as playmates.

Among the many forms of life, man is the supreme

player. Only man appears to play from birth to

death, although forms of human play tend to change

as humans age. Some societies have discouraged or

even prohibited certain forms of play, such as danc-

ings But the impulse to play is irrepressible, appear-

ing unmistakably in every normal newborn child.

Our closest living relatives, the apes and monkeys,
also do much playing. It seems the more advanced a

species is on the evolutionary scale, the more
frequent and diverse are its play activities.

The theory of evolution holds that any biological

trait endangering a species' survival will be elimi-

nated by natural selection, while a trait with value

for survival tends to become established by the pro-

cess of natural selection. If we accept the idea of nat-

ural selection—and I for one do—we are faced with

the problem of finding survival value in human play.

Curiously, the evolutionary significance of play has

never been a matter of much interest to biologists or

physical anthropologists.

In trying to understand the biologically adaptive

Carnival, Trinidad Tounsi Board
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value of human play, it may be useful to regard

man's retention throughout his life-span of the ca-

pacity to play as being neurophysiologically linked

with youthfulness, and the acts of play as having vi-

talizing neurophysiological effects. An examination

of the occasions when play occurs so suggests. Some
information on nonhuman species indicates that play

is most common and intense when disjunctions oc-

cur; that is, at the time, or soon after, changes in bod-

ily states produced by internal or external stimuli

have occurred, such as upon awakening from sleep

or when the weather or other features of the physical

environment induce changes in behavior. A study of

wild African lions, for example, reports a heightened

incidence of play at such times, and chimpanzees

have been observed to play more when it rains. Play

itself seems to be a change in pace occurring transi-

torily when other changes in pace come about.

Human play is also linked with discontinuities:

changes in kinds of work, the completion of any

time-consuming project that focuses on one kind of

activity, changes in social status. The great festivals

of human societies occur at junctures in the annual

cycles of economic activity, such as breaking ground,

planting, and harvest. These, in turn, are coimected

with changes in the seasons. The traditional Chris-

tian festivals may be traced to such times in the agri-

cultural calendar of the eastern Mediterranean lands

where Christianity emerged. Play behavior included

in rites of birth, coming of age, marriage, and funer-

als takes place at a time when human roles change:

the youth becomes an adult; the single girl becomes

a wife; the childless woman becomes a mother; and

the bereaved wife becomes a widow.

All important social events in the lives of individ-

uals tend to be incorporated into social observances,

and these events commonly include a rich element of

play. For example, in many societies funerals are tra-

ditional times for play. In man's history, many play

activities have been elements of ritual events. In ad-

dition to the social motives involved in the celebra-

tions, it seems probable that an unknown physi-

ological stimulus exists. We are all familiar with the

urge "to do something," to celebrate, when we have

finally brought to an end a line of prolonged activity,

whether its goal was a college diploma or a knitted

comforter.

Games existed long before history was recorded;

for example, there is ample evidence that the ancient

Maya used a rubber ball in a game they played on
elaborate masonry courts. Both divination and
games of chance are also ancient. Intimately con-

nected, many of our games of chance began as forms
of divination.

While information on some forms of play is in-

5°

complete, we know that the supposedly humorle:

North American Indians were often anything but

dour among their fellow tribesmen, and that so-

called inscrutable Orientals are, to themselves, quite !

scrutable, practicing wit, humor, and other forms of

play. But understanding the wit and humor of these

and other foreign societies requires such intimate

knowledge of their languages and cultures that eth-

nologists, lacking comprehension, have often omitted

the subjects or have casually reported the existence

of wit and humor without providing any account of

their nature or themes.

The types of play are everywhere fundamentally

alike. The common and uncommon forms of play,

however, differ considerably among societies, even

among those of similar cultural development. Water

skiing is not possible in the Sahara Desert, of course,

but many of the differences in play have no relation

to the physical environment or state of technological _

development.

Cross-cultural comparisons of play can tell usW

something about the reasons for the differences.

Why, for example, do the modem Japanese strongly

favor baseball, bowling, skiing, and native sumo
wrestling, three of which are introductions of modem
times from the West? And why do they disfavor foot-

ball, prizefighting, and Western-style wrestling? Like

other forms of play prevalent in Japan, the prefer

ence in sports is congruent with ingrained attitudes

and values of which the Japanese themselves are]

scarcely conscious. The popular sports all preservcj

physical, and thus also social, distance, which accords

with the custom among Japanese adults of avoiding

physical contact in public, of preserving social deco-

rum at almost all times, and of following clear-cut

rules of procedure in the acts of hfe.

Physical contact in sumo wrestling is momentary

and highly stylized; the mles of the game prescribe

elaborate formalities of procedure throughout, and

moreover, the sport is performed by professionals,

Except for a small group of professional wrestlers, il

is a vicarious spectator sport. Physical violence, sc

much a part of prizefighting and football, is looked

upon in Japan as highly improper behavior, an idea

that is passed on to young children.

The industrious Japanese are not slaves to work,

Play holds a place without dishonor in their lives. All

pleasurable acts are acceptable behavior, provide-

they are not socially disruptive and do not stand in

the way of obligations to other members of society.

Feelings of guilt for "indulging" in pleasurable be-

havior at the appropriate times is not Japanese.

The attitude in Japan toward alcohol and dmnk-

enness tells us much about Japanese views of play.

Drinking on the part of male adults has traditionally

I



.been approved under the conditions earlier de-

j scribed, and drunkenness is not a violation of the

n law. The goal of drinking is often to get drunk, a

I

state in which one is not really accountable for his ac-

^ tions and during which many conventions are bro-

jl
ken. Offenses committed while drunk have been tra-

ditionally condoned on the grounds that the offender

was understandably not himself But modem times

and— I must add—numerous automobile accidents

have changed this attitude somewhat, and recent leg-

islation provides penalties for drunkenness while

driving.

E xamples such as those given briefly for Ja-

pan can shed light on the habits of play of the United

States, particularly through the contrasts that be-

come evident. In this way we may see that some of

our current social problems are linked with our atti-

tudes toward play and, consequently, our inability to

play satisfactorily. The Puritan ideal in the United

States contrasts sharply with attitudes in Japan,

where motivation to achieve is no less powerful as a

stimulus to work and to the economic development

of the nation. The American way of not so many
years ago was six days of labor and one day of "rest,"

a day that ideally was given to devotional tasks, cer-

tainly not to play. One offered thanks for the bounty

of existence and for the six days of labor.

But the grip of the Protestant ethic on the United

States has begun to relax. The past several years

might be called the dawn of the rcdi.scovcry of man's

animal nature, the discovery that man shares various

hereditary traits with apes, monkeys, and lower

forms of life. We have recently dared to openly

acknowledge that sexual behavior exists among hu-

man beings, and some of us now avoid saying or

thinking that people "indulge" in sexual acts A few

of us have taken a larger and perhaps more perilous

step in slating that play is natural human behavior,

serving an essential role in the mamtcnancc of life.

In all human stx;iclics, but perhaps especially in

those holding the Christian view thai man is a special

creation, any behavior that calls attention to the na-

ture of man as an animal is strongly ainditioncd,

ctintrollcd, or even suppressed. All nccevsary btnlily

functions eating, drinking, excreting, breathmg, and

sleeping—are bound by firm conventions and should
ordinarily be performed as unobtrusively as possible.

It was scarcely possible to imagine that beneath the

demeanor and substantial garb of the Victorian lady

lay a busy alimentary canal. Ponder for a moment
the probable effect of flatulence in public or of the

frank scratching in public of certain parts of the body
on the careers of politicians, ministers, or university

professors. For many, human copulation was un-
seemly behavior, so animallike that the anatomical

reminders of sexuality were concealed by garments
that sometimes remarkably altered the contours of

the body-and led to amazing symbols of eroticism.

These and other suppressions of man-animal be-

havior have been important and, in the sense that we
and our culture would otherwise be very different,

were probably required in the biological evolution of

man and the development of society and culture. As
anthropologists have often said, man domesticated

himself The trend toward suppressing the beast

within reached its greatest height in Europe and the

United States, where it included attempts to suppress

play as a matter of morality. Only very recently have

we been able to think that perhaps we went too far,

that we unwittingly created a complex of social prob-

lems for ourselves.

Elsewhere in the world, among non-Western

people (and among Western people not too many
centuries ago), play was wholly acceptable behavior.

Potential problems of unregulated play did not exist

in these scKieties because play was institutionalized.

All types of play existed and were permitted under

conditions of regulation that kept them in order and,

in ways that I shall try to make clear, contributed to

social harmony and personal well-being. The most

imp<irtant means of regulation in the past was to con-

vert forms of play into religious activities, which were

then permitted or even required on certain fixed oc-

casions.

One of the most aimmon examples of play in reli-

gious dress is the rite of reversal, of upside-downing,

during which the stnrial hierarchy is inverted, cus-

tomary rules of moral behavior arc suspended, and

other ordinary behavior, such as the direction of

walking and dancing, is done backward. Commoners
may insult kings, women may deride men, and all

kinds of resentments may he exprevscd with impu-

nity. Obscenity, lewdncvs, sexual license, theft, and

assault or mixk a.vsault may all be pcnnivsiblc. Mim-
icry, drama, wit, humor. st)ng, dance, pageantry, al-

coholic drunkcnncvs. and other forms of induced eu-

phoric transcendence may all be incorporated in the

riles.

But let us note thai the festivals are not truly cha-

otic Order prevails within seeming disorder. Revcr
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sals begin and end at fixed times; all participants

know the rules, and all are well aware of the quality

of make-believe and the transitoriness of the festival

behavior.

Rites of reversal have sanctioned play during most

of human history. They were once common—and
traces still exist—among native peoples of sub-Saha-

ran Africa, North American Indians, Polynesians,

and elsewhere among nonliterate peoples. Among
the elaborate civilizations of the world, the Hindu

festival of Holi, the ancient Greek and Roman satur-

nalia, and the European festivals of Mardi Gras and

Carnival are all examples of rites of reversal. All are

fundamentally complexes of forms of play. Although

once common in northern Europe, the birthplace of

the Protestant ethic, today these rites linger in Eu-

rope only as echoes among Roman Catholics. As the

Protestant ethic spread from Europe, the once wide-

spread rites of reversal faded, although they continue

to survive in many societies. It is not surprising that

they are unknown in the United States, except in the

Mardi Gras of New Orleans, a mere afterglow of the

original rite.

This sanction of play in rites of reversal has had

implicit positive functions: the rites promote well-

being and social order in ways of which their partici-

pants are unaware. The rites may easily be seen as

valuable safety valves for both individuals and social

groups. Many Americans might see such value in the

African rite that allowed men to berate their moth-

ers-in-law. The return to ordinary rules of behavior

after a departure from them may also be seen as

reaffirmation of the propriety of the everyday rules.

The rites also provide, with social approval and en-

couragement, opportunities for esthetic expression as

well as for other forms of play. Permissiveness ac-

companied by control prevents play from getting out

of hand. I am aware of no report on primitive so-

cieties under native conditions that even suggests

that play is a social problem.

One of our difficulties has been that our attitudes

toward play have not dimmed our impulses to play.

Even when disfavor was at its peak, we continued to

play—usually unobtrusively, by recourse to the least

disfavored forms, and often surreptitiously, illegally,

and guiltily. Of course, not all people were taken in

by the prevailing conventions and many did continue

to play.

An acute social problem facing us today concerns

a form of play that we have seldom recognized as

such, one that other societies have been able to

handle by regarding it as normal, if remarkable, be-

havior. Taking a drug trip is not a corrupt innovation

of modem youth, but an ancient practice among hu-

mans everywhere. Transcending ordinary psychic
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states is attractive to people of all ages. Children like '

to be swung by their hands and to turn round and

round until they are dizzy. They like to ride roller

coasters at amusement parks. Adults also seek tran-

scendence, in many ways and to many degrees. We y

have called its various forms by many names: escape,!

fantasy, mysticism, trance, vision, revelation, ecstasy, f

talking-in-tongues, religion, drunkenness, and, some-
"'

times, drug addiction. Ways of achieving these states

have included fasts, self-torture, hyperoxygenation,
^

dancing and other forms of physical exertion, sugges-

J

tion and autosuggestion, and swallowing, breathing, t

and injecting foreign substances into the body. i

Like other forms of play, trances and visionary ex-

1

periences have often been regarded, sought, and put I

to human use as religious experiences. Long-lived re- .'

ligious cults have been based upon a single transcen

dent vision or revelation, and seers, prophets, sha

mans, and mystics have put states of transcendence

to social use. The tendency to identify these states



with religion is ancient, worldwide, and alive today.

Some modem supporters of the use of hallucinatory

drugs hold that the essence of religion is ecstasy, and

that for many Americans ecstasy is possible only

through the use of hallucinogenic drugs.

Societies in which ecstatic states and the use of

drugs were anciently established have developed cus-

toms for their control. The religious ecstatic is taught

techniques of control by experienced professionals so

that he may begin and put an end to ecstasy at will.

The world capital of the u.se of hallucinogenic and

other sense-deranging drugs in aboriginal times was

probably northern South America. Among the In-

dian tribes of the area, the pharmacopoeia of plant

substances inducing remarkable psychic states was

astounding and, perhaps fortunately, is still largely

unknown in the United States except to a few schol-

ars and scientists. Use of these drugs was regarded by

South American Indians as a religious experience

and was customary in certain rites. For the average

Marcia Keegan

person, use was only occasional and was controlled

by convention.

American Indian members of the legally chartered

Native American Church of the United States have
for decades similarly sought transcendence as a reli-

gious act during weekly ceremonies. This is done by
drinking infusions of peyote or by eating the fresh

peyote plant, a small, spineless cactus containing the

alkaloid mescaline. This custom appears to have

brought neither addiction nor social disturbance.

In modem India, the drinking of liquid con-

coctions of marijuana is also religious, a part of the

traditional festival of Holi, and is thus similarly per-

mitted and controlled by convention.

Circumstances surrounding today's use of psy-

chedelic drugs by a sizable group in the United

States differ outstandingly in a number of ways. As
with many other forms of play, the use of drugs is a

moral issue intimately tied to our religious tradition.

An attitude of disapproval is generally held by even

nonreligious members of the population. Prohibited

by law, the use of dmgs in the United States lacks

peaceful modes of control and its regulation is left to

the force of law.

Much of the above illustrates that in play, as well

as in other things, the whole world is not like Du-
buque, Iowa, or New York City, and that America's

transition to modem civilization has brought losses

as well as gains. But the intent is to say still more-
that human play is a suitable subject for scientific in-

vestigation, both for its own sake and for the prac-

tical value that knowledge of the subject will give.

Play is universal human behavior. It is therefore

presumably vital to human existence. Societies re-

gard and handle play differently. Some provide it a

place of honor and put it to social use. Other st>-

cieties, notably our own in recent centuries, have

held play in dishonor, a course of action that has

borne positive results in monumental economic

achievements but (hat, at the same time, has pre-

sented us with a tram of siKial problems.

A much more mipressivc case than I have set forth

in these few pages may be made for the ptwilivc as-

pects of play: its role as a s«iurcc of important in-

ventions and esthetic creations, as a means whereby

children learn adult roles, as a Mviallv acceptable

way of expressing hostile feelings and resoK ing ci>n-

flicts, as a simction f»>r behavior. And ils impi>rtancT

in still other ways, some of which wc can as yet sec

only ha/ily.

Man has used play for his own ends; i( has contrib-

uted to the growth of civilization Like sexual dnvcs.

appetites for AkhI. and other innate impulses, the hu-

man pr»Klivitv to pi.iy requires both recognition and

suitable cultural enc«)uragcmenl and control.
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Children at
If the games of children

forecast the future, why are

American children rejecting

the product-oriented play

of their parents and
turning to fantasy?

by Brian Sutton-Smith
Teachers College

Columbia University

Our civilization has not paid much rational atten-
tion to play. Rather, we have considered it to be ir-

rational, trivial, ephemeral-not reaUy critical. The
seventeenth-century creation of an "innocent" child-
hood has led us, until recently, to consider play un-
important in adult existence. Although in the past
fifty years some intuitive investigators have sought to
rescue something from this pejorative definition by
saying that play is a child's work, Uttle has been ac-
comphshed in the systematic understanding of play.
The Genevan psychologist Jean Piaget demon-

strated that much ofwhat we had caUed play is really
the activity of intelligence. From the very first days
of hfe, the child is learning discriminations and forms
of effective behavior. A generation of American psy-
chologists showed that much of the time a child is in-
tently "exploring" his world and that we should not
call that play either.

What then is play? To answer this question we
need to say something about the special feelings, the
special volitions, and the special structure of play.
Entering into play seems to involve a relaxation of
feelmgs. A baby who has had his bottle and is "play-
fully" sucking and tonguing in his mouth has a qui-
escent, euphoric, ruminative quality. Paradoxically
once play gets under way, new forms of feeling and
tension often rise. For example, a championship
chess player was recently quoted as saying, "For the
most part chess is everything. It's a tight world of 64
squares. It's an unreal fascination. You're always
thmkmg. You're always in the present time You
know you're alive. You're always being challenged
and threatened."
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Perhaps play has a temporal sequence: first, a re-

laxation of customary feelings; then the induction of

new, play-appropriate tensions, followed by relaxa-

tion at the end. The "pleasure" of play has a dis-

tinctive alternation between relaxed and heightened

affect.

Play and game involvement are customarily volun-

tary. The player begins because he wanU to, and

once in the play he makes his own choices and be-

haves in the novel ways he wishes. The player has

more freedom and can sustain his chosen activity

without interference for considerable periods. Being

active rather than passive before fate may account

for the immediately euphoric quality of play, while

the exigencies of the new game may account for the

novel tensions that then arise.

These considerations lead us to define play briefly

as a transformation of feelings, volitions, and

thoughts for the sake of the excitements of the novel

affective, cognitive, and behavioral variations that

then occur. In play the ends arc indeed subordi-

nated; the means justify the ends. Within this con-

text, play of children can be usefully divided into

four categories: imitative, exploratory. lestine. and

model building.

Imitative Plav

In the first year of life, the eariicst forms of imita-

tive play usually involve the child imitating the par-

ent imitating the child. The baby can only do well

what he has already done. The mother who imitates

the Mx-month-old baby's sucking sound may then in-

duce the baby to reproduce that same sound. The

difference between the original sucking and the new

Slicking noise causes them both to laugh during this

^.imc. By the end of the first year a number of

mother child games (for example, handdapping)

have this circular imitative basi.s.

By the second year the infant can imitate other

people by himself This deferred imitation is illus-

trated when the IR-month-old child "prctcnd-s" to

rub the face cloth all over his face as if washing, al-

though he IS nowhere near Ihc washbasin If he diKs

ihis washing at the basin, we might s.iy that it is in-

iclligcnl imitation, a mode of knowing If he diKS it

nowhere near its proper setting, we can say U is

imitative play In this second year of life nuwt of the

imitative play will be partial acts Nirrowcd from

sleeping, eating, and washing

In the third year, children show a greater aware-

ness i>f ihcir own pretense and tend to ix»py other
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people as a whole. They become mothers and fa-

thers. The imitation of whole people can be difficult

in some modem societies where the father's work is

outside the child's sphere. For example, in a subur-

ban nursery school, children did not like to be as-

signed the role of "father" in their dramatic play.

Most of them refused. One boy, who reluctantly took

the part, rapidly rode his tricycle (car) away from the

"house." turned around at the end of the room, tore

back, clasped "mother" in his arms and gave her a

loud kiss, stretched, and said, "Well, I guess I'll take

a nap."

In most of this early imitative play the child imi-

tates the important and powerful people in his life.

In homes or in cultures where the parents are highly

authoritarian and inflexible, play throughout early

childhood is usually rigidly imitative. Alternatively,

in cultures where adults have much greater flexibility

in their roles as adults and in their adult-child rela-

tionships, at about the fourth year the characters in

children's play become increasingly imaginary and

less faithful copies of rigid parental prototypes.

Cross-cultural information suggests that the rigid

imitation of parental power has been the rule

throughout most of human history, and that the

rather imaginative play we have come to observe in

modem nursery schools is a late product in cultural

development.

Morton Tadder

Similarly, toys may reflect the children's needs for

exact replication of overpowerful superiors or for

more flexible venture into novel worlds. The social

play of the fourth year also reflects these differences.

In the more rigid tradition the play involves a domi-

nant child forcing the less powerful children into in-

ferior roles. The dominant child arbitrarily fixes the

parts the other children shall play and refuses to re-

verse the roles. This order of events is then main-

tained by threats and bribes. In modem nursery

schools there is more readiness to take turns and to

altemate the desirable roles.

Between four and six, imitative social play tends to

be govemed by one player acting as a central person

and the others acting in satellite roles, or by players

taking turns and alternating the roles, or by all the

players doing much the same thing at the same time.

In earlier times in America this age group per-

formed a number of circular group-singing and

rhythmic pastimes that emphasized choral imitative

behavior. These circle pastimes are still found in

some nursery schools and in certain mral or immi-

grant environments. Many were simple group pan-

tomimes such as "ring-around-a-rosy," "baloo,

baloo, baUght," "looby loo," "mulberry bush," but

most were choral celebrations of marriage or funeral

customs, such as "Poor AUce is a-weeping," "Sally

Waters," "Knights of Spain," "Green Grow the

Rus.es, Oh," "Green Gravels," and others.

Today we see less of these traditional pastimes,

and more informal, imitative group games known by

such names as "houses," "cars," "trucks," and

"schools." These latter games have seldom been

studied systematically, perhaps because they are

found in homes and neighborhoods more often than

in the more accessible school playgrounds. Whatever

the reason, the meaning behind these games prob-

ably could give us a better indication of how our civ-

ilization is going than anything else that children

have to tell us.

Exploratory Play

It is difficult to separate exploratory play from ex-

ploration. When a child discovers a novel object and

examines it, he is not playing. But what if the novel

object is a toy that the child is examining in his usual

play milieu? Is that play? Because the answer lies in

the child's attitude at the time, it is difficult to pro-

vide an answer, particularly for the first two years of

hfe when play consciousness is not clearly differ-

entiated.

Still, even in the first six months the child occa-

sionally seems relaxed and pleased when he plays

with his tongue and lips or his hands and fingers.

This might well be exploratory play. And in the sec-

ond six months, play with the parents' face and hair



is often accompanied by smiling and laughter. In the

second year, exploratory activities that may well give

rise to exploratory play include tasting, scribbling,

emptying, filling, inserting, putting in and out, pull-

ing, stacking, rolling, and climbing into and under

small spaces.

By the third year this exploration grows increas-

ingly complex. Various patterns of organization be-

come manifest. The child arranges, heaps, combines,

transfers, sorts, and spreads. The child is also aware

that he is playing and that his objects are toys. He
piles the blocks in new and amusing ways. Novel ma-

nipulations and effects excite him. Much so-called

destructive bliKk play has this character. Towers of

blocks make marvelous effects as they crash to the

ground or get higher and higher before falling.

Blocks do odd things when a child pushes one

against another, then another against the first one,

and then another and another. Clay can be pushed

and squeezed and torn into pieces that yield funny

shapes and feel different to his fingers. Sand pours

from buckets and over his legs in pleasant ways.

There are agam novel feelings, novel effects, and

novel relationships in a familiar setting.

At the same age level, from three to four years, we

should not neglect the extensive verbal exploratory

play that children exhibit. They put words and

sounds together in novel combinations, most

frequently while sitting in bed early in the morning

or before sleep at night.

In childhotnl today, exploratory play is facilitated

by innumerable toy miKlcls-cars. ships, and skele-

tons. These models partly confine play, but children

often build fantasies during their examination and
construction of the toys. Verbal exploratory play is

also conventionalized in childhood through pre-

scribed humor and nonsense. Riddles expose the

child to novel contingencies in semantic relation-

ships: "Why did the dog get out of the sun? He didn't

want to be a hot dog." Nonsense yields absurd possi-

bilities: "I took a chair and sat down on the floor."

Testing Plav

In many types of play and playful contests, the

child is testing himself During his second year, he

does a great deal of large motor testing. He crawls

under and into things, pulls wagons, lifts objects,

pushes, hammers, splashes, rides, balances, climbs,

digs, opens, closes, runs, throws. Much of this is not

play, but direct testing and adaptation in a given sit-

uation. At times however, an exuberance to the pull-

ing, the pushing, the creeping into cupboards makes

it play. Testing play is a form of self-validation.

As the child becomes older, the tests he enjoys in-

crease in variety and character. The baby climbing

the stairs gives way to the child jumping down them

three at a time or sliding down the bannister. The
most obvious way in which testing takes place in play

is in the social form of games. In these games the

child obtains his self-validation by usmg others as his

standard of competence. He seeks out competitors

with talents matching his own. Against them he can

measure his progress.

Most testing games are contests that deal with

some of the major forms of emotional life. There are

games of approach and avoidance, incorporating the

behaviors of withdrawal and escape (hide-and-seek),

in which the emotion of fear and the adaptive func-

tion of protection arc tested out There arc games of

attack, in which anger and the adaptive function of

destruction are tested (dixlge ball). There are games

of choice, in which joy or sadness, mating or depriva-

tion are tested (flashlight kissing): games of observa-

tion in which expectancy, sensory functions, and ex-

ploration are exercised (memory ); games of impulse-

control, in which surprise, stopping, and orientation

arc critical (priest of the parish).

Hach of these types of contests can be arranged in

a developmental sequence thai children go through

between the ages oi five to twelve years This devel-

opment can be illustrated through four levels of ap-

proach and avoidance games Ai each level in the

game there are particular spatial and icmptiral rela-

tionships, dillerent appr«>;ich and avoidance actions,

and special relationships between the players.

Level I (hidc-and-seek. tag) First played exten-

sively between five and six years, these games c»>n-

tinuc for many years, particularly in the play of girls
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There is one central person (the It) who has most of

the power (he can select whom to chase, when to run)

and a number of other fugitive persons who try to

hide or escape by holding on to a safe base or saying

some safe term. The players' actions are reversible.

The space is differentiated into "hiding places," or

"safe" spaces, and dangerous territory. These two

qualities of space (security versus danger) may be

analogous to the division of rehgious and mythic

spaces into the sacred and the profane. The temporal

arrangement is episodic. Each incident is of equal

weight, and one follows the other interminably.

When the // tags another player, he is replaced by

that player and the game continues.

Level II (release and ring-a-lievo). In these games,

which become popular at seven to eight years, a cen-

tral It figure again attempts to capture the other

players. But now these other players can harass him

and rescue each other. While the It is accumulating

the captured at his base, all the captured players can

be freed if one of the free players rushes through that

base and cries "release." As well as "hideaways,"

there is now a "captive base." Space has been differ-

entiated into these two special types of territory.

Time has also changed. It is now cumulative. Each

episode adds to the previous one until the It catches

all players and is then relieved of his role.

Level III (red rover). In this game, which is popu-

lar among nine- and ten-year-olds, the // player calls

the others across from one base to the next. As they

race from base to base he attempts to catch them. If

he succeeds, the captured player joins him in the

middle and helps him catch the other players. The

play takes place now within defined boundaries, with

two safe bases at each end. At some middle point, the

play resembles a team game with half the players on

each side. The play reaches an exciting climax when
everyone except the last player has been caught. He
is the fastest, the most cunning of all, and all the

other players join to capture him. The game has a

crescendo effect, and the exciting capture of that last

player is a climax time.

Level IV (prisoners' base). In a complex game usu-

ally played first at 11 or 12 years of age, two rela-

tively undifferentiated teams pursue each other over

a large, but defined, territory. The pursued players

attempt to return to base before they can be hunted

down. There are home bases and prisoners' bases

and one team attempts to eliminate the other. When
this is done, the game is over.

In these four levels of play, the child first tests his

powers against "magical" // figures, and finally, at an
older age, against other players of relatively the same
skill. The actions in this sequence evolve from chas-

ing and escaping to capturing and rescuing, with the
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final game of prisoners' base containing both sets

elements. Each level has a new form of spatial am
temporal arrangement, which corresponds to parall

forms of cognitive organization in children of thesi

age levels. But the spatial and temporal qualities taki

on a vividness in games that they may not have ii

other situations. Notions like episodic, cumulative,

and cUmax time are also illustrated in the picaresqui

stories, folktales, and dramas for children. Some'

cross-cultural data show that games of chase, escape,

capture, and rescue exist in cultures where children

are made anxious about independence. The chil-

dren's running back and forth between bases may
represent attempts to come to terms with their appre-

hensions about becoming independent as against re-

maining dependent. In these games they test their

ability to hide, to escape, to capture, to rescue with-

out becoming overwhelmed by fear.

Similar levels can be illustrated for the other typea
of games. The relationships between the levels in

games seem to be additive. Rather than dis-

appearing, the younger elements are added to the

next level of games. A sport of adults, such as foot-

ball, may include many elements of child play.

When game progress is viewed in this devel

opmental fashion, it seems clear that as children pro-

ceed through the series, they gain an understanding

of social relations, social actions, space, and time.

Model-building Play

Although difficult to observe in the very young
model-building play becomes explicit by about foul

years when the organization of houses, tea parties

blocks, cities, trucks reaches a peak. It becomes a dif

ferent type of play when the child puts elements o:

his experience together in unique ways, especiall}

when these involve flights of his imagination. Durin

childhood, play with model worlds of trains, dolls

and cars may be facilitated by commercial toys. Thii

is the play that the psychoanalyst Erik Erikson has

suggested is the analog of the adults' "planning" ao

tivity. There is a widespread, but unsubstantiated,

belief among many adults that because children ta

day have so many toys and models they spend less oi

their time in these solitary constructive pursuits. Ac-

tually the problem may lie less with the toys thai

with the parents' inabihty to provide examples ol

creative adult activities.

In today's society (as indicated by movies and tele-

vision), fantasies about novel human inter-

relationships are a key form of model building. Th«

industrious, product-oriented play that we of an

older generation encourage in our children is mon
related to nineteenth-century industriahsm than t(

tomorrow's customers. I have been impressed at th(

speed with which today's children construct gregari-^



ous fantasies with humor and versatility in their in-

formal play. Here is another fitting area for research

into the future of our own society.

A great deal of systematic observational work,

probably with video tapes, will be necessary before

we can decide what we mean when we say a child is

at play. I am certain, however, that most readers will

be unsatisfied with this state of affairs. They will

want to know what play does. Why is it so important

to define it? Unfortunately, answers to this sort of

question must be even more imprecise than the miss-

ing observations.

From the analysis of play in animals we know that

play increases as we ascend the phylogenetic order.

The more complex the animal, the more it plays.

From cross-cultural studies we know also that as cul-

ture becomes more complex, more types of games

are added: and that different types of games are sys-

tematically related to other cultural variables. For

example, games of strategy appear in cultures when
diplomacy, class stratification, and warfare are in-

stitutionalized. Games of chance appear when survi-

val conditions are uncertain. Studies of devoted

game players in our own culture show that they have

distinctive attributes 4hat go along with their game
playing. The players seem to be molded by their

games, they don't just "play" them.

Such general discoveries indicate that play and
games are functional in culture. Just what this func-

tionality is, however, is another question. I suspect

that the primary function of play is the enjoyment of
a commitment to one's own experience. In play, the

player makes the choices. In modem society, where
individuals are increasingly aware of their alienation,

such a commitment may have considerable survival

value.

Once the player begins the game, the uniqueness,

nonsense, triviality, distortion, or serendipity that fol-

lows may well bring secondary gains. The experience

of play heightens the player's flexibility and imagina-

tive capacity in addition to improving his physical

and strategic competence. But these secondary gains

are clearly indirect.

Games are in part imitative of the larger culture

and therefore embody its processes and attitudes. But

because play is voluntary, it admits madness as well

as sanity. So that what ensues may be only partly a

rehearsal for any specific cultural outcome. The pri-

mary purpose of play has a deeper importance for

every individual. Playing children are motivated pri-

marily to enjoy living. This is the major rehearsal

value of play and games, for without the ability to

enjoy life, the long years of adulthood can be dull

and wearisome.
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At Play in African Village
Some of the immense

problems of learning may be

solved if educators turn to play,

rather than to Plato

by Eleanor Leacock
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn and

Institute of African Studies,

University of Zambia

What we call children's play is in great part the

consciously patterned ways in which children relate

to, and experiment with, their social and physical en-

vironment and their own abilities. Therefore, theo-

rists of progressive education have continually

stressed that free and "playful" manipulation of their

environment is important for children's learning.

In preindustrial society, as children grew to adult-

hood, play merged with work, and formal instruc-

tion supplemented what children were already learn-

ing through direct observation and experimentation.

However, industrialization separated productive

work from the flow of family and community Ufe.

"Play" became sharply differentiated from "work,"

and an ever increasing period of formal schooling

preceded participation in adult occupations. Only

under such harsh conditions as child labor in

factories did children still learn by observing and

doing.

The role of play in learning is of special relevance

for the nations of Africa, which, following political

independence, have made major commitments to

achieving free public education for all children. Afri-

can leaders are caught between the goal of striving

for a life-style established by affluent European colo-

nialists and the goal of independently resolving as

Africans the problems of urban industrial society. On
the one hand, they are building educational in-

stitutions in keeping with conservative Western mod-
els, while on the other, they are strongly committed
to Africanizing their curricula and to finding more
efl"ective ways of preparing all children for mean-
ingful participation in African society. In this context

I shall consider children's play in Zambia and its po-

tential for curriculum planning.

Zambia lies north of the Zambezi River in the high
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interior region of southern Africa. Zambians are

among the many Bantu-speaking peoples of eastern

and southern Africa who traditionally lived by a

combination of cattle raising and agriculture. Urban
trading and political centers have risen and fallen

over the centuries in eastern Africa. However, the

people of Zambia have always been overwhelmingly

rural, Uving in villages or networks of dispersed fam-

ily compounds. This is still true despite the rapid

growth of the cities on the Copperbelt and of the

capital city, Lusaka. In spite of the great changes that

followed European incursions into Africa, many
qualities of a preindustrial, self-sufficient agricul-

tural and cattle-raising economy have persisted.

As in preindustrial societies around the world,

imitative play was basic in the training of African

children. It has been described by many scholars, in-

cluding Jomo Kenyatta, who writes that in their play,

the Gikuyu children of Kenya "do most things in

;

imitation of their elders and illustrate in a striking

way the theory that play is anticipatory of adult life.

Their games are, in fact, nothing more or less than a

rehearsal prior to the performance of the activities

which are the serious business of all members of the

Gikuyu tribe."

"Playing house" is a rehearsal for adult roles by

children around the world. In African societies it en-

tails technical as well as social practice, for boys and

girls build and thatch small houses and make and

use various tools and utensils according to local prac-

tice. The boys make axes, knobkerries, spears,

shields, slings, and bows and arrows, and may also

build miniature cattle kraals. Girls make pottery for

cooking real or imaginary food, clay or reed dolls,

and perhaps mats or baskets of plaited grass.

Play is smoothly and informally transformed into

work. May Edel writes of the Chiga of Uganda:

A little girl accompanying her mother to the fields
'

practices swinging a hoe and learns to pull weeds

or pick greens while playing about. She learns the

work rhythms, the cycle of the seasons, which

crops must be planted in "hard" fields, and how to

tell whether a field is "soft" and useful for certain

crops or ready to lie fallow. A boy tagging after his

father watches him milk the cows or thatch the.

house, whittle a hoe handle or roast a bit of meat

on a stick. Playing with a small gourd, a child

learns to balance it on his head, and is applauded

when he goes to the watering-place with the other
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children and brings it back with a little water in it.

As he learns, he carries an increasing load, and

gradually the play activity turns into a general

contribution to the household water supply.

Kenyatta writes that as Gikuyu boys help in the

fields, their fathers teach them the names and uses of

various plants. From his own childhood experience,

he recounts how the Gikuyu boy roams the country-

side and "learns to distinguish a great variety of

birds, animals, insects, trees, grasses, fruits and flow-

ers. His interests bring him in contact with these

things, since they constitute the furnishings of his

play activities."

Riddles and puzzles are asked of young children m
the evenings, cither by their mothers or by older chil-

dren. Kenyatta speaks of these as "mental exercises."

In addition to learning ab<iul manners and mores

through direct instruction, young pct)plc learn about

their people's history and stKicty through lullabies

and stories. As sixin as they are old enough to remain

quiet, they arc able to listen to the adjudications thai

take place in the outd(H)r courts, and to the lengthy

discussions of community affairs by the ciders.

Through these means, loo. children are mtroduccd to

the highly valued rhetorical arts. Margaret Read

recounts that in Malawi,

a perennial amusement among Ngoni boys of five

to seven was playing at law courts. They sat

around in traditional style with a "chief and his

elders facing the court, the plaintiffs and defen-

dants presenting their case, and the counselors

conducting proceedings and cross-examining wit-

nesses. In their high, squeaky voices the little boys

imitated their fathers whom they had seen in the

courts, and they gave judgments, imposing heavy

penalties, and keeping order in the court with fe-

rocious severity.

As children assume adult roles in the course of

play, they are praised and applauded, but they set

their own pace and determine their own special in-

terests. When they want to learn something, they set

about learning by observation. There is considerable

individual variation, therefore, as to when children

learn things and what they choose to learn. Special-

ists-smiths, woodcarvers, beekeepers, tanners,

shield-makers, barkcloth-makers-teach their sons

their crafts, but even here there is wide latitude for

individual interests.

The time comes when the freedom and casualness

of play and exploration arc replaced by expectations

of mature performance. The older hcrdboys are held

responsible for keeping the cattle healthy and well-

fed. Kenyatta describes how young herdboys are

tested to see that they know each individual of as

many as a hundred cattle, sheep, and goats The boys

must sort out herds that have been mixed. The cere-

monial initiation into adult status that takes place at

abtiut the time of puberty is marked by formal teach-

ing and testing about religious and social matters

and adult codes for behavior. Demands for com-

petence, however, arc based on many years of free

and cxpenmcntal participation and experience.

By wntrast. mission schixils intnxiuced a type of

education that minimi/ed direct observation and ex-

perimentation. Learning was by role; the question

raising and problem solving that were part of infor-

mal participation and play were absent. So, too, was

the direct cxpcncncc of the apprentice. Kenyatta

writes:

Whereas F.uropcnn schcnils in Africa provide train-

ing in nature study, wiwdwork, animal husbandry.
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etc., much of which is taught by general class in-

struction, the tribal method is to teach the names
of particular plants, the use of different trees, or

the management of a particular herd of sheep and
goats or cattle. After this the child is left free to de-

velop his own initiative by experiments and

through trial and error to acquire proficiency.

The authoritarian character of mission education

(like that of colonial or semicolonial areas around the

world) persists in independent Africa. When observ-

ing primary schools in Zambia, I was impressed by

the strong motivation of the children and their par-

ents, and by the ability and dedication of teachers

who were working without the benefit of much train-

ing. Yet the atmosphere was restricted by an over-all

emphasis on education as acquiring the ability to

speak, read, and write English, to handle figures, and

to remember a set body of factual information that

was to be imparted by rote from the teacher to the

children.

Whilc the importance of manipulation, ex-

perimentation, problem solving and question rais-

ing—based on children's direct experiences-is being

accorded widespread recognition in ihc West. Afri-

can education is still obstructed by outmoded au-

thoritarian European patterns. As the first step out of

this situation, there has been an attempt to overhaul

the curriculum thoroughly; to introduce African his-

tory and institution.s, names, food.s, climate, and

countryside into the readers and texts. In Zambia,

the country with which 1 am most familiar, the next

step in curriculum planning for the primary schtnil

has been to promote more teacher -student inter-

change and to introduce problem-solving devices

such as dot-cards in mathematics.

A further step. then, would be to work out more

fully how the children's education can be more

directly built on their day-to-day experiences as they

organi/c thcm.selves for a variety of games and ac-

tivities; count scores; handle volume, area, and linear

measurement in myriad ways; engage in adult role

playing; work with language, story, and stmg; apply

practical knowledge and technical skill in the making

and use of varied toys and instruments; go to the lo-

cal store for their families; or help about the house
and kitchen garden.

It was easy to observe children's activities from the

house where I lived in Matero. a large working-class

suburb of Lusaka. Its yard was a local playground,

and an empty field lay between it and one of the

neighborhood primary schools. Their activities were
also reported on by the many children interviewed

and described in detail by my research assistants.

Most commonly observed was the popular boy's

sport soccer. Boys may form themselves into teams,

raise funds for a ball and team shirts by doing odd
jobs or soliciting money from relatives, elect a cap-

tain and administrative committee, and set up rules.

In one case members were to be fined 20 ngwee (28C)

for being absent from practice without excuse. End-
less variations on other ball games were also ob-

served, as well as local variants of worldwide chil-

dren's amusements: hide-and-seek, tag, hopscotch,

tug-of-war, jump rope.

Boys and girls characteristically have their own
games and play separately. A common girl's game
involves throwing a ball back and forth between two

lines of players, trying to hit a giri in the center be-

fore she can fill a bottle with dirt.

From the age of six on. children play the "husband

and wife game." for which they build and thatch

playhouses and make clay utensils. A girl of nine told

of slaying away all day and cooking real beans and

nsima. the staple fixni of stiffly boiled a>mmeal.

Usually the girls play separately, but a boy spoke of

making sun-dried bricks, using a wotxlcn mold, for

building a playhou.se. Both sexes make clay cattle

and other objects: the girls, often dolls and utensils;

the boys. cars.

They also rummage in garbage bins for tin cans. A
boy described how he and his friends slacked them

up as high as they a>uld before they fell. Little girls

play filling them and pounng water and dirt back

and forth. Watching their concentration, one is re-

minded of statements such as the following from a

manual o\ the Nuthcid Mathematics Project, so in-

fiuential in the current changes in the British "infant

schiHils": "Fri>m the point of view of mathematical

concepts water play is impiulant in establishing a

basis of experience which will lead to the eventual

and true understanding of volume and capacity. The

children will be tilling three-dimensional space and

discovering rclatii>nships between containers."

Old hunting games are not completely gone. Chil-

dren set fire to dry gra.vs in the fields to catch rats;

make slings for shiniting birds; and trap them with

ulihn. a plant gum. which they c«>llccl. heat with oil,

and knead. The city of Lasaka is spread out. and

there is some open space for gardening. Children
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may help clear and work the ground. Some boys help

their fathers with carpentry or brick making. Girls

often report enjoying helping their mothers cook,

sometimes giving recipes. And again, the Nuffield

teaching manual points out: "Experience of volume,

capacity, weighing, estimation, measurement of time;

the appreciation of the approximate nature of mea-

surement; and the need for standard units—all these

may be derived from cooking activities."

Boys scrounge for the materials to make musical

instruments—oil tins, pieces of rubber or plastic, light

wires. They make banjos and guitars, drums, and

bass fiddles consisting of a single heavy string at-

tached to a drum. They often write their own songs

and organize bands, hoping to collect a Httle money
performing at informal gatherings. One day a local

band led a "parade" into the yard and around to the

back of the house. More than fifty smaller children

followed, showing the casually self-imposed orderli-

ness that characterizes such situations.

Girls love chitelele, the traditional women's dance

in which women-step out of a singing, clapping circle

to take turns dancing individually in the center. Girls

know a great many chitelele songs; in fact, both sexes

know an endless number of songs, both old and new,

and love mashasha, or dancing as couples to jazz.

They also know folktales, which the older tell the

younger; while living in a village for a period, I col-

lected some of these from children nine to fifteen

years old.

The melange of languages spoken in Lusaka (as in

African cities generally) is great, and the children are

adept at hearing, interpreting, and compensating for

dialectic differences in closely related languages. In-

deed, their linguistic facility and interest is so great

that it suggests an area for curriculum development

to enrich the cognitive content of English teaching.

This verbal sophistication is illustrated by a game
called kapenta (a fish, dried for shipment), as de-

scribed to me by a twelve-year-old girl:

In this game, people sell kapenta. One person in

the game is Nsenga and the other Bemba [two of

the many national groups in Zambia]. The Bemba
sells the kapenta. saying, "I am selling kapenta."

The Nsenga asks the Bemba what he is selling in

Nsenga. The Bemba misunderstands, and a fight

starts due to the misunderstanding of the lan-

guages. Someone who knows both languages

comes to intervene in a fight between the two and
explains what each one has said to the other.

Eleanor Leacock

one boy says he gets planks from a brewery, finds

floor-polish tins, cuts poles from trees, and makes
wooden wheels. Another boy of ten recounts diffi-

culties making wagons:

It is difficult to obtain the wheels, because some-

times it is risky. I went to a construction site to look

for wheelbarrows to take the wheels out. After I

collected the wheels, I got a wide plank and two

iron bars, to which I fixed the four wheels. I tied

the axles to the plank with wires, and made a steer-

ing wheel. Friends pushed me, and one day we
went to Lilanda where the traffic poUceman caught

us and took the car away from us.

The most characteristic of African toys is the wire

car. These are models of cars and trucks that most

boys start making at eight or nine. They are from one

to two feet long, and made of heavy wires bent into

shape and bound together with finer ones. Discarded

wire is found without too much difficulty or if pil-

fered, becomes anonymous when reshaped. Some-

times the models are covered with pieces of packing-

case cardboard. An eleven year old says:

I collect the wires from the rubbish pit at Mtonyo

Township whenever the municipal vehicles go to

dump some rubbish. After I have collected the

wires, I take some of the biggest and make the

chassis of a bus. Then I build up the body. When
the body is done, I take some cardboard and at-

tach it to the bus to make it look more like the

usual buses we board.

Boys are ingenious at finding and making do with

available materials. Seesaws are improvised; poles

found for stilts and pole vaulting. To make a wagon,
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An unusual style is made by another eleven year

old, who attaches a clothed wire person to a Honda,

actually a tricycle. "When I start driving," he says, "it



begins dancing," describing one which wobbled from

Mde to side when pushed. He sells them, he says, at

24 ngwee each (34C). A nine year old says:

The cars I like very much to design are Fiats and
Land Rovers. I ask my friends who live near the

municipal rubbish pits to collect wires for me,

which I buy at 20 ngwee. When I make the cars, I

drive them in the road, but when I am fed up with

one, I sell it for 40n to a friend who doesn't know
how to make them.

(The price quoted was perhaps high; it had been

bruited about that I was in the market for wire cars!)

Most models are uncovered trucks, which can be

loaded with miniature logs. A twelve year old says

that when he makes a car he gets together with his

friends. "We make small roads and put up road signs

and signals, and one of us becomes the traffic in-

spector. Anyone who commits a traffic offense is

charged and is liable to a fine of four buttons."

Boys are most commonly seen running up and

down with their cars, pushing them along from a

standing position. A long heavy wire, bent into a

circle at the driving end, is attached at the other end

to the front axle of the car in such a fashion that the

boy steers the car by turning the wheel in his hands.

One of several steering mechanisms may be em-

ployed. After a boy decides which type of car or

truck to build, he straightens and cuts lengths of

heavy and light wire. The chassis is built first, and

from this the proportions of the sides assessed. The

model may be purely exterior or finishing touches—

a

front seat, driver, and steering wheel-may be added.

No tools are u.sed; none but hammcrstones are avail-

able. Stove- or shoe-polish tins arc usually used for

wheels, enclosing wire circles stemming from the

axles.

Discussions I had with educators David Simmons

and Delpha Keys defined the many ways in which

the management of proportions, spatial relation-

ships, symmetry, and measurement involved in the

building of these cars can afford a basis for explor-

atory classroom discussion. Not that individual cars

lend themselves to effective use; they arc tcx) com-

plex. However, wire models of just chassis and

wheels, familiar and often of interest to girls as well

as boys, could be used to raise such questions as:

How much wire would be needed for a chassis of the

same proportions, but twice a.s long? How much

more material would be needed to cover it? Children

could make wire cubes and find out how much wire

is needed for a cube twice as big; how much card-

board to cover it; how much gravel to fill it. Or the

children could explore the relationship between

wheel size and the number of rotations a wheel
makes in a meter. Or. a problem suggested by the

Honda-maker, who uses a split back axle on his

tricycle: What happens to each back wheel when a

car with a solid back axle is turned? With a split back
axle? Why?
Other games played by Matero children are vari-

ations on marbles and jacks, played with stones.

Board games of various sorts are known; checkers is

a favorite. Most interesting, however, is a character-

istically African game, nsoro. A West African version

is played on a thick board with carved-out hollows

into which counters are placed. In Zambia, long rows

of holes are simply scooped out on the ground, and
pebbles are collected for playing. In certain neigh-

borhoods, groups of men can almost always be found

standing over a game of nsoro.

A simplified children's version of nsoro is played

using four parallel rows of 12 holes each. There arc

two players; each has two rows to move in. The game
starts with two stones, or counters, placed in each

hole of the two outer rows. Counters are moved to

the right in the outer rows; to the left along the inner

rows. When a player lands in an inner hole adjacent

to an opponent's inner hole containing counters,

both these and any in the corresponding hole on the

outside row are "eaten," or knocked out of the game.

The winner is the first to eat all his opponent's count-

ers. A move consists of picking up all the stones in a

hole of one's chot^sing. reserving one of these, and

placing the others one by one in successive holes. If

the next hole is empty after they are played, the re-

served stone is placed in it and the move is finished.

If not, all stones in that hole must be picked up and

played as part of the same move, which cannot end

until an empty hole is reached for the reserved

counter. As a player moves into the inner strip. cli>sc

to his opponent's counters, he must be careful not to

leave himself open to being eaten without at least

being in a position to eat more of his opponent's

counters in return.

In playing nsoro. then, children learn to weigh al-

ternatives that involve a scries of additions and sub-

tractions of small numbers. The entire strategy of a

play is complicated, but elements of the game-un
enjoyable activity in which younger children watch

older ones, and older children watch the more com-

plex adult version could be utili/cd for presenting

concepts of number, and addition and subtraction.

To quote again from the Nuffield Icachins manuals,

"Many teachers have reali/cd through their i>wn ex-

perience that more learning and indeed more enjoy-

able learning can be gained by working through the

interests of children and many of these interests do.

in fact, arise during plav."
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At Play in the Fields

"The juvenile patas monkey
jumping up and down in the

tall grass may seem to be

enjoying a nice sport, but the

full importance of these

motor patterns is not obvious

until you see an adult male

patas jumping to divert the

attention of a lion from

the rest of the group"

by Phyllis Dolhinow

Department of Anthropology

University of California, Berkeley

If the hours a young monkey spends each day in

play are any indication, then play must be a major

category of primate behavior. This conclusion is un-

derscored by the complexity of play and by the

amount of energy a young monkey devotes to it.

Play is probably important in the development of

all mammals, but it appears to be particularly impor-

tant for the slow-maturing monkeys and apes. Juve-

nile monkeys play for years, investing thousands of

hours of activity, energy, and emotion. Such an ex-

penditure of biological resources must serve impor-

tant biological functions. The theory of natural selec-

tion compels us to look for the adaptive reasons for

this behavior.

Perhaps in part because of the values of our cul-

ture, play has not been considered a major research

problem. Field studies have relegated play to one of

a long list of kinds of behavior. To appreciate the

subtleties of its performance and to attempt to un-

derstand the nuances of its functions, play must be
evaluated in the natural setting of the species, rather

than in a laboratory.

For most primates the context of normal life is a

social group-in all its complexity and stability. This

group is a small world with few intrusive events. A
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majority of monkeys live their entire Ufe in the group

of their birth; hence they know it and its location

well. This is the setting of play: a rich blend of social

relationships and ecological pressures, dangers, times

of plenty and scarcity, and seasonal changes in both

environment and group. Play behavior is character-

istic primarily of large infants and juvenile monkeys,

although adults may play on rare occasions. This fits

in with the notion that play is preparation for adult

life, that it is of major importance in the learning

process. In contrast to adult activities, play is its own
reward. Play does not lead to the attainment of some

other goal, such as food. The playing juvenile uses
,

the same kinds of behaviors as the adult, but often in

odd sequences or combinations. Play fighting may be

aggressive, but it still includes actions that would be

suicidal in a serious encounter. Little monkeys make
great efforts to play: they go to other juveniles, in-

itiate games, and stimulate each other. In this 'sense,

play comes from within, it can be pleasurable, and its

actions are repeated over and over again, year after

year.

Superficially, play may seem simple. There is chas-

ing, wrestling, and boxing. But closer inspection

shows that the actions are not simple. If it is an im-

portant part of the education of a species and if

many adult behaviors are practiced in games, then

we should expect to find great variety behind the ap-

parent simplicity of play. This is, in fact, the case. 1

When a large number of monkeys play, there are

rapid alternations of participants, actions, and indi-

vidual moods, which all produce variations of activ-

ity. Some motor patterns appear regularly. A group

of playing rhesus monkeys may, in a few minutes,

push, pull (hair, fingers, limbs, ears, tails), spin,

squint, drag feet, rub with hands, scratch with nails,

run, jump, chase, fall down, charge, swing by the

feet, lean, mouth, and shove. The list usually also

contains gestures of threat and submission. When
threats appear, tension may develop, turning play

into aggression.

The intensity of play can be measured only im-

precisely. The human observer cannot use the fre-

quency of cries as an index of pain; cries may reflect

the mother's closeness and willingness to back up her

infant more than it reflects how much the infant is

hurt. Social context can aff"ect play in ways that are

not obvious. An animal may ignore pain in play if

the intentions of the inflicter are nonaggressive,

whereas in other interactions a bite or slap of the



same intensity will produce a severe reaction. The
sound of heads banging on tree limbs or on hard

ground in play makes the human observer wince, but

often appears not to deter the monkey whose head

was banged. Instead, he sits for a moment, then

jumps back into the fray.

Subtle glances, tensing of muscles, pressure of

grasp, severity of nipping are but a few of the many
cues that are not available to the human observer,

who is aware of only a small portion of what the

players experience.

Consider the following examples of play, which I

have observed among wild primates:

1. In a village in northern India, a group of four

large and two small juvenile iangurs were playing on

top of an abandoned irrigation well. The two largest

sat face to face boxing each other's shoulders. Next

to and touching them was another pair of juveniles,

wrestling in a ball. All four were bumped by the

smaller juveniles who ran around and over the well

Macatfuet—Phvlli! Dolhinow

in a wild game of chase and reverse chase. From time

to time individuals would pause, look around them,

and flop to the wall or ground for a few seconds, as

though gathering strength for another onslaught of

wrestling or boxing. Occasionally, partners changed:

and even the smallest langur eventually sparred with

the largest, although for a much briefer time than a

pair equally matched. Most of the action took place

in pairs, and the participation of each langur ap-

peared to be completely voluntary.

2. In the Singapore botanical gardens, two crab-eat-

ing juvenile male macaques were sitting close to one

another on a limb. The larger was looking at the

smaller, who was quietly regarding his navel. The
larger got up. glanced again at the smaller, reached

out and poked him with a finger, then quickly sat

down in the same spot. The smaller jerked his body

away from the larger and looked in the opposite di-

rection. After a second's hesitation the smaller

looked toward the larger, who immediately slapped

him again. The small monkey jumped four feet back

along the branch and the larger immediately fol-

lowed and grabbed the retreating animal's tail. There

was a momentary tug-of-war. which ended with the

younger falling from the branch and the larger hold-

ing him by the tail in midair. When his tail was re-

leased, the smaller fell to the ground. The larger ma-

caque then jumped down and chased the smaller one

out of sight. Depending uptm how this was rca>rdcd,

it could be tallied as play or aggression.

3. A small juvenile rhesus monkey was rough-

housmg with an infant on a forest pathway in

northern India. The mfant was fairly passive and the

juvenile turned him over and over quite roughly,

mouthing him all the while. The infant began to

make faint "uh-uh-uh" sounds, and the juvenile im-

mediately paused in his handling, glanced around to

sec which animals were nearby, and then resumed

mauling the infant. The infant used the vtvaliMtion

repeatedly whenever the juvenile .»ppc,«rcd to be

rougher than the infant could tolerate. Always the re-

sponse of the juvenile was to cease. Uv>k and check

the reactions of all nearby adults, and when there

were none, to continue.

At one p»iint the juvenile pushed the infant force-

fully against a limb and the thud i^f the impact could

be heard for 20 feci The infant squealed sharply and

the juvenile stopped An adult female sitting ncarbs



moved toward the pair and the juvenile ran off. In

this instance the infant was using the vocalization

very skillfully to force the juvenile to modulate his

play activity. The infant was, in fact, controlling the

"play" situation. Whether the activity was in any way

pleasurable for the small monkey is questionable;

that it was for the larger, seemed apparent.

4. Two small rhesus monkeys were sitting side by

side on a rooftop in Lucknow, India, and one

reached out and leaned on the other. The leaned-on

one moved three feet away and sat down. The first

again leaned toward him, this time reaching out and

cuffing him lightly on the knee. After the slap the

first rhesus bent back to a normal sitting position and

looked solemnly at the little monkey he had just

slapped. The latter sat quietly and gazed directly

ahead, away from the other monkey. The first rhesus

repeated the slap, this time with a little more force;

still no response, then another slap—each time he

leaned forward and then quickly bent back. Finally,

he reached out, grabbed a handful of fur, and tugged

at it hard enough to puU the skin away in a fold. The

soUcited monkey grimaced at him and bent as far

away from him as he could without standing and

moving. The rhesus that had been trying to gain the

other's attention then sat quietly and after a minute

moved away.

In another, similar instance, where the two mon-

keys were juveniles, the one who was slapped re-

sponded after several approaches with a threat and .

attempted to bite the slapper. This started a fight that

was broken up by a dominant adult male. In a third

example, one young monkey tried to solicit play in a

similar manner, but in this instance the response of

the slapped monkey was to join the first in boisterous

wrestling and chasing play for some time.

A special gesture called a "play face" is described

for many species and signals the nonaggressive intent

of the monkey or ape that wants to play. This is an

oversimplification, since a monkey soliciting a play

partner signals in many ways. It may roll its head

from side to side, close its eyes, move in an uncoordi-

nated, jerky manner, bow or bob up and down, or

approach backward. The face is only one element of

a complex set of movements that carry the message

of intent to interact in a manner we call playful. An
invitation to play might be a slap and quick retreat:

it might even be a bite or a shove, repeated in differ-

ent ways. There are many ways to start an inter-

action, to determine the mood of the desired partner,

and to communicate the intention of the solicitor.

Field workers who have observed monkey infants

grow to maturity can suggest many benefits that de-

rive from social play, including the practice of a

number of social gestures and motor skills. Patterns

appear in fragments, hardly recognizable as the ster-

eotyped social signals they will become if they are to

be effective signals among group members. These

patterns are practiced over and over, in myriad con-
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texts and among all the young of the troop. There is

a slow but certain increase in the motor skills of each

young monkey, from the time it first leaves its

mother, stumbling off a few inches to investigate bits

of its environment, to the time when it will leave her

to play for hours. Although it is unlikely that we
would call the very early sensory or motor ex-

perimentation play, there is no question about much
of the later activity of the older infant.

Motor and social skills are practiced in play, but it

has not been demonstrated that play is the context in

which these skills are originally stimulated or

learned. This distinction must be made if the benefits

of playful activity are to be understood. If play is

considered a context for consolidating skills, for

adding small increments of ability and mastery over

motor, manipulatory, and social tasks, then the vast

repetition of play patterns makes a great deal of

sense. Play is not for solving problems from scratch,

unless perhaps they are problems with objects, but it

may help once the process of solution has been

started.

Repetition is a key descriptive word for play—and

repetition is essentially practice. Elements of sexual

behavior and dominance gestures appear early in so-

cial play, but they appear as fragments and often in

no apparent relationship to reproductive or actual

dominance contexts until the monkey is much older.

Playing animals are involved in a great deal of physi-

cal contact and continuous social interaction. The

ability to control one's own behavior and the actions

of other monkeys becomes very important.

Given the amount of direct intcraction-especially

physical contact-in play, each monkey soon learns

differences in the size, strength, reaction time, and

tolerance of each player. Rules of dominance are es-

sentially based on strength and ability to u.se social

signals, and if learning which animals arc stronger

involves some pain, the young monkey may learn the

rules rapidly. For young juveniles, especially males,

the opportunity to play dominant, as well as subordi-

nate, roles may be a part of the attractiveness of play.

From a broader view, the total experience of play

makes ranking possible and seemingly inevitable.

Social cues and complex communicati(>n patterns

arc developed in the relative safety of play. It docs

not do any good to be the strongest and largest in the

group if at the same time mcist other adults can bluff

their way past to a desired object. A monkey must

know not only the form and context of each stKial

gesture, it must also be able to execute each with

style and finesse. Timing must be perfect, and smcc

most fights are avoided by complex gestures of threat

and submission, the monkey that bluffs best proh

ably goes furthest in the long run

Play is often considered by humans to be pleasur-

able. Among free-ranging monkeys some play ap-

pears to be pleasurable and fun, but much does not.

The tensions aroused during play often appear to re-

sult in the dissolution of the play group. It is possible

that a degree of what we think of as pleasure is ob-

tained from increased competence of movement and
skill in the use of signals. We can only guess the mo-
tivations of a nonhuman primate; it cannot tell us

anything from introspection.

A juvenile male wrestling in the arms of an adult

male may appear tense and inhibited in his move-
ments. He may finally utter a squeal of fear and suc-

ceed in breaking free from the adult. The latter may
have been making a play face toward the younger

male the entire time they were in contact, but the

gesture did not avert the juvenile's breaking away.

What may surprise the observer is the juvenile's im-

mediate return to the adult male; this pattern may be

repeated again and again, with the juvenile fleeing

each time, only to return for more rough play. The
juvenile's ambivalence is apparent; his actions con-

tinually shift from approach to withdrawal. Such

conflict situations, with their tensions and anxieties,

are present in the behavior of monkeys and apes. It

remains to be demonstrated whether or not any of

them are resolved in play.

An ape may pound on a tree when it cannot pound

on another ape that annoyed or frightened it.

Whether a young ape destroys a twig in play because

Bah.xmt Hanhad Palel
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it would like to do the same to a new sibling is a mat-

ter of human conjecture. The play group may be a

location for working out aggression that the animal

might otherwise wish to direct toward larger and

stronger individuals. Helplessness for the younger in-

fant monkey relates most clearly to locomotion and

anxiety about leaving its mother. As it grows, it will

also experience anxiety related to relationships with

others.

Much play appears to be testing of one kind or

another. Players constantly push to the limits of tol-

erance of aggressive behavior, especially older male

juveniles that are large and strong and able to inflict

injury. An aggressive invitation can be followed by

avoidance, play, or fighting—depending upon the

mood of the solicited, the actions of the solicitor,

their past experience, nearby animals, and probably

a long list of other factors that are not apparent to

the human observer. No wonder the human reports

that rough play borders on serious aggression and

that it is difficult to know whether to fit these epi-

sodes into aggression or play. The apparently am-

biguous actions of large immature monkeys doubt-

less reflect their ambivalent feelings as to whether

they will fight, mildly test relative rankings, or tussle

and chase in a frankly playful manner.

The immature monkey constantly tests its strength

and social skills, its bluffs, evasive abilities, and allies

in playful activity. It also tests its environment, but

not. at first, in play. Strange surroundings or unusual

events appear to inhibit playful activity. New corners

of the environment are first investigated; then, and

only then, played in. The initial response to strange

objects or events is one of great caution.

As a way of testing and gaining small increments

of skill or mastery, play is tremendously important

for the individual. Play has been described as uneco-

nomical, but this is a judgment that ignores its long-

term benefits. In terms of immediate goals, playful

activity is expensive in energy and time, but if the

eventual behaviors of the adult are considered, it is a

good investment of both.

Play is one of the most important factors in the es-

tablishment of social relationships that last a Hfetime.

The nonhuman primate is born into the highly struc-

tured social context of the group and the specific

relationships its mother has with the group. Her per-

sonality directly and indirectly afi"ects the infant's

contacts with other group members—the eff"ect may
be restricting or it may be encouraging of wide con-

tact. If the mother is very subordinate and constantly

tense when she is near other adults, she may stay

away from most of the adults and deliberately re-

strict the movements of her infant so that it will not

be able to play. If. on the other hand, she is a con-
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fident, dominant, and socially active female, her in-

fant may be in the center of action and have a lot of

contact with other monkeys. A mother that is quick

to threaten young that solicit her infant to play re-

duces the total amount of time her infant spends in

play. Her presence, regardless of her temperament,

certainly facilitates early exploration and play.

Young of dominant females can aff"ord to take liber-

ties against other monkeys when the mother will

back them up against reprisals.

Various types of play characterize diff"erent stages

of development, each with its attendant problems

and challenges. Play and other activities must have

been designed through evolution to help meet the

demands of each level of maturation. While we can

observe social and motor tasks being worked out by

infants and juveniles, the human can only guess at

the psychological tasks. We cannot determine what,

if any, utilitarian internal functions play has for the

monkey.

Playful behavior gradually drops out of the reper-

toire of the monkey as it matures. Most adult male

monkeys rarely, if ever, play, and the situation is sim-

ilar for adult females although they may interact



playfully with their infants. In any event, play is not

a notable feature of adult life. Why does it drop out

along the way and why don't adults play?

There is no satisfactory or final answer to these

questions, but it does seem that the following factors

are relevant. The adult may find it too difficult to in-

dicate playful intentions. The signals of playfulness,

including the so-called play face, may not be suf-

ficient to counteract the strength and potential ability

to damage that other members of the group have

learned to associate with that adult. Most play in-

volves a lot of physical contact and sudden move-

ments-two qualities of interaction generally avoided

by adult males unless the situation is clearly one of

relaxed grooming or similar activity. The rough and

tumble of play may be potentially too dangerous for

adults and also incompatible with their important

roles of leadership and dominance. Intentions that

are ambiguous or misread only once could mean the

difference between safe play and a serious wound or

fatality.

The adult monkey, and especially the adult male,

is generally very sensitive to which other adult comes

close to him. A sudden invasion of the adult's per-
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sonal space or the area around him that he considers

his private domain might be disastrous. The normal

tensions of dominance relationships are seldom evi-

dent; in part they are hidden because the actors in

the structure carefully avoid getting into situations

where positions must be challenged. One of the best

ways to avoid a fight is to avoid physical proximity.

Play is contraindicated.

Aside from these considerations-of animals get-

ting too close, invading each other's personal space,

or misreading the signals of intention-there is an-

other, more basic suggestion as to why it is not worth

the risk for adults to play. The learning activities of

play, so important for the infant and juvenile, are no

longer necessary for the adult. Presumably, by the

time the individual has matured, it has mastered the

skills it will need, learned the land it occupies, estab-

lished its social relationships, and become coordi-

nated motorically. Major forms of adult behavior are

established and relatively immutable.

Mammals are so constituted that learning lakes in-

credible repetition. Mastery comes slowly, and the

years of immaturity are the lime of life when they

can afford the most mistakes. Increments of skill can

only be seen over lime and are based on ihe repeti-

tion and practice of activities like play.

Laboratory studies have demonstrated the impor-

tance of peer contact for the young monkey, but only

field studies have indicated the full complexities of

social life and the environment and their importance

to the developing primate. The dangers and chal-

lenges of life in nature and ihc rewards to the indi-

vidual of successful s.K-ial life arc only apparent in

the field. The mullipic functions of play may be ob-

scure, indeed, when viewed for only a short lime in

an artificial context, and arc not even obvious from

watching only the voung. The juvenile patas monkey

jumping up and down in ihc tall grass may seem to

be enjoying a nice sptiri. bul the full importance of

these motor pallerns is not obvious until you sec an

adult male paias jumping to divert Ihc allcnlion of a

lion from the rest of the group Then the significance

of this life-saving skill will reach the obscrxcr.

The healthy young monkey plays, li diKs so for a

subslanlial portion of Us immature years, juid to a

signilicinl degree the success of its adult life may de-

pend upon Ihc intensity and variety of its play ex-

perience. Play in monkeys is more complex than ihc

word signifies lo most humans There may be no fun

in play and il mighi be tension and anxiety produc-

ing lor the playing monkey. Whatever ihc differences

m form thai play lakes among the manv different

species of nonhuman primates, it is a ma|or category

of adaptive behavior ihat must be .inaly/cd if wc arc

lo understand primate behavior.
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Monkeys at Play
Pity the monkeys (and

children) that are not

allowed to play

by Stephen J. Suomi

and Harry F. Harlow
University of Wisconsin

In any zoo in the world, people almost always

crowd around the facilities that house the monkeys.

One reason primates are so popular may be that they

look hke furry little men with tails; another is that

they are so entertaining. Young monkeys love to

play, and their frolicking chases, wrestling matches,

bar swinging, and ledge jumping bring awe to the

face of a child, and to an adult, the wistful longing to

be as agile and carefree. Our language is filled with

references to monkey play—monkey business, mon-
keyshines, monkeying around, and monkey bars-

references that connote a certain spirit of mischief

and less than total seriousness.

But as psychological researchers at the University

of Wisconsin Primate Laboratory and Research Cen-

ter, we view the playful antics of monkeys with a

great deal of seriousness. While most people watch

monkeys for enjoyment, we observe the behaviors of

our rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto) to gain psy-

chological information. And we have found that of

all monkey behaviors, play is probably the most in-

formative. Merely noting the manner in which a

monkey plays in a social situation can tell us the ap-

proximate age, sex, social position on the dominance
scale, and rearing history of the animal, as well as

permit us to make a fair prediction of a young mon-
key's future social capability and status, adequacy as

a mother or father, and likelihood of developing ab-

normal behavior patterns. Systematic study of play

behavior in monkeys has permitted the identification

of variables that determine how, where, and with

whom a specific monkey will play. More importantly,

such research has promoted an understanding of the

general function of play in social development, the

process by which a helpless infant gradually becomes
a competent, contributing member of monkey
society. This function has implications for an under-
standing of human play. But before discussing them,
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we will describe the behavioral development of play

of monkeys that are reared with mothers and peers in

the laboratory.

An infant rhesus monkey spends most of its first

month of hfe in the protective grasp of its mother. Its

initial behaviors, such as clinging and sucking, are

primarily reflexive and are directed toward main-

taining tight physical and psychological contact with

the mother. The infant gradually acquires voluntary

control over some of its behaviors, and by the end of

the first month it may stumble a few fledgling steps

away from the mother, meticulously exploring any

object it encounters. The mother does not permit her

baby to venture beyond reach, however, and at the

first sign of trouble she immediately retrieves the

neonate and returns it to a ventral cradling position.

During the second month of life the infant monkey
spends an increasing proportion of its time in explora-

tion extrinsic to its mother and first comes into con-

tact with other baby monkeys. Initially, the infant

does not differentiate between other monkeys and

the inanimate objects in its environment: both are in-

teresting stimuli that are extensively explored, fac-

tually and orally. As the baby monkey acquires

greater muscular coordination, it begins to prefer

mobile, animate playmates to static, inanimate play-

things, and manipulative exploration gives way to in-

teractive exchange. By three months of age the infant

is stalking, pouncing, chasing, and wrestling with its

peers and receiving ample reciprocation. By four

months of age it has developed remarkable agility,

ingenuity, and versatility in its repertoire of playful

behaviors.

Between four and eight months the monkey's wak-

ing life is dominated by play activity, primarily of

two forms. The first we call rough-and-tumble play,

and it is best described as a monkey wrestling match.

Physical contact is the rule, and it is indeed rough,

including vigorous rolling, scrapping, clawing, and

biting. Miraculously, no one gets hurt. The other pri-

mary form of play is more esthetically pleasing to

watch. Termed approach-avoidance play, it repre-

sents the monkey version of the game of tag. The

animals take turns chasing one another over all por-

tions of the play area, but rarely come into physical

contact. Rough-and-tumble play is characteristic of

male monkeys, while approach-avoidance is typically

a female monkey play pattern.

During these early months, other forms of activity

emerge in the young monkey's play. One is aggres-



sion. Rough-and-tumble play becomes increasingly

rougher as the monkeys grow older. In particular.

biting is more vigorous and less playful, although

never quite to the point of injury. Also, sexual pos-

turing begins to occur as early as four months of age.

Mounts and thrusts, precursors of male sex. increase

in enthusiasm and proficiency during subsequent

months, as does feminine posturing. Thus, behaviors

that will mold adult interactions have their genesis in

the play of the young monkey.

The occurrence of play begins to decline at about

nine months of age. when it is superseded by real so-

cial aggression and its converse, social grooming.

Monkeys one to three years old continue to play with

vigor, but they play less often than they did in their

younger days. Sexual maturation occurs between

three and five years of age, and thereafter, play be-

comes infrequent. Monkey mothers may play with

their infants, but seldom with other mothers. Mon-
key fathers are more apt to referee, than to join in.

preadolescent games, although occasionally they will

participate.

We have watched literally hundreds of monkeys

growing up, and two aspects of their development

have become increasingly obvious. First, a monkey

mother greatly influences the development of play in
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her offspring. When her infant is under two months
of age the mother is best described as overprotective.

Her eyes are everywhere, and her arms readily re-

trieve the infant who begins to wander away. But the

mother loses interest in her offspring as it matures.

When the infant is between three and six months of

age her protective nature wanes, and at times the

baby's efforts to maintain maternal contact may be

actively rejected. In addition, the infant is physically

and psychologically shoved into the plav area, and

upon returning to its mother's cage, it is often vigor-

ously punished. The infant soon spends more and

more time away from its two-faced mother. We feel

that in psychological terms, the mother provides her

infant with an initial security before she gives it a

healthy kick in the tail. A baby monkey made bold

will not be afraid to play.

The second element we notice is sexual in nature.

Beginning very' early in life young male monkeys dif-

fer from young female monkeys in their behaviors.

These differences are first and foremost evident in

play. Males play more actively, physically, and

aggressively than females. Few females get caught in

rough-and-tumble play, and in approach-avoidance

exchanges they are chased more than they pursue. A
female infant rarely initiates a play bout with a male.

Male monkeys, however, try to play with anybody

and anything.

As infants grow older and play becomes more so-

phisticated, sex differences become more obvious. By

six months of age males arc far more active and en-

thusiastic in their over-all play behavior than fe-

males. Furthermore, sexual posturing and position-

ing become more scx-appropriatc. Initially, both

males and females mt>unl and thrust, which arc adult

male sexual behaviors, and bt)th exhibit the adult fe-

male sexual "present" with equal frequency and

proficiency. By seven months, however, female

mounts arc infrequent and arc directed almiwt ex-

clusively toward other females. Males mav present

toward other males, but seldom toward females In

addition, female monkeys griKim ihcir peers consid-

erably more than do males. These differences emerge

regardlcvs of whether male or female adults arc pres-

ent. The differences persist, in modified form,

through adulihtHKl Wc strongly believe that they arc

biologically determined.

The development of play, which we have de-

scribed for lahK)ralorv monkeys reared with mothers

and peers, is chronologically identical to the devcl



opment of play demonstrated by feral monkeys. If all

monkeys exhibited a similar development, monkey

play would be of little more than casual interest. But

some of our monkeys at the Wisconsin Primate Lab-

oratory and Research Center do not show normative

play development. We have learned from the study

of these primates that monkey play is of over-

whelming importance.

If one raises a group of infant monkeys without

mothers or fathers, they soon develop patterns of

mutual clinging behavior. For some six to eight

months, mutual clinging is essentially the only be-

havior these together-together infants, as we call

them, show. Mother-peer reared monkeys initially

cling a great deal to their mothers, but by four

months of age they have been actively pushed into a

socially interactive world. Together-together reared

monkeys have no mothers to send them out to play,

and therefore they keep clinging to each other. Even-

tually, usually by six to eight months, play behavior

does emerge in these animals, but it is unsophisti-

cated and passive. Together-together rearing retards

the development of play, and when it finally emerges

it is of an infantile form.

One can also rear an infant with its mother while

denying it the opportunity to interact with peers.

When monkeys so reared for the first eight months of

life are finally exposed to peers, they are hyperag-

gressive. They avoid efforts by other monkeys to

achieve physical contact, but initiate intense biting

attacks that are more aggressive than playful in na-

ture. Among humans, "mama's boys" are seldom

popular or effective playmates. In monkeys, mother-

only reared infants are at once socially withdrawn

and unusually aggressive.

The behavioral anomahes exhibited by together-

together and mother-only reared infants are some-
what ameliorated as the animals mature. Both types

of monkeys exhibit relatively normal sexual behavior

at adulthood, and the females become adequate

mothers, but the developmental discrepancies do not

entirely disappear. Adult together-together reared

monkeys are timid animals, and adult mother-only

reared subjects continue to be hyperaggressive in so-

cial situations. Thus, analysis of play behavior exhib-

ited by these animals as infants affords a relatively

accurate prognosis of their social^ capabilities as

adults.

The above disturbances seem mild indeed when
compared with the behaviors exhibited by monkeys
subjected to more sterile rearing environments. If

one rears infants in bare wire cages where they can
see and hear, but not physically contact, other mon-
keys, the young animals rapidly develop obvious dis-

turbances. Having no mother or peers to cling to,
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these monkeys embrace their own bodies in intense*

self-clasping. Having no maternal nipple to suckle,

they suck and chew their own digits. Thumb and fin-

ger sucking, common among human infants, is aug-

mented by toe sucking and, among males, penis
.

sucking—a manifestation of the monkey's greater

physical flexibility. Having no playmates to provide

motor stimulation, wire-cage reared infants develop

compulsive and stereotypic rocking behaviors,

strikingly reminiscent of the human autistic child.

When monkeys so reared are finally exposed to

peers, they do not exhibit play behavior. Rather, they

avoid social interchange and continue in their self-di-

rected, self-satisfying behaviors. If surrounded by

peers they may initiate an aggressive attack, but

more often they are the victims of aggression. The
difference between these social misfits and their

equal-aged playful peers is striking and sobering

even to the most naive observer.

A,.11 work and no play makes for a dull child.

No play makes for a very socially disturbed monkey.

When wire-cage reared animals reach physiological^

maturity they are incompetent in virtually every as-

pect of monkey social activity. They prefer to sit in :

corner, rather than engage in social grooming, a pre-

requisite of monkey etiquette. Their aggressive be-i

havior is both ill-advised and ill-directed. Wire-cage-

reared adults will viciously attack a helpless neonate

or they may suicidally attack a dominant male—aa
act few socially sophisticated animals are stupid

enough to attempt. In the absence of social agents,

wire-cage reared monkeys will attack themselves, oc-

casionally rending skin and muscle to the bone in

flurry of self-aggression.

Monkeys denied the chance to play at sex are sel-

dom proficient at sexual play. Although their hearts

may be in the right place, more important things are

not. A wire-cage reared male may attempt to mount
the front or side of a wilUng female. Equally often he

will sit next to her and masturbate. Wire-cage

reared females do little better. It is our conclusioD

that impregnation of these fertiales is best achieved

via artificial insemination procedures.

When such females become mothers, another ad-

verse consequence of lack of early play interaction



-iccomes obvious. Motherless mothers, as we call

[ihem. are not good mothers. Most females cradle

heir newborn infants almost continuously. These fe-

ales will leave their babies lying on a mesh floor or.

* if provoked, will crush them into the wire surface. If

further provoked they may bite off an infant's fingers

or toes.

We have found that even more severe behavioral

disruption can be achieved by rearing monkeys for

the first six months or more of life in total social iso-

lation, where they receive neither visual nor physical

social stimulation. Surprisingly enough, such rearing

has little apparent effect on the monkeys' intellectual

capabilities. They solve learning test problems-with

the exception of extremely complex learning prob-

lems—as rapidly and with as few errors as do mother-

peer reared, laboratory-born monkeys or their feral-

born counterparts. A monkey does not need play-

mates to perform adequately in intellectual endea-

vor, but it sorely needs them to become a functioning

member of a social unit. A similar observation re-

garding human behavior might not be far from the

truth. From our observations it has become clear that

play is of utmost importance for the subsequent so-

cial well-being of the individual and those around

him. Why should this be the case?

We think that play among monkey infants serves

two general, but important, functions. First, it pro-

vides a behavioral mechanism by which activities ap-

propriate for adult social functioning can be ini-

tiated, integrated, and perfected. Play repertoires of

monkeys under a year of age contain rudimentary

forms of virtually all behaviors that characterize

adult social life. Patterns of social grooming, aggres-

sion, sex. and dominance are clearly evident m infant

monkey play activity. When they first emerge, these

patterns are not exhibited at adult levels of com-

petence. Rather, they arc clumsy and unsophisti-

cated. It is only after months, even years, of "prac-

tice" that the behaviors become truly adult in form.

The practice comes through peer play.

It is primarily through play that young monkeys

learn to interact in a social world, in the months of

early play development the infant progresses from a

recognition that social objects differ from the rest of

the environment to a state of living with and loving

fellow monkeys. Presence of peers is sought, rather

than avoided, as with isolatc-rearcd monkeys. Fur-

thermore, the infants pick up social graces, such as

how to behave in the presence of a dominant, as op-

posed to a lower status, peer Dominance hierarchies

established among peers early in life persist, un-

changed in form, throughout adult hiHxl. In these re-

spects, the function of play for monkeys closclv par-

allels the role of play among human children.

The second function of play in monkey social de-

velopment is to mitigate aggression when it emerges

in the monkey's behavioral repertoire. Aggressive be-

havior, absent in very young monkeys, seems to

manifest itself spontaneously at about seven months
of age. independent of rearing conditions. For this

reason we believe aggression to be geneticallv pre-

disposed in the rhesus monkey. All monkeys show

aggressive behavior of some form, beginning at seven

months of age. However, the situations in which ag-

gressive behavior is exhibited are controlled, not by

genetic, but rather by social variables. Monkeys per-

mitted to play exhibit their aggression in their play

activity. Because it is part of the play repertoire, it is

of relatively mild form. Through play, the control of

aggression is achieved.

What happens to aggressive behavior when infants

are denied the opportunity to play with peers? In the

ca.se of mother-only reared infants, hyperaggression

characterizes otherwise normal peer interactions.

These monkeys, having received adequate maternal

contact, are not afraid of other monkeys, but they

control their aggression poorly in their social activity.

In contrast, wire-cage and isolate-reared monkeys

are generally incompetent in social situations. Like

all other monkeys, these subjects exhibit aggressive

behavior, but it is neither under effective control nor

is it target appropriate. Such monkeys will aggress

with equal fenxity against infants, dominant adult

males, and their own bodies. They have had no prac-

tice in channeling their aggression through alterna-

tive forms of social behavior.

There is definite survival value in aggression as

long as it is socialized. Monkeys in the wild must pro-

tect their stxial groups from predators and from

competitive monkey tnwps. Without aggres.sion

there would be little protection However, aggression

directed unsystematicallv toward fellow group mem-
bers can destroy anv stKietv. Hence the response

must be attenuated in intragroup interactions We
believe that a ma|or function of play is the devel-

opment of amtrol over the intensity and the target of

aggressive behavior. Play very likciv has a similar

function for humans One only has to watch a profes-

sional football game to be cx)nvinccd

As we examine how play develops in monkeys,

and the amsequcnccs of Us lack of development, it

becomes obvious that plav. which appears lo be so

sp*)nianeous. carefree, and frivolous, is actually one

of the most imporlani aspects of stx'ial development.

The next lime vi>u go to a ztx>. stroll over li> the mon-

key island and revel in the playful antics of man's

evolutionary cousins Hicn pilv the monkeys who arc

not permuted to play, and pr i^ '•> •' >ll i hiMrrn will

always he allowed to play



A play-deprived monkey-Robert Dodsworlh



The dynamic principle

of fantasy is play.

which belongs also

to the child, and as such

it appears to be inconsistent

with the principle

of serious work.

But without this

playing with fantasy

no creative work

has ever yet come

to birth. The debt

we (Hve to the

play ol' imagination

is incalculable.
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After new moon on December 17, the earlyo"rescent appears in

the evening sky, followed by the first-quarter moon on December 24
and the full moon on December 31. The moon starts the new year in

the morning sky, passing through last-quarter on January 8.

In late December and early January, Venus, Mars, and Saturn are
found in the evening sky. During late evening twilight, you will see
Venus, brightest of the three, down in the southwest; Mars, the dim-
mest, well to the left and well up in the south; and Saturn high in the
east. Venus sets about an hour and a half after it becomes visible,

and Mars sets about midnight. Saturn, in Taurus, to the north of,

and brighter than, the orange star Aldebaran, remains visible until

well past midnight, when it sets to the north of west.
Both Jupiter and Mercury are in the morning sky, rising about

dawn. Jupiter probably can be found low in the east in the early
dawn by mid-January. Mercury goes through a favorable morning
elongation that brings it more than 15 degrees above the eastern
horizon before sunrise. It may be seen best as a morning star for
about a week before and after it reaches greatest elongation on
January 1.

December 19: Venus will be just left of the lower horn of the cres-
cent moon in the early evening sky tonight.

December 22: The sun arrives at the winter solstice, where it is lo-

cated over the most southerly part of the earth from which it ap-
pears directly overhead, approximately latitude 23° 26' S. On this
date, autumn ends and winter begins in the Northern Hemisphere
at 7:24 A.M., EST. This is also the date on which the sun spends the
shortest time over the horizon in the Northern Hemisphere. Mercury
becomes stationary and resumes direct (easterly) motion.
December 23: The weak Ursid meteor shower reaches maximum,

about 15 meteors per hour. The moon sets before midnight.
December 24: Mars, almost directly below the first-quarter moon,

becomes visible in late twilight this evening. The moon separates to
the left as both move into the western sky, to set about midnight.
December 29: Saturn rises just below the moon early this evening.

The moon moves closer to the planet until midnight (EST), when
conjunction occurs, thepi moves away from Saturn.
January 1: Mercury is at greatest elongation (west) in the morning

sky. Mercury stands more than 15 degrees above the eastern hori-
zon at sunrise and may be seen as a morning star, close to the hori-
zon in early twilight, for about a week before and after this date.
January 3: Earth is at perihelion, the point in its orbit where it is

nearest the sun for the year.

January 3-4: The bright star near the moon on these evenings is
Reguius, in Leo.

January 6: Mercury and Jupiter are dose in the sky this morning
but very low in the east in early twilight. Jupiter is the brighter of the
two, and Mercury will be slightly above and to the right.
January 14: You may be able to find Jupiter more easily this

morning by look^g above the rising crescent moon. The bright
planet is above and a little to the left. Thomas D. Nicholson

^^![!.!]n h!! ^

^'^ so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match

^J°J°f
f^ "^^o'^.O^emberlS; 9:00 p.m. on December 31; and 8:20 p.m. on Januar^

15, but ,t can be used for 3 bout an hour before and after those times '
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Fly in tlie SuLndew
by Terry Ashley and Joseph F. Gennaro, Jr.

Radioactive marking; n:iakes it possible

to see just how this pretty little

carnivorous plant digests its prey

A delightful botanical adaptation

is the apparent ability of some

plants to digest and thrive on ani-

mal material. These organisms rep-

resent very special ways in which

plant life deals with its environ-

ment, ways directed toward subsist-

ence. Almost without exclusion,

plants that carry on carnivorous ac-

tivity, or "carnivory" as it was

called by Charles Darwin, are rela-

tively primitive in their structure,

especially in their root systems.

Whether root development failed to

occur in these forms because they

obtained nitrogenous material from

animal life around them or whether

they developed this ability because

their root systems could not supply

enough nutrients is probably
unanswerable. These conjectures

are separate, however, from the

purpose of our experiment. The
question that occurred to us was:

"Is it possible to prove that a car-

nivorous plant actually digests the

insects it catches and assimilates

material from themy" We worked

with the sundew because it is easily

available and has a structural pecu-

liarity that, as was first pointed out

by Darwin, makes it ideal for ex-

periments of this kind.

In his small book Insectivorous

Plants, Darwin describes the re-

sults of two years of laboratory ex-

perimentation with these plants.

Clearly and methodically, his ac-

count progresses from one question,

through conclusions, to the next

question until, it would seem, he

has completely characterized the or-

ganism. He devoted himself to care-

ful observation of the structure and
function of several of the in-

sectivorous plants, among them the

sundew and Venus's-flytrap.

His experiments are recorded in

his own style. Each is preceded by a

question; his manipulations to ob-

tain an answer to that question are

described, together with his inter-

pretations of his observations and

the next question to be answered in

the logical sequence toward clari-

fication of the nature of the organ-

ism. As his knowledge grew, his

questions became more complex.

He was interested in the structure

of the plant, its growth character-

istics, and its reaction to feeding,

whether the food was a bit of meat

or a glass bead. He also wanted to

know whether the plant, which put

forth digestive juices only when
stimulated by meat, actually assimi-

lated the products of this digestion.

His work, and the work of his son

Francis, demonstrated that plants

that were fed meat grew larger, had

more leaves and flowers, and pro-

duced more seeds than plants that

were covered by inverted glasses so

that they could not feed. His ex-

periments were so clear and direct

that one remains impressed with the

elegance of his reasoning and
doubtful that anything remains to

be done in the way of further in-

vestigation.

As a matter of fact, were it not

for the discovery and general avail-

ability of synthetic radioactive ma-

terials, it would be difficult to im-

prove on Darwin's data and ex-

periments of one hundred years

ago. Because it is now possible to

distinguish certain radioactive

atoms from nonradioactive atoms of

the same elements, we felt that we

could demonstrate quantitatively

the processes that the Darwins and

a few successors had reasoned to ex-

ist. Although this could be done by

utilizing radiolabeled building

blocks of tissues, such as amino

acids or partially digested mixtures

of protein from plant or animal

sources, we chose to use radioactive

insects to duplicate more closely the

natural conditions we wished to in-

vestigate. For our radioactive label

we chose radiophosphorus (P'") be-

cause the kind of radioactivity it

gives off is easy to detect and work

with and because phosphorus is an

element that probably occurs in ev-

ery known biochemical pathway

and process having to do with car-

bohydrate, lipide, protein, and nu-

cleoprotein metabolism. Using

phosphorus, we could detect assimi-

lated insect material in the plant

whether it took up all these con-

stituents or only one or another bio-

chemical.

The sundew structure is admi-

rably suited to this kind of ex-

perimentation. It is a small plant

(2^2-3 inches across) with a shallow

root system, and grows well in a

wet environment—in bogs poor in

available nitrogen. Above the

ground the plant is distinguishable

by a rosette of eight to fifteen club-

shaped leaves, each about an inch

long and not quite half an inch in

breadth at the widest portion. The

upper, or exposed, surface of this

widening in the leaf is covered with

hairlike structures, about one-

eighth to one-fifth of an inch long.

Each of these possesses a small en-

largement at the free end. The hair

and the enlargement are called the

So
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liMiacles on a sundew leaf arc shown at

iia::tiififations of 65, 500. and 1.120 through

I -I anning electron microscope. Normally
III tentacles would be erect: some of these

Ikuc been damaged during preparation

I'll >tudv. The small lumps on the surface of

I In leaf appear to be some tvpe of gland.

Iiiii experiments prove most digestion of

I I rapped insect takes place through

ill' tentacles. The stringy material on the

iiiiiacle head at lower right is belieyed

to l)e dried mu<us. In the diagram,

the transport mechanisms of the tentacle are

^hown. Water and other fluids are supplied

through the central canal, part of the xylem;

radioactiye material from the fly moves down
through the outsiile layer of cells.





die.'" The enlarged area has

liescribed as the region in

the digestive and mucous
1- reside. The evidence for the

iiurous glands is the crvstal droplet

I stickv secretion that alwavs sur-

lunds the enlargements. The
hole of these produce the striking

spect that gives the plant its name.

According to Charles Darwin, di-

estion and absorption of materials

kc place when nitrogenous mate-

la! is placed in one or more of

lese tiny droplets. This is begun

V the secretion of digestive en-

vmes from the tentacle gland.

limulation of the gland bv touch-

ng it with a glass rod will not elicit

he enzvmes. Supposedly, the diges-

vc enzymes released bv the gland

fter an insect has been captured

II dissolve the material in the in-

ert's bodv: this material is then as-

milaled through the fine stalk of

ic tentacle. Assimilation ap-

arentlv takes pla<'e onK through

ne tentacle or tentacles that arc in

)ntacl with the insect and not. ;ls

e shall s«'e, through the surface of

he leaf itself.

Because of the delicacy of the

nail structures involved on the

al. we chose to use a linv insect in

hesc experiments. VI e selected the

ruit Hv. the small animal from

^hilh s<j much scientifir informa-

ion has already come, because il

onid be all.ichcd lo otd\ uni- It-n-

icle glanil. Wc cullured fruit (lies

n loveretl dishes in which sugar -^o-

uliotis. \i-as|. and radiophosphoru-

lad been placed. The iriM'cl* gn-w

at a great rate, and by the time sev-

eral generations had developed in

this system each insect was ex-

tremely radioactive.

We collected and killed the flies

to minimize the numb«T of radio-

active fruit flies flying around (he

laboratory and to make it possible

to attach the radioactive insect pre-

cisely to one or more glands or

leaves quickly and easily without

concern that the fly might escape.

In a typical experiment, a flv was

washed to remove surface radio-

activity and placed on the end of a

single tentacle gland, .\fter several

hours or davs. the flv was removed
from the "fed" leaf. The plant was

then dis.sected and the radioactivity

measured, both in a radiation

c(tunter and bv placing the leaves

against a sheet of photographic film

until the radioactive material left an

impression that could b«' developed

by the usual means. In this way. it

was possible lo determine quan-

titatively the distribution in the

plant of the radioactivity remove<l

from the insect. The fed leaf, the

njots. flowers, other leaves, and the

merislem. or growing tissue, were

all assayed for radioactivity. Bv the

autoradiographii' t«'chnii|ue il was

possible lo actually visualize the dis-

tribution of the ra<lioai'livit\ within

ihi- lca\cs and oih<T plant tissues

{hrlnii). The graph {jiacf 102] \\-

luslratcs the r.iti- of removal of the

radioactive material from the Hv

and its incorporation into the plant.

The rapidity of the pr«M-ess is sur-

prising, c<insidenng the tinv (ila-

ment through which the nutrient

material must flow, and even more
so when one considers that the cen-

tral canal of the tentacle is part of

the xvlem of the plant, that system

of vessels devoted to the ouiuard
flow of materials. The canal pre-

sumably carries water and pre-

cursors for the glandular se<;retions

to the tip of the tentacle. According

to \X . H. Ariz of the I niversity of

Groningen. the Netherlands, the in-

ward flow is accomplished b\ intra-

and inter-cellular transport of the

digested materials through the

single-i-ell laver that mak<'s up the

wall of the filament. In plants this is

facilitated bv the presence of

plasmodesmata. or protoplasmic

bridges, which connect plant cells.

This arrangement implies that the

absorption of all the nutritive male-

rial Irom the tentacle must take

place through the cells surrounding

the internal canal. In view of this,

the rate of abs<jr^)tion of substance

from the fly s«'ems rapid, even

though the amount of material

trans|)orled must !>« small. The loss

of radioa<'tivit\ fnim the flv placed

on the tentacle gland is very rapid

at first an<l <mlv diminished after a

day or two. As might Iv exp«'<-|«'d.

the dislribution vvithin the plant of

this assimilaltnl tuitricnl material is

(ir-l li> the leaf on whuh the ten-

tacle is situaleil: next, the material

movi's rapidiv through the plant un-

til the greatest concenlralion is m
the growth center, or nierisli-m.

Hen- the small numlM-r of rapidiv

C.nnliniifd on futf^r 102

•\us|)-iiiiinickiiig (lower

is lra|)|>e<| |)v

stickv iiiiiriis oil the

tarles of a suihIcw.

liils of radioactive |ilaiil

and (Iv made these Idoldie-

oii a piece of iiliii. Ilic

iliagrain at right ideiili(i<s

vvli.il was placed on tli«'

(iliii. riic root .ind some

leaves did not rejiisler.
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The Melancholy Addictio

**Fijist time I see de boll weebll
lie sittin' on a square.

Nex' time I see de boll weebil
be got bis fambly dere"

After a quarter-century of mod-

ern pest control, a third line could

be added to this old folk song:

"Now when I see de boll weebil, his

fren's is ever'where."

Cotton today is one of the

world's most "bugged" crops, vic-

timized by an ecological backlash to

heavy insecticide drenching. The
sad state of the cotton ecosystem

stands out as a model of the worst

in pest control. The heavy use of

pesticides has created an entomo-

logical nightmare, bringing in its

wake economic ruin, human illness

and death, and gross environmental

pollution.

Why cotton? How was this

ecosvstem, this crop, programmed
for disaster?

First, as the folk song reveals,

the cotton plant historically has

been plagued by a variety of de-

structive pest insects. Secondly,

cotton is a cash crop, both for the

individual grower and for govern-

ments seeking foreign exchange.

Therefore, cotton often becomes a

political crop. Governments play

with it: setting acreage allotments,

fixing prices, paying cash subsidies

to growers, making barter arrange-

ments with other countries.

Because of these factors, wher-

ever cotton is grown farmers use in-

secticides almost compulsively. The
sight or even thought of a boll wee-

vil, lygus bug, spider mite, or pink
bollworm triggers an automatic re-

action: kill it before it takes a

nickel out of your pocket, a crumb
from vour mouth, or a dollar out of

the treasury! Most growers, whether
on their own resources or financed

by banks or ginning companies, use

insecticides prophylacticallv, often

because of pressures from the lend-

ing agencies.

In the United States the cotton

subsidy system has also fostered ex-

cessive use of insecticides. Subsi-

dies are based on average yield

records: the higher the average over

a prescribed number of years, the

greater the subsidy. The grower, be-

lieving that "insect-free" cotton is a

critical element for maximum vield,

often uses insecticides prodigally.

regcU"dless of pest infestation levels.

To him the cost of insecticides is in-

significant compared to the poten-

tial earnings from subsidies.

Governments, too, become ex-

tremely nervous over cotton insects.

A number of countries that barter

cotton for manufactured goods or

earn substantial foreign exchange

from cotton exports are obsessed

with the same urge as individuals to

maximize the current crop bv pro-

tecting it from insects. Again, this

means heavy insecticide usage.

Finally, there is the influence of

the pesticide industry itself. Cotton

growers are among the greatest in-

secticide buyers, and the chemical

producers compete fiercelv for a

slice of the pie. In the United States

alone, cotton insecticide sales ex-

ceed $100 million annually. There

are other great markets in Latin

America, Africa, the Middle East,

and the Orient.

Many pesticide companies plav

on the apprehensions of growers

and governments, bombarding them
with advertisements and "free"

technical advice. Often these com-

panies give grants and provide ex-

perimental materials to research in-

stitutions. The institutional staff

members are entertained, showered

with little gifts, and may even be

given funds for travel abroad. Indi-

vidual growers and governments are

offered discounts on proprietary

materials. And in some instances,

agricultural officials are bribed to

approve the purchase or use of spe-

cific materials. (An embittered in-

secticide company representative

once related to me in detail how. at

the last minute, he lost a contract

with a Middle Eastern government

when an agent of a rival company
bribed a kev official in the country's

Ministry of Agriculture.)

If individuals or governments are

coaxed, tricked, or bribed into ex-

cessive use of insecticides, why not

just forget it and let them suffer the

consequences of their own stupid-

ity? Unfortunately it doesn't work

out this way. and many innocent

victims have been caught in the

backlash of the insecticidal over-

load. The result has been massive

economic, sociological, and ecologi-

cal adversity.

The basic problem lies in the

ecological crudeness of most mod-

ern insecticides and the patterns of

their use. The materials are de-

signed to kill the broadest possible

range of insects. Thus, when ap-

plied in the field, they kill in-

discriminately, destroying the

predators and parasites of pests and

potential pests as well as the pests

themselves. This severely disrupts

the delicately balanced insect com-

munities that occur not only in



i or Kina- Cotton l)\ liohcrt \aiulcMi li<)^.ch

'omplfx natural ecosystems, but

il«() in more simplified afrriniltiiral

ilanlinus. Willi the natural lialance

rlisrupted. thi- tn'ali-il planlinf; he-

onies a virtual hiolic vacuum in

which the target pests often rapiillv

resurfie III |)relrealmenl or even

hifiher population levels (target pest

resurgence), while previouslv in-

n<icuous species, unleashed from

iheir natural enemies. eru|)l lo datn-

aging aliundancr (si-condarv [)est

(ulhreaks). This freipienllv enlrairis

an inseclicidal tn-admill. for lo

aserl damage hv the resurgent or

unlcasheil pests, the grower is

fori I'd lo reapply insecticides. Tliis

is thi- heginning r)f insi-cticide re-

sistance in the pest populations.

I'lie mechanics of resistance lie-

gin with the (irsi application of pes-

ticide. Fart of the pest population

always survives. As treatments are

repealed, the susceplihic individ-

uals are winnowed Irom I he |>o|)u-

lation until evcnlu.ilK il i> cum-

pi. -I'd largcK iir cniircK of ri-^i-l.tnt

mcmhers. Mecause liie generation

interval of pests is often hriel. the

surviving insects ijuii-klv hreed

large pesticide-resistant popu-

lations. 'Hiese resistant pests thrive

in ihe new environment, where

many of their compelilor>* .md natu-

ral enemies have been elinunaled

hy the hroad-speclrum inseclicidcH.

In an allem|>l to control ihe re-

surging pc-l pi>|iulalion. dosagi"> an-

increased, m.ilcri.ds are .ipjilicd m
inivlun-. itiil In-alincn! inlcrvah

are shorlcnid, hut iIicm' elforlH only

serve lo select for even greater re-

sistance. FinalK ihe pest is uncon-

Iri.llal.lc and free In ra\agc the

crop. The price of this trij) to in-

secticide addiction is economic and
ecological chaos.

(lotion, as the worlds major
recipient of the insecticidal over-

load, has suffered the consecjuences

of this addiction inori- than anv
other crop. Major insecticide-in-

duced lireakdowns of cotton ecosys-

tems have occurred in a number of

areas—S)ulh and (ienlral America.

Mexico, the Rio (irande \alle\ of

Texas, and llie imperial \alley of

(i^ilifornia. I'he landmark disaster

occurred in the ( iancle \alles of

Peru in Ihe carK 10.">()s.

The (ianete is one of a number of

Peruvian coastal valleys that are

self-conlaincd agroecosysti-ms. Ma-
jor cotton production in this \alle\

began in the I92()s. Intil the lale

I'Mlts cotton growers controlled a

iimiti'd |M-st insecl cumplex with

old-la-hioncil inscilicides such as

calcium arscn.ilc .uid mcotine sul-

|)hale. Then ihc growers, opting for

modern pesi cnnlrol. -hilled to ih)'

new xsnihelic organic in-icclicides,

m.uniN l)l)'l". beii/i-nc hex.ichloride

(i<n<!). and tnxaphene. |)urmg the

first years, the modern [M'slicirlt-s ef-

fectively killed insecl pesls. .Strik-

ing increases in viidils w«Te
recorded. U<'cause of the succes-s.

the growers sjireuil a virtual blanket

i>f insecticides over the valleN.

Rill the miracle was «horl-lived.

Sime ol the |M'S| s|wcies U-gan lo

develop ^esi^lanl'e to the in-

HccticidcH. Old pi-its became in-

creasingK deH|nicli\c ami new on«*s

appeared. Rv l'>.')2. RIIO wil« no

longer eflcciive againti the cotlim

aphid, .mil \>\ V>'A. tnvaphcne

failed to control one of the leaf-

worms. (Quickly, a general pattern

ol resistance lo organiichliirine in-

secticides developed. Ihe growers

turned lo the deadly organo-

phosphates. But the [)esls. which

had doubled in number, rapidly de-

veloped resistance to these Iiki. The
growi-rs had to increas*- dos;iges anti

shorten treatment intervals. By the

19.S.S-.S6 s«'a.son. ins«'ct n'sislance

Id the organophosphates was gen-

eral, the pesls wi-rc rampant, and
the crop sutferi'd -«-\crc Ims-i--. The
yield for the m.').>-.V) s<'iLM>n was

one of the lowest ever rei'ordeil in

Ihe valley.

To rescue the cotton industry,

the I'eruvian growers broke awav
from ihe insecticide treadmill and

in\oked an integrated control pro-

gram that, among oilier things, in-

cluded a reversion lo the old. ixm-

svnlhelic insecticides, adjustments

in agronomic pradici-s. an<l reha-

bilitation of ihi' natural enein\

fauna. I'lu- [k-sI problem .d>.iled rap-

iillv. S'condarN pe^t*. which had

been triggered In damaging abun-

dance by the sMithetic inseclicides.

faded into obsciirilN. Tlje old n-gu-

lars subsided to their former levels.

Damage ilecreased anil yields

lumped. I nder integraleil control,

(liinete Valley collon pnMliiction

i|iiicklv reached its highe«l levels m
liii|or\ and remained then*.

The (.ancle \ .illev dl^:lsler has

ri'centiv had .1 Hei|uel in (ieiitral

Ainericii. Ilie problem there, hnw-

eyer. is of greater m.igmtuiie and

h.is «4'rioil'< erti'il"* outride the col-

lon (ii'Ids. Ilie pattern of target |m><«I

resurgence, •H-conildr\ jm*!«I out-

»7



Treated plots

D Untreated plots

J

In tests at Dos Palos,

California, boUworm
populations decreased in

sprayed plots immediately

after the first treatment,

but within a week the

treated plots had more
boUworms, despite repeated

applications of insecticides.

break, and pesticide resistance has

developed in hundreds of thousands

of acres of cotton extending over

much of the Pacific plain of Central

America. Production costs have

soared, yields have dropped, and

the adverse impact on the environ-

ment has been enormous. Yield

losses have had a particularly severe

economic effect because several of

the Central American countries de-

pend heavily on cotton for foreign

exchange earnings.

But the economic woes of Cen-

tral American cotton are only part

of the insecticide-induced disaster.

The direct impact of the materials

on the human population has also

been severe. There have been thou-

sands of insecticide poison-
ings and hundreds of deaths, partic-

ularly among the peasant popu-
lation. And recent studies in Guate-

mala have shown that DDT and
BHC residues in mother's milk are

the highest ever recorded any-

where. In an extreme case, a sample
of mother's milk contained 244
times as much DDT as would be
permitted in commercial cow's milk
in the United States.

Another public health menace

associated with the insecticide

treadmill in Central American cot-

ton is the rising threat of a malaria

epidemic due to the increasing in-

secticide resistance of the malaria-

carrying mosquito Anopheles albi-

manus. This resistance is partly a

product of the veritable chemical

cloud that recurrently covers much
of the countryside during the cot-

ton-growing season. Recent studies

in Central America indicate that

malaria is on the increase.

Politicians, agriculturists, and

public health officials, aware of the

worsening situation in Central

America, are beginning to seek an-

swers to their problems. One can

only hope that the right action will

be taken before complete disaster

occurs.

In two areas of northeastern

Mexico, the "right action" did not

come soon enough; in both places

the pesticide treadmill destroyed

the cotton industry. In this case, a

single species, the tobacco bud-

worm, largely caused the disaster.

Formerly an innocuous species, the

tobacco budworm was unleashed

from its natural enemies by in-

secticides used to control the boll

weevil and cotton fleahopper. The
inherently tough tobacco budworm
became tougher as repeated ex-

posure to insecticides eliminated

the weaklings from its population.

Eventually, no insecticide dosage or

combination could kill it. Despite

repeated drenchings, the insect lit-

erally munched into extinction

three-quarters of a million acres of

cotton at Matamoros-Reynosa and

I960
710.715 acres

m
^m

Cotton acreage declined in

the Matamoros-Reynosa area of

Mexico after pests developed

resistance to insecticides.

later a half-million acres at Tam-
pico-Ciudad Mante. The cotton crop

at Matamoros-Reynosa once had an

annual value of about $50 million,

that at Tampico-Ciudad Mante
about $.33 million. Now these once

prosperous regions are experiencing

a severe economic depression.

Across the Rio Grande in Texas,

symptoms of a similar debacle have

appeared. The tobacco budworm
has become increasingly difficult to

kill, damage caused by it has in-

creased, and pest control costs have

spiraled. But the Texans are trying

to get off the insecticide treadmill.

They realize that early-season treat-

ments for the boll weevil and cotton

fleahopper create the budworm
problem, and they are trying to

minimize such treatments. But in

years of heavy boll weevil or flea-

hopper infestations, extensive in-

secticide treatment is necessary

and, as happened in 1970, this trig-

gers a severe tobacco budworm out-

break. Somehow, the early-season

treatments must be eliminated, but

there is no easy solution to this

problem. The Texans are hoping

that they can hve with the problem

until they have developed an in-

tegrated control program, perhaps

one in the pattern of that worked

out in the Canete Valley.

The cotton industry in the Impe-

rial Valley of California is at about

the same stage of economic and

ecological collapse as that of the

Rio Grande Valley. An invading

pest, the pink boUworm, has almost

ruined the industry. The pest in-

vaded the Imperial Valley, presum-

ably from Arizona and Mexico, in

the mid-1960s. The lush valley,

with its torrid summers and mild

yyinters, seems to be an ideal envi-

ronment for the pink boUworm, for

the pest has prospered there as it

has nowhere else. Of course, human
bungling has helped it.

When the pink bollworm arrived

in the Imperial Valley, cotton grow-

ers, government pest control

agencies, and politicians—all in an

atmosphere of hysteria—made sev-

eral major mistakes. First they un-

dertook an ill-advised attempt to

eradicate the pest with insecticides.

This plan was foredoomed. In-

secticides are not particularly effec-

tive against the pink bollworm.



II most ('

Mlosoma
cosystt'ins natural [trcdalors control |»<-^| m. . i- II. |.. a . aulnd li. . t|, ,

affine, is >liown ffrdin^ on tin- larva of an arnivworni. Sjmdnptvrn pnn-f'irn.

vliDSf larvar Iml it\ |)lii'all\ in

.•'••(Is. Ami rontifiiioiis iiiri-stalinns

n Arizona and Mcxiro assun-d rim-

iniioiis rcinlrslalion of thr vailrv.

Not iinlv iliil the program fail, it

ilso had iinlnrlunali" srrondarv <•!•

^'fcts: (1) thuifiands of dollars,

which could hasc hccn invested in

research on inlcijraled control, were

»<|nandcred. (2) tens c>r ihoii-^antU

if lione\liee colonies were lie-

^tni\i(i. (.'{) a ilevaslatinj; secondars

|)esl outhreak was trif;>;ered. (I) in-

secticide resistance was aiielerated

in the worst of (he secondarv |»ests,

ihe cotton leal [lerloralor.

Next, an attempt was made to

Rratlicate the pink hollworn) hv the

Merile male technii|tie. Kut the

lechnolo^v lor sui'cesshd applica-

lion of the iechnii|ue had not heen

levelo|)ed. and a^ain a l.ir>;e

imonni ot money was exjiended on

I proi^r.im that tailed.

Mc.inwhili'. till- ^.'rowers, wlio-c

<eir-itn|i<)Hed assessmi-nis had heen

lar>:cl\ plowi-d into the "er.idica-

liun" |iriif;ram-. -idl li.id ihc jiink

licijlworm in their llelds. Thev
louflht it in the onlv wav thev

knew— with chemicals. And pre-

dictalilv. the familiar pattern un-

folded: costs for insecticides soared,

secondarv |)ests appeared, resist-

ance developed, yields dropped.

Furthermore, the .'>().(MM) acr.-s of

cotton in the ImpiTial \ alley he-

came .ni cnormoux in-eclary from

which rmllion- ol injects hoiled out

oyer the countryside, irdestin^ .idj.i-

cent crops. Additional [M-sts were

unleashed hecause their hiolo^ical

controls had heen disrupted hy in-

secticides that drifti'd Irom the

treated cotton (ields. 'I'he main cul-

prit was the heel armvworm. which

deyeloped devaHlatin^ infeohiiions

m su^ar heets ,uid .diall.i .ind als4i

caused dama^'c to lettuce. .Aphids.

too. occurred in unpn-cedenled

.dtund.ince.

In l<)7(). cotton \ielils in the jm-

pen.il \.ill<'y were till- lowest of the

post-World \\ar 1! er.i. I'esi conlroi

costs ysere s|.i^j;erin)i. Hie ftrowi-p*

considered .1 year's moratorium on

cotton production a- .i itossihle wav
to hreak the pink l)ollworm cycle

and its attendant insecticide tread-

mill, hut .i^reemeiit on a mora-

torium was not reached, and the

Imperial \ alley received another in-

secticide drenching during the

l')7l firowinj! season. Karly re|M>rls

indicate that this year's cotton

yields yvill he clos4- |o last ye.ir's low

oiltpilt.

The in.ijor hope lor < oiton in thc

Impenal \allcy .ip|H-ars to lie in

early m.itiirity of the cro|i, early

harvi-st, and early desinKtion of

crop residues. I'his would preyeni

heayy liuildup of the pink iHillworm

in the autumn, which re«iil|s m .i

large overwintering (liilM-rnating)

|Mipulalion. Rut n-search on such a

progr.un. descrying o| highest prior-

ity. h.|s heen -lowed Im-c.iiis<- of a

l.ick ol hinding while momi-s \yere

w.isieti on futile "eradication" pro-

grams. \ .duahle time was lo«t while

immeii'M- cciinomii' and ecological

il.im.igc iM'cnrred. Now the lm|MTial

\.ille\ coiion industry is ,il the

«9



same crisis point as Texas's Rio

Grande Valley. And the same

question arises: Can rational insect

control be invoked before there is

complete economic collapse?

The history of cotton insect con-

trol has been marked bv waste, mis-

ery, death, and destruction. Yet we
seem to have learned little from this

pattern of disaster. The growers and

entomologists of Central America,

northeastern Mexico, and the Rio

Grande and Imperial vallevs ap-

parentlv did not learn much from

the experience of the Cafiete Valley.

Now in Australia a newly devel-

oping cotton industry seems to be

repeating the same mistake. The

Australians have spread an in-

secticidal blanket and already the

symptoms of the treadmill are be-

ginning to appear.

And this entomological mvopia

extends beyond cotton. Earlier this

year there was actually in motion a

program to "eradicate" the fire ant

from the southeastern United

States. This program envisaged the

broadcast distribution of an organo-

chlorine insecticide, Mirex, over ev-

ery acre of nine states, a total of

120 million acres. The campaign

was to span 12 years and cost at

least $200 million.

There was not the slightest

chance that the goal of eradication

could have been attained. The same

genetic and ecological feedback that

has repeatedly defeated chemi-

cal control of cotton pests doomed
the fire ant program from the start.

Yet, government pest control spe-

cialists and politicians insisted it be

tried. Only the vigorous counter-

action of conservationists, environ-

mentalists, and a handful of re-

spected entomologists prevented

the full implementation of this pro-

gram, which was curtailed, but not

abandoned. Even now, Mirex is

being widely dispersed through the

environment at great expense. And
in the end, the program will fail.

What fools we are! Insects are

our most successful rivals for the

bounty of the earth. Yet when we
attempt to suppress them, we insist

on playing into their strength. As
we continue our folly, the repeated

triumphs of these little beasts may
well be the first faint indicators of

our own demise.

90

The larva of a beet arniywonn. Spodoptera exigua.

a secondary cotton pest, is preyed upon by other

insects. Assassin bugs. Zelus renardii, above, and

Nabis americoferus, below, feed on this pest, as does

the larva of a lacewing, Chrysopa carnea, at right.
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An Invasion of Sharks
Darkness, currents, and the scent of food brought sharks

from miles around. They hunted with the deadly, machinelike efficiency

they have developed over 200 million years

On the ni<;hl of tin- August lull

loon. an ancient ritual was rc-

narlcd with special inlensitv in the

Jiniini lagoon. An carlv symptom
I tile event could be detected when
large nurse shark, which had re-

lained immobile for several h(jurs

nder a limestone ouliropping. be-

an to rock gentU from side to side.

)bserved casuallv. this motion
ould easily have been mistaken for

hap|»enstance elli'ct of local water

urrents upon the inert body of the

liark. Within a few minutes, how-

ver. a subtle modification dcvel-

ped in the rocking motion, betray-

(ig its true origin.

The shark's head began making

lomentarv shifts to one side. Kach

imc llii> ha|ipened. portions of the

nimal's trunk duplicated the move-

lent, starting behind the gills and

rogressing toward the tail, (iradii-

by Edward S. Hodgson

ally, as if a sequence of motors was

being activated, the shark's entire

body was thrown into graceful S-

curved undulations, the basic pal-

tern of swimming that underlies wa-

ter locomotion in all backboned

animals. Still the shark did not

move from its shelter.

Delicately, the broad pectoral

(ins pushed down against the bot-

tom sand, raisitig the animals head

several inches. With its big snout

reared against thi- direction of the

strongest water current, the nurse

shark resembled a giant ta<l|)ole

alert to events upstream. The gill

o|)enings, which had been ex-

|>ati<iing and closing in a regular

rhythm, gave a sudden extra beat

and then closed down, their edges

smooth along the side of the body.

Sitiudlanc()u>|y. the undulations of

the shark ".< trunk became more

powerful, pushing the body forward

into the current. With regular gill

action resumed, and waves of

muscle contraction passing steadily

along its length, the shark In-gan to

swim up the channel of the lagoon.

Nothing disturbed the water's

surface. In the bright moonlight

thn-e other nurse ^hark-^ and a large

lemon shark lould be seen gliding

undi-rneath our skifl. The silent

movement of the sharks, each fol-

lowing the same coursi- into the la-

g<K>n. gave an eerie impression of

inex()rable purposefuhu-ss.

From ashore, the faint sounds of

drumbeats and bursts of distant

shouting reached our otherwise

(juiel obs<Tvalion post. A party wiis

in full switig, celebrating the dav's

triumphs in a loc.d tishing tourna-

ment. Thai was the culmination ol a

hunt b\ humans, win- l> li id li.cn

A nurse shark attacks the

source of an ixior trail

it has followeil acro>s a pen

ill ihc Biinini lagoon.

riie (»(h>r came from amines.

a meal breakdown |iro(hict.

enioii -li.ii'k. "liniiihilctl

the >niell ol food,

dic^ inili-<<-riminalely

'nilace (h'hris and

huhhies as it nears

source ol the ^cenl.

'Ai



completed within its lime allotment

lor the dav. Now ii more efficient

hunt, refined during a 200-million-

vear history, was getting under way-

Floating away from the festivities of

our own species, concentrating

upon the graceful movements of the

sharks beneath our boat, it was dif-

ficult lo resist the impression of

being transported far from civ-

ilization back into some primordial

era.

While nightly activation and in-

flux of sharks is a routine phenome-
non around many islands in tropical

and subtro|)i(al seas, the invasion of

the lagoon between, the three is-

lands of the Bimini group was par-

ticularly impressive that night. As

many as seven sharks, ranging from

four to ten feet in length, could be

observed at one time below us. Dor-

sal fins and tails of numerous
smaller sharks agitated the surface

of the shallow water over adjacent

sand flats. The total number of

sharks approaching the channel

must have been well over one hun-

dred. Most of those that could be

seen clearlv enough to identify were

nurse sharks or lemon sharks, the

two species most commonly en-

countered in the local inshore areas,

and the ones upon which we con-

centrated detailed observations. In

seeking explanations for their acti-

vities on the evening described, I

hoped to add to our understanding

of the sensitive mechanisms in-

volved in orientation, feeding, and

attack by these prominent in-

habitants of the tropical marine en-

vironment.

The behavior being displayed ap-

peared to be influenced by an un-

usual coincidence of several factors.

Onset of darkness was certainly one

major influence, at least for the

nurse sharks. They typically spend

the davlight hours in shade, often

sheltered under ledges or in caves

from which thev depart at dusk.

Lemon sharks, on the other hand,

mav be observed swimming at all

hours. Although they may rest on

the bottom for short periods, the

larger specimens must move almost

continually, mouths held slightly

open, to provide an adequate flow

of water over their gills. But both
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Even in a feeding frenzv.

as here, nur.se and lemon
shark- ad difftrenllv. The
nurs«' i<)n>tantly thrashes

about and works its jaws,

while the lemon snaps
only at specifie objects.

With no stimulant !<

dinci them, lemon shark>

lullow a basic (ircling

pallcni in a K)- bv HO-fnol

ob>er\alion pen.

A lemon shark rubs its

>'u\i' a<:ainst the bottom to

ilislodfjc a rcmora, a>

smaller fish scatter.

I)urin>: a fccdin;; frcn/.v

a lemon shark may trv.

usually in vain.

to catch th<- >mall fish.

Ictniin anil niirsr sharks c\liil)il a

i|iiirki-ni[ig 1)1 ni'livilv in il.irknrss,

and that doiilillrss runliiiiiili'd In

till' liming of rvrnls jn thr Itirnirn

la^ciiin.

Tide plavi'd ,1 timn- siiliilc rule.

Around dill lull iiioiin. tidal tlm-

tualions ,i| Hnniiii measured ncarl\

a lout and a hall greater than usual.

I'liis iiie.inl dial ihe water ciirreiil-

Were es|ieciullv strong as larger \<il-

urnes (if waler moved iiihi and out

(if the lagoon. Any shark roused to

activity that August evening im

doiiht encniinlered a strong out-

going tidal riirrcnt. The usual ten-

deiHv Id swim against a water riir-

reiit would ha\e nrienlcd lln- animal

U|islri'am into ihe lagoon, lln- i-

aiHillier reaction thai assists ihc

How of water over the gills, as well

as maximi/ing exjiosure to an\

odors rarried in the I'lirrenl.

The attractiveness ul the water-

home odors iiiming jrom the la-

goon that evening must lia\e heen

e\ce|itional. I'iles of lish. or the re-

mains lliereol. hail heeii dum|>ed

from the docks as simmi as their

weights wen- tallied in the lishiiig

tournament. A .'>7(>-|iounil mako
shark was hcing Initihered in the

shallow water edging one mariMa.

|)ri|i|iiiigs Jrom IreshK washed Uiat

derks iiirluiled a high rollicntralion

• il hsh SI ales and jellnver lidhits ii|

lull. Olfai torv allures in all I\|n<s oj

scavengers must h.ive extended as

far as the (^iilf Slreiml

lm|ii>rlaiil .|s thev undoulitedU

were, all ol these lartors nierelv s«-|

the stiige lor the more rehned mech-
anisms of oricnlalion and feeding

lieliavior in sharks. Onre within the

lagiMin, earl) shark, depending ii|miii

its si/4', ciiulil swim lliroughoiil an

area ot twn nr three sou.ire mile«t,

within whii h liM-ali/ed IimmI sources

had to Im- deteiled and apiiroaclieil

if the shark's oiii|M)iiring nf energv

was til Im- rewarded.

Il was iiliviiius llial the sharks de-

|M'nded u|Hin |)nM<sts<s, niore ex-

ai ling than chame encoiiniers with

IimnI. Within l.i minule!) after the

sli.irk invasion Iw-gan ai die en-

Ir.inre III the lagiMiii, two luirM-

shark* and one lemon shark con-

viTgi-il iiiMin Ihe lug dor«jd tin of

the liiiiclienHl itiako. Forlundlelv.
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Shark behavior is studied

from the platform near

the left side of this

200-foot observing pen

in the Bimini lagoon.

A lemon and a nurse

shark swim side by side.

The lemon typically

flexes only its tail,

while the nurse moves

more of its body.

*\
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if ease of further observations, this

ccurred near a pier of the Lerner

larine Laboratory, half a mile from

ie harbor entrance. Sharks beini;

laintained for studies at the labora-

irv were agitated bv the odors and
•edini; behavior outside their pens,

III! Irom time to time other sharks

Duld be seen rendering clean-up

^rvices around each group of fish-

ig boats in the harbor.

How do the aroused sharks rea<-h

ie food so efficiently? The usual

nswer is that thev smell the food

nd "follow their noses." Here

gain, casual observation and gen-

ralization cannot reveal important

peels of the process, and in the

ase of one species, the "e\-

anation" is (juile misleading. In

let, the lemon shark and the nurse

larks that were tugging at the

lako fin in the water had actually

rrived at that slab of meat bv ijuile

ifferent methods, although smell

laved a part in each case.

To understand a shark's behavior

ilhin a lagoon, it is necessary to

leasure the sensorv cues that the

nimal encounters in that enyin)n-

lent. \\ aler currents have to Iw de-

•rmined at various locations anil

lagcs of the tides, and the dimen-

ions of difliising ollaclorv corridors

f smelK chemii-als mapped. The
hcmicals emitted from pol)-nlial

Hid substances have to be studied.

) that any molecules especially im-

orlanl ;ls olfactory cues can b<- rec-

gni/i-d. Obviously, such detailed

nowledge can onl\ be obtained by

cslrictifig allenlioM to a portion of

he envirornnenl and by drawing

poll the results of related labora-

ir\ invesligalions.

ForlnnaleK. niv colleagues ami I

ad bei-n able lo assemble much of

U\> background inlormalion during

c\cral prcviou-' 'iinimers of work

II Rimini. Uobirl M.ilhewson. resi-

eiil director ol the Lerner Marine

.aboratorv. had designed .in dec-

roiiic blinker iiiiil thai could be

cthcied to ihe dorsal fin of a shirk

used to trace the animal's

iioM'iiienIs ,it iiiglil. when much ol

K licding incurred. I'crrs (iilberl.

II. \N iliici lor of llic Mole Marine

.ilMii,ilor\. had shared with us llic

li^(n\erv ihal cerlain bre.ikdowii

iiicis from meal, ihe .iiiiiiHi

\r\i\- ,ind .iiiiiiics. h.id parliciil.irK

powerful effects upon the ner\'e ac-

tivity within sharks" brains. We had
fenced in large areas of the Bimini

lagoon—up lo 200 feet in diame-

ter—where we could observe the

orientation and feeding behavior of

sharks during normal tidal flows.

An underwater television camera,

located near the edge of the Gulf

Stream, provided a superb oppor-

tunity to compare our tmdings with

observations of completely free-

ranging sharks. Ginsidering the

painstaking laboratory and field

measurements that preceded the

next round of behavioral observa-

tions, it is almost embarrassing to

recall how quickly and thoroughly

the sharks rendered our pre-

conceptions obsolete.

The very first shark observed in

one of the lagoon pens surprised ev-

eryone. After this large lemon shark

had settled into an approximately

circular swimming pattern, a small

quantity of homogenized tuna meal

was allowed to stream into its pen.

The fish extract was intentionally

put into an area where currents

were minimal, so that thi- smell

would remain within the enclosure

as long as possible and allow the

shark every chance lo "home-in"

on the source. From previous

testing with dves, we knew just

what area would be occupied bv the

olfactory corridor of tuna extract

mixed with seawaler.

.As soon as the lemon shark

cruised ihroiigh this olfactory corri-

dor, however, it swam to the opposite

side of the pen and moved in tight

circles in a "wrong" corner of the

pen. Had the tuna eviraci actually

repelled the shark, driving it forlv

Icct from the largely \X e lesled this

by introducing the extract direcllv

into the "wrong" corner and found

llic shark's behavior es-sentialK un-

ch.inged. .Since the shark now cir-

cled within the area of (he stimulus,

we could h.irdU conclude that il

was repelled li\ the tuna.

Liter, as il beciine i leur thai ihiit

was eniirelv I>|hc.iI behavior for

lemon sharkn, ,in e\|i|.iiialion also

emerned. Thi- iiiidirwaler snii'll

•hav-

lergeil. Ihe iiiiilerwaler

•relv Irituered rheohwlic Iigg

ior -thi' lemon shark nwuni up-

Hireain in the sirongi-si current. At

the point where that i iirreiil flowed

into ihe encloiiirc. the shark swam

in tight circles for about a minute,

before resuming its basic cruising

pattern. In the open sea. such a re-

action would normally bring the

shark close to an upcurrent source

of stimulation, .^t dose range, other

cues, such as the sight of prev,

might direct a final assault. It was

only when the source of a chemical

stimulus was separated from the

strongest current flow that il Ik'-

came clear that the lemon shark

was swimming up the current,

rather than up the olfactory corri-

dor. Yet this explanation in the case

of the lemon shark raised other

questions. An animal immersed in a

uniform water current requires ad-

ditional cues for orienting up-

stream. If il has no other frame of

reference, the animal has no wav of

knowing il is in a curn-nt at all.

During the da\tiine. lemon sharks

might easily ilepenti upon the sight

of the s<'a bfjttom in the relatively

shallow are;Ls they normally inhabit.

But what happens on a dark night?

Photographs of shark blinker

trails at night quickly reveah-d thai

when stimulated by fooil extracts,

lemim sharks oriented to water cur-

rents even on moonli'ss nights.

VI hen the source of an olfaclors

I'orridor was removed from the

strongest current, these sharks typi-

cally swam past the lure, com-

pleteU oyersliiMtling il. Liter lhe\

would sometimes encounter the

chemical, but only after abandoning

their attempts to swim upcurrent

and resuming the basic pattern of

swimming in circles. Il a|i|HMred

that their success4-s were re.ilK

chance encounters with the iheiii-

IS. hardls adequate to ,ic-

he hunting e||icienc\ ol

the sharks under norm.il circum-

stanci-s. ('^»ns«'<|uenll\. there i« still

some m\sl«'r\ alHuil the lemon

shark's orientation.

One question is how the animal

cii>s<-H in on its pre> when the |)re>

I* not directly upciirrenl. Another ik

exact l\ how the thark »enH<-» ihe

currenl il«4'lf. Minute dillerem et of

w.iler flow or liirbiileiii e on ImiIIi

sid<*s of Its ImmI\, ileteiini lis pres-

*uri--wn!«ilivr rwr-plnn* iilong ii»

hilernl line, mav In* crucial for ori-

enting upAln'aiii or for deltiling

ne.irbv prev nl night. Pii'. however,

neeiN much further in\i*sligation.

ical stimulus, hardls adei|uale to ,ii

count for the hunting



Lemon and nurse sharks react

very differently to the smell

of food in the water. Here

a current Howing through a

pen is stronger on the left

side. When the lemon shark

smells food, at point X,

it immediately swims up
into the strongest current,

missing the food completely.

The nurse shark swims up
the odor trail, moving from
side to side as it homes in.

Sketches indicate differences

in swimming motions

between nurse shark, top row,

and lemon shark, bottom.

Meanwhile, the nurse sharks sur-

prised us in quite a different way.

These animals had appeared to be

slow, groveling feeders. Exposed to

a stream of fish extract, however,

nurse sharks swam powerfully and

unhesitatingly up an olfactory trail.

It proved impossible to trick these

sharks by putting the bait in an area

of relativelv slow water movements,

and when the sharks towed a flash

unit at night, the blinker trails left

no doubt about the secret of their

success. They swam in a zigzag pat-

tern, back and forth across the ol-

factory corridor, evidently com-

paring concentrations of the

stimulating chemicals at different

positions along the route. This

method worked so well that when-

ever lemon sharks and nurse sharks

were observed together, the latter

typically outperformed the com-

petition, reaching the source of the

smell while the lemon sharks wen
still milling around in the distance

The behavior of the nurse sharks

even suggested a significant capac

ity for learning the locations o

food, for if a fish extract was re

leased several times from the sam«

spot, the shark's side-to-side sam
pling movements decreased witl

each test, while the speed of reach

ing the source increased.

I was curious to know whethe

the amino acids and amines, whicl

had modified the brain waves o

sharks in our laboratory studies

could trigger normal feeding behav

ior. By substituting a mixture

these pure chemicals for the fish ex

tracts, we found that the sharks re

acted to the mixed chemicals essen

tially as they had to th<

homogenized food. One test of thi

point provided the only realb

alarming incident that occurred dur
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iiL' ill our hours of shark watching.

I'lior to sijuirting anv chi-micals

nici a shark pen. it was nccfssarv to

i-li-n the ftid (A the injection tuhe

il wliatever position was appro-

in lie for the water currents at the

nil' . On one occasion, after attend-

iiL' lo this simple underwater job. I

;ook a little extra time to concen-

;rale upon adjusting the camera in

nv observation cage. Neither I. nor

he patient a.ssistant who waited on

he dock with a stimulus bottle.

)aid much attention to the sharks in

the enclosure because we expected

lalt an hour to elapse before the

ide became right for our observa-

ions. .Suddenly, a guttural slurp as-

sailed mv right car. at once (Jeafen-

ng me and [)rornpting a convulsive

cap toward the surface. I^uoking

back from haifwav up a ladder to

the dock, I was startled to (ind a

len-fool nurse shark sucking
violently upon the end of the chem-

cai oullel lube, which had been io-

alcii onlv a few in<hes from nn
lead. Evidently, even before anv

imini's were intentionally passed

through ihe lube, a Irai-c of the

heiniiaU had dillii-icd from ihe ori-

fice. Thai was all il look for this ol-

laclory sophisticate lo zero in on

he source and give an ear-splitting

ienionstration of the appropriate-

less of its common name!

{.^•ss dramatic but e<|ually reveal-

ng insights came while watching

he sharks underwaler. Adaplalions

or their particular orientation

neihods were obyiousK built into

(he l)odv structure and nii>\emciils

Mch ijiecies. '{"he graielul (liAI-

bilih of llie •swimming nurse shark

utoinalically lacililates the side-

ways head mo\etnenls essential lor

s<-anning stimulus intensities along

an odor trail, .\pproaching an olfac-

tory lure, a nurse shark mav arc its

body back and forth through three-

quarters of a complete circle. By
eomparison. the swunming lemon
shark seems almost stiff, with most
of its transverse nKnements con-

fined lo the tail. The nearly straight

track of ils slreamlined head, how-
ever, certainly minimizes the water

resistan<-e ol a swimming lemon
shark, an important advantage lo an

animal that often persists in swim-
ming against the strongest currents

in ils vicinity.

Once the hungry sharks arrived

within a high com-entration of

amines or food extracts and a so-

calle(J ftcding frenzy had set in. ad-

ditional dilferences Ix-tween the

species appeared. Nurse sharks per-

sisted in thrashing about, working
their jaws and sucking wherever the

chemical stimuli were strongest.

L<'mon sharks, however, sna|)ped

their jaws onlv when some object

floated nearby in the water. Vir-

tually any introduced object, from a

piece of seaw I lo a rubber hose

or a patch of bubbles on (he sur-

face, became fair game for a fren-

zied lemon shark. Occasionally, one

of ihi- lemons even went after the

small fish ihal were ils close swim-

ming companions, although lhes<-

agile litllc fish (mostly jacks) in-

variably outmaneuvered ihe shark.

[ niess food was encounlered. how-

ever, lemon shark> ijuicklv aban-

donecl (he area lo ihe nurse sharks

and jacks, for which smell alone ap-

peared to be sullirieni moliv.ilion.

Il wa'' still an open ijueslioti

whelher completely free-swimmitig

sharks would orieni bv ihe same
mechanisms. To find out. [lerlo-

raled bottles containing! a mixture

of amino acids and amines were
positioned in front of ihe television

camera situated offshore under 65
feet of water. Despite every con-

fidence in the exp<-rl divers who
daily carriid down the stimulus [n>l-

lies, this maneuver always priwluced

considerable suspense. A highly

successful result from the point of

view of a sliark-wat<her at the in-

iloor television screen might b«' dis-

tinctly uncomfr»rtable for a diver

swimming in ihe middle of his own
shark bail. Fortunately, dillusion

from the Udtles was slow and the

divers never saw a shark near the

camera while lliev were working.

.Nor did any sharks appear on the

television screen during the first six

days of testing. Killier the water

currents wt-re too weak to carry the

<'hemicals bevond the siricllv l<M-al

fish po|)ulation or sudden squalls

churned u|) the bottom st) thai noth-

ing at all could be s<'en.

Our luck changed on the next

clear dav. when a strong current

was running past tin- T\' camera.

Suddenly, the fish thai usually fre-

uuenteil ihe chemical release site all

(lisapjicared from view. A big

lemon shark slid pasl the cam«Ta.

headed upsircam. and swam right

pasl the stimulus ImiIiIc and out of

ihe television picture. Of cours*-

this behavior might have Iwen pre-

dicted from our obsiTvalions of

lemon sharks in the confineii areas

of ihe l.igtHin. bul il was so startling

to walch il hap|H-ning in the o|n-ii

ocean thai uoImhIn in ihe television

room rcnienilM-red lo lake photo-

graphs. Helore ihe \arious ex-

pressions of regrel diminished lo a

roar, however, a group of ihrei-

sharp-nosed sharks approache*! the

stimulus iHiltle. .igain from the
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down-current side, adding another

species to our records. The sharp-

noses, too, swam off upcurrent, but

one circled bacl; around the bottle

just as Bob Mathewson hit the trig

gar on a motorized camera to docu

ment the occasion. Discounting "re

peaters," at least eleven sharks

members of three different species

reacted to the chemicals in open sea

tests that day. It was hardly a re-

enactment of the night of the Au-

gust full moon, but the observations

left no doubt that we had produced

a small-scale shark invasion of that

au"ea. Clearly, the behavior so exten-

sively analyzed in the lagoon ac-

tually did go on in the open sea.

As the next full moon ap-

proached, I watched for signs of

another mass shark invasion of the

Bimini lagoon. But it never came.

No doubt the coincidence of so

many powerful stimuli was lacking.

On a lesser scale, however, the rit-

ual of arousal and foraging by the

sharks went on every night.

My own shark-watching habits,

too, had been modified during the

passage of time. Now I found my-

self appraising the gill beats and

trunk movements of nurse sharks to

judge whether they were hunting or

merely cruising. Lemon sharks im-

pressed me as useful current and

A blinker tied to a lemon
shark shows it scenting food

at left, turning into the

current and, in the middle

picture, circling vainly

in the far corner of the pen.

In the third picture, a

nurse shark crisscrosses the

trail until it reaches the

source. At right, a lemon

shark turns on a small jack.

tide indicators. The sudden deser-

tion of a shark by its companion

fish suggested a chemical stimulus

nearby, and if it happened to be a

lemon shark, I automatically looked

to see what could be distracting it

from purely current-following be-

havior. Always, there were further

questions: What arousal mechanism

activates the animals at dusk? What
other chemical cues direct the hunt?

How might the fish's lateral line de-

tect nearby objects at night? How
quickly do the sharks become
adapted and insensitive to odors?

Happily, the unknowns are still

among the most intriguing features

of the story.
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One of the most magnificent

nature books ever publisfied—

the brilliant paintings, sketches,

and letters by the artist

considered the greatest painter

of birds in this century

LOUIS

AGASSIZ

FUERTES

(S?the

singular beauty

of birds

<: A>
%

Edited by Frederick George Mar-
cham; introduction by Roger Tory
Peterson; foreword by Dean Ama-
don. De luxe 11 x 14" size, 60 full-

color paintings. 100 black and white
sketches. 529,95 through Dec. 31,

1971, S35 thereafter, at bookstores.

-|tHarper t)Kow

^yj Chamois

Cloth Shirt

7
For Men and Women

Sueded cotton.
Looks and feels like

high grade chamois
leather. Machine
washable and is

more durable than
wool. Mr. Bean per-

sonally used this

shirt on his hunting

and fishing trips.

Colors: Tan, Bright

Red. Fores; Green.
Ladies' sizes: 10 to

20. Price, $8.25 post-

paid. Men's sizes:

141/2 to 19. Price,

$8.35 postpaid.

D Send Free Catalog

. Ladies' Chamois Cloth Shirts @ $8.25

Color

Ship .

Size -

Ship Men's Chamois Cloth Shirts @ $8.35

Size Color

L. L. Bean, Inc.

878 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032
Hunting, Fishing and Camping Specialties
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metabolizing, growing cells quicklv

accumulate a large portion of the

radiolabeled nutrient material. Only
later does it continue to spread

through the plant and appear in any

significant concentration in the

other leaves and in the flower if

there is one. From the autoradio-

gram produced when these fed

plant parts were laid on a sheet of

film, it is possible to see which parts

of the plant have the higher concen-

trations of radioactivity: that is,

which have been made from mate-

rial assimilated from the insect and
utilized by the plant in its growth.

To emphasize the role of the

gland and the tentacle in the diges-

tion and absorption of material

from outside sources, a control ex-

periment was performed in which a

radioactive insect was fed to a leaf

from which the tentacles had been

clipped. The distribution of the ra-

dioactivity in this case was ex-

tremely different. A scan of the

amount and rate of radioactivity

lost by the radiolabeled fly on the

clipped leaf compared to that lost

by the fly placed on the gland of the

normal leaf demonstrated the essen-

tial role of the tentacle. In 24 hours

the clipped leaf took up only 12

percent of the flvs radioactivitv.

compared to the 80 percent taken

up by the normal leaf in the same
period of time. Subsequently, in the

normal leaf there was a further up-

take of radioactivity (about 15 per-

cent), while the clipped leaf exhib-

ited no further gain for three days,

after which only 6 percent more
was absorbed. One would imagine

that by this time there would have

been considerable opportunity for

the insect's own enzymes to have

broken down its tissues, permitting

material to diffuse into the leaf.

Such a process could account for

the small amount taken up by the

clipped leaf.

The smallness of this amount
strongly suggests that all of the ab-

sorption that takes place on the fed

leaf does so through the glands at

the ends of the tentacles. Recent
scanning electron micrographs by
Barbara Panessa of New York Uni-

versity have revealed the presence
of glandlike structures on the leaf

surface proper. But even if absorp-

tion can take place through these,

apparently digestion cannot. If

These curves show the decliii

of radioactivity in a fruit

fly and the increase of

radioactivity in a sundew
with the passage of time.

these surface glands were capaiile o

digestion, there would have bee

far more absorption of the fruit fl

in direct contact with the clipper

leaf. That the tentacle's digestio

and assimilation mechanism is a

effective one becomes obvious whe
on realizes that all but 6.3 percen

of the original radioactivity in th

fly is assimilated by the plant. Thi

apparently indigestible remainder i

probably radioactive phosphoru

that has been incorporated into th

exoskeleton of the insect.

The results of these experiment

confirm that, by the practice of cai

nivory, these highly specialize

plants have acquired for themselvf

a source of nitrogen for their ow
growth and development in th

midst of an environment that is e

tremely poor in this element. I

this means they have been able I

extend themselves into an ecolog

cal niche that otherwise would n(

have been available to them. I
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A Portrait of Tinkers Continued from page 35

horses are fettered and let loose to

graze "the long acre of Widow
Green" (the roadside) or slipped

into the meadow of an unsuspecting

farmer. Some of the teen-agers may
move off to the pictures if a cinema

is close at hand. The other tinkers

gather around the fireside to

recount the adventures of the dav,

perhaps naming the buffaly shams
(country folk) they have outwitted.

In historic mood, they might
recount the cleverness of their

grandsires in pretending to strike

silver coins from solder by means of

a mysterious gladar box, thus dup-

ing greedy farmers into advancing

money to subsidize a homemade
mint.

Invariably they will ask pas-

sersby for the time, not because

they are unduly concerned about

the dictates of the clock, but as a

subterfuge to find out whether it is

friend or foe that passes. If foe, a

boy is sent scurrying across the

fields to drive out the tinkers' ani-

mals that may be grazing on a

farmer's land. When the sun has set

they retire to bunks in the caravans,

with the spillover accommodated in

the camps, to sleep the sleep of the

just.

Summer morning finds them
stripped to the waist and standing

barefoot in a stream, sloshing water

on their faces and bodies and ob-

viously overjoyed at the prospect of

an adventurous dav before them. At

times when travehng through the

countryside at dawn I have seen

naked two- or three-year-old tinker

children rolling out of camps to

play like fox pups on the asphalt of

a roadway.

A harsh winter brings terrifying

problems and, on occasion, distress

in its most acute form. Really cold

weather, although rare, is hard on
the wanderers. But more deadly is

the dampness of the Irish climate,

whii'h begets respiratory afflictions

of all sorts. This accounts most for

the high mortality rate among tin-

kers. (The infant mortality rate is

unusually high, since many young
couples start their married life with

no better dwelling than a tent. A
1960 census noted that of 1,124
children born alive in the preceding

ten-year period. 85 died in the first

yeai' of life. In recent years this rate

has been somewhat reduced but it is

still far above the national average.)

1 shall long remember the blast

of fetid air that hit my nostrils when
I opened up a caravan in which

seven or eight children, the eldest a

girl of about nine, had been shut up
for a period of weeks during an un-

usually harsh period of frosty

weather. Both parents were ill and

in a hospital. The floor boards of

the caravan were coated with

stiffened diarrhea and glossy with

frozen urine. I shall also retain for

many years to come the memory of

holding the sweating hand of a tin-

ker mother as she lav dying in a sa-

natorium, begging me to take care

of her children after her death. This

I fulfilled in some measure.

I shall never forget my fear in a

storm-lashed encampment under
great groaning trees with floodwa-

ter seething around the hooves of

terrified horses and the light cara-

vans rocking crazily in a powerful

wind. At the height of this near-dis-

aster I counted twenty-nine chil-

dren crouched in a sea of mud,
their puny shoulders to the spokes

as they fought to push the vehicles

out from under the wildly thrashing

branches overhead, while their el-

ders tried to harness the horses to

the caravans. It is no wonder that

toward the end of winter, after liv-

ing for months on raw nerves, tin-

kers are highly explosive, and one
must approach them with extreme

caution at this time. But come
March and April their spirits begin

to heal in the livelier air of the Irish

spring.

Needless to say, the traveling

people pose a problem for the Irish

government and for local author-

ities. On the government level, the

problem has been faced with gener-

osity and understanding. As a result

of the report of a special commis-

sion, the government of the Repub-

lic has promised full compensation

to any local authority willing to

help itinerants in the matter of

housing. Tlie Irish Council for Itin-

erant Settlement, with its various

local branches under the national

leadership of dedicated men, has

done remarkable work in directing

the conscience of the Irish people.

As a first step, caravan sites and

tigins ("little houses") have been
set up in different localities with the

promise of well-built homes to fol-

low, a promise that is in some me:

sure being fulfilled. Labre Pari

named for St. Benedict Josep

Labre^an Italian traveler who spei

a great part of his life walking froi

shrine to shrine, is situated on th

eastern industrial outskirts of Dul

lin, and houses .39 tinker familie

Eighty children are enrolled in i

school.

Trouble sometimes arises whe

prospective neighbors, who feel

cially threatened by the tinker

proximity, react blindly and wil

unreasoning hatred. Tinkers ha^

been called vermin and burned oi

and scared off with firearms. True

the saying, "The outcast's fear

society is exceeded only by society

fear of the outcast."

With the establishment of pe

manent and semipermanent hou
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I'iiikrr lioiiir life rciiltTx

aroiiii)! the r;iiii|ilirr. Iii|> left,

whrrca man ini^lil |MitM- (o(li|i

inio a pot of s\fvt krpl wurin

in ihi' coalh. AIhivc. with

f< Ml.s of Hlri-n(;tli anil .1

rarnival N|iiril. two Ir.iM-lin^

inrn liopr In wlii-rillc -hilling-

friini lown-folk.

l.«-ri. kitcliiii in a Irurk.
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;. iiKinv linkiT chililn-n—whose
inal fdiicalion hillnTlD ronsisled

a lew weeks al tendance prior to

•eivinj^ First Holv (lomnuinion

I a lew still more rursorv davs

lire re<-eiviii<; ( Confirmation—are

iv offered the rhanre to attend

iiiiij rej^larlv. These ehildren are

llier more nor less intelligent

111 llie average child of >elllerl

ciiis—with the >iiii:lc |)ro\i>o

I. sini-e einiroiimenl plavs a ma-

[i.irl in the develii|iment of a

lir>< MKilivation. their lack of an

.iriiiimeiil favoralile to formal

.11 ion i'^ somewhat of a handi-

Hill tlic\ are consideralilv more

I'l'liaiit. resilient, and ada|ilalilc

II llie child of fixed rc-^id<-ncc.

\- I leaclier. I ha\e had the rare

•'iiiiiiiils to ohserxc the impact

loiiiial educatiiiii on a \oiing

III l\|)icai nt ihosr that for •jelier-

iii~ liasc never heen ex|M)sed to

ciliicational experience. It is

irlw,inning to see a liov ol nine

d the newspapiTs (the court

cv I'spcciallv) to illiierale p.irents

nils entranced at the srholarship

llicir son. It is rewarding to oh-

.1 li.n cling child expres-^ his

on III llic world on paper with

hrush and poster paints (in their

garish clothing and in the decora-

tion of th<'ir cara\ans. tinkers have

always used color lavishlv). or to

wati'h him listi-n to a lecture on

Flemish art. For mi- the pinna<'le of

pride and pleasure was reached on

the occasion of the annual First

r.ommuiiion Mass when, in .inswcr

111 m\ signal, a rcd-licidcd linker

hov of nine mouiiled a polished

chair in the sanduarv. gripped the

lectern, and read for the congrega-

tion the Kpisile and re-.<piinsorial

F'siilm in tones that echoed the pris-

tine heautv of the world.

Here and there in Ireland tod.iv a

few children horn of the ro.id- .ire

now moving toward the ei|iii\alenl

of gradii.ition in the Xmeric.in »ense

of the word, in the view of the Iri-h

social worker, it is form.d educilion

that jirovidex the greatest hope for

these volingsters. For example,

through education it is |M)s.Hil)le to

convev. complelelv liv inference, to

the tinker cliild that hegging !« a

hadge of shame and •>l.iverv. If the

child somehow transfers this aware-

ness III his parent", the alms*' can

he liroiiglil III an end.

The mind of the tr.iveler is con-

volute, and it is trite to sav that the

"traveler wears manv masks." He
can h«' cunning, emotional, men-ii-

rial. primitive, generous, and lov-

ing. Family lovallv is inten-M-. To In-

present at a tinker funeral (mourn-

er- iift(-n travel long distancis*. even

from F.ngland. to attend) is to see

an unri-strained human expre«sion

of grief at the loss of ,1 loved one.

Men .mil vvomi-n crv iin.ili.i>licdlv

.mil hurtle ihem-M-lve- .il the o|)«'n

grave, hvstanders writhe in a -Iv-

li/ed manner, and wnmen Icir .il

their m.illi-d hair.

Ml tinkers ,ire Koman (!.ilho|ics

and .It lend ma-- a- olten as |m>s-

•*ihlc. ()|il-ler- l<-ml to hang around

the doorvvav of the I'hurch. Iiiil the

viiiinger lolk, now wearing attrac-

tive lirighl cIoIIm--, move
IhiIiIIv into the nave. 'Illev ex-

perience their f.iilh in simple lerin-

III love ,ind fear: love of the -Inning

he.ivi-ni of the hereafter, where the

seeminglv never-eniliiig slnig){li- to

keep ImmIv .ind soul together \«ill fi-

ll. lllv Im- n-wilvi-d III eternal hli--,

and fear of hell and "the cIih k tlial

tick- forever."

Tinker* have a «lrict moral ciMle.

Tliev tenil lo iniirry al lh<> onwi of
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Brain Puzzler's Delight
By E. R. Emmet

A treasury of unique
mind-stretching puzzles
that can be solved by
straight, logical thinking

and reasoning. No special-

ized math. Offers the pleas-

ures of discovering solu-

tions through use of

mgenuity, imagination, in-

sight, and logic. Stimulates
and refreshes the mind.
Fascinating, entertaining

puzzles, arranged in order
of difficulty, with {some
amazing!) solutions and
full explanations at end of

book. ILLUSTRATED

,
10-Day Money Back Guarantee

Handbook of

Knots & Splices
By CHARLES E. GIBSON

Now tie knots for every

purpose — useful, ornamen-
tal, fun-to-make!
Book gives complete "1-

2-3" sketches and instruc-

tions for every hitch, splice,

bend, sling, lashing or whip-
ping you'll ever need for

boating, camping, climbing,

fishing, hunting . . . for

patio awnings, swings, ham-
mocks, rope fences, "wel-
come" mats . . . ornamen-
tal lamps, vases, bell ropes,

key ahains. buggy whips,
cat-o-nine tails, rope hand-
cuffs, play quoits, etc.

They're all here . . . over
100 kinds of knots and rope-
work! From the simple square knot to such fancy
numbers as the Manrope. Stopper. Shroud. Crown.
Turk's Head, and Pineapple knots. Also covers
plaiting, brading. much more! "Highly recom-

nded.' -Lihr,

Profusely illustrated ORDER NOW!
$4.95. plus 300 handling. 10-Day Money Back Guar.

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 607-T
251 West 19th Street. New York, N.Y. 10011

PHANTOM CALCITE

On V',". r,ni(! Plated Tripod $16.50

LIGHT PINK DOG-TOOTH CALCITE

On 24K Gold Plated Tripod 7.00

BLACK VELVET TOURMALINE

On 2ilK Gold Plated Tripod 7.00

POTATO CHIP SELENTE 7.50

FLUORITE (Octahedron) .85

ON SPECIMEN ORDERS ADD 504 FOR POSTAGE

SEND 25« FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF SHELLS,

MINERALS, FOSSILS, INDIAN ARTIFACTS & BOOKS

DOVER SCIENTIFIC • BOX 601 IC

Lone Island City, N.Y. 11106

nubility, and courtships are treated

with suspicion. Tlie story, probably

apocryphal, is told of an old priest

leaving an encampment after hear-

ing confessions and murmuring to

himself in disbelief, "No fornica-

tion!" If a voung man from one

clan takes a girl from another out of

the circle of the campfire and into

the darkness, the tribal law is in-

flexible. They are to marry or risk a

bloody clan feud. If the pair are re-

lated "within the forbidden degrees

of kindred," as indeed they often

are, they will seek out in a remote

parish a priest traditionally well dis-

posed toward them and ask him to

write to the bishop for a dis-

pensation allowing them to marrv.

"A letter to separate our blood," is

the term used.

The church wedding itself, often

held after one of the great fairs, is

an ebullient event that can be in-

tensely moving. Sometimes the cele-

bration will spill over onto the

roadside to include the passersby in

a tide of infectious hilarity and joy.

When everyone has drunk his fill,

the young couple move off in a flat

cart loaded with the bare necessities

of life to make the first "bed of

honor" on a quiet roadside. Thus

begins another family on the roads

of Ireland.

But all this is changing. The tin-

ker of fiction, so beloved by Irish

writers, Svnge in particular, is un-

dergoing a change. Some tinkers

show marked resilience—shuttling

back and forth between the more

•remote parts of Ireland and the

cities of Britain, taking factory jobs

for a while, or undertaking con-

tracts for black-topping streets in

Derry and Belfast. Quite a few of

the more adaptable tinkers are ama-

teur antique dealers; they scour the

Irish countryside for old carriage

lamps, outmoded vehicles of all

kinds, odd pieces of furniture, old

skillets or pots, and numerous other

articles that defv nomenclature.

These thev sell at a profit. Some tin-

kers who have become dealers set

up impromptu antique shops on the

roadside to attract the attention of

tourists.

Nowadays, most of the traveling

people move into the towns in win-

ter, even venturing into the out-

skirts of Dublin. Parking their cara-

vans in the suburbs, they penetrate

on foot into such fashionable parts

of the city as St. Stephen's Green or

YOU LIVE

in the

SPACE AGE . .

.

You should know

more about it!

A rewarding and fascinating

adventure for adults, young

people, the family

Introductory and advanced

day and evening courses in

ASTRONOMY and NAVIGATION

Call or write

The American Museum —
HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10024

81st STREET and

CENTRAL PARK WES
Tel.: Tr 31300; Ext. 206

Was Nero a

Good Emperor?
Did Vikings settle in North America? Was
Stonehenge built by Minoans? Are the

legends of Hercules—Medusa—the Phoenix

—based on facts? If these questions

intrigue you, read (and give)

ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY NEWSLETTER

packed with little known facts about the

Pagan world, new finds and deductions,

reports from "digs", travel tips. Now in its

6th year. Subscribers include university

and other libraries. Send $6.00 for 2 year

subscription to OHO F. REISS, Publisher

243 E 39th St., Bok N, New York, N.Y. 10016

Speciai-ANCIENT COINS

1 Greek com. over 2000 yrs

old, 1 large Roman bronzi

com w. Imperial portrait (Au

eustus to Constantino) plu

ription only $20.00. (N.Y. res

, ) Handsome coins are guaran

. come with indiv. histories

giflsl Money back in 10 days

r MO to above address.

io«



Slati*nu-nl of ownership. man;igrmenl. and rirru-

laiKin lAil of Aufru.M 12. 1970. Seilion .36a5.

L'nilfil Slalfs Oidc) of Natural Historv. publislu'd

Irn liiTifs a M^r at The American Museum of Nat-

ural History. Central Park West at 79th Street.

New York. N.Y. 10024. for Oilober 1. 1971.

General bu-^iness offiri's of the publisher are lo-

ralr.l ii Onlral Park Wi-*l at 79lh Street. New
Y..rk. NY. Umi. Name ami a.ldress of pub-

lisher and .'.litor is \llred Mever. Onlral Park

We-i at 79th StriNt. New York. N.Y. 1(J(J24.

Owner i^ The Ameriean .Museum of Natural His-

\. Onlral Park West at 79th Slrn-t. New
York. NY. 10024. Known bondholders, morl-

giijji-i-s. and other serurity holders owning or

holdin>: one perrent or more of total amount of

Ixirids. morljiapes. or other s^-eurities: None. The

purpose, function, anti nonproht status of this or-

ganization and the exempt status for feileral in-

line tax purp<ise!+ have not rhanped iluring pre-

dinfj 12 months (Section 1.32.122. Postal

Manual). The average numl>er of ropii-s of eaib

issue during the preinling 12 montKs are: A. To-

tal numl»-r of eopi.-s printe.1: 296.2.58: B Paid

I'in ulation: /. Salt's through dealers and i arriers.

str.ll vendors, and .ounter sales: 2,117; 2. Mail

sulniriptions: 274..'V).i; C. Total paid linulatiipn:

276. 122; D. Free distribution bv mail, larrier. or

•r means: 1,3.9.11: E. Total ilistribulion:

2'^)..t>.'J; F. Ofiiee use. left-oviT. unari'ounled.

s|>oil.-.l after printing: .S.90.5; C. Total: 296.iS8.

Till- actual numlHT of copies of single issue pub-

lisheil ni-are^t to filing date are: A. Total numlwr

if iiipi.-s printed .306.616: B. Paid ciriulation: /.

Sid<-s through d.-.ilers and c.irri.Ts. stni-t venilors

and . ..unter -al.s.: 2.089; 2. Mail suhscripti.in«:

276.787; C Total paiil eiriulation: 278.876: f)

Free distribution bv mail, carrier, or other

mean-: 1 1,21ft E. Total distribution: 2<X),12l;

h' I tllli e use, left-ovtT, unaccounted, s|ioi|ed after

printing: 16,.i22; G Total: .306.616. I cerlilv

that ihi- statements made bv me ab«>ve are correct

d complete. Kol>-rt K. William-son, Managing

FVIilor

SAVE YOUR SANITY NOW!

Irangiiili/c C'hri>lnia<, m.Klnc\\ hy Icltinti u»
vhip to you or your.v any or all of the follow-

intt inoritanic Jeliiihts: #1. Bakcr'» do/cn un.
opened Kcoilcv. ;iboiit 2" dia.. just as they
come from Mcxiun mine*. May or may not

he hollow and lull ol iiliMeninii i|uarl/

crystals. Just \ti. which includes instructions
for hashinjt them open. A mere $11). hrinits a
showy, spaiklinK first-si/c select natural
crystal Krcnip tiuaranlecd to please (#2).
No, ;t is a iicrsonally picked pair of 3-4" dia.

beautiful iieixles for $V And. If you're really

broke. %2, will buy a unigue '-j" din. whole
Ri.i/ilian minl-iieode with a lilllc polished
lll'4l winilow in It Or the whole works for

an cconomicil tZO Piices include noslaiie

KOIMMAN'S KIMI2. Illl I MOUSI .

DOWNINtilOWN. I'INNA l».VH

ONGRATULATIONS ! YOU'VE
OTA MAVAHART I",

• IIAV AIIAMI lt>l '

<••> .pvii.ol' ll ralrl.r.

•U i>li» •ml lOiAurl' Nm
or •ptino Ki l>rMk A

; li«v' llx-o •i«l M I'.

„.„. (,..n.U. .....l..•

i•l• IIAVAIIAKI If. I'

rti •iiiliial >ai.|»- ..I all k.ii.l. I >|i.n in.U •>>• >'•

m.l rciili.lrnc. Ni... I,.. ..II .,...!.. ll,u,i..nJ. ..I

VAIIAIITM in .Ullr u» ll» li>p >lll> i>" b.i.ll .1.

»!,.,.' ftona f<» rout niKI: iulU )>»k on l»pp>»«

VAHART, 158 Watw St, Otslnint, N.Y, 10562

.Vlerriofi .Square, plai'es as rpfnoti-

Iroin their fialural hcdfjerow rn\ i-

roninciii a> .an be iina<:itiei|, Tli,\

know the touri.sit "runs." the h<>>|)i-

table kitihens of eonvenls. the side

doors of those hotels where the

chefs are svmpalhetir. ami espe-

eially the baek iloors of the newK
built trail homes where a \«iun<;

suburban inother will be toueheil b\

the sight of the infant in artns.

Tinkers emplov the psveho|oi;v

ol bepping in all its nicetv. \ vouiif.'

man ehattin<; with his girl friend is

partiiularlv vulnerable, as is a tour-

ist who has never before eome face

to face with a person pos.sessinf;

such powers of wh iling. Tinkers
are als.i ijuick to sjiot a voung priest

anxious to live up to the standard of

charilv implied l)v his cloth,

I know one vouni; tinker rascal

who bragged that he lived in high

stvie in England bv moving from

presbvterv to presbvterv. tearfulK

telling the |)riesls that hi- soreK

needed the fare to return to Ireland

to see his mother on her deathbed.

To olTsel this. I have known tinker^

who paid oil their contracted debts

lo I lie las! pennv. to the ama/c-

nicnt of their creditors who had

writlen off the amount mativ vears

belorc.

.As I view him. the linker on the

Irish roads (I have avoided the word

itinvninl as tiuich as possible. a.s I

reckon it one of false elegance) is

one of the outer ramparts of indi-

vidual liberlv. He continues to

vouch for ihe wit. the resourceful-

ness, atid the vcrsalilitv of man.

since everv dawn brings him the

problem of accuiiuilaling enough

food to be alixe at *iin'*et. Anil, just

as the writer of fiction at litnes tests

the vaguelv ilelined ;irea oil the

edges of consciousness and nanils.

s<» also in the life of the linker there

is that which tests the edge of phvsi-

cal living. 'I'o some e\tenl he e\-

emplilies what man c.in eiulure un-

der ciindilioiiH of extreme liiiHtili|>.

Mankiiiil h.lx .ix tii.iii\ l.isers ;is

an onion, and when ,ill llicxe lavent

are pi-e|ed oil. the rore I- tinker or

gvp>*\: the traveler i- in me, in voii.

in e\ervman. Vet. compareil with

the linker we are lapiiog* b\ the

parlor lire«iile i|tiivering in com-

mingled fear ami ecslas\ when,

through the sound of the gusling

slorni otilHide. wf hear the having

of will! dogs ninning free li> the

light of the itiiMMi.

THEY'LL DIE
unlets you and we help them. They'll

Die—end thouiandt more like them of

many different ipeciei will die—unleu
money ii made ovoiloble to finonce the

many requests from East Africa's No-
tional Parks, Reseorch Orgonixotions ond
Game Deportments.

For 1970/7t we are funding conservo-

tion project! omounting to $134,000 in

Kenya, Uganda and Tonzonio. We ne*d
your corttinued support to combot the

increasing menace of extinction for many
species of wild animaJ, by moking o
donation or by joining the Society.

Membership of the Society will cost

you $10 annuolly. For this you receive

our quarterly mogazine "Africono".
Availoble for sale ore ties, cor bodg«s.
wild life jewelery, and prints, decols,

shoulder potches. Scientific Journals,

Chnstmos Cords, ond CoJendon. WRITE
FOR DETAILS.

The wild life of Eost Africa Is now o
world responsibility, shored by *very.

one. It is enjoyed by tens of ttiousonds

of visitors eoch year. Help us to see that

millions will continue to enjoy H.

SI
EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

P.O. Box 20110. NMirobi. Kanya.
East Africa.

Pl»t*9 tntoll me as » mtmbtt

I ff/tc/OM f
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w.ILDERNESS
EXPEDITIONS

in association with FRIENDS OF
THE EARTH, invites you to visit

some of the earth's last wild places.

Too many have been lost simply

because too few people knew them.

Well known wilderness advocates

will accompany our trips and talk

about the place of wilderness in the

scheme of things.

ff p are arranging trips in 1972
to these and other wild places :

• Micronesia • Guatemala's Usu-
macinta River and Maya ruins •

Utah's Monument Valley, Esca-
lante and Four Corners • Borneo
• Peruvian Andes and Amazon
headwaters • Idaho's Salmon River,

Middle Fork • Alaska's Arrigetch

Peaks and Romanzof Mountains
• Hindu Kush of Afghanistan •

Australia's Great Barrier Reef and
Queensland rain forest • Idaho's

Sawtooth and White Cloud Moun-
tains • Nepal • Vale of Kashmir •

Sikkim • Ethiopian Highlands •

Patagonia • Africa's Ruwenzori
Mountains

MAIL TO:

Wilderness Expeditions, Inc., Rm. 4120
345 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022

Please send your 1972 brochure to

Name

Address

City State Zip

You. too. will be salistied when you own a

piece of our property in the beautiful Inland

Empire of the Pacific Northwest We have

5-10-20-40 acre tracts in Northeastern Wash-
ington. Northern Idaho and Montana, located

in the heart of fine fishing and good hunting

country. All tracts have growing timber and
are sold with access and guaranteed title in-

e, on easy terms at less than bank
rates. We invite you to inspect our property

and see for yourself the select land we are

offering. We have a wide variety of acre-

ages, including view sites, waterfront property

and secluded nooks Prepare now for good
investments and happy retirement years m an
excellent recreational area for as little as
i'.550 total price. For free lists of property,

maps and complete information, write to

< 14006
Wash 992H

Dept, Q, P, O Bo
Opportunity Station. Spokane

Books in Review

iiiitiie
iiyScollMcVay

The Blue Whale, by George L. Small.

Columbia University Press. $9.95: 248

pp.. illus.

In
Slaughterhouse-Five or The Chil-

dren 's Crusade. Kurt Vonnegut's book

about the bombin"; of Dre.stien where

135,000 persons perished—a book tl

took him twenty-five years to get out

his craw because he did not know h
to write about such violence—there i:

refrain, a phrase that begins to gatl

terrible meaning as the seemingly

nocuous storv unfolds. Whenever

Woodcut shows sperm whale in death throes.

no



•ulisli or vicious ail occurs, so brutal

1 vicious ihal no commentarv is pos-

li'. V'onncirut invokes the refrain,

V) il •»o«'S." Al those moments, one

)n(iers if we are goinf» to make il. or if

I the epo-trippinfj is not finallv {joinp

us in.

JJ
'^^9,

if

(

The medallions.

approximately

one inch in

drameter are inlaid

with turquoise, coral,

and shell, and are

attached to a double
headed 26" chain.

The set (necklace.

bracelet, and
screw back
earrings) .

.

$725.00 ppd.

Other American Indian

necklaces start

at $150 00

Members of tl<e Muteum
Me entitled to a

10";, ducoont
N Y. »tate residents,

ple.isp rtcld t,n

THE AMimCAN MUSfUM Of NAIURAl MIStO«T

Central Kafd west at 79 Street New Yorli. N, Y i00if4 (r



(AFRICAN DOLL)

The original, in the collections

of The American Museum of

NaturariHistory, was carved

of wood by the Ashanti

people of Ghana. This gold

electroplated reproduc-

tion has been reduced

to approximately 3" in .

\ height. The chain is |

t\
24" long. ^

$7.00
plus 50C
postage and
handling.

Members of the Museum are
entitled to a 10% discount. N.Y.
State residents, please add tax.

A similar refrain, less subtle, more

direct, permeates George Small's book.

The Blue Whale. It is, "But the killing

continued." We are told, for example,

that "international conferences were

held and treaties were ratified to protect

the whales. But the killing continued."

Tlie International Whaling Commission

met again. But the killing continued.

During the past half-century more than

2.000,000 whales have been killed,

and the only respite the whales have

known was the period when the pri-

mary resources of Europe, America,

over the verbatim record of the Intev

national Whaling Commission. Ever

graph and chart shows yet another vie»i

of the encompassing tragedy of the blui

whale. Not only has Small uncovere<

scores of original sources, especially i;

Norway, but he has also integrated th

material with the grace of an authorii

steeped in his subject. This book is th

painstaking work of years, a loved 1;

bor, and it shows.

This does not mean that gnat-pickei

mav not find statements to argue will

For example, the word extinction is 0(

"The tragedy of the blue whale is the reflection of

an even greater one, that of man himself. What is the

nature of a species that knowingly and without good

reason exterminates another? How long will man per-

sist in the belief that he is the master of this Earth

rather than one of its guests'? When will he learn that

he is but one form of life among countless thousands,

each one of which is in some way related to and de-

pendent on all others? How long can he survive if he

does not? It might be easier for man to acknowledge

his dependence on other life forms if he could recog-

nize his kinship with them. . . . Survival chances for

the human race will be greatly enhanced when man
concedes to the Earth and all its life forms the right

to exist that he wants for himself. The only homage

he can now pay to the blue whale is to learn the les-

sons of dependence on and kinship with all life. If he

does not learn them the great blue whale will have

died in vain—having taught nothing to his only mortal

enemy."

GEORGE L. SMALL

The Blue Whale

and Japan were engaged in World War
II, which involved atrocities on a scale

not known before and which may be re-

called by saying the names of places:

Auschwitz, Pearl Harbor, Dresden,

Hiroshima. .So it goes.

In contra.st to much whale writing.

The Blue Whale is not a rehash of ma-

terial published elsewhere. With the

thoroughness of a scholar determined to

get a complete story. Small has pored

casionally used loosely in the hot

While the blue whale population \

dropped to commercial insignifican

we do not know if its stocks are n

too small to be biologically viable. T

threat of biological extinction is n

enough, yet the shattering, indisputal

fact is that as a result of whaling m
practice, the blue whale, "the larg

animal known to have lived on land

sea since the beginning of time,"
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LEARN
ASTRONOMY
AT HOME

Two complete home study courses are

now available for Amateur Astronomers

•VISUAL ASTRONOMY for

Beginners in 10 lessons

•TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY
for Advanced Students in 18

lessons

These courses are the first of their l<ind

offered anywhere. Clearly written, pro-

fessionally illustrated and well organ-

ized for the busy sky-watcher who
wants to be taken by the hand and
taught individually by a Professional

Astronomer.

SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY Depi. 6796

Drawer Y-418 E. Canon Perdido A^
Santa Barbara, California 93102 i£S
Please send me School Brochure on
your Home Study Courses.

Address .

City

Accredited by the Nationa
Study Council.

NATURE TOURS
Friends are reminded that we continue to
operate group trips in the U.S. and most
countries of the world, as we have been
doing for the past 12 years. Groups are
small, usually 10 to 20 persons, and are
not publicized widely. However, we will
gladly furnish information concerning
tours or areas of interest, and a limited
number of new participants will be wel-
come.

North America Florida. Jan. 2; Arizona,
May 27; Alaska, three successive 2-wk.
trips reaching from Vancouver to the
Aleutians. Pribilofs and Barrow. June
17.

Middle America Yucatan I, Jan. 15;
Yucatan II, Jan. 29; Central America,
Feb. 12; Mexico East Coast. March 25;
Mexico West Coast. April 8.

South America Colombia, July 22; Ec-
uador-Peru, Aug. 12.

Europe Scandinavia I (mostly Sweden),
May ?>: Ireland-Northumberland, May
25; Scandinavia II (mostly Norway),
June 8; "Highlands & Islands" (Heb-
rides. Orkneys. Shellands. Faroes),
June 8; Balkans. May 25; Europe East
( Rumania Czechoslovakia. Poland).
Junt* L* Iceland, July 6.

Africa North Africa. May 4; East Africa,
Aug. 5; Central Africa, Aug. 26; South
Africa. Sept. 9.

Pacific Melanesia, July 8; New Guinea,
July 28; Indonesia (plus Malaya &
Borneo), Aug. 25; Western Australia,
Sept. 15; Eastern Australia, Oct. 6;
New Zealand. Oct 27.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS

Box 222-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

An 1885 engraving; of the

capture of two large whales.

longer plays a significant role in the life

of the oceans.

The only break for blue whales is

that thev travel farther south, closer to

the pole, than the smaller, remaining,

commercially hunted baleen whales.

They seek the abundance of food found

in the coldest waters of the antarctic

summer, and that may be their salva-

tion. The whalers seldom get that far

south anymore. It isn't worth the trip.

Besides, the blue whale is now "pro-

tected" bv an amendment of the Inter-

national Whaling Convention.

Small's prognosis is that the blue

whale is finished, and he mav be right.

Every major stock of blue whales has

been devastated. Yet we may dare to

hope that his prediction of extinction

for the blue whale proves erroneous. Al-

though history is on the side of his pre-

diction, it is possible that now that the

blue whale is finally being protected, it

will make a slow comeback over the

next century. Perhaps only a morato-

rium on all whaling can breathe life

into this thin hope. Or, at a minimum,

an inspection plan that will make cer-

tain that the "protected " species are

trulv protected, not taken "in cnor"

and listed in the dav's log as something

else.

Thanks to this book, we now know
what happened to the blue whale. But

we know not the blue whale. .SV) it

goes.

Scott Ml I' ay is chairman of the Com-

mittee on W hales of the Environmental

Defense Fund and an administrator at

Princeton University.

A handsome seat for
hearthslde, den oi

of stairs. Open wide
Ijench top. drop
down front and Iliere's

space for 100 albums
in non-slip grooves.
Doubles up. too. to
store linens, toys, just about anytlUnjj. 16D 17 %H
SOW. Magnetic latches. Solid pine in handrubhed fin-

ishes of honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut:
$29.95. KIT. ready to assemble & stain: $19.95. Ruth
Kxri. Che
SEND 250 FOR 76-PG. COLOR CATALOG, 1200 ITEMS

Friendly Prne Furniture, Accessories, Gifts
Include Zip VIELD HOtT.SE
ivioney Back Guarantee Dept. N12-1C
Not Sold In Stores Nortll Conway, N.H. 03

HOllDtY

GIFT FOR

NATURE

LOVERS
ALL3 0NtY

$19.95
• CASTOR THE EAGER BEAVER
. AUTHENTIC BEAVER SCULPTURE
• 24-PAGE ILLUSTRATED BOOK
If vours IS an ecology minded family, then imagine tiaving

natute's own little conseivationist - "Castoi" llie Eager

Beaver - in your home, alongside an authentic wood sculp-

ture actually gnawed by a busy Vermont Beaver!

Now, in time for gift-giving, you, your family and friends

can delight to this cuddly trueto-life creature and learn all

about him in an accomoanying 24-Dage fully illustrated

book that supplies you v«th many beaver anecdotes and

educational facts

"Castor" the Eager Beaver, SI 2.75, sits 14" tall, is

completely sate and washable. Accompanying wood sculp-

ture, S7.95, IS 10" high and mounted on a richly finished

I
-1/2" pine base with brass plague reading "Original Wood

Sculpture by Castor Canadensis" Beaver book is St. 50.

You may order each piece separately, or SAVE and order

the complete 3piece set for only S19.95.

Chiistmas delivery guaranteed on orders received by

December 15.

STONEHEDGE FARM WORKSHOP
VILLAGE OF JACKSONVILLE, NH 1 , VERMONT 05342

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Hummingbird Style

Original "Hummy-Bird Bars" ® lure the fun-
ny, flashy Zip-antl-Siii set all season long.

Watch these rascals feed family-style thru clear

lihistic CUDS, from that warm real wood perch
Hummers love (actual photo). Give yourself

and friends this heartwarming Holiday Gift!

No other birds or bees, no rust or drip, easy
to clean. Guaranteed. Full instructions. $2.95

I>lus 40(- handling. In Cal. add 150 tax. Sorry
no COD'S. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN. 6818-N
Apperson St.. Tujunga, CA 91042. Our 16th

Year! MADE IN U.S.A.
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IvMicKvr Kll.l.KK>. 1)\ Hu«;<) anil Ian.'

an I jwick-Goodall. Houphton Mi/Jlin

Co.. $10.00: 222 pp.. illus.

Unnorcnl Killers is an arcimni dC llic

-orial Ixliaxior iif liin-i' \rn diffiTrnl

rtilil Afriran raniils—ihr hvi-na. tin-

ackal. anil the wild ili><;. lis tone i>

ricndiv and informal. f'palurin<; the

n-k III a man and wile and their sinall

liilrl llirou^h Africa in si-arcli of somr

if ihr most f<-r<H'iou> U-asIs llial lia\<-

vi-r Iw-cn arruratclv di-MTilwd.

Il - i-xi'ilin^ and fun to rrad. Bi-hav-

iiral obs«"nations an- ilctaili-d i-noufjh

(I Im- of scirnlifir value. althou>:h thi'\

re not well i|uanlifn-d. for ihr slud\ i-

n il* rarlv •^lafji-. It is a Iniok ahout Im'-

laMor—not hiolo-is. It savs little about

he animal- theni-elves. hut it diM-s pho-

i<;ra|ih them in aelion. 'Y\u- hook treats

hi-se three social eanids in s«'[)arate

tions. intermixed with accounts of

nfaiil can-, floods, anil other personal

I lies that will make some readers

vaiit to hasten to Africa.

riie wild ilog is a pack animal (pack

• from eifiht to ten) with a larpe

loiiie ranf;e. perh.i|)s more than a ihou-

iiid sijuare mile-, .mil onU a little evi-

leiiie of lerriloriahls. lake wolves, ihe

iruMiii/^ilion includes two hier.irchies.

.inion;i the males and one amon^

he (emales. Whili- tracking an animal.

ks can run cross-ciHintrv for three

inle- at ihirtv miles an hour, hut their

lunl- ,ire onlv successful .diout a third

il the lime.

The pildeii jackal hunt- and lives in

lair- and primarilv e.its small prev.

uch as snake- and ins<Tls. Iiul imc.i-

ioiiallv lake- Imm-Is ,is Lirpe as (la/i-ll.--

Ilie pairs mark their lerrilorv willi ImmIi

eces .mil iiii'K and maintain il wilh

lowhn^. lak. ilic wild dop and wolves,

he i.ick.d- liiiiil (or their voun^; and

ejiurplate Im.mI lor iheni. One of iheir

nore inleres|in(j tneals is wildelNTsI .i(-

cil.iiih. which supplies a major part ol

hi n diet in the appropriate «<as«m.

The hyenas ofl'er a marke<l contrail

o the other two. Thev live in much lar

\vr finuips (c.dled i i.ins), which nin in

Your aquarium fish deserve a

pollution-free environment, too.
A major break ttirougti in providing pol

lution control for home aquariums lias

been actiieved for the first time in the

development of the lonetic Biofiltration

System. It performs exactly the same
functions as the most advanced waste

treatment plant. Il was designed by
waste treatment engineers who are also

professional aquarisls.

The lonetic System is presently in con-

tinuous use in scientific research labora-

tories where the quality of aquarium

water is critical for the success of the

experimentation

How does It work' The lonetic System

provides 3 stages of water treatment:

1. Induced sedimentation to an aerobic

chamt)er. 2. Aerobic oxidation of all

putrescible matter 3 Removal of sus-

pended micro wastes through the/on«r/c

filter. Within the filter, oxidi/ed organic

and inorganic matter i> adsorbed on the

surfaces of ionised, vitreous pellets in a

A INDUCED ~L
SEDIMENTATION j

~""-

Available from your

local aquarium daoler or

potlaga prepaid from Fi.

phenomenon of physical chemistry.

Cleaned, polished, r>ealthful water is

recirculated to the aquarium. The lonetic

System operates from your present

aeration pump No special motors are

required Replaceable lonetic Filter-Pacs

eliminate messy filter refilling lonetic

nr>akes your fish t>ot)by fun again

Remember, this is not an ordinary, dis-

count "filter strainer", but a complete,

miniature waste treatment plant

The patented lonetic System will fit

tanks with inside dimensions of 9" x 14"

or larger, containing from 10 to IS gal-

lons The system includes /o/>ef»c Filter,

Filter Pac, undergrovel aerobic ctiambart,

connecting piping, instructions and tech-

nical data report Mail coupon or letter

with money order for $19 95. which

includes handling and shipping, to

Filters International. Inc . Box 333. Lake

Zurich. Illinois 60047 Satisfaction guar-

anteed or rranty will b« rtfurvSad

lONETlC"
WATER FILTER
AND POLISHER

AEROBIC
OXIDATION
CHAMBER

F^
FILTERS INTERNATIONAL, INC
Bo« U.l. Lake ^uix li. Illinoit 13004/

EtKlntad It my monay oidar tor $19 96 PlaaM
complela lonetic Bio liKration Syiiom

City



ANKH PENDANT
BEAUTIFULLY CONTEMPORARY
s this hand crafted represento-

n of the Ancient Egyptian

Key of Life" in solid sterling

silver. The Ankh - from fhe

lieroglyph meaning "life"

—is the oldest known amu-
let symbol, ond the only

pogan talisman to survive

in doily use after the Egyp-

lons converted to Christian-

ity. Comes in stunning new
designer's jewelry cose

ond presentation gift

'W>x. 3" long Ankh -
With 18" chain $25.00

With 24" <lhain $27.00
in 14K Gold w. 18" choin $75.

a:«««iaKt«fcu»if

<r authentic ontiquttiet.

La<^(^to bocjse,ltd.

Looking for a UNIQUE tour?^
"Thru the Lens" Tours offer the only
worldwide travel program designed for
the camera fan. We select picturesque

^ places ... and seek the ultimate in

"human Interest." We use private
transportation so we can stop when-
ever and wherever we want to. We
venture off the beaten paths of tourist

Ij travel so you may photograph seldom-

,,,^1 seen places of outstanding beauty. If
~.^i you like leisurely travel and superior

':^!* accommodations, you'll love our unique

y? picture-taking tours. More than 60 for-
^ elgn and domestic tours, led by expert

photographers. WRITE FOR BROCHURE.

THRU THE LENS TOURS, INC.
5301 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Dcpt. NH-12
North Hollywood, CallfomI* 9le07 .

INTRODUCING
and exciting way

collection you wil

proud of! Send
$10,00 for one rr

fut crystallized minerals.

Or send $28.50 for 3 exciting monthly surprise

packages containing highest quality crystallized

mineral specimens. Satisfaction guaranteed!

MINERAL OF THE MONTH CLUB
P.O. Box 487-JA YUCAIPA, CALIF. 92399

MA4.iAXI>E
ll<»OK
TKEIi:

store
all your cur-
rent reading
in our chair-
side library.

Holds over
100 maga-
zines, news-
papers, even
phone books
—easy to see,
eady to use.

holds

books or pa-

home, office,

reception
room. White
birch turn-

In honey tone or maple,
.antique pine or walnut finish.
2S"H I6"W 1.5"D. $20. .50.

HOME KIT: Easy a.ssemhlv
and finish. Simple directions. $14.!IS rpd.-ad.l
7.5(? .;a. W. of Miss.

SEND 25* FOR NEW 76-PAGE CATALOGUE
OVER 1200 ITEMS

Inrlu.lc Zip Code YIELD iIOL'.SE
Monry Back Guarantee nili-ia
Not Sold In Stores North Conway. N.B. 03860

size to about .sixtv. The clans, led bv fe-

males, have well-rlefined territories that

are ferociouslv defended, often result-

ing in the death of trespassers. These

beasts suckle their ofifspring for eigh-

teen months, during which lime the

young eat little sohd food. The whole

group seems to participate in the so-

cialization process, with the voung

switching around among various dens

and socializing in order to meet all the

many members of their clan. These

beasts are so bold and ferocious thev

are able to dine with lions.

Contrary to widely held opinion, all

three of these species hunt and kill their

own food much of the time—there is

little scavenging in the total diet.

The personalized accounts of these

.inimals is a pleasure I recommend to

^iiivone interested in animal behavior.

.Jerome H. Woolpy
Earlham College

The Memoirs oe Chief Red Fox. edited

by Cash Asher. McGraw-Hill Book Co..

$6.95; 208 pp.

Back in 1968, when Chief William

Red Fox was a mere 97 vears old, he

came to my hometown in the Midwest.

For hours he handed out recipes in a lo-

cal supermarket while children gawked

at the gaudv feathers and mothers mar-

veled at the agilitv of the old Sioux, who

periodicallv pranced and jangled a few

steps to "demonstrate" Indian dances.

Three years later. McGraw-Hill has

published The Memoirs of Chief Red

Fox and the book has deservedly re-

ceived critical acclaim. The Chief has

been a charming and garrulous guest on

TV talk shows for several vears, and he

has also appeared in more than a hun-

dred Hollywood westerns. A .show biz

veteran, he started out with Buffalo

Bill's Wild West Show and later trav-

eled the rodeo circuit with the Miller

Brothers 101 Ranch Wild West Show.

During the Spanish-American War, he

spent four years in the Navy. Chief Red

Fox has been around.

If any one quality has distinguished

the Chief throughout his long life, it has

been his adaptability to a world light-

years removed from that of his lore-

bears. Beginning with the disruption of

his earlv ihiMhood, when the throes of

the Indians' hnal defeat by the white

man were suffered in helpless indignity

and an entire culture withered. Red
Fox somehow survived. Moreover, un-

New WHEELBARROW-CART
makes loads like these ever so

much easier to handle!

These new Vermont-made carts are the

best design yet to handle large bulky

loads, even heavy loads with no backstrain,

no trouble, and no load fall out! Trash

cans, leaves, firewood, whatever, ride on
two large diameter semi-pneumatic wheels
and balance perfectly on the axle — takes

the strain off you. Several models include

easy-to-build kits! Please write for FREE
CART CATALOG. Garden Way Research,

Dept. 3562, Charlotte, Vt. 05445.

P^ INLAND
^FLORIDA

Capt. Stan Maurer SHANTY BOAT CRUISES
Rt. 1, Boi 366 NH. Ft. Myers, Fla. 33905

NDIAN
ARTIFACTS

Send 25t: for Illustrated Catalog

DOVER SCIENTIFIC —- Box 6011C

Long Island City, N.Y. 11106

DIG FOSSILS?
then join THE NEW YORK PALEONTOLOGICAL
SOCIETY meets every third Saturday of each

month (Sept. -June) at The American Museum
of Natural History at 1:00 PM Field Trips-
Newsletter-all age groups welcome-tor more
info

P.O. BOX 287, Planetarlun

127 West SSrd Street

New York, NY. 10024

Slati(

One-of-a-kind Gifts —
Ceramic beehive cove
Persian, no two alike.

8V2" dia. $12.60 ppd

ronze Temple toy,

19th c. Indian folk

art. 5" -6V2" I

$30. ppd.

Siamese silver betel nut

boxes from 19th c. in

many different designs,
3" dia. $25. ppd.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

ART ASIA, INC.
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ike most of his dcmoralizecj com-

jatrioLs. he was able lo become funr-

[ional and articulate in a wav of life

mpossible for manv of them. From
loiivwofxl to Madison Avenue, from

)allas rodeos lo Kalamazoo sup«'r-

narkets. he abundantK displayed his

apacitv for the specialized wit it takes

o thrive in the twenlieth-centurv

American Supermarket. There is a ease

be made for the thesis that the Chief

a thoroufihlv acculturated Red Man,

ever there was one.

This is not to sav thai he is a mere ei-

ar-slore Indian. The triumph of mother

^it in a culture so alien lo Indian Iradi-

s is no small achievement. .And

herever he has gone, the Chief has

roufihl a mes-sape and a consciousness

the crowds—a reminder of lhos<-

roud anrestral ghosts and iheir mo<l-

rn. destitute children whose pres«'nce

represents in terms that the public

omprehends.

.As a repres«-ntalive of the Indian in

ur culture, however, his romantic im-

ge contains some stark and painful

nomalies. This is the image, put

rudely, of the gewgaw, the eireus

reature who dances an<l powwows lo

irvive. .Almost since iheir hrsl con-

let-- with till- while man. American In-

ns have felt com|)elled to entertain

im as a means of sur^•ival. The ri-la-

>n-.hip of while lo Indian, especially

ter the violent subjugalion of Indian

renglh and spirit, has consistently

i-en ihat of audience lo p«'rformer.

nd this relationship has corrupleil the

•rlormer more than the audienie. To

iliicss a so-called Indian dance, such

i lliiw put on by triU-i ihroughoul the

inlrv every year lor lln' passing fancy

llic louri-"! horile, is an exerris*- in

. ithips. Tlie bangles and trinkets, dime

>re costumes, an<l Iwo-slep chamdi'!i

lat pass for Inilian aulheiilicily seem

lorc oflen a degeneration of some an-

enl Kingling Hmlhers routine that ex-

ti'd a simpler, -tnall-lown age. Qiiilr

issililv the n.utuic is all ihal's left -ihe

)iril so irreparably broken thai ihi-

iicl self-abuse of panMlv is the only re-

lurne at band lor prewryalion of an-

slral rilual- in lixlay's s4Hie|y. 'Ilie In-

an as sflflni. k^liT. as [HTfornier, is

e Indian Mi'i~l while men know and

icpl, UlicM < hii'f Red Kox. or any

licr Indian. .ip|M-arM on the "Tonighl

low." the li.ind invariably enipis inl'i

chorus of .ibsurd wh<Mi|is and <lnim-

•al- that condnn ihc circus iiaige; in

KM I lenns. I<H>. il |H as if the •.trains of

)l.l Ml ick Joe" were lo gnvl Klip Wll

in or .Sainnn I) i\ i-

Ti«lay. Indians are not recovering an

image so much as creating a new one.

They are painfully aware of their pie-

lure postcard \alue in an American cul-

ture lhat manifestly considers them
curios, rather than human beings. In

Michigan, a group of Chipp'was and

Ottawas are strongly resisting slate at-

tempts lo build another "typical Indian

village" for the tourists. "If the slate or

tederal governments have an extra half-

million dollars lo s|)end on Indians."

says Jay Harrington, a Peloskev Ot-

tawa, "we would prefer it us«-d to fix up

our houses, or create b<'lter jobs, or for

the education of our children. In this

day and age, most of us have our own
plans for our lives, moli\aled bv an am-

bition to . reale a IH-Iler life for our chil-

dren. I believe I speak for the majority

of Inilians in saving I would not want

mv children lo dress up in Inilian attire

and sit around doing tx-adwork all day

in a fake Indian s«'tting."

During the period when Chief Red

Fox was distributing recipes lo hou.s<--

wives. I marveled that so little demand
existed for the most priceless trea.sure

he has lo offer: his memory. When*
were the Ph.D. res«MrchiTs. the history

symposia, the anlhro|)ologists. the •mIioI-

an* of Americana? The dismal waste of

an aged national archive prancing amid

the jangle of <-a.sh n-gislers and gnn-ery

carls was somehow obs<-ene, an aRronI

lo inlelleclual. il not humane, values.

Perhaps some day native -Vmerieans

will no longer ne«'d lo subje<-l ihem-

s<-|yes lo su|H-nnarkel or gift shop|»<-

merchandising in order to live. Thr

Mrmoirf nf (Ihtrf Hnl Fin may hurry

Ihis day.

John Kastman

TTir AmiTiCiin MuM-um i» i>|>rn lo ihr

public cyerv day iliiring thr year, px-

cc|)i ThankKftivinf! ami Oiristmo.

YiMir «iifi|Mirl Ihriiii):)! mi-inl>er«hi|i

iinil riinlrjliiiliiin" h<-l|i- iiukc itin |><»-

•il>lf. Thi- Mii««-iiiii i" i''|ii.ill\ in nn->\

nf »u|i|Hirl for il» work in ihe firlil« iil

resrarrh, nlucalion jnil exhibilion

This Ibtl (IrlaiU the pl»«l<»graplier or

other iMiurer of illuslrnlinn by |Mgp.

COvrn-Philaddphx
Mirt*um of A/t Th«

}> 40-Miann
rnim

47 4J-H«I« Ob«<'>«

'• 79-H«<mul «IKnvT<*>

HI -National Audubon
Sori«f,

»i IJ-Barboa r.

Field trips to

^EAST
.AFRICA

*\ »'.'
•

with people who care deeply
and are committed to its

preservation.

Three-week lours into UGANDA,
KENYA and TANZANIA
You "see" things, but what do they mean?

From tieadwaiers of the Nile to the
Indian Ocean, interpretive leaders will

show you what to look at. how to

"see" It. and what it means A leisurely

pace in uncrowded cars, animal and
bird watching m the great national

parks and game reserves; meetings
with representatives in various fields.

Finest accommodalions and services Gen-
erously Inclusive price (including dps) with

round trip air from New York. $1585
Year round departures

for brocr^we, see yOijr ifate igentoi »n!e to

f National Parks and Conservation Assoc. |

TiavelDesk. 18 East 41 Si N Y . N Y 10017

(212) 532-7075
Please send your East Africa brocliure to

Name

Address-

Cily

^-v—*/^

^ There's a forest

in the Bronx
, a '

.

withi;. u ^ -. V ; .vj

urban sprawl — on Long
Island, in Westchester. New
Jersey, along the Hudson,
and in nearby Connecticut

Discover it all m this classic

guide: maps and directions,

botanical and geological

descriptions, history and
folklore

NEW YORK
WALK
BOOK

>>7



KEEP PACE WITH SPACE AGE! SEE MOON SHOTS-LANDINGS, SPACE FLIGHTS, CLOSE-UP^

TiY^ e*lH M.LHJiJIi^'
for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT

XVA^S.

BMOTION METER "TESTS" YOU
Amaiing li... ..J detector type

„,..v» that really works. Re-
veals hidden likes, dislikes.

Easy to use. Sensitive and
accurate. Measures changes
in body resistance caused by

changes in emotional state.

Needle movement indicates

emotional response (not

pends ... .,---

,„, Unique lO-oz. set intended

ment. education. Great fun at partii
and interpretati(

for entertaii

9v battery, compl. instrs. ,,= oii Dnd
Stock No. 4I.422E $15.95 Ppd.

jr Boys— Girls—AdultsI

i-powerful magnets, po-

you to partii

lor haft, (n

SCIENCE TREASUHE CHESTS

Kit for making telescopes,

microscopes, etc. Full in-

structions included.

No. 70.342E $5.50 Ppd.

Deluxe Science Treasure

Chest

Stock No. 70.343E ^_.^..$I3.00 Ppd.

PIASTIC MODEL V-S ENGINE
of fun! Gel thrill of

ig your own easily as-

from over
push starter

embled . .

50 parts. Th
rid watch it r

pvnives. pisto

and do
I

.._ sequence

w'ith spa'rk"'piugs. Does ev-

erything but burn oil. 'j

scale molded in 4 colors.

Same motor used in many
mechanic courses. Excellent,

'""''
$13.50 ppd.

POCKET METER SHOWS WIND SPEED
Useful to all outdoorsmen,

especially sailors, shooters.

fliers, golfers. Lightweight
Pocket Wind Meter accurate

to within I MPH. Two
scales—low and high veloc-

ity. One from 2-10 MPH
graduated in Vi MPH in-

crements. Second from 10-66

MPH in 2 MPH increments.

Get this Rold mine from Kdmund
liflc To., Amerira's Brcatest

optical-hobby mart. 148 easy

pages, over 4.000 excitinc and hard
bargains. ,^

BIG SAVINGS FOR
THE AMATEUR ASTRONOMER

FREE CATALOG!
148 PAGES • MORE THAN 4000

UNUSUAL BARGAINS
SCIENCE -OPTICS -SPACE

MORE THAN

4000

UNIQUE BUYS

$8 95 ELECTRONIC STROBE!
'^ Hand-sized solid state elec-

tronic strobe light at fan-
tastically low price. Pro-
duces bright psychedelic ef-

fects like larger, far more
expensive Xenon strobes, yet

it's iust 2% X 4 X IJf
thick. Adjustable flash rate,

approximately 3-10 flashes

per seocnd. Make stop mo-
tion effects, posters come
alive. Great to take with

dances, outing, etc. Requires 2 9v transis-

$8 95 ELECTF

icL). Instruct

a?^

your sky. In

month—oute

noi inci.;. in^iruciiunb.

oiuun «u. 4i.443E $8.95 Ppd
4 REPLACEMENT LAMPS P.4I.444E $1.00 Ppd.

DECORATIVE "3-D" STAR CHART
Quickly, easily locate ^^
stars In your sky—any- ^
time, anywhere. Handsome r^
10' high Sky and Earth
Globe has fixed transpar

|

ent 7' diam. outer celes-

tial sphere with equator
calibrated in months. 4'

diam. inner earth sphere
(in relief) revolves on in-

clined axis—includes long.

& lat. markings. Corre-
late location on earth globe

globe shows stars v

Finder, Atlas. Instr.

Stock No. 70.984E :: -$14-50

50-150-300 POWER MKItOSCOPE
r- Amazing Value—3 Aehro-
\^ matic Objective Lenses on

Revolving Turretl Color-
corrected, cemented achro-
matic lensts in objectives
give far superior results to

;ingle lenses usually found
in this microscope price
range. Results are worth the

^- difference! Fine rack and
^«~'' pinion focusing. Imported!

Stock No. 70.008E $19.50 Ppd.
MOUNTED 500 POWER OBJECTIVE:
Threaded achromatic lenses. 3mm F.L.
Stock No. 30.i97E .^.. .$5.75 Ppd.

ACCURATE HOME WEATHER STATION
Handsome "Weather Sta-
tion" highly sensitive to

weather changes. Thermo-
meter accurate to ±: 2%:
barometer to it .025". hy-
grometer to ± 5%. Foretells

weather changes from 12 to

24 hrs. in advance. Ported
gift—excellent for teaching
weather phenomena. Mounted

wood-grained wall panel

dials

POWER HORN BLASTS
Frighten prowlers, muggers,
vicious dogs with 118 deci-
bels. Just press and this

Freon powered pocket-sized
metal horn can be heard a
mile away to signal for help
or fun. Great for boating
(it floats), hiking, camping,
hunting, seashore, rooting
for your team. Can be heard
over traffic and constr. noises
to sound fire drill, lunch
break or emergency. Weighs
100 mile- piercing blasts. A

NEW LIQUID-FUEL ROCKET KIT

Apollo-type —
1.000 feet at 300 ft. per sec-

ond .. . then gently returns

to earth on automatic para-

chute. Fantast
lift off. flig

16" aluminum
fired manually <

(req. 6v Batt. nc

Loads of fun build

orating, launching again &
again. Inc'ud.: 16 Pg. instruct

hos.

Stock No. 7M82E
EXTRA PROPELLANT (T*0
Stock No. P7I.I92E

timer, separator.

„ s. loading valve,

h stand, propellant.

$15.95 Ppd.

THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS FOR

iars. Maenots, MaRniflf

^"'"^
SHOP AND SAVE THE

EDMUND WAY
CaUloc Kiv- Mif f;irt ""

IeDMUND SCIENTIFtC CO.

I lARKINGTON. NiW JIISIY 0»00T

finmjfi<»*.'.MlBi.lJHM'>li;»«»l:W:HtH
* 1 CDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. ^_„,

300 CdKorp Sulliflnc. Barrlnclon. N. J. (»007

$16.50 AtR POLLUTION TESTER!

LOW-COST survey-type
trumenl. Quickly provides
ntitati

dustrial Hygienists. Sensi-

ich to test for
andCO.. CO. MS. ..-.

SO.. Sufficient for 2 to .

tests depending on concentrat

only 3 oz but contains i

real bargain
$3 25 Ppc
$2 75 Pp

BUUERFLY & INSECT COLL

insect Collecting ;

ing Kit has everytning
needed to start a butterfly
or invertebrate collection.
Includes 3 x 10" spreading
board. 2-oz. bottle of dis-
natching fluid, eyedropper,
relaxing fluid, wood-handled
butterfly net, 2 butterfly

. tons of educational family fun at ;

c value!
No. 7I.5I8E $4.95 Pp

WOODEN SOLID PUZILI

stin ility to think Vfi i ' If^ ,
Animals and ^W ^ %JS ^

ns. Take apart
"^ IT ^^ ^^geometric form

and reassemble. Lots of fun
for the whole family—young
and old. Will test skill.

patience and ability to solve
problems.
No. 70,205E ....$5.00 Ppd.

LOW-COST DOUBLE-BAkRELED TUMBL
Rugged 12-lb. tumbler has
TWO big 6-lb. (4'/2-pt.)
capacity rubber barrels, each
with ten internal sides

—

twice tumbling action of

Quiet, resilient, dependable.
safe operation. Features
fan-cooled, continuous-duty
1550 rpm motor; V-belt
drive w/nylon bearings: cov-

ered safety belt & pulleys. Real money,
shops, experimenters—great for rockhounds. 10v»"
tl'/2' X l2'/a''.

Stock No. 80,I32E (18 lbs.) $39.95 P[

VERSATILE VACUUM-BASE TMPC

exposure photos. Powerful
rubber suction cup (4%*
dia.) w/locking lever assures

panhead, removable pan han-
dle and swivel control knob.
Compact (stands approx. 8"

high), it works with all r'^"

<3
?
^

S 4.00 Ppd.

cameras—can also be used to firm binoculars and n

Iars. Great help to both amateurs and professlO^^

Imported. ,,, „, „
Stock No, 7I.5I4E $I4.95P

See craters „ ^- .-

of Saturn, double stars. Up
to 270k. New vibration-free

equatorial mount. f/IO

eludes sturdy

Stock No 71 349E

Lightweight Kit in-

v<ii;uuii. Mu-f. v„JPling tubes, complete

ith scales to determine results Sets (4) of

liable separately for $4.75.
$16.50 Ppd.

mpoule

WAR SUKPLUS ELECTHIC GENEIIATOR
Brand new Signal Corps

ilts by turn-
: in high
!vs. charge

lorrected to better than
i/j wave length. Gives theo-

retical limited resolution.

Rack and pinion focusing.

Aluminum tube. 6x finder JL,
telescope. 2 standard eye- ,„uaaEt
pieces and Barlow lens gives '*',.u..nHi,
Dower UP to 270x Free: Star Chart. 272-page 'Handb'

of the Heavens" plus "How to. Use Your Telescope .

Stock No. 85.I05E ... (Shipping wt. 42 lbs.). .59

NEW BINOCULAK-TOCAMEIIA HOU

Fits any camera for excit-

ing telephoto pictures. 35-

mm camera with 7 x 50

binocular brings distant ob-

ject 7 times nearer. Ideal

for long-range photos of wild

life, ships, people, planes. ^ ^a jpr^TT
etc. Attaches easily. Use any lll^. ~ Tfe l|

binocular or monocular—and
camera—still or movie, color

or black & white. Gray
crinkle and bright chrome
finish. 10" long. Full directions. .la so I

Stock No. 70.223E »"'-™

EDMIiND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

300 EOSCORP BLOG.
BARRIIVIGTON. NEW JERSEY 08007



KEEP PACE WITH SPACE AGE! SEE MOON SHOTS-LANDINGS, SPACE FLIGHTS. CLOSE-UP!

1L1*1HM HirTlIT
for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT

GICAT INTIKNATIONAL RAPIK RLANl BOOKI
Official fly-thero-yo
l>ook of paper airplan

SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CANS -Ist International
Competition". Include!
plans of all winnins entries,
time-aloft reeordi. photos,
technical data. eommen.
tarics. Hat 20 unuaual da-

flyl Amusing. eniertainin|. I2S page!, r I

Slotk No, 'I31IE J2.95 Pod,

BAlTlRy POWEHeO GVROSCOPf
For the flrit tima—hava the
fun & enioymcnt of a gyro
without bother ol constant

iindino L pulling, 5"

Spii
flying-!

on il> edge

svlteh to off it an aip
ilmoil 3 min. •ithi

rocket car. pedestal. 9

Cham. loop, instr. Operates o

Stock No. 7I.I6IE:

MOOCl 0/G/r41 COMPUTtK

from a string.

ear. races around
you'll be amazed i

e^speeds up to a

head, hanging

ubt

I vertlon of giant
tronlc brain I Adds,

ultipllai.
tients.

riei. memoriias. Colored
plastic parts oaally

bled. 12" a 3'," l
ep-by-stcp

*%".

32-p. In

ring op.r.

Stock No. 70.r,8JE I 5.98 Ppd.
ANALOG COMPUTER KIT
Itoik No. 70.S4IE ll8-»5 Ppd.

«ls
lilarklliM. MlrrOT-
reflrctnr makes In-

srtlng A-watt. hliti-

/ bulh lo<ik like
er t'p to K.ooo hours
lonK-wasp (3rti".iiA)

hi to roallT turn on
llahl A Diralrlral
peyrheilellf tl«-ors.

HIanils uprtshl or

Si4«S Ppd.

tock No. 7I.299E 119.95 Ppd.

Vf W/ HICTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER KITI

irmlily illacramInrluilrs step t)y step
illy changrd lUajout frmn Ilium
NI 'J

|>" liall (luit Inrl I. Be«l inoilel

lo. 7I.«ME (If a I2','.- 14")

aw. iOW-COST GEM JUMtltll

1^
MkhCUAdl FkMt-

t tfbby . . . iMdt of
ntip.niivt. taiy Hak.

itfty mottr. Full In*

it««k No. 70.(174f
ROCK ASSORTMENT CIO TVf•>

tofk No. 70.«r.Hi

or-Alt nriHG saucf* rrr

*tr fttmply lumbl* finlih

rt«<lilv avatUbU |*niten««
. . . Ih«n p«llih lo hlfh
lu«tr« . . . brinii oul b««u-
llful f\t% Rufi«<l 1 lb

PMily lumblar «/(«Atiiiu«u*

^̂ •bjeala «lih sfring taih

rty wheel , I M al

eerd. Easily ree^

IR RAl tnON KIT
U no Ppd

lion Pp4

See moon

shots, orbits,

stirs,

craters!

NEW 3

"

ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
60 to 180X

DE-LUXE FEATURES AT ECONOMY PRICE
Amazingly priced Apollo Space Eaplorer brings the
•onders of the uni.ene up close, r aluminiied 1
ovcrcoated f/IO mirror. Reaches theoretical limits of
resolution & dettnitlon, 6tiX standard size I',' 0,0
eyepiece. < ,' F L. 3X adiustable Barlow eX finder
telescope; high impact plastic tube: metal fork mount
w/ positive locking. 36' hardwood tripod, included
FREE: 272 p. Handbook. Star Chart. Instructions.
Bnt value ever'
Slock No. 80.I62E »5»S0 Ppd.
REG 3- REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock NO. DSOSOE S>4 so Ppd.

GIANT WCATHFR 8AUOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids,

stoppers for
fernl c

sts

or amaim
eighb

n
rolog Creat a r-

hood alion. fir

yard fu . Es itin
attrai '101 . Am feu

torolog sts r.
rioud
and

he
em

ghls.

p. Made
d spr
of hra

d

duly neo Irene. Inflate » th

air
Stock No 60.568E
Stock No . CO. 632

E

TURN BOnitS INTO TREASURES
Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets yeu be eeeleglcal
and artistic Make saleable.

LI
urface bettlae er

tarsi Cut any round battle
safely, easily In leas tban
5 minutes for fun. profit,
frame deceratlens vltti |usi
an lea cube and thia kit

Includes: cutter IS'. X 7', X 2',->. enndle. 2or grind.
ing powder Complete instructions.
Stock No 7l.4;5t 110 tS Ppd

SUPER 8 APOllO MISSIONS fllMS

• Mrloofn t'oliir

Apelle-ll
A|Mlle-l2

tow COST TREASURE UNDERm
fltoek Ne 71 1931 114*1 Ppd

rr**lliC IIZAOOS MONSTtOUS M4MMAIS

>D^1»
t^i:*'

W..1. —......
sire trans 7' te c 'ft^tK'*'^

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

Kir.'-^ (or

•ftSH WfJH A MAGNFT
Go trtaturt kuntiat •«
MItoM! FaKtn«tinfl fun A
MntilMM vraflUbl*: Ti«
Itnt U tor S-lb. Munct—
drop It ovcrbMrd la bay.
rivrr. Itkt «r MMii. Trtll il

aloRfl b«tton—y»iif "tr«a».
urr" haul caa b« tutboard
latan. aMiMn. ate. S-lb.
Maaatt li «ar turplu*

—

Alalea-V Tyvt—Gov't t«(t

no. LIfU avw 150 Ibt. •• land—aiMh aiaro uador wmttr.
Slock No. 70.571 E 5 Ibk. 114.00 P»«.
Stock No 70.570E 5'. Ibt. t t7i Pfltf.

SiMk No. B5.IS7E IS^4 lb« $S3.95 rOB

#
ly the

sative. Especial.
air" IS be-
akes a bal-

7S times the fun

s. which
toon perkjr

—23 balleoi

t' dian With them.
pressurited (300 lbs sg, i

can containing 23 liters
lelium te inflate all 23 H

111

inert ga
Stock N

a aafe Ma-teaic

71 289E I! 00 Pad

BUIID A WORKING CRYSTAL RADIO
ring tha 20's beat with
e fun of a Bedenilied
rphene crystal set that

. Iking In laaa Ika
r Connects ta a per-
sentlv filed gerswanium

• ermanium diode, variable
condenser, all radio parts, oarpltene A holder pins dlsgrwa
A simple Instra. A ekarsalag ewaversatlea plea*, treat faa

•3 » PH.
"IRSAint WHITE MODELING HASTIC

Perfeet for figures, terms.
shapes, product A teel de-
signs, negative nelds. medtl
making, etc Caailv sisaped
by hand, feels. Can bi
list, built up late
Permanently pliable

shaped 4 baked
painted, eaibessed
Steel Ne. M 7«4t
Iteeh Ne. 7t.209C

>a

lb.

>e cut. saw
aea-slltky.
lib

•d. *
lsa»

lied. aaa<e<.
lees

lit* Ppd
II* M Ppd

ivrw WANKEl ENGINE KITI

r̂rei Itashiisj" .wMrt, K.«| 1

M 7b Pp«.

:a» or iHi luwii mi«i momti

aseeb No 7* W?! MM P»«.

ECONOMICAL WATER lEVH AlAtm
Aswid OMtty lelaeael teed

•^
UPt* CMC! M MO«l|e 0*M9

300 EDSCORP BLOO.
BARRINGTON. NEW JERSEY 08007



ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were

used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display

pieces for home and ofFice. A superb all-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity $10.95 ppd.

lamps with Cross motif $23.95 ppd.

FREE Gift Cafaloa!
. . . illustrating Jewelry, Amulets, Coins, Buddhas,

Roman Glass, Figurines and more!

Museum & Dealers inquiries welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
N-12 . 648 NINTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

IDEAL

FOR

HOME

FINISHED

OR IN KIT

This remarkable end table
stores over 50 books and
50 magazines or newspa-
pers-in view, upright,

convenient. Rolls easily on large casters. Books
fit on both sides, magazirLes on ends—and just
the proper chair size! Pine, in honey tone or
maple, antique pine or walnut fin. 27xl4x26"H
$31.95 E.vp. Chg. Col. EASY KIT: Simple insti.
$22.95 Postpaid. Add $1.50 W. of Miss
SEND 25t For 76.Pg. Color Catalog—Over 1200 Items

Friendly Pine Furniture, Home Accessories, Gifts
IncteleZipNo. YIELD HOUSE

Dopt. N12-1B
No. Conway, N. H. 03860

Money Back Guaraii
Not Sold In Stores

Wilderness Holidays
...in a birdwatchers paiadise-tlie upper

reaches of the Amazon in Colombia. Hun-

dreds of exotic tropical species. Easily

reached by air. Stay at El Dorado Lodge,

new and comfortable; excellent meals; swim-
ming pool. Guides and boats included. Full

week. $298. R.T. air fare from Miami, $160.

Call toll-free 1-800-325-2591 or write: Ad-

venture Associates, Outdoors BIdg., Colum-
bia. Mo. 65201.

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtual!/ any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll
find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,
please. Write: Oept. 63.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

BE A WHALE WATCHER!
Join the Natural Hislory Museum's voyages lo Scam-
mon's Lagoon to see California Gray Whales couiting,
maling. nursing their 1600 lb calves, fluking, blowing,
breeching, spying out. Take pictures as close as 10
'eel from your 14 foot skiff Six thrilling days at sea

—

siiJling steaks, luscious lobstei. piime ribs. Slop off
at San Benilo and San fVlaitin to see killer v»hales.
porpoises, elephant seals and their jups, sea lions,

pelicans. Reserve Jan. Feb, tnps by *riting WHALE-
MASTER, San Diego Natural Hislory Museum, PC,
Box 1390, San Diego, Cal. 92112.

THE ELUSIVE SERINGO
Birds \\n Men. R.H. Welker. Ath-

eneum Publishers, New York,

1966.

The JoiRNAL OF Henry David
Thoreau. B. Torrey and F.H. Al-

len, eels. Dover Publications, Inc.,

New York. 1906.

IMMORTALITY AND THE
FREEZING OF HUMAN BODIES
The Prdspeitt of Immortality R. C.

Ettinger. Doubleday & Company,

Inc.. Gard.-n Citv. 1964.

Physics and Life Prolongation. G.

Feiiiberg. Physics Today, Novem-

ber. 1966.

A PORTRAIT OF TINKERS
The Honey Spike. B. MacMahon. The

Bodley Head, London, 1967.

Report of the Commi.ssion on Itin-

erancy. The Stationery Office,

Dublin. 1963.

NAKED GILLS
AND RECYCLED STINGS
The Lower Animals. R. Buchsbaum

and L. Milne. Doubleday & Com-

pany, Inc., Garden City, 1960.

American Seashells. R.T. Abbott.

Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,

New York. 1954.

American Opisthobranch Moli.i sks.

E. Marcus and E. Marcus. Univ. of

Miami Press. Coral Gables, 1968.

FLY IN THE SUNDEW
Insectivoroi!S Plants. C. Darwin.

AMS Press, Inc., New York, 1893.

TheCarnivoroi s Plants. F.E. Lloyd.

The Ronald Press Company, New
York, 1942.

THE MELANCHOLY ADDICTION
OF OL' KING COTTON
The Unforeseen International

EcoLOGic Boomerang. M.T. Farvar

and J. P. Milton, eds. Natural His-

tory Magazine, February, 1969.

The Careless Technology: Ecology

and International Development.

M.T. Farvar and J. P. Milton, eds.

Natural History Press, New York,

in press.

Pest Control. W.W. Kilgore and

R.L. Doutt, eds. Academic Press

Inc., New York, 1967.

Biological C(jntrol C.B. Hulfeker.

Plenum Publishing Corporation,

New York, 1971.

AN INVASION OF SHARKS
Sharks, Skates, and Rays. P.W. Gil-

bert at. al., eds. The Johns Hopkins

Press, Baltimore, 1967.

Olfaction in Fishes. H. Kleerekoper.

Indiana University Press,

Bloomington, 1969.

Orientation: Sensory Basis. H.E.

Adier, ed. Annals of the New York

Acadeinv of Sciences, in press.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE

Cut your old address label from magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History Magazine

Reader Services Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

D 1 year—$8 (U.S.)

n 1 year—$9 (Canada and other non-U.S. orders)

PLEASE PRINT

New Address

"i about a change of address, renewal

I of subscription, billing, or any kind

I of adjustment, send tlie present

I
address label from tlie magazine

! wrapper.

I
Moving? Please notify B weeks In

I advance.

-' You can use this form to tell us

?. about a move or order a subscrip-

tion.

Change of address—attach your

address label in this dotted area

and fill in your new address at left,

clip and mail to: Natural History

Magazine, Reader Services, Box

2927, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

- A new subscription—Check box

and fill in name and address at

left.
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Some down-to-earth reasons for buying an Olds Ninet>'-Eight:

1 Many of the "extras" you want
are standard on Ninety-Eight.

Automatic transmission, for ex-

ample. Power steering. And
power front disc brakes. On
Ninety-Eight Luxury models, a

two-way power front seat is stan-

tl.inl. And power side windows.

2 The Ninety-Eight is a big car.

And that's a very practical con-

sitleration if you happen to have

a big family. Or if you like to

take driving vacations. Or week-

end trips to the lake. The Ninety-

l!ighf seats six— not ellxiw to el-

bow—but comfortably, with r<Mim

to stretch out. And you can pack

your golf clubs, outboard motor,

beach gear and luggage into the

generous 20.8-cvibic-foot trunk.

ONiniryEight is a superb road

car. Olds' exclusive riile system

incorporates a combination of

engineering advances in chassis,

suspension and steering. You ne-

gotiate scrubboard roads, chuck-

holes, hairpin curves and smooth
interstate highways with ease.

4 Ninety-Eight's front bumper is

exactly wh.it the n.mie implies. A
bumper. It's built of heavy-gauge

plated steel — .md moimted on
new spring-steel supports that

flex to help absorb minor impacts,

then return to position.

5 The Ninety-Eight engine is a

(SS-cubic-inch Rocket V-8. While
it's so soft-sfH)ken you hardly

know it's there, you have all the

reserve you could ever want. And
it runs just fine on no-lead, low-

lead or regidar gas.

O.Surely security is an imjTortant

reason for considering an Olds

Ninety-Eight I'he very fact that

it's big — ovir li,S0O pounds -

makes you fci I vocurc. But there's

more. In the iliH>rs beside you arc

tough side-gii.ii ' beams. Over yoti

is a rcinfurccJ Juublc-stccl roof.

In front of you is an energy-ab-

sorbing steering coKmin. And all

around you are other CiM safety

features.

• Ninety-Eight is loadi^J with

little niceties that make traseiing

by auto more th.m just transpor-

tation. lAtremeh efficient sound-

priKifing helps keep outside noises

out. The front seats are six inches

of sol ill foam- not a thin layer of

pailding on ordmary springs. Fine

fabrics ami plush carjteting sur-

round you. The o\iisidc mirror is

remote-controlleil. Luxury mod-
els have front and rear cigarette

lighters, an armrest in the center

of the rear seat, even a clock ex-

clusively for the convenience of

rear-seat sedan passengers.

If you spend n lot of time in

your car, and think you shoidd

sjx-nd that lime m as much com-
fort and luxnrs as (Mwsible. con-

si. Iir 1 Ninety-Eight.

OLDSINIOBILi: MMT^ -i:i(;i (T. (n ITK A SlIVSTANTIAL ( AR.
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